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I

THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH IN public attention and a largely increased share of

SCHOOLS . the school time-table. Investigation would show ,

I fear, that the study of our own language and

By J. H. FOWLER , M.A. literature had made little headway . “ I have come

Clifton College. to a school " -a newly appointed headmaster of a

large secondary school wrote to me lately— “ in

T is now more than thirty years since the late which, from top to bottom , there has been no

Prof. Seeley-in that volume of “ Lectures English literature taught.”

and Essays” which includes his masterly Let us begin by acknowledging frankly that the

essay on “ Roman Imperialism ” and two delightful experiment of teaching English has been tried ,

papers on Milton -- published an eloquent plea for and abandoned in many, or at least in some, cases ,

the greater study of our own language and literature because it did not prove successful . I do not find

in English schools . “ Everywhere but in England, in this any real cause for discouragement, because

I imagine , the native language makes a prominent it seems to me that the failure has been partly due .

part of the educational course.” When these to difficulties which , though real , are not insuper

words were written in 1870 , the education given in able , and partly to wrong methods . In grammar

English secondary schools , public and private, there is the difficulty of getting a boy to think

was preponderatingly classical. But the conflict about constructions which he uses instinctively

between natural science and languages for supre- because he has learnt them in the act of learning

macy was already beginning, and the supporters of to speak . In literature there is the difficulty that

natural science were proclaiming with a force that its beauties are things to be felt rather than

had all the attraction of novelty the easy and defined, that æsthetic criticism is apt to degenerate

fallacious antithesis between words and things : into a peculiarly hateful sort of cant . The effort

“ Science is a better education than language , to avoid this , and the desire to make the study

because an education in things must be better scientific, have led to literature lessons that were

than an education in words.” Between the two lessons in language and history and geography but

sides in the controversy Prof. Seeley took a middle hardly in literature at all . And , last but not least ,

position . “ Classical education , ” he said in effect, the tyranny of our examination system-under

i is not a failure for the small minority who attain which some examiners have set literature papers

such proficiency as to enjoy its best fruits . For that did not contain a literary question, and others
them it ceases to be an education in words, and have set literary questions only to find that the

becomes an education in things—in the life and answers were repeated by rote from the text - books

thought of Greece and Rome. But for the average -has driven many in the ranks of examiners ,

boy who leaves school at fourteen or sixteen it is teachers, and pupils alike , to the sad conclusion that

only a training in dead words brought into no to make English literature a school subject is the

relation with his life. Let us substitute a training surest way to implant a dislike of it in the minds

in his own language-the language which he has of the young

to use whenever he wishes to come into contact Yet, whatever the difficulties and discourage
with things—and the antithesis between words and ments may be , the attempt to make literature a

things will disappear . Let us , further, substitute real and living force is not one to be lightly

English authors for the classical authors that so abandoned . Modern schemes of education, under

few boys learn to enjoy, and let us wipe away the which natural science is chiefly directed to prac

reproach from the English nation that it is in- tical ends, and languages are mainly studied with a

different to the splendid inheritance of its own view to commercial or colloquial intercourse , leave

literature.” The interval of thirty -three years has the best part of human life without provision.

seen great changes in our secondary schools , but That quickening of the imagination and sympathy,

they have not been to any large extent in the that lifting of the life above gross and sordid aims
direction favoured by Prof. Seeley. Natural and cares, which is the best thing that education

science , technical training, modern languages- can give , is best and most directly given through

these have all won a largely increased share of literature. And if through literature, it must be
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through our own , or not at all , in most cases . It that accurate sense of the exact significance of

is idle to suppose that the claims of modern life words which is essential to clear ideas and to the

upon the school curriculum can be ignored . It formation of any opinions in life that are worth

seems very doubtful whether any reform in classical having . Thirdly, there must be training in ex

teaching could materially shorten the time required pression . Here, as indeed in the study of voca

for such a training in Latin and Greek as will bulary also , we may surely ask the man of science

secure for the learner the advantages claimed- to regard us as allies and friends, not rivals or

and , I think , rightly claimed - for a classical edu- foes. It is only in words that we can express our

cation . The time can only be abridged by the knowledge of things. Without the power of ex

sacrifice of accuracy , and if accuracy goes , the pression in words how is science at all possible ?

scientific value, the mental discipline , of the study Scientific professors tell us of the difficulty they

goes with it . And though now and again intuitive find in getting their pupils to express themselves

sympathy may attain the literary fruit without logically and clearly on paper . Even commerce

much preliminary study - as Shakespeare attained suffers because boys leave school without having

to an understanding of the Roman character and acquired the power to write so much as a business

Keats to an appreciation of the Greek mythology letter with lucidity, conciseness, accuracy, and

- this is not commonly the case. I incline strongly courtesy . We may prefer to advocate the English

to the opinion expressed by Prof. Hardie, in his re- essay because we believe that it is possible to

cent“ Lectures on Classical Subjects , ” that “ there encourage observation and thought and self-ex

can be no short and easy way to the kind of pression by its means, to develop all that is
insight which is the scholar's aim .” But what- intellectually best in the learner . But , if we are

ever may be the possibilities in the way of compelled to fall back on humbler ideals and to

reducing the hours for classics in the face of take the point of view of practical utility , we can

what another eminent classical professor has still maintain that no part of the school curriculum

elegantly termed “ the squeeze," the question is , will better repay attention than this.

for many schools, already unimportant. The decree Finally, we come back to the use of literature as

has practically gone forth that for the vast majority literature with which we began. Can we do any

of boys in secondary schools there is to be nothing better for the after-life of our pupils—their

training in Greek, and for a large proportion no whole life, mental , moral, and spiritual-than lead

training in Latin . The really urgent thing for them to “ the best that has been thought expressed

those of us who believe with Matthew Arnold and in the best way ? " The modern deluge of printed

the late Prof. Withers, that the crying need of our matter is soon to descend upon them -nay, it is

schools is for “ more literature, more humanity ,” is upon them before they quit the school . If they are

that we should fight hard to secure for the English not to be swept away by it , if they are to keep

language and literature an honourable place in the solid foothold, * Discerning the bad by the rule of

schools ofthe future . We need not ask for a large the good,” the school must help them . With all

place : three hours a week in school , and two hours boast of patriotism , how sadly indifferent we
of preparation , might be sufficient--far less time are to our best national heritage ! We “ are

than the minimum required for a profitable study sprung of Earth's first blood , have titles manifold,"

of the classics. Our aim should rather be to make not the least of our titles being that we “ speak the

the hoursat least those devoted to the literature tongue that Shakespeare spake.” And yet, of the

-a time of real refreshment for the pupil , an thousands of England's sons and daughters who

introduction into new “ realms of gold ” in which year by year pass out from her schools, let us

he is hereafter to wander at his will. remember with shame how many
there are

For the pleasantest part of the study , that part Who have hardly heard

which is to yield the best fruit of all in the end, we Sound of her loftiest names, or any word

need not wait till the pupil is growing into Of all that hath in gold been said and sung,

maturity . It may begin from the very first Since him of April heart and morning tongue,

moment -- with the reading of fairy tales and Her ageless singing- bird .

“ Robinson Crusoe ” and Sir Walter Scott . But

the training is to be scientific too . First , there

must be instruction in the use of the several parts

of speech and patient analysing of the simpler
It is extremely easy for a political speaker, or a city magnate,

forms of sentence . The difficulty already men
or a military reformer, or an irresponsible writer , to proclaim

that the schoolmaster must mend his ways forthwith , giveup
tioned of getting thechild to thinkabout sentences this pointless Latin of his , and teach his pupils the English

which he uses instinctively must be faced and language thoroughly - with much emphasis on the “ thoroughly, '

overcome . Secondly, there must be study of the but it is quite another thing for the schoolmaster to obey our

vocabulary of the English language . The methods
magnificent directions. For the plain , simple, unsurmountable

fact is this, that no one knows how to teach English as in our

of that study will be considered in a later article . It vague way we critics imagine it taught ; that no working school

will be enough to say here that there should be the master alive can possibly give the thing the concentrated atten

minimum of philology, in the narrower sense of the tion , the experimental years necessary for its development ; that

term , but that words should be traced back to their
it is worth nobody's while ; and that ( except in a vein of exalted

self-sacrifice) it will probably not be worth anyone's while to do

first meaning and the connection of later uses with so for many years , unless some New Republicans conspire to

the originalmeaning carefully shown . Everything make it so.-- H . G. Wells in “ Mankind in the Making "

should be done that can be done to give the pupil | (Chapman and llall ) .
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ART INSTRUCTION IN SCHOOLS.
acquisition of a valuable elementary knowledge of

art . The course of study usually consists of a

By ARCHIBALD H. CHRISTIE . series of unconnected exercises in drawing, the

value of which is often measured solely by the
Inspector of Art Schools and Classes, L.C.C. Technical

amount of assistance that they afford to the work
Education Board .

of other classes. The practice in drawing and

training of observation obtained by filling “ nature
1.-Aims.

study note-books, drawing from geometrical

models , and the like , is no doubt a valuable help

FTER a long period of obscure vicissitudes , to the art class, but if this work is made the end to

the study of art has definitely assumed a which the instruction is directed , drawing becomes

remarkable position in schools. From being merely an adjunct to science-teaching, cut adrift

regarded as of trivial importance , an extra touch from all educational developments peculiar to

of refinement involving an extra fee, it has received
itself. It is only , however, by puttingdrawing to

universal recognition as a desirable element in such purposes that the masters of many schools
education , and is regularly taught in all schools of find a means by which what they term art

any pretensions by special masters in class -rooms be made a useful study . These authorities, having

built and equipped for this work alone . But in a very limited idea ofthe real scope of the work,

spite of, or perhaps in consequence of, much would be unable to find a place for it in their

apparent prosperity , our methods of dealing with schools upon any other terms.

elementary art instruction require more serious Elementary art -instruction , as at present carried

attention than they at present receive , not only in on , is indeed wofully incomplete ; its whole bear

the interests of those pupils who acquire their ing is obscure, its most important aspect ignored .
whole stock of information on the subject at school, The view commonly held cuts off all who do not

but also of those who are laying the foundations afterwards enter special schools from knowledge
upon which future training for occupations re- that might exert a good influence upon their

quiring artistic knowledge is to be erected. It is, mental attitude towards art-work in after -life, and

moreover, a matter upon which those interested in only pays attention to the cultivation of a certain

elementary education as a whole would do well amount of ability in drawing which, if not com

to ascertain the views of specialists engaged in pletely subordinated to science , has no practical

advanced art-teaching, in order that misunder- bearing whatever. Drawing is but a method of

standings might be cleared up, and that the work expressing observations and ideas , and is in a

should form a useful introduction to special studies manner analogous to writing, to which it has often

to be afterwards undertaken . For art teachers been compared. No one would think of confining

are vitally interested in the preliminary education the study of literature to exercises in penmanship,

of pupils who will in due course attend their but such a restriction affords a by no means far

classes, and are, in consequence of their wider fetched illustration of the measure of art instruction

experience of aims and methods, more competent often provided .

to discuss all phases of instruction than the The fact that the technique of drawing presents

teachers upon whom the task of arranging the difficulties is no reason for allowing that all the

course in a school usually falls. other essentials of an art education should be

It must be evident to everyone having experi- neglected or postponed . Insistence upon the

ence of the work done in school art-classes that acquisition of technical ability as a necessary pre

even in the best it is capable of extension in many paration is a plausible view , but one that may be

directions at present neglected, whilst in the very easily pushed too far. It has a tendency to
majority it has by no means attained anything like set false ideals before the pupils, and to engender

an adequate development. This unsatisfactory wrong habits of mind. The technical difficulties

state of things is in no wise due to lack of energy, of drawing can be largely overcome quite uncon

of good intentions, or indeed of ability on the part sciously, if interesting objects are studied . These

of the teachers, but is the natural outcome of a are in themselves an incentive to good workman

curiously artificial view of art , based upon a super- ship ; if young pupils are encouraged to draw

ficial acquaintance with it , which has become things that they admire , they will take almost

traditional in schools . It is equally certain that endless pains to do themselves credit and their

real progress will never result from the adoption work full justice . Commendation of accurate

of novel exercises or more convenient apparatus- | observation and neatness of work, and a vigorous

the procedure customary when misgivings as to suppression of all conventional treatment or man

efficiency arise. The only possible roadto sim- nerism , with an occasional lesson devoted to some

plicity and completeness of instruction lies in a special difficulty, will be found sufficient by the

thorough comprehension of the result aimed at , teacher who knows how to make drawing properly

and careful selection of the most direct methods of subordinate to the essential work of his class.

attaining this . The possibility of using the classes It is interesting to compare the treatment of art

more completely is little understood by those who in schools with the treatment of literature . The

frame the course of instruction . It is but seldom study of literature is not confined to the acqui

that the selected exercises give the impression of sition of the power of reading and writing for the

forming a system of well-thought-out steps in the purpose of gaining scientific information, nor its

a
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practice entirely subordinate to such ends ; it is ready thoroughly conversant ; indeed , the progress

carried to extraordinary lengths purely for its own of a studentwho has had no previous instruction is

sake . The importance of someacquaintance with frequently more rapid than that of one who has

our national literary masterpieces is insisted upon . laboriously acquired the erroneous and incomplete

Specimens of the works of writers of all periods conception of his work current in the school classes .

are completely studied, and questions not relating Pupils arriving fresh from school have never any

to the language, history and composition of their idea of what is to form the subject - matter of

works alone, but also having regard to the mean- their studies. They are not only not familiar with

ing of the subject matter , are actively discussed . any works of art , but they are wholly unaware that

But can it be said that a pupil in an ordinary there is a tradition in every branch of it that must

school art -class is introduced to anything that be studied and mastered before original work of

might form the groundwork of an intelligent any kind can be undertaken . They have usually

knowledge of our national art work, as it is con- a vague notion that an art - worker does everything

ceivable that the school study of great authors out of his head. A properly developed school

might ripen into a proper regard for literature ? class would open up the traditions of art by ex

Pessimistic observers of our national short

comings in relation to art work are wont to look

upon us as a people deficient in some particular

bump, the absence of which renders all right

appreciation of it impossible. But a system of

education that, while it acknowledges the benefits

that may be derived from the study of the subject

by the community, gives instead a garbled, tedi

ously lifeless version of it , must surely take some

share of the responsibility for the degeneration of

our national artistic susceptibilities . The pupils

in school drawing-classes are of an age that is

particularly impressionable to much of the finest

art-work. A hostof objects illustrating the history

of art , ships, castles , churches, shields , of arms,

flags, and so forth , excite their interest to a won

derful degree . The gaily -coloured pattern - work,

fine lettering , heraldry, & c . (see Figs. 1 , 2 and 3) ,

used by the old art - workers never fail to fill

them with a desire to design and draw such

things for themselves out of sheer admiration.

Instruction that takes account of this instinctive

delight and guides it through a general survey of

a series of fine examples appears a more rational

method of training the latent artistic activities

that everyone possesses than the suppression of

such aspirations as unworthy of notice beyond the

kindergarten stage .

It is often denied that it is the function of a

school drawing- class to venture into what is styled
Fig. 1.-- Late XVth Century Italian Drug Bottle.

(Victoria and Albert Museum .)

special teaching. It is contended that an ele

mentary art class conducted in a school as part of

a general education entails quite a different view of hibiting examples of all kinds of art work to the

the subject from that required by the elementary pupils in order that their own observation and

class of an art school . But this is certainly not practice might have the advantage of familiarity

the case . A young student of art and the art he with the principles and methods of the best work

studies are precisely similar in both , and the course from the first, in the same way that their literary

of elementary work should be exactly the same knowledge is founded upon an examination of the

wherever it is carried on . great writers . The examples that they first come

The student commencing at the special school into contact with will impress them most fully, and

will probably devote more time to the subject, and if great care be taken that they encounter none

his progress will rapidly arrive at the point where but the best they will rapidly acquire a canon of

specialisation really begins ; but his early studies taste that will prove of lifelong value.

aim at arousing and developing the same faculties The want of a proper understanding of the real

that should be cultivated in the school class-room. nature of art work has led to the stifling of the

The establishment of some sound preliminary work in many schools ; it has become hedged

study with a definite artistic aim would be of great round with difficulties and reservations until it has

assistance to the work of art and technical schools. almost ceased to be recognisable to the uninitiated ,

Much time is wasted by going over exercises with whose doubts as to the value of much of the work

which the pupils might quite well have been al- done are always met with the declaration “ that

PDIBISANI

e
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school art is different from other art -a fact that designing for wall papers and fabrics, modelling ,

is most incontestably true . And so the “ freehand and a variety of other things some of which cer

drawing " from absurd copies goes on , drawings tainly trespass upon the work of technical schools .

from geometrical “ models " are still ground out, It is the business of the technical school to supple

and · light and shade ” from casts , invented ment general knowledge by the practical develop

specially for this purpose only, is steadily done. ment of some subject that the student has chosen

These exercises , with the addition of some " nature- as his vocation . If students are allowed to pass over

study " drawing, and perhaps

some perfunctory designing, are

often the sum total of the work .

Pupils engage in a particular

exercise until they arrive at a

certain degree of expertness,

when another of a different

character is set before them ;

the relationship of one exercise

to the other, or their places in

the whole course, are unintel

ligible to teacher and pupil

alike. The word “ drawing " is

never heard without qualifi.

cation ; some such term

“ model," " blackboard," " free

hand ," or " free -arm ,” is always

affixed to describe evolutions

in which the pupils are con

stantly and laboriously acquir . Fig. 2. - Two XVth Century Hispano -Moresque Plates.

ing dexterity - or even ambidex (Victoria and Albert Museum .)

terity ! These exercises have a

special literature of their own ; a whole library of their preliminary general education in order that

books has appeared devoted to fads and methods they may devote themselves to special work , the

of little importance. There are volumes that ex- deficiency must either be made up by going back

plain all these processes of " model " drawing so to the beginning in the higher school, a process

fully that models are no longer requisite, and the that is always energetically resented , or a most

rising flood of nature-study cards and copies important part of their training must be wholly
threatens soon to enable teachers to get on very omitted . As a matter of fact, these schools do not

well without Nature herself. in reality advance the study of art - work any more

than those that consider it out

side their province .

Much of the good work done

in girls ' schools, where a liberal

view of the study of art is often

held , is qualified bythe absence

of any strong directing pur

pose . The needlework classes

form a magnificent field for

practical art -work ; they are

distinguished as being the only

craft classes that can be legiti

mately held in schools. But

girls are never introduced to

the historical traditions of em

broidery designing, or fired

with any pride in or emulation

of, the masterpieces of this art

in which our countrywomen

Fig . 3. — Two XVIth Century Rhodian Plates. were at one time the most

(Victoria and Albert Museum .)
famous workers. Needlework

is sharply sub - divided into

In the only type of class that professes to teach plain -sewing and “ art -needlework " classes .; in the

art from a practical point of view the use of latter little is done beyond the working of designs

drawing in various professions is recognised , and purchased in shops . Pupils might easily be re

pupils are taken a considerable distance in all sortsa quired to decorate some of their plain work with

of strictly technical drawing. Classes are conducted designs of their own, based upon carefully selected

in building construction and machine drawing , drawings or photographs of fine traditional patterns .
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I say

.

on

All the soullessly uninteresting apparatus of the tion on the answer to which very much of its

school drawing - class , the freehand copies and efficiency depends . In all probability the library

diagrams, the Aabby casts , the models , and the will have to be to some extent a compromise ,

rest, might well be replaced by photographs , fulfilling more or less completely diverse aims.

drawings, prints, and casts of the best art-work, In the first place, it will be a reference library

not necessarily great painting , sculpture , and archi- of books which both boys and masters may need

tecture—although these should have their place to consult . “ and masters,” because I am

—but the finest things that everyone may come assuming that they will have access to it as well

across if they are taught to look for them. The as the boys.

forms and appearance of buildings of various This is the most essential part of the library , its
periods and uses, of furniture , of all kinds of metal core or nucleus, and this department should be

work , and generally of all the beautiful things that jealously kept up to date -- at all events , in those

a cultured person takes notice of and enjoys , can branches of study with which the school is more

quite well be brought within the knowledge of immediately concerned. This is , in some ways ,.

every boy and girl at school to their profit and a difficult task . In some departments of study

entertainment as well . The selection of the ex- progress is being made rapidly , and the authority

amples would not be difficult; the great things of of to -day is out of date to-morrow. It is by no

every branch of art are well known. As a dozen means easy for one man whose tastes lie specially

great poets and painters have produced , say , a in one or two directions to keep in touch with the

score of poems and pictures that are known to all most recent developments in branches that lie

the world as the finest we have , so the masterpieces outside his special sphere. This difficulty may be

of building, carving , metal-working, engraving , avoided by having a “ Library Committee

printing , illuminating, weaving, & c ., may all be which teachers and students of other subjects are

known to those who care to seek for them . All represented .

true knowledge of art must commence with an Here a practical difficulty arises . One of the

examination of the work that sets it before us, and committee recommends, let us say, a new book

even the most elementary art education is without on astronomy, praising it enthusiastically as far

right aim if it takes no cognisance of this work . superior to anything yet written . The librarian

A rearrangement of methodsand materials directed will have to arrive at some sort of estimate as to

in a simple and reasonable way towards this whether the book in question is really so far better

object would place the instruction in a much more than anything in the library already that it is

intelligible position than that which it now occupies. imperative to get it ; and if so, whether its claims

Many of the exercises that now lack point or deal on his limited balance outweigh those of other

with mechanical problems only would gain an books whose cause is pleaded with equal warmth .

effectiveness far beyond that which has necessitated Moreover , he should be able to judge to some

their retention in the present system . Freehand degree whether this new authority is likely to hold

copying, cast work, and all the lifeless drudgery of the field for long, or whether will in turn be

the drawing class would acquire a new life and speedily superseded. To do all this successfully is

meaning if employed in the best interests of art , given to few .
I suspect , make many

interests the importance of which grow ever more mistakes, and know only too well the feeling of

increasingly imperative . diving deep into the library fund to buy some new

and expensive work, only to find that it is already

out of date in a few years , and that its sale price is

only a fraction of what it cost .

FORMATION AND MANAGEMENT OF A But it may be objected that the effort to keep

SCHOOL LIBRARY. abreast of the times even in a few departments of

school study is unnecessary , and that it does not
By the Rev. J. M. LUPTON , M.A.

hurt boys to refer them to bookswhich are slightly
Assistant-master and Librarian in Marlborough College. out of date. There is truth in this objection , and ,

with certain classes of books , it is of weight .
EW , probably , of the readers of this article Gibbon and Macaulay will long continue to be

will be in the happy position of having to read , even if later researches have invalidated

start a school library with unlimited space , some of their conclusions. But , from another

unlimited funds, and unrestricted choice of books . point of view , I think the effort is well worth

We havemost ofus to administer a library already making . It is very stimulating to a boy to find

started and still growing , with a very limited sum that progress is still being made in the subject he

to spend on books ; and the problem for us is not himself is learning . To feel himself to be in some

so much , What is the ideal school library ? as , sort a potential discoverer is an incentive , and the

What is the best I can do with the material at my sight of new books on what he had perhaps fancied

disposal , and under the conditions in which I have to be worn-out subjects is an intellectual spur . It

to work ? If, therefore, I seem sometimes to is good for his teacher also to feel that he has not

suggest an ideal state of things, it is with full learnt all there is to be learnt even in the subjects

consciousness of the limitations of the actual in which he took his degree . He too may feel that ,

situation in which we most of us find ourselves. even in the grammar of a dead language, fuller

What should a school library aim at , is a ques . knowledge may yet be attained , and that even

Most of us ,

FEY
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common subjects have not yet yielded up all their mechanism of all kinds—it does not much matter

secrets . I would urge , therefore, that every effort what it is : a use will be found for it some day , if

should be made to keep up this side of the school you know where to put your hand on the book at

library in a high state of efficiency, although to do the critical moment. There are only three classes

so requires trouble and expense. The reference of books for which I would enter a special plea :

department will include the chief books on the ( 1 ) Poetry. Boys are shy of reading poetry.

subjects taught in the school, whether divinity, But there are some boys who will read a good deal

classics, languages, mathematics , science , history, of really hard poetry , if it lies handy to their reach ,

or what not .
and they are not bothered to read it by any zealous

But a school library has another purpose to person . And what a boy reads quietly like that

serve than to provide teachers and pupils with the for himself is of enormous value .

necessary implements for their daily work . It has (2 ) Travels . These books do not appeal to

also a great formative influence ; it is one of the every boy, but they indicate a healthy taste, which

greatest powers for education and culture in a it is well to encourage.

school; and this is by no means its least important ( 3 ) Books about the locality where the school is

aspect . Many of us can look back with affec- situated , and the history of the school and its

tionate longing to hours spent in some corner of a famous old boys. These are often scarce and

school library, when the scent of limes was in the valuable, and they should be secured from time to

air , and the click of distant cricketers came in time as opportunity offers.

through the open window , as we read of Dante and

Beatrice , or Faust and Margaret , or the Cid , while MANAGEMENT OF THE LIBRARY.

our heart was stirred to noble thoughts, and rosy

visions of what life might have in store for us Having thus considered the aims of the school

floated before our minds. The memory of those library , it remains to say something of its manage
hours has sweetened many a day of drudgery, ment. Here we are confronted by the question ,

thrown a light on many a dull path of routine, and “ Are books to be taken out ? ” The question is

opened an unexpected door of sympathy with
discussed from time to time in the newspapers

many a boy whom the ordinary school subjects à propos of the University Library at Cambridge, or
failed to quicken . To do such a service as this for some similar institution , and the main arguments

our own boys in our turn is one of the most attrac- are probably familiar to the reader. In a school

tive parts of a school librarian's work , but one library I think we must be prepared for both .

about which it is hardest to give written rules. Certain books , labelled “ Reference,” will be avail

The smile of pleasure which lights up his face able for use only in the room . The rule will be

when we have given a boy just the right book at broken by both boys and masters ; but it should be

the right moment repays one for many an hour of kept as far as possible . Special cases which may

routine cataloguing and making lists. But the arise can be dealt with as they crop up . All dic

opportunity does not always come. To seize it when tionaries , commentaries, standard authorities , and

it does, one must know both the boys and the books, new books, would come under this head .

and must care for them both . But such moments Other books, I think , we must be prepared to

The commoner lot is to be constantly lend . We shall lose them , they will deteriorate in

lending a hand to the boy who comes to one to the careless " hugger-mugger " of a boys ' study ,

ask , “ Please, sir , where can I find a book on geo- they will cause us trouble to enter, and endless

graphy ? We've got to do an essay on · Isthe trouble to recover ; but I am convinced that it is

Caucasian played out ' ? ” or to be ready with the right course , unless we act on the principle

assistance to the colleague who has taken a sudden that boys were made for the library, and not the

fancy for exploring the knowledge of fractions library for boys. A boy will often sit down after

possessed by the ancient Egyptians . his football and read for an hour or more in just

The school library, too , has not only to supply the kind of book you want him to read , if it is in

a demand-often of a various and very unexpected his study and ready to his hand (and more espe

kind — it has also to create it , to help to foster in cially if he has a copy of Greek iambics to show

boys a love of good letters for their own sake . up after tea ) ; whereas, if he had to go to a library

Here, again , is the librarian's opportunity . He to read , he would prefer to stay where he was, and

learns accidentally that Jones has betrayed an in- let the charms of the Strand Magazine and the

terest in stained glass, or architecture , or ancient claims of his copy of verses fight it out somewhere

navigation, or field plants , or what not . Knowing at the back of his conscience.

the habits of Jones, the librarian puts a book on In practice , this question is often settled by the

the subject some wet half- holiday afternoon where co-existence of several libraries in the same school,

it will meet - and perhaps arrest - his wandering At Eton , for instance , there is the “ Fellows '

eye . Here is scope for books of the most varied Library ” open to the assistant -masters, full in

description . Anything and everything which may formation about which will be found in Mr.

profitably engage a boy's attention may come Thackeray's monograph, reprinted from Notes and

in useful some day. Travels, belles lettres, archi- Queries ( Eton, Williams, 1881 ) ; the “ Boys'

tecture, heraldry , early printed books (an Elzevir Library,' an excellent and ever - growing collection ;

or a Plantin or two may be invaluable) , old sport- and the various house-libraries. An arrangement

ing books , good fiction, military history, books on like this makes it possible to differentiate book ,

1

are rare .
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to some extent into classes—at the cost , of course , A few hints in conclusion may be found useful.

of much duplication and overlapping . The ( 1 ) If the library is purely for reference, each shelf

arrangements for lending and circulating can be must so far as possible be kept exactly full, so that

made very elastic in a house -library which is con- it may be seen at a glance when books are missing.

fined to boys living under one roof. This is not conducive to the most orderly arrange

important work of reference is not on the shelves, ment of books , and it means one of two things

it can easily be run to earth in some one's study. when a new book is added . Either (a ) the new

Moreover, the school library can then be adminis- book is put into its appropriate place at once, and

tered more rigidly , and the privilege of borrowing some other book displaced to make way for it

be considerably restricted, e.g., by only extending which involves a good deal of re -cataloguing-or

it to books of a certain class, and confining the (b) new books get all herded together, irrespective
privilege to the senior Forms. of classification .

Finance .—The subject of finance is , to some In lending - libraries a system of wooden blocks

extent , settled for most of us by an outside to put in the place of books taken out has been

authority. We know to an inch the amount of found useful . But in spite of all precautions books

our cloth , and must cut accordingly . After some will occasionally disappear and leave no trace

years ' experience of his own library, the librarian behind . Sometimes they are anonymously re.

should be able to form a fairly correct estimate of turned .

the annual percentage to be set apart for binding, ( 2 ) There is a source of income which I have

repairs , and up -keep generally . This will vary not mentioned—the generous donor . He is much

enormously in different libraries according as they to be encouraged ; but he occasionally offers un
are , or are not , circulating libraries ; as to whether suitable books, and has to be tactfully told as

the library is used as a preparation -room , lighted much . It is a great mistake to let books be

by gas, warmed by hot water or steam , and so “ dumped down " on a library . But a patriotic

forth . In the library with which I am at present old member of the school is often invaluable in

concerned, it amounts to nearly 50 per cent., but tracking down and presenting books relating to

then the room is warmed by hot water and lighted the school and its past history .

by gas (which dries the natural moisture out of the (3 ) If there is a “ Library Committee," have

bindings , and causes them to perish rapidly) ; it is some representatives from the school on it . This

used three or four times a day as a preparation helps the authorities to keep in touch with school

room by some sixty boys (who extend very hard opinion and wants , interests the boys in books, and

usage to the books which are in constant use ) ; gives them an insight into the management of a

and it possesses many books not recently bound, library . Moreover, if your colleagues are in the

which require constant looking after to keep them habit of borrowing books, a boy will take the keen

in condition . I should imagine that in a new est delight in keeping offenders up to time, and

library, lighted by electricity and warmed by an save you much trouble and some friction .

open fire , the binding bill would be relatively (4 ) Try to arrange the books you want boys to

trifling - especially if it were purely a reference read in the conspicuous places. They will not

library . trouble to take down “ Tom Brown ” itself, if it is

Having set on one side the proportion which on the top shelf of an inaccessible press . And re

experience has shown to benecessary for up - keep , member what a difference a little change makes.
the librarian will naturally devote the rest (minus a Put Esmond ” where they have been used to

margin ) to the purchase of new books , as far as his seeing Toup's " Longinus," and you will probably,
normal income will allow . I say " o minus a

set a boy reading Thackeray. Boys want ideas

margin , ” for in libraries, as in other matters, the putting into their heads. This plan is not ideal ,

unexpected sometimes happens. Perhaps it is but it is practical.

chance of an old book , for which one has been on ( 5 ) Biographies are often pressed on boys from

the look-out, or there is a copy of an Encyclopædia the pulpit, and elsewhere. Do not be persuaded

to be got for £13. 135. cash down , which would intobuying many. Few boys ever look at them .

cost more if bought in the usual way , or the most ( 6 ) Boys want realien of all sorts . You

expensive bindings in the library conspire to give can hardly have too many maps, atlases , plans ,

way at the same moment. coins, pictures of men in armour, diagrams,

CATALOGUING .--The question of cataloguing is a models of ships, &c . , to illustrate their reading .

vexed question about which I shall say little . ( 7 ) Keep a quiet look -out for books which may

Perhaps if I had to start a new library I should lead to mischief. Withdraw them temporarily

begin a card catalogue. As it is , I have inherited into a locked cupboard till the boy with the

a printed catalogue and a MS. shelf-catalogue, and diseased mind has gone . They may then safely

there only remains the task of keeping both up to emerge again , and the dust will collect on them

date. You can hardly multiply cross references undisturbed for another tale of years .

too much : a boy has often the very vaguest idea (8 ) The following references may be found

of what he is to look for. And “ subjects ” are at useful :

least as useful titles to a boy as authors.” The
Article on St. Paul's School Library, by J. H. Lupton.

catalogue must be made of the strongest and most Notes and Queries, 6th S. I. , June 5th , '80 , p . 449. A list of

durable materials available in order to stand the sixteen grammar- school libraries , of which catalogues have been

inevitable roughness of boy users . published , ibid ., June 19th , '80, p. 492.
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Eton College Library, articles on , by F. St. J. Thackeray. It has, in fact, been recognised that-to use Prof.

Sixteen instalments ranging between 6th S. III . , Feb. 5th , '81 , Bury's words— " history is a science , no less and

p. 1o1 , and ibid ., IV. , Sept. Toth , '81 , p. 205 . no more. ” Scholars approach its problems in the
St. Paul's School Library, additional note on , by J. H. scientific spirit and apply to their solution the

Lupton. Notes and Queries, 6th S. X. , Nov. 29th , '84 , scientific method . Sources are diligently sought

p . 423.

for and critically examined . Nothing is taken for

granted ; all things are tried ; the good, so far as it

HISTORY IN PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS .
can be laid hold of, is held fast. Hence it is

evident that history is to day a much

By F. J. C. HEARNSHAW , M.A. , LL.M.
effective instrument of education than it has ever

been before : it has earned the wider recognition
Professor of History, Hartley University College, Southampton. which it has received .

But , though the value and importance of history
I.

in education are generally admitted , there is by no

HE importance of history as an instrument means the same unanimity as to the precise place

of education is being recognised more and which history should occupy in the educational

more fully as year succeeds year. Only a system . Very divergent views are held as to what

short time ago history was slighted as “ fiction portions of history should be taught , as to the

grown to maturity," and, on Walpole's authority , order in which they should be taught , as to

we were told that it is not worth studying , for we methods of instruction , and as to the aim which

know that it must be false ." In elementary the teacher should keep before him in his teaching.

schools it remained an optional subject till 1900 , Probably no two teachers agree in their opinions

and it was so unpopular that in London only four on all these points ; so that, if practice were free to

per cent . of the children in the schools took it as a follow theory, we should have in the secondary

class subject. In secondary schools it was rele- schools of the country infinite and most interesting

gated to a subordinate place , and was usually diversity in the teaching of history. But practice

taught by someone who had nothing else to do, or is not free. For better or for worse , the whole

could do nothing else . Even at the universities structure of secondary education in England is

scholarships and fellowships long lay beyond its bound about the feet of public examinations.

reach . Now, however, all is changed . History Olympian Boards,and oracular Syndicates control

occupies an honoured place in the curricula of all the destinies of the wide world of pupils and peda

schools wherein the modern spirit moves. The gogues . Hence it is one thing to have educational

universities and other public teaching and ex- theories and quite another thing to teach in a

amining bodies give it a prominence second to that school . The curriculum of the school is usually

of no other subject in their syllabuses. Herbart determined not by the principles and ideals of its

has made it the centre and heart of his peculiarly masters , but by the requirements of the publicº

interesting educational system . Many monographs examinations for which it prepares its scholars.

on methods of teaching it have recently appeared, Hence it becomes a matter of some interest to

and they all bear witness to the rapid increase of study the syllabuses of the powerful and authori

the recognition of its worth .
tative examining bodies , to compare and contrast

And there is no doubt that it is worth more than them , and to try to discover what are the guiding

it used to be . Formerly it was regarded as a ideas of their compilers . The syllabuses which I

branch of mere elegant literature . The prime aim propose to discuss are those of the Oxford and

of the historian seemed to be to write an interesting Cambridge Local Syndicates , the Joint Board, the

narrative and to polish his periods. Absolute London University,the College of Preceptors, and

veracity was a secondary consideration . There the Central Welsh Board. I think it desirable,

may have been doubts as to the authority for the however, before plunging into the thick of the

stories of Alfred and the cakes , of Canute and the numberless details which will have to be noted , to

waves, of Henry I. and the smile , of Edward I. lay down some general considerations which may

and the poison , and of Bruce and the spider ; but serve as standards of judgment .

the anecdotes were far too good to leave out . The For the purposes of a short article it would be

larger histories, moreover, in addition to being going too deep into fundamentals to discuss at any

literary in their aim , were often openly partisan in length the ultimate aim of education as a whole .

their spirit . There is no doubt as to the political Perhaps I may be allowed to define it provisionally

prepossessions of Hume or Alison : their histories as the development of such mental force and moral

are Tory pamphlets. On the other side , Macaulay character as shall enable the educated person on the

and Hallam are revealed , in spite of their superior speculative side of his nature to view life steadily and

caution , as unmistakable Whig special pleaders . view it whole, and on the practical side to perform his

The great histories of the present time, such as duties in all the societies of which he is a member .

Gardiner's “ Stuart Period ” and the “ Cambridge Taking this , then , as the ultimate aim of educa

Modern History,” if they lack the charm and tion , we may ask how far history can be used as a

piquancy of their predecessors , are rigid in their means to its attainment.

accuracy and severe in their impartiality. And First , what is history ? It is the record of the

the school text - books which are extracted from development of mankind as organised in political

them are marked by the same admirable features. communities, or states . Secondly, what is the value
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of the study of this record ? Various are the answers and most unwarrantably sneered at by some edu

given . According to Emerson , history interprets cationists nowadays. Even Herbart underrated

man to himself: “ The world exists for the edu- it , while to Prof. Armstrong and the apostles of

cation of each man . There is no age , or state of heuristic nihilism it is a thing of no worth what

society , or mode of action in history , to which there soever . But the mind must have some material

is not somewhat corresponding in his life.” Froude on which to work, and it is during this period of

holds that it impresses his mind with a sense of childhood that it most easily absorbs and assimi

the orderly and ordered governance of humanity ; lates what in later years would be regarded as

it shows “ that the world is somehow built on “ dry facts." To the boy between nine and four

moral foundations ; that in the long run it is well teen they are not drier than anything else . He

with the good and in the long run it is ill with the dislikes any mental exertion , and he resents being

wicked." Carlyle maintains that it gives practical kept from football to learn lists of dates no more

guidance for the future, and is a repository of than he resents it if he is detained by a pointless

maxims : “ History is a real prophetic manu- heuristic siesta . Hence the teacher will continue

script " ; it is “ the letter of instructions which to aim at the imparting of knowledge, but while

the old generations write and posthumously doing this he will manage to do other things . In

transmit to the new .” M. Seignobos will not his history lessons in particular he will be able to

admit this : “ Le but de l'histoire est,” he says , train the judgment to see connections between

de donner des recettes pratiques pour se causes and effects, to provide practice in the logical

conduire." Its intrinsic worth , he thinks , is arrangement of facts, to supply exercise in literary

small . It serves as instrument of mental expression and style, to give experience in the use

training : “ Le principal mérite de l'histoire est of books of reference.

d'être un instrument de culture intellectuelle . " In the third , or senior stage, the keynote is

To the teacher, however , the value of history will “ intelligence." The imparting of information is

seem to lie in the fact that it transports the pupil subordinated to the training of the mind. The

into a larger world than the one in which he lives, prime aim of the teacher becomes the quickening

that it widens his interests , enlarges his sym- of the pupils ' understanding. The mental faculties

pathies, brings him into contact with men of being now fully developed , the pupil is trained in

heroic mould and great achievement , and makes their exercise . Hence history is studied in a new

him familiar with ages alien from his own . His- manner and with new objects. The facts learned

tory does for time what geography does for space . in earlier years are reviewed and re -examined in

The latter reveals the world as it is, the former order that their inner significance may be learned.

shows it as it was . In the hands of a skilful and The history of ideas receives more attention than

well -equipped teacher history can be used as an the history of events : the principles and motives

instrument second in value to none as a developer which animated the great actors of the past are

of mind and character . more diligently sought for and more closely scru

Of course it will be used in very
different ways tinised than details of their lives . The wider

with pupils of different ages. For purposes of movements of humanity are observed , and the

classification four successive stages of school life community of mankind is seen to be a more funda

can be distinguished, viz . :-(1) The preparatory mental truth than the separation of men into

stage, from fifth to ninth year ; (2 ) the junior stage , nations , each with its petty patriotism . History,

from ninth to fourteenth year ; ( 3) the senior stage, moreover, during this period provides valuable

from fourteenth to seventeenth year ; ( 4 ) the preliminary training in research, and in a kind of,

specialist or scholarship stage, from the seventeenth research different from that with which students

year onward . of natural science are familiar. Historians never

In the first, or preparatory stage, the educa- come into contact with facts, as men of science do :

tional keynote is " interest.” During this period they have to do with records of facts. They

the teaching of history means the telling of stories . cannot make experiments : all their information

Such stories are selected as are calculated to widen is second -hand . The most valuable “ original

the mental horizon of the child, to quicken his authority ” is nothing more than a witness all of

imagination, and to enlarge his sympathies. More- whose statements have to be received with scep

over, since selection is made, in this stage , if in tical caution . Hence historical research develops

no other , history may be made to subservea moral into an elaborate weighing of evidence , and his

purpose. Here, too, it may be allowable to torical students who are sent to books of sources

inculcate patriotism ; for, though in older persons for information , or are told to compare and contrast

patriotism is apt to degenerate into a " vulgar the conflicting views of different historians , are

vice ” by alienating their hearts from men of other trained in that judicial attitude of mind so neces .

nations than their own, yet in young children it is sary in the higher concerns of daily life. And

a noble virtue in so far as it raises them above though the research which the schoolboy of seven

the narrow interests of self, and home, and school. teen can do must inevitably be of the most

In the second, or junior stage , the keynote is rudimentary kind, yet its neglect involves a serious

“ information .” The main aim of the teacher is weakening of the value of the educational work

to store the minds of the pupils with useful which history is fitted to do .

knowledge-classified , coordinated, concatenated . The fourth , or final stage, that of the specialist ,

“ Mere information ” is most unduly depreciated lies almost outside the sphere of my article. In
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this stage history is no longer regarded as a mere experienced teachers. Everything , therefore, points

instrument of education ; it is an end in itself. to the desirability, if not to the necessity, of train

The developed and highly -trained faculties of the ing teachers first in an elementary school until

student are brought to bear on the material of they have gained experience, and can be trans
history not for subjective, but for objective ends. ferred safely to a secondary school .

The specialist begins to repay to history the debt Besides the practice in school, which is after all

which he owes to education in general . the basis of training , the regulations provide that

Here I conclude my preliminary survey: Next the students must teach every term for at least a

month I propose to examine the history syllabuses week in some selected school. This is not always
of the various public examinations in order to see a secondary school, although provision is made in

how far they leave it possible to realise the ideals every case that all the secondary -school students

of history -teaching in schools. should have some experience of secondary -school
teaching before they receive their certificate.

There is also a great advantage in giving the

secondary-school students an opportunity of seeing

the primary - school students at work , as most of

them have been pupil teachers, and have had

THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY. considerable experience in teaching before they

SCHOOL TEACHERS AT THE entered the college . The two classes of teachers

UNIVERSITIES . harmonise admirably together, and it is found that

Eton and Harrow mendevelop as strong an in .
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY DAY-TRAINING COLLEGE. terest in their individual pupils as they would if

they were drawn from their own social class .

HE peculiar note of the training for secondary Besides the weekly criticism lessons, which are

schoolmasters given at this college is that common to both departments, there is also a

the students training for both primary and special criticism lesson for the secondary school
secondary schools are trained together. This plan men by themselves, delivered generally to selected

may have been followed at other places , but it was boys of higher capacity . The use of a secondary

certainly begun here , and in spite of prophecies of school for criticism lessons has not yet been

failure, has succeeded beyond expectation. The obtained .
college consists at present of forty-eight primary- Besides this practical work the secondary -school

school students and sixteen secondary school students have to attend lectures . There are

students , all men, as the college does not admit University lectures delivered twice a week on the

women . The whole number of students is divided theory , history and practice of teaching, lectures

into two classes for attendance at criticism lessons , on psychology and on school management . Once

it being thought inadvisable to take so large a a week students attend an educational “ seminar,"

class in a criticism lesson . The criticism lessons in which papers are read on some special branch of

are held once a week for each division . The main teaching , such as the teaching of classics , history ,

practising-school for both primary and secondary or mathematics, and are carefully discussed by the

students is the Higher Grade School , Paradise students under the guidance of the Principal and

Street—an elementary school with classes learn . the Master of Method . Examinations are also

ing French , Latin , and advanced science . Its use held from time to time .

as a practising school is in every way most bene- The proficiency acquired by these exercises is

ficial for the boys who compose it, and they gain tested by a public examination on which the

far more than they can lose. The secondary- | University Certificate is awarded. This consists

school students receive the part of their of two parts-one practical , the other theoretical.

practical training either in this school or in other The theoretical examination is held twice a year,

schools of a similar character , and they continue in December and June , and consists of four papers,

it for a period which varies with their proficiency. three of which deal respectively with the theory,

Some of them on entrance are so entirely unversed history , and practice of teaching, while the fourth

in the art of teaching that they have to begin with consists of essay questions , taking each an hour to

a very small number of boys , and they all begin by answer, on each of the three branches of the study .

watching instead of teaching themselves. It has Those who pass the examination are divided into

been argued that secondary school teachers should three classes . The practical examination is con

be trained in secondary schools , but secondary ducted by an examiner appointed by the University ,

schools are at present so imperfectly organised either at a training college or at the school in

that they can only be used by students who have which the candidate has taught . Three sets of

already had some practice in teaching. Head- notes of lessons are provided by the candidate, and

masters will only receive those certified to be one of these lessons is chosen by the examiner . It

competent to teach a particular subject , and on is also the duty of the examiner to make enquiries

the condition that their teaching harmonizes with as to the candidate's general fitness and experience

the general curriculum of the school. Besides in teaching, and on the combined evidence one of

this, the masters in secondary schools do not like three classes is awarded . This certificate admits

to have their classes interfered with , and parents to Column B of the Register if other conditions

would object to their children being taught by in- have been satisfied. Primary students sometimes
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take the University certificate either in lieu of, or ordinary class-room has nothing that can compete

in addition to, the Government certificate. with the long wooden rules (about the same length

All members of the Training College must be as a sword ), water and gas in unexpected places,

members of Cambridge, or of some other Uni- cans, metal discs , tubes , and what has been known

versity, and must have at least passed the Previous to be used in some laboratories ( for a time) , shot,

Examination or its equivalent . But , in practice , for weighing purposes . It is well , therefore, that a

nearly all of them are graduates. The fee for the laboratory which is used by younger boys — for, of

course is £5 ss . a term ,payable in advance : the course , it is these alone who suggest.precautions

fee for thetwo parts of the certificate examina- should be provided with benches facing the same

tion is £3 for members of the Training College . way , large enough (or numerous enough ) to permit

The work of the secondary-school students as a separation of individuals, and not so scattered

whole is so arranged as not necessarily to cccupy that the eye of the teacher cannot command the

their whole time, and this leaves opportunity for room . It is really a compromise. The workers.

other employment, such as private tuition or work- must be kept apart and yet they must not be given

ing for a fellowship. too much space . Economy in gangways and in

The arrangements work so smoothly, and are , in the spaces between benches an advantage.

the opinion of the Cambridge authorities, so suc- These matters affect the workers as well as the

cessful that they would not be inclined to alter master . To come within the personal compre

them in any important particular unless convinced hension , so to speak, is important for both parties

that an improvement could be effected. in the contract. That a master will be constantly

moving about among his pupils is understood.

Those invaluable few minutes of explanation

before practical work begins , and of refocusing

THE WORK-BENCH FOR ELEMENTARY the attention during its progress , are in mind at

PHYSICS .
this stage. And the best laboratory is that which

is also a class-room as occasion demands, which

lends itself equally well to preaching and practice .
By ALFRED EARL, M.A., Tonbridge School .

Your benches being fitted to the requirements
Author of “ Physical Measurements , ” etc. of personal control and to the satisfaction of

a reasonable amount of comfort for the boys,

HE efficiency of any laboratory depends you must not entirely lose sight of aesthetics.

very much upon the arrangement and the There remains stilla not unimportant requirement,
dimensions of the benches with which it is namely, a dignified appearance . This aspect of

furnished; and the number,size and position of the the matter isnot mentioned because practical
benches in a laboratory set apart for physics in a science is essentially consonant with dignity , but
secondary school may , perhaps , be profitably dis- rather because nothing commands respect, even in

cussed for a short time in the interests of those who boys, more readily than good workmanship and

have new laboratories to furnish . Those who are in generous dimensions . Dignity, for this reason ,

that position are fortunate , though they are not leads in the end to economy .

nearly so fortunate as those who have a voice in the Any school which has more than 100 boys

dimensions , lighting and ventilating of the building “ doing science should have an elementary

before the furnishing begins . They are lucky to physical laboratory as well as one for more ad.

begin their plans at a time when the teaching of vanced work . Practical physics requires appa

physics has obtained a fair recognition of its place ratus ranging from the very simple to the very

in education, and the methods and material have complicated and delicate , and it is a great gain to

begun to take a more settled form . There are keep the extremes, at any rate , quite separate . It

nowadays plenty of firms, quite alive to tech- is generally admitted that systematic science -work

nical requirements, to choose from ; plenty of begins with the measurement of the three funda

laboratories in working order ; and the present mental quantities-space, matter , and time ; the

generation of architects do much to relieve the observation of the simpler relations between any

young science-master of his burden of responsi- two of these quantities ; and , after a grounding in

bility . Both architects and furnishers know what these exercises sufficient to ensure a certain know

is wanted , as a rule , and are fertile in suggestion . ledge of what is meant by accurate measurement,

As a matter of fact, the mysteries of the laboratory some introduction to the facts and quantitites of

have been revealed as very ordinary, every day heat and electricity . Stopping short at a very
affairs — the plain , common sense products. hose elementary treatment of heat and electricity to

who have had experience in laboratory work will gether with an investigation of the prominent

perceive too readily how “ little there is in it ” if properties of the atmosphere and water, we ex

they chance to read these lines, but a few words haust the scope of the elementary laboratory. All

may perhaps be excused on the ground that they the apparatus in use would be simple and movable,
are addressed to the neophyte . readily served out as required , and stored away

Discipline and work are perhaps the chief con- again after the class has finished work . In this

siderations to be kept in mind. Without discipline laboratory our requirements are narrowed down

there will not be much work ; indeed , there is very considerably. The work -bench is a simple, plain ,

unusual scope for sport in a laboratory. An solid table . Nothing more is essential , and a room

a
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provided with plain and firm tables (with adequate sible ; nothing is so annoying as a search in

sets of apparatus taken for granted) is an ele- drawers for what is wanted. Open shelves and

mentary physical laboratory. pigeon - holes instead of cupboards are therefore

But now we come to detail , we have to consider : strongly recommended , in spite of extra dust in

( 1 ) Shall each boy have a bench to himself, or the room . Whether long or short , the benches

several boys work at a large bench ? should run parallel with the longer axis of the

( 2 ) How should the benches be arranged in the room. It is difficult to understand why the reverse

room ? is so frequently encountered both in class -rooms

( 3 ) What is a convenient size , shape , and height and laboratories . The boy in the far corner X , in ( 1 ) ,

of bench ?
is not so far away nor as much hidden from the

(4 ) What material is suitable ?

(5 ) Gas and water supply ?
( 1 ) ( 2 )

In answer to the first question , it may be said

that the separate bench is the ideal , the larger

bench the more economical as regards both cost

and floor-space . More material, and more carpen

try too , is employed in giving a firm support to

four separate benches than is required for an

equally firm composite bench accommodating four

boys. As regards floor-space, it is quite clear that

the chief ground for adopting separate benches

being the gain in control and observation which

ensues from free movement round the apparatus ,

this increased freedom must call for more space .

These separate benches are capable of easy re

arrangement and of being compounded, if neces- master at A as he is in ( 2 ) . And the same state

sary, into a long bench . ment may be made if we have single benches for
The advantage of isolation and individual re- each boy. Both these plans represent 72 ft. of

sponsibility will be admitted by all . The practice benching , i.e. , 3 ft . for each boy . Twenty -four.

of allowing boys to work in pairs economises in boys is a large number for practical work , but

what is a serious outlay , the sets of apparatus ; such numbers still exist. They will be somewhat

but it is not to be recommended in elementary more scattered if they sit at separate benches, but

work. It predates the period of Mensch and Ueber- still not enough to go beyond ken and gaze . It is

mensch inevitably . If long benches are adopted, a matter for the individual taste of the master, and

they should not be longer than 12 ft ., and this the available funds of the school , as to which plan

should permit four boys to work at each . Two is selected .

such tables placed abreast, with a gangway of There is one restriction which may be empha

2 ft . between , could be placed in a room 32 ft. sised here . Do not have any benches against the
wide, though a greater width is desirable. A

walls : all the wall space not occupied by windows

bench 12 ft. in length is not too long for four boys. (which cannot be too big) and sinks is sure to be

The shortest length for them would be io ft ., and called on later for the display of diagrams and

architectural limits may impose this length . The models , and for the support of apparatus of a

space needed for each boy may range from 2 ft. 6 in . lengthy kind . Moreover, if walls are occupied at

to 3 ft ., and this statement brings us to the second the beginning , future adjustments and additions

question . The possibilities of arrangement decide are very much blocked, and the perfect labora

to a great extent the dimensions of the benches. tory cannot be evolved save by slowgrowth during

One condition may be taken for granted . All the use. Many , indeed most, details of requirement

workers should face in the same direction — towards the can only be learnt while actual work is in progress .

blackboard . Incidentally it may be mentioned here The bench itself, its shape, size and make, next

that the end wall of the room provides in itself requires consideration . A length of 3 ft. per boy

blackboard , if that part of it within easy reach be has already been mentioned , and that, at least ,

covered with a specially prepared black cement. should be allowed . The apparatus and its atten

There is no need for a board and framework , and dant notebook can put up with nothing less .

the space covered , if accessible , cannot be too When we come to the question of width , and

large . consider it fully , we shall probably have to admit

A room 36 by 28 ft. is the smallest which would that there is a constant tendency to wastefulness

permit twenty -four boys to work in it and also at this point . It is difficult to see what a boy

give room for stocking all the apparatus required . wants with more than i ft. 1o in . in width . If he

It is a great convenience to have the elementary attempts to cover more , he works clumsily, or

laboratory completely self -contained , and the less lounges over his work . No ; if there is any space

communication between laboratories the better. going begging, add it to your length . For advanced

This room would allow three rows of benches work , of course, a greater width is advisable, but

placed lengthways. It may be mentioned here

that it is a great advantage to have all ele
1 W. Cory, the well-known Eton master, refers, in his “ Letters and Jour

mentary apparatus as much in evidence as pos nals,' to taking a class of ninety boys in 1846 !
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even if senior and junior forms both work in the supervision of the room , certainly obstruct the

same laboratory, there is no need to have the black -board , and are not necessary. They can be

benches more than 2 ft. 6 in . in width , and they made of strips of wood clamped to the bench when

need not be so wide. the work demands them , and removed when they

With regard to the material to be employed , are not needed .
A question may now arise ,

teak cannot be bettered . Well-seasoned, big ought the table to be provided with drawers ?

planks of teak are in the end the most economical The answer is an emphatic negative . If the table

for chemical and physical benches. Though not has to be employed in any way for storage, a few

essential and without special virtue, it is durable open spaces and pigeon -holes may be fixed at the

and looks well . It is a wood which is not likely They should not be more than one foot

to contract or warp if once properly seasoned . It deep, so as to give knee -room to the workers on

absorbs oil or paraffin very well ; the latter should the other side. Open cupboards , if they may be

be ironed in thoroughly at the start and, after so called , are very useful even if somewhat untidy

that , about once a month . This prevents water in appearance. Such apparatus as is in frequent

from penetrating the wood and protects it in a use is conveniently kept there, and may be con

great measure from the action of acids or alkalis . sidered more or less under the control of the

This process makes the benches unpleasant for workers at their respective benches. Such a

elbows , but the paraffin need not be laid on so simple bench as has been described may be con

thickly as is advisable in a chemical laboratory. structed by an ordinary builder or carpenter ,

The planks when planed down should give a under supervision and careful instruction as to the

minimum thickness of 11 inches , and i } inches quality of wood and the dimensions , while there

would not be out of the way. It is a great gain in are a number of firms which make a speciality of

appearance to plane down bench topsafresh when laboratory furniture, and can be thoroughly de

the stains have become unsightly . This implies pended upon. Their advertisements are usually

flat tops without any erections ; and in the elemen- to be found in scientific and educational journals.

tary laboratories, at least, they will be quite plain . The cost will range , according to circumstances,

The edge of the bench -top should everywhere from £ 3 to £ 5 a boy, allowing him a three- foot run .

be straight and rectangular, without chamfers, The benches here described would be consider

grooves, orbeading. It will at times be necessary ably complicated by adding gas and water fittings

to clamp objects to the bench- top, and a straight to them . Most teachers of experience will probably

edge is needed for that purpose. All joints in the agree that water is most conveniently obtained

top should be cross -tongued and glued, and the from a couple of large and deep sinks with several

top screwed down and buttoned (from underneath ) taps , one at each side of the room. A rapid heater

to a firm , solid 14 inches framework . (one of Fletcher's) is a great boon if placed along

should project about three inches everywhere. side the sink. These heaters give a supply of hot

Pitch -pine is very durable for the framework and water at once and save the time of the class very

easily worked (which teak is not,turning the edges largely.

of tools very rapidly , to the annoyance of the In the matter of gas , if fittings to the bench are

carpenter). American white -wood is much more thought desirable, a straight piece of iron gas-pipe

easily worked and is fairly durable , though a very at the back of the bench and just Aush with the

light wood. It has the advantage of being cheap, top may be drilled and fitted with taps and

and it takes stain remarkably well . The legs of nozzles for each boy's Bunsen burner. Another

the bench should be quite four inches square in plan which has much to recommend it , for there is

section, and a twelve -foot bench would want at a good deal of waste of gas through the inherent

least six such legs . If eight legs are employed carelessness of boys , is to distribute the gas over

they may be thinner. They should be tied at the the ceiling and pass it down by hinged gas

bottom and framed up in three -inch stuff. A good pendants, which can be pushed up by means of a

working height for these benches is three feet. rod to the ceiling when not required , and brought

That permits boys of from fourteen to sixteen to down by the same means when wanted. An

stand at their work and does not prohibit sitting india-rubber tube connects with the burner on the

down over it . Stools are a nuisance in a junior bench . This method prevents meddling with gas,

laboratory , but if they must be used, there is a and makes for simplicity on the whole . In the

stool, made by Messrs. Syers and Co. , London , more advanced laboratory, gas fittings should

which does not permit fidgeting and screwing be found on the bench itself. One or two brass

about , and is certainly very noiseless . It has a tubes coming up through the middle of the table

cast -iron , fat base . with brass distributors form the best arrangement .

If any support is needed at any time- say, for The advanced bench will also want current leads ,

pendulum work or holding barometer tubes - this and more generous dimensions as regards width of

may be provided by movable stands or a wooden top , and also as regards the legs and framework .

rail running the length of the bench and clamped Steadiness and strength are both important here .

to it . Permanent rails or stands , such as are Two or three benches of 8 ft . by 4 ft . with sinks

sometimes seen , interfere very much with the at one end should be provided , together with a

certain number of smaller tables . But the dis

1 It is advisable to have a clause introduced into the specifications cussion of these and many other details suited to
ocquiring the contractor to make good , at his own expense , all shrinkages

more advanced work must perforce be postponed .recurring in the work within twelve months after completion.

The top
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they give them a reasonable remuneration for their

work. To get good work out of their teachers

they must see that they have much shorter hours

than has been the rule up to now. It is not

possible to prepare work properly, especially on

so fatiguing a system as the “new method,” if

the teaching hours run to thirty or more in a

week , besides the correcting of endless exercises

at home. The disastrous results of the present

system can be seen in half the secondary schools
in the kingdom .

Another point of the greatest importance is the

HE Modern Language Association is now in

the twelfth year of its existence , foritwas

founded under the presidency of Prof. Max

Müller in 1892 .

The main objects of the Association are :

( 1 ) To raise the standard of efficiency in the

teaching of modern languages, and to promote

their study in our schools and the country gene

rally.

(2 ) To obtain for modern languages the position

in the educational curricula of the country to which

their intrinsic value as instruments of mental dis

cipline and culture entitles them , apart from their

acknowledged commercial and practical import
ance .

(3) To provide for students and teachers of

modern languages means of communication , by

publishing a journal and by holding meetings, de

bates or conferences, for thediscussion of language ,

literature , and methods of teaching .

In order to obtain for modern languages that

position in the educational curricula of the country

so desired in article 2 , it was necessary to make

teachers realise the actual position which modern

languages held ; and thus one of the first tasks of

the newly -formed Association was to obtain and

publish long tables of statistics, showing the re

lative amount of time which a large number of

schools devoted to modern languages in comparison

with the other subjects of the school curricula .

Statistics were also compiled and published show

ing clearly in tabular form the relative proportion

ofmarksgiven to modern languages and science

in the entrance examinations ofWoolwich and

Sandhurst.

The Association has identified itself with many

useful reforms, for instance :

( 1 ) The introduction of oral tests into examina

tions of modern languages .

(2 ) The wider recognition of modern languages

in the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, either

by making one modern language a compulsory

subject in the entrance or first public examination ,

or by allowing it as an official subject in place of

one of the ancient languages.

(3) The persuading of public educational authori

ties to grant travelling scholarships to teachers

anxious to improve their knowledge of modern

languages and of methods of teaching by residence

abroad.

All these efforts have not yet been crowned

with success, and much work remains to be

done, especially with regard to the improvement

of English teachers of foreign languages by

residence abroad . It can never be too strongly

impressed upon governing bodies of schools and

upon headmasters and headmistresses that any

permanent improvement of modern -language teach

ing and methods lies in their own hands. Reforms

are useless unless they insist on getting the right

kind of teachers for modern languages and unless

SIR ARTHUR W. RUCKER, M.A. , LL.D., D.Sc. , F.R.S.,

Principal of the University of London ,

President of the Modern Language Association for 1903.

institution of the furlough system , by which

teachers in a school should have a year's holiday

in rotation , the school paying for a substitute, in

order that the modern language teacher may go

abroad, freshen up his knowledge of the language

he teaches and keep himself up to date by per

sonal inspection of the latest methods of teaching

in other schools.

It is largely by sub - committees that the Asso

ciation does its work , and among the various.
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questions which have engaged the attention of theModern Language Quarterly ; Prof. Breul , Reader

special committees are : in Germanic at the University of Cambridge; Prof.

( 1 ) The establishment ofan Honours School in Rippmann, of Queen's College ; Mr. Somerville,

modern languages at Oxford . of Eton ; Mr. Payen - Payne, the hon . treasurer ;

( 2 ) The question of the use of phonetics in Mr. Lipscombe, for many years hon . secretary of

teaching modern languages in schools . the Association ; Mr. Longsdon , of the Surrey

(3 ) To present a report on French text -books County Council Schools ; Mr. Twentyman , of the

and readers now in use in secondary schools. Board of Education ; and Mr. Milner Barry , of

(4 ) To draw up a time-table suitable for schools Mill Hill .

by whicha fair proportion of time should be given The Association has now some 460 members ;

to English , French , and German . and a glance at its list will be sufficient to show

(5) To draw up a list of modern language that its members are not confined to England, or
teachers in secondary schools. even to the British Isles . It is a wide-spreading

Many other points of interest to teachers in Association with members all over the British

general as well as those engaged in modern Empire -- from the Transvaal to Montreal. There

language teaching have been discussed by the are members in the United States and in India ;

sub -committees. At the annual general meetings as well as French , German , Swiss, and several

many interesting papers have been read , followed Japanese members. A large proportion are

by useful discussions. teachers in secondary schools, both men and

By its constitution the Modern Language women, and the interests of higher education are

Association consists of a President , a General also well represented. Sixty new members have

Committee , an Executive Committee, Sub -Com- been elected in the course of the year .

mittees appointed to consider special questions, One of the newer features of the Modern Lan.

ordinary members, life members , and honorary guage Association is the system of localsecretaries ,
members. Its organ is the Modern Language the object of the system being to form a centre in

Quarterly, which is sent post - free to all members . each district around which those interested in

The Association holds a general meeting once modern language teaching can gather . There are

a year, usually in the week preceding Christmas. now local secretaries in Sussex, Worcestershire,

These meetings, usually held in London, have Cambridgeshire, Gloucestershire, Lancashire ,

also taken place at Cambridge and Liverpool . Derbyshire, Warwickshire , Yorkshire, and Surrey ;
Its members consist of teachers of modern in Wales and Ireland; in Germany and France and

languages and those interested in the study of Belgium ; while Africa has no less than three
modern languages. centres , one at the Cape, one in the Transvaal

Prof. Max Müller, the first president of the and one in the Orange River Colony .

Association , was followed in 1894 by the Dean of From this short account it will be seen that the

the College of Preceptors , Mr. H. Weston Eve ; Modern Language Association has ne some

1895 , Rev. Dr. W. Haig -Brown, Master ofthe useful work in the past . If it can be sure of the
Charterhouse ; 1896 , Rev. R. S. de Courcy Laffan ; hearty support of modern language teachers and the

1897 , the Right Rev. J. E. C. Welldon , late co-operation of all who are interested in modern

Bishop ofCalcutta , Canon of Westminster ; 1898 , languages, it hopes to do still more useful work in
A. T. Pollard, M.A. , Headmaster of the City of the future .

London School; 1899 , Rev. Dr. W. W. Skeat ,

Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the University of

Cambridge ; 1900, Dr. Richard Garnett ; 1901 , Selections from Gower's Confessio Amantis. By G. C. Macau

Rev. Dr. J. P. Mahaffy, Dublin ; 1902 , Prof. lay. li . + 251 pp. (Oxford Press . ) 45.- Learning and labour

A.S. Napier, Oxford. have gone to the making of this scholarly edition . Between

The Association has during 1903 been fortunate
five and six thousand lines have been selected from the first six

enough to have Sir Arthur W. Rücker, F.R.S. , and the eighth books of Gower's poem , and many of the most .

the Principal of the University of London , for its
interesting stories are thus presented to students . The editorial

president . That the present year has been a
point of view is that Chaucer needs to be supplemented by

Gower in order to illustrate adequately the stage at which the
prosperous one, and that much useful work has

been done , is largely due to the influence and
English language had arrived in the closing year of the four

of one who is at the same time a savant
teenth century, both because the test of Gower's poem is more

guidance
authentic, and was the work of an author who was less reckless

and a great administrator .
than Chaucer in his deviations from accuracy of syntax and

For the year 1904 , Prof. Michael Sadler has
spelling ; and also because he would contend that Gower repre

consented to preside, and this should be another
sents the average literary taste of his age better than his more

great year in the annals of the Modern Language famous contemporary. The summary of Gower's work is in
Association .

tensely interesting , and the chiefest of his productions is

In Mr. F. Storr the Association has a most
analysed with much skill . Mr. Macaulay's discussion of Gower's

efficient chairman of committee ; while among the
language and metre is elaborate ; and the notes disclose wide

members who have taken a prominent part in the
research . The glossary and index are very full . Altogether an

work of the executive committee may be mentioned edition well worthy of its place in this well - known and elaborate

the names of Mr. Eve (President in 1894) ; Dr. series of annotated texts, and calculated to popularise the study

Heath , Director of Special Reports for the Board of a period in English literature forbidding to many students on

of Education , who was for years general editor of account of its linguistic and metrical difficulties .

a
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THE VALUE OF CLASSICAL STUDY.
analysis of feeling, which distinguishes it from other

elements. He finds the beginnings of romance in

HE publication of this work is timely , now
Hesiod (a large assumption one would think) , and

further in Stesichorus, and later tragedy . The
that so many influences seem to be directed

Alexandrians found it a congenial theme,and its
towards dethroning the classics from their

fullest development is in the Scriptores Erotici.
seat of honour. Prof. Hardie, in a simple and

Prof. Hardie does not allow himself to do more

engaging style , takes several topics of general
than to indicate the great field of derivative

interest , and examines what the ancients had to

say of them . He knows the kind of use which
romance, the mediæval transformations of classical

should be made of the knowledge and power gained
story - the tale of Troy, for example.

by careful and accurate study of the ancient lan
Another large subject, which can only be touched

upon in a lecture , is the “ Language of Poetry."”
guages , and so does something to meet the

objections of those who can

In this paper, by the way, attention is directed to
insee " no use

the likeness between the inflated style of some

classical study at all . No doubt our fathers

studied language too much for its own sake, and
poets and that of the peasant , instancing Hesiod's

it must be granted that that school of thought is
Pepéolkos ; but this is not a fair parallel, since

the word is descriptive and not affected, clear, not
doomed . But the uses of language remain ; not

only the mental drill , which,say the objectors descriptive word to the formal name. "Ayooteos,
obscure , and peasants do constantly prefer the

what they will , is not equalled by any other, but
by the way, “ the boneless ,” is not the snail, but

the sympathetic knowledge of the hearts and
the polyp. There is some excellent criticism in

minds of the ancients , which is now so much this essay, which brings out the essentially ideal

needed .
character of the poet's world , to which an ideal

Prof. Hardie's first lecture is on the ancient
language and metrical form are well suited. We

view of nature , a subject interesting to the literary

critic as well as the student of human thought.
do not think , however, that the author fully under

stands the principle which gives rise to metre — that
He rightly sets out from Ruskin's description of

the “ pathetic fallacy," in those illuminating chap
throbbing of passion which , like our heart-beats ,

ters from the second volumeof “ Modern Painters. ”
is periodic, and naturally suggests metre. But his

By an examination of the poets , he concludes that
claim that poetic language must not be ignoble is

much needed ; here the Greek languagewas pecu
the Greek did not lack close observation of nature ,

liarly happy, for none of its common words were
nor the enjoyment of its beauties , but only “ the

ignoble, as many of ours are . This lecture and

sentimentalism which dwells upon its own feelings , the next , on - Metrical Form ,” are the most de

and congratulates itself upon their subtlety." In

this respect he finds Virgil , Pliny , and the Romans
tailed in the book , and deserve the study of

students who desire to understand the mechanism

closer to ourselves . In the second lecture , on

ancient “ Beliefs concerning a Life after Death ,'
of poetry. The remaining lectures are entitled,

he discusses the three heads : ( 1 ) Hero worship

Literary Criticism at Rome,” the “ Revival and

and the cult of the dead , ( 2 ) Eleusis, and ( 3 ) Orphic
Progressof Classical Studies in Europe," and the

“ Aims and Methods of Classical Study.” The
beliefs and rites, taking something of the same last turns

line as Miss Harrison does in her new book—that

on what we may call educational

beneath the Olympian worship was a wider and
polemics , and attempts to answer the question ,

“ Why should we study the classics ? It does

more savage popular system , and that the Orphics

developed the ideal side of the religion further
not cover the whole ground ; but Prof. Hardie ,

like all who know, speaks strongly of the value of
others among the Greeks. It is a clever

such studies for the culture of the mind. For the

sketch , but the first section takes no account of

the vital difference between the conceptions of
next few years he will probably be speaking to the

those who burned and those who buried their dead .
deaf ; this country has not yet fully found out the
sham of so much of what is called technical

There were , in fact, two popular systems in Greece
" education.” He speaks truth , nevertheless, and

which have become fused . The discourse on the

“ Supernatural” deals with witchcraft, magic,
we hope the defenders of the fortress will hold

it until there is a better chance of a fair hearing
ghosts , second sight , and like subjects. We are

for reason than seems now to be the case .

surprised not to find mention of the gruesome

scenes of witchcraft in Apuleius, but the paper is

otherwise of a good popular type.

“ The Age of Gold ” is more detailed than the

rest , particularly in its discussion of Virgil's

Fourth Eclogue, on which it is a useful commen
Classical Association of England and Wales. — The attention

of schoolmasters and schoolmistresses is directed to the forma

tary . In the lecture on the “ Vein of Romance
tion of a Classical Association for England and Wales. A pre

among the ancients, Prof. Hardie well defines
liminary meeting of the Association was held on December 19,

that elusive element in assuming that it is not

feeling, but a self -conscious and sympathetic
at University College, London , under the presidency of the

Master of the Rolls , and there is every reason to hope that the

Association will soon be an important educational body and

I “ Lectures on Classical Subjects." By W. R. Hardie , M.A. , Professor accomplish a great work . We hope in our next issue to refer

of Humanity in th: University of Edinburgh, formerly Fellow of Balliol

College, Oxford. X. + 343 pp. (Macmillan .) 75. net. more fully to the inauguration of the Association .

No. 61 , Vol. 6. ]

than any a
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T prefacer, was undertaken atthesuggestion'

MODERN TENDENCIES IN GERMAN enjoy in the protracted study of the ancient tongues

EDUCATION . can be compensated for by a more intensive study

of modern literature , Prof. Paulsen returns an

HIS work , Prof. Lexis unqualified affirmative. On the one hand , in esti

mating the educational value of the old learning

of Dr. Studt , the Minister of Public In- it must not be forgotten that there is a great

struction , and is intended to be to some extent difference between the ideal and the actual , be

a commentary on the epoch -making Royal Edict tween the rich spoils of the hero and the humble

of November, 1900. It forms a large volume of booty of the rank and file . On the other hand , it

upwards of 400 pages , besides a statistical survey, a is, or should be possible for the realschuler to get a

bibliography , and other supplementary matter, and good grip of English and French. In proportion

consists of twenty - four articles , all by specialists, as the practical value of the old authors has

of whom several are the bearers of well -known decreased, that of the moderns has increased , and

names. even if the educational value of the former be

In the Edict of 1900 it was declared that the considerably greater , the point where that value

Gymnasium , the Realgymnasium and the Latinless becomes of any real moment is far more difficult of

Oberrealschule ( the three schools with a nine attainment. But there is more involved in this

years' course) were thenceforth to be regarded as question than the mere choice between two roads .

of equal worth in respect to general higher edu Our whole attitude towards life rests on a know

cation . Formerly only pupils of the Gymnasium ledge of nature and natural laws , and that nation
could be fully matriculated to the University ; the which lags behind in respect to this knowledge

Realschule could send its pupils there only for the must inevitably forfeit its place in the van of

study of mathematics, natural science and the progress.

modern languages . The advance actually made Prof. Lexis himself follows on similar lines on

along the line indicated in the Edict is thus sum the question of the Berechtigung, the right to pre

marised in an historical retrospect by C. Rethwisch , sent candidates for admission to the universities.

the Director of the Charlottenburg Gymnasium . The classical is the best literary training, but the

Candidates from all three schools are now admitted soil must be favourable to it , and the soil tends

to the examination for secondary school teachers , constantly to become less favourable . The whole

without limitation to particular branches of study , direction of the age is towards the practical ; our

and also to the examinations in law and for the thoughts are of bicycles and airships, of railway .

army and navy. For the medical degree the right speeds and world-records, and education must take

to qualify is extended to the Realgymnasium but not account of the demands and tendencies of the day .

to the Oberrealschule . And if we blame the present -day utilitarianism , we

This question of the Gleichwertigkeit is dealt with should at least bear in mind that , at the time

at length by Prof. Paulsen , of Berlin , in an article when the foundations of classical education were

that recalls the fighting manner of the late Prof. laid , Latin and Greek had a very definite utili

Huxley. His plea is for freedom , for freedom for tarian object, the one as the international language

each to follow the course of education for which of the learned , the other as the storehouse of

nature has fitted him . It is not , he says , what we mathematical and scientific knowledge . In the

work at that matters in education, but how we latter part of his paper (of his first paper we should

work at it . Unless the work calls forth the free say , for there are four others on different aspects o ?

and lively activity of the mind, unless it is spon- the same subject) Prof. Lexis deals at length with

taneous and flows from real sympathy with the the oft -repeated 'allegation that the pupils of the

subject , it is useless . Different people are Gymnasium prove intellectually superior to those

differently disposed towards the pursuit of know- of the Realschule. In reply he points to the great

ledge, and often so exclusively one is reminded of advantage enjoyed by the former through the

Darwin at Shrewsbury) that everything outside possession of social prestige. A father who him--

the bounds of their favourite study seems trifling self has had a classical training will prefer to send

or worthless in comparison. On this ground Prof.. his sons to the Gymnasium , or a promising boy

Paulsen utters his protest against the tyranny of will be sent there and a less gifted to the

the old classical tradition , with its cogite illos intrave, Realschule .

and its claim to furnish the one and only means of In an article on teaching in general , the

intellectual culture . It did furnish this in the days Director of the Hildesheim Gymnasium , M.

of the Humanists, but since then we have de- Heynacher, has much that is interesting to say

veloped literatures of our own . These also offer a ofthe over-pressure that is so common in German

worthy field of education . We have ceased to schools . When this pointwas brought to the fore

believe in the old literatures as the supreme, un- in 1890 , it was stated by the military authorities

changing model of the beautiful; “ We have learntwe that nearly half of those who then presented them

to think historically." In reply to the question selves with the certificate for the one year's service

whether the advantage that the classical schools were either permanently or temporarily unfit ,

short-sightedness and heart -complaint being the

chief grounds. Of the pupils in Prima, 74 per cent .

were short-sighted. Some attempt to cope withLexis, Professor in Göttingen. ( Halle A. S. : Verlag der Buchhandlung

des Waisenhauses, 436 pp.) 12 marks. this evil was made in the school - plan of 1890 , but

9

1 “ Die Reform des höheren Schulwesens in Preussen ." Edited by W.
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as

without much result . For the true solution of the In the teaching of the modern languages (the

difficulty the writer looks to the careful sifting of article is by Prof. Mangold , of the Askanischen
the matter presented to the learner so to Gymnasium in Berlin ) the goal remains as before,

separate the more from the less important. This the knowledge of the foremost writers of the last

principle has been applied to several of the Latin three centuries ; but greater stress is now laid on

authors . The chief syntactical points have been the colloquial side of the teaching. The teaching

counted and tabulated ; those occurring frequently in general is based on the reading-matter, to which
are to be thoroughly mastered, and the rarer ones thegrammar, sifted down to the indispensable, is

merely explained in passing. And in general the strictly ancillary. The use of the foreign language

writer would emphasise the practical or realistic in in the class is declared desirable so far as it does
the teaching of humanistic subjects, and he would not interfere with thoroughness.
have mathematics, science , history and geography Among the remaining contributions should be

brought more into touch with the interests and mentioned one on the teaching of Greek by Prof.

needs of everyday life. But he concludes with von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, of the University

the expression of a grave doubt whether the present of Berlin , and an interesting account of the Altona
time, with its increasing carelessness and addiction and Frankfurt Reformanstalten, where Latin in

to luxury , is favourable to any far-reaching reform Gymnasium and Realgymnasium is postponed till
of education. Untertertia -- that is , till the age of 12 , so that up

The endeavour after the practical , of which to this point the school - plan coincides with that of
mention has just been made, is apparent every the Latinless Oberrealschule . Of the complete

where throughout Prof. Lexis's book. It is in success of this system there seems no longer much

particular the keynote of the paper on the teaching room for doubt . Prof. Waldeck, in the paper on

of mathematics by Prof. Klein of Göttingen . The Latin - teaching already noticed , declares it to be

teaching must take more account of the subse- his opinion , founded on long experience, that a

quent needs of the pupil ; there must be more Reform school- pupil at the age of 15 , who has

applied mathematics. therefore had only three years of Latin , but on a

The article on the teaching of Latin is from the previously -laid base of French and the mother

pen of Prof. Waldeck, of Corbach . The aim here, tongue, will be able to achieve at least as much as

according to the new curriculum , is the under- an 18 -year-old pupil of the ordinary Gymnasium

standing of the more important authors . Grammar with his six years of Latin without that base.

and composition, regarded as objects in them- And there we must stop . In warmly recom

selves , are completely shut out . The official mending this book we are not unmindful that the

remarks on the curriculum insist on the careful theory of education is little in favour with masters

differentiation between the important, the less in English secondary schools . This , indeed , is

important , and the unimportant. In all exami- natural , because , as we have no system of secondary

nations the criterion is translation into German education , theorising can have little objective worth.

criticised as German . In Germany it is otherwise , and of this fact the

Prof. Lehman, of the Luisenstadt Gymnasium present book, with its abundant sanity and reason

in Berlin , writes of the teaching of the mother- ableness, is a signal proof.

tongue. Already in the curriculum of 1892 this G. A. R.

was declared to be the centre- point of higher

education . This goal , however, is to be attained ,

not by any increase in hours , but by making all

subjects contribute towards the desired end .

There is to be as much writing as possible , but no

free composition , no expatiating on nothing in
A GREEK GRAMMAR FROM AMERICA .

particular. Short summaries of passages studied , N the accidence of this book there is not much

whether in the languages , or in geography and
to remark . It has been written by a com

history, or in science, are the means prescribed ;

and there is to be the similar treatment of such
petent scholar , whose knowledge is not behind

the times ; he uses the evidence of inscriptions,
passages orally . In examinations no excellence in

and shows praiseworthy care in small matters.
any other subject or subjects may compensate for

The section on Word -formation is specially good .
“ unsatisfactory ” in German . To the books

When we differ from him , we do not blame him
already in use have been added (but facultatively )

for carelessness ; but it seems a lack of judgment
Middle -High -German authors in the original

to change the term aspirate to rough mute (p . 16 ) ,
form , and the use of translations is extended .

and a serious practicalmistake to print the uncon
Sophocles in German is added to the already .

tracted forms within the contracted of verbs in

prescribed Homer in the modern schools , and
American boys are very different from

Shakespeare is to be read in the classical. But

Prof. Lehman complains that the universities ,
English boys if they will learn these contracted

paradigms aright . We would also add a column

while they turn out plenty of workers in the field of adverbs in KIS on p. 58 with the ordinary

of literary history , furnish no teachers of German . numerals . That about exhausts our criticism of

Literature at the universities, he adds, means the

history of literature , where the greatest poet is
1 “ A SchoolGrammar of Attic Greek .” By T. D. Goodall , Professor of

only an historical phenomenon . Greek in Yale University. xvi. + - 334 pp. ( D ) . Appleton & Co.).

IN

1
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THE MOST NOTABLE SCHOOL-BOOKS

OF 1903 .

The selected list of the best of the school books published

during 1902, which we published in our issue for last January,

was appreciated by a large number of teachers throughout the

country. We have again secured the assistance of experienced

teachers , and they have drawn up, for the guidance of school

masters and schoolmistresses who find it difficult to examine all

the school books published , the lists of the best books for school

use from those issued during 1903. In compiling the lists

attention has not been limited to the books reviewed in these

columns. In those cases where it seemed desirable a few

remarks have been added explaining the scope of the book.

Modern Languages.

IS. net .

the accidence ; but the syntax presents a new

feature , and, we think , a promising one . Sen

tencesare classified according to themood of the

verb (here called " mode " ), as indicative , sub

junctive, optative , and imperative sentences .

Now no student of language can fail to see that

many mistakes are made by those who use logic

as a principle of classification . There is a benefit

in grouping the uses of syntax under logical heads ,

but such a classification discloses the fact that

various forms are used for one idea (as ópedov and

optative for wish ), and various ideas can be ex

pounded by one form ( as statement and past

purpose by the indicative mood). Prof. Goodall

boldly takes these forms as his basis of classification,

.and we are bound to say that at first sight this

seems to us likely to be of greater practical use

than the other . We have indeed tried it to a

small extent , but , to confess truth , it never occurred

to us to carry out the principle fully. The proof

of the grammar is in the learning, but we shall be

surprised if this does not prove successful. Nouns

have long been classified on the same plan . We

confess that it would be useful to have the com

plement briefly sketched in either case ; but that

may set as an exercise for boys. As instances

of exceptionally clear exposition , we would cite

$469 on the pluperfect with šv, and $6'6b on the

optative with av.

We may now proceed to indicate some points in

which improvement seems to be possible . It is

a faulty definition , we think , to say that “

simple sentence consists of one finite verb, with or

without other words ” (p . 168 ) . A “ predication ,"

yes ; but there is no finite verb at all in one large

class of sentences , such as ó åvip ảyabós. There

appears to be one important omission : uin

with indicative of strong denials , as Homer's

μη μέν τοίς ίπποισιν ανήρ εποχήσεται άλλοs , and Aristopha

nes ’ μη 'γώ νόημα κομψότερον ήκουσα πω, also found in

Sophocles and elsewhere. For the understanding

of the true sense of us this idiom is of high

importance. The use of dióti for reported reason

seems also to be wanting. There is also one

mistake : no such phrase as čotiv oi is known to

Greek (254) ; the idiom is elolv oi , čotiv ois , &c .

Misprints are : read hetELOuévos einv, p. 112 ; yvolins,

p . 26ο ; θνητοίσι , p. 258 ; ουκ , p . 252 .

We hope that a new edition will correct these

errors , and also that a good paper will be used ;

the book is unpleasantly heavy. On the whole,

however, this book confirms our impression , given

already in other reviews, that the Americans are

exceptionally well qualified to treat of grammar.

“The Teaching of Languages in Schools.” By W. H.

Widgery. ( Nutt . ) Second impression.

Long out of print ( 1st edition, 1888 ) . This will be to many

a new book. It is admirable.

“Le Travail du Style enseigné par les corrections manu

scrites des grands écrivains.” Par Antoine Albalat. ( Colin . )

3 fr. 50.

M. Albalat's studies in French style are well known ; in this

book he has excellently carried out a happy idea.

“ History of French Versification." By L. E. Kastner.

(Frowde. ) 5s . 6d . net .

The best book on the subject in English . Experience shows

that boys often leave school with only the vaguest ideas about

French prosody , though they have read a good deal of French

verse.

6

.

15s . net .

Siepmann's Primary French Course .” (Macmillan . ) First

term , Is. 6d . First year, 2s . 6d . Wall-picture to illustrate

the Course .

“ New First French Book ." By S. Alge and W. Rippmann.

( Dent . ) Is. 6d . net .

A comparison with the old version will be very instructive to

teachers. Mention may also be made of the new wall-pictures

of the seasons.

“ Deutsche Musteraufsätze. Ein stilistisch-rhetorisches Lese

buch für die Mittel- und Ober-stufe höherer Schulen.” Von

Dr. H. Ulrich . ( Teubner.) M. 2. 8o.

Useful for advanced classes in German and for private study .

“ Studium und Methodik der französischen und englischen

Sprache.” Von Otto Wendt. ( Leipzig : Dürr . ) M. 2. 50 .

Warmly recommended to teachers .

“ L'enseignement des langues anciennes et modernes dans

l'enseignement secondaire des gar, ons en Allemagne.” Par

A. Bornecque. ( Colin . ) 2 fr. 25 .

“ Die Reform des höheren Schulwesens in Preussen ."

Herausgegeben von W. Lexis . (Halle : Waisenhaus. ) M. 14.

These two books (especially the latter ) contain most valuable

information on the teaching of languages in Germany.

“ The Method of the Recitation .” By C. A. McMurry .

(Macmillan .) 45. net .

A very helpful book.

Classics.Miss F. Lovibond, a former student of Bedford College for

Women , London, and lately Sanitary Inspector at Rochdale,

has been appointed Woman Sanitary Inspector to the Borough

of Holborn . Miss Margaret Gilliland, former student of the

Training Department of the same college, has been appointed

head -mistress of the Aske's School , Acton , one of the schools of

the Haberdashers 'Company . Miss Gilliland had a distinguished

academic career and obtained distinction in the examination for

the Teachers' Diploma of the University of London .

Amongst the year's schoolbooks, two stand out as original a

conception :

“ Latin Hexameter Verse ." By S. E. Winbolt . ( Methuen . )

35. 6d .

a This book for the first time attempts to teach hexameters on

principle , not by haphazard. It is full of learning , clearly con .

veyed , and provided with numerous exercises.
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66

66

Is. 6d .

History

“ Tutorial History of England .” Fearenside. ( Clive. ) 4s . 6d .

A full , up - to - date manual .

“ History of England for Catholic Schools. ” Wyatt- Davies.

(Longmans.) 35. 6d.

From the Roman Catholic point of view , but impartial .

History in Biography," 1485-1603. West. 1603-1688.

Powell . ( Black . ) 25. each .

Well -written biographies of leading statesmen .

“ The Romance of the Civil War.” Hart and Stevens .

(The Macmillan Co. ) 35. 6d .

A “ Source -Reader " in American history .

“ Problems and Exercises in British History ," 1066-1216.

Lindsey. (Heffer.) 25 .

One of a series , showing how to answer questions.

“ James Chalmers.” Lovett . ( Religious Tract Society .)

2s.

25. 6d .

"

3s. 6d .

a

“ Latin Picture Stories . " By W. H. S. Tones . (The Nor

land Press. ) IS .

A series of twelve cards, each containing a story in several

scenes, and intended to be used for • free composition " in

class,

Good schoolbooks of the more ordinary types are :

“ Stories of the Kings of Rome,” from Livy. Selected and

simplified by G. M. Edwards. ( Pitt Press . )

A very good beginner's book.

· Homer, Odyssey, XIX .- XXIV.” By W. W. Merry.

(Clarendon Press . ) 35.

“ T. Lucreti Cari De Rerum Natura III. ” By J. D. Duff.

( Pitt Press. )

“ C. Sallusti Crispi Jurgurtha . ” Edited by W. C. Summers.

(Pitt Press.)

For sixth form boys and university men :

" The Iliad,” XIII. -XXIV. By Walter Leaf. ( Macmillan. )

18s .

A new Latin grammar, especially valuable on the linguistic

side, is :

“ A Latin Grammar.” By W. G. Hale. (Ginn . ) 48. 6d .

Two histories and a book of sources deserve mention .

' History of Rome for Middle and Upper Forms.” By J.

L. Myres. ( Rivingtons. ) 5s.

“ The Story of Rome as the Greeks and Romans tell it.” By

G. W. Botsford . (The Macmillan Company. ) 4s . 6d .

“ Sources for Roman History , B.C. 133-70." Collected and

arranged by A. H. J. Greenidge and A. M. Clay. (Clarendon

Press.) 55. 6d. net .

An excellent collection of illustrative pictures from ancient

sources, edited with full explanations and aids to further study,

is :

“ Illustrations of School Classics. ” By G. F. Hill. (Mac

millan . ) ios . 6d .

Several books of importance for serious students , or teachers ,

have been published :

“ The House of Seleucus." By E. R. Bevan. (Arnold .)

Two vols.

“ Ancient Athens. " By E. A. Gardner . (Macmillan .)

A biography of a hero -missionary, useful for library.

“ Nelson and his Captains.” Fitchett . (Smith , Elder. )

7s . 6d .

>

Biographies of admirals , useful for library .

For Use of Teachers.

“ The English Church,” 1625-1714 . Hutton. ( Macmillan. )
>

7s . 6d .

)

)

Part of a new eight-volumed history, by standard writers.

“ The Cambridge Modern History ,” vol . vii . The United

States . (Cambridge University Press. ) 16s . net .

A standard work by various writers , summarising the results

of modern research .

“ Freeman's Historical Geography of Europe " (with atlas.)

Bury. (Longmans.) 198 .

A new edition of a standard work , by the Cambridge Pro

fessor of Modern History.

“ A New Student's Atlas of English History . " Reich.

(Macmillan . ) Ios .

Specially devoted to details of campaigns and battles , but

with other maps.

“ The Modern Age.” Myers.
(Ginn .) 6s.

An enlightening story of Europe till our own days .

“ Special Method in History.” McMurry. ( The Mac

millan Co. ) 25. 6d . net .

How to teach history.

3os. net.

2IS. net .

“ Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion ." By J. E.

Harrison . (Cambridge University Press. )

“ A History of Classical Scholarship . ” By H. Sandys,

Litt.D. (Camb. Univ. Press .) 1os. 6d .

1 )

Geography.

66

66
>

on

English Grammar and Composition .

“ Grammar Lessons." The Principal of St. Mary's Hall,

Liverpool. (Longmans.) 25 .

A good book for teachers.

“ Primer of Historical English Grammar . ” Skeat . ( Blackie. )

25. 6d .

“ English Grammar Historical Principles.” Lees.

( Allman . ) 35.
Either of these will be found useful for London Matricula

tion , &c.

“ First book in Old English.” Cook . (Ginn .) 35 .

A good book . Has been very well received .

English Composition . ” Kimpster. (Norland Press. ) 28 .

A good teachers ' book .

“ Senior Course of English Composition.” Nesfield .

( Macmillan . ) 35. 6d .

One of the best books published for advanced students.

“ Errors in English Composition . ” Nesfield . (Macmillan .)

>

“ Handbook of Climatology. " By Dr. G. Hann . Translated

by R. de C. Ward , of Harvard . ( Macmillan . ) I2s. 6d .

Hann's work is the acknowledg
ed

authority on the subject,

and should be accessible to all who aim at being more than

' chapter-ahead ” teachers.
· Asia ,” ' Europe,” “ Africa "-Series of Descriptive

Geographies, ” by A. J. and F. D. Herbertson. ( Black . )

2s . 6d . each .

A well -known and justly -praised series . Each book consists

of an up- to-date introduction and an anthology of descriptions

from original sources.
· Australasia ," “ Africa ” —Elementary Geography Reader

series by Prof. Lyde. ( Black . ) IS. 4d.

“ Asia ”—The “ World and its people " series of Geography

Readers. ( Nelson. ) Is. 6d .
“Europe : vol . II . The North West . " By G. G. Chisholm .

(Stanford .) 155 .
The latest volume of the well -known “ Stanford's Com

pendium of Geography ” comprises the United Kingdom , the

Low Countries , and Scandinavia . It is a first- class book of

reference .

66

3s. 6d .

Contains over 2,000 examples.

“ Essentials of English Composition . ” Tarbell . (Ginn . ) 3s .

Very practical .
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66

2s .

45. 6d .

“ Central Europe." By Dr. Joseph Partsch , of Breslau .

(Heinemann .) 7ş . 6d .

“ Danish Liſe in Town and Country.” By Jessie Bröckner.

( Newnes. ) 3s . 6d .

This is part of an excellent series well worth reading . Other

books are
“ Italian Life , " by L. Villari, and “ Spanish Life,” by

L. Higgin .

“ Highways and Byways in S. Wales." By A. G. Bradley.

(Macmillan .) 6s .

“ Ireland : Industrial and Agricultural.” By W. P. Cloyne .

( Brown and Nolan .) 55 .

An official handbook containing much of interest to anyone

who has to take up Ireland as a subject of examination .

“ Handbook of Commercial Geography.” 4th edition . By

G. G. Chisholm . (Longmans.) 158 .

This may be called the sine qua non of commercial

geographers.

" A Short Commercial Geography.” By Prof. Lyde. ( Black . )

“ Commercial Geography of the World outside the British

Isles.” By Dr. A. J. Herbertson. (Chambers. ) 28. 6d .

A supplementary work to Dr. Herbertson's Commercial

Geography of the British Isles . It gives a capital birds'-eye

view of the subject, and is arranged on a novel basis which is

worth developing

“ The Royal Geographical Society's Syllabuses of Instruction

in Geography.” By Mackinder, Rooper and Chisholm (Royal

Geographical Society) .

This is the work of experts, and , though some of the

“ Instructions ” may be criticised as ideal rather than practical ,

should be studied by all teachers of geography in elementary as

well as secondary schools .

" A Teacher's Manual of Geography.” By Ch . McMurry.

(Macmillan .) 25. 6d .

Mr. McMurry gives us the American method ; his advice is

specially adapted to the users of the well - known Tarr and

McMurry Geographies.

Mathematics.

“ Elementary Geometry, Practical and Theoretical. " By C.

Godfrey and A. W. Siddons . (Cambridge University Press . )

“ Practical Exercises in Geometry . ” By W. D. Eggar .

(Macmillan.) 25. 6d .

A very simple book , suitable to mere beginners ; proceeding

gradually to mensuration and a geometrical illustration of quad

ratics.

“ Experimental and Theoretical Course ofGeometry.” By A.

T. Warren . (Oxford : Clarendon Press . ) 25 .

Based on the recommendations of the Mathematical Associa

tion : the first part of the book experimental , the second deduc

tive .

· Elementary Geometry.” By Frank R. Barrell. Parts i .

and ii . of Section 1. (Longmans .)

The first portion of a School Geometry, which , when com

plete , will contain the subject as far as Euclid XI . The experi

mental and practical part is worked with the deductive.

“ Vectors and Rotors , with Applications. " By O. Henrici,

F.R.S. , and G. C. Turner . (Edward Arnold . )

Treats vectorially of geometry and mechanics in their elemen

tary portions. Quite suitable for the higher classes in schools.

“ Arithmetic for Schools and Colleges ." By John Alison and

John B. Clark . (Oliver and Boyd.) 25. 6d .

An excellent exposition of the philosophy of arithmetical

rules ; contains the usual collection of examples.

“ Arithmetical Types and Examples.” By W. G. Borchardt.

( Rivingtons.) 35.6d .

Carries out recommendations of the Mathematical Association .

Uses graphical methods, and logarithms to calculate compound

interest .

“ The School Arithmetic, being a School Course adapted

from " The Tutorial Arithmetic .' By W. P. Workman .

(Clive. ) 35. 6d .

A bulky volume dealing exhaustively with the subject , the

number of examples, & c . , being immense. Does not use loga

rithms for the calculation of compound interest.

“ Technical Arithmetic and Geometry for Schools.” By C.

T. Millis. (Methuen .) 35. 6d .

A book which may well go hand in hand with the study of

deductive geometry. Applies arithmetical calculation to the

figures of elementary plane geometry , conic sections, irregular

curvilinear figures, &c .

Contains a separate chapter on Graphs.

“ Elementary Algebra for Schools.” 8th edition .

S. Hall and S. R. Knight . (Macmillan.) 45 .

“ A Short Introduction to Graphical Algebra .” By H. S.

Hall . (Macmillan .)

Deals specially with graphs on squared paper.

לגל

3s . 6d .

a

By H.

IS .

Physics and Chemistry.

Physics.

“ Elementary Physics, Practical and Theoretical." Second

Year's Course. By J. G. Kerr and J. N. Brown . ( Blackie. )

28 .

This work is a complete expression of the ideas of reform in

the teaching of geometry as laid down by the Mathematical

Association . Great stress is laid on the use of mathematical

instruments, squared paper, &c . The work is full of examples

and applications.

“ A New Geometry for Schools.” By S. Barnard and J. M.

Child . (Macmillan .) 4s . 6d .

A work on the same lines as the above, completely carrying

out the most recent recommendations, and also full of exercises

in deductive and practical geometry.

“ Solid Geometry. ” By Dr. Franz Hocevar. Translated

and adapted by C. Godfrey and E. A. Price . (Black .) Is . 6d .

Useful as showing how the subject is presented to German

students . Many additions to the examples in the original are

made by the English translators . The subject is well and

simply treated .

“ A School Geometry ,” By H. S. Hall and F. H. Stevens.

(Macmillan .) Parts i . , ii . , and iii . , 25. 6d . Parts i.-V., 4s . 6d .

Based on the recommendations of the Mathematical Associa

tion and the report of the Cambridge Syndicate .

“ Elementary Geometry.” By W. M. Baker and A. A.

Bourne. Published in the following parts : Book I. (Substance

ofhalf of Euclid I. ) ; Books I. , II . ( Substance of Euclid I. ) ;

Books I. - III . ( substance of greater portion of Euclid I.-IV.) ;

Books I.-IV. ( substance of Euclid I.-IV.) ; Books IV..VII.

(substance of Euclid I.-II. and XI . ) ( Bell . ) Complete,

“ Practical Exercises in Light. ” By Dr. R. S. Clay. (Mac

millan . ) 2s . 6d .

Distinguished by the extended application of pin methods and

other simple experimental devices.

* Practical Electricity.” By J. H. Belcher. (Allman .) 25. 6d .

No electrostatics, but contains useful experiments in other

branches of electricity .

Electricity and Magnetism ." By C. E. Ashford . ( Arnold . )

38. od .

2
Contains theoretical and practical work from the stage of the

beginner up to the standard required for university scholar

ships.

Electricity and Magnetism .” By R. T. Glazebrook , F.R.S.

(Cambridge University Press . ) 78. 6d .
45. 6d.
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“ Lessons on Country Life . ” Buchanan and Gregory.

(Macmillan .) 35. 6d .

“ Insect Folk . ” Morley . (Ginn .) 25 . For children .

“ Ways of the Six -footed.” Comstock . (Ginn. ) 25 . For

children .

Zoology.

“ A Treatise on Zoology." Part I. 2nd fasc . Intro

duction and Protozoa . Edited by E. Ray Lankester, F.R.S.

( Black. ) 155 .

“ Cambridge Natural History, vol. vii . Balanoglossus

Fishes." (Macmillan .) 175 .

“ A Laboratory Guide for Beginners in Zoology. " Weed

and Crossman . (Heath .) 25. 6d .

1

An adequate and sound statement of the position of electrical

science , illustrated by experiments for lecture - room and la

boratory

“ Laboratory Physics. ” By D. C. Miller. (Ginn .) 8s . 64 .

Includes several novel experiments as well as useful hints to

teachers.

Chemistry.

“ Elementary Experimental Science.” By W. T. Clough

and A. E. Dunstan . (Meihuen .) 25. 6d .

A good elementary course of physics is included in addition

to the chemistry.

“ Elementary Lessons in Chemistry ." By W. L. Sargant.

( Blackwood . ) Is. 6d .

A beginner's book.

“ Practical Chemistry.” By Walter Harris. 3 vols . (Whit

taker . ) Is. 6d . each .

No illustrations , but the volumes provide a good working

course in chemistry.

“ Theoretical Organic Chemistry.” By Dr. J. B. Cohen .

(Macmillan.) 6s.

Comprehensive and more interesting than books on organic

chemistry usually are .

Useful for Teachers.

" A Text -book of Physics.” Vol . ii . Sound. By J. H.

Poynting, F.R.S. , and J. J. Thomson , F.R.S. (Griffin .) 8s . 6d .

Another instalment of what is regarded as a standard work .

“ Conduction of Electricity through Gases.” By J. J.

Thomson , F.R.S. ( Cambridge University Press . ) 16s.

A masterly exposition of important developments of modern

electrical science .

“ Text -book of Organic Chemistry . ” By Prof. A. F.

Holleman . Translated by A. Jamieson Walker. (Chapman

and Hall.) Jos . 6d . net .

A really good book dealing mainly with theoretical aspects

of the subject. Fresh and vigorous in treatment.

CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS .

SET SUBJECTS FOR 1904 .

Preliminary.

66

< 6

Natural History .

Botany.

“ A Text- Book of Botany ” (2nd English edition ) . By

Strasburger and others . Translated by Porter and Lang .

(Macmillan .) 18 .

“ A Class Book of Botany . ” Mudge and Maslen. (Arnold . )

Religious Knowledge.-- ( a) St. Matthew xv. -end ; ( 6 ) I. Kings,

ix . - end.

English Author.--Scott , Marmion,” Cantos i . and vi.

( omitting the Introductions) ; Lamb , “ Tales from Shake

speare .”

English History . - Outlines, 1327-1603 A.D.

Geography. - Great Britain .

Elementary Latin.— “ Stories of the Kings of Rome, ” adapted

from Livy by G. M. Edwards. (Cambridge University

Press . )

Junior.

Religious Knowledge.- (a) I. Kings ; ( 6 ) St. Matthew ; (c) Acts

of the Apostles xiii . - xxviii .

English. Shakespeare, “ Richard II. ” ; Scott , “ Marmion , "

including the Introduction to Canto I. , but omitting the

Introductions to the other Cantos ; Scott , “ Kenilworth .”

English History . - 1327-1603 A.D.

History of British Empire.-- 1492-1784 A.D.

Roman History.-- 27 B.C..117 A.D.

Geography . - Great Britain and Ireland, and Europe.

Latin . - One of - Cæsar, De Bello Gallico, IV ., V., 1-23 ;

or , Virgil, Aineid I.

Greek . - Xenophon, Anabasis , III . ; or , Sophocles, “ Scenes

from the Antigone. " (Clarendon Press . )

French .-Erckmann -Chatrian , “ Madame Thérèse ," chaps. 1-2 ;

or , Dumas, “ La Fortune de D'Artagnan,” chaps. 1.6

( being chaps . 16-21 of " Le Vicomte de Bragelonne " ).

German . - Andersen, “ Eight Stories, " omitting “ Ib und

Christinchen ” ( Cambridge University Press) ; or , Schiller ,

“ Die Jungfrau von Orleans.”

7s , 6d.

“ Nature Studies ( Plant Life).” Scott Elliot. (Blackie .)

3s . 6d .

>“ A Text Book of Plant Physiology. " G. J. Pierce . (Holt,

New York ).

“ Flowering Plants : their Structure and Habitat.” Charlotte

L. Laurie. ( Allman .) 25. 6d .

“ Introduction to Botany.” Stevens. ( Heath . ) 6s .

Senior.

66

Geology.

“ Text Book of Geology.” 2 vols . 4th edition . Geikie.

(Macmillan .) 305 .

" The Evolution of Earth Structure.” Mellard Reade.

(Longmans.) 215.

Agricultural Geology.” Marr. (Methuen .) 6s .

“ Geological Rambles in East Yorkshire." Sheppard .

( Brown . )

Nature Study.

“ An Introduction Nature Study. " Stenhouse .

(Macmillan .) 35. 6d .

“ Studies in Nature and Country Life .” Catherine D. and

W. C. D. Whetham . (Macmillan and Bowes.) 25. 6d .

Religious Knowledge.- ( a) I. Kings ; (6) St. Matthew ;

( c ) I. and II . Thessalonians.

English History.--1509-1603 A.D.

History of the British Empire. - 1492-1784 A.D.

Roman History. --27 B.C -117 A.D.

Geography. - Great Britain and Ireland , and Europe.

Shakespeare.- " Richard II.”

Spenser.- “ Faerie Queene,” Book I.

Scott.-- " Kenilworth .”

Lalin .--Virgil, Æneid , I .; Plautus, Captivi; Livy, VI.,

Il - end ; Cicero, Pro Lege Manilia, Pro Archia.

6

to

66
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Greek .--- Plato, Crito and Euthyphro ; Thucydides IV. 1-41 ;

Homer, Odyssey , X. , XI . , 1-224 ; Sophocles, Antigone.

( Students must select one verse and one prose subject in

Latin and Greek . )

French . - Molière, “ Les Femmes Savantes '' ; Erckmann

Chatrian, “ Madame Thérèse. '

German. - Schiller, “ Die Jungfrau von Orleans " ; Kohlrausch ,

“ Das Jahr 1813. ”

In this stage

THE TEACHING OF BOTANY IN

SCHOOLS.

In order to make the most of scientific lessons in school the

teacher should have a just appreciation of the relative impor

tance of facts ; he should encourage his pupils to work for them

selves , and he should adapt his teaching to their present wants.

All these requirements have often been disregarded by teachers

of botany.

It is a mark of the present immaturity of the nature - knowledge

movement that whenever a fresh attempt is made to stimulate the

teacher it is accompanied by a great display of dried plants,

diagrams, lantern slides , models, slices of useful woods, lists of

species observed , with their dates , and maps of distribution .

All these are dead products, and only indicate that someone has

been taking pains. Those teachers who fix their attention upon

the living plant and its activities will have little need of bought

appliances.

THE PUPIL MUST Work FOR HIMSELF.--- It is probable

that most men who have been productive workers in science

have at length come to recognise that the best part of their

learning they got for themselves . Example and guidance are

thrown away upon those who do not make independent efforts,

and knowledge accumulated by a mere act of memory is feebly

grasped and soon forgotten. It is not by listening to other

people , nor by reading their accounts of what they have seen and

done, nor by gazing at the pictures which they have drawn , that

we make lasting progress in science . The pupil who has been

taught thus finds himself master of mere scraps of information,

too uncertain for any practical application . He has no power of

enlarging knowledge, or of applying old knowledge to new

cases, and it is well if he has not acquired a disinclination to

carry his studies farther.

In biological teaching the abundance of the material, and the

simple means of investigation which suffice for elementary

students at least , make it possible for large classes to work at

the same objects - a great advantage to both teacher and pupils ,

In botanical and zoological teaching , more than in other scien

tific courses , it is easy to adopt improved methods, such as

that the teacher shall rarely give out information , but chiefly

directions and questions , the class observing the object , making

drawings and returning answers ; that the laboratory work , if

separated from the work of the class -room , shall always come

first ; and that the practical exercises of the students shall

furnish the materials upon which the class teaching is founded .

The TEACHING MUST BE ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OF THE

Pupil . - It is characteristic of immature minds that they soon

tire . This is a reason for frequently changing the topic and for

making the object -lesson the regular mode of teaching botany in

junior classes . Teachers of botany are not so liable as teachers

of chemistry or physics to make the mistake of proceeding from

the general to the particular , instead of from the known to the

unknown , which is a very different thing . One often recognises

the inexperienced teacher by such a phrase as that he intends to

begin by consideration of the principles which underlie a par

ticular science . Continuous book and paper work is hateful to

children , and their exercises in learning and thinking should be

varied with handiwork, their indoor work with outdoor work.

OBJECT-LESSONS IN BOTANY . –Object-lessons are the best

way of instructing children in natural history, childhood being

taken to include all ages under twelve or thirteen .

there should be no formal and separate sciences , though the

lessons , which are at first studiously varied , may gradually

become connected . Among the conditions of profitable object

lessons the following may be noted :

( 1 ) Every pupil should have an object to himself, or at least

be able to examine the object as long and as closely as he pleases .

A drawing is not to be allowed to rank as an object.

( 2 ) Living and growing plants should be frequently observed .

( 3 ) The living plant should not only be studied in flower, but

whenever the change of season brings on a new phase of growth.

Fruits , buds, and seedlings are as important as flowers.

(4) Experiment can hardly conie in too early , and there is

nothing else quite so stimulating. Even young children can

appreciate the interest of a simple experiment, and they may be

allowed to take part in it before they are able to conduct it

themselves.

It is discouraging to learn from advertisements in the educa

tional papers what facilities are offered for scamping the object

lesson . The teacher is encouraged to buy his objects , to buy his

pictures , and to buy his lessons. It is probable that the late

demand for nature-knowledge has greatiy multiplied the number

of worthless object-lessons which are given in school . Unless

the teacher regularly works for himself he is not fit to show

others how to work , and no good will come of inducing him to

add nature - knowledge to the list of subjects in which he offers

instruction.

PLANT -PHYSIOLOGY IN THE SCHOOL, --We can recommend

nothing better for first lessons in plant-physiology than the study

of seedlings of common garden - plants. A course of lessons on

seedlings can be so arranged as to lead the beginner to consider

attentively the nutrition of a green plant , the adaptation of the

plant to external circumstances, and the development of new

parts. The course should also train the manual skill of the

pupils. Boxes and the simpler kinds of chemical apparatus can

be made in the school . The course should bring in drawing to

scale, the graphical representation of experimental results , the

care of garden beds, the care of water cultures , and many other

practical arts . It ought also to encourage the habit of close

observation , the habit of methodically comparing structures

which in different plants answer the same purpose, the love of

experiment , and the unwillingness (so characteristic of the

scientific mind) to accept any conclusion except as the result of

an independent and careful judgment. The study of seedlings

will lead us to consider starch-formation in the green leaf, root

absorption, transport of food material , storage of food reserves ,

and other branches of the great question of the nutrition of

plants . The flower and the functions of its various parts can

be studied with interest and profit. Experiments on pollina

tion and on the movements of roots , leaves , and shoots are not

too difhcult for pupils in school .

any

1 Abridged from a Report of a British Association Committee, consisting

of Prof. L. C. Miall (Chairman ), Mr. Harold Wager (Secretary), Prof. J. R.

Green, Mr. A. C. Senard, Profs . H. Marshall Ward, J. B. Farmer, and T.

Johnson, Miss Lilian Clarke , and Dr. C. W. Kiminins .

SCHOOL GARDENS. (By Miss L. J. Clarke. )- At the James

Allen's Girls ' School, Dulwich , we have tried for some years ,

instead of giving information in the botany classes , to lead the

girls to observe, to draw what they observe, to experiment, and

to write accounts of their own experiments . In this we have
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been greatly helped by possessing a garden in which girls are

allowed to own plots. The work has grown every year until

now more than a hundred girls possess gardens. At first only

order-beds were made. The girls were encouraged to own

order -beds and to obtain plants for them . Gradually more

order - beds were added , and now the most important British

orders are represented , two or more beds being sometimes

alloited to one order.

Fruits are valued as well as flowers, so most of the flowers are

left to form fruits, and various methods of seed -dispersal are

studied, as well as the structure of fruits. A large label is

placed in front of each bed , and the name of the order, &c . , is

painted in white on a black background . In each bed small

labels are also used ; for it is the rule that to each plant , or

clump of plants , must be attached a label bearing the English

a

name .

When studying pollination it seemed so necessary that the

girls should do some work of their own that beds were arranged
in which pollination experiments could be carried on. Some

plants are covered with muslin in order to exclude insects ,

while other plants of the same species are left uncovered .

Afterwards the girls find out whether fruits appear on either

set. When fruits are found on both the covered and uncovered

plants, the number and vigour of the fruits are compared . In

some plants the stamens are cut off while the flower is in bud.

These pollination experiments arouse great interest , not only in

those who happen to be studying pollination , but in girls of

other classes. Numbers of plants are grown for the sake of

pollination by means of insects. Figwort , snapdragon , fox

glove, salvia , monkshood , sweet peas , and deadnettles are found

most useful, and clumps of these are grown in different parts of

the garden. A class often spends the lesson time in the garden ,

and is divided into detachments for observation of the visits of

insects.

Experiments in assimilation are carried on in other beds, and

the girls find out under what conditions starch is formed in green

plants. Stencils are placed on some leaves , others are covered

with vaseline, and various simple experiments are made while

the leaves are still on the plant . The assimilation experiment

beds are owned by a few girls only, but many make experiments

on leaves.

Lately we have been specially interested in planting trees. It

had been a drawback that , in studying the structure of buds,

methods of branching, &c . , we had no better materials than cut

specimens or trees seen on excursions. During 1903 there has

been planted in the garden a specimen of every common English

tree not already possessed by us, and we hope that in future the

girls will draw different stages of development of the buds of

oak, beech , ash , sycamore, maple, willow, &c. , while still on

the trees.

EXCURSIONS. — The school excursion is highly valued as a

means of stimulating observation in the field , but we are inclined

to think that for want of attention to details its benefits are often

imperfecily attained . Excursions are sometimes wholly unprofit

able. The leader stops now and then to pick a flower, names

it, mentions, perhaps, some curious feature which it exhibits,

pops it into his vasculum , and walks on. Most of the party are

not within hearing : they have no part assigned to them , and

they bring back nothing more valuable than a few dying flowers ,
with a fleeting memory of some of their names . On a botanical

excursion we ought to remark not only flowers and the peculi.

arities which distinguish them , but the ripening of fruits, the

dispersal of seeds , and defences against scorching sun or winter

cold. It is only by visiting the same plant at different seasons of

the year that we become acquainted with what may be called its

biography . To insure the active co- operation of all the members

of the class , we have found it useful to distribute a cyclo- styled

programme, describing, but not as a rule naming, things which

are to be looked for.

Example : A Moorland Walk.

( 1 ) Find several plants with rolled leaves.

( 2 ) Find a plant whose leaves are converted into spines.

Look out for seedlings of the same plant .

(3 ) Bring leaves of three moorland ferns. Can you find one

which has two distinct kinds of leaves ?

(4 ) Find a moorland grass with fine wiry leaves. Can you

find more than one answering to this description ?

( 5 ) Find a moss which is very plentiful in swampy parts of

the moor. Find another which is plentiful in dry places, and

occurs in two distinct forms.

(6 ) There is a low plant on the moor which is now in flower .

It grows in large patches , and from some of these patches we

kick up dust with our feet, while other patches yield no dust .

Bring specimens of each sort .

( 7 ) How many years old is the biggest stem of ling which you

can find ?

The objects brought can be named and discussed at con

venient halting - places . The school excursion should have a

definite aim lest it degenerate into the raid upon wild flowers.

It is a good plan to follow it up within a very few days by a

lesson on the same objects.

COLLECTING . – We have a poor opinion of drying plants as

an incentive to the study of botany. The dried plant is an

inadequate substitute for the living and growing plant , and finds

its principal use in the authentication of botanical discoveries

made in distant lands. The habit of collecting plants for the

herbarium may be hostile to close study of the environment , and

confirm the pernicious belief that the thing of chief importance

is to be able to name a plant as soon as you see it .

The museum , like the herbarium , may easily be perverted

from its proper function and made a means of oppressing the

intelligence of young persons . A vast multiplicity of objects

bewilders instead of stimulating the observing faculty. We do

not mean for a moment to disparage museums. They are indis

pensable to the special student , who, as science advances ,

demands that the museum shall become ever more complete and

more rigidly systematic. But the wants of the specialist and of

the schoolboy are so dissimilar that they cannot be met by the

same collection .

In our opinion , both herbaria and museums are indispensable

to scientific progress. They have their uses even to children ,

and many naturalists have begun by collecting . But there are

things more advantageous and more appropriate to the first

stage of botanical study than the accumulation of a pile of wild

flowers, dried and named . School collections, illustrating the

dispersal of fruits and seeds, the shapes of leaves in connection

with bud folding and exposure of the largest possible surface to

light , resistance to drought or cold , & c . , may be made to gratify

the collecting instinct in a harmless way, and at the same time

to promote definite inquiries. It is the mechanical habit of

collecting for selfish ends , and without any scientific purpose,

that we wish to discourage .

a

SYSTEMATIC BOTANY IN THE SCHOOL. - The time to intro .

duce systematic botany into the school course is the time when

the need for it is felt. Good teaching will soon make it desir

able that the class should be able to recognise such families as

grasses and leguminous plants. The families, introduced to

notice one by one and illustrated by fresh examples, soon

become interesting , and even children delight in the power to

run down the easier flowers . Simple descriptions of the families

of flowering plants , in which the Latin words are cut down to

a minimum , will greatly promote the attractiveness and intelli

gibility of early lessons in classification . We have no high
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takes its way . We note also that a Parisian Catholic newspaper

discourages the movement on the ground that it is necessary to

remain and fight for the Church .

opinion of the description in technical language, once so strongly

recommended , nor of the filling up of schedules. All this is

apt to divert attention from things of greater consequence, and

to stupely the docile, while it alienates pupils of active dis

position . One independent observation , one carefully conducted

experiment, is worth sheaves of schedules .

The TEACHER TO DEVISE HIS OWN COURSE.-It is natural

that the teacher should seek the help of books in preparing his

lessons on plants. Such help only becomes mischievous when

he becomes dependent upon others alike for information and

method . Servile reproduction of another man's lessons is a

proof of incompetence. Not only do we maintain that the lan

guage and the selection of facts should be the teacher's own , but

we would have him plan his own course of work . The un

enterprising teacher may look upon the detailed syllabus as a

safeguard , but to a teacher of any spirit it is intolerable tyranny.

The low condition of elementary science in our schools is

largely due to unwise examining. The detailed syllabus, the

worship of technical language, the authoritative enunciation of

general principles to pupils who have no knowledge of concrete

facts, and the practice -- still widespread-of endeavouring to

learn a science by heart are largely due to the influence of public

examinations. Liberty for the teacher is essential to progress

on good lines . How to reconcile liberty with tests of efficiency

is a difficult but by no means an insoluble problein .

TEACHING APPLIANCES. — The appliances required for junior

classes in botany are few and simple . Much may be done with

common knives, needles, and simple lenses. When the dissec

tion of plants becomes a regular occupation , an inexpensive

dissecting microscope such as that sold by Leitz of Wetzlar for

8s . will fulfil many requirements. Still simpler home-made

stands will answer the purpose. It is good for any teacher who

has a mechanical turn to devise his own microscope. To make

the instruments really useful there should be at least one to

every pair of pupils. The compound microscope should never

appear in junior classes , and we are inclined to think that it

will be best to reserve it for the highest form in a secondary

school .

Diagrams and lantern slides are olten made too much of in

school work . They should be mere accessories which have

their uses in particular cases . A good teacher will not depend

upon them , and will usually prefer the drawing made in class .

To make the most of simple means is an education in itself.

If only we could see the end from the beginning ! Our

ignorance of all the conditions makes every political experi

ment one of balancing unknown possibilities. Here is a begin

ning : “ In accordance with the Tsar's manifesto of 1900 , the

Russian language was substituted for the Swedish at the open

ing of the Finnish Senate last October.” Here is at least an

approach to an end : “ The experiment was made last year of

enlisting recruits from Alsace and Lorraine in the regiments

stationed in those provinces · . The majority of them

speak German fluently as well as French . ... In some

instances , the fathers of the recruits are old French veterans of

1870.” Has, then , Germany nearly succeeded in assimilating

Elsass and their share of Lothringen to their fellow -subjects ?

Is the Rhine question , now over a thousand years old ( it dates ,

at least, from 843) approaching settlement, at least for our

generation ? If so , what light does it throw on the Finnish

question ? Finland has been under the Russian crown for nearly

a century , and its nationality is not so extensive as Russian .

Will Russia absorb and assimilate Finland ? If not , what is the

difference between Finland and Alsace - Lorraine , which will

make the result different ?

All our geographies are out of date. The rebellion in

Panama , to which we referred last month , has been successful,

or rather, being successful, it is no longer rebellion , and a new

State has come into existence , being introduced to European

society by the United States of America. Secondly, the

boundary between what used to be Russia and is now " American ”

Alaska has been settled . We know now not only the position

of Wales Island, Pearse Island, Sitken Island (of which, pro

bably , ninety - nine hundredths of us were previously profoundly

ignorant ) , but also their supreme importance to Port Simpson.

How angry some of our Canadian friends are about all this !

They want the right to make their own treaties , and some of

them are saying that “ the best way to contribute to the safety,

maintenance, and integrity of the Empire ” is to defend their

own country ' instead of “ handing the money over to the War

Office or the First Lord of the Admiralty to spend for them . ”

Exactly the same feelings were those of “ the Colonials ” of

1763

HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS .

The year 1903 in French history reminds us of 1685. As

then the all -powerful monarch resolved to make France uni

formly Catholic , so now the all- powerful Republic seems

resolved to make France, at least in its educational system ,

uniformly secular. Then , those who were opposed to the

Catholic Church fled to foreign countries to obtain the liberty

denied them at home. Now, we are told , some of the Catholics

of Brittany are contemplating emigration to Canada . Their

grievances are “ the erection of a statue to Renan , the disturb

ances at Hennebont, the proscription of the Breton language,

and the closing of the monasteries." Would it be possible to

add also , what is now evident , the failure of the fisheries of

S. Pierre and Miquelon ? If so , what a mixture of motives would

account for the possible Breton emigration ! Race ( the Bretons

have never quite become French ), religion, and commerce all

combining to stir up one of the most conservative districts of

Europe. And still it is “ westward ” that the course of empire

It has been stated so many times that it has become a plati

tude that the Boers of South Africa are the descendants of

Dutch and French Protestants who have retained the ways of

thinking that were universal in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, but have died out in Europe, at least for practical

politics . Yet it is often necessary to repeat platitudes and

enforce them in order to realise the atmosphere we breathe

and so take for granted that we are apt to forget it and

reckon without it . It is, therefore, interesting to watch the

doings of the Dutch Reformed Church in South Africa. It is an

excellent object - lesson in the working of Church and State, as

conceived among us two centuries ago, to see this survival of the

theocratic ages still active among the purely secular and com

mercial world of South Africa . They have lately
lined to

ally themselves with British Presbyterians even for friendly

communication
, they have excommunicated

those members of

their church that have been too pronouncedly pro . British , and

the latest news is that they regard their Synod as the best

representative of the Afrikander nation , for in Parliament they

have to mix water with their wine ” (this last phrase was a

favourite with eighteenth -century diplomatists). Compare with

all this, the relations between Assembly and Parliament in

Scotland in the years 1638-48 .
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.

GENERAL .

Would it not be better to select one of the two versions from an

historical author in which there should be certain difficulties of

vocabulary, but , more especially, difficulties of construction , to

prove whether the candidate could change French idiom into

English ? The piece of prose was an extract from Washington

Irving of no very great difficulty, although its structure made it

awkward to convert into tolerable French . In addition there

were three other questions : (a ) an essay of fifteen to twenty

lines on motor caps -- a form of question of which we approve ;

( ) twenty - five parts of irregular verbs ; and ( c ) five idiomatic

sentences to be translated into French . On the whole, the

paper does not compare favourably with that set in July last.

With the passing away of Mr. Herbert Spencer the world of

education has lost its greatest modern leader. Mr. Spencer

died at Brighton on December 8th in his eighty -fourth year

full of years and honour. This is not the place to attempt an

appreciation of the contributions to knowledge of this representa

tive English scientific philosopher. The magnitude of the work

he accomplished , and the world-wide reputation he established,

constrain us to leave to abler pens all attempts to estimate the

position he is destined ultimately to occupy in the hierarchy of

thought . Thinking of Mr. Spencer from the point of view of

our readers, we like to remember that his father was a Derby

schoolmaster, and that Herbert Spencer himself was the author

of “ Education : Intellectual , Moral , and Physical,” which was

first published separately in 1861. The whole of Mr. Spencer's

philosophical works have doubtless exerted a profound , even if

indirect , influence on the development of educational ideals in

the nineteenth century, but his little volume on “ Education ,"

surely known familiarly by every schoolmaster and school

mistress , has exerted an unmistakably direct moulding power

on the thought and methods of all engaged in school work .

Now that the author of the four essays which “ Education ”

contains has left us , it is consoling and instructive to trace many

of the modern improvements in teaching methods back to his

vigorous and convincing exposition of the aims and course of

true instruction. Any teacher asked to name the outstanding

improvements recently effected in teaching would point out as

typical the changes which have been adopted by masters of

science and mathematics in our schools. Yet , as long ago as

1861 , Mr. Spencer formulated clearly the need for what is now

called “ heuristic ” teaching. To quote Spencer's own words

with his own italics : “ Children should be led to make their

own investigations, and to draw their own inferences. They

should be toli as little as possible, and induced to discover as

much as possible.” It is true that Rousseau had long previously

urged the same need , but Spencer succeeded in impressing the

truth upon his countrymen in a way which no previous writer

had done. Similarly , as regards a rational mode of conveying

primary conceptions in geometry, teachers will find all the

principles which underlie modern improvements duly set forth

in “ Education.” To contemplate the amount of work Spencer

completed , and , at the same time , to remember the obstacles in

the way of ill -health and want of substantial appreciation which

he overcame, should serve to inspire all workers in education

to think increasingly of the improvement of education and less

and less of personal recognition and remuneration .

We cannot congratulate the examiners in French at the Army

Entrance Examination on the paper they set in November last .

Not that their faults are as great as they were some years ago,

when pieces of eighteenth-century English were given for trans

lation into French . Our present complaint is a more general

one-that the paper was not one to make candidates study

French seriously , nor one likely to test their real knowledge of the

language. The recent plan , drawn up by the Advisory Board

on Military Education , referred to in our December issue, lays

great stress on the importance of modern languages , and we

doubt iſ the present type of examination commends itself to the

Board . The first piece oſ translation into English had chiefly to

do with the haggling of some peasants with a country hatter , and

was not long enough to afford the good scholar an opportunity

of showing his superiority. The second piece was the fable of

the old cat and the young mouse---a piece that appeals more to

the examiner than to the examinee, owing to its outlook on life .

IN a recent letter to the press , Mr. Charles Martin , of

Glasgow University , directs attention to newly.created posts in

the lycées of France for British schoolmasters. The ch

Minister of Public Instruction has authorised the headmasters of

a few lycées to receive an assistant-master of English , whose

duties will be to give two hours a day English conversation

lessons to small classes . In return for his services the assistant

teacher of English will receive free board and lodging, and will

be allowed to attend any of the classes held at the lycée . He

will take his meals with the other resident masters , and have a

room for himself. The advantages of such an appointment

during an academic year are obvious . It will be an excellent

opportunity for British schoolmasters to acquire a thorough

knowledge of the French language, and to observe the methods

of teaching in the various subjects of the curriculum in France .

Candidates must have a good pronunciation when speaking

English, and it is not necessary for them to be able to speak

French ; they must be graduates of some British University or

possess some similar academic recognition. The appointments

will be made at an early date , and applications should be sent

without delay to Mr. Martin .

IN connection with our note of last month , referring to the

letter of the Duke of Devonshire to the Vice- Chancellor of the

University of Cambridge, calling attention to questions concern

ing the University and its studies, we have now to record that

a syndicate has been appointed to consider what changes, if any ,

are desirable in the studies, teaching , and examinations of the

University , to confer with any persons or bodies, and to submit

a report or reports to the Senate before the end of the Easter

term 1904. The syndicate consists of the Vice- Chancellor , Sir

Richard Jebb, Dr. A. W. Ward, Mr. Austen Leigh , Mr. W.

Chawner, Dr. D. MacAlister, Dr. Forsyth , Dr. Keynes, Prof

Thomson , Messrs. R. St. J. Parry, J. W. Cartmell , W. Durn

ford, and W. Bateson .

The Technical Education Board of the London County

Council has arranged to hold another conference this January,

which it is hoped will be attended by a large number of teachers.

In consequence of the number of subjects suggested for discus

sion the conference will be held on three days , January 7th , 8th ,

and 9th , 1904 , and there will be two meetings on each day.

The meetings will be held , as in previous years , at the South

Western Polytechnic, Chelsea . A discussion will follow the

addresses on each occasion . The arrangements for the first day

have been made in conjunction with the Geographical Associa

tion and details are given below, and those for the second day

with the Modern Language Association . Addresses will be

delivered on January 8th by Dr. E. R. Edwards, on The

application of phonetics to language teaching ; ” by Mr. F. B.

Kirkman on “ The method of using a French reader ; " by Mr.

G. G. Coulton on “ Grammar teaching in modern languages,”

and by Prof. W. Rippmann on “ Modern language examina

tions. " Addresses will be delivered , on January 9th , by Mr.

W. Egerton Hine, of Ilarrow School , and by Mr. Noel Lydon,

66
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COURSES in connection with the Teachers' Guild of Great

Britain and Ireland , lasting from three to four weeks, will be

held in August , 1904, at Tours , at Honfleur, and at Santander ,

if a sufficient number of entries is received . The students will

assemble in the French centres on August 2nd , in the Spanish

centre on August 4th. The representative of the English com

mittee for Tours will be Mr. A. Wilson Green , Blackheath

School ; for Honfleur, Mr. J. W. Longsdon , Chairman of the

Holiday Courses Committee , or Mr. E. W. Hensman, head

master of the Rawlins School , Quorn . At Santander, the Rev.

H. J. Chaytor, Merchant Taylors' School, Great Crosby, will

be the representative, if he is able to attend . The committee is

endeavouring to arrange for a course in Gerinany in 1904. If it

succeeds, an announcement will be made in the Preliminary

Circular of January.

A CIRCULAR issued by the Board of Education states that

permission to take a third year of training abroad was first

given to specially recommended students in training colleges in

1893 , and since that date a few students have every year

availed then selves of the privilege . Experience has shown

that a year's residence abroad has proved of great benefit to

students, since it has widened their general culture and ex

perience, and has given them a much more thorough knowledge

of the language of the country to which they have been sent

than they could otherwise have acquired. Such knowledge has

proved especially valuable in ihe case of those students who

were sent to France , and it has enabled them to improve their

methods of teaching through their observation of the methods

adopted abroad . The Board of Education then proceeds to

indicate for the guidance of the training colleges the principles

upon which they propose to act in administering the privileges

allowed .

of Owen's School, on Art teaching in secondary schools ; " by

Mr. W. Hibbert , Regent Street Polytechnic , on “ New appa

ratus for the teaching of electricity and magnetism , ” and by Mr.

R. W. Bayliss, St. Dunstan's College, Catford , on “ Practical

work in the teaching of geometry .”

CONFERENCES have been arranged by the Geographical

Association and the Technical Education Board of the London

County Council , to be held in the South -Western Polytechnic ,

Chelsea, S.W. , on January 7th , 1904. The subject of the

morning conference is “ The development of geographical

teaching from nature -study.” An address will be given by

Mr. H. J. Mackinder, and Mr. J. Lomas will speak on “ The

teaching of geography on excursions.” At the alternoon

conference practical methods of teaching geography will be
discussed . The following addresses will be delivered :

“ The making and use of models,” by Mr. P. F. Kendall ;

• The practical use of the globe in teaching geography,” by

Mr. T. Allord Smith , and “ Ordnance maps and view slides,”

by Dr. A. J. Herbertson. An exhibition of carefully selected

books, atlases , maps, models , slides , and other appliances

useful for teaching geography, will be open daily at the same

place from January 5th, 1904 , until January 9th . Each day

arrangements will be made for short explanatory lectures on

the exhibits, at 4 p.m. every afternoon . Among the subjects

will be — the construction and reproduction of maps, by

Dr. Herbertson , of Oxford ; the construction and reading of

geological maps , by Prof. Watts, of Birmingham ; the making

and use of lantern slides, by Mr. A. W. Andrews, of London ;

and the historical maps exhibited , by Mr.C. Raymond Beazley ,

of Oxford . Admission will be free. After the close of the

exhibition in London it will be transferred to some of the larger

towns.

The second annual meeting of the North of England Educa

tion Conſerence will be held in the Yorkshire College , Leeds ,

on January 8th and 9th , 1904. On January 8th , in the morn

ing, after a reception of members of the conference , the subject

of the training of teachers will be discussed under the

presidency of Mr. Acland , the openers of the discussion being

Prof. J. J. Findlay and Messrs. A. C. Price and A. J. Arnold .

In the afternoon Mr. Augustus Spencer, of the Royal College of

Art , South Kensington , will introduce the subject of art teaching ;

the Rev. Canon Lyttelton and Mr. P. J. Hartog, the teaching

of English ; and Prof. J. H. Clapham and Mr. W. H. Barber,

Leeds, commercial education . In the evening there will be a

reception and conversazione, by kind invitation of the Lord

Mayor of Leeds. In the morning of January 9th , Prof. Michael

E. Sadler will preside, and Mr. Harry Coward , President of the

National Union of Teachers, Rev. W. H. Keeling, and Dr.

Forsyth will open a discussion on the co-ordination of schools.

In the afternoon, Mr. Arthur Somervell , of the Board of Educa

tion , and Mr. T. P. Sykes will introduce the subject of the

teaching of music ; Mrs. Miall and Mr. F. Storr , modern

languages ; and Prof. G. G. Ramsay and Dr. W. H. D. Rouse,

the teaching of classics.

The next annual meeting of the Incorporated Association of

Assistant Mistresses will be held at the Notting Hill High

School , London , W. , on January 12th , 1904. In addition to

routine business , the president's address will be delivered .

Afterwards the conditions of tenure will be discussed under the

following heads : - Appointment and dismissal of assistant

mistresses ; the right of appeal ; period of probation ; the power

of the headmistress to suspend an assistant-mistress ; length

of notice ; and the necessity for a form of agreement. In the

afternoon discussions on the working of the Education Act ,

1902 , and on the curricula of girls ' secondary schools , will take

place

A CONFERENCE was held on December 4th between the

Consultative Committee of the Board of Education and repre

sentatives of the General Council of Medical Education of

Registration, the Institute of Actuaries, the Institute of

Bankers, the Institute of Chemistry, the Institution of Civil

Engineers, the Institution of Electrical Engineers, the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, the Pharmaceutical

tical Society , the Royal Institute of British Architects, and the

Society of Accountants and Auditors. A representative

of the War Office and of the Civil Service Commission were

also present. The subject of discussion was the desirability and

feasibility of the introduction of a system of school - leaving

certificates for England . Similar conſerences with representa

tives of universities and of the teaching profession have been

held before.

UNDER the auspices of several Greek Educational Societies

recognised by the State , an educational congress will be held in

April , 1904, in Athens. In connection with the congress it is

intended to organise an exhibition of educational books and

apparatus which will include an international section . Foreign

contributors should deliver their exhibits in Athens not later

than February 14th , 1904 .
Detailed information can be

obtained from the secretary , G. Drossinis, Comité d'Organisa .

tion du Congrès hellénique d’Education , bureaux du Syllogue

pour la propagation de livres utiles , 42, rue de l'Académie ,

Athens.

AMONG the expressions of opinion with reference to American

education published by members of the Mosely Educational

Commission , which has returned to England , those of the special

correspondent to The Times are of particular interest and value.

Readers who have acquainted themselves, with the aid of

American educational periodicals, of the present condition of

education in the States will not be surprised that the special
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correspondent draws the following comparison : “ In England

every penny spent on education is too often grudged ; in America

there is no public expenditure that seems to meet with more

universal approval . Here , I think , is the real lesson that

America has to teach us . I am not sure that we have much to

learn from the methods of instruction and the actual teaching

given in American schools . What we can learn , and what we

must learn if we are to recover lost ground , is a changed attitude

towards education itself. When we believe in it as the Americans

do we shall be able to hold our own." Or again : “ Keenness,

it seems to me, is one of the chief lessons that America has to

teach us educationally ; and another great lesson is liberal expen

diture upon a matter of first - rate national importance . The idea

that we must educate our masters ' has been forced upon them

sooner and more forcibly than upon us ; and they are carrying it

into practice further, perhaps, than we shall find necessary ."

the many things around us which tended to inform our minds , to

enliven our interests , and to make life profitable and interesting

to ourselves . It was this sense of the universal value of know

ledge that made him somewhat regret the tendency of the present

time to specialise too early, and to assume that every man ,

woman, and child in this country must have some absorbing,

special subject of interest or study which must be pursued, to the

neglect if not to the disadvantage of other things. There was

room for all knowledge, and every one should find his interest

where he could and where he liked . They could get good

education out of many things , but the man whose knowledge

was so cramped , his interests so limited, that he could care for

nothing but the one subject to which his study, possibly his

business , was devoted , who regarded every other subject and

knowledge in a jealous and grudging spirit --that man or woman

could hardly be called an educated being.

MORE than once, in his articles on the tour of the Mosely

Commission , the special correspondent of The Times returns to

the idea that American schoolmasters and schoolmistresses have

little to teach us in the direction of methods of teaching . “ In

methods of teaching I doubt if we have much to learn from them

( the Americans) except in the teaching of English , to which the

necessity of perpetual immigration from alien lands compels

attention at every stage of the educational ladder , and in the

upper stages is made the basis of very thorough training in

thought and expression . The teaching of Latin—though this

subject is said to be on the increase -is behind that of our best

public school traditions ; while all that we have seen of the

teaching of French and German in the schools is no better than

our own-equally out of date, without , apparently, either any

knowledge of, or attempts to realise , the newer systems of

modern -language teaching as now pursued in Germany. Speak

ing generally , I may say the impression made upon some of us

thus far is that the best teaching in English schools has little or

nothing to learn from America, but that the general average of

teaching power , owing to the greater attention paid to the pro

fessional training of teachers , is considerably higher than in

English secondary schools.”

A DEPUTATION was received on November 26th by the Lon .

don School Board from the National Union of Teachers, with a

memorandum which they desired to present as the memorial of

the Union , praying the Board to give instructions to those con

cerned in the teaching and inspection of its schools which

should prevent misunderstanding as to the methods to be pur

sued , and the aims to be sought for, in the instruction and

educalion of the children. The memorandum contained a state

ment of reasons against the re-introduction by some Board

Inspectors of individual examination of scholars in London

Board schools. The memorandum was referred to the School

Management Committee for consideration and report.

PROF. MICHAEL E. Sadler has completed the delivery of a

course of four weekly lectures on education at the London

School of Economics. The subjects dealt with were : The

educational problem in England ; the task of the local education

authorities ; the universities and national education ; the need

for scientific investigation in education .

But one lesson the administrators of American education

have learnt much more thoroughly than education committees

and school governers in this country ,and that is “ the workman

is worthy of his hire.” Salaries of teachers in the schools of the

States are much better than with us . " They ( the teachers) are

fairly well paid-not extravagantly, but better than secondary.

school teachers in England at all except the great boarding

schools, in which the stipends depend on that most unsatisfactory

and irrational mode of remunerating educational work , the profits

of a boarding house. The principal of a public high school in

New York , for example, receives , if a man , about £ 1,000 per

annum ; if a woman , £750 or £ 300 ; while no assistant - teacher

begins, so far as I can learn , at less than £ 200 or £250, rising

according to age and experience ; and , as public servants , all are

in due course entitled to retirement on a pension .”

The Regulations for the Cambridge Local Examinations in

December , 1904 , show that selected books in French and

German are no longer set for preliminary candidates. Very easy

unprepared translation ( with a vocabulary of any unusual words)

will be given instead . Senior and junior candidates are now

allowed to take free composition in French , German, and

Spanish , as an alternative to the translation of a continuous

passage from English into the language. Senior candidates

taking algebra will in the future be provided with four- figure

tables of logarithms . The schedules for junior mechanics and

senior applied mathematics have been modified . Mensuration

and surveying will henceforth be included as a subject for

juniors. The arrangement of the time- tables for juniors and

seniors has been modified . The entries for the examinations in

December last were distributed among the various examinations

as follows : Higher 324 , senior 2,823 , junior, 8,327 , preliminary

5,792 . These numbers include 1,630 at colonial centres .

:

SIR W. ANSON, M.P. , Parliamentary Secretary to the Board

of Education , distributed the prizes won by the students at the

Goldsmiths ' Company's Technical Institute, New Cross, Lon

don , on December 2nd . In the course of a subsequent address

Sir William said , among departments of education too much

neglected , he thought, was the necessity of learning how to

enjoy our leisure intelligently, whether by the development of

the taste in science , in literature , or in art , or whether by the

development of the body by games which , as practised in this

country , tended to produce that endurance , that sell -restraint ,

and that public spirit which formed such valuable elements in

the national character. We could all acquire an appreciation of

A POST -GRADUATE course for the training of teachers for

secondary schools will be commenced this month at the

London Day Training College of the London County Council

and the University of London. The secondary department of

this training college is recognised by the Board of Education as an

institution at which candidates who intend to become secundary.

school teachers may pursue their course of training. Candidates

must before entering the college have taken a university degree

or have passed examinations and undergone courses of study

equivalent to those required for a degree. During their course

they will receive instruction both in the theory and practice of

education under the direction of the principal of the college,

Prof. John Adams. At the close of the course students will
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compete for the university diploma in the theory and history of drawing ( freehand or geometrical ) and one of the following, viz . ,

teaching, and on receipt of that diploma will be entitled to additional mathematics, German , or Latin. The fee for ad

have their names placed upon column B of the Teachers' Register , mission is £ 1 . The Admiralty issue an interesting document

provided that they serve for a year as probationary teachers in a giving particulars as to the prospects, expenses , further exami .

secondary school, and are certified at the end of the year as nations , & c . , of cadets. The Civil Service Commissioners supply

having done satisfactory work . copies with the forms of application for admission to the exami

nation.

The Bolton Education Society, which has not yet been in

existence for a year, is already doing good work . The society is Teachers who propose to join one of the Correspondence Clubs

non- partizan , and open to teachers and other persons interested for the study of pedagogics described in our last issue should send

in the discussion of educational problems. The membership their names as early as possible in January to Mr. A. T.

exceeds a hundred , and is increasing. Monthly meetings during Simmons, care of the Editors, The School World.

1904 have been arranged , and the programme of subjects is a

very attractive one. On December 11th , a meeting was held in
SCOTTISH .

the Mayor's dining -room , and the Mayor of Bolton occupied the

chair. A paper was read on this occasion by Mr. J. L. Paton , LORD BAI.FOUR OF BURLEIGH in his Edinburgh address ,

High Master of Manchester Grammar School, on the teacher
referred to in last month's columns, stated that he had left on

in account with the business man ,” and business men were record for his successor the rough draft of a scheme which

specially invited . Principal Hopkinson , of Manchester would , if carried into effect, cure most of the weaknesses in the

Scottish educational system.
University , is the president of the society, and Mr. M. P. The meagre outline of this

Andrews , of Bolton Grammar School , is the secretary .
scheme which Lord Balfour gave to the meeting served only to

mystify the public as to the real nature of the proposals, and to

The Board of Education has appointed Mr. W. C. Fletcher , whet their appetite for more specific information . In issuing

Headmaster of the Liverpool Institute, to be the first chief this address in pamphlet form , Lord Balfour has wisely taken

inspector of secondary schools ; he will assist in the develop- advantage of the opportunity to make his meaning and inten

ment of a more suitable and comprehensive system of inspection .
tions clear. As a result, it is possible to forecast with some

Mr. C. A. Buckmaster has been appointed chief inspector of degree of certainty the main features of the forthcoming Educa

schools under that branch of the Board which deals with even- tion Bill for Scotland , because the present Secretary for Scotland

ing schools , technology and higher education in science and art . has all along been closely associated with Lord Balfour in his

educational policy:

Dr. S. G. RAWSON, Principal of the Huddersfield Technical

School , has been appointed Director of Education for
A CAREFUL study of the revised address shows that the Bill

Worcestershire. will provide for the following : :-( i . ) An enlarged area of

administration - probably co - terminous with the present county

The Board of the Royal Waterloo Hospital for Children and districts . ( ii . ) The members of this body to be elected ad hoc

Women in Waterloo Bridge Road, London, which is now being on the same roll and with the same franchise as the county and

rebuilt and enlarged, is establishing a Public School Ward . The municipal councils. ( iii . ) This body to have in its power the

idea is to place the name and crest of the school endowing them provision and financial control of all classes of school, and the

over the cots. The estimated cost of each cot is thirty guineas appointment, promotion and dismissal of teachers . ( iv . ) A

annually, and we hope that many public schools will avail them- county authority — its constitution and method of election not

selves of the opportunity of associating themselves with so good specified , but probably the county council for the purpose of

an object. co -ordinating and systematising the whole provision for higher

education . ( v . ) The existing parish council to be utilised for
The Board of Education announced some months ago that

the detailed management of the purely elementary branches of
they hoped to be in a position to issue, towards the end of the

education .

present year, regulations for the registration of teachers in the

supplemental registers established by the schedule to the Order The annual business meeting of the Educational Handwork

in Council of March 6th , 1902. The points which need the con- Association was held in the Heriot Wait College , Edinburgh.

sideration of the consultative committee prove, however, to be Dr. John Gunn presided over a good attendance of teachers

more numerous and complicated than was anticipated, and it and others interested in the aims of the Association . Dr.

will be necessary in consequence to defer the issue of the regu- Alexander Morgan , Principal E. C. Training College, Edin .

lations to a date which cannot yet be determined , but which burgh , was elected president for the ensuing year, and Dr. John

will certainly be considerably later than the one which was G. Kerr, Allan Glen's School , Glasgow , was appointed Secretary

originally contemplated . to the Board of Examiners.

The Civil Service Commissioners have announced that an The shadow of another Cockerton case , which has been

examination for entry of Engineer Cadets in His Majesty's hanging over secondary education for a few months, has once

Navy will commence March 15th , 1904, at London, and for all been dissipated. Attention was directed in these

Portsmouth , Devonport, Edinburgh, and Dublin . Candidates columns some time ago to a judgment of Sheriff Sym, which

must have been born in the period November ist , 1887– decided that a school board had no statutory warrant to levy

November ist , 1889, both days inclusive. Applications for ( through the parish council ) school rates for the provision of

permission to attend the examination must be received by the education in a higher-class school. This decision, if upheld,

Secretary, Civil Service Commission , on or before February meant paralysis of educational effort in half the higher-class

151h , 1901. The examination will be in the following subjects : schools of the country. Sheriff. Principal Jamieson , to whom

-arithmetic ; algebra ( to simultaneous quadratics); Euclid the case was appealed, has recalled the interlocutor of his

I. - III . ; handwriting ; dictation ; composition ; geography ; sheriff- substitute and decided that higher education is a proper

English history ( Norman conquest to present times) ; Frencha charge on the rates. The learned Sheriff, in an interesting

mechanics ; and either chemistry or physics. Every candidate Note, " points out that there is nothing in the history of

is supposed to offer the above subjects ; he may also offer Scottish education to confine school boards to providing only

on
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are

none

on

elementary education . That is the compulsory duty with which educational science often resolved itself into a discussion of

they are charged , but it is within their option also to levy rates curriculum , methods and results, whereas a true science of

directly for secondary education . He points out that this is education could only be based on thes tudy and observation

entirely in accord with Scottish educational traditions , of its fundamental data -- the child . Dr. Gunn showed that

as parish schoolmasters, long before the days of school America was far ahead of this country in its provision for

boards, carried the most promising of their pupils far the systematic treatment of the subject. , The Chicago Board

beyond the limits of what is known as elementary education . of Education had instituted a special department for child

The importance of this judgment cannot be over-estimated . study, and most of the American training colleges had given

School boards in the past have been chary of using public funds child -study a place on the curriculum .

for the encouragement of higher education , as the bearing of the

law on the subject was so very ill -defined . Now that education At a meeting of St. Andrews University Education Society,

in Scotland has been declared to be , in its claims on the public
on December 7th , Dr. D. Fraser Harris delivered an address

purse , one and indivisible, it is hoped that boards will take a “ The Relation of Physiology to the Teaching Profession , ”

more enlightened view of their duties and responsibilities in
in which he said that with some matters of conduct physiology

regard to higher education .
had close relations . Education was defined as the scientific

guidance of the growth of the physical, intellectual , and moral

The annual general meeting of the Classical Association was faculties of the human organism . It can create nothing except

held at Glasgow University. The secretary's report showed the appropriate environment for body and mind, since dis

that the Association consisted of 168 annual members and 25 position, temperament, capacity, inherited attributes

life members. Prof. G. G. Ramsay, Glasgow University, was depending ultimately on the physico-chemical properties of the

elected president, and Mr. W. Lobban, secretary . Prof. molecules of protoplasm . In the narrower sense, education is

Ramsay , in his presidential address, said that classical men the superintending of the functional requirements of the sensory

knew what a splendid instrument for opening , stimulating , and and motor cerebral centres , the opening up of new paths for as

furnishing the mind could be forged out of well.conducted many incoming impulses as possible , the establishing of inter

classical study. At the same time, they had an open cerebral commissural paths , and the completion of these

mind to all other subjects of buman study, and would nerve -arcs by due correlation to the avenues for efferent

exclude of them provided they fulfilled the impulses. A knowledge of physiology on the part of the teach

fundamental conditions which all genuine education ing profession is absolutely necessary if the physical defects

depended. Under wise and thoughtful treatment there was revealed by the Commission on Physical Education and on the

almost no subject of human knowledge which might not be state of recruits for the army are to be remedied . Prof. Edgar,

made into an effective instrument of education , just as there was of the Chair of Education , presided , and in emphasising the

no subject which might not be rendered useless for its purposes importance of the subject in the teacher's professional training ,

by dull and niechanical treatment . He had no faith , however, showed how the results of the recent researches on fatigue

in the prevalent idea borrowed from America that everything were already helping to promote the health not only of the

must be made easy and pleasant to the learner. No mental pupil but of the master, and to improve school efficiency .

mastery could ever be acquired except by downright hard effort,

by looking difficulties in the face and by discovering that the IRISH .

mind possessed within itself the means of overcoming them .

The conference between the Intermediate Board of Educa

PROF. PHILLIMORE , Glasgow University, read a paper on tion and the representatives of the Roman Catholic and

“ The best present lines of defence for classics. ” The professor Protestant Headmasters' Associations is understood to have been

in an interesting paper showed that the basis of conflict between successful in clearing up some of the difficulties in the way of a

themselves and those who had raised the cry of “ down with smooth working of the new system. At its conclusion the

classics ” was simply a liberal education versus a utilitarian Board asked the representatives to procure them some further

education . Their opponents desired an education that paid and information on the following points : ( 1 ) whether the con

not an education that educated . His desire was to suggest lines ditions of passing would be reasonable , if the declaration before

of tactics against the increasing aggressiveness of what he might the examination of a selected group be not insisted on ; ( 2 ) if

call the commercial element. Modern languages had been not , whether a pass in five or four subjects should be sufficient

made the catspaw of the commercial anti - educationists, and for a pass as a whole, and with what limitations ; ( 3) should

they should get their modern -language friends to join with the marks in three or only two subsidiary subjects be counted

them in resisting this attack not on classics but on scholar for exhibitions and prizes ; (4) should definite text -books be

ship in general . The ideals of the classical and modern prescribed in English history ; ( 5 ) should practical science be

language teacher were the same, literary and human training- compulsory in the first two years , i.e., in the preparatory grade ;

a subject treated according to its deserts and not according to its (6 ) how far the requirements for science and drawing under the

market . Dr. John G. Kerr, Allan Glen's School, afterwards new system have caused inconvenience in the arrangement of

read a paper on “ Latin in a Science School.” time tables and additional expense . The associations have

consulted their members on these points in order to collect the

UNDER the auspices of the British Child -study Association, information . There seems little doubt that some of the regula

Dr. John Gunn gave a series of helpful and stimulating lectures tions which have cramped and hindered the working of the

on the subject to the teachers of Edinburgh and district. The
new system will be considerably relaxed for the year 1904-5 .

attendance was satisfactory throughout, and showed that the

subject of child - study was receiving serious consideration from It seems now definitely settled that there will be no Catholic

teachers. In his concluding address Dr. Gunn contended that University scheme brought before Parliament next session . It

a practical course of child -study should form part of the training has been stated that it will be introduced in the following year ;

of all teachers. The study of psychology and ethics , which was but this is a long way off, especially in the present condition of

now taught in all their training colleges , afforded an excellent party politics . The Lord - Lieutenant is , however , to visit

theoretical basis for this study. But their application to various parts of the country, and deliver speeches pointing out

pedagogy had been almost entirely ignored . The so - called that religious jealousy and sectarian partisanship are peculiar to

)
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discipline as in any other languages, but also in after - life will be a

source of delight to use his mother tongue accurately. If some

thing must go to make room for Welsh , Prof. Phillips broadly

hinted his view that, in the majority of cases , Latin might well

be sacrificed .

Ireland, and are the chief causes which militate against her

progress. It is assumed that in this way he may be able to

reconcile Protestants to the idea of a Roman Catholic

University. The omens at present seem unfavourable to such a

result . Trinity College has put out feelers in two directions.

The Board approached his Eminence Cardinal Logue, the head

of the Irish branch of the Roman Catholic Church , and offered

to provide religious instruction for Roman Catholic students by

inembers of their own Church , on precisely similar terms to

those on which religious teaching is now given to the students of

the Church of Ireland and of the Presbyterian Church , the

teachers to be nominated either by himself or by the Roman

Catholic Archbishop of Dublin. The answer was simply a

direct reſusal. A reference on similar lines made to the

moderator of the Presbyterian Church has been referred by him

to the General Assembly, which will not meet for some time, he

himself having no power to answer for the Church as a whole.

The Catholic graduates and undergraduates of Ireland--to

whatever university they belong - have formed an association

with the following objects : ( i . ) to organise and voice the

claims of the Catholic body for equality in university education

as laid down in the declaration of the Catholic laity in 1871 ,

without, however, declaring in favour of any specific scheme;

( ii . ) to create a common forum of opinion for educated Catholics ;

( iii . ) to agitate against the further postponement of provision to

meet the wants of Catholic university education in Ireland ;

(iv .) to interest the Catholic public in the ulterior development of

university education .

MR. E. P. CULVERWELL has during the past term been

delivering a series of lectures in Trinity College on the principles

of psychology as applied to the art of teaching. These lectures

have been open to the public and well attended , and will be

continued during the Hilary term .

ARRANGEMENTS had been made by the authorities of

Alexandra College for the Hermione lectures to be delivered in

November by Miss Jane Harrison, but ing to her ill - health

the lectures fell through , and her place was taken at short notice

by Mr. McColl, of Oxford, who delivered a series of interesting

lectures on Constable, Turner, Hogarth, and Rossetti.

In Denbighshire, considerable progress can be reported in the

number of pupils . When that County Governing Body was in its

first year of existence, there were four schools with 190 pupils.

In 1903 there are eight schools with 644 pupils . At the last

prize distribution, it was announced , in connection with the Girls'

County School at Wrexham, that at the opening in 1896 there

were 22 pupils, whereas in 1903 there are 132 .

The determination of the Welsh County Councils to refuse

any grants from the rates to the voluntary schools has met with

spirited protests . In Merioneth, for instance , the Hon. Col.

Wynn has urged before the County Council that up to 1870

primary education was practically conducted by the voluntary

schools, that broadly the majority at that meeting, together

with such men as the late Mr. T. E. Ellis, and even Mr.

Lloyd- George, were educated in voluntary schools . And now ,

in Merioneth , he added, Church people were asked to pay an

8fd . rate , and were denied the itd . rate which would suffice for

their schools. In Montgomeryshire, a strong protest was lodged

by a noncomformist. There were, he said , in the county sixty

non -provided schools, two -thirds of the total number of schools.

If the Council said those schools could be efficiently maintained

on the £ 2 grant from the Board of Education , why could not

the thirty other schools of the County Council be kept in the

same way ? In the end nineteen members voted against re

scinding the former resolution ( to withhold grants from the

rates to the voluntary schools)--sixteen for rescinding the

resolution .

a

A LECTURE for teachers was delivered in December in the

Royal University , under the auspices of the Teachers' Guild, by

Mr. Geo. Fletcher, senior inspector of the Department of

Agriculture and Technical Instruction, on the teaching of

geography,

It would be well if the English Board of Education would

make some public announcement of the principles upon which

they are acting in recognising some Irish schools and not others.

Most Protestant schools are anxious to be recognised, and their

teachers to be registered ; some have been recognised without

payment of any fee, but those that have not been recognised

hesitate in many cases to pay the fee of £4 45. , which is

demanded as a precedent to inspection for purposes of

recognition. Some declaration from the Board of Education

seems wanted to elucidate the situation .

An appeal has been made to Lord Londonderry with regard

to the Carmarthenshire County Council's refusal to " interfere

with the management of the voluntary schools within its area ,"

beyond passing on to them all grants received from the Board

of Education in respect of the voluntary schools . Lord London .

derry's reply is that the Government “ will certainly not

hesitate to take at the proper time such steps as are necessary

to prevent the objects of the Act from being defeated.”

The Chief Inspector's Report for last year of the Welsh

Intermediate Schools has been exciting considerable interest .

The number of pupils in the ninety -five county schools were, for

the year 1902-3, altogether 8,789 . In the year 1901-2, they

were 8,322 , and in 1900-1, 7,668. It is of interest to note

that , of the 8,789 pupils in the county schools, 6,502 pupils have

come from the elementary schools, 524 from higher-grade

elementary schools, 356 from public secondary schools, and

1,165 from private schools. Of the last -named number 734 were

girls .

The following are three of the most suggestive points of the

report :-- ( i . ) If the schools are to accomplish all that is expected

of them it is essential that the maintenance funds should be in

creased by an amount equivalent to £5 per pupil , i.e. , over

£ 40,000 a year. ( ii . ) In the matter of differentiation of schools

a very useful beginning might be made if, in those districts in

which secondary schools appear to be too near each other , some

arrangement might be arrived at by which the curriculum of

one school might be supplemented by that of another school.

( 3 With the view of checking premature withdrawal of pupils , the

Chief Inspector suggests that augmentations should be made to

scholarships each year . It would probably be better, instead of

giving , for example, £3 a year for three years , to give £ 2 the

first year , £3 the second , and £4 the third .

WELSH .

PROF. Phillips, who has been Acting Principal of the Uni

versity College of North Wales, Bangor, during the absence of

Principal Reichel in the United States (as a member of the recent

Mosely Commission ) , has recently stated his views on the teaching

of Welsh . He is of opinion that it is pitiable that a Welsh boy

should not be able to systematise and correlate the knowledge

he already possesses of the Welsh language . A training in the

Welsh , he argued , might not only be made as good mental
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RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND

APPARATUS.

Modern Languages.

dents who have spent rather less than two years on their

German ” ; it may be-in the States . A book in which the

Wandering Jew , the Wild Huntsman and the Flying Dutchman

are suitors for the hand of a married lady in Augsburg in the

year 1700 is obviously unsuitable for class -reading, especially

when the language is pseudo-archaic . We have no complaints

to make against the notes ; only here and there a little German

pedantry pierces through, and we certainly dislike “ comicry ”

and the exploded Rückumlaut.

a

Petits Contes de Fées. Edited by W. G. Hartog. 30 + xii . pp.

( Black . ) 6d. -A convenient edition of well -known tales , such

35 “ Tom Thumb," " Snow-white and Rose -red , " &c. , printed in

clear type and almost free from clerical errors ; we havenoticed

on dit te prendra ( ? ) and reconnait on p. 25. Some of the tales

are “ adapted " from Grimm ; this is easily seen , for instance , in

rouges comme le soleil couchant, which does duty for rol wie Blut.

The illustrations are of all sorts , modern black -and -white, poor

old woodcuts, and even a facsimile of a mediæval design . The

artistic effect is distressing . There are a few English notes and

a vocabulary.

English Passages for French Prosefor the use of Middle Forms.

Edited by A. G. Perman . viii . + 92 pp. ( Blackie . ) 1s. 6d .

-This selection of passages is quite excellent. They are not

100 long, and not over-annotated ; there is plenty of variety.

The book is well and carefully printed .

Gil Blas in the Den of Thieves. Arranged from Lesage ( sic ).

Edited by R. de Blanchaud . 48 pp. (Arnold . ) 90.

Twenty- nine pages of text , divided into as many sections,

describe some of the strange adventures of the Spanish rogue ,

which will no doubt amuse many a reader. The notes are

mostly grammatical ; the vocabulary is not which

should have been stated . The book may be recommended for

the purpose of unseen translation or for private reading .

Classics.

want .

Pro Patria, a Latin story for beginners, being a sequel to

“ Ora Maritima,” with grammar and exercises. By E. A.

Sonnenschein . x + 181 pp. (Sonnenschein) . 25. 60. -We

had occasion to praise Prof. Sonnenschein's “ Ora Maritima ” in a

previous issue of this magazine ; and we are glad to see a sequel ,

taking in all four conjugations of verbs , and enough of the other

parts of grammar to bring a simple author within reach . The

earlier sections give a sketch of British history in connection

with a visit of the hero to Richborough Castle ; the rest is an
account of the Boer War of 1900-1902. The events

elucidated by maps and plans , and by some figures of coins

which are reproduced with great delicacy and clearness . This

book is well done, and meets a distinct want.

French Phrases with E.rercises. By H. E. Haig Brown .

viii . + 66 pp . ( Williams and Norgate . ) Is . 6d.-We do not

know why this book was published : it supplies no long -ſelt

It is unsystematic , often misleading and altogether

inadequate . The first part is a skeleton grammar , often too

brief to be of real service. There are numerous misprints and

actual errors (e.g., s'il faitbeau et que vous êtes ici, avoir beau de

faire quelque chose) . The second part consists of " exercises , "

i.c., detached sentences . It is difficult to make a choice ; but

to give an example of the editor's taste we quote a few :

“ He flatters himself he will find me, but he will not find me

if I hide under the bed.” “ He was called John , according to the

command of the angel who announced his birth . " “ They sell

beer here. How much ? Eightpence a quart." " People buy

at this stationer's pens , ink and enough paper. " “ The stone

wbich the builders have refused has become the keystone . "

are

Phrases and Dialogues with Translations in Cape Dutch . By

J. F. Van Dordt . II pp. (Williams and Norgate . ) 25. 6d .

net .-Alter twenty- seven pages of preliminary grammar, we

get in this book a series of dialogues of the usual nature ,

arranged according to no plan . Whether Cape Dutch will

exist for many more generations is a moot point , but certainly

we cannot imagine any one gaining much useful knowledge of

it from the present compilation .

A Second German Book. By H. S. Beresford -Webb. xii . +

250 pp. ( Longmans.) 35. 6d .-A book for middle forms and

intended to follow the use of the author's “ First German

Book." It is a grammar, exercise and reading book combined,

with copious and useful vocabularies . A noticeable feature is

the prominence given to the order of words in sentences, which

commences at the beginning of the first lesson. Grammatical

unity has been to some extent departed from in the arrange

ment of the lessons , but we agree with the author that this is

a commendable sacrifice for utility . It may further be noted

that Mr. Beresford -Webb has adopted those reforms in spelling

now made compulsory in Prussian schools by the Prussian

Ministries of Education . The book is worthy in every respect ,

and is highly to be recommended .

Livy . Book VI. Edited by F. H. Marshall . xxxiv +171 pp.

(Cambridge University Press . ) 25. 60. - This edition is full of

sound and useful information, and is well suited for the use of

the sixth - form boy ; both introduction and notes are above the

average . We have noted but few of those elementary transla

tions (as venire, p. 108 ) , which the school annotator loves ; and,

if there is a good deal in the notes which we think would be

better learned from dictionaries by the boy himself, there is also

new matter, and evidence of a wide acquaintance with the

questions raised . Text and summary are reprinted from

Mr. Stephenson's edition of this book.

Matriculation Selections from Latin Authors. By A. F.

Watt and B. J. Hayes. xi . + 329 pp. ( Clive . ) 25. 6d . — The

Correspondence College has produced a book to suit the new

requirements of the London Matriculation , now that set books

have been discontinued. It contains a brief sketch of Roman

literature (6 pp. ) , history internal and external (21 pp . ) , the

magistrates and their functions (4 pp . ) , and the machinery of

law and government ( 6 pp. ) , with a section on money, the

army ( 13 pp . ) , private life ( 5 pp . ) , morals and religion ( 5 pp. ) ,

and the calendar ( 2 pp. ). These pages are packed with facts,

and every fact is useful for examination purposes. The selec

tions are taken from Aulus Gellius, Eutropius, Nepos,

Phaedrus, Livy , Caesar, Cicero, Catullus, Horace , Virgil ,

Tibullas, and Ovid ; each author's work is preceded by a short

account of him , and there are finally notes and a vocabulary.

It is quite an interesting selection , and well done ; we much

prefer it to the annotated authors of this series , and so far the

revised regulations for the Matriculation seem to be justifying

themselves. The danger remains, however , that students may

confine their Latin studies to this book, and never see

complete edition of any part of any single author .

a

Levin Schücking, Die drei Freier. Edited by O. Heller.

xxiii . + 81 pp. (Ginn . ) 15. 6d . - We cannot agree with the

editor in regarding this text as “ adapted to the needs of stu

No. 61 , Vol . 6. ]
D
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edition of a well -known work . In it the classical sources from

which many passages and ideas were derived by Shelley are

carefully examined . For so short a poem the wealth of editorial

criticism lavished upon it is remarkable, but it shows what the

ideal of an editor's ambition ought to be . The passages which

were cancelled by Shelley are also included .

6 >

The poems

Richari Il. By W. Keith Leask . (Dent.) 15. 4d. -- This

is another of Messrs. Dent's successful volumes of Shakespeare's

plays . The only fault we can find with it is in a matter pre

viously noted , namely, that there is no system of paging .

Numbers are supplied to the introduction and the notes, but

none to the text of the play. Otherwise the volume is of great

attractiveness . The six illustrations by Miss Carter are admir

able ; so are the numerous woodcuts so generously sprinkled

among the notes . This unique feature adds immensely to the

value of this series and much enhances the value of these notes

themselves, and they are really valuable in any case . In the

glossary they constitute an even more unique feature . Alto

gether an admirable edition .

Selections from Tibullus and Others. Edited by J. P.

Postgate. lii . + 229 pp . (Macmillan .) 55.-Dr. Postgate is

amongst the first Latin scholars of this country , and his scholar

ship is a warrant for confidence in this edition . is admirably

done. The introduction is full of learning, and more , of

insight and good criticism . A good deal of this will be beyond

schoolboys, but scholars will be interested in the careful exami

nation of the character and authorship of the “ Messalla ”

poems, including the pretty little letters of Sulpicia— " the only

love poems by a Roman lady which have come down to us "

and the poems of Lygdamus. There is a table of pentameter

endings in Roman elegy , which presents in one page the fruit of

much labour , and will be useful to metrists .

selected are not all such as would interest school boys, but those

of Tibullus at least have the merit of being simpler than Ovid ,

and with judicious omissions the book would do very well for

first Latin verse - reader. The notes are good. Appendices

deal with ( 1 ) the question , Was Tibullus the Albius of Horace ?

( 2) the Sibylline Books ; (3 ) iii . 19 ( = iv. 13) ; and (4) the text .

There are some illustrations, well chosen, but not all well

reproduced.

Greek Syntax. By G. A. Floyd. viii . + 69 pp. ( interleaved . )

( Longmans.) 35. 60. — The special value of this book lies in the

interleaving , which makes it possible, as in the case of Mr.

Jones's “ Latin Syntax, " for the pupil to add examples from his

own reading as he goes along . Thus it becomes a real help to

teaching. We believe that some such book as this is necessary

for the beginner, and we do not know of any other Greek syntax

now on sale which has this useſul ſeature. The matter is simply

and clearly presented , but Mr. Floyd seems to hesitate between

two principles of classification . With nouns, as usual , the

various uses of each case are grouped together ; with verbs, the

moods are not treated in the same way, which is the most useful

practical way, and yet on one page three uses of the subjunctive

and one of the optative are tabulaied . What we need is a

double classification : ( 1 ) by case and mood, ( 2) by . logical

The book is well printed .

Northern Mythology. By Friedrick Kaufmann . xii . +

106 pp. ( Dent's Temple Primers .) Is . net .—This is a useful

little book , full of learning, and yet (marvellous to relate in a

German work ) quite interesting to read . There are no startling

novelties to be found here -- a point in which this book com

pares favourably with one other at least of Dent's Primers-

but Mr. Kaufmann is prudent enough to confine himsell to what

will be generally accepted . For the unlearned , some assistance

in the pronunciation of names would be welcome, but otherwise

the book is well within his comprehension ; while its accuracy

makes its useful to the serious student. A short bibliography is

appended. The translator , Miss Steele , has done her work

satisfactorily, but we have noted one blunder in the insertion of

and on p. 4 , line 21 .

sense .

Children of Oilin . By E. E. Speight . 166 pp . (Horace

Marshall.) 15.-Mr. Speight is becoming well known , as he

should be , for good new work in the matter of English Literature

for Schools ; and for a long time he has shown us that the old

Sagas provide excellent reading material. This little book , con

taining the death Balder , Gretter the Strong , and th

Wooing of Hild , may be taken as a continuous reader. The

three little books, Froissart, Odin , and Chaucer, are admirable

for the teacher who knows her business (or is it his ?) : but why

did the editor, or translator, add an appendix on the pronuncia

tion of simple English words ? The illustrations are very good .

Longfellow's Evangeline. By H. B. Cotterill . xlv . + 92 pp.

(Macmillan .) Is . 90. - Any edition of this poem must of

necessity reopen the old controversy about hexameters and

English verse . It ought to be said that Mr. Coiterill has

managed his task so discreetly that the “ Remarks on

Evangeline ” which are prefixed to the text make exceedingly

good reading for teachers . The part of these “ Remarks ”

which deals with the history of the poem in Longfellow's life

is interesting ; and the conclusion to which Mr. Coiterill comes ,

that it is probably impossible to naturalise hexameters in English

verse , is undoubtedly sound , though he allows Longfellow no

more than his due in uniquely adapting it to the requirements

of his subject in this poem. The notes display a great ac

quaintance with much out-of-the -way information .

The Reigns of David and Solomon . By George Carter.

102 pp . ( Relfe . ) Is . 61.- This volume deals with the con

tents of the Second Book of Samuel and the first twelve chapters

of the First Book of Kings , and follows the admirable plan of

previous issues of the same kind . The notes are valuable , and

clearly put ; but the historical outline of the reigns of David and

Solomon is even better. An account of places and subsidiary

personages also goes to the making of this little work , which is

printed with every regard to the ease of the teacher in using it .

Its convenience is as marked as its practicability.

a

a

Edited Books.

Scott's Marmion . Cantos I. and VI. By M. Macmillan.

91 + xviii . pp . (Macmillan .) 15.—This edition is limited to

two cantos , with notes and an introduction , and in all respects

is well done. The editorial repetition of the view sometimes

expressed , that Scott is the second poet of battle fields in literary

history, and that Homer is the first, is well enough as a chrono

logical fact, but to attempt to make out that Scott is a British

Homer ( though Mr. Macmillan does not unduly emphasise this

opinion ) is “ wasteful and ridiculous excess . ' The notes are

praiseworthy.

Shelley's Adonais. By W. M. Rossetti and A. O. Prickard .

162 + viii . pp. (Clarendon Press. ) 36. 6.4.- This is a second

History .

Dictionary of Historical Allusions. By T. B. Harbotlle .

306 pp . ( Sonnenschein .) 7s. 6d . - It contains no preface, and

we therefore cannot tell why the scope of this work is smailer

then the title would lead us to expect . So far as we can judge,

its range is mainly within the later medizval and modern times,

and within European countries and their colonies . Naturally

there is a large proportion of English matters . It is generally

fairly correct , although the proof reader has allowed mistakes

19
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in century dates without rectification , but some entries are mis

leading, sometimes remarkably so ; e.g., the Provisions of

Oxford are said to be “ the first public document issued in the

English language " ; " Place Bill ” is described as becoming

law in 1743 , as if there were but one ; the Emperorship of

Charles VII . is ignored ; the title of “ Great Commoner" is

given to the younger Pitt ; the Protectorate of Cromwell is de

scribed as the “ Fifth Monarchy ” of the idealists ; and the

English documents of 1297 are misunderstood. There is an

index .

The Struggle for Sea Power. By M. B. Synge. vi . + 238 pp.

(Blackwood .) 15. 9d. — This is “ Book IV. " of the “ Story of

the World ” as reviewed in these columns last September. Its

subject is the history of the British Empire 1745-1815, and a

few kindred matters.

The British Nation . By G. M. Wrong. xxxii . + 616 pp.

( Appleton. ) 5s. net . - This contains the usual history of Eng.

land from prehistoric times till the present day. The ordinary

chapters on the medieval history are not very good, but the

book improves in the later parts , and the best chapters through

out are those on “ social ” matters . To each chapter is prefixed

a short account of European matters, too short to be of much

use generally . There are bibliographies to each period , gene .

rally of handbooks useful for teachers. There are illustrations ,

maps, and an index .

Historical Albums. Period 1272-1399 . ( Horace Marshall.)

6d. each . There are six selections of pictures , devoted respec

tively to ecclesiastical architecture, domestic architecture , Social

Life ( 2 ) , Portraits of Persons , Scenes and Incidents. Each

book contains about twenty careful reproductions of mediæval

66

out

A History of Modern Europe. By M. Whitconib. xii . +

361 pp. ( Appleton . ) 45. 6d. net. The author avowedly

devotes more space to the nineteenth century than to the four

centuries preceding. Consequently this may better be described

as a history of the last century with introductory chapters.

There are references to other books, generally manuals. There

are many illustrations of various kinds , a rather scanty index ,

tables of events, and , to each chapter, what the author calls a

“ Source Review . ” What this phrase means we do not know,

for it is not a review , nor is it always a source ” even in

ihe most extended use of the word . The story is clearly and

correctly told .

Geography ,

The Autograph Hand Maps. (Darbishire & Stanford .) id .

each .—This is a series of " outline” maps, comprising the

continents, the separate parts of the British Isles , the chief

countries of the world , and several useful regional maps under

such titles as “ The Danube Lands ” and “ The Mediterranean

Region . ” Their special feature is the insertion of hill -shading,

with a view to impress upon the user the importance of clearly

understanding the configuration of the country on which he

may be working . They are excellent specimens of cartographic

art , and should be useful in the hands of the elder pupils of a

school . Whether the younger fraternity could use them with

equal profit is another question . To our thinking, the

lines " contain too much . A map, for instance, which contains

all the mountain regions shaded , and all the chief rivers indi

cated along with their tributaries, does not give much oppor
tunity for the insertion of names which shall stand out neat and

clear to the magisterial eyes. We tremble to think of the

autograph “ Scotland ” after exploitation by Jones iii . of the

Lower Fourth . Again , the boy or girl who should attempt to

insert the names of all the eighteen streams, marked on the

map of Italy as descending direct into the Adriatic from the

eastern side of the Apennines, would , we fancy, have been

engaged in the fruitless task of learning non -essentials. And

yet , we suppose , the eighteen are there to be learnt . Altogether,

these maps are suitable rather for earnest students of geography

than for the average schoolgirl or schoolboy. They are , indeed ,

quite outside the ordinary conceptions of an " outline" map

Map of the World on an Equal Area Projection. (Darbi

shire & Stanford.) 6d . — The projection of this map, which

distinguishes it from the numerous British Imperial maps of the

day , is ordinarily known as Mollweide's, or the homolographic

projection. Invented by Mollwejde in 1805 , it portrays the

earth as an ellipse , representing the equator as the major and

the central meridian as the minor axis . This necessarily distorts

the shape or form of some countries, but preserves the scale

throughout . Thus a square inch on any part of Messrs.

Darbishire & Stanford's map represents the same number of

square miles , 1,600,000. The great advantage gained is , of

course , the indication of the empire's true relation in point

of size to the other countries of the world . This is as essential

to an understanding of many of the great questions in the

political world as it is to a correct knowledge of comparative

geography in the scholastic . One requires , however, time to

become used to the curious shapes taken on themselves by

North America , East Asia, and East Australia under this

“ equivalent” projection. Once get over this , and there will

be ruin for the school “ Mercator , " with its far more erroneous

errors in magnitude. The editors of the " equal area ” map are

to be congratulated on their praiseworthy attempt to bring

about so portentous a débâcle. In addition to the map, the

publishers have inserted in the corners certain useful statistics

relating to the values and imports of food stuffs into the United

Kingdom in 1902 .

St. Ethelbert's Gateway, Norwich, 1273-1278 .

pictures, and they are put into this cheap form in order that the

pupils may possess copies . We think they are admirably

adapted for their purpose . By the courtesy of the publishers

we are enabled to produce one of the illustrations , but this

naturally fails to give an adequate idea of the variety here

offered .
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Mathematics.
Descriptive Geography from Original Sources. Australia and

Oceania. By F. D. and A. J. Herbertson . xxvi. + 221 pp .

( Black. ) 25. 6d. - The average teacher of geography soon

comes to the end of his resources in attempting to impart

something of reality to his pictures of life in lands other than

hisown. The editors of “ Descriptive Geography from Original

Sources, " of which series the present volume is the last , have

done good work in presenting extracts from the works of well

known geographers and travellers. But equally valuable, from

the teacher's point of view , are the geographical introductions

and the bibliographies with which each volume is furnished .

Every teacher should have the series by him for reference.

Exercises in Theoretical and Practical Geometry. By R. K.

Morgan . iv . + 96 pp . ( Blackie .) 15.- These exercises , adapted

to the recent changes in the programmes of geometry , can be

recommended as suitable in every respect . They are in the

main very easy , and are well arranged ; they contain many

examples that will ( or, at least , that should ) awaken the pupil's

interest and stimulate his intelligence. Perhaps more questions

on the degree of accuracy that calculations based on measured

data are likely to attain might have been given ; but , important

as such questions are , they are doubtless of an order of difficulty

that many teachers think too great for mere beginners .

Graphs : or the Graphical Representation of Algebraic Func

tions. By C. H. French and G. Osborn . vii. + 64 pp.

( Clive . ) Paper cover , 6d . — This little book is stated to be a

Supplement to “ The New Matriculation Algebra ,” and to be

primarily intended for students preparing for London Matricu

lation Examination, though it contains matter beyond that

range . The first chapter treats of statistical graphs, while the

rest of the book deals with the graphs of algebraic ſunctions.

The descriptive matter is clearly expressed , and the diagrams

are very well drawn , though we think the practice of marking

points merely by heavy dots is not to be commended. The

exercises are numerous , and form with the text a very good

introduction to the subject indicated by the title. The price is

very low, but we have found the size of type adopted in consider

able portions of the book to be somewhat trying to the eyes.

Science and Technology .

Elementary Experimental Science. Physics. By W. T.

Clough . Chemistry. By A. E. Dunstan . vi . + 239 PP.

(Methuen .) 25. 6d. --The authors provide a course of elemen

tary physics and chemistry suitable for students taking the

Junior Local examinations of the Universities . The book con

tains both practical work and descriptive reading. The experi .

ments are mixed in character ; some are suitable for the pupil to

perform himself , others rather for lecture purposes . The course

of study is a satisfactory one, and , being the work of practical

teachers , will no doubt meet the wants of pupils for whom it is

intended. It is a great pity that so much of the book is printed

in such small type .

A Little Brother to the Bear, and other Animal Studies. By

William J. Long. Illustrated by Charles Copeland . xix .

+ 280 pp. (Ginn . ) 75. 6.-Mr. Long always writes charm

ingly of animals and their ways, so that it is enough to say that

his latest book maintains the high character of those already

noticed in these columns. The absorbing interest of the text ,

together with the beauty and excellence of Mr. Copeland's

numerous illustrations , are together enough to ensure the success

of the volume.

Experimental Physiography. Section 1. By Pollard

Wilkinson . vii . + 335 pp. (Simpkin, Marshall.) 35. 6d. -

Following the syllabuses of the Board of Education in the first

section of physiography and of elementary science for the King's

Scholarship examination , Mr. Wilkinson treats of elementary

mechanics , heat , light , magnetism and chemistry. Nearly 350

experiments are described, and the student who performs these

intelligently cannot fail to gain a good working knowledge of the

fundamental principles of physics and chemistry. There are 246

illustrations , but they are by no means satisfactory ; they are

often too sketchy to be of any value in elucidating the text

figures 225 and 226, for instance, will give a student who has

not seen an aneroid barometer no idea of the instrument. An

unusually large number of numerical exercises is provided and

answers are supplied . The concluding chapters on pressures in

liquids and gases seem to be out of place ; logically they should

follow chapter iii . These criticisms notwithstanding, the pupil

teacher who masters the contents of this book may with con

fidence present himself for the King's Scholarship examination

in elementary science .

A Manual oj Practical Mathematics. By Frank Castle .

xi . + 541 pp . (Macmillan .) 6s.-- It is impossible in a short

notice to do justice to a book that is so full of matter as this

manual . Assuming but a very slight acquaintance with

elementary algebra, it brings before the reader subjects so wide

apart as equations of the first degree in one unknown and

differential equations, the definitions of the trigonometric ratios

and Fourier's theorem , the areas of simple recuilineal figures

and the processes of integration , the binomial theorem and

Taylor's series . In such a wide range it is inevitable that there

should be inequality of treatment, and that rigour of demonstra

tion should not be very much insisted upon . Some parts of the

book are exceedingly good, specially the treatment of graphical

methods. Other parts are so slight that they do not seem

worthy of the place they occupy ; for example, the pages on the

binomial theorem , the exponential and logarithmic series and

Taylor's theorem . But in spite of such defects, which might to

a considerable extent be remedied in another edition, the

manual is full of suggestiveness and introduces the student who

has a fair acquaintance with mechanics and physics to many of

the most important applications of the higher mathematics to

these subjects. Though the book is very easy reading for any

one who has a knowledge of the subject, it is not unlikely that

the beginner will require the guidance of a teacher if he is to get

full advantage of the very rich stores here provided .

Outline of Course in Natural History for Training College

and King's Students. 67 pp. ( Natural History Department,

Marischal College, University of Aberdeen .) — This outline of

the work done in the summer class conducted by Mr. John

Rennie , under the supervision of Prof. J. Arthur Thomson

does not differ materially from previous issues , which have been ,

noticed in THE SCHOOL WORLD. As a storehouse of material

and suggestions for the preparation of lessons in nature study it

is stimulating and valuable in the extreme . All teachers should

endeavour to secure a copy .

Elementary Graphs. By W. M. Baker and A. A. Bourne.

34 pp. ( Bell . ) 6d . net. --- This chapter on Graphs is taken

from the author's “ Elementary Geometry " ( Books I. - III . , fifth

edition ). It is well printed and contains many examples suit.

able for beginners. In SS 16, 17 , the intervals for x seem to us

too great ; to graph x " from x = I to x = I with the values

1 , 0 , 1 of x requires the pupil to take too much on trust ,

even though the graph is extended by using the values + . 2,

+ 3 , + 4 over the range for x 4 to x = 4. We think,

too, that the pupil may be misled by the method adopted in

§ 17 ; the point ( 1 , * I ) , for example, should be ( 1 , 1 ) . The

paper length of the ordinate may be ' l , but the ordinate is 1 .
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Algebraical Factors and Methods of Using Them . With

Answers. By H. R. Birch . viii . + 212 pp. ( Birmingham :

Davis and Moughton. ) 25. 60.—The author has put much

honest work into his book , and there are doubtless teachers to

whom it will appeal ; there may even be private students, lack

ing the guidance of skilled teachers , to whom it may be a real

benefit. Yet we cannot but think that the book is not suitable

for school work . Factors are , of course , important , but skill in

tinding factors should rather come as the natural issue of a

reasonable teaching of multiplication than be fostered by an

elaborate system of rules, which after all only apply in a com .

paratively limited field . In the applications the author shows

himself to be alive to the usual errors of beginners, and he has

brought together a good collection of miscellaneous exercises ,

but we do not think that , taken as a whole , the book is worthy

of the pains the author has bestowed upon it .

Miscellaneous.

Fiſty -two Sundays with the Children . A series of Sunday

morning talks . By the Rev. James Learmount. 280 pp.

( Allenson . ) 35. 6d. —The distinguishing characteristic of these

addresses is simplicity ; indeed , they seem to be intended more

particularly for young children . The talks are interesting and well
supplied with anecdotes, and they should be useful in teaching

the important lesson of playing fair, an aspect of ethical instruc

tion to which the author repeatedly refers. The scientific

similes employed sometimes lack accuracy, and the quotations

in verse might often be better ; but the book should prove of

assistance to the teacher who is called upon to occupy the school

pulpit .

A School's Life. Addresses by the Rev. Cecil Grant. 141 pp .

(Marshall Brothers . )—These addresses by the Headmaster of

Keswick School , who , as readers of this magazine will know , is

a believer in co - education , are earnest efforts to lead boys and

girls to live the higher life. Though the wisdom of making the

little volume serve the purpose of a plea for the provision of

buildings specially set apart for prayer and praise in unsectarian

schools will be doubted by many readers , there can be no diſ

ference of opinion as to the duty of schoolmasters and school

mistresses to place before their pupils the highest ideals of duty ,

such as are contained in Mr. Grant's addresses . The sermons

may be especially recommended to headmasters.

---as one infinite in faculty may well desire to use his hands, even

at the risk of being lured into the lower levels of life, the fate

Mr. Page pictured at the British Association in September last

for boys who should be led to handle tools deftly.

Many of us are both amused by Mr. Page as a caustic writer and

esteem him on account of the self -sacrificing devotion with which

he has striven on behalf of his colleagues -- the assistant - masters :

but , outside his own special subject , we cannot treat him seriously

as an exponent of all that is desirable in education. Yet he is

interesting as a type of a large class who at present bar the path

of educational progress --- from no sinister motive but from sheer

lack of understanding and sense of proportion. He talks glibly

of science but obviously knows nothing of scientific method ;

and he is most illogical . If he had ever carried out the slightest

experimental inquiry, he would be aware that the purpose under

lying the modern teaching of scientific method in schools is to

give training in the fundamental principles of evidence and

reasoning -- the subject which is to be taught only in the fourth

year of the new London course of study in the Humanities of

which he speaks with such enthusiasm . We poor tool - using

creatures , wandering along the lower levels of life, may, in fact ,

claim to be in advance of the “ inhumanists' " school which Mr.

Page represents , as we begin our work in the nursery . Verily

There is blindness in the land . If the teaching of the fundamental

principles of evidence and reasoning belong to the Humanities,

then is “ science ” one of the most humanistic of studies !

Mr. Page is forced to admit that “ science " is now an

essential , perhaps the most essential , part of education ; and yet

he complains that it is pursued too exclusively . Where ? it may

be asked . Until proof of its accuracy be given , it is unnecessary

to consider such an assertion seriously . The Humanities, he

tells us , have been continually receiving less attention . But why

has this been the case ? Is it not because those who have been

engaged in the work have in most cases taught so badly - so

uninvitingly—that the value of such studies has in no way been

apparent ? And are not their exponents being now stirred into

activity by the rivalry of science , as well as learning something

from its methods ?

That Mr. Page would himself do well to study the principles

of evidence and reasoning is clear . Thus he writes : --

“ • That man should not live by bread alone'is a law not

only of revelation but of Nature, but of late years education

has been largely directed towards that training which only

fits men to supply their material needs . Such training is

necessary , but it is not enough . It leaves the higher side of

human nature wholly neglected , and unless supplemented

by other studies must be counted imperfect and even

ignoble.”

I make no pretence to knowledge of laws of revelation ; but

it seems to me to be a law of Nature that we cannot live without

bread . How , then, can training which fits men to supply their

material wants be ignoble ?

Mr. Page tilts at an imaginary foe. Who can possibly wish

to neglect the higher side of human nature ? What we ask is

that those who undertake to train what they are pleased to call

the higher side of man will do their work efficiently and no

longer pursue the selfish , inhuman course of divorcing him from

real and intelligent communion with Nature. Our ideal is

embodied in Matthew Arnold's words :

“ The ideal of a general liberal training is to carry us to a

knowledge of ourselves and the world The circle

of knowledge comprehends both (the study of the Humanities

and the study of Nature ) , and we should all have some

notion , at any rate , of the whole circle of knowledge. The

rejection of the Humanities by the realists , the rejection of

the study of Nature by the humanists, are alike both

ignorant."

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for !he opinions

expressed in letters which appear in these columns. ds a

rule, a letter criticising any article or review printed in

THE SCHOOL WORLD will be submitted to the contributor

before publication, so that the criticism and reply may

appear together.

The need of Co -operation between Humanists and
Realists.

In the December number of this magazine Mr. Page refers

with approval to the new scheme recently put forward by the

University of London by which it hopes to encourage study in

the Humanities. But an obvious purpose of the article is to tilt

more or less at the encouragement now given to science as well

as to reprove those misguided persons who , like myself, regard

with favour Carlyle's description of man as a tool - using animal and

who would bear this in mind in planning a scheme of education :

to take exception to this phrase and yet to claim that there is

truth , after all , even in Hamlet's mad description of him as

“ infinite in laculiy ," however, is scarcely unimpeachable logic
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Do not , then , let us dispute any longer ; but let us admit that It is on such general grounds--which I only refer to most

we have all been fumbling in the dark and agree, without ſurther briefly because they are patent to everyone - that the Association

delay, to co-operate in devising an effective course of training : of Assistant Masters has resolved to venture on a very modest,

there is really no great difference of opinion among us ; if the very simple, but, it is hoped, very useful experiment. It is pro

will were there, the way could be easily found . In the first posed to hold meetings of a social and strictly informal character

place, we must settle what are necessary subjects , throughout the on the evening of the third Thursday in every month , beginning

course, in all schools ; then we must insist on these being taught in January , for the consideration of questions of general educa

thoroughly.
tional interest . For this purpose a room has been secured in

At Southport, Mr. Page himself told us that there are three London, and the Association will endeavour from time to time

necessary divisions of intellectual study and three only ; ( 1 ) Li. to secure the presence and help of those who have a special

terature ; ( 2 ) Mathematics ; ( 3 ) Science . A sufficiently impor claim to speak with weight about education, but it is desired

tant admission coming from so “ in human ” a quarter. As also to attract others who may be interested in the subject, and

mathematics is an exact study, it may be ranked with science : it is for this object that I venture to ask for this publicity to the

we thus reduce the divisions to two ; but it is necessary to add proposed scheme. Any further information will be readily sup.

manual and physical training exercises. If training were given plied on application to the Secretary of the Association,

effectively during the earlier years of school life in the mother | 27, Great James Street , W.C.
T. E. Page,

tongue and in the elements of scientific method, due attention

being also paid to manual and physical development, a really
December, 1903. President of the I.A.A.V.

sound foundation might be laid on which it would be easy to
Charterhouse , Godalming.

build in subsequent years . In learning the mother tongue,

anthropology, geography, grammar and history should be
“ The Life of the State. "

mastered incidentally and in no way taught as specific subjects .
Will you allow me , in the interests of possible truth , to

The teaching of mathematics should be, as far as possible,
break through my rule , now eleven years old , of taking no public

incidental to the experimental work , so that it might always be notice of reviews on books I may write . I concede your re

obvious that the subject is in reality a useful one-an ignoble
viewer the wrong date on p . 74 : it was a careless mistake : the

one, if Mr. Page will . The manual training should involve the
date on p. 85 was, as is indeed palpable enough , a printer's

cultivation of the use of the fingers in all sorts of ways according transposition , which I left uncorrected . The last three points

to individual aptitudes . The physical training might include are , perhaps , matters more of a point of view than of fact which

music.
can be settled in eight lines. But I do not concede his view of

Let us all work together to such an end : to dispute while the the Chair of Peter , based on his statement about the Council o.

enemy is marching up to our gates in overwhelming force is Nicoea. I might argue that bodily presence is not essential to

criminal folly. It will do us no harm to put on the gloves occa- the influence of a potentate whose claim lies, or should lie ,

sionally, but let it be without malice, for exercise , as a means principally in the spiritual sphere ; but I will rely rather on the

of securing really effective co - operation when we return to work .
evidence of Dr. Hefele , Bishop of Rottenburg , sometime Pro

After my recent visit to American schools , I am more persuaded
fessor of Theology at the University of Tübingen . On p. 269

than ever of the absolute importance of “ manual ” work --using
of the English edition , he writes : " It is impossible to determine

this term in the broadest possible sense . And I would say that
whether the Emperor Constantine acted only in his own name

the only possible basis on which a treaty can be negotiated with or in concert with the Pope in assembling the bishops ” ( i.e. , at

Mr. Page and his friends is that they be allowed at most half
the Council ofNicæa). “ Eusebius and the most ancient docu

the school time for their bookish work in order that the manual
ments speak only of the Emperor's part in the Council, without,

work may receive sufficient attention .
however, a positive denial of the participation of the Pope.

HENRY E. ARMSTRONG . The Sixth ( Ecumenical Synod , which took place in 680, says,

An Attempt to Co-ordinate Educational Effort.
on the contrary : “ Arius arose as an adversary to the doctrine of

the Trinity, and Constantine and Sylvester immediately as
It is almost certain that considerable changes in secondary

sembled the great Synod at Nicæa. The Pontifical of Damasus
education are imminent, and the comparative success or failure

affirms the same act. ” There is further discussion of these two

of such changes seems likely to depend largely on the answer
pieces of evidence on p . 9 ; and on p. 269 Dr. Hefele, speaking

which will be given to a very simple question . Are those wh :)
of the Emperor, writes , “ If he consulted several bishops upon

have special experience or knowledge of the subject prepared 10 the measure which he had in view , he certainly would have

submit to the new administrative authorities wise, weigh'y , and
taken the advice of the first of them . ” I may add that the pur

well-considered advice ? If they are , there is great hope o pose of the book is not affected by this or that fact, or view of it .

real progress. If they are not , then the authorities, lacking
There are three, I think , rather bad misprints in the book ,

such necessary guidance, must fall into error and wander aimlessly
noted for correction in a future edition . No reviewer has hit on

along wrong paths. them .

But to give good advice, and , above all , in order that such
May I say , in conclusion , that I feel my brother had a beam in

advice may be harmonious and systematic, there must be much his eye when he took the mote from mine . I base the feeling on

preliminary discussion among experienced men of all sorts . the astounding words , “ Aristotle , Plato, Marcus Aurelius, and
Doubtless such discussions are being already carried on with

i other non - British heathens.” Can criticism further go ?

much advantage, both in the educational press and in the meet THE AUTHOR .

ings of many associations . But this is not enough. As every

business man knows , whenever questions of difficulty and impor- It is a rather curious commentary on a book , the " ostensible

tance , involving the reconcilement of many conflicting views , business" of which is a discussion of the British constitution ,

have to be settled , the best method of arriving at a wise settle- that its author and its reviewer should become involved in a

ment is for those who are most concerned to meet and “ talk | controversy concerning the papal power in the fourth century of
matters over in a perfectly free and friendly manner. Forma! the Christian era !

meetings may be required later, but such informal preliminary The passage in the book to which I took exception runs :

meetings are usually indispensable to success . “ When Constantine the Great in 3C6 A.1 ) , established Christi

a

1
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anity as the religion of the Empire, the Throne of Cæsar and the

Chair of Peter ruled the world .” Can the concentration of error

further go ? First , the date is wrong. This the author admits .

Secondly , the statement that Christianity became the religion of

the empire in Constantine's time is wrong. It was not till

Gratian's day, half a century later , that its rivals were proscribed .

Hence, thirdly , the assertion that the Chair of Peter “ ruled the

world ” is a serious exaggeration . It did not rule the Roman

Empire even ; and the Roman Empire was but a fraction of the

world . Fourthly, and finally, to employ the term “ the Chair

of Peter " as synonymous with either the Church, or the governing

power in the Church, of the fourth century , is to perpetrate a

violent anachronism . The papacy rose to its dominant position

in the fifth and the succeeding centuries, mainly owing to the

extinction of the Western Roman Empire. II did not “ base ” my

statement of this well -known fact upon the absence of the Bishop

of Rome (not at that date called distinctively “ The Pope " )

from the Council of Nicæa. I mentioned that significant cir .

cumstance merely as a concise illustration of it . The quotations

from Dr. Hefele prove nothing to the contrary. Even if we

admit that Bishop Sylvester was associated with Constantine in

calling the Council , does that warrant us in asserting that he or

his chair " ruled the world ? ” But I know of no contemporary

evidence ihat he exerted any conspicuous influence whatever.

The whole credit of the assembling of the Council rests with

Constantine. He himself claimed it when he said, “ God it was

on whose suggestion I acted in summoning the bishops , " and

the Council admitted the claim when it declared that “ it was

by the grace of God and the piety of the Emperor that the

great and holy synod came together."

I note , in conclusion , that the author objects to my descriptive

epithet “ Non -British heathens," as applied to Aristotle , Plato ,

and Marcus Aurelius. She does not explain the nature of her

objection . Is it as British subjects or as Christian believers that

she wishes to claim ihese distinguished men ?

YOUR REVIEWER .

ܐܕ

Il used in this way, I see no reason why the lantern should

cause the geography lesson to degenerate into an amusement

and nothing more..

Surely the fault lies not in the system , but in allowing the

lesson to degenerate into a general talk .

The effective leaching of geography necessitates the use of a

series of maps, illustrating such points as the distribution of

rainfall , temperature and pressure , the density of population ,

&c . ; and I maintain , in this respect , that lantern slides are even

superior to the best wall - maps yet published .

Again , in many small schools, modern wall -maps are

expensive luxury , and are conspicuous by their absence, and it

is to this class of school that I would strongly recommend the

use of the lantern .

The excellent series of slides lent by the Australian and

Tasmanian Agents-General will , in the course of two or three

lessons, give the pupils more accurate ideas of the geography of

these colonies than many hours of talk even of the " graphic "

order.

County School , F. L. LOWTHER .

Milford Haven .

Miss Thorn's letter , published in your last issue, does not qnite

agree with my convictions or experience . It seems to suggest a

number of measures without any fixed system. Personally, I

never found any satisfaction in geography for myself or my

classes until I had a system , and the one which seemed most

practical was to base the geography teaching on physical lines

and to draw on the immediate neighbourhood for illustration .

A few general preliminary lessons were necessary ,with maps and

a long stick-as a pointer -- so that my pupils should have a general

idea of the world , the oceans , the continents, the British Isles .

The globe -map published by the Canadian Pacific Railway was

particularly useful as an intermediate between globes and maps,

a point which conſuses pupils often . It consists of a kind of

picture of the globe, with the background a rich blue , and a star

or two shining ; the world is painted in bright colours, and the

map part is fairly correct ; the point of view is diagonally above

the N. Pole, so as to show the “ girdle round the earth ” set by
the C.P.R.

To resume : having got over so much ground , I appealed to the

country. I displayed ordnance and cycle maps of the neigh

bourhood , the latter roughly touched up with crayon to show the

depressions and elevations , and I pointed out the lie of the land

when I was out walking with my boys. Conditions were on my

side, I admit. I was in a singularly useful county. The boys

were not old enough to shun " shop , ” and it interested both of

Then I made them draw maps of the locality , first that part

they knew personally, then a wider range. Watersheds -- the

word ceased to be repulsive when you could stand on one and

watch it work. The wearing power of water was evident in the

scoops of the downs, the bluffs which descended to the streams.

We lived on an alluvial deposit. A general-knowledge lesson

showed how the chalk came there . The political side of geo

graphy slipped into its place when one could stand on Old Sarum

and point to New, show why Salisbury was more important a

centre than Wilton, which , however , had given its name to the

shire . From that famous mound also one could see the Roman

roads run , arching the downs , to Winton and the sea .

Such were the lines I followed. Data-a small class and a

liberal chief. The ordinary demands of what is supposed to be

geographical teaching were partly fulfilled by a map a week ,

done in “ preparation " under my direction , followed by a lesson

on the country or whatever it might be, with a minimum of

information required from the text -book. A cycle ride from the

school to the midlands gave the material for a general knowledge

lesson with the sounding title “ Across Two Watersheds. ” I

mention that as a type of the subject I looked out for. With

>

us.

The Effective Teaching of Geography.

My own experience of the value of the lantern in teaching

Geography is the reverse of that of several well -known writers

on the subject, and this leads me to the conclusion that this

method of instruction has not yet been thoroughly tested .

When properly used , the lantern is a most effective instru

ment, and I cannot but believe that , if teachers of geography in

general were aware how easily a room can be equipped for

lantern demonstration , its use would become far more general

in the class - room .

For an ordinary class - room , a suitable lantern can be

purchased for 30s. , the price of a single wall-map. In my own

case , I use an ordinary incandescent burner and mantle, which

are introduced through a hole cut in the bottom of the lantern .

A tap attached to the gas- pipe in the lantern regulates the

supply of gas and increases the illuminating power of the

mantle . Cylinders of oxygen and hydrogen are cumbersome

and expensive, the electric -light is noisy and troublesome,

while oil is, of course, out of the question , so that I have had

to introduce coal -gas, which I ha found quite sufficient for

class - room purposes.

In using the optical lantern , I think a frequent mistake is

made in completely darkening the room , so that the use of the

atlas becomes difficult and writing notes an impossibility. This

is quite unnecessary, and leads to difficulty in maintaining

discipline. I find a 4 ft. picture quite large enough , and this

can be obtained without completely excluding the light and

without dispensing with the atlas and note -book - a most

important consideration .
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MUTUAL AID.regard to lantern slides , the scope of suitable sets is usually

limited . Norwegian Fiords, a tour in Fez, are too much the

style in vogue.

In conclusion , one may say, I suppose, that if ever a school is

opened for the teaching of geography, it will be worked on the

lines indicated in Sir A. Geikie's book on the Teaching of Geo.

graphy.

La Villa Ouchy, W. M. CONACHER.

Lausanne.

A Difficulty in English Analysis.

Can you find room for the following ? Perhaps some Old

English scholar may be able to offer a correct explanation iſ the

difficulty is ventilated in your columns .

“ There is a heaven above us."

Is it not a mistake to suppose, with most English Grammars,

that “ there ” in such a construction as above has a force

similar to that of the adverb “ there ," and that such sentences

originally ran : “ A heaven is there ( = in that place) above us ? ”

The following considerations, if they will stand the test ,

seem to me enough to prove that “ there ” should be considered

as the equivalent of “ preparatory it," and parsed as the pro.

nominal subject (usually to an impersonal verb ). The origin of

“ there ” is of course pronominal, and the fact that it was at 1

first a dative case need cause no particular difficulty.

0.E. impersonals had no pronoun subject : “ Megomette ”

It dreamed me, I dreamed .

In M.E. “ it " appeared : “ It is na tung ma tell ” . There is

no tongue may tell .

But even in 0. E. “ dær” had often been used for " it " ( hit ) ,

particularly after prepositions : “ däron " = on hit.

By extension “ dær " was used for “ it " with impersonal verbs

as the grammaticalsubject ; hence we may argue that “ there ” in

the example is equivalent to preparatory it.”

Compare O.F. “ a home" Il y a un homme. “ Y ” wasadded

in the XVIth century , but it had no locative force. Naguère "

still preserves the old “ n'a guère " There is but little , but

lately. The impersonalsubject “ il ” was used early , but it is still

omitted in , “ Tant y a que," at all events . A comparison of

these two constructions shows that “ y ” and “ il ” had the

same value originally in French .

Compare also the Italian : “ Non c'è ” ( or v'è ) , “ pericolo ,"

there is no danger . Where ci and vi there.

Possibly Dano -Norwegian affords the clearest proof of the

fact that our " there ” is merely a form used for “ it.”

In D.N. “ det ” is “ it," and der ” is “ there ” ; but both

words are used to a large extent indiscriminately as subjects

with impersonal verbs or expressions :

" Det er varmt it is hot. “ Der staar skrevet it is

written .

“ Det fortaltes ” it was rumoured . “ Der fortæller "

is rumoured.

“ Det kommer mere Regn " = there is more rain coming.

“ Der er dem som troer there are they who believe .

• Det er mine Børn ” = they are my children .

“ Der erti Miil” = it is ten miles.-- I submit the above sugges

tion with all humility.

Ilull. G. H. CLARKE.

Berthon's French Grammar.

I wish to point out that Prof. Berthon's French Grammar,

reviewed in your last issue , is not , as his preface and your

review imply, the first French Grammar written in French for

English schools, as my own “ Grammaire Française Elé.

mentaire " was published by Messrs. A. and C. Black in

1901, and went into a second edition in 1902 .

University College , W. G. ULARTOG .

London .

The object of this column is to afford teachers the opportu

nity of asking questions of and giving assistance to colleagues.

The questions received to which replies are solicited will be

printed first ; following these will be the answers which have

been sent in , and to make such replies intelligible to all readers ,

they will be accompanied by the question .

The questions should deal only with educational matters ,

using the expression in a broad sense, and the publication or

otherwise of any question must be left entirely to the discretion

of the Editors.

Questions and answers should be addressed to the Editors of

THE SCHOOL WORLD, St. Martin's Street , London, W.C. , and

should be accompanied by the full name and address of the

sender, though not necessarily for publication . Each question

or answer should be on one side only of a separate sheet of

paper.

QUESTIONS.

H. MANSFIELD . In what book can I find an account of

contours and contour drawing, such , for example, as is required

in the physical geography papers of the Cambridge Local

Examinations ?

Geo . CARTER. What books are available on Graphical

Arithmetic ?

E. T. THURSTON . I want to acquaint myself with the con

tributions Pestalozzi made to the science and art of education .

Are English translations published ?

R. F. GRANTHAM . Are British teachers in training or

acting teachers received in any good German schools for a year's

experience ? Where can I obtain information ?

P. L. HENDERSON . Can any teacher of English tell me

where I can find out what has been done in the way of teaching

composition orally and by the use of pictures ?

B. W. Can any reader of The School World tell me

which is the best guide to the Civil Service , giving syllabuses of

the examinations, the number of vacancies yearly , and where to

look for notice of them ?

E. THESIGER . What modern system of lighting is best for a

small country school where there is no gas supply ? Where am

I likely to find an account of the experience of others ?

QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS.

M. J. Who publishes “ Guide to the best Historical Fiction "

mentioned in “ The School World ” of April, 1902 ? And what

is its price ?

B. L. “ A Guide to the best Historical Novels and Tales. "

By Jonathan Field . ( Elkin Mathews.) 5s . net .
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convince the champions of that startling contra .

THE CONTENT AND METHODS OF
diction in terms, a useful education, or their twin

SCHOOL CLASSICS . brothers, those upholders of modern subjects who,

By S. E. WINBOLT, M.A.
if they had their way , would entirely replace

Christ's Hospital. classics by modern languages and other modern

subjects. We must be up and doing, and content

OMPARATIVELY few of the classical to rely not on long tradition and prescription , but

masters of schools in this country attended on the merits of the men we train . “ By their

the inaugural meeting of the Classical Asso- fruits ye shall know them .” With what confi

ciation of England and Wales, or signified their dence, then , are we to advance our banner ? We

intention of becoming members , and one naturally may firmly believe and assert that the experience

wonders how many are really alive to the issues of the last two generations, as well as of the pre

involved in the controversy in The Times and else ceding three centuries, is that classics affords the

where which arose out of the meeting at University soundest possible basis and foundation for the

College . Are there some of them who are not educational superstructure which does not cease

content to find their craft “ everywhere spoken to rise and to solidify when a boy leaves school or

against,” the journal—the Classical Review — which university , but continues to rise and solidify as

should represent the activities of a living pro- long as he lives . For a sound classical training is

fession appearing but irregularly , and the teachers a guarantee that a mind has been trained to deal

of classics in many of our endowed schools being with ideas , to apprehend them , to prove them , and

paid salaries which an elementary -school teacher to assimilate them . Such a mind has been taught

would firmly refuse ? We devoutly trust there to make distinctions, to analyse and synthesise, by

are , and that they are more numerous than we means of its earliest gymnastic, namely, the logical

are inclined to suppose, and that in the cause of training of Greek and Latin grammar. Advancing

English national education they will become from this it has realised to a considerable extent

strenuous supporters of the new Association , and the life and history of the Greeks and Romans,

by every means in their power endeavour to largely by means of comparison and contrast of

strengthen the position of classical studies in our modern life and history. From this realisation

schools , at our Universities, and in the minds of has been generated a living interest in classical

the parents of to -day and of to -morrow. literature . This has partly come about through

For there is no hiding the fact that the upshot | translation and composition, both of these exer

of the first meeting of the Classical Association cises involving many processes and producing

was the profound conviction that there must be a “ alertness and flexibility of mind.” He who is

stout fight for the defence of the classics against content to read translations of the classics, as

attacks threatening on all sides . There was no Prof. Postgate urged, not only has not attained

doubt that classical teachers and students must these qualities, but has not seen the beauty of the

very soon set their house in order, it was practi- literature . His palate has tasted the favour not

cally agreed that a scientific spirit must be brought of salmon, but of “ tinned salmon .”

to bear on lessons in the classical class-room as You cannot, in short , get the value of the

well as in the science laboratory, and that the classics except at first hand . It is supremely

practice of classical teaching stands, to - day in important that the growing mind should gradually

decided need of improvement, and in future must become familiar with and assimilate the highest

not be allowed to fall so far in arrear . In short , models of literature of all kinds , and it is equally

two clear points were made : first, the proper place certain that the highest and most perfect models

of classics in the national system of education of literature are only to be found in ancient Greek

needs to be maintained , and second, that methods and Latin literature. The more young minds of

must be improved. to -day can be brought to realise what Prof.

Now, we are not of those who expect that our Postgate called the “ calm , order, harmony, and

crusade will be fought for us by the vis inertine, and self- restraint of Greek literature , ” the less shall

we doubt if mere theoretical argument will ever we be subject to the " tawdriness, feverishness and

No. 62 , Vol. 6. ] E
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frivolity ” of modern writers . To be brief, the —that the classics are still being taught in a very

highest mental qualities are developed by study narrow and conventional spirit indeed. We demur

and assimilation of the life, history , art, and litera- to these wholesale charges. We would state em

ture of the ancient Graeco-Roman world . This is phatically that with an average teacher — let alone

a definite position , and the friends of classical an enthusiast — the tendency is, for the sake of his

training cannot afford to recede one inch from this own peace of mind and his interest in his form

conviction . work, to humanise his lessons to a very large

But under modern conditions this conviction degree . To us it appears an anachronism calcu

certainly cannot justify the keenest classic in lated to raise a smile solemnly to advise teachers

claiming a monopoly of the school time -table for to try to throw “ light on the matter " of ancient

his subjects. Mathematics, science, modern lan- authors. The majority of men , we believe we are

guages, undoubtedly are entitled to a large pro- right in claiming, do already regard Greek and

portion of the young pupil's time . We cannot Latin lessons notonly as good mental gymnastics,

justify a classical monopoly : it is imperative on but also as a valuable instrument of culture. In

us to admit the new. What , then , must be re- schools of any calibre at all this spirit will certainly

tained in the old classical system ? What are the be found in the man who sits at the desk or walks

best elements in the classical training ? . On what round among the pupils of his composition class.

points must the strongest emphasis fall ? I believe We will not deny that there may be cases, in

that in a modern classical fourth forin the ratio of small and badly-endowed schools , of classics being

hours spent on classics to those spent on the other made a dull subject and helping to inculcate a

subjects combined is that of about nine or ten to “ disinterested hatred of all knowledge.” But this

fourteen or thirteen . This, of course , is a great is quite another story . Some teachers have not

reduction on the classical horarium of two centuries their hearts in the work because they are not good

ago, and yet classical methods insome cases have men ; others are good men spoiled because the

altered butvery little since the days when Latin sordid and hopeless conditions of their professional

and Greek held the field practically unchallenged. life give themnot the ghost of a chance of retaining

And it is to be expected that even in classical enthusiasm . Underpaid and overworked , these

forms another hour at least will soon go by the latter bring the despair of their lives into their

board , and eight or nine will be our allowance. impossible tasks in the class-room.

What, then , shall the classical teacher do ? Now, Then, again , many adverse critics of modern

in the first place , it is fairly obvious that the classics are evidently suffering from that sad

public school master is not free to make a jactura modern disease of inability to envisage their sub

of whatsoever he may think fit.
ject , of looking all around the business in hand but

The question of what concessions can best be seldom at it . Of these we take to be all such as

made to the modern spirit really begins with the advise us to sacrifice the kernel for the shell , and

universities , who control examinations and scholar- ask us to centre attention on the prettinesses and

ships. In the present constitution of things the “ interesting ” aids to our work while we shirk

schools must follow where the examination syllabus the real business of severe mental effort. Archaeo

leads . Shall Greek or Latin , both or one , be logy , and the embellishments of modern text

optional for students of science and modern lan- books which it has produced , seem to us to

I have before in this magazine , in be rightly characterised by Mr. Page as the

dealing with the London Matriculation regulations, accessories of classical learning, not its essentials .

advanced reasons for the retention in all cases of These things have their use , but it would be a

Latin , and a free choice as between Greek and an great mistake to regard them as paramount.

alternative . As far as the universities , then , are When Mr. Page writes, “ it is to the study of the

concerned , let it suffice here to reaffirm our con- actual text of great authors that all efforts must

viction on the subject of Latin . But to come to be directed ,” he has our entire concurrence . In

the schools. And before we proceed to say what face of a diminution in the time allowed for classics,

we think desirable as to the content and methods what folly to call schoolboys away from their texts

of school classics , let us for a moment examine to the study of philology, textual criticism , and

the charges which are implicitly brought against archaeology ! As we have said , these are excel

classical teachers. In the first place, we are in- lent departments of study , and by all means let

clined to think that much that has been said by specialists give themselves to discovery in these

way of suggesting supposed improvements in branches , and hand over to us their results for use

classical teaching has been said by those who do when we need them for stimulus. These are cer

not really understand what goes on in class - rooms. tainly not the days for expanding our sphere , but

For instance , one would almost gather from some for contracting it , and for better organisation

such criticisms that modern are not given a place within its narrower limits . Minute points of com

alongside of classical subjects. And yet this is parative philology or recent excavation are not for

universally the Many who urge the our fifth and sixth forms, or even for under

strengthening and improving of methods too graduates . Classical teachers must be content to

readily assume - possibly from recollections of glance through the summaries of specialists and

class -rooms of twenty- five or thirty- five years ago extract therefrom striking matter to illustrate the

thoughts of the classical author who is being studied

1 The Scuool World), November, 1992. in class . And this is certainly our main concern

guages ?

а

case .
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with our Latin and Greek authors , the genesis of ahead for the top form . If there is a tendency for

thoughts and their precise expression in language . teachers in school to spoil this part of classical

Mr. Page deserves thanks for recalling us to the training by dwelling unduly on the language, we
main points of attack , which it is so easy to lose must rectify this and recall attention to the thread

sight of when our light -armed skirmishers are all of the thought. In translation we want two

over the plain in front of us . methods side by side ; first , that of reading authors

Their weapons of lantern - slides , illustrations of intensively , a careful line - by -line and word -by -word

coins, and travelling holidays for schoolmasters, study , and second, free and discursive reading

are only , after all , to be used in the prelude : the which allows a pupil to see a subject whole . We

real work will be done with the infantry sword of believe there is need of reform in this direction .

a plain text and plentyof thought . Schoolmasters In order that boys ' minds may be less fogged with

must not be led away by enthusiastic publishers snippets of books , let us use English translations

who, seeking for some means of bringing freshness more freely, reading them out to our classes so as

into their schoolbooks, have gladly and naturally to keep the connection between the selections we

availed themselves of the resources of museums have chosen for detailed study . If notes are any

and photographic apparatus . The publishers, too, criterion , in the more purely literary books we

have naturally listened to the siren voices of a want more parallels to ancient thought from our own

school of educationists whose watchword is “ in- literature : parallels of grammar and language are

terest.” And this seems to be the root of the somewhat excessively dealt with . And while

matter. What will “ interest ” a boy is too often reading these authors by all means let us use

taken for educative ; and , if it were not so serious a illustrated editions, and put into the boys' hands

matter , it would provoke laughter to witness many Hill's “ Illustrations," Gow's “ Companion ," or

of the educational farces which are being played at Middleton and Mills , giving suggestions and letting

the feast of this new goddess, Interest. What them delve for themselves .

strange shifts are being resorted to by good people As to composition , we cannot sacrifice our Latin

to save boys the necessity of mental effort ! It is prose , or even our Greek prose : Greek verse may

as though in the mental gymnasium we hoped to be dispensed with for some, and Latin verse for

strengthen muscles by setting boys in swings, or some thirty or forty per cent. may be dropped

by giving them the pleasurable sensations of a after two terms of trial . The study of ancient

switch -back railway, and banished the sterner history and social customs is a necessary part of

efforts of pressing at the parallels and pulling -up the classical course . These exercises rightly pur

at the horizontal bar . One feels tempted to erect sued contain the kernel of classical study : we

opposite to the temple of Interest a more imposing cannot contemplate sacrificing any of them.

fane to Effort, on the face of which should be Without going minutely into the psychology of

inscribed in bold characters the half- forgotten the study of each of these subjects—as the Head

legend : master of Haileybury does with much discernment

in “ Are we to go on with Latin verses ? '

claim that this course is calculated to develop in aHAUD FACILEM ESSE VIAM VOLUIT .

boy logical acumen, accuracy, taste, culture ,

Beauty of style and greatness of thought are not to imagination, intellectual detachment. Imagination

be apprehended by those who seek delights and and intellectual detachment ! these , after all , are

shun laborious days: Curis acuit mortalia corda . the real hall -marks of the educated man , and they

Still , even within the limits we have sketched out , are the crowning products not to be enjoyed by

there is obviously room for the invention and wider those whose early course has been made too

diffusion of better methods. We do not suppose for smooth for them by so -called heuristic and “ inter

a moment that the final word has been said as to esting " methods. In not a few things Cowper

how Latin prose composition may be taught in its showed himself a sane critic of the public schools

various stages. In Latin verse several ways of tack- of his day . Let us adapt a few of his verses to

ling elegiacs are more or less common property, but the present controversy :

hexameters are left strangely alone. The Classical

Association will have plenty to do if it sets itself to
JIabits of close attention , thinking heads,

stimulate discussion on such points and to make Become more rare as education spreads ,

known to teachers the results of discussion . But Till teachers hear at length one general cry,

to return to the schools . If our object is insistence “ Tickle and entertain us, or we die."

on the thought of our authors and the promotion

of literary culture, what must be retained of th Thank you , good master Cowper , for that word !

traditional system ? For junior forms, of course ,

grammar, but as far as possible inductively taught ,

and always point by point thoroughly driven home

by translation and composition, as in Cook's ex- At the Liége Exhibition to be held in 1905 an international

cellent “ Latin Course " (Macmillan). There can congress of primary instruction is to be held . The congress is

be no question of sacrificing anything of the study being organised by the Fédération générale des Instituteurs

of Homer, Sophocles, Thucydides, Plato , and of
Belges. Full particulars can be obtained on application to

Livy, Virgil , Horace, and Tacitus , selected and M. P. Cnudde, general secretary of the Comité d'Etudes du

arranged, of course , for middle forms, but straight I Congrès, instituteur à Syngem ( Belgique ) .

we
PATER IPSE COLENDI
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and to the position of the taps ; it leads to a

CHEMICAL LABORATORY BENCHES. considerable amount of breakage and, worst of all ,

to a sloppy bench on account of the inevitable

By CHARLES A. Kohn , M.Sc. , Ph.D. , F.I.C. splashings and spurtings that occur. If, on the

Principal of the Sir John Cass Technical Institute. contrary , good-sized sinks are placed at the ends

of the benches, or , when the benches are run up

HE design and arrangement of a chemical against one side of the laboratory, between

that no one scheme is likely to be of general swan - neck taps sufficiently high frorn the bottom

applicability. Whether an existing room requires of the sink to allow of the washing out of larger

to be adapted or whether it is question of planning apparatus (a height of 26 inches from the tap to

a laboratory for a new building , the extent and the bottom of the sink will permit the washing out

character of the available space , the number of of a burette in a vertical position ), all the above

students to be providedfor, the nature of the work objections are satisfactorily overcome , and the

to be carried out, and , by no means least , the pupils can be taught to wash up their apparatus

money that may be expended, must of necessity properly instead of piecemeal,a test-tube or two at

guide and determine the general plan of the a time , as is too often done . With a few words of

laboratory. The same considerations apply to instruction this method of washing up really saves

some extent to the nature and completeness of time ; but , of course, the important considerations

the fittings that are adopted , but there are many are that it saves bench space and contributes to

essentials which every chemical laboratory must greater cleanliness and order on the bench .

contain , and of these the working bench merits In the laboratory shown in Fig . 1 , which is that

the first consideration . It is there that the actual at the Sir John Cass Technical Institute designed

teaching is carried out , and it is there that the two years ago , the sinks are fixed between the

pupil should acquire his real and direct knowledge benches against the side wall of the laboratory ;

of chemical science. The reforms in the teaching they are not shown in the photograph. The space
of chemistry that have taken place during recent between the benches is 5 feet, and this is occupied

years have considerably changed the nature of the by a glazed earthenware sink 30 inches long, 12

courses of practical instruction that were formerly inches wide, and 12 inches deep, on either side of

given to beginners . It is recognised by most which is an earthenware waste-box of the same

teachers that simple exercises both of a qualitative width and depth as the sink , and 12 inches long.
and of a quantitative character bearing on the A zinc wire basket with handles is provided with

fundamental principles of the science form a better each waste- box . This arrangement has proved

basis for instruction than the time-honoured drill thoroughly satisfactory ; the proximity of the

in qualitative analysis of the last generation , and waste - boxes to the sink is to be especially recom

this beneficial reform is of importance in con- mended, as it gives no excuse for filter papers or
sidering the arrangement of the laboratory working other solid material being thrown into the sink .

bench . The shelves for reagent bottles that are usually

Simplicity , as much clear working accommoda- placed above the laboratory bench , to accommo

tion as possible , and an adequate supply of the date the two dozen or more reagents required for

fittings that are necessary for and common to qualitative analysis , have the great disadvantage

every kind of laboratory experiment, constitute that they prevent the teacher from seeing his

the essentials for a good working bench . It is a pupils, whilst by their removal he is able to obtain

mistake to occupy the space by such fittings as an uninterrupted view over the whole laboratory.

are only required for a limited number of specific A very useful purpose is therefore served by so

operations such as are worked through during a restricting the number of reagent bottles that they

certain period of the course of instruction , and can be accommodated in one row on each bench ,

from this point of view , sinks on the benches, thus avoiding the use of shelves, and all the

and the stacks of reagent bottles that tradition has reagents really required for general use can quite

handed down as the characteristic of a chemical well be got into this space. The other reagents

laboratory can be advantageously dispensed with . needed can be placed on the side shelves of the

Sinks, if in a suitable position, it is true , are very laboratory , or if the number of pupils is great and

handy for collecting gases , and the preparation of the side- shelf accommodation limited , a tray

the commoner gases is of course a part of every containing the additional reagents needed for

elementary course of instruction , but they are not qualitative analysis can be allotted to each bench

worth the permanent occupancy of a sixth of each when this branch of instruction is being given .

pupil's bench accommodation, and their replace- The chief point to be considered is that it is not
ment for such purposes as the above by earthenware worth dispensing with the great advantage of a

troughs is quite satisfactory and moreover clear view across the laboratory for the sake of

economical. Further, by removing the sinks accommodating such additional reagents as may

from the benches a great advantage is gained be required for a portion only of the curriculum .

in respect to the washing up of apparatus.. An earthenware tray has been brought out by
This as conducted on the bench, when sinks Messrs. Oates and Green , of Halifax, designed

are provided, is nearly always an unsatisfactory by Mr. A. W. Cooksey, for carrying reagent
operation owing to the small size of the sink's bottles , which fulfils its purpose admirably. It
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is provided with a shallow ridge both back and at different times. It is of distinct importance that
front, and a dividing ridge in the centre, so each worker should have his own set of apparatus,

that it can be used for back -to -back benches as and be entirely responsible for its care , apart from

shown in Fig . I ; a similar single tray is made by special apparatus loaned by the teacher .
the same firm . Since the rays are made in The essential bench fittings that remain for

sections and are easily removed, ready access is consideration are the supplies of gas and of water.

given to the gas and water pipes which are con- A liberal supply of both is most desirable . Each

veniently arranged along the centre of the bench , bench should be provided with two gas-nozzles,
and above which the trays are placed . The choice and the taps should be placed at the front of the

of the reagents accommodated will vary in different benches rather than at the nozzles , which are, of
laboratories. As the result of experience the follow- course , at the back of the bench in front of the

ing have been found satisfactory in the size reagent bottle - tray. This plan is certainly more

of bottle specified :-concentrated hydrochloric , expensive than that of restricting the gas-piping
nitric and sulphuric acids , each 175 c.c.; the to the central channel between the back-to -back

same acids dilute, each 250 c.c. , and the following benches, but the difference in cost is not very

Fig. 1. -The Chemical Laboratory at the Sir John Cass Technical Institute.

in 175 c.c. bottles :— ammonium hydrate, sodium

hydrate, sodium carbonate, barium chloride , silver

nitrate , and test papers .

With the removal of the sinks and of the tiers of

reagent bottles from the bench, a maximum of

clear working space , which can be seen from every

part of the laboratory, is obtained .

The bench itself is best made, as is customary,

of pitch pine with a teak top , and a length of

3 ft. to 3 ft. 6 in . can advantageously be assigned

to each worker. The width of the bench should

be not less than 2 ft . A suitable arrangement of

cupboards and drawers is shown in Fig . 1 ; the

cupboards are provided with a shelf limited to half

the depth of the cupboard, and the drawers with

divisions. A double set of cupboards and drawers

are arranged for each working bench, as shown,

to permit of two pupils working at the same bench

great , and no teacher need be reminded of the

great advantage of the worker being able to

regulate his burners without having to reach over

the apparatus he is working with .

The question of the water supply on the benches

assumes a special aspect when no sinks are pro

vided there . It is then required for experimental

work only , and the extent to which it is provided

must be decided by the cost that can be incurred .

Its total omission reduces the expense of the

bench to a minimum , and the pupils are certainly

no worse off than with the older form of bench,

provided a sufficiency of side sinks are supplied.

But a consideration of the many experiments that

can be advantageously included in a course of

practical instruction in elementary chemistry will

indicate the advantages that accrue from having a

water supply and waste on each bench. For such
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operations , for instance , as the distillation of water , bench drains to similar drains from the sinks or

the determination of its boiling point , the con- other water exits of the laboratory . The main

densation of water in its preparation by the burn- exit drain from the laboratory should of course

ing of hydrogen, the condensation of nitric acid in be provided with a syphon overflow trap .

its preparation from nitre , a water supply for use Each row of benches should have a main -cock

with a condenser or otherwise is essential. Again , for gas and for water , so that they can be cut off

for the separation of solids , as in the preparation of independently of each other , if necessary , for

salts and other compounds where it is important repairs .

to have regard to the reaction from a quantitative The desirability of providing a down draught

point of view , accessibility to a tap to which an on the working benches is very much a matter of

ordinary glass filter-pump can be attached for opinion . Considering the expense involved , and

filtration is most useful, and there are many other the fact that even under the most favourable con

experiments included in a two or three years' ditions they only serve for the minor operations in

course of practical instruction in which the use of which acid orother objectionable fumesare evolved,

apump is advantageous . To supply these needs they can hardly be regarded as essential , and if

efficiently good - sized

tap and waste draught cup

should be allot CENTKE LINE OF BENCH boards are pro

ted each vided in other

bench ; if rec parts of the la

tangular and boratory , theyEARTITMAKE TRAY FOR BOTNI)

swan -neck taps TTAK, TOY
can quite well

alternated be dispensed

at successive with . To ob

benches, it will tain an efficient

be found con draught for

venient, as the them is always

former will a difficult pro

serve to supply blem ; they take

condensers and up considerable

the latter for space on the

the attachment
bench when in

of filter pumps. use , even if so

Their position arranged as to

on the bench is be provided
shown in Fig . with a detach

1. In this case able hood, and

two taps if in their ab.

fixed each sence the atmo

bench, but the sphere of the

laboratory is laboratory OC

designed for casionally be

inore advanced comes tempo

and special rarily laden

work than that of a secondary school . with antiseptic fumes no great harm is done ; in

The arrangement of th wastes and eir attach- actual chemical work the laboratory atmosphere

ment to the drain for the bench are shown in Figs . is usually pleasantly indicative of the work in

2 and 3. The reproductions are one-tenth of the progress .

actual size . This form of fitting is made by Messrs . In Fig . I a suitable row of draught cupboards is

Oates and Green from the design of Mr. A. W. shown at the end of the laboratory . It is very

Cooksey ; the whole is constructed of glazed | handy to have a good- sized sand-bath and water

earthenware . The bench waste consists of a bathalways going in one of the fume cupboards,

detachable earthenware tube provided with a so that no time is lost in fitting up a bath for

flange which is let into the bench top ; this con- evaporating off small quantities of acid and other

nects with the bridge pipe , and the latter with a fumes.

vertical pipe leading to the bench drain . The The position of the benches in the labora.

drain is open at the top , so that it is readily tory must be decided essentially by the shape and
accessible and easily cleaned. Fig . 2 shows this size of the room , but it should also be considered

arrangement in vertical section as adapted to back- in relation to the teacher's demonstration table.

to -back benches with the tray for reagent bottles This table, which , if raised on a platform nine

above the drain ; Fig . 3 is also a vertical section inches high, will give the teacher a complete
at right angles to the line of Fig . 2 . The drains survey over the whole laboratory, is best placed

are made in sections which are attached by self- at right angles to the run of the pupils ' benches ;

centering acid - proof composition joints . this allows all the workers to follow the demon

Suitable junctions are made for connecting these strations of the teacher without any having to turn

.TATTNT ACU PADOV

SOINT

are

on

MLOR LINP.

FIG . 2 . FIG. 3.
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their backs to the benches , and at the same time

the teacher gets the best view of his pupils as a

whole .

In a small laboratory a great saving of space

is effected by running up the rows of benches

against one of the laboratory walls, although this

has the disadvantage of giving only one passage.

This is the plan adopted in the laboratory shown

in Fig . 1 , which accommodates thirty - five students

working at a time. A larger laboratory should

have at least two passages or a wide central

passage with the benches arranged on either side
of it .

(c) Shakespeare, “ Richard II." , or " As You Like It. ”

( d ) Tennyson, Select Poems, by George and Hadow. ( 1 }

hours. )

( e) Essay. ( hour. )

Candidates must satisfy the examiners in two of the divisions,

one of which must be either b or c or d .

C. Senior. (Age limit for distinction , 19. )

(a ) Grammar. ( 1 hour . )

(6) Dryden, “ Essay on Dramatic Poesy,” with Pope's “ Essay

on Criticism ." ( 15 hours. )

(c) Shakespeare, “ Richard II.” , or “ Hamlet.”

(d) Tennyson , Select Poems, by George and Hadow.

(e) Essay. ( i hour. )

Candidates must satisfy the examiners in two of the

divisions , one of which must be b or c or d .

THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH IN

SCHOOLS.

III .-CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS .

It is hardly necessary to give the regulations in full, as the

difference from the Oxford type is not great.

By J. H. FOWLER, M.A.

Clifton College.

II .-ExaminATIONS IN ENGLISH .
-

N a previous article I urged the claims of our

}
share of time and attention , on the grounds

that it is possible to secure through their means a

large part of that training in accuracy of thought

and expression which has hitherto been given

through Latin and Greek, and that only by their

means can we hope to secure the continuance of

that training in " humanity ," that development of

the nobler side of life, which is the most valuable

part of education . In this article I have been

asked to consider the extent of the helps provided

for that study by those public examinations which

so largely direct the aims and set the standards of

our English schools.

It may be well to set down first the precise

regulations of the chief examining bodies .

1.-UNIVERSITY OF LONDON MATRICULATION .

The
paper will test knowledge and command of English by

questions in composition , précis - writing, paraphrase, and

analysis of sentences. Some of the questions will involve a

knowledge of the most salient facts in English history and

general geography. ( 3 hours allowed for paper. )

IV.-OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE SCHOOLS EXAMINATION

BOARD.

A. Lower Certificates. (Intended for Candidates

16 years of age.)

(a) Grammar .

(6 ) Easy Composition. ( 2 hours. )

(c) Dictation .

(d) Portions of authors to be specially prepared : in 1904 ,

Shakespeare's “ Julius Caesar and Scott's “ Waverley. "

( 2 hours. )

B. Higher Certificales. ( Intended for Candidates

18 years of age. )

(a) Prose Composition. ( 11 hours . )

(6 ) Portions of authors to be specially prepared : in 1904,

Shakespeare's “ Tempest ” and “ Julius Caesar" (24 hours) , and

either Bacon , Essays I. -XXXIX . , or Chaucer, “ Prologue,"

“ Knight's Tale , ", " " Nun Priest's Tale,” or Milton, “ Lycidas,”

“ Comus ” and “ Samson Agonistes” (2 hours) . The papers

shall contain questions on grammar and etymology.

I am not hopeful that examinations, however

well conceived , can do very much to guide the

teaching of English on to theright lines . I believe

that the improvement which is so urgently needed

will have to come mainly from the enthusiasm

and devotion of the teachers themselves, assisted ,

perhaps, by such contributions to right methods as

the careful thought of those who are responsible for

the training of teachers may devise . For in

English we are without the advantage of that long

tradition of teaching which helps us in the Classics.

Few of us enjoyed much good English teaching in

our own school-days. The handbooks and anno

tated editions provided for us
often

hindrances as helps . We have to think out our

own methods. The best methods in this subject

are only in process of being found out ; and it may

well be, therefore, that in this subject more than

in most an enlightened professor of the theory and

practice of teaching could do something to help

But from examinations , I think , we can ask

little more than that they shall not hinder us .

Some of them have done agood deal in the past to

make English literature the special prey of the

“ crammer,” and by consequence to make it hate

ful to those who should have been taught to love

are as

II .-OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS .

A. Preliminary. (Age limit for distinction , 14. )

(a ) English Grammar (Accidence) . Passages will be set for

parsing, paraphrase, and explanation . ( 1 hour. )

(6) English Composition . Candidates will be required to

reproduce in their own words the substance of a passage read to

them . (I hour. )

(c) English Author. Either Lamb's “ Tales from Shake

speare " ( Pitt Press Selection) or Select Poems of Tennyson ,

by George and Hadow ( i . - xxi . ) . ( 1 hour. )

To pass, candidates must satisfy the examiners in two of the

three divisions , a , b , c.

B. Junior. (Age limit for distinction , 16. )

(a) Grammar. Passages will be set for parsing , analysis ,

paraphrase , and explanation . ( 1 hour . )

(6 ) Scott, “ Lord of the Isles.”

us .

9 )
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it . This at least examinations need not do ; and three -quarters of an hour is openly to signify that

this we can never forgive them for doing. they expect little. I should like to see one and a

With regard to ( I. ) the English paper of the half hours allowed , with a limit of length - say,

London Matriculation Examination , it is evident 750 words - fixed for the essay , so that it mightbe

that those who have drawn up the new regulations understood that time was given for thinking over

had come to the conclusion that the best thing they the subject, for logical arrangement and choice of

could do was to insist on the essential minimum expression .

and nothing more. I have no wish to criticise The Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examina

that conclusion . The examination is an admirable tion Board ( IV . ) set a good example in allowing

one as far as it goes. Précis-writing especially sup- fuller time for English composition . They also

plies a splendid training in intelligence and in the expect larger “portions of authors to be specially

art of expression . Weought to make more use of prepared ” than are asked for by either the Oxford

it . Schoolmasters who find a difficulty in obtain or the Cambridge local examinations . This is , I

ing suitable exercises might avail themselves some- think , a step in the right direction , provided that

times of the newspaper condensations of newly- the papers are so set as to encourage study of the

issued “ blue books." The doubly-condensed larger questions raised by a book , not an investi

account usually given in the newspaper summary gation of minute points . I am a little afraid of

or leading article is a “fair copy " ready to hand. the provision that the literature papers shall

This particular exercise has the further advantage contain questions on grammar and etymology."

of stimulating an enlightened interest in current We can learn much from studying the history of

questions . Paraphrase is a very bad or a very good the uses of a word in our own language, and it is

exercise according to the nature of the passage interesting to know, if we can , from what language

chosen and the direction of the teacher. It is it originally came ; but few kinds of knowledge

absolutely bad if it encourages, as it is too often seem to me more barren than learning, say, the

allowed to encourage , the notion that it is a credit- Spanish or the Anglo - Saxon form of a word when

able thing to dress up a thought in more pompous we do not know either Spanish or Anglo-Saxon.

language, or to change words for the mere sake of I am sure that all these examinations in prepared

finding synonyms. But, properly used , it has books are apt to have a cramping effect on our

great value in clearing up the pupil's comprehen- reading of English literature in school. One hears

sion of what he reads , and teaching him not to be of schools where a whole year of English lessons

satisfied with a hazy general impression. Few is devoted to one play of Shakespeare. If we con

schoolmasters will regret the disappearance of his- sent to get up one book carefully for examination ,

torical English grammar from this examination , we ought to see that a number of others are read

and few lovers of English literature will regret the at a much quicker rate and in a quite different

absence of a play of Shakespeare to be laboriously way . But the further considerati
on

of the best

“ crammed.” But , of course , it remains true that methods of studying English must be deferred to

the examination does nothing whatever for English another paper.

literature in schools.

As to ( II . , III . ) , the English section of the

Oxford and Cambridge local examinations, the

substitution of " reproduction in their own words

of the substance of a passage read aloud to them "

for an essay in the case of candidates under four
ART INSTRUCTION IN SCHOOLS.

teen is to be commended . Nothing has contributed By ARCHIBALD H. CHRISTIE.

so much to the unpopularity of essay writing with

both teachers and pupils as the bad habit , wholly Inspector of Art Schools and Classes, L.C.C. Technical

Education Board .

unnecessary , of asking children to write essays on

abstract subjects for which their limited experience II .-METHODS.

of life does not furnish them with any material .

It is indeed an evil almost inseparable from the
HE proposition that even the most elementary

tendency in English schools to let examinations course of drawing should be the means of

direct our methods, that we are tempted to set imparting some knowledge of art work of

subjects for essays which may be the best that a the highest quality at first sight opens up a field

general examiner can select , but are certainly not of somewhat embarrassing extent. There is so

the best available for us in dealing with a particular
much work of all kinds that it would be desirable

form . An examiner in most cases is bound to
to include in a course of elementary study that

choose a wide subject requiring little previous any attempt to go over the ground without careful

knowledge and no reference to books . The form- discrimination might result in a diffuseness tending

master will do much better, as a rule , to utilise the to destroy all the educational advantages aimed at.

historical or literary material his form has been And if the necessity of properly welding together

amassing during the term , or to train them into the technical side of the work—the difficulties of

using , without abusing, the school library . in the drawing -- and the development of the intellectual

senior division , the authorities of the local exami- appreciation of fine art is also taken into account,

nations might do us a real service by aiming a there is danger of the problem appearing so

little higher . To limit the time for an essay to complicated as to be deemed impracticable in the

T
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even

limited time usually placed at the disposal of the work by their utilitarian character. In a school

school art - master .
art-class the practical work is restricted to drawing ;

But in reality the suggestion entails no revolu- but the intention of drawing should be to present

tionary upheaval of methods, but rather the to the pupils a general idea of the appearance and

reformation of those already existing by the sub- history ofmany kinds of fine art of which examples,

stitution of a definite aim in place of a vague course | not always fine, are to be found everywhere, to
of work devoted to all kinds of ill -assorted purposes build up right views of the subject, and to lay the

of no absorbing value in themselves. If the fact foundations of good taste by insuring some famili

that the final aim of all drawing instruction is arity with work of a high standard.

really to teach art be once clearly grasped, re- The hour or two each week that is all the time

formation becomes a simple process of the gradual that the claims of art are able to extract from the

elimination of all exercises not directly to the average headmasterwould be quite sufficient if the

point ,and the substitution of better methods and course of study could be made properly progressive .

more instructive material . One real danger must, The whole of a complete system of instruction,

however , be pointed out , the very existence of from the most elementary phase to the most

whichwill serve to clear the ground of difficulties advanced, could be gone over in the various

by affording reasons for laying aside much that classes in the course of a week or so , provided

would only encumber the work . The school course of that the work of each class had , and kept, its

study will always be limited by the fact that it rests distinct place, taking the knowledge obtained in

upon a strictly “ pictorial”

practice. The examples set be

fore the pupils mustalways re

present things of great interest

and real beauty, illustrating
either the artistic progress of

various branches of work, or

bringing portraits of persons,

places , and objects of national

or local historical, or

sentimental, importance to

their knowledge. The ex

amples should be moreover of

carefully gradated difficulty

and have a certain direct

connection with each other .

But it must never be forgot

ten that all examples are to

be used either as drawing
Fig. 4. - Two Italian Plates. Middle of XVIth Century.

copies, or to introduce
(Victoria and Albert Museum . )

ercises in those kinds of de

signing that can be worked out to their highest that below and carrying it further. In a carefully

perfection on paper with the brush, pen and pencil. arranged course there would be no such thing as

It wouldbe quite proper to include suchasubject first , second, or third form model-drawing,for

as the general history of patterns for the decoration instance ; such an exercise, if used , would appear

of flat surfaces, and to illustrate the lessons by once to illustrate certain lessons and become

examples of the typical pattern workof mastersof immediately merged into more advanced work.

all periods, countries and crafts ; but to enter into There is at present a lamentable want of con

any discussion of the methods of manufacturing tinuity of method in instruction from the begin

woven fabrics, wall papers, inlays and so on , which ning. In the kindergarten stage of education,

govern those who design expressly for these drawing necessarily plays a considerable part in
processes, would be distinctly outside the scope of the development of habits of observation and neat

school classes . For this reason such an exercise ness of handiwork. Good examples and copies

as stencil designing, frequently admitted, is certainly are often intelligently used to cultivate these

out of place. faculties. The copying in pencil , chalks, and

Knowledge of the technical restrictions of a colour of national Aags and heraldic emblems,

single limited decorative process will warp the prints of birds and beasts, flowers and foliage, and,

pupil's general notions of design . Design for all kinds of attractive subjects, is the mainstay of

definite crafts can only be safely studied in a the instruction . Pupils are also shown how to

workshop where knowledge of tools and materials construct designs out of methodically arranged

is to be obtained. The school woodwork and bright patches of colour formed with single strokes

needlework classes are upon a different footing of the brush . In consequence of the practice

from craft work attached to an art class ; they are obtained in the kindergarten , or corresponding

admitted for the purpose of cultivating handwork , classes , considerable progress in pencil drawing

and, if properly conducted, are prevented from and in the management of water-colours is made.

exerting a narrowing influence upon the general Work from flat objects, such as tennis racquets,

ex
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cricket bats, fans and leaves , hung upon the black- work. These “ show ” drawings are always re

board, is sometimes added, and the exercises may cognised by school authorities as being amongst

even go so far as to include studies from simple the most interesting results produced by their

objects involving someperspective, natural-history pupils ; good specimens have a strange way of

drawing from real specimens, and memory drawing appearing directly all unnecessary restraint is re

The whole, in short , as a brief introduction , leaves moved . But they are not the logical outcome of

little to be desired, paying as it does due attention the system of instruction followed ; they are more

to the cultivation of imagination , observation , and often isolated instances of perseverance overcoming

power of expression simultaneously. difficulties.

But the transition from this work to that of the i Instead of breaking away from the successful

methods of the kindergarten

stage , just at the precise,

moment when they are about

to assume great interest, it

would be far more reason

able to continue them still

further by striving to cultivate

a wider knowledge of the

same class of subjects that

have been already introduced

to the pupils in a preliminary

way. It would be quite pos

sible to continue to exercise

and increase the whole of the

skill in observation , drawing,

and colouring, that the pupils

have already acquired, with .

out specialising in one de

partment of it , whilst their

general artistic knowledge is

also being extended. Na.

tural-history drawing , pattern

designing, work from groups

of still life, copying from re

productions, photographs and

casts of fine work, memory

drawing from objectsobjects and

drawings previously made,

might all grow up together ,

illustrating and helping each

other forward ; work being done

in all kinds of materials-pencil ,

pen -and - ink , or colour , in order

to obtain as varied practice as

possible .

The methodically placed

brush -strokes lay the founda
Fig. 5.- Linen Cover, Embroidered with Coloured Silks.

tions of pattern designing, the
(Victoria and Albert Museum. )

fundamental principle of which

is the arrangement and re

forms immediately above is abrupt in the extreme . arrangement of given elements in different ways.

Quite a different atmosphere is encountered in The flags and emblems lead naturally to heraldry ,

entering upon the regular class - work. A clean with its marvellously perfected traditional decora.

sweep is made of the more interesting exercises ; tive ideas of patterns, beasts , and foliage- like forms.

all the colour work disappears , sometimes the Writing of titles grows into lettering ; arrange.

design as well , perhaps never to be resumed . The ment of words into inscriptions , illuminating and

traditional freehand, model, and light and shade, the decoration of books. Careful lettering should

thenceforth hold continual sway , in some form or always be introduced as soon as possible into the

another , until the time arrives when the few pupils course , and good Roman and Gothic alphabets

whose artistic faculties have survived , or have been drawn and committed to memory. It is a most

developed by influences operating outside the useful exercise , plainly requiring such neat exe

school, are allowed to prepare drawings not con- cution , such accurate observation. The forms of

forming to strict classification . Frequently some letters are so well known that a high standard of

of these drawings framed and hung upon the class- criticism is soon acquired. The pupils are never

room walls are exhibited as examples of class satisfied with bad work, and derive solid satisfac

3
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tion from a happily drawn alphabet . Heraldry few objects of simple forms under different con

and lettering also afford very suitable subjects for ditions, will be found instructive .

large - scale chalkdrawings on the blackboard or But inasmuch as these exercises , if continued
brown paper. Flower-drawing and drawing from for too long a period , will unduly develop the

shells and insects introduce nature and supply faculties specially associated with the painter's

material for use later on in elaborating the plain branch of art at the expense of the rest , it is

pattern designs that have been copied or invented . necessary to associate closely design and natural

In plant drawing, care should be taken to give the history drawing with this work in such a way that

pupils single buds , flowers, or leaves, just so much all may growup together. To attempt to lay

as can be carefully and accurately finished in a down a rigid , detailed course of work would be a

lesson . The preparation of careless - mannered
.

very unprofitable task ; it will suffice to point out

flower studies for use in design exercises must by way of illustration how the course already

never be allowed ; such drawings , neither designs sketched out may be followed to still wider con

nor studies, are worse than useless. The best clusions . We might take such common objects as

foliage and flower decoration for the ornamentation would usually be selected for the still-life groups

of patterns is that reproduced by a well-trained and study them over again from quite a different

memory from careful study of plants. All these point of view. Books and all kinds of pottery,

exercises can be followed out by easy stages from plain white, coloured or decorated , such as cups

simple beginnings to complicated developments, and saucers, gingerbeer bottles , &c . , might be

and moreover can be profit

ably brought into connection

with a strict course of draw

ing , shading, and colouring

from objects.

A more sound knowledge

of perspective and of the

varied effects of light and

shade and of reflections is

acquired by the direct study

of real objects than by the ob

servation of made-up models

and casts , cubes , cylinders and

spheres , apparatus specially

designed to exhibit each

problem by itself, with all

extraneous complications re

moved . Such apparatus is

useful to enable the teacher
Fig . 6.-Elementary Studies in Pattern Designing.

to demonstrate the matters

they illustrate in their sim

plest form , but if incessantly drawn from they ac- made to afford a common ground for many kinds

tually stultify all powers of observation . Pupils of study . If we pass directly from the considera

whohave acquired from constant practice a certain tion of the pictorial appearance of each class of

facility in drawing and shading groups of geo- objects to the examination of their decoration and

metrical models are frequently quite at a loss if history as works of art , using carefully the work

a set of real objects of the same form but different of the greatest potters and book -makers as our

proportions or colours is placed before them . AllAll guides and illustrations, the instruction will gain

the difficulties of the sphere can be traced equally a new interest and a valuable practical bearing.

well in an orange ; the sphere has its use in The possibilities opened up by the prospect of

demonstrating clearly the principle of light, shade conducting the original brushwork exercises of the

and reflected light . The orange exhibits the same kindergarten class along the path followed by the

law in actual operation , and has reality and indi- great Oriental and Italian pottery decorators are

viduality as well. A little ingenuity will suggest alluring indeed ! The further development of

numbers of subjects bringing out problems in a these exercises through the study of the pen and

much more complete way than is possible with brush drawing of the book-makers, who executed

ordinary school apparatus. Two or three precisely the magnificent work produced before the inven

similar volumes or other objects that are exactly tion of printing, and even of some of the work of

alike in appearance may be grouped together to the early printers themselves , would cover a noble

given an exercise in the expression of things of field of design . It would have the advantage of

the same dimensions in different positions : they being eminently practical— that is , it could be

may be heaped on a mirror placed flat upon a table worthily carried to its highest perfection, should

and the reflections also studied. An orange placed the pupils grow sufficiently proficient, on paper,

near a white teacup will show how colour is with pen, brush and colours. It would bring

reflected . A course of observation of little groups together a number of the subordinate studies

of still life, showing the varied appearance of a already undertaken , the lettering, heraldry , flower
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great types ofdecorative brush designs by copying IN

a

2

drawing, and pattern -work, and exhibit them all

in a proper and practical relationship to each SELECT LISTS OF BOOKS FOR THE

other, and it would form an excellent starting
SCHOOL LIBRARY.

point for the prosecution of further studies .

Nhis article last month Mr. Lupton , the

Librarian of Marlborough College, described
coloured reproductions or photographs of work the formation and explained the management

of the finest quality, such as is shown in Figs . of a school library. To supplement the guidance

1 , 2 , 3 , and 4. They might then draw out very given in that article we have asked well-known

neatly a sheet of sample pieces of patterns teachers to prepare short lists of books, on the
collected from numerous copies ; in the four subjects they represent, to which they think the

left -hand squares of Fig . 6, designs taken pupils of a school should have easy access . The

from the photographs illustrating this and the lists are intended to include the best books and

preceding article are so collected . They would
to be representative , but it must be understood

soon be in a position to produce design exercises
that there are many other valuable books which

on the lines laid down by their models by taking will find a place in a well-equipped library . The

each design and redrawing it with the smallest
lists given below rather tend towards the irre

possible change, as is done in the four right -hand ducible minimum without which no library is

squares of Fig . 6 . It is much more educational quite workmanlike . These lists will be followed,

to work within well -defined limits upon the tra- in future issues , by others dealing with the various

ditional stock - in -trade of generations of designers subjects that enter into a school curriculum and

than to fall back upon the latest inventions of the into school life.

newest brushwork copy-books and diagrams. The

heraldry , alphabets, castles, lions, crowns, &c . ,
HISTORY

occurring on the examples would form the material

for separate sheets of studies; their history and By Prof. F. J. C. Hearnshaw, M.A. , LL.M.

signification should always carefully be noted on Hartley University College, Southampton.

the drawings . All these exercises should be
worked in connection with drawing and painting A.-LENDING LIBRARY.

from still-life groups composed of, amongst other
Classical History.

things, plain modern pottery of good form .

The use of coloured reproductions of pages of · History of Greece.” J. B. Bury. (Macmillan .)

ancient illuminated manuscripts or finely decorated 8s. 6d . or 255. net . Or “ History ofGreece.

early printed books is also advisable ; copying A. Holm . 4 vols. (Macmillan.) 255. 6d. net .

this work, which is but decoration of another very “ Outlines of Roman History.” H. F. Pelham.

similar type , will add a refining influence to the (Rivingtons . ) 6s .

brush work and give variety . Examination of the “ Student's Roman Empire." J. B. Bury .

materials that make up the decoration of the ( Murray .) 78. 6d .

illuminated manuscriptswill show that they are “ City States of Greece and Rome.” W. W.

much the same, more or less modified , as those Fowler. (Macmillan .) 5s .

that were found upon the pottery examples. " Student's Ancient History of the East." P.

Familiarity with the figures, draperies, architec- Smith . (Murray. ) 7s . 6d .

tural forms, and schemes of colouring, found in the
General History.miniatures will prepare the pupils for another

stage of the work , including exercises in both “ European History." G. B. Adams. (Mac

observation and invention of a still more advanced millan . ) 6s . 6d . net . Or - Periods of Euro

character. pean History ." 88 vols. A. Hassall (Ed .)

( Rivingtons.) 48s. net.

Holy Roman Empire.” J. Bryce . (Macmillan .)
The following resolutions were adopted by large majorities at

the annual meeting of the Association of Assistantmistresses :
“ History of Civilisation in Europe." F. Guizot.( 1 ) That the association would desire to see the establishment

of a definite form of agreement between the assistant -mistress (Bell .) 35. 60 .

and the governing body ofthe school . (2 ) That the permanent “ Decline and Fall.” E. Gibbon. New edition ,

appointment and dismissal of assistant- mistresses should rest edited by J. B. Bury. 8 vols . (Methuen .)

with the governing body of the school , on the recommendation
of the headmistress. (3) In cases where the power ofappoint 48s . net .

ment and dismissal rests with the headmistress , she should be “ A Student's History of the United States."

required to furnish the governing body with a full report of all E. Channing. (Macmillan .) 7s. 6d. Or

proposed changes in the staff. ( 4 ) In all cases of dismissal the “ The American Commonwealth . J. Bryce.
assistant should have the right of appeal direct to the Board of 2 vols. (Macmillan .) 255.

Education . ( 5 ) That the period of probation should not be

longer than two terms. (6) That, in the opinion of this
English History.association, the headmistress should have the right to suspend

an assistant - mistress from attendance in the school, but such “ Short History.” J. R. Green . (Macmillan .)
suspension should be immediately reported to the governors. 8s . 6d . or £2 net .

( 7) That the agreement should be terminated only at ihe end of

" History of England." York Powell and Tout .
a school term , and alter notice given not later than two months

before the end of the term. Longmans.) 78. 6d .

7s. 6d.

1 )
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ENGLISH LITERATURE.

By CLARA L. THOMSON .

9

I2s. 3 vols .
1

" English Constitutional History.” Taswell-Lang

mead . Fifth edition . Edited by P. A. Ash

worth . ( Stevens and Haynes . ) 18s.

" Growth of British Policy." J. R. Seeley. 2 vols .

(Camb. Univ . Press . )

Expansion of England.” J. R. Seeley . (Mac

millan . ) 4s. net .

" The Expansion of the British Empire." W. H.

Woodward. (Camb. Univ. Press . ) 45. Or

· The Growth of the Empire." A. W. Jose.

( Murray . ) 6 .

“ Landmarks in English Industrial History." Lee

Warner. ( Blackie . ) 5s .

“ Introduction to History of Church of England."

H. O. Wakeman. ( Rivingtons . ) 7s.6d .

4 vols.
7

9 )

Archaeology.

“ Manual of Roman Antiquities.” Ramsay and

Lanciani . (Griffin ) ios. 6d ..
" Manual of Greek Antiquities." Gardner and

Jevons . (Griffin .) 1os . 6d .

Biography.

“ Twelve English Statesmen .”

millan.) 305.

66

Various . (Mac

“ Chambers' Encyclopædia of English Literature. "

(Chambers, Edinburgh .) IOS . 6d .

net each .

“ The English Poets." Edited by T. H. Ward

(Macmillan .) Vols . I. , II . , III . ,

78. 6d . each ; Vol . IV . , 8s . 6d .

" English Prose." Edited by Sir Henry Craik .

(Macmillan .) 5 vols . Vols . I.-IV. 7s . 6d .

each ; Vol . V. , 8s . 6d .

" The Deeds of Beowulf.” Translated into Modern

Prose by John Earle . (Clarendon Press.)

8s . 6d .

“ The Mabinogion ." Translated by Lady Char

lotte Guest. Edited by Alfred Nutt . (Nutt.)
.

25. 6d .

“ The Student's Chaucer.” Edited by Dr. W. W.

Skeat . ( Clarendon Press . ) 7s.6d .

“ The Morte D'Arthur." Globe edition . (Mac

millan.) 35. 60.
" Spenser . Complete Works. Globe edition .

(Macmillan .) 3s. 6d .

Shakespeare's Plays and Poems.” The Eversley
Edition . Edited by Prof. C. H. Herford.

In 10 vols . (Macmillan .) 45. net each vol .

“ Bacon's Essays." Golden Treasury Series .

( Macmillan . ) 25. 6d .

“ Milton's Poetical Works.” Edited by the Rev.

H. C. Beeching . (Clarendon Press.) 75. 6d .

“ The Pilgrim's Progress. Edited by Dr. C. H.

Firth. (Methuen .) 5S .

" Essays of John Dryden . Selected and Edited

by W. P. Ker. ( Clarendon Press . ) 2 vols .

Ios , 6d .

“ Gulliver's Travels. " By Dean Swift . With

Introduction by Sir Henry Craik, K.C.B.

(Macmillan .) 3s . 6d.

" Addison . Selections from Papers in the Spec

tator . " Edited by T. Arnold . ( Clarendon

Press . ) 7s.6d .

" Robinson Crusoe.” By Daniel Defoe. Edited

by Henry Kingsley. (Macmillan .) 35. 6d.

“ Boswell's Johnson .' ( Macmillan . )

35. 6d . net each .

“ Wordsworth's Complete Poetical Works.” With

an Introduction by John Morley . (Macmillan .)

B. - REFERENCE LIBRARY.

Classical History.

“ Atlas Antiquus." H. Kiepert . ( Sanborn . )

3s . 6d .

General History.

" Histoire Générale ." A.D. 395-1900 . 12 vols.

Lavisse and Rambaud. (Armand Colin , Paris . )

192s . Or “ Cambridge Modern History.'

A.D. 1453-1900 . ( To be completed in 12
vols .) Acton and others. (Camb. Univ.

Press. ) 150s.

English History.

History of Civilisation in England , etc.” H. T.

Buckle . 3 vols. (Longmans.) 24$ .

“ Social England.” H. D. Trail . 6 vols. (Cas

sell . ) 12s . to 14s . net . each .

“ New Student's Atlas of English History."

E. Reich . (Macmillan .) 1os. net. Or“ Atlas

of English History.” S. R. Gardiner.

( Longmans. ) 5s.
“ Dictionary of English History." Low and

Pulling. (Cassell . ) 78. 6d .

66

3 vols .

75. 6d .

Archaeology.

Concise Dictionary of Greek and Roman An

tiquities." F. W. Cornish. (Murray.)

“ Coleridge's Complete Poetical Works." Edited

by J. Dykes Campbell. (Macmillan .) 75. 6d .

“ Scott's Poetical Works.” Globe Edition . (Mac

millan .) 35. 60 .

“ Old Mortality." By Sir W. Scott . Border

Edition . (Macmillan.) 35. 6d.

" Essays of Elia .” Edited by Augustine Birrell.

(Dent.) 2 vols. 35. 6d . each .3s

“ Heroes and Hero Worship .” By T. Carlyle.

Library Edition . ( Chapman and Hall . )

“ Esmond . " By W. M. Thackeray. (Mac

millan .) 35. 60.

" David Copperfield.” By Charles Dickens. Fire

side edition. (Chapman and Hall.) 35. 6d .

“ Browning's Poetical Works." (Smith , Elder.)

2 vols . gs . each .

2IS .

Biography.

" Dictionary of Biography." Patrick and Groome.

(Chambers.) Ios . 6d .

** Index Volume to Dictionary Nat . Biography . ”

S. Lee, editor . ( Smith , Elder.) 255 .
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“ Tennyson's Poetical Works." ( Macmillan . )

75. 6d .

60

Essays in Criticism ." By Matthew Arnold .

(Macmillan . ) 2 vols . 45. net each .

“ Virginibus Puerisque." By R. L. Stevenson .

(Chatto and Windus.) 6s .

GEOGRAPHY.

By F. D. HERBERTSON . , B.A. ( Lond . ) .

Author of " Descriptive Geographies from Original Sources.”

“ Eskimo Life." F. Nansen. (Longmans. ) 16s..

Second-hand only .

" In the Guiana Forest." J. Rodway . ( Fisher

Unwin . ) 3s. 6d .

“ Heart of Africa ." G. Schweinfurth . 2 vols .

(Sampson Low .) 7s .

" China ." E. R. Scidmore. ( Macmillan. ) 8s . 6d .

“ Historical Geography of the Holy Land." G. A.

Smith. (Hodder and Stoughton. ) 155.

“ The River Congo.” Sir H. M. Stanley. (Samp

son Low. )

“ Sketches of Nature in the Alps.” F. von

Tschudi . (Longmans . ) Second -hand only .

“ Travels on the Amazon ." A. R. Wallace .

(Ward, Lock & Co.) 25 .

“ The Malay Archipelago.” A. R. Wallace .

(Macmillan .) 75. 6d.

“ Scrambles among the Alps.” E. Whymper.

( Murray. ) 155 .

“ Land of the Lion and the Sun." C. J. Wills .

(Ward, Lock & Co.) 25 .

( To be continued .)

35. 6d.

.

6

For RefereNCE LIBRARY .

( One of the following. )

“ Handbook of Geography." A. J. Herbertson .

(Nelson) . 1904.

" Regions of the World." 12 vols .
H. J. Mac

kinder . (Clarendon Press . ) 7s.6d . each .

“ International Geography.” H. R. Mill . Third

edition . 1903 . (Newnes .) 155.

· Universal Geography.” E. Réclus .

Second -hand .

Stanford's “ Compendium of Geography." 12 vols .

>

66

19 vols .

155. each .

<

TH

For LENDING LIBRARY .

“ DescriptiveGeographies from Original Sources ."
THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY.

F. D. Herbertson . 6 vols. ( Black . ) 25. 6d . SCHOOL TEACHERS AT THE

each .
UNIVERSITIES.

“ Our Neighbour's ” Series . 8 vols . already pub

lished. Various authors. ( Newnes . ) 3s . 6d .
II.- THE OXFORD TRAINING School.

each volume .

“ Pen and Pencil Series.” (For the Illustrations. ) HE oldest of our Universities has the newest

Volumes for all the principal countries of the Chair of Education . It was only in April

World . (Religious Tract Society . ) 8s .
last year (1903) that Oxford established a

Books of TRAVEL, ETC.
separate Delegacy for the control of the training of

secondary school teachers and a Readership in

“ Voyage of the Sunbeam ." Lady Brassey . Education . But the work was really begun in

( Longmans . ) is. 1896 , and it was only its success and increasing

“ In the Trades , Tropics , and Roaring Forties." extent which brought about the change in organisa

Lady Brassey . ( Longmans.) 7s . 6d . tion . A comparison between 1896 and 1904 will

“ From North Pole to Equator." A. E. Brehm. show to what an extent modern educational views

(Blackie .) 155 . have found their way into the older Universities

“ Impressions of South Africa . " J. Bryce. (Mac- in less than a decade .

millan . ) 6s . In 1896, amid many gloomy prognostications

“ From Adam's Peak to Elephanta." E. Car- that the office would be a sinecure , and not a few

penter. (Sonnenschein . ) 155. suggestions that education would not suffer if it

Voyage of the Beagle .” C. Darwin . (Ward , were , Congregation passed a decree authorising

Lock & Co. ) 25 . the Local Examinations Delegacy , to appoint

“ Land of the Midnight Sun." P. B. Du Chaille . instructors and instituting an examination in the

(Murray .) 36s . “ Theory, History and Practice " of Education.

“ Forests and Deserts of North America." P. In April , 1897, Mr. Keatinge and Miss Cooper,

Fountain . ( Longmans. ) 9s . 6d . who have since presided over the school under
Wandering Scholar in the Levant.” D. G. Ho- various names, came into residence . But there

garth . ( Murray . ) 75. 6d . were no pupils . The gloomy predictions seemed

Himalayan Journals.” Sir J. D. Hooker. (Ward, about to be realised when the number of men

Lock & Co.) 25. students, after rising to four, fell back to one .

“ Naturalist in La Plata . " W. H. Hudson . Since then no less than 320 students (of whom

( Chapman and Hall . ) 16 . 200 were men ) , have worked for the Diploma, and

“ British Central Africa ." Sir H. H. Johnston. at the present moment there are thirty -one men

(Methuen .) 18s. and twenty - five women taking the course ; nor is

" At Last." C. Kingsley. (Macmillan .) this an exceptional year. We have the Reader's

“ Where Three Empires Meet.” E. F. Knight. authority, too , for saying that the quality of the

(Longmans.) 35. 6d . work has improved as the number of students has

9

35. 6d .
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increased . Nearly all the present candidates are various ages and in different subjects give oppor

graduates in honours (eight of them having taken tunities for applying abstract principles to concrete

first -classes) who are remaining in residence for cases ; the discussions on these lessons , which are

an additional year . The University recognised nearly always marked by a desire to bring out
this success last year by putting the organisation useful points and by a freedom from captious

on a permanent footing under a separate Delegacy criticism , are undoubtedly one of the most valuable

and appointing Mr. Keatinge , who had success- parts of the course . These lessons, it may be

fully presided over its growth , to the Readership . added , form series , and the value of a lesson is

The Delegacy includes many of the most pro- always judged from its use as a part of the series

minent members of the University, some of whom quite as much as on its own merits. A neglect of

have been active promoters of the training move- this consideration may become a serious danger

ment from the beginning. Only those engaged in the practical part of an educational course .

in the actual conduct of the work know how much The ordinary class-teaching (some five to ten

its success is due to the efforts and sympathy of hours weekly for each student) is conducted under

the Rector of Exeter ( Rev. W. W. Jackson) , Mr. supervision in secondary and in elementary schools,

Arthur Sidgwick, and Mr. H. T. Gerrans. largely in the latter . This has considerable ad

The course consists of three terms' work in vantages . In the first place , the teacher in an

Oxford, or in the case of honours men , who form elementary school learns to rely on himself. What

the majority, of two terms, with a month's prac- the class learns is what he teaches. He cannot ,

tical work as a student-teacher at a school away even if he wishes , fall back on the hearing of home

from Oxford at the beginning or end of each work. In the second place , an elementary-school

term , of an examination and of a term's probation class responds more readily to good teaching, as

at a recognised secondary school. During the opposed to other means of discipline. The teacher

portion of the work that takes place in Oxford has thus a ready test of the efficacy of his teaching.

the combination of class -teaching, criticism lessons, It is well that a man should have learnt to rely on

lectures , reading and essay writing should occupy this best means of keeping discipline before he

a student for not less than eight hours daily . has to consider the other means to which he must

Candidates who qualified for their degrees not resort when this fails . Thirdly , the large size of

later than June, 1898 , are granted Diplomas after the classes brings out his power of manipulating

a shorter period of residence. For these a course a class .

of four weeks in the summer holidays is sufficient. The use of elementary schools for habituating

These summer courses are largely attended . students to take charge of large classes does not

Among the students have been masters from Win- necessitate any neglect of the methods of teaching

chester, Clifton, Charterhouse, Cheltenham , and suitable for secondary schools. The criticism

other well - known schools, as well as mistresses , lessons are given to smaller classes of older boys,

both head and assistant , from the leading high and in addition much of the practical work takes

schools for girls. place in the periods of the school term which fall

In the course at Oxford, theoretical and prac- during vacation , that is , in October before the

tical work go hand in hand . Throughout the Michaelmas term and at the end of the other two

lectures and the weekly essays are balanced by University terms, when a number of well -known

criticism lessons and ordinary class-teaching. schools ' welcome the men who are training.

The lectures , some four a week, are directed at This provides an additional opportunity for seeing

first to present a general view of the problems of good teaching, of teaching under experienced

education and of the position of the chief educa- supervision and of entering thoroughly into school
tional writers , while later they deal separately life .

with the difficulties involved in each of the chief The diploma examination , held twice a year

subjects of a secondary curriculum . Some of the in April and in September, consists of four papers.

lectures are given by well-known schoolmasters . The style of questions resemble those set in the

During the present term Mr. R. Deakin , head- “ Greats school ; hence they guide reading

master of Stourbridge Grammar School, is deliver- without keeping it in a groove . The character

ing a course of lectures on the teaching of mathe- of the reading can readily be understood by a

matics , and Mr. C. J. Baker , senior science perusal of a set of these papers. The first paper

master at Shrewsbury School , another course on deals mainly with the philosophical basis of

the teaching of physical science . The reading education , as affecting both aim and method, and

suggested by the lectures is regulated by the is quite general . The second deals with the

weekly essays , which deal both with philosophical history of educational theory . A slighter know

and with historical questions involved in educa- ledge of tendencies from the Renascence to the

tion, with its psychological basis as well as with present day is expected ; but more stress is laid on

problems of curriculum , organisation and method . a special period, which is changed from time to

The nature of the reading will be made more appa- time ; at present it is the eighteenth century , with

rent when we come to describe the examination . Rousseau , Kant and Pestalozzi as the specified

The Oxford School does not forget to practise

the doctrine which it impresses on future teachers

that knowledge is real only when it can be applied .
" The list includes Clifton ; Cheltenham ; Christ's Hospital ; Elizabeth

College , Guernsey ; Nottingham High School ; Wyggeston School,
Three criticism lessons a week with classes of Leicester ; Kelly College, Tavistock ; Siourbridge Grammar School.
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assessors

authors. This does not imply that either the THE MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION.

Herbartian school or recent English reformers are

neglected . Men will read them , as they read the E directed attention , in our issue of last

exponents of the traditional views, in any case : December, to the part played by the

though many would probably not of their own
ASSOCIATION FOR the IMPROVEMENT OF

accord trace their ideas to the fountain head GEOMETRICAL Teaching in initiating the move

without the guidance that is given . Some know. ment for reform in mathematical education . We

ledge of contemporary foreign systems is also gave a list of the principles laid down by the

required. The third paper brings us within the Association in 1871 for adoption in any new text

class -room , to points of practical detail, and book, and suggested an instructive comparison of

here candidates are expected to have considered these with the recommendations by the committees

the teaching of several subjects other than that in of the British and Mathematical Associations now

which they are examined in the fourth paper , at last sanctioned by the Universities of Oxford

where each candidate selects the teaching of the and Cambridge.

subject which he intends especially to make his We proceed to supply a few more details of the

own . The standard for · distinction ” in the history of the old A.I.G.T., of its conversion into

examination is about that of a first class in a the Mathematical Association , and of the place

final Honour School; a pass ” is about the which, under the new name, it now holds as an

standard of a low class in Honours . educational institution .

The examination , like the other arrangementsof The work of the A.I.G.T. may be grouped under

the Diploma Course , is placed, as far as is possible, the following heads :

under the control of members of the teaching (a ) Preparation of a “ Syllabus of Plane Geo(

profession . Among the examiners have been metry,” and agitation for its recognition by

the Rev. G. C. Bell, late master of Marlborough, examining bodies.

Rev. Dr. Fearon , late headmaster of Winchester (6) Preparation of “ Elements of Plane Geo

College , Rev. Canon Glazebrook , headmaster of metry," supplying proofs of the propositions con

Clifton College , Rev. W. Penney , headmaster of
tained in the syllabus.

Elizabeth College , Guernsey ; while Dr. Turpin , (c) The extension of the work of the Association

of Nottingham High School, Mr. Hawkesworth, of to other branches of elementary mathematics.

Rugby, Mr. Godfrey, of Winchester, and Mr. F. B. (d) Arrangements for the reading and printing

Kirkman , late of Merchant Taylors ' , have acted as of papers by various mathematicians on subjects
for special subjects. Mr. Arthur of interest to mathematical teachers .

Sidgwick , Prof. Stout , and Prof. Alexander have It took four years to complete the syllabus ,

also examined . though the part dealing with the subject matter

The examination is followed by a term's pro of Euclid I.-IV. was so far complete in 1873 as

bation at a recognised secondary school. Three to serve as a ground-work for the third ' edition

certificates must be presented to the Delegacy of the “ Elements of Geometry ,” by Mr. J. M.

before a diploma is granted ; one from the reader in Wilson , of Rugby, a book which deserves a place

education ; a second from the headmaster under on the bookshelf by the side of more recent

whom the candidate has spent the probationary geometries.

period, certifying teaching ability and the power The subject of proportion and the treatment of

of maintaining discipline; and a third from the incommensurables naturally gave rise to much

examiners certifying that the candidate has passed discussion, and it was not until 1875 that the cor

or taken distinctions in the examination . responding part of the syllabus, after exhaustive

Some apology is due to a large body of readers criticism , was passed at a general meeting. The

for having described the work exclusively from syllabus was then published by Messrs. Macmillan.

the masculine point of view . The body of ladies
It was submitted to a British Association con

studying under the able guidance of Miss Cooper mittee, who reported on it at the Glasgow meeting

are almost as numerous as the men and at in 1876 at considerable length , and recommended

least as zealous. The writer can only plead, it to the favourable consideration of the universities

firstly , that he has not the requisite knowledge ; and other examining bodies . This recommenda

secondly, that the study of education is no new tion seems to have fallen rather flat. There was

thing among women students. The feature which then no general feeling of unrest and of misgiving

most strikes one who has taken the course after that all was not well with our system of education

some years ' absence from Oxford is the interest comparable to that which lay behind Prof. Perry's

shown by the men . We doubt whether any of vigorous attack on our antiquated methods twenty

the final schools of the University produces so five years. later in the same city . Examining

widespread an interest among the whole number bodies probably excused themselves, where they

of its candidates. Further, the course is taken in thought excuse necessary , by the plea that there

practically equal proportions by men who have was no demand for change on the part of the

taken their degrees in classics , mathematics,

science and history. These two facts speak 1 We refer those interested in tracing the gradual spread of the movement

volumes for the adaptability of the older Universi
more closely than the limits of this article will allow to the prefaces in this

edition . Among much interesting matter the following seems to deserve

ties and their full recognition of modern require- quotation : “ Much of what is most characteristic of the book ( first edition

of Book I. ) is due to Dr. Temple. It was at his wish that I undertook the
ments .

work , as he is strongly impressed with the need of it."
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great body of teachers, and teachers, more legiti- done much towards keeping up interest in the

mately, that they were bound by the fetters of the Association as a bond of union among mathe

examination system . maticians of various classes engaged in teaching,

The publication of the completed syllabus was There seems to be no record as to the origin of

followed , in 1878 , by that of the fourth edition of this new and attractive feature . The start was

Wilson's “ Elementary Geometry ,” based on the a strong one, with papers by Besant , Minchin ,
complete syllabus , the “ Elements of Plane Geo- and Lamb. Among other mathematicians of

metry ,” published by the Association ,not appearing eminence who have from time to time read papers

till some years after - Part I. , 1884 , Part II., 1886. may be mentioned , Rev. C. Taylor , D.D., *“ Dis

It is instructive to compare the slow and covery and Geometrical Treatment of the Conic

deliberate procedure of the Association with the Sections " ( 1884) ; “ New Treatment of Hy.

rush of individual authors, each with his own text- perbola " (1890) ; R. B. Hayward, “ The Correla.

book , which began in 1902 , and has scarcely yet tion of the Different Branches of Elementary

abated . The difference is not entirely due to the Mathematics " ( 1886) ; Prof. A. Lodge and Prof.

proverbial slowness of action of corporate bodies , J. Larmor..

Though in mathematics, as in other matters , the Many of these papers are still worth careful

number of those who are capable of more or less study . In the very first Mr. Besant struck the

intelligent criticism is always greater than that of note sounded still more loudly by Prof. Perry, at

those who will expedite business by constructive Glasgow .'

work . The rapidity with which things geometrical Other papers have been given by experienced

move nowadays is partly due to the work done by teachers , such as Mr. Heppel, whose * Use of

the Association twenty -five or thirty years ago in History in Teaching Mathematics " deserves

bringing home the very idea of the possibility of reprinting.

change, to say nothing of its desirability , to the Most of the work done in the committees

great mass of teachers, and partly due to the appointed in 1881 to report on defects in the

direct influence of teachers like Hayward, of usual methods, order , or range in teaching sub

Harrow , and Levett , of Birmingham , on the pupils jects other than elementarygeometry was as a

trained by them . rule that of one or two individuals, and it was

The publication of the complete work afforded found that it would have been almost as valu

a favourable opportunity for addressing the Uni- able to the teaching world without the delay

versities and Civil Service Commissioners, but the and expense caused by the intervention of com

replies amounted to little more than this :- mittees. The continued existence of the Associa

Euclid's sequence and axioms being retained, any proof tion gives evidence of a widespread desire on

will be admitted . The consequence was the issue of the part of teachers to become acquainted with

a number of new editions of Euclid's Elements, the methods of other teachers. The Mathematical

cleared to a great extent of his cumbrous verbiage Gazette was started in the hope of gratifying this

and well supplied with exercises and addenda. desire . The published programme announced

These have also had their use in preparing for the the intention of keeping , as a rule , strictly to such

present freedom , and in rendering less abrupt the school subjects as arithmetic, algebra , geometry,

transition from Potts or Todhunter to the manuals trigonometry, and mechanics, though not abso

now claiming attention. They have done something lutely excluding such higher subjects as differen

towards rendering less strange the use of loci , and tial and integral calculus.

the ideas of symmetry, projection, inversion, & c . This programme has been closely followed ,

Thus far we have dealt with the work done by thoughthough occasionally such higher matters

the Association in influencing the public opinion of Bolyai's “Science Absolute of Space ” and Von
the mass of teachers. We have considered this Staudt's “ Geometrie der Lage.' There seems

part of its indirect but not unimportant work at to be no objection to the insertion from time to

some length because , though other changes must time of such papers , provided that they do not

come and ought to come in time, we believe that occur too frequently, and so long as the main

at present the changes have been quite as great as object of the Gazette, to be useful to teachers, is

is advisable ; reformers have, in fact, “ bitten off kept well in view .

as much as they can chew ," and those responsible

for guiding mathematical teaching along the into regions of thought which their own occupa

best lines must look to it that liberty is not allowed tions prevent their hoping to explore ; they may

to degenerate into license. be regarded , in fact, as arches

We now turn to that part of its work which where thro'

has had its effect chiefly on the members of the Gleams that untravelled world

Association. Up to 1883 the meetings had been

chiefly devoted to discussions on the syllabus and 1 “ The fact constantly before us at Cambridge , that mechanics are being

text -book, and on the reports of various com- studied with a view to success in examinations, tends to make us forget

mittees on the other subjects. In that year an
the importance of the practical applications to daily life of a knowledge

of mechanics, and the temptation is to luxuriate in the flowery and orna.

innovation was made by the commencement of a mental problems which sometimes form the staple of examination questions.

The factmust be recognised that millions of people must acquire a know

series of papers on various branches of mathe. ledge of mechanics, practical or theoretical , or both , who are not going to be

matics read at the Annual Meeting, and after tested by a Cambridge examination . The carpenter and the builder, the

wards published in the reports . Thishas probably
shipwright and the architect, must acquire a perception of the laws of

No. 62 , Vol. 6.]

as

le bythose who like to have an occasional glance

mechanics to fit them for their avocations,

F
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of whose existence it may be well to know, though of post - graduate study for teachers are established

there may be no hope of penetrating it . -this may be possible when educational chaos

But probably what most of the readers of the gives way to educational system — the Association

Gazette appreciate are its articles bearing on will still have its uses . Its greatest benefits will

matters of practical teaching, not only such as naturally fall to , and be most appreciated by,

those developing and modifying the views ex. ! those who take the most active part in con

pressed at Glasgow , but such as those by Prof.tributing to its work ; to those, indeed, who act

Barrett and Mr. C. S. Jackson “ On the Slide -rule most up to the spirit of the words of Bacon' which

and its use in Teaching Logarithms" ; its problems appear as the motto of the Association on the

and solutions ; and its reviews ofnewly -issued works . cover of the Gazette .

Thus the Gazette has done much to help the The Gazette was first started with Mr. E. M.

Mathematical Association (the new name was Langley as editor. It was of quarto size, and

adopted in 1897) to discharge one of its most appeared three times a year . At the end of two

useful functions — that of keeping those teachers years' pressure of other work compelled Mr.

who chose to profit by its existence in a state of Langley to give up the editorship,whichhas been

carried on in succession by Dr. F. S. Macaulay

and Mr. W. J. Greenstreet, the latter of whom

still continues to occupy the post . When the first

change of editorship was made it was accom

panied by one in the form of the Gazette , which is

now published in octavo form . It appears six

times a year instead of twice.

For the great part taken by the Association since

1901 , in working out the practical steps necessary

to give effect tothe remarkable general agreement

on most important points at the Glasgow debate ,

and to the rapid success which has attended its

labours , we need do little more than draw attention

to the accounts already published in THE SCHOOL

WORLD and to the programmes of examining

bodies . These and its official recognition by

university authorities have given it renewed vigour :

it is hoped that it will deal effectively with im

portant problems in mathematical education which

still await solution . Two of the papers announced

for the annual meeting this year deal with very

important questions for the immediate future:

Mr. C. S. Jackson's “ An Account of a Recent

Discussion on the Possibility of Fusion of the

Teaching of Mathematics and Science," and Mr.

C. A. Rumsey's “ On Advanced School Courses of

Mathematics.” For further information as to the

meetings, conditions of membership, &c . , the reader

is referred to the Hon . Secs . , Mr. C. Pendlebury ,

M.A. , St. Paul's School , London , W.; and Mr.

H. D. Ellis, M.A., 12 , Gloucester Terrace , Hyde

Photo .) (Elliot and Fry.
Park , W. It remains to give a list of the eminent

PROF. A. R. FORSYTH , M.A., F.R.S. mathematicians who havehonoured the Association

President of the Mathematical Association. by accepting its presidency : Dr. T. A. Hirst,

growth. Without continued growth in the teacher,
Dr. R. B. Hayward, Dr. Č . Taylor, Prof. G. M.

teaching tends to lose the power of stimulating
Minchin , Prof. J. Sylvester , Dr. R. Wormell,

the minds of the students it affects to guide. Dr. J. Larmor, Prof. A. Lodge, Sir R. S. Ball ,

Of the value of this stimulation those who are Mr. J. F. Moulton, and Prof. A. R. Forsyth, whose

best acquainted with the life of a teacher will have portrait we give. It is fortunate for the Association

little doubt. Few careers are more calculated to
that at such an eventful time as the present it

lead to such intellectual isolation in his own sub. should have the advantage of Prof. Forsyth's

ject as that of a mathematical scholar appointed guidance in its counsels, distinguished as he is not

as a master in a secondary school . He is too only for his scientific attainments , but also for his

likely to find it difficult to keep up the enthusiasm acquaintance with the needs and difficulties of

with which doubtless in many cases he starts ,
mathematical education .

without some sort of companionship and corre

spondence with others of his own profession, and

a teacher who has no enthusiasm is to be pitied,

9 )

1 " I hold every man a debtor to his profession from the which as men of

though perhaps not so much as his pupils are . course do seek to receive countenance and profit , so ought they of duty to

endeavour themselves, by way of amends, to be a help and an ornament

Even if, as some of us venture to hope , schemes thereunto .
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In some experiments, such as those connected

A NEW BOTANICAL LABORATORY. with movements of plants, it is important that

there should be no vibration . A brick table has

therefore been made in a corner of the laboratory ;By LILIAN J. CLARKE, B.Sc.

two brick pillars, the complete width of the table ,
James Allen's Girls' School, Dulwich .

support a slab of slate it inches thick , making a

very firm structure.

HE Botanical Laboratory recently established The fourth side of the room is fitted up with a

at the James Allen's Girls' School was sink , draining board, shelves , a tank and black

built in order that experimental work on board . The tank was made in order that the girls,

living plants might be carried on throughout the while at school , might study living water-plants .
year. During a great part of the year botanical It was felt that it would bea great advantage for

experimentalwork can be arranged in any room- the plants to be in rain water, so arrangements

for six years the chemical laboratory was used- were made for the rain water which fell onthe roof

but in the winter seedlings

and plants die before experi

ments can be finished , unless

the room be heated day and

night . It is especially im

portant that pupils should

carry on indoor experimental

work in the winter , as

experiments can then take

place in botany gardens, and

it was therefore arranged that

the new botanical laboratory

—the first of its kind—should

be kept at a temperature of

50 ° F., day and night , during

the wintermonths. The labo

ratory is heated by means of

two rows of hot -water pipes ,

which are connected with a

low-pressure furnace just out

side the building.

The laboratory is built of

red brick , and has a glass

sloping roof, and fourteen

casement windows which

open outwards. It is 22} ft.

long , about 16 ft. wide , and
[Photo. by the Architect, Arthur ). Gale, F.R.I.B.A.

13} ft. high at the highest
James Allen's Girls' School, Dulwich . Exterior of Botanical

part . The floor is a tiled one ,
Laboratory.

sloping slightly from the

middle towards the sides , and on two sides is a of the laboratory and the adjacent building to be

channel , so that any water spilt on the floor drains caught in the tank . A pipe from the roof delivers

to the sides and is carried away down the channel water into one end of the tank , and a partition

to an outside drain . On three sides of the (through the lower part of which the water flows)

laboratory polished teak benches have been con- cuts off that end from the larger portion in which

structed 2 ft. and 2 ft. wide, and at these benches the plants live . The tank can be filled with tap

the girls work, setting up experiments , drawing water when rain water is scarce , but up to the

from nature, &c . Gas pipes are fitted all round present no inconvenience has been caused by

the room , and twenty -two bunsens can be used on drought.

the benches if required. In case an unusually By means of a tap in the bottom the tank can

large class should be at work in the laboratory, be emptied when it is necessary to clean it . The

and there should not be sufficient room at the tank is 7 ft. long , 2 ft . wide , and i } ft. deep . It

benches , a large table has been placed in the is made of slate, and has a glass side. It has

centre of the room . Under the benches are been found most useful : water lilies , iris , duck

cupboards in which the girls keep tripods, clamp weed , water- soldier , frogbit, water -crowfoot,

stands and other apparatus, and when the labora- azolla , and many other plants have been grown

tory was planned care was taken that in some in it . It is much better for the girls to study the

cupboards it would be possible to carry on living plants than to hear about them , and for

experiments in the dark . Drawers for smaller many reasons it is much easier in school time for a

apparatus, such as files, thermometers , &c . , class of girls to study the plants in a tank than to

provided in several parts of the room . visit a pond . We do not think that we give them

are
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a perfect representation of the life of water plants , wood small staples are driven in to keep the wires

but as far as we can we have an indoor pond . in place . It has been found that the distance

There is in the tank an artificial marsh in which between the vertical supports is too great , so it

we grow plants which are not accustomed to living has been arranged to place vertical wires between
in water , but need more water than is found in the pieces of wood , so that there will only be a

most soils . A tray 4 inches deep, and possess. distance of six inches between the vertical supports.

ing a perforated bottom , is supported on four legs , Several climbing plants are growing in the labora

and screws are arranged so that the bottom of the tory , and the girls can study indoors the various

tray can be brought level with the top of the ways in which plants climb. Of course , in choosing

water . the plants it is well to choose typical ones and

On the back wall of the laboratory over the ones which do not die down in the winter.

bench are cupboards with glass doors, a seed With regard to the equipment of the laboratory ,

incubator , and arrangements for climbing plants . apparatus has been bought which is found in most

At the top of the cupboards are pigeon -holes in laboratories—balances , weights, clamp stands ,

which various dry fruits are kept: the fruits are bunsens, tripods, gas jars , glass tubing, files, test

classified in one part according to their dehiscence, tubes, &c . Our work in the new laboratory

and in another part accordingto the way in which resembles in many points the botanical work of

past years- an account of

which appeared in a pre

vious number of The SCHOOL

World' — but there is now

more scope for physiology

experiments, as these go on

throughout the year, and

there is more space avail

able .

In former years some of the

perennials growing in solu

tions in the chemical labora

tory survived the winter , but

several were killed by cold .

Now it is hoped that all the

water - culture perennials

(numbering this year about

forty) will live through the

winter , and in the spring we

shall have numerous exam

ples of buds unfolding on the

miniature trees. In many

ways the botanical laboratory

[Photo. by the Architect, Arthur 7. Gale, F.R.I.B.A. has been of great service

James Allen's Girls' School , Dulwich . Interior of Botanical Laboratory.
during the past year in ena.

bling the girls to learn by

they are dispersed. The girls help to keep the means of their own observations and experiments;

pigeon-holes well stocked . The lower part of the and many other arrangements are being made by

cupboards contains simple microscopes , balances means of which the out-door work carried on in

and weights.
the botany gardens will be supplemented by the

The incubator or seed germinator is most useful work in the laboratory.

when numbers of seedlings are needed by the girls.

It is a box made of zinc with a sloping lid of glass ,
and is heated by four jets of gas. Over a copper tray “ I LOOK across our English world and see clearly and

containing water is a movable tray in which deep distinctly the two vices which , more than anything else, are

porous pots are placed, and in these porous obstructing the wheels of progress-drinking and gambling .

pots seeds are germinated . The pots can stand They are apparent to the least observant of men . " - G . F. Watts.

in water, or damp sawdust , or earth , and at the “ STRANGELY enough they make games of hazard a serious

highest point of the germinator there is a space of occupation even when sober, and so venturesome are they'about

twelve inches between the bottom of the pots and gaining or losing , that, when every other resource has failed , on

the surface of the glass . A mercury regulator at the last and final throw, they stake the freedom of their own

the side prevents the apparatus from being over- persons. The loser goes into voluntary slavery : though the

heated .

younger and stronger , he suffers himself to be bound and sold.

The arrangement for climbing plants is fixed to Such is their stubborn persistency in a bad practice ; they them

the wall . Horizontal steel wires , twelve inches

selves call it honour.”- Cornelius Tacitus, “ Germania .'

apart , are attached to pieces of angle - iron . At
Translated by Church and Brodribb, London , 1877 .

intervals of one foot are placed vertical pieces of

wood , and at the point where the wires cross the 1 THE SCHOOL WORLD. June , 1903.

a

.
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CLASSICS AS AN INTELLECTUAL

TRAINING .

over .

a

The study of the classical languages, of the life, history and

literature of ancient Greece and Rome, have until yesterday

held a position of supremacy in the field of higher educa ion

which was perhaps something more than was their due-a

supremacy so unquestioned , at any rate , that its votaries ave

until recently scarce deigned to examine the grounds on

which it rested , still less troubled themselves to explain them to

the outside world . Those days are Every study, in

these days, must justify itself. New subjects, with undoubted

claims, have come in to contest the field ; new ideas and aims,

for national as well as individual education , have been put

forward , some by those who really understand what education

means more by those who do not ; many popular cries have

been raised to attract the public ear, and it behoves those who

have given their lives to the work of education , and understand

the processes by which human minds are developed , to point

out what are in their opinion the true aims to be held in view,

what are the fundamental conditions under which alone real

progress and success can be secured , whatever may be the

subjects to be included in our educational curriculum . It is not

a question of subjects ; it is far more a question of methods.

Classical men know by experience what a splendid instru

ment for opening, expanding, stimulating and furnishing the

young mind can be forged out of wisely.conducted classical

study ; but , as befits those engaged in the most liberalising of all

pursuits , we bear an open mind towards all subjects of human

study, and would exclude none of them , provided only they

fulál the fundamental conditions on which all genuine educa

tion depends. Under wise and thoughtful treatment , there is

perbaps no subject of human knowledge which may not be

made into an effective implement of education -- no subject,

however excellent , which may not be rendered useless for

its purpose by dull , mechanical and lifeless treatment .

In my inaugural Address last year I endeavoured to point out

that the main end of all education , however early it may have

to end , is to evoke, develop, and strengthen the natural powers

of the mind ; to lead the scholar to realise what accurate

knowledge means ; how reasoning may lead him on from one

truth to another ; and thus send him out into the world in

possession of his full powers , and with a wide mental outlook,

fit to cope with whatever practical problems liſe itself may

present. The success of Germany in education was shown to

be the result of patient , continuous work in a few subjects,

carried on over a series of years ; the subjects taught are chosen

mainly for educational, not for utilitarian , ends, not necessarily ,

often not at all , connected with the scholar's future calling ;

while again , in special schools, the utilitarian element is care

fully laid on a foundation of general knowledge . But what

ever the subjects be, whether ancient or modern or scientific,

the essential point is that they are studied systematically from

the foundation , as coherent branches of knowledge, with a view

to create those right habits of study , those orderly methods of

reasoning and observation , which are indispensable for every

calling which has an intellectual element in it , and without

which no man can turn to full account the opportunities which

liſe itself may place within his reach .

In the case of America , we saw how, even in that practical

country , the study of the classics is being advanced with

prodigious rapidity : not merely for those who have academic

aims in view , but for those who have the ordinary career of

commerce or citizenship before them, and for whom it is felt

that the best of all possible equipment that a man can possess

for the varied purposes of practical life is to have a mind solidly

and continuously trained in some of the fundamental branches of

human knowledge .

The human studies , all admit , are indispensable for all .

“ The studies which deal with man ,” said Mr. Gladstone , in

his Glasgow Rectorial Address of 1879— “ studies in the largest

sense of humanity, studies conversant with his nature, his works,

his duties , and his destinies , are the highest of all studies . As

the human form is the groundwork of the highest training in

art , so those mental pursuits are the highest which have man,

considered at large , as their object.”

Granting these positions , and the corollary that the human or

literary studies must lie at the root of all education , we cannot

view without anxiety the fact that at the present moment, under

the in uence of various popular shibboleths , the essential

elements of true education are in danger of being thrust on one

side for supposed utilitarian ends, not one of which special ends

can , in fact, be attained unless they be pursued from a founda

tion of general mental discipline.

Granted, then , that a general education is an indispen

sable foundation for every kind of specialised institution , what

are the reasons which have given to the classics their supreme

place in the educational field of the past , what are the

grounds on which we believe to-day that their study affords, not

certainly the only introduction , but the best introduction to the

human studies as a whole, and supplies an admirable prepara

tion for the work of life , not only if pursued to a high level , but

even for boys whose school training may end at 14 or 15 years

of age ? The reason is a simple one : it is because these studies

are eminently intellectual in themselves ; because they call into

play , from the very first, those mental processes by which habits

of observation , thought , and reasoning , can gradually be formed,

and because they introduce the young mind , by methods suit

able for youth , to those large and simple conceptions upon

which the whole fabric of human civilisation rests.

It is objected that the classical languages repel by their diffi

culty ; that the learner is oppressed by a mass of dry , technical

details , grammatical , and so forth ; that the average boy never

gets as far as the literature at all , forgets all he has learned of it

as soon as learnt , and has no occasion to use his painfully

acquired knowledge in after- life. And it is suggested that in

studies of less difficulty, more akin to modern life, acquisition

would be easier and more pleasant , progress would be more

rapid , while the pupil would carry away a larger body of

knowledge, all of it useful in later life .

But I have no faith in the idea that everything in learning

can be made easy and pleasant to the learner. The path to

knowledge cannot be made an easy path. No mental mastery

ever be acquired except by downright hard effort, by

accurate learning of hard lessons , by looking difficulties in the

face , and by gradually discovering that the mind possesses

within itself the means of overcoming them .

It is not good to burden the young mind with masses of

facts ; what is required is that the facts put before it should be

important, should be large and luminous, should embody general

principles , and be so connected with each other as to exemplify

the mental processes on which all reasoning rests. The ideal

study is that which combines, if one may put it so, the minimum

of matter with the maximum of mind ; and it is this special

quality in the study of the classics which Lord Goschen had in

view when he pronounced his celebrated dictum :

“ You may take it from me that there are five times as many

intellectual processes to undertake in translating from Latin

and Greek into English, as there are in translating into English

from any foreign language."

can

:

1 Abridged from the presidential Address delivered by Prof. G. G.

Ramsay, M.A , LL.D., Litt. D., at the annual meeting of the Scottish

Classical Association, December 5th , 1903.
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healthy wrestling with grammar and with dictionary is indeed to

play “ Hamlet ” without the Prince of Denmark . I rejoiced

much to find the following passage in the interesting volume of

Lectures lately published by Prof. Hardie :

" Generalisations about the life and thought of a past age are

mere empty phrases, unless we possess some direct acquaintance

with that life and thought. Critical description of an author's

merits and defects is one of the most useless forms of human

knowledge, unless we can read the author ourselves , and feel
that it is true. The key to the whole lies in the laborious

mastery of details, in the first instance , in minutely accurate

study of idioms and grammar.”
# #

Prof. Ramsay further recommended that the teaching of

grammar should be simplified at the beginning, all unnecessary

details as to rare forms and exceptions , all precise rules as to

genders and all delicate questions in syntax being omitted or

deferred until such points actually occur in the reading.

THE EDUCATIONAL OUTLOOK . '

Now this does not mean that there is anything intrinsically

difficult or abstruse in Latin and Greek : it means, on the con

trary, that they present the problems of language in their most

simple typical shape, exhibiting in their external forms the

relations between thought and grammar, and refusing to allow

the scholar to proceed one step until he has mastered the funda .

mental conceptions on which all language and all thought are

based . In modern tongues these prime conceptions are over

laid and obscured by all the accretions, developments and

amplifications which centuries of confused living and complex

thinking have brought with them . Latin and Greek are the

best first trainers in speech and reason , not because they are so

hard , but because they are so simple ; because they are concrete

rather than abstract ; because they are direct and not allusive ;

because they express at first hand , not at second hand , the

great facts of human life, whether of the outer or of the inner

world . Latin grammar alone-in its declensions , its conjuga

tions , still more in its syntax-may be described as forming a

systematised compendium of practical logic ; every difference

of form or construction corresponding to an essential difference

of thought.

And as it is with language, so is it with all the elements of

which human culture and civilisation are made up. Whether

we look at the literature , or the philosophy, or the art ; at the

history , or the law, ancient Greece and Rome, we find in all

the same typical qualities . All is great , simple, and monu

mental ; all is traced on large, luminous and comprehensive

lines which can be grasped in their statuesque simplicity by the

youthful mind, and through which he gains access , at their

source, to the great ideas which have moved the world . Here,

again, it is a case of the universal as against the particular , of

the minimum of matter combined with the maximum of mind .

Take the literature by itself. From the first moment when

the Latin scholar begins his first reading - book , his reading is all

of gold. He is dealing with large and simple ideas , treated in

the grand manner : though he can read but half a page in a day,

he can read part of a masterpiece, from every line of which he

may take lessons in the ordering of thought and words which a

whole year's issue of the Scotsman or Daily Telegraph could

never teach him. Within the compass of an ordinary school

course , the classical boy may dip into , and have an appreciation

of, some of the noblest things that have been said or thought on

all the great problems of human life. It is because everything

that he learns is excellent -- because everything is suggestive and

deals with fundamental facts, that are typical of similar facts all

the world over— because everything appeals to , and draws out ,

his reason and forms his judgment, that the classically -trained

youth carries with him into life an ordered mind which he can

apply to every kind of situation , and will enable him to

marshal and digest the facts, whatever they may be, which life

itself will present to him.

What has been said is enough to supply an answer to

questions often asked : “ Why torment a boy with the techni

calities of Latin grammar? ” “ Why not let him learn ancient

literature through the medium of translations ? ” In other words,

“ Why not acquire mental habits without having to go through

the mental acts by which alone the habits can be formed ?

Why go through the toil of reading a book, when you can read

a review of it ; or better still , get a friend to tell you what the

reviewer says of it ? Why condemn children to the misery of

doing sums when they might find the answer to every possible

arithmetical problem in a key ? " Yes ; “ Why not start liſe

fully educated without going through the toils and worries of

education ? ” To the man already educated in other ways, who

wishes to get some knowledge of ancient literature , grammar

may be superfluous, good translations may tell much ; but if the

classics are to be used for purposes of education , to leave out the

MR. BALFOUR's Education Bill of 1902 has called into activity

hundreds of bodies engaged with more or less energy and wis

dom in effecting some of the reforms which we so long and so

patiently advocated.

In some counties education committees strongly constituted ,

and reinforced by able experts, are discharging wisely and

liberally the duties imposed on them by the Act ; while else.

where, for lack of practical wisdom and organising power, there

is a weltering muddle. There is great force in a suggestion

made by your President last year, that the County and Borough

Education Committees should establish a central council or

committee similar to that of the County Councils Association.

It would serve to diffuse sound principles and practical expe.

dients for organisation , management, finance , and the immense

complex of detail involved in the effective working of the Act.

However, much has been accomplished in the last few years,
and even though entry into the Promised Land is , as of old ,

chequered by disappointment and conflict, at any rate there is

good reason to congratulate this Association which , in the weary

years of waiting, largely helped to form public opinion and to

win acceptance for broad principles of reform . For instance,

we may express satisfaction at the successful issue of our efforts

in behalf of the tripartite organisation of the Board of Education,

in which effort a leading part was taken by one whose tempo

rary absence from among us is deeply regretted . A very happy

outcome of this recent organisation is the appointment of

Mr. W. C. Fletcher as Senior Chief Inspector of Secondary

Schools.

The influence of a single able and courageous official has been

signally shown by the effect of Mr. Headlam’s report on se

condary schools. It supplied some of the material for a wise and

powerſul speech by Sir Wm . Anson in the last session of Parlia.

ment , in which he brought forward the evidences of the deplo

rable defects in the literary subjects of many secondary schools,

due in some measure to the misguided zeal and energy of the

authorities of the late Science and Art Department.

But now we have good reason to hope for better things, and

the influence of the Senior Inspector and his staff will be steadily

1 Abridged from the presidential Address delivered at the annual meeting

of the Incorporated Association of Headmasters by the Rev. Canon Bell,

M.A., late Master of Marlborough College, on January 12th , 1904.
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providing adequate tests and supplying competent teachers of

the mother tongue.

As we consider the manifold forces at work in the field of

education , the action and reaction of conflicting influences, and

the importance of the problems to be solved , it is plain that the

coming year is destined to exert a momentous influence on the

higher education of the country . Our experience in the past

dictates to us our policy in ihe present and future . You know

better than I the men who on your behalf have in past years

taken the leading part in securing reform . Many of them are

happily still among us , encouraged by success thus far achieved ,

and mindful that it has been in large measure the outcome of

unwearied patience and persistence on the part of this Associa

tion , and of other bodies allied to it by their needs and their

sympathies.

If they want a motto for the new year as they reckon up what

remains to be done, they may think of President Lincoln's

advice to keep on pegging away ; or if they would prefer some- .

thing more classical, let them take the words several times

repeated in that unique commonplace book of Matthew Arnold ,

“ Labora et noli contristari.”

THE ASSISTANT - MASTER AND THE

FUTURE OF EDUCATION ,

a

exerted to secure for secondary education many improvements

still urgently needed . I will enumerate a few of them :

Our schools need freedom to give a well-balanced liberal

education, without being cramped by unscientific time-tables, or

bribed to sacrifice their pupils' true interests.

They need deliverance from the complex net -work of

examinations, and from other defects of our examination system ;

we have to thank some of the universities , headed by Oxford

and London, which are rendering , or about to render, help in

different ways. There will be opportunities during our discus

sions of referring to some of these matters in detail , and in par

ticular I hope our members will be present in strong force to

consider the very important question of leaving certificates which

will be brought before them by Mr. Fletcher as chairman of the
Examinations Committee.

Thirdly, no efforts must be spared by those interested in edu

cation , by county and borough councils , by schoolmasters , by

inspectors and all the authorities of the Roard of Education , to

urge upon the intelligence and the conscience of the nation the

urgent need of increased grants from the Exchequer to the local

education authorities for secondary schools, to enable them to do

what is, or should be, demanded of them by the nation . The

demands on them are growing rapidly .

Warnings have more than once been offered from this chair

that the supply of assistant - masters has for some time been

steadily dwindling both in number and quality. There may be

several reasons for this decline , but none is more obvious or

more scandalous than the lamentably low standard of the

salaries of a large proportion of assistant-masters in secondary

schools ; and a startling assertion is made that in some schools

the sum divisible for salaries is so inadequate that a rise in the

number of pupils , due, presumably, to successful teaching and

management, actually lessens the sum per head available for the

salaries of the assistant - masters. Again , comparatively few

schools are as yet able to establish a pension fund or other pro

vision for masters when their strength fails them .

To one more question I must invite your attention . It occu

pies a prominent place in the melancholy but stimulating report

of Mr. J. W. Headlam on “ The teaching of literary subjects in

some secondary schools ” ( Board of Education, No. 1738 ) , but

it does not occur in our programme for this meeting, and no

reference is made to it in the report for the year. I refer to the

pressing need of improvement in the teaching of our mother

tongue. Complaints come from many quarters, including the

universities and the army authorities , of the deplorable

ignorance of English shown in examinations by candidates from

our schools. Some members of the Mosely Commission con

sider that in many points we have little to learn from America,

but this cannot be true in regard to the teaching of English , if

we may judge from the thorough and scientific treatment of this

subject in American manuals ; and you are , no doubt, familiar

with papers in Mr. Sadler's invaluable volumes of reports , which

show the thoroughness in the teaching of the mother tongue in

Germany and France.

Whereas Mr. Headlam says that the very first elements of

good work are absent , and in a large number of schools the

teaching has not yet reached that stage at which criticism begins

to be useful or possible - English grammar is taught without

any reference to the other language-work which the boys are

doing -- the rules are learnt from a text - book-but the boy gets

no acquaintance with the English language as used by those

who know how to use it , and has little skill or facility in express

ing himself on paper or orally. Before our boys can be better

taught , many schoolmasters will have to be converted from the

heresy that English can be picked up anyhow without devoting

time and care specially to it ; and universities, and other training

and examining bodies, must be urged to lend their help in

a

In the discussion of educational questions , the presence of

those who have actual experience of educational work is abso.

lutely essential . On that point I take my stand , for it is funda

mental. The Education Act of 1902 states that the Local

Education Committee shall contain persons “ of experience in

education,” and the only persons who can properly be so de.

scribed are not those who talk about education , who write about

education , or who administer education, but the men and women

whose whole life has been devoted to the hard task of real

teaching. These are the true experts -- artis docendi non expertes

sed experti — and to exclude them from the settlement of educa

tional questions is as much folly as it would be to exclude

doctors from deliberations on the public health . No doubt the

constitution of Consultative Committees composed chiefly of

teachers is a healthy measure , and I have personally to acknow

ledge the generous treatment which , sitting as your nominee on

one of them , I have received from the Chairman of the Surrey

County Council , though he knows that on this point I am

sharply opposed to him . But such committees are not enough,

for all experience shows that , in crder really to affect the de

liberations of any public body, there must be direct representa

tion on it , or, at least, power of direct access to it. It is not

enough to be allowed to submit resolutions to it on paper. The

right of immediate personal intervention is what is needed , and

if consultative committees are to be of real service, the chairman

and vice-chairman they elect should either ex officio be placed on

the Education Committee itsell , or at least be allowed to inter

vene in its debates, even if debarred from voting.

On this subject there is unity of opinion , and , what is far

more , there has been unity of action , between ourselves and the

Association of Headmasters. That Association has, indeed ,

during the past year deserved warm gratitude both from us and

from all who wish well to education . Whereas the Headmasters'

Conference, eminent equally for its exclusiveness and its inca

pacity , can point to no memorial of its long existence , to no

:

1 Abridged from an Address delivered by Mr. T. E. Page, M.A., in

moving the adoption of the Report at the annual meeting of the Incor

porated Association of Assistant-masters, January gih , 1904 .
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record of any real achievement-unless the recent editing of a

school hymn- book may be accounted such -the Association of

Headmasters has taken a step which, although very simple,

seems to me to constitute the most important , because the most

enlightened , movement which has taken place in secondary

education within living memory. Knowing that the present

conditions of tenure in schools are most unsatisfactory, and that

this fact, by tending to diminish the already scant supply of good

teachers , was a serious injury to the profession at large, while at

times it caused cruel wrong to individuals , the headmasters took

the only course which was corsistent with sound reason and a

just estimate of the duties of their position. They resolved that

on a subject of common concern to the whole profession there

should be -- and it is of happiest augury for the future - common

deliberation of all its members. They invited our representa

tives to meet theirs , and over the conference which took place

Sir Edward Fry consented to preside . At the second meeting

of the conference we were also honoured by the presence of Sir

W. Anson and two of the permanent officials of the Board of

Education . The resolutions arrived at by the conference will ,

perhaps, not cominand universal approval , for any arrangement

which attempts to reconcile what may be conflicting interests

can never give complete satisfaction to everyone, but they are

none the less , I believe, of great value. For the first time it is

definitely acknowledged that an assistant master ought to be ,

not the private servant of his chief, but the public servant of the

authorities of the school . That acknowledgment is itself a fact

of the first magnitude and of far-reaching possibilities. It places

every assistant master in a new, higher, and worthier position ,

while, although its value is apparently much diminished by head

masters being, somewhat inconsistently, allowed to retain the

right of dismissal, yet that right is transformed from an absolute

and arbitrary right into one which is judicial and limited by the

assertion that it is to be exercised not “ at pleasure ” but “ at

discretion," and the addition of a note explaining that the words

" at discretion " are intended to give the authorities ofthe school

opportunity , should they think fit, of inquiring how that discre

tion has been exercised . There is further added a right of

appeal to the Board of Education, and the decision of the Board

is to be final and effective. These resolutions are no doubt as

yet only on paper. It will need much effort and earnestness to

turn them into realities , but they are , even as they stand , a

record of high value, which will take a place of its own among

the archives of education , and gives, I think , to the headmasters

to whom we owe them a claim to rank as benefactors of our

profession.

On the question of salaries , which the conference had not time

to consider , there is liitle to be said , because the subject admits

of no dispute. In most schools they are totally and miserably

inadequate, and , alike in their own interests and the interests of

education , the members of this Association can never let the

subject drop.

About superannuation something must be said . Doubtless

various views are held on the subject : older men think differently

about it from younger ones , and these in their turn will find

their opinions insensibly modified by time ; but beyond dispute

any plan which curtails every man's professional life by some

years does pro tanto render the profession less attractive because

less remunerative. Superannuation, in fact, unless compensated

for by pensions , must involve a clear loss . Whenever it is in

troduced , it must be in connection with a proper pension fund .

But there is grave danger that by passing resolutions in favour of

superannuation and pensions you may get the one without the

other. Superannuation can be settled by a few strokes of the

pen , but to provide pensions is a task of immense difficulty.
Where are the funds to come from ? They certainly do not

exist at present, or could only be obtained by making heavy

deductions from salaries already too small, while clearly , even if

any funds could be secured , the amount of such pensions must

suffer heavily if an early date is fixed for superannuation. In

deed , when this question is considered as involving two factors,

its actual difficulty becomes extreme, and no steps should be

taken without full public consideration , while, looking at the

importance of the subject , it does seem that the Board of

Education might rightly and wisely initiate an inquiry into it .

Speaking generally, the condition of education at the present

time affords much ground for hope and some for fear-- for hope ,

because of the increasing interest taken in the subject ; for fear,

because of a certain want of sturdy common -sense in dealing

with it . Books, essays , speeches, and articles on education

abound, but a close grip of facts is rare. Yet all educational

problems resolve themselves ultimately into two clear ones

what to teach and how to get it taught. With regard to the

first, unfortunately, there is complexity and confusion where

there ought to be order and simplicity . In old days the mental

diet provided in schools was, doubtless, too monotonous. It

recalled an old - fashioned dinner on a plain joint and pudding ;

but it was often good , wholesome , and nutritive . Now the bill

of fare in its pretentious variety reminds me of those menus

exhibited at the doors of inſerior restaurants where for half-a

crown you can have a dinner of half -a -dozen courses , and depart

either famished or unwell . Fresh subjects of study are per

petually forced upon us by those who forget that a boy's brain is

nol , like his digestion, capable of all things. What, indeed ,

ought in each case to be the range of study cannot , since condi .

tions vary infinitely, be stated with exactitude , but limitation of

such range is essential to all solid and permanent work . As

human beings have the faculties of observation, reason , and

speech , so sound education must combine some study of science ,

mathematics, and literature . But whatever is taught in each of

them must be thorough . In mathematics, indeed , there is little

temptation to be superficial, but in scientific and literary training

there is a natural tendency to a vague discursiveness which is

fatal to the acquisition of real power .

And now , lastly, as to the question of how to get what is

required properly taught. This is the real and central problem

( for no scheme of work badly carried out is worth anything ) , and

the key is to be found only in the character and capacity of those

who do the work of teaching . This obvious truth is, however,

not unfrequently ignored . Of professors who never stoop to

performance, of experts without experience, of administrators

who have never been apprentices of such men we hear much ,

but of the simple actual teachers we hear little . Teaching is

often regarded as a mechanic art in which it is only necessary to

provide good workshops, new machinery, and skilled superin

tendence in order to attain any desired results. It is supposed

that boys, delivered , like raw material , into such a manufactory,

can be turned out at so much a head complete and finished

articles.

Organisation and machinery are , indeed , not without their

use , but, in dealing with a thing so delicate and complex as the

human mind , there is need also of something subtler and more

spiritual . Mentis agilatar mese are the three striking words in

which the poet Ausonius addresses his old teacher , and they are

an epitome of truth . It is in the power of the individual teacher

to stir, to rouse , to spur the mind of his pupil, that the essence

of teaching consists . Organise education as much as you please,

schedule and certificate teachers as you like , pile up Blue -books

to Olympus, and unless you get the men you need, men of real

capacity and even inspiration , all will be a failure . The whole

fabric of education rests finally on the work of the teacher, and ,

if that work is to be well done by able men , there must be three

things-better pay, happier terms of tenure, and wise encourage

ment of merit . Teaching is at best a hard , exhausting , and

"
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often wearisome task , but when, in addition , the teacher's pay is

poor , his position precarious, and his best prospects often an age

of poverty , how can you expect from him that glow and fire of

enthusiasm for learning which can alone kindle in others a like

Promethean spark ? Unhappily, ever since the days of Juvenal,

schoolmasters have been regarded as articles to be bought cheap,

and to be treated at best with toleration and often with con

tempt . Yet , assuredly, in any wise community our work would

be held in high honour, for it is an attempt to perform one of

the niost necessary and hardest of all tasks—anattempt, how

ever feeble, to prepare for noblest uses that wonderful instrument,

the human mind . But , in spite of all , the school master's life

has in itself, if well lived , its own sufficient reward . Tedious it

may be and obscure, but to faithful labourers there comes at

times some ſaint sense that they have done something to make

some opening lives truer , stronger, and better - some faint hope

that , when at last the hands are folded, there may be spoken for

them the great sentence of the Great Master — “ Inasmuch as ye

did it unto the least of one of these my brethren, ye did it unto

me."

EXCURSIONS AND THE TEACHING OF

GEOGRAPHY.1

By J. LOMAS , A.R.C. Sc.(Lond . ).

on the other side in a large curve , and a tributaryjoins naturally

on the outside of the bend . Other observations lead us to the

belief that the straight course is artificial, but has no connection

with the making of the railway .

Thus we follow the stream step by step, observing, seeking

problems and solving them until it is lost in the larger Mersey.

We have thus in the course of a Saturday afternoon seen and

learnt something of the life, the physiology, of a simple stream .

When a pupil has observed , he should be allowed to make or

study maps, which are the conventional representations of what

he has seen. Even if he takes in hand foreign maps, the signs

and conventions will recall to him the features of river , lake ,

mountain , coast , and other scenes about which he has informa

tion at first hand ; he will read into them some real knowledge ,

and they will live in his mind .

Now it may be profitable to describe the methods to be

adopted and the pitfalls to be avoided in conducting excursions .

The true function of a leader is to present problems to be

solved on the spot . With a definite object in view we see more,

and , in balancing evidence for or against a proposition, new

observations are made and keener interest is aroused . Avoid

giving names. If the pupils insist on having names for con

venience, get them to invent such as they think suitable. In

all cases go for the thing and its properties, and label

afterwards.

A pocket blackboard is a useful adjunct in the field . One

can easily be made by attaching a few sheets of brown paper by

means of paper fasteners to a piece of millboard made to fold

vertically . When one sheet has been filled it is easy to tear it

off, and a clean surface is left for further use . Lithographed

slips placed in the hands of the pupils at the beginning of an

excursion , showing what is to be observed, are not

commended . No information should be given which tends to

hinder personal investigation . The attitude of the leader should

be that of a fellow-observer.

It is well not to attempt too much at a time. Almost any

excursion will bear repetition , and the whole of the lessons will

never be exhausted . If excursions cannot be made to fit in

with the time table of a school , spare hours can be utilised ,

provided the teacher is willing to sacrifice some of his leisure for

the benefit of the pupils.

Unless we are totally indifferent as to the results of our

labours as teachers, we must strive by all our powers that the

pupil receives correct impressions. We cannot stand aloof and

think it of no consequence whether our labours have struck

home or not . A good teacher can penetrate the thoughts of

his pupils , and there read the picture impressed. This can be

done by getting the pupil to express by word or drawing what

he has assimilated .

But how are we to make our teaching real and secure that the

pupil receives correct impressions ? There is only one way,

and that is by observation . Seeing must always go before

knowing. Knowledge thus gained is of infinitely greater value

than that merely given on the authority of a teacher . Applying

this to the teaching of geography, the pupil should be placed in

a position to observe the world about him, its life and activities ,

and , if definitions are necessary, he should make them for

himself.

PERHAPS I can best introduce the subject of excursions by

describing one which I have more than once conducted both

with children and adults . It is along the course of an ordinary

stream such as can be met with in any part of the country. In

the summer -time it is little more than a ditch filled with reeds

and coarse grasses, and only after heavy rains does it appear as

a respectable stream . I hope to mark some of the salient points

and the places where we linger to solve problems.

Not far from its source is a miniature waterfall. Our first

enquiry is why a waterfall should exist at this place. A little

hammering soon brings to light a bed of rock harder than the

rest ; we note the undercutting and recession of the fall, and the

swirl of stones in the bed gives the clue to the potholes in the

stream bed . The course of the stream is fairly straight when

traversing the rocky bed , and below, when there is rock on one

side and loose material on the other , it still keeps to the rock ,

and only swerves where an obstacle comes in its path . Further

downstream , where it flows wholly through soft material , the

valley widens and the stream begins a series of meanders.

At one of the bends we pause to make experiments. The lines

of maximum Aow are found by means of sawdust thrown in the

We see the outer curve is steep and is being eroded,

while in the inner bend a tongue of sand shows that deposition

is taking place. Why should the sand be laid down here ? Is

it a result of the movement of the surface or bottom water ?

By introducing coloured liquids by means of a tube we find that

the lines of flow at the bottom are from the outer bend to the

inner. Continual waste of the outer bend causes a sharpening

of the curve. Lower still the stream runs almost straight , and

swampy oxbows alternating at the sides tell of the straightening

process in times gone by . The stream once more begins to

swing through swampy meadows, and then

straight course . All along , oaks , alders , and other trees have

fringed the banks , but here they cease , only to be resumed

lower down where the swings once more begin . We notice the

trees cut across a field towards the railway , and are continued

to be

Eight of the senior students, whose course at Datchelor

Training College came to an end at Christmas last , took the

Cambridge Teaching Diploma exainination in December, and

all were successful. In practical efficiency three first classes

were obtained , and five seconds. Two students also took the

London Teaching Diploma examinations and both succeeded .

One of the junior students took the London B. A. examination

and has gained a First Class .

water.

we come to a

1 Abridged from a Paper read at the annual conference of teachers

arranged by the London Technical Education Board and held at the Chelsea

Polytechnic on January 7th , 1904.
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are

difficult conditions generally prevalent in the past. Even

THE TRAINING OF PUPIL TEACHERS . where, merely as to instruction , a secondary school presents no

great advantage over a higher elementary school or a specialised

The Board of Education issued at the end of 1903 a circular pupil-teacher centre , there will be a social gain if candidates

to Local Education Authorities and others on the subject of the are drawn from homes of more than one class and if something

supply and education of pupil teachers. With the circular was is thus done to break down the existing and undesirable barrier

enclosed a number of hints on the organisation of the instruction between elementary and secondary -school teachers.

of pupil teachers . The following extracts from these documents The Pupil Teacher Centre may be merely fed from secondary

will prove of interest . The circular signed by the Secretary to schools, instead of from preparatory classes of its own , without

the Board states : being in any organic connection with such schools. Some of

“ In March last the Board of Education appointed a small the best existing centres already draw largely upon the secon

temporary committee of investigation into the education and dary schools for candidates. This is the case, for instance, at

training of pupil teachers. The suggestions of that committee Bristol , where intending pupil teachers have received scholar

have already been to a large extent incorporated in the new ships at the School of Science, and where 78 out of 165 pupil

Regulations for the instruction and training of pupil teachers teachers have had this origin . Similarly, at Stockton -on - Tees,

issued by the Board . There is , however, within the limits of 50 out of 70 pupil teachers at the centre have come from a

those regulations , much room for variety of organisation and for secondary school ; and the experience of Cardiff, Lincoln , and

experiments by local education authorities and others in the Nottingham also goes to show that pupil teachers are more

direction of establishing a new and improved pupil - teacher easily obtained and are better educated to start with where good

system. . The problem to be solved in each locality secondary or higher elementary schools exist ; while, on the

will be determined by so many special conditions , and in particu- other hand , Darlington , Preston , and Blackpool are examples

lar by the number and the character of the existing secondary of places where well organised pupil - teacher centres

schools , that the preliminary steps to be taken in each case hampered by the want of secondary schools as feeders.

must be left to those who possess the necessary local knowledge . The secondary character of a centre is , however, strengthened

It would probably be, as a rule, desirable that the local educa. when its candidates are not only drafted in from secondary

tion authorities for higher and for elementary education should schools, but also continue during their career as pupil teachers

join in calling a conference of those interested in the question , to form , in some sense , part of such a school. This method of

in order to consider what facilities already exist for the instruc . organisation is still in its experimental stage ; but many of the

tion of pupil teachers , and what should be done to supplement newly established County Schouls in North Wales are freely

these. The Board of Education are taking steps to collect available for pupil teachers , while in England a similar use is

information as to the very varied experiments now being made made of the Cheltenham , Cirencester , and Spalding Grammar

in connection with the training of teachers. They will be glad Schools, and of the High School at Keswick. In Wiltshire the

at any time to instruct one of their officers to confer at White- buildings at least of secondary schools are utilised for the

hall with Education Secretaries or others engaged upon the instruction of pupil teachers , who are brought into the small

work , and to give any advice and information available . ” towns from the rural area . The fact that pupil teachers can

The following extracts from the pamphlet accompanying the only attend haif- time naturally leads to the organisation of their

circular serve to show that a serious attempt is to be made to work as a distinct half- time department of a school, in which

link together, in one direction at least , primary and secondary instruction is given apart from that of the ordinary scholars.

education : Hereby something of the advantage, social and intellectual , of

CONTINUED NEED FOR A PUPIL - TEACHER SYSTEM .
their position is inevitably lost , and it has been suggested that

it might be possible so to arrange the time-table as to provide

It is clear that pupil teachers not only must, but should , that the pupil teachers should receive class instruction with the

continue to be an important part of the educational system of rest of the school in the mornings, and that the other scholars

the country . There is already a deficiency in the supply of should take subjects, such as music and the like, which do not

certificated teachers, and , in view of the inevitable increase of entail class instruction , in the afternoons. The experiment has

expenditure upon many schools which have hitherto been been tried at Barry, near Cardiff, where the pupil teachers

inadequately staffed, this deficiency will not tend , at any rate attend in the morning and share instruction with the scholars in

for the present , to diminish . It follows that , although every the Intermediate School , and to some extent at Scarborough ,

effort should be made to find recruits for the teaching profession where the pupil teachers are taught during one year of their

in other ways , it would by no means be the course of practical engagement with the rest of the secondary school, while in the

wisdom , at the present moment, to destroy the system which , next year they are organised as a distinct class . But it seems

however inadequate, is the only assured source of supply. very doubtful whether the advantage of any such system to the

Even were this not so , it is probably true that the practical pupil teachers can compensate for the disorganisation necessarily

experience due to employment at an early age in elementary caused in the rest of the school , and the half -time department

schools forms a valuable element , not otherwise easily attain- should probably be the normal arrangement. This will still

able, in the training of a teacher. enable the pupil teachers to obtain very many of the advantages

USE OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
of the corporate life of the secondary school .

The advantage of their position in a secondary school is far

On the other hand , it is equally important at the present more seriously diminished when the pupil teachers not only do

moment that fresh blood should be introduced into the pupil- not share instruction with the other scholars , but are also unable

teacher system by the drawing of candidates from secondary to join in the games and the ordinary social life of the school.

schools and by the utilisation of secondary schools to the fullest This is the case in Wiltshire, where most of the pupil teachers

extent possible for the purposes of their training . It is to be have to be conveyed a considerable distance to school, and also

hoped not only that a fresh source of supply may in this way in North Wales, where the fact that the pupil teachers have no

be tapped, but also that the result may be to bring the pupil mid -week half- holiday interferes with their joining fully in

teachers under the influence of a wider outlook and a more games. Every effort should be made to overcome this draw.

humane ideal of education than have been possible under the back ; and the half- holiday in the middle of the week, as well

a
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as the regular Saturday half-holiday, will be of great importance

on this as well as on other more obvious grounds. There are THE GEOGRAPHICAL EXHIBITION

naturally other difficulties in the way of the instruction of pupil AT CHELSEA .

teachers in secondary schools besides that of organisation .

There is the “ class ” problem to be faced . It is probable that The large gymnasium of the Chelsea Polytechnic appeared

the tradition and habit of social differentiation would make it almost covered with maps : lantern slides and models were also

difficult (at all events for some time to come) to draſt pupil conspicuous . In an adjoining room the desks were covered

teachers to any large extent into many schools of the old gram- with books, and a collection of globes caught the eye at once .

mar - school type , and it is understood that the teachers of these, The finest the wall maps was a large German Empire in

as well as of some schools of the modern high-school type , join high relief, no varnish and no names interfering with the general

with the parents of their existing scholars in deprecating the effect. A coloured contour map of the South of England by

possible changes in the character of the schools , both social and Bartholomew on 4 -inch scale was also the more effective by

intellectual, which might result . But it may be hoped that the being left unvarnished and without names. The Indian Survey

difficulty will tend to disappear as the number of pupil teachers was represented by a fine series of maps , including large wall

who have already had their preliminary education in secondary maps showing the distribution of cotton and other products .

schools increases. Again, in many places the supply of secon- The same information in a more condensed form was given in

dary schools is inadequate, and in order to provide effectively the “ Statistical Atlas of India.” The Intelligence Division of

for pupil teachers it would be necessary to establish additional the War Office was represented by a sheet from South Abyssinia

schools, as has been done so largely in Wales. The curriculum up to the borders of Lake Rudolf. Among specimens of

of some of the existing secondary schools is also either on the Survey maps were the Oxford, Kinderscout , Chichester and

one hand too scientific, or , on the other hand , too classical to be Bangor sheets. The Geological Survey is now appearing in a

suitable for pupil teachers, and there is a certain prejudice new colour- printed edition , cheaper than the old hand-painted

which would need to be overcome amongst the head teachers of maps. Haileybury and Dover College are already taking

elementary schools against assistants who have been educated advantage of the offer of cheap maps for educational purposes.

in secondary schools -- a prejudice which fortunately is not The Swiss sheet , “ Evolena -Zermatt -Monte Rosa ,” is shown in

infrequently removed when such head teachers and assistants the new “ ton -relief ” edition , in which tones of colour conspire

have worked together for a sufficient length of time. with the older methods of mapping to bring out a very remark

able effect of relief.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS.

Among physical maps we notice the Botanical Survey of parts

Where a secondary school is not available for the training of of Scotland and of Yorkshire, by Messrs. Smith and Rankin,

pupil teachers throughout their engagement , the pupil -teacher published by Bartholomew ; the Bathymetrical Survey of the

centre must necessarily have an independent existence. Scottish lakes , by Sir John Murray, published by the Royal

Where a centre is not able to draw its supply of candidates Geographical Society ; and some new maps by the Board of

from secondary schools, preparatory classes , " attached ” to the Agriculture showing the distribution of wheat, sheep and cattle .

centre itself, may serve to fill the gap . The Meteorological Office shows specimens of the Monthly

It is desirable that , where possible , a pupil- teacher centre Pilot Chart of the Atlantic , issued at sixpence ; and from

should not only be in touch with the various forms of education Hamburg come the “ Deutsche Seewarte charts of the

received by pupils up to the age of 16, but also with those Atlantic Ocean . The ' Challenger ' Survey shows the tem

forms of higher education which may in time be available for perature and pressure charts of the world , the origin of those

the pupil teachers at a later stage in their career. At the now in the “ Atlas of Meteorology." What a good thing it

Reading College , and at the Ilartley College , Southampton , would be if all atlases would state the origin and the authority

which are university colleges and also day - training colleges, of the maps used . The “ Atlas International des Nuages,”

centres have been started where the instruction is mainly given with its beautifully tinted plates, shows the accepted definitions

by the University staffs, and this is an experiment which might of cirro -cumulus and other cloud forms.

well be attempted in other places. It may be added that Prof. W. W. Watts sends a selection of the British Associa .

university extension lectures have in some cases been of great tion geological photographs to illustrare glaciation in Britain .

benefit to pupil teachers. These are now obtainable by subscribers to the complete series.

The shortened time which is at the disposal of pupil teachers Mr. H. C. Lowe, photographer, of 205 , High Street , Smeth

for the purposes of education , owing to their employment in wick , shows lantern slides from the British Association series ,

elementary schools, is found to lead in practice to several defects for which we have long been waiting . The Diagram Series of

from a strictly educational point of view. The instruction is lantern slides are well worth attention, particularly those of

100 often subordinated to the imminent examination. Lecturing mountain scenery and the influence of geography on history.
and dictation are too apt to take the place of private reading These are obtainable from the Diagram Company, 27 , Victoria

and independent study . Time is thought to be saved by the Road , Clapham Common, S.W. The designs are by Mr. B. B.

use of over-annotated text books, with the inevitable result of Dickinson , of Rugby School, and Mr. A. W. Andrews, Oxford

cram in place of mental discipline . Physical training, again , and London University Extension Lecturer.

is, even in some good centres , almost entirely neglected , and the Of models some of the finest are those of Ingleboro' con

little time for recreation available for pupil teachers is not only tributed by Prof. Kendall , of Yorkshire College, and the high

injurious both physically and mentally, but also operates as a relief models of the Alps. Prof. Kendall also shows his maps

real cause in deterring promising boys and girls from entering of the now celebrated Lake Pickering .

upon the profession . It is strongly to be urged that arrange- Of books, we may notice some American physiography books,

ments should be made between the managers of schools and the well illustrated ; those by Prof. W. M. Davis, imported by

authorities of centres to allow in every case at least one half- Messrs. Ginn and Co.; those by Prof. R. S. Tarr , brought over

holiday in the week , in addition to the half or the whole of Satur- by Messrs. Macmillan . The three -colour printing process

day . It has already been pointed out that this is particularly promises to invade the field of elementary education, as may be

important where pupil teachers are to join in the corporate life seen by the coloured pictures in “ Over Land and Sea ," and

of a secondary school . the World Wide Geography Series published by Messrs .
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Collins. Evidently the text book of the future must contain

good text and good coloured pictures .

Those who are trying to make use of Ordnance Maps will be

interested in the “ Topographic Atlas of the United States ,

Physiographic Types," Folios 1 and 2, published by the U.S.

Geological Survey . Visions are already rising of a similar

atlas containing specimens of English ordnance maps, geological

and botanical survey maps, admiralty and military maps. But

before we can use this we must solve the problem now before

us—how to get intelligent work out of our pupils with the

l -inch maps now at our disposal .

A stereoscope will allow teachers to judge for themselves of

the value of this method of instruction . Of globes, perhaps

the most useful is that with a clean blackboard surface.

The plane table will show how to rig up a serviceable model

with camera legs and a drawing board . Its rigidity should be

tested by real work . Various French books and German

Atlases deserve more attention than they are likely to receive .

Those who think that class -room walls should be adorned with

pictures rather than with maps will welcome the very striking

Himalayan views lent by Mr. Douglas W. Freshfield, the

president of the Geographical Association . This is a depart

ment of the exhibition deserving of ſuller development.

The full “ Catalogue of the Geographical Exhibition ” is

published as a Supplement to the Geographical Teacher. It

may be obtained from Messrs. Geo. Philip and Son , price 6d . ,

and will be found of permanent value as a guide to maps,

books , publishers and prices . H. R.

Register and other causes, have brought into prominence the

need for a greater supply of teachers and a more adequate

training for them . These questions have occupied the atten

tion of several of the conferences. At the North of England

Conference in Leeds the training of teachers was considered in

a meeting of some nine hundred persons, and the same subject

was taken up at the annual meeting of the Incorporated Asso

ciation of Assistant- masters at the Mercers ' School , London .

At Leeds Prof. J. J. Findlay , of Owens College ; Mr. A. C.

Price, of Leeds Grammar School , and Mr. A. J. Arnold , of the

Sheffield Pupil Teachers' Centre, all read papers in which the

subject was treated from different points of view. Prof. John

Adams, of London University , read a paper to the Assistant

masters Association on theory and experience in teaching, and

Mr. W. P. Walsh opened a discussion on the new regulations

for the training of pupil teachers, which are printed in an

abridged form in another part of this issue. These regulations

were also brought before the meeting of the Headmasters' Asso

ciation on January 12th , and the following resolutions were

adopted : “ That this association welcomes the provisions in the

new regulations by which candidates for pupil teacher-ships in

elementary schools are recommended to receive some part of

their education in secondary schools.” “ That this association is

cordially in sympathy with the recommendations laid down in

Mr. Morant's memorandum , and is of opinion that intending

pupil -teachers should enter a secondary school at about 12

years of age, remain there for four years as an ordinary scholar ,

and then receive a two years' additional course as a pupil

teacher under special instruction and partial or continuous

attendance." The supply of teachers as it is affected by a

variety of causes engaged the attention of the Teachers' Guild

at their conference in the City of London School . Mr. Yoxall ,

M.P. , of the National Union of Teachers, showed how the

supply of teachers is affected by registration conditions ; Dr.

W. H. D. Rouse, of the Perse School , Cambridge, considered

how the supply is influenced by the present conditions of tenure,

and Miss L. Falthfull traced the effect the current rate of

renumeration .

) 6

THE CO -ORDINATION OF SCHOOLS.

THE JANUARY EDUCATIONAL

CONFERENCES .

If it is permissible to estimate the amount of the interest in

education throughout the country by the number of conferences

of teachers and others held from time to time to discuss educa

tional problems, it is quite clear that there is every cause for

satisfaction . In recent years the increase in the number of

annual meetings of educational associations held during January

has been very marked . In place , too , of administrative matters

and questions of professional status and etiquette , which were

the chief subjects brought forward a few years ago, discussions

on methods of teaching and other aspects of the practice of

education which form the everyday work of schoolmasters and

schoolmistresses occupied by far the greatest prominence in the

meetings of last month . This is as it should be. The impor

tant matter from a national point of view is to ensure a rational

and suitable education for every child , and teachers are most

likely to find how to work satisfactorily by taking every oppor.

tunity of discussing and comparing notes with colleagues of

varying experience gained under different conditions . When

it is recognised that teaching ability requires both a knowledge

of educational principles and practical experience , and only

qualified teachers can enter the profession , it will not , we hope,

ke long before anxiety as to salary and tenure ceases to exist .

With the space available it is impossible to provide a

detailed account of the proceedings at twelve or thirteen con

ferences ; all that we can attempt is to give a general idea from

the point of view of the practical teacher of the subjects dis

cussed at the various meetings ; and with this aim the most

convenient plan will be to classify the subjects considered and

to refer to individual conferences under these headings.

THE TRAINING AND SUPPLY OF TEACHERS.

The reorganisation of many primary schools and the esta

blishment of new secondary schools as a result of the Education

Acts of 1902 and 1903 , the establishment of the Teachers '

Now that schools of all grades have been placed under the

control of one education authority for each local area , it is of

the first importance that agreement should be arrived at by

teachers in primary and secondary schools as to what exactly

should be the relation of the work of the primary school and

that of the secondary school , and how both should be related

to technical schools and places of higher education . Many

aspects of the work of co -ordinating schools were presented

by experienced educationists at a joint conference held at the

City of London School on January 11th .
The associations

participating in the joint conference were : The Assistant

masters' Association ; the Association of Assistant-mistresses ;

the Association of Headmasters ; the Association of Head .

mistresses ; the Association of Head -masters of Preparatory

Schools ; the College of Preceptors ; the Headmasters' Con

ference ; the National Union of Teachers ; the Private Schools'

Association Incorporated , and the Teachers' Guild . The

meeting was presided over by the Rt . Hon . A. H. Dyke

Acland . Mr. T. D. Headlam , Inspector of Secondary Schools

to the Board of Education, introduced the question of the ages

at which it is desirable that transition from primary to secon

dary schools and from one type of secondary school to another

should be made, and arrived at the conclusion that if the

secondary schools were to be efficent, boys must enter at not

later than ten years of age, and in a speech which followed Mrs.

Bryant agreed to the same age for girls. In summarising the

discussion Mr. Acland thought it had shown that they could
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not lay down any definite solution ; but with reference to the

length of time , they ought to have some power, if possible, to

keep the children for at least four years, and he urged that

where possible parents should be compelled to leave their children

at school.

The next subject was the extent to which the curriculum in

one type of school should be correlated with that in other types,

and Mrs. Bryant, who opened the discussion , said that between

the ages of 8 and 12 , the period of elementary education, a

good deal more should be done. She thought that the elemen

tary school child should not be backward in anything but

classics on entering the secondary school.

Prof. J. W. Adamson , of King's College , London , opened

a discussion on the best method of discovering the child of

scholarship form at the appropriate age for transition from

primary to secondary schools. He said that the problem was

the discovery at the immature age of 11 or 12 of those tiner

brains in the public elementary school whose natural capacity

it was to the interest of the community to cultivate by a pro

longed schooling. The present examination scheme would be

more effective if it were less cut and dried and if it included a

liberal provision for viva voce work. The examiners ought to

have full discretion , their purpose being, first, the discovery of

faculty, and secondly, the possession of the minimum knowledge

necessary to pass to the higher school. The best method of

adjusting the elementary pupil -teacher system to secondary

schools was the next discussion, which was opened by Prof. John

Adams .

The general question of the co-ordination of schools also

engaged the attention of the North of England Conference at

their second general meeting, when Prof. Sadler presided . The

discussion was opened by papers from Mr. H. Coward , Presi

dent of the National Union of Teachers ; the Rev. W. H.

Keeling, of Bradford Grammar School ; and Dr. Forsyth , of the

Leeds Higher Grade School. In opening the meeting Dr.

Sadler said the problem of the coördination of schools was how

best to construct great lines of through communication from

one end to the other of our national education, so as to avoid

any break of gauge, or gaps in connection , which might un .

necessarily hamper the quick passage of promising pupils from

one stage to another of intellectual and social opportunity . But

this project of educational engineering was subject to a number

of limiting conditions . It needed to be so contrived as to

furnish alternative courses of study fitted to different types of

intellectual tastes and of practical aptitude. It needed in

every case a sound intellectual foundation for the later courses of

study. Superficiality was dear at any price , and especially in

educational foundations. Next their plan should make thrifty

and considerate use of existing materials. It should preserve,

so far as might be, whatever was of decided excellence in the

older educational traditions. It should not be designed as to give

any colour or support to the superstition that mere examina

tion results, taken by themselves, were a real measure of

educational value or progress. And , next , their plan should

steadily aim not at multiplying more recruits for the more

literary points (as if the production of literary men in different

ways was still the sole aim of education ), but at spreading

throughout the whole community liking and honour for every

kind of thorough workmanship, and fitting every boy and girl ,

according to their aptitude , for the responsibilities of modern

citizenship , and for the practical tasks of life as they would

have to lead it .

At the annual meeting of the Assistant - mistresses ' Association ,

Miss Lewis read a paper on specialisation . She thought

that it was better for a child to leave school with a fair grasp of

one or two subjects than with an elementary knowledge of

many ; but they should set their faces against specialisation at

an early age . If the number of subjects in the curriculum was

reduced , the necessity for specialisation would be less pressing.

THE TEACHING OF MODERN LANGUAGES.

The teaching of modern languages formed the subject of four

papers which were read and discussed during the morning and

afternoon of January 8th at the annual conference arranged by

the London Technical Education Board, and held at the

Chelsea Polytechnic, and of two papers at one of the sectional

meetings at Leeds . At Chelsea, Dr. Edwards, of the London

University , dealt with the application of phonetics to language.

teaching ; Mr. F. B. Kirkman explained numerous methods of

using a French reader ; Mr. G. Coulton delivered an address on

grammar - teaching in modern languages ; and Prof. Rippmann

discussed modern-language examinations. At Leeds, Mrs. Miall

spoke on the application of Pestalozzian principles to the teach

ing of languages ; and Mr. F. Storr insisted that in each school

or department of a school there should be one man responsible for

the modern - language teaching . What teachers of modern lan

guages might fairly claim was-to be consulted as to the distri

bution of work , to be allowed to draw up a scheme of work ,

and to have authority delegated and time and opportunity to see

that their scheme was carried out .

The Hon . W. N. Bruce, Assistant Secretary to the Board of

Education , presided at the morning sitting of the Chelsea con

ference , and in his opening address dealt with the difficulties to

be encountered in improving the teaching of modern languages

in English schools. The most striking feature of the reform of

modern -language teaching was that it came straight from abroad .

The improved system of teaching a foreign language came to us

from Germany , not simply in idea and theory , but as a full.

blown system , with method and apparatus all complete. There

was some advantage in that circumstance , but it brought with it

its own difficulties. The idea and underlying principle were

true for all nations ; but there must be something in the methods

and the people who had invented them and brought them here

wholesale which was attended by inconveniences. Then there

was the difficulty intrinsic to the subject—the adaptation of the

new method to scholars of different grades and ages ; there was

the co-ordination of modern languages in the curriculum with

Latin , and there was the difficulty of the time to be given to

modern languages to secure reasonable results in the student's

There were difficulties, too , peculiar to the teachers of

modern languages , and it struck him that , where the new

method was thoroughly carried out, it imposed a very severe

strain on the teacher.

THE TEACHING OF CLASSICS.

Prof. G. G. Ramsay, of Glasgow University, and Dr.

W. H. D. Rouse both read papers on the teaching of classics

at the Leeds meeting, and the same subject was given con

siderable attention at the Teachers' Guild conference, where

Canon Lyttleton introduced the question , “ At what age should

Latin be begun, and to what class of scholars should it be

taught ? "

Prof. Ramsay, in his address, did not give any exclusive

position to the classics , holding rather that in all true educa

tional work method was more important than matter . He held

that nothing was so mischievous as the crowding together into

one curriculum of a multiplicity of subjects , to be half taught

by cheap and easy methods. Subjects like book -keeping and

shorthand were nowadays substituted for solid subjects of in

struction . In England, the idea that classical teaching might

form a part of popular education in higher -grade schools or

otherwise, as well as in grammar- schools proper, would be met

with some scepticism . The cry for the so-called useful was,

said Prof. Ramsay, leading public bodies to scatter broadcast

the smatterings of science to all and sundry, without any con .

career .

6
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sideration whether the minds thus treated were prepared to went on to condemn strongly the use of Hat copies. He had

understand and take in the methods of science. The ideal never been able to see the educational value of outline drawing,

study for the young was that which combined the minimum of or of the meaningless designs which children were set to

matter with the maximum of mind . copy.

THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY.
ART TEACHING .

The morning of the last of the three days of the Chelsea The first day's meeting of the Chelsea conference was

conference was devoted to a discussion of two papers on dif arranged by the London Technical Education Board and the

ferent branches of art instruction . Mr. W. Egerton Hine, of
Geographical Association . Mr. H. J. Mackinder, Reader in

Harrow School , read a paper on art-teaching in secondary
Geography in the University of Oxford , gave an address on the

schools, and Mr. Noel Lydon dealt with the same subject chiefly
development of geographical teaching out of nature -study . He

from the point of view of the school . Sir Charles Holroyd ,
said that geography, rightly understood , was a matter of

Keeper of the National Gallery of British Art , Millbank , took
imagination. He assigned to geography a sixth place in the

the chair at this meeting, and delivered an address on the
general scheme of education, not a sixth of the time, because

teaching of drawing. He said the early training of a man who
drill disciplines must occupy a greater part of the time.

wished only to draw a little was the same as that of an artist ,
Geography should be taught by expanding powers of observa.

there was only a difference in degree ; the alphabet and tion ; it should not consist of a mere knowledge of names with

grammar must be taught to all , and it was the fault of teachers the assistance of a map half understood. The expansion of

that the elementary teaching was not better defined . It was
nature knowledge into the foundation of the study of geography

for such a conference, through comparison of experiences , to
was incompatible with the early use of maps. He defined

provide a “ horn book ” of art , a system of elementary training
geography as answering the questions Where ? and Why there ?

for eye, hand, and brain . The latter was most important, but
In developing the teaching of geography from nature-study there

a beginning must be made with the eye , and the pupil must be
should be a slight power of drawing a plan and of modelling

taught to see rightly. Almost any object might be used ; but,
such as most children possessed . The romantic side of the

with consideration for the training of hand and head , let the child's mind should be appealed to , and natural facts as described

object be beautiful in itself, for the taste of pupils was suscep by explorers should be put before him and contrasted with the

tible at an early age, and drawn with a firm , clear line , the end things around him . But this teaching should proceed without

in view being the making of a draughtsman , not a drawing . the use of maps, for he would abolish all maps from junior

Corrections would follow later. In landscape , as in figures, a
schools. At first the teacher should use a blackened ball, upon

good firm line was all -important . In the choice of subjects the
which gradually continents , with their names, should be marked

preference of the pupil should be humoured as far as possible,
in white , and not until the pupil had learned the approximate

for the interest must be sustained . Where possible, drawings position of different countries on the earth's surface should a

from the old masters should be copied , selection being made of complete map be shown . The British Empire should not be

drawings simple in outline and with little detail . studied alone , but in its relation to the world as a whole.

Mr. Hine described in detail the course pursued at Harrow Papers were read by Prof. P. F. Kendall , of the Yorkshire

School , showing how, even under present limitations , it was College , Leeds , on the making and use of geographical models ;

possible to develop latent powers of drawing . The relation of by Mr. J. Lomas , on excursions and the teaching of geography ;

drawing to art was as that of grammar to literature , and no by Dr. A. J. Herbertson , on Ordnance Survey maps illustrative

amount of drawing in a technical school could make an artist ; of typical regions ; and by Mr. T. Alford Smith on the practical

but in the early training the roads ran parallel , and every lesson use of the globe .

in drawing might be a lesson in art , developing power of
THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH .

observation and bringing out the gift of expressing individual

feeling
One of the sectional meetings of the Leeds conference was

Mr. Lydon thought that the broad lines of the art syllabus occupied with the teaching of English . Canon Lyttelton ,

should be framed to give encouragement to the exercise of Headmaster of Haileybury College , was the chief speaker, and

imagination ; a too definite line of cleavage between imitative in a particularly interesting address referred to many matters

and original work should not be insisted upon ; the genius of connected with teaching the mother tongue. Referring to the

design should be implanted at the outset and developed by development of ideas in the mind , he said that the reason why

imitative drawing . He illustrated the principles laid down by young people seldom cared to read really good literature was

a description of the course of progressive study followed with that their own ideas were undeveloped , and could not rise up in

450 boys in Owen's School , Islington . response to the lofty thoughts of the writer whose volume they

At Leeds, Mr. A. Spencer, of the Royal College of Art , were handling . Similarly , if it was poetry or poetical prose ,

London , spoke on the general subject of art-teaching. He they failed to appreciate the beauty of the rhythm , because they

complained strongly of the want of co -ordination at present had never heard it properly read aloud , the only relief from

prevailing in the teaching of art . Elementary art - teaching their own recitation being that of their form -master, which was

should , he said , commence in the infants' schools . It might often rather worse because rather louder . Hence the prime

appear absurd to speak of teaching drawing to children from importance of teaching boys to write English ; it was the best

three and a half to six years of age. But the drawing -slate and way to encourage the healthy growth of ideas necessary to all

the paint-box were the most popular toys of the child . Children intelligent reading.

could not attain much executive skill at that age , but other Mr. P. J. Hartog, of the London University , described

subjects could be made more interesting by taking drawing in experiments he had carried out with pupils of different ages to

correlation with them. Once the child was interested , the teach English composition . He had , he said , obtained good

teaching was easy. Flowers, foliage, and natural and common results by first reading out a story in bald outline , and after

objects , selected for their beauty, might be placed before the wards setting the pupils to write it out, supplying incident and

young children , the scope of the subjects being extended as the colouring from their personal experience. The plan of giving

higher standards were reached . The object of the teaching pictures as the subjects of composition had also proved satis

throughout should be to train the powers of observation, the factory. Mr. Hartog read numerous essays written by pupils of

executive power of delineation , and the memory . Mr. Spencer different grades of schools .
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THE TEACHING OF GEOMETRY . make bricks without straw. There was not much sympathy on

The methods used in various subjects of science and instruction the part even of the public , and certainly not much on the part

in mathematics have taken so prominent a part in the London
of headmasters, for the sort of work which was then finding its

Technical Education Board Conferences of the last five years, way into the public schools. With regard to the position of

and at the North of England Conference at Manchester last
physical science as a school subject, it was in some respects, he

year, that these subjects were naturally given a subsidiary place
thought , unfortunate that there were so many useful applications

in this year's meetings . At Leeds no papers dealing with science
of science , because it was not on account of its usefulness-that

or mathematics were read . At the last meeting of the Chelsea was to say, its direct application to the service of man—that

Conference Prof. Perry, F.R.S. , presided , and in the course of his many of them thought that it ought to form an integral part of

introductory remarks said the subject of reform in geometry every school curriculum , whether for girls or boys . It was, he

teaching was in an experimental stage, that healthy stage in thought, mainly on the ground of its very great educational

which they were all earnest and anxious to describe their own advantages, and especially the cultivation of the power of seeing ,

experiences and to hear those of others. He thought they were for most people seemed born into the world blind , or half blind .

all agreed that not only must Euclid's sequence be given up,
Somehow or other they must open the eyes of children , and the

but that there could be no mental training in abstract reasoning
best instrument in that process was some division or other of

about things of which boys had no clear conception ; and he physical or natural science . There seemed to be no other

recommended that courses of experimental geometry for young subject in the school curriculum , except , perhaps, in a minor

boys should be preliminary to course of demonstrative
degree, drawing, which had this kind of effect.

Mr. R. E. Thwaites, of Malvern College , read a paper on
geometry . When boys were being taught through their own

experiments , those experiments should be connected by reason
the possibility of fusing the mathematical and science - teaching

ing and demonstration . Though there was difference of opinion of public schools. The increasing favour with which mathe

in some particulars, all were agreed that a method used by one matical men were regarding the practical bearings of their

enthusiastic teacher might not suit another set of boys under subject led one to hope , he said , that a closer amalgamation

another teacher, and no hard and fast syllabus was wanted .
might be possible between the mathematics and science staff

He desired to leave even the sequence of subjects to each
than had existed hitherto . The Army Committee had decided

teacher's own initiative . His view was that mathematics should
that candidates must take a course of practical measurements as

be taught experimentally with just so much reasoning as we are
part of their mathematics, and this could only be carried out

accustomed to in the teaching of other experimental sciences . properly in the physics laboratory . He urged further that the

If a boy measured with a scale showing tenths and hundredths
usual method of teaching mechanics was unsatisfactory, and that

of the unit length , he could use decimals at the age of seven.
the subject should be introduced by a course of experiments.

If he measured areas, volumes, and specific gravities , if he The question arose, who was to teach this extra practical work ?

weighed things and played at keeping shop, he very quickly
The science staff was fully worked already , and the mathe

got to have an understanding interest in computation . If matical men had no experience of laboratory method . The

algebra was freely used by him , and if there was sympathy solution lay in ensuring a supply of mathematical men with

between the mathematical master and the experimental science
some practical experience of physics . To this end it was de.

master, the pupil would very quickly understand logarithms,
sirable that University authorities should include a certain

the use of complex formulæ and of squared paper, and would of practical physics in the Honours mathematical course.

find areas and rates of increase . His experimental work and
Mr. O. H. Latter, of Charterhouse, read a paper on nature

demonstrative geometry would go along with exact knowledge study, with which we hope to deal fully next month . Probably

of sines and cosines, the tangents of angles and solution of all , he said , had a pretty clear conception of the scope of nature

triangles, with the deduction of vectors and with experimental study. Its objects were to train the eye to observe what it saw ,

and the mind to think about what was seen , to teach a know

statics and dynamics. He saw no reason why a boy aged 14

ought not to have a sound working knowledge of the methods ledge of things and processes at first hand, and, by awakening

of the infinitiesimal calculus , and of the scalar and vector pro intellectual interest , to inculcate a habit of mind that should

ducts, gained through all sorts of experiments. Such a course influence the whole character. It was no small gain that ,

could be made interesting and sound for the average boy, and incidentally , the virtues of neatness , dexterity, and patience

the exceptional boy with this kind of training would be in a
were encouraged , and the æsthetic side of the mind developed

position to begin upon those higher mathematics which were to appreciate beauty of form and colour. It was clear that the

of use to the physicist and engineer.
subjects dealt with by any teacher must concern primarily those

Mr. R. W. Bayliss , of St. Dunstan's College, Catford, gave things that come under the frequent notice of his pupils .

an address on practical work in the teaching of geometry,
Matters astronomical and meteorological were nearly the same

and claimed for the new method of teaching geometry that for all in England , but otherwise the physical features and the

it stimulated a boy's reasoning powers and raised intellectual
fauna and flora of the immediate neighbourhood of the school

possibilities in a remarkable manner in comparison with the
claimed first consideration . The season of the year would go

results of mere book - learning.
far to determine the choice of material , and an orderly sequence

of lessons was not essential .

THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE .

At the Chelsea Conference Mr. W. Hibbert, of Regent

The only important discussion this year of methods of teaching Street Polytechnic, London , exhibited and explained new

science took place at the annual meeting of the Public Schools instruments and apparatus for the teaching of electricity and

Science -masters' Association , held at Westminster School , on magnetism .

January 16th , under the presidency of Prof. Tilden , F.R.S.
OTHER SUBJECTS.

In his address the president said the science master had better

opportunities than almost anybody to try educational experi- At the Leeds Conference Dr. Somervell, of the Board of

ments, and he himself wished he could go back and rectify Education , dealt with the subject of music teaching as it affects

some of the mistakes he had made in early days when he began secondary schools . He argued that music was not there treated

to teach physical science. No association of that kind existed educationally . When a girl leſt school she , as a rule , he said ,

thirty years ago, and they had to create their own methods and knew nothing of the history of music, little or nothing about

amo
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grammar, probably nothing about form , and was quite unable colleagues depends on circumstances, and on his personal

to read at sight with anything like fluency. Young men and character. Above all , in the story of the fall of Beaconsfield , in

women with a knowledge of what music was, and with the 1880 , we seem to get some explanation of the origin of that

ability and intelligence to understand it , ought to be the pro- conſusion in party politics which has prevailed since the

ducts of secondary-school teaching. The average person conclusion of the great Liberal programme of 1868-74 . We are

attending a concert could not say hether he had been listen- now in need of a new Bagehot to explain again to us how our

ing to a symphony, a concerto, or a sonata ; and as to under- constitution works.

standing the key in which a piece was written , he gave it up

as a bad job. The discussion of our fiscal problem has naturally led to in

Mr. T. P. Sykes , of Bradford , pointed out that the first creased study of the social and economic conditions in various

difficulty of the teacher was to overcome the indifference of countries , specially in the two countries that are supposed to be
the children . He had heard of a village school of boys and

our great trade rivals ---Germany and the United States of

girls where the boys absolutely refused to sing. They looked America. Mr. C. S. Loch has been reading a paper to the

upon singing as a purely feminine accomplishment. His plan Charity Organisation Society (of which he is secretary ) , on the
with such boys would be to try the effect of a comic song upon system of poor relief that prevails in Elberfeld and its district .

them.
Contrasting that system with possibilities in England , he

Commercial education was also discussed at Leeds . Alderman remarked that “ in this country the people had to acquire

J. H. Wurtzburg, of Leeds, who presided , remarked that the a sense of voluntary and personal responsibility in regard to

commercial world needed further convincing as to the necessity poor relief which in Germany had never been lost.” We may

of commercial education ; and the demands for special training profitably pause here for reflection , specially on the last clause ,

would have to be more active if parents and scholars were to and ask why we have lost in England what has been retained in

be induced to make the necessary sacrifices. The great con
Germany. The answer may probably be found in the history of

tributing cause of the success of the Germans and Swiss in
the sixteenth-century poor law. The poor we have always with

commerce could be found in the readiness and perseverance
us, but paupers ( thing and word ) came in with the Reformation .

of the young men of those countries , who were prepared to It is interesting to trace in Tudor poor-laws till their codifica

go into foreign countries to study on the spot the needs of tion in 1601 the substitution of state methods for voluntary ones

the district . If we were to beat them it was necessary that in the treatment of those unable or unwilling to work.

our young men should go abroad .

Prof. J. H. Clapham , of the Yorkshire College, read a paper
From Manchuria we received recently a curious illustration

in which he contended that commercial education was by no
of the nature of government in general. Certain bandits , who

means distinct from other branches of education . The scepticism
had captured a Chinese fortress, were tried as criminals by the

with which many educational experts regarded all teaching
Russians. The defence was that they had done only the same

that called itself commercial was due to a belief that , instead
was frequently done by Russia's regular troops ( their

of training judgment and the power to think , it tried to inject
success , indeed , was largely the result of their victims

much “ useful” information about accounts or foreign bills
believing they were Russians ). The Russian authorities

perhaps ; that it set boys from the outset the ambition of adding
naturally overruled the somewhat inconvenient tu quoque, and

a few shillings to their weekly earnings or securing fresh markets
sentenced the “ criminals ” to six years ' penal servitude. But ,

for English goods and nothing more. But he urged that their

aims and methods should be such as to stand the criticism of
though we may recognise the difference, it is worth while stating

for ourselves the grounds and the nature thereof. One is

educational experts as well as of business men.
reminded of the old story of Alexander the Great and the

Mr. W. H. Barber, of the Leeds Boys' Modern School , dealt
bandit , which , according to the traditional version , ended in an

with the question , “ What relation have secondary schools to
acquittal .

the demand for commercial education ? ” and pointed out

various ways in which secondary education might assist in
Current events in the Church of England set some of us

giving boys a better equipment for commercial life .

thinking of the Restoration Settlement , the Clarendon Code,

and in general of that period of our national history commonly

known as that of the “ Later Stuarts." We refer, in modern

matters , to the case of Mr. Beeby and to the lectures which the

Dean of Westminster has been giving on the use of the

Athanasian Creed . These two clergymen , in their various

HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS.
ways, are somewhat parallel to the Nonconformists of the

seventeenth century , i.e. , to those members of the Established

Walter BAGEHOT, in his book on the English Constitution , Church who, while members of the Church and many of them

written in the ' sixties of the last century, speaks with great in possession of livings , did not entirely conform to its formulas

reserve of the Queen and her share in the working of the to the prevailing interpretation thereof. In 1662, the

government of this country . He says, our children ” will seventeenth -century controversy was so far ended that all

know more of Victoria than " we" do. The Victorian era is clergymen were required to give their “ unfeigned consent and

now passing into written history , and in such biographies as that assent to all ” that was contained in the Book of Common

of Mr. Gladstone, which appeared last autumn , we have much Prayer. From that rigid conformity both Charles II . and

which will serve to correct the current ideas of the British James II . strove to release nonconformists by “ dispensing with

constitution . There we learn how far from the truth is our usual and suspending ” Acts of Parliament. Now that the clergy

talk about the functions of the Sovereign , specially at a change are required to give only a general consent , we find the Dean of

of ministıy , even the most inevitable. The story of the crises of Westminster saying that “ in cases where rules press hardly ,

1874 and 1880 in especial show the Queen, as the head of the and legislation could not at once be had , dispensation , as a

State , exercising much wisdom and tact in the choice of temporary measure of relief to troubled consciences, was the

ministers . We hear also much of the relations between a true method of the Church .” But Bishop Gore does not adopt

Premier and his Cabinet. We see that his power over his this remedy with Mr. Beeby.

or
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.

GENERAL

day Mr. Cloudesley Brereton started a discussion on Some

difficulties in the Direct Method of Teaching Modern Lan

guages. ” Miss Williams , of the International Guild , conveyed.

a warm invitation to the Association to hold a meeting in Paris

at Easter. We trust sincerely that sufficient menibers will

respond to this invitation . The concluding item of the pro

gramme was to many the best . It was a careful and inspiriting

address by Prof. Sadler, the President for this year, on “ The

Influence of the Educational Writings of Herbert Spencer.”

We may add that the energetic honorary secretary of the

Association is Dr. E. R. Edwards, University of London, South

Kensington.

The preliminary meeting of the Classical Association of

England and Wales was held, as we announced in our last

issue, at University College , London , under the presidency of

the Master of the Rolls, and must be considered to have been a

success . The variety of topics touched upon by the speakers,

and the interest shown in the proceedings, augur well for the

future of the Association Time did not allow of the details of

a constitution being considered by the meeting ; but its objects

were defined, a modest entrance fee fixed , and an ad interim

council elected for the organisation and direction of the Associa

tion till the first annnal meeting. From the objects of the

Association it will be seen how comprehensive is its scope, and

how various the interests that it appeals to. The objects of the

Association are to promote the development and maintain

the well-being of classical studies , and in particular :-(a) To

impress upon public opinion the claim of such studies to an

eminent place in the national scheme of education ; ( 6 ) To

improve the practice of classical teaching by free discussion of

its scope and methods ; (c ) To encourage investigation and

call attention to new discoveries ; (d) To create opportunities

for friendly intercourse and co - operation between all lovers of

classical learning in this country . To those who, whether as

head or assistant masters and mistresses in public , grammar, or

preparatory schools, are brought face to face with the problems,

urgent and difficult, of classical teaching and curricula , the

facilities which the Association is likely to offer should be

especially valuable , and the presence on the council of teachers

who have shown themselves alive to educational requirements

in classics, as the Reader Greek at Oxford, Mr. A. Sidgwick ;

the headmaster of Westminster, Dr. J. Gow ; the Professor of

Classics at Birmingham University, Prof. E. A. Sonnen

schein ; and the Editor of the Classical Review , Prof. J. P.

Postgate , to speak only of a few , is sufficient guarantee that this

side of the Association's work will not be neglected . We

may add that a large number of headmasters and headmistresses,

including those of the great public schools almost without

exception , and a considerable number of their assistants , have

already joined , the total adhesions amounting to 500. The

entrance fee covering the first subscription has been fixed at five

shillings . The acting secretary is Prof. Sonnenschein of the

University of Birmingham . Since the above was written we

have been informed that the date and place of the first regular

meeting have been fixed . It will be held at Oxford on July 8th

and 9th . The Council has been enlarged by the co - optation of

several new members, including Miss Gavin , of the Notting Hill

High School , and Dr. Rouse , Headmaster of the Perse School ,

Cambridge.

In all its twelve years of existence , the annual meeting of the

Modern Language Association , held at the College of Precep

tors at the end of December, was probably the best attended and

most successful meeting the Association has held, no doubt due

partly to the great increase in membership during the past year.

The retiring president , Sir Arthur Rücker, delivered a weighty

address on the work the University of London has done, and

still hoped to do, in the field of modern languages. Dr. Breul

read a paper on “ Herder and England," in commemoration of

the centenary of Herder's death ; M. Minssen , of Harrow,

delivered a witty " Causerie sur les Auxiliaires de la Conversa

tion en Classe," in which he showed how spare moments might

be most profitably utilised . Mr. Coulton followed with a

thoroughly practical paper on “ Modern Languages and Modern

Thought ; ” and Mr. W. M. Poole concluded the first day's

session with a paper on “ French Grammar.” On the second

No. 62 , Vol. 6.]

In his speech as president -elect of the Modern Language

Association , Prof. Sadler, at the recent annual meeting of the

association , traced the influence of Herbert Spencer's educa

tional writings. Nearly half a century had elapsed , said Prof.

Sadler, since Spencer's reinarkable essay on Intellectual Educa

tion appeared. That essay was ſull of the spirit of Pestalozzi .

Spencer had been trained under Pestalozzian influence, and

knew the weakness and the strength of the system . Pestalozzi ,

Spencer thought , was right in his fundamental ideas, but not

right in all his applications of them. Accordingly the English

thinker set himself to apply Pestalozzian principles anew. The

result was the most brilliant chapter of the four which made up

his “ Education . ” It was Spencer who dealt the heaviest blow

at false ideals in the education of girls . It was he who roused

multitudes of his fellow -countrymen from their strange disregard

of physical education , and he boldly laid stress on the educa

tional value of keenly contested school games. Like Pestalozzi,

he insisted that in education the earliest years were the most

important, and that , therefore, the most valuable of all educa

tional influences was found in the rightly ordered home. It

was Spencer who urged, as many were urging now, that in

education the individual mind should be guided through the

steps traversed by the general mind , and that, so far as might

be, education should be a repetition of citizenship in little. It

was he who maintained that children should be led to make

their own investigations and to draw their own inferences ; that

they should be told as Ittle as possible and induced to discover

as much as possible .

Ar the annual general meeting of the Incorporated Associa

tion of Headmasters the following resolutions were adopted :

That grants to secondary schools, whether from the central or

from the local authority, should be given in respect of the

general work of the school , and not for special subjects, and

that they should be considerably increased . That all secondary

schools, provided or aided by the local education authority,

should be administered by governing bodies under school

schemes approved by the Board of Education . The resolutions

which have been already adopted by the Assistant-masters '

Association were approved en bloc. Among numerous other

interesting events at the meeting , Mr. W. C. Fletcher's address

on his experiences with the Mosely Commission on Education

must be mentioned as well as Dr. McClure's address on intro

ducing the subject of co-education and mixed secondary schools.

At the annual general meeting of the Incorporated Associa

tion of Assistant -masters the following resolutions , amongst

others, were adopted : - “ That this meeting welcomes the

London Education Act, whereby the London County Council

is constituted the sole authority for all grades of education

throughout the county , and trusts that provision will be made

for the due representation of secondary teachers upon the

education committee about to be established .” " That

inasmuch as the I.A.A.M. is fully representative of the assistant

masters in the secondary schools of London , and is the only

G
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association so representative , in the opinion of this council it of members during the past year. Seventy -one new members

should be allowed to recommend a member for election to the
have been added , making the total membership 341. The

education committee for London about to be established .”
members now include teachers of every grade, school inspectors,

“ That the present distinction between Division A and directors of education , members of technical education com

Division B secondary day.schools should be abolished , and mittees, and others interested in geographical education, both

that in the distribution of Government grants for secondary at home and abroad. Al the annual meeting held on January 6th,

education equal encouragement should be given to all types of Mr. Mackinder was elected a seventh vice-president , and an

curriculum .” “ That this meeting deprecates the establishment interesting discussion on the recent syllabuses of Geography

of higher elementary or secondary schools receiving rate - aid in published by the Royal Geographical Society took place. The

localities where there is already sufficient provision for secondary Hon. Sec. of the Association is Dr. A. J. Herbertson, 4 , Broad

education , and urges the Education Department to use its Street , Oxford.

powers to prevent such action ."
PROF. H. A. STRONG delivered the annual lecture to the

At the twelfth annual meeting of the Association of Principals Arts Association of the University of Liverpool on January

and Lecturers in Training Colleges under Government Inspec
20th. The subject chosen was “ The academical teaching of

tion , held at the end of December, Sir William Anson said the modern languages and their place in a university curriculum . "

essential thing in such an education as the training colleges The last annual report of the School Management Conimittee

gave was to turn out the teacher not highly educated , not of the School Board for London contains interesting details of

universally informed, but capable of acquiring information and the development of elementary education under the School

possessing the habit of mind which could distinguish knowledge Board in London . For the year ended at Lady -day last the

from ignorance . Ignorance was not a bad thing if it knew average roll of all schools except special schools was 549,677, as

itself, and if it were ready to accept knowledge ; but ignorance against 546,370 in the previous year, and the average attendance
which believed that it was knowledge was a fatal habit of mind was 475,150, as against 462,840, the percentage of average

to acquire . They should not let any student go forth believing attendance on the average roll being 86.4, as against 84-7 .

that he knew a thing because he had a note-book full of mis- The roll has therefore increased o: 6 per cent . , and the average

cellaneous recollections of what a lecturer had told him . attendance 2-7 per cent . The teaching staff of the schools con
Students should be made to use their observation and intel

sisted on March 25th of 11,904 members. Of this number 487

ligence and not merely their memories. A great many of the were headmasters, 957 head mistresses. The increase in the

difficulties which the training colleges had to contend with staff was 21 head teachers and 564 assistant teachers. The

arose from the pupil -teacher system , and it was his earnest hope average number of children to each adult teacher was 41'9, as

to see it remedied ; but until it was, the training colleges should against 42'2 in 1902. The average salaries of the teachers

limit their ambitions to such teaching as their students could headmasters, £292 9fd ,; headmistresses,

imbibe. £ 209 3s. 6 d . ; assistant masters, £ 141 14s. id . ; assistant mis.

Sir Oliver Lodge delivered his presidential address at the tresses, £ 103 12s. id .

general conference of theTeachers' Guild on January 12th . His The first international congress of School Hygiene will be

main thesis was that reform was necessary in the schools of held at Nuremberg from April 4th to 9th, 1904, and communi .

England , and not least in the great public schools. There was cations have already been announced from many authorities on

no other right and feasible reform of greater magnitude and the education and healthy training of children . Prof. Cohn , of

urgency, as it was in the schools of England that our officials, Breslau, will introduce the subject, What has ophthalmology

administrators, rulers , future teachers , pastors , and masters were done for school hygiene, and what has it still to do ? Prof.

being yearly trained , and the effect of that training operated Axel Johannesen , of Christiania , will describe the state of

like the circulation on the human body. The reform he spoke school hygiene in Norway ; Dr. Le Gendre , of Paris, will dis

of was an intellectual one, and the fault he had to find with the course on the hygiene and the personal diseases of teachers ;

schools was that the majority of the boys turned out of them Dr. Sickinger, chief inspector of the board schools of Mann.

were ignorant . They neither possessed knowledge nor did they heim , will take as his subject the organisation of elementary

know how to acquire it , and they had neither interest nor schools based upon the natural capabilities of the children ;

respect for it . They were not ashamed of their ignorance nor Prof. Liebermann , of Budapest , will define the duties and training

were they usually aware of it . The attention of English public ofmedical officers of schools ; Prof. Hueppe, of Prague, will read

schools had been devoted too exclusively to character and a paper on the prophylaxis of infectious diseases in schools ;

discipline . Their aim was to produce a healthy and vigorous and Prof. Eulenburg , of Berlin , has chosen the subject of the

body and the traditional culture to be expected of a gentleman. suicides of scholars . Communications from all interested should

The whole process of instruction should be overhauled , that be addressed to Herr Max Versen , editor in chief of the

methods should be studied and organised , and made Fränkischer Kurier, Nuremberg.

efficient, and that the work should be conducted by trained
The first social meeting arranged by the Incorporated

and enfranchised teachers under improved conditions. The
Association of Assistant -masters for the informal discussion of

broad features of the methods of instruction at the present
educational problems was an unqualified success. From sixty

time were that they were disciplinary instead of educa

tional . The act of learning was considered more important

to seventy educationists met at the Bedford Head Hotel ,

Tottenham Court Road , London , on January 21st, and com
than that which was learnt . Speaking generally , there was

really no attempt made to awaken curiosity and hunger for

pared notes on the co - ordination of educational effort. Dr.

Garnett was among the guests of the evening and provided a

knowledge. No attempt was made to get children to seek

knowledge for themselves, and especially to glean facts from

number of interesting educational problems for consideration .

The movement is an excellent one and we wish it continued

Nature itself at first hand . Every study could be made to give

mental discipline ; the training of the mind was even more

prosperity . The next meeting is to be on February 18th .

efficient when the thing plodded over was really learnt . THE Prussian Ministry of Public Instruction is preparing a

The Committee of the Geographical Association record , in work on German education for the St. Louis Exposition. The

their Annual Report for 1903 , a steady increase in the number book is to contain a complete account of German instruction in
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all its branches at the present time, and also an account of its

historical development. There will be over a hundred con

tributors, the introduction being written by Prof. Paulsen .

Three new correspondence clubs for the study of pedagogics

have been started this term . Clubs are at present engaged

upon the study of Prof. James's “ Talks to Teachers on

Psychology," Rousseau's “ Emile,” Spencer's “ Education,"

and Thring's “ Education and School.” It is not too late to

inaugurate other clubs, and teachers who desire to co- operate

with their colleagues in such private study as this plan affords

should communicate at once with Mr. A. T. Simmons , c/o

The Editors of THE SCHOOL WORLD.

The Hon. Mr. Auberon Herbert , one of the executors to

the late Mr. Herbert Spencer, has presented a complete set of

Mr. Spencer's works to the Senior House Library of Clayesmore

School, Pangbourne, Berks.

The first number of School, the new educational magazine

published by Mr. John Murray, is excellent . We hope that

the appearance of such new publications is an indication of a

growing interest in education throughout the country , and an

acknowledgment of the importance of the work of our schools in

preparing boys and girls for their life's career . School is

attractively produced, and contains a selection of articles likely

to interest many who are engaged in the administration of

education as well as schoolmasters and schoolmistresses them

selves. We wish the editor and publisher of this addition to

educational periodicals every success in their venture .

“ KNOWLEDGE DIARY and Scientific Handbook " for 1904 ,

published from the office of Knowledge at 3s. net , will be quite

as popular with science masters and mistresses as previous issues.

The numerous articles which the volume contains are mostly of

a practical kind, and will appeal particularly to teachers of

nature-study.

We have received a copy of Mr. H. M. Thompson's

paper on “ the Relations between Public Education and

Public Libraries ,” reprinted from the Library Associa

tion Record Mr. Thompson is the chairman of the

Library and Picture Committee of the Cardiff School Board ,

and in his essay he describes recent experiences at Cardiff

in providing libraries for the elementary schools . of the

town. He rightly insists that to teach children to read is not

the whole of our duty, we must also train them to read good

books. We heartily commend this account of what has been

accomplished in this direction in the schools of Cardiff to our

readers, for the exanıple set at Cardiff deserves to be widely

copied. We learn also from the pamphlet that “ teachers'

tickets ” are issued to all members of the profession in the town ,

enabling each to borrow from the public library five volumes at

a time, a concession which must be a valuable help to any

teacher who is working at subjects which require reference to

several volumes simultaneously.

The Board of Education , in co -operation with the Council of

the Society of Arts, intends during the present year to hold , in

the Victoria and Albert Museum , South Kensington, an exbibi.

tion of engravings produced by mechanical means, such as

photogravure and other photographic processes, as a sequel to

the Exhibition of Engraving and Etching held during last

summer ; and, as great advancements have been made in print

ing in colours since the Exhibition of Modern Illustration in

1901, specimens of colour printing will be included .

problems of the educational situation in the remote districts of

the north and west received , as was natural and fitting, special

consideration. It was clearly shown by various speakers that

the ordinary machinery for managing and financing Highland

schools had entirely broken down. The schools were poorly

equipped and inadequately staffed , and yet the school rates in

some of the outlying parishes in Lewis came to 5s . in the £.

Yet, notwithstanding this intolerable financial burden , these

districts were only able to command , as a rule , the services of

untrained and uncertificated teachers. The special difficulties

of such places , where Gaelic was the mother language, would

tax the resources of the best teacher the training colleges could

produce, and every year the prospect of obtaining any but the

most meagrely qualified teachers was steadily diminishing .

Among the remedies suggested were : ( i . ) Special inducements

to attract into the profession boys and girls of good ability, and

the provision of special facilities at recognised centres for

training them up to the standard of the urban centres . ( ii . ) The

establishment of a training college at Inverness. ( iii . ) The

institution of holiday courses at selected schools over the

country, so that rural teachers might observe the most approved

methods of teaching in actual operation. (iv . ) Increased grants

from Imperial sources for Highland parishes.

MR . MUNRO -Ferguson, M.P. , delighted the meeting by an

Address on Coming educational legislation in Scotland.” Mr.

Ferguson said that fortunately the educational problem was not

complicated in Scotland by sectarian prejudices and animosities.

Considering how free they were in Scotland of all such diffi

culties, their educational machinery should be more efficient

than it was . At last they seemed to be within sight of a

solution which would once again restore Scotland to her

wonted place. All who took an interest in education were

agreed on these points : That the area of administration should

be enlarged ; that it should be controlled by a specially elected

body ; that a Scottish Council should be established to advise

the Education Department on questions of policy . To establish

such a Council meant the transfer of the Department from

London to Scotland, as the advisory body and the advised

must be within easy reach of each other . He wished it to be

understood that it was not the personnel of the Department but

the system which he condemned , and he paid a high compli.

ment to Sir Henry Craik for his great services to education-

services , however, which were limited by the unfortunate con

ditions of the Department over which he presided .

DR. BRUCE, Dingwall , medical officer of health for Ross

and Cromarty, gave an address on " Medical inspection of

Schools.” Dr. Bruce said he had decided views as to the need

for limiting the medical inspection of schools within due limits,

but held strongly to the belief that the school ought to be made

the centre for the propagation in a practical way of the principles

of hygiene. He said it advisedly, that most school buildings in

country places had been set down in situations , and planned

internally , almost without reference to the laws of health . For

this reason he was of opinion that the hygienic control of the

school should devolve on the medical officer of health for the

district , and his approval should be required before any school

site was finally determined. He urged further that there

should be a periodical medical examination into the physical

condition of each pupil , and a record kept of the reports for

purposes of comparison from year to year .

The annual general meeting of the Association of Teachers

in secondary schools was held in the Royal High School ,

Edinburgh. Mr. J. B. Clark , Heriot's School , was elected

president , and Mr. J. N. Macdonald, secretary for the ensuing

year. Mr. D. Mackay , Ayr Academy, in his retiring presi .

dential address , said that the Education Department in London

SCOTTISH .

The annual congress of the Educational Institute of Scotland

took place this year at Inverness . The special difficulties and
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The rate at which the School Grant for the year 1902-1903

has been calculated by the Intermediate Education Board is as

follows for each candidate passing :

For Pass Candidates.

Preparatory grade ... 45 16s .

Junior grade
£8 145.

Middle grade £ 17 8s.

Senior grade £26 25.

For Candidates with Honours.

Junior grade £ 13

Middle grade £26

Senior grade £39 35.

This method of calculating the school grant at so much per

caput, although preferable to the old system of paying so much

for every hundred marks obtained , cannot be regarded as final

or satisfactory . It is not desirable that a boy or girl should be

able to say that he or she has earned so much for a school,

amounting in the higher grades to considerably more than the

school fees paid . The Intermediate Board , it is true, has had

on paper for some time , a scheme whereby this method would

be modified by a reduction or increase in the grant according to

the report following upon inspection, but this has not yet been

put into operation , and the method of inspection adopted during

the past two years has not been of a character to inspire con

fidence .

was too remote to be in close touch with Scottish opinion . On

many points its policy seemed to be in opposition to expert

advice, yet there was no means whereby modification of that

policy could be ensured . In illustration of this , Mr. Mackay

referred to the apparently hostile attitude to modern languages

that many alleged had marked the department's policy during

recent years. Mr. Mackay pressed for the creation of an

Advisory Council to the Education Department . The duties

of such a body would be : ( i . ) The correlation of schools of

different stages of advancement and of different types.

( ii . ) The arrangement of the curricula of all kinds of schools,

and the preparation of a code of higher education. ( iii . ) The

training and registration of teachers. (iv . ) To act as a court of

appeal in matters affecting the status of teachers. The constitu

tion of this advisory body might very well take the form of the

French Conseil supérieur de l'instruction publique, and then

would have : Members nominated by the school board ; repre

sentatives of the various faculties in the universities ; repre

sentatives of the various types of secondary and technical schools ;

representatives of the elementary school .

At a meeting of Glasgow University Courts last week , Prof.

Raleigh put forward a strong plea in favour of adequate and

distinct recognition being made for the teaching of English

language in the university. The Scottish universities , he said ,

had long recognised the value of English literature as an instru .

ment of culture ; it remained for them to grant an equal

recognition to the scientific study of the English language ,

without which a great and noble school of English studies

could never be built up. Prof. Raleigh concluded by asking the

court to give their encouragement and help towards the founda

tion of a chair or highly paid lectureship in English language .

General sympathy was expressed with the idea , and the court

said they would be glad to consider the matter more fully as

soon as practicable.

The written examinations for the Leaving and Intermediate

Certificates of the Scotch Education Department are announced

to begin on Wednesday, June 22nd. The list of pupils who

are to be candidates for the examinations must be forwarded

to the department by March ist , on a special form which can

be obtained on application . Candidates will not be admitted

from any school which does not present some of the pupils

in mathematics, or in higher English , or in ancient and

modern foreign languages . No candidate will be admitted

to the examination unless he or she be at least 13 years of age

on October ist next , following the proposed presentation , and

it is further advised that pupils under 14 years of age should

not be presented unless there are special circumstances war

ranting their presentation.

The circular of the Department in regard to the papers in

modern languages states that in order to encourage the teaching

of German script , the marks for fair writing in the German

characters will no longer be additional as hitherto, but shall

form an integral part of the examination . The circular again

emphasises the importance of giving greater attention to the oral

side of modern languages, and directs attention to the fact that it

has been found necessary to refuse to admit to the examinations

candidates from schools where the report of the Inspector who

visited the school showed that pronunciation had been neglected .

The Franco -Scottish Society offers for competition among

Scottish students who have attended one or more of the French

classes in any of the Scottish universities or training colleges

during the sessions 1902-3 or 1903-4, four travelling bursaries

of £ 30 each . The bursaries will be awarded on the result of

an examination , which is announced to take place on March

12th at the four university centres . The successful candidates

must pursue their studies in France for at least one year.

We believe that the Commissioners are again endeavouring to

arrange with the Treasury for the appointment of permanent

inspectors , the point at issue being the manner of their payment

out of Intermediate Board funds. It has been suggested that a

saving should be made by dropping the pass examinations and

retaining only the honour examinations for prizes and exhibitions.

This would certainly encourage paying more attention to the

best boys and girls to the neglect of the others, which would

only be partially counteracted by inspection , and it may be

emphatically asserted that Irish Intermediate Education is not

yet ripe for the abolition of a yearly examination . If it be

replied that inspection has largely taken the place of a yearly

examination in primary education and that it is being more and

more developed there to the exclusion of examination , the answer

is that a large proportion of the teachers in primary schools are

trained, and therein lies the chief guarantee for the efficiency of

the education . It is along the line of training tha: Intermediate

Education must progress, and although the Intermediate Com

missioners are clearly fighting shy, they will find themselves

compelled to acknowledge this later , and an excellent way has

been shown them by their partners, the Department of Technical

Instruction , whose scheme of trained teachers, will , in a few

years, result in experimental science being the best and most

efficient branch of school education. The scheme has found

some objectors, but as its principle is sound , the schools are

acquiescing in it , if not welcoming it with enthusiasm .

The lectures of the Royal Dublin Society adapted to a

juvenile audience and forming a kind of popular scientific course

for the Christmas holidays, have this winter been delivered by

Mr. Barrington on “ Birds,” Prof. Grenville Cole on " The

Action of Water on Land," and by Monsignor Molloy on

" Light."

THREE Dublin educational bodies -- the Dublin and Central

Irish Branch of the Teachers ' Guild , the Central Association of

Irish Schoolmistresses, and the Christian Brothers' Association

have united to arrange for a course of lectures on “The

Reformed Methods of Teaching Mathematics,” in order that
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the new methods may be acknowledged and adopted by the

authorities in Ireland . The lectures were delivered in the

Alexandra College by Mr. A. W. Siddons, mathematical master

at Harrow, and one of the secretaries of the Mathematical

Association , and were six in number, extending over four days,

January 19th to January 22nd , embracing arithmetic, algebra,

geometry, and elementary trigonometry.

( 6

charge. The motion , however, to rescind the resolution , was

negatived by 19 to 10 . It was then agreed by the Forden

Guardians to send a request to the County Council to rescind

their resolution not to grant rate aid to the voluntary schools.

The amount of the rate apportioned to Forden is £ 540.

Some bold and interesting words have been spoken by

Mr. Lloyd George. They deserve to be noticed. He describes

the attitude of opposition to the Education Act in Wales as an

uprising of the people such as has been unparalleled in Wales

since the time of Llewelyn .” It had been threatened , he said ,

that the Government would stop the grants to the Councils (in

view of the fact that they would not levy rates in support of

voluntary schools). “ If that were done, the Welsh Councils

must wash their hands altogether of the administration of the

Act. The education of Welsh children would not

suffer. If every school were closed , every chapel would be

opened as a schoolroom . The schools would be maintained by

voluntary effort, and their children would then receive a higher

education than any children had ever received in this land.

The teaching so given would burn into their hearts and

memories , and last to all eternity.” This is one of those

statements which surely the late Herbert Spencer would have

welcomed as a sign of re-action in the direction of Individualism .

But what will Socialistic Welsh people have to say on the

matter ? Moreover, if Mr. Lloyd George really thinks that

schools “ maintained by voluntary effort " by the Welsh people

would lead to a “ higher education , " ought this matter not to

be inquired into on its own merits, quite apart from the points

in dispute ? For what all educationists want we

member, is just this very thing , that children should receive a

“ higher education ” than they have heretofore received .

The proposed University Conference has practically fallen

through . When , in December, Capt . Shawe Taylor published

the names of the members of the conference, there were so

many disclaimers , including Archbishop Walsh and President

Hamilton , that it was obvious that he had not taken sufficient

pains to secure, in proper form , their consent to act . He was

compelled to postpone the meeting of the conference, but even

if it ever comes together, its resolutions will now carry little or

no weight , as it will clearly not consist of persons of adequate

importance .

The discussion on the University question, however, proceeds

apace in all the Irish newspapers and has been useful in eliciting

views and proposals of divers kinds which are helpful in clearing

the air, and tend towards the suggestion of some practical

scheme. The past month has seen two important schemes

outlined , one by Judge O'Connor Morris in the Fortnightly

Review, and another for a National University by Lord

Dunraven , which has been favourably received by the

Nationalist press, and seems to coincide in many ways with the

demands of “ Home Rule ” Members of Parliament . Some

extracts from the latter will explain it . “ The report of the

recent Royal Commission has made it perfectly clear that so far

as the vast majority of the Irish people are concerned the existing

condition of University education is bad . The proposals of the

Royal Commission have not proved acceptable to any consider

able section of Irish public opinion . The ideal might be realised

by the establishment within the University of Dublin of two

additional colleges-the Queen's College, Belfast, and a King's

College , to be established in Dublin--which colleges , like Trinity ,

should be well equipped financially , and should be autonomous

and residential , with governing bodies selected exclusively on

academical grounds. There is no question of a Roman Catholic

University , or of the prescription of any kind of learning, or of a

college exclusively for Roman Catholics, or of a college , to every

post and emolument of which a Protestant may not aspire ; just

as a Roman Catholic may aspire to posts and emoluments in

Trinity College , or the Queen's College , Belfast. But it seems

to me only fair, subject to these safeguards, that my Roman

Catholic fellow countrymen should be given the educational

facilities they desire.” Lord Dunraven believes that Roman

Catholics who, as a whole , object to entering Trinity College,

would gravitate toward this proposed King's College and make

it essentially Roman Catholic in tone , while at the same time it

should not be dominated by Roman Catholic clerical influence.

must re

:

The Barry Elementary Schools have had a high reputation .

The new Barry Education Committee (which by the way

possesses a majority of Free Churchmen ) have just agreed to

enter into a compromise with the Catholic school in the town ,

the only non provided school in their jurisdiction . The nature

of the compromise is as follows : The headmaster of the Boys

School , and the headmistress of the Girls' School , and in each

school one further trained certificated teacher, shall be Roman

Catholics , but shall be selected by the Education Committee,

though appointed from the selected list by the managers. The

remainder of the staffs, to the number of not more than three

non - Catholics shall be similarly appointed . On entering on this

arrangement the local Education Authority has substantially in .

creased the salaries formerly given to the staffs. The Barry

Free Church Council have condemned the action of the Educa

tion Authority, and have determined to oppose all candidates

at the next County Council and District Council Elections, who

are favourable to the compromise . On the other hand, it is re

ported that at Mountain Ash , on a recommendation from the

attendance officer that five children absent from the Roman

Catholic School there should be prosecuted , the Mountain

Ash Education Committee decided to take no action as to

children from the Roman Catholic School.

WELSH .

The Forden case is still to the front , and is likely to be .

Let us recall the facts. The Montgomeryshire County Council ,

on October 20th , passed a resolution against granting any rate

aid to the voluntary schools , and then ordered a twopenny rate

for educational purposes. Now in the Forden Union the only

schools are voluntary schools. Accordingly , the guardians

on November 11th, decided by a majority of 16 to i not to

lery the rate on their Union. Whereupon the County Council

threaten that if the resolution of the Union be not rescinded,

they will send the precepts to the overseers direct , and charge

a further 10 per cent . for collection . Some of the guardians

thought that having made a protest, the resolution should be

rescinded , in view of the consequence of the avoidable extra

MERIONETHSHIRE Education Committee is getting to work .

They have decided that it is desirable to adopt a syllabus of

Biblical instruction . The proposer thought that during the

hours of religious instruction , the schools should be open to all

interested in the schools, to hear what was taught in religion ,

but it was pointed out that such a course would inevitably raise

controversy . The same committee have begun to consider the

relations of the elementary and intermediate schools . It was

suggested that a payment of railway fares should be made of all

pupils in one of the schools . It was suggested that the sixth and

seventh standards should attend the higher grade school, and
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in other elementary schools those standards should attend the words marked as reprinted here : disciplina, dubiè (sic) , dum

nearest intermediate school, but it was pointed out that if modo, dùòděcíes ( but décies), păr (sic) , pāndo ( but plecto and

children were transferred from the smaller schools when they
plecto are not distinguished in quantity ) . We should be glad to

reached the sixth or seventh standards, to the intermediate
learn where pār is scanned as a short syllable : dubiè is perhaps

schools, the provided schools would lose the grant which they
a misprint. The second vowel .z. in disciplina is never long ;

would be able to earn were they to continue in the school. It
theoretically the syllable -ipl. may be long, but we doubt whether

was decided to make an estimate of the cost of the proposal.
any classical writer uses it so , and Ausonius or Sidonius is no

authority for the beginner. This fault makes the book almost

valueless for careful teaching , and we hope it will be set right .

RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND
The Story of the Kings of Rome. Adapted from Livy. By

APPARATUS . G. M. Edwards. xv. + 64 pp. ( Cambridge University

Press. ) Is . 6d . — The University Presses have been for so long

Modern Languages. pouring out school editions which were neither better nor worse

than others that we hail with delight this evidence of intelli
Voltaire, Select Letters. Edited by A. E. Thouaille.

gence. Here is a Latin reader , interesting in matter, quite

40 pp. (Blackie. ) 4d.--We are inclined to regard this as the
simple in style, brief, and admirably printed with a good

best volume that has yet appeared in Messrs. Blackie's “ Little
margin ; it is quite the best school -book topographically which

French Classics . ” The note on Voltaire is capital, the letters
this Press has produced , and a pleasing contrast not only to the

are very well chosen , the notes are quite good, and the proofs illustrated editions of other publishers, but to its own Pitt Press

have been most carefully read . We congratulate the editor on a
Series. We cordially recommend this little book .

modest but thoroughly satisfactory piece of work .

Virgil: the Story of the Aeneid . vii. + 124 pp. Josephus :

Lectures et Conversations Françaises. By W. T. Hartog. the Last Days of Jerusalem . vi. + 124 pp. By A. T. Church .

viii . + 126 pp. ( Rivingtons. ) 25. 6d. — This book consists of (Seeley . ) 6d. net each.—Recently we noticed the publication

twenty-five pages of Anecdotes, twenty -four pages of Morceaux of Mr. Church's “ Story of the Iliad ” and “ Story of the

choisis de l'histoire de France (including passages from V. Hugo, Odyssey ” at sixpence each, and we are glad that the publishers

Lamartine and Michelet), twenty-two pages on La France feel themselves justified in bringing out two more ofthe author's

( from Charleville , Zola, Turgot, &c. ) , and thirteen pages of books at the same cheap price . Their merits are already well

Poésies ( Lafontaine, de Vigny, Chénier, &c.) ; then there is a known , and they are admirably adapted to interest the young

map of France and a plan of Paris . The Second Part consists and unlearned in classical lore . Especially now, when so many

of questions on the text in French (these should have been num- attacks are made on the classics by friend and foe alike , and the

bered ), and grammatical exercises (which might have been more ideal of education has become so sordid , such books as these

copious) . On the whole, it is a very satisfactory piece of work. are welcome as making some of the treasures of ancient litera

There are very few slips in the printing ( e.g., connait on p . 6 ; ture familiar to a wide circle. The “ Virgil ” is illustrated with

avec has dropped out on p . 42 , l . 36 ; anné, p . 60). outlines after Pinelli , the “ Josephus ” from Roman sculptures.

How to read French . By H. Blouet. 77 pp. (Relfe.) 9d.
The books are well printed , especially the latter , which, being

- The first few pages are given to some very unscientific hints
not so long, is printed in larger type . We predict a large sale

for these books, and they well deserve it . They may be
on pronunciation , c.8 . , " the vowel é with an acute accent is

always sounded like the letter a in the English alphabet.” There
specially recommended for “ holiday tasks ” in schools.

are some reading lessons to practice the sounds ; and then some Edited Books.

anecdotes, which are not ill chosen , but disfigured by a number

of misprints . The vocabulary is incomplete .
The Gospel of S. Mark. ( Revised Version. ) By Sir A. F.

Hort and M. D. Hort. xxviii . + 120 pp. ( Pitt Press.) Is. 62.

George Sand, La Mare au Diable. Edited by L. R. Gregor, - This is a dainty volume in every respect , and the two maps it

Ph.D. xiii. + 152 pp. (Ginn. ) is. 64.— The editor supplies a contains are works of art. The introduction is very full, but is

mediocre introduction, good notes ( not too obtrusively arranged so carefully that it can be read with ease , and the

“ American " ) in which particular attention is given to the thorough modernity of the Editor's scholarship may be guessed

English renderings, and a satisfactory vocabulary. by his reference to Mr. Stephen Phillips's tragedy of “ Herod "

to explain a portion of the history of that misguided monarch .

Classics.
The notes , which divide each page with the text to which they

A First Latin - English Dictionary. Compiled by A. C. Ainger. refer into almost equal portions , are excellent, and many refer

212 pp. ( Murray. ) 25. 6d . - It is a laudable motive to attempt
ences of the first importance are given , so as to direct both

to supply a dictionary which may take the place of the special
students and teachers to learned authorities for subjects like

vocabularies now usual in schooolbooks, but Mr. Ainger has not
Demoniac Possession , Parables, Miracles, & c. Altogether

been quite successful . We find no fault with the contents of helpful, suggestive , clear , and valuable .

the vocabulary, which includes practically all the words which a The Second Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Corinthians. By

boy is likely to meet with in the earlier stages, and the words Dr. A. Plummer. xlii . + 156 pp. (Cambridge University

are not overloaded with meanings. So far, good ; but there are Press . ) Is. 6d. - To all scholars the name of Dr. Plummer is

serious objections to the marking of quantities as Mr. Ainger sufficient to guarantee accurate and reverent scholarship, and

understands it . Scholars are now generally agreed in America , this recent volume of the well -known Cambridge Bible for

and in this country they are gradually becoming agreed , that Schools and Colleges is well worthy of its place in this useful

all long vowels ought to be marked, including those whose quan- and even brilliant series. This Epistle , as the Editor remarks,

tity is concealed , a vowel rot marked to be taken as short by bristles with difficulties, and it may be said at once that Dr.

nature. But Mr. Ainger has no principle in marking length . Plummer concedes a view which previously he had condemned ,

He usually , but not always, indicates the short vowels, now and namely, that the text does consist of two mutilated letters

then a concealed long, often other longs , but there is no safe welded together. This view is stated with some reluctance, but

guidance to be had in these pages. Thus we find the following with a full sense of its utility in solving the difficult but pressing
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question as to what else produces the evident change of tone and Story of the World . ” It is more historical than previous books

temper after chapter ix. The introduction is full of matter, but of the series , and tells not only what is implied in the title but

a greater interest still resides in the notes, which are thoroughly the story of the Crimean War, the Civil War in the U.S.A. ,

practical , but, at the same time, brimful of scholarship and and even such foreign matters as Mexican and Hungarian his .

research. Four appendices deal with St. Paul's personal appear. tory , besides the wars of Prussia against Austria and France.

ance, his apocalypse, his “ thorn in the flesh ,” and his rhetoric ,

of which the last is intensely interesting , particularly to those The Romance of the Civil War. By A. B. Hart and

who allow S. Paul's transcendent claims as an Apostle, and yet E. Stevens. xiv . + 418 pp . (Macmillan .) 35. 60.- This is

discount some of his eloquence on account of his tempera .
of Source- Readers in American History. It has

many illustrations and will prove a delightful book for the

school library. The selections , which are from various sources,

Stories from Chaucer. By C. L. Thomson. i. + 216 pp. are grouped into eight parts, and introduce the reader to many
(Horace Marshall. ) — The audacity of the paraphrases is

of the more interesting phases of the great American Civil War

abundantly justified, and whether used as a recapitulation of
as well as of the social conditions which made that contest

or as an introduction to Chaucer, the little volume could not
inevitable . The only lack is that of an index , but it is a book

be improved upon. Some of the ever-interesting Ellesmere illus .
which would be difficult to fit with that desideratum except on

trations are included (a folding copy of Stodhart's Pilgrims a very large scale .

would have been delightful), and the illustrations by Miss Marian

Thomson are enough of themselves to lead a child to love the
Social Life in England , Vol . II . , from 1603 to the present

old -world tales. There is no appendix, and there are but half
day. By J. Finnemore. x . + 235 pp. ( Black . ) Is. 60.

a -dozen notes. Others have tried to paraphrase Dan Chaucer ;
We have previously had occasion to praise Mr. Finnemore's

but nobody will try after this , we think .
books, and this latest production of his sustains his reputation .

It is a trustworthy description of English social life in the seven

Chaucer's Knight's Tale. By A. W. Pollard . xxx. +
teenth and eighteenth centuries, with nearly sixty good illus

162 pp. ( Macmillan. ) 25. 6d.—Mr. Pollard's methods as an trations and a list of events . It makes a capital historical

editor of Chaucer are well known , and his learning is appre- reader .

ciated among scholars as it deserves. The present voluume

however, seems a little more profound than a school edition
Science and Technology.

should be. The special task the editor has set himself is an Animal Studies. By D. S. Jordan , V. L. Kellogg , and H.

examination and illustration of Chaucer's indebtedness to
Heath . viii . + 459 pp. ( Appleton . ) 5s . net . - In this book

Boccaccio in writing this poem. With this end in view we
the authors have attempted to meet the demand for an elemen

will not say that Mr. Pollard becomes painfully minute, but tary zoology considering animals in relation to their environ

he certainly displays a terrible apparatus of scholarship, and , ment rather than from a morphological point of view. In the

if we might venture to repeat it , seems to take his subject first eighteen chapters-a little more than half the book -- the

quite out of the region of class teaching. The introduction , for great phyla of the animal kingdom , with their principal classes ,

instance, is a joy to a scholar ; it may be questioned whether are described in language simple enough for beginners yet with

it would appeal in the same cheerful way to the average boy a care which will appeal to advanced students . In the remaining

or girl .
chapters the authors treat of the wider questions of biological

History. philosophy - life and death , the struggle for existence , adaptation ,

animal communities and social life, protective resemblance ,

Historical Studies. By J. R. Green. viii . + 365 pp. (Mac
instinct and reason , and kindred topics being discussed with

millan . ) 45. net. Stray Studies (Second Series . ) By J. R:
rare lucidity and breadth of grasp. The book contains a few

Green. viii . + 276 pp. (Macmillan .) 45. net.— These two
flaws. For example, on p . 167 the notochord of the Lancelet is

volumes consist of various reviews of books and other articles by

the late historian of the English people, now reprinted mainly
wrongly described as cartilaginous ; the statement (p . 170) that

from the Saturday Review . It is needless to say that they are
“ the Dipnoi must be regarded as an ancestral type , an ally of

both readable and instructive . Most of them are " historical, "
the generalized form from which Amphibia and bony fishes have

generally referring to the Middle Ages. There is much of
descended ” is , we think , somewhat misleading ; and calcium

carbonate is repeatedly referred to as “ lime.” There is also
municipal history , but the range is varied , and it includes articles

occasional carelessness of expression, e.g. ( p. 225 ) : “ Protective
on London , East-end Life , and on Evenings at Home. The

only misprint which we think may mislead is the omission of
colors also prevent detection , but if close pressed they rise into

inverted commas to the titles of two books on p. 64 in the first
the air with a rapid whirring of their stubby wings;” while

of these books.
wrong punctuation has a weird effect on p. 87. These lapses

are not , however , to be regarded as in any sense typical of the

English History Reader . By E. M. Wilmot Buxton . vii . book's quality. From first to last the volume is of absorbing

+ 190 pp. ( Skeffington .) 25.—This is a pleasantly written interest and high educational value . It is , moreover, well

and generally correct reader of English History from Julius printed and richly illustrated .

Cesar to Edward VII. , gliding gently over the usual events .

Of course there is almost no constitutional history , and modern
Elon Nature- Study and Observational Lessons. By M. D.

times are scantily treated , but the church history has more than
Hill and W. M. Webb. Part I. xviii . + 155 pp . (Duck

usual prominence, and social events are by no means neglected .
worth . ) 35. 6d. net .—There is much uselul and interesting

There are a few pictures , and lists of words for spelling at the
material suitable for teachers who give object lessons in this

end of each chapter. book , and also a large number of excellent illustrations , but the

haphazard arrangement of the contents detracts greatly from the

Mnemonics for Dates. By “ Pilot.” 22 pp. ( Relfe .) 6d.
practical value of the volume. The alternation of chapters with

net.-- Sentences are supplied by which dates, mainly in English
“ observational lessons” results in some incongruity. Thus, a

history , are supposed to be learnt more easily than otherwise. description of the migration of birds is followed by a lesson of

For ourselves we prefer sheer memory or association .
two parts -- the first dealing with a seed pod and the second with

Growth of the British Empire. By M. B. Synge. vi . + observations of the sun's altitude ; a chapter on spiders' webs

255 pp. ( Blackwood .) 25.-- This is “ Book V. ” of “ The and chrysalis hunting is succeeded by a lesson on the fa of a
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teacher, the book should form a useful compendium , and such,

as we gather from the preface, is the aim the writer has in view .a

sycamore leaf. Some of the directions , too , seem hardly practi

cable . For example, under “ preparationsforwork ” in a lesson

on the horse , we read “ the loan of a horse must be obtained

and the first part of the work carried on in an outside enclosure .”

Yet the discreet teacher may consult the book with the certainty

of obtaining many valuable hints.

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue o Chemical and

Scientific Apparatus, &c. ( F. E. Becker and Co. ) Gratis to

science masters .-We have seen no more complete and no more

conveniently arranged catalogue than this one . The illustrations

are excellent , numerous , and are printed side by side with the

descriptive text they explain . The science master who cannot

find what he wants in these 512 pages will indeed be hard to

please

Miscellaneous.

Notes on Analytical Geometry. An Appendix . By A.

Clement Jones. ii . + 172 pp. ( Clarendon Press. ) 6s. net.

For students who have had a first course in analytical geometry

these notes will be very aitractive . There is not , perhaps, very

much that is new in them , but the treatment is fresh , and the

style is simple and clear . The text consists of six chapters.

The first five treat of the straight line , the parabola, the ellipse

and the hyperbola, and throughout the discussion the repre .

sentation of a point on a conic by means of a single parameter is

predominant , while the equation of the straight line is frequently

used in the form so common in solid geometry. These chapters

form a very useful appendix to the usual text - books . The sixth

chapter deals with cubic curves , inainly unicursal curves . In

§ 45 the functions for fa, fs, should be stated to be rational

functions of the parameter 1 ; it is implied indeed in later

sections that they are rational , but the property should have

been distinctly stated . The first paragraph of $ 47 is expressed

somewhat awkwardly, but the chapter as a whole is clear and

well within the reach of the student , and forms a much needed

addition to elementary analytical geometry . A good collection

of exercises to the number of 217 , with answers and hints to

solutions, closes the book . It probably lay outside the scope of

the writer , but we think that a discussion of the graphs of several

of the equations would have added to the value of the work ;

analytical geometry is too apt to become analysis without

geometry .

Mathematics.

Elementary Geometry of the Straight Line, Circle, and Plane

Rectilineal Figures. Part I. By Cecil Hawkins. viii . +

178 pp. ( Blackie . ) 25. - The range of this book may be

briefly described as that of Euclid's first four books ( exclusive of

his second book ), but Euclid's order is not adopted , and propo

sitions are included that do not occur in Euclid's text . Ex

tensive use is made of the principle of symmetry, both central

and axial . The best part of the treatment seems to us to be that

in which symmetry is involved ; though proofs from symmetry

may cause difficulty to the examiner , they are both instructive

and suggestive from the pupil's point of view . The rotational

method of finding the sum of the angles of a triangle is adopted ,

and this plan allows the theorems on parallels to be treated

without the use of Euclid's axiom or Playfair's modification of

it . In carrying out this treatment the first part of Euclid's

28th proposition is made the definition of parallel straight lines ;

Euclid's axiom is proved by a method that involves the axiom

of Archimedes, but the author, we think rightly , does not

consider this proof suitable for beginners. In spite of the

ingenuity with which the method is developed, we decidedly

prefer that of Euclid with Playfair's axiom ; the latter seems to

us to be much simpler, though , if the rotational method of esta

blishing the sum of the angles of a triangle be adopted , we think

the treatment of parallels on the lines here followed to be quite

satisfactory . The book , as a whole, shows much independence

of treatment and is provided with good sets of exercises .

)

Essays and Addresses, 1900-1903. By the Right Hon . Lord .

Avebury, 296 pp. (Macmillan .) 75. 6d. net .—The charm of Lord

Avebury's style , his versatility , and the accuracy of his know

ledge , will ensure a welcome for his new volume. Not only is

education dealt with and an earnest plea for a larger attention

to modern languages and science in our systems of education

made, but the reader's attention is directed to subjects as

different as “ our fiscal policy and “ the study ofnature ” ;

“ bank holidays ” and “ Huxley's life and work .” Whether

Lord Avebury is praising the beauty of Ruskin's word -painting ,

advocating the earlier closing of shops, or moving the adoption

of the report of the Churchman's Union , his remarks are always

notable for their broad catholicity and for their genial culture .

We heartily commend these essays and addresses to the notice

of schoolmasters and schoolmistresses .

( 6

6

A School Geometry. Part IV . By H. S. Hall and F. H.

Stevens. ii . + 213 to 240 + ii . pp. (Macmillan .) 6d.-- This

part contains the substance of Euclid's 2nd Book, and Proposi

tions 35-37 of his 3rd Book . The authors steer a middle course

between the Euclidian and the algebraic treatment of theorems

on areas, and show good judgment in the selection of their

illustrative examples . We think a proposition corresponding to

the equation (a −6) k rak bk should be introduced after

Theorem 50 ( Euc . II . , 1 ) , and that the proof of Theorem 52

( Euc. II . , 7 ) would be more intuitive if the square on the pro

duced part BX were drawn above BX ; both of the rectangles

AX.XB would then be completely seen .

The Schoolmaster's Year book and Directory, 1904 . Ix .

+ 540 + 490 pp . (Sonnenschein . ) 5s . net . – Every school

master should see that he has easy access to this work of

reference, for the book is fairly described as indispensable . "

The review of the year, with which the volume opens , provides

an excellent bird's-eye view of the educational advances which

characterised 1903 ; the number of schoolmasters of whom

biographical particulars are given in the Directory is now over

9,000 , an increase of 1,500 ; and the list of secondary schools

for boys contains 1,200 schools, 200 more than last year. We

are disposed to think that the section of the Year- book dealing

with the books of the year might very well be omitted in future

editions . Sufficient provision for the review of books exists

already, and a complete list of school books published during

the year would be more valuable than short notices of some of

them . The work is , however, an admirable one, and the

editor has evidently devoted much thought and labour to its

preparation. We hope that the volume will become a hardy

annual, and that it will soon be found in the common room of

every school and in every educational centre.

The Principles of Mechanism . By Herbert A. Garratt.

viii . + 166 pp. ( Arnold . ) 35. 61. — The book is divided into

two parts. Part I. treats of the Kinematics of Machines,

Part II . of the Dynamics of Machines. A somewhat extensive

range of subjects is compressed into these pages, and brevity

has at times been secured at a cost that the learner may perhaps

think too high . For pupils, however, who have some practical

acquaintance with machinery, and who have the guidance of a
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CORRESPONDENCE .

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions

expressed in letters which appear in these columns. As a

rule, a letter criticising any article or review printed in

THE SCHOOL WORLD will be submitted to the contributor

before publication , so that the criticism and reply may

appear together.

.

in order to emphasise the importance of “ manual” training .

Of mathematics I write as a tyro, but when I see boys playing

with compasses and making fly -cages out of equilateral triangles

I envy their happiness, but should have despised this method of

learning as infantile while still in my teens . To put aside, too ,

all that wealth of knowledge which is our best heritage from an

immemorial past because the study of it is “ bookish work " is

deliberately to deprive us of all the advantage we have over our

foreſathers and to put the utmost check on human progress.

Nor can anything better be said for those who maintain the

paramount importance of “ manual ” training , for their view

rests on the supposition that it is more vital to “ cultivate the

use of the fingers than the use of the brain-a view which

receives the support of all lazy boys, but which hardly agrees

with the dictum of a great poet and a great scientific observer,

“ Handeln ist leicht, denken schwer."

Here, however, I must pause . I only ask Prof. Armstrong

before he wholly condemns classical study to read this statement

which is to be found in an article on “ Technical Education in

Germany,” published in The Times of December 9th : “ Of the

candidates recently examined for the position of State engineer

the proportion was - from gymnasia, 70 per cent. , from real

gymnasia, 27 per cent . , and from real -schools only 3 per cent.”

To those who can distinguish between fact and theory such a

statement is worth a volume of essays.

T. E. PAGE.

Charterhouse.

9

reason .

The Need of Co-operation between Humanists and

Realists.

It seems, perhaps, paradoxical to ask one who is a “ type ” of

those who " bar the path of educational progress from

sheer lack of understanding and sense of proportion,” to oppose

so formidable a champion as Prof. Armstrong. However, I

must at least make the attempt - impar congressus Achilli, if

classical quotations are now lawful .

The action of the University of London in initiating a scheme

of “ study in the Humanities," from a sense that “ some effort

should be made to encourage them in the interests of a liberal

education," seemed to me a very noteworthy fact , and in connec

tion with it I reasonably referred to what Sir W. Anson recently

called “ a general trend of everything in the direction of scientific

education, " and also to the grave danger of such education

degenerating into mere technical training in the use of tools .

Of such training which only “ fits men to supply their

material needs, " I remarked that, “ unless supplemented by

other studies, it was imperfect and even ignoble.” Prof.

Armstrong, however, thinks that this shows that I cannot
" How ," he asks, “can training which fits men to

supply their material needs be called ignoble ? ” But such a

question is purely rhetorical , for I only called this form of

training “ ignoble " when it is made the sole or chief means of

education, and that is obviously legitimate . There is nothing

ignoble about cooking , but to educate girls only in cookery

would certainly deserve the epithet.

Prof. Armstrong seems, however, to suffer from a prejudice

common among scientific men . He cannot understand that a

student of literature may possess sense . And yet, on his own

principle of experiment and observation , surely the opinion of a

master who has witnessed many thousands of experiments per.

formed on a vast number of subjects ought to carry some weight .

But it does not. When I speak of science as now “ an essential ,

perhaps the most essential , part of education ,” he says that I am

" forced ” to concede this , as though the concession were made

grudgingly, whereas it was made gratefully, by one who , with

Jong experience , has learned to understand facts. Again , when

I plead earnestly against one -sided education - the bane of

public schools - and claim that literature, mathematics, and

science must all be combined , he indicates astonishment at such

" an admission from so ' inhuman ' a quarter.” Why “ in

human ?” Why hint that when a classical master talks sense

the performance is as extraordinary as one that recently created

much interest in Paris and at the Hippodrome ? It is really not

impossible that a man may love letters and yet appreciate,

admire, and even study science . The name of Aristotle is not

unknown either to polite learning or exact science. The

panegyric which Tyndall pronounced upon Lucretius still de

serves study. Nor can I forget the noble words in which Virgil

deplores his own incapacity :

Sin has ne possem Naturie accedere partes

Frigidus obstiterit circum præcordia sanguis ,

Flumina amem silvasque inglorius.

The value , indeed , of the study of science and scientific method

is beyond question . No sane man can have any doubt about it .

It is a very different matter when Prof. Armstrong urges that

" the teaching of mathematics should be made incidental to the

experimental work ,” and when he depreciates “ bookish ” study

No. 62 , Vol . 6. ]

term

Ar the request of the Editors of this Journal, I have great

pleasure in contributing a note under the above heading. I

believe in the possibility and the fruitfulness of co -operation

between Humanists and Realists , and I welcome the scheme

announced by Mr. T. E. Page for the co- ordination of educa

tional effort ; for I cherish the hope that the ideals of Humanists

and of Realists may not be found so irreconcilable, when you

come to close quarters with them , as they appear at first sight .

At the time of the Renaissance they were not thought of as

incompatible, and I see no essential incompatibility between

them ; though , of course, a construction may be put upon the

Realist " which may introduce an incompatibility . But

we must get rid of one prepossession. It seems to be assumed

as a datum that there is one best type of education and one

best type of school suited to all boys and girls . Up to the age

of leaving school, it is constantly urged from both sides of the

controversy , there should be no “ specialisation . ” I venture to

think , on the contrary , that the true solution of this question ,

and of other closely connected questions, lies in the frank recog

nition of different types of schools meeting the need of dif.

ferent types of mind, and preparing for different vocations in

liſe. Only the word “ vocation ” must have a proper connota

tion assigned to it . In no vocation does man live by bread

alone ; but it does not follow that the same mental pabulum ,

whether cereal or non - cereal, is suitable for all vocations.

“ Specialisation ” is an ugly word, and we are sufficiently

familiar with the evils which result from a narrow and narrowing

curriculum, whether merely “ classical ” in the old - fashioned

sense or merely banausic. I would , therefore, prefer to speak

of “ concentration .” Can it be seriously maintained that it is

desirable for all boys and girls up to the age of eighteen to

spread their energies impartially over the whole field of the

possible school subjects ? Such is not my experience. While,

on the one hand , it is clear that no pupil should leave school

without some touch - some living touch - with what Prof.

Armstrong calls “ Science ” (under which he includes mathe

matics) as well as with letters , it is also clear to me that a pupil

may do well , during the later part of his or her school career, to

cultivate one of these “ sides” more than the other. Most pupils

3
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the manual training have often had few opportunities of bene

fiting by it . This , it is to be hoped, will be so far remedied

that no boy shall , in a good school , fail to receive at least a little

manual training.

May I emphasise in this connection the fact that manual

training , to a considerable proportion of the population, and

"

'of to

a

have some special bent-comparatively speaking-- if only they

could find it out , or have not been artificially stunted . And to

cultivate this bent is , I am inclined to believe , the best way to

develop his or her mind as a whole . But this necessarily in .

volves different types of schools, or different “ sides ” of the

same school . If it is said that time does not permit of such a

programme being carried out without the sacrifice of some of

those things which it is disgraceful not to know , I am inclined

to doubt the fact. Cases have come within my knowledge in

which boys of sixteen have found time to acquire a competent

knowledge of Latin , English , French, and history (up to ma.

triculation.standard ) and yet have devoted their best thoughts

for two years to physics and chemistry, with the intention of

making these subjects the ones on which to gain an open

scholarship at a university some two years later. Such a curri

culum , I maintain , is not liable to the reproach of one-sidedness .

And, mulatis mutandis, what reason is there why a pupil who

substitutes Greek and Latin for physics and chemistry should

not find time, in the course of his school career, for a reason

able acquaintance with science and English subjects ? Every

German gymnasiast does it , and I dare say many English public

schoolboys also ; and I am not sure that , from the purely

examinational point of view, as gauged , say, by an open scholar

ship examination in classics at Oxford , such an education does

not “ pay.” Timemight also be found for “ manual and physical

exercises , ” the reaction of which upon the purely intellectual

faculties is , I fully believe, admirable ; though I am not prepared

to assign to them , with Prof. Armstrong, “ half of the school

time,” even in the very earliest years of school life, to say

nothing of the later stages.

What I would be understood to be pleading for is what I may

call specialisation on the part of the school , and concentration

of effort on the part of the individual.

The University, E. A. SONNENSCHEIN .

Birmingham.

It is a hopeful sign to find Prof. Armstrong accepting

Matthew Arnold's ideal of a liberal education . Mr. Page

could hardly have given fuller recognition to the importance

of scientific study, while holding that something more is also

necessary . Prof. Armstrong, in his letter , goes so far as to say,

“ there is really no great difference of opinion among us,” and

to plead that all should work together to a common end .

It has always seemed to me desirable that classical boys

should have some manual training , and should at an early

stage of their education acquire not only some knowledge of

the world about them , but some short training in correct

methods of observation through botany, or some other science.

The literary side of their education will not suffer, but be all the

richer for their personal contact with nature. Unfortunately,

too many classical boys are not " tool-using animals , ” and

some practical training in the use of tools and in delicacy of

manipulation would not only render them more capable men ,

but provide them with opportunities for interesting recreation

after 'severe mental work . I desiderate manual training and

some scientific study for those boys not because these will help

them to make a living , but because they will enrich their lives ,

organise an important part of their nervous system , and react

on their whole mental development. They seem to me part of

a liberal education .

But Prof. Armstrong must remember that manual training has

not been altogether neglected in our schools . There have been

excellent results produced by cricket , fives, tennis, and other

free games, in the direction of the training of the hand and

organising the motor brain . And there have been workshops

in most of our best schools for many years . It is perhaps

true that the boys who for physical development most needed

secondary and public schools, is really not “ a training which
fits men

to supply their material wants.” What tools are

needed at the Bar, in the Church , in education , in journalism ,

in the various branches of the Civil Service , in the countless

spheres within the City, where men of ſair education earn their

bread ?

If the argument about “ usefulness ” of the practical and

money -producing kind is to be pressed , it will tell rather

against than for the devotion of much school time to manual

training and science , in the case of the majority of boys in

many schools. If a boy is going into the Civil Service , for

example, it will be more “ useful,” in this narrow sense , to

devote all his time to classics , mathematics, and other

" bookish ” work .

The fact is that something of manual training and of scientific

knowledge is needed , even from the modern humanistic point

of view. Prof. Armstrong has been fighting sturdily for more

science and better methods ; but he admits, or implies on his side ,

that language, literature and music have their proper place in a

curriculum which aims at providing a liberal education .

There is an educative or disciplinary value even in subjects

that bear upon the economic needs of life ; and there is , on the

other hand , a practical value for a successful career even in

those humanistic subjects which the man of science has been so

apt to despise. Different types of school are needed to meet

the requirements of our complex civilisation , and the proportion

of the humane and the practical subjects in the curriculum must

vary according to the aim and purpose of each school . But no

school can lose sight of the fact that it has to produce capable

citizens , or afford to neglect entirely either the humane, the

practical , or the scientific side of education .

In pleading for co-operation Prof. Armstrong might have left

his fighting weapons at home, and omitted from his letter the

unnecessary and unjustified attack upon Mr. Page. The latter

was most generous in his concessions to science , and the closing

words of his article must find wide -spread approval . Scientific

and practical training is necessary for some, and desirable, to a

certain extent , for all , but “ it is not enough," and needs to

“ be supplemented " in various degrees by other subjects.

It may be worth while, in view of Prof. Armstrong's talk

about “ principles of evidence and reasoning " and his char

of illogicality , to look briefly at one or two points in his

letter .

(a) Does this sentence of his contain a logical argument ?

“ If the teaching of the fundamental principles of evidence

and reasoning belong to the Humanities, then is ' science '

one of the most humanistic of studies."

On the same line of reasoning , would not the following

hold good : “ If carbon is a constituent of sugar, tben is

charcoal one of the sweetest of substances ” ?

(6) Again , when Mr. Page says : “ That man should not

live by bread alone'is a law not only of revelation , but of

Nature , ” is there any logical value in Prof. Armstrong's

answer, It seems to me to be a law of Nature that we

cannot live without bread ” ?

( c) Is Prof. Armstrong consistent when he says at one

time, “ We must settle what are necessary subjects ; then

we must insist on these being taught thoroughly," and

at another time, “ In learning the mother tongue, anthro

pology, geography , grammar and history should be mastered

9

:
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incidentally " ? Can any subject be mastered incidentally ?

and is scientific method of so little value that it need not be

used in teaching these subjects ?

( d ) Take this other sentence _- “ The teaching of mathe

matics should be, as far as possible , incidental to the

experimental work , so that it might always be obvious that

the subject is in reality a useful one.” Here, again, is it

possible to combine “ incidental ” methods with thorough

ness ; and is Prof. Armstrong really prepared to hold that

a training in mathematics is not “ useful, ” in the best sense ,

apart altogether from experimental work ?

Is a training “ useful " only if it helps us to make machines,

and not “ useful” if it merely gives us a well-disciplined power

of concentration and reasoning ? The late Prof. Fawcett held

that a man who had gone through the wrangler course at

Cambridge would make a better lawyer in six months than

another who had pottered about a lawyer's office all his life.

He believed in the higher “ usefulness " of mathematics.

(e) I cannot see that there is anything in Mr. Page's

article which gives ground for Prof. Armstrong's statement

that he “ obviously knows nothing of scientific method , and

is most illogical.”

It is surely a first principle of science to have facts as the

basis of general statements, and Prof. Armstrong has not

observed this first principle. Neither does the reasoning of his

letter show that he is justified in criticising Mr. Page for being

illogical.

JOHN EDGAR .

St. Andrews.

type of school . It is difficult to do this from his meagre data,

and the mother tongue is a composite quantity, for it comprises

anthropology, geography, granımar, and history , taught " inci

dentally ” and not as specific subjects. Now one cannot plan it

in this fashion :

Monday 9—9.45. The Mother Tongue.

9.45--10.30. Carpentry.

And so on. The Mother Tongue (may I use capitals ?) is so

elusive. Even when narrowed down in the vulgar sense to mere

language, it is fairly comprehensive ; båt when it is held to include

anthropology, &c. , &c.—and no smartering of these , for they are

to be “ mastered " _ " mastered incidentally ” -it attains to the

dimensions of the infinite. If Prof. Armstrong would map this

out for us in a homely form which we can follow , it would be

interesting .

On the broad question Prof. Armstrong's crusade is to be

welcomed. We may apply once more the trite formula that

heresy is exaggerated truth . Only Prof. Armstrong's truth is

very much exaggerated. But he has fastened on a weak

spot , and for this we should be grateful. Overstrain is the

pressing danger of our educational system to-day , and I believe

a timely relief is possible in the direction indicated with such

vehemence by Prof. Armstrong. I hope I shall not live to see

his method running riot through half or more than half of the

school time ; but why should we not take a hint even ab hoste ?

Could we not in afternoon school concentrate mainly, if not

exclusively , on subjects not bookish -- on manual work , drawing,

music, drill , swimming ? I have known schools where this

principle has been adopted , at least partially , with beneficial

results . Schemes, of course, must be elastic , and a difference in

the treatment of the various ages is all-important . Small boys

one would like to see dismissed an hour before the others ;

the highest forms, whether we like it or not, are under existing

conditions forced to specialise.

PERCY SIMPSON.

St. Olave's Grammar School .

To Divide a Straight Line into any number of

Equal Parts.

The following construction may be of interest to those who

are engaged in teaching the New Geometry. It only requires

ruler and compasses :

THERE is a fine touch of humour in Prof. Armstrong's choice

of Matthew Arnold as a guide to follow in the paths of edu

cational theory. In the hope that he may even yet be brought

nearer to Arnold's goal, we can afford to pass by the astonishing

reference to a great passage in Shakespeare as “ Hamlet's mad

description " of man-a criticism which a mere humanist would

have shrunk from perpetrating. Verbal agreement about the

ideal of a general liberal education is easy ; in this case, unfortu

nately , sharp disagreement about means and methods makes it

futile .

Without ranging over the wide field of controversy to which

Prof. Armstrong by his recent utterances has invited the world at

large, I should like to fix attention for a moment upon a single

aspect of his letter. Under the stress of criticism Prof. Armstrong

is passing from what I venture to call the pyrotechnic stage to

something more practical. He began with denunciation and

epigrams. The method was of service to him , for it amused and

it certainly arrested attention . Here was a man speaking and

writing on education , and he was not a bore ! Besides, the

British public chuckled to hear a professor gibing at teachers as

asses in the aggregate. It was undeniably funny, but , regarded

as criticism , it was not illuminating. For one thing, modern

education , like modern life, is very complex ; and the panacea

seems rather one-sided . The epithets " practical ” and “ un .

practical" were lavishly bestowed, but the new curriculum was

sketched only in outline , not worked out in sufficient detail to

test it by current difficulties and requirements. To mention one

only-examinations : how were these to be faced in the reformed

schools of the future ?

Now Prof. Armstrong's letter is interesting for some definite

indications which it gives of this curriculum . Humanists " for

their bookish work ” will be allowed “ at most half of the school

time; " and the subjects in the ideal syllabus for the earlier years

of school life are the mother tongue and the elements of

scientific method. This is still a little vague : it would be

helpful if Prof. Armstrong would develop it a little, would give

us, say, a specimen time-table ofa week's work in some recognised

Let A B be the line which it is required ( e.g.) to trisect .

Draw any line through A and on it mark off three equal seg

ments AK, KL, LM. Let MB meet the circle with centre A

and radius AM in R. On AR cut off AP = AK , AQ = AL, join

KP, LQ. These will trisect AB in D and E.

Bangor. G. H. BRYAN.
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Nature Study Exhibition at Swansea .

Will you kindly permit me to state , for the information of

those engaged in educational work , that the Bath and West

and Southern Counties Society has arranged to hold a Nature

Study Exhibition , in connection with its annual meeting at

Swansea , in May next .

The remarkable interest --as shown by the number of ex

hibits and the attendance of visitors - manifested in a similar

exhibition held by the Society , for the first time, at Bristol last

year, justified a belief that the Society's annual migratory show

might with advantage be utilised for bringing such teaching as

goes direct to nature for inspiration under the notice of agricul

turists and others.

The Society , therefore, through its Nature Study Committee,

invites educational authorites and institutions to contribute for

exhibition , collections , models, appliances, &c. , Sillustrative of

the subject in question , the desire being to render the exhibition

as representative as possihle .

I shall be glad to send full particulars of the exhibition to

anyone interested .

Thos. F. PLOWMAN ,

Secretary, Bath and West and Southern

4, Terrace Walk , Bath . Counties Society.

E. R. Some parents complain that the home lessons given

are not sufficiently long and difficult. Would any High School

teacher favour me with a schedule of “ Home Lessons” of

appropriate length and difficulty for girls of average intelligence

( age 13-15 ) for two days. The subjects taken are English

history, geography, English, Latin and French to the Junior

Oxford Local standards.

[We will forward any schedule sent to us.-Eds. )

E. W. M. I wish to obtain a list of the average performances

of boys of various ages in school athletic sports. If such figures

are obtainable, perhaps some reader could tell me where to find

them . I shall be glad to receive any data - old sports cards ,

school magazines, & c . — from which to work out such averages .

[ We will forward any sent.--Eds . )

IS.

Mathematical Schoolbooks of 1903.

On looking through your interesting list of the most notable

Mathematical School-books of 1903 , we are induced to put in a

plea for the addition of “ The Elements of Geometry ,” by Dr.

R. Lachlan and Mr. W. C. Fletcher .

Judging from the notices of this book in the press, from

private letters we have received , and from the material test of

sales , we cannot help thinking it deserves no less honourable

mention than you have accorded to others of the same class .

May we add that while we have been prompted to write to

you by a desire to see justice done to our authors , it is entirely

without their knowledge or consent !

EDWARD ARNOLD.

QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS.

M. J. who publishes “ Guide to the best Historical Fiction's

mentioned in “ The School Worll” of April, 1902 ? And what

is its price ?

B. L. " A Guide to the best Historical Novels and Tales. "

By Jonathan Nield . ( Elkin Mathews.) 55. net .

H. MANSFIELD. In what book can I find an account of

contours and contour drawing, such , for example, as is required

in the physical geography papers of the Cambridge Local

Examinations ?

T. ALFORD . The only book I have been able to find is

Maps and Map Drawing." By W. A. Elderton . (Macmillan .)

Two uselul articles by Mr. A. M. Davies were published

in THE SCHOOL WORLD, March and April , 1903.

E. T. THURSTON . I want to acquaint myself with the con

tributions Pestaloszi made to the science and art of education ,

Are English translations published ?

R. SAMPSON . Mr. John Russell's translation of M. R.

de Guimps's “ Life of Pestalozzi ” ( Sonnenschien ), 6s . , will

help Mr. Thurston .

P. L. HENDERSON . Can any teacher of English tell me

where I can find out what has been done in the way of teaching

composition orally and by the use of pictures ?

B. HUNTER. Mr. Henderson should try to obtain a copy

of Mr. Hartog's address to the North of England Conference

at Leeds on January 8, 1904 .

B. W. Can any reader of “ The School World ” tell me which

is the best guide to the Civil Service, giving syllabuses of the

examinations, the number of vacancies yearly, and where to look

for notice of them ?

F. EDWARDS. John Gibson's “ Guide to the Civil Service "

(Hodder and Stoughton ) , 3s. 6d .

[The compiler of the list of mathematical books referred to

writes : “ Very many books on Geometry (even among those on

modern lines ) had to be omitted . I believe that I was made to

overlook Lachlan and Fleicher's book by the fact that it has no

date on its title -page ; for I collected all those which I knew to

have been published in 1903.” Eps . ]

The School World .

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and

Progress.

MUTUAL AID .

The object of this column is to afford teachers the opportu

nity of asking questions of and giving assistance to colleagues .

The questions received to which replies are solicited will be

printed first ; following these will be the answers which have

been sent in , and, to make such replies intelligible to all readers,

they will be accompanied by the question .

The questions should deal only with educational matters,

using the expression in a broad sense , and the publication or

otherwise of any question must be left entirely to the discretion

of the Editors.

Questions and answers should be addressed to the Editors of

THE SCHOOL WORLD, St. Martin's Street , London, W.C. , and

should be accompanied by the full name and address of the

sender, though not necessarily for publication . Each question

or answer should be on one side only on a separate sheet of

paper.

QUESTIONS.

F. B. Which is the best text -book on Church History from

313 A.D. to 410 A.D. for the use of pupils preparing for the

Oxford Higher Local Examination ?

EDITORIAL AND PUBLISHING OFFICES,

ST . MARTIN'S STREET, LONDON , W.C.

Contributions and General Correspondence should be sent to

the Editors.

Business Letters and Advertisements should be addressed to

the Publishers.

THE SCHOOL World is published a few days before the

beginning of each month . The price of a single copy is sixpence,

Annual subscription, including postage, eight shillings.

The Editors will be glad to consider suitable articles, which, if

not accepted, will be returned when the postage is prepaid.

All contributions must be accompanied by the name and

address of the author, though not necessarily for publication .
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JUNIOR COUNTY SCHOLARSHIPS : A Linkings of this kind cannot be accomplished

PROPOSED SCHEME FOR LONDON .
all at even by administrative decisions.

Decisions will doubtless be necessary to give shape

By R. P. SCOTT, M.A. , LL.D. and coherence to the design , but the diversity of

Headmaster of Parmiter's School , and Chairman of the existing institutions mustbe frankly recognised,

Teachers' Registration Council . and the goodwill of individuals must be won in

order that we may have not only a unified system ,

HE recent Education Act , now extended to but one based upon the hearty co -operation of

London , has called up clouds of criticism administrators and teachers .

which threaten to obscure for a time its The object of this article , however , is not to

great potentialities-potentialities far beyond even deal with the country at large, or with this subject

those of the pioneer Act of 1870 , and destined of linking as a whole , nor to indicate the connec

soon , I venture to think , to be more fully and com- tions which might be set up between institutions

prehensively realised , owing to the removal of all or between teachers, although both of these pro

the statutory limitations which restricted the earlier blems are in some degree involved in what follows,

but to restrict attention to the metropolitan area ,

Without wishing in the least to imply that the and to indicate in what way pupils from elemen

provisions of the present Act are incapable of tary schools in London may be transferred to

improvement - for the contrary is certainly the secondary schools with most advantage alike to

case - I desire strongly to affirm that the bulk of themselves and to the community.

the criticism to which the Act has been , and is It is agreed on all sides that the present scheme

being, subjected has rather a political and con- for the award of junior county scholarships is in

stitutional than an educational bearing . Such need of considerable revision . Since 1893 , when

difficulties should therefore be dealt with in Par- such scholarships were established by the Tech

liament , and not in county councils and the like , nical Education Board , several changes-and

upon which now devolve the duties of adminis- some of considerable importance in this connec

tration . tion - have occurred , and cannot be ignored . In

The controversies raised concerning the pro- the first place, the school-leaving age for London

visions in the Act which relate to “ non -provided ” elementary schools is now practically fixed at

schools ought no longer to be allowed to dominate fourteen ; and in the second, by decision of the

discussion on the subject , still less to hide from Board of Education , pupil-teachers are henceforth

view the bold outlines of a great measure . A to receive a certain portion of their education at

great measure it is , and its real greatness con- secondary schools. Furthermore, ten years ' ex

sists in unification . It boldly sweeps away all perience of county scholarships has convinced

needless diversity and all existing restrictions as to schoolmasters and others that the age adopted for

the various kinds of education which a local the transference of pupils from the elementary

authority may provide ; it proceeds to unify re- school--viz ., 13 years—is too high for the scholar

sponsibility both for the financial and the general to receive the full benefit of the secondary school

administration of all grades of educational insti- course , and also that such scholarships should be

tutions . The Act specifically charges each local held , not as now for two years , but for four years .

authority with " the general co -ordination of all The last two points have been recently and

forms of education " within its area , and enjoins it effectively put by Mr. Sidney Webb,' who has

to take such steps as may seem desirable to that end . specially concerned himself with the “ scholarship

Thus the main educational object of the Act is ladder,” and whose views on education in London

on a comprehensive scale to start,and keep going , always command that attention which is due to

a series of linking operations, linkings between a master of the subject.

institutions, between teachers and between pupils. It may be well , however , to indicate the evi

Each institution connected voluntarily or other- dence upon which professional opinion on these

wise with the local education authority will have points is based .

a definite place and work assigned to it by a body If two school- courses are divergent, as the

responsible for the efficient and co - ordinated

working of the whole system . S. Webb. Longmans, 1904 .

No. 63 , Vol . 6. ]

1 " London Education .
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courses of elementary and secondary schools must candidates approaching 13 years would become

be, the longer the transference of scholars from disastrous to the preparation of candidates of the

one school to another is postponed , the worse both earlier age . It will be necessary, then , to inquire

for the schools and for the individual pupils . For what workable plan could be substituted for the

instance , the subject of French is begun early in present method of a uniform written test .

the secondary school, at ten years or before ; the [ I may perhaps be allowed here a brief digres

elementary school either begins the subject late sion as to the manner in which these exami

or omits it altogether. In order, then , to fit into nations have been conducted during the past ten

his place in French a junior scholar transferred to years for the London County Council by the Joint

a secondary school at 13 , he has to be classed Scholarships Board . Within the conditions de

apart , for a time at least , in this subject, and his termined by the age -limits as fixed , and by the

progress , unless by exceptionally hard work and at diversity of instruction permitted under the now

the expense of other subjects, is seldom quite satis- obsolete Education Code, the examination con

factory. ducted by the Joint Scholarships Board has been

In geometry and in science a somewhat similar characterised from the first by smoothness of

difficulty holds, since , owing to different numbers working and by reasonableness of standard .

in the classes and to the divergent aims of the has been due in large measure to the exceptional

schools , the beginnings of these subjects are experience of its chief examiner ( Mr. Edward

differently dealt with. Even in history and geo - Pinches ), who has served the London School

graphy the courses are in general dissimilar, Board in a similar capacity for several years , and

although there seems less reason for the difference. to the administrative capacity of its secretary

Thus, in present circumstances , and so far as the ( Mr. H. Bendall ) , whose organising ability has

secondary school is concerned , the year between 12 successfully met every claim made upon it .

and 13 has been of comparatively little service . In any change in the award of scholarships

This , however, is not all . The presence in the which the working of the London Act must

elementary school of junior scholarship candidates involve , provision should be made that this wide

in some numbers has in many cases served unduly and successful experience shall be retained in the

to divert the teaching into the examination direction , service of the county. This Scholarships Board

a modification fraught with disadvantage to class has succeeded in bringing together under a single

and scholar alike . The present scholarship system comprehensive scheme a large number of Londona

strains the teaching in the average elementary scholarships , awarded under somewhat different
school , and in some cases leads to the undesirable conditions on the results of the same examination .

formation of special classes . Thus, the scholar- These scholarships supplement the county pro
ships being given wholly on the results of a vision , and every endeavour should be made by

written examination-a test not fully appropriate the new county authority to maintain the present

to such an age- the teacher directs much of his connection between scholarship foundations and

attention to prepare the whole class for such a county scholarships.

test . The result in this case also is that, so far as Before dealing with any proposed method of

the elementary school is concerned , the year from 12 award it may be well to consider what kinds of

to 13 has not been spent to best advantage . junior county scholarships for boys ' of twelve are
Moreover , one kind of merit, and one kind only , desirable , and in what proportion the various kinds
is at present rewarded , namely, that which does should be made available.

itself justice under the conditions imposed by As to the kinds , there should , I think , be two,

written tests completed in assigned times . one carrying free education only, and the other

Lastly, a uniform test of this kind, in affording carrying a maintenance allowance in addition .

no opportunity for an oral test , gives no place to For the former there should be no limit fixed as

a personal evaluation of the candidate's worth . regards the income of the parent: for the latter the

The foregoing reasons explain why London present limit of £160 might be retained . No dis

schoolmasters, alike in elementary and in secon- tinction in title should be made between the two

dary schools, would prefer that junior county kinds : the distinction should be one of emoluments,

scholars should be transferred in future at not of honour . One advantage of this plan would

near their twelfth , and not , as now , nearer their be to abolish the social badge— " Income under

thirteenth , birthday . £ 160 " —which the Technical Education Board

As to the prolongation of tenure, it seems highly has devised in its zeal to reach a very deserving
undesirable for scholars to leave before the normal class . Another, and not a smaller, advantage would

leaving-age of the secondary school ; moreover, be to increase the honour of being a county scholar :

a stay of four years is necessary if the tra- that honour ranks at present with what the univer

ditions of the new school as to work, manners and sities style “ Close Scholarships ; " the plan sug

conduct are to become a lasting possession . gested would invest all with the dignity of the

But if it be unwise to award scholarships at Open Scholarship ," and talent would not , as at

13 years solely on the results of written examina- present, be disqualified if the parental income

tions , the unwisdom would be greatly increased if shared perhaps by a large family has reached the

such a method were retained after the age for

transference was reduced by a year. A written 1 In the following remarks, wherever the words “ boys " and

or

are mentioned , the words " girls " and " schoolmistresses

examination which is not without its defects for

masters

may be under :

stood .
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forbidden altitude of three guineas a week . The It would, however, be necessary to award (say )

incidence , in scholarship conditions, of a hard and 2,000 income-restricted scholarships, i.e. , 500 a

fast income-limit, unless accompanied by some year , and a like number of the non -restricted kind .

public provision of open , non -maintenance scholar- If the present number of scholarships ( 1,200 )

ships, has always seemed to me to cause as much were quadrupled the cost to the county would
injustice as it prevents. It appears to commend only be increased threefold , because while the

itself to the candidate for the popular suffrage, but present average maintenance fee of £10 a year is

it is unstatesmanlike in that it fails to achieve the retained for half the number, on the other half no

main purpose for which scholarships ought to be such fee is paid .

awarded, namely, in the interests of the community But whatever be the number of scholarships

to select the very best material for receiving the finally determined upon , the conditions of the

best education which this community can supply. London Act under which elementary schools are

In making awards under the restriction of an to be administered through Borough authorities ,

income-limit what should be an honour becomes a seem to require an allocation of scholarships by

benevolence ; and not the best material, but only Borough area. Up to the present, there has been a

the best in the circumstances, is made available for very unequal distribution of junior scholarships
the service of the community. There are , in fact,.

through London . There are bright areas and

two distinct aims in any comprehensive scholarship dark areas in a London scholarship map as the

system , both of which ought to be kept steadily in appended table of statistics shows. Hampstead

view . The first regards the public money ex- and Fulham are the former, Westminster and

pended as an investment in brains - Sir Joseph Southwark the latter. Such marked inequality

Whitworth's munificent foundation was estab- ought surely to be removed under new conditions.

lished with this as its chief aim , and the results To each Borough ought to be assigned a certain

have amply fulfilled his expectation - the other number of scholarships of the two kinds, and the

regards the expense as an aid to the deserving poor arrangements for award, with the approval of the

student . This is the chief aim of the “ bursary county authority , should be similar, though not

at the Scottish universities , and the results of this necessarily identical, in each Borough.

system through many generations bear convincing The number of junior county scholarships should

testimony to its wisdom. In London both these vary from borough to borough, according to the

systems should be allowed free play , and each population , the number and size of schools , &c .;

would act and re - act to the benefit of the other . but this number, when fixed , should only be open

As to cost , all county scholarships should carry to revision once every three years .

free education . The maintenance charge to be It remains to indicate what method might be

paid for those whose parents' income does not adopted in each borough for the award of these

exceed the assigned limit should be ( say ) £5 , £5 , scholarships , and what tests should be applied .

£ 15 , £ 15 for the four years respectively , the In such award the public interests involved are

sum in the first two years representing clothes , three : the local education authority , which pro

the sum in the last two years providing in vides the money ; the elementary school , which

addition something to set against the wages prepares the candidates ; and thesecondary school ,

which a boy between 14 and 16 might earn This which receives the scholars . All these are con

latter item is not necessary for the years 12-14, cerned to ensure that the right pupils are trans

since in general the scholar would otherwise have ferred ; and , in my opinion , means should be

remained at the elementary school till 14 . taken to unite the three in the determinative act of

As to the number of junior county scholarships selection . The steps I suggest are as follows :

to be awarded , it is evident that the present num- The county assigns (say ) 120 scholarships , 60 of

ber of 1,200 , i.e. , 600 a year , must be much in- each kind , i.e., 30 to be awarded each year , to a

creased , if the desirability of two kinds of scholar- certain borough. The borough notifies that ten of

ships, each tenable for four years , be admitted . each kind will be awarded in June and five in

But the issue by the Board of Education of its December ; it further notifies that each elementary

Memorandum on pupil - teachers compels attention school may nominate , by May ist and Novem

to a wholly new problem . It is prescribed that ber ist respectively , an assigned number of candi

intending pupil -teachers shall pass a considerable dates , such number not necessarily being the same

period of their school life in secondary schools ; I for each school, but varying according to size of

would submit that the junior scholarships scheme school, its repute , &c . , and determined by the

should at once be made applicable to the require- borough education committee and further variable

ments of the new situation . By an extension of from year to year . '

the proposed scholarship system ample provision This list of candidates should be sent to the

might be made for the selection and the training headmaster of some approved secondary school in

of pupil- teachers . If the number of scholarships the borough area , with the request that he and

were sufficiently large , no difficulty ought to arise one of his staff, together with an elementary school

as to the supply of pupil -teachers from among the master and some examiner nominated by the

scholars (and other pupils ) of the secondary schools. county education committee , will conduct on

1 All minor charges for books, stationery, & c ., inight well be paid direct

the school in an inclusive charge of (say) Li per scholar per annum . The

fecs for public examinations should also be paid by the Authority .

1 A similar method has been adopted by Christ's Hospital for regulating

the number of candidates allowed to sit from individual secondary schools for

its scholarships,
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3

I Battersea
3,742 25,318 154

2 131 24,570 188 85 273 11'1

3 130 3,721 24,327 31 24 55

4 259 35,400 268 181 449
10-3

5
Chelsea 74 3,471 51 33

120

6 ITO 1,314
111 132

7
IOI 3,437 71 51

122

8 128 168
137

969 13,532 2,592 59 49 108

10
219

4,862 187 III

II 112 11,023 14.727
60 135

12 82 68 29 97

13 59 2,333 14 II

2
5

14 335 226 215
10-1

behalf of the borough such written and ora ! up natural relationships between schools which

examination of the candidates as shall approve serve the same community; and it would prepare

itself to him and his colleagues , with the object of fittingly for the closer linking hereafterwhen many

recommending to the borough committee pupils of the scholars thus chosen would return as pupil

forelection tothe vacant scholarships . teachers to their old schools, with a wider educa

On this examination committee the secondary tional outlook than is possible now , and with a

headmaster would act as chairman and have a school allegiance doubled but not divided .

casting vote , the examiner nominated by the

county authority would be the only paid member;

his function would be to enforce, as far as may be , LONDON JUNIOR COUNTY SCHOLARSHIPS ( 1896-1903. )

the maintenance of a sufficiently uniform standard

of award throughout London ; and the elementary
Total Scholar.

schoolmaster , who should be nominated by the
Average Attendance :

ships gained .

borough committee, would see that the tests
During 1901.2 .

Metropolitan ( 1896-1903 .)

Boroughs

applied , whether oral or written , were reasonable
No.

( including the

and sufficient. There should be no allowance for
City) .

age , ' the objects being to discourage special pre
paration , and to select as far as possible children

of the same age for transference . No lists of City 1,879 2,056

marks should be furnished to the borough com 169 21,576 87 67

mittee, and no order of merit issued , but each Bermondsey 18,376 6,194

candidate should pass through the hands of each Bethnal Green .. 20,606

examiner , and the recommendatio
ns

should be Camberwell 6,078 41,478

required to be signed by all the examiners acting.
4,538 8,009 84

As to the examination itself, the general plan Deptford .. 13,558 14,872 87 198

would be settled by the examination committee
Finsbury 11,967 15,406

Fulham
19,962

and be approved by the county authority. The
1,624 21,586 296 13-1

Greenwich

examination should be partly written and partly
16,124

Hackney 26,758

oral. Tests should be given in arithmetic , English ,
31,620 293

Hammersmit
h

3,704 76

drawing and general intelligence . The arithmetic
Hampstead 4.590 1,926 6,516 152

should include vulgar and decimal fractions and Holborn .. 4,164 6,497

the unitary method, and special stress should be Islington .. 36,008 7,683 43,691

laid on quickness and accuracy in mental arithmetic .
Kensington 9,635 6,977 16,612

In English the tests should be to reproduce Lambeth .. 23,608 14,011 37,619 167

clearly and in idiomatic language the substance of Lewisham 15,205 65

a story read out to candidates ; oral paraphrasing, Paddington 8,008 9,826 17,834

easy analysis and parsing by function ; and , in 19 | Poplar 169 23,104 5,652 27,756

particular, to read with intelligence and expression . St. Marylebone.. 4,813 8,705 13,518

In drawing , the test should not consist solely in St. Pancras 19 , 185 10,508 | 29,693

reproducing a copy. The test of general intelli
18,457 93

gence would be entirely oral , and would include
9,100 36,517

Stepney
208

questions on elementary physical and economic
53,787

Stoke Newington 5,081

geography, on natural objects and phenomena and
Wandsworth 21,761 8,371 280

current events.
Westminster 183

Once a year the Mayor of the Borough should
3,828 20,965

hold a meeting at the Town Hall , at which , in

presence of those interested in local and general Totals 4,536 463,345 173,811 637,156 2,827 2,012 4,839

education , certificates of honour should be awarded

to the scholars of the year . The county annual NOTES.

scholarship function at Queen's Hall might well

continue for other awards, but the junior county
( 1 ) The figures in columns 7-10 inclusive are for 8 years ; it will be noted that

more scholarships were awarded to boys than to girls, nearly in the proportio .
scholarships list belongs properly to the Borough; 3 to 2 , yet in some districts the total number gained by girls exceeds those

and the local stimulus which such a recognition
by boys.

(2) The average of scholarships awarded during the 8 years is 76 per thous

would give to education can hardly be overstated. school children , or each year nearly 1. per thousand ; the following average

noteworthy :

12 Scholarships and over
| Hampstead, 152 ; Fulham , 13 * 7 ; Deptford , 13 * 2 ;

1 Chelsea , 12'o .

Such a method of scholarship award as here

3 Scholarships and under { Marylebone, 3o ; Bethnal Green , 2 *3 ; West

ster, 2'2 ; Southwark, 1'2 .

This shows that the scholarships even with the income -restriction have failed

sketched would obviously forward the linking of reach the poorest districts, the award coming at least a year too late. There are

educational institutions within the various borough available statistics as to numbers eligible or non -eligible under the income limit .

(3 ) It will be noted that the number in average attendance at non -provided sche

areas of which London consists . It would bring exceeds that at provided schools in Westminster (2-2) and in Holborn (3 : 3 ), az

schoolmasters together on common ground and in
considerable in Stepney (3-4 ).

( )Sincethe totals in columns 3 and 6 have varying proportions through Lond
honourable association ; it would secure their the scholarship average (column 10) is based on school children and not on popular:

Westminster (183,000 ) has only 15,000 school children : these gained in 3 years
sympathies in the same individuals ; it would set scholarships, i.l., a total of 4 a year, or -27 per thousand. Fulham ( 137,000

21,000 school children : these gained 296 scholarships, 1.6., 37 a year, os
i The interests of children of late development ought not to be over- thousand . Thus, for every scholarship per thousand gained by Westmar ,

looked , but their case must be dealt with in some other manner . Fulham gained six .

15 177 421
82

40

16 302 224 391
103

127 10,901 4,304 90 155 102
17

18 144
20 7454

48

26

97 145
52

20 133 15 41

21 235 193 137
11-1

3.30

22 15,705 2,752 54 29Shoreditch

Southwark

119

206
23 27,417 30 14

17

24 33,333 20,454
110 72 182

25 51 4,332 749
28 14 42

26 232 30,132 179 IOI

3.300 12,004 15,304
25 IO 22

3527

28 Woolwich
117 17,137 145 57 202
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SATURDAY SCHOOL AT ST . PAUL'S . sation to give each form two extra periods , i.e. ,

three periods in all , during the rest of the week
BY A HEADMASTER .

for physical exercises . During each period of the

first five days of the week one- fifth of the school

HE proposal to abolish the whole day holiday was to be playing games or drilling under one or
on Saturday at St. Paul's School has been

more of the masters.

rejected. No one laments its failure. Boys,
Now it is clear that no ground could stand the

masters , parents were dead against it . The

constant wear of games all day long and every day
medical profession, so far as it expressed any

opinion, was decidedly adverse to it. Religious politan conditions to keep turf in a fit state to
of the week ; it is difficult enough under metro

feeling, both Jewish and Christian, was all on the stand play two or three times a week . The

same side , for it was no less a menace to the

Christian Sabbath than to the Jewish . The pro- drili, or, to give it the technical term , “ supervised
proposal meant, therefore , in practice , physical

, “
posal is scotched , but it does not follow that it is physical exercise .” The very idea of it is repug.

killed . Marley is dead , but Marley's ghost may
nant to an English boy. It may be all very well

still walk the earth . As this was not the first
for German or French boys, who are organisable

time the idea had been broached at St. Paul's , so it
animals and more submissive to machinery, but

may not be the last , and it may not be malapropos , the English boy, when he takes his exercise , likes

even though the issue seems for the present de- to be his own master , he likes to do it con

cided , to set forth the reasons in favour of a whole amore and throw himself into it with zest and

day holiday on Saturday in City schools. animation. Both these natural boy instincts are

The proposal at St. Paul's was not , as it has blunted and coerced by “ supervised physical

been represented , simply a proposal to increase the instruction," and thereby the very object, at which

amount of school-work ; the object of the scheme that physical instruction aims, is thwarted . Nothing

was rather to distribute the school-work , as it was is more illuminative in this respect than the paper

thought , more equably, and to combine with
“ On the Measurement of Mental Fatigue in

it more systematic provision than hitherto for Germany,” which appears in vol . ix . of the Board

physical training. The school hours are from
of Education's Special Reports on Educational

9.30 to 1 , and from 3 to 5. The time is divided
Subjects. The article contains the results of three

daily into three periods, two in the morning and different methods which were applied to measure

onesomewhat longer in the afternoon. At present mental fatigue . The results in each case go to
the hour between two and three p.m. is free for show that an hour's work in the gymnasium ,

games and gymnasium , and , over and above that,
according to the German method , is almost as

each boy gets one afternoon in the week for
fatiguing to the mind as an hour's work at Latin

athletic exercises, the different forms taking dif- or mathematics. Such “ supervised physical in6

ferent days in rotation, so that the best possible struction ” affords apparently but little relief to the
use may be made of the grounds, fives' courts , power of attention. There is nothing exhila

swimming bath , and other facilities with which the
rating in it , it is not sufficiently free and spon

school is so splendidly equipped. The river is taneous , and consequently imparts no proper

close by , and available after school and on elasticity to the mind. Mosso strongly disapproves
Saturday morning . The whole system is splen of devoting the intervals between the hours of

didly organised . Exercise of some kind is made
work to gymnastics or drill, considering that “ such

compulsory for every boy . There is a wide range a course only tends to further wear and tear of the

of choice, and each boy chooses at the beginning nervous system .” 1 Thus by the means of ergo
of term which form he will pursue. Even

graphs and ästhesiometers is nature justified of

bicycling is admitted under supervision of a her instincts .

master . This system is , in fact , almost a model ; The scheme of physical instruction would have

it shows what can be done in a day - school with a defeated its own object, because it would have

first-rate equipment to give City - bred boys almost , made the games a matter of drill and school

if not quite , as good a chance as boys get at routine, and that would have taken all the heart

Rugby or Eton . Accordingly St. Paul's' has been out of them . It would have knocked on the head

pretty well as successful in athletics as in scholar
all match arrangements for the middle week, it

ship . There was an Old Pauline in each of the
would have seriously impeded the matches on

University crews the year before last; the Paulines Saturday afternoon , would have made a school

hold their own at cricket or football against Bed crew impossible , and put an end once and for all

ford Grammar School, Dulwich , and Sherborne ; to the “ march out” of the cadet corps, the rifle

they carry off more than their share of the prizes practice of the shooting eight, and the whole day

forboxing at Aldershot , and their generalphysique natural history rambles, ofwhich St. Paul's School

and bearing is most highly commended by Col. showed such admirable results at the Nature

the Hon. John Scott Napier , who superintends Study Exhibition two years ago . With these

and reports on the public school competitions at things would have perished not a little of that

Aldershot. corporate spirit of school patriotism which is , it is

Mr. Walker's proposal was to take away the true, a bye-product , but certainly not the least

Saturdaywhole holiday, adding two extra “ periods "

on the Saturday morning , and by way of compen 1 Special Reports , vol . ix . , p . 587.
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valuable product , of the school athletics and hobby of any sort. His music , his natural history,

school societies which are so characteristic of his live pets, his carpentry or fretwork , his chess,

English education . his photography, his sketching , his microscope,

The school work on Saturday morning would his collection of whatever kind, in a word , all the

have meant an addition to the mental work of the little pursuits of his own choice , in which he takes

Pauline . It was not so intended,butinpractice a personalpride, which show his realspontaneous
it would have meant another evening's homework, self-- all these activities would be at once impossible

and for the great majority of boys two more rail- during term time, and with them would go the

way journeys . Few people , beyond those who freshness of mind and the savour of personality

have actual experience of London school work , which redeems life from the commonplace and

know what sheer loss of time those train journeys gives to all the activities of life their best and

involve . It is not an uncommon thing , as things are choicest quality . Variety is of the essence of

now, for boys to spend from ten to fifteen hours a happiness in work . With a free Saturday variety

week going to and from school . All this time is gets a chance, without it none. All good work is

waste , and worse than waste . I imagine that done with joy , says John Ruskin , and through infinite

Mr. Mosso's ergograph and ästhesiometer would variation, says Darwin , is the law of progress . It

prove statistically what most of us know in prac- is an easy thing, fatally easy to men of organising

tice , viz . , that an hour in a suburban train was genius , to draw out and enforce a plan of life that

about as fatiguing to the mind as an hour in a will prevent all wasting and concentrate upon a

German Turnhalle. And if there is one day worse given objective all the powers of those under their

than another, it is Saturday : in the early after- control . It is quite possible in this way to attain

noon it is not uncommon to find fifteen people a high level of attainment in certain specified

travelling in one compartment, and the guard's directions , but such a system does not and cannot

van as congested with humanity as the rest of the produce excellence , and the best work in science
train . Speaking generally, it is the cleverest and and in scholarship is done by minds which have

most promising boys who come from the greatest spontaneous impulse and have learned by freedom

distance, attracted by the reputation of the school. to use their own powers in the work of construc

These are the boys who would suffer most. Any | tive thought and research .
The bow that is

addition to the travelling, whether on tram or always bent, loses its spring and will not shoot so

train , is an addition to the tare, to the dead - lift or far. “Work and make music ” was the principle

weight which has to be carried in addition to the of Socrates. “ Work and make encyclopædias

cargo . It was Mr. Walker himself who introduced would have been the principle, underlying though

the whole day holiday at Manchester Grammar unexpressed , of the new model of Thorough at St.,

School , where similar conditions prevail , and no Paul's.

one there has questioned the wisdom of his action It is quite possible in education , as in other

or desired to revert to the status quo ante. things , to make an end of the means, and for the

It was one of the wise sayings of the late Bishop sake of education to lose all that makes education

of London that the main business of education is worth having . The miser, when young, desires

not to enable people to get on , but to enable them money for the sake of the comforts which it will

to use well the time in which they are not employed purchase for him in old age ; when old age comes
in getting on . In other words, the real test of our he foregoes comforts still that he may add to his
education is the use we make of our leisure . Now, money store ; the means has become an end in

if we want a boy to learn how to spend money itself, theprimary object is nullified by the parasi
judiciously, we allow him some money to spend at tism of the method adopted to secure it . So the

his own discretion within certain limits . If we end of education is complete manhood and woman .

want to make citizens worthy of votes, we give hood, but it is quite possible to become so absorbed

them votes and make them responsible for the in education as to forget the end thereof, and by

exercise of their privilege as voters . In the same over-education to produce a dwarfed and stunied

way, if boys are to learn how to make right use of manhood in the end. And this is bound to happen

leisure , they must have a certain margin of leisure if education leaves no scope for that silent but all

to use . It is possible, indeed certain , that many important education which a child gives to itself,

will make a bad use of their leisure . Some if we allow the activity of the teacher to encroach

Paulines may lie in bed on Saturday morning ; unduly upon the self -activity of the pupil , and so

other people abuse their leisure by digging with absorb the pupil's time by prescribed routine that
toasting forks for hidden treasure . But the remedy this self- activity gets no chance for development.

for such abuse is to check it and show a more Oversoul is better any day than overdriving.

excellent way, not to takeaway leisure altogether : This leads to the last consideration . A great

and the addition of Saturday morning school would deal has been said on the religious aspect of the

destroy altogether the leisure of the City schoolboy . I question for Jewish boys . St. Paul's has some
The shadow of the machine would be over his 50-60 Jewish boys. To these the choice on Saturday

whole life ; his real self, what the Latins called would be “ your religion or your work." And it

his " genius," would have no chance. It would is unfair and un - English to confront a boy with

not be easy for him in term time to fit in a visit to such an alternative and put a premium on apostasy.

the dentist, the tailor or the hairdresser ; much If there are to be classes at all on Saturday morn

less would it be possible for him to prosecute a ing , they should be such classes as can easily be

1
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missed without interfering with the regular pro- in sports there is as much organisation as there is

gramme of study - shorthand, drawing, practical in the curriculum of study . This has its un .

carpentry and engineering, bookkeeping and labo. doubted benefit, but it has its corresponding

ratory work in physics or chemistry. Such is the danger , and the danger is that real spontaneous

practice already at University College School , and life may be sacrificed to the demand of educational

it is free for a parent to choose at the beginning of machinery , that the child may lose its individuality

the term whether he wishes his son to attend these and have so much of its time and effort mapped

classes or not . out for it by superior powers that it may lose from

But hard as it would be on the Jewish boy , it sheer atrophy the power of mapping out its own

would be still harder for the others , for it is time and determining the object of its own efforts .

better to have one day of rest in seven , even And this is precisely what the old Latin poet

though it involves missing lessons, than to have no described as

day of rest at all . And that is what it would mean

“ Propter vitam vivendi perdere causas.”
for the Christian boys who did their duty both by

the school games and the school work. After a
hard game on Saturday afternoon, it is not possible THE INSPECTION OF SECONDARY

to do justice to homework in the evening . The SCHOOLS.

homework for Monday would be inevitably thrown By Ax ASSISTANT -MASTER.

over to Sunday . The problem paper of the boys
in the mathematical eighth , the English essays HE march of events in secondary education

and classical composition of the boys in the upper is a very hurried one. On the administra

classical forms, tasks which are now done, or could tive side change succeeds change with a

be done on Friday evening and Saturday morning, rapidity which some of us fear may be as

would be done on Sunday, if done at all , and the dangerous to the well -being of our schools as was

Daily News taking a second religious census of the the apathy of the past : after King Log, King

City would have to record 500 additional vacant Stork ! And at the same time professional opinion ,

sittings in the London places of worship. The shy and conservative though it be , is adapting

St. Paul's boy would be cut off from religious itself to the new conditions with hardly less speed.

influence and would form habits of non- religious “ It would be desirable, ” said the Royal Com

observance. Dean Colet would hardly approve of missioners of 1895 , “ that [the Inspector) should

this . The beginning of theweek determines the also be present at the teaching of, at any rate , the

character of the whole. The secularisation ofThe secularisation of principal classes . But in view of the

Sunday meansthe secularisation of the week, just | disquiet which a general enforcement of such a

as the consecration of Sunday consecrates the six rule might at first excite, we are not prepared to

days of work that follow . But the observance of say that this should be deemed essential.” How

the day of rest is not founded on enactment alone , completely out of touch the words are with

it is founded on a deep necessity of human life . present sentiment. Last year , the third year of

It is observed because it is enacted , but it is the working of the Act of 1899 , no less than ninety

enacted because it is necessary . The institution five schools underwent a complete inspection under

of the day of rest in Babylonia synchronises with Clause 3 of that Act ; and we have not so much as

the institution of organised work among mankind, heard “ the rumble of a distant drum ,” beaten bya

and rest was enacted in the interests of work itself. a disquieted malcontent .

Man, the greatest of all machines and the most The Commissioners and their witnesses recog

sensitive, needs to be wound up, so that he returns nised two types of inspection , which they

to his work on Monday with renewed vigour and distinguished as " official and " educational.'

livelier spirits. And it is impossible to believe that Withthe first we have here little concern, though

what makes boys stronger and healthier and at one point it touches, or ought to touch , assis

fresher in mind will ultimately make them less tant-masters very nearly. Nodoubt the adminis

learned or less efficient. A boy may learn more trative inspector, in all cases be it remembered

in a single week by working seven days instead ofa an officer of the Board of Education , inquires into

six , but it is open to doubt whether at the end of a the salaries paid to the staff. These are always

year he will have learned more by working seven insufficient, and for that reason , we suppose, the

days a week, even supposing his physique does information obtained is discreetly pigeon -holed at

not succumb beneath the strain , and at the end of South Kensington , and no more said . But it is

six years he will certainly have learned less . It is surely the plain duty of an Inspector to give the

by the ultimate result that such a system must be facts at least so much publicity as his report

gauged . affords. We very well remember the commotion

The decision of the governing body of St. Paul's which ensued in a provincial town on the publica

to reject the proposed scheme is, in effect, a tion of an official statement that £ 50 a year

victory of man over machinery . The machinery not an adequate salary either for a man or for a

of education nowadays is making ever increasing woman ."

demands upon the time and attention of the child. Of educational inspection , again , there are two

The subjects of instruction are more numerous
1 [An article on inspection froni the point of viewof a headmaster appeared

and the boy is subjected to periodic examination in our December , 1903 , number . An irspector will , we hope, deal with the

almost from the day he leaves the nursery . Even
subject next month . - Eds .)

was
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kinds . As at present conducted by the officers of good judge of pictures without knowing how to
many local authorities, its object is to secure that hold a brush . But such a critic may not presume

grants of public money are not wasted through to give instruction in the technical details of the art .

ineptitude or inefficiency. No attempt is, as a Moreover , inspection as a “ trade ” would be at

rule , made to examine into the work of individual best parasitic ; rather ought we to regard it as one

teachers. If it appears that the school in question department of our profession, and to encourage

is endeavouring, with a reasonable prospect of the transfer of teachers to the inspectorate, and

success , to meet local needs , the purpose of the even of inspectors to the master's desk. The door

inspection is generally held to be satisfied. Many might well swing both ways.

teachers are of opinion that inspection should With what powers should an Inspector be

never be stretched to cover more than this . In armed ? The question is difficult, but vital .

Thring's words , “ the sole business of Govern- Society , whose servant he is , dictates to the

ment is to pass a school , first, as having efficient schoolmaster what subjects he will teach , but

machinery for the work it professes to do ; secondly , within the limits of the curriculum he alone is ,

as doing that work on the average success- and ought to be, responsible . There is a danger,

fully .” It is easy to understand , and indeed to which was realised under many of the late

sympathise with the objectors. An inspection School Boards, that between the teacher and the

which subjects curriculum , time table , teaching Authority employing him a second master may

methods and efficiency, to a searching review , may intervene-the Inspector . A sentence in the latest

be as powerful for evil as for good. It may destroy Board of Education Report illustrates the point :

the teacher's originality ; it may sap his sense of “ No Inspector would think of pushing a boy

responsibility ; it may end by making us all the forward if he had not properly assimilated the

mere tools and instruments which, pace Mr. Page, year's work .” The author of that remark has

assistant - masters are as yet far from becoming strayed beyond his province. Divide responsibility ,

Yet equally certain are we that to the acting efficiency is at once impaired : remove responsi

teacher an incomplete or superficial inspection is bility , and with it there goes one of the few motives

not worth a rap. To be of assistance to us our which still induce able men to become school

inspection must be complete , and must be masters . Therefore, the Inspector should

thorough ; and the inspectors must be carefully recommend and report , but should not be allowed,

chosen. Of amateurs we have plenty . Even the to intervene directly in the internal affairs of the

Man in the Street is an educational expert in his school .

own eyes , for heonce suffered sub ferula Orbili, and Now that we have appointed our Inspector , he

has the jargon of the schools . But advice tendered will , perhaps, out of gratitude allow us to give him

from a full knowledge of the conditions under a few hints for his future conduct. He may even

which it will have tobe followed is as rare as it is ask us in what way he can be most helpful when

useful. he comes into our class - room . In the first place ,

Inspection, then , must be complete . Regard let him resist that inclination to magnify the small
must be had to all the problems with which each details , the anise and cumin , which is the besetting

master is faced, and to all those working com- temptation of his office, if one may judge by the

promises of which a school time - table is a symbol. | frequency with which it is succumbed to . Be
Of the mischief that is done by external authority cause a desk is not straight or a window not open , it

when it concerns itself with a single branch of the does not follow that a spirit of untidiness pervades

curriculum , and leaves the rest to shift for them . the class , or that the ventilation is generally
selves, Mr. Headlam's recent “ Report on the neglected. There was once an Inspector who

Teaching of Literary Subjects in Schools " furnishes came to see a new laboratory, which the teacher

conclusive evidence . While the example of an had designed and fitted up with elaborate care ,

unreformed South Kensington remains the orthodox and all he said was , “ Some of those boys might

precedent in this direction , we may put aside as wash their hands " ' ; and again , “ That tap isn't

impossible of realisation the notion that education clean ." In the next place , it is as well to affect

is a process of harmonious development. Yet interest in the business which is toward , even

the general level of education can no more be though one cannot feel it . The first time the

raised by laying all the emphasis on single subjects present writer was inspected he had to demon

than a boy's bodily health can be improved by strate Euclid I. 44 , while the Inspector walked up

making him carry weights on his left shoulder . and down examining the photographs which hung

The Inspector must be carefully chosen . Long on the wall behind the class.

and successful experience alone can give authority On methods, modern and other, the last word

to his judgments. They say that after ten or has fortunately not been said ; and therefore

fifteen years of general practice a doctor may set attempts to dictate the way in which a subject

up as a consultant . An equally long apprentice- should be treated are to be deprecated . Suffice it

ship to school work is surely not too much to if the teacher knows his method and is success

demand of our would - be educational adviser . fully following it . In a certain school at the

Inspection , we are told, “ is a trade to be learnt, present time the modern -language teacher , who for

like other trades," and the implied inference is that many years taught well , though after an old

the pupil must begin early . " If we merely want fashion, now takes the field with an armoury of

criticism the statement may pass. One can be a Lauttafeln and Bildertafeln , and with disastrous
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results, in consequence of a youthful inspector's this practice : if so , it is occasionally broken .

interference. One wonders what the gentlemen Some day good assistant - masters will be as rare as

would have said to Bowen's famous lesson in good football- players, -- at present everybody knows

French prose, which began with a list of the they are as plentiful as rabbits-and when that
English archbishops and ended with the mouths time comes, Inspectors who break this rule will

of the Nile . Unhappily our Inspectors are not carry their lives in their hands, as we are credibly

likely to meet many Bowens in their peregrina- informed the entrepreneur of a League team does
tions , but most of us go about our business in our now.

own way , and our " bent was taken long ago.” One of the most experienced of H.M. Inspectors

Of our methods we can truthfully say, with the has told us that “ free conference between the

old stage - driver , that when there is a breakdown | inspectors and teachers is the best

we know where we are ; but if, in our age , we are form of inspection ." The remark has an important

forced to essay new modes of locomotion, there bearing upon the Report . Many hints , and even

will be many breakdowns, and Heaven only knows corrections, which would appear formidable in

where we shall be ! a written document assume their proper propor

In teaching ,more perhaps than in anything else , tions when given conversationally . If the Inspector

the data make all the difference. The human boy , lays his conclusions before the staff, jointly and

the exigencies of time tables, the freaks of severally, in this way he will help them more than
examining bodies , and a hundred other things, many blue -books can. But there are two other

cause grievous rents in pedagogic theories . More- parties to the case—the governors of the school

over , in the round of the curriculum most of us are and the local public . By the former a detailed

compelled to the variety of Dryden's Buckingham ; and necessarily somewhat technical statement
we are not specialists with a single rôle . Criticism is required . The latter want a résumé couched in

and suggestion which does not take account of all untechnical language and without details, or they

the parts we play and of the limits of the stage is will not see the wood for the trees . The practice

predestined to miss its mark . “ Censure us in your of the Board of Education , therefore , in making

wisdom ,” therefore, Mr. Inspector , “ and awake only one report and insisting on the publication of

your censure that you may the better judge,” but all or nothing seems to the present writer a mis

never pass sentence without giving an opportunity taken one . Moreover, in whatever form the report

for a motion in arrest of judgment . No teacher be cast , the assistant - masters should be made

worth his salt resents the question, “ Why did you acquainted with its contents. At many schools it
do so and so ? " And then , the motion heard, if is the custom to read it at a masters ' meeting ;

condemn you must , indicate the way to better but in some, the headmaster withholds it on the

things , and go out of your way--you will not have ground that it is a confidential document .

to go far -- to find something you can praise . One In spite of occasional hesitations and a doubter

recalls for your benefit Punch's lines to Carlyle : here and there , the thought of inspection is not

unwelcome to assistant - masters . In Homer's

Wicked though the world may be ! battles the heroes reap the glory , and of the

Don't regard us very sadly ; common soldiers we catch only glimpses. So for

Teach us better , Mr. C. , too long has it fared with us . For the most part

If you find us doing badly. we lead obscure lives in none too well -lighted

class -rooms, gaining a fleeting recognition upon
One other question remains before we come to Founder's day , and thereafter retiring for another

the report, without some discussion of which an year into seclusion . It is time the doors of the

article on inspection from the assistant - master's house stood open-time that we were acknowledged

point of view would indeed be incomplete . The by authority as something more than the servants
Trinacrian position of head , assistant , and inspector of a servant . The doors are open , and the

is a new and delicate one . Our friends on the acknowledgment is gained, when we come face to

primary wing of the profession now and again re face with the Inspector.

solve " that the time has arrived for the establish

ment of a professional code of honour.” It has ;
but, unluckily, codes of honour come not by resolu

tion . An Inspector who does his duty in pointing

out defects will need all his tact if he is not to
The Church of St. Mary the Virgin, Oxford, in its Relation

to some Famous Events of English History. By H. L.
appear as a maker of mischief between the head .

master and his colleagues.
Thompson.

If the defects are
viii . + 196 pp. ( Constable.) 35. 6.4. net .—The

vicar of St. Mary's , Oxford , here publishes seven “ sermons” or
serious enough to require mention in the report , he

historical lectures, six of which were delivered in that church

will probably be well advised to let that mention
before the University or City authorities. Together with the

suffice. In other cases a safe rule would be to
introduction , which supplies some necessary preliminary infor.

make no comment to the headmaster of which
mation , they make a most interesting and valuable little book .

the assistant - master affected had not been informed .
The antiquity of the city , the coming of the friars , John Wyclif,

It should be no part of an official Inspector's duty the Oxford Martyrs, Amy Robsart , Queen Elizabeth , are but

to give testimonials or to recommend candidates some of the subjects which are vividly brought before us in

for actual or prospective vacancies Probably these discussions. It is a book good to read both for teachers

most of the inspecting bodies have a rule forbidding and pupils.
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L - English language andliteratureprovidedfor

e as

( 1 ) reproduction of a passage read aloud by the

THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH IN teacher , or of an episode in the history lesson ;

SCHOOLS. ( 2) a simple description , e.g., a walk , a game, a

By J. H. FOWLER, M.A.

building, an easy scientific experiment ; (3) the

Clifton College .
invention of sentences into which a particular word

is to be introduced , as a means of enlarging the

III .-SUGGESTIONS FOR AN ENGLISH COURSE . pupil's vocabulary , and teaching him the correct

use of words.

AST In reading, though the range of books available

is more limited than at later stages , there is no

secondary schools by external authorities reason to be content with anything below the best .

were passed in review . It was, I think , obvious There are fairy tales , and ballads, and simplified

that , whatever the merits or defects of those versions of the old heroic epics , and translationsof

examinations may be , they do not furnish us with Plutarch's Lives ; there are the novels of Sir

all that we want if English is to be made a real Walter Scott ; and there are several excellent

training ; nor is it to examining bodies that we readers suitable for this and the earlier part of the

must chiefly look to initiate reform . If examining next stage , such “ The Temple Readers ”

bodies are to help us , I think it will be mainly by ( Horace Marshall and Son) , “ In the World of

raising the standard of the English required in all Books " ( Edward Arnold) . Indeed the difficulty

examinations , and not merely in examinations on of finding suitable books, well printed and well

one set of subjects . A stringent “ marking down illustrated , which was a real one twenty years ago,

of mis- spelt and ill - expressed answers would un

doubtedly have a good effect.

has disappeared , and there is no excuse for using

anything that is not good literature.

But the first and most essential desideratum is II. INTERMEDIATE STAGE (Age 12-16 ).— Exer

the adoption of a higher English standard by cises in the analysis of compound sentences. Prac

schoolmasters themselves. In a recent issue of
tice in the correction of sentences containing errors

the Circular of the Assistant Masters ' Association of speech . Exercises in the use of words, espe

the editor apologises for having stated that “ the cially distinguishing words that may wrongly be

Senior Physics Master at Bedford Grammar School regarded as mere synonyms .

was vacant." Some apology to the gentleman in Composition should include ( 1 ) Reproduction , as

question certainly seemed desirable. But the next in the earlier stage , but widened to embrace the

sentence shows that this was not the apology the

editor intended to make. For he proceeds: " It

summarising and re -presentation of any class

lesson . The pupil is not asked to supply material,

should have been Bradford Grammar School.” but he is encouraged to arrange his material to

This specimen of English, which could unfortu some extent for himself, and to choose for himself

nately be paralleled from other pages of the same between the more important and the less impor

journal, is only too typical of the laxity which tant ; ( 2 ) Précis-writing; ( 3 ) Original themes on
;

many of us allow ourselves in the use of our lan some subject suggested by the literature or history

guage .
If such is our own standard , can read in form , and for which the books read may

expect a higher from our pupils ?? Indolence to some extent supply guidance and , if possible, a

tempts us all to employ slang , or slovenly con- model .

structions , or abbreviations ; some of us use these For reading we have at this stage the historical

things from an idea that it is easier to get in touch plays and comedies of Shakespeare commonly read

with boys if their own methods of speech are in schools ; such great historical novels as “ West

adopted. We shall resist such temptations if we ward Ho ! Esmond," The Tale of Two

remember that every school lesson , whatever its Cities,” “ The Cloister and the Hearth ,” besides

subject , in which English is the medium of com- Sir W. Scott ; Prescott's “ Conquest of Mexico"

munication between teacher and pupil , ought at and “ Conquest of Peru ” ; the narratives of the

the same time to be a lesson in English . In this great explorers ; Macaulay's essays and the essays

connection I may quote from an unpublished letter of Addison , Steele , Leigh Hunt, Charles Lamb

of the late Prof. Withers : “ The English compo- and De Quincey ; Pope's “ Iliad ,” Tennyson's

sition should only be the formal and deliberate poems, Hales's admirable collection of “ Longer

practice, for its own sake , of an art which is being English Poems,” and Palgrave's “ Golden Trea
used for other reasons every moment of the week . sury.” If the reading is to be a real pleasure to

The trouble at present is that the English theme is form the pupil, and to encourage a taste for literature ,
without matter, and that the rest of the curriculum is apt it must not be taken in very small doses. The

to be matter withoutform .” influence of methods more appropriate to the study

But how can the hours definitely assigned to the of Latin and Greek has probably been unfortunate

study of English be best employed ? That is the in this respect , and the influence of annotated

question I propose to answer briefly in the remain- editions hastended in the same direction . Above

der of this paper . all the influence of examinations has fixed the

I. ELEMENTARY Stage ( Age, 9-12 ) . In gram- attention of teachers and pupils upon minute points

mar, the parts of speech will be studied and analy- often to the neglect of larger and more fruitful

sis of simple sentences will be taught. questions. I cannot, therefore, insist too strongly

Practice in composition should be of three kinds : that, even if the necessities of examination compel

we

ܙܙܐܐ
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the study of one book in the minuter fashion , there In all these stages reading aloud should be prac

should be other reading undertaken on a different tised . Many difficulties, unnecessarily explained
scale and in a different spirit . in the ordinary annotated editions , disappear when

Some schoolmasters will perhaps find a serious a passage is read aloud . The study of metre

objection to this counsel in the difficulty of testing should begin in the second stage , or even in the
whether a book read rapidly has been read with first. Reading aloud will remove many metrical

attention and profit. Mr. John Morley once said difficulties. Dr. Mayor's new “ Handbook of

that he found it a good plan , before reading a book, English Metres ” (Cambridge Press) will be found
to make a list of the questions to which he expected useful by teachers . Occasional practice in English

the book to give an answer. No boy has the know- verse is an excellent exercise , and may give , with

ledge or experience requisite for making such a less expenditure of time , some of the training

list . But if the schoolmaster read the book first hitherto given by Latin verse composition.

and put the questions into the boy's head the read- Such a course as is here sketched out may pos

ing might be more fruitful than it commonly is . sibly not bring results that would be easily and

A preliminary talk about a book set for a holiday accurately estimated by any of our existing exami

task might make all the difference to a boy's atti- nations . Intelligent and sympathetic inspection ,

tude in reading it , and by consequence all the if it can be obtained, would be more likely to

difference to his intellectual profit. Another mode gauge the extent of the progress made. But if

of testing what has been absorbed from a book examinations in prepared books are a necessity, it is

read in this manner is to use it as material for still possible , perhaps , to construct papers that will

essays. If pains are taken to set the themes in encourage teaching upon the right lines . I will

advance—and it may be a good plan to announce set down , in conclusion , some of the questions I

the subjects for the whole term at the very begin- have found it advantageous to bear in mind both

ning-a certain amount of guidance in reading will in teaching and in examining : “ How far has the

be indirectly supplied in this way. student a clear picture in his mind of the scenes

III . ADVANCED Stage (Age, 16-19) . English described , a clear knowledge of the sequence and

composition of a more ambitious nature can now connection of events , a clear idea of the writer's

be attempted , but it will be easier to maintain a contribution to thought, of the ways in which his

high standard for essays if we do not set them too work should widen our sympathies, enlarge our

frequently . ( 1 ) Reproduction should still be given mental horizon ? Has he observed how the writer's

occasionally. We may now choose examples from work is conditioned by the age in which he lived,

the great statesmen and orators . The reproduc- by the circumstances of his birth and training ?

tion of an argument from a speech of Burke or Are the characters of the book real to him ? In

Pitt is an admirable lesson in reasoning as well as poetry does the rhythm mean anything to him ?

in English composition . ( 2 ) Précis-writing, care In prose , the structure and balance of sentences ?

being taken to find an example of some educational Does he appreciate the language at all the reason

value in itself, e.g. , the newspaper summary of a for the choice of one word and the rejection of

blue- book or of a debate in Parliament . (3 ) Original another ? Has he any conception of the difference

essays should , even at this stage, seldom be upon between the aims of poetry and prose ? Does he

abstract subjects with very wide limits . Whether understand how far and why the vocabulary of the
the theme is historical , ethical or literary , it will two should differ ? ”

often be a good plan to let it involve a comparison I make these suggestions in all diffidence, con

of some kindwhich the pupil will not find worked scious that they go a very little way , that the best

out in a book but is obliged to develop for him methods in this subject are still to seek , and that

self.
no one method is best for all teachers ; yet con

The literature read at this stage may include fident that , as an educational instrument , the

the “ Canterbury Tales, " the “ Faery Queen ," the English language and literature deserve , and will

great Shakespearean tragedies, Milton, Dryden , richly repay, greater attention than they have yet

Pope , Gray, Wordsworth , Keats , Shelley, Tenny received .

son, Browning ; the great English essayists from
Bacon downwards ; Carlyle's • Heroes and

“ Past and Present " ; Ruskin's “ Seven Lamps ,'

" Crown ofWild Olive,” and “ Sesame and Lilies.”

Some of the monographs in the English Men of

Letters Series ( e.g., Myers's “ Wordsworth ” and“ The King's English and how to write it. By J. Bygott

Sir Leslie Stephen's " Johnson " ) are literature in and A. J. L. Jones. x . + 242 pp . (Jarrold . ) 1s. 6d.— “ It is

themselves , and will serve excellently for reading . a 20th century book , by 2019 century men , for 20th century

The study of the history of English literature will readers ” (see the preface ). The subjects dealt with include

naturally have been begun in Stage II . in connec- essay writing , précis writing , and paraphrasing , and one chapter

tion with the reading . It should be conducted is headed “ Hints as to a Course of Reading.” The book is

chiefly by lectures , not by handbooks, and should not an elementary one ; it is intended to afford a complete pre

be confined to the greatest names. Stopford paration for Civil Service examinations , London matriculation ,

Brooke's “ Primer," and Dowden's “ Primer of &c. Candidates for such examinations will find in it many

Shakespeare," may usefully be put into the student's valuable helps and suggestions, as , for instance , the outline

hands in the third stage . and model essays, and the solutions of précis papers.

7

9 )
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authorities concerning the dire effects of ignorance
THE TEACHING OF HYGIENE IN

and neglect of the laws of health cannot be gain
SCHOOLS .

said by the mere lay reader. But he can readily

see that though the mens sana is , without doubt,
By J. THORNTON , M.A.(Lond .)

of the highest importance , its value to the indi
Headmaster of the Central Higher Grade School , Bolton .

vidual and the state is greatly diminished unless

the corpus sanum accompanies it . Now it can

HE petition to the Board of Education and hardly be disputed that the tendency of some

other central educational authorities which better knowledge would be to diminish these evils .

is being promoted by a number of distin- Of a hundred children taught the most important

guished members of the medical profession, and is , facts about the structure and working of the body

I believe , likely to be signed by a large number of and the means of preserving it in vigour and

the medical practitioners of the United Kingdom , health , and a hundred others left without such in

demands the serious attention of all teachers. It struction, it can scarcely be doubted that the first

is a petition which virtually asks that instruction hundred will enjoy a more robust and longer life

in hygiene, or the laws of health , should be made than the second hundred , and that they will be

compulsory in all primary schools , and that its more useful members of society .

study should be encouraged in all secondary While urging the great practical utility of

schools . Such a demand raises a number of im- hygiene I do not wish it to be inferred that it has

portant and interesting questions. In the first no value as mental training. For it will be found

place, it is perhaps advisable to get some idea of that the subject as described above is one which

what is meant by hygiene . It may be regarded excites the interest of a large proportion of pupils ,

as a body of principles or rules designed for the and interest of such a nature as induces effort and

promotion and preservation of health. It will , stimulates thought on the part of the pupil . Some

therefore, in school include a simple treatment of parts of the subject, indeed , may really be taught

air, food , drink , heating, lighting , exercise, clothing as an investigation . Pupils themselves can find

and habits . It thus implies some knowledge of the normal rate of breathing, the increase of this

the construction and functions of the body , and rate after a quick walk and after a run . They can

some acquaintance with the composition and pro- be led to discover the chemical changes that air

perties of the atmosphere and of the various kinds undergoes in respiration and the increased output

of food and drink ; in other words some acquaint- of carbon dioxide after exertion ; and with a little

ance with physiology and certain special parts of guidance they may find out the nature of the

chemistry and physics . It would be of little use process which leads to alternate expansions and

to lay down laws of healthful living without giving contractions of the cavity of the chest.

some elementary knowledge of the human machine It may here be well to take note of an objection

that is to be regulated by these laws. Only by that is likely to be made by some parents and

such knowledge can scholars be led to what the teachers . It may be said that, as hygiene implies

petitioners desire- " to appreciate at their true some knowledge of physiology, it should not find

value healthful bodily conditions as regards clean- a place in the curriculum , as physiology is not a

liness , pure air , food, drink , &c . " suitable subject for school study on moral grounds.

The next question that arises is : “ What are In reply , it may be admitted that certain parts of

the claims of this subject to a place in the school physiology are not suitable for boys and girls, but

curriculum ? " --a curriculum that already is be- these are just the parts that need not be treated

lieved to be so crowded as to demand all the time in such teaching as is required. The needful

given to school life. It can hardly be urged on teaching can be given without any reference to

behalf of hygiene that it is a subject that provides functions to which it is inadvisable to draw atten

a specially valuable kind of mental training , that tion , and without, as the petition says , “ developing“

it is specially a faculty.developing study like litera- any tendency to dwell upon what is unwholesome."

ture or mathematics . If the claims of hygiene to Moreover, the eager desire of most children to

a place in the curriculum are to be admitted, it know something about their own bodies had better

must be then rather because of its importance as be satisfied under the guidance of a skilful teacher.

information ; its practical utility must be so great Such a teacher will be able to prevent the growth

that time must be found to teach it . ( I do not of many vulgar and harmful notions and to promote

intend to imply that this two - fold division of the a refinement of idea and reverence for the body

subjects in a school curriculum makes them mu- which are quite distinct from that false modesty

tually exclusive , as will shortly be seen .) Now so often assumed as a virtue . The nature and

health or physical well-being is so important, not amount of physiology required for a course of in

only to the individual but to the nation , that any- struction in the lawsof health may be learnt from

thing which promotes this must receive due atten- a perusal of the syllabus for elementary hygiene

tion , particularly if there be hostile forces at work issued by the Board of Education , or from the

which can be destroyed or checked. The petition syllabus of practical hygiene for school teachers

calls attention to “the serious physical and moral prepared by the Sanitary Institute.

conditions of degeneracy and disease resulting from Admitting then the desirability and great im

the neglect and infraction of the elementary laws portance of some instruction in hygiene, Gesund

of hygiene.” This testimony of the highest medical heitslehre , as the Germans call it, we are next

a
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compelled to ask , “ How is it possible to find the taken from the time given to inguistic studies, or

time for this new subject, seeing that the curri. | from the time given to mathematics, or from the

culum at presert is so full ? ” If school time is time given to chemical analysis ; or it may be from

already taken up with the subjects included in the two or three of the subjects already taught . The

curriculum , it appears obvious that the time must time thus taken away will not , if what we have

be taken from some other subject or the school said above be sound, be entirely lost to these sub

hours lengthened . Few will be found to advocate jects , for just as some of the other branches of

an increase in the length of school hours, so that school study may be made to assist the training in

this method of obtaining the required time may be hygiene , so may hygiene often be brought in to

dismissed . We seem , therefore, to be shut up to help and illustrate other parts of the science

the necessity of finding the time in the other way teaching . In addition, we must not fail to remark

just mentioned . This, however, need not always that , in assisting a pupil to keep his bodily vigour

be the case, paradoxical as the assertion may seem. and energy , we shall make him a more successful

Thus , in the lower classes of both primary and student in all branches of study. Nothing is more

secondary schools, very simple ideas of such mat- certain than that sensations of languor , restlessness

ters as the composition of the air and the structure and weariness in the body tinge the workings of

and action of the lungs may be obtained during a the mind. The appreciation by teachers of the

reading lesson , provided a reading -book with such importance of this last remark will be of the

lessons is used . In the higher class it will some- utmost service to them in their work .

times be possible to utilise a portion of a chemistrya One question more remains . Are the existing

or physics lesson to impress on pupils certain phy. teachers throughout the country qualified to give

siological truths and hygienic laws. A lesson on the kind of education suggested ? ( It must be

carbon dioxide , for example, may surely serve to remembered that the claim is , that such instruction

enforce the importance of good ventilation ; and as we are discussing should be general and begin

the explanationof the source of mechanical energy at a comparatively early period in school life .) As

in a steam engine may be made the occasion of a the great bulk of teachers have not had any course

few words on the source of the energy of the of instruction in the subject, one is obliged to

living body. admit that there is no such general qualification

But , apart from this incidental teaching , some among them . It is true that students training for

time must be found for set lessons on parts of the elementary teachers are obliged in their course of

subject that cannot thus be taken up. One can elementary science to take some biology and

hardly drag into other lessons the conditions of domestic science. The knowledge so obtained

healthy digestion , or the structure and action of will be useful as far as it goes , but it is far short of

the skin , together with the need of keeping it clean . what is required to teach hygiene in the way and

But it is objected that the time table is already so to the extent that the petitioners desire . Means

full that no time can be found for a new subject . must accordingly be taken to provide a better

To this the petitioners say, in eftect , that the course in hygiene in the Training Colleges as well

subject must find a place in the school curriculum . as to supplement the qualifications of those already

Personal and national welfare alike demand it ; teaching in schools. This has been done in other

serious physical and moral results in the individual subjects, as , for example, in physical drill . With

and the community may be mitigated by the train- regard to secondary schools , it is to be feared that

ing advocated : its possible usefulness is so great there is even less general acquaintance with the

that we cannot afford to neglect it any longer . subject among the teachers than in the elementary

Besides , it is pointed out that the subject is taught schools . Many of the science teachers, however,

in a large number of the schools attended by will have some acquaintance with physiological

English -speaking children in our colonies and in facts and rules of sanitation , and their training

the United States. Anyone acquainted with the will soon enable them to add what is necessary to

school books in use in the various kinds of schools make them competent instructors. The other

in America cannot but be struck with the large members of the staff, too , in the higher schools , may

number of such books devoted to physiology and be expected to be moved in the direction desired

hygiene , and to the prominence given in these whenthey realise the force of the plea now being

books to the injurious effects of alcohol on the put forward. It is worthy of note that the study

young . of hygiene is one of the noticeable developments in

To those convinced of the necessity of this the training of teachers in Germany, possibly as
definite teaching, this apportioning of a part of the result of a declaration a few years ago by the

the school time to the subject, there comes the Emperor, who said at a conference in Berlin , “ I

questions — How much time per week will be re- consider it very urgent that the question of hygiene

quired ? How are we to find the time ? To the be taken up in the training schools for teachers.”

first question I should answer , “ one hour a week.” Once convinced of the pressing need of such
Less than this will not do , for the instruction must hygienic training as we have been considering ,

be made as practical as possible , and this will ne- there is little doubt that the teaching profession

cessitate , in the higher forms, the occasional use will readily respond to the call made upon it by

of one of the school laboratories . To the second preparing both themselves and their pupils . It

question no general answer can very well be given , can hardly be said now , as was said some years

as schools vary so much in type . A little may be ago , that teachers care little about learning how

" )
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they may work with more pleasure to themselves Achilles , Æneas and Romulus, Alexander and his

and more profit to their pupils. Honour, patriotism , generals, Arthur and his knights, Charlemagne and

and self-interest all forbidsuch indifference. his paladins. These lead up to the Biblical narra

tives of “ the great old saints of other days”

narratives inimitable in their directness and sim

plicity . Finally come the stories from history

proper, stories centring round notable men and

women and telling of noble and heroic deeds. The
HISTORY IN PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.1

child who is brought up on this diet to his

fourteenth year will not be unprepared to face the

By F. J. C. HEARNSHAW , M.A. , LL.M. sterner and less fascinating aspects of history
Professor of History , Hartley University College , Southampton . which are presented to him in the second stage of

his career.

This second stage extends over five years , and

N my former article I dealt generally with the it is during this great formative period that the

function of history in education, and more solid foundations of the superstructure of learning

particularly with the ends which it may be must be laid . These foundations should be very

used to serve at each stage of the pupil's career . broad : anything approaching specialisation should

For purposes of classification this career was be avoided. It ought to be possible before a boy

divided into four stages , the first extending from reaches the age of fourteen to implant indelibly in

the fifth to the ninth year , during which the his mind theoutlines of the histories of England

primary object of the teacher is to excite interest ( including the Empire) , Rome, andGreece . These

in the minds of the scholars ; the second extending three are of cardinal importance ; for in later life

from the ninth to the fourteenth year , during which no man can be regarded as an educated man who

the imparting of “ mere information ” is the most does not know something of the main sources from

conspicuous feature; the third extending from the which modern civilisation has sprung . To begin

fourteenth to the seventeenth year , during which with , the stories learned in the preparatory period

the quickening of the intelligence and development will be knit together into a continuous whole , much

of the mental powers rank first in importance ; the as Creasy's accounts of the “ decisive battles” are

last , beginning with the seventeenth year, in which joined by concise summaries of intervening events.

the student with matured powers sets himself to Then the connecting links will be amplified and the

his life-long task of making himself a master of outline reduced to order and proportion . The

some branch of learning . point to be emphasised is that , however meagre the

I now turn to discuss in summary fashion the outline may be , the whole of the history should in

historical curriculum which seems best calculated to each case be included . I am strongly of opinion that

effect the purposes thus indicated , and to examine during this period examinations should be few and

the courses of study laid down by the great public far between and I feel great regret that such ex

examining bodies with a view to discover how aminations as those of the College of Preceptors,

far they accord with the ideal . During the first in which no age limit is imposed - should have

period the teaching of history is synonymous with induced many headmasters to subject very young

the telling of stories , and all the best educationists children to the examination ordeal . And I feel

agree that the most suitable stories to begin with still greater regret that the pressure brought to

are not historical at all but are frankly imaginative. bear upon the authorities of Oxford and Cambridge

They are the fairy tales which belong to the folk- should have led them to introduce “ Preliminary"

lore of the various peoples of the world . Their examinations for infantile candidates whom special .

origin dates back to the infancy of the race , of isation can only paralyse , and in whom the broad

which the infancy of the individual is in some sort foundations of learning can hardly be laid while

an epitome, and they appeal, as no stories invented every effort of the teacher is directed to the

by modern art ever do ,to the dawning imagination erection of a tottering pinnacle of the specified

of children . As children hear them they are trans information demanded by a syllabus .

ported from the town in which they live to the The third stage , extending from the fourteenth to

enchanted lands beyond the nameless seas , and the seventeenth year , should be one peculiarly rich in

they are carried from the commonplace and un- mental development, and happy the pupil who falls

eventful days in which their own lot is cast back into the hand of a capable and stimulating teacher

to that mystic and wonderful age during this critical period . At this time, if at any,

examinations have their place and their value.

Whose margin fades For it is now , when the wide outlines have been

For ever and for ever
grasped, that the detailed study of limited special

periods and set books may well begin . Examin

as they move , that age whose only date is the ations give definiteness to study, make systematic

ever -memorable “ Once upon a time. ” Following arrangement of work necessary , and in the end

the fairy tales come the half-legendary stories of enable the student to gain a true estimate of his

the heroes - Hercules and Perseus , Hector and powers by telling him how he stands in relation to

his fellows . The history to which prime attention
1 The first article appeared in The SCHOOL WORLD, January, 1904. should be directed during this period is that which
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deals with the great epochs in the progress of the ( a) History of England , 1509-1603 ; or ,

race, those epochs which show most clearly the (6) History of British Empire, 1492-1784 ; or,

movements of ideas . Among these fruitful subjects
( c) Roman history , B.C. 27. A.D. 117 .

may be mentioned as examples, Greece at the time III.-THE OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE SCHOOLS

of Pericles, the Roman Republic , the growth of the EXAMINATION BOARD.

Christian Church, the rise of Mahomedanism , the
A.

Crusades, the Renaissance , and the Reformation ,
Lower Certificate. ( Age about 16. )

the English and French Revolutions, the develop
The leading facts, 1272.1509, with special questions , 1327

1399 .

ment of German and Italian unity . Whenever
B. Higher Certificale. (Age about 18. )

possible, original sources , now so easily accessible ,
( a) Greek history to 323 B.C. , with special period , 362-23 ;

should be referred to . They should be used , how

ever , to supplement and illustrate and not , as in
(6) Roman history , 510-133 , with special period , 264-202 ; or ,

America , to supersede the text -book . They pro
(c ) English history, 1272.1509, with special period , 1327

vide valuable preliminary exercises in research .
1399.

Most of the great public examinations are
IV . - LONDON MATRICULATION .

arranged for candidates whose ages fall within this

period. For those near the lower limit there are A. In the compulsory “ English ” paper some of the ques

the Oxford and the Cambridge Junior Local
tions involve “ a knowledge of the most salient facts in English

examinations and the Second Class College of history . ” These questions usually take the form of an essay ,

Preceptors ; for those near the higher limit there
or of explanatory notes on historical allusions in poetical

are the Oxford and the Cambridge Senior Locals,
quotations.

B. Among the optional subjects are
the First Class College of Preceptors , the London

( a ) Ancient history which includes “ the general course of

Matriculation, and the examination for the Junior
Greek and Roman history , and an outline of the earlier

Certificate of the Joint Board . monarchies. ”

In the fourth or specialist stage the pupil has
( 6 ) Modern history which includes “ the general course of

passed almost beyond the bounds of the school
English history from 1485 to the death of Queen Victoria, with

world . If he is concerned with examinations, it is
some reference to the contemporary history of Europe and

probably the examinations for entrance Scholar colonial developments .”

ships at the Colleges of Oxford and Cambridge

for which he prepares ; but worthy to rank with V. - COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

these is the examination for the Higher Certificate A. Thira' Class. (Prizes limited to candidates under 14. )

of the Joint Board. (a) English history , 1066-1485 ; or ,

The history syllabuses of the various public ( 6 ) English history , 1485-1688 ; or ,

examinations for the current year may now be (c) English history , 1688-1815.

stated and examined .
B. Second Class. ( Prizes limited to candidates under 16. )

1. - OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS. (a ) English history , 1066-1485 ; or ,

(6) English history , 1485-1688 ; or,

A. Preliminary. ( Candidates admitted to 16 , but honours
( c ) English history, 1688-1830.

limited to those under 14. )

C. First Class. ( Prizes limited to candidates under 18. )
(a ) Outlines of English history , 1066-1399 ; or , ( 6) Outlines

of English history, 1603-1715.
(a ) English history, 1066-1399 ; or,

B. Junior. (Candidates of any age admitted, honours
(6 ) English history , 1603-1715.

limited to those under 16. ) A comparison of these syllabuses suggests the

(a) Greek history from 510-404, with the Ionic revolt and following reflections :

the Persian wars as a special period ; or ,
Most of the examining bodies set somewhat

(6) Outlines of English history, 1603-1715, with special period , short special periods for detailed study, rather

1640-58 ; or ,
than long periods to be studied in general outline .

( c ) Outlines ofEnglish history , 1066-1399, with special period , This obviously simplifies the work of examining ,

1272-1307 ; or,
but it seems to lead to premature narrowing of

(d) Outlines of general European history, 987-1215 .
the field of study . The London University has

C. Senior . ( Candidates of any age admitted , but honours
set a good example in its matriculation , “ Modern“

limited to those under 19. )

History " ( 1485-1901), and if it had an alternative ,
( a ) As above for Junior ; or (b ) , or ( c) , or ( d ) As above for

" Mediaval History " ( B.C. 55- A.D. 1485 ) , it
Junior , but without special period in any case .

might be regarded as the ideal syllabus , so far as

II. - CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS. English history is concerned .

History other than English is unduly neglected.
A. Preliminary. (Candidates admitted to 16, but honours

This is particularly the case with general Euro
limited to those under 14.)

Outlines of English history , 1327-1603.
pean history , the history of the British Empire,

B. Junior. (Candidates of any age admitted , honours
and the history of the United States . It seems

limited to those under 16. ) specially desirable that the study of these should

(a) Outlines of History of England , 1327-1603 ; or , be encouraged, and the recent publication of

( 6 ) Outlines of History of British Empire, 1492-1781 ; or ,
excellent text-books on all three subjects re

(c) Outlines of Roman history, B.C. 27- A.D. 117. moves that objection to their inclusion in an

C. Senior. ( Candidates of any age admitted, but honours examination syllabus which up to the present has
limited to those under 19. ) been most difficult to overcome.
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The necessary disconnectedness of the work of Arrangements are made by which specialists will

pupils who are sent in for successive examina- give short courses on the teaching of their subjects .

tions in successive years seems another evil for The course is open to graduates of both sexes

which some remedy should be sought. A boy in the case of women , those who have fulfilled all

may take the eighteenth century in a “ prelimi- | the conditions of graduation , except that of sex ,

nary ” examination , and find himself hurled back are naturally treated as graduates), and covers an

to the Anglo-Saxon period for his " junior," or he academic year of three terms. The course may be

may take a small section of Roman history for his begun at the end of September, in which case the

" junior " examination , and then find that the students are presented for the Teacher's Diploma

corresponding section for his “ senior " examina- of the London University on the first Monday of

tion is taken from Greek history . It would appear the following July ; or it may be begun in January,

eminently desirable that sufficient alternatives so as to lead up to the Diploma examination on

should always be given to enable a pupil to pursue the second Tuesday of the following December.

throughout his course a systematic and unbroken All the students of the Training College become

plan of study. registered internal students of the University , and
There is evident a general want of relation and the Diplonia examination is now open to all such

connection between the history and the other registered students as are graduates of London , or

subjects prescribed in the syllabuses . It is most of any other recognised University. Graduates of other
desirable that between history and geography on Universities are required to pay a fee of £2 before

one hand, and history and literature on the other, they can be registered as students of the University
the coördination should be close and intimate . of London . The fee for the Diploma examination

It cannot be doubted that examinations hold is £ 5 , and the fee for the year's course of training

far too large a place in English education , but so is £20. The total fee for a London graduate is

long as they maintain that place the great ex- thus £25, for the graduate of another University

amining boards will continue to exercise a princely £27 . In respect of the £ 20 tuition fee , the College

power over the curricula of secondary schools . It prospectus bears the following statement : “ A few

is therefore of the highest importance that they free places may be granted to candidates who are

should frame their syllabuses on the soundest and ordinarily resident within the Administrative

most enlightened principles. County of London , and whose circumstances call

for this concession . Each such case will be

decided on its merits." Students are expected to

devote their whole time to the work of the College

during the year of training. Special arrangements
THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY.

may be made whereby students who are receiving
SCHOOL TEACHERS AT THE

their practical instruction outside the College , but
UNIVERSITIES . in accordance with a scheme approved by the

College authorities, may be admitted to the lectures
THE LONDON DAY TRAINING COLLEGE.

at half the ordinary fee. Applications for ad.

mission , and for free places, should be addressed to

HE London Day Training College attached the Secretary of the Technical Education Board ,

to the University of London is governed by 116 , St. Martin's Lane, London , W.C.

a committee of not less than fifteen and not At present the time - table is so arranged that the

than twenty members. This Committee practical work is taken in the mornings, and the

consists of representatives of the Senate of London lecture work in the afternoons . Up till now the

University , of the Technical Education Board of schools that have afforded practice for the students

the London County Council, and of the School from this College have been : Aske's School ,

Board for London . In addition it includes some Hatcham (girls) ; Central Foundation School,

members who have an expert knowledge of the re- Spital Square; King Alfred School ; Skinners

quirements of the Day Training College , but are Company's School ; University College School;

not members of any of these bodies . The site of North London Collegiate School. As the

the permanent buildings of the college is on the Technical Education Board is in touch with a

east side of the south end of Southampton Row, large number of the best schools in London, the

and is separated from Holborn by one block of College is not likely to lack good schools for

buildings. In the meantime the lectures are (by practice even if the number of students should be

the grace of the Council) given at the College of greatly increased . Each student spends two full

Preceptors in Bloomsbury Square , while the mornings (in some cases, but rarely, three) per

tutorial work is carried on in a suite of rooms at week in the school to which he (she) is attached .

No. 9 , Southampton Street , W.C. By arrangement with the school authorities a

The permanent staff consists at present of the certain subject in a given class is entrusted to the

Principal , John Adams, M.A., B.Sc.(Glasg .), student for a term , and under the joint direction of

who is also Professor of Education in the Uni- the Master (Mistress) of Method and the teacher of

versity of London ; Mr. David R. Harris, M.A. the class , the student carries on the work for the

( Cantab .), Mr. Charles D. Chambers, M.A.(Oxon .), term . The progress of the class is regularly noted ,

Miss M. Punnett, B.A. (Lond. ), Miss A. B. and at the end of the term the pupils are formally

Bramwell, B.Sc. (Lond .), Miss Clotilde von Wyss. examined. In this way not only is the student's

TH
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progress recorded, but the pupil's interests are up the methods of teaching physical science , and

safeguarded. Every facility is given to a student has at his disposal for this purpose the model

to develop his (her) skill in any subject in which laboratories fitted up at Shoreditch Technical

he (she) is specially strong , but no student is Institute .

allowed to confine him (her) self to a special No college classes are held on Saturday for

subject. Good all round practice is insisted upon . either theory or practice , and at least one morning

When not engaged in actual teaching , students are is left free every week. Of the afternoons , one is

allowed to take part , as far as possible , in the entirely free , and on another there is only the

general work of the school . They observe skilful University lecture . The time thus left free is

teachers at work , and they themselves take a share expected to be devoted to private reading to some

in the smaller duties of school management, in extent at least , and the students are provided with

connection with the coming and going of the a minimum list of books that must be read by all .

pupils, the supply of books, the supervision of To this end there is a working library for the

corridors and playground. So far as is possible, students at Southampton Street .

students are treated as temporary members of

the school staff. In no case are more than three

students sent to one school . During each term

six or seven schools of special excellence are

visited by the students. These visits have always
THE GEOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION .

a definite aim , and are carefully connected with

the study of methods in the College class-room . OWARDS the end of 1892 , in consequence

Each school is visited for some definite subject of considerable correspondence with the

for reading , for geography, for mathematics, for Royal Geographical Society and many

buildings or mechanical contrivance. A certain teachers of geography, Mr. Dickinson, of Rugby

amount of additional practice is obtained in some School , issued a circular inviting certain public

of the more advanced of the elementary schools, as schoolmasters to join him in forming a private

it is found that practice in these circumstances is a association for the purpose of subdividing the work

training in the management of large classes , besides of making lantern slides for the teaching of geo

giving a useful insight into a different type of graphy inorder to prevent the great waste of time

school . Once a week there is a general criticism necessitated by isolated efforts. Copies of this

lesson , at which all the students are present. circular were sent to the Royal Geographical So

These lessons are given in schools of different ciety and to the Royal Colonial Institute . The

types. On the average , four mornings per week result was that a second circular was sent out con

are occupied with the practical work of the course . vening a meeting, which was held at Christ Church ,

Eight hours per week are devoted to lecture Oxford, on May 20th , 1893. This circular was

work. All the students attend the University signed by Mr. D.W.Freshfield, representing the

lectures on education. These are given through- R.G.S., the Rev. Dr. Field , then H.M. of King's

out all three terms on Tuesdays and Fridays School, Canterbury, Mr. H. J. Mackinder , Oxford,

at 4.45 , and are attended by the graduate students Mr. B. B. Dickinson , Rugby, and the Rev. C. E. B.

from Bedford College Training Department, the Hewitt , of Marlborough College . At this meeting

Maria Grey College, the S. Mary's College, it was unanimously agreed “ That an association

and by the student demonstrators of the Royal for the promotion of geographical teaching should

College of Science. The other lectures are con- be instituted .” A report of the proceedings was

fined to the following three days of the week :- printed and sent out , together with an invitation to

Mondays from 3.0 till 5.0, Wednesdays from schools and teachers to join the newly -formed

2.30 till 4.39 , and Fridays from 2.0 till 4.0 . All association , and resulted in some thirty-five indi

the lectures are given at the College of Preceptors , viduals and six schools joining it . The Association

except the University lectures, some of which are accordingly became a public and not a private

given at the University and some at Bedford society , designed to help those engaged in teaching

College . The subjects treated in the lectures are in preparatory and secondary schools , and in higher

those prescribed for the Diploma examination , but educational institutions . The main aim of the

are not limited to those . Considerable attention is Association at first was to provide good lantern

paid to voice production , and a course is given in slides , and this was successfully carried through

Nature - study and in illustrative blackboard -drawing by the energy of Mr. Dickinson, at first alone , and

by Miss von Wyss, who is a specialist in these then in association with Mr. Andrews. This de

subjects, and gives up her whole time to them . partment of the Association grew so rapidly that it

In addition to the lectures on the science , art , and was found necessary to form a private company

history of education, and on the more practical unconnected with the Association to carry out the

parts of ordinary school management , the course work, and the Diagram Company was the result .

provides for lectures on the methodology of all the Messrs . Andrews and Dickinson have devised

subjects found in the curriculum of a good many methods of making lantern -slides which

secondary school. Each member of the staff takes have enabled an entirely new and beautiful set

up his ( her ) own special subject. In addition , of map slides to be placed on the market .

there are the short special courses referred to In its efforts to produce better outline maps and

above . For example, Mr.T. P. Nunn , M.A., takes atlases the Association has also been successful.

No. 63 , Vol. 6. ]
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“ The Autograph Series ” of hand maps, begun by but after much correspondence and discussion it

Messrs. Dickinson and Darbishire , is now much was found that the requirements of schools were

extended and issued by Messrs. Darbishire and so varied that no one syllabus could be satisfactory.

Stanford, Ltd. , of Oxford , and the “ Diagram At a later date, however, several members of the

Series," designed by Messrs. Dickinson andDickinson and Geographical Association were invited to serve on

Andrews, of Clapham , is likewise well known . the Special Committee of the Royal Geographical

Members of the Association receive substantial Society , which has recently issued suggestions for
discounts when buying these slides and maps. the drawing up of syllabuses.

The Association has issued no atlases of its At its annual meetings the Association has

own, but on two occasions the Committee appointed combined addresses by distinguished authorities on

some of its members to confer with publishers and geography and education, such as Mr. Freshfield

advise regarding the qualities that are of vital (the President), Mr. Bryce, Sir John Cockburn,

importance in an atlas designed for teaching Mr. Mackinder, Dr. Mill , the late Mr. Rooper,

and others, with exhibitions of maps, lantern

slides , and lectures on methods, such as Mr.

Dickinson's on geography as a school subject, and

Mr. Andrews' on the use of map and view slides.

In 1900 the Association was thrown open to

all teachers of geography, the number of members

then being little over a hundred . Since then the

membership has grown very rapidly , and now

numbers almost 400.

For some years the American Journal of School

Geography was supplied to members at a reduced

price, but it was felt that the Association should

have a journal of its own . Accordingly, in 1901 ,

the Geographical Teacher was begun as a terminal

periodical dealing with geography applied to

education . Three numbers have been published

annually since that date and supplied free to

members.

Last year the Committee of the Association

memorialised the Board of Agriculturein favour of

the sale of ordnance maps at reduced prices for

teaching purposes, and were met with a generous

response which permits all schools to obtain a supply

of ordnance maps at very cheap rates . Special

cheap editions not merely of the one inchmap

Mr. B. B. DICKINSON , M.A. , Rugby School. but also of the six - inch , and of the four and ten

Founder of the Geographical Association.
miles to the inch maps can now be ordered .

Last year the Association resolved to co -oper
purposes . The cheap atlases edited by Mr. ate with the Technical Education Board in

Arnold - Forster and by Mr. G. Philip , jun . , were organising a conference on the teaching of geo

the result . graphy which was held in January , and in connec

Nor were books neglected . The Committee tion therewith a large collection of maps of all

were early impressed by the difficulty many kinds , atlases , books , pictures, and apparatus was

teachers experience in selecting books, even for brought together and exhibited. These exhibits

their own reading , and accordingly they resolved have been shown at three centres in London , and

that a bibliographical guide should be drawn up are to be exhibited at many of the large towns

for teachersof geography. Dr. Mill , then librarian throughout the country . (At present at Man

of the Royal Geographical Society , was obviously chester.)

the member of the Committee to undertake the To sum up : the work ofthe Association has led

preparation of this work . It was issued with the to great improvements in lantern slide maps, in

title “ Hints to Teachers and Students on the outline maps, in school atlases, in cheapening

Choice of Geographical Books for Reference and ordnance maps, in modifying examination pro

Reading ," and was published by Messrs. Longmans grammes, in the preparation of a bibliography,

in 1897 .
and through the Geographical Teacher in bringing to

A serious hindrance to better methods of the notice of its members many valuable contri

teaching geography was felt to be the current butions to the discussion of the problems of geo

examination syllabuses and papers . Accordingly , graphical education . It has helped to bring

memorials were sent to various examining Boards together scattered teachers who are trying experi

asking for improved questions in , and a fuller recog- ments and to encourage those who are striving

nition of, geography ; and these memorials have in out of- the-way places to make the teaching of

not been without good results . More than one geography of greater educational value. The

attempt was made to prepare an ideal syllabus ; ' Association now contemplates the formation of

a
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local branches , both at home and in the colonies ,

and the Committee will specially welcome the co

operation of readers of The School WORLD .

It gives us much pleasure to print a portrait

of Mr. B. B. Dickinson, of Rugby, the founder

of the Association , who has done much to make it

a successful organisation .

The Honorary Secretary of the Association is

Dr. A. J. Herbertson, of the Oxford School of

Geography, and it is to his energy and enthu

siasm that a large part of the success of the

Association - especially in recent years -- is due.

There is no entrance fee. The Annual Sub

scription is 5s . , and may be compounded for a

single payment of £3 Ios. New members should

send their names, addresses, schools , positions in

school, and the amount of their subscription, to

Mr. J. S. Masterman , St. Margaret's , Dorking.

“ Handbook of Greek Sculpture." E. A. Gardner .

( Macmillan.)

Pompeii : Its Life and Art." A. Mau. Trans

lated by F. W. Kelsey. ( Macmillan .) ios. 6d .

“ Latin Poetry." Prof. R. Y. Tyrrell . (Mac

millan .) 78. net.

“ Growth and Influence of Classical Greek

Poetry.” Sir R. Jebb . (Macmillan .) _ 7s.

“ Hellenica." Edited by Evelyn Abbott . (Riving

tons. ) 16s.

The City State of the Greeks and Romans.”

Warde Fowler. ( Macmillan . ) 5s .

“ Lectures on Classical Subjects." Prof. W. R.

Hardie . (Macmillan.) 7s . net .

There can be little doubt that any boy who, in

addition to his form work , had thoroughly digested

the books in this list would make pretty sure of

a classical scholarship ; and I venture to think

that with a little judicious guidance he would find

them thoroughly interesting reading .

SELECT LISTS OF BOOKS FOR THE

SCHOOL LIBRARY,

IT

CLASSICS.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE MODERN
By S. E. WINBOLT, M.A.

Christ's Hospital.
STATE .

In response to a request to supply a list of T was the custom of the late Prof. Sidgwick to

twenty books on classical subjects which might give courses of lectures on the various

find aplace in school or house library, I havenoted branches of moral science to his pupils in

the following . Obviously it would be possible to the University of Cambridge, gradually elabo

furnish two or three alternative lists which would rating them from year to year and adapting them

be as good ; but I should be very well pleased if to the needs of learners till they were ripe for

any Carnegie would present the books here men- publication . Such was the genesis of the “ Prin

tioned to my own house library. My object is ciples of Political Economy” and the “ Elements

to get stimulating books in the different depart- of Politics, " which were published in his lifetime.

ments of social life, history , literature , and art ; But he was cut off somewhat early before he had

and I allot ten to juniors , up to and including a finished the work which he had set himself, and

fourth form , and the rest to seniors, comprising his course on political science remained uncom

fifth and sixth forms. pleted . His widow has here in a most able way

A. -JUNIORS .
given to the world the unfinished work . It is a

“ Kingsley's Heroes." ( There are numerous cheap( There are numerous cheap collaborating with Sir John Seeley to bring out a
tradition at Cambridge that Prof. Sidgwick was

editions. )
complete course of political science , basedon the

" Story of the Iliad." Prof. Church . ( Seeley . )

Story of the Odyssey.”
principle which they had in common , that politics

6d . each .

" Becker's Charicles." | Edited by Metcalf. (Long
could be treated in a similar way to such sciences

“ Becker's Gallus."
as astronomy and biology, that it should be based

j mans.) 3s . 6d . each .

" Greek History for Young Readers."
on an inductive study of past and present consti

' Alice
tutions , and that a science thus formed would be

Zimmern . (Longmans.) 48. 6d .

" Merrivale's School History of Rome." Abridged
of practical service to all interested in the art of

by C. Puller . (Longmans.) 35. 6d .
government. But Prof. Seeley was also prevented

“ Caesar's Conquest of Gaul.” T. Rice Holmes.
by death from completing his researches and pre

sentation of the subject , and loving friends have
(Macmillan.) 215. net .

* Plutarch's Lives ” in English .
been able to offer only the fragments of his work .

Thus it is with mingled feelings that we receive
“ Illustrations of School Classics.” G. F. Hill . this book .

(Macmillan .)
We regret the unfulfilment, but we

Ios . 6d .

are grateful to those who have given us what was

B.-SENIORS . possible.

“ Companion to School Classics." Dr. Gow .
The fragment, however , is , as all who knew

(Macmillan .) 6s. Prof. Sidgwick would anticipate, a welcome gift

" Student's Companion to Latin Authors." Mid- to the world. After an introductory survey of the

dleton and Mills. (Macmillan .) 6s. subject, the earliest known institutions of Greece ,

64

66

xxvi.I These lists were commenced in The School World of last month ,

when history, English literature , and geography were the subjects.

1 “ The Development of European Polity. " By H. Sidgwick,

+454 pp. (Macmillan. ) ros, nei.
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A

Rome and Germany are described and compared . views , they have introduced human -ness into con

In the third lecture, “ guesses ” are made at what stitutional history , and , to choose one example,
most probably preceded the “ primitive polity ," have here a treatment of the Twelve

and the patriarchal theory is examined, criticisms Tables which makes that bit of archaism a living

being given on the theories of Maine and story .

M • Lennan . Here Prof. Sidgwick leaves us rather

in an attitude of cautious doubt than of ultimate

certainty . We should specially have wished for

his solution of the origin of the Roman patria
ELECTRICITY AND MATTER .'

potestas . In lectures iv.-xi. the story is followed of
the development of polity in the Greek states and FEW years ago all known facts concerning

in Rome ; the ideal states of Aristotle and Plato the phenomena of conduction of electricity

are described , while the twelfth lecture discusses through gases could readily be concentrated

the relation of law to government in “ classical” into a single chapter of a text - book on General

times. Physics . The volume written by Prof. Thomson

Three lectures introduce the country -states is a proof of the remarkable advance which has

of Europe, the phenomena of feudalism and the been made in recent years in our knowledge of this

mediæval theocracy. It is in this part of the special branch ; in fact, most of the experimental

subject that we feel inclined to differ from some of work described has been carried out during the

Prof. Sidgwick's presentations . He regards the last ten years . The reader will find a full descrip

feudal baronage as an oligarchy resisting the ten tion of the work done by the leading pioneers in

dency to monarchy. Weshould prefer to regard electrical science, and will yet be impressed by the

the disruptive forces of feudalism as struggles for brilliant work done by Prof. Thomson himself in

local government , tending quite asmuch for mon
the Cavendish Laboratory. Although, in certain

archy (i.e., petty monarchies) as the more centra- parts of the text , the mathematical treatment is of

lised efforts of the kings who represented better an advanced order, yet the non-mathematical

what there was at that time of national feeling. reader will obtain a clear notion ofthe chief results

Indeed , in various parts of the book we find the
obtained .

author taking this view himself. In his definition The earlier chapters describe observations which

of theocracy, we think Prof. Sidgwick is too prove that gases in a normal state possess conduc

narrow . He requires much more assimilation to tivity which is not due to dust or moisture or to

the pattern of the Austinian State (temporal power, the removal of a charge by the molecules of the

connection with a territory, & c.) than a church gas . Also, a much higher conductivity is observed

often possesses before he will give the name of in gases from flames and hot metals , or when near

theocracy to a society which governs its members,
to an electrical discharge ; and the same property

and is based at least alleged divine is imparted by exposing the gas to (1) Röntgen,

origin . He seems to contrast a theocracy with or Cathode rays ; (2) rays from uranium , radium ,

monarchy, oligarchy, or democracy . Surely such &c ; and (3 ) ultra - violet light . Moreover, since

an institution as the Christian Church , which from the conductivity is destroyed by passing the gas

the beginning governed its members, may be re- through a strong electrostatic field of force, it is

garded as a state having one or other of these forms. evident that the conducting gas must contain

Surely also the earliest Roman and the earliest charged particles ; and there must be equal positive

Greek states were theocracies while citizenship and negative charges , since the gas itself is not

was closely connected with religious observances. charged . These charged particles are called ions,

Lectures xvi.-xxi. are devoted to mediæval city and it is subsequently proved that these ions are

life and their share in representative institutions, not the same as those met with in the electrolysis

and then we are conducted through a consideration of solutions : it is also proved that the charge carried

of absolute monarchy, and of the theories of by the ions is the same in air , oxygen, hydrogen,

Hobbes, Locke , Montesquieu, and Rousseau, to or carbon - dioxide, and that the charge is equal to

modern forms of government. The development that carried by the hydrogen atom in the electro

of the modern English constitution is traced , lysis ofsolutions.

because it has been the pattern for nineteenth- Perhaps the most attractive portion of the sub

century continental constitutions , and the impor- ject is that in which the ratio (em ) of the charge to

tance of 1660 and 1832 is emphasised as against the mass of an ion , and the absolute values of e

1688. The book ends with a too brief lecture on and of m , are determined . The method of deter

modern federation . Space forbids us to enter into mining the ratio em depends upon the deflection

discussion on some points of special interest . But which a charged ion , moving with great velocity ,

we commend the book most heartily to our readers . experiences when passing through a magnetic and

It assumes, of course, a knowledge of European an electrostatic field of known intensities : the

history, but to those equipped with this prelimi- rapidly moving ions are obtained by the use of

nary it will prove a source of much interest and cathode rays generated in a highly exhausted tube .

profit . Prof. Sidgwick was one of those who of late

years have accustomed us to a fresh and lively 1 " Conduction of Electricity through Cases." By J. J. Thomson .

treatment of what used to be regarded as dry 554 pp . ( Cambridge : University Press .) 165.

bones. By casting off all regard for traditional
* Electricity and Magnetism ." By R. T. Glazebrook . 429 pp . (Cam

bridge : University Press .) 73.6d .

an
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The mean value of the ratio is found to be tion , the other (B) having much penetrating power

797 x 10 °, and the value is quite independent of and consists of negatively -charged particles moving

the gas used . The value of the ratio for the with high velocity. Crookes provedthat the Bradia

hydrogen atom in the electrolysis of water is 10 '. tion proceeds from an unknown impurity, which

But since the charge on a gaseous ion is equal to may be separated from the compound by a chemical

the charge on the hydrogen atom in electrolysis , method, but then rapidly loses its radiating power,

the mass of the hydrogen atom must be 770 times while the purified uranium slowly regains its

that of the ion in cathode rays . Experiment also normal power .

proves that the velocity of an ion in cathode rays Rutherford observed much uncertainty in the

is equal to 2.8 X 109 cms . per second , or approxi- radiation from thorium oxide , owing to the presence

mately one-tenth that of light . of a radio-active emanation, which can be heated to

Very few observations of positively charged red -heat without losing its radio -activity. If the

gaseous ions seem to have been made. By using oxide is heated above red-heat the “ emanating

a perforated cathode, pencils of light penetrating power ” is considerably reduced , but the power is

backwards through the holes have been observed . recovered if the oxide is dissolved and re- precipi .

The amount of deviation of these rays due toa tattated ; it was subsequently proved that the emana

magnetic field proves that the value of the ratio ting power is due to an active constituent (termed

em isof the same inagnitude as in ordinary elec- Thorium X or Th . X) which may be removed by a

trolysis ; but this may be due to each ion being chemical method, but the oxide slowly recovers

loaded with an atom of the gas or of the cathode both its radio -activity and its emanating power.

metal. The story of the search made by Mme. Curie for

Of all the brilliant experiments described , per- substances more radio -active than uranium com

haps the most attractive is the determination, by pounds, resulting in the discovery of radium, has

an independent incthod , of the absolute values of been so often described that it is scarcely necessary

e and m , described in chap. VI.; but limitations of to enlarge upon this remarkable piece of research .

space will not allow a description of the method to It is sufficient to state that ra im , which has

be given . The author here gives the term corpuscle, an atomic weight of 225 approximately, closely

perhaps in preference to the term electron, to the resembles barium in its chemical reactions , but is

negatively charged gaseous ion , and suggests a separated by the lower solubility of the chloride in

theory of electricity closely resembling the primi- water. The radiation from radium is so intense

tive “ One Fluid Theory." According to this that, if enclosed in a lead tube oʻ5 cm . thick , it

theory , “ a transference of electricity may be due will discharge an electroscope more readily than

to a movement of corpuscles from a place where unprotected uranium . The radiation is a mixture

there is a gain of positive electrification to a place of three types : ( i .) a rays, which are readily:

where there is a gain of negative electrification, and absorbed , slightly deflected by a magnetic field ,

a positively -charged body is one which has been and carry a positive charge ; ( ii ) B rays , which are

deprived of some corpuscles." more penetrating , are easily deflected in the oppo

The observation of a rapid discharge of negative site direction to a rays, and carry a negative charge ;

corpuscles from incandescent metals and carbon and (iii . ) y rays, which are far more penetrating

suggests that streams of corpuscles may proceed and are not deflected . Radium gives out an ema

from the sun's photosphere , which contains much nation which is far more persistent than that of

glowing carbon . These corpuscles, if moving with thorium .

high velocity, will impart conductivity to the upper A separate chapter is devoted to the numerous

strata of the earth's atmosphere and give rise to observations on Cathode Rays, ” obtained in a

the luminous effects of the Aurora. The discharge highly exhausted tube . Goldstein , with many

of a charged body when held near to a Aame is other German physicists , maintained that these

due to the electric field of the body attracting the consisted of waves in the ether . On the other

ions of opposite sign which are present in the gases hand, Crookes was convinced , by experimental

ionised by the high temperature of the flame. results , that the rays consisted of electrified par

Chapter XII., on “ Becquerel Rays,” gives a ticles shot out with great velocity from the cathode

complete account of the known facts concerning and at right angles to the surface. It was gene.

the radiations from uranium , thorium , radium , & c. rally held by English physicists that the pheno
Becquerel observed, in 1896 , that if some uranium were due to charged atoms Hying with

compound was placed on a photographic plate ordinary molecular speed, but with a long free
protected by opaque paper and then exposed to path ; but Crookes went further than this and

light, the plate was affected as though exposed to suggested , by one of those flashes of intuition

Röntgen rays. This was not due to the phosphor which seldom come even to the discoverer, that he
escence caused by exposure to light, for the same had obtained matter in “ a fourth state.” After

effect was obtained even when the compound was many years it has been clearly proved that cathode

re -crystallised from solution in the dark . It was
rays consist of " corpuscles (or " electrons " )

also observed that the radiation makes any gas moving with a velocity approximating to that of

through which it passes a conductor. Rutherford light .
found that the uranium radiation consists of a Further chapters, dealing with the spark dis .

mixture of two types : one (a) being absorbed by charge , the electric arc , and Röntgen rays, are full

a few millimetres of air and causing much ionisa- of interesting information . The volume is un

а

mena
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doubtedly a noble addition to scientific many future school managers may consider the

literature . Act iniquitous in some respects, but , so long as
Dr. Glazebrook's text - book of Magnetism and the law remains as it is , their duty is clear . Pri .

Electricity is based upon a first-year course of vate opinions must be made subservient to the

lectures to students . Interspersed through the honest administration of the directions of the Act

text , numerous experiments are described in suffi- which calls these local administrators into being.

cient detail to enable students to use the volume The problem with which the London County

as a laboratory guide. Although a considerable Council is shortly to be confronted is , too , gigantic

portion of the text has been in print for a long in its proportions . A few facts are enough to

time, additions have been made, where necessary , demonstrate this . Let us give a few cited by Mr.

to bring the subject matter well up to date ; thus Webb . The elementary schools of London are

two short chapters on electric waves and attended by 800,000 children , and half a million of

“ transference of electricity through gases ” have these belong to Board Schools. There are , as a

been added at the end of the volume. It is unfor- result of the work of the London School Board

tunate that diamagnetism , and the accurate deter

mination of magnetic dip, are so briefly described . “ five hundred new public buildings, occupying 600 acres of

The volume is prepared in a most attractive style, valuable land , existing now in every one of London's fifty - eight

and can be strongly recommended as a sound electoral divisions , four to the square mile of the whole of

elementary text-book . London's surface, erected at cost of fourteen millions

sterling

“ At least a quarter of the present public elementary school

buildings of London are old and insanitary , and will have to be

rebuilt , if not by foundation managers out of private subscrip

tions, then as ' provided schools ' at the public expense . ”
EDUCATION IN LONDON .

“ The difference in real educational quality between the best

and worst London Board School is pretty considerable , and it
O far as the administration of its educational

may be doubted whether anybody but the School Board's own

affairs is concerned , London's position is to
inspectors know how unsatisfactory the worst schools are, or

day unique. While throughout England the
what proportion the bad ones bear to the whole . Still greater

county councils and the county borough councils divergencies exist among the 500 voluntary schools, which

have taken , or are now actively taking, steps to educate two -sevenths of the children ."

appoint local education authorities charged with “ London must somehow get established , primarily for its own

the duty of administering education as a whole, no supply , additional training college accommodation equal to an

such body can come into existence in London annual output of 500 teachers, chiefly women .”

until May ist , 1904. Until then London's educa- “ The London County Council's ' scholarship ’ scheme has

tion must continue to be regarded as consisting of now necessarily to be revised , to bring it into accord with the

unrelated parts . The School Board remains re- changes lately made the school-leaving age and he pupil

sponsible for most of the elementary education , the teacher system . ”

London Technical Board for the parts of education “ These two schemes of evening instruction (i.e., those of the

which can be made to fall within the four corners School Board and the Technical Education Board ) have now

of the Technical Instruction Acts , the Senate of to be co-ordinated , differentiated , and developed . .. It

the University of London for higher education, and ought not to be too much to ask that every boy or girl who

a bewildering variety of governing bodies for secon .
leaves school at fourteen or fifteen should, up to twenty -one, be

dary schoolsof all grades. But when the Act of at any rate enrolled at some evening -class institution .

last year comes into force in May, the London Yet there are in London over 600,000 young people between

County Council will be presented with the problem
fourteen and twenty one, and not a third of these are at present

of dealing with the whole of London's education,
members of any sort of institution , recreational or educa

tional. "

and , though the task offers a grand opportunity

for the unification of educational effort in London ,

it is as difficult and complicated as can well be
It is unnecessary to multiply examples of the

imagined
questions to be settled : these taken from the

In his little book , Mr. Sidney Webb passes in
domains of primary and secondary education alone

review the difficulties likely to be met with, and
will , without referring to university and techno

logical instruction , show how much there is to be

offers a number of valuable suggestions to show

how the best use may be made of the possibilities
done . But the most impressive aspect of the

created by the Act of 1903. Mr. Webb is to be
administration of London's education, on which

congratulated upon the attitude he has adopted .
Mr. Webb lays due emphasis, is that education is

in the future to be regarded as an organic whole,

The Act of last year is now law , and it is the busi
one and indivisible, and that the first work of the

ness of all whose duty it will be to administer the

provisions of the Act loyally to endeavour to extract
new authority must be to co - ordinate and correlate

from them the maximum benefit for the education
the existing institutions , and, after an adequate

of the children and youths of London . Many
educational survey, to remedy deficiencies and fill

members of the coming education committees and
up undesirable gaps.

Mr. Webb's book deserves to be studied by all

interested in what is at present London's most
1 “ London Education . " By Sidney Webb. is . + 219 PP (Longmans. )

pressing problem .

a

25.60.net.
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LABORATORY AND LECTURE NOTES.

Compiled by H. E. Hadley, B.Sc.(Lond.), A.R.C.S.

Headmaster of the Kidderminster School of Science .

a

(TEACHERS of practical science are always glad to have their

attention directed to ingenious or instructive experiments for

the laboratory or lecture -room . It is proposed occasionally to

bring together short descriptions of such experiments and

methods, compiled from various sources, or contributed by our

readers. References to any publications in which new or little

known devices of this character are described, or better, copies

or abstracts of the descriptions, will be welcomed from science

masters and mistresses, and acknowledgment will of course be

made if the notes are published . It is scarcely necessary to

add that original contributions will be much appreciated . The

accompanying series indicates the kind of note required. -

EDITORS, SCHOOL World .]

Cleaning Glassware. Glass vessels are best cleaned by

scrubbing with a brush and caustic potash solution ; after

thorough rinsing with distilled water, the vessel may be allowed

to drain and dry spontaneously. The surface is left in better

condition if dried by a current of cold , dry air ; warm air

usually leaves a stain on the surface . If the surface cannot be

reached by a brush , small lead shot may be introduced and

shaken up with the caustic . Aſter rinsing with water, wash

with nitric acid to remove any traces of lead , and finally

rinse with distilled water . ( Miller's Laboratory Physics ;

Ginn & Co. )

Cleaning Optical Surfaces for Silvering. Remove any

grease by using alcohol or chromic acid , then firmly rub the

surface with a swab of cotton attached to a glass or wood rod

and soaked in strong nitric acid . Rinse with water , and wash

thoroughly with a strong solution of caustic potash , rubbing with

a cotton swab as before. If the water wets the whole surface

uniformly, the cleaning has been sufficient ; if it does not wet

uniformly, the process must be repeated . Run a solution of

stannous chloride over the surface which is to be silvered, wash

well with tap -water and finally with distilled water.

The Silvering of Glass. Make up the two following solu

tions : (i . ) Dissolve 5 gms. of silver nitrate in about 250 c.c. of

distilled water and add ammonium hydrate until the precipitate

formed is nearly dissolved . Shake the solution for a minute and

see if the precipitate disappears ; if too much ammonia has been

added , more silver nitrate must be dissolved and added until a

permanent precipitate is obtained . Filter the solution and

make up to 500 c.c. ( ii . ) Dissolve i gm . of silver nitrate in a

small quantity of distilled water , and add about 500 c.c. of

boiling distilled water. Add 0 :8 gm . of Rochelle salt, and

continue the boiling for about half an hour, or until the pre

cipitate becomes grey . Filter while hot and make up to

500 C.C. These solutions must be kept in the dark in glass

stoppered bottles.

For silvering, the surlace may rest face up on the bottom of

a dish , or may be supported face downwards. Measure with

water the quantity of solution which will be required to cover

the surface with about 2 cms . depth of solution . Mix together

equal volumes of the solutions and quickly pour into the

silvering.dish. A uniform temperature of about 20 C. is essen

tial. The dish should be occasionally rocked , and the process

is complete in about an hour. Remove the mirror, rinse in

water , carefully remove any sedinient with a luſt of cotton wool ,

rub off the silver from any parts where it is not required, and

allow the deposit to dry. The surface may be polished with a

soſt chamois leather and rouge, and may be protected by

applying a coating of clear lacquer.

The waste solution should be poured into a bottle , and

common salt added ; most of the silver can be recovered from

the precipitated chloride . Any deposit on the silvering.dish

can be removed by means of nitric acid , and transferred to the

waste -bottle.

Detection of Dissolved Oxygen in Water. To detect the

presence of dissolved oxygen in water, A. Kaiser makes use of

a solution of ferrous sulphate in boiled water acidulated with

sulphuric acid . This solution is introduced by means of a

pipette into a flask filled with the water to be examined ; an

excess of caustic potash solution is then added , the flask stop

pered and shaken. If the water be rich in oxygen , the

precipitate remaining in suspension immediately becomes of a

yellow colour, ferric hydroxide being formed . If little oxygen

be present , only a greenish precipitate of ferrous hydroxide is

formed , and with water free from oxygen, the precipitate

remains of a greenish - white colour . Small quantities of nitrates

or nitrites present do not interfere with the reaction . (Scien

tific American, December 5th, 1903.)

Calibration of an Aneroid Barometer. Support the

aneroid in a vertical position on a sheet of plate glass , and cover

it with a bell -jar fitted with a two-holed rubber stopper. Make

an air- tight joint between the plate and the jar by means of tap

grease. Connect one hole of the stopper to an air-pump, and

the other to a simple mercury manometer. Partially exhaust

the air from the bell.jar , and read the aneroid and the difference

in level of the mercury in the manometer ; the actual pressure

on the aneroid is equal to the external barometric pressure less

the difference in level observed in the manometer. Several

readings, at different pressures, may be taken . The readings

at pressures greater than atmospheric may be obtained by con

necting the apparatus to a single force-pump, providing that the

bell -jar is held firmly in position .

A Simple Model of a Geyser. Take a piece of glass tubing

75 cms. long and 5-8 mms. internal diameter. Draw off one

end so as to form a jet 2 mms. in diameter . Bend the tube to

an obtuse angle at a point 35 cms. from this end , and also bend

it to a right angle 10 cms. from the other end . Connect a small

funnel to the latter end , clamp the tube in a vertical position ,

and pour in water until the tube is full. Heat the tube near

to the obtuse-angled bend ; the generation of steam will force

the column of water through the jet with great violence . After

a few minutes steam will again be formed , and the operation

will be repeated . ( School Science, November, 1903.)

A Method of Testing for Carbon Dioxide. Fit a one- hole

rubber stopper into a test -tube in which the gas is to be evolved.

Draw a few drops of lime -water into a small pipette and insert

the lower end of the pipette through the rubber stopper. The

generated gas forces the lime- water into the bulb of the pipetle

and there bubbles through. ( School Science, November, 1903. )

Cell for Measuring the Resistance of Liquids. W. Din .

widdie. A glass tube of uniform bore is cut and the ends

ground to an exact length of 1 metre . Short pieces of tube of a

much greater diameter , with the ends sealed and a large hole

blown out in the side , are fitted on the ends with corks. Flat,

amalgamated copperplates placed close to the ends of the tube

form the electrodes . The mean cross-section is determined by

filling the tube with mercury , which is poured out and weighed .

The apparatus is then filled with the electrolyte, and the resis

tance measured by Kohlrausch's method . The resistance of

the electrodes and connecting wires must be first determined by
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strongly to many learners , it does interest them ; they learn

willingly . The very fact of frequent change makes it peculiarly

suitable to the young. To tire soon is as natural a characteristic

of the very immature mind as of the very immature body.

Before the present audience it is hardly necessary to labour to

show how, apart from the valuable habits acquired , an inte gent

appreciation of the processes of nature is an inestimable pos

session to a man in after-life, be his business or profession what

it may

placing them together, and the difference will give the resis.

tance of the liquid in the tube . ( Science Avstracts, No. 64. )

Electrical Conductivity of Flames. P. Lenard describes

simple experiments to prove the presence of positive ions in

flames. Platinum plates are fixed vertically on opposite sides

of a Bunsen flame, and maintained at a high potential difference

by connecting to the terminals of a Wimshurst machine. If a

platinum spoon containing a salt giving a coloured flame is held

in the flame, the coloured portion is bent across towards the

negatively charged plate . (Science Abstracts, No. 66.)

Simple Apparatus for Observing Diffraction Phenomena.

The apparatus described by G. Foussereau consists of two

metal tubes , one sliding in the other . A metal plate with a

small central hole or slit is mounted on a cork ring inserted in

the outer end of the larger tube. A low -power eye- piece

mounted in cork is inserted in the small end , to serve for

projecting images on a screen , 6 to 30 cms. distant. Between

the two a smaller hole or fine slit may be mounted on another

cork to show diffraction fringes. A needle, or the straight

edge of an opaque object, may be mounted in conjunction with

it to show shadow phenomena. ( Science Abstraits, No. 65. )

matter .

NATURE-STUDY.

By OswALD H. LATTER, M.A.

Charterhouse .

May I digress for one moment to draw attention to the value

of this “ study of things” in connexion with other branches

of education ? We have probably all experienced the difficulty

of getting young pupils to write anything like a respectable

English essay showing consecutive thought and power of ex

pression. And why ? In nine cases out of ten because the boy

has neither knowledge nor ideas-he is gravelled for lack of

Now I venture to say that if you set a boy to write

an account of what he has seen and found out for himself with

no apparatus except that with which Nature has provided him ,

he will find his tongue and produce something worth reading

in a style perhaps open to criticism and improvement , but

bearing the impress of the individual, and not the stamp of the

machine mould .

I wish to emphasise the absence of apparatus as a desirable

condition , and on this account I regard simple nature- study as

an educational instrument of higher value , at least in the case of

young pupils , than either physics or chemistry. I am well

aware that the teachers of these subjects are most careful to

reduce their apparatus to the simplest . But I do feel strongly

that a boy whose training in scientific method is conducted

entirely in laboratories and class- rooms is in danger of acquiring

the habit of being in the observational mood only when sur

rounded by the familiar odours and appliances and clad in the

laboratory apron . One who observes only in the sanctum of the

laboratory is very liable, I think, to pass through the outer

world with his eyes closed . His scientific training has not

really brought him into touch with the things of everyday life,

with the more conspicuous phenomena of the world in which he

lives . The habit of observation does not pervade his life , but

needs to be stimulated into action by the sight of the balance ,

the rule , the thermometer, the microscope , the dissecting.dish ,

by the contact with scalpel and forceps, by the music of the

Bunsen burner, by the fumes of the incense of chemistry. Let

me not be thought to be making any attack upon chemistry and

physics. I realise their value and their superiority in many

respects the biological and geological sciences. For

affording training in exact reasoning, accuracy, experimental

ingenuity, and so on , they are undoubtedly of far greater worth

than biology or geology. But they are inferior in the other

respects that I have just indicated . The two sets of subjects

are , for purposes of general education, complementary to one

another - both are necessary . But I venture to think that the

habit that is fostered by nature -study is a necessary precursor to

the more systematic and exact course of the chemical, or physical ,

or biological laboratory. To start scientific training by a course

of practical work in the laboratory , without something like

nature-study as a preliminary or concomitant, seems to me not

unlike taking a child to church without previously training it at

honie in habits of obedience, reverence and truthfulness.

Perhaps I am prejudiced, but I consider that for the ordinary

man it is of more importance that he should be trained to use

his eyes and wits habitually as he goes about the affairs of

business than that he should have gained those undeniably

valuable attributes that are produced by the more exact sciences.

The best training is , of course , a combination of the two. It is

for the reason just mentioned that I much regret that what I

may term “ field subjects ” are entirely excluded from the Army

A CONCISE definition of “ nature -study " seems almost im

possible, nor shall I attempt one ; for we probably all have a

pretty clear conception of its scope. I find that the numerous

nature-study books which have appeared during the last few

years deal with topics that would be classed under astronomy,

botany, gcology, meteorology, physical geography and zoology.

In whatever category any lesson may come the objects are

clearly the same, viz . , to train the eye to observe what it sees ,

the mind to think about what is seen , and to acquire knowledge

of things and processes at first hand ; to awaken intellectual

interest , and to inculcate a habit of mind that shall influence the

whole character . It is no small gain that , incidentally, the

virtues of neatness , dexterity, and patience are encouraged and

the ästhetic side of the mind developed to appreciate beauty of

form and colour. But I take it that the essential thing is

interest-interest in learning , interest in personal endeavour.

Mental drill and discipline are not the sole consideration .

There is such a thing as unconscious discipline, both mental

and otherwise, that is the product of genuine and fruitful

interest .

It is clear that if the object in view is to be realised , the

subjects handled by any teacher must concern primarily those

things that come under the frequent notice of his pupils.

Matters astronomical and meteorological are much the same for

all of us in England , but otherwise the physical features and the

fauna and flora of the school grounds and their immediate

neighbourhood claim first attention . No orderly sequence of

lessons is required. Each lesson can stand by itself, though in

many cases-e.ge , experimental botany or meteorological records

-the “ lesson may , indeed must , run on for several weeks ,

occupying perhaps a few minutes only of each hour allotted to

nature-study. Clearly also the season of the year will go far to

determine the choice of material .

There is no doubt that this informal kind of teaching appeals

to

с

6

1 Abridged from a paper read at the annual meeting of the Association of
Public School Science Masters.
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examinations. If there is a profession in which the instinctive

habit of noticing the things of the open -air world , and of rightly

interpreting the observations, is of value , it is that of the soldier.

However, I believe that “ nature -study ” has come to stay ,

and will ere long take a regular place in the early stages of our

education. A healthy child is by nature both inquisitive and

observant. It is one of the worst blots upon our school system

that this innate desire for knowledge is killed outright by the

time that most of our pupils have reached the age of 17 , while

the powers of observation become specialised and restricted to

watching the motions of spheres of various dimensions, and

dexterity to adapting the hand or foot in accordance with the

properties so ascertained.

What , then , is the proper place of “ nature-study ” in the

general scheme of science - teaching ? I wish especially to elicit

expressions of opinion upon this point . At my own views I

have already more than once hinted . It seems to me to be

admirably suited for children of the ages of from 9 or 10 to

13 or 14 ; but for older pupils I confess that I should prefer

something more systematic , more advanced. We may perhaps

employ it profitably in the two or three lowest forms of our

public schools, but it is in the preparatory schools that , in my

opinion, nature-study should be especially encouraged . It can

be begun at a very early age , and by the time a boy is 13 he

ought already to have his eyes and wits well trained in the right

direction , his interest keenly aroused , his mind alert and capable

of passing on to higher work and more systematic study and

" grind ” – for “ grind must come, though it need not be

the grinding of the unwilling ass ! This Association would do

well to approach the Association of Preparatory Schoolmasters

with a view to obtain some common action on their part . It is

no infrequent thing for a boy to be placed in a high form on first

coming to a public school -- he has been brought to a fairly high

standard in classics and mathematics ; but how seldom do we

find such boys really capable of joining a science division corre

spondingly high ! (assuming we are fortunate enough to have

graded science divisions , a right denied to many ). As a rule ,

their scientific training has been much neglected , and they are

far inferior to boys who have worked their way up to the same

place through the lower forms of the public school , where, at any

rate, some little time per week has been spent at science. Such

a one-sided early training is permanently bad for the boy, and

makes our task also the more difficult.

a

been expended . But what a pity it is that these historians have

not given their energies to show that instead of the works of

Shakespeare or Bacon being the outcome of one English mind

they are in reality the product of no less than three or even more.

Think how our retrospect of English liſe would be enriched !

If we were not so modest about our own past we should even

now form a society to accomplish this task , and I almost venture

to suggest that the undertaking should be looked on as a neces

sary outcome of this Conference. But , to come to rather closer

quarters with my subject, I will assume that there is one grand

object before us : so far from wishing to belittle our own past,

we all of us wish to train boys and girls to grow up worthy

of this splendid inheritance ; with dispositions ready to show it

honour , and with minds capable of responding to its message.

Now , in thinking how to do this , we shall do well to limit

the subject carefully, or else we shall spend the whole of this

afternoon in discussing wholly diſſerent topics much in the same

way as a lot of windmills on different hill - tops swing their arms

in their own way and at their own pace, each promising a grand

collision with its own neighbour if the conditions were more

favourable, but , as it is, being too remote even to touch .

English may be taught historically , that is , either (a) the

history of the words, or (6) of the literature . I propose to say

nothing on either of these very interesting topics .

Next we have these subdivisions of the subject. A child may

be taught three ways of dealing with the English language

talking , reading, and writing. Talking may be divided into

three heads : (c ) how to talk distinctly , an exceedingly rare

accomplishment at the present day ; ( d ) how to talk fluently or

eloquently ; ( e ) how to talk sense . The second , reading, divides

into ( f ) and (8 ) ; ( 1 ) how to read aloud well, ( 8) how to read

to oneself profitably.

The third , writing, divides into three : ( h ) how to write

legibly ; ( ) how to write good English ; (j ) how to write

good sense .

Now of these topics I put one aside with a brief remark .

Illegible writing has become, ever since the establishment of

the penny post, a growing curse of modern life. It is no joke

for a busy man to receive an illegible letter. It may well be

that the letter is not worth reading , but there is no proof, though

there is high probability , till you have deciphered it ; and there

is no apology so superfluous as that of a stranger who asks one

to forgive him for having his letter typewritten -- this being

almost always an act of kindness, though the boon is frequently

spoilt by the autograph signature being added at the end.

The remaining topics are largely occupied with different

forms of utterance and with reading ; expressing ideas and

taking them in ; and , as to utterance, we have to aim not only

at the pen of a ready writer, but at the least inditing of a good

matter. The topics, however, are connected by this fundamental

fact. If a boy can be made to speak quite clearly and in a pure

accent , he adds not only to his neighbours ' ideas, but to his

What is read aloud conveys a fuller message , and strikes

with a more robust impact on to , and lives longer in , the mind of

the reader himself. Sometimes this is a great pity , especially it

may be so when the reader is reading his own composition ;

but if he is reading an English classic much of what he gains

depends on the tone of his reading and the expressiveness of his

voice. Now , in this matter, a vast deal remains to be done in

English schools.

Has anyone here considered the outlook if the present

degeneracy of accent continues ? Perhaps I am bringing to

Yorkshire a piece of strange information when I assert with all

confidence that the cockney accent is spreading all round

London higher and higher up the social scale . What is to be

the future of England if, as it spreads northwards , one of the

north country dialect accents takes it into its head to spread

:

own .

METHODS OF TEACHING ENGLISH.1

By the Hon . and Rev. Canon E. LYTTELTON, M.A.

Master of Haileybury College.

We English are much given to the practice of self-deprecia.

tion . I do not say that all foreigners would agree with this

remark unless it were considerably modified, but some truth

there is in it nevertheless, to the extent anyhow that we often

forget what is greatest in the inheritance bequeathed to us by

our forefathers : we do not mind belittling that inheritance ,

and in no respect is this so true as in that of the splendid mass

of literature which has come down to us from ſormer ages.

One would suppose that it would be a matter of pride in us to

magnify rather than to under-estimate the greatness of this

national endowment. But our attitude towards it is curiously

illustrated by a modern controversy in which one side stoutly

asserts that whereas for centuries it has been supposed that two

supreme geniuses existed in the reign of Elizabeth, the real truth

is that there was only one. To prove this somewhat depressing

assertion, a vast amount of research , time, temper, and ink have

1 Abridged from an address delivered at the North of England Conference
at Leeds in January, 1904.
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southwards ? What will happen in the midlands where they

meet ? But this does not at all exhaust the prospect . We

thrill with pride when we are told that English is to be the

language of the world some day ; but what English ? Why, the

native blend of north and south with a rich infusion of Austra

lian , Canadian , and S. African phonetics welded together by the

proud consciousness of an unassailable commercial system ; or

if it be by that time not quite unassailable , think what it will be

to discuss tariffs all day in the vowel sounds of three centuries

hence ! I can't say what ought to be done ; suffice it that the

evil is very near.

Remembering, therefore, that utterance affects the growth of

ideas, we do not forget the great part that should be played by

lessons in reading aloud , occasional acting , and constant insis.

tence on articulate and completely finished answers in form . A

boy can never learn to be a speaker if he is allowed to get marks

for a mumbled and unfinished answer to the master's question .

But we must not forget that if we turn him out a fluent speaker

we have not done by any means all . A Auent speaker who has

nothing to say is worse than a stammerer or even a mumbler,

and I confess to having wished sometimes that a public speaker

were a little less articulate even than he is, as one might then

look for repose in the enjoyment of one's own thoughts . So I

pass on to the all important subject of the development of ideas

in the mind , with this preliminary remark , that the reason why

young people seldom care to read really good literature is that

their own ideas are undeveloped and cannot rise up in response

to the lofty thoughts of the writer whose volume they are

handling . Similarly , if it is poetry or poetical prose, they fail

to appreciate the beauty of the rhythm because they have never

heard it properly read aloud , the only relief from their own

recitation being that of their form master, which is often rather

worse because rather louder.

Here then we see the central importance of teaching boys to

write English : it is the best way of encouraging the healthy

growth of ideas , necessary to all intelligent reading. But this

is only the case if the pupil's writing is the putting into clear

shape his own ideas already dormant in the mind. Very litile ,

if anything, is gained by making him rummage for information

in a book and reproduce it with some slight verbal alterations .

Subjects must be found about which the pupil knows something

but on which he has not thought much . Prof. James Ward

once remarked that he knew no one, man or woman , who had

not more facts in their heads than they were able to arrange.

This is singularly true of all of us . We all have memories

far too strong in proportion to our thinking powers : the lumber

room is spacious , though we are always complaining that it

holds so little , but the machinery for sorting the lumber is

absurdly inadequate. Now in quite young boys and girls of

ten to thirteen years of age or even earlier you can always

develop the dormant faculty of arranging facts. Tell them a

simple story , and see which can reproduce it adequately and

lucidly in the fewest words.

Ilere is a real training in composition and orderly marshalling

of knowledge.

Mr. Lyttelton then gave an oral exposition of the method of

teaching English composition now adopted at Haileybury.

There are millions of children in this country who, from

babyhood up to the age of fourteen , are drilled in reading,

writing , and arithmetic upon a system the result of which is that

when they attain the age of thirteen or fourteen they cannot

read , write , or cypher. If they have acquired a small smattering

of that knowledge this disappears soon after they leave school.

There are thus millions of young persons in this country upon

whom the enormous sums annually spent out of the rates and

taxes have been absolutely thrown away. Children are born

into life with great intellectual capacities--with an extraordinary

curiosity to know, but they are endowed with a still more rest

less propensity to do, and the great object of the old - fashioned

school drill appears to be to repress entirely this natural pro

pensity of the child . It is crushed in the name of what is

called discipline . The questioning which is natural to children

is abolished for a system of answering questions put to the

child , and in these answers anything like originality or eagerness

is at once repressed by the dictum, " Don't speak unless you are

spoken to . ” After a certain time the individuality of the child

is entirely crushed out , and you have a stolid , quiet , orderly ,

stupid class . I have seen in a punishment book that young

children have been caned for the offence of looking about a

school . The natural condition of very young children is best

met by natural objectless play in which their movements may

be left entirely to the dictates of nature. If we take charge of

children at the age of three or four we want not teachers, but

nurses - people who can superintend the children's play and

look after their health and natural wants. -Sir John Gorst, at

the annual meeting of the Association of Technical Institutions.

Without criticising Froebelism in its different aspects, the

vast majority of those whose business it is to teach will agree

that the whole notion of there being a so -called “ scientific

method ” in education---that is to say, the theory that the de.

velopment of the young is subject to certain universal and

immutable laws which enable us to argue (as in chemistry or

mechanics, for instance) from the general to the particular — is

based upon a fallacy of exactly the same character as gave rise

to such doctrines as the “ social contract ” or the “ divine right

of kings.” The germ of this fallacy in education can be traced

to the first book of Montaigne's Essays. It was from here that

Rousseau borrowed it for his “ Emile ,” it was formulated into

an imposing body of theory by Pestalozzi and Froebel and

further elaborated by Michelet, and it has received enormous

impulse and authority in this country from the writings of Bain

and Herbert Spencer, the latter of whom tricked it out with all

the fascinating arguments that the great wave of inquiry in the

domain of biology had left ready for his hand.-MR. T. PELLATT.

“ Public Schools and Public Opinion .” (Longmans. )

The Executive Committee of the Incorporated Association of

Assistant Masters has passed a resolution stating it “ regrets

that the London County Council , in preparing a scheme for the

constitution of an Education Committee for London , has de

cided against the co - optation on the committee of persons of

experience in education ,' thus reversing the policy which the

Council adopted in connection with the Technical Education

Board, a policy which is compulsory upon all education au

thorities under the principal Act of 1902. "

Prussia (and Germany generally now endorses the judgment ) ,

after a trial lasting nearly seventy years , has deliberately aban .

doned what may be called the “ student-teacher ” device for

training-a fact which should make our own administrators

cautious in following those who desire to introduce the plan

here . Without imputing any want of good faith and simply

from consideration of the nature of the case, it may be said that

the chief danger which threatens the usefulness of that plan is

that the student -teacher may sink into a kind of scholastic office .

boy or doer of odd jobs. Whether school ever was or was not

a place of leisure is an arguable question ; there is no doubt of

the absence of leisure in the schoolroom of to-day . And amidst

the continual drive of the term's work such sophistry as “ Every

thing is practice” is apt to beguile both the student - teacher and

those responsible for his training. A case is known to the
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writer where one - fourth of the training period was spent by the

novice in helping to fit up a new laboratory (he could not learn

too much of so practical a thing) and the remainder chiefly in

clerical work for the headmaster ( so needful to gain experience

in school-keeping, you know ) , this being varied by occasional

and unsuccessful attempts to teach boys “ out of his own head.”

-PROF. J. W. ADAMSON . “ Our Defective System of Training

Teachers.” (Ginn. )

scholar , whereas the pupil of hfteen will do better with a

teacher who is well qualified in academic pursuits , although his

professional equipment may be more scanty. In other words, I

wish to base the line of demarcation between various types of

teacher upon the double qualification required of every trained

teacher : ( 1 ) He must be, as far as possible, qualified by a

competent acquaintance with the branches of knowledge and

art , which fills up the time-table of his classes ; (2 ) he must be

skilled in his knowledge of his pupils' minds and habits ; he

must habituate himself to practise his art upon them , both in

teaching and in personal training . We call the first the

" academic ” qualification , the second the “ professional ” quali

fication ( the first is necessary to success, but it is not professional

because it is part of the common stock of culture).- Prof. J. J.

FINDLAY, at the Leeds Conference, January, 1904.

Let me tell you a story. Last summer one of our students,

who was just completing his second year, came to me and said

that he had been rowing bow of his college boat, that the boat

had done very well on the river, and was ambitious to enter for

the Henley Regatta, that the Boat Club had just passed a reso

lution “ that the college boat row at Henley provided that bow

can be present there . ” He then told me that he feared that the

day of the Regatta coincided with the date of the Certificate

Examination-what was to be done under the circumstances ?

We telegraphed to the Board of Education , and ascertained

that the two great events did not interfere with each other. Yet

how many people would believe that the bow of a winning boat

at Henley was intending to pass the rest of his life as an ele
mentary schoolmaster ? --MR. OSCAR BROWNING , at a meeting

of the Metropolitan Board Teachers' Association , January 23rd ,

1904 .

HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS.

The obituary notices of Mr. Herbert Spencer have recalled

to us by way of contrast the life of the seventeenth -century

English philosopher, who , like his nineteenth -century successor,

“ took all knowledge for his province .” Herbert Spencer was

content with little of this world's goods, and in consequence

was able to achieve his philosophic task and leave behind him

a name for singleness of purpose. ' rancis Bacon thought it

necessary , before he could devote himself to the “ advancement

of learning,” to gain political influence and wealth. The con

dition of English politics in the beginning of the seventeenth

century made it difficult for anyone to rise and Bacon's energies

were debased and dissipated in attaining what he regarded as

the necessary preliminary to a life of learned leisure . The con

sequence was that his system of philosophy remained a frag .

ment , and that it is difficult for his advocates to repel the charge

contained in Pope's epigram :

“ The wisest , brightest, meanest ofmankind."

a

There are two aspects of the Grammar School which ought to

be emphasised. One is , that a Grammar School which is

developing its activity at the expense of this humane ideal is

bad Grainmar School . It is growing away from its peculiar

and necessary function . It is not performing its proper part in

the educational organism ; it is turning itself into a deformed

limb, an abortive member. The other aspect is that the

Grammar School which is playing its proper part is not going

to allow itself to be cut off or starved down . It is not going to

be turned into a mere literary institution for the benefit of a few .

The really well developed type of Grammar School claims and

can produce every sort of proof to back its claim , that it repre

sents a spirit in education which ought least of all things-in

these days , least of all days, in large commercial towns least of

all places-to be restricted to those few who aim at a profes

sional career . It is just because we are so practical nowadays,

just because we are forced by modern conditions to be so very

technical and so very utilitarian , that we most need the human

ising and broadening and tempering influences of general culture .

Here, then, the Grammar School must take a firm stand . It is

a limb of the educational organism which some are trying to

stunt or deform , which others are trying to amputate or deprive

of a free circulation by tight bandages. The Grammar School

must refuse to submit to either operation.-- The Rev. W. H.

KEELING , at the Leeds Conference, January, 1904.

The kingdom of Saxony is considering a scheme of elec

toral reform , ” or , as we should say in England, a Reform Bill .

It is interesting to see that they are proposing a return to the

system of Estates, partly on the model of the Roman comitia

centuriata, partly on that of represented classes of the com

munity such as was common in mediæval representative assem

blies . Some seats are to be allotted to deputies from various

callings, trades and professions. Others are to be filled by

representatives of the general community, divided into three

classes according to their wealth . In England we have long

departed from the system of Estates . The parish clergy dropped

out of Parliament in the fourteenth century , the abbots disap

peared at the Reformation, and the “ boroughs " were dis

franchised in 1832. Our present House of Commons, with the

exception of the members for the universities , represents dis

tricts , not estates . Its parallel in the Roman Republic is not

the comitia centuriata , but the comitia tributa .

I desire to indicate the one clear line of demarcation that can

be drawn between different types of Training Institutions . The

task of the teacher (and therefore the qualifications we desire

for him) varies greatly in proportion to the variation in age and

in development of the scholars . The infant of four and five

years needs a trained teacher to teach him ; the pupil of fifteen

also needs a trained teacher, but the training for the first office,

although equally honourable and important , is largely different

from that required for the second . The pupil of fifteen is

becoming independent, and can help himself to someme extent

without skilled pedagogic art on the part of his instructor.

Both types of scholar ought to be taught by teachers who possess

the double qualification of academic knowledge and professional

We hope we need not apologise to our readers for once more

calling their attention to the contemporary development of the

constitution of the British Empire. Mr. Balfour told his con

stituents at Manchester that, for over a year , there has existed

a Committee of Imperial Deſence, which is " elastic in its

composition.” “ In the future it ought to be the Prime

Minister's committee, constituted by those whom he shall

summon . " It will contain , indeed has already contained ,

representatives from the Colonies . How like all this is to the

early Privy Councils , out of which the Cabinet has evolved !

skill, but the littlechildwilldobetter with a teacher who is Then itwas the King who, for purposes of war,summoned
thoroughly skilful in her profession , although she is a poor whom he would , and who for many generations was not, at
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least formally, responsible to anyone for his conduct of that

council . If our parallel is correct , whence is the assembly to

come that shall claim to share power with the new monarch in

his nomination of the new Council ? The British Empire is ,

for purposes of communication , scarcely larger than the England

which required 40 days' notice for a general election.

THE fiscal question is still with us , and that rightly. Never,

perhaps, with the exception of the Reform Bills of 1830-2, or

the Ilome Rule question of 1885-6 was such a crisis in the

affairs of this nation , at least for a century. It is , indeed , as has

been said, a parting of the ways. A recent writer in the Times

has remarked that the era of Free Trade, which began with

the younger Pitt and reached its climax under Gladstone, was a

departure from the normal course of the relations between the

State and commerce . And to this we may freely assent , what

ever our opinions on Mr. Chamberlain's proposals. Without

going into the philosophy of the State and its constant tendency

to increase or maintain its area of activity , we may grant that

States have almost always attempted to regulate commerce and

industry with other views than the profit of the individual and his

attainment of wealth alone. A very close parallel to our own

days may be found by a study of the commercial policy of

Edward IV. of England , who legislated against foreign in ports

of corn and manufactured products in the interests of farmers

and other English capitalists and employees as well as to keep

money in the country.

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

GENERAL

The London County Council in November last referred the

Education ( London ) Act , 1903, to its General Purposes Com

mittee to advise as to the practical steps to be taken for its

administration . This committee presented its report at the

meeting of the Council on January 26th . The chief subject

dealt with in the report is the scheme for the appointment of

the Education Committee. Its recommendations for this pur

pose were subsequently adopted by a large majority. The

scheme thus approved by the Council provides that the Edu

cation Committee shall consist of forty-eight members as

follows: - Thirty -five members of the Council with the chair

man , vice - chairman , and deputy - chairman ; five women to be

chosen for their experience in education ; and , during the term

of the first committee, five members of the present School

Board . But this scheme has yet to be sanctioned by the Board

of Education . The Education Acts , moreover, clearly specify

that every scheme for the appointment of an education com .

mittee shall provide for the inclusion of persons of experience in

education , and of persons acquainted with the needs of the

various kinds of schools in the area , and this clause the Act

seems to have been insufficiently considered by the London

County Council. It is to be hoped, in view of the magnitude

and difficulty of the problem of London's education, that the

Board of Education will not approve the scheme in its present

form . It is of the greatest importance that some experts

familiar with the special needs in connection with secondary

and higher education should be co-opted as members of the new

committee .

In connection with the centenary of the death of Priestley,

the discoverer of oxygen , commemorated on February 6th , it is

interesting to recall his experiences as a schoolmaster. Priestley

was a minister of religion and his first charge was at Needham

Market, in Suffolk , where his stipend, nominally £ 40 a year,

never exceeded £ 30. To eke out an existence he endeavoured

to start a school-- with what success his own account will

declare— “ Like most other young men of a liberal education

had conceived a great aversion to the business of a schoolmaster,

and had often said that I would have recourse to anything else

for a maintenance in preference to it . But having no other

resource, I was at length compelled by necessity to make some

attempt in that way : and for this purpose I printed and dis .

tributed proposals, but without any effect. Not that I was

thought to be unqualified for this employment, but because I

was not crthodox . I had proposed to teach the classics, mathe

matics, & c. , for half-a-guinea per quarter and to board the pupils

in the house with myself for twelve guineas per annum . Finding

this scheme not to answer I proposed to give lectures to grown

persons in such branches of science as I could conveniently

procure the means of doing ; and I began with reading about

twelve lectures on the use of the globes, at half - a- guinea. I had

one course of ten hearers, which did something more than pay

for my globes."

SHORTLY afterwards , Priestley removed to Nantwich , where

his slender means again suggested to him the desirability of

starting a school . His parishioners being more liberal, this

attempt was more successful . He says , “ In this employment ,

contrary to my expectations, I found the greatest satisfaction,

notwithstanding the confinement and labour attending it . My

school generally consisted of about thirty boys , and I had a

separate room for about half a dozen young ladies . Thus I was

employed from seven in the morning until four in the alternoon ,

without any interval except ne hour for dinner , and I never gave

a holiday on any consideration , the red - letter days , as they are

called , excepted .” After this he went immediately to give

tuition in an attorney's family till seven in the evening.

Priestley was only three years at Nantwich , where he concluded

his career as a schoolmaster, though he continued his educa

tional work as professor of languages and belles - lettres at the

Warrington Academy. He has left us a striking proof of his

appreciation at that distant day of the importance of non

classical studies as a preparation for business life.
“ Besides

composing courses of lectures on the theory of language and on

oratory and criticism , on which my predecessors had lectured , I

introduced lectures on history and general policy , on the laws

and constitution of England , and on the history of England .

This I did in consequence of observing that , though most of our

pupils were young men designed for situations in civil and active

liſe, every article in the plan of their education was adapted to

the learned professions . "

AT a meeting held towards the end of last year it was decided

that a circular letter should be sent to the various institutions

with which the late Prof. Withers was connected , to his

personal friends , and to the numerous persons who knew his

work , inviting donations to a fund to be called the Withers

Memorial Fund , and that , if the response to this appeal would

allow , the following suggestions should be carried out : ( i . ) The

placing of memorial brasses in the Owens College , Manchester ,

and at Borough Road College, Isleworth ; ( ii . ) The establish

ment for a term of years of a travelling scholarship abroad for

third year students at Isleworth , and the foundation of an

education library in the Owens College ; ( iii . ) The provision of

an annual prize or lecture in connection with some public

institution . Any contributor is at liberly to allocate his donation

specifically to any one of the above objects , otherwise the con

tributions will go to the general fund . Mr. J. H. Gettins, of

University College, Reading, has consented to act as secretary

to the fund , and it is requested that all donations should be sent

to him at that address. Cheques or Orders should be crossed

Lloyd's Bank , Ltd. , Reading.

An English Organisation Committee has been formed to

diffuse information and promote the uselulness and success of the
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At a meeting of members of Congregation at Oxford on

February 9th , four resolutions dealing with the question of

compulsory Greek were submitted . The effect of the resolutions ,

which were all adopted, is that students reading for honours in

science or mathematics may take an optional alternative for

Greek in Responsions and in the Holy Scripture examination ,

and that the Responsions alternative will include both a scientific

or mathematical subject, and also French or German translation

and composition .

We have received a copy of the report of the conference on

educational questions held in connection with the Incorporated

Association of Headmistresses last October. Copies may be

obtained, price is. 3d ., post free, from Miss R. Young, 92 ,

Victoria Street , Westminster, S.W.

The Hereford County Council has decided to purchase the

County College, which will be used for the purposes of an

undenominational training college for women . Attention is

being given to the problem of how best to obtain teachers

specially trained to give education in subjects suitable for

agricultural districts. With a college capable of doing this it

is thought the Council will have a staff also able to give in

struction to the existing teachers in such subjects.

LORD ALVERSTONE opened a new technical institute at

Newport , Isle of Wight, on January 30th . The building will

cost about £ 12,000, of which £ 5,000 has been contributed by

Sir Charles Seely . The building will for a time also be used as

a secondary school for the western half of the island .

First International Congress of School Hygiene to be held in

Nuremberg during Easter week and of which we gave full

particulars last month. Sir Lauder Brunton is the president of

the English committee and the honorary secretary is Dr. James

Kerr, Parkes Museum, Margaret Street , London , W. In

connection with the Congress, there will be an exhibition of

objects referring to school hygiene. The committee intend to

open the exhibition before the beginning of the congress and to

close it some days after. All objects referring to school hygiene

may be exhibited , such as : models of school - houses, with

their annexes ; treatises on the principles of school - building,

on means of instruction , and on the education of children at

school and at home ; all kinds of school - furniture and means of

instruction , especially scientific instruments, school-books and

periodicals ; apparatus for the medical examination of children

and their bodily education, gymnastic appliances and similar

objects.

Notice has been given by the Admiralty that for the

examination for cadetships at the Royal Naval College,

Osborne, which will take place in July next , the syllabus of

examination will be simplified. The option previously given

will disappear , but Latin will be retained as one of the subjects

of examination . History and geography will be combined in

one paper ; arithmetic and algebra will also be combined in one

paper, about two-thirds of which will be devoted to arithmetic.

These changes are made with the object of bringing the

examinations into line with the work of ordinary preparatory

schools. The revised syllabus is as follows : (i . ) English .

( ii . ) History and geography. ( iii . ) Arithmetic and algebra .

(iv .) Geometry. ( v. ) French or German , with an oral ex

amination . ( vi . ) Latin . Candidates are to take all six papers ,

but a fixed standard of qualification in each subject will not be

required , provided that the general standard of the candidate in

other subjects is satisfactory.

The first conference in connection with the School Nature

Study Union was held on January 30th , in London , under the

presidency of Dr. Heath , director of special inquiries and

reports to the Board of Education Papers were read by

vir . C. B. Gutteridge, of Alleyn's School , Dulwich , on nature .

study in secondary schools and how its claims may be advanced ,

and by Miss Johnson , on nature- study in a village elementary

school . It may be added that the honorary secretary to the

School Nature-Study Union is the Rev. C. Hinscliff, Bobbing,

Sittingbourne.

The date of the first general meeting of the Classical Associa

tion of England and Wales has been altered , in consequence of

representations made to the Council , and is now fixed for May

28th, 1904, at Oxford .

Eron has set a good example in its support of the Classical

Association , the Headmaster, the Provost , and thirty of the staff

having enrolled themselves as members.

The next examination for English student - teachers in French

Training Colleges will be held in London during Easter week .

Students who enter these colleges pay £ i into the college

funds, and devote a certain amount of tim not exceeding ten

hours a week , to conversation in English with the French

students. In return they receive board and lodging, and per

mission to attend all the classes in French history, literature ,

&c. , held at the college . Forms of application may be obtained

from Miss Alice Gardner, Newnham College, Cambridge, or

from Miss Williams , President of the International Guild , 6 ,

Rue de la Sarbonne, Paris .

The Senate of the London University have appointed

Prof. Unwin , F.R.S. , a member of the Governing Body of

the Polytechnic.

An international congress of mathematicians will be held in

Heidelberg from August 8th to 13th , 1904. Since the hun

dredth anniversary of the birth of the German mathematician

Jacobi will fall in the same year, it is intended to commemorate

this event by an address to his memory. In connection with

the congress an exhibition of mathematical models and of recent

mathematical literature is to be held. Full particulars can

be obtained from Prof. Dr. A. Krazer, Westendstrasse 57 ,

Karlsruhe.

ments.

We have received a copy of the Science Syllabuses in Physics

and Chemistry prepared by Dr. Stewart for the Special Subjects

Sub-department of the School Management Department of the

School Board of London for use in London board schools.

The syllabuses are excellent , and serve to illustrate how great

has been the improvement in methods of teaching science in

recent years. Mere didactic instruction is giving place to

experimental inquiry , and where possible arrangements are now

made for the pupils themselves to perform the necessary experi

Courses of work are provided suitable for the children

in elementary and higher-grade schools, and the requirements

of pupil- teachers are duly regarded.

The first volume of the report of the Commissioner of

Education for the year 1902 of the United States Bureau of

Education has been received. In its 1,176 pages are to be

found articles dealing with important educational problems in

many parts of the world. Merely to enumerate the subjects

dealt with in the volume would occupy more space than is

available , but we may say that any teacher who can secure

access to the report will find something in its pages of interest

and value . We notice that the number of secondary school

pupils enrolled in the public high schools of the United States

during 1901-2 was 566,124 , an increase of about 8,000 over

the previous year . The number of similar pupils in private

schools was 168,636, a decrease in the same period of nearly

9,000. The increase of secondary school pupils in public

schools is due to the policy adopted by large villages and
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counties to provide for free secondary education from public

taxation . An interesting chapter is contributed by Prof. Foster

Watson and contains brief biographical notices of the pioneers

of the new education of the sixteenth century in England. An

account running to 68 pages is given of education in the United

Kingdom , and it is well supplied with statistical information .

Students of education in all parts of the world know and value

these reports and are deeply indebted to the Washington

Bureau of Education for its liberality in distributing copies to

the chief libraries everywhere .

youngest, Dr. Robert Ogilvie, late H.M. Chief Inspector of

Schools, have passed away, but they will be long remembered

by all who knew them as the kindliest and most lovable of

The story of the rise and progress of the Ogilvies is

typical of the fortunes of many distinguished Scotsmen all over

the world , but it is very exceptional to find one family contribu

ting five members to the same profession , and all attaining the

highest distinctions. The Ogilvies may be claimed as among

the highest products of the old parochial system , the finest

' capacity catching " machine that has ever been known . With

no advantages of birth , as these are generally known, the brothers

by their own indomitable energy and native grit forced their

way at an early age to the front, and for nearly half a century,

in one sphere or another, have continued to mould and influence

the lives and characters of countless Scotsmen and to shape the

educational policy of the whole country .

9

At the end of 1902 there were in Queensland in operation

991 schools, including 449 State schools, 539 provisional schools ,

and three schools at benevolent and reformatory establishments.

For 1903 the gross enrolment was 92,094 in State schools and

16,336 in provisional schools. The average daily attendance

was 61,821 at State schools and 10,988 at provisional schools.

There are ten grammar schools in Queensland-- six for boys

and four for girls . Separate schools for boys and girls have

been established at Brisbane, Ipswich , Maryborough, and Rock

hampton , and schools for boys at Toowoomba and Townsville.

Each grammar school is governed by a board of seven trustees

appointed by the Government , and of these four are nominated

by the Governor-in - Council and the others by a majority of the

subscribers to the funds. The trustees hold office three years ,

and are eligible for re-election . They are empowered to make

regulations for the determination of fees to be paid by the

scholars, for the salaries to be paid to the teachers, and generally

for the management, good government , and discipline of the

school. Endowment at the rate of £ 1,000 per annum is paid

by the State to each grammar school.

We have received a copy of Knowledge and Scientific News,

the first number of the new paper amalgamating Knowledge

with The Illustrated Scientific News. Among other articles in

the first number are “ Ancient Calendars and Constellations, "

by Mr. E. W. Maunder ; “ A Motor Aeroplane,” giving an

account of Mr. Wright's experiments ; and “ Giant and

Miniature Suns," by Mr. J. E. Gore.

The Executive Committee of the Carnegie Trust have framed

for this year their scheme of endowments of post - graduate study

and research on the same lines as that of last year, full parti

culars of which will be found in The School World for

April , 1903. Application forms for scholarships , fellowships,

and grants may be had from the Secretary , the Merchants '

Hall , Edinburgh . The forms must be filled up and returned to

the Secretary on or before the ist April, and not , as formerly, on

or before May Ist .

MR . BALFOUR presided at a dinner given to Prof. Butcher,

who last year vacated the chair of Greek in Edinburgh Univer

sity . Sir Robert Finlay, Mr. Graham Murray, and a company

representative of all interests in the northern capital, supported

the Prime Minister. Mr. Balfour, in proposing the toast of

" Our Guest," said they were not met to celebrate the academic

triumphs of Prof. Butcher , but, as Scotsmen , to express to him

that they had adopted him , once and for all , as one of them

selves . This was an honour and mark of affection rarely

bestowed , for there was a common Scottish theory , never for

mulated but effectively carried out in practice for the past 150

years, that every country had need of Scotsmen , but Scotsmen

had no need of the citizen of any other country. This theory

had worked well in practice , and it was only in the case of a

few select souls like the guest of the evening that any exception

was made .

SCOTTISH .

EDUCATION , for the third year in succession , occupies a place

in the King's speech . This time it is Scotland's turn . The

long expected measure is referred to in these vague and non

committal terms : “ A Bill to amend the laws relating to

education in Scotland has been prepared for your considera

tion ." Sir Henry Campbell - Bannerman , in referring to this

notice , expressed the hope that the Bill would be in harmony

with Scottish traditions , and would provide for adequate popular

control . He was glad that the measure was in charge of

Mr. Graham Murray, who was a real Scotsman who knew

Scotsmen and was known of them . As Mr. Murray has already

given formal notice of his intention to introduce the Bill at an

early date, speculation as to the nature of the measure will not

remain long unsatisfied .

The Aberdeen University Association in Edinburgh at their

annual dinner had as guests of the evening Dr. George Ogilvie,

late headmaster of George Watson's School , Edinburgh ; Dr.

Alex. Ogilvie , late headmaster of Gordon's College , Aberdeen ;

and Dr. Joseph Ogilvie, rector of the Established Church

Training College, Aberdeen . These gentlemen are the sur

viving members of a family of five brothers, all of whom were

schoolmasters, all of whom attained the highest scholastic and

academic distinctions, and all of whom won in rare measure the

love and reverence of their fellow men . The eldest, Mr. William

Ogilvie , formerly rector of Morrison's Academy, and the

SPEAKING of the value of a classical education, Mr. Balfour

said he was sorry to say he had been from very early years

inclined to gentle scepticism upon the supreme value of some of

the subjects which Prof. Butcher taught . Lord Cockburn was

credited with the view that any education which excluded a

classical training led up to ignorance and self -conceit . It was

reassuring to him to think that he had spent all the years

between eight and eighteen in learning classics, and if that con

stituted a classical education he hoped he might be absolved

from the double -barrelled charge . He confessed, however ,

that ten years of arduous study had only enabled him to acquire

as much knowledge of classics as enabled him without dishonour

to get through the “ Smalls ” at Oxford .

PROF. BUTCHER , in reply , said that he bade good -bye to the

northern city of romance and enchantment with infinite regret .

His twenty-one years ' stay in their midst had enabled him to get

“ a look ſar ben!” into the Scottish heart, and he appreciated

fully all its warmth and fervour . He had had a subject to teach

which of all others was perhaps the most many-sided , the most

opulent , and most inspiring . Greece was not somuch a country ,

a geographical expression , as a mode of feeling and thinking , a

certain direction of the human mind. Whatever might be the

fate of Greek as a subject of a university curriculum , he was
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certain no university could influence and elevate the national life

unless inspired by the Greek ideals.

The Educational Institute of Scotland has issued a circular

to Members of Parliament appealing for a reconsideration of the

Superannuation Act of 1898. In a brief statement of the

genesis and history of the Act, they show that its provisions

were conceived exclusively with reference to the conditions that

prevailed in England and Wales. No evidence was invited

from Scotland by the parliamentary committees that framed the

measure , and no opportunity was given for obtaining the views

of the Scottish teachers regarding it . Further , it was expressly

stated by the Departmental Committee on the subject that there

was an essential difference between the educational system of

Scotland and that of England and Wales, and that this difference

would materially modify their recommendations if Scotland

alone were being considered . It is pointed out that a teacher

in receipt of a salary of £ 300- £ 400 a year is compelled to retire

at the age of sixty -five on a pension (sic) of £40 to £46. The

Institute asks for the support of the Scottish Members of Parlia .

ment in regard to the following proposals : ( i . ) That the

teacher's contribution should be proportional to salary ; ( ii . ) that

the Government and the local authority should each contribute

to the superannuation fund a sum equal to the teacher's contri

bution ; (ii.) that the power to supplement pensions be mean

while restored to school boards in the case of existing teachers

who have accepted the Act ; (iv. ) that the age of retiral should

be 55-60 in the case of women , and 60-65 for men.

or medicine, and a teacher was compelled to qualify himself or

herself by a course of training equally long, severe and

technical . The ideals , too , are different : we are content to

give a boy information and teach him to think ; in Ar.erica

they think more of turning out quick -witted boys who can

bustle through liſe.

The other address was an interesting lecture in the Uni

versity College, Stephen's Green , Dublin, on “ Industrial

Education.” Father Finlay pointed out that the social element

was very largely neglected in our schools ; children were not

taught the nature and structure of society and the duties that

would devolve upon them as citizens . For success in industry

two things were indispensable -- a knowledge of the forces of

nature and a knowledge of the means of manipulating those

forces. Hence in foreign schools children had their faculty

of observation trained in the open air and in direct contact with

nature . He criticised the technical instruction of Ireland and

England , and expressed an adverse opinion on the common

trade schools , but approved of the apprentice schools attached

in America to the great factories, where apprentices were

taught the principles underlying the practice of their everyday

work.

During the past month the university question has been

widely discussed , but it is difficult to say how much progress

has been made towards a solution . The so-called Dunraven

scheme has obtained much support. The hierarchy of the

Roman Catholic church have approved of it , a long list of

approving Roman Catholic laity has appeared in the daily

papers , Captain Shawe Taylor has abandoned his conference

with a declaration that the Dunraven scheme renders it un

necessary , and several public meetings have given it support ,

notably one held just before the opening of Parliament in

the Dublin Mansion House , where the Lord Mayor took

the chair, and the chief speakers were the O'Conor Don and

Archbishop Walsh . On the other hand, the Orange party are

entirely opposed to any Roman Catholic university or college,

and at a meeting in Belfast, Lord Londonderry stated , what has

been confirmed since the opening of Parliament , that the

Cabinet has no intention of introducing this session any Bill

dealing with the university question . It is clear , too, that

Trinity College is not in favour of a Roman Catholic University

or a college for Roman Catholics in Dublin University ; it is

urged that federal universities have been failures in England

and are being given up, and that the best plan would be a

Roman Catholic and other colleges in connexion with the Royal

University (as proposed by the recent Commission ). If the

latter proved successful, it might be further developed, but the

Dunraven scheme would be fatal to Trinity. On the other

hand , Trinity College is prepared to take steps to make itself

still more undenominational .

The King's letter authorising the opening of Trinity College

to women , and the conferring upon them of its degrees, has

been published in the daily press ; it only remains now to

arrange and develop a satisfactory scheme for the working of

this new and great departure .

IRISH .

The death of Dr. Salmon , Provost of Trinity, on the third

anniversary of the death of Queen Victoria , means the loss

of the most conspicuous and noble figure in Irish academic

life. Apart from his rare distinction of combined pre-eminence

as a mathematician and theologian , he had a great influence on

Irish school education both as provost of Ireland's one real

university and as a member for many years of the Intermediate

Board of Education . He will be remembered by many for his

simple sincerity and transparency of character.

Lustra quater supra iam quattuor egerat aevo :

Praestiterat numeris, religione, fide .

At the opening meeting for the year 1904 of the Association

of Intermediate and University Teachers, it was stated that the

association had drawn up a pamphlet on the condition of

secondary school teachers, especially assistant-masters , in Ire

land , which it was proposed to publish. The object is to

ventilate the unsatisfactory condition of the tenure , salary and

prospects of the teaching profession, and to arouse public atten

tion to the urgent necessity of improvement. Authorities must

face this problem , the sooner the better .

WELSH .
9

The Rev. T. A. Finlay, S.J. , Commissioner of Intermediate

Education , who was one of the members of the Mosely Com

mission , has , since his return from America , delivered two

addresses bearing on his experiences there. The first was

at the annual general meeting of the Dublin Educational

Society, and was entitled “ Some impressions of American

Schools . " After explaining that America , like ourselves , was

experimenting in education , he pointed out the differences

between Irish and American schools and teaching . First

comes the American zeal for education , shown partly by

private and partly by public expenditure. The great technical

schools and colleges there were nearly all paid for by individuals,

and no less than one - third of the municipal rate was paid to

education . There were far more women teachers in America,

where teaching, however, stood on a different plane from its

position in Ireland , and was regarded as on a par with law

An important meeting of the Court of the University of

Wales has been held at Shrewsbury, to consider an application

from the Swansea Technical College for admission into the

University of its students in courses of study for degrees in

science and applied science . At present for degrees in arts and

science only students in the three constituent colleges can

graduate in the University of Wales, viz . , from Aberystwyth ,

Bangor, Cardiff. The following resolution was passed : “ That

this court is of opinion that the appeal of the Swansea Corpora
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tion can best be met by an extension of the charter that will

give the University power to admit to certain privileges any

institution possessing adequate facilities, in point of equipment

and staff, for the teaching covering the whole course of work

for an initial degree in any faculty ; these privileges being at

least those of presenting candidates for degrees in that faculty

under Article XIV. of the charter. ” This resolution was

moved by Dr. R. D. Roberts, of London University, seconded

by Mr. Brynmor Jones, M.P.

THE Men Students' Representative Council have done some

useſul work in the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth,

in organising a men's daily dinner. The women students at

Aberystwyth live in the College Hostel for Women . There is

a men's hostel , but as yet , unfortunately , it is only on a small

scale . However, the men students , to the number of over 100 ,

dine together at a local hotel , and so far the experiment seems

thoroughly successful. We understand that Sir Lewis Morris

has counselled the project for some time past .

IN the Merioneth Education Committee a draft scheme has

been submitted for the instruction of pupil -teachers. For a

three years' apprenticeship the scheme requires the first two

years of the pupil-teacher to be devoted wholly to instruction in

the county intermediate school , and the third year to be half

teaching and half learning . For two years' training , the first

would be wholly at school , and the next half - time. During the

third year the salary would be £30 annually, and the treasury

grants would be payable to the county schools where the pupil

teachers had been trained . The scheme was unanimously

adopted.

Modern Languages .

1. V. von Scheffel, Der Trompeter von Säkkingen . Edited

by E. L. Milner -Barry. xxii. + 280 pp. (Macmillan .) 35.

This is, we believe, the first English edition of an epic which

enjoys unparalleled popularity in Germany. Mr. Barry has

written a pleasant account of the author, of the scanty historical

basis of his tale , and of the language , metre, and style. The

text has been skilfully abridged ; the notes are admirably to the

point. Mr. Siepmann , in whose series the volume appears,

gives , in addition to the usual words, phrases and passages for

translation into German , an interesting and helpful section on

word formation . We recommend the book for a fairly advanced

class on a modern side.

Wilhelm Hauff, Die Geschichte von Kalif Storch . Edited by

Prof. A. Weiss. 46 pp. (Hachette .) 6d.-- This is the first

volume of another cheap series ; Messrs. Blackie are being

imitated . This volume, however, has a vocabulary, in

cluding notes ; the vocabulary apparently contains only a

selection of the words, the editor using his discretion in deter

mining what is likely to be familiar to his readers. He has

added some questions on the text , which are to be answered in

German . There are also some grammatical questions , which

are not likely to be of much service. Some are awkwardly

worded, e.g., “ When has in German the imperfect subjunctive

to be used in oblique oration ? "

F. Kohlrausch, Das Jahr 1813. Edited by J. W. Cartmell .

156 pp. (Cambridge University Press . ) -This work

first appeared in the Pitt Press Series in 1875 , when it was

edited for the Syndics by · Dr. W. Wagner. The new edition

has an entirely fresh set of notes and four new maps ; and the

spelling has been modernised . In its present form it makes a

good and interesting reader for a middle form .

Rudolf Baumbach , Waldnovellen. Edited by Dr. W. Bernhardt.

ix . + 155 pp. (Heath .) 15. 60. - A somewhat gushing intro

duction by the editor is followed by a brief autobiography in

German of the author. There are sixty-seven pages of text,

containing six short stories of varied interest , and twenty -eight

pages of adequate notes. The vocabulary appears to be com

plete . It is a volume suitable for cursory reading in middle

forms.

Lectures et Mélanges. By W. G. Hartog. viii. + 124 pp.

( Rivingtons . ) 25. 60, - This book can be commended . It

contains a number of passages in prose and verse likely to

interest children . Some of the pictures by Miss Mary Williams

will attract them ; but others are simply silly. To read “ Le

lion de Florence " is very well ; but then to look at the picture

opposite gives one a shock ; and who ever conceived of Ander

sen's little match-seller sitting apparently on a hill surmounted

by a meaningless lamp-post ? The exercises at the end are

good ; the vocabulary is by no means complete.

25.

CARNARVONSHIRE is moving in the question of the teaching

of Welsh . The Staff and Curriculum Sub - committee of the

Education Committee have recommended to the committee the

publication of a Welsh recitation - book for the use of schools .

Prof. J. Morris Jones and Mr. T. J. Williams have placed their

services at the disposal of the committee as compilers of such a

book . It was further recommended that a prize of ten guineas

should be offered for the best manuscript of a Welsh song-book .

Letters were read from the Carnarvon district local managers

and from the Carnarvonshire Baptist Association asking for

Welsh to be taught systematically in the elementary schools.

a

Ar Llanidloes, Mr. Humphreys-Owen, M.P. , said the Bishop

of St. Asaph had ceded the two main points which the Welsh

County Councils were defending-namely , local control of the

schools and the abolition of sectarian tests. In return he asked

for undenominational teaching in the schools and the right for

every denomination to provide for the religious instruction of

their children in their own faith at their own cost . There still

remained , however, the question of the time at which this

instruction should be given, and , with good - will on both sides ,

he thought a settlement might be arrived at .

Classics.

Some interesting particulars have been given by the head

master of the Alun County School , Mold , Flintshire , showing

the growing influence of even a small county school . “ Only

this week,” he says, “ I received a visit from one old boy who ,

after spending some months in Burmah and in Australia , traded

among the South Pacific Islands for two years , and is now on

the point of taking up an appointment in Costa Rica , Central

America . Last week I received a letter from another who has

just obtained a post in the West Indies. The other day I

heard from an old boy who fills an influential position in

Australia. I have heard of another who is prospering in

Mexico. Old boys are found in Canada, the States , and South

Africa .”

A Greek Grammar Accidence. By Gustave Simonson.

xiii . +351 pp. ( Swan Sonnenschein . ) 6s. 60. - Regarded as a

storehouse of facts, this book , although not likely to supersede

Jelf or one of the complete grammars, is good . Dr. Simonson

has studied the best authorities , and his knowledge is not

antiquated ; thus the dual tà taiv has disappeared, and the

inflexions given are those which are found. Typographically,

too , it is good , the uncontracted or unimportant forms being less

prominently printed than the normal Attic, and the device of

grouping associated forms by enclosing lines being a distinctа
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help to the eye and mind. Inscriptions, however, are not so passages in the “ Republic ” dealing with education. He is not

well printed ; the symbol used for r with a short limb on p. iii . by any means the first to do this ; but others, as Dr. J. Adam,

is r (géuna ). The account of the dialects is much fuller and have approached it rather from the scholar's point of view than

clearer than in most grammars (on p . 221 rà seems to be a that of the practical teacher. And Plato has something to

misprint for úná ). We may also commend the brief account teach the practical teacher, even beyond the high ideal which

of the alphabet, which we had fain seen longer . The one point inspires him. No one has made more clear than Plato the

where Dr. Simonson seems to be lacking is a knowledge of necessity of distinguishing between the joy of work and the

comparative philology, which , although it should not be money profit which may come from it ; and no one has seen

obtruded in a special grammar, will yet lead to a better more clearly the subjects proper for educating the very young.

classification of the phonology - for instance , of the vowel . He also held that primary education was for all , the higher

changes known as Ablaut. Such knowledge would also have education only for those who were fitted by nature to rule. It

suggested a grouping of the sounds by organ , more scientiſic is not sufficiently recognised to-day, we think , that there are

than that adopted on p. 14, where the mutes are arranged thus numbers of children who are congenitally incapable of profiting

-labials, palatals , linguals. We have examined the book with by higher education , and that these are by no means confined to

care, and noted a number of details in which improvement the humbler classes of society. Plato has his faults, as Mr.

would be possible ; but we think our readers will be content to Adamson fully admits ; his system was in some respects narrow,

know that it is a distinctly good book. We hope the author and implied too much of specialisation : yet his ideal ofpersonal

will study comparative syntax before he completes his second self -sacrifice for the common good is higher than that of the

Part. innumerable faddists of our day, anti -vaccinators, passive

resisters, and so forth , who will concede nothing which does not

The Alcestis of Euripides. Edited by A. T. Tate. xxix. +
commend itself to their oſten ill -informed minds. Plato's love

126 pp. ( Blackie's Illustrated Greek Series. ) 25.—The intro. of all things beautiful is another good point : where is music in

duction of this book gives an account of the play and its our education ? or the study of fine literature with the sole end

characters, of the Allic theatre and the production of plays , the to appreciate and to enjoy it ? or the practice in rhythmical

structure of Greek tragedy and the author. Mr. Tate, we movement, and the feeding of the imagination on beautiful and

observe, has made up his mind on one vexed question, and holds
ennobling stories ? If we get any of these blessings it is by

that " each dramatist , originally at least, contended with a accident, and in despite of examinations which might be passed

with distinction by deaf, dumb, and halt . It is impossible to
tetralogy or group of four plays ” —a custom which was certainly

not " original, " and how far it was followed later is by no means
deal with all the topics discussed by Mr. Adamson, or, indeed ,

clear. Some parts of the introduction are beyond beginners,
to mention them ; but we can recommend his book as stimu.

whom Mr. Tate professes to have in view, but the information lating.

is useful and generally sound. The illustrations are good,

especially those from vase paintings ; but we ask for exact refer . Edited Books.

ences in all such cases . A Roman statue of Apollo should not

be given to illustrate a Greek play : the vases would supply Washington Irving's Life of Oliver Goldsmith . By C. R.

plenty of contemporaneous pictures of the god . The notes, as Gaston. xxix. + 374 pp. (Ginn . ) 25.--This biographical work

usual, are too full ; such explanations as those on verses 8, 9, of Irving's is not widely known , and the idea of making it a

16, 263 , 1153 ( several times repeated ) , amongst many others, school text-book in literature is a good one ; but we cannot say

are best left to be solved by question. There is too much as much for the execution in this particular instance. The

translation in the notes. An appendix contains a few good first words of the preface introduce us to an attitude of the

specimens of verse translation . editorial mind which betrays want of confidence and scholarship.

“ The introductory maiter in this volume aims 19 induce in the

Greek Story and Song. By the Rev. A. J. Church . With average high- school pupil the right attitude with which to begin

sixteen illustrations after the antique. xv. + 362 pp. ( Seeley. ) reading the biography. The annotation is thought to be not

55.- In this book Mr. Church has summed up the contents of over elaborate nor too scant. " And so on. The tone is unsatis.

many of his other books, with new additions. We have, for factory throughout, though it ought to be conceded that the

example, the story of Prometheus, retold from Aeschylus ; that introductory sketch of Irving's career is reasonably well done,

of Orestes, from Sophocles ; the finding of Iphigenia, from and a chronulogical table of Oliver Goldsmith's life and the

Euripides ; a brief story of Troy and the Return of Ulysses ; corresponding events of English and American literary history is

the exploits of Heracles, the Labours being treated in short , excellent . To each chapter is appended a number of “ Topics

and most space given to the rescue of Alcestis from Death ; and Questions” on which the editor sets great store ; but to

Theseus, from Pindar, Bacchylides, Euripides, and others. many of these we are compelled to take exception : e.g. ( 1 )

Besides these there are bright paraphrases of the “ Plutus ” of Would sixty guineas in our day be considered good pay for a

Aristophanes, the “ Birds,” the Ecclesiazusae," and the Adonis. novel reaching three editions in a few months ? (2 ) Is Johnsona

show of Theocritus ; and finally, some verse translations from the appropriately called the great Cham of Literature ? ( 3) Why

"Anthology ." The verse we like least ; it is not very graceful, did not Goldsmith receive a pension from the Crown ? If he

but correct enough. The other narratives are in Mr. Church's had received one, should you think less highly of him ? (4 ) Has

best vein, interesting from beginning to end , and told in a simple Goldsmith's estimate of Voltaire's fame been justified ? To this

style which a child can understand . The humorous extracts are the editor appends the direction in brackets : “ [Consult teacher

a very welcome addition . The illustrations are good ; three are of French . ) " We think this method is quite inadmissible in a

from Flaxman , the rest from ancient vases , reproduced in the good edition of a genuine piece of literature. Many things in

brown and red of the originals. We can cordially recommend the nutes are open to the same objection . One of these

this book as a prize or a giſt book for children. triviali ies at least deserves to be noticed. ( 137.9. ) “ Oratorio .

Ste dictionary and decide whether Goldsmith was well qualified

The Theory of Education in Plalo's Republic. By John E. to succeed in this kind of composition . ” Evidently the editor

Adamson. xii. + 258 pp. (Swan Sonnenschein . ) 45. 6d . confounds the librettist with the composer. But enough ; the

Mr. Adamson has made a valuable study of the well -known volume is not equal to the deserts of its subjectmatter .

No. 63 , Vol. 6. ] L
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(1 ) Selections from Bacon's Essays. By R. Oswald Platt .

xix . + 55 pp . (Macmillan.) 6d. (2 ) Aytoun's Lays. By

H. B. Cotterill. viii. + 60 pp. ( Macmillan . ) 6d . — Two

booklets undertaken by scholarly editors with an eye to the

needs of pupil teachers. The “ Bacon " covers ground which

is becoming educationally familiar. It is reasonably well done.

“ Aytoun's Lays" are not quite so familiar, happily ; and the

present edition is well done. The three ballads included in

this compilation are treated each to an introduction and notes

at the end of the volume. The introductions are full and clear ;

the notes are short but scholarly . Some exception, however,

may surely be taken to the editorial idea that “ How they

toss their mighty branches " may be read as a line of three

stresses .

tion. He declares his own belief that that position is unanswer

able. Such thorough -going candour may not please everybody,

for the difficulty of getting some people to think about religious

problems instead of believing too much, or believing nothing

as an alternative, is well known to everybody who has experience

of the world ; but we feel constrained to speak in enthusiastic

terms both of it and of this book . The account Dr. Fry gives

of the Hebrews is lucid, clearly expressed and interesting.

The fullest references are given to books of modern research

and scholarship ; and some wholesome advice to teachers to

read these books, and so to know more of the subject than

their classes, ought not to fail of its effect. The maps and

tables are excellent .

History

Selections from Froissart's Chronicles. Edited by N. Frazer.

198 pp. (Horace Marshall . ) 25. — This volume, well printed

and cleanly bound , is a pioneer in good English work ; for it

contains no notes. Perhaps the indignant protests in magazines

and newspapers against over and foolish annotation is meeting

with its reward. At any rate, here we have a well - chosen,

moderately modernised and most interesting selection from

Froissart. The illustrations, which might have been numerous,

are few , and are not very good.

L

A First Book of British History. By T. F. Tout. xxviii. +

236 pp . (Longmans .) 25. 6d. —Prof. Tout's name is a guarantee

for good work , and in this booklet we have the story of these

islands told as fully and accurately as is possible within the

narrow limits allotted . There are eighty-five illustrations,

thirteen tables, and twenty- five maps and plans. Of course

much is omitted, but the author has succeeded in his professed

object of putting before young minds the ideas of continuity

and growth which lie at the root of all history.

Mediaeval England. By Mary Bateson . xxvii. + 448 pp.

( Fisher Unwin. ) 55.-- So far as our knowledge of the series

called “ The Story of the Nations "goes, this is far and a way

the best of the over sixty volumes. Miss Bateson is well known

as an original researcher into mediaeval municipal and other

life, and in this volume she gives us the result not only of her

"

Shakespeare's Hamlet. By O. Smeaton. ( Dent. ) Is. 6d.—

The more we see of the volumes of this series the more they

commend themselves to us. “ Hamlet ” suffers from the same

defect as previous volumes in the matter of paging the text

itself, but the six illustrations which illustrate it have some indi

viduality and are decidedly impressive. As much cannot be said ,

unfortunately, for the coloured frontispiece. The notes and

glossary are illustrated in the same way as in previous volumes,

only the glossary has the lion's share of these quaint and inter

esting woodcuts. The inclusion of these illustrations add greatly

to the educational value of the series. The notes , too , are excel.

lent from a literary point of view , and the editor falls back on

the Clarendon Press explanation of the celebrated “ hawk from

a handsaw" phrase. There is much interesting matter also in

the introductory section , notably the editorial defence of the

theory that Hamlet was not mad , and that it was Ophelia's

weakness of character which drove him to extremities.

Scott's Kenilworth . By J. H. Flather. xxiii . + 560 pp.

(Pitt Press . ) 25.,6d. — This is an admirable presentation in edu.

cational form of what is perhaps Scott's most fascinating novel.

In order to make a school book of it a few phrases have been

omitted, but the bowdlerising process would almost pass un

noticed . The introduction is brief, and the inevitable account

of Scott himself is almost too slight, but the sections dealing

with the novel itself are exceptionally good. Notes are put at

the foot of each page where required. These notes are brief,

but well done and numerous. Scott's own notes follow in due

course , and there is a good glossary and a plan of Kenilworth

Castle, which is of great interest. Altogether this edition is

worthy of high praise. Winchester Font.

Select Essays of Bacon . By E. H. Blakeney. 52 pp.
own discoveries, but also the latest results of all workers in the

(Blackie. ) 6d. - An addition to a well -known compendious
same field . The result is a wealth of material set forth by the

hand of a master. We can conceive no better book for the

series. Eight essays only are included , but the notes have been
teacher's library. It expands, as it were, to infinity the scrappydone by a careful hand , and this little booklet is serviceable.

paragraphs on “ social life " which disfigure the ordinary text

book, and serves to destroy the calumnious effect of such books as

Old Testament History for Schools. By Dr. T. C. Fry. Mark Twain's " Yankee at the Court of King Arthur .” Withal

191 pp. (Edward Arnold.) 25. 6d .-Dr. Fry has written a short there is much humour and vivid presentation of the life of our

but frank account of Hebrew history , with the aim of introducing ancestors . There are many excellent illustrations, one of which

it to school-boys and school-girls entirely from the critical posi- by the courtesy of the publishers we here reproduce,'and our
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only complaint is the lack of explanation of some of these. The

author assumes a fair knowledge of the period covered ( 1066

1350), but by way of help there is an excellent chronological

summary:

after a few pages devoted to chemistry, the student is expected

to understand that “ a soap is an alkali salt of a fatty acid .” It

is unfortunate that so attractive a book should encourage the

beginner to acquire so superficial a knowledge of great subjects.

The illustrations are numerous and excellent.

A History of the Middle Ages. By D. C. Munro. xii. + 242

pp. (Appleton . ) 45. net.-- This is a very good history of

Europe from the fifth to the fourteenth century. Besides the

story, chapters are devoted to the Church , to Feudalism , to the

Moslem World , Schools and Universities , and the life of Nobles

and the People . There are many capital illustrations, short

bibliographies, and an index.

Queen Victoria . By Sidney Lee. xxxv. + 632 pp. (Smith ,

Elder . ) 6s. —Neither the subject nor the author of this book

needs introduction from us. The editor of the “ Dictionary of

National Biography ” here gives us a cheap edition of his life

of our late sovereign , amended by the new lights thrown on the

subject by Mr. Morley's “Life of Gladstone " and other books

published recently . It suffices to add that there are two por

traits of the Queen and three other illustrations , besides a full

index. The book should be in every school library .

Handhook of Nature Study. By D. Lange. xvi. + 329 pp.

(The Macmillan Co. ) 55.—This book contains a large number

of short lessons, designed to occupy about thirty minutes each,

upon the common animals and plants of the United States.

The subject matter is arranged according to seasons and life

communities, under such chapters as “Life in and near the

Water in Summer, " " The Woods in their Autumn Foliage,”

“ The Prairie in late Summer," &c. Although each lesson is

complete in itself, the unity of organic nature is clearly brought

out . Ample instructions for practical observations, together

with numerous hints on the best manner of presenting the

information to the pupils , show that the author is a skilful and

experienced teacher. As many of the animals and plants

described are common in this country also, the book may be

cordially recommended to British teachers, not only from its

immediate practical value, but also because of the knowledge it

will give them of other conditions and other methods.

Agriculture for Beginners. By C. W. Burkett, F. L.

Stevens, and D. H. Hill . xii. + 267 pp. (Ginn.) 35. 60.

The authors of this little book are the Professors of Agriculture.

Biology, and English respectively in the North Carolina College

of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts ; it is produced in Messrs.

Ginn and Co.'s best style, with good paper, clear type, and a

wealth of illustrations ; and the result is one to which it is

difficult to do justice without seeming to “ protest too much . ”

Beginning with the origin and physical characters of the soil ,

the book goes on to describe in simple and luminous language

the elements of plant physiology, the characters and habits of

common insects, the best methods of raising various farm crops,

the principles underlying the care and breeding of domestic

animals , and , finally, the methods of dairy farming. A glossary

at the end gives, for the use of the young reader, popular

definitions of the necessary technical terms. In every respect

the book is a model of what an elementary science manual ought

Science and Technology .

Electric- Lighting and Power Distribution . Vol. II. W.

Perren Maycock. 673 pp. ( Whittaker) . 75. 6d . — This is

an elementary manual of electrical engineering suitable for

students preparing for the preliminary and ordinary grade

examinations of the City and Guilds of London Institute. The

paragraphs required for the preliminary grade are marked by

asterisks. Numerous questions of a suitable character are given

at the end of each chapter, but it is unfortunate that answers are

not given to the questions involving calculations. Students

using the volume will find it desirable to have Vol. I. of the

same text-book, and also the author's volume on “ Electric

wiring , fittings, switches and lamps," since numerous refer .

ences to these are found in the text of the volume under review.

The text includes separate chapters on direct-current dynamos,

alternating currents, alternators, electricity meters, motors,

secondary batteries, transformers, generating stations and

systems of distribution . The book is copiously illustrated and

well up-to-date , and will be welcome to all students of elec

trical engineering, especially to those who possess but a limited

knowledge of mathematics.

to be.

Lessons in Physics. By L. D. Higgins. 372 pp. ( Ginn. )

45. 6d . — The author has endeavoured to supply an elementary

survey of more than the whole range of physics condensed into

a comparatively small volume. The separate chapters are

devoted to matter, fluid pressure , motion and force, heat and

energy, sound , light , electricity , and chemistry. In each

chapter the author has described facts which are common to the

pupil's daily experience in order to explain the various prin .

ciples : thus, a short chapter on the properties of gases termi .

nates with a few lines of description of a compressed -air

locomotive, to an illustration of which a whole page is devoted .

The earlier chapters are far more successful than those on

electricity and on chemistry : thus , the whole range of electricity

is condensed into about 80 pages , and yet space is found for a

lew paragraphs on alternators , motors, wireless telegraphy , and

Röntgen rays. Some of the definitions are certainly open to

criticism : for example, we are told that " potential is the condi

tion of a body with regard to the degree of electrical energy

within it,” and that “ a magnet is a body so acted upon electri .

cally that it has the power to exert magnetic force.” Again ,

Mathematics.

A School Geometry. Parts I.-V. By H. S. Hall and

F. H. Stevens . xii . + 340 + ix . pp. ( Macmillan. ) 45. 6d.

A School Geometry. Part V. By H. S. Hall and F. H.

Stevens. x . + 241-340 + iii. pp. ( Macmillar Is. 60.

With the issue of Part V. the course of plane geometry is con

cluded , and the whole work now appears in a single volume.

Notes on the first four parts have been given as they appeared .

Part V. contains the substance of Euclid's sixth book together

with additional theorems of the kind to which the later editions

of Euclid have accustomed us . The treatment of proportion is

based on the hypothesis of commensurable magnitudes, and

this treatment will be welcomed by all teachers . At the same

time we think it is a mistake to avoid all reference to incom

mensurability ; a short discussion of the relation of the diagonal

to the side of a square, or of the relation of the two segments

of a line divided in medial section would present the notion of

incommensurabi
lity in a simple form , and would prepare the

pupil for a more thorough treatment of irrational quantities at a

later stage. The definition of similar polygons (p. 258 ) would

be clearer if the phrase " corresponding sides” were defined .

The special ratios called trigonometrical are, we think rightly,

defined and their most important properties proved ; in fact, on

pp. 264-267 all the essential trigonometrical theorems needed

for the solution of triangles are very simply demonstrated .

a

a
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This branch of trigonometry may well be annexed to the geo. but the sphere precedes the cube and leads to properties of the
metrical course . The selection and arrangement of the various circle ; after the treatment of the cube come the properties

theorems seem very satisfactory, and give an excellent intro. of rectilineal figures ; finally, the question of the estimation

duction to the properties of similar figures and to that somewhat of areas and volumes is considered . The developinent of the

indefinite region of geometry that used to be known as “ sequel subject is interesting all through the book, though we think the

to Euclid . ” Now that Euclid's division into books has been colloquial style not to be altogether suitable . Great emphasis is

departed from , it is not easy to understand why the theorems on rightly laid on models, but we fear that the apparatus suggested

centres of similitude, inversion , &c. , should be classed under will make demands that many teachers will be unable to comply

the heading “ Miscellaneous Theorems and Examples.” This with ; at the same time the teacher may be reminded that many

“ School Geometry " is sure to have a cordial reception from of these models can be constructed very cheaply by himself and

teachers ; adhering more closely to Euclidean lines than some his pupils.

of the recent books, it nevertheless fits itself admirably to all

the more important demands of the reformers, and it is written
Geometry on Modern Lines : for Elementary Students. By

with an appreciation of the difficulties of beginners that suc:
E. Springfield Boulton. viii . + 126. (Methuen .) 25. - The

cessful experience alone can give .
selection of propositions and the general arrangement of this

little book are distinctly good : few really important theorems

Elementary Plane Geometry, Inductive and Deductive. are omitted and few trivial ones inserted . On the other hand ,

By Alfred Baker. 146 pp. ( Ginn . ) 25.- It is stated in the the denionstrations do not seem to us to be so carefully carried

preface that this book is not intended to be a substitute for the
out as they might be, nor are the definitions always satisfactory.

ordinary works on deductive geometry used in schools, but
Part II . , the counterpart of Euclid's second book , is, we

rather as an introduction to their study. The special feature is
think, specially poor ; why, for example, retain the awkward

the importance attached to accuracy of construction . Among form of prop. 4 , p . 47 ( Euc. II . , 7 ) ? If Appendix B (except

the instruments recommended are the bevel and parallel rulers, perhaps pp. 125 , 126 ) were cut out and the space thus gained

rather unnecessary additions, we think , to the pupil's outfit. were used to amplify the too curt demonstrations of several
The book includes the usual constructions, and , if used in the

theorems, a considerable improvement might be effected.

manner described by the author , will give a good introduction

to the essential properties of plane geometry. Induction and Miscellaneous.

deduction are not rigorously separated ; at times we think it

will not be quite clear to the beginner whether the theorem is The School Training and Early Employment of Lancashire

established as an inference from the cases actually drawn or as a Children. By E. T. Compagnac and C. E. B. Russell . iv. +

logical conclusion from previously established theorems. While 39 pp. ( Eyre and Spotliswoode. ) 3d .—A supplement to the

we think the deductive element not nearly so effective as it eighth volume of Special Reports on Educational Subjects, pub

might be made, even in a book for beginners, there is no doubt
lished from the Office of Special Inquiries and Reports of the

that in the hands of a good teacher the book will prove very Board of Education. The essay is saddening reading, showing

serviceable for junior classes. as it does that no connection apparently exists between the edu

cational training given at school and the requirements in the
Five-Figure Tables of Mathematical Functions. By John factory and warehouse of these youthful operatives. We com

Borthwick Dale. xv. + 92 pp. ( Edward Arnold. ) 35. 6d .
mend the report to all members of education committees, for

net.--- The only satisfactory test of tables is to be gained it shows that a thorough revision of the aims of elementary

by extended use of them ; so far, however, as a fairly pro- education is necessary , and that a closer connection with and a

longed inspection , with numerous tests of particular figures, higher appreciation of the work of the schools on the part

enables us to offer an opinion , we think that in respect both of of employers of labour desirable. A particularly interesting

accuracy and convenience these tables may be accepted with feature of the essay is the number of expressions of opinion both

confidence . By the conjoint use of the tables of logarithms and from employers of labour as to their view of the small value of

antilogarithms numbers and their logarithms can be found to the present form of elementary education given to children,

five figures, though the tables themselves do not occupy the and from youths themselves who have been trained in primary

space usually required for five -figure logarithms ; we hardly schools and find themselves handicapped by ignorance of

agree, however, that this accuracy is obtained “ with the certain subjects, and inability to make use of many available

expenditure of little more labour than is involved in consulting leisure -hour pursuits.

a four- figure table . ” One great advantage over nearly all other

English collections , however, is in the tables included in the
Public Schools and Public Opinion. By T. Pellatt . xiv.

book . Thus, in addition to the usual tables of logs . , antilogs. ,
+ 136 pp . (Longmans.) 25. 6d , net .—This book is described

roots, &c . , we find tables of exponential and hyperbolic func in a sub-title as an apology for certain methods in English

tions (with natural logs . ) , elliptic functions, Gamma functions,
higher education . The author states , “ My object ... is

zonal harmonics , Bessel functions, and the probability, ex : to try to inspire those parents who send their boys to me with

a belief in the soundness of the preparatory and public school
ponential , cosine and sine integrals. In some points of detail

system as a whole." Mr. Pellatt seems to believe that a science
we think there might be slight improvements that would

facilitate the use of the book, but we would most heartily com
of education is an impossibility . He is often quite angry with

mend these tables . If university men would use tables more, men he calls “ dabblers in educational theory, ” because they

the work in calculus would be much more interesting and persist in holding up German methods of education as patterns

profitable.
to be copied . He speaks of a recent article by Sir Oliver

Lodge as “ for the most part a stream of bitter invective, " and

First Lessons in Observational Geometry. By Mrs. W. N. describes its manner as “ truculent.” He complains of the way

Shaw. ix . + 148 pp . ( Longmans.) 25.–For teachers who in which men of science write their own language, yet himself

have been trained on Euclid and who wish to understand the to elaborately organise ” ( p . 52) , “ to suddenly raise "

method of introducing their pupils to the study of geometry (p. 55 ) . But with much that Mr. Pellatt has to say we are in

from the experimental side these lessons may be cordially hearty agreement, and we commend his book , irritating though

recommended as an excellent guide. It is a book for the it is in parts , to all who have uiged by voice or pen the reform

teacher rather than the pupil . Naturally , the solid comes first, of public school education.

uses
6
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Justice in Education . A Word for Peace. By Dr. W.

Sanday. 32 pp. (Longmans.) Is. net.- " The object of this

pamphlet is to conciliate.” But Dr. Sanday adds later, “ I am

no believer in that kind of shallow compromise where one side

does not state more than half of its own case in the hope that

the other side may do the same. " We commend the essay

to both parties in the unfortunate controversy over the Edu

cation Acts.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions

expressed in letters which appear in these columns. As a

rule, a letter criticising any article or review printed in
THE SCHOOL WORLD will be submitted to the contributor

before publicalion , so that the criticism and reply may

appear together.

some

6

. The

Education as Adjustment. By Prof. M. V. O'Shea. 307 pp.

( Longmans .) 65. — This extremely interesting volume is an

attempt to discuss the meaning, aim , and general method of

education in the light of contemporary thought. The writer

would , perhaps, not claim that any startling propositions are laid

down, and we find the importance of interest , the necessity for

large and appropriate “ apperception -masses,” the value of child

study, and of all the physical side of psychological study fully

insisted on. Education as adjustment is no new way of looking

at education : it is the non - academic view which has always

been held by those who do rather than write in the educational

world . But to English readers it will be something new (and

to English teachers how welcome) to find such an authority

maintaining that the teacher “ should not be required to spend

time in learning the classifications of mental faculties.

In my opinion , the teacher as such can have no interest in

formal psychology.” The book is divided into three parts ,

“ The Present Status of Education as a Science,"

Meaning and Aim of Education,” and “ The Method of

Attaining Adjustment.” If we read the book rightly it is a

plea , one more plea, for compelling teachers to make children

think rather than know ; it is one more attack on any system

which turns out children “ educated ” by the gross.

Our Defective System of Training Teachers. By J. W.

Adamson. 16 pp. (Ginn. ) 3d . — A well-considered plea for

the postponement of the professional training of the future

teacher until his general education is more or less complete.

( 1 ) Who's Who, 1904. xx . +1700 pp. ( Black . ) 75. 62.

net . (2 ) Who's Who Year -book . ix. +112 pp. ( Black. ) Is.

(3 ) The Englishwoman's Year -book, 1904. Edited by

Emily Janes. xxxvi. + 352 pp. (Black. ) 25. ' 6d. net.

Three very useful books of reference . As a biographical annual

the first would be difficult to improve. All whose business leads

them to require a knowledge of living eminent men and women

possess a copy. The second contains material which formerly

appeared in “ Who's Who," and has been crowded out by the in

creasing number of biographies included . The lists of officials and

institutions it contains are excellently arranged, easily consulted ,

and continually in demand . The third contains all the infor

mation likely to be required by an Englishwoman who engages

in the useful work of the community, and the editor is to be

congratulated upon the excellent corps of workers whose assist

ance has been secured.

The Public Schools Year - Book, 1904. 579 pp. Swan

Sonnenschein . ) 25. 6d . — This trustworthy and valuable reſer

ence -book has again added to its attractiveness . The present

issue contains additional appendices dealing with the engineering

and musical professions. The year-book ought certainly to be

in every schoolmaster's library. We know from experience its

usefulness in providing information .

Dictionary of Contemporary Quotations ( English ). By

Helena Swan . ii . + 608 pp. (Swan Sonnenschein . ) 7s. 6d.

-An exhaustive and conveniently arranged collection of quota

tions chiefly from poems written since 1850. Teachers of

English in secondary and other schools will find the volume

useful in many ways. A full author's index adds greatly to the

value of the book .

The Need of Co-operation between Humanists and

Realists : A Rejoinder.

I feel honoured that my letter should have received so

much attention and am, of course , duly chastened in spirit

after reading the various comments thereon ; still I notice with

satisfaction that your correspondents now tread with a degree

of caution unusual in days gone by and that my doxy after

all is not altogether outside orthodoxy. That British teachers

should quietly entertain the proposal to teach English and not

scoff overmuch either at science or at manual training may be

taken as a sign of imminent progress . Of late we have had

Canon to right of us, Canon to left of us advocating the

cultivation of our mother - tongue ; such bombardment by big

guns must produce an effect even on conſerring headmasters

“ eminent for incapacity ” and may lead them ere long to score

“ real achievement” which will even “ force ” Mr. Page

to esteem them as highly as he does their associated brethren .

Let me take this opportur of insisting that English is of

all subjects the one which most calls for the co - operation of

humanists and realists. If boys and girls are to be taught to

write English , they must be allowed to write about topics

within their own experience ; the conventional essay is not only ,

as a rule , a futile exercise but the direct incentive to the bom

bastic , subjectless twaddle which bulks so largely as literature

at the present day ; the world is waiting for readable, inform

ing books about the world in all its varied aspects , written

honestly , exactly and with abundant knowledge ; we should be

training our boys and girls to write such books. Dr. Warre

and his colleagues on the Military Advisory Board are reported

to have misled the War Office into the belief that English

composition can be taught as a special subject and it is to be

treated as such in the Army entrance examinations ; the mag

nificent training which the writing of reports on experimental

work affords will therefore be omilted in the case of lads

intended for the Army, as there is no obligation put upon them

to do experimental work in preparation for the examinations .

It is to be hoped that the new Army Council will make short

shriſt of the scheme of the Advisory Board ; Army officers are

required to write reports about things and events, not vague

thoughts : their training should be to such an end.

Many of us have urged that the art of reading should be

learnt at school. Your correspondents, I think , might well

have exercised the art somewhat more carefully. Mr. Simpson

speaks of my reference to a great passage in Shakespeare “ as

a criticism which a mere humanist would have shrunk from

perpetrating " : so I thought and mildly suggested when I

adopted it , unprotected by inverted commas, it is true , from Mr.

Page's article ; still I have no doubt that Mr. Simpson will

agree that Mr. Page is not a mere humanist and that as a critic

of headmasters and professors he may be allowed considerable

liberty of style .

Mr. Page is an accomplished strategist and would read into

my letter all sorts of conclusions which were neither drawn nor

implied . I suffer, he says, from a prejudice common among

scientific men. I cannot understand that a student of literature

may possess sense. Sense is not an easy word to define,

nor even to confine in meaning. I used it not alone but in

association with proportion and spoke of lack of “ sense of

proportion " ; of this we fairly may accuse literary men. Then

net .

:
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he asks me, before I “ wholly condemn classical study,” &c. think how useful the rural clergyman might be if he could take

I have never by any single word wholly condemned classical a turn as manual instructor in the village school. To class

study - quite the contrary, in witness whereof let me quote a games as manual training is a distinctly original achievement.

passage from my Belfast Address : Mr. Simpson must train his mind to think otherwise than in

“ The fact is, Latin is a subject which appeals to the hour intervals before he can re -organise his syllabus. As to

minority of scholars ; the time of the majority is wasted in doing the work for him and producing a scheme for him — be

studying it . I would give to all an opportunity of proving their will excuse me if I take a legal view of the situation and

aptitude in Latin or Greek or at least some opportunity of decline to act unless formally retained. Until teachers learn

appreciating the construction of these languages ; but I am to make experiments themselves, there will be little progress ;

I Mr. Simpson should at least try to swim without a belt.

believe - that such studies should follow that of modern lan HENRY E. ARMSTRONG.

guage rather than precede it. The true study of classical

languages should be reserved for the University ."
The Place of Nature -Study in Schools.

As to my hinting that when a classical master talks sense , As a student of educational problems I have been much inte

the performance is extraordinary, I am not aware that I so rested in recent months in a movement intended to secure the

ventured . Mr. Page must know that the admission , confession introduction into our schools ofwhat is called “ nature-study."

or statement he has made that “ science is now an essential , The advocates of this study-we are warned by them not to call

perhaps the most essential , part of education," is most astound . it a subject - do not, so far as I have been able to discover ,

ing and one which places him on a higher plane, altogether represent the men and women to whose labours recent improve

apart from his classical colleagues, no one of whom , I believe , ments in educational methods are due, but rather persons with a

has ever previously gone so far. To have gained so brilliant a great love for the country and for natural phenomena, regarded

convert is a great victory to our party. In using the word from the point of view of the amateur, who know little and

“ forced ,” I had no desire to imply that he had been put on care less about the work and objects of schoolmasters and

the rack or otherwise compelled to make an unwilling admis. schoolmistresses.

sion-but merely that the force of circumstances had led him to So far as I have been able to understand their demands, I am

the conclusion. That he has been so led is proof of eminent in sympathy with their wish that an earnest attempt should be

sanity of judgment. But he is not yet fully possessed of the made to incorporate in the school curriculum a provision to

meaning of the term scientific -- otherwise he could not have ensure that our children may learn to love Nature and her ways

said in his recent address that “ in scientific and literary train . and be so equipped that they will leave school with an intelli

ing there is a natural tendency to vague discursiveness . ” What gent interest in the problems connected with animal and plant

there may be in literary training I do not pretend to know ; life . But I have noticed with some consternation and no little

but it is an absolute abuse of the term scientific to say that surprise that the enthusiasm of these “ nature-study " advocates

there can be a natural tendency to vague discursiveness in is leading them to show a disposition to interfere in matters of

scientific training . That there is much pseudo-science abroad which they seem to me to have no knowledge, and in which

I will not deny, especially in view of recent public utterances their interference may do serious injury to British education .

on radium. At a recent conference of the School Nature-Study Union

Statistics are proverbially dangerous. The fact that 70 per one of the papers read revealed this tendency in an aggravated

cent. of candidates for the position of State Engineer in Ger- form . A few short quotations will serve best to show what I

many are from the Gymnasia is no more proof of the particular Instead of the happy welcome we all at present wish

value of classical training than is the fact that the majority of on behalf of true Nature-study, what do we find is taught ?

our Army candidates are from the so-called public schools. In Something of human invention called ' Physical Measurements ,'

Germany the classical old fogies still reign supreme ; here their and a kind of make-shift, false Nature-study is inveigled ,

dethronement is imminent , if not accomplished. I am sure Mr. smothered in , whispered in , under this guise by way of

Page will allow that I can believe he possesses the sense to apology ." “As long as the just claims of Nature-study go

know this. unrecognised, as long as teachers find that they cannot place

Those who “ maintain the paramount importance of manual it on their time-tables and take it informally in lieu of other

training ” do not “ rest their view on the supposition that it is and more formal and expensive grant-gaining science work, and

more vital to cultivate the use of the fingers than the use of so long as attendances at walks, rambles, excursions, &c. , are

the brain . ” Such a statement would be pure and undiluted not allowed in the form they should be — many of us must put

nonsense ; the fingers are part of the brain . If Mr. Page will up with a sham, unreal Nature -study classed under the head of

engage in serious experimental work he will soon discover that General Elementary Science.”

the German poet's dictum is more often true when reversed. The inference here is clear enough. If these and similar

Prof. Edgar is evidently given to conundrum -making- remarks-and unfortunately they could be multiplied easily

I never could answer riddles. The Oxford dictionary may mean anything , they mean that it would be to the advantage

help him in understanding the meaning of the words he of British education if the work which men of science have, after

italicises . The only way of understanding how to master a much travail , introduced into our elementary and secondary

subject incidentally is to do it ; if “ incidentally , " when not schools could be displaced in favour of Nature-study. Such a

engaged in professing education , he will devote himself to contention seems to me a pestilent heresy . The modern courses

experimental work, he will probably gain the necessary know. in physical measurements and in other subjects intended to

ledge. The Professor of Education must perforce, it would inculcate an acquaintance with the scientific method are

seem , be unpractical. Surely the man at the Bar is not always | designed , above all , to teach accuracy, to engender logical

at the Bar, nor the clergyman always at Church ; they have thought, to develop initiative . That science is formal is one

homes and hands and may like to use the latter in repairing of the reasons that it is so highly valued ; if science were not

damages in the former, if not in leisure occupations. I have organised, if it did not demand strict accuracy and close reason

been a good deal in the Courts and have had occasion to notice ing , we could , perhaps, dispense with it .

that some knowledge as to how hands may be used would at Many of us consider Nature- study valuable , but we resent the

times have been of considerable use to advocates ; and just extravagant claims of its advocates. The study, if intelligently

66
mean :
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carried out, is admirable, but it is an accessory study. Its busi

ness is rather to educate men and women to use their leisure

hours wisely ; and to pretend that desultory rambles and casual

observations can take the place of serious, painstaking, duly co

ordinated study of accurate science is to show ignorance of the

objects in view in the introduction of scientific instruction into

school work.

Those of us who have made earnest efforts to advance the

claims of rational Nature- study may well pray to be saved from

our friends. SPENCER BUXTON.

Graphical Illustration of Problems in Fractions.

LET AB=AC=unit of length. Then the square ABDC is

the unit of area . Thus :

ABFE = 1 unit of area ,

and .. ABHG = x unit of area .

Now AGKL = } * ABHG,

and ... AGMN = * * ABHG.

Thus AGMN = } x } x unit of area.

We have AEHK = } * AEFG,

And ... AELM ** AEFG .

Thus ACNP AELM = } * AEFG.

But ACNP = 1 x unit of area ,

i.e. f * AEFG = 5 x unit of area,

and .. AEFG = ( x unit of area ) • $.

Now the unit of area consists of three rows each containing

seven of the small rectangles . Thus the unit of area contains

3x7, or 21 , of the small rectangles. AEFG consists of two

rows, each containing five of these small rectangles, and there.

fore contains 2 × 5, or 10, of the said rectangles. Thus :

AEFG H x unit of area .

Thus (1 x unit of area) = * = li x unit of area ,

Or : $ = Hi I. J. K.
=

=
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Again : ACPL = { x unit of area,

and ... ACQN = } x unit of area .

But AERN { ACQN,

and ... AGMN = * * ACQN.

Thus AGMN = 4 x 3 x unit of area .

In the unit of area we have 7 rows, each containing 5 of the

small rectangles. Thus there are 7 x 5 , or 35 , of the small

rectangles , and thus each of the small rectangles is

3'5 x unit of area .

Now AGMN consists of three rows each containing two of

the small rectangles, and therefore contains 3 x 2, or 6, of the

small rectangles. Thus

AGMN ex unit of area.

Thus { x = x } = 35.

N

с

We have heard so much of late about the “ Direct Method ,”

or the “Reform Method , " or the “ New Method ” of teaching

modern languages ; everyone who is interested in the subject

has so come to look upon this method as the one which ought

to be employed , and to take the view that it is superior to the

old way as a matter of course, already beyond the reach of

argument, that I venture to think it may prove instructive to

pause and consider whether there is not, after all , a case for

the other side,

When one tries, as I have tried, to explain what I have long

considered to be the more enlightened methods to teachers of

the old school who have never given them a moment's thought,

or even dreamed that any other than those that have been in

vogue for the last fifty years could be worthy the consideration

of a man who is not a mere faddist, one realises , perhaps for

the first time, that there is another side. From such conversa .

tions I gather that there are certain remarkably cogent reasons

for continuing on the old lines, and with your permission, I

will enumerate them as briefly as possible.

( 1 ) The New Method involves a great deal more trouble and

effort on the part of the teacher. Under old conditions, all he

had to do was to set grammar to be learnt, and exercises to be

written , hear the first from the book , and correct and return the

second . In addition to this , a certain amount of translation

into English from a set book, with the aid of a vocabulary, had

to be got through .

( 2) It is evident , too , that the good old method , briefly sketched

above, made very little demand upon the teacher's knowledge.

He could keep closely to the book, and , generally speaking, it

was sufficient for him to be one lesson ahead of his pupils.

Teachers' keys are, moreover, frequently procurable.

This was an immense advantage, as any member of the staff

might be turned on to teach French. IIeadmasters naturally

recognised the economy of this arrangement, and assistant

masters who possessed a smattering of a modern language could

thus turn it to account as an additional qualification .

( 3 ) The matter of pronunciation is another difficulty. Under

old conditions pronunciation could be neglected. A sort of

compromise in the form of anglicised French, the French of

“ Stratford atte Bowe ' -was adopted and offered no difficulty

to master or pupil . If the latter, after leaving school , had the

good fortune to visit France, he would , of course, soon " pick

up " the French accent .

The new method involves so much oral teaching, that really

the varying systems of pronunciation resulting from the efforts

of the different teachers in a school would be extremely

confusing .

I feel convinced that I have not by any means exhausted all

the arguments that might be brought forward , but perhaps I

have said enough to show that such arguments exist.

Those I have mentioned may be summarised thus :

D

ІН

А к р м

FIG. 2.
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The introduction of the new method of teaching modern

languages would involve a sound knowledge of the language

on the part of the teacher, and would thus deprive many

worthy men , who have not that advantage, of participating in

this branch of instruction.

It would greatly increase the labours of teaching, by substi .

tuting for a quiet, peacelul , mechanical routine, a system which

must be studied as a science.

Lastly, it would render necessary the acquisition of a correct

accent by the teacher, and would involve a knowledge of

elementary phonetics. These are serious considerations !

S. A. RICHARDS.

“ The Classical Review ."

"

MR. WINBOLT's statement on the first page of The School,

WORLD for February, that the Classical Review “ appears but

irregularly, " may very well mislead the reader. Since its foun .

dation seventeen years ago the Classical Review has maintained

its scheme of publication intact . It appears every month , except

during the summer holidays ( August and September) , the

January and February numbers being published together in

February. It thus appears more frequently and regularly than

any other periodical-whether in Great Britain or America -

which is devoted to the encouragement of classics .

Cambridge. J. P. PostGATE.

MUTUAL AID.

The object of this column is to afford teachers the opportu

nity of asking questions of and giving assistance to colleagues.

The questions received to which replies are solicited will be

printed first ; following these will be the answers which have

been sent in, and , to make such replies intelligible to all readers,

they will be accompanied by the question.

The questions should deal only with educational matters,

using the expression in a broad sense, and the publication or

otherwise of any question must be left entirely to the discretion

of the Editors.

Questions and answers should be addressed to the Editors of

THE SCHOOL WORLD, St. Martin's Street , London, W.C., and

should be accompanied by the full name and address of the

sender, though not necessarily for publication . Each question

or answer should be on one side only of a separate sheet of

paper.

QUESTIONS.

E. R. Some parents complain that the home lessons given

are not sufficiently long and difficult . Would any High School

teacher favour me with a schedule of “ Home Lessons ” of

appropriate length and difficulty for girls of average intelligence

( age 13-15) for two days ? The subjects taken are English

history, geography, English , Latin and French to the Junior

Oxford Local standards.

[We will forward any schedule sent to us .-Eds. )

E. W. M. I wish to obtain a list of the average performances

of boys of various ages in school athletic sports. If such figures

are obtainable, perhaps some reader could tell me where to find

them. I shall be glad to receive any data-old sports cards,

school magazines, & c .-- from which to work out such averages.

( We will forward any sent. –Eds. )

M. R. B. Can anyone name and give price and publisher of

“ Admission Registers for Private Schools ” that have adequate

space for recording details of admission, leaving , progress and

future work of pupils ?

E. F. S. Can any reader inform me from what poem the

following is a quotation :

“ Oh ! fret not after Knowledge,

I have none, and yet the evening listens."

QUESTION WITH ANSWERS.

F. B. Which is the best text-book on Church History from

313 A.D. to 410 A.D. for the use of pupils preparing for the

Oxford Higher Local Examinations ?

A. J. Evans . Carr's “ Church and Roman Empire," and

Gwalkin's “ Arian Controversy, " both in Longmans'

“ Epochs of Church Hisiory,” 25. 6il. each . Robertson's

History of the Christian Church ,” vol . i . (Murray ).

I am very sorry indeed if I have misled any of your readers

by what turns out to be a mistake of mine. It must be obvious

from the general drift of my article that I had no wish to hurt

the character of the Classical Review . I am very glad to find

that that periodical is issued “ more frequently and regularly

than any other periodical - whether in Great Britain or America

-which is devoted to the encouragement of classics.”

Christ's Hospital. S. E. WINBOLT.

History in Irish Intermediate Schools.

66

One of the questions submitted (The School World,

January, 1904, p. 31 ) by the Intermediate Board of Education

to representative Irish schoolmasters is : “ Should definite text

books be prescribed in English History ? " I , who am no

Irishman, should feel inclined to reply :

( 1 ) Why should English history be specially studied in Irish

schools to the exclusion of British history ?

( 2 ) Can any text -book be found worth prescribing to the

exclusion of others equally second - rate ?

( 3 ) Why not meet the real difficulty of the indefiniteness of

the syllabus in respect of history by making out a fairly detailed

synopsis of requirements suited to the several grades ? Prof.

Hearnshaw's article on History in Public Examinations," in

The School World for last January, supplies an admirable

principle of graduation .

(4 ) Why not encourage reading outside the text-books by

prescribing for honour some real books. For instance in the

1904 syllabus .

(a ) Preparatory Grade (to 1200 ). “ The Celtic Wonder

World , ” edited by Miss C. L. Thomson (or some siinilar book

on the rich stories of Irish legends ) .

( 6 ) Junior Grade (1200-1815, esp . Charles I. ) . Mr. G. J.

Dickinson's “ From King to King," or Boyle's “ Selections from

Clarendon ” (special cheap edition) .

( c) Middle Grade ( 1702-1714) . Arbuthnot's “ John Bull " or

Steele's “ The Crisis , ” in Mr. J. N. Figgis's volume, in Messrs.

Black's “ English History Illustrated from Original Sources . ”

(11 ) Senior Grade (Europe, 1789-1815) . Burke's “ Reflections

on the French Revolution .” J. S. LINDSEY .
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Progress.
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THE

THE INFLUENCE OF THE SCHOLAR

SHIP SYSTEM ON THE WORK OF

PREPARATORY SCHOOLS .

By FRANK Ritchie, M.A.

Secretary of the Association of Headmasters of Preparatory

Schools.

HE average school -life of a boy belonging to

the classes from which the public schools

draw their material covers about eight

years, and the first half of this period (say from

10 to 14) is usually passed at a preparatory

school.

It is obviously necessary and desirable that the

methods of education pursued at the preparatory

and at the public school should bear some relation

to each other , and that each should form part of

some general scheme: the ground floor of the

building should , in fact, be in harmony with the

superstructure , and vice versa .

In an ideal world the general scheme for both

classes of school would perhaps be settled by a

body of educational experts ; as a matter of fact,

it is determined entirely by the builders of the

superstructure, and the preparatory -school curri

culum is dominated by that of the public schools .

It is often said that the public school curriculum

is , in like manner , dominated by the requirements

of the Universities ; but the parallel is not quite

exact . Of the boys being educated at preparatory

ols, at least 95 per cent . will pass into one or

other of the public schools, while the proportion of

boys who go from the public schools belonging to the

Headmasters' Conference to the Universities is

probably well under 30 per cent .

That the public school curriculum should de .

termine that of the preparatory school is not

surprising. The public schools are in most cases

of ancient foundation ; their curriculum , largely

based on tradition and very slowly modified,

already held the field when preparatory schools

a quite modern institution — first appeared on the

scene and undertook the more elementary part of

the work that had hitherto been done entirely at

the public school . Nor can the preparatory

schoolmaster found any claim for commiseration

on the fact that his curriculum is practically

settled for him . He has entered on this particular

branch of the teaching profession with a full

knowledge of the conditions and limitations attach

ing to it, and the offer which he makes to parents

is not to give boys an ideal education, but to

prepare them for entrance to a public school.

But, though he has no rightto complain of the

limitations which he has voluntarily taken upon

himself, he has a right , and it is certainly his duty ,

to combine, so far as he can , what he conceives to

be the ideal scheme of education with that which

is settled for him , and to use such influence as he

maypossess to modify the established curriculum

in what he believes to be the right direction .

The preparatory schoolmaster has a fair claim

to a share in the discussion of the ideal curriculum .

He is , or ought to be , something of an expert as

regards the mental development of young boys ,

while in the majority of cases he has, as an

assistant-master in one of the public schools, also

had previous experience of older boys. Nor is this

claim denied . The Headmasters' Conference has

on several occasions during the last few years held

consultations with the Association of Preparatory

Schools ; the representations of the latter body

have been considered , and in some points, at all

events , the requirements of the scholarship and

entrance examinations of the public schools have

been modified in accordance with those repre

sentations .

The general effect of the public school entrance

scholarship system is to emphasise and intensify

the influence already exercised on the preparatory

school curriculum by the requirements of the

ordinary entrance examination . The two exami

nations differ in degree rather than in kind, and

the relation between them is much the same as

that between the honour and the pass
examinations

at the Universities . The subjects required are the

same in both, but the standard in the scholarship

examination is , of course , very much higher . If,

then , we are asked whether the influence of the

scholarship system on preparatory schools is good

or bad , the answer must to some extent depend on

the answer to the broader question , “ Is the public

school curriculum satisfactory ? ” With the dis

cussion of this broader question we are here only

incidentally concerned ; but, assuming that the

public school curriculum is satisfactory , it may

still be possible to point to some effects of the
1 Lord Avebury has recently recorded the fact that while he was at Eton

he " never did a sum or had a lesson in any modern language.'

No. 64, Vol . 6.] M
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scholarship system which are undesirable . In the concerned to show that the devotion of so large an

first place, the system undoubtedly encourages amount of time to this subject is largely due to the

early specialisation . This is, in the opinion of scholarship system. If the preparatory school

some people and even of some schoolmasters, not consisted entirely of picked boys , all of scholarship

necessarily an evil , but the majority of educational standard , this result would not be so objection

experts has pronounced emphatically against it. able , granting , of course, that early specialisation

It must be allowed that the amount of this is not in itself an evil . But , in fact, there are, as

encouragement to specialisation varies in different a rule , in any given school only a small percentage

cases ; for the scholarship examinations at the of boys of scholarship “ form ," yet the require.

various public schools are by no means all alike, ments of this small percentage govern , or, at all

though a glance at the papers would probably fail events, influence the time- table of the whole school.

to reveal the difference. The papers set usually In very large preparatory schools, and especially

include Latin , Greek , mathematics, French, in those that have acquired a reputation for win

English , & c., and may give the impression that ning scholarships , this effect is naturally not so

they are so framed as to encourage a good " all- serious , as the scholarship boys may be sufficiently

round " education. But the papers do not show numerous to be treated separately, but in the

the proportion of marks assigned to each subject, school of average size (30 to 40) the scholarship)

and it is on this proportion that the influence of system has at least a tendency to impose on the
the examination really depends . If in any given average boy a curriculum that is determined by
scholarship examination a heavy preponderance of the requirements of a select few . An instance of

marks is given to any particular subject the fact is this tendency is seen in the present position of

very soon discovered , and there is a direct and Greek in the preparatory -school curriculum . As

obvious temptation to the preparatory school- long ago as 1887 the Committee of the Head

master to neglect subjects that do not " pay " in masters' Conference recommended that the begin
favour of those that do. ning of Greek should be postponed to a later age

The practice of the various schools varies in than that at which it was ordinarily begun . For

this respect . At Winchester, for instance , it is the ordinary entrance examination the standard in

generally understood that the scholarships are Greek is not very high , and in some cases the

assigned for good " all- round " work ; at Rugby subject is not absolutely compulsory ; but , so long

they are avowedly given for special excellence in as advanced Greek is set in scholarship examina

classics , mathematics, or modern languages ; as tions , it is practically impossible to carry out the

a general rule , classics largely predominate. recommendation made by the Headmasters' Com

The effect of the scholarship system in thus en- mittee .

couraging early specialisation may be seen by The most serious objections to the scholarship

considering the time- tables of some preparatory system are then : ( 1 ) That it encourages early

schools. In vol . vi . of the “ Special Reports specialisation ; ( 2 ) that it tends to impose on the

issued by the Board of Education , pp . 46-48 , average boy a curriculum only suited for boys of

three time- tables are given : special ability.

( 1 ) That of a preparatory school competing for Other objections that are sometimes made may

scholarships.
be briefly noticed . It is sometimes said that

( 2) That of a preparatory school not competing scholarships encourage “ cramming . " The answer

for scholarships. to this charge must depend on the meaning

( 3 ) An average time- table compiled from 120 assigned to the word. All work done with the

returns. definite object of passing an examination is , in

The total of working hours varies very little in one sense , “ cramming ” ; and all examinations

the three tables, but we find that the time devoted (especially those that are competitive) offer some

to classics (excluding preparation ) is in No. I such encouragement. Where the more objection

sixteen hours, No. 2 nine hours, No. 3 twelve able forms of " cramming ” are possible, the fault

hours . It should here be explained that the lies mainly with the examiner, and, with regard to

number of preparatory schools that can be de- entrance scholarship examinations, it may be

scribed as " not competing for scholarships " is pointed out that they have at least been kept clear

probably not very large . Very few schools can of the “ set-book ” system , which offers a direct

afford to neglect the valuable advertisement given encouragement to “ cramming ” in its very worst

by success in a scholarship examination , and the form . But if the devotion of extra attention to

majority of preparatory schoolmasters, when they subjects that pay , and the comparative neglect of

find a boy to be possessed of special ability, will those that do not , constitute “ cramming ," it can

enter him for competition. hardly be denied that some encouragement to the
A comparison of these tables shows that the process is given by entrance scholarship in com

average preparatory school devotes twelve hours mon with all other competitive examinations .

a week (exclusive of preparation , probably four Again, it is often urged that preparation for
hours more) to classics , while the “ non -scholar- scholarship examinationsmay involve injury to the

ship ” school is content with nine hours . health of the candidates from “ over-pressure.' It

For the purpose in hand it is immaterial whether is possible that in isolated cases this may be true ,

classics are or are not the most fitting instrument but it is practically certain that such cases are

for a young boy's education ; we are here only extremely rare . There are two ample securities
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my views .

against the danger . In the first place , it is directly The duty has been laid on the new education

contrary to the interests of the preparatory school- authorities of co - ordinating all grades of education .

master to cause or permit any pressure likely to In doing this there will be of necessity at the

affect the health of his pupils ; in the second , most same time a setting up of a more definite line of

practical schoolmasters will agree that the danger demarcation between the different grades of

of any boy injuring himself by voluntary over- schools -- paradoxical though this statement may

study is an extremely remoteone. appear ---so that the necessity for bridging over

On the whole it may be said that , if some general the gulf between the elementary school and the

agreement could be arrived at as to what is the secondary school becomes greater than ever. The

desirable curriculum for boys of ten to fourteen questions of curriculum, friendly relations between

intended for the public schools, if the relative teachers and institutions, and other matters are

importance of the various subjects were carefully involved , as well as a carefully thought-out scheme

determined, and if the marking of the papers in of scholarships enabling the promising pupils of

scholarship examinations were adjusted to the the elementary school to pass on to the secondary

scale so determined, the main objections to the school. On this last subject I am asked to express

scholarship system , so far as it affects preparatory

schools , would be removed . In many of the older towns there exist ancient

The total abolition of the system is so unlikely foundations offering a considerable number of

that it is hardly worth while to discuss the pro- scholarships, exhibitions and bursaries, which ,
bable effects of such a change. It may, however, together with the more recent scholarships pro .

be pointed out that the boys of special ability vided by the late technical instruction committees,

would probably be more widely distributed among supply these localities fairly well . Bristolmay be

the public schools instead of being concentrated, quoted as a good example of this class of town ,
as now, in those public schools that can offer with its free scholarships, from various ancient

the most valuable money prizes . The public endowments, to the Colston School (boys) , Colston

school requirements would still dominate the pre- School (girls ) , Queen Elizabeth's Hospital, the

paratory -school curriculum , but the domination Grammar School, the Cathedral Grammar School,
would be less oppressive . The preparatory school- the Merchant Venturers ' Technical College , and

master would still be anxious that his best boys the Redland Girls' High School, in addition to a
should take good places in the entrance examina- considerable number of technical scholarships

tion , but the clever boy would be definitely entered which may also be held at most of the above

for one school and would not , as is often the case institutions. There are , however , many large

now, be sent in for a series of “ shots " at various towns , such as Derby, Portsmouth , Oldham , Gates

scholarships . There would still be some kind of head , Burnley, Preston, Grimsby, Brighton and

competition for the best places at each public others, where the scholarship provision , over and
school, but the competition would be limited to the above that of the technical instruction committee ,

boys actually destined for that school , and the is non-existent or is so small as to be scarcely

preparatory schoolmaster , feeling assured that his worth mentioning ; while in our rural districts

clever boys would be certain of obtaining toler- there is almost an entire absence of scholarships.

ably good places , might be able to devote a little It seems almost necessary for the creation of some

more time to his general education . national means of supplying the deficiencies in

those districts where it is impossible for the local

provision to reach a proper standard . Dr. Mac

SCHOLARSHIPS FROM ELEMENTARY
namara, M.P. , boldly recommends that there

SCHOOLS. should be placed at the disposal of the Board of

Education each year from the estimates a sum of

By HARRY COWARD . money to supplement the scholarships granted

President of the National Union of Teachers .. by local authorities. He also advocates the

establishment of a select committee of the House

ANY subjects are exercising the public mind of Commons to consider the question of scholar

as a result of the passing of the Education ships in connection with the operation of the

Act, 1902 , and whatever may be the direct Education Act , 1902. Experience teaches that

advantages or disadvantages of this measure, it more than one kind of scholarship is necessary .

has succeeded in arousing public attention towards In some cases it is enough for the scholarship to

many phases of the education question to a much cover the cost of fees and books , while in others it

greater extent than heretofore. The many recent should be of sufficient value to provide the cost
well - attended educational conferences afford evi- of maintenance as well .

dence of this , and it may well be asked what is to The method of awarding the scholarships re

be the practical outcome of the papers read , the quires careful consideration if they are , first of all,
addresses delivered and the discussions which have to secure the most suitable boys and girls to profit

taken place. One subject, standing out perhaps by the education of the secondary school , and also
as of pre-eminent importance and pressing urgently to exercise a wholesome stimulation upon all the

to be dealt with , is the need of perfecting and elementary schools within the district for which
strengthening the bonds between our elementary they are offered. The usual plan of awarding

schools and those immediately above them . scholarships to our elementary schools is by an

M
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examination , for which , under regulations laid far as possible , to scholars above the age of twelve, and that the

down , the pupils of all the schools may offer examination , if at all applied below that age , should be of a very

themselves, and the scholarships are given on the simple character. Even where the scholarship examination is

result of this one examination . This method, held for children of a more advanced age , it should , we con

undoubtedly, lends itself to the special coaching of sider , be restricted to a limited number of subjects, should

selected boys for a few weeks preceding the ex
include a considerable amount of viva voce questioning , and

amination inside the school , and also outside the
should be directed principally to ascertain the general intel

school for those scholars whose parents can afford
ligence of the candidates , rather then the extent of their acquired

to pay for it , which tells well on the examination
knowledge.

results for those particular scholars , and by these At what age should the child from the elemen

means scholarships are gained by some children tary school be offered a scholarship to the secondary

who are not the most likely to profit by the school ?

educational opportunities afterwards afforded.
At present the age varies from ten to fourteen,

Indeed , it is very doubtful whether the result of and the question of the most profitable and educa
one examination for young children is ever a very tionally economical age to begin secondary school

accurate means of testing either their knowledge work is attracting much attention . Undoubtedly
or their mental capacity . Under this system , too , the age should be low enough to allow the holder

the schools in the poorer districts seldom or never of the scholarship a sufficiently long time at the

succeed in winning any of the scholarships , and secondary school, and at the same time high

so the good effect which the scholarship system enough for the essential work of the elementary

ought to exert over such schools is not felt. How school to be thoroughly mastered and the child's
is this to be remedied ? I would suggest that a ability to discover itself. Altogether, I am of

certain proportion of all the available scholarships opinion that about twelve years of age will satisfy

should be allocated to each school in proportion both these conditions in the embryo scholarship

to the average attendance , and awarded as the holder . It is generally conceded by teachers in
managers and teachers should decide to the most

secondary schools that nothing would be lost if the

promising pupils who satisfied the conditions as
study of Latin were not begun before twelve , and

to age, &c . , laid down in the scheme. By this
if this became generally adopted the chief stum

means, industry, ability, conduct and general bling -block in the way of adaptation of the scholar

progress could all have their due weight assigned from the elementary school to the secondary school

to them in awarding the scholarships, and the
work would be removed , though possibly there

moral and stimulating influence would be felt are other ways as well in which the curricula of

inside every school . The idea is not new . The the two grades of schools could be made more

Birkin's Charity in Bristol is at present dispensed perfectly to fit each other to the gain of both .

in this way , and the Nottingham School Board
The length of time for which scholarships should

formerly made its scholarship awards on the same
be granted is at present by no means settled , for

plan . If, however, the competitive examination it varies from one year to four , or even six years

method be retained for little children , viva voce in a few cases. Sixteen seems to be a suitable age

questioning by those thoroughly conversant with for many boys to begin the work of life, and does

their capabilities and practically versed in their not strike one as being too young to leave a

methods of training should , undoubtedly, form a secondary school . If the scholarship were granted
considerable part of the examination . In this

as suggested at twelve, this would give four years

connection the following comments of the Royal as the time it should be held . Senior scholarships

Commission on Secondary Education in 1895 are offered at sixteen for another three years would

worthy of particular notice : carry on those who showed special aptitude for

further study to the door of the university and
It will be found desirable in many places, for the purpose of bring university scholarships within their reach.

establishing a proper connection and correlation between schools
It is worth noticing that the new conditions

of different grades, to attach certain of these scholarships to under which pupil-teachers are to be employed

particular schools, as is often done in the case of existing endow

ments . Where this attachment is made to a public elementary
open up a new problem with regard to the scholar

school , we think that the scholarship should be awarded,either ship question. It is laid down that pupil-teachers

by competitive examinations held at the school , or , where this is
may not be employed till the age of sixteen ,

considered undesirable on account of the tender age of the
previous to which they must have spent some

children , or for other reasons, upon the joint recommendation of
years in a secondary school. So far so good ; but

the headmaster and of the school board or school managers , to
this will cut off the supply of teachers coming from

the scholars whose record of work best for a series of school the children of the elementary schools, unless

years or quarters , or by a combination of the two methods. scholarships be provided for them at the secondary

Where scholarships are attached to a secondary school, they
Some authorities are already considering

should , as a rule, be awarded by a competitive examination to be the advisability of selecting boys and girls at

held at that school . Where scholarships are not attached to twelve years of age and offering them scholarships

particular schools , they should , as a rule , be awarded by com- at the secondary school , provided their parents

petitive examinations, to be held at prescribed times and at con- bind themselves that these children shall become

venient centres, under the supervision of the local authority. pupil - teachers at sixteen . This, however, is open

We desire, however , to add that , with respect to competitive to the grave objection that twelve is too young for

examinations generally , we consider they should be restricted , as the children who are to enjoy the advantage of a
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four years' course in a secondary school to have

their calling in life definitely decided upon , inas
ELEMENTARY SCHOLARS IN

much as their likings and capabilities in all pro
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

bability will entirely change during these four years.
By the Rev. J. R. WYNNE -EDWARDS, M.A.

It will be far better to increase the number of the
Headmaster of Leeds Grammar School.

junior scholarships as much as possible, using , if

necessary , the prospect of the holders to become N a series of articles dealing with the general

pupil-teachers at sixteen as an inducement to question of schclarships, I have been asked

obtain the right kind of candidates to enter for to consider it from the point of view of those

them ,and then leave the teaching profession to be boys who pass from the elementary to the secon

recruited from among the scholars of the secondary dary schools . Perhaps, of all scholarship holders ,

school exactly inthe sameway as any other calling they are the most important , for they tap a great
or profession . For a boy or girl to be labelled at reservoir which would otherwise remain outside

twelve as a “ pupil-teacher scholar ” among other the pale of secondary education , the whole body

scholars would to some extent minimise the ad- of the population which cannot afford to pay fees

vantages which the raised entrance age to pupil- of any sort ; a body which , from its size alone,

teachership is supposed to give . If the future must contain a large proportion of the best brain

emoluments, position and career of the teaching power of the nation. To every one who believes

profession can be made to compare favourably in the efficacy of higher education as the greatest

with those of other professional callings , there need factor in the equipment for life, it will be evident

be but little doubt that the right kind of boy and that unless we give this great boon to these boys

girl from the secondary school at the age of sixteen we shall be depriving the nation of a large part of

will be attracted to becometeachers. The authority its available strength, whether in competitionwith

in each locality must decide what additional other natious or in living its own life as fully as

scholarships will be necessary in consequence of possible.

these new pupil-teacher conditions. Further , I propose to look at the question from

Evening school scholarships should not be for- two points of view, that of the boy himself, and

gotten by the authority that wishes to raise the that of the school which receives him ; leaving the

general standard of education. These might be third , that of the elementary school from which he

offered to thepupils of the ordinary evening schools comes, to those who are more competent than
and should be of sufficient value to cover the cost myself to speak from actual experience.

of fees and books in two or three subjects at the It is impossible, in the discussion of this ques

technical college, the university college, the school tion , not to be faced at the outset with the difficulty

of art , etc., according as the pupils' abilities and of theage of transition from one type of school to
tastes direct . the other, a difficulty which seems to land us on

I may, perhaps , sum up my observations in the the horns of a dilemma . Either we keep to the

following suggestions : method generally in vogue at the present time,

(a) The provision of scholarships has become of whereby boys pass on about the age of twelve or

increased importance to the elementary schools by thirteen, in which case they are old enough to

the passing of the Education Act of 1902 . present a great difficulty to the secondary school

( 6 ) A large increase of scholarships is necessary . master who has to arrange a time-table to suit

(c) Junior scholarships should be awarded at them, or we adopt the age which was suggested at

about twelve years of age for four years , and the Joint Conference held at the City of London

should be of two kinds, one providing cost of fees School this winter, which would be generally

and books, the other covering maintenance as approved of by secondary schoolmasters, namely,

well . ten years ; but in this case we are met by the

(d) A certain proportion of junior scholarships almost insuperable difficulty of deciding at that

might well be allocated to particular schools in very early age whether the boy will justify his

proportion to the average attendance . scholarship or not . We all know well how hard

(e) Where examination is retained for the it is to say about a boy in our own schools , at the

scholarships viva voce questioning should form age of ten , whether he is likely to go far, or is only

considerable part of the examination. precocious and may join quite the ordinary rank

(f ) To provide for possible pupil-teachers is and file at fifteen or even earlier . A change in

another reason for largely increasing the number of the direction of lowering the age would work much
scholarships from theelementary to the secondary better in the case of the successful boy, but we
school . should have to be prepared for a greater percentage

( 8) Senior scholarships should be offered at 16 of failures, and even now they are fairly numerous.

years of age . Let us consider, then , the boy of twelve or thir

(h ) Scholarships should be provided for evening teen who has entered a secondary school . He has

school scholars . won a scholarship which covers the school fee and

(1) National scholarships might be offered in leaves a certain margin for maintenance. (This is

districts ill supplied with other scholarships , almost a necessity , at any rate after a year or so ,

though care must be taken not to check local in the case of the sonsofworking-class parents , as

they cannot afford to forego altogether the wages

they would bring home. ) He is anxious to work

a

effort.
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and to get on , but he finds himself in surroundings at the universities, and here comes the head

altogether different from those to which he is master's most anxious work of selection . He has

accustomed . There is little tendency among his to decide not only whether the boy is capable of

fellows to look down upon him merely because he winning scholarships and maintaining himself at

comes from an elementary school , but, in many the university, although this is no easy task , but

ways, he does not quite understand their codes of whether he will make a man who, after his univer

conduct , and has to adapt himself to them ; and sity life is over , will be able to play that part in

here , at the very outset , the question of character life for which his intellectual abilities would fit

comes in . If he is a weak -minded person he will him . Some men are turned out at twenty- two or

probably move along the line of least resistance , twenty- three with university honours perhaps,

associate entirely with boys placed like himself, whose character (or want of character) makes them

and defeat one of the two main objects with which unfit for higher callings, and they have to take

he was sent to the school , viz . , to imbibe the wider their place as failures, too often as masters in

instincts and the feeling of esprit de corps of our small secondary schools at a salary less than they

secondary schools , which , from the nature of things, would have been earning as skilled mechanics.

especially the large classes and early leaving age , Let the headmaster beware of exploiting such boys

are difficult to cultivate in the elementary schools . to bring university honours to his school at the risk

If, however , in addition to the amount of intel- of their lifelong failure.

lectual ability which enabled him to gain his There remain the real successes who possess the

scholarship, he possesses a real force of character, brains and characters to succeed in whatever

he will want to participate in the whole life of the career they take up , and these should be a very

school , and will find no difficulty in doing so . The good proportion of the whole . With regard to

British schoolboy can recognise real worth when them his chief difficulty will be in persuading

he sees it , and is always ready to give it its due . their parents that “ the true utility is the long

Now , if we are to get the boys who possess the utility . "

force of character and adaptability which will When we come to look at the question from the

enable them to suit themselves to their new sur- school's point of view , we find that there are

roundings (we do not want to take good artisans initial teaching difficulties. The boy will come

and turn them into bad clerks) , some selection able to write and do straightforward arithmetic

must be exercised apart from the scholarship well , and probably with a grounding in algebra
examination . To some extent , a careful viva - voce and geometry. ( I might mention here the great

examination would supply this; but the selection , trouble taken by many elementary teachers in

which would take the form of a nomination, must training their promising boys out of school hours,

be made by the man who knows the boy, i.e, by although this incidentally accentuates the difficulty
the elementary schoolmaster . of selection , especially if it partakes of the nature

At the end of two , or possibly three , years the of cram , for we really want to examine on promise

first scholarship expires , and the boy has to stand and not on attainment . ) He will also have a fair

for an extension scholarship,which is to carry him grounding in the elements of analysis and the

on to the time when he will enter the university. simple facts of geography and history, but he will
On the ground of expense , it is impossible to have have very little originality or constructive power,

these scholarships as numerous as the others , and and will not have learnt any French or Latin.

so some boys will be left out in the cold . In one The question arises, where is he to be placed ?

way this is good , as there will always be some for we must remember that he is a very important

comparative failures, i.e. , boys who turn out to be person , none other than the embryo head of the

intellectually or by character unfit to profit by the school, perhaps. Of one thing I feel sure , and

full secondary course , although they were up to that is that we must give him a start that will

scholarship standard at thirteen . My experience enable him to take up later the line of reading for

is that such boys are more numerous in the work- which he is best fitted. He must not be shelved

ing than in the more cultured classes . From the in an extra -modern department , which will be the

point of view of these particular boys, the scholar- easiest way of disposing of him , as his mathe

ship has been a very doubtful blessing ; they have matical is far in advance of his literary training ,

not been long enough at the secondary school to for he may, if we give him his chance , turn into a

have derived much benefit from it , while their classical scholar who will make a name for himself

sojourn there may have given them a distaste for in after life. He should straightway be put face

the walks of life for which they are really fitted. to face with the difficulties of Latin , not only for

Such boys often drift into the lowest branches of this reason , but because it is just the mental grind

the Civil Service . There will probably be others he needs to get him out of the somewhat empirical

who are better than these , but still not up to the state of mind in which he has been brought up.

university scholarship standard , who might well This means that we shallhave a hard task before

be encouraged to stay for another two years, and us , for his traditions are all against it , and his

will do good service to the country in technical and parents probably do not in the least appreciate its

other work . worth . Something can be done , by way of a start ,

There will remain a very fair percentage of boys in the few months belore he actually enters the

who are intellectually capable of benefiting by the school. If the elected scholars are given a line of

full secondary course and of winning scholarships work in Latin and French , their old masters will

a
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probably be glad to see that they carry it out, and
it will be made much more valuable if the boys THE METROPOLITAN PUPIL-TEACHER

can get a little help from self-denying members of
SCHOOLS.

the secondary staff. A small prize , offered at the

entrance examination at the beginning of the fol
By ARTHUR J. ARNOLD, B.A.

lowing term , will stimulate the work . One may Sheffield Pupil- Teacher Centre, President of the Federation of

note in passing that the extra work given will
Teachers in Pupil- Teacher Centres.

amply repay itself in the additional smoothness of
MONG the problems confronting the new

the next term's work .

Then, when the boy comes, it is quite essential
Education Authority for London there is

that he should not be put into an elementary
probably none upon which greater diversity

scholars' form , for this at once defeats our end by
of opinion exists , or upon which more plans

herding him with boys of his own type , instead of

founded upon meagre knowledge of the conditions

have been advanced, than that of the education of

getting him at once into the general run of the

school, but it will be a great advantage for the new leaving the elementaryschool and that of entering
London primary teachers between the time of

scholars to be taken together for a few hours in

the week , say at the times when the rest of their
a training college .

set are doing arithmetic. In this way I have found
Let the problem first be stated . The London

School Board last year appointed 1,100 new adult
that sharp scholars will , at the end of one term ,

teachers, and would have appointed more had
get to the top in French and Latin of a form of

boys who have been doing Latin for three and
they been obtainable . The new London Educa

French for four or five terms.
tion Committee will have to provide for voluntary

Afterwards the as well as Board Schools . In the Manchester

progress will be rapid , and I have known boys get
district , provision is being made for 300 new

to the top-both in Latin and Greek - of the

Upper Fourth Form in four, and of the Fifth
certificated teachers per annum ; in Sheffield , it is

estimated that above 150 will be required . Taking

Form in seven, terms from the time they entered

the school in the Lower Third.

the population of these cities , and the number of

Another very important thing isthe proportion probably be within the mark in naming 1,800 as
teachers appointed in London last year , we shall

which the elementary scholars bear to the whole
numbers in the school . This should not be too

the annual supply needed by London . '

It is proposed in the Pupil -Teacher Regula
great , not much more than ten per cent ., I should tions, and the proposal has been widely accepted
say . Otherwise they will either form a faction, or

in the provinces, that children from elementary
the whole tone of the school will be lowered . This

tendency will be increased from the other end , for
schools shall proceed to secondary schools at 12,

parents of the better class will be chary of sending
remain four years, pass into the pupil - teacher

their boys to a school where they will be swamped
centre at 16 , and thence to the training college at

18.

by a great number of elementary schoolboys, and
For the two wage-earning years 14-16, a

that esprit de corps, which is the most valuable asset

retaining fee must be paid by Education Com

mittees in the form of bursaries .

of the grammar school, will be lost . The elemen

tary schoolboys themselves will suffer most of all ,
This, then , is the problem : ( 1) To find annually

forthey will lose that indefinable polishing process
a large number of young people , who, at 12 , are

either in secondary schools or willing to be trans
which is just what they need to take advantage of

ferred thither , whose ultimate object is primary

the position which their intellectual abilities would teaching. ( 2 ) To provide annually about 1,800

enable them to take.
bursaries . ( 3 ) To find immediately about 1,800

It is most essential , too , that they should be

encouraged to take part in the school games, and

vacant places in secondary schools : 3,600 before

it is not always easy to induce them to do so , as the
next year , 5,400 in 1906 , and 7,200 in 1907 .

Experience of thousands of cases has shown me
parents often are prejudiced against games of all that few parents decide what to do with their

sorts. Every effort must be made to get them to

join in them , and it is a good plan to let them
children at 12. Undoubtedly there are in London

have their games without paying any subscription .
about 2,000 children per annum of this age desirous

Games aregood for all boys , but they are especially higher grade school for two years, when free
of continuing their education in a secondary or

valuable to the pupil from the elementary school ,

for they will teach him , as nothing else can do, is certain from the numbers seeking junior County
education and £ 20 are the inducements ; so much

the lessons of fairness and public spirit .

In conclusion , I would say that these boys are
scholarships. Whether free education alone would

worth any amount of trouble .

be equally attractive is doubtful; and whether all
The best of them

the candidates for junior scholarships are desirable
form the very cream of the school, and, as I know

as pupil- teachers, or desirous of teaching , is more
from my own personal experience , they may attain than doubtful. Still it is probable that the

to the very highest positions of trust and service in
children can be found.

To provide annually 1,800 bursaries will also
the country .

There is only one way to improve ourselves, and that is by some of us

setting an example which the others may pick up and imitate ill the new

fashion spreads from east to west. - James.

1 This number agrees closely with Mr. Sidney Webb's estimate that

Training College accommodation for 500 primary teachers, beyond the
present available supply , must be provided annually.
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be easy. We are not concerned here with the carrying out of Government regulations for narrow

amounts, but a few are given to show how the ness of aim. Their pupils are conspicuous in train

question is met in the provinces (in order of town and car because they talk “ shop, " while other boys

populations) of the same age discuss the sporting news, and

other girls criticise their teachers. The stalking.

horse Segregation is found very useful in these

15-16
attacks, even by gentlemen whose sons are in the

Royal Navy.

£ £ £ £ Of these schools there are twelve established

Manchester 15 15 by the London School Board , and a few under

denominational management . They were mostly
Sheffield

built for secondary schools ; are convenient of

Bradford 13 173 16 access over the whole of the areas they serve ; are

as a rule in districts not well supplied with secondary
Brighton 13 15

8

schools ; many are of modern type in buildings

Grimsby
and equipment, and will compare favourably with18 8

other secondary schools. As to their general

fitness, let an example serve . The schoolI have

The third part of the problem will not prove so in mind has over three hundred students, is in a
easy of solution . The full number stated , 7,200 , modern building, with central halls , laboratories,

would only be needed should the future teachers art rooms, gymnasium , and dining room . Its

be caught at 12 ; but even if none come in until 14 , staff consists of ten full -time teachers with five or

provision has tobe made for 3,600. Tointroduce six visiting teachers . Of the former nine are

a primary school child to secondary work at 14 is , graduates, some with high honours ; all are

as centre teachers know, a heartbreaking matter , trained, have considerable teaching experience ,

so we can hardly set down the number of places both primary and secondary , and are eligible for

at fewer than 6,000. The problem is complicated registration in column B. Pupils pass directly to

by the unequal numbers of boys and girls required . the older Universities , as well as to London ,

Roughly,the teaching lifeof men primary teachers Wales, and Victoria , and at the present moment

is twice that of women , while about twice as many at least thirty old students are studying at one or

women as men are working in the London schools. another of these. About thirty pupils matriculated

Thus, of the annual 1,800 , about 400 will be boys at London directly from the school during the

and 1,400 girls . past year. The corporate life is strong, a large
There are in London about 100 secondary and flourishing old students' association proving

schools, a few of them of the first grade, which its reality . Other pupil-teacher schools could be

need hardly be considered here ; the majority quoted with equally good credentials, better indeed
thoroughly good schools, doing work of a sound in some respects . I have taken a particular case

kind ; but in somethe curriculum is little , if any , to give concreteness to the argument.

better than that of the upper classes of good Several courses are open to the Education

elementary schools. Most of the second class are Authority in dealing with these places . It may

full , or nearly so ; most of the third class have decide to limit their work to the period of pupil

some room, but if all were filled, the majority of teachership, i.e. , between 16 and 18. It may

the first 1,800 aspirants would still be without frankly convert them into secondary schools

school places . The position when the second , receiving pupils from all sources at 12 , and re

third , and fourth contingents are ready is enough taining them until 18. It may convert them into

to give se to the most optimistic educational training colleges of subordinate rank , receiving

doctrinaire in London . A question of this magniA question of this magni- pupils at 16 , and retaining them until the “ certifi

tude can only be faced in one way . The interests cate ” is obtained : that is , in the years after 18

of secondary schools , the interests of pupil-teacher those unable to obtain places in the London Day

schools, are straws which must be swept aside . Training College or other institutions for training

The only valid interest is that of the people of teachers would receive further instruction therein ,

London and the education of their children . the technical training being under the control of

Fortunately, the L.C.C. is used to large pro- masters of method, who might or might not be

blems, and its record of administrative success is an attached to the centre staffs.

assurance that this question will be overcome on If the first or third plan be adopted , the shortage

sound lines . All the existing institutions , in a of accommodation will still have to be faced. The

remodelled form if necessary , must be used, for not development of secondary education in London

otherwise can the thing be done. The pupil . has been so strikingly successful that any limita.

teacher schools are most likely to need remodelling. tion of the school places at present available for

Their original function has been performed . They ordinary pupils is to be deplored , and the County

appear to have aroused a great deal of opposition , Council should avail itself of the accommodation

mainly from those who know least about them . of the centres , converted into secondary schools,

Doubtless some of their fundamental virtues are as far as it will go . Judged by the ordinary

their surface defects. The earnestness of their

work has been mistaken for cram , the faithful (Continued on p . 134. )
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APPENDIX A. – Scheme of Co -ordination : Primary Teachers.

SCHOOL. AGE . TO ADMIT OR RETAIN. To TRANSFER .

At 14

S
e
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n
d
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y

,p
r
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v
i
d
i
n
g

P
u
p
i
l

T
e
a
c
h
e
r

i
n
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n

.

(a) own pupils.
At 12 Junior County Scholars (6 ) from Private Schools.

(c) from Primary

(a) own pupils.

Intermediate County (6) from Private Schools.

Scholars (c ) Higher Elementary

Schools.

Bursars
| (a) own pupils.

1 (6 from Private Schools .

( a) own pupils.

At 16 Pupil Teachers
( 6) from Secondary Schools not

providing Pupil Teacher

instruction .

Student Teachers (for )

Secondary Schools) i
own pupils.

At 18

At 12

Student Teachers to University :

King's Scholars to Training Colleges.

Junior County Scholars to Secondary Schools.

( Intermediate County Scholars to Secondary
Schools .

| Bursars to Secondary Schools.

At 14

P
r
i
v
a
t
e

S
c
h
o
o
l
s

.

At 16 Student Teachers (for

Secondary Schools) } own pupils .

At 18 Student Teachers to University.

At 12
Junior County Scholars

(a) own pupils.

(6 ) from Primary Schools.H
i
g
h
e
r

E
l
e
m
e
n
t
a
r
y

S
c
h
o
o
l
s

.

At 14 Bursars

(a) to Secondary Schools providing

Pupil Teacher instruction .

(6 ) to Pupil Teacher Schools.

At 12 Miscellaneous pupils.

At 14 Bursars

P
u
p
i
l

T
e
a
c
h
e
r

S
c
h
o
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.

At 16 , Pupil Teachers

(a ) own pupils.

( ) from Higher Elementary

Schools .

| ( c) from Primary Schools.

(a ) own pupils.

( t ) from Secondary Schools not

providing Pupil Teacher

instruction.

(a) own pupils .

( 6 ) from other Pupil Teacher

Schools.

King's Scholars to Training Colleges.

At 18 Training Classes

APPENDIX B. — Typical cases of Co -ordination .

At 14,(a) Boy, Secondary School . At 12 , Junior Scholar.

Bursar. At 16, joins Pupil Teacher Centre of School.

At 18, enters London Training College.

(6 ) Girl, Primary School. At 12 , Junior Scholar to Higher

Elementary School. At 14, Bursar to Pupil Teacher

School. At 16, Pupil Teacher. At 18, Training

College.

(c) Girl , Primary School till 14 . At 14, Bursar to Pupil

Teacher School. Thence as (6 ).

(d) Boy, Primary School. At 12 , Junior Scholar to Secondary

School. At 14, Intermediate Scholar. Remains at

Secondary School till 18, thence direct to Training

College.

( e) Girl , Private School. At 12 , enters Pupil Teacher School .

At 14, Bursar. At 16, Pupil Teacher, thence to

Training College .

v ) Boy, Higher Elementary School. Sits for Civil Service , fails,

at 15 accepts one year bursary at Pupil Teacher

School . At 16, Pupil Teacher, At18, Training College .

(8) Girl , High School, not providing Pupil Teacher instruction.

At 14, Bursar at own school. At 16, Pupil Teacher

to Secondary School providing Pupil Teacher instruc

tion , thence as (a) .

• The term “ bursar,” familiar in Scotland for hundreds of years, deserves to be acclimatised in England . It is short, matches “ scholar, and convey's
the sense intended, of instruction of maintenance.
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standards of staff, premises and equipment, the If too much attention be paid to the academic

“ centres ” would appear fit places to take rank work, the whole aim of pupil -teachership will be

with other secondary schools . They should be frustrated . The best pupil-teachers will see how
remodelled in such a way as to secure as much as easy are the avenues into employment more

possible of the work they have been doing , and to lucrative than primary teaching, and will use the
interfere as little as possible with the proper free education provided in order to qualify for

function of the existing schools . We shall, other callings . Many of them have found the way

probably , all admit that it would be folly to send out already . How much greater will the exodus

any child during the six years , 12-18, into three be when they have the run of the best secondary

schools . During this critical period at least four schools , and get to know what fruits are merely

years should be spent in the same institution ; waiting to be plucked.

whether 12-16 , as appears to be favoured in Although a provincial centre - teacher , I have

England , or 14-18 as in America , need not be discussed the London pupil-teacherquestion rather
discussed . In the accompanying scheme this as a Londoner, proud to see , though from a dis

principle has been regarded as axiomatic. tance , the wonderful progress London's education

The future teacher has , wherever taught , re- is making. The London centre - teachers are first

ceived before 12 an elementary education . At 12 , of all anxious for the well -being of London educa

if in a secondary- school , he would remain there . tion , and they feel that the specialised experience

If in a private or primary school , he would be trans- of many years should be utilised in the future.

ferred to a secondary school (of ordinary type or a Their work has hitherto been done at high pres

remodelled centre) or higher elementary school . sure , with limited time, upon lines narrowly defined

At 14 , he would obtain a bursary. If already in a by departmental codes , and they are anxious to

secondary school, he would remain. If in a higher. have an opportunity of imparting to it greater

grade or primary school , he would pass into the breadth while working with the same intensity as

pupil-teacher centre . In any case he would be a in the past .

full -time scholar until 16 .

At 16 the holder of a bursary becomes a pupil

teacher . If in a secondary school desiring to in

struct pupil - teachers , he would remain . If in a
PUBLIC SCHOOL ENTRANCE

school not so desiring, he would be transferred to
SCHOLARSHIPS .

the former. If in a pupil -teacher school, he would

remain there until proceeding to the training col By the Rev. R. S. DE COURCY LAFFAN, M.A.

lege . Of those in secondary schools, some might Formerly Principal of Cheltenham College.

prefer to become secondary teachers, and would

to gradua- N considering

tion , passing directly university , finish

ing with a year of specialised study in education . school, the

All who are to become primary teachers should , that of the object actually aimed at by the system

as far as accommodation serves , enter a training of scholarship competitions .

college , while for those unable to obtain admission Now it can hardly be disputed that , as a matter

training classes should be established at selected of fact, the majority at least of schools offer

pupil - teacher schools . scholarships with a view to catch the cleverer or

There are difficulties confronting secondary more advanced boys of the age of 14 or there

schools providing pupil - teacher instruction. If the abouts, in order that, after a training of from three

numbersremaining after 16 are small , pupil-teachers to five years , they may win successes in public

will preponderate in the upper part of the school . examinations or in the competition for University

Not only would the evil of segregation be introduced, scholarships, and by so doing may maintain or

but the tone of the school would be derived from increase the reputation of the school , and thereby

the “ segregate ," unless the unusua! phenomenon induce that great body of parents who estimate

of a lower and smaller form setting the pace were schools chiefly by their list of successes, to enter

seen , The trouble of working a full -time curri- their boys. Ultimately the scholarship system , as at

culum side by side with a part-time course would present organised, has for its final cause the keep

be considerable ; but doubtless this could be over- ing up of the numbers of the school ; and this,

come, especially if the whole of the pupil -teacher under our existing system of universal compe

instruction were done at one time of the year, the tition , can only be done by the glamour of such

school practice at another. This plan has many “ successes ” as lend themselves easily to exhibition

adherents , even among centre teachers. in a tabular form .

The question of caste will be a thorny one in The object of the scholarship system is, of

these same schools . Where the upper school is course, to select the most desirable boys. But,

large enough to leave the pupil-teachers in a given these circumstances, the “ desirable " boy

minority, the tradition of the school will not suffer , means the boy who is most likely , when his time

but it may be otherwise where the centre domi- comes, to achieve the distinction desired . This

nates. Looking at the matter all round , none but being so, the subjects set for scholarship examina

large schools should have pupil- teacher centres tions will necessarily be those which best test his

attached to them . likelihood of success ; and the preparatory schools

Then continue their workwitharsiew andTablish : In shipsfromthe pointof view of the publis

a
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will be encouraged to specialise with a view to success , and spend the last few months of their

produce boys who shall exhibit the qualities which preparatory training in going about from public

make that success probable . school to public school , hunting for a scholarship .

All this is inevitable if the competition of schools Such boys will be either prematurely exhausted ,

for pupils is a necessary condition of the organisa- like the youngster who, having won a public school

tion of education . From this point of view , then , scholarship, and being asked , “ What are you

there is little fault to be found with the scholar- doing now ? ” replied with indignation , “ Doing ?

ship examination in the majority of our public I'm not doing anything , I've done ! " Or, on the”

schools. On the classical side boys of 14 or there other hand, they will have acquired the habit of.

abouts are required to be able to make out the attaching inordinate importance to the minutiæ of

meaning of passages of moderate difficulty in Latin classical sholarship, a knowledge of which , in the
and Greek prose and verse , and to render them case of boys of 14 , can be most easily tested by

into intelligible and idiomatic English , to have an examination, to the detriment of their appreciation
accurate and even minute knowledge of the ele- and enjoyment of the classics as literature, which

ments of Latin and Greek grammar, and to be do not so readily allow themselves to be estimated

able to compose with some skili in Latin verse and in marks. The tendency of the training on the

prose . On the mathematical or modern side , the classical side of most public schools is to emphasise

place of the classics is taken , on one hand , by unduly the grammatical and philological techni
arithmetic, algebra , Euclid , and trigonometry , and calities which still play a large , though happily a

on the other by one or more modern languages , diminishing, part in the examination for University
the examination in which includes prose com- scholarships. All the more reason is there why

position , the making out of fairly hard pieces of boys should come to the public school with interest
unseen translation , and questions in grammar. A in the human side of classical study at least

slight recognition of the value of a wider training awakened .

is given by the demand that candidates for classical Matthew Arnold wrote long since of our school

scholarships shall show some acquaintance with boys : “ The elaborate philological groundwork

elementary mathematics, and mathematical can- which we require them to lay is in theory an
didates with elementary Latin . An English essay , admirable preparation for appreciating the Greek

sometimes confined to the classical side , is given as and Latin authors worthily. The more thoroughly

a test of original thought and the power of literary we lay the groundwork the better we shall be able,

expression , and a general paper covering a wide it may be said , to enjoy the authors. True, if

range of information in literature, history, natural time were not so short, and schoolboys ' wits not

history , and geography, with some questions on so soon tired and their power of attention ex

current events , is usually set in common to the hausted ; only , as it is , the elaborate philological

whole body of candidates . preparation goes on , but the authors are little

In spite of these tápepya, it is obvious that the known and less enjoyed.”

essential objectaimed at isto securea classical The witness is true, even to -day . Of how many

scholar so drilled in the accidence of the Greek even of those who win University scholarships

and Latin languages , and so far advanced in trans- does it hold good !

lation and composition, that by concentrating his In days when the classics formed practically the

attention during his school life almost entirely on only vehicle of mental culture , when the classical

Latin and Greek, he may be fairly sure of ulti- curriculum was used not only to develop taste and

mately winning a University scholarship in classics, feeling, and power of thought and expression , to

or to secure a mathematical scholar so thoroughly give insight into life and to impart acquaintance
grounded in the elements of mathematics that by with its records in the past , but formed also the

a similar concentration he will develop into a only means of cultivating observation , accuracy ,

mathematical scholar of the University, or , with memory, this stress on the minutiæ was natural

the addition of training in modern languages and and inevitable. To -day, when the latter qualities

science , into the winner of a high place in the can bemore effectively developed by scientific and

Woolwich examination . manual training, there is surely no reason for

The examinations for entrance scholarships are , sacrificing the primary ends of classical study to

on the whole, well calculated to secure this result. objects which , however important, are important

But is the principle of selection one to be desired only as means to that end .

from the point of view of the total development of If the present system of scholarship examina

the boy himself ? tions must needs continue, one would fain plead

Admitting , to take one case only, that a sound for a much larger proportion of viva voce examina

classical training is , for those who are able to tion ; for it is by viva voce examination that the

receive it , the most perfect form of education, it subtler and more important qualities of a scholarly

cannot be regarded as otherwise than deplorable mind can most effectively be judged .

that a boy's mind should be so early concentrated But there is , after all, reason to hope that the

in the study of the classics on what “ will pay ” in scholarship system , as at present worked , may not

examination . Yet what other effect is likely to be remain a permanent feature ofour educational organ

produced on children of 14 , who, during the whole isation . The Education Acts of 1902 and 1903 , by

of their preparatory school life, have had their bringing education in all its branches within the cog

gaze steadily directed towards an examination nisance oflocal authorities, have set on foot a move .

a
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ment the effects of which, if slow , will certainly be far- methods of investigation than on the storing up of

reaching The first result will be that the finances a catalogue of ascertained results, that theirpower

of the local secondary schools will be placed upon of accuracy shall have been trained on one hand

a sound basis , that in each area different types of by drawing , and on the other by elementary

secondary school will be developed , and that the mathematics, that their memory shall have been

schools themselves will be kept permanently full strengthened by committing to it some of the

by a copious stream of able boys flowing from the masterpieces of their own tongue, and therefore

elementary school . The second result will be that necessarily also that they shall have some living

these schools, requiring their whole energyto deal and first-hand knowledge of the literature of that

with their increasing numbers , will find it increas- tongue and of that of at least one modern language.

ingly necessary to pass on their ablest boys in turn Above all, they will be required to exhibit indi

to the schools which are able to give the highest cations of an alert mind and an intellectual

grade of secondary education . interest in the subjects of their study. If they

This process has been at work for some years in are to become classical scholars, there will perhaps

London, where, to take one instance among many, be required in addition an acquaintance with the

it has been the policy of Parmiter's school - a broad outlines of Greek and Latin grammar,

second - grade school of admirable efficiency - to studied in close connection with the easier por

pass on its most brilliant pupils, after careful tion of their literature , and some facility in prose

grounding , to secondary schools of the first grade, composition . But there will be no demand for a

such as the City of London School or Christ's memory prematurely loaded with exceptional forms

Hospital , with the result that in six years four old or for a knowledge of anything but the commoner

Parmiterians have gained open scholarships at constructions of syntax. The portions of the acci .

Oxford or Cambridge, including a Trinity Major dence which treat of exceptions, the rarer con

Scholarship in Mathematics. structions and the beginnings of verse composition,

This process , with which London is already will be left for the years of public school life. It

familiar, will in time spread over the whole may even be found that the study of Latin and

country . The local authorities, following the Greek as a whole may safely and fruitfully be

example of the Technical Education Board of postponed till after the scholar has entered the

the London County Council , will , by means of public school, if he is thereby enabled to bring

their own scholarships, send on the best boys of with him a mind trained by the study of modern

the local secondary school , whether as boarders or languages to a rapid mastery of linguistic diffi.

as day -boys, to the great public schools, which culties .

will thus be kept abundantly supplied with pupils . If we add the requirement of high character and

Concurrently with this , the system of inspection , earnest purpose, qualities difficult but not impos

whether bythe Universities or by the Board of sible to ascertain , our scholars would form -- far

Education , as it spreads to the whole of the public more than they do at present - a leaven of in

schools, will furnish parents with a criterion of estimable value in the working of publicschool

efficiency far more trustworthy than any that can life, and their influence would tend, without any

be derived from comparative tables of examination diminution of the healthy instinct for physical

or other successes . activity , to redress the balance of schoolboy

By these means the system of competition for opinion in favour of intellectual as contrasted with

pupils between school and school by means of athletic achievements .

entrance scholarships will be, if not altogether I do not , of course , forget that our preparatory

abolished, yet reduced within very narrow limits, schools as a whole are admirable nurseries of

and it will be possible to bring back the scholar- character , and in many cases keep an influence

ship system to its original and proper function , over their boys long after they have passed into

viz ., that of providing for the able children of poorer the public school which no headmaster can recall

parents , who otherwise could not afford it , the without profound gratitude . I am aware also that

advantage of a public school education . When the in many preparatory schools a system such as I

ultimate examination success of the scholar has have sketched has been worked out with the

thus ceased to be the predominant factor in his happiest results . But this has been done not by

selection , room will have been made for the con- reason but in spite of the presence of the scholar

viction that the ideal pupil of a public school is ship competitions, which tend to drive the pre

one whose preparation has been a broad and har- paratory school against its will in the direction of

morious development of all his powers. There premature specialisation.

will be required of the candidate for a scholarship , To the preparatory schoolmaster such a change

not a specialised dexterity in some branch or in the scholarship system would come as an in

branches of study, but evidence of a training estimable boon, and the vast majority of public

which , while it fits him for specialisation here- schoolmasters would hail with delight the freedom

after , will guard him against the limitations and which it would give them to concentrate their

the narrowness of the specialist. The public energies on the primary object of education, the

school of the future will , I imagine, demand of its development of the mind and character of the

scholars that their faculty of observation shall individual boy.

have been developed by some elementary scien- Our public schools, however much some writers

tific work in which more emphasis is laid on may decry them , have in the past achieved , in the
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training of character , results which have made ship should not be made to depend entirely on the

them the admiration of the world . They have examination. It should depend in large measure

been somewhat less successful in the other essen- upon the school record . It is clear that scholar

tial object of education , the giving to each of their ships can only be awarded on this principle when

pupils a conception , true and complete in its broad the authorities who have to award the scholarships

outlines , of the meaning of life andwhat it requires are satisfied that the schools in which they are

of them , of the order of the world , and of their awarded are efficient. This will necessitate school

own place and function in it. If the changes which inspection . All schools that come satisfactorily

are coming over English education , while pre- out of the inspection should be placed on a list

serving the supremely importantcharacter-forming containing the names of those schools that are

influences of our English public schools , can so judged efficient, and are therefore permitted to

free our masters from the tyranny of examinations | nominate their pupils for scholarships on the basis
that they are able to devote themselves with of their school work . Candidates who do not

undivided energy to the full harmonious mental possess such a nomination should not be admitted .

development of their pupils and to their adequate The relative merits of the candidates thus admitted

equipment for the battle of life, the leaders of the would be determined by the examinations at the

England of to-morrow will come to their task various schools . The assessors would be able to

more fully equipped than their predecessors of compare the standards of the different schools, and

to - day for the responsibilities of leadership , and would determine the final order of merit .

we shall be able to face without fear or misgiving

the difficult tasks which still lie before us in the

efficient organisation of our national and imperial

heritage .
ART INSTRUCTION IN SCHOOLS . '

By ARCHIBALD H. CHRISTIE .

Inspector of Art Schools and Classes L.C.C. Technical

THE SCHOLARSHIP SYSTEM . Education Board .

By T. GREGORY Foster , B.A. , Ph.D. III.--MATERIALS.

Secretary of University College, London .

GREAT variety of interest is placed before

XAMINATIONS have harmfully dominated those pupils going through such a pre

the scholarship system . By thus adapting paratory course as that traced out in the

Lord Curzon's excellent summary of the preceding articles . From their studies of still life,

position of Indian education , I can express my Howers and the like , they acquire some power of

view briefly on the scholarship question. Just as , noticing the changing appearance of objects under

in general, education has been hindered and ham- different conditions of light and position, and grasp

pered by the examination system , so have the the necessity of always closely observing these

purposes for which scholarships are usually given circumstances.

been likewise hindered and hampered by the They learn to express in pencil and colour the

examination system . effects they desire to obtain with a certain amount

The purposes of giving scholarships are , gene- of accuracy. Habits of analysing the structure of

rally speaking, twofold . designs , and of exactitude in handling tools , result
(a ) To promote some form of education either from their heraldry , lettering , and pattern -work

general or special . exercise ; faculties that will both act upon and

(b) To enable those who would not otherwise derive benefit from the woodwork , needlework ,

be in a position to continue their education to and geometry classes. A judiciously selected series

do so . of copies placing before them the handiwork of

At the present time the giving of scholarships some masters of branches of art closely allied to

fulfils neither of these purposes satisfactorily . It their most familiar early exercises brings them into

certainly does not promote education, but in almost touch with real work that can be named and dated ,

all cases promotes “ cramming." In order toobviate" cramming,” theexamination syllabus supplying materialforthought about otheraspects
“ ” of art than the drawing and observation of objects,

drawn up by an outside body and the examination and making them acquainted with some of the

papers prepared by outside examiners must be great traditions of art .

abolished . It is most necessary , as already pointed out , that

The new public education authorities might all the material used as copies should be of the

very well adopt some such system as the follow- highest quality. The examples of every type of

ing for a warding their scholarships , which , if care work examined must belong to the finest schools

fully worked , would get over the difficulties that of the particular forms of art that they bring before

at present exist . the class , that the pupils may become acquainted
Scholarship examinations should be directly with master work only . We do not waste their

connected with the work done in their regular time upon inferior literature; why should they

school course by the candidates and shouldbe laboriously acquire trivial knowledge from inferior
conducted by those who have taught them , art ?

possibly with the assistance of outsiders

assessors ; but even then the award of a scholar- 1 The first two articles were published in January and February, 1904 ,

as
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Whatever is chosen for study-heraldry , brush

work, lettering , or whatever it is — must be, to be

really educational , not merely the best that the

ABCDEFG

HIJKLMN

OPQRSTU

VWXYZ

crests, and mantling , varying from the most direct

simplicity of treatment to the utmost magnificence.

Heraldry is, from its nature , of very frequent

occurrence ; shields, badges,

and crests , are found carved,

painted , enamelled, and

engraved, on monuments,

chests , walls, manuscripts,

and metal work , in endless

variety , giving valuable in

formation to the origin and

ownership of all sorts of

objects. Photographs and

casts of fine specimens of

the arms of kings and of

personages of historical im

portance should also be pro

cured . The letters of the

inscription on the base of

Trajan's Column, set up in
Rome in the year A.D. 114 ,

supply the most suitable

example of a Roman al

phabet. These letters have

been drawn out to a large

scale by Mr. G. Woollis

croft Rhead and published

together with some lower

case letters , including

Roman type used by Ni

colas Jensen ,

fifteenth -century Venetian printer, The Roman

alphabet given in Fig . 7 is taken from a sixteenth

century Italian book of letters . The Gothic

FIG 7

the great

teacher can obtain but the best that there is ; work

by acknowledged masters of commanding repu

tation . The finely drawn and gloriously coloured

devices of the best heraldry

seem , besides their value as

splendid examples of design ,

and the fact that they are

part of the necessary educa

tion of every art worker , to

have been specially intended

to delight young people and

to afford them historical in

formation in a way that they

are most willing to receive

it . The pupils must know

the machinery of heraldry

as the best tradition has

given it ; the great heraldic

lion , his expression and

his attitudes ; how crowns ,

crosses , castles , birds and

beasts were drawn by the

best masters of such draw

ing , and how they were , and

are still , used as symbols of

authority , piety , power , and

so forth, in all kinds of deco

ration . No finer heraldic

material could be procured for the purpose than

that supplied by the excellent coloured reproduc

tions contained in Mr. St. John Hope's work on

the stall plates of the Knights of the Garter in St.

George's Chapel, Windsor. These coloured illus

trations give examples of shields of arms, helmets,

ABCDEF

GHIJRLMN.

OPORSCU

VWXYZ
FIG . 8.

alphabet in Fig . 8 is from a fine fifteenth -century

Italian manuscript in the possession of Mr.

Douglas Cockerell. Some casts and photographs ,

or rubbings, of inscriptions should also be included

in the school collection .

The work of the Persian, Hispano-Moresque ,
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and early Italian pottery painters will supply teacher can point out that such an exercise as that

suitable copies for the exercises in brushwork of drawing a regular figure of interlacing cords , or

decorations. Large photographs of the plates and of completely covering a surface with black and

jars by these workers exhibited in the Victoria and white spaces of exactly the same shape , does not

Albert Museum are to be obtained there ; a few work out consistently , the pupils are convicted of

coloured plates of tiles and dishes are included in error in a way that is within their comprehension .

the series of “ Portfolios of Industrial Art," also Other problems in design of a like nature will

published at the Museum . Pupils who are en- readily suggest themselves to anyone who care

gaged in drawing flowers and foliage from nature , fully studies the work of the great periods of

and in copying the floral work of the pottery pattern designing Floral work can afterwards be.

painters, should be shown photographs of drawings grafted upon the plain patterns that the pupils

of plants by great artists such as Leonardo da have made, at first with restraint, following closely

Vinci and Albert Durer. These are to serve as the given forms ( see the letter O , Fig. 9) . After

models of the careful observation upon which the wards, when the habit of keeping all the elements

more decorative impressions

were founded and as guides to

the kind of nature drawing

that must be cultivated by

pupils in order to invest their

own more ornamental patterns ,

when the time comes for ad

vanced work, with a degree of

the reality and distinction dis

played by the oriental exam

ples . A fine sixteenth -century

herbal would be a valuable

possession for a school draw

ing-class, not difficult to obtain ,

and a botanical work of the

last half of the eighteenth cen

tury with beautifully engraved

plates coloured by hand is

easily come by ; both exhibit

excellent types of faithful re

presentations of nature .

Exercises in original design

will at first be restricted to

studies evolved from the exam

ples of plain pattern-work al

ready copied, in order that

familiarity with the principles

and methods employed by well

trained minds may be obtained .

The pupils can then be required
Fig. 9.-Initial Letters from Early Printed Books.

to decorate single letters or in

scriptions, fill panels and com

pose borders in definitely prescribed ways, which it of the design under perfect control has been de

will be possible to illustrate by means of historical veloped , the process of ornamentation can proceed

examples. The letters H and S in Fig . 9 are with the greatest freedom . The flowers and foliage

decorated with two continuous interlacing cords used in pattern decoration should be drawn from

combined on a simple plan capable of infinite the memory of plants rather than from the memory

modifications; analysis of the black -and -white of particular drawings of plants , that the almost

design on the jar (Fig. 1 ) opens up the equally indefinable quality known as a conventionalism

comprehensive principle of counterchanging The may be unconsciously added .

fact that all exercises are derived from previously The pupils are now in a position to take much

made studies will lead to the development of a more extensive views of their work—views that

system of memory-drawing having always a direct will be dependent upon circumstances , such as the

bearing upon the work in hand, instead of being tastes and opportunities of the teacher, the type of

introducedmerely for the sake of exercising the school , its situation, and other similar considera

memory. The filling of given spaces with ornament tions. The dominant aim must , however , remain

derived from flower studies, the only type of always the same ; to give a general course of all

designing usually undertaken , is not very edu- kinds of art without specially developing know

cational ; the pupils' appreciation of their success ledge ofany one part of it at the expense of the

or failure often rests entirely upon the teacher's rest. The exercises will continue to be worked in

expression of approval or the reverse . If the the same way , but will cover a new range of sub

S. DO
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jects which may be classified as figure-work, study reasonable opportunity of seeing ; the ideal series

of buildings, illustration of history, and so on , in would illustrate the architectural history of the

order to include the work of many crafts under town they live in , representing the great churches,

some common head other than painting, sculpture , the town hall , the castle , the bridges , &c . All

or architecture . dwelling in London should know the appearance

A knowledge of figure work entails the study of and something of the history of such edifices as

a variety of material. It is to be derived froma Westminster Abbey, St. Paul's, the Mansion

drawing from casts , prints , photographs, coloured House, the Guildhall, the Tower, and London

reproductions of illuminations, and pictures, &c . and Waterloo bridges. These studies should aim

Systematic drawing from life can hardly be at making pupils acquainted with the uses and

attempted in ordinary school - classes , nor is it , histories of the great types of buildings of various

perhaps, desirable that it should be , although good countries and periods , instead of the text - book

pencil-studies of heads and figures are done in examples of mouldings and details labelled Greek,

many girls' schools . The casts used must not be Roman, andGothic, that usually pass as “ archi

restricted to antique examples only, but should tecture .” Capitals , figures, friezes, enriched

include a selection of the work of other periods as columns, and the like , must not be overlooked ;

well . The examples may be taken from all kinds they should be drawn from casts and photographs,

of work in the round and relief, wood and stone but for the sake of their beauty as carvings of

carvings , coins , medals and gems, but must always foliage, beasts , strapwork, & c ., not as if they

be selected specimens of the best schools only. were only the essential parts of buildings worth

Casts of work by the great masters of antiquity, noting.

the early Italian, English and French stone and Another interesting method of classifying the

wood carvers, are to be obtained from numerous examples would be to arrange them into groups

dealers . The electrotypes of the early Italian illustrating particular periods and attach the art

medals in the Victoria and Albert Museum , to be work to the teaching of history, a subject with

had of Messrs . Elkington , of Regent Street , are which it is very intimately connected. But if this

not so well known , but would be equally useful. is done care must be taken that the historical

The second volume of the “ Album du Musée de importance of the example drawn is not al

Sculpture Comparée " contains excellent repro- lowed to outweigh the artistic purpose for which

ductions of the greatest French sculpture. The it is studied , oran error similar to that already

photographs of the figures on the west front of pointed out in subordinating art work to science

Wells Cathedral, published by T. W. Phillips , of teaching will result. Portraits of English kings ,

Wells, give examples of similar English work ; ecclesiastics, poets , artists , statesmen , and soldiers

the photographs of fine Greek figure sculptures of all ages , can be found in the collection of photo

from the British Museum , and of some of the graphs of pictures and drawings in the National

beautiful wood and ivory carvings and bronzes at Portrait Gallery , published by Messrs . Walker and

South Kensington , must not be forgotten . All Cockerell, and prints and reproductions of all manner

these examples are to be drawn and shaded very of things bearing upon the life of our forefathers

carefully in pencil ; if the whole photograph or are to be found in plenty . But nothing must be

cast is too complicated to finish in two lessons or included in the school course that is not of the

so , a small portion -a single head , hand, or a piece greatest value as art work, or inserted merely for

of drapery - may be set . the sake of filling a gap in the series. Many

The marvellously simple figures from the portraits inferior as works of art are quite properly
Athenian painted vases would serve as copies for included in the national collection on account of

drawing with the brush. Coloured figure -drawing the interest attached to the persons they represent .

corresponding in spirit and subject to the mediaval In the historical view of art work there is always

sculptures could be carefully copied from the danger that the archæological interest may over

miniatures of the illuminated manuscripts from balance the artistic . Sets of examples of more

which the floral designs were obtained ; the coloured limited scope , illustrating the historical develop

prints published by the Arundel Society will ment of particular classes of objects that specially

supply further examples. The three “ Portfolios interest the teacher , should also be brought to.

of Illuminated Manuscripts in the British Mu- gether . For example, the history of ships , of

seum ," published by the Trustees, are the best books, written and printed , of needlework, of fur

coloured examples of miniatures , borders, and niture , &c . , could be made the subject of special

initials to be had ; they will prove of great service sets of copies and examples.

for a number of purposes. Copying from these Orderly arrangement of material and a me

reproductions in colour and drawing in pencil from thodical plan of dealing with the pupils' work as it

photographs of pictures in the National Gallery , accumulates are valuable aids to directness of

prints of drawings by old masters, casts , and so teaching. Both the examples studied and the

forth , should be done simultaneously . work produced must be thoroughly under control

If architectural drawing is undertaken, and a if the pupils are to derive full benefit from their

certain amount should certainly be done, buildings own efforts without waste of time . A number of

or portions of buildings of various dates must plain oak frames should be provided that the more

be drawn from photographs. The photographs | valuable copies may not be subjected to the wear

should represent buildings that the pupils have a and tear occasioned by those beginners who bring
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wristsand elbows to work in their early drawing tions imposed by tools, processes , andmaterials,
operations . The frames not in immediate use will when they come to workshops and technical art

serve to decorate the class-room walls , which should schools . When such restrictions drive all their

be madeas attractive as possible with well -arranged | ingenuity and study into definite grooves they will
casts , prints , and photographs . The frames should start wit more or less cultivated knowledge of art

have movable backs to allow of frequent change of and quickened perceptions of what is really fine.

subject , lest the examples grow stale. If a pupil The cultivation of these faculties is of the first

be drawing a small portion of a complicated print importance ; it is too often postponed until the

or photograph, it will sometimes be found necessary pupil , ignorant of all else , is thrown back upon

to paste a piece of paper over the glass of the regarding technical ability as the sole ideal that is

framed copy with an opening cut exposing the part to be aimed at . It is considerations such as this

to be drawn ; some pupils beginning this work are that make the task of the art teacher bear heavily

bewildered by the apparent extent of the under- upon those who fully realise their responsibilities ;

taking and are unable without this assistance to for they , more than any engaged in education , must

concentrate their attention upon the piece selected . teach out of individual knowledge and under

All drawings should be made upon loose sheets of standing of their subject. They alone have no

paper of a uniform size ; quarter imperial sheets written text-book that they can fall back upon to

are probably the most generally convenient . When bring the work of their class up to even the dull

finished each pupil's drawings should be placed by level of respectability .

themselves in a brown -paper cover , to remain in The recent development of science teaching has

charge of the teacher, who must always be able to been very great and has certainly produced cor

see at a glance the progress of a particular pupil responding results. But that art has suffered

and to deliver rapidly to each at the commence- from neglect , although its importance cannot be

ment of the lesson the studies that may be required overstated, is undoubted. It would seem reason

as the basis of the next exercise . In drawing able to suppose that elementary education should

from nature each pupil should be provided with require a well - balanced development of all intel

a single piece of foliage, shell , insect , or whatever lectual faculties without giving an undue pre

object is to be drawn : this should always be ponderance to one set ; but it is a supposition that
carefully placed upon a piece of plain white paper practice does not at present bear out . That the

in order that it may be seen quite clearly and that subject to be pushed should be the one that deals

the matching of the relative value of the colours mainly with strictly material interests also plays

and tones may be simplified as far as possible. its part in stigmatising all artistic activities as

It is not pretended that the subjects and merely “ sentimental” is to be regretted . For the

examples chosen for study in the course of work great aims of art as well as those of science must

that has been sketched out form by any means have their origin in the first exercises undertaken

the only possible material. But they have been in the elementary school .

deliberately selected as being of practical edu

cational value . The subjects first undertaken , the

heraldry, lettering , pattern designing , &c . , have no

dependence upon any particular craft, but are the
THE INSPECTION OF SECONDARY

common property of all art - workers . There are
SCHOOLS.

no craft restrictions necessitating explanation or

any reservations to be made in discussing the By An INSPECTOR .

subject. Apart from their educational value as

fine design and as exercises in the technique of E have been told on many recent occasions

drawing and painting , they are subjects that all what qualities the Inspector should possess .

who are about to follow artistic occupations, or It is a formidable list , and has doubtless

who would know something of art , must become given rise to much searching of heart . To state
acquainted with sooner or later, and they are very my qualifications for the work would be to disclose

necessary steps towards the detailed examination my identity ; and that would be inconvenient .

of historical work of all kinds that forms the next Let it suffice that the schools I have inspected in

phase of instruction . The after results of even the late years are many and varied .

briefest course of thoughtful study of all kinds of The problem set is to estimate the efficiency of

art , in the widest understanding of art , cannot but a school. Considering the class from which the

be of far-reaching extent , however it may be pupils are drawn, the available funds, and various

practically carried out. If all , at their very first other factors, such as ( in some cases) the require

introduction to the subject, could gain some insight ments for earning the Board of Education grant ,

into art that would enable them to take an intelli- does the school provide the most suitable educa

gent interest not only in nature , but in many kinds tion ? Are the selection of subjects and the time

of objects of human workmanship as well , we assigned to each settled according to a well

should have made great progress in our system of considered plan ? Is there a carefully graduated

education ; progress that, I fear, will hardly result syllabus for each subject ? Is the teaching of the

from our present methods. The pupils, with power

of observation and imagination already developed 1 Articles on inspection from the points of view of a headmaster and an

assistant-master appeared respectively in our issues for December, 1903, and

and enlivened , will be more ready to face the limita- March , 1904.
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carried on ;

***

lowest classes entrusted to competent teachers ? the untrained beginner , is distinctly nervous .

Is the work of the younger members of the staff Sometimes this nervousness only slightly impairs

under the personal supervision of the headmaster ? the quality of the work ; in other cases it brings

These and many other questions have to be out bad features of the teaching in a remarkable

answered , and by means of an inspection extending way. It is probably the distinguishing sign of the

over a very short space of time . Before answering untrained teacher that he does not realize the

them, the Inspector must get some general idea of possibility of defects in his work , and puts down

the work, and the limitations under which it is failure to the stupidity of his pupils. Such a

and for this purpose he should be teacher will positively howl at his pupils , pouring

supplied with full statistical information. sarcasm on them , which the presence of a stranger

This should include (a ) a list of the staff with renders all the more painful. I have spent many

details as to education , training, previous teaching a weary hour watching dull teachers ; I have

career , number of hours ' teaching in the week , been made utterly miserable by exhibitions of noisy

salary, &c.; (b) statistics of the pupils, giving incompetence. On the other hand, I remember

details as to age, profession of the parents, scholar- teachers whose work it was beautiful to watch ,

ships , &c . ; (c) time tables (i.) for each class, (ii .) and the hour has passed all too speedily .

for each teacher ; (d ) a syllabus of work for each In some schools visitors are welcome at all

class in each subject in three columns, one for times , and the presence of the Inspector hardly

each term , with the full titles of text - books used . disturbs the ordinary course of the work . In

The prospectus , the school magazine, papers set others the teacher is the supreme and only lord of

at the last internal examination together with the his class -room , and has even been known to resent

pupils' answers (if available) , & c ., all help the the presence of his headmaster. In his eyes the

Inspector in his arduous task . Inspector is a spy, and the pupils share his hostile

It may seem an exorbitant demand on the part attitude. Such masters have been known to leave

of the Inspector ; yet it may safely be said that the class -room when the Inspector came ; the

his report will gain in value in direct proportion to the " inspection " was then reduced to an absurdity .

knowledge of the school acquired before the inspection. The specially arranged " show lesson " is ab

The forms need not all be filled in by the horred by the Inspector ; an ordinary lesson gives

headmaster ; each master will do his share. In him quite enough information . It may only deal

a well - regulated school the headmaster is in with part of the work ; but a syllabus and a talk

possession of the time tables and syllabus [ (C) and with the teacher at the end of the lesson, and often

(d ) above), and a copy can bemade without much the exercise books of the pupils , will enable him to

trouble ; nor should it be difficult to supply in- arrive at a very fair general opinion on the com

formation about staff and pupils. The task only petence and methods of the teacher . He will also

becomes heavy where there is a lack of system on have seen something of the physical conditions

the part of the headmaster. which prevail ; he can answer such questions as :

From a careful examination of these papers, the Are there signs of over-strain in the teacher and

Inspector gains a fair idea of the general condition pupils ? Do the pupils sit well , i.e. , neither with

of the school. The syllabus of each subject gives the head close to the paper in writing, nor with

him valuable indications as to methods employed ; the body in a stiff and constrained attitude ? Is

if details about the last internal examination have the lighting good ? Is the room large enough for

been supplied , he is in a still more favourable the class ? Is there a good supply of fresh air ?

position. He can now proceed to what is often Is there some attempt to make the room attractive

held to be his most difficult duty, namely, judging by means of a pleasant colouring of the walls and

the capacity of the teachers. It is said that it is good pictures ? “ You are descending to trifles ! ”

impossible to arrive at a correct opinion , after Are they trifles ?

seeing a complete stranger teaching for half an The earnest teacher will not let the Inspector go

hour. That is true ; but is it the Inspector's without asking him about his impression ; or if too

fault if the teacher is a complete stranger ? When timid for that, he will be grateful for a few words

the information required has been given freely and of recommendation and criticism , which the

fully , the Inspector has become acquainted with Inspector will not fail to give. In the earnest

the teacher's work. He might, of course , also teacher's work there is always a good deal to

receive preliminary information about him from praise ; his failings are usually due to the hard

the headmaster ; but this is altogether undesirable . work exacted from him , and his consequent ina

The presence of the Inspector in the class- bility to remain up -to -date. Here the Inspector

room is a disturbing factor, even in the most can be very helpful.

favourable circumstances. I make it a practice Before leaving the class -room I should like to

to efface myself as much as possible. I sit at the say a word about the size of the class , because I

back of the room , where the pupils cannot see me ; disagree with the statement made by “ a Head
I do not interfere in the teaching, except towards master that a master cannot teach thirty boys,

the end of the lesson , when I ask the teacher if the but only drill them . I agree that thirty should be

pupils might do a piece of written work ; I address the maximum for a class, and that twenty is a

the teacher courteously ; and yet my presence is much better number ; but I can call to mind

felt. Even the experienced teacher may grow a numerous classes of thirty and even more which

little uncomfortable ; the beginner, and above all have been admirably taught - by trained teachers .
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That is where the secret lies . I have seen few and who condemn a brilliant teacher of, let us say,

first- rate teachers who were not trained ; and the French , after looking into the class - room for five

untrained teachers sometimes teach, but usually minutes; but such cases are rare . As a body, we

drill their class , however small it may be . are deeply conscious of the great work which lies

A private talk with the headmaster can hardly before the schools of this country ; we appreciate

be avoided , nor is this desirable . It is difficult work , all earnest endeavour, however tentative ; we are

though ; not every headmaster likes to hear the grateful for the important duties with which we
whole truth , except where it agrees with his own have been entrusted , consciousof the responsibility

ideas. The Inspector has to rely here very largely imposed, hopefully striving to help .

on his common sense and knowledge of human

nature ; a criticism which will bear fruit in one

case will simply irritate in another. “ An Assis

tant -master says that no comment should be
SELECT LISTS OF BOOKS FOR THE

made to the headmaster of which the assistant SCHOOL LIBRARY .'

master had not been informed; certainly a “ safe
rule ," but not likely to be adopted . Take a con

PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

crete instance : the form -masters of the lower
By R. MULLINEUX WALMSLEY, D.Sc.

classes of a school take the teaching of French , a
Principal of the Northampton Institute, London , E.C.

language of which they know very little , their

method and pronunciation being equally bad . Physics.

The Inspector suggests that the work of the be

ginners should be entrusted to a specialist . Now
" Natural Philosophy." Prof. A. Deschanel.

this is distinctly a “ comment ” : surely the In
(Blackie . ) 18s.

spector is not bound to inform every teacher
" Text - Book of the Principles of Physics ." Dr.

concerned before proceeding to suggest to the A. Daniell . (Macmillan.) 215 .

headmaster a change in the organisation . If the “ Theory of Heat."“ Theory of Heat." J. Clerk Maxwell, F.R.S.

Inspector is debarred from alluding to the assistant (Longmans.) 45. 6d .

masters, except in terms of praise, his conversation Elementary Treatise on Heat.” Prof. Balfour

with the headmaster will be practically futile . Stewart, F.R.S. (Clarendon Press. ) 8s. 6d.

He will be alive to the difficulties under which
Light , Visible and Invisible .” Prof. S. P.

the work is carried on ; he will sympathise with Thompson, F.R.S. (Macmillan .) 6s . net .

men who work conscientiously for many hours and
" Experimental Researches in Electricity ."

little pay . But he should not be expected to close Michael Faraday. ( Quaritch .) Three vols .

his eyes to gross incompetence, and to fancy his
[2 8s .

duty is done if he has said that all is for the best “ Elementary Lessons in Electricity and Mag

in the best of all possible schools . The better
netism .' Prof. S. P. Thompson, F.R.S.

kind of headmaster is himself not blind to the
(Macmillan .) +5 . 6d .

weaknesses of his assistants , and is often able to “ The Electro -Magnet.” Prof. S. P. Thompson ,

amplify or to rectify the impression formed by the
F.R.S. (Spon .)

Inspector, and willing to make changes beneficial Joubert's • Traité élémentaire d'Electricité . "

to his staff. If, on the other hand, the headmaster
Trans . by Foster and Atkinson . ( Longmans. )

is a hard or a narrow man , the Inspector certainly

has to be very careful in his remarks . Signalling Across Space." Sir Oliver Lodge ,

The report must be pervaded by the same spirit
F.R.S. (The Electrician Office .) 28. 6d . net .

as the Inspector's work generally . It must state Spinning Tops.” Prof. John Perry , F.R.S.

things frankly and concisely , with as few super
(S.P.C.K.) 25. 6d . net .

latives as possible; and it must contain feasible
“ Soap - Bubbles." C. Vernon Boys, F.R.S.

suggestions for improvement. A detailed criticism (S.P.C.K. ) 25. 6d, net .

of the teachers is out of place ; but the curriculum ,
Chemistry .

the accommodation , the social side of school life

and kindred matters , have to be considered with “ The Principles of Chemistry .” By D. Men

care , It is eminently desirable that every in
delieff. Trans. from Russian . (Longmans.)

specting body should have a " moderator ” of Two vols . 36s .

reports , who would be a guarantee for a certain
“ Text-Book of Inorganic Chemistry." G. S.

uniformity of treatment , without imposing irksome Newth . (Longmans.) 6s . 6d .

restrictions on the Inspector . “ Text - Book of Organic Chemistry.” Drs . Perkin

If I may conclude with a personal note , I cannot and Kipping.

but express my gratitude for the way in which my Dictionary of Applied Chemistry .” Dr. T. E.
help has been welcomed by many headmasters Thorpe, C.B., F.R.S. (Longmans.) Vols .

and assistant - masters alike ; and most inspectors I.and II . , *25. each. Vol. III . , 63s .

would share my view . There are some in our “ Essays on Historical Chemistry ." Dr. T. E.

ranks who give more trouble than help, I fear ; Thorpe , C : B ., F.R.S. (Macmillan.) 125. 6d .

some who look at the photographs on the wall net .

when they should be following a lesson on Euclid
1 These lists were commenced in THE SCHOOL World for February,

i . , 44 ; some whose subject is, let us say , science ,

75. 6d .

1994 , and were continued in the issue of last month .
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" Chemical Lecture Experiments." G.S. Newth. author traces the development of English non

(Longmans.) 6s . dramatic poetry down to Dryden. The period

“ Experimental Proofs of Chemical Theory.” Sir (1588-1688 roughly) is one of great political and
William Ramsay ,Ramsay, K.C.B. (Macmillan .) | social activity , and Mr. Courthope is at pains to
25. 6d . show how poetry was affected by the forces at

" Short History of the Progress of Scientific work in the nation , the influence of the court of

Chemistry in our own Time.” Prof. W. A. the Stuarts , the disturbance of thought that pre

Tilden , F.R.S. (Longmans.) 5s . net. ceded the civil war and the shock of the war itself,

“ The Chemical History of a Candle.” Michael and , lastly , the effect of the Restoration . The

Faraday. (Chatto and Windus.) 45. 60 . influence of the court is of great weight in deter

“ The Story of the Chemical Elements .” M. M. mining the course of development ; under its

Pattison Muir. (Newnes . ) leadership, “ the instinctive continuous movement

of thought and language in the nation " showed

itself “ partly in the simplification of ideas and

partly in the harmonious mode of expressing them .”

ENGLISH POETRY UNDERUNDER THE
The poetry becomes more definitely English, and

STUARTS.
not only less imitative of foreign originals , but less

dependent for inspiration on either mediaeval

HE third and fourth volumes of Mr. Court- learning and education, or classical ideals and

hope's “ History of English Poetry ” are
literature. But though the principal stream ,

published together . They cover the period
which ends in Dryden , is more and more national ,

from the Spanish Armada to the Revolution, from and less and less involved, it does not bear with it

Spenser to Dryden . In the third volume all forms the great volume of poetical production during the

of poetry except the dramatic are discussed, and period . The mighty disintegrating forces set in

the fourth is wholly devoted to the drama. It motion by the Renaissance result in many by.

would be presumptuous to praise at length the
streams of poetry-the pastoral poets , the trans

work of so well-established a critic and historian of
lators , and above all , the schools of “ wit, meta

literature as Mr. Courthope. Suffice it to say physical , theological, and other. Mr. Courthope

that the same qualities that marked the previous fully discusses the origin and characteristics of all

volumes, the judgment, the scholarship and the
these types. He bestows also reverent care upon

literary skill, are equally characteristic of the third Milton , who stands neither in the direct line of

and fourth books. A reviewer may do better
succession , nor as a signal example of a special

service by indicating the scope of the work and school , but as “ the centre upon which all the

the nature of the principles that guide the author
great imaginative movements of his age con

than by lavishing eulogy, however well deserved .
verged . "

Mr. Courthope does not set out to write a
The fourth volume treats of the rise and progress

literary history in the common biographical sense ,
of English dramatic poetry , the life of which

nor does he , like Taine , compose a series of bril
practically coincides with the period. The field

liant appreciations of selected authors or selected has been covered by other critics, especially

movements. “ The business of historical criticism ,"
Shakespearean critics , and Mr. Courthope jus.

said Mr. Courthope in the preface to his first tifies at some length his own method of dealing

volume, “ is to trace the system of thought that
with the drama, and particularly with Shakespeare,

connects age with age and the almost imperceptible
as against the aesthetic à priori school of Schlegel .

gradations which mark the advance of language
It is impossible to summarise the five chapters in

and metrical harmony." That there exists which Shakespeare's dramatic development is ex

sequence and connection of thought in English pounded. They are perfectly consistent with the

poetry , and that poets are not to be mapped off
main principles of the history, and, while they give

into schools with rigorously drawn divisions , Mr. due weight to the influence of Marlowe and of

Courthope strongly believes. His subject has a Lyly, of the national feeling stimulated by the

unity, because, of course , the poetry is written in
Elizabethan age, and of the conditions of the

the English language, but, more important, stage, they do not fail to emphasise the importance

because it is the “ expression of the imagination
of Shakespeare the man , whether his genius is

not simply of the individual poet, but of the seen converting the drama as he found it into the

English people.” And as the history of the drama as he left it , or infusing into his greatest plays

English people is one , so is that of its poetry ; and
the personal passion that is so evident yet so

the aim of the historian is “ to use the facts of mysterious. After Shakespeare the dramatists,

political and social history as keys to the poet's except perhaps Jonson , are such “ by profession,

meaning, and to make poetry clothe with life and poets only in a subordinate sense,” and accordingly

character the dry record of external facts .”
it is comparatively a simple thing to exhibit the

The last great poet to be described in the second varying effect upon the composition of plays of

volume was Spenser . In the third volume the the determining factors, the “ dramatic taste of the

city " in the earlier years tempered by the influence

[ " A History of English Poetry." By W. J. Courthope, C.B., M.A., of the court, and in the last years the complete

D. Litt ., LL.D., late Professor of Poetry in the University of O ford . subserviency of the writer to his audience, and the
Vol. iii . , oct . pp. xxxii . + 533 ; Vol. iv. , oct. pp. xxix . + 476. (Mac

millan .) 108. each net. final displacement of the poetic drama by prose .

a
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We had marked a number of points on which
THE EMPEROR NERO .

criticism would be useful, but this journal is not the

place for such treatment as they demand. As Mr.

E have read this book with mixed feelings. Henderson's fault lies generally in partisanship,

Mr. Henderson's laborious study has a criticism of the point of view is all that is neces

marshalled a mass of evidence much of sary here in order to set readers on their guard

which is new to the average student , and he has and to warn them that they must use their
done a real service by collecting and sifting it . own judgment. Thus Mr. Henderson will not be

His historical sense is good , he has something of lieve that Nero had any hand in burning Rome;

statecraft, his knowledge of strategy and tactics he brushes aside the contemporary belief as im

is far above that of most historians:consequently possible , and describes the supposed agents of the

he throws new light on much of Nero's reign , Emperor who “ with fierce threats and insane glee

particularly on his Far-eastern policy and itsworking. But he lacks the dispassionate fairness stayed their hand, hurling fiery brandsbroadcast,

now in delirious merriment, now greedy of further
which we look for in a historian of the first rank

which is essential , we had written , butremembered for their savage deeds.” The picture is obviously
sack and plunder, shouting that they had authority

Gibbon . He is too aggressive in his praise of overdrawn , painted , in fact, with the colours of

Nero, and too impatient with those who think melodrama. The question is rather one of history

hardly of him . Moreover, his style is a poor
than of feeling. Had Nero at that time become

thing, full of preciosity and affectation, more often partly mad ? was he so intoxicated with power

ridiculous than elegant . We would have preferred that his desires seemed to be the only things in

to pass this over with a hint, but Mr. Henderson
the world worth considering ? In view of what

is not the only Oxford man that affects this , and he actually did during his life, it is as easy to be

we fear it must be encouraged at that university. lieve that he set Rome on fire as to believe that

Mr. Henderson's lack of judgment is the more he was the benevolent and tender -hearted father

to be regretted because there undoubtedly is of his people , giving them corn at half price be

a good deal of truth in his view . Nero was cause they were hungry, and opening refuges for

human to begin with , no doubt, and the common the homeless . He may indeed have done both ,

idea makes him a monster . We should welcome a
and yet not be an angel of light . The reader will

historian who could show how a human being see that Mr. Henderson's highly -coloured style has
could be led to commit the crimes which un

affected our criticism , and that is the inevitable

doubtedly Nero did commit, No doubt Agrip
result of such advocacy . We cannot close , how

pina was a provoking mother, but she was his ever , without repeating, in order to leave no mis

mother, and Nero became a parricide . We get , conception behind, that there is serious historical

in fact, a much more natural impression of a real research in this book, and that the reader who

Nero from examining a series of his portraits ( some neglects it because of its exaggerations will make

of which Mr. Henderson reproduces) than from the a mistake.

description in this book. Even if the Uffizi child

bust be some one else , there are enough of them

to enable us to trace the gradual corruption of a

sensuous but not ungenerous nature to something

very horrible . Towards the end, Mr. Henderson SOME RECENT FRENCH BOOKS ON

is constrained to admit more than he likes about NATURAL HISTORY.

his hero ; but some of the intermediate stages

remind us too much of Mr. Chadband or the FOREIGN text-books and foreign educational

Shepherd . Nero's artistic and poetic gifts , too , can methods must always be of great interest to

hardly have been considerable. In dealing with the teacher who is anxious to keep abreast

public policy , Mr. Henderson is on firmer ground ; of the times . Especially salutary , perhaps, is an

and we are ready to admit that Nero has been acquaintance with the educational ideals of a

misjudged in these respects, without giving him

credit for the gifts of a heaven -born ruler .

We are glad to add that it is Mr. Henderson

who convinces us of the Emperor's merits : the Histoire des Plantes. Par E. Aubert. 336 pp . 2 fr . 50C .

facts he states speak for themselves, and this is a Les Phénomènes de la Vie chez l'Homme. Par E. Aubert. 232 pp . 22 fr.

contribution to our knowledge of the times which Histoire de la Terre . Par E. Aubert. Phénomènes actuels , 156 pp .,

must not be overlooked . Here , indeed , lies the
ifr. 40c. ; Phénomènes anciens, 187 pp ., 2fr .

chief value of Mr. Henderson's book. In scholarly
269 PP .

fashion , he gives full references to authorities at llistoire Naturelle des Etres l'ivants :

the end , and his evidence , gathered from very

Fº?

a

1 Histoire des Animaux. Par E. Aubert. 350 PP .
2fr. 50C .

Lectures et Promenades Scientifiques. Par E. Aubert .

Tome I. , Fascicule I. Cours d'Anatomie et de Physiologie animales.

Par E. Aubert. xii . +416 pp. 4fr.

numerous sources , will be most useful to the his
Tome I. , Fascicule II . Cours d' Anatomic et de Physiologie végétales.

torical student .
Par E. Aubert. xi. + 308 pp . 3fr.

Tome II . , Fascicule I. Reproduction chez les Animaux et Embryo

génic. Par E. Aubert et C. Houard . 187 pp. 4fr.

Tome II . , Fascicule 11. Classifications zoologiques et botaniques.

Par E. Aubert. 829 pp. 7fr.

1 The Life and Principle ofthe Emperor Nero." By B. W. Henderson,

M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Exeter College , Oxford.
Cours élémentaire d Ilygiène. Par E. Aubert et A. Lapresté.

three maps and sixteen illustrations. (Methuen .) Ios . 6d. net.
i fr. 4oc . ( Pari E. André Fils. )

i fr . 6oc .

xiv . + 529 PP. With 252 PP .
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country differing widely in tradition and racial almost equally admirable . We note , by the way ,

temperament from our own . In examining the the misleading statement—too common also in

series of books named below , the first interest English books -- that “ Les hydrates de carbone et

was naturally to try to discover in what respects les graisses sont dits aliments calorifiques ou

they reflected a Gallic spirit and attitude ; the thermogènes , parce que leur combustion dans

second , and greater, was to compare them with organes produit la chaleur nécessaire à

books of similar nature in the English language, l'accomplissement régulier de nos fonctions " ;

hoping to find in them some qualities which might and no mention is made of argon in the list

be a help and stimulus in our own work , and (p . 54 ) of gases comprising the atmosphere .

perhaps others furnishing some little occasion for The two volumes of the “ Histoire de la Terre "

British self-complacency. Finally the books were form a capital text -book of elementary geology ,

to be considered impartially as text - books of that on “ Phénomènes anciens” being especially

science . valuable for its clear statement of the strati

The scope of the books is avowedly dictated graphical and palæontological side of the subject.

by official syllabuses , and indicates courses of In many respects this volume is ahead, in our

study broadly corresponding to those laid down opinion , of any English geology text-book of

by our own Board of Education and University similar scope . “ Lectures et Promenades scien

authorities. The faculty of luminous expression tifiques " consists of short “object lessons. " It is

has often been recognised as pre -eminently the good of its kind , but presents no very novel

gift of French writers, and it is found to a marked features.

extent in these books . Nowhere have we noticed The four volumes of the “ Histoire naturelle des

any ambiguity of statement, although it is , as Êtres vivants ” are more academic in character

Huxley-himself a master of the precise use of than the foregoing, and are designed for medical

words — remarked, peculiarly difficult in natural students and universitystudents of biology rather

science to make any statement that cannot be than for school use. The work possesses all the

misunderstood . Another very striking feature admirable qualities of the smaller books—the three

is the genius -- the word is scarcely too strong first-named of which are indeed largely abridged

- which Prof. Aubert shows in drawing up from it-and throughout its 1,740 pages there is

summaries. The admirable diagrams ( figures apparent a unity of plan , a masterly breadth of

schématisées) , presumably his work also , display grasp , which is not the least ofits many valuable
the same ós scientific use of the imagination features. The “ Anatomie et Physiologie animales

often mentioned but so rarely manifested . Is seems to us the least successful of the four parts,

there not required in the skilful summarising of from the disproportionate attention given to the

a mass of facts, in the conception of an illuminat- human subject; but this is to a great extent com

ing morphological diagram , something of the high pensated for by the broader treatment of zoology
quality of mind which goes to the framing of a in the volume on “ Classifications," in which the

natural law ? The use of different sizes of type animal and vegetable kingdoms are systematically

to indicate the relative importance of various reviewed . This volume alone might claim to be a

passages is somewhat overdone, and has an fairly complete work on biology, since more than

irritating effect on the eye . 2,000 judiciously selected genera are described in

The general similarity of these courses of work illustration of the characters of the principal

to some of our well -known syllabuses suggests that groups of animals and plants . It was found

nothing but good could result from the introduction necessary to treat of the development of animals

of such books into our schools . The principle of in a separate volume, the " Reproduction et

using foreign text - books as an indirect means of EmbryogénieEmbryogenie " of the second and enlarged edition

familiarising pupils with the language has already of which M. Houard is joint author with M.

been adopted with some success , but , we believe, Aubert . In this volume the essentials of com

not to any great extent in science work. And parative embryology-one of the most fascinating

yet it is precisely in natural science that such a and at the same time most difficult branches of

method would have the greatest value ; in the zoology - are clearly described and illustrated by

direct association of actual objects with their valuable diagrams. It must be admitted that the

description that a language becomes most vividly “ Histoire naturelle des Êtres vivants ” ranks high

significant . among modern treatises on biology.

The volumes most likely to commend them- The “ Cours élémentaire d'Hygiène ” differs from

selves to the teacher are the six first named. The familiar text books on hygiene chiefly in the-

“ Histoire des Animaux ” deals in an elementary prominence given the work of bacteria and to

manner with the structure , habits, life history, the evil effects of alcoholism . In the account of

&c. , of typical members of each of the great groups malaria no mention is made of the researches of

of the animal kingdom ; while the “ Histoire des Major Ross ; while the horrors of drunkenness

Plantes ” is a companion volume on the botanical -which we would by no means belittle—are

side . Both books are richly illustrated , and described in a style which verges on bathos . One

in all respects compare most favourably with lurid passage ends with the plaintive question :

corresponding books in our language. “ Qui pourrait ne pas s'émouvoir de pareilles

Phénomènes de la Vie chez l'Homme,” as infortunes ? ” Certainly not the British schoolboy ;

elementary text - book of human physiology , is

" Les

an
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MENTALLATIN AND GREEK AS A

TRAINING .

By W. H. D. Rouse, M.A. , Litt . D.

Headmaster of Perse School , Cambridge.

As regards the importance of Latin and Greek in mental

training, not their most determined advocates have overstated

the case . I hope I shall not be accused of cant in saying this.

My own interests lie largely in Latin and Greek , but not by any

means wholly so . I ask pardon for speaking of myself, but I

do not see how we are to get along unless everyone does speak

of his own experience. I have dabbled in a good many

languages, and find that the study of Latin and Greek throws

light on them at every step , making the acquisition of facts

easier , the understanding of thought quicker and more clear .

The best modern language masters now teaching in England

have been trained on the classics. As for the average boy, if

you but set him problems not beyond his powers , he not only

enjoys his work , but his accuracy and clearness of thought can

be seen improving week by week. The relations of subject and

object, for example , so obscured in our language , and hardly

less so in other modern languages, are unmistakable in Latin

and Greek. I shall never forget an unconscious tribute paid by

a boy of no great wit , who was a boarder in my own house,

who, after wrestling for an hour with a piece of Latin , said with

a triumphant smile , “ Talk of concentration of mind ! Give me

Latin prose for that ! if you stop thinking for a second you're

done. ” And the more advanced student gets a notion of

literary form from Latin elegiacs or a period of Cicero, which

the study of English , German , or even French will not give

him . French prose has grace, but it never approaches the

dignity of Latin ; to compare the wooden stilts of a German

period to the strong march of the Latin is really absurd ; and

the English books which might help here, such as Milton's

prose or North's, or the magniloquent Hooker, are not read at

all by the modern boy.

But I need not enlarge on this ; no unprejudiced mind will

deny it . Yes , I shall be told , but that is no argument for

adding Greek . But Greek has its own virtues ; a grace and

delicacy which are all its own , unsurpassed by any language that

we know of. If we dispense with one, that one should not be

Greek . For besides , the subject matter of Greek is infinitely

more interesting and stimulating than that of Latin . In Greek

we have the beginnings, always so interesting to understand :

the first epics and the greatest of all time , the first and greatest

tragedy, comedy, philosophy, and in all essentials history also,

the most perfect elegy and epigram ; in short , the perfection

and flower of all literature . Greek art and architecture were

also supremely good. Moreover, the influence of both these

nations has been so great on the modern world that it cannot

be understood without studying both. The fact remains that

the man of refinement, the scholar , historian , and philosopher ,

perhaps also the poet and creative artist , must go to Greece and

Rome . And let no one imagine that the essence of these can

be got from translations ; they can only give the second best .

Translations, in fact, are a branch of English literature , not of

Greek or Roman .

Another point which gives special value to Latin and Greek

scholarship is the limitation of the problems to be mastered .

With modern languages, with archæology and antiquities, new

facts are being continually discovered , new theories proposed to

explain them . But the domain of Latin and Greek literature ,

although wide enough for prolonged study, and difficult enough

to call into play all the literary powers, is limited . It is a

field which has been carefully explored and inapped out ; its

problems can be clearly stated , and the conditions are constant ;

new discoveries are few, and fall naturally into their place ;

hence the mind , while exercised to the full, can set before itself

as its goal a complete mastery of the subjects which it investi .

gates . I do not say that everyone will attain this ; few , in

deed , even approach it ; nevertheless, it is true that the mastery

is possible , and that successive stages of complete mastery are

also possible. This feeling of accomplishment gives a sense of

power which we look for in vain elsewhere . The equally essen

tial conviction of the infinity of knowledge and the zest for con

tinued investigations can be fostered, not only by study of

archäology, linguistics , or some other progressive branch of

classical work , but by the numberless other subjects of human

thought . Thus we see that the classics not only give examples

of perfection in literary forms, and are therefore in themselves

satisfying , but form an incomparable foundation for other work

of an intellectual kind , except perhaps the abstract reasonings

of mathematics.

Assuming now that the classics are indispensable to a liberal

education , it being admitted that other things are also indis

pensable which are now omitted , how are we to find time for

them all ?

The answer is — by new -modelling the time- table and by

improved methods.

( a ) The former, as I have indicated, is a necessity , and there

is no use in arguing the matter at length . Even if it should

prove that scholarship suffer, for the average middle -class school

that will have to be endured ; and to some degree the schools

which at present seem to be indifferent to outside opinion will

have to follow suit . But it is by no means certain that in the

end scholarship will suffer, as I shall endeavour to show. The

new time-table, like the German and the American, will have

to give room for study of the mother tongue ; and as regards

foreign languages, the principles will be ( 1 ) not too many at a

time, and (2) sufficient time allowed for learning. An experi

ment has been tried in certain classical gymnasia in Germany

whereby ( 1 ) the first foreign language was French, no other

being learnt with it ; ( 2 ) Latin begun next , and the two ran

together : ( 3 ) Greek considerably postponed. At least one

lesson a day must be given to each new language if any progress

is to be made; in most public schools French and German ,

which are allowed two lessons a week , are ridiculous , as every.

one knows. The details cannot be profitably discussed now ;

but it is found that when boys thus begin with French , take

Latin at the age of , say, twelve, and Greek at , say , fourteen,

by the time Greek is begun they are able to drop some of their

French and so gain more time for classical languages.

( 6) When we come to methods I shall probably be met with

scepticism . I shall be told that the experience of centuries has

evolved a method as near perfection as may be ; that any

attempt to change it will be risky , and cannot be better,

but will probably be worse than that we have. Well , I

can only point to results . Boys who have spent ten or twelve

years almost wholly in the study of the classical tongues, at the

end are often unable to write the simplest piece of composition

without some grammatical blunder ; the best of them are

unready and could not compose a simple piece as fast as their

hand can write . They have a great quantity of lore at their

command if you give them time ; they have gained much ,

no doubt, both in taste and knowledge ; but I can only say that

I have seen better results ( with the exception of verse composi

tion ) attained by ordinary men after a three months' concentrated

study in Russian, a language hardly less elaborate than Greek .

Moreover, we have all known people who began classics late

and yet attained to the highest distinction ; the late Mr. R. A.
1 Extracts from an address on “ The Teaching of Classics ” given in

January , 1904, at the North of England Education Conference, Leeds.
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Neil was one, and the same is true of most women students . I

have also noticed , amongst pupils of my own , especially in men

coming from certain schools of great scholarship- winning repute ,

a weakening of mental power and a loss of keenness when they

begin University life which is less often seen in boys coming up

from small schools , where the training is less exacting, and

never seen in the late learner. My own experience - and again

I would apologise by saying that we can be most useful in

speaking of our own experience-goes to show that it is a

distinct advantage to clever boys to begin late , and what I have

seen in the case of those who learnt Russian goes to show that

the average mind, when mature, and iſ properly taught , can

make very rapid progress. In this latter case it was the method

of teaching which made the difference, and the method was

based on the spoken word .

Why do we so often forget that language is a thing spoken

first and last , and that writing has nothing whatever to do with

it ? And what is there to hinder our speaking in Latin or

Greek ? Three hundred years ago, when schoolbooks were

of a kind that excites modern ridicule, Latin, at least , was

habitually spoken ; the old grammars were more than

a nemoria technica to help in systematising the forms and

idioms which both teacher ard learner knew well in practice .

Samuel Pepys was no scholar , but he spoke Latin , and so

did the Dutch fashionable ladies of his day, as he tells us . If I

have not misunderstood him , his servant boy could speak Latin ,

too ; at least , he used to read it aloud to his master . All

thronigh the golden age of scholarship Latin was spoken , and it

is a curious coincidence, not remarked before, that the deca

dence of fine scholarship has followed not long after the practical

extinction of spoken Latin . The pioneers of Greek also spoke

it ; they learnt it viva voce from Greek scholars . It is also apt

to be forgotten that Greek was actually the ordinary medium of

intercourse between Plato and Socrates, Xenophon and his

soldiers . Greek and Latin can be spoken , then : if so , why not

use oral methods in teaching ? That is the secret of the success

of the modern method of teaching modern languages , it was the

method of Erasmus and of Busby ; and we have done foolishly

in dropping it .

I am not here to propound a ready.made system of language

teaching. I have made modest experiments with boys of all

ages for fifteen years, and during the last two years have been ,

with the able assistance of my friend , Mr. W. H. S. Jones,

trying to arrange a practical and comprehensive scheme for

a school. But I am still in the stage of experiment , and it

must be years before results begin to be appreciable. I may

say, however, that a very short experience convinced me that a

large amount of knowledge can be conveyed by this method ,

whilst in quickness and readiness the results are surprising.

Boys of eleven or twelve , in their second year of Latin , are

found to have mastered the Oratio Obliqua so as to produce

a set of exercises almost wholly correct , a thing which I never

saw in all my previous experience. They are also able to

express simple thoughts with fair coherency in question and

Let me guard against a misconception, however.

Oral work is only one of several methods ; reading and writing

are as indispensable as ever, but the writing is made secondary,

and that is as a means of testing the accuracy of the speaking.

When these boys move on to the higher forms they will of

course need more writing and less speaking ; but the quickness

of mind remains. And here let me quote a dictum from the

“ American Business Man's Letters to his Son ” : “ Does a

college education pay ? You bet it does . Anything which

makes you worry out the answer to a question while the other

fellow is nibbling the end of his pencil pays. ” If the oral

method makes the mind quick , it must be a valuable help

in practical liſe .

The new method of selection of boys for entry at Osborne

College as Naval Cailets sanctioned by the Earl of Selborne ,

First Lord of the Admiralty , is of especial interest to school

masters. The following extracts from Government papers

dealing with the procedure adopted and its results will prove

of value in demonstrating that alternatives to competitive

examination can be found.

In a preſatory memorandum Prof. Ewing, F.R.S., the Di

rector of Naval Education , explains that , as an aid in selecting

boys for entry to the college at Osborne, the First Lord ap

pointed a small committee to see the candidates individually,

and to put them through a very informal examination or inspec

tion . This committee classified ihe boys according to its im

pression of their brightness and general suitabili y, and reported

the classification to the First Lord , who then proceeded to make

his nominations. The nominated candidates were next ex .

amined medically, and were finally subjected to a written ex

amination on school subjects, conducted by the Oxford and

Cambridge Schools Examination Board . This written exami

nation was designed to be purely qualifying and not competitive ,

its object being to test whether the nominated candidates came

up to a reasonable standard in the ordinary school work taken

by boys of their age

To aid the Interview Committee in the work of classifying

candidates the following particulars were furnished to it :

( 1 ) Information supplied by the parents when applying for

nomination .

( 2 ) Medical history sheet signed by the parent and by the

family doctor.

(3 ) Schoolmaster's reports. These were confidential answers

to questions relating to the boy's ability , predilections, and

conduct at school .

This general procedure has been followed on the two occasions

when entries have as yet taken place , and the results were so

satisfactory that it will be continued.

The first committee met in June, 1903 , and sat for eleven

days, seeing 279 candidates . Admiral Sir John Fisher, Second

Naval Lord , presided , and ihe other members were : Mr. C. E.

Ashford , Headmaster of the Royal Naval College, Osborne ;

Commander E. Hyde Parker, R.N. , of the “ Britannia , " and

Mr. V. W. Baddeley, one of the First Lord's private secretaries.

The second committee met in November, 1903 , and sat for eight

days, seeing 151 candidates. It consisted of Rear- Admiral

Durnford , Junior Naval Lord , as President ; Dr. James

Gow, Ileadmaster of Westminster School ; Captain Trevylyan

Napier , R.N., and Mr. Baddeley.

With few exceptions the nominated boys passed the quali

fying examination . It appears , however, that the nature and

intention of this examination are occasionally misunderstood,

and that some parents make the mistake of supposing that the

services of a are necessary or desirable. It cannot

be too plainly intimated to the parents boys who are pre

sented under the new scheme that the Admiralty do not want

candidates who have been specially prepared to pass an exami

nation. They nt buys who have had the advantage of natural

mental and physical development under the usual conditions of

a good preparatory school. To take away the boy from such

a school and subject him to special tuition is a course to be

answer. "

crammer

1 “ New Scheme of Naval Training . Selection of Candidates for Vomi .

nation as Naval Cadeis. Reports of Members of the Interview Com

mittees. (Eyre & Spouiswoode). ( Cd. 1962.) 11d. “ New Scheme of

Entry of Naval Cadets who are Candidates for Commissions as Executive

and Engineer Officers of the Navy and Officers of the Royal Marines . "
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emphatically deprecated. Up to the time of entry at Osborne,

it is on every ground desirable that there should be no distinc

tion between the school work of the Navy candidate and that of

the boy who means to go on to a public school .

The Board of Admiralty has decided that in July, 1904, the

qualifying examination will be in the following subjects :

( 1 ) English (including writing from dictation , simple compo

sition and reproduction of the gist of a short passage twice read

aloud to the candidates.)

( 2) History and geography, with special reference to the

British Empire.

( 3 ) Arithmetic and algebra (to simple equations.) N.B.

Two- thirds of this paper will be in arithmetic .

(4) Geometry (to include the subject matter of Euclid ,

Book I. , or its equivalent , with simple mensuration . The use

of instruments is allowed . )

( 5 ) French or German with an oral examination , to which

importance will be attached .

(6 ) Latin (easy passages for translation from Latin into

English and from English into Latin , and simple grammatical

questions.)

The only option retained is that between German and French .

Each boy will take all six papers, but it is not required that

he should reach any specific standard in each .

From the report of the President of the First Committee we

quote the following remarks :-The following system of inquiry

was adopted . Careſul means having been adopted to prevent

any possibility of communication between the candidates ; each

of them appeared separately before the committee with a short

written statement ( for which he was allowed about ten minutes)

on some popular subject . Alternative subjects were offered in

each case . This tested the handwriting, spelling , and general

knowledge of the candidate and his power of expressing himself

tersely . As an instance , one little boy of u years of age was

asked to state what he thought were the chief duties of a naval

officer. Ile replied : - “ First , to serve his king and country .

Second , to be the last person to leave his ship, if wrecked .

Third, to obey his superior officer."

The subjects for the written statement were frequently changed

- always iwice a day and sometimes oftener - and it is considered

to have been impossible under the procedure adopted for the

candidates to have had any inkling of the subject of the written

or of the examiners' questions. The examiners

then , each in turn (and not always in the same order ), invited

the candidate to show his general knowledge and intelligence by

a variety of siniple questions on all kinds of subjects.

The committee were greatly assisted in framing their judg .

ment as to the fitness of the candidates for the Navy by the

medical history sheet and the schoolmasters' replies to specific

questions put to them respecting each candidate.

The committee, having deliberated on each candidate's quali

fications (on his leaving the examination room ), placed him in

one of three categories---a . Fit . B. Doubtful, though promising.

7. Unsuitable. Each of these classes were subdivided into

three ( a + , a, a- , & c . ) , as it was found easy to classify the boys

as closely as this. The taking of the votes of the members of

Committee, as well as the order of their interview with the

candidate, varied with each candidate . It is interesting to

note that there was very seldom a divergence of opinion

in the classification of the candidate-more especially as re

garded !

The committee having interviewed all the 279 candidates

who presented themselves , expressed their unanimous and

very decided opinion that the First Lord could not have

devised a more satisfactory or more efficacious scheme of sifting

the candidates , because it involved such an inquiry into all the

points of fitness for the Navy as no form of the stereotyped

competitive examination admits of.

Commander Hyde Parker remarks : I have not found much

difficulty in classing the boys, except some of the youngest , as

to whom I have had some hesitation on account of the difficulty

of determining correctly how much dit rence general know

ledge should fairly be allowed for any given difference of age .

This must always be a difficulty, and for this reason I consider

that absolutely correct comparisons between boy and boy can

only be obtained amongst boys of nearly equal age . At the

low age of 11 to 12 , a small difference of age makes a very

great difference in knowledge and self- possession . At this

period the formation of ideas , the faculty of deducing definite

conclusions from known facts, the powers of description , classi

fication , and composition, together with much else of the mind's

educational expansion , are advancing at high speed , and conse

quently a few months make a great difference. Such difficulties

as I have found have been in this difference of age , and I think ,

therefore, a narrowing of the limits would help future com

mittees, though other reasons for broader limits may have

greater importance. I do not think shyness or nervousness has

handicapped the boys much ; perhaps in a few cases it has a

little , but I think we have quickly been able to put the boys

at their ease . What may have appeared rather ridiculous

questions were put with this in view , in order to bring about

a laugh , which often was all that was required. I think the

method of examination has been a very fair one to the boys ,

and in the few cases where an examiner has had personal know

ledge of a candidate, and might therefore be biased , he has

refrained from an expression of opinion in the final assessment

of merit. I consider this method preferable to open or even

limited competition . With competition cramming to an extent

dangerous to the brain and physique becomes inevitable, and

would probably be exercised at as early an age as eight or nine,

carrying with it far-reaching evils.

Mr. C. E. Ashford reports : The school reports were unex

pectedly valuable. The majority of masters seemed to have

been actuated merely by the desire of helping the First Lord to

make a good selection-not to get in their own boy.
I do not

think that masters have lost by frankness, as their reports, when

favourable , carried greater weight from their known truthful

ness ; and in one or two cases the committee were very greatly

helped by this private information on points which would not

appear in an interview or qualifying examination .

The medical reports were of great use in some cases where

the evidence was not sufficient to throw out the candidate on

the medical examination , but where some inherited or other

weakness would militate to some extent against his usefulness ;

this could then receive weight in allotting him a class.

I have formed the opinion very strongly that an interview is

perfectly fair in the case of the older boys, say , those from 12 }

to 12 , but that a decision was much more difficult in the case

of the younger boys from 11 to 121 . This is caused partly by

the lack of subjects of interest on which to reach them , but

chiefly by their irregularity of development, which is un

doubtedly more marked at the younger age.

From reports by the members of the second committee the

following extracts serve to show the general belief in the new

method . Capt. Napier says : The system I consider good, and

achieves the object aimed at . This system is not infallible , but

having regard to the requirements of Naval Officers , it seems

more likely to be successíul than any other . My impression is

that the boys' scholarly attainments should be such as to render

it probable that they will be able to pass the qualifying exami

nation-and that the qualifying standard should be such that any

ordinary boy with decent education could satisfy it - and pri

marily it should be such that no special education or Navy

statement
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POINTS OF VIEW .

PROBABLY at no time in the history of our country has there

been a greater demand upon the intellectual powers than there

is to -day. Keen competition and rivalry characterise the

existing relations between communities and nations. Prof.

Huxley some years ago pointed out, with regard to our indus

tries, that we were in the presence of a new struggle for exis

tence ; and more recently Sir Norman Lockyer , in his address

to the British Association last year, goes further, and declares

that the scientific spirit , the brain power , must not be limited to

the workshop when other nations utilise it in all branches of

their administration, and he declared that universities and other

teaching centres are as important as battleships and big bat

talions , and are, in fact, essential parts of a modern State's

machinery. - The PRINCE OF WALES at the Battersea Poly

technic .

Class ” system should be necessary. Latin , being now a volun

tary subject, has in some cases been discontinued by boys when

it was decided they were to try for the Navy. If this is done,

and the boy does not after all receive a nomination , it is up

setting to his education in general . Latin should be com

pulsory.

I gather from outside information that there appears to be an

idea aniongst the parents of the most desirable class of boys

that the chances of their boys succeeding in getting a nomi .

nation are small , and they therefore hesitate -- often on the

schoolmaster's advice - to prepare their boys for the Navy. But

no special preparation should be necessary.

Dr. Gow reports that : In conducting my own inquiries I had

in my mind a normal standard of attainment for a boy of about

12 years attending a good preparatory school , and I tried to

ascertain whether the schoolwork of each candidate was of this

standard or above or below it , and whether he was doing his

work intelligently and to good purpose . Regard was paid , of

course, to his actual age and also to his avowed predilections ,

and I allowed a defect in one subject to be counterbalanced

by superior merit in another . It may be of service on a future

occasion if I state what my standard was in each of the chief

subjects of instruction . In Latin I expected a boy of 121 to be

reading Cæsar, and to be able to translate into Latin short com

pound sentences of every type. In French I expected some

easy French story and short compound sentences involving the

commoner irregular verbs. In algebra I expected problems

leading to simple equations. In geometry I expected Euclid I.

( 1-32 ) , or an equivalent portion of some modern substitute for

Euclid . I did not ask questions in arithmetic or geography or

history, except where boys expressed a preference for these

subjects and were not good at the others .

I was greatly interested in the examination , it never grew

tedious to me, and I believe it to be a thoroughly good and

just method of selection . The great merit lies in this , that ,

the examiners being all present together , each of them not only

applies his own tests but watches those of his colleagues . Thus

every boy was carefully considered from many points of view

and was judged on his merits as a whole. A board of three or

four men , of different antecedents and almost strangers to one

another, constitutes a kind of publicity in which deliberate

injustice is impossible .

I will conclude with such criticisms of the examination as my

experience of it and of boys in general suggests . About ten

candidates only did not offer Latin , but these did not show any

superiority in the subjects which they had substituted for Latin .

There is , therefore, strong reason for believing that they dropped

Latin because they were boys of in ior ability. As there is no

lack of candidates, I suggest that Latin should be made com .

pulsory , and I also suggest that Greek should be allowed as

an option in the qualifying examination . Secondly, I think

that boys should not be presented for examination earlier

than is necessary , unless their schoolmasters vouch that they

are of superior ability . Six months' work and growth make

great difference to a boy of 12, and it is not fair to submit

him to tests which may be properly applied to a boy of 124 .

Also, the less a boy knows the more difficult it is to apply

to him any satisfactory tests at all . The examiners felt this

difficulty keenly , and put back many of the younger boys on

the ground that they were unable as yet to do justice to them.

Thirdly, I suggest that , after the first morning of the examina.

tion , the examiners should consult together and criticise one

another's questions. In the last examination we were quickly

en rapport with one another , but it might not always be so . I

am convinced that our examination selected a great number

of hearty , vigorous, clever boys, whom any school would be

proud to possess .

We believe that the State owes every boy and every girl born

within its jurisdiction an education at the State's expense up to

the point where they can earn their own living . We believe

that the money spent in the education of the children is the

money that is best spent anywhere. Just think of it ; we have

fifteen millions of them at school over there-fifteen millions,

and these boys and girls are the coming men and women in

whose hands the destiny of our Republic in the future will lie .

As our Government is constituted , it is a natural necessity that

every boy should receive an education up to the point I have

stated ; our liberal institutions could be safe on no other basis

than that . Well , so it is that we are very enthusiastic upon the

subject of education . We are very inquisitive upon the subject

of education . You have heard of the Yankees ( have you not ?)

always asking questions ; and we keep our eyes and ears open to

see what is going on in every other country on the face of the

earth in the matter of education ; and no new ideas escape us,

whether they emanate from England , or Germany, or France ,

or any other nation .—The Hon . J. H. CHOATE, American

Ambassador, at presentation of certificates to county scholars of

the London County Council.

WHEN you think ot the great discoveries of Faraday in

England and of Henry in America, and the succession of

workers from their time to the present day who have added so

much to our knowledge, you cannot help being struck with the

enormous progress which science has made within a compara .

tively short period ; and , perhaps , that progress has been even

more remarkable and striking at the beginning of the twentieth

century than during the whole of the nineteenth century. Many

of these discoveries were for the moment in the realm of pure

science , presenting no prospect of practical application ; but

what is to be thought of a scientific investigator who only looks

for an immediate practical application of the results of his

labours ? The electrical discoveries of Faraday and Henry

would never have been made if those great men had contented

themselves with asking Cui bono ? who will benefit by them ?

The every-day workman would be all the happier for knowing

something of the laws of nature developed in the work he is

called upon to perform . The habit of mind of thinking scienti

fically, and bringing scientific knowledge to bear on the practical

work of life, not only contributes to the work being well done,

but also to the richness and mental wealth of the work. - LORD

KELVIN at the Northampton Institute .

Five hundred years ago the Oxford students lived in lodgings ,

but William of Durham and Walter de Merton were followed by

many other wise founders of halls and colleges, and now the

Oxford colleges are far more important in education than the

university. And that culture of which all Oxford men are so
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proud , a culture which has distinguished Oxford for centuries , is

not due to university teaching , is not due to any kind of forced

training , but it is due to the companionship ofstudents following

various courses of study, with that intimacy of life which enables

young men to make close friendships which may last till they die ,

to take fire each with the others through noble ideals ; to that

college life which enables youths to see great scholars every day,

to see men worthy of worship knowing that they also are

students . Only for this, there would almost be no education

given at Oxford , for of university professors and lecture - rooms

and laboratories , of any kind of university life, there is not much

to be found there . Oxford is, however, making headway , and

may yet overtake London in her university teaching ; she is

beginning also to see perhaps more clearly than London that it

is through research , not post -graduate research merely, but the

research of every student from the beginning, that true progress

is made.- Prof. John Perry, F.R.S. , at the twentieth anni .

versary of the opening of College Hall, London .

from the question of contraband at sea , what is the position

respectively of Korea and China ? Korea is neutral , and Japan

has guaranteed her independence by a new treaty . Yet both

belligerents use her territory , and battles will probably be fought

on the boundary between Korea and Manchuria. What, again ,

is Manchuria ? Legally an integral part of China , which is

neutral . Yet while both belligerents regard China as neutral ,

Manchuria and the occupation thereof is the casus belli, and both

Japan and Russia have troops there . Turkey declared war on

Russia in 1770 because of Russia's treatment of Poland , the

occasion being the burning of a Turkish village just across the

frontier. How far towards Pekin may Russian or Japanese

troops not go to avoid a breach of Chinese neutrality ? And

would Chinese intervention lead to a partition , as Turkish inter

vention did in 1772 ?

.

It is a special characteristic of London that it always remains

an unexplored and unknown territory, even to its oldest inhabi

tants . Half the opportunities and advantages of London go

unused from sheer ignorance of Londoners as to what is open to

them. This is especially true of education . Neither parents

nor students - not even the schoolmasters themselves-have any

adequate idea of what schools and colleges , institutes and classes

already exist ; what are their relative advantages ; what subjects

are taught , at what hours, and at what fees ; what scholarships

are offered and where the proper preparation for each occupation

can be obtained. In addition to the Monthly Gazette of the

Education Committee, we sadly need an A.B.C. Guide to all

public education in London-a comprehensive plain handbook ,

prepared from the standpoint of the would - be student or his

advisers, rather than from that of particular governing bodies .

Educational A.B.C.,” if published annually by the

County Council at a nominal price , would do much to open up

opportunities at present only partially used . The unification of

London's education is the psychological moment for this new

departure. The modern municipality can no more dispense

with advertising than can the soap man.--Fabian Tract , No. 117.

“ The London Education Act , 1903 : How to make the best

of it."

How does Russia regard the war ? There has been talk of

Russian retreat inland , drawing the Japanse after them until

they should be overwhelmed as Napoleon was in 1811.12.

Again , we have heard that Russia is so big that the war is not

really an important matter for her. And , indeed , if we remember

the fate of all attempts to check the advance of Russia towards

the sea, there is something to be said for this point of view.

The European powers in the eighteenth century did not hinder

her reaching and largely controlling the Baltic ; the Crimean

War failed to close the Black Sea to her fleets . Persia is

gradually coming under her commercial supremacy.
Will

Japan finally hinder her attaining an ice- free port in the Pacific ?

We have been learning from Sir W. Hunter's fragment of Indian

history that , from the Great Mogul's point of view , our desperate

struggles to establish trade in Bengal in the seventeenth century

were of the very slightest importance. These local “ riots ”

were scarcely worth recording in the annals of the Mohammedan

Indian Empire . Is it the same now for Russia and her opponent

Japan ?

Such an
But we remember that the power of the Mogul was even

then , in the end of the seventeenth century , at the beginning of

its decline . Before fifty years had passed it was evidently help

less . And this reminds us, if reminder were necessary, that it

is still doubtful if Russia is not big rather than great . She has

grown enormously during the last century, but so too have the

signs of internal discontent . She cannot save her vast popula

tions from the effects of occasional famine. She alternates

between policies of repression and of reform . And some of the

zemstoos are looking forward to the opportunity of Imperial

distress to push their claims to be consulted more than formerly.

Which way is the internal development of Russia tending ? To

a really national government or to disruption ? We remember

that it was to the French warsof our own mediaeval monarchs

that England partly owes the powers of the House of Commons.

But then England is a small country , and consequently we have

advanced so far that our Foreign Secretary welcomes popular

demonstrations to strengthen the hands of the Government for

action , say, in Macedonia .

HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS.

The war between Russia and Japan is , of course , a matter of

interest to every one. To those who, in addition to the practical

aspects of the contest , regard it from the world - historical point

of view, it suggests many thoughts . And first, we are reminded

of the Polish and other “ Eastern ” questions of the eighteenth

century. Then , Russia wishing to push westward found three

States on her boundary - Poland, Sweden and Turkey. Sweden

saved herself by a monarchical revolution from impending ruin ,

and lived to win Norway, though to lose Finland to Russia.

Poland failed to save herself and perished in three partitions ,

the greater part going to Russia. Turkey has lived diminished

in size, owing to the jealousies of the Christian Powers. Is there

any parallel beiween Poland , Sweden , Turkey and Korea ,

Japan, China ? Sweden was Russia's enemy, but did not inter

vene to save Poland . Japan seems now to be doing for Korea

what might have been done for Poland by Austria and Prussia

if they had not been so jealous one of another.

The war is interesting , secondly, as a curious illustration of

the relations between belligerents and neutrals. Quite apart

on ,

The governing body of the South Western Polytechnic ,

Chelsea , has unanimously appointed Mr. Sydney Skinner, M.A.,

of Christ's College , Cambridge , to the position of principal in

succession to Mr. Herbert Tomlinson , F.R.S. , who is retiring .

Since 1888 Mr. Skinner has been attached to the teaching staff

of the Cavendish Laboratory at Cambridge , and also has acted

as director of natural science studies at Clare College . He is a

secretary of the Cambridge Philosophical Society , and has been

appointed one of the organising local secretaries in connection

with the British Association visit to Cambridge, 1904. Mr.

Skinner will take up his duties at the Polytechnic about the

beginning of May next .
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.

GENERAL.

questions of secondary and higher education which will come

before it for consideration . The provisions of the London

Education Act supply an excellent opportunity for the co .

ordination and completion of the educational system of London ,

and it is earnestly to be hoped that the new Education Com

mittee will seize the opportunity and accomplish for London's

educational needs similar services to those the London County

Council has effected in other directions.

In view of the importance of the scholarship question to local

education authorities who are now attempting, in accordance

with the Education Act of 1902, to co - ordinate education in

their various areas, the articles on this subject published in the

present issue should be of parıicular value and interest . We

have been able to secure the co -operation of practical school .

masters of experience, who are in a position to speak with

authority, and the question of scholarships is considered by them

from the point of view of the requirements of various types of

schools - from the elementary school to the university college .

This demand upon our space has necessitated the postponement

of several important articles we had hoped to publish this

month , including a discussion of the question of the training of

teachers for London by Prof. J. W. Adamson , a description of

the courses for the training of secondary-school teachers at the

University of Birmingham , and an account of the National

Society of French Teachers in England .

The Royal Society recently addressed a letter to the various

university authorities directing attention to a resolution adop:ed

by the council of the society , and enclosing a statement repre

sentative of a large body of scientific opinion on the subject of

instruction in methods of science in secondary schools . The

resolution is as follows : “ That the universities be respectfully

urged to consider the desirability of taking such steps in respect

of their regulations as will , as far as possible, ensure that a

knowledge of science is recognised in schools and elsewhere as

an essential part of general education.” The statement points

out that, notwithstanding efforts extending over more than half a

century, it still remains substantially true that the public schools

have devised for themselves no adequate way of assimilating into

their system of education the principles and methods of science .
A MEMORIAL to the Board of Education, signed by a large

number of influential educationists and men of science , directed

the attention of the Board to the omission of educational experts

in the constitution of the new Education Committee for London ,

sanctioned by the London County Council, as was described in

our issue of last month . The memorial pointed out that there were

“ certain defects in the scheme which must seriously impair the

efficiency of the committee in its work of co -ordinating and

developing all varieties of education in London . ” Aſter detail

ing the work, the new committee will be called upon to deal with ,

the memorial urged that under the proposed scheme there was no

guarantee that the Council would have at its disposal any sufficient

number of persons of experience in education and acquainted

with the needs of the various kinds of schools in London . The

Board of Education was therefore asked to consider " the

desirability of amending the scheme so that the Education Com

mittee may include persons who would be universally recognised

as authorities on the needs of the University , the technical

institutes , and the elementary and secondary schools . " The

Times, Fall Mall Gasette, and other leading papers gave

their support to the memorial, but the Progressive members of

the Council were strongly in favour of the adoption of the

scheme as submitted to the Board of Education. Their view

is that , if the Council is to be responsible for the administra

tion of education in London , its action should not be interfered

with by outside influence.

A VACATION course in geography, similar to that of August ,

1902 , will be held at the School of Geography , Oxford ,

during the first sixteen days of August, 1904 , provided that a

sufficient number of students send in their names to the Curator,

School of Geography, Oxford , by June ist . It is proposed to

have courses of lectures, probably on the British Isles and on

the principles of geography applied to education , and in addi

tion to have classes for practical work both in and out of

doors . A number of excursions will be arranged. The fee

will be three guineas, and this will include the use of apparatus

for the practical classes . A provisional programme will be sent

in May to all who forward a stamped addressed envelope to

the Curator, School of Geography, Broad Street , Oxford .

During the debate on the training of teachers in the House

of Commons on March 15th , Sir William Anson announced

that whereas , as the regulations for pupil teachers now stand ,

the boy or girl at a preparatory class receives £2 a year for lwo

years , he will hereafter receive 14 a year for two years . The

meaning of a preparatory class extends to a secondary school not

receiving the A or B grant under the secondary school regu

lations of the Board of Education . The boy or girl at a recog

nised pupil -teacher centre who now receives 3 a year will in

future receive £6 a year. In thus doubling their grants for

pupil teachers, the Board of Education hopes to relieve in some

measure the charge thrown upon local authorities by the new

pupil - teacher regulations.
The Board of Education has approved the draft scheme for

an Education Committee submitted by the London County

Council on January 271h last . The letter from the Board of

Education states : “ In expressing their approval the Board

must not be understood to accede without regret to the desire of

your Council to limit the Committee so closely to members of

their own body. But the Board recognise that the conditions

of London are essentially different from those of other local

authorities ; while the task which the London Education Act

has imposed upon the London County Council involves duties

so grave in their importance and so varied in their character ,

that the Board are unwilling to press for modifications in a

scheme framed by your Council with these considerations in

view , and constituting such a Committee as they think will

best assist them in the fulfilment of these duties .”

the conclusion . We can only hope now that the Education

Committee will take every opportunity of consulting expert

educational opinion before deciding the many highly complex

IN reply to a question in the House of Commons by Mr.

Gray , asking why the Board of Education has reduced the value

of national scholarships in science from 30s . to 255. per week , and

whether , having regard to the desirability of keeping these scholar

ships open to students unable to supplement them by privaie

means, he would advise the Board to reconsider their decision ,

Sir William Anson said the Board believes “ that the amount of

the scholarships is sufficient to attract good candidates, and that

in the majority of cases they provide an adequate supplement to

the other resources of the students , and they consider that in any

cases where more is needed the assistance should be provided

under the supervision of local authorities rather than from funds

administered by the Board . The students who gain these

scholarships have, as a rule , been for a period of years under

the direct observation of local school authorities, who thus

necessarily possess, or can readily obtain , a more intimate knok .

We regret
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ledge of the circumstances of each student than can the Board .

The scholarships now provided by local authorities offer in

many places the further assistance required . ” But it is an open

secret that few if any national scholars are assisted by local

authorities in the way Sir William Anson suggests. Meanwhile

much of the best energy of these students has to be devoted to

the sordid task of making both ends meet , instead of being

wholly occupied by scientific study. The wisdom of such

economies as this of the Board of Education may well be

doubted .

pupils' homes to allow of their living at home during their train

ing . This difficulty will , it is reported in the London Technical

Education Gazelle, be removed next autumn by the opening of

a training school in the Northern Polytechnic , Holloway Road ,

N. The training school will be aided by a grant from the

London County Council , and the L.C.C. training scholarships

for domestic economy teachers will be tenable at this school.

A very attractive programme has been arranged by the

Foreign Students' Committee of the University of Grenoble for

the special courses in the French language to be held during the

four months beginning July 1st , 1904. During the summer of

1903 the lectures were attended by 350 foreign students . The
lectures cover a wide variety of subjects, beginning with

grammar, elementary exercises in literature , translations, and
leading up to the highest instruction in the literalure , in general

history, in the history of art , and in the political and social

organisation of France . Persons desiring further information

are invited to address : Monsieur le Président du Comité de

Patronage , 4 , place de la Constitution , Grenoble, who will be

glad to answer all questions addressed to him .

:

In connection with the recent Royal visit to the Battersea

Polytechnic, a well illustrated record of the work of the institu

tion for the ten years , 1894-1904, was drawn up by the

Principal, Mr. Sidney H. Wells. The governors and principal

of this enterprising Polytechnic have every reason to be satisfied

with the work accomplished in this decade .

An address delivered by Prof. J. Perry on the occasion of

the twentieth anniversary of the opening of College Hall ,

London , directs attention to the importance of corporate life in

higher education and the needs of the metropolis as regards

residentiall halls or colleges for men and women. Though

some of the London colleges have hostels connected with them ,

a large number of the students live in lodgings, and thus lose the

intimate companionship of student life which is an essential

part of a liberal education . A university without residential

halls in which students following various courses of study meet

iogether is a university only in name. Lectures and laboratory

exercises prepare candidates for examinations , but more im

portant for culture than the words or work of the wisest

professors is the college where the student watches the scholar

and derives inspiration from him . College Hall, founded by

Lady Lockyer and her friends twenty years ago for women

students , represents the type of institution required in London .

No more worthy object could be found than the establishment

and support of similar residential halls , and the generous bene.

factors who came forward to supply the need will rank with

those who founded the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge

centuries ago.

The Indian Government has issued the text of a resolution

dealing with Lord Curzon's scheme for the reform of Indian

education . After an exhaustive history of the subject , the

Government states that the existing methods require sweeping

changes, and go on to announce that competitive examinations

for the public services will be replaced by the selection of

candidates on probation . “ Examinations,” it is added , “ have

harmfully dominated the education system .” The Government

admits that primary education has been neglected , while

secondary education has increased in a striking manner. The

college curriculum will be raised generally, the Governnient

assisting deserving colleges . Teachers will be specially trained ,

and the Education Department will be given four extra officers

to assist the present directors . Questions relating to com

mercial, technical , artistic , and agricultural training are fully

discussed in the resolution .

We are requested to state , in connection with the second

International Congress for the Development of the Teaching of

Drawing to be held at Berne this year, that the date of entry for

Exhibition has been extended till May 31st . Entries must be

sent to M. Leon Genoud , president of the organisation com

mittee , and the entrance fee to M. Oscar Blom , director of the

Industrial Museum , Berne. Miss Ethel M. Spiller , it , High

bury Crescent , London, N. , has undertaken, if desired , to

forward application forms and to give further particulars.

It has been decided, upon the invitation of the City Council

and the authorities of the Royal Albert Memorial College, to

hold the Cambridge Summer Meeting of 1904 at Exeter. It

will take place from July 29th to August 23rd inclusive , and

will be divided into two parts. The proposed subject of study

will be “ The Age of Elizabeth , ” which has various interesting

and important associations with Devonshire and the West of

England ; but there will also be three additional departments

which will be found in practical treatment to lend themselves

admirably to local illustration . These will be ( 1 ) The history

of the British Navy. ( 2 ) Scientific section with botany,

geology , and meteorology. ( 3 ) Antiquarian and literary

associations of the Sou : h- West . It is also proposed to provide

theological courses as in previous years, and special courses

suitable for foreign students. A section on social and educa.
tional subjects has also been arranged. In connection

therewith there will be several practical classes for primary and

secondary teachers. Full particulars can be obtained from the

Rev. D. H. S. Cranage , Syndicate Buildings, Cambridge.

We have received a copy of the report of the twentieth year's

work of the Incorporated Association of Assistant- mistresses in

Public Secondary Schools and of the twentieth annual meeting

held in January , 1904. The report is a record of the excellent

work of the Association during 1903 , and should be studied by

every assistant - mistress in secondary schools for girls . Not only

does the Association direct attention to administrative matters in

education , but it arranges for the discussion of methods of

teaching and other questions of direct value to the assistant

mistress in her actual class - room work . The new secretary of

the Association is Miss H. E. Macklin , 43 , York Street

Chambers, Bryanston Square, London , W.

A NEW Roman Catholic residential training college for

women students is to be established in Southampton . The

college is expected to be ready for the reception of King's

Scholars next September ; it has already been recognised by the

Board of Education for the accommodation of sixty students. It

will be under the direction of the Sisters of “ La Sainte - Union

des Sacrés Caurs.” A pupil teachers' centre will be conducted
in connection with the college .

HEADMISTRESSES of secondary schools in the north of

London have long felt a difficulty in recommending their pupils

to train as teachers of domestic economy, owing to the fact that

all the existing training schools of this kind in London are in

the S.W. or S. E. districts , and consequently too far from their

a
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The Liverpool Secondary Education Sub- Committee has

selected Mr. Weisse , headmaster of Rugby Lower School , to

succeed Mr. W. C. Fletcher, as headmaster of the Liverpool
Institute .

Mr. H. A. GARRATT, head of the engineering department at

the Northern Polytechnic, has been appointed principal of the

Poplar Technical Institute.

education in the case of medical beneficiaries to that required in

arts and science. The immediate effect of this will be o reduce

considerably the amount of fees paid for medical classes , but it

will tend to raise the standard of general culture among Scottish

medical students. To meet possible cases of hardship under

the more stringent requirements, the Trustees are willing to

accept , instead of the arts or science preliminary examination,

the medical preliminary examination plus a qualifying curriculum

of study in the four subjects of the first professional exami .

nation .

a

We have received from the Director of Education for the

Transvaal , Mr. Fabian Ware, a copy of the new regulations in

regard to Government secondary schools.

MR. SWAMI RAGHUNATH Puri , of Durbar High School ,

Jodhpur, Marwar, India, writes to call our attention to the

incomplete statement of the construction of Euclid I. 24, and

proposes to amend it by the addition of the words, " and on

the same side of EC as A is. "

We have received a copy of a pamphlet by Mr. R. T.

Williamson entitled “ Neurosis and Education ,” which contains

an abstract reprinted from the Medical Chronicle, December ,

1903, of an address given to the Psychological Society in

Berlin by Prof. H. Oppenheim . The brochure is full of

practical hints to teachers .

The Scottish Education Department has issued a circular to

training colleges and local committees for King's students stating

that they are instituting an examination with a view to the

recognition af qualified teachers of modern languages. The

examination will be open to students in training colleges and

King's students and to certificated teachers . Candidates for

recognition must have attended an approved course of instruction

in the language proposed , and a record of their work must be

forwarded to the Department . The examination will consist of

two parts—the written examination and the oral-and recogni

tion will only be given to candidates who pass in both . The

standard for the written examination will be considerably higher

than that for the higher -grade leaving certificate . The oral

examination will be conducted at suitable centres throughout

the country by examiners appointed by the Department . The

general character of the oral test will be as follows : ( 1 ) The

candidate will be required to read aloud one or more passages of

prose or verse to test ( a) correct vowel enunciation , (b) accen

tuation , (c ) Auency and grouping of words naturally ; ( 2 ) the

examiner will read passages of prose or poetry at varying rates

of Auency , to test iſ candidates have followed the general sense

of what has been read ; ( 3) the examiner will test the candidate

by conversation on some simple topic ; (4) an exercise in dicta .

tion may be set .

Messrs. A. AND C. Elack have published a sixpenny

edition of Prof. Percy Gardner's “ Jowett " lectures delivered in

London in 1901, the subject being “ A Historic View of the

New Testament.”

SCOTTISH .

The annual report of the Carnegie Trust , which has just been

issued , gives interesting information regarding the work of the

Trust in the endowment of post- graduate research , and in the

allocation of grants to the universities . For the fellowships,

scholarships and grants offered under last year's scheme , 156

applications were received . Apppointments were made to five

fellowships and to fifteen scholarships , and grants of varying

amounts were assigned to fifty applicants . For fellowships,

evidence was demanded in all cases of research already per

formed and published ; and for the scholarships, preference was

given to candidates who could show evidence of experience and

training in methods of research . In regard to grants , the com

mittee laid down the principle that these should not include

personal expenses of applicants or payment for assistance in any

work . There can be no doubt that this is one of the most

valuable departments of the Trust's operations, and general

satisfaction is felt at the admirable beginning that has been

made. For the purpose of tacilitating research on the part of

the Carnegie fellows and scholars , the Trust has purchased for

£ 10,000 the laboratory of the Royal College of Physicians,

Edinburgh .

Prof. DARROCH , of Edinburgh University, at a meeting of

the Educational Institute ( Edinburgh Branch ) delivered an

address on “ The Ends and Limits of the State in regard to

Education.” Within recent years, he said , the State had gone

far beyond its proper function and had usurped the duties of the

local authorities and the teachers . The latter have come to be

regarded merely as media for the transmission of educational

energy generated by the central body. The true function of the

State was to see to the provision of the means of education , to the

co-ordination of those means, to the efficiency of the instruction ,

and to the adequate supply of the instructors . It was the province

of the local authorities , in consultation with the teachers, to

determine the ends at which education should aim , as well as the

best means and methods for realising those ends. All this, how

ever, has been swept into the grasp of the educational octopus

the central authority - and the duties of the local authorities are

almost wholly confined to the fulfilment of its decrees. Prof.

Darroch pleaded for strong local authorities, which can only be

secured by enlarged areas, and he considered that the county

councils would be much more effective bodies than any at ho :

authority that might be set up .

IRISH .

In regard to the second part of the Trust's operations- the

payment of class fees —little discretion is left to the trustees, and

there is no scope for the development of a policy. Yet the

statistics in the report show how strongly this part of the scheme

appeals to the majority of Scottish students. The total expen .

diture for the year ending December , 1903 , was 444,080,

representing the class fees of 4,782 students. Compared with

previous years , there is an increase all round --in the amount of

fees paid, in the number of beneficiaries, and in the average fee

paid per beneficiary. As the fee -paying income of the Fund

has now almost reached its limit, the Trustees have taken steps

to lessen the demands upon it by ( 1 ) restricting the number of

classes to those required by the ordinance regulating the curri

culum of the student ; ( 2 ) raising the standard of preliminary

The Consultative Committee, representative of Irish schools

appointed to conſer with the Department with reference to the

extended programme and regulations for science and art instruc

tion , was summoned to meet the officials at the offices of the

Department on March 4th , when the revised programme of

experimental science , drawing, manual instruction and domestic

economy in secondary schools for 1904-5 was under considera

tion . Besides the heads of the leading schools , representatives
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specific grant of £ 55,000 to that Department under the Board of

Agriculture Act of 1899 for technical instruction , the £ 3,500

should lapse , and that its continuance since 1899 had been an

act of grace .

The Intermediate Board have also had their differences with

the Treasury, and , in consequence , their system of inspection

has, for the present , been dropped . It is presumed that the

abandonment of inspection is only temporary , and that it will be

revived in connection with a wide - reaching scheme, as Mr.

Wyndham has stated in the House of Commons that the report

by an English inspector on Irish intermediate schools was almost

ready.

of the following associations also attended : the Catholic Head

masters' Association , the Schoolmasters' Association , the Chris

tian Brothers ' Schools , the Dublin Branch of the Teachers'

Guild , the Ulster Schoolmistresses' Associaton, and the Central

Association of Irish Schoolmistresses. The representative of

e Convent Schools' Committee was unfortunately prevented

from attending.

The annual report has been published of the Department of

Agriculture and Technical Instruction for 1902-3. From the

sums given under the heading of the Parliamentary vote , it is

seen that the amount spent on the Science and Art Instruction

Grant has increased from £ 10,900 in 1901-2 to £ 18,000 in

1902-3, while it is estimated that it will increase to £32 , 500 in

1903-4. The increase is a clear proof of the satisfactory exten

sion of practical science teaching in intermediate schools. This

is seen again in the larger number of schools adopting the

Department's programme ; the number in 1901-2 was 154 , and

in 1902-3, 196. In addition to the above-mentioned sum , the

Parliamentary vote included £ 11,037 for the Royal College of

Science , £ 12,246 for the Museum of Science and Art, £ 4,069

for the National Library, £4,381 for the Metropolitan School of

Art , and £ 4,022 for the Royal Botanic Gardens. The Depart

ment has another source of income, viz . , the Endowment Fund,

consisting of an annuity of 4171,000, and of this £ 55,000 is

allotted to technical instruction proper under the local authori

ties , £ 20,000 for the county boroughs, and £ 29,000 for the rest

of the country. Under this heading it is satisfactory to note

that all the county boroughs have schemes in operation, and the

schemes of 33 urban districts and 30 counties have either

been approved or are under consideration . There is no doubt ,

therefore, as to the interest now being taken throughout the

country in technical work . It is too early yet to be looking for

definite results , but there need be no apprehension that in various

ways good will result .

The Intermediate Board has issued notices that the practical

examination in music will begin not earlier than the end of

April , and will conclude before the end of May. The examina

tion of choirs and orchestras will include the performance of a

piece selected by themselves and an easy piece selected by the

examiners, to be performed after a short interval of preparation .

There will be no special certificate this year for passing in music.

In the practical examination students may take the course pre

scribed for any grade ; but , for the examination in theory, they

must take the course prescribed for the grade in which they

present themselves for the examination generally .

The Board has also issued a cryptic circular relative to schools

which may have some good reason for not being able to present

students in practical science . If they can make good their case

to the satisfaction of the Board , such schools may substitute

Latin, or history and geography, for practical science. Why is

such a circular issued at this time of the year when the school

year is half over ? And what is the object of this volteface,

after such loud insistence that practical science should become a

sine qua non in every school ?

WELSHThere can be little surprise , therefore, at the stir made in

Ireland about the proposal to withdraw the so - called equivalent

grant of £ 3,500 at the end of the present financial year , i.e. , in

March, 1904. Deputations to Mr. Wyndham had received

sympathetic replies , but the issue of the Parliamentary debate

was not in accordance with Irish wishes, although the Treasury

seems to have a show of reason on its side . The only rational

conclusion of the debate seems to be that the theory of equivalent

grants for educational purposes practically has broken down so

far as concerns Ireland , for the equivalent of money granted in

England for an educational purpose seems never to be used for

the same educational purpose in Ireland , and sometimes not for

educational purposes at all . For example, the first claim upon

the last grant of £ 185,000 is to be for land purchase , and the

next claim , apparently, will be for motor transit ; not because

education is not crying out for money , but, apparently, because

Irish authorities will not take the trouble to learn the truth as

to Irish education .

The County Council elections for Wales are now completed ,

and constitute an uninterrupted and unique series of triumphs

for the Progressive party led by Mr. Lloyd George. Brecon

and Radnor, the two doubtful counties , have decided to throw

in their lot with the rest of Wales, and there is now an abso.

lutely united policy throughout the counties of Wales of opposi

tion to denominational teaching of religion in the schools, and

to the appointment of teachers in the Council rate -aided schools,

provided or non - provided , by others than representatives of the

ratepayers . To make the victory still more pronounced , Mr.

Lloyd George advises that in the election of aldermen “ the

Tories should not this time " be allowed to "get their men

)

on. "

The £ 3,500 is apparently not an equivalent grant at all , and

is therefore to be stopped . Some grants had been made for

technical instruction to Great Britain and Ireland before 1890 ,

when the large grants were made to Great Britain out of the

“ whisky money ” for technical education . The Irish equivalent

went partly to national education and partly to intermediate

education , but whereas in Great Britain the previous grant to

technical instruction was now dropped, it was continued from

year to year in Ireland , as the “ equivalent ” had been diverted to

other branches of education , and otherwise the existing technical

instruction - what there was-must have forthwith disappeared.

Part of the money that went to national education has reverted

to the Department , and the Treasury contends that , after the

Early last month , the Roard of Education issued a notice

that a public inquiry would be instituted at Carmarthen into the

action of the Carmarthenshire County Council, in failing to be

responsible for and controlling the secular instruction in sixty

non -provided schools , in failing to provide managers for them ,

in failing to maintain and keep such schools efficient , and in

having withheld their consent to the appointment of teachers on

other than educational grounds . Mr. A. T. Lawrence, K.C. ,

was appointed the Commissioner to hear evidence on the whole

matter.

An interesting sign of the times --educationally - is the splendid

offer of Mr. David Davies , Llaudinam , on behalf of his family,

to subscribe £ 12,000 towards the erection of a new college for

the Calvinistic Methodists. There are two conditions : ( 1 ) That

the present colleges at Bala and Trevecca be united into one
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college for the whole denomination ; ( 2 ) that the new college be

situated at Aberystwyth. Such a project means the bringing of

the teaching of theology into closer touch with the academic
associations of a university . Such a movement will be good for

theological students themselves. It would also be of great value

for the University College , for it would bring into the town

students who, having taken an Arts degree , are doing post

graduate work for a theological degree .

University Press . ) 35. 6d .—This edition , like that of its

predecessor which we lately reviewed , contains the greater

part of the commentary and introduction of the larger edition,

omitting ( with the translation ) chiefly the detail of textual
questions and controverted interpretations. As we said in

commenting upon that edition , this is not the way to compile

a school-book ; but the book is well suited to the university

man who is not bent on absolute mastery of his subject, or for

the pick of sixth form schoolboys. Even they will find a good

deal more than they want . We cannot help wishing that Prof.

Jebb, or some scholar of equal eminence, would produce a few

real school editions of Greek plays ; for those now in the mar

ket are either compiled by men of no authority or are too full

of miscellaneous information to be quite the right thing . We

doubt the wisdom of illustrating Greek metres by English

( p . xxxix . ) . It should be possible in a chorus, if anywhere, to

bring home to boys the musical character of the Greek quantity .

As regards the general character of Prof. Jebb's editions there is

no need for us to speak . His consummate tact , taste, and

knowledge have been recognised by all competent to judge.

The style of the translation is his weak point ; and that is

absent from the abridged edition .

1

The favourable reception given by the Chancellor of the

Exchequer to the request urged by the university colleges of

England for an increased grant led the Welsh colleges to look

for a similar favourable reply to the deputation on their behalf.

But Mr. Austen Chamberlain's answer was that if comparisons

were made , even with the increased grants to the English

university colleges for which he was prepared to ask Parliament,

it would be found that the Welsh university colleges still

enjoyed more favourable conditions than the English and Scot .

tish colleges . He further intimated that future claims must be

largely affected by the extent of the local contributions which

might be forthcoming. But surely it must be clear to every one

that where the large centres of industry are placed there is more

local wealth to draw upon than in such places as Aberystwyth

and Bangor, and even than in Cardiff. Take , as basis of public

usefulness, the number of students in the three colleges of

Aberystwyth , Bangor and Cardiff, to the population of Wales,

and the urgency of assistance to such colleges , in the midst of a

poor community who have been willing to make great sacrifices

in proportion to their means for their colleges , will be apparent.

a

At Barry, the local education authority has decided that only

the head teachers are to be empowered to inflict corporal

punishment. In the meantime, it is stated that assistant

teachers are being exposed to indignities at the hands of the

children . It is said that they are being insulted , and even that

stones have been thrown at them . Discipline, in the

circumstances, is difficult to maintain .” A petition on the

point, signed by nearly every teacher in the Barry district , has

been submited to the local education authority, asking for a

revocation of the limitation .

Demosthenes Orationes recognovit brevique adnota !ione critica

instruxit. S. H. Butcher , Tomus I. xx . +451 pp. (Clar

endon Press . ) 45. paper ; 45. 6d, cloth . - English scholars and

schoolboys alike will welcome this new Demosthenes . Scholars

will find a sound text carefully edited, and an admirable account

of the MSS. such as they will seek long ere they find elsewhere ;

besides the discussion of these , their description fills five pages,

and includes a list of the papyrus fragments. Schoolboys will

rejoice to see a substitute for the hateful Teubner print . Both

will for the first time have the MS. evidence clearly set forth at

the foot of the page in a handy edition . The present volume

contains the Olynthiacs and Philippics and orations associated

with them , several shorter orations , “ On the Crown , ” and

“ On the Embassy ” : just the portions best suited for school

work . We predict for it a speedy sale and a large one ; we have

found these Oxford texts admirable for school use in all respects

except one, that they are sometimes rather too thick . We note

that this volume is paged , a useful innovation .

RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND

APPARATUS.

Modern Languages.

A First Year French Writer . By G. H. Wade. viii . + 184

pp . ( Rivingtons. ) 25. 6d.—The first section of seventy- nine

pages contains exercises, consisting of detached sentences, a

number of which are nothing less than foolish . What is the

good of asking our pupils to translate : “ The master's school

boy. I loved the apples: they were growing quickly . He had

jooked for the bread : he would have found the butter. Thou art

dirtying thy sister's letter . The fat nurse would look for the

heedless children . ” The second section consists of a short

grammar, with which the exercises are connected . The author

has evidently striven to make his book useful ; but we feel sure

that he might have rendered the exercises more attractive. The

book may be of service to those who prepare for the junior
locals .

A First Lalin Reader, with Exercises, Notes, and Vocabulary.

By K. P. Wilson . 177 p.p. (Blackwood .) Is. 60.-- This

book is a new example of an old type , and a dreary type it is.

That is not Mr. Wilson's fault , who did not invent it ; but the

fault of those who ceased to practise Latin as a spoken language.

Their dry leaves are left to us in the shape of a Delectus or a

sentence book , and the spirit which gave those things life is

gone. If Latin is to be taught by isolated sentences , unassisted

in sense , Mr. Wilson's book will do to teach it ; but we hope

to see this and all such soon superseded by what is only a

revival of the old and only true system of language teaching,

viva voce instruction by teachers who have the languige at their

tongue's tip. No book of sentences is of any great use ; we

want materials in the shape of intelligent Latin , and intelligent

teachers to manipulate it . When Mr. Wilson gets beyond the

eleinents he is much better ; he has collected a number of

simple stories which will be useful to the intelligent teacher

when he comes along . But he has only half the system . A

number of exercises for retranslation are added .

Classics .

The Oedipus Coloneus of Sophocles, with a commentary,

abridged from the large edition of Sir Richard C. Jebb. By

Dr. E. S. Shuckburgh. lii. + 298 pp. + plans. (Cambridge

25 .

Cicero ; “ De Amicilia.” Edited by the Rev. F. Conway.

xxvii . + 119 pp . Without Vocabulary. 25 . “De Senectute."

Edited by G. H. Wells . 188 pp. Philippics. V - VII.

Edited by T. K. Brighouse. xlvii . + 170 pp. 25. 64 .

( Blackie's Illustrated Latin Series.) - It is not possible to say

that new editions of the first two of these books were needed,
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in view of the excellent commentaries of Dr. Reid in the Pitt has been accorded splendid treatment in this edition , and this

Press Series, not to mention others. The illustrations of course volume , which deals with the Elizabethan period , is as good as

make a difference ; but we hope before long that the ideal any of the others , and perhaps somewhat more inieresting

economy may be hit on , by which a pupil need not buy three because it is confessedly a little more difficult in the matter of

portraits of Cicero if he reads three of Cicero's works. The thought and language . The notes are singularly good reading,

individualism supposed to be a mark of English character is and are uniformly of great value . The appendix on the Sonnet
noticeable in all these new series of school books, where each is well worthy of attention also.

item is treated as if it existed like a solitary comet wandering

through space. One day we hope to see texts , comments,
The Second Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Corinthians.

vocabularies, and illustrations all separately produced, to the
By Dr. A. Plummer. (Greek Testament for Colleges and

saving of the pupil's purse and the satisfaction of the teacher.
Schools. ) xlvi. + 264 pp. (Cambridge University Press ) . 35.

Each of these first two books contains , besides the inevitable
- Great learning is observable on every page of this edition , and

bust of Cicero, a sketch of his life : these do not greatly differ in
a better volume of its kind does not exist professing to deal with

substance from each other and from the numerous other accounts
this subject ; for everything which can be debated concerning

of Cicero in similar books. There is , however , a note of
the manifold difficulties raised by this Epistle is well and

admirably put , and some of the felicities of translation are
individuality about each of them which makes the editors'

estimates of the great man worth reading ; and we are glad
peculiarly happy. To go over one - tenth of the points which

to add that their notes are better than the average of school
have caught our attention in this edition would be impossible

here. The section dealing with language and style is really
books. Mr. Conway in twenty years' experience has learnt

that the half is often better than the whole, and is commendably
a brilliant piece of scholarship. The volume cannot be too

brief ; while Mr. Wells, fuller in amount , does not waste
heartily commended .

words , but has something useful to tell.
The Gospel according to St. Matthew . By E. Wilton South .

At the same time, we notice the usual " opportunism ” (if we
162 pp. ( Methuen . ) Is. 6d. - Mr. Wilton South has provided

may use the phrase) . They are content to explain the text
a really good school - book , and puts a great deal of elementary

before them , but do not sufficiently realize an opportunity to
information in a new way. The introduction is most readable

drive home a principle. Memini with the present infinitive
and thoroughly practical. The noies , which divide the pages

( De Am. , p. 58) is not used because it refers to “ a personal with the texi , are reasonably full and clearly expressed , and

experience ,” but because “ I remember seeing ” implies past
refreshing common-sense is displayed in many of them. There

time, so that either present or perfect infinitive may lawſully be
are six appendices, hardly indeed , by their brevity, admitiing

used with it. The generic subjunctive ( De Sen., p. 95) is not that title, but rather tables of one kind and another. That

due to any connexion with a class, but to the idea of consequence . which summarises the teaching of the Gospel is well done.
It is a real blemish that editors are so short -sighted ; and those Nine sets of examination papers are included among them.
are typical of hundreds of notes in modern school- books.

Sometimes the writers are wrong, or at least misleading. Thus The Story of Our Lord's Life. By Mrs. Montgomery. 163 pp .

Mr. Wells (p. 86) talks of the “ lengthening of a usually short ( Longmans.) 25. 60.-- This is yet another attempt to secure

syllable in arsis ” on versat ( De Sen. i . ) , apparently ignorant juvenile attention for the story of the Gospel. It is simple ,
that the syllable was originally long when the verb.stem was long , well told , effective for the end in view, illustrated by some

and has nothing to do with the arsis : while Mr. Conway on De highly coloured plates , and quite orthodox. If " iruih em

Am. vii. implies that a cum -clause may be subjunctive “ because bodied in a tale " is one of the great desiderala of childhood ,

it contrasts with the lum - clause ," the real reason being its conces- as it certainly is , this little volume realises the ideal .

sive sense as he admits in the same breath . Our schoolmasters,

it appears, are still empirics. Mr. Wells adds a few notes on the
Tennyson's The Cup. By 11. B. Cotterill. 48 + xxxvii . pp.

illustrations , a uselul innovation in this series , which is very (Macmillan .) 25. 60. – This is but a small volume, but it is

unscientific in its treatment of illustrations ; but we are not toll welcome and well done. An account of Tennyson's life and

why Greek vase paintings are repriduced cheek by jowl with work , with some remarks uponi his particular tragedy, constiiute
modern imaginative paintings in a Lalin text . The illustrations

the introduction which is , however, nearly half of the book .

in most of the modern school books are obviously the choice The notes are excellent , but was it necessary to include one on

of tyros. “ exeunt, " seeing how commonly well understood that stage
Mr. Brighouse has more excuse for his edition than his direction is ? Some others are open to the same objection, but

companions. We do not know of any school edition of these the edition is nevertheless highly praiseworthy.

later Philippics, and they are for many reasons very suitable

books to be read in schools. We are glad to be able to say The Knight of the Leopard. 80 pp. (Oliver and Boyd . )

that the book appears to be well done. The introduction in 4d.-This is another tabloid presentation of one of Scott's

particular, which bears with the politics of a troubled period , is novels, in this case “ The Talisman ." The quintessence of the

good, and so is the substance of the notes , if they are rather too story is given in twelve chapters , but no great good can be

full for their purpose. All these books are accompanied by spoken for this practice of deleting great works for the satis

exercises in retranslation which will be found uselul. faction of mean intellects. To refrain even from good words is

surely expedient in the interests of literature. From the same

house comes “ The Vicar of Wakefield ,” in the same form

Edited Books. (80 pp. , 3d .) and open to the same ybjec ion , though the abrigo

ment has been managed with skill . The celebrated " Tales

Palgrave's Golden Treasury of Songs and Lyrics. Book I. from Shakespeare ” of Charles Lamb and his sister Mary are

By J. H. Fowler, xi . + 142 pp. (Macmillan .)
25. 60.- also presented in the same format. Part III . (68 pp ., 34.) and

This book brings to an end the useful enterprise of rendering Part IV. ( 80 pp. , 3d .) lie belore us . They are clearly printed.

Prof. Palgrave's beautiſul anthology accessible to students ir. Their simplicity and adaptability to the needs of young minds

their school days. They could hardly, one thinks, come to the was their very raison d'être. Hence in this series they are quite

study of it too early. Pre - eminent among books of its class, it appropriate.

No. 64, Vol. 6. ]
0
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Macaulay's Life of Samuel Johnson. By C. L. Hanson.

94 + xxxiii . pp. (Ginn . ) is.—There is some careful work in

the Introduction , yet it is set forth in such a popular Mutual

Improvement Society style that it ends by disclosing the

editor's imperfect acquaintance with English things. A section

on “ Reference Books” is, however, very useful and complete .

The text includes a portion ofMacaulay's “ Essay ” as well as

the later “ Life ” of the extraordinary and immortal sage of

Fleet Street . The notes have been compiled with elaborate

effort, but we do not approve of them unreservedly. Many of

them are put in the form of questions , e.g., “ Do you suppose

that either Johnson or Goldsmith really believed that one form

of government is as good as another ? ” Sometimes they aim at

giving good advice , as on p. 81. “ Every young man should

read an abridged edition of Chesterfield's · Letters to his Son .' "

Notes of both kinds ought to be inadmissible in an educational

edition ; and so ought the following, for it is as wrong as a

distance of two or three thousand miles from the spot can make

an editor who is not clear in his geography (p . 90.)
“ Streat

ham : Nearly as far north - west of Fleet Street as Southwark is

south - east of it , the site on which the British Museum

now stands. " This is appalling. American scholarship so

often wins our unstinted admiration that this book tends

towards disillusionment.

Scott's Rob Roy. (Continuous Readers. ) xx. + 220 pp.

( Black. ) Is. 6d . — This abridged edition of Scott's novels , with

its constant features of brief introduction, carefully " cut " text ,

numerous illustrations and brief, clear notes is now well known .

“ Rob Roy " displays all these features, and as a reading book

may be generally commended. Scott's own introduction to his

novel is likewise served up in these pages in a deleted form .

But we do not see why ever. so mechanical a business

as abridging a work like this should be anonymously

put upon the market.

man), and on the first page we are asked to set a composition

on shinny, or mumble-the-peg (meg-in-a -hole, mumble- peg, and

numblety -peg being given as variants for us to choose from ).

Advanced English Syntax. By G. C. T. Onions. ( Swan

Sonnenschein . ) 25. 6d . — This book belongs to the Parallel

Grammar Series, which is well known, and the influence

of the study of classical syntax is seen throughout . It will

repel teachers of grammar by the new nomenclature in the

Introduction ; but it is time that some one authoritative nomen.

clature for English , French , German , and classical syntax was

introduced into the schools. Mr. Onions says in his preface

that his connection with the Oxford English Dictionary has

given him facilities for research . We wish he had used them

more freely ; for we have in English , what we have not got for

Latin , a very distinct history of three syntax difficulties out of

four, and it does seem that for boys at school who want to

understand English syntax there must be two treatments of

each separate conundrum- (a ) historical , (6) psychological.

Our syntaxes up till now have limited themselves to the second,

and are full of self-imposed difficulties. It is pleasant to read

in Mr. Onions' book , “ There are sentences in English which

it is impossible to analyse grammatically.” Not many writers
are so candid.

Geography.

Highways and Byways in Sussex. By E. V. Lucas. With

illustrations by F. L. Griggs. xx . + 424 pp. ( Macmillan . )

65.-Sussex is so rich in Roman , Saxon , and Norman relics

that this volume should serve to provide many interesting notes
for lessons in schools outside the county as well as in it. It

was from Bosham at the western extremity that Harold sailed

WAPO

English .

Elements of English Composition . By T. F. Hunt.

ington . xiii . +373 pp. (Macmillan.) 35. 6d . - One

would like to write a series of articles on this book .

It bristles with controversial points, though contro

versy is absent from its pages. It is crammed with

suggestions for the English teacher, though as an

English class -book it is well - nigh impossible. Its

specimens from authors are admirable, though not

one in five will be familiar to the sixth form . If

anyone wishes to ſeel fresh air rushing in upon him ,

making him feel that he has “found the pass in the

mountains,” he should read the first fifty pages of Mr.

Huntington's book. “ Creative work precedes and

out- ranks critical work.” “ Get speed in composition ,

get naturalness.” “Leave corrections of faults to the

very last .” “Let your boys choose their own sub

jects." “ Let half- a -dozen different subjects be chosen

by half- a - dozen different boys. " “ The paragraph is

the secret of success.” " Choose a newspaper para.

graph in the new style and turn it into plain English .”

Are not these obiter dicta enough to whet the curiosity

of persons who set for composition these subjects :

Fidelity , Thrift , A Rainy Day , the Fiscal Question ?

The book is reactionary in its first ( the more valuable)

half ; it leaves all higher grammar to the very end ;

lbut the present writer would give much to be able to

work on the lines here laid down. No mere short

notice can do justice to this whole-hearted attempt to

make composition what it should be, a recurrent delight . The

book is filled with Americanisms ( Mr. Huntington is a Harvard

0

The Gateway of Battle Abbey.

on his visit to Duke William , and on the Bayeux tapestry

Bosham Church is depicted with Harold and his company
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goes on .

before it . Close by is Chichester-Cissa's Ceastre-with its young children .” The charm of our author's writing is that he

four main roads running north , south , east , and west, as the is not dogmatic, but thinks out his subject with the reader as he

Romans made them . A few miles east is the feudal town of To read the book carefully is to acquire the psycho

Arundel and its imposing castle existing together exactly as they logical habit , the power of analysis and insight, the faculty of

are found in Normandy, and carrying the mind back to the interpretative vision . It is book and teacher in one. The

Middle Ages. Hastings, with Pevensey, where Duke William chapter on the early development of the child is suggestive in

landed on September 18th , 1066 ; Battle Abbey, founded in its very simplicity , and his treatment of language, attention , and

token of his victory, and Hurstmonceau Castle not far away ; mental imagery-productive and reproductive-is characterised

Lewes, with its Saxon customs and its castle and priory, by freshness of illustration , and a limpid clearness not at all
founded by Earl de Warenne and his wife ( the Conqueror's usual in philosophical treatises . Dr. Stout is not disposed to

daughter ) ; Alfriston and its Saxon cross ; Winchelsea-once a accept the theory of emotion set forth by James and Lange,

Cinque Port of the first magnitude, now an inland resort of the which makes emotion the consciousness of vaso-motor and

antiquary and the artist ; and Rye, just as rich in historical other organic changes . The significance of that theory he holds

associations. These are only a few of the centres of interest to be more physiological than psychological . For " an emotion

visited by Mr. Lucas , and his descriptions of them and other is a feeling -attitude of the subject toward an object ; a sensation

places in the county make up a bright and instructive volume is nothing of the kind . ” This book will lay a sure founda

which should certainly find a place in the school library. tion , a trustworthy “ groundwork of psychology, ” for student or

teacher.

Pictorial Geographical Readers. The British Empire. 272 pp.

( Longmans.) Is. 8d . — This is an excellent reader, well written
Elementary Practical Chemistry. Part II . Analytical and

and well Illustrated . The geographical summary at the end of Quantitative. By Dr. F. Clowes and J. B. Coleman. xvi . +

the volume, with its coloured maps, will serve admirably to 212 pp. ( Churchill . ) 25. 6d. net .—Teachers of chemistry will

systematise and concentrate the information contained in the welcome the separate publication of the parts of this deservedly

reading lessons. Many of the selections contained in the book popular book on practical chemistry which deal with qualitative ,

are adapted from distinguished authorities on geographical
volumetric and gravimetric analysis .

subjects.
The Marshfield Maidens and the Fairy Ordina. Vol . II .

The World in 1904. By C. A. Wood . 124 pp . (Man- By Mrs. W. H. Wigley. 254 pp. (Murby .) Is. 61. --Mrs.

chester : John Heywood . ) 25. net . --Mr. Wood here gives a Wigley's consecutive narrative , intended to supply a complete

maximum of information in a minimum of space. The unit of course of domestic economy and training for home duties , should

size of towns seems to be that of the town of Bath : thus , on prove interesting to girls leaving the elementary school to take

p. 61 , we are told that Baku is one and a half times Bath ; on up the duties of domestic service . If there were more mistresses

p . 95 , that Port Arthur is less than Bath ; and on p . 95 , that like the Mrs. Somerton of this reader, we should hear much less

" Montreal is six times Bath.” There are fiſty -seven clear about the servant difficulty.

maps, and the “ 20th -century King's Scholarship Geography
Junior Country Reader . III. Talks on Country Life. By

Questions” are printed at the end of the volume. The type of H. B. M. Buchanan and R. R. C. Gregory . viii . + 198 pp.

the text is too small, and it is insufficiently leaded .
( Macmillan . ) IS. 4d . - Even children in rural schools will be

Science and Technology. able to recognise that the authors are writing from first - hand

knowledge. The reader is bright, practical and informing ; and
The Teacher's Logic. By John E. Adamson .

the excellent illustrations alone are enough to make the book a
(Charles and Dible . ) 25. net .—The title of this book is very

favourite with country children .

appropriate. It is not only a good handbook of logic , but all

through its pages the bearing of logic upon the art of teaching Botany Rambles . Part 1. In the Spring. (Horace Marshall . )
is clearly kept in view. The illustrations are largely taken from 10d . — This book is an attempt to impart to young people useful

the sphere of school -work - grammar, arithmetic, nature -study, and interesting facts about plants and trees by means of reading

geography, science . Good method in teaching just means logical
lessons. We are disposed to think that children will call parts of

method proceeding upon psychological lines . The young teacher the lessons “ babyish . ” The illustrations are numerousand good .

will find the secret of method if he sets himself to master these

pages. Now that inductive and heuristic procedure is insisted
Nature Study and the Teacher. By D. C. Williams. XV, +

upon in teaching not merely geography and science , but even 119 pp. ( Charles and Dible . ) 25. net . - The author sometimes

abstract subjects like grammar and arithmetic , the value of a asks teachers to attempt the impossible ; for example , in refer

book like this goes without saying. The author knows logic ,
ence to Standard I. children , teachers are instructed to deduce

and , what is much rarer , knows something about the art of
from the class— " by a few judicious questions ”--that roots

teaching. We can recommend the book for use in training
feed the plant and that the leaves do the breathing and that

colleges, and for private study by all schoolmasters who wish to
“ the flower propagates and so perpetuatesthespecies.” Child

improve their power of clear exposition and logical teaching .
ren in the same class are to be bothered about “ stamens " and

' pistil ” ; longitudinal and diagrammatic sections , and so on .
The Groundwork of Psychology. By Prof. G. F. Stout .

This is not the way to introduce very young children to nature

248 pp. (Clive . ) 45. 6d . — This new book of Dr. Stout's is
study, and we are sorry that with all his knowledge Mr. Wil

another proof that, if educational science owes much to psy liams should advocate such a plan.

chology, the latter science in its modern developments is becoming
increasingly indebted to the study of children which educational Practical Physics for Schools. III. Electricity and Mag

thinkers have taken up so enthusiastically . Some of the best netism . By C. J. L. Wagstaff and G. C. Bloomer. 117 pp.

work in modern psychology has been done under the stimulus ( Cambridge : Heffer.) 25. 6d.— The plan of this series was

of educational interest . We quite agree with Dr. Stout's described in our issue for December, 1903 , and what was said of

opinion that this new book of his is “ in some respects the first two parts applies to the present instalment . The

an improvement on the ‘ Manual.? ” And one reason among student will be unable to work alone from the present volume,

others is that “ one distinctive feature of it is the free and , indeed , the authors say in their preface, no attempt has

use which it makes of material derived from observation of been made to dispense with the aid of a teacher.” As indi

200 PP:
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cating the general idea of the volume, we may say that

PP. 64 and 65 are blank , with the exception of the following

sentence : “ Examine, sketch , and explain the working of the

following influence machines : the Water-dropping Accumu.

lator, the Replenisher, and the Wimshurst . ”

Mathematics .

A New Geometry for Junior Forms. By S. Barnard and

J. M. Child. xvi . + 306 pp. (Macmillan . ) 25. 60. This

volume consists of the more elementary parts of " A New

Geometry for Schools,” by the same authors, together with

several additional sections. A very welcome feature is the

short but lucid treatment in section 13 of the forms of simple

solids ; the practical side of the subject is also presented in a

thoroughly satisfactory manner. The changes that have been

iotroduced seem to be all in the right direction , and the book

can be cordially recommended . It should perhaps be added

that the range includes ( roughly) the subjects of Euclid , Books

I. , III . ( 1-31 ) and the easy parts of Book IV .

>

Arithmetical Examples. By W. G. Borchardt . viii . +

279 pp . ( Rivingtons. ) 35.- Except for the addition of a

test paper on graphs , these exan ples are taken from the same

author's “ Arithmetical Types and Examples ” noticed in the

December, 1903 , number of The School World . This book

contains tables , examples and answers, but no worked -out

models ; it provides good and ample practice in arithmetical work .

Arithmetic. Part II . By H. G. Willis. viii + 257-494

+ xxxix pp. ( Rivingtons. ) 15. 4d . - A collection of exam

ples on the later work in arithmetic, beginning with factors

and fractions. The examples are arranged in two sets which

may be used in alternate terms and seem to be well chosen.

“ Money sums” do not monopolise the book ; there is a good

selection on areas and volumes, on specific gravily, on mixtures,

on permutations and combinations, on probabilities , and a con

siderable number on graphs. Teachers should find the book

contribute to the lucidity of the exposition. It is of little use

at this stage to move resolutions about the advantages of the

metric system ; few teachers, at any rate, have any doubts

on the matter. Reform must be urged in the only quarter

where action can be successfully taken , and that is in the House

of Commons. Pressure on their parliamentary representatives

is a duty which teachers owe to their pupils.

Arithmetic for the Standards. Scheme B. Standards VI,

and VII. By C. Pendlebury. ( Bell.)— These belong to the

series noticed in November, 1903 (p. 434) and follow the lines

there indicated . The prices are 4d . and 6d ., according to cover,

and the books run to 64 pages .

Miscellaneous.

Short Studies in Education in Scotland . By John Clarke.

xv . + 269 pp. ( Longmans.) 35. 6d. net. — These short studies

are offered as a contribution towards the solution of the many

problems which surround the education question in Scotland.

The opening chapters are largely retrospective, and give an

admirable conspectus of the genesis and history of the educa

tional system of the country. The author shows that , from a

variety of causes, secondary education has passed into the hands

of " several unrelated bodies all operating on lines of their

own , with consequent overlapping, confusion , and antagonism .

Multiplicity of agency was still further aggravated by insecurity

of resources. Thus far the problem. As a contribution to its

solution , one could have wished that the present volume had •

appeared earlier, as in several instances it supports with a

wealth of argument and illustration a policy opposed to that

generally accepted and expounded so ably by Dr. Douglas and

Prof. Jones. The most valuable and original feature in

Mr. Clarke's book is the insistence on the marked distinction

between the educational problem in town and country. In

rural districts there are few secondary schools , but much secon

dary education. Mr. Clarke shows that in the northern counties

of Ross, Inverness , Sutherland , and Caithness, the average per

centage of population , aged 14-20, in receipt of secondary edu

cation is over 21 per cent., while in the south-western counties

of Renfrew , Ayr, and Lanark it is 7-9 per cent . Most of this

secondary education in the northern counties is obtained at the

ordinary village school , and , for geographical and economic

reasons, must continue to be received there or not at all . We

heartily commend this volume to all interested in education ,

and could wish that it would be “ studied and inwardly di

gested ” by Scottish members of Parliament at the present time

The New Movement in Education , with Special Reference to

Elementary Education. By Thistleton Mark. 107 pp. (Charles

and Dible. ) 6d . net .-A reader with no particular knowledge

of educational developments would be sure to obtain from

Mr. Mark's little book a good idea of the recent tendencies in

the direction of making the instruction in our school more

practical and better suited to the needs of the children.

Mr. Mark writes in an interesting style , and has a wide know

ledge of his subject.

The Democratic Ideal in Education . By R. E. Hughes. 70 pp.

(Charles and Dible. ) 15. net . - It is a little difficult to under

stand the object of this book. The author knows a great deal

abɔut education , it is true , but we fear he has not said much in

this case likely to be of practical value to those actually engaged

in educational work . The danger of following foreign methods

of instruction too slavishly is pointed out more ihan once, and

the paramount importance of cultivating individuality in British

schools is repeatedly urged.

Educational Woodwork . By A. C. Horth. 159 pp. ( Percival

Marshall.) 35. 6.4. net .-Of the books that treat woodwork as

an important factor in school education this is certainly one of

very useful.

:

Rudiments of Geometry for Junior Classes. By M. Wilson .

228 pp. ( London : W. R. Russell . ) is. net . - A modest

prelace, giving an account of the way in which the author thinks

the subject of geometry may be best introduced to pupils of

about twelve years of age, produces a lavourable impression

which is confirmed by an examination of the contents of

the book . While not possessing striking novelties, the de

velopment is carefully and thoughtfully carried out , and seems

very suitable for beginners. The theorem of Euclid I. , 47 ,

and the propositions on rectangles are, we think , too late in

appearing, and the treatment of areas would be improved by a

fuller consideration of the metrical value of a rectangle as well

as by the discussion of the areas of similar figures. The text is

limited to one side of the page, the other side containing

diagrams only ; this arrangement contributes clearness, but

perhaps at too great expense . If used in the way the author

suggests, the book seems fitted to yield good results.

The Metric System Explained , with Exercises, Examples

and Illustrations. By Georges Rousselle . Translated and

adapted by R. Smith . xiv. + 97 + i . pp. ( Paris : Gedalge.

London : Hachette .) Is . 6d. net. —This little book , which

bears on its title - page the date 1896, is published under the

patronage of the British Chamber of Commerce at Paris

and is designed to promote the movement for the introduction

of the metric system into this country . The explanations here

given are admirably clear , and range over all the weights and

measures in common use ; numerous diagrams and illustrations
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not be taught as specific subjects, does the proposal mean that

boys and girls are to experiment” for themselves ? If so,

how ? To clear the haze, I suggested a time-lable. No, is the

retort ; make it yourself - experiment - swim - founder - but

expect no further help from me !

Prof. Armstrong, in fact, lives in a region far above us, a sort

of heaven of theory , and the sole notice he takes of the actual

workers is to drop occasional thunderbolts on their heads.

PERCY SIMPSON.

St. Olave's Grammar School.

the best we have seen . The first 97 pages consist of a care

fully graduated three years' course of work, while the remainder

of the book is addressed to the teacher and contains valuable

advice on fittings, organisation , object lessons, &c . To manual

training teachers both parts of the book will be of great value.

Itmightbe improved in a few respects ; more might have been

made of freehand sketches ; the models are too much restricted

to school apparatus; the drawings illustrating mortise cutting

are not clear, and some of the botanical definitions are faulty.

For the convenience of teachers desirous of adhering to the

courses laid down, each year's course is issued separately, as a

little book at 4d. net , for use by the pupils.

Cassell's Union Jack Series Readers. Book IV. 206 pp.

Is. 2d . — The latest addition to this series is like previous

volumes, full of interesting reading matter and abundantly pro

vided with good illustrations.

The Swiss Family Robinson in Words of One Syllable. 95 pp.

( Cassell.) 6d . — Children beginning to read will find this

simplified edition of a popular book very much to their taste .

IF Prof. Armstrong really desires to combine the forces of

all interested in education , to fight against our real enemies, the

ignorant public, he is most unfortunate in his methods. I have

read a large number of his letters in The Times and elsewhere,

and all seem to show the same bitterness. Most classical

teachers are agreed that things are not as they should be ; and,

whatever may once have been the case , there is no need to fear

now that natural science will be neglected . It is the only

subject which the Government encourages by its money grants ;

and the curriculum of schools of class A , which oblains the

largest grant , tends to be almost as preponderatingly scientific

as the old education was literary. There is a real danger that

the subjects which appeal to the imagination , taste , and feeling

may be almost extinguished in the near future, and all attention

directed to the more sordid aim of getting money in one way or

another. Will not Prof. Armstrong turn his energy in another

direction , and try to show the public (who will , of course , be

followed by the Board of Education after some interval) that we

need a well - reasoned general scheme , entirely independent of

money-making, which should be aided as a whole (not a part

only ) by public money. The details of such a scheme cannot be

discussed in the public press, but it must be thought out quietly

and planned by competent persons of wide general experience.

Prof. Armstrong is greatly mistaken if he thinks that salvation

is to be found by abolishing Greek and all “ Hellenism , ” and

substituting chemistry ; or that two things can be done at once,

1.8 . , that English composition can be learnt in the laboratory

whilst chemistry is being studied.

As a practical schoolmaster, who has opportunities of seeing

some things which Prof. Armstrong has not, I find that both

Greek and natural science have things to teach boys which

cannot well be dispensed with , and that neither can give what

the other gives ; further, that English composition may be

practiced in describing experiments or in doing Greek unseens,

but it cannot be taught in either-it must have its own time,

when the mind is not distracted by other things . But these

things must be talked over, and experiments tried , in a very

different spirit from that of heated invective ; and I would

venture to urge Prof. Armstrong to examine Mr. Headlam's

Report and other of the Government papers , and to realise that

it will not be to the public interest, not even , in the long run,

to the good of scientific research-if literary studies, that is , the

essential part of culture and refinement, should practically

disappear from the average English school.

W. H. D. Rouse.

Cambridge.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions

expressed in letters which appear in these columns. As a

rule, a letter criticising any article or review printed in

THE SCHOOL WORLD will be submitted to the contributor

before publication, so that the criticism and reply may

appear together.

The Need of Co -operationbetween Humanists and
Realists.

A BRIEF reply to Prof. Armstrong. By an interesting

coincidence, a writer in your March issue comments on p. 93 :

" In teaching, more perhaps than in anything else, the data

make all the difference. The human boy, the exigencies of

time-tables, the freaks of examining bodies , and a hundred

other things, cause grievous rents in pedagogic theories..

Criticism and suggestion which does not take account of all the

parts we play and of the limits of the stage is predestined to

miss its mark ."

That is the strain which we expect in educational discussion

from one who keeps in touch with fact. Contrast it with Prof.

Armstrong's jejune advice to me-- “ Swim without a belt,"

" train your niind to think otherwise than in hour intervals ” ;

and this in THE SCHOOL WORLD, a paper which specially fixes

attention on education as seen from the practical side.

Again : “ Until teachers learn to make experiments for them.

selves, there will be little progress.” So Prof. Armstrong reads

our record of recent years. As if experiment , in some form or

other, were not a law of our being ; as if any competent teacher

could or would dispense with it . True, the special experiment

to which Prof. Armstrong has invited us does not seem as yet

likely to be tried on an extensive scale ; but, even in this brief

discussion, two of his critics advocate a partial adoption of

it.

Mere theory, of course , we wish to test before adopting.

For instance, the proposal to teach the English language with

incidental work in anthropology , geography, history, and gram .

mar, looks at first sight rather chaotic. Test it in the light of

the explanation offered to Prof. Edgar, who is advised , “ inci

dentally, " that is , “ when not engaged in professing education,”

to devote himself to experimental work , to take it up as a

Tápepyou in fact. Is this the way in which boys and girls ,

while learning English , and devoting , remember, at least half of

their school time to manual and physical work, are to “ master

anthropology , geography, history , and grammar ? As these will

0

The Content and Methods of School Classics .

MR. WINBOLT's article in your February number is extremely

interesting and suggestive , but I am not quite convinced that he

has made out a strong case. “ Culture ” connoies a liberal educa.

tion . Can a boy be said to have a liberal education if he has

devoted half his time , and probably three - fourths of his energies ,

for eleven or twelve years to the study of classics ? Ignorant as

such a boy is of science and modern literature , and having only

a superficial knowledge of mathematics, modern languages, geo.

23
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little , and of literary appreciation less . It seems to me that in

this case, whilst nothing would be lost if Latin gave place

entirely to modern languages, the gain would be great .

We should make much greater progress in the educational

world if we tried more to understand one another's points of

view . The classical teacher and the science teacher are great

offenders in this direction , and seem never to be happier than

when banging each other's head . In America and , to a great

extent , in Germany, each has learnt to appreciate the work of

the other, and each readily admits that his own contribution

to the work of the school is only one of several necessary

factors in the scheme of education . When will English

teachers do likewise ?

Can those of us who are anxious to obtain for our schools a

well - balanced curriculum persuade Mr. Winbolt to accept four,

or at the outside five, hours for his own subject ?
F. W. W.

Bedford .

graphy and history, he has little claim to culture. Mr. Winbolt

desires for his own subject two - fifths of the school time . Why

two- fifths ?

Let us consider the principal subjects of the school time - table.

There are five principal groups : classics , mathematics , English

subjects, modern languages and science. Taking the average

working week as 22 } to 25 hours, we have from 4 to 5 hours

for each group. This suggested equal division of time is , of

course, only a rough working basis . We may, perhaps, narrow

down the curriculum at the age of sixteen or thereabouts, but is

it desirable to do so before ?

That , under existing conditions , teachers are more or less

compelled to make boys specialise at an early age must , per

haps, be admitted. School traditions and university require.

ments have, unfortunately, to be respected . But is not the root

of the difficulty deeper ? Does it not lie in the tendency of

many teachers , and especially of classical teachers , to regard

their own subjects as of supreme importance, and to belittle , if

not to despise, all others ? The classical man finds fault with

his science colleague because he asks for eight hours a week .

Who can honestly say that the work of the one is more-or less

-important than that of the other ? One is tempted to say

a plague upon both of them ! Let each have four hours and be

content .

It seems interesting to enquire whether most, if not all , of the

advantages claimed by Mr. Winbolt for classical teaching can

not be secured by other means. Take , for instance, the ques

tion of " literary appreciation ,” of “ taste,” of “ imagination ,”

and of “ intellectual detachment. ” With these objects in view

Mr. Winbolt would probably place “ Homer, Sophocles, Thucy

dides , Plato and Livy , Virgil , Horace, and Tacitus," before

Molière, Corneille, Voltaire, Victor Hugo, and Lessing , Schiller ,

Goethe , and Fleine . If so , why ? In the intellectual effort a

boy has to put forth when with dictionary , grammar, and text ,

he is unravelling the difficulties of another language, no doubt

the advantage lies with , say, Sophocles and Horace rather than

with Molière and Goethe ; but any possible loss in this direc

tion--in logical reasoning and hard thinking-can , it seems to

me, be made up in other ways. Cannot mathematics and

science supply the deficiency ? The difference, if any, is one of

kind rather than of degree . Again , is the “ life and history ”

and geography of the ancient Græco. Roman world more educa

tive than that of modern Europe ? It may be as interesting , but

cannot be so useful.

I am inclined to regret that Mr. Winbolt tilts against the

term “ useful” education . If, however, he refers to such

purely technical subjects as bookkeeping, shorthand , and com

mercial French , I am quite at one with him . If, on the other

hand , he is thinking of art or science , I cannot agree . If science

is not taught , certain faculties necessarily remain undeveloped ,

and a boy's education is to that extent incomplete. It is not so

much a question of any particular branch of knowledge as of

training, and if any portion of this training has some direct

bearing upon a boy's future career, so much the better.

Another point occurs to me. Let us admit for a moment the

force of the arguments on the other side-that a classical

training is an ideal training for the boy who remains at school

until the age of nineteen , who goes to the university, and then

enters one of the professions. What about the boy who leaves

school at sixteen or seventeen and goes straight into business ?

In Latin he has reached , say , matriculation standard , and has

read , perhaps, a book of Virgil . Ilas the time given to Latin

been profitably spent ? The work done has been far too meagre

to be of much good , especially from the point of view of scholar

ship . The plea that even this limited amount will be of material

assistance to a boy in the study of his own language is , I believe ,

fallacious. Of nicety of discrimination there will have been

none.

Your correspondent, F. W. W. , in his very temperate letter ,

seems to imply that in my article I expressed views as to how

the different subjects of modern curricula should be balanced .

This subject I did not attempt to touch : I confined myself to

expressing my view of what ought to be done by classical

teachers in whatever time the wisdom of our educational

authorities should see fit to allot to us . I did not even desire

two- fifths of the time available ; I merely stated roughly what I

thought was the custom . With F. W. W. , I should not con

sider sufficiently broad the culture of a young man who for

twelve years had given three- quarters of his energies to classical

study ; but , on the other hand, I do not believe that an equal

division of our time between chemistry, mathematics, English ,

modern languages, and science is at all desirable. Of these five

I attach far the greatest importance to classics and mathematics,

and of the others , I should make two more or less subsidiary

subjects of science , and English and modern languages com

bined. A feverish anxiety to cultivate—by systematised educa

tion -- all the faculties may possibly lead to our doing justice to

Some modern educationists remind one of Samuel Jeake ,

of Rye, who, at the age of nineteen , was “ somewhat acquainted

with the Latin , Greek , and Hebrew, rhetoric , logic , poetry ,

natural philosophy, arithmetic, geometry, cosmography,

astronomy, astrology, geography, theology , physics, drilling,

navigation , caligraphy , stenography, drawing , heraldry, and

history.”

Your correspondent also seems to imply that I regard my

own subject (qua my own subject) as of supreme importance.

This I should very much regret , and , moreover, I should have

learnt something of comparative values from eight years' teach

ing of English and German on the modern side . As to “ imagi.

nation ” and “ intellectual detachment, ” I do not think that the

study of modern languages is able to produce the same results as

the study of Greek and Latin . In the study of Latin every

word , idiom , or custom examined carries the mind back , more

or less unconsciously, over more than two thousand years, and

no satisfactory explanation can be reached till that distance has

been traversed . Comparatively speaking , there is little disparity

between English thought and idiom and German (or French )

thought and idiom . This is a very real distinction , and one too

often neglected .

F. W. W. was right in supposing that by “ useful” education

I meant bookkeeping, shorthand, &c. When I made a tilt at

science , I was attacking science as it is often nowadays taught.

I was deprecating the tendency to substitute, in the case of boys

of from 10-14, “ interesting ” puerilities for the necessity of

taking the trouble to think . Of course , a book will not make a

boy think ; but still less will a spade.

S. E. WINBOLT.
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The Lighting of Country Schools.

In answer to the inquiries of Mr. E. Thesiger in your

January issue as to what modern system of lighting is best for

a snall country school where there is no gas supply, I am glad

to supply the following information.

Your correspondent will find acetylene very suitable for

the purpose . Its advantages are , the comparatively small cost

of installation , the small amount of attention required in

working and the resemblance of the light to ordinary sunlight.

The generator for the gas occupies but a small space, and may

be in any separate outbuilding which is not much exposed to

frost . Water supply and drainage from this plant are practically

essential . Anyone with ordinary intelligence can manage the

plant , which does not require an engineer. There are two types

of generators , the automatic and the non -automa!ic. The

former are , broadly speaking, less costly , take up less room ,

and use but little water as compared with the latter , which

produce the whole of the gas from a given charge of calcium

carbide at once , have practically no mechanism , and give a

purer gas than many generators of the former class ; they,

however , waste more gas by absorption in the water than do the

automatic generators. As to the cost of working , calcium

carbide costs, say , 235. per cwt. delivered , every pound of

carbide will give about 4.5 cubic feet of gas for actual use, and

each 30 -candle power burner will consume about one-half of a

cubic foot of acetylene per hour. Ordinary gas- fittings and pipes

are used for conveying the gas ; the fittings must be a good

quality.

The gas is used so widely now , as compared with a few years

ago, that no difficulty should be found in seeing plant at work.

I personally used it at Felsted for a variety of purposes, and its

use there from 1896 to the present time has been attended with

no accident .

I cannot claim more space here , but should your corre

spondent care to write to me I shall be glad to help him further

if I can . ALAN E. MUNBY,

Member ofthe Council of

the Acetylene Association .

naissance. Marot . Bellay. Ronsard. Malherbe. Rabelais .

Montaigne. Calvin . Hôtel de Rambouillet. Vangelas. Aca

démie française 1635 .

Histoire. Gaule 50 avant J.C. jusqu'à la VII.iéme Croisade

St. Louis 1270.

Lecture . “ L'Avare . ” “ Les Précieuses ridicules. " “ Baron

Fourchevieff. ” “ Voyage P'errichon . " “ Le Cid .” “ Athalie,”

2 leçons de Gouin par semaine. 7 chansons.

Exercices de Prononciation
. Règles de prononciation .

SENIORS. - Second-year Students.

Grammaire emploi des temps. Analyse logique. Idiomes ,

Littérature. XVII . Siècle , jusqu'à Voltaire. Rousseaụ .

Histoire . 1328 jusqu'à la Révolution et Napoléon 1815 .

Lecture . “ Andromaque ." “ Hernani. ” Ruy · Blas,

" Vie de Napoléon . ” “ Tartufe . ”

Traduction from “ The Lady of the Lake ” and “ The

Merchant of Venice."

Gouin. Méthode avancée. Leçon d'assai par les élèves :

3 leçons chacune .

Grammaire. La Maîtresse explique chaque règle de gram

maire , les élèves répètent et font des exercices sur les règles .

Littérature, la maîtresse raconte la vie d'un poète, les élèves

racontent , puis écrivent, une élève dictant . Histoire, même

méthode suivie.

Lecture . Chaque élève lit à tour de rôle . 2 fois par année,

examens par écrit .

German,

First Year. -1 hour Gouin ; 1 hour grammar. Grammar

varied by teaching a piece of poetry in a method approaching

the Gouin ,

Second Year . — 3 hours a week . 1 hour Literature. 1 hour

Translation into German of passages from Literature .

Reading : (a) Higher Division , Reading classic . “ Undine ”

and “ Faust.”

(6) Lower Division, half- hour grammar ; half -hour easy trans

lation . Last year Schiller's “ Glocke " and “ Deutsche Klein

stadter " ( Kotzebne.)

Italian.

First Year. if hours a week ; 1 hour Gouin , i hour

grammar. ( Perini.)

Second Year : 2 hours a week. 1 hour reading and trans

lation “ I Miei Prigioni ” ; 1 hours Gouin and grammar to end

of Lesson xxvii . in Perini.

A Course of Modern Languages.

THINKING that our rather successful experience in the teach

ing of modern languages at a Training College for Secondary

Teachers ( who propose to act as governesses in families) may

possibly be of use to heads of other colleges , I subjoin the

reports of our French and German mistresses as to their two

years' courses ( 1902 and 1903.) All the French mistress's

teaching is in French . Noattempt is made to “ get up " any

of the subjects indicated , but the students receive , at any rate,

a key to French history, French thought , and French modes

of expression . Two hours a week are spent in “ Gouin

classes ; and , besides, the students of each year are divided

into two sets - advanced and less advanced ; and these four

sets take it in turns to spend from nine to twelve hours a

week with the French mistress : the two advanced classes for

a week at a time, the two less advanced for a fortnight.

6

An extract from the Report of our Inspector ( formerly one of

H.M. Chief Inspectors of Schools ) will give an idea of results.

“ On my arrival on the evening of October 28th I was a spec

tator of an amusing French play performed by the junior

students in which good accent was combined with an evident

at-homeness in French conversation . . . All the staff

gave model lessons before me; those in modern languages by

Mdlle. Mottu and Fräulein Diez . A passage from “ Richard II.”

was translated into French by means of the Gouin method , while

the students also showed their facility in French by translating

another passage by themselves. Fräulein Diez caused her class

to translate a short anecdote from Italian into German , first

literally and then into idiomatic phrase and proper German

order. Both these lessons were genuinely stimulating and at

the same time thoroughly enjoyable."

C. M. MASON .

House of Education,

Ambleside.

The Rule of Three.

I UNDERSTAND that arithmetic is an art , the object of which

is to attain certain results in the surest and quickest way. If so,

there is something to be said in favour of the “ old -fashioned ”

rule of three as against the newer “ unitary " method . I need

not occupy space with demonstrating this . The waste of time

French,

JUNIORS. – First-year Students.

Grammaire, Larousse. Article jusqu'aux participes. Exer

cices. Dictées, exemples, homonymes. Traduction from

Evangeline (Longfellow .)

Littérature . Formation de la langue française . Trouba

dours. Poètes. Lorris, Jean de Meung, Charles d'Orléans ,

Villon .

Historiographes . Villehardouin , Joinville , Froissart , Chris

tine de Pisan (Chartier. ] Origine du théâtre . Confrère de la

Passion . Clercs de la Basoche . Enfants Sans -soucis. Re.
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and figures in the unitary method is increasingly obvious when

we contemplate a sum in " compound proportion," or , as I have

lately seen , a schoolgirl foundering on these principles through

simple problems in “ stocks and shares.” Arithmetic is also a

science , training in which is useful for the development of

mental faculties Ima that there is more thinking required

in a child to siate the three terms of a “ rule of three " than in

the mechanical devices of the “ unitary " method . If it is

objecied that the child does not in this way see the raison d'être

of the method , I reply that neither does he in the “ unitary ”

way. One way is, to him , as arbitrary as the other . And ,

secondly, the reasons for this , as for so many processes in arith .

metic, are not apprehensible either in arithmetic or by the child

till he is old enough to understand it in the course of his

algebra. X. Y. Z.

The Teaching of Modern Languages.

There are other reasons than those suggested by Mr. S.

A. Richards for retaining the old method of teaching modern

languages, though not necessarily to the exclusion of the new

methods. Bacon taught us long ago that , while “ Conference

maketh a ready man , writing maketh an exact man ," or, in

Laiin , “ Siriplio autem et notarum collecti, perlecta in animo

imprimit et altius figil. " How is the pupil to learn how to

write the plurals of nouns in French with ox or •s, for example,

except by learning rules ? How is he to fix these things deeply

in the mind except by writing exercises ? Are not modern

languages written as well as spoken ? It seems to me , from

what I can learn of the new methods, that they are just the

conversation lessons exaggerated to the exclusion of the other

and equally necessary methods of instruction .

A RETIRED SCHOOLMASTER .

come-tax , assessment on school buildings, & c. By whom is it

published , and at what price ?

( ii . ) Are the Irish Statutes of Charles I. procurable as Govern .

ment publications ? If not, how may they be obtained ?

K.C. ( i . ) Is there any good book of examples on Geometrical

Drawing ? Most of the books I have seen have few examples,

and though , of course, one can invent them for oneself, it is

more simple to have them already made up.

( ii . ) Has any cheap book been published of illustrations of

logic-syllogisms and fallacious arguments principally ?

G. HAMMAM , Beirut , Syria . Wanted :-(i . ) The names of

two or three books on the General History of Education .

( ii . ) Good and full information of those who have attempted

to solve the problem of inscribing a heptagon in a circle.

(iii . ) Any general rule for the divisibility of a number by

a prime number. Where can I find the rule with the proof?

( iv . ) The best book on Masonry, giving full information

about foundations, structure, planning, mortars, &c .

(v. ) Is there a key to the exercises in Mackey's Euclid ?

A. L. Is there a reasonably cheap edition of the Paston

letters, or of selections from them ?

QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS.

T. S. Is it possible to obtain a verbatim (official) report of

the proceedings of one or more sections of the British Associa.

on hout purchasing the reports of all sections ? If so , please

say where oblainable and at what price. What is the cost of the

publication containing the reports of the proceedings of all sections

of the Association ?

R. A. G. No verbatim reports are published of the pro

ceedings of the sections of the British Association . General

articles upon the chief subjects brought before each section

appear in Nature shortly after each meeting of the Association .

Presidential addresses , abstracts of papers brought before the

sections with the reports of committees , and a few selected

papers, are printed in the annual report , but no account is given

of discussions. Every member of the Association, for an

annual subscription of two guineas, receives a copy of this

report . Mr. John Murray is the publisher of the report , and

the price to non -members is 245. The address of the Associa

tion is Burlington House, Piccadilly, W.

K.C. Is there any book of examples published on the lines of

the new Army Examination in Mathematics ?

S. T. A. “ Mathematical Papers for Army Classes." H. S.

Brabant. (Relfe.) is . 6d ., or with answers 2s. 6d. , will
prove

useful.

MUTUAL AID.

The object of this column is to afford teachers the opportu.

nity of asking questions of and giving assistance to colleagues.

The questions received to which replies are solicited will be

printed first ; following these will be the answers which have

been sent in , and , to make such replies intelligible to all readers ,

they will be accompanied by the question .

The questions should deal only with educational matters,

using the expression in a broad sense , and the publication or

otherwise of any question must be leſt entirely to the discretion

of the Editors.

Questions and answers should be addressed to the Editors of

The School World, St. Martin's Street , London , W.C. , and

should be accompanied by the full name and address of the

sender, though not necessarily for publication . Each question

or answer should be on one side only of a separate sheet of

paper.

QUESTIONS.

M. R. B. Can anyone name and give price and publisher of

“ Admission Registers for Private Schools ” that have adequate

space for recording details of admission, leaving , progress and

future work of pupils ?

E. F. S. Can any reader inform me from what poem the

following is a quotation :

“ Oh ! fret not after Knowledge,

I have none , and yet ihe evening listens."

E. Kenny, Ursuline Convent , Waterford, would be glad

to receive the opinions of teachers in secondary schools as

the advisability of rewarding successful pupils by giving them

money prizes.

T. S. (i . ) In a series of handbooks entitled , if I remember

aright , “ Handbooks of Social Questions,” is one on Education ,

and dealing with legal points affecting master and pupil , in

The School World.

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and

Progress.

EDITORIAL AND PUBLISHING OFFICES,

ST . MARTIN'S STREET , LONDON , W.C.>

Contributions and General Correspondence should be sent to
the Editors.

Business Letters and Advertisements should be adiressed to

the Publishers.

THE School World is published a few days before the

beginning of each month . The price of a single cory is sixpence,

Annual sunscriprion , including postage, eighi shillinys.

The Editors will be glad to consider suitable articles, which , if

not accepted, will be returned when the postageis prepaid.

All contributions must be accompanied by the name and

address of the author, though not necessarily for publication .
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there are those who believe that the study of
THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS FOR

LONDON .
theory constitutes a teacher's training, and, again ,
those who read the phrase “ trained teacher in

By J. W. ADAMSON ,
“ accomplishedthe sense of “ finished " orB.A.

Professor of Education , King's College , London .
teacher . Whether the study of educational prin

ciples is a philosophic discipline fittingly recognised

S the most recent Education Acts prove , by inclusion in a degree course is not the question ;

legislators and administrators now admit teaching is an art , and those very principles assure

that schoolmasters need a specific prepara- us that arts must be attained by practice . It is a

tion for their office. But , though the soundness of misuse of words to describe the mere student of

the contention is so far admitted, there is no theory , be it ever so philosophical , as trained . A

general agreement as to ways and means ; the man may possess a thorough knowledge of the

phrase, training of teachers,” is very variously theory of projectiles, and of the chemistry and
interpreted by public men , and some of the sur- dynamics of a powderexplosion ; but no one would

viving opposition to training is based upon one or therefore call him a trained gunner. On the other

other oftheir commonly mistaken interpretations
. hand , the skill which marks the accomplished

It is therefore necessary to state in what sense the teacher is only to be acquired from long experience
words are used here . in the schoolroom ; in the most favourable cir

The man who proposes to enter the profession cumstances the training period is but short, and

of teaching should be, first, educated, and, secondly , at its conclusion the student, compared with the

trained to teach ; a truism , or so one would like to accomplished artist , is still raw.

regard it . The standard of education for the But practice in the schoolroom amidst ordinary

secondary school teacher is prescribed by the school children , when judiciously devised , directed

Registration Regulations ; expressed summarily, and criticised , will enable the average man to

these indicate the completion of the first half of a recognise the teacher's essential problems and to

degree course as the minimum . The standards for develop power in dealing with them ; and the

teachers in public elementary schools are various; study of theory, pursued concurrently with such

but, since we may assume that the new London practice , bestows an interest and an insight which

Authority will follow the practice of the School abbreviate the student's period of “ learning by

Board and employ only fully -certificated teachers , experience.” It is in this sense that the novice is

the Board of Education's certificate may be said , in due time, to be trained .

regarded here as the minimum educational qualifi- The education and training are both accom

cation . This certificate represents , according to plished best when pursued , not concurrently as in

circumstances, an " English education ,” fairly good the elementary training college , but separately,

so far as it goes, with a foreign language or a education coming first . If the practical part of

branch of science in addition , or a degree course the training is to deserve the name, it will require

wholly or partially completed. The number of time, as will certain auxiliary arts, such as black

London elementary teachers who graduate will , board drawing and voice-management, which are

under the coming régime, no doubt be greatly well-nigh indispensable to the teacher. If the

increased ; consequently, the standard of general time be subtracted from time due to education in

education demanded from the London secondary the non -professional sense , that education must

teacher will not remain at the minimum of the suffer ; a day obstinately refuses to contain more

Registration Regulations . than twenty - four hours . The loss is one which

“ Trained to teach ” means having passed under the teacher cannot afford , since knowledge and

competent direction through a course of study of culture are even more necessary to him than to

the principles of education combined with practice the layman .

in the art of teaching ; theory and practice are Provision for training the secondary teacher is

both essential . The phrase is not always so under- the more urgent , while his need is in danger of

stood . Passing by the opinion that he is trained being overlooked. The whole charge in respect of

to teach who is himself thoroughly instructed , training, both elementary and secondary, is thrown

No. 65 , Vol. 6. ]
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by the Act on the secondary fund ; the secondary dary teachers should receive their training in com

school being the Cinderella of English educational mon ; certain persons affect to believe in the face

administration, the consequence is likely to follow of easily ascertained facts, it cannot be much more

in London (as already in some adjacent counties) than affectation) that all training is merely indoc

that measures for training secondary teachers will trinating the trained with

be postponed till all like claims in favour of their

confrères are met , that is , till about the Greek
“ German primary class rules

Fitted for English secondary schools .”
kalends. It is significant that while estimates

have appeared of the number of additional trained Much that is fundamental to all education may be

elementary teachers required yearly by London , taught simultaneously to both classes of student,

no serious calculation seems to have been under- provided all are sufficiently educated to appreciate

taken on behalf of the others . the matter taught; many questions of method and

It must be remembered that the problem of the most elementary facts respecting the main

training teachers, as distinct from educating them , tenance of control and “ good order ” may be

has only been seriously considered during the past elucidated with profit to both sets of students in

few years ; it is still , in fact, in a more or less circumstances most allied to elementary school

experimental stage. But , if foreign experience be conditions . But the elementary school deals with

added to our own , there would appear to be some children whose age on paper does not exceed

three or four different modes of conducting it . fourteen , while, in fact, the limit is appreciably

First may be named the training college, for those less ; the secondary school pupil may be seventeen
whose education satisfies the minimum of the or nineteen years of age . The facts inean differ.

registration regulations ; the tendency will most ences in circumstances, possibilities and ideals
probably be to require a university degree from which make one and the same practical training

all London secondary teachers, save in certain ( and, as a consequence , the same treatment of
well-defined and exceptional cases . The training theory ) impracticable for both in all respects . The

college course , occupying one year, comprises the secondary training college must have its secondary
study of the scientific principles of education and practising schools , the primary its primary ; and
their practical development, the history of educa- a staff which is sufficient for either set of students

tional opinion and practice, and practical training alone would be insufficient when the sets are com
in a school, or schools . We already have such bined — where combination is possible and desir
training colleges in London , for women chiefly ; able .

the provision for men may meet the existing But the college is not the only agency whereby

demand, but, measured by the community's the secondary teacher may be trained. Some of

advantage, that demand ought to be considerably the greater London schools also might undertake
increased. the professional instruction of some half-a - dozen

The “ college ” may be an independent institu- graduates, with advantage to the public and without

tion or a department of a place of learning which prejudice to themselves. The thing is done by

carries on educational work of many kinds . The many German schools of a rank with which these

dislike of the seminary is a national trait which London schools should not think it derogatory to

sometimes amounts to no more than a prejudice ; be compared. It is a ludicrous misstatement of

still , few will deny the advantage even to persons the case to say , as was said recently , that " even

learning a profession, when their instruction is in Germany, practice ” ( in a secondary school)

gained in partial association with other members can only be obtained upon a low class and on

of a great society . Still more to the point is it the parental condition of a free education.” On

that in such places the teachers of the students of the contrary, Seminars are attached to some of the

education gain in comprehensiveness of view and best - known gymnasien in Prussia and in Germany

breadth of sympathy by daily contact with other generally . Such are selected precisely because

teachers , who necessarily regard questions of they are well - equipped , well - staffed, thoroughly

principle and ofmethod from different coigns of efficient places of education , where the paid ser

vantage . In “ London Education ," Mr. Sidney vices of the headmaster and a colleague are

Webb makes fun effectively of the belief that available to direct the professional study, theo

“ the advancement of learning depends on the retical and practical , of the four , six or eight

subtle intellectual stimulus gained university graduates sent to them for the purpose.

interchange of the lore of the scholar of Arabic Formerly the Prussian secondary teacher , after

with the facts of the student ofchemistry ” (p. 59) , completing his university studies and passing a
but the staff of a great college are frequently com- State examination for schoolmasters, served a

pelled to hammer out in concert working schemes year's probation in a school before he obtained
which include in their purview matter as distantly a definitive engagement; during the probationary

related even as Arabic and chemistry, and in the period bis status was much the same as that
process orientalist and chemist have opportunity | denoted by our term , “ student-teacher."

to learn from each other. The instinct is, there- Aller a trial lasuing some seventy years, this

fore , a healthy one which is moving all the secon- arrangement was deemed unsatisfactory, and in

dary training colleges in London to seek organic 1890 ihe seminar system was introduced , in order

connection with the university. 10 ensure for the novice a year's study of theory

It is often suggested that primary and secon- and practice jointly (a true " training," in short ) ,

a

by the

own
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between the close of his university course and certificated teachers ; it will , therefore, be neces

the probationary year which is still exacted . sary to increase the existing annual supply of

In the seminar, the young graduates work trained elementary teachers by a number vari

through a course in the theory of education which ously stated from five to nine hundred . To these

is illustrated and enforced in the lessons they some would add an unknown but much smaller

attend , by those which they themselves give, with number of primary teachers, chiefly women , for

criticism to follow , and by the daily life of the service in the lower forms of some secondary

school in which they share. Independent evi- schools , whose education and training would be of

dence shows that the plan confers great advantages a kind different from , though , for their work , not

on the students, while causing no detriment of necessarily inferior to those of their colleagues in

moment to the school ; and the evidence is corro- the upper forms.

borated by the fact that the German Empire in Primary teachers of this second class would

general has followed Prussia's lead . have completed their education before admission

The essentials are a good school with sufficient to the technical course , for which alone the Edu

variety of work and pupils numerous enough to cation Authority and the training-college would be

allow scope for continuous work by the students; responsible. We touch here upon a very neces

above all , a headmaster and a senior colleague , or sary reform in the manner of preparing elementary

two senior masters, with leisure between them to teachers . At present the majority pursue, during

undertake the supervision of the students' practice a two years' course ( the élite during a three years'

and the direction of their reading . More than a course ), a general education with which training

few London secondary schools could compass is mingled, to the detriment of both , and with

these things ; the extra remuneration of the two some perfunctoriness attaching to the technical

teachers and provision for a larger school staff instruction . Had it not been for the earlier

might be met out of the fees of the students and empirical exercise in technique which most of the

a subvention from the Education Authority , which students had obtained as pupil -teachers , the utter

would thus secure an efficient and inexpensive insufficiency of their so -called training would have

mode of training. been more generally recognised: A large acces

For the moment it may be necessary to accept sion of recruits from the ranks of those who have

forms of training less satisfactory than the training. had no previous experience of teaching, whether

college and the seminar. Schools of lower as pupil.teachers or otherwise, may be confidently

standing than those above mentioned , but com- expected in the very near future by the London

petently qualified in staff, curriculum and premises , training-colleges and whatever other agencies may

might be permitted to offer facilities for practice be created to prepare teachers for work in London

to student -teachers, for whose benefit the uni- elementary schools . If the present system is

versity might establish courses of pedagogical maintained in the case of these persons, training

lectures in different parts of London . The con- in general will suffer wholly unmerited discredit

sequent divorce of theory and practice is a weak- when they pass to work for which they will have

ness which stamps the plan conspicuously as been but superficially made ready .

makeshift ; the lecturer might mitigate the evil by When candidates of satisfactory educational

visiting the schools and seeing his hearers at work. standing are forthcoming in sufficient numbers

The relation of the university to the study of (and it rests with the teachers' paymasters to say

education is a large question, however, which when this shall be) they should receive strictly

concernsmany other subjects besides training . professional instruction only during one year's

Some Swiss cities train women for teaching by sojourn in the college. The expense of training

a system which maybe described here , although all ranks of teachers will not besmall, if seriously

it involves the radically unsound attempt to undertaken ; the secondary fund will be terribly

combine pedagogic instruction with education . depleted , if it is to bear the charge not only of

The upper section of a large school (say, the training all elementary teachers, but of educating
studies of the last three or four years) is divided them also.

according to the future careers of the pupils ; thus, In deciding how many persons shall be prepared

there are divisions for general education, for annually within a given area for the office of

commerce, for domestic management, for peda- schoolmaster it is not enough to count up the

gogy. Girls who are to become teachers, or who, yearly waste. The number is strictly limited to
for various reasons , deem it advisable to follow a ihose for whom schools are available in which to

similar course , spend their last three or four years obtain the indispensable practice. It is all very

at school in the pedagogic division . During the well for two or three rural counties to unite in

first or first two of these years the studies are establishing a big college intended to meet their

distinctly non -technical ; in the last two years combined needs ; they still have to find children in

they are interspersed with lessons on pedagogy sufficient numbers to permit practice so conducted

and some practice in teaching, either in a small as not to interfere with a school's first and greatest

practising department or in neighbouring primary duty, the education of its scholars . In the case

schools . of primary teachers, one hundred students should

Educational efficiency of a modest standard have access to seven or eight schools, or depart
requires all London elementary schools to be ments , of from 250 to 400 pupils each . The

staffed , as the board schools have been , by fully number of secondary schools per hundred students
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would be very much greater , owing to smaller
THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH .

classes , a more complicated curriculum , and the

needs of those who proposed to become teachers By F. W. HEADLEY, M.A.

of special subjects. This is a point which must Haileybury College.

be insisted on betimes , or we shall suffer from the

creation of big , ineffective institutions placed UR so -called teaching of English seems

where they will be crippled from the outset . A often to be directed not to the mastery

training college which contained so many students of the language to be used, but to the

that it could notfind enough pupils for practice glorification of grammar. But English grammar

would be as useful for its special purpose as a is not a thing to be glorified. The syntax is

medical school in the Hebrides . simple , the grammatical inflexions are very few .

Where long-established agencies are already at The tendency in language is to drop elaborate

work, the over -preponderance of any large , cen- grammatical forms. An English boy , at any rate

trallyadministeredinstitution would constitute yet ifheisthe son of educatedparents, makes few
another danger . As was said above, training is in mistakes in grammar. Why, then , should he

the experimental stage ; we are a long way from the devote much time to the study of it ? It would

point (if there be such) at which the preparation seem that those who teach English, having them

of the teacher can be profitably stereotyped. selves been brought up on Latin and Greek,

There is ample room , or rather there is every ancient languages overburdened with grammatical

reason to encourage different modes of training ; machinery, have assumed that English grammar

the predominance of any one form should not be must be equally important. Hence much time

allowed to stifle vitality in the others. In London , . must be set apart for the study of it , and this time

the number of colleges and other training agencies must somehow be filled up. But there are few

must be increased to meet the imminent increase irregular verbs which the boy does not already

in the demand for teachers ; but existing insti . know , the substantives and adjectives are very

tutions should be developed to the full by the amenable, the prepositions all govern the same

Education Authority, whatever is wanting either case , the syntax gives but little trouble . How,

in staff or matériel being supplied, so as to bring all then , occupy the long hours ? The compound

to the highest efficiency of which they are capable . sentence comes to fill the gap. Now, it would be

Such a policy is not only the less costly ; it pre- foolish to belittle the importance of understanding

serves , as a London asset, the experience , the the compound sentence . It involves an under

initiative and the traditions which these institu- standing of the parts of speech, of the inherent

tions embody. difference between substantive, adjective, verb ,

When all is said , it remains that the greatest adverb . It involves a grasp of the fact that

hindrance to training may be swept away directly clauses are substantives, adjectives , or adverbs,

the Londoner, as ratepayer , taxpayer or parent, and that a compound sentence is , in fact, a simple

understands that he does not pay a reasonably fair sentence with clauses for its words . No one can

salary to the majority of assistant - masters and know much of language unless he realises this .

mistresses in secondary schools. Capable men But the realisation of this is not all that in many

and women will be ready to prepare themselves, cases is demanded of the boy learner . He is set

at sacrifices of time and money, for his service , day after day to analyse the compound sentence ;

when he pays them as he should . He knows that and this is, I maintain , to make a fetish of it.

as a matter of business good work looks for good When enough analysis has been done to ensure a

pay ; whether he realises it or not , he needs some grasp of the principle, the subject may be dropped

very good work in the schools, and the Education for a time and recurred to occasionally . The object

Authority of London should make the fact and its of language (pace Talleyrand) is to communicate

implication clear to him . thought. It is a piece of practical mechanism of

which a boy must learn the use . If he knows

only the grammar, he is in the position of a cab
The third edition of the Guide to the Best Historical Novels

driver who understands the anatomy of his horse ,

and Tales, by Jonathan Nield --- xvi . + 235 pp . ( Elkin
but does not know how to drive .

Mathews), 4s . net - is so much altered that it calls for treat
If we are agreed that the important thing is to

ment as a new book rather than the mere chronicling of the
be able to write and speak English well , how is

appearance of a new edition . Mr. Nield's first edition was far
the object to be attained ? It goes without saying

better than any previous work of the kind ; his second edition
that there must be much essay writing . This

contained indexes that at least doubled the value of the book

as a work of reference ; and this third edition has been so
presents a difficulty , since it is hard to find sub

entirely recast , improved , extended and cheapened as to bring
jects when the writer is very ignorant. But , then,

it within a measurable degree of bibliographical perfection.
essays need not all take the form of discussions, of

We lack the space to set out the new features here ; but any one propositions argued out. They may be descriptions

interested can readily obtain a good idea of them by writing to of objects and scenes with which all the boys in

the publisher for prospectus . We recommend his work very
the form are familiar : questions on history recently

heartily to our readers . The completeness, variety and accu read , if they demand the marshalling of facts,

racy of its contents make it quite indispensable to teachers and afford very good practice. But the writing of

students of history , to the keepers of school and other libraries, essays is not by itself enough . It is often the

and to lovers of belles lettres generally . making of bricks without straw and without clay .

a
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A conversation with an average boy of fifteen , or a vocabulary , be called upon to put into sentences ,

a letter written by him (still more an essay) , would in such a way as to bring out the meaning, many

soon make this clear. He has a most meagre of the difficult words that occur in the book. Much

vocabulary. He resorts perpetually to slang , not of this may be done orally , the class criticising the

so much because he prefers it as bec ise his various sentences produced .

“ King's English ” fails him at need . Here, then , This method — the reading of books , the study

we have got at the main difficulty. He has no of their words and their matter - seeins simple

vocabulary: When he reads a book, unless it be enough, and, I think , ought to commend itself to

a tale of adventure told in very simple language, a those who have to teach English , but it does not

good many of the words are only hazily intelligible work in well with the prevailing practice of giving

to him . He is quite incapable of using them himself. half-an-hour or an hour to the preparation of a

What he needs is not so much to learn grammar lesson and half-an-hour or an hour to the hearing

as to increase his stock of ideas and words by of it. This snippety way of doing things is alto

which to express them . A word gained is often gether ill-adapted to the teaching of English to

an idea gained. For a word is a crystallised idea , English boys , though suitable enough for a

so that an enlargement of vocabulary ought to Xenophon lesson of ten lines , every one of which

mean a gain in power of thought . This is true not bristles with difficulties. The master, with his

only of words that embody comparatively difficult English class, considers himself bound to go on

ideas , such as subjective and objective, but also of asking questions during the allotted time; he has

words which a boy might learn, e.g. , from reading often exhausted the sensible ones before the hour

Macaulay's : Clive," such as virulent,preponderating, is up, and hasto fall back on a residuum of foolish

connivance , monopoly, cashiered, ballot, grotesque , per. ones , questions on such futilities as Anglo- Saxon

sonified. If he already has the idea in his mind, derivations , or else on utterly irrelevant matter.

dim and misty, it becomes more definite and clear. The method I propose throws a boy more on his

cut by the acquisition of a word to express it . own resources , an excellent thing for him. But ,

How , then, is a vocabulary to be acquired ? of course, he ought to have an English dictionary

Clearly it cannot be without much reading , but at his service. Did not Euclid show his wisdom

careful and attentive reading is wanted . When a by prefixing to his Geometry a glossary of all the

boy has read a novel, he is often vague about the important terms used ?

names of the characters . “ There is a chap, and A boy has to be taught to speak his mother

another chap , I can't remember their names.' To tongue as well as to write it . It is good , with this

fix the attention on the points required , all un- in view , to make him answer not with single

familiar words should be underlined . The interest words but with sentences . But, after all , in form

of the subject may naturally make the reader most of the talking must fall upon the master . If,

unwilling to pause over a particular word if he however, the form is occasionally converted into

sees the general sense, but the mere underlining a debating society with the master for chairman ,

will not hinder him . He can return afterwards to the boys have more of an innings, and may learn

the word and study it in its context . If further the difficult art of retaining ideas and coherency of

light is wanted , he can refer to a dictionary . This speech when standing and facing an assembly .

method can be followed with a class. They should The finding of subjects is not very easy, but there

be given a book to read , e.g. , Seeley's “Expansion are not a few good ones, e.g. , conscription , boarding
of England ," a short biography, one of Macaulay's schools and day schools , the desirability of a rail

essays . They may read it out of school, or in way tunnel between England and France, the

the time allowed in school, or partly one, partly comparative merits of cricket and football. Many

the other . They should underline , each boy for of the speeches will consist of a couple of sentences

himself, all the words strange to them which they only , after which the orator will beemptied for the

would have difficulty in using for themselves . As time of all his ideas. But some remark of another

the result of their reading they should be able, in speaker will stimulate him , and he will wish again

the first place , to answer questions on the matter to mount the rostrum .

of what they have been reading. To understand It remains to consider what , from our present

what one reads is the important thing of all . If point of view , is lost by those who know nothing of

grown -up people are asked to give some account of Greek . Certainly there are many scientific words

the line of argument in some magazine article , and some that have won their way into ordinary

instead of merely saying “ you really ought to read English which present an increasing difficulty

it,” the revelations of ignorance are often as- now that Greek as an educational subject is dying .

tonishing . The boy reader, then, must show by I believe that a good deal may be done by col

his answers that he has a grasp of the subject lecting into groups words of Greek origin which

and can put the facts together in their proper are built up partly of common materials , so that

sequence. It is highly important that he should the meaning of the common part may become

try his hand on a variety of books, that he should apparent ; such words as polyanthus , polygon ,

read out of school as well as in school , and that, to polygamy ; anarchy , agnostic, anaemic ; monarchi ,

nerve him to this, his school hours should be cut monocycle , monogamy, monotonous ; orthodoxy ,

down to reasonable limits . But , besides showing heterodoxy, paradox. As for learning Greek for

a knowledge of the subject matter , the young the sake of knowing the meaning of a hundred or

student of English should, since he is trying to gain more English words, that is like studying thorough
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bass in order that you may be able to play the so that the gradual approximation of the broken

whistle-pipe. Greek, as an educational subject, rectangular outline to the curve of the speed -graph

has great merits , but to learn it solely as a becomes manifest.

stepping -stone to an English vocabulary is too When in this fashion the meaning of the terms

foolish . The English words of Greek origin do “ speed ” and “ acceleration ” has been got hold of,

not, after all , present any tremendous difficulty. with the interpretation of the graphs, one can ,

The main thing is that there should be much with advantage , begin to proceed to consider the

reading of English books with a view to master cause of motion .

both the subject matter and the words, that there Instead of drawing the trolley by hand, let it be

should be essay writing in plenty ( I would add drawn by a falling weight (our trolley weighs

précis writing) , and to a less extent the making of about 400 grams ; a 50-gram weight gives suit

speeches, however lame and brief. This method able results). The resulting curves are examined

will, I believe , put an end to the idleness of by boys as before, but this time , of course, the

“ ," English " classes, stimulate boys to effort and speed-graph comes approximately straight . It
help them to master that glorious mother tongue is necessary to explain how in this case the first

which is a thousand times more important to them and second differences of the original spaces give
than any foreign language whether ancient or the speed and acceleration , so that in future ob

modern . servations of this kind the labour of plotting the

graphs may be avoided.

It is interesting to note that the irregularities

that appear in the acceleration set boys asking

the reason and making suggestions to account for

INTRODUCTORY WORK IN MECHANICS. them .

By W. C. FLETCHER, M.A.
Next , the load on the trolley is varied , and

Headmaster of Liverpool Institute. the accelerations produced by the same falling

weight observed . To get satisfactory results it

HE following article gives an account of a is necessary first to find the weight which is re

simple method which has been found useful quired in each case just to maintain motion . To

for introductory work in mechanics. The illustrate I give a set of actual results :

aim is to familiarise boys practically with the

analysis of motion , so that velocity and accelera
tion become to them realities , not merely words . Trolley Trolley + load . 807 gr.

Sound ideas of force naturally follow .
Pulling weight .. Pulling weight

Resistance balanced by

A trolley is constructed by mounting a strip of Speed. Speed.

board (say 3 ft . by 3 in . ) on two pairs of wheels .

A strip of drawing paper is pinned down to this.
35 35 17 17 7 3

A paint brush is wired on to a slip of steel ( 2 ft. 47'5 12'5 4143 243

to 2 ft. long) , clamped at one end in such away 143 60-5 12'5 - 1973

that the whole length of the trolley can be drawn 2142 7162 107

under the brush while it is vibrating transversely
298-3 84'1 12'9 154

394
957 11 :6 205

to the motion of the trolley. In our apparatus the
51

503 109 13 :3
262 57

brush makes from five to eight vibrations a second , 32502 63-2

according to the point at which the rod is clamped . Average 124 395 7 7005 73

In the first instance, the trolley is drawn under
473'2 77'5 70

the brush arbitrarily by hand , so that generally a Average 67

more or less irregular wave curve is obtained .

The distances between successive crests are of 461 6.7
Comparison of results = 0'535. = 0'540 .

course described in equal times. After the method
865 12 :4

of making the curveshas been shown each boy is

supplied with one (prepared beforehand) and left 1.e. , the acceleration is inversely proportional to

to measure up the distances and plot the resulting
the mass.

distance - timegraph . In this way it is shown that not acceleration

The meaning of the varying slope of the graph alone , but mass acceleration is a reasonable quan

is then considered , and the principle established tity to take as the measure of “ change of motion . "

that the gradient ( tangent of the angle of slope ) This is supplemented and enforced by collision

gives the speed . ( ballistic pendulum ) experiments showing that

Boys then deduce the speed -time graph , and in when bodies collide it is their changes of momen

the same way the acceleration -time graph . There tum (not of velocity) which are equal and opposite.

are difficulties of units that have to be carefully Thus the way is prepared for the appreciation and

considered in passing from one graph to the next . acceptance of the law, “ action and reaction are

To establish the principle that the area of the equal and opposite,” when by “ action ” is under

speed -graph represents the space described , it is as stood change or rate of change of momentum .

well to plot the spaces as areas ( rectangles whose All the familiar difficulties of detail remain . To

base is the time) taking first, say , two intervals the end of time boys will make careless mistakes

at a time, then single intervals, then half intervals , about units , will use and solve equations incorrectly ,

407 gr.

50 ,

To balance resistance 8

Acceleration . Distance. Acceleration.Distance

O O

:
:
:

。

82'5

:
:
:
:
:

LIO

44

7...

6 : 2
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Dist . of its MVr.

of lath . = Kof Momentum .

MVr.
w

Trolley. from centre .

66
I 96

23S

801
2

591
22

.
.
.

II f 48

57 )
4 22

.
.
.

.
.
.

12

621 .
.
. 42

.
.
. 140

6 451

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

36

.
.
.

2 !

591

7

.
.
. IOI

.
.
.

40

24 )

.
.
.

7
2

.
.
.

26
24

.
.
.

.
.
.

IO 26 ... 100

6
3

31 )

and so on ; but we find that this simple experi Mass of LOADED TROLLEY 77 HECTOGRAMS.

mental dealing with the subject leads to thorough

understanding of principles and greatly facilitates Loss of Moment Angf. vel.

Speeds of line of motion

progress . It is not work that should be hurried :

boys must be left time to realise what they are
43 35 cm . 63

about; the ideas must grow , not be forcibly im
153

planted . 51 31 114 72 160

I notice that this method of presenting laws
29 )

II . and III . leads to an interesting treatment of
3 77 52 150

centre of mass not hitherto familiar to me.
45 72 49 150

If a body consisting of two particles ºn my

rotates , the particles have mass accelerations 5 8
54 15 59

MYw2 and 11,77 w respectively towards the centre

of rotation . If the particles are subject only to
47 15 51 140

one another's influence ( whatever form the connec 36 ... 39 67 150

tion take) these are equal and opposite . Hence

231

the centre of rotation is in the line joining the

64 )
8

39 113 157

particles , and is determined uniquely by the rela- 50
9 54 93 55 170

tion mr = m , The extension to any number of

particles is of course quite simple. This seems to
57

54
160

be a better way of treating centre of mass than

that usually adopted, which is in fact merely

to substitute the term centre of mass (an accurate
and for the assumption that in dealing with rota

expression) for centre of gravity (approximate only) tion “ when two bodies act upon one another action

without any real explanation of the change of view .
and reaction are equal and opposite,” when by

To complete this line of thought, “ moments
action is understood change of moment of mo

should be treated in the same way. Just as it
mentum .

has been shown (approximately) that change of
To get a check upon this in another way and

momentum is the suitable quantity to take account
to throw light on the nature of the quantity K

of in considering the mutual effect of bodies on one
(the moment of inertia ) the lath is loaded at

another's linear motion , so it should be shown that
various points and the experiments repeated . It

change of moment of momentum is the suitable would seem best to argue the matter out theo

quantity to notice in considering their mutual retically beforehand from the assumption already

effects on rotational motion . made and compare with experimental results

The ordinary mathematical method of treating
afterwards.

moments, defining the measure of the moment of
If then a mass m be fixed to the lath at a distance

a force or of a momentum , and then working out
a from the centre so that it is made to rotate with

the consequences of the definition, while of course it with speed a w , a momentum ma w is given to it .

perfectly sound, is abstract and fails to bring home This causes reaction on the lath , and, according to

to beginners the real meaning of the quantities
our assumption , the proper measure of its effect on

with which they are dealing .
the rotation of the lath is its moment , viz . , maw xa

The following method of dealing with the matter
backwards . The equation of motion then becomes

seems more satisfactory. MVv ma'w Kw, or

A lath (5' x 2") is mounted on a turn table (im
MVY = (K + maa) w.

provised out of the pedal of a bicycle) so that it
+

is free to turn in a horizontal plane . At each end I.e. , the effect of the load is to increase the quan

a strip of glass ( 12" X 3') glued on crosswise tity K (the moment of inertia) by ma ”.

carries the paper on which tracings are made. A The following is an actual set of observations :

steel bar (2 ' 6" ) carrying a paint brush is clamped

in a vice so that when the lath rotates a trace is
Mass of loaded trolley 725 grams.

obtained on the glass . The trolley previously
Striking lath along a line 44 cm . from centre .

Lath loaded with two 500 gr. masses at varying distances

described, travelling under a second vibrating from centre

brush , is set in motion (by the blow of a hammer)

and driven against the lath . Examination of the Speeds of

Trolley.

two traces gives the speed of the trolley before

and after impact and the angular velocity of the
16

150 32 ... 470 55 cm .

lath (strictly speaking of course the speed of its 61

extremity).
146 33 50 cm .

15 )

At the top of the next column is a set of actual 67
143 340 40 cm .

observations.
65

These results show approximately that the
137 50 30 cm .

turning effect of the blow is proportional to the 44 86 37 230

moment of the momentum lost by the trolley . 17

They afford , that is , a reasonable experimental
36

63 34 185
19

basis for the definition of moment of momentum ,

Y

K.Loss of Moment

of Momentum .

Distance of 1,000 gr.

load from centre .

631

440

42
...

22

270
22

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
. 20 cm .

.
.
.

.
.
. 0 cm .
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Tsecondary education are the adequatesupply

It is clear that the increase in the value of K of a course , whether purely classical or otherwise,

is very closely proportional to the square of the is postponed to a later date than has hitherto been

distance of the load from the centre , as it was seen the case, with the result that pupils of every

it should be if the assumption was correct. category receive identically the same education

It appears that by this method sound ideas of up to the age of eleven or twelve instead of being

the physical meaning of the terms moment of compelled to specialise at the age of nine as

inertia , angular momentum , moment of heretofore. The later age at which classics or

mentum , and therefore of moment of rate of Latin are begun is compensated for by a pre

change of momentum and moment of force, may liminary grounding in modern languages and by

be better obtained than by the usual purely ab- an intensitive study of Latin and Greek once they

stract mathematical method. The whole subject, are commenced . Unfortunately the experiment is

in fact, is put as it ought to be , on a kinematical, as yet too recent to furnish us with any definite

not on a statical basis . results , but it is highly significant that the French

have such a belief in its efficacy that they have not

hesitated to apply it to the whole country.

The authorities in Germany have been experi

menting in a somewhat similar direction for a

THE NEW WAY OF TEACHING number of years . The first experiment was at

CLASSICS IN GERMANY. Altona , where, as far back as 1878 , a Realgymna

sium was established in connection with a Real

By CLOUDESLEY BRERETON , M. A. schule. A Realgymnasium is practically a Latin

Licencié-és - Lettres. modern school which keeps boys till nineteen, and

a Realschule is a modern school with no Latin

HE two day in whose pupils leave at sixteen . The three lower

classes are common to the two schools . As in

of properly qualified and properly paid France, the study of modern languages in these

assistant-teachersand the thinking out of suitable classes serves as a stepping stone to the study of

courses of study . Local authorities all over the Latin for those who enter the Realgymnasium .

country are being calledonto decide onthepar- The pupilsare thus enabled to postpone their
ticular type or types of school most appropriate to choice between a Latin or entirely modern educa

the needs of their district . Generally speaking, tion till the age of twelve, whereas in the case of

the wind is in favour of modernising the curricula. the old -fashioned Realgymnasium the decision has

The advocates of little Latin and less Greek are to be made when the pupil is nine . Again , as in

more unlikely than ever to obtain a respectful hear- France , leeway is made up by an intensive study

ing before the newly appointed representatives of of Latin once it is taken up . Several towns copied

Demos . But does this imply that Greek and even the example of Altona , and the celebrated con

Latin are practically to be expelled from our ference on secondary education in 1890 in Berlin

smaller secondary schools ? No doubt the old approved of a trial of the system where local

dull gerund-grinding methods of teaching classics needs rendered it desirable. The Altona experi

to a majority of boys who would never reach the ment , however , dealt only with the postponement

higher work has much to answer for, but are we of Latin . A further experiment was made in

then blindly to condemn the subject because the 1892 in Frankfort-on -the-Main, when the Gymna

methods ofteaching it were unsuitable ? Certainly sium (or full classical school) had its curriculum so

such a wholesale condemnation of classics , or, at recast that its three lowest classes (or years) serve

least , of Latin , finds little sympathy among the as a common basis for a classical course or for a

mass of experts in France and Germany . They modern one in the Realschule, which in this case

have indeed recognised that a first - rate education is not in the same building . At the same time two

can be given on wholly modern lines . Thus, in Realgymnasien in the town had the work in

Germany, the Realschule and Oberrealschule, their three lower classes re -arranged to bring them

though still unpossessed of some of the privileges into line with those of the local Gymnasium and
attached to the older schools, have definitely the Realschule. In the case of the Gymnasium

become part and parcel of the Prussian educational the experiment affected not merely the teaching of

system . The French , indeed , have gone still Latin , but also of Greek. In Gymnasien of the

further , and have accorded to the new course they old style Greek is begun at the age of twelve, in

have just framed in modern languages and science Frankfort it is begun at the age of fourteen . The

absolutely the same privileges as are attached to Frankfort scheme differs to some extent from that

the other three courses . Yet in neither country of Altona . There is a smaller number of Latin

have the just claims of classics been sacrificed. hours in the Frankfort Realgymnasium,and the

In fact, their position , at least so far as France is time given to mathematics is less . The chief

concerned , has been placed on a more rational complaint against the Frankfort plan is that the

basis by giving parents a choice between a purely bulk of the science is postponed till too late,

classical course and courses composed of Latin while the Altona system is reproached with begin

with science or of Latin with modern languages , ning English too early .ning English too early. The Frankfort scheme

in addition to the purely modern course mentioned has been adopted by a still larger number of

above, and , what is still more important, the choice schools . A great impetus was given to the move
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ment by the favourable notice taken of it in the professor makes the students turn Juvenal into

Royal decree of 1900 . The desire was expressed Greek verse , or Greek poetry into Latin verse, and

that the experiment might be tried on a still larger | in others the study of metric , such as that of

scale , owing to its success in meeting the needs of Plautus, is carried to a high pitch .

the locality in which it had been tried . Schools The absence of verse composition probably leads

with sideshad hitherto been unknown in Germany, to less stress being laid on the correct learning of

so that till recently a poor district had to choose quantities, which are mainly taught to the pupils

between two types of schools when it really incidentally. The writer was told by one of the
required both . The economy of combining two professors that Willamovitz.Möllendorf, the cele

schools in one has, no doubt, appealed powerfully brated Greek scholar, would ignore the teaching of
to some localities . ,
latest date for which statistics are available ), the cation of the smaller importance attached to such

number of schools either existing or in process of things than one finds in England . The stress laid

construction were 44 in Prussia and 18 in the rest on the mastery of a certain number of authors natu

of Germany, or a grand total of 62 ! Of these rally gives prominence to the translation side. All

51 are more or less on the Frankfort plan , and language teaching apparently begins with a reader
II (formerly 14) on the Altona system . The or text - book . These are generally without those

Prussian Ministry have been very chary of allow- stumbling stones to knowledge - footnotes, and

ing variations of the two curricula , holding , as they often without vocabularies, except in the be

do, that while the experiment has proved of value, ginners' classes . While cribs are forbidden ,

it is as yet too early to experiment with the experi- standard translations of poetic and dramatic
ment. authors sometimes recommended in the

An examination of the total number of hours for highest classes .

the whole course shows that the chief difference The following is a brief account of one or two

between the old and new methods is that in the classes visited in the reform schools :

old - fashioned Gymnasien 68 hours are devoted Obertertia (average age about 134), 28 pupils ,

to Latin , 36 to Greek , and 20 to French ; whereas, 10 hours a week (5 devoted to Lektüre, 3 to gram

in the new, the hours are 51 , 32 , and 31-34 respec- mar, i to written exercises). The class had been

tively . In the old -fashioned Realgymnasien 43 doing Latin for a year and two terms, and had

hours are given to Latin and 31 to French, against already read the first three books of Cæsar . They

37-39 and 36-40 respectively. began by construing a difficult passage in oratio

During a recent visit to Germany to study the obliqua out of the first book, which they had not

teaching of history for the Board of Education , seen for a considerable time . The translation was

the writer came across a couple of Gymnasien accurate and fluent. Then , at my request , they

in which the new experiment is being conducted , took the first chapter of Book IV . Five

and through the kindness of the headmaster was pupils in all were put on from different parts of the

able to be present at several lessons . He then class . The modus operandi was as follows: The

visited one or two Gymnasien of the older type , in pupil read a few lines in a clear and distinct
order to institute , as far as possible , a comparison voice, and then started translating literally with

between the standards attained , and also to try little or no hesitation . There was no guessing at

to obtain some idea of the scope and aim of the general meaning , but the translation through
classical teaching in Germany , which, it is hardly out showed that the pupil had a sure grasp of the

necessary to say, is not quite the same as that in structure of the language. Only once did the

England. Accurate scholarship and linguistic teacher suggest what word should be taken. One
taste may probably be regarded as the chief aim has little doubt that the involutions and inversions

of classical teaching in English schools . We of the German language rob the synthetic style
therefore find much attention paid to niceties of of Latin of some of its difficulties for German

scholarship , and a good deal of time devoted to the boys . Yet the performance was certainly remark

practice of composition. In Germany the chief able . The pupils' range of vocabulary, both in

aim seems to be mastery of the language with a Latin and German , was equally striking . One

view to make the language itself an element of boy translated straight off the reel the phrase
general culture . Hence, while the pupils are " ratio et usus belli ” as “ Theorie und Praxis des

thoroughly well grounded in the grammar and Krieges.” There was , in fact , only one word

syntax ofthe language, the amount of composition (invicem ) which they did not seem to have encoun
appears to be considerably less . Thus, in one of tered before . Words like “ venationibus ” they at

the Gymnasien of the old type, the statement once derived from simpler forms they had already
was made that the pupils in the highest class only met with . The few grammar questions asked by

do two Greek compositions a term . Again , the the teacher were correctly answered . The class

greater part of the composition work consists of readily picked out and named a concessive ablative

re - translation , more or less direct , into the Latin or absolute , and after building up verbs like “ ventito ”

Greek. Very seldom does the teacher set passages out of “ venio ,” described their function . Grammar,

out of German authors for re - translation . In fact , even in the grammar lessons , is taught as far as

in Greek this has only just been again allowed in possible inductively . But the teacher is no slave

the new programme of 1902. Verse composition to the system , and makes no bones of giving an

is extinct, though in one or two universities the explanation straight away when he sees there is

unseen .

6
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any danger of wasting too much time beating Here are the notes of two classes in Greek, the

about the bush , or that the class cannot hit off the first in a reform school and the second in an old

scent . A map of Gallia was hanging up in the fashioned Gymnasium .

class -room , and the geographical references in the Unter- secunda (seventeen boys) . The lesson for
lesson were located on it . the day was a translation lesson in Xenophon

When the passage had been construed over ,
the which had been prepared at home. One pupil

pupils closed their books and the teacher pro- read the passage through, some twenty lines of
ceeded to discuss the subjectmatter of the passage, the Anabasis , not in a perfunctory fashion , but

making a running analysis of the contents , and with due emphasis, as if he understood it . Then

asking for Latin quotations, which were readily short portions were fluently translated by various

given, such as “ privati ac separati agri apud eos nihil boys. The teachernext asked certain questions in
est,” together with such questions as to why accidence and grammar arising out of the text.

there was no fixed land tenure among the Suebi. The answers were good , extraordinarily good when

One boy evoked much amusement by giving as a one reflects that the class had only been doing

reason that the people wanted to know the neigh- Greek for two- thirds of a year. It seemed all the

bourhood , and therefore did not wish to stay in more wonderful when one learnt that the grammar

one place . An allusion to hunting led to a question is mainly studied incidentally at first, only those

on the fauna of Europe at the time . Finally the portions being learnt which bear on some point
piece was done over by a pupil into good German . which occurs in the text . In some schools the

The liveliness , keenness and attentiveness of the class begins with a reader , but in this class the
class were beyond all praise . pupils had started straight away with Xenophon .

Obertertia (second year in Latin ). Thirty -three The teacher began by reading and translating to

pupils. The class were doing a lesson in Ovid . them the opening sentences, and they had a voca

In this case the teacher first translated, and the bulary to help them to make out the sense . The

class did it over again. The Cæsar, however, is chief aim , as the teacher explained , is to lead the

prepared at home. The special text -books in this pupils , as soon as possible, to an intelligent

and classics of the same standing elsewhere are reading of an author. He held, with the editor

furnished with vocabularies . There is also a of the text in use , that the boys who begin Greek

special grammar. In order to help the pupils over at an older age than the boy in the ordinary

the ground the grammars are made as short and Gymnasium needed a different treatment from the

concise as possible . Here again the translation latter, and, above all , required a more substantial

was first literal and then idiomatic. Towards the fare than is provided by detached sentences, or

end of the lesson the class recited and translated even detached pieces. As for grammar, that can

from memory the story of Cadmus. be largely learnt out of the Xenophon as one goes

The following rough notes of the top class in along . The editor of the text -book in question

Latin in two Gymnasien (old style) will show the gives an excellent scheme of how such an idea
aim is much the same . may be carried out in practice . The composition

Oberprima (11 pupils) . The lesson for the day in the class partly consists in the writing out of

was an analysis of a certain number of Horace's accidence and very simple re - translation , which is

odes with discussionson the personages mentioned gradually varied. The extreme liveliness of the

illustrated by quotations from other parts ofparts of class , and the obvious interest they took in the

Horace's works. The teacher's method the first work, were not the least striking features in a

is ,

explaining the main difficulties. Thepupilsthen Oberprima(eleven pupils). The author under
prepare the ode at home. The same practice is study was Homer. Thelesson began with an

adopted with the Germania , which the teacher analysis by one of the pupils of the passage trans

considered very difficult, apparently owing to its lated at the preceding lesson. Portions of the

allusions . A chapter of the Germania thus gone passage for the day were then read with becoming

over in school takes the pupils about a quarter of feeling and translated by other members of the

an hour to prepare at home. The analysis was class . The translation was fuent and good .

very clear, and the pupils showed a good know- There was a certain amount of literary comment

ledge of Horace. They had got a large number of which was mainly concerned with the subject

the odes by heart . They not only analysed the. matter of the passage and the characters intro

ode , but also recited it with becoming effect. duced . Grammar appeared to be mainly studied

Gabbling is not tolerated . with a view to a just understanding of the

Oberprima. Several odes of Horace were read language.

and translated. The ode was either analysed by With such comparatively limited experiences

the pupil or the teacher talked it over with the one would hesitate , in spite of the very large

class . The method of translation adopted was schools in which they occurred , to put them

that of giving several strophes to a pupil to read forward as samples of what is generally the case ,

over and translate. An improved translation would were it not for the fact that the standard of attain .

then be given by another pupil. Much time was ment in the larger German schools is far more

spent on commenting on the contents. The teacher even than with us , and were they not , what is

stated his chief purpose was to treat the odes as much more important, largely borne out by state

an illustration of the life and times of ancestors . ments made at a meeting of the partisans of the
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Reform schools held at Cassel in October, 1901 , had several years' experience of students coming

which was attended not only by the heads of from the Reform Realgymnasien. For the

schools, but by inspectors and representatives of last three years students have been coming in

the Ministry. Many of the questions which must from the Reform Gymnasien too . Lack of time,

naturally have occurred to those who have read unfortunately , prevented an inquiry into the

thus far through the present article were raised opinion of the Universities on its new recruits. The

at the meeting, and in nearly all cases a favourable subject is such an important one it seems worth

answer was given . The obvious advantages at- the Board of Education's while to send to Ger

tached to starting Latin at 12 and Greek still later many some distinguished scholar well acquainted

were but little alluded to . Much more was made with the teaching of classics in England to make a

of the fact that the later age at which they were thorough investigation into the whole matter.

begun was far more in keeping with the pupils ' Doubtless we should not care to copy in all

maturity of spirit . What were difficulties to a boy respects the German methods of teaching classics ,

of nine did not exist for a boy of 12 , thanks no yet it is quite possible we ought with advantage

doubt also in part to the preliminary three years' to enlarge our own methods of teaching. But the

grounding in French. Teachers who had taught important question is, can we venture to defer, as

in both styles were unanimous in testifying to the the Germans have done , the teaching of classics to

rapid progress made by the pupils , which they a later date ? If so , judging by the German ex

attributed partly to the intrinsic method (several ample, not only education , but classics also , will

declared that eight hours a week for a year were be the gainers. The classical side is less likely to

better than four hours a week for a period of two be overweighted with an unnecessary ballast of

years) and partly to the far greater interest shown non -linguistic pupils , while those who start the

by the pupils . This keenness on the subject and subject at the later date should bring to it an

anxiety to get on were stated to be due to the fact eagerness to learn and an interest in their own

that the pupils “ have clearly the feeling that they progress which are the very “ vivida vis ” of all

are constantly growing and are being carried along true education , and are, unhappily , all too un

quickly in contrast to the slow progress which they common among the bulk of English classical

formerly made.” The majority declared that over- pupils.

pressure was no worse under the new system than

under the old , though most admitted it was in both

cases a serious problem . The least contented

seemed to be the teachers in modern languages

and the professors of science and mathematics.
SELECT LISTS OF BOOKS FOR THE

The former appeared to consider they laboured
SCHOOL LIBRARY.

in order that the classical teachers might enter
NATURAL HISTORY.

into their labours, and , together with the science

and mathematical professors, complained of the By OSWALD H. LATTER , M.A.

short time allotted to them in the upper classes . Charterhouse.

All were convinced of the need of grammar drill .
(Reference Books are indicated by a * ) .

The influence of the direct method in modern

languages showed itself in the advocacy of some in Botany .

favour of the spoken word in Latin . The question “ The Natural History of Plants ." Kerner and

of the inadequate time devoted to ancient history Oliver . ( Blackie.) 30s.

in the Gymnasium and of an insufficiency of * « A Text Book of Botany.” Strasburger and**

proper text-books for the new method were also others. (Macmillan.) 18s .

raised. Most interesting was the verdict of the * « An Elementary Text Book of Botany.” S. H.

inspector who had examined the first batch of Vines . ( Swan Sonnenschein . ) 9s .

Frankfort boys for the leaving certificates. The “ British Wild Flowers in relation to Insects. ”

Greek results were quite satisfactory. The Latin , Lord Avebury. ( Macmillan . ) 48. 6d .

while satisfactory , showed that the grammar re

quired a little more attention .
Geology.

There are still , no doubt , other questions which “ Text Book of Geology.”
Geikie . vols .

have not been touched on in this short analysis. (Macmillan .) 30s .

Two may be mentioned here . What do the older “ Britain and the British Seas.” Mackinder .

schools think of the reform , and what do the Uni. (Heinemann .) 7. 6d .

versities think of it ? The Ministry , as we have “ The Scenery of England." Lord Avebury .

seen , is extremely favourable ; so far as one could (Macmillan .) 15S.

learn , in the other schools there seems to be an “ Open -Air Studies in Geology." Cole . (Griffin .)

opinion that the reforms may lead to over . pressure 8s . 6d .

and that the weaker boys are drafted at times in a Zoology.

somewhat compulsory fashion into the Latinless

department . Both these contentions are hotly
* « . Text -Book of Zoology.” Parker and Haswell .

denied by the partisans of the reforms. Even if
2 vols. (Macmillan .) 36s .

the latter allegation be true , it would seem to be a
1 These lists were commenced in The School WORLD for February,

step in the right direction . The Universities have 1904, and have been continued month by month .

1
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“ Zoology . " Shipley and Macbride. (Cambridge

Press . ) Ios . 6d .

“ The Royal Natural History." R. Lydekker.

(Warne . ) 36s.

*** Handbook of Physiology." Halliburton .

(Murray . ) . 145.

“ The Formation of Vegetable Mould Through

the Action of Earthworms." Darwin .

( Murray . ) 6 .

“ The Natural History of Aquatic Insects."

Miall . (Macmillan.) 35. 6d .

“ British Birds.” Howard Saunders. (Gurney

and Jackson . ) 21S .

General and Biographical.

“ The Origin of Species." Darwin . (Murray.)

25. 6d . , 12s .

“ The Descent of Man ." Darwin . (Murray.)

25. 6d . , 155 .

· Darwinism ." Wallace. (Macmillan .) 9s .

Island Life .” Wallace. (Macmillan .) 6s .

“ Life and Letters of C. Darwin ." F. Darwin .

(Murray.) 78. 6d .

Life and Letters of T. H. Huxley." L. Huxley.

(Macmillan .) 3 vols . I 2s . net .

Collected Works of T. H. Huxley . Vols . II . ,

VII . , VIII and IX . (Macmillan .).

net .

" New English Dictionary." Murray . (Clarendon

Press-not completed . )

“ Encyclopædia Britannica.

Dictionary of National Biography." (Smith,

Elder.) 63 vols . 155. per vol.

“ Dictionary of Music and Musicians." (Mac

millan .) 4 vols . £4 45 .

“ Dictionnaire des Contemporains." Vapereau.

(Hachette.)

“ Dictionnaire de la langue française.” Littré .

( Paris.) gos ,

“ Dictionary of Dates." Haydn . (Ward , Lock

and Co.) 18s .

Historical 'Atlas." Spruner . (Perthes, Gotha . )

“ Nouvelle Géographie Universelle . " E. Réclus.

( Hachette , Paris .) 19 vols .

“ Corpus Poetarum Latinorum ." Postgate . ( Bell . )

(Not all published .) 5 parts . gs . each .

Royal Atlas of Modern Geography." Johnston.

( Johnston, Edinburgh.) 6 6s.

“ Poetae Scenici.” Dindorf. "( Parker . )

· Dictionary of Antiquities.” Smith . (Murray .)

Dictionary of Antiquities." Rich . (Long

mans.) 75. 6d .

“ Book of Days.” Chambers. (Chambers.)

2 vols .

“ Punch .” First 50 vols . Bradbury and Evans.

(" Times ." ) £20 .

2 IS .

66

2IS .

Each 4s .

HISTORIES OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

By John Tbring together the native teachers of French

35. 6d .

By J. SARGEAUNT, M.A.

Westminster School .

" A History of Eton College." By H. C. Max” NATIONAL SOCIETY OF FRENCH

well Lyte. ( Macmillan .) 215 . TEACHERS IN ENGLAND.

“ Annals of Winchester College ." By T. F.

Kirby. (Frowde.) 155.

“ Annals of Westminster School.”

Sargeaunt . (Methuen .) 75. 6d .

“ Harrow ." By J. Fischer Williams. ( Bell . )
in English schools seemed a very bold one.

The status of the subject itself was so low in those

“ History of Rugby School." By W. H. D.
days , and members of the profession had so little

Rouse. (Duckworth .) 5s.net . knowledge of one another , that any joint action on

" Annals of Shrewsbury School." By G. W.
their part appeared to be well nigh impossible. In

Fisher. ( Methuen . ) Ios . 6d .
fact, two attempts to form associations had been

" Charterhouse , Old and New ." By E. P. Eardley made a few years before , but such were the diffi

Wilmot and E. C. Streatfield . (Nimmo.) culties of the undertaking that the short -lived

efforts were abandoned. In 1881 , however , a few12s . 6d .

" Annals of Christ's Hospital." By " A Blue .'
energetic men set to work with a will and founded

(Bemrose .) Ios . 6d ..
the “ Société Nationale des Professeurs de Fran .

“ History of Tonbridge School.” By S. Riving
çais en Angleterre.” Among them were MM. J.

ton . (Rivington .) 145 .
Bué , the father of the present master of French at

“ A History of Marlborough College." By A. G.
Christ's Hospital ; B. Petillean , and his son , George

Bradley , A. C. Champneys, and J. W. Baines.
Petillean , of Charterhouse ; A. P. Huguenet, Royal

(Murray.) 7s . 6d.
H. Testard , who

.
Naval College , Greenwich ;

recently died at Greenwich ; F. Jullien, King Ed

GENERAL WORKS OF REFERENCE . ward's School, Birmingham ; L. Melliet, who left

the class-room at St. Andrew's to take his seat in

By J. R. BROADHURST, M.A.
the French Parliament ; Q. Roche, le premier

Manchester Grammar School.

président ; Alph . Mariette , Hamonet , Dupuis ,

" Greek Lexicon ." Liddell and Scott . ( Clar- | Cassal , Chardenal, Marrot, Ragon , &c . , who all of

endon Press. ) 36s . them have left their mark in the methods of teach

“ Latin Dictionary .” Lewis and Short. (Clar- ing French in this country. By degrees a sufficient

endon Press .) 255 . number of members was obtained ; Victor Hugo ,

Century Dictionary.” Ed. Whitney. (Unwin .) then in the zenith of his glory, accepted the

ros . 6d . per part . honorary presidency of the Society, and a host of
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men of letters on both sides of the Channel also In respect of correct speech in French , it is

gave their encouragement to the new departure . worthy of note that a long stay in this country

The double object the new Society had in view possibly affects a French master, though in a

was to promote the study of French as an edu- smaller degree than is the case with his British

cational subject as well as a useful attainment , colleague . He is not so apt to lose his accent as if

and to give relief to its members when necessary. it was acquired abroad ," but he might possibly

As an increased membership developed the finan- in after years throw in a few English idioms in his

cial possibilities of the Society, this two -fold plan original language. Frequent intercourse with his

wasgradually carried out . critical fellow -countrymen and the use of the library

The first work ofthe Society was in the direction provided for members of the Society preclude the

of free lectures in French , and the main difficulty possibility of his being over-anglicised in his

was originally to find a public willing to hear speech .

Frenchmen speak in their own language about In another respect the Society is not without its

their own literature and art . The early attempts usefulness to headmasters and pupils , for it is ready

were not always successful , even when M. Blouët to give advice as to the choice of a suitable French

(Max O'Rell) , and Madame Thénard, of the master . An English headmaster does not always

Comédie Française , or other well - known members, know the difference between a French primary

were to address the audience. The difficulty, how- school certificate and a good university degree.

ever , gradually became to find a room with suffi- As Frenchmen do not place letters after their

cient accommodation for the increasing number of names, the preference is known to have been given

eager listeners ; and this continued until the day to the more plausible man, irrespective of sound

when the Council of the College of Preceptors education and real ability . A word of advice from

kindly lent their hall for these lectures . The men in a position to judge is often useful, and the

lectures , being intended for a general English Society can nearly always recommend someable

public, avoid technical questions ; they are usually and qualified teacher possessing not only real re

devoted to historical , literary or social subjects , finement and sympathy with the boys , but also

and are given by various members about twice a good experience, and ability to maintain authority

month during term time. without friction .

Professional questions are reserved for the con- Teachers also find help in themonthly and yearly

gresses , of which two have been held in London , competitions instituted by the Society for the boys

two at Oxford, and others at Cambridge, Harrow, and girls of public and other schools. These com

etc. The last congress met at Reading, where the petitions act , it has been found, as a desirable

members and other visitors enjoyed the hospitality stimulus. The Society will , if desired , give direc

of the College and Borough authorities . The tions as to the best kind of future work. These

French Ambassador opened the proceedings on competitions have steadily grown in importance

the first day, and Mr. Mackinder took the chair . for the last twenty years. The Lady Mayoress

The usual subject of the papers and discussions is every year gives away the prizes gained in the

the criticism of school methods of instruction in contests at the Mansion House , and extends the

French , the teaching of French in the Universities, civic hospitality of this graceful ceremony to the

and the introduction of oral tests in all public ex- members of the Society and to the candidates.

aminations . The list of awards is a long one , and includes

The Review Le Français, published monthly by prizes presented by M. Paul Cambon, the French

the Society , is also of a professional nature. Its Ambassador, and Sir E. Monson , British Ambassa

“ Notes and Queries ” are intended to solve the dor in Paris. Many prizes are given for proficiency

difficulties of both teachers and students, and most in the viva voce parts of the examinations, such as

of the articles are devoted to the discussion of the Charterhouse prize, the Harrow School prize,

methods-old and new. Among subjects which etc. Two vases of Sèvres porcelain are given by

have been discussed in the Society's journal are the President of the French Republic , and two

the importance of viva voce competitions and the gold medals are also sent, every year, by the

dangers of pedantic grammatical puzzles in ex- French Minister of Public Instruction . The ex

aminations. These dangers have been always aminations are conducted by a board specially

referred to, even at a timewhen the drawbacks of appointed , and the senior examiner is Prof.

hard papers were not so generally recognised as Barrère , Royal Military Academy, Woolwich ,

they now are . The forte of a Frenchman being his whose brother, M. Camille Barrère, French Am

ability to teach by the “ direct methods," the bassador in Rome, is the donor of a yearly

Society , as a body , not unnaturally advocated the prize.

tuition of French through French , provided the The Society has done no less for members than

literary aspects of the language are not sacrificed for the promotion of the study of French as an

to brainless fluency. Le Français therefore main- educational and practical subject. Besides obtain

tains thatthe mental discipline afforded by the studying suitable posts for its members, special provi

of a modern language is equal to the educational sion has been made for old age. The provident

training of classics, but that accuracy in translation
fund has steadily grown. Pensions have been

and knowledge of grammar are as important as the granted to old and deserving masters and gover

practical uses of a correct pronunciation and fluency nesses , and temporary relief is not always limited to

in conversation . In 1897 a 6. Home" for French govermembers.

a
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A

.

nesses was opened by the Society , and in 1903,
when this new institution was sufficiently endowed THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY.

and prosperous to stand by itself as an independent SCHOOL TEACHERS AT THE UNI.

body, it was transferred to a larger house , 18, VERSITIES.

Lancaster Gate, Hyde Park, where the Associa

tion of French Governesses was soon started .
THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM .

The membership of the “ Société Nationale "
LTHOUGH the University of Birmingham

is restricted to teachers of French, women and is a comparatively young institution, it has

men, who are of French nationality or descent ,

and to British subjects holding French university
not neglected the duty of providing facilities

to enable the intending teacher to gain some know
degrees . But in all cases members must have

satisfied the Council as to character, the length
ledge of the principles of his work and some

opportunity for obtaining the needful practice

and nature of their experience in England , and the under supervision.

value of their other qualifications. Further par In 1901 it was decided to formulate a scheme

ticulars may be obtained by anyone interested in
for the training of secondary - school teachers.

the work of the Society from the President , M. S.
The Committee sought the advice of Mr. Barnett ,

Barlet , Mercers' School, London — whose portrait
at that time H.M. Inspector of Training Colleges

and an examiner for the education diploma in the

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. With his

experienced help, a curriculum was drawn up

which provided for two diplomas, the general and

higher. These are awarded on the results of two

examinations, the syllabus of which may be thus

outlined :

General DiploMA .—Candidates for the general

diploma must be over eighteen years of age, and

must have passed the Intermediate Examination

in Arts and Science of the University of Birming

ham or some equivalent examination.

The examinations accepted as equivalent are

those set out in the Appendix B of the Order in

Council for the formation of a teachers' register.

The further tests imposed by the University are

as follow :

(a) An examination (consisting of at least two

papers and a viva voce) in the art and theory of

education as applied to the teaching of the sub

jects usually taken in the junior forms of a school ,

the formation of character, the maintenance of

discipline, and hygiene.

(6 ) The satisfactory delivery of not less than

M. S. BARLET, two lessons. Four lessons must be prepared by
President of the Société Nationale des Professeurs de Français en

Angleterre ; Senior Assistant-master, Mercers' School, London, E.C.
the candidate, out of which he will select one and

the examiner the other.

accompanies this article - from the honorary secre- (c) Before receiving the diploma, candidates

tary , M. B. Minssen , Harrow School , or at the must also submit to the Registrar one of the follow

offices of the Society , S , Barnard's Inn , Holborn , ing certificates :

W.C. ( 1 ) From the head teacher of a school of recog.

Among the honorary members are many dis- nised standing, or from an officer of such school

tinguished Frenchmen who wish to support the specially appointed for the duty of training, stating

institution, literary men of both nationalities, and that the candidate has spent not less than six

headmasters of several public schools. When, at months as a teacher or probationer in the school,

the request of the Society , the French Government and that he is a competent teacher and disci

appointed Dr. Welldon, then Headmaster of plinarian ; or

Harrow, Officier d'Académie, and Dr. Haig- ( 2 ) From an officer of the University specially

Brown, then at Charterhouse School, Officier de charg - d with the duty of training , stating that the

l'Instruction publique, these honours were sent as candidate has delivered not less than seventy -five

an official recognition of the services rendered in lessons in a school approved by the University for

the cause of education . Sir Edmund Monson, in this purpose , and that he is a competent teacher

sending his prize in 1903 , and advocating the and disciplinarian.

teaching of French through able French masters, This certificate may be obtained at any time,

emphasised the importance of this tuition as a bond either before or after passing the above examina

between both nations , and the present friendly tion , but the general diploma will not be awarded

relations between the two countries give additional until it is produced.

value to his words. The syllabus of the examination in the art and
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ture.

theory of education mentioned under (a) above The detailed syllabus for the present year under ( 1 ) above may

comprises the elements of psychology and logic
be thus set forth :

and the theory of teaching . Greek education . Music and gymnastic. Theories of Plato,

Aristotle , Xenophon .

In the two subjects first named the text books recommended Roman education . Early period . Theories of Quintilian.

are James's “ Text Book of Psychology ” and Carveth Read's Medieval education. Trivium and quadrivium. Rise of uni

" Logic, Deductive, and Inductive. " The detailed course versities . Abelard .

comprises reading in the following topics : The Renascence . Classicism . Vittorino da Feltre . Erasmus.

Body and mind . Elements in mind . The senses and their Luther. Revolt from classicism . Rabelais. Montaigne .

training. Perception and observation . Ideas and their se- Fenelon . Comenius. Milton . Locke.

quence. Memory and the training of memory. Fancy and Eighteenth and early nineteenth century . Return to Nature.

imagination. Conception and thinking. Language and con- Rousseau. Kant . Pestalozzi . Froebel .

ception. Feeling and the feelings. Conditions and effect of Nineteenth - century education. Bell . Lancaster. Rise of

feeling in general . Emotion and its expression . The senti- scientific psychology. Herbart. Bain . Spencer. Modern

ments and their training. Interest . Instinct . Will and tendencies .

conduct . Habit and character. The special period prescribed for the present session is that

The art of thinking. Terms and their meaning. The dealing with Greek education, and the text-books recommended

analysis of judgments. Kinds of judgments. Reasoning. in the University classes are :

Types of reasoning. Syllogism . Analogy. Analysis of ob- “ The Educational Ideal ” (Munroe ), “ History of Peda

servation and experiment. Hypothesis and verification . gogy ” (Compayé), “ Educational Reformers ” ( Quick ).

In the theory of teaching the text -books recommended are :- For the special period the following are recommended :

“ Talks to Teachers ” (James). “ School Hygiene ” (Hope and “ Aristotle ” ( Davidson ), “ Plato's Republic " (translated by

Brown ) . “ Teaching and Organisation ” ( Barnett). “ Lectures Davis and Vaughan ) . “ Theory of Education in the Re.

on Teaching ” ( Fitch) , and “ Stimulus ” (Sidgwick ). public of Plato " ( Nettleship) . Candidates are also required

The reading covers :-- The aims of education, past and present. to show some acquaintance with original authorities , such as

The development of modern ideals of education . Necessary Milton's “ Tractate on Education , ” Locke's “ Thoughts con

stages of rational method . Apperception of individual no : ions. cerning Education ,” &c.

Transition from individual to general notions . Interest and its

bearing on education . Theory of the five formal steps. Notes The higher diploma of the University of Birming

of lessons. Curricula and choice of subjects of instruction . ham is accepted by the Board of Education as one
The humanistic studies. Mother tongue. History. Litera. of the qualifications for admission to Column B of

Foreign languages . Drawing. Naturalistic studies . the Teachers' Register .

General treatment, Object lessons. Elementary science It is further to be noted that residence is not

lessons. Geography. Arithmetic and geometry. Association

necessary. Any candidate may present himself

of studies. Concentration schemes. Physical education . Aims
for examination on giving notice to the Registrar

and m'thods. School organisation and administration . School and producing the credentials necessary to show
· hygiene. Discipline, its basis. Practical aids.

that he has passed the qualifying examinations in

Higher Diploma .—Candidates for the higher
general subjects.

Should he desire to attend lectures he will have

diploma may take the examinations at any time,

but the diploma will not be granted until the
opportunity oí attending the University classes and

of gaining practical experience in one of the schools

candidate has passed all the examinations qualify
of the city, where he will work under the super

ing for a degree, or the equivalent thereof. The
vision of the Professor of Education .

degree of any university in the British Empire is

acceptedas equivalent to the corresponding degree diploma, £ 6 6s ; and for the higher diploma,£ 3 35.
The class fees for lectures are : For the general

in the University of Birmingham . The further
The examination fee for either diploma is £2 25.

tests imposed by the University are as follow :
The freedom from any stipulation as to residence

(a ) Candidates not already holding the general

diploma must pass the necessary examinations
or attendance at lectures is intended to give

and obtain this diploma.
teacters already at work in schools an inducement

to study the principles of education without

(6 ) An advanced examination in the art of

teaching, with special reference to one of the
requiring them to undertake the expenditure of

subjects offered for the degree , and in connection
time and money involved in a year's withdrawal

from school . On the other hand , lectures are

with the different methods that may be adopted in
provided for those students of the University who

teaching the selected subject in the lower and
intend to take up teaching at the close of their

higher forms of a secondary school. In addition
University career. For such students a further

to a paper on the foregoing, candidates will be
inducement is provided by regulations allowing the

required to deliver a lesson , previously prepared ,
course for the general diploma to count as one

on the subject chosen .
subject in the Intermediate Examination in Arts

(c ) An advanced examination in the theory of
or Science, while the course for the higher diploma

education, together with one special subject to be
counts as a subsidiary subject in the B.A. or B.Sc.

chosen by the candidate from the following list : examination .

( 1 ) The history of educational ideas, to be studied in connec The examinations are conducted by the Univer

tion with a special book , and to include a special periud to sity staff, assisted by an external examiner, who

be prescribed from time to time. Or, assists in preparing and revising the pipers. At

(2 ) The organisation of education in some foreign country. the present time the external examiner is Prof.

a
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W. H. Woodward, of the University College, metic papers of junior candidates, the examiners

Liverpool . The combination of internal and remark that the simplifications of vulgar fractions

external examiners is held to be useful , as were done correctly by a large majority of the

tending to ensure a uniformly high standard and candidates , although often in a cumbersome

to add to the repute of the diploma. The work of manner ; and of the correct answers many were

training teachers is supervised by a special com- not reduced to their lowest terms, A question on

mittee, consisting of the Principal, Vice- Principal, the measurement of areas , though really easy ,

certain members of the Senate, and a number of presented great difficulties to the candidates,

co-opted members, chosen because of their interest especially to the girls. The answers to this ques

in educational work. Among the latter may be tion frequently consisted of arrays of figures with

mentioned Mr. R. Cary Gilson , Headmaster of no indication of their meaning. In the more

King Edward's Grammar School , and Mr. G. H. advanced part of the junior paper the work on

Kenrick , the Chairman of the Education Com- percentages of profit and loss was weak . In

mittee of Birmingham . dealing with a question on decimals involving

Birmingham is exceptionally well equipped with approximation and contracted methods of multi

secondary schools of various type In the first plication , many candidates failed to apply the

rank , of course , come the well-known schools on methods correctly and showed ignorance of the

the King Edward's foundation , comprising the meaning of an approximate result . There were

High School in New Street , which prepares boys fewer good algebraic solutions than usual .

for the Universities , together with the subsidiary A large number of senior candidates were

Grammar Schools at Camp Hill , Aston , and Five ignorant of the number of yards in a mile, and

Ways. This great educational corporation pro- many began a question in which a distance was

vides schools of a higher grade for both boys and given in miles and yards by reducing the yards to

girls . Then there is the High School for Girls poles , &c . , and so increased both their labour and

in Edgbaston , and the Church of England Col. the chance of error . A simple question depending

lege for Girls , besides several private schools of mainly on the knowledge of the number of centi

good repute . metres in a kilometre was very poorly answered .

Some of these schools have already been used ReligiouS KNOWLEDGE SECTion .—In the Old

for the purpose of giving a practical course to Testament questions few junior candidates attained

intending teachers in secondary schools, and it is a high standard , and the work of many seemed to

hoped that more will become available as the need show that little attention had been bestowed upon

arises. the subject. The questions involving a knowledge

The recent appointment of Mr. Alfred Hughes , of the religious ideas and moral teaching of

late Registrar of the Victoria University , as II . Samuel were not satisfactorily answered except

Organising Professor of Education will result in by a few candidates . The work of senior candi

the co - ordination of education in the Midland area dates was , on the whole, fairly good ; but the

by bringing the various schools into close touch geographical question was very poorly answered .

with the University , especially as regards their Only two questions out of the six , set to pre
curricula and leaving examination. Indeed, it is liminary candidates on the Gospel, produced as a

not unreasonable to hope that the University of rule satisfactory answers. Three others — asking

Birmingham will in time become the centre of an for the substance of the passages relating to the

ever -widening range of educational activities. Shepherds of Bethlehem , the healing of the man

with a withered hand, and the Transfiguration

generally elicited confused and imperfect replies .

In dealing with the first of these subjects, the

majority of the candidates either combined the

CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, story of the Shepherds with that of the Wise Men

1903 or sent up very meagre answers. The context

question was not satisfactorily answered . On the

HINTS FOR TEACHERS FROM THE EXAMINERS '

REPORTS.
whole , improvement was shown by junior candi

dates in knowledge of the Bible, as distinguished

HE forty -sixth annual report of the Syndicate from knowledge of text- books ; but in some cases

to conduct the examination of students not displayed.

members of the University has been published English SectioNS . — In English grammar only a

since the appearance of our last issue . The fol- few preliminary candidates succeeded in parsing

lowing extracts from the reports of the examiners correctly the indefinite pronoun “ one.” The

of the papers worked by candidates at the Cam- greatest weakness was shown in analysis , in which

bridge local examinations of December last should a considerable number had evidently had

serve to indicate to teachers a number of general training. Candidates should be. cautioned , the

failings which may with advantage receive par- examiners say , against giving lists of words

ticular attention this year . The order of treatment without specifying for what they are intended .

adopted below is that followed in the report of A question as to how to determine the case of

the Syndicate. a noun in a sentence was, as a rule, incompletely

COMPULSORY SECTION . - Reporting on the arith- and unsatisfactorily answered by junior candi.
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dates ; and a question on verb -forms was poorly of observation and expression by writing essays

done, few candidates giving correct examples of on the subject of the play . In the case of answers

perfects passive . The parsing done by junior by senior candidates on Milton's " Paradise Lost , "

candidates was somewhat lacking in fulness. In little was definitely known of the excellences of

their essays there was a gross neglect of full- the Miltonic line, and those questions which in

stops, and, indeed , of every stop but the comma . vited some literary judgment were either

In a question on the substitution of one part of answered or else answered in the vaguest of

speech for another some senior candidates mis- terms . This less mechanical side of poetical

understood the point and quoted adverbs derived study might well , the examiners think, receive

from pronominal forms instead of pronouns used increased attention . Very few of the senior can

as adverbs, but many gave correct answers to the didates were able to answer intelligently the two

other parts of this question. The question on questions upon the relation of Pope's " Essay on

pronouns was seldom well done by the seniors ; Criticism ” to previous and contemporary literature.

the idea was general that in the given sentences a Most of the candidates seemed to have very little

word was at once an adjective and a pronoun. accurate knowledge of any of the works which

Most of the essays sent in by senior candidates Pope took as his models. But questions on the

were brief and gave little evidence of thought ; substance of the poem , such as those on the causes

many were unfinished, and a large number con- of wrong judgment in criticism, and questions on

tained careless mistakes which would probably certain peculiarities of the versification , were gene

have been corrected if the candidates had read rally well answered .

them through ; in some of them colloquial expres- The features of the work of junior candidates in

sions and abbreviations were to be found . English history calling for most notice were a lack of

The answers to questions on the geography and accurate knowledge as to dates , an excessive use

upon the connection and reference of given lines of anecdote, and carelessness in reading the ques
from Scott's “ Lord of the Isles " by preliminary tions . At some centres the discursive and ill

candidates were ery fair, but isolated words and arranged papers sent in by the candidates revealed

phrases, especially “ pinion ” and “ a being of a total lack of training in other than oral answer

superior sphere,” were not as a rule satisfactorily ing ; at others the answers from the different can

explained . didates were practically identical , the words of the
Excellence and indications of real thought were teacher or of a text - book being reproduced verba

extremely rare on the part of junior candidates in tim . There were, as usual, many cases of the

their answers to questions on Shakespeare's " Julius confusion of important historical events ; e.g. , the

Caesar.” There was perhaps lessmisinterpretation rising of 1381 with the revolt of Jack Cade. Many

of the questions than usual, but the desire to write of the candidates had not heard of Poynings '

a certain quantity in answer to each question , Act.

irrespective of real knowledge, often led the can- The questions least well done by senior candi

didates, and especially the girls, to send up absurd dates were those on the Black Death , and the

answers . Diffuseness of this kind , the use of career of Peter des Roches. The practices, com

slang expressions , and mistakes which seemed to mented on last year, of committing answers to

be due to having heard imperfectly what the memory and repeating phrases from text - books ,

teacher had said , were common .
were still noticeable , but not perhaps to the same

phrasing , though perhaps slightly better than in extent .

the preceding year, was still weak. In the answers concerning products and exports

The treatment of metre by junior candidates in the geography papers of preliminary candidates

taking up Scott's “ Lord of the Isles ” showed no there were frequent climatic contradictions, showing

improvement on similar work in December, 1902 . that the connection of these things with the geo

The paraphrasing of Shakespeare's Julius graphical conditions of the producing countries

Caesar ” by senior candidates was badly done ; not understood . Two faults were very

many candidates entirely misunderstood the general in the geography answers of junior candi
passages quoted in the paper ; others were dates . The first was vagueness. On the two

unable to give a clear or exact explanation of maps that had to be drawn or filled in , towns

them . At some centres the attention of candi- were too often marked with large crosses that

dates had been confined to details of lan- failed to indicate whether the candidates supposed

guage and fact and to such detached studies of the towns to be on the sea coast or fifty miles

character as could be obtained from a text - book ; away from it . In other answers the position of

at others a genuine attempt had been made to important towns was stated without sufficient pre

understand the play as a literary whole. The cision , and very indefinite statements were made

latter class attained a degree of success in their as to the regions from which American products

answers which was not approached by the former . were derived . The second fault was failure to

Failure in many cases was partly attributable to express clearly what the candidates apparently

the candidates' limited powers of expression and knew. The worst answers given by senior candi
inexact use of modern English . The more in- dates in this subject were those given by some five

dividual character of the work at the better hundred candidates to an alternative question re

centres appeared to indicate that the candidates lating to railway routes in England ; here there
there had been trained to exercise their faculties was great ignorance and confusion of localities .

No. 65 , Vol. 6.]
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common

The prevailing fault was that information was names of the months and days of the week , or

poured out in profusion , without method , and in could answer the questions about the time of day .

disregard of the exact particulars required ; the Correct answers to the question which involved a

result being that the candidates consumed their knowledge of the construction of the past parti

allotted time without doing themselves justice . ciple were extremely rare . In the majority of the

Classical SECTION . - In many cases hardly any cases where unprepared French translation was

attempt had been made by preliminary candidates taken in lieu of a set book, thework of the juniors
in Latin to prepare the translation of the set books, gave no evidence of careful and regular practice in

and the work sent up was quite worthless. The translation . Except in a very few instances of

unprepared translation was not often done well , unusual quality and remarkable accuracy , con

and most of those who attempted the piece of com- fusion of grammatical forms and ignorance of
position showed aa complete disregard of the words were the cause of many dis

primary rules of syntax . Many junior candidates connected and often contradictory sentences. The

showed inability to construct an English sentence, most noticeable fault in the unprepared translation

and when the Latin sentence was at all long the of the seniors was a tendency to render French

rendering was often very loose. In many cases words by English cognates.

the translation had obviously been learnt by heart. The chief faults in the spoken French of the

The syntax was generally poor, though excellent seniors were ( i.) neglect of the rules affecting

answers occurred in some papers. Incorrect ex- liaison , ( ii . ) faulty pronunciation of the vowel u and

planations of constructions frequently ran through some nasal sounds. In conversation most of the

whole centres . The questions on the subject candidates were able to converse with a very fair

matter of the Caesar were very poorly answered , degree of Auency. The marked improvement this

and geography in particular appeared to have year - especially in dictation and in conversation-

been neglected . It seems evident that in many —was very gratifying.

schools the amount of time allowed for Latin is The very large percentage of failures of junior

quite insufficient. This may account for the fact candidates in German was chiefly due to a great

that the attention of so many candidates has ob- number of large schools or centres having sent

viously been directed to the translation alone , to up numerous candidates of whom scarcely one

the almost entire exclusion of syntax , subject obtained the minimum of marks required for

matter, and especially-in the Caesar paper- passing. In the passage set for translation into

geography. In Latin grammar the declension of German, the ordinary rules of accidence were

substantives was not , as a rule , satisfactory. The completely disregarded. The great majority of

girls , generally , showed their chief weakness in the the candidates showed themselves incapable of

declension of substantives, their chief strength in doing a piece of easy German composition , and

parsing . The general conclusion to which the most who attempted it would have done better if

examiner of the papers of junior candidates came they had devoted more time and care to the

was that not so much time as heretofore had been revision of their translation from German into

devoted to Latin , and consequently no real grasp English. Many candidates had to be rejected for

of the language had been attained by the great failure in easy unprepared translation . They were

majority of the candidates. A few of the candi- lacking in an elementary working vocabulary, and
dates who attempted the unprepared passages of were unable to make out the simplest German

ordinary difficulty translated them very well , but constructions.

the work of the great majority was worthless . MATHEMATICAL SECTION .—The most common

A fair numberof senior candidates got correctly fault in the answers of preliminary candidates to

the sense of both the unprepared passages of ordi- the practical questions of their geometry paper was

nary difficulty, and a few attained an almost that in their anxiety to make new figures candi

faultless accuracy ; but the majority, especially of dates neglected the printed instruction that all

the girls , showed that they needed much more lines required in the constructions must be clearly

practice , and there were many cases in which shown. A large number had, apparently , no pro.

nothing intelligible was sent up . The easy un- tractors , for they failed to measure angles which

prepared translation was well done by some of the they had constructed correctly . The meaning of

candidates ; but many did not take sufficient care “ common tangent ” to two circles was not

to analyse the sentences properly, and in conse- generally known . As a whole the answers of pre

quence produced nonsense. liminary candidates to their questions on theoretical

Modern LANGUAGES SectioN .—The unprepared geometry were less satisfactory ; in many cases

passage in French of ordinary difficulty was preparation for this part of the paper appeared to

moderately well done by juniors. Far too many have been neglected in spite of the statement in

candidates , however, were content to translate a the regulations that candidates will be expected

French word by the English word most nearly to take questions both in practical and in theoreti

resembling it , although the sense might be differ- cal geometry.” Proofs of the equality of triangles

ent . The grammar as a whole was poorly done , by folding over were as a rule badly done , and very

and seemed to show that the teaching of accidence few who attempted this method succeeded in giving

had been neglected . Many candidates were un- satisfactory proofs. The words angle and triangle

able to form a single adverb correctly , and only a were frequently interchanged with disastrous re .

small minority (especially of the boys) knew the sults. The worst and most widespread error in

>
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the theoretical part of the work was that these very prevalent , namely, the taking of the common

candidates continually assumed that two triangles difference in a decreasing arithmetical progression

were equal in all respects if two sides of the one as positive .

and an adjacent angle were equal to two sides and NATURAL SCIENCES Section .-Many of the

an adjacent angle of the other ; this error seems to junior candidates showed in their answers to the

have gained ground the more because some books questions on experimental science that they had

prove the equality of the triangles when the equal erroneous notions about “ weight ” ; it seemed to

angles are right angles, and candidates have ignored be a common idea that amassof two pounds falls

this limitation . a given distance in half the time taken by one

In the elementary part of the geometry paper of pound. Few appeared to be aware that the boil

junior candidates, the first of the two practical ing point of water depends upon the pressure,

questions—the construction of a triangle with though it is not difficult to arrange experiments to

two sides and the angle opposite one given- illustrate this fact. A tendency to draw general

was seldom done well. The majority of the conclusions from a particular experiment, in a way
candidates succeeded in constructing only one which is not legitimate, was somewhat common

triangle ; and in measuring an angle with the pro- in the answers of these candidates to the chemical

tractor many gave the reading of thesupplement. questions.

The other practical question involving the con- Many junior candidates had not been instructed

struction of a triangle with given sides and its in the characteristic properties of the simple classes

circumcircle answered satisfactorily , but of chemicalcompounds. The term “ acid ” wasoften

many candidates neglected to show their con- very imperfectly understood . This was due to the

struction lines clearly , while others wasted time in inadequacy of the experimental teaching . The

needless description . In this part of the paper answers to the simple arithmetical question in the

the work on the riders was better than usual, and theoretical chemistry paper on the law of multiple

was often more satisfactory than the proofs of the proportions were not good . Many ofthe candidates

propositions, which at some centres were very were able to quote the law correctly, but could not

carelessly given . The proofs given of the con- apply it , showing that they had not grasped its

gruence of two triangles having equal sides were meaning. When asked to identify the gas evolved

in many instances worthless , and the proof of the on heating a substance with concentrated hydro

fundamental property of the tangent to a circle chloric acid, a large number of the junior

derived from the “ limit definition ” of the tangent candidates in practical chemistry described tests

was at some centres very imperfect. which they could not possibly have performed with

The most noticeable defect in the answers of the limited amount of material at their disposal.

senior candidates to the questions on geometry was A large number of senior candidates taking

the inability of candidates to discern whether their theoretical chemistry did not know the meaning of

reasoning was valid or not : a very large number the terms “ reduction ” and “ oxidation . "

--perhaps the majority - of the papers contained The calorimeters invented by Black and by

(mingled with correct solutions) one or more pages Lavoisier and Laplace were in many cases de

of worthless matter with the letters “ Q. E. D. ” scribed by senior candidates taking the paper on

appended . The educational value of geometrical heat instead of Bunsen's ice -calorimeter . Most

studies is much diminished if students are not of these candidates were able to give some

taught to distinguish between accuracy and in- account of Joule's experiments on the mechanical

accuracy in their own work . The questions in equivalent of heat, but knew nothing about

solid geometry were answered readily by almost isothermals, critical points , or Prevost's theory of

all the candidates from certain centres , but were exchanges .

not attempted by the candidates from other (espe- The work of preliminary candidates taking botany

cially girls' ) centres : this seems to indicate some a whole indicated too much book and black

timidity on the part of teachers in respect of board teaching and too little dissection and

this really interesting and valuable branch of experiment. The junior candidates had not ,

mathematics, except at a few centres , been trained to make

The answers of junior candidates to the question sufficiently large and bold sketches of their dissec

in the algebra paper on like and unlike termsshowed tions . The simple principles of physiology were

that many candidates had a very imperfect know- very imperfectly comprehended by junior candi

ledge of the meaning of an algebraic term . The dates . Thus the majority of the candidates stated

addition of three fractions was creditably done by that plants droop in dry weather for lack of food .

most-but the endeavour to reduce to lowest terms At many centres the experimental work must

often resulted in wild cancellings. The solution have been neglected , so that a number of candi

of equations shewed a marked improvement ; but dates proposed to prove the principle that carbon

in the verification it was often thought sufficient to dioxide is of importance to plants by shutting a

verify a simplified form instead of the original plant up for a few hours in a space free from this

equation ; and in the verification of two simul- gas, in full expectation of its rapid demise .

taneous equations, the necessity of verifying both There was little evidence that junior candidates

equations was largely overlooked. A mistake re taking physical geography had been made familiar

ferred to in the last report on the answers of with maps of their own district showing physical

senior candidates to the algebra paper was again features by hill- shading and by contour- lines .

as
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never seen

Such maps can now be obtained at a small cost for Board of Education to adopt some such plan in

almost any district . The questions on glaciers the case of their special reports, and we are hope.

and volcanoes were not read with sufficient care , ful that the Board may now see its way clear to

the result being that matter which was not re- follow Mr. Mosely's excellent example .

quired was often given . “ Soil ” was commonly The subjects submitted to the commission by

taken as synonymous with “ the earth's crust, Mr. Mosely were (i ) the development of individu

and climate was usually regarded as comprising ality in the primary schools; ( ii) the social and

temperature only. Many of the senior candidates intellectual effects of the wide distribution of

drew isobars of different values crossing one secondary education ; (iii ) the effect of specific

another. The descriptions of the forms of clouds instruction given ( a) in business methods, (b) in

were often obviously based on the short descrip : applied science ; and (iv) the present state of

tions given in text -books and not on actualon actual opinion as to the value of professional and techni .

observation. The methods for determining noon cal instruction of university rank designed with

were in most cases so vaguely described that it special reference to the tasks of business life. An

was evident that the candidates had not tried examination of the individual reports shows, how .

them ; and it was, indeed , commonly asserted that ever, that many members of the commission de.

at noon the sun is " directly overhead ” or “ in the cided to confine their attention chiefly to the

zenith .” Some of the candidates knew a little branches of education with which they were in

about the methods of projection employed in active association and more especially familiar.

making maps, but few understood them well The consequence is , to name a few examples, we

enough to give the reasons why different projec- have included in the volume special reports by

tions are used in different cases . Very few gave Profs. Aryton and Ripper on the education of the

any reasonable explanation of the differences engineer, by Mr. Thomas Barclay on commercial

between the isotherms of January and July, education, by Mr. Blair on technical education, by

although they were supplied with maps of these Dr. J. Rose Bradford on advanced subjects of

isotherms . Some of the candidates had apparently medical education , by Dr. W. H. Gaskell on the

a magnetic compass ; scarcely any teaching of anatomy and physiology , by Principal

knew, within one or two degrees, the declination Reichel on manual training, and by Mr. A. E.

of the compass-needle in their own neighbourhood ; | Spender on truant and reformatory schools. The
and only one or two seemed to have determined it other eighteen reports treat of education in a more

by observation . general sense , and, in the limited space at our

disposal , attention must be restricted to some of

these sections of the volume .

On certain broad general questions there is

almost complete unanimity among the commis

EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES sioners . All are agreed as to theabsolute belief
OF AMERICA. on the part of the people of the United States in

the value of education , both to the community at
EFERENCE has already been made on more

large and to agriculture , commerce, manufactures,
than one occasion in these columns to the

public - spirited action of Mr. Alfred Mosely
and the service of the State ; and they are unani

mous in their desire to impress on the British

in securing the services of a distinguishedbody of public the absoluteneed of immediatepreparation

British educationists and arranging for them to

proceed to America to study on the spot the edu
on our part to meet the competition which will be

the inevitable outcome of this enthusiasm for edu
cational system and methods of the United States .

cation in America. The commissioners , as a

Representatives of every grade of British education
whole, too , have been impressed by the spirit

- from the elementary school to the higher tech
which animates both teachers and pupils, by the

nical institution and the university-were included

in the commission, and the reports drawn up by by the prominence given to manual training in the
close connection between theory and practice, and

the individual commissioners as well as their joint
schools of the United States . Similarly , the com

report and Mr. Mosely's preface are full of helps
mission as a body directs attention to the fact that

and hints to practical teachers . Mr. Mosely, too,
the remuneration of teachers is by no means

has arranged to make the volume easily accessible
always placed on a satisfactory basis. Finally,

to all persons engaged in educational work, in

whatever capacity .
the commission, with two exceptions, views some

Though members of the
what with alarm the growing preponderance in

general public will have to pay the small amount
America of women teachers .

named below for a copy of the reports , any educa

tional authority, members of such authorities ,
The student of education reading the volume is

county councillors, local managers, or registered
perhaps most impressed by the fact that education

teachers, may on forwarding to the publishers the
up to the age of eighteen years is free, and by

cost of postage and a statement of their qualifica
some of the consequences resulting from this fact.

To quote Mr. Anderton , for example :
tions obtain copies free . We have often urged the

The free schools are largely used by all classes. The son of

the wealthy man sits in the same class with the son of the
Reports of the Mosely Educational Commission to the United States

of America , October-December, 1993.' xxiv . + 400 pp. (Co-operative labourer. In Washington we saw the son of the President of

Printing Society , Limited . ) 15. ; post free, 18. 4d. the United States , two grandsons of the late President Garfield,

R.

1 .
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more

and many children of members of Congress, sitting and working I could not discover that the teaching was carried to a logical

in the same classes as the children of coachmen, gardeners, end and fondness for reading inculcated. I found no

labourers, &c. Not the slightest difference is observed in evidence that proper attention was paid to writing and English

regard to these children ; they mix in the classes and play- composition than in our schools. I met with no proper

grounds on terms of perfect equality. attempt to correlate the English compostion with any of the

practical work.

It is also astonishing to learn that the proportion In the teaching of mathematics and science, the American

of pupils from the lower - grade schools who pro- high schools seem to me to be considerably behind our best

ceed to and complete the secondary-school course schools. I came across little evidence that the practical methods

is so small . Dr. Gray says : of teaching mathematics and geometry which are coming into

vogue here are appreciated ; and the old academic methods of

It may be said broadly that , of the total number of children to
teaching science seem to prevail almost exclusively .

whom the State offers free education in the secondary as well as

in the primary schools, only twelve per cent . begin the secondary Mr. Coward puts on record the following im
course, only seven per cent , complete it , while only five per pression :

cent . carry on their education at the universities .

In view of a statement like this it is not sur
It did not strike me, after visiting a great many schools

that the actual work, the writing , thespelling, the arithmetic,

prising to find Prof. Armstrong writing : “ The &c. , was quite as good as we should find in the best schools of

belief in secondary education , especially for boys, a similar character at home, but the composition and the
readiness of the children to talk and furnish their own ideas

is far less general ( i.e. , than the belief in the were better.

common -school system) : it is probably no greater

than ours.” Mr. Fletcher's report will prove of great prac

But , though provision is made for free education tical value to teachers, for he answers the questions

in the public high school up to the age of eighteen, suggested above and many others in addition. He

private schools often charging high fees are com writes :

mon enough, especially east of the Alleghanies.
The work in the schools is mediocre, the discipline excellent

Mr. Fletcher writes of the private school :
I am satisfied that I saw constantly work done and

accepted which few English teachers would accept . I did not,
It has, owing to the defects of the public high school, on the other hand , see the grossly bad work which we often get .

certain very solid advantages to offer those who are anxious I concluded that on the whole their average -- even of perform

about the full intellectual development of their children. ance, certainly of effort - was higher than ours, but that there

Obviously people living in a great crowded city will prefer, when is little or no work which we should regard as really good . ...

they are able to afford it , to send their children to a well Most of the work I saw in modern languages and science was

managed school in the country : however good the public schools old -fashioned and , I thought , barren-too much learning of rules

become, they will never meet this want. But there are, beside and facts, and too little use and thought. The mathematical

the great boarding-schools, expensive day-schools in the great courses seemed to ine very badly planned - even worse than our

cities whose final raison d'être is the detects of the public school own have been . Much attention is given to English , both to

-large classes and a standard of work unduly lowered by the literature and the art of writing. We have much to

admission of ill- prepared children . In America , as in learn from America as to the proper place and use of English in

England , there is abundant room for private schools at high our schools.

fees, litle or none at low ones .

Dr. Gray agrees with Prof. Armstrong that the

Most British teachers will be chiefly interested discipline of American schools depends on the

in answers to the questions : How do American
interest excited by the teacher and the teaching,

schools compare with ours ? Is the standard

and with Mr. Fletcher as to the inaccuracy and
higher ? What is the discipline like and how is it

maintained ? and so on . The commissioners pro
antiquated methods in the teaching of Latin , but

disagrees from both these authorities in regarding

vide an abundance of information on these and
the mathematical teaching , as on the whole, good.

similar points, but on many questions there is It is interesting , too , in view of Prof. Armstrong's
much want of agreement. We can refer only to estimate of the science teaching , to find Dr. Gray

a few. Prof. Armstrong gives among his opinions writing, “ the teaching of science in all its branches
that

appeared admirable ." We quote Dr. Gray's

“ Thring's great doctrine of thinking in shape has , if possible ,
remarks on what he calls the most remarkable and

made less advance thus far in the American common schools most admirable feature in American education ,
than in ours.” Apparently no greater effort is made in the and that is,

American schools than in ours to lead children to read and to

become really fond of reading.” “ The teaching of drawing is the spirit (as distinct from the method) which animates both

undeveloped. I didnot learn that the attempt was teacher and pupil , and their keenness for education “ as the one

being made anywhere to put the teaching of arithmetic on a thing needful." As has been already seen, there is compara

practical common-sense basis, " and the schools are described “ as lively little to be learnt from the methods employed -- at any rate,

even more bookishthan ours in their tendencies." in the sphere of Latin , French, and even mathematical teaching,

nature -study lessons I witnessed, when not specifically botanical though in " English " and scientific teaching, and in the recog

or zoological and scientific in character, were eminently super- nition of the close affinity which these subjects bear to practical
ficial and worthless .” “ Undoubtedly the chief hold teachers life and industries, American methods arefar ahead of our own .

have on their classes is consequent on their maintaining the
interest of the pupils.” One of the serious consequences to A few only of the many points noted in reading

pupils of American teaching is their “ inabilty to concentrate these suggestive reports have been touched upon
the attention. ”

in this notice , but enough has been written to

Referring to the public high schools , Prof. Arm- convince teachers that the volume is well worth

strong says : study . American teachers, the joint report tells

In common with all my colleagues, I was favourably im
us , “ seem to be possessed of but one wish — that

pressed by the way in which English literature was taught, but of helping their pupils in every possible way," and

.

.

- The
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Mr. Fletcher says that on the whole they " take and we have found especial pleasure in the brief

their work more seriously than do ours." We but lucid accounts of the Alexandrian and Per

trust at least that British teachers will prove suffi- gamene schools of grammar, criticism , and phi

ciently interested in education to avail themselves lology.

of Mr. Mosely's generous offer, and to acquaint Following the first Greek section comes a portion

themselves with what is here to be learnt con- dealing with the “ Roman Age of Latin Scholar

cerning American educational experience . ship , ” beginning with the earlyscholars and transla

tions and ending in the sixth century with Boethius,

Cassiodorus, and Priscian . There are many learned

scholars and antiquarians in this section , but their

A HISTORY OF CLASSICAL SCHOLAR. interest for us is inferior to that of the Roman

SHIP :
students of Greek literature , who include Cicero,

and other classical authors , “ Longinus," and a

" HIS book is an encyclopædia of learning, and number of Greek subjects of the Roman state .

it makes one dizzy to calculate how many Dionysius, and especially Longinus, have left us

facts are stated in the seven hundred pages . some of the acutest and most intelligent literary

But in spite of the battalions and armies of facts , it criticisms ever made. With the Byzantine Age,

is not only readable but interesting , and we have Dr. Sandys enters on a subject which is practically

spent many hours with pleasure and profit in unknown to the average student , but one which

reading its well - stored pages . Adequately to well repays study . Still more obscure is the study

examine such a book would need not only vast of the classical literatures during the middle ages .
learning , but a very considerable allotment of We all know that Aristotle was half -deified in

space . We cannot pretend to equal Dr. Sandys Europe , but it is difficult to realise how wide and
in learning, but wherever we have been able with deep was his influence in the East. All these

careful examination to check his results , or when and many other topics are dealt with by Dr.

our acquaintance with this or that matter happens Sandys ; and he ends his book at the birth of
to be fuller than the ordinary , we have satisfied Petrarch ( 1304) , “ the morning star of the

ourselves that he is marvellously accurate and Renaissance.

complete. We have , indeed , noted a few trifling This vast survey, the interest of which cannot be

omissions, and there are , as must be expected, indicated in a briefsummary, comesat the present
times when our judgment differs from his ; but we time most opportunely , when on all hands voices

see no reason to discuss these at present , for they are raised attacking the classics as “ useless ," and

touch details , and we are more concerned with the proposing to substitute other subjects, sneering at

generalscope and plan of the work . * Hellenism ,” and preaching a thinly veiled ma

Dr. Sandys's plan includes an examination of terialism in its place . Dr. Sandys's book will

the scholarship of ancients and moderns. In the supply those who strive to defend their faith with

early age it includes the methods and studies of many new arrows for their quiver ; in particular,

education -- the curriculum of the schools , and the suggesting to ask whether it it safe rashly to

measure of their effect on the pupils in after life - a discard those elements which have always formed

subject which especially interests readers of this the basis of mental culture in Europe. To those

journal. From this point of view it is interesting also whose lot is cast in quiet places , and who have

to note, that the most cultivated nation of the leisure to enjoy without the unpleasant necessity

world based its intellectual training on the national of fighting , Dr. Sandys's compendium will be

music and poetry , both which are almost ignored in welcome. It is indeed a monument of learning,

modern schools . One can imagine the horror and which does credit to the University which has

pity of Plato or Aristotle if he could have heard produced it .

the vulgar gabble which takes the place of human

speech in English schools ; or listened to learned

disputants maintaining, some that literature cannot

be taught , others that the object of education is to ELIZABETHAN POETRY. '

enable pupils to earn their living . It is interesting

to trace in Dr. Sandys's pages the range of quota E have not always been able to speak with

tions found in Plato and Aristotle, and to calculate

the comparative popularity of the various writers
approval of the editorial work on this new

edition of the “ Garner," but all doubt

referrred to by the Greeks. Students of the
leaves us at the sight of Mr. Bullen's name . If

theory of poetry may find matter here worth

pondering ; and Mr. Thomas Hardy may learn
any one has a right , by taste and knowledge, to

speak on the subject of Elizabethan poetry, it is
how the great critics of antiquity would have

regarded his “ drama” not meant to be acted , in

he . By his delightful anthologies he has earne

a hundred and thirty scenes. The study of rhe
the gratitude of all lovers of poetry , and it is most

toric of course holds a large place in the book ;
gratifying to find that he now appeals to a wider

audience . The first of these volumes contains

W

" Some
1 “ A History of Classical Scholarship from the sixth century B.C. to

the end of the Middle Ages . By John Edwin Sandys, Litt.D., Fellow

and Lecturer of St. John's College , and Public Orator in the University,
Cambridge. xxiii . +671 pp. ( Cambridge University Press .) 105. od . net.

1 " Some Shorter Elizabethan Poems. ' xxvi. + 358 pp .

Longer Elizabethan Poems." xxiv . + 441 PP . An English Garner. With

Introductions by A. H. Bullen . ( Constable. ) 45. each net
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four song- books of Campion's, four of Dowland's,

Yonge's “ Musica Transalpina," Wilbye's “ First
THE CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION OF

Set of Madrigals , " Morley's" Triumphs ofOriana , ”
SCOTLAND. '

Byrd's “ Psalms, Sonnets, and Songs of Sadness
This Association seems likely to prove a most useful body .

and Piety," and five other complete collections ,
The Proceedings include papers by Prof. G. G. Ramsay on “ Effi

originally published in the “ Garner,” together ciency in Education ,” Prof. Baldwin Brown on • Some Archaeo

with a number of single poems; and Mr. Bullen
logical Aids to Classical Study," Dr. Heard on Classical Study

has added two other books of William Byrd's in the Face of Modern Demands,” Mr. Coutts on • Public

which were not included in Prof. Arber's edition.
Examinations in Secondary Schools,” and Mr. Harrowen on

We are especially grateful for the last two, which the “ Teaching of Greek.” Most of these papers , it will be

are here reprinted for the first time , although the seen , deal with urgent practical questions , and the treatment

later verses are not all of the same merit asthose is practical. Thus, Prof. Ramsay proves by statistics that the

in the earlier volumes. Of course, it is not to be study of classics, not for the specialist, but as an educational

expected that all these poems, byso many authors , instrument for business men , is growing by leaps and bounds

should be equally good ; there is chaff amongst in America, and more than holding iis own in Germany. In

the grain even in the golden age. But taking America, more than half the pupils in secundary schools

them all round , they are a feast of delight . It (314,856 out of 630,048) were learning Latin in the year 1900,
would not be possible to offer any detailed exami- and of these only 61,517 were preparing for university or a

nation of so miscellaneous a collection within our higher scientific school ; and both numbers and proportions have

limits ; and we can only echo the words of William increased since 1890. With Greek there is a similar propor

Byrd to all true lovers of music : “ A song that is
tionate increase , although the totals are much less . The

well and artificially made cannot be well perceived opinions of eminent scientific men in Germany and elsewhere

nor understood at the first hearing , but the oftener
are quoted to show that classics are held to be the best training

you shall hear it , the better cause of liking you
for their particular work .

will discover.” The music is not given along with
Dr. Heard echoes the opinion of all competent observers

the songs ; but the best of the Elizabethan songs
when he asks for reform , not abolition ; urging that we now

teach much that is superfluous , exact a too minute accuracy,

sing themselves . The authors , practical musicians
and spoil our work by premature exanınations. Mr. Coutts

even if not composers as Campion was, had a
deprecated the multiplication of examinations and certiticates,

wonderful instinct for what would sing ; and to
and easily picked holes in the Government system. How much

read the bare words seems to awaken the echoes
easier he would have found that duty in England, where the

of that happy age whenall England was alive with weight of Government influence, through the grants, has been

music and song, when the very barbers hung up a given so largely to science and mathematics, and the slate of

lute in their shops for their customers to play on literary education in the small schools is something lamentable

while they waited. These in a generation of to contemplate ! Mr. Harrowen advocates an eariier bifurca

gramophones and barrel-organs seem like Iris tion , so that the ordinary pupil may have something definite

amongst rude Mr. Bullen prefixes an to take away with him from his study of Greek. He would

excellent introduction , bibliographical and critical , soak him in Homer ; give “ less drive " and less examination ,

dealing with authors who will be almost unknown and more humanity. He appreciates the use of archaeology,

to the historians of literature . but would not go so far as Prof. Gardner does ; and he de

The volume of “ Longer Poems contains six preciates the value of spoken Greek. The last is the only point

pieces or sets (over 120 pages) not in the original where we join issue with Mr. Harrowen : he has evidently not

Garner,” which were composed by Richard realised the way in which spoken Greek may be used , as a cate

Barnfield , a poet of grace and fluency, if not chism on the author read : there is nothing like it for making

always inspired. Sir John Davies's “ Orchestra " a boy quick . We agree with Mr. Harrowen in his recom

is a rhapsody on dancing, which contains many
mendation of the free use of good translations. Prof. Brown's

pretty passages , if the theme is somewhat trivial. article on archaeological aids contains much useful informa

Mr. Bullen , for the first time , points out Davies's
tion , but our attention just now is absorbed by the practical side

debt to Lucian . Davies's “ Nosce Teipsum ” and
of the question, as the classics are fighting for life.

“ Astraea ” are also included . The other con We have only touched on a few of the points of a text in this

tents of the volume are “ Astrophel,” elegies on
volume, and we would add that it is full of interest , and should

Sir Philip Sidney, J. C.'s “ Alcilia ,” Antony
be in the hands of every one who has the study at heart . An

Scoloker's ( ? ) “ Daiphantus, or the Passion of
English Association on the same lines as the Scotch has now

Love," Drayton's “ Odes," and the anonymous
been formed ; and we hope that both will do much to inform

public opinion, so sadly ill -informed on this subject.
" Six Idyllia " of Theocritus, the earliest English

translation of the poet (1588). These longer poems,

as a whole, are interesting historically rather than Logarithms for Beginners. By Charles N. Pickworth .

poetically, but there are in most of them passages ii . + 47 pp. ( Whittaker. ) 15. — Though we think a special

of beauty. Drayton's “ Ode on Agincourt book on logarithms should not be necessary for class work, yet,

“ Fair stood the wind for France ” . is well
iſ such a bouk be desired , this one will probably prove suitable .

known , but most of his other poems will be new The explanations are simple and clear , and the method in which

to readers, and will doubtless win him new the calculations are carried out is satisfactory . Tables of four

friends . The introduction to this , as to the
figure logarithms and anti-logarithms are appended .

other volume, will be welcome to students of

literature.
1 “ Classical Association of Scotland. Proceedings 1902-3 ." viii. +132

(Edinburgh : Pillans & Wilson . )

men .

a
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THE EXAMINATION OF THE EYES AND

EARS OF SCHOOL CHILDREN.1

A GREAT deal has been written in late years on the Continent

on school hygiene, on the importance of examining school

children and adopting measures to ensure the best possible

development of their minds and bodies. Bradford was one of

the first towns to have a school - board medical officer. We

had the great fortune to secure the services of our able presi

dent, Dr. Kerr, who performed his duties so well , and published

his reports and investigations so efficiently, that other towns

are now following our example, and London, which always

attracts the best of everything , has'appointed Dr. Kerr medical

officer to its school board , where he has the supervision of no

less than 600,000 children.

One of the most important duties Dr. Kerr has perform is

to watch over the eyes and ears of these children . Eight

medical men were appointed to examine and report on the

eyes of the children. The results of their investigations have

been most interesting and remarkable, especially when com

pared with the statistics of similar work done on the Continent.

About 10 per cent . of these children (no less than 60,000) have

defective eyesight ; that is , they have less than one- third of

normal vision . Fifty-four per cent. of the children in Standard

1 , and in Standard 7 no less than 80 per cent . , have normal

vision . In Standard i , per cent . have bad vision (less than

one- third of normal), and in Standard 7 only 8.8 per cent . , a

marked improvement . Very bad vision ( one-sixth or less of

normal ) was found in 1'6 per cent . in Standard 1 , and 3-5 per

cent . in Standard 7 ; this is probably due to a slight increase

in short sight . These figures are most gratifying if we compare

them with the vision of continental school children .

Cohn has collected the statistics published by a large number

of German observers . He finds that in the lower classes in

German schools 22 per cent . of the children are short-sighted,

and in the upper classes no less than 58 per cent . ; in some

cases , indeed , as many as 74 per cent . , a most alarming increase

in bad vision. According to the report of the Royal Com

mission on Physical Training in Scotland , 31'5 per cent. of

the children in Scottish board schools have bad eyesight and

42 per cent . have defective hearing.

Dr. Kerr also examined the vision in a number of precocious

and of backward children of twelve years of age . He found that

of the former only 18.7 per cent . had defective eyesight , whereas

of the latter no less than 29:6 per cent . could not see well .

These figures prove conclusiveiy that defective vision , if not

attended to, retards the mental development of the children ,

though , of course , there are other obvious reasons to be con

sidered . The vision of London children varies in the different

schools. The worst results are found in the poorer, and in the

Jewish districts. We know that myopia , or short sight , depends

greatly on the shape of the head and orbit , the higher the orbit

the more likely is the eye to become short -sighted . Therefore

the frequency of myopia varies in the different races , and it is

very prevalent in the Jewish race.

All children with defective vision in London board schools

are supplied with a card , on which the parents are informed

that the child cannot see well , and that it should be examined

by a medical man. In urgent cases a red card is given . This

year medical men tested the vision of the children , next year

the teachers will do this , and refer defective children to the

medical men appointed . The eyes are not treated or tested for

glasses , but the children are sent on to the family doctor or to

a hospital . The poorer children in all board schools should

be examined and supplied with glasses by the authorities, and

I hope that in a few years this will be done. A great deal of

money is wasted in trying to teach children who cannot see or

hear properly, much more than a few glasses would cost . A

few shillings spent on spectacles would , in a great many cases,

make all the difference in the world to a boy's career at school.

As yet no systematic examination of the ears of the London

school children has been made. Dr. Cheatle has examined

1,000 children of the IIanwell District School, and has kindly

permitted me to make use of his investigations. The ears were

normal only in 432 cases, or less than one -half, a most startling

and remarkable discovery. The middle ear was diseased in

518 cases . No less than 434 children had adenoids, and 231

enlarged tonsils , many of course having both enlarged tonsils

and adenoids .

These figures show that a large proportion of children , in

the board schools at least suffer from defects of hearing and

sight . How is it possible for a boy who cannot see , whose eyes

ache when he reads , who cannot hear what the teacher says , to

get on at school ? He is most seriously handicapped , not only

at school , but also in after life. You will generally find that a

child who cannot read well , and who takes a dislike to his

lessons , sufters from som.e defect of vision . Instead of bullying

the boy, and constantly telling him he is stupid and lazy , his

parents or teachers should take the trouble to find out why he

is backward . Probably they would discover that he could not

see to do his lessons , and that this was the reason why he

disliked school . In the good old days, and I am sorry to say

often even now, it used to be the custom at most schools for

each class to have a few boys attached to it who did not get

on , in whom no one took any interest , who sat by themselves,

and did what they liked. No one took the trouble to find

out why they were backward. It was often, as Dr. Kerr's

statistics prove , because they could not see or hear as well

as the other boys. Surely this is a most unsatisfactory state

of things . I am often asked to examine the eyes and ears

of boys who have been at school for years, who have never

got on well there, and who have been condemned as stupid

by the teacher . The parents have been advised to send

them on to a farm in the Colonies, or to South Africa, or

formerly to put them into the Army , because they were too

stupid to go into business or enter a profession . The boys were

examined and found to suffer from defective eyesight , and not

to be stupid at all .

Deafness in children is generally due to adenoids or enlarged

tonsils . If these are removed early the deafness disappears, if

they are not it increases and becomes incurable . The child

cannot breathe through the nose, keeps his mouth open , has

a vacant, dull expression , snores, and has a narrow, undeveloped

chest . I remember, not very long ago, how a mother, in a

great state of excitement, brought her son to see me. She had

taken him to a new school . The boy had adenoids and was

deaf. The headmaster spoke a few words to the child , and

then turning to the mother said : “ I am afraid your boy is not

quite right in his head . I am surprised you have not been told

of this before . He can certainly not be admitted into this

school.” The boy had the adenoids removed and the dealness

cured , and shortly afterwards he became a promising pupil in

that very same school . Parents are very apt to overlook slight

failings in their own children . They do not notice that the

boy cannot see or hear so well , they ignore his complaints of

headache after reading, that he cannot see the blackboard at

school, &c . , and they get used to his dull , vacant expression.

It is the duty of the teachers to notice these things. The sight

and hearing of each boy should be tested on admission to the

school, and again every year as long as he remains there . This

1 By Adolph Bronner, M.D., Senior Surgeon , Bradford Eye and Ear

Hospital ; Laryngologist, Bradford Royal Infirmary ; reprinted from the

Journal of the Sanitary Institute, quarterly number, January, 1904.
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can very easily be done by the teachers . Test - types , with

different sized letters , should be hung on the wall at a certain

distance, and the boy told to write down all the letters he can

read . If he cannot see them all , or if he cannot read small

print at 12-15 . inches, this should be at once reported to the

parents, and the boy not allowed to return to school until he

has been medically examined and treated . An infectious disease

of the inner surface of the eyelids, follicular conjunctivitis, is

often very prevalent at boarding schools. The eyes are red ,

the child blinks and cannot bear the light , the lids are puffy

and swollen, and often gummed together in the morning.

During school holidays I always see children who suffer from

this disease ; they tell you that many of the other boys have the

same complaint, but that no notice is taken of it by the masters .

A few years ago numerous schools in Yorkshire had to be closed

for a few weeks , and all the boys sent home to have their eyes

examined and treated .

The hearing can be roughly tested by a watch, or the boy told

filling up the innumerable forms which a paternal Government

desires for the satisfaction of its curiosity - these duties are not

for him , but may safely be left to a clerk. The Director , on

the other hand , must know about the schools and the teachers

from the educational point of view. He must know which are

the bright, stimulating teachers , and which the dull and deaden

ing ones ; which are on the alert for improving their methods,

and which are satisfied with the traditional dull routine . In

particular , he must satisfy himself that our secondary schools

are providing a broad and liberal bringing up for the elementary

teachers of the future. - Prof. Hughes, in his Report on the

Educational System of Coventry.

Not without reason has the schoolmaster been the scoff of

modern novelists . Sinned against by society he may have been ;

but he has sinned in return . He has refused to learn . His

bigotry has sometimes been more stupid and more impenetrable

to repeat certain words spokenin a whisper atadistanceof than thatofthe priest. Hehas in too many cases remained

a

with of

of an oyster , the enthusiasm of a jelly- fish , and the hide of a

rhinoceros. Scarcely an eddy in the onward move .

ment of progressive thought has swept into his narrow domain .

He has had interest in nothing, not even in his own work . He

has combined the culture of a bucolic boor with the arrogance

of a newly -fledged ritualistic curate. --Dr. F. H. HAYWARD,

in the “ Secret of Herbart ” ( Sonnenschein ).

a few

inattentive and dull , he will probably have nasal obstructiou due

to adenoids, and these should be removed.

If these simple suggestions were adopted at all private schools

( I use the word “ private ” in distinction from board schools) ,

a very large number of boys would learn a great deal more,

and would be placed in a much better position to fight the

battle of life. Many boys have an idea that the chief obiect in

school life is to go in for sports , and that learning is only a

secondary consideration , and that if they only excel in sports

they are doing their duty . In this they are often encouraged

by their parents , and even by some masters . When they leave

school and have to work for their living they find out their

mistake, and wish they had sported less and worked more.

The board schools are improving day by day, and many parents

send their children to them because they can get a better

education there than at other schools. Most towns now have a

school- board officer, who though he is not paid very generously ,

is expected to spend a great deal of his time watching over the

children . The masters of private schools should do all in their

power to improve their schools, and look after the boys, and

one of the first and most important things they can do is to see

that any boy who cannot see and hear well should be examined

by a medical man , and properly treated . Many parents have

a very strong objection to their children wearing glasses . Of

course it does not improve the appearance, but children go to

school not to look pretty, but to work and learn , which they

very often cannot possibly do if they do not wear glasses.

The general effect of my inquiry has been to confirm views

previously held :-( 1 ) That the problem of technical education

is not a side issue , but an integral part of the problem of educa

tion in general . ( 2 ) That the solution of the problem of

technical education , as of that of education in general , will be
partial and incomplete unless the problem is attacked from the

psychological as well as from the industrial and commercial

point of view . (3 ) That the establishment of a close connec

tion between institutions for technical education on the one

hand, and industrial and commercial organisations on the other,

is an essential factor in a successful solution of the problem of

technical education, as of that of industrial and commercial

progress. -Mr. R. BLAIR , Assistant - Secretary for Technical

Instruction for Ireland, in “ Some Features of American

Education ."

HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS.

POINTS OF VIEW .

66

Let us not forget the great responsibility that rests upon

each one of us, the responsibility of making our schools

“ schools for life and not for livelihood,” the planting and

development of “ intelligence, judgment , and character ” in the

children committed to our care , remembering at all times the

force of the maxim “ that the safety and strength of a city and

of a State reside above all in the good education which fur

nishes them with well -educated , honourable , and well - trained

citizens.” – Mr. GEORGE SHARPLES, President of the N.U.T.

at Portsmouth .

“ Was it , he asked , in accordance with the Constitution that

the Prime Minister should cling to power when the country

demonstrated , whenever it had the opportunity, that his

Government no longer enjoyed its favour ?” So was Sir

Henry Campbell-Bannerman reported to have spoken in the

House of Commons at the end of March. Mr. Balfour said

in reply that he was at a loss to understand why the leader

of the Opposition should expect the Government to take the

unprecedented course of resigning while they still retained the

confidence of the House of Commons.” We remember that a

big book was written some twenty years ago to prove that

Beaconsfield's Ministry was in opposition to the opinion of the

country for three or four years previous to 1880, and indeed

the General Election of that year seemed to prove the writers to

have been in the right . But who does govern this country ?

It has been said that the Brito- Irish electorate are supreme only

at the time of a general election . If so , was Sir Henry Campbell

The Director of Education , when appointed , must not spend

bis time in an office ; the duty of signing cheques, of ordering

and measuring out stores of copybooks, papers , & c . , and of
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.

Bannerman correct in his implication that the policy of the

present Government is unconstitutional ? It is a point to be

considered in discussing whether our constitution is democratic

or aristocratic

AFTER nearly a hundred years we are to have another Aliens'

Act . It is interesting to turn from the reports of the Home

Secretary's speech when introducing the Bill to the pages in

Erskine May's “ Constitutional History ” where he treats the

question of the Alien Bills of 1793-1818 , and remark the change

in public opinion since the third quarter of the nineteenth cen

tury . We are becoming " like the nations round about us.

We note also the different reasons for the various legislation.

A century ago we ſeared the spread of French political ideas ,

and the possibly dangerous influence of Jacobinism in thought

and action . Later, it was still against revolutionary ideas that

we sought protection , as in 1848 , when, however, the Act was

not enforced even in a single instance . We still maintained on

the whole our “ proud distinction,” and remembered the many

exiles who had fled to our shores and out of their very in

digence had created new industries for us . We are thinking

differently now, and in the name of “ economic ” protection

are proposing to exclude “ undesirables.”

GENERAL

The thirty -fifth annual conference of the National Union of

Teachers was held this Easter at Portsmouth , under the presi

dency of Mr. George Sharples, of Manchester. Seventeen

years ago the Union met in conference at Portsmouth , and its

membership was 12,431 ; at the present time there are 50,639

elementary school teachers on its roll . In his presidential ad

dress, Mr. Sharples dealt at great length with the Education Act

of 1902, which , he said , brings into line and into organic connec

tion with the local authorities the 14,275 bodies of voluntary

managers who conducted their schools without reference to any

other school or public body, and places on the management of

each school at least two representatives of the outside public .

It lifts education to a higher and more fitting plane -- the plane

of national and local responsibility , for the well - being of the

children . It makes the whole cost of public elementary educa

tion a public charge. It abolishes the one-man manager. It

gives rights which have been long sought by the Union, a form

of appeal against unjust dismissal, the prohibition of compulsory

extraneous tasks, and the civic right of the teacher to share in

the duty of local control of public education.

The working of the British Empire is a matter of con

temporary history and should engage our interest . We there

fore note two features of present -day importance, both illus

trating the play between the centripetal and centrifugal forces

which shape world politics. In 1895, Canada and Newfound .

land were negotiating for federal union , but failed to come to

an agreement because Newfoundland was so poor and was

troubled with the question of the “ French shore.” Now that

Great Britain and France seem to have solved this and other old

matters of conflict, Canada is renewing her courtship, but

Newſoundland is now so prosperous that they see no reason for

federation and preſer isolation . In South Africa we have given

a negative answer to one problem . The Boers are not to rule

there . So much the war has done, just as Cromwell settled that

Ireland was not to rule herself, let alone England. But this

solution has only cleared the way for a further problem .

Will Cape Colony, the Transvaal and the other South African

colonies unite in a federation ? The question is to be settled ,

not now on the battle - field but in the legislative councils of the

various colonies . But it is not yet settled .

AFTER giving much attention to the “ religious difficulty, "

Mr. Sharples discussed some of the difficulties before the new

education authorities . Among the problems demanding solution

the first place was given to the remedy for the dearth of efficient

elementary school teachers , and Mr. Sharples considered how

teaching can be made more attractive as a profession, and the

steps education authorities might take with advantage to remedy

the present shortage of teachers . The co- ordination of schools

was then dealt with , and schemes to correlate elementary and

secondary education were passed in review. Speaking of even

ing schools , the president said : “ Sixteen years ago I suggested

that all youths employed in skilled trades or commercial houses

should be compelled to attend classes two or three evenings per

week in winter-classes where they could be taught the prin .

ciples underlying the practical work they were taught in the

workshops. And , ſurther, that the employers might pay their

fees, inasmuch as they would directly benefit by the increased

intelligence their apprentices would bring to bear upon their

daily work. It was laughed at then , but to -day many enlight

ened employers do this , and both employers and employed

mutually benefit. They are doing an incalculable benefit to

the young people in preventing the lapse of a taste for study at

a most critical age , and are doing a service to the State in

preventing the waste of knowledge which has cost it so much

to impart. " The address concluded with a reference to the

relative advantages of inspection and examination.

In March there was a proposal made in the House of Com

mons which would , if adopted, have seriously interfered with

the routine of the Appropriation Bill . It was set aside by the

Chancellor of the Exchequer as lightly as the proposal in 1878

to impeach Lord Beaconsfield, and indeed both proposals carry

our minds back to the seventeenth century , the period of the

last great struggle between Crown and Commons . The March

suggestion was that , in times of great Imperial urgency, the

King should be empowered to raise five millions for military

purposes without the consent of Parliament . The very words

as well as the substance of the motion recall the case of

John Hampden in 1637-8, when the lawyers on both sides

discussed the question of " urgency ” in naval matters, and

the need to make such hasty preparations for war or coast

defence that Parliament could not be summoned. It is also

worthy of remark in this connection that the lawyers of the

U.S.A. found that in the power given to the President to con

duct war was involved the constitutional right to raise money

for the purpose without consulting Congress. These modern

thoughts should be remembered before we decide how to teach

the history of Ship Money.

The following resolutions relating to the provision of scholar

ships for elementary schools, which was proposed by Dr. Mac

namara , M.P., was adopted unanimously by the National Union

of Teachers at their recent conference : ( 1 ) That every local

authority be requested to publish a prospectus of all scholarships

and exhibitions existing within its area ; (2) that every public

elementary school should have attached to it a number of

scholarships, such number to be proportionate to the number

of scholars enrolled at the school , these exhibitions to be

awarded on the nomination of the teachers and managers ; (3)

that the remainder of the scholarships available for the area

should be awarded afterwards by competitive examination

among scholars in various schools within that area ; (4) that the

examination should invariably be based upon the curriculum of

the school ; ( 5 ) that every scholarship should be divided into

two parts-educational and maintenance - and that a parliamen
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tary return should be asked for setting forth the total amount of

money available for the purposes of providing scholarships,

bursaries, and exhibitions for the elementary schools within the

area to places of higher education in each local authority area .

the concluding day of the meeting , M. Seignobos discussed the

question , “ Comment un étudiant étranger peut-il le mieux

étudier la France contemporaine , ” and Dr. Heath touk up the

subject of the “ Place and Treatment of Modern Languages in

the School Curriculum .” During the days of the meeting social

functions of various kinds were arranged as well as visits to

educational and other institutions .

MR. J. W. HEADLAM , Dr. R. P. Scott , and Dr. F. Spencer

have been appointed Staff Inspectors of Secondary Schools by

the President of the Board of Education. They will assist the

Chief Inspector of Secondary Schools , Mr. W. C. Fletcher.

9 )

Rules which for the future will regulate the appointment to

commissions in the army have been issued by the Military

Education Division of the War Office. To show they have

attained a good standard of general education candidates for

commissions must obtain either a " leaving ” certificate or a

“ qualifying " certificate. The former covers the same subjects

as the latter , and may be granted by a recognised examining

body to candidates of seventeen years and upwards who have

received three years ' teaching in a recognised school , provided

their conduct is satisfactory. The “ qualifying ” certificate

covers two classes of subjects, viz . : Class 1. , in which all must

pass - English , English history and geography, and elementary

mathematics ; and Class 11. , of which candidates must qualify in

two subiects, viz . , science, French or German , Latin or Greek .

The science must include practical work , and every leaving

certificate must certify that the candidate has taken a sufficient

course of geometrical drawing and an elementary course of

practical measurements. Leaving certificates are to be accepted

from the Oxford and Cambridge University examinin bodies,

the University of London , the Scottish Education Department ,

and other home universities satisfying the required conditions .

The seventh annual conference of the National Association

of Manual Training Teachers was held at Hastings during

Easter week . Sir John Cockburn , the president for the year,

delivered an address on the “ psychological importance of

manual training. ” It is the high mission of manual training

teachers, said the president , to remove the common reproach

that the school does not prepare for real life, for dull boys

at school are often found to make the most capable men.

Manual training is specially appropriate in presentday educa

tion, for it is pre-eminent in developing constructive ability and

the faculty of keeping in touch with environment. Twenty

years ago manual training was advocated chiefly to develop

dexterity of the hand . It is now recognised that the hand is

one of the best channels to the intelligence, and that in training

the hand we minister effectually to the requirements of intel .

lectual and moral as well as of physical development . Time

in giving intellectual studies would be saved if half the school

hours were spent in the workshop. Pupils detect their errors in

actual work more readily than in abstract processes , and learn

to despise inaccuracy and slovenliness. Nothing so clearly

demonstrates the difference between right and wrong as manual

training . A lie in wood stands self-exposed .

>

It was announced, just after we went to press last month ,

that the University of London had received two magnificent

gifts in aid of higher education . One is due to the generosity

of Sir Donald Currie , who has given £ 80,000 for the erection

of a school of advanced medical studies in connection with

University College, London , and in this way has removed the

only remaining impediment to the adequate incorporation of

University College with the University of London . The second

giſt is that of the Goldsmiths' Company, which has given the

whole site (about seven acres) of the Goldsmiths' Institute at

New Cross , together with its buildings , equipment , and apparatus ,

to the University of London for the purpose of promoting

" University work in South London . ” The value of this giſt is

estimated at about £ 100,000 .

The first International Congress of School Hygiene was held

at Nuremberg from April 4th to 9th. The congress was in

augurated by Prof. Griesbach , the president of the “ Allegemein

deutschen Vereins für Schulgesundheitspflege.” Every Euro

pean country , except Italy and Turkey, was represented at the

congress , and in addition to these European countries America

and Japan were also represented . The work of the congress

was carried on in seven sections . The first dealt with school

buildings and the furnishing of the school-room , the second with

the hygiene of residential schools, and with the physiology and

psychology of educational methods and work. The third

section was concerned with instruction in hygiene for teachers

and pupils , the fourth with physical education and training in

personal hygiene, the fifth with contagious diseases , ill - health ,

and conditions affecting attendance at school . The sixth section

had for its subject special schools, including those for the feeble

minded , the blind, deaf, dumb, cripple, invalid , and exceptional

children , and the seventh section considered out - of -school

hygiene, holiday camps and schools, and the relation of the

home and the school . An exhibition ofapparatus necessary for

school purposes was held . Great Britain was represented by a

committee of representatives from various societies interested in

education and hygiene, with Sir Lauder Brunton as president .

The next International Congress of School Hygiene will be held

in London in 1907, and Sir Lauder Brunton has been elected

president of that congress .

>

An Easter meeting of the Modern Language Association was

held in Paris , beginning on April 14th . At the inaugural meet.

ing held in the Amphithéâtre Descartes , M. Belljame presented

the English visitors to the French Minister of Instruction , and

the Minister's speech was replied to by Sir Hubert Jerningham.

In the afternoon, in the Amphithéâtre Michelet, addresses were

delivered by M. Emile Hovelaque, “ Sur la Réforme de

l'Enseignement des langues vivantes," and by Prof. Sadler on

some French influences in English education . On April 151h ,

four addresses were given as follows : M. Baret , “ Sur

l'Organisation de l'Enseignement secondaire en France,” Mr.

Storr on the “ Teaching of French in English Secondary

Schools," M. Georges Pellissier “ Sur les Prosateurs Français

Contemporains,” and Prof. Hudson on “ Modern English

Prose .” On April 181h , M. Paul Passy and Dr. E. R.

Edwards both dealt with the applications of phonetics , M.

Dispan de Floran described “ Un Lycée Autonome,” and Mr.

Cloudesley Brereton gave a paper on “ The Limits of the

Autonomy of the Local Education Authorities in England . ” On

The Board of Education has issued a list of twenty-three

holiday courses, to be held on the Continent at different times

during the present year, but mostly in the summer months.

Five are in Germany, viz ., Greifswald , Jena, Königsberg ,

Marburg and Neuwied ; three in Switzerland, viz . , Geneva ,

Lausanne and Neuchatel ; one is in Spain , viz . , Santander ;

and the rest are in France, viz . , Tours, Honfleur, Paris ,

Grenoble, Nancy, St. Servan , St. Malo, Villerville -sur -Mer,

Boulogne, Caen , Bayeux , Lisieux and Dijon . The paper issued

by the Board of Education gives the date of each course , the

fees, return fares from London , lowest cost of boarding ,

)
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principal subjects of instruction , address of local secretary, and

other details of importance to intending students. Copies of

the paper can be obtained free on application to the Board of

Education Library, St. Stephen's House; Cannon Row, White.

hall , London, S.W.

examination beginning on July 4th , in addition to that held in

connection with the ordinary matriculation examination be .

ginning on June 13th . Any school desiring to present pupils

for the school - leaving certificate will be required to submit a

general statement of the complete course of instruction given in

the school and also the curriculum of study pursued by the

candidates. Further information and forms of entry may be

obtained on application to the Principal , University of London,

South Kensington , S.W. The entries must be made, for the

June examination before May ist , and for the July examination

before June ist.

REPRESENTATIVE managers of the London Board Schools

have decided to present a memorial to the members of the London

County Council , of the Education Committee for London, and

the Metropolitan Borough Councils setting forth the importance

of the work carried on by local managers of schools who have

acted under the School Board for London . The memorial

expresses the hope, among others, that under the new London

Education Committee there should be bodies of local managers

as at present with similar powers, and that secondary bodies

of managers with inferior powers should not be formed ; that

the number of such managers required should be calculated as

under the London School Board , and that not more than three

schools should be grouped together underone body of managers ;

that the qualification for appointment as a local manager should

be ability to visit the schools, and willingness to carry into

effect the regulations of the Education Authority ; that managers

should be appointed for three years, and be eligible for re

election ; that means should be adopted whereby managers who

do not fulfil the duties of their office should be removed from

their posts ; that the managers of provided and special schools

should have the supervision of all charitable assistance to the

children given in or through the agency of the schools.

We have received from Washington the second volume of the

report of the U.S. Commissioner of Education . It is packed

with interesting and valuable statistics referring to every grade

of American education. Among the multitude of tabular state

ments contained in the volume we can only refer at length to

one, and this deals with the percentage of the total number of

secondary school pupils in the United States pursuing various

studies . In 1889.90 , 33.6 per cent . of these secondary school

pupils were studying Latin , but in 1901-2 the percentage taking

Latin had reached about 50 per cent . Since 1890 the number

of these pupils studying algebra has increased from 42.8 per

cent . to 55'3 per cent . in 1901-2 . Algebra and Latin are the

most popular subjects, and these are followed , in order of the

number of pupils taking them, by rhetoric , psychology, history

(other than that of the United States ) , geometry , physiology and

physical geography. Each of the subjects named has a follow

ing of twenty per cent. or more of the total number of secondary

school pupils. It is noteworthy that less than twenty per

cent . of the students take up French , German, physics and

chemistry.

A Bill to provide for the compulsory adoption in about two

years' time, in the United Kingdom , of the metric system of

weights and measures , has been read a second time in the House

of Lords since the publication of our April number.

The new London Education Committee is constituted as

follows : Members of the London County Council— J. W. Benn

(the chairman of the Council ) , E. A. Cornwall ( the vice-chair

man of the Council ) , F. P. Alliston ( the deputy-chairman of the

Council) , A. A. Allen , E. Barnes, E. Bayley, R. Bray, W. C.

Bridgeman , E. Collins , Sir W. J. Collins, G. Dew, W. H.

Dickinson, E. B. Forman, T. Gautrey, the Hon . R. Guinness,

T. E. Harvey, the Rev. A. W. Jephson , W. J. Lancaster,

A. L. Leon , Sir F. Mowatt, W. E. Mullins, John Piggott, W.

Pope , G. H. Radford , Arthur B. Russell , W. S. Sanders, A. J.

Shepheard , Evan Spicer, James Stuart, C. Y. Sturge, J. T.

Taylor, the Hon . F. Thesiger, A. A. Thomas, W. W. Thomp

son , G. Wallas, Sidney Webb, W. Wightman , T. McKinnon

Wood. Women : Dr. Sophie Bryant, Miss Margaret Eve,

Mrs. Homan , the Hon . Maude Lawrence, Miss Susan Law

Members of the London School Board : Sir Charles

Elliott , the Rev. J. Scott Lidgett, G. L. Bruce, H. W. Liver

sedge, J. G. Ritchie . Sir W. J. Collins has been elected
chairman of the new committee.

The fourth occasional paper published by Clayesmore School ,

the work of which has been mentioned before in these columns,

deals with the social ideals for schoolboys. The pamphlet

suggests that, in the ordinary conversation of school and by

means of lectures , social events may be introduced , especially

those relating to the internal prosperity of the nation and the

welfare of all classes of the community. Such themes as Co

operation and Competition ; the relation of Capital to Labour,

the causes of strikes and their ruinous results to the general

commerce of the country ; how the poor live , and all about the

Poor Laws -- these subjects should not be passed by as lying

outside the range of true education and the apprehension of the

ordinary schoolboy. But coming still closer , there are many

practical opportunities of public service , even to a boy, which

may tend to excite sympathy between class and class. The

establishment of a Boys' Club in connection with a school, or of

such a Mission as is maintained by many public schools , is a

fine opportunity which is sometimes steadily missed, because ,

beyond the appeal for subscriptions, the boy is not brought

face to face with the objects of his benevolence.

rence.

SCOTTISH .
In addition to his report contained in the Report of the

Mosely Commission referred to on p. 184, Mr. Blair has given

his impressions of American schools and colleges in a book ,

“ Some Features of American Education , ” published by the

Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for

Ireland. All who are engaged in technical education, whether

as administrators or teachers, should endeavour to procure a

copy of the volume, for it is full of practical hints as to the

causes of American success in technological instruction .

The Education Bill for Scotland was introduced by Mr.

Graham Murray, Secretary for Scotland , amidst a chorus of

approval, which was in marked contrast to the reception of the

previous English measures. Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman

congratulated the Secretary for Scotland on having brought

forward a Bill which carried out the ideas and aspirations of the

Scottish people. Mr. Munro -Ferguson said the proposals had

been received with such an outburst of enthusiasm that the

Secretary for Scotland might well , ask , like Charles II . , why

he had not come down sooner to earn this applause ? The Bill

has met with an equally hearty reception in the country, and a

speedy and safe passage may be predicted for it through the

The Board entrusted by the Senate of the University of

London with the management of the school-leaving certificate

examination and the inspection of schools has , at the desire of

a number of schools , decided to hold a school - leaving certificate
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Houses of Parliament. The Secretary for Scotland intends to

arrange for a permanent representation in Edinburgh of the

Scottish Education Department. In order to facilitate the

reorganisation thus involved, Sir Henry Craik , K.C.B. ,

Secretary to the Department, will shortly retire from that post ,

which he has held for more than nineteen years .

The announcement of the impending retiral of Sir Henry

Craik will be received with universal regret throughout the

length and breadth of Scotland . For nearly twenty years he

has been the power behind the throne in all matters educational ,

and underneath all figments of" My Lords” and “ The Council

of Education " the strong, self-reliant, enlightened personality

of Sir Henry Craik was felt and seen . Sir Henry's rule has

frequently been described as a despotism , and so to a certain

extent it was , because Parliament could not, or would not ,

initiate those measures of reform which were absolutely

necessary, and Sir Henry Craik had to make legislation himself

or remain paralysed in the midst of problems demanding

instant settlement. So that if his régime has been a despotism

it has been , even in the opinion of his strongest critics, a

benevolent despotism which made for educational righteous

ness . To recount all his services to education would be to

chronicle the details of the slow educational revolution which

has passed over Scottish Schools during the past two decades ,

and has left the primary system of that country one of the

most enlightened in the world .

seeing a classical association formed for England and Wales.

The objects of both associations were of a distinctly practical

kind . What they wanted to do was not merely to meet amongst

themselves and debate questions of classical scholarship , but to

permeate the public mind with the idea that the conceptions at

the foundations of classical teaching were those on which the

whole education of the country ought to be based . They had

no intention of asking for any specially privileged position for

the classics, but he thought all classical scholars realised what

the distinction was between subjects and the mode of teaching

subjects. They were agreed that the end and aim of education

was to draw out and build up the mind as opposed to the

utilitarians who judged and valued education by its immediate

wage- earning results,

)

PROFESSOR BURNET, St. Andrews, read a paper on " Form

and Matter in Classical Teaching." He said that it was a

mistake for the friends of classical education to adopt an

apologetic tone or to seek to propitiate the enemy by making
one concession after another. The concessions would be

accepted without thanks and in the end it would be found that

everything worth fighting for had been surrendered . He was

strongly of opinion that it was a mistake, from a strategic point

of view , to base the claims of classical education on the impor

tance of its subject matter . Its real function was to be a

training in form , and to do for a large number of people what

mathematics did for others . In the past , classical education

had inspired many with a lasting sense of literary form and a

genuine love of good writing . They could only go on producing

these results , however, if they stood up boldly for the formal

side of their work, and this meant that in the universities pure

scholarship must be ranked higher than what was called

research , and that in the schools composition , and especially

verse composition , should be restored to its rightful place .

In regard to higher education , in particular, it is no

exaggeration to say that Sir Henry Craik found it clay and

has left it marble. In 1885 , when he took up office ,

higher education was regarded as the monopoly of the rich ,

and higher class schools were looked on with jealousy and

suspicion by those who should have been their natural pro .

tectors , the local authorities. Not one penny of public funds

was allowed in their support, and , ill -equipped and inadequately

staffed as they were, they provided no higher education worthy

of the name. Sir Henry at once set himself to remedy this

position of things . He established the system of Leaving

Certificates, which set up a standard of higher education at

which such schools should aim . Gross inefficiency was soon

detected , and new life and vigour were given to the schools.

Local authorities were encouraged to regard higher education

as a matter of prime national importance , and to grudge no

moneys in its support. In 1885 , not one penny of public

money was expended on higher education ; in 1904 , Parliament

is to be asked to create a fund of £ 500,000, on which higher

education will have a first and indefeasible claim. Sir Henry

Craik has educated public opinion very effectively when this

large demand is received with a chorus of approval. The

educational system of Scotland remodelled and reformed will

long remain a notable inonument to Sir Henry Craik's en

lightened policy , and for this the honour and gratitude of all

Scotsmen will follow him on his retiral .

LORD Kelvin has been unanimously elected Chancellor of

Glasgow University , in succession to the late Earl of Stair.

Lord Kelvin , during his fifty years' connection with Glasgow

University, has extended its name and fame all over the world ,

and it is fitting that his Alma Mater should now confer upon

him , her most distinguished son , the highest honour it is in her

power to bestow. The veteran man of science, who will in a

few months be eighty years of age , seems to have the secret of

perennial youth , and may be trusted to throw himself into the

duties of his new office with all the ardour and zeal that have

been his life - long characteristics.

The Leaving Certificate Examination is announced to begin

on Wednesday, June 22nd. Exact information as to the

numbers to be examined in the various grades of each subject

should be forwarded at once to the Education Department on a

special form which can be had on application . The circular

again impresses on school authorities the importance of taking

every possible precaution to check copying, several bad cases of

which had occurred in previous years .

The spring meeting of the Classical Association was held in

the Hall of the United College , St. Andrews . Prof. G. G.

Ramsay, the President, occupied the chair , and there was a

large attendance. The President , in his opening address, said

that since their last meeting they had the great satisfaction of

DR . SOMMERVELL , II.M. Inspector of Music in the English

and Scottish Training Colleges , gave an exceedingly interesting

and suggestive address before the Educational Congress of Ayr.

shire Teachers . Dr. Somervell prefaced his remarks by saying

that the faults he had to find in regard to the music teaching

in schools were the faults of a system and not of individuals .

The Solfa system , which was almost universal in Scotland ,

should only be taught concurrently with , and as an aid to, the

Staff notation . Teachers should remember that if pupils left

school knowing only the Solfa, the whole range of instrumental

music was closed to them . The inventor of Solfa himself had

never meant it to be more than an aid to the Staff. Voice

cultivation , which was the very essence of all vocal music ,

was almost unknown in Scottish schools. There was too

much part singing in schools, and too little singing in unison

of their own beautiful national songs. As a rule , the second

and third parts were a mere unmeaning iteration of one or

two notes , reminding one of the drones of the bagpipes.

The quality of the music taken up in schools had received too

little attention in the past , and the time of the children was

taken up with worthless songs whilst the glorious national songs
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Tuesday, June 14th , and last till Thursday of the following

week.

of the Empire were neglected . Just as they would be perfectly

safe in choosing for their literature lessons passages from

Shakespeare or Tennyson , so they might with confidence turn

for their vocal music to the national songs of their common

country.

A MEETING of the Modern Languages Association was held

in the University, Glasgow, when Prof. Kilpatrick presided

over a large attendance . The chairman , in opening the pro

ceedings , said that a proposal had been made to establish a

summer course of modern languages in this country similar to

those which had proved so successful on the Continent. He

felt sure there were numbers of Scottish and English teachers

who would be glad to take advantage of such a school , and he

hoped that these holiday courses would be inaugurated in the

summer of 1905. M. Charles Martin , of Glasgow University,

and Mr. D. McLeod, Morgan Academy, Dundee, contributed

interesting papers on the place and function of modern

languages in a school curriculum .

The Association of Intermediate and University Teachers

have published their “ Plea for Reform " in secondary educa

tion in Ireland , dealing mainly with the position of assistant

masters in secondary schools . The pamphlet starts with the

proposition that two things are essential to education : ( 1 ) a

proper course of instruction ; (2 ) efficient teachers to carry it

out . Experiments are being made on the first, which it is

expected will finally succeed . With regard to the second , it is

stated with truth that scarcely anything has been done, and it is

urged that those wishing to teach should be qualified. For this

it is necessary that the universities should instruct and prepare

secondary school teachers by lectures on the science and

methods of teaching . In our opinion it would be better to

have something more, viz . , a definite school of pedagogics in

every university comparable to the law, or medical, or

engineering schools, and the recognition of which as such

would give dignity to the teaching profession.

IRISH .

a

A scheme for the admission of women to degrees in Trinity

College has been outlined . It provides that women shall be

admissible to all lectures , examinations , and degrees in arts and

in the medical school . All prizes in arts and the medical school

are to be open to women except fellowships and scholarships .

Non -foundation scholarships are to be instituted for women .

The fees for men and women are to be the same. If a number

of undergraduate women , not less than eight , belonging to the

same collegiate class, desire to have lectures separately outside

the college , it will be possible for arrangements to be made for

the delivery of ordinary lectures outside by one of the teaching

staff of Trinity College . The professors of the medical school

are given the option of providing separate or joint lectures for

men and women as they think fit, but women are to practise

dissection eparately. It does not appear that any arrange

mients have at present been entered into for providing a resi

dential hall for women in any way comparable to those at

Oxford or Cambridge , and perhaps there is no intention to that

effect.

The association further recommends a period of probation in

a school , say one year, for an intending teacher, under the

supervision of inspectors and a headmaster. But besides quali .

fications, increased emoluments are necessary. It is stated that

“ few assistant-masters receive more than £150 per annum ; by

far the greater number have a salary below £ 100.” Tenure is

insecure , and there are no pensions. But the remedy for this

suggested by the association is far from adequate. It is sug

gested that the Intermediate Board should audit the accounts

of the schools receiving intermediate grants , and it is presumed

that in that case managers would give assistant.masters a greater

share of their grants. Does this imply that managers waste

the money , or that , even if assistants received more of the grant,

their salaries would then be sufficient ? Possibly the Board

would spend more in auditing the various accounts than the

assistants would gain . Can the Board justly and legitimately

demand to audit school accounts ? In fact, though the Inter

mediate Board might greatly help forward the question of

efficient teachers, the matter is one for the Government, and

the difficulty will have to be solved by a broader scheme than

that suggested . Meanwhile, much is due to the association for

ventilating and agitating on what it rightly terms “ a matter of

grave national importance."

As was hinted in these columns last month , a good deal of

the Irish Development Grant is to be devoted this year -- and an

educationist will admit, with a sigh , probably for many years to

come-to other purposes than education . The Land Act

claims 675,000, the Bann drainage scheme £ 1,000, and the

Tralee and Dingle Railway £ 10,000. By way of education

£ 10,000 is allocated to the building fund of the Marlborough

Street Training College, £5,000 to the three denominational

training colleges, in order to provide more room for King's

scholars , and £ 3,000 to technical nstruction , to compensate

for the loss of the former equivalent grant . The Chief Secre.

tary has ſurther declared in favour of a scheme for granting a

second teacher in primary schools with an average attendance

of 50 instead of 60, as at present , and this would absorb

another £ 24,000. The Ulster members are not pleased at the

neglect of Queen's College, Belfast, especially in view of the

new Royal College of Science in Dublin, the foundation stone

of which was laid by the King during his recent visit.

The report of Mr. F. H. Dale, His Majesty's Inspector of

Schools, of the English Board of Education , on Primary Educa

tion in Ireland , has been published. We can only briefly sum .

marise here a few of the main points. The premises of the

Irish town schools are markedly inferior to those in England ,

both in the requirements essential for proper sanitation and in

their convenience for purposes of effective teaching . The

country schools are not so inferior. In Ireland , unlike Eng

land , the head teacher of every school must be trained , and the

salaries of heads compare, on the whole, not unfavourably with

those of similar primary schools in England , but those of fully

certificated or trained assistants are distinctly lower in Ireland ,

The instruction in Irish schools, when compared with English ,

is adversely affected by the multiplication of small schools , often

unsuitably staffed and organised , the lack of any local interest ,

except among the clergy , in primary education , the inadequacy

and faulty distribution of the staff in a large number of schools,

and the irregularity of the attendance of the scholars . The

report contains much information, not always pleasant reading ,

enabling Irishmen to see their primary education as others see

it , and laying facts before the authorities to which they can

hardly close their eyes.

Mr. F. PURSER, Fellow of Trinity College , Dublin, has

given £ 4,000 to Queen's College, Bellast, to found a mathe

matical studentship in memory of his brother, the late John

Purser, for many years professor of mathematics there .

THE Intermediate Examinations will begin this year on
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WELSH .

The conference of representatives of all the County Councils

of Wales has been held at Llandrindod Wells, for the discus

sion of the Welsh education policy. This conference has been

called the Welsh Educational Parliament. That it should be

so called is a sign of the times, for apparently there were no

representatives of education as such present . At any rate , one

fails to notice the name of any teacher concerned with the

working of either a County Intermediate or Elementary School

called upon to express any opinion . Lord Kenyon was invited

to attend as a representative of the voluntary schools . He

wrote declining to attend , but expressing a strong wish that

something might be proposed which would make for peace

between the conflicting parties.

This necessity is recognised by the headmasters of the

Welsh County Schools Association . They have just passed a

resolution “ that it is urgent that the amounts available for the

salaries of assistant -masters and mistresses should be largely

augmented. " The average salary of assistant-masters in Wales

was stated to be £120. The maximum for an assistant- master

in Montgomeryshire was said to be £125 , and in another

county fuo or £120 was reported as the highest maximum .

The consequence, of course, is that good teachers too often

gain experience in the Welsh schools and quickly better them .

selves elsewhere .

The Guild of Graduates of the University of Wales have

appointed a committee to draw up a scheme for the production

of a Welsh Dictionary. The proposal is to draw up a Diction

ary “ worthy of the Guild , worthy of the nation and worthy of

the language.” It was hoped that the Treasury might be

reasonably expected to give £300 or £ 400 to promote the

work.

RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND

APPARATUS.

Modern Languages.

MR . LLOYD-GEORGE , to whom the conference looked for

leadership, was moderate in tone. He suggested that a con

ference was not essentially a political meeting. He said he

was inclined to make concessions. If the Government were

willing to add to the Scottish Education Bill the words, “ This

Bill shall extend to Wales," a settlement on these lines ought

to be accepted . The right of entry to give religious instruction

was not an absolute right , but he was willing that such permis

sion should be given , if out of school hours. Once more Mr.

Lloyd -George suggested that biblical instruction might be the

basis of a settlement. One speaker at least spoke against any

compromise, and declared his view : “ To the victors the

spoils.” Eventually the resolution against the right of entry

during school hours was passed with but one dissentient , thus

leaving the question open whether right of entry might be

given out of school hours. Mr. Frank Edwards announced

that, contrary to what had been reported, the Bishop of St.

Asaph was prepared to agree to popular control and to the

abolition of tests.

Gautier, Voyage en Italie. Edited by de V. Payen -Payne.

xvi. + 238 pp. ( Cambridge University Press. ) 35. — This

volume takes high rank in the Pitt Press Series , for the editor

has regarded his work as a labour of love. Very full indeed are

his notes ; and they deal not only with difficulties of language, of

which there are always a great number in Gautier's fascinating

books of travel, but also with literature and art, Mr. Payen

Payne is trustworthy in both respects ; we are particularly

grateful for the copious and apposite quotations from Ruskin ,

Howells, Grant Allen and many others. The proofs have been

carefully read , and the book can be recommended without

reserve .

SIR WILLIAM ANSON has explained in the House of Commons

the attitude of the Board of Education to the Local Education

Authorities of Swansea, Cardiff and Newport . These bodies

wish to confine membership of their Education Committees

( except as regards two women representatives in each case)

to members of their respective councils . The Board , however,

insist that the Councils retain the power of co-opting two or

three persons in case at some future time they should be of

opinion that without such co-option they should be unable to

provide from their own body “ persons of experience in educa

tion and those acquainted with the work of the schools in their

area . " These bodies point out that there is no such insistence

in the new scheme of the London County Council Education

Committee. Sir William Anson replies that the conditions of

London are essentially different from those of Swansea, Cardiff

and Newport.

At a meeting of the Aberdare Education Committee a sub

committee suggested in report that teachers with university

degrees should receive £5 per annum above the ordinary scale .

Whereupon a motion that the sum should be £ , 10 was proposed

and carried . Not, however, without protest . One speaker

remarked that graduates may not be as good teachers as those

with no degree. “ They should pay people according to the

work done by them and should not spend money in this

manner. " There is no doubt that the resolution of the Aber

dare Education Committee is an important one . It is of great

significance that , in elementary school teaching , education

committees should look for more highly -equipped teachers , and

the way to find them is by recognising financially the teachers

with higher qualifications.

Elements of French Pronunciation and Diction . By Ben

jamin Dunville. xii . + 247 pp . ( Dent . ) 25. 6d. net .—This

small work is a very elaborate enquiry into the difference

between English and French pronunciation. We have a first

description of the physical production of the sounds of speech ;

then comes an account of phonetic symbols applied to English ,

and this is followed by a thorough explanation of the French

vowels, which is copiously illustrated . As English people find

their greatest difficulty in the imitation of these sounds, the

space that Mr. Dunville gives to their consideration is not mis

judged . How few English people realise that the essential

difference between English and French vowels is that most

English vowels are really diphthongs, whereas the French are

pure sounds pronounced exactly the same from beginning to

end . The consideration of the vowels is followed by that of

the consonants, where we are shown many trifling differences

between the two languages. Then comes a consideration of

connected speech , with a useful section on liaison. But we

doubt whether students who are not phonetic specialists will be

able to assimilate all hese rules completely enough to speak

French fluently. It seems a very long way round to attain a

simple object. Surely it would be better for even the poorest

to spend some time in France, or to resign himself to the

inevitable and continue to pronounce French words with an

honest British accent .

Molière, Les Ficheux. Edited by Mrs. D'Arcy Collyer .

34 pp . ( Blackie .) 4d . - This edition of select scenes from

“ Les Facheux” is welcome, for the play is a delightful bit of
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social satire, and helps to convey some idea of the men and

women who formed the court of the Roi soleil. But for a few

unimportant slips, the annotation is quite satisfactory .

The notes

9 )

Laboulaye, Le Château de la Vie. Edited by E. B. le Fran

çois . 34 pp. ( Blackie ) . 4d.-A charming fairy -tale, without

an obtrusive moral. The notes are as brief and as much to the

point as is usual in Blackie's capital series of Little French

Classics. We have noticed only a few inaccuracies : 6.8 . , the

note on plus de (p . 6, 1. 14) , un bouchée (note on p. 16, 1. 38) .

Clémence Saunois, La Moqueuse. iv. + 32 pp. (Hachette.)

Is.-A very amusing little comedy in one act . The characters

are all female, and it would lend itself admirably for public

performance by the pupils of a good French class.

are adequate ; but we do not like “ I look after the victuals"

for je m'occupe des refraîchissements ; and enragée persifleuse is

not well rendered by " you who are so mad on chaff . ”

F. Goebel, Rübezahl. Edited by D. B. Hurley. xi . + 173 pp.

( Macmillan . ) 25.- This recent addition to Siepmann's Elemen.

tary German Series contains a number of stories about the

mountain spirit Rübezahl , told in excellent German and

supplied with good notes. It makes a capital reading.book

for the third year of instruction , and can also be recommended

for private reading. The text is well printed, and we have

noticed few slips ( Brod for Brot on p . 71 ; Bruder Kind on

p . 30 , 1. 1 , should obviously be Bruderkind, and is not a case of

“ Bruder undeclined ” ). Goebel's excessive use of derselte

might well have been corrected . Mr. Siepmann's " note on

some particles ” is well put together and should be useful. The

vocabulary is good ; there is also an appendix for purposes of

retranslation .

A Book of French Prosody. By L. M. Brandin and W. G.

Hartog. xvi . + 281 pp. ( Blackie. ) 35. 64. — There will soon

be no excuse for the ignorance or neglect of French prosody,

which has so long been a reproach to the higher teaching of

French in our schools ; for the number of books devoted to this

subject in recent years is considerable . The last to appear is

written by the French Professor at University College, London ,

and his assistant , which is of course a guarantee that it is

a careful and satisfactory piece of work. Rather less than half

the book is given to the study of prosody, the rest consisting of

a very good selection of poems and extracts from the thir.

teenth century ( Aimeri de Narbonne) and the fifteenth ( Villon)

down to the present day (Hérédia and Régnier). We have no

space here to discuss a certain number of details in which we

disagree with the authors , such as the misleading terms “ vowel

alliteration ” and e feminine and the hideous “ isostichic , "

nor to dwell on slight inaccuracies in phonetic transcription,

slips in the printing (e.g. , régistre on p. 19, fort for font on p. 63 ,

Frosnie twice for Frosine on p. 119 ) , the omission of Louise

Labe's name in the history of the sonnet (p . 113 ) , and affecta

tions like minores poetae and “ Sic transit gloria mundi ! " On

the whole, the book forms a very excellent introduction to a

difficult subject.

Classics.

35. 60,

Quintiliani Instilutionis Oratoriae Liber X. Edited by

W. Peterson . xvi . + 130 pp. ( Clarendon Press. )

Our recommendation is not needed for this book , the introduc

tion and notes of which are just what they should be . Dr. Peter

son's large edition has been long recognised as a standard work ,

and the value of the abridgment is shown by its having gone into

a second edition . There are thus still a remnant who have not

bowed the knee to Baal. To them , and to the schools where

classical studies still survive, we commend this edition of an

admirable literary and rhetorical treatise, in the hope that it

may help them to appreciate the beauties of fine letters.

a

Montaigne, Essays. Edited by E. C. Goldberg , 40 pp .

( Blackie . ) 4d . — This is a very good selection indeed , carefully

printed and well annotated . The verb oyer ( note on p . 20 ,

1. 18) is new to us .

W. Hauff, Die Geschichte von Kalif Storch . Edited by Aloys

Weiss. iv . + 46 pp. ( Hachette . ) 60.-- This slim volume

belongs to Hachette's Series of Popular German Authors, and

contains an introductory note , the text of Hauff's well-known

fairy tale ( with three pages of " die Karavane ” which might

well have been omitted ) , a good German - English vocabulary

including notes , and giving only those words which in the text

are marked with an asterisk , some grammatical questions of

doubtful value , and a set of questions to be answered in German

some of which are queerly worded (e.g. , Betreffs welchen Zusam

menhangs spricht der Kalif von einem Rätsel ? ) . We do not

much like the general plan of the volume , but do not deny that

on the whole it has been carefully carried out .

Horace for English Readers. Being a Translation of the

Poems of Quintus Horatius Flaccus into English Prose. By Dr.

E. C. Wickham . vii . + 363 pp. (Clarendon Press .) 35. 6d.

niet.-- Dr. Wickham has been cautious to take warning by the

sad fate of his numerous predecessors who have attempted a

Horace in English verse . Of course , the chief charm of Horace

as a poet lies in his exquisite finish and technical skill ; he is a

craftsman of the same kind as Virgil and Tennyson , but with

far less intellectual force than theirs . His “ odes ” put in plain

prose are often commonplace . No one will maintain that the

English reader can get the real Horace in English prose, unless

perhaps a modern controversialist Béow diapuaáttw, or ignorant

of the facts. However, the translator has done his best, not

only by a rendering often graceful and always readable, but by

simple explanatory notes . And at his best Dr. Wickham is

very good, as will be gratefully conceded by the generations of

young students who have been helped to appreciate Horace

by his edition of the text . The rendering is studiously simple,

and is well free of purple patches. On the whole, if an English

reader wants to know the substance of Horace's writings, he

will find it here. We do not think that Dr. Wickham is quite

so happy in the “ Satires” and “ Epistles.” Here the trans .

lator needs not a delicate sense of grace, but a vigorous

colloquial , an Elizabethan rather than a Victorian vocabulary.

And this Dr. Wickham has not . However, the rendering s by

no means to be treated contemptuously ; it is clear and free

from ponderosity, if sometimes it lacks weight. This is not the

place for a discussion of controverted points ; probably most

students will find something to disagree with, but the translator

has also been editor, and his choice is always defensible. The

book is neatly printed and well got up.

Immermann, Die Wunder im Spessart. Edited by Aloys

Weiss. 52 pp. ( Hachette. ) 6d .—This queer story , which is

an episode of the Oberhof and “ satirises the idealistic philo .

sophy of Hegel,” is little suited for class use. Dr. Weiss has

edited it with his customary thoroughness, but he is not always

happy in his English renderings . Thus, “ wavelike commotion

will hardly do for Wogenschlag, nor “ the most compulsory

connection ” for das Zwingentste, nor “ ruins of dross " for

Schlacken -trimmer, nor purest hues ” for der Sittichglanz.

We do not say " to stare into the space , ” nor “ such an age is

something sad. " The questions for oral practice are also

indifferently worded : 6.8. , Einer der Vögel erklärt, der Fürster

zu sein ; welcher war es ? and über wen stürzen Gesichte, wie

der Alte sagt ?

9
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but authentic play , is worthy of great attention , challenging

as it does , nine - tenths of received critical opinion on this point.

Prof. Churton Collins states his case very ably.

English Poetry. Parts I. and II. By Prof. W. H. Wood

ward. (Cambridge University Press.) 25. each .—These two

well- printed little volumes are the result of wide reading,

and they undoubtedly carry on the example set by Mr. Palgrave

in a book which has long since been an English classic . The

pity seems to be that , though Mr. Woodward could have given

us so much more that is suitable for “ preparatory and elemen

tary schools,” or for “ secondary and high schools , ” he has padded

out the little books with “ The Royal George, " Boadicea, ”

Byron's “ Waterloo , ” “ Horatius,” and “ The Morte d'Arthur.”

All these are , of course , excellent ; but why not give them a

little rest ? With this grumble we welcome volumes which

contain a fable ( but only one fable) of Gay, “ Willow the King,"

“ The Butterfly's Ball,” “ The Old and the New Courtier ," and

“ Forty Years On.” There is no doubt that boys will be

delighted with that part of these volumes which is least immortal .

It is a mistake to give young children too many pearls to play

with.

>

Stories of the Ancient Greeks. By Charles D. Shaw . xii . +

264 pp. (Ginn . ) 25. 6d . --We are always glad to hear the old

Greek stories told again, and to recall the delight of childhood

when first we heard them . It is difficult not to make them

interesting , but there are degrees of interest . Mr. Shaw is , in

our opinion, too abrupt. The tales are very short ; we always

want more . It is true this is a virtue, looked at in one way,

but we do feel a little lack of detail and connexion. Thus,

under Trophonius, we have a bare statement of the “ Rhamp

sinitus ” story, which has nothing essentially to do with the

oracle. Much more of interest might have been said about

oracles, and this paragraph omitted altogether, or told in the

fascinating form which it has in Herodotus. Mr. Shaw is also

not always correct ; for he says Apollo was the Latin name of

Phæbus (p. 3) , and he transfers the Vestal Virgins to Greece

(p. 4 ) . But we must not be ungrateful ; the book is very

pleasing, and will make a good reader for young children . It

is well printed , and has several illustrations. Half the stories

are mythological and half are historical . Amongst other things ,

we are glad to see ( for the first time in a children's book)

Diogenes given a proper pilhos to live in , instead of the usual

washtub . An index gives the pronunciation of the proper names

in a form too anglicised. There is no need for children to be

taught that Cecrops is pronounced “ Sē‘krops, ” Geryon as

“ Jē'rion,” Cleobulus “ Kleobūílus,” Artemis Ar'tēmis,"

Eros “ Ē'ros. " The quantities need not all be wrong, and it

is just as easy for a child to say “ Kěkrops” as “ Sēcrops."

With names already anglicised the case is, of course, different.

This is a blot on the book .

»

a

Demosthenes on the Crown. Edited by Prof. W. W. Good

win . viii . + 296 pp. ( Cambridge University Press . ) 35. 6d.

-This book contains the substance of a larger edition , published

three years ago by Prof. Goodwin . In fact, there is little

difference between the two : an essay or two omitted , and a few

brief notes added. The notes are well suited to the use of

upper forms in schools ; but it is a pity they are printed at the

foot of the page, which makes them less useful for school work.

They are admirable ; and it is difficult to speak too highly of

the essays, historical and other , which accompany the book .

It is, in fact, a guide to the orator's public life and principles ,

and, as it embodies research which has not yet found its way

into school histories, it or its big brother will be indispensable

to the student.

Shakespeare's Hamlet. By A. W. Verity . lxxi . + 339 pp.

(Cambridge University Press . ) 35.-To call this an edition for

students is the only appropriate description of a volume which

carries one into the highest regions of critical study. Only

advanced scholars are likely to make use of it , but these will

find it a mine of learning . Mr. Verity does not merely rest

content , as voluminous annotators are often wont to do, with

presenting every possible view of a subject in a gracefully

non -committal sort of way. On the contrary, a reader is in no

doubt about the editor's opinions anywhere, while still the

whole range of scholarship is thrown open to him ; and he may

disagee if he chooses to do so. Too much praise cannot be

given to this edition . It may be described as ideal in its method,

its tone, and its learning.

Macaulay's Essay on Bacon. By D. Salmon. xxvi . + 252 pp .

( Longmans.) 25. 5d.-- The editor is much struck by the fact

that Macaulay was a good , as well as a great , man . Well,

well ! perhaps some day the great Macaulay bubble will be

pricked , even so far as school editions go. The introduction

to this volume is not a remarkable piece of work ; but the

They may be unreservedly recommended for

range, exactness , and clearness , There are some wood -cuts

sprinkled about these pages ; but they are not impressive.

Scott's Kenilworth. By W. K. Leask . xv. + 444 pp.

( Blackie . ) Is. 6d.-- This is mostly Scott. The notes are

not over-done and they are sound and accurate.

Notes to Palgrave's Golden Treasury. By J. H. Fowler and

W. Bell . 250 pp . ( Macmillan . ) 25. 6d.-- It is a distinctly

happy thought to put together in one bulky volume all the notes

that Messrs. Fowler and Bell have made to Prof. Palgrave's

epoch -making anthology. Now those who possess that collec

tion in its original non -educational form can have the advantage

on easy terms of possessing a singular body of scholarly and

critical erudition connected with the poems contained in it in a

handy form . Concerning these notes in their intrinsic worth

we have already written ; but we heartily commend this col .

lected edition of them .

notes are .

Edited Books.

Studies in Shakespeare. By Prof. Churton Collins . 380 pp.

(Constable.) 75. 6d . - In this volume are collected nine essays

upon different aspects of Shakespeare and the questions con

cerning him ; and , multitudinous as Shakesperean literature of

the first rank and value has become, this book is one which

every modern scholar ought to place on his shelves. The essays

are of perhaps unequal interest , one on the text and prosody of

the poet appealing only to critical scholars, and one on Shakes

peare's classical learning mainly to the same class . The discus

sion of his indebtedness to Holinshed and Montaigne are well

workerl out , and the curious questions arising out of Shakespeare's

unquestionably accurate knowledge of law are worthy of atten

tion , as Prof. Collins expounds it . To some readers the

“ plum ” of the volume will seem to be the essay — and it is a

brilliant one - on the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy ; but the

most stimulating of them all is the third , which deals with the

parallels between him and Sophocles. But , in saying that both

Shakespeare and Sophocles understood the practical “ wisdom

of orthodoxy , " would not Prof. Churton Collins have been

better advised (we say it with all submission ) to have written

" conformity ? ” It is difficult to think of Shakespeare as really

orthodox . The defence of “ Titus Andronicus as an early

No. 65 , Vol. 6. )

9

English Poems. Books I. and II . By J. G. Jennings. 78 pp .

and 112 pp. ( Macmillan . ) Is. and is. 6d.—The selections are

made with care and annotated with simplicity. Where no

other collection is already in use , this will make a good be.

ginning for young people. Many things comparatively little

known have been included in both volumes.9

R
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Tennyson's Drean of Fair Women , &c. By F. J. Rowe

and W. T. Webb. xlix. + 152 pp. (Macmillan. ) 25. 60.

Seven of Tennyson's poems are included in this collection , and

they are all among his best -known productions . The intro

duction is a very careful piece of work indeed , and the analysis

of the poet, as man , as poet, and as artist , is singularly compre

hensive and penetrating. In these respects it is one of the

best summaries for educational purposes which we have seen,

and the criticism of Tennysonian verse is equally good. The

section which deals broadly with the “ Idylls of the King " in

order to illustrate the Coming and the Passing of Arthur is

scholarly and clear, and very full . The notes discover to the

reader an immense amount of unfamiliar ground . The notes

to the other poems, Ulysses,” “ Dream of Fair Women ,"

“ Funeral Ode, ” “ Ballade of the Revenge,” and “ The Lotos

Eaters,” are equally good .

Style in Composition . By W. J. Addis, M.A. ix . + 105 pp .

(Allman . ) -We have read this book with considerable

pleasure , and can recommend it to students of literature and of

composition who are reading for London Matriculation and

other examinations of a similar standard .

25.

. By

>

Old Testament History for Schools. By W. F. Burnside.

333 pp. ( Methuen . ) 25. 6d.--We have no hesitation whatever

in recommending this volume as the best of its kind now in use .

It is written “ for schools,” hence some limitation of its nature

is assured , and it will not attempt rivalry with work like Mr.

Ottley's “ History of the Hebrews.” But within its limita

tion it is singularly good , and ought to achieve its professed

object, which is to popularise the study of Old Testament

history in intermediate forms. The narrative is well arranged

as to heads and divisions , and the earlier part can be followed

with ease. Throughout the volume the point of view is

modern , but sufficiently cautious also.

Spenser's Faëry Queene. Book I. By Prof. W. H. Hudson.

xxxii . + 279 pp. (Dent . ) 25. — The distinguishing features of

this edition are the brevity of the introduction and the marvel

lous compression of the notes . Yet both are full and clear

enough for all reasonable purposes. The introduction , in parti .

cular, is wonderful in its way , for it suggests everything without

saying much . Needless to remark , also , the general " get -up ”

of this volume has artistic finish. We rather miss the customary

and delicate illustrations .

History .

A History of Modern England. By Herbert Paul. Volumes

I. and II . 450 + 446 pp. ( Macmillan . ) 8s. 6d . net , each .-

By almost universal assent , our historical studies , at least for pur

poses of examination , used to end with 1832. With the passing

of the Reform Acts of that year , it was considered that contem

porary history began , or that part of history which for various

reasons , want of necessary knowledge , difficulty of perspective ,

&c. , was considered undesirable for purposes of education . But

of late years this has generally come to be regarded as unsatis

factory . It left much untouched which was worth knowing

the development of democracy at home, the growth of our

Empire beyond the seas . And of late years , our school books

have been constantly brought up to date with more or less

success . Specially has the passing of the nineteenth century , of

Queen Victoria and of Mr. Gladstone helped to throw the events

which some of us have personally watched into the region of

history. Histories “ of our own time,” the “ GrevilleMemoirs,"

Mr. Morley's “ Life of Gladstone,” have supplied much mate

rial , and we therefore welcome any serious contribution to the

possibility of telling the story of the last century. Such a work

is Mr. Paul's “ History of Modern England , ” which is to be

completed in five volumes, and of which the first two are now

to hand. He begins with the year 1846, and these two

volumes cover the next twenty years. He deliberately adopts

the chronological order as far as possible with all its advantages

and disadvantages, much of the latter being removed by a full

index to each volume. There are supplementary chapters on

literature, science, and ecclesiastical matters . We postpone a

fuller judgment till the other volumes have appeared . Mean

while we commend the work for the school library as a reference

work for the period covered .

History in Biography. Vol. I. , Alfred to Edward I. By B.

A. Lees. xiv. + 234 pp. ( Black . ) 25. 60.-- We have pre

viously noticed in THE SCHOOL WORLD the second, third , and

fourth volumes of this series . This volume now completes it ,

and the series affords a continuous history of England from the

beginning to the “ Revolution " of 1688. It is an excellent

book, written from a knowledge of the latest material , and

the stories are fully and interestingly told . But we note again

the failure to make biographies tell the whole story . There

is much in this volume beyond the lives of its heroes. The

chapter on Alfred, for example, begins with a paragraph on the

stone and bronze ages. Twenty pages of small type give a

summary of English history, 871-1307 . There are capital

illustrations, besides an index and a list of chief authorities.

A First History of England. Part V., 1603-1689.

C. Linklater Thompson. (Horace Marshall. ) 15. 61. - Miss

Thompson's name is already so well known as that of an able

and enthusiastic exponent of the newer principles of education

as applied to history and literature that every text - book which

she writes commands attention . The present little volume, so

far as subject matter is concerned, seems well suited to form a

“ first” book of English history for scholars who have reached ,

say, fourteen years of age, and have received good oral instruc

tion up to that date . But it would not be very suitable for scholars

either younger or older . For those younger too many long and

hard words are used and the scale of the work is too large .

For those older it does not go deeply enough into the hidden

meanings of things. A special and most valuable feature of the

book is the excellent portraits of the great men of the period

with which it is illustrated .

Medieval and Modern History. Part II . The Modern Age .

By P. V. N. Myers. vii. + 650 pp. (Ginn . ) 65.—The first

part of Mr. Myers' book was noticed by us in The SCHOOL

World in 1902. We now heartily welcome the second part .

It treats of European history from the end of the fifteenth cen

tury to the present day. These four centuries are divided into

two periods, that of “ The Reformation ” and that of “ The

Political Revolution,” the approximate date of separation

being 1648. In each period , the history of each country is told

in separate chapters , except, of course , for the periods of the

French Revolution and of Napoleon . The consequence is that

the international history is the least satisfactory part of Mr.

Myers's story . The reader does not get a clear idea of the wars

waged and the treaties that ended them , and the period between

the Peace of Utrecht and the outbreak of the War “ of the

Austrian Succession ” is entirely omitted , In the chapters on

English history the book is not quite up to date in its treatment

of the constitutional development. The old Whig view , that

the supremacy of Parliament was attained in 1688 , and that

therefore George III.'s action was unconstitutional, is still main

tained , as against the newer view that 1832 , rather than 1688 ,

was the year of revolution . These defects, for so we regard

them , are probably due to the American point of view as well

as the evident prejudice against " absolute monarchies, " and we

will dwell no further on these slight blemishes or on the (very

ſew ) single points in which the work is not correct . Rather

would we turn to praise the clearness with which the story is

6
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book is a glorification of the militarism on which Europe is

now based. They that do not take the sword , according to

Dr. Reich , shall perish . It is therefore evident that , to those

who know the period fairly well, this book , with its new views

of things, some probably true, others which one cannot accept ,

will prove of great interest , and will stir thought.

told , the breadth of view which it exhibits , the carefulness and

exactness of the information given , specially in the notes ; the

absence of prejudice in its treatment of religious questions .

But the best part of a good book is its last chapter on European

expansions in the nineteenth century , and the , too brief, pages

in which the author states his “ conclusions." Let the reader

mark these forty pages with much attention and then turn to

the map which illustrates them to realise the present condition

of the world . Though we knew the facts before, yet it was

with astonishment that we learnt at a glance how little of the

habitable globe is now non - European. Such a treatment of the

subject helps one to understand the keenness with which the

rival nations of Europe are exploiting China , Persia , and the

Turkish Empire . There are altogether sixteen maps, an index ,

and to each chapter a bibliography , which , perhaps necessarily,

is confined to books available only in English .

Geography

The Story of the East Country. By E. S. Symes. 255 pp.

( Arnold . ) 1s . 60. - Readers of THE SCHOOL World already

know Mr. Symes's “ Story of the North Country ,” and they

will find this book as pleasant and profitable as the other . It is

well illustrated , and contains the history and traditions con

nected with the eastern counties . The maps are not up to date

in the matter of railways, and we think the author's theory of

the Norfolk Broads is mistaken. They are not generally “ broad

reaches of rivers,” but lie curiously alongside the streams, being

connected with these by a narrow outlet . Bunyan did not write

“ Pilgrim's Progress ” during his twelve years' imprisonment.

But these are trifling blemishes in an otherwise useful and

interesting book .

A First Book of Stories from History. iv . + 120 pp.

( Blackie. ) Tod. A Second Book of Stories from History.

iv. + 128 pp. ( Blackie . ) British History in Periods.

Book IV. iv . + 216 pp. (Blackie . ) 15. 4d. Book V. iv . +

232 pp ., ( Blackie . ) Is. 6d.-- These seem to be four parts of a

series of historical readers . They are illustrated with coloured

and other pictures . The first two are quite elementary, and

contain lists of words for spelling. The other two are more

" historical," and contain summaries of the lessons and explana

tory notes . The history in these two is correct except for some

confusion in the granting of Magna Carta, and all four are

clearly printed. They are useful for junior forms.

Johnston's Simplex Wall Allas of the British Empire. Six

sheets . (Johnston . )—The sheets commence appropriately with

two maps contrasting the British Empire of 1837 with that of

to-day . These are followed by maps of the West Indies and

Canada , Australia and New Zealand , S. Africa and India. All

are clear, none are too crowded with names ; they may , in con

sequence , be recommended to teachers , especially as they are

up - to -date and printed in clean bright colours. Important

towns are very prominent ; coast lines are picked out in blue

and very bold outline. Names are small and visible only to the

teacher. Rivers are much exaggerated--a necessity , we think ,

for the younger classes-and , in consequence, occasionally a

little out of drawing ; witness the Zambesi's southern bend on

Map 1. The insertion of certain railways strikes us as somewhat

arbitrary ; why, for instance , is the Trans - Siberian connection

not shown to Port Arthur as well as to Vladivostok ? Why

does the Trans-Caspian stop at Bokhara ? And why is the

Trans-Andine shown as a completed undertaking ? The greatest

defect, however, we should note is the insertion of the useless ,

and , in many cases, actually deceptive labels assigning certain

products to certain localities . Unless the teacher-and taught

are wide awake , they will run the risk of putting asbestos

down as mined round Quebec City, and potatoes as grown only

near Regina in the whole of Canada, sugar and rum as products

of the hinterland of British Guiana, wheat-growing as the sole

and single industry of all South Australia except the northern

territory , and coal mining as the raison d'élre of Natal . For the

rest , the maps are tipped , as to their lower edges , with metal ,

and are provided on the top with two strong clamps, wherewith

to attach the series to a blackboard or stand . They are thus a

thoroughly serviceable and workable set , and -- always excepting

the “ industrial label ” -should be most useful to any teacher

who believes in oral work.

IS.

6

Foundations of Modern Europe. By E. Reich . vii . +262 pp.

( Bell . ) 55. net . —This book consists of twelve lectures de.

livered by Dr. Reich last year in the University of London , and

forming a commentary on European history from 1763 till 1871 .

The much - travelled Hungarian author is known as the upholder

of certain paradoxes in history, and his latest work maintains

his reputation in this respect . He holds , for example, that the

British colonies did not win their own independence, but that

they owed this to the help of the Bourbon powers. This hos

tility of France and Spain he attributes to the policy of

Chatham , who is therefore finally responsible for the loss of

our colonies . Napoleon is apparently his hero. It would have

been well for Europe if it had submitted to him , and Spain

especially was foolish in opposing him in 1808 and following

years. England did not save Europe , nor indeed could Europe

have saved herself from him , if he had not become his own

enemy in 1811 onwards, and if France had not , most ungrate

fully, abandoned him in 1814. Next to Napoleon, in Dr.

Reich's opinion , comes Bismarck , who united Germany, and

perhaps Metternich , who succeeded for so long in taking advan

tage of the folly of the peoples in the War of Liberation . Italy

should have worked out her own unity instead of accepting

French and Prussian help, and Austria committed her great

folly in not joining with France in 1870-71 . In general , the

The Royal Wall Atlas. No. vii . Africa. (Nelson .) — This

Atlas also contains six maps, viz. , Africa Physical and Po

litical , the Centre and South, the North - East , the North

West , and Industrial South Africa . The three middle maps we

like : they are clear , and taking to the eye . The others appear

“ muddy, ” whether regarded close at hand or from a distance ;

they are coloured in one tint with various gradations, and , as a

natural consequence , the river systems show up hardly at all .

Nor do the exceedingly strong lines of oceanic communications

tend to simplify matters. To our thinking, there is a general air

of confusion in these three maps , which goes far to spoil the

whole set . The “ industrial ” map is peppered over with pro

ducts , an unsatisfactory system , and , in many cases , actually

misleading . Why , by the way , in the plethora of products

marked over South Africa is there no indication of Wankie's coal,

and the copper deposits just north of the Zambesi ? Are they

not to prove the mainstay of the Bulawayo- Victoria Fall section

of the so - called Cape to Cairo trade route ? It is surely

time , too , that some of the important railway enterprises in

West Africa should be creeping into up - to - date maps and

atlases . But , perhaps , we are hypercritical . As to the

utility of “ Wall Atlas No. vii.,” we must leave teachers to

decide amongst themselves whether the undoubted merits of

maps 3 , 4 , and 5 , outweigh the defects of numbers 1 , 2 , and 6 .
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Asia . By L. W. Lyde . iv . + 188 pp. ( Black . ) Is. 4d.

The latest addition to Prof. Lyde's series of illustrated geo

graphy readers is , like its predecessors , attractively produced ,

and contains a great deal of useful information . It is provided

with a summary of points to be noted specially. To those

teachers who think that geography can be taught satisfactorily

by means of a reading book it may be confidently recom

mended.

The World and its People. With special reference to the

British Empire. 416 pp . (Nelson. ) 25. -Messrs. Nelson and

Sons have here produced a geographical reader which is a

marvel of cheapness . It contains thirty-two coloured plates and

an equal number of monochrome illustrations . Though rather

difficult in parts, it is , on the whole, interesting , and should

prove suitable for the lower part of secondary schools.

Geography of Great Britain and Ireland. By A. G. Haynes.

66 pp. With six maps. (Relfe.) 8d. — The chief facts are

tabulated in a manner convenient for committing to memory

easily. The booklet is intended specially for candidates pre .

paring for examinations.

Science and Technology.

Second Stage Botany. By J. M. Lowson. viii . + 452 pp .

(Clive . ) 35. 6d .-- Students of botany, preparing for the second

stage examination of the Board of Education , have hitherto

been handicapped by the difficulty of finding, in a single volume

of moderate size , a really satisfactory treatment of the subjects of

their syllabus. Mr. Lowson's book supplies the want. It is

divided into four parts , which deal respectively with general

principles, the angiosperm , vascular cryptogams and flowering

plants , and the lower cryptogams. The book is good through .

out , but will be found especially valuable for the descriptions of

the prescribed natural orders , and for its clear discussion of the

relationships between vascular cryptogams and phanerogams

the parts of the syllabus which the ordinary student finds most

difficult . The illustrations, 312 in number, are excellent.

Zoology. By Buel P. Colton. Part I., Descriptive, x . +

375 pp. , 45. 6d. ; Parl II ., Practical, xvii . + 204 pp. 25. ( Heath . )

—The method here adopted of introducing young students to

the study of animals is admirable . Part II . gives directions for

field work and for the laboratory study of live animals, as well

as for general dissections ; while Part I. contains a connected

description of the principal groups of animals , based upon the

results of the observations suggested in Part II . The treatment

is strictly elementary, however, and does not carry the student

into much morphological detail . Part I. is abundantly provided

with illustrations , many of which are excellent reproductions of

photographs. We are not in entire sympathy with the author's

attempt to Anglicise (or should it be , to Americanise ? ) technical

Ganglions ” is , perhaps, permissible with very young

students , but we protest emphatically against the introduction of

" pleurum ” and “ epimerum ."

Flowers of the Prime. By F. H. Shoosmith . 45 pp.

(Charles and Dible . ) 2d . net . It is difficult to understand for

whom this pamphlet is intended. Children will not understand

it , and it is scarcely suitable for adult readers.

Senior Country Readers. III. By H. B. M. Buchanan .

viii. + 293 pp. With 143 illustrations . (Macmillan .)

The intelligent country -boy or girl who studies this book before

leaving school should be of immediate use on a farm or in a

kitchen garden. The abundant practical information , evidently

written by one who knows his subject from personal experience ,

is presented in a way to appeal to the best pupils of a rural

school. The illustrations are uniformly excellent . The book

deserves and will , we think , secure a wide popularity.

Mathematics.

An Elementary Treatise on Conic Sections and Algebraic

Geometry. By G. Hale Puckle. vii. + 379 pp. (Macmillan .)

75. 60.-- In attractiveness and stimulus there is probably no

treatise on conic sections that rivals Salmon's ; good as the

later school text -books are for special purposes, they do not

possess the charm or the insight so characteristic of Salmon's

work . As an introduction that ſollows the main lines of Salmon's

book , Mr. Puckle’s elementary treatise has won for itself a well

deserved reputation . In this issue several changes of a minor

kind have been made, chiefly in the reduction of the general

equation and in the methods of finding the foci, eccentricities

and axes. The form given to the equation of a directrix in

$ 294 is worth noting as being probably new. It is with some

diffidence that we raise the question whether, in view of the

introduction of elementary graphs at an early stage of the pupil's

instruction , there should not be some change in the formal text

books of analytical geometry. The fundamental notion of the

connection between an equation and a curve having been pre

viously grasped , it should surely be possible to diminish the

amount of text and to lay more emphasis on the geometry of the

subject . After all , it is geometry and not algebra that is the

subject of study ; algebra is here a means to an end. One has

the feeling that the student is expected to get up his knowledge

of the properties of conics from books on geometrical conics ;

is very instructive to compare , for example, the number of dia.

grams in a work on analytical and in one on geometrical conics.

For elementary work we see no good reason for the separation

of the two methods, and we think that a book that will combine

the two, employing the usual geometrical methods when these

are simpler than the algebraical , but frankly recognising the

geometrical contents of the algebraic symbolism , is still a desi

deratum.

Strength and Elasticity of Structural Members. By R. J.

Woods. xi. + 310 pp. ( Edward Arnold .) --In works on the

subject which forms the title of this volume there is usually a

marked absence of those numerical examples which are found so

useſul in giving definiteness to the conceptions of elementary

mechanics. It is doubtless the case that these examples are

too often of the purely academic type, but at the same time

experience has proved that the notions of the average student

remain vague and hazy until definiteness is given to them by

means of numerical examples. These remarks apply with special

force to the very difficult subject of elasticity ; in view of the

great practical importance of that theory, it is essential that all

formulæ should be illustrated by applications to particular cases ,

and that the assumptions , frequently hard for the beginner to

understand, should be tested by comparison with the results of

experiment. The book under notice should prove a real boona

to students if for no other reason than the large number of

numerical exercises it contains. It is written in a clear and

interesting style that will appeal to every student who has

a moderate acquaintance with mathematics ; the proofs of the

standard theorems do not differ in the main from those to be

found in every good text - book , but they are well illustrated by

good diagrams and numerical examples. Considerable use is

made of graphic methods through the book , and the chapter on

Graphic Statics , though short , is very clear. In all respects

this work seems thoroughly adapted for a beginner's course in a

very difficult subject.

Elementary Geometry. By Frank R. Barrell . Section III .

ii . + 285-360 pp. ( Longmans.) 15. 6d . — This Part contains

the substance of Euclid's eleventh Book , including much that

is omitted in recent editions of Euclid , but treats also of the

sphere, right cone and cylinder. Solid geometry has been tou

long neglected in schools , but we may hope that the recent

66
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changes will help to repair that neglect . In any case, with a

book like this to their hands, teachers have no excuse for giving

solid geometry the go-bye . In an exceedingly simple yet, on

the whole , very thorough manner, the leading propositions are

here developed ; special notice should be taken of the excellent

diagrams, which remove to a very marked extent the difficulties

felt by beginners in first approaching the subject. Chapter

xix . , on the surface and volume of solids , is compact yet full

enough for a first course, and is admirably clear in its presenta

tion ; the same may be said of Chapter xxi . , which treats of the

sphere , though the exceedingly instructive note on p. 344 might

have been clinched by an accurate definition of a limit which

would have enabled the beginner to fill up similar gaps else

where to that to which the note directs attention . A few more

exercises would add to the value of a book which is otherwise

so very good.

a

Digesting Returns into Summaries. By J. Logan . 96 pp.

( Dent . ) Is. net .--Students preparing for Civil Service and

other examinations in which the subject of digesting returns

forms an important element will find here a good and varied

collection of exercises. The hints to candidates are sensible

and , if properly attended to, should go far to insure success .

35. 6d.

The Tutorial Statics. ( 3rd Edition ) . By W. Briggs and

G. H. Bryan . viii . + 366 pp. The Tutorial

Dynamics (2nd Edition) . Same authors. viïi . t 416 pp.

(Clive . ) 35. 60. - In the present edition these two books have

received additions at various places , but the general character

remains. Though many of the examples are of the purely

academic type , they will be suitable for many of the current

examinations ; great pains have been taken with the text to

meet the difficulties that confront beginners , and any student

who masters the books should be ready to face the examiner

with confidence. We think , however, that the teaching of

mechanics stands as much in need of overhauling as that of

geometry, and we may hope to see the reform inaugurated

within a reasonable time .

think , to admit as frankly that classical scholarship , i.e., literary

appreciation of the classics, is not attainable anyway in the

secondary school. ” Prof. Hanus thinks, too , that a secondary

school course of four years ' duration is inadequate, and demands

six years for its satisfactory completion . Incidentally the reader

picks up interesting confessions about American schools which

will go far to dispel a common belief in this country that educa

tion in the United States is nearly perfect. Thus ,
so far as I

know , we have nowhere in the United States a thorough going

medical inspection of schools , with appropriate authority to

correct abuses wherever found .” Or again , “ it is no exaggera.

tion to say that unsanitary school buildings, with respect to

light , heat , and ventilation , abound . Suitable physical training,

seriously pursued under wise direction in our schools, is still

almost universally conspicuous by its absence.” Then

much help is given in the book towards understanding the

American “ elective ” system of studies. In fact, the volume

may be commended to teachers as interesting , suggestive , and

stimulating. It will enable the reader to see many familiar

problems in quite a new light.

The Evolution of the Elementary Schools of Great Britain .

By James C. Greenough. xxxii . + 265 pp. (New York :

Appleton) . 1. 20 dollars . -Dr. Greenhough provides a concise ,

readable account of the development of English elementary

education up to the passing of the Education Act , 1902. The

main part of book was written before this Act was passed,

so that Dr. Greenough has contented himself with a few brief

remarks on it and has printed the full text of the measure .

The London Education Act is not , of course , mentioned . It is

to be hoped that the opportunity of a new edition will be given

to the author to show what it is hoped the new Act will accom

plish for elementary education in this country. The book

should be especially useful to American students of education .

The Secret of Herbart. By F. H. Hayward . xvi. + 96 pp.

(Sonnenschein. ) 25. - As has been stated in these columns

before, in his “ Talks to Teachers on Psychology,” Prof. James

remarks , “ The conscientious young teacher is led to believe

that the word ' apperception ' contains a recondite and porten

tous secret , by losing the true inwardness of which her whole

career may be shattered," and he goes on to explain that the

forbidding term means nothing more than the act of taking a

thing into the mind . Dr. Hayward thinks differently. For

him the word does contain a secret , and he maintains that ,

though not recondite , the secret is immensely portentous . His

latest book is intended to show that the apperception doctrine

" has well- nigh incalculable moral , social , and spiritual impli

cations." Dr. Hayward is in real earnest , and speaks with a

plainness often embarrassing . His main contention will meet

with the approval of most thoughtful persons , but , like other

enthusiasts , Dr. Hayward is often guilty of excesses. To

express shortly the impression the book leaves behind, it may

be said there is too little suaviter in modo, a great deal too

much forliter in re.

Practical Morals. A Treatise on Universal Education . By

Dr. John K. Ingram . xii. + 167 pp. ( Black . ) 35. 6d . net. —

Comte had intended to write a treatise on universal education ,

“ and in 1857 , the year of his death , he drew up a plan of this

treatise, and communicated it to his principal disciples, who

preserved it with religious care” -to quote Dr. Ingram's preface.

The present volume, based upon Comte's plan , attempts to make

clear , from the Positivist's point of view, the object and content

of education . The author's position may be indicated in his own

words : “ As the exposition proceeds, it will become plain that ,

without the anticipatory assumption of a Positivist society , a

complete and homogeneous scheme of education could not have

been presented ."

6

Proell's Pocket Calculator. ( Sole agents : John J. Griffin and

Sons . ) 35. net . - The Calculator consists of two parts , the

under part called “ The Card,” and the upper part , which is

transparent , called “ The Film .” The principle on which it is

constructed is the same as that of the ordinary slide rule , the

scale of logarithmic distances being printed on both the card

and the film in ten equal lines . It is claimed that this Calcu .

lator , though small enough to be carried in the pocket ( card and

film measure each about six inches by four ), will give results

with the same accuracy as an ordinary slide-rule nearly four feet

long. Whether this claim be borne out in practice or not , we

can say that , after trial , we have found a surprising accuracy in

the results. Those who are interested in devices of the slide

rule type may find it worth while to test the Calculator. (A

more convenient method of stowing away the pointer might

surely be devised .)

Miscellaneous.

A Modern School. By Paul H. Hanus. x . + 306 pp . (New

York : The Macmillan Co. ) 55. net . - Prof. Hanus here col

lects articles on educational topics he has contributed in recent

years to various American magazines. The reader has not to

proceed far to learn that Prof. Hanus is no great believer in that

secondary education which is mainly classical . To quote one of

many similar statements : “ The first step towards realising our

revised conception of general culture through secondary educa

tion is, therefore, to admit frankly that general culture means

much more to-day than classical scholarship ; that it may,

indeed , mean something entirely different. The next step is , I
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164 pp .

Ludgate Slory Readers. Edited by R. R. C. Gregory. school methods is not surprising . I can scarely expect him to

( Routledge . ) Various prices. admit that there may be justification for my “ bitterness.” But

( 1 ) “ An Introductory Story Reader.” 196 pp. 6d . This I must demur to his suggestion that it is necessary to combine

book , well printed and very well illustrated , contains the stories the forces of all interested in education to fight against our real

of “ Five Little Pigs,,” “ Little Bo-peep” and “ Mother Goose." enemies, the ignorant public.” The public are in no sense the

The comedy in the illustrations should by itself make the intro- enemies of those “ interested in education.” Ignorant of certain

ductory volume popular. things they may be --- and therefore difficult to convince-but

( 2 ) “ Stories by Maria Edgeworth and others.” 160 pp. 8d. whose is the fault ? Surely the public are the product of the

Nine stories are in prose and eight poetical pieces are added . schools - and in large part have been taught by classically trained

Most of the stories are short , but perhaps they are quite long teachers. At most we can accuse them of being over-trusting :
enough for the very young child . The illustrations are by they have supposed that the schools are competent to conduct
Charles Robinson.

the business with which they are charged ; and they are still

( 3 ) “ Stories by Mrs. Sale Barker, Julia Goddard and others.” somewhat unwilling to admit that they have been deceived . It

1.160 pp. iod . Still in large type, the reading progresses, is for the schools to make use of the short interval of time

most of the pieces being unfamiliar. The grading in this part during which they will have any opportunity of recovering

of the series is well done.
the position they have so recklessly and thoughtlessly sacri

(4) “ The Story of a Wolf.” By Geraldine Brett. With ficed.

other tales. 1-188 pp . At this stage the stories begin to Dr. Rouse never loses a chance of complaining of the en

have a literary flavour, and in the verse some admirable old couragement of “ science" by money grants . Yet he must know

favourites are introduced . that the schools would never have admitted “ science ” had the

( 5 ) “ Stories from Andersen and Grimm .” 1-215 pp. Is . 3d . way not been opened by bribes, and that even now its position

The choice of pieces is again very happy, and the illustrations is a very insecure one. At no distant date, it will doubtless be

are bold and taking. The biographies of the writers - Andersen, recognised that our position as a nation would have been hope.

Grimm , Macaulay , Blomfield , are in their right places at the less had it not been for the great pioneer work accomplished by

end of the book .
the Science and Art Department . He speaks of a danger that

(6) “ Feats on the Fiord " ( Is. 6d . ) and “ The Boy Cavaliers ” " all attention may be directed to the more sordid aim of getting

( 1s. 6d .) Of these little need be said . They are well known money in one way or another ” .-as if science were taught only

works, and here we have the continuous reader. with mercenary objects in view. Nothing could be further from

The whole series is attractive, and is likely to lead children to the truth. Men like Donelly , Huxley, Charles Kingsley, Play

read . But why must these and similar books look so “ schooly , " fair, Herbert Spencer, Tyndall , and many others, have never for

and why cannot the edges of the covers be rounded off ? one moment had such an idea in their minds when urging the

introduction of scientific method into schools. If there be one
London University Guide and University Correspondence

subject more than any other which has been taught from merce
College Calendar, 1904. (Burlington House, Can

bridge. ) Gratis.-- The private student anxious to graduate at
nary motives it has been Latin - proficiency in classical know

ledge having been the chief means of securing University scholar
the University of London will find that the University Corre

spondence College has shown how this may be accomplished with
ships and rewards generally. Discount the effect of scholarships ,

how many would have devoted themselves to classical studies
a minimum of trouble .

from motives of pure philanthropy ?

The “ A.L. ” Sand -work Manual, Drawing, Modelling, Subjects which appeal to the imagination , taste and feeling,"

Moulding. By Annie Wadsworth . III pp. (Arnold , Leeds.) says Dr. Rouse, “ may be almost extinguished in the near

35. 6d . net.-No doubt Miss Wadsworth can make work with a future " --which, being interpreted , means that if classical studies

tray of sand both instructive and amusing to children ; but we are not made obligatory, imagination , &c. , will all go. There

shudder to think of the mess some teachers and pupils must could be no greater travesty of the truth . My friend, Sir William

make of it. The first exercise is to draw a vertical line in the Abney, who holds the glorious record of being the founder of

sand and learn the doggerel : the A and B schools , is one of the most imaginative men alive ,

“ I is for Ivy , Iron , Ida and Ice ; full of taste and feeling. The men of imagination of the present

To learn all the letters will be very nice . " are the scientific workers. The classical myths cannot be inter .

To most of the other exercises rhymes of the same degree of preted without the aid of anthropological science . The fact is,

simplicity are appended . The book contains courses of work in my adversary has no knowledge of the weapon which he pre

sand drawing for babies, sand -modelling of cominon objects and The unimaginative people, the people who can

sand moulding. see neither around them nor ahead, nor read the signs of the

times, are those who have received a purely classical training ,

and who do not know what scientific method really is.

That Dr. Rouse misrepresents my views in every possible wayCORRESPONDENCE.

anyone may see who does me the favour to refer to my published

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions papers. He urges me to read Mr. Headlam's report . I read it

expressed in letters which appear in these columns. As when it appeared , and regard it as one of the most misleading

rule, a letter criticising any article or review printed in documents ever put forward by a public department. Had it

THE SCHOOL WORLD will be submitted to the contributor been offered for criticism within the Department , it could never

before publication, so that the criticism and redly may
have been published . Had Mr. Headlam taken note fairly of

appear together.

what had been done by one branch of the Department on behalf

The Need of Co -operation between Humanists and
of science , and contrasted the success of its work with the failure

Realists. of the other branch to give any proper attention to the develop

ment of literary studies in schools, the report would have had

It would scarcely be desirable to continue this correspondence some value. His conclusion would probably then have been

were it not that such views as Dr. Rouse puts forward are pro- that the literary side of school work has fallen below par because

bably those of a large class. That he should be angry with me literary men , as a rule , have had no scientific training .

and others who protest against the inefficiency of conventional As an answer to the suggestion that I am opposed to literary

)

sumes to use.
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studies, may I point out , in conclusion, that I gave the title

which it bears to this correspondence .

Dr. Rouse speaks of himself as a " practical schoolmaster . ”

I venture to suggest that the practical schoolmasters of the next

few years will be those who, displaying some imagination , doft

cap and gown , and all that these imply, take off their coats, roll

up their shirt -sleeves and introduce “ practical" subjects and

methods of teaching into their schools. Justice will then be

done to the magnificent material latent in the British boy.

Ere long, the " ignorant public ” will appreciate only such

teachers.

HENRY E. ARMSTRONG.

know how we stand with regard to these and kindred questions,

and upon their professors falls the corresponding duty. The

subject is strangely complex , but a start towards simplicity may

be made by a precise delimitation of the ground already covered

and that yet to be explored. I would therefore venture to urge

those in authority to make such instruction a part of their

regular course in the confident expectation that their efforts

would not fail to provide a strong stimulus and a definite

direction to educational enquiry amongst those upon whom

their work will ultimately devolve .

Kent College, A. J. MONAHAN.

Canterbury .

The Teaching of Modern Languages.
The Science of Education.

16

It is confidently affirmed that at present there is no science

of education , but only a mass of facts and opinions which are

unorganised as a whole even when sectionally coherent. Most

writers are content to hint at the complexity of this material ,

and to hope vaguely for its eventual co -ordination . That is a :

task which genius alone perhaps can accomplish ; nevertheless,

there remains much for less gifted workers to do. Unfortu

nately zeal is somewhat quenched at the outset by the lack of

an adequate grip of the nature of the problems to be solved .

In other sciences the body of knowledge acquired and its

limits are readily defined . Now the theory of education is no

longer a mere welter of chaos and conflict. There are assured

facts, and it is not impossible to draw the boundary line

between them and what is still hypothetical . Such a pre

liminary survey should be accomplished by every worker ; if

not , there will be much purposeless, or at the least unco.

ordinated , work . On the training colleges falls the duty of

equipping the future research students of education. To some

exceptionally able will come the privilege of raising on surer

foundations the principles of education ; to others the patient

observation of facts vital to the possibility of their colleagues '

labours ; all will need a just appreciation of the direction in

which thought and investigation will be most fruitſul. A course
of lectures with that end in view is an essential part of every

college course . Think of some of the problems pleading for

scientific treatment . It is agreed that the science of education

must be broad · built upon the conclusions of physiology ,

psychology, ethics , and , some would add , sociology. But

within what limits are these results germane to the questions

of education , what discussions have they set at rest , what certain

principles have they supplied , and of what specific perplexities

do they offer even an approximate solution ?

There has been much discussion of curricula , and many

alternatives have been brought forward under the ægis of

authority and experience . Have the basic sciences of which

we have spoken been invoked to sift this material ? Can they

be fairly expected to undertake the task , and if so , what tests

would they apply ? Should a curriculum be absolute or con .

tingent ? Is the keenest thought to be devoted to a general

curriculum which would include, for example , the curricula

adapted for special districts and special types of schools ? Do

the proportions of mental food admit of the same fixity of in

gredients as those of a healthy diet and with the same latitude

of particular adaptation ? The science of education we seek

must be valid for all countries, and vary only according to law .

It has been remarked that not a few fierce controversies have

been settled by the subsumption of opposing terms under a

higher concept. What questions must be put to our sciences to

reach a concept in which the clamour of humanists and realists

may be harmoniously merged ? And so the interrogation

might proceed . Enough has been said to enſorce the point at

issue. The students of a younger generation have a right 10

MR . RICHARD's letter in your March issue impressed me as

a delicious piece of satire upon what he calls the " old way, ”

though I am not sure that the writer intended this impression to

be produced by his remarks . No doubt there are many who, as

he implies, do nothing more than “ set grammar to be learnt

and exercises to be written , hear ihe first from the book, and

correct and return the second , " though I quite fail to see upon

what grounds this can be described as modern language teaching,

old or new. Any average fourth - form boy, given the necessary

control over a class, could perform such menial work .

The arguments quoted by Mr. Richards against the adoption

of the more enlightened methods appear to me frivolous, and I

cannot understand why he has advanced them , without pointing

out the obvious fallacies they contain , or why he has failed to

mention what are serious objections to the introduction of the

new method , ” unless, as I have suggested , his purpose was to

adopt such an attitude as a stalking-horse, and under the pre

sentation of that to shoot his wit ."

A fairly sound knowledge of the language should be, whether

for the older or newer system of teaching , a necessity , and can

be obtained by anyone who is willing to expend a little time

and energy in fitting himself for his profession. One who is not

willing to do so I should emphatically refuse to recognise as a

man “ worthy ” to teach . The acquisition of an approximately

correct pronunciation and accent and of an elementary know .

ledge of phonetics should not be an impossibility even to those

who cannot reside abroad . There are many who have attained

this qualification without leaving their own country, and those

who have failed to do so are surely those who have not availed

themselves of advantages within their reach .

Another objection oſten advanced is the extra strain that the

new method puts upon the teacher. But , as Prof. Rippmann

recently observed , any teaching conscientiously carried out

produces a similar strain , and its absence argues faulty methods

or want of thoroughness. The critics whom Mr. Richards

quotes have , I think , altogether missed the real objections to

the adoption of the “ new method," some of which I should like

to enumerate.

( 1 ) The present arrangement of curricula gives so little time

to modern languages that a rational and scientific use of older

methods may possibly be preferable to trifling with the newer.

( 2 ) The necessity for achieving examination “ results ” and

the cramping influence of most examination syllabuses frighten

those schoolmasters who are chary of sacrificing the outward

signs of scholastic success to the less apparent but more

enduring results that the adoption of the “ new method ” might

produce.

( 3) The miserable inadequacy of salaries deter the most

promising men from adopting modern language teaching as a

profession .

(4 ) The unscientific and mechanical drill in grammar and

exercises practised by many so-called modern language teachers

hinders public appreciation of the work done under the name
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of modern language teaching, good and bad alike , tends to keep

salaries low, and does not lessen the disdain which “ the man

in the street ” entertains for a truly noble profession .

( 5 ) The excessive number of hours of actual teaching renders

it impossible for the teacher thoroughly to prepare his lessons

or to correct the work of his class .

A. J. WOOLGAR.

Horsham Grammar School,

Commercial Arithmetic .

Perhaps some of your readers will be pleased to see the

annexed two sums which have just been set at the recent Society

of Arts Examination in Commercial Arithmetic. They form

one - fifth of the whole paper , and perhaps they have some subtle

connection with the subject :

( 1 ) Find by casting out the nines and the elevens whether the

correct answer is given to the following multiplication, and if

there be an error find, without actually multiplying , the nature

of the error .

67852 x 30517 = 2070369484 .

( 2 ) Three motors A , B , and C run between London and

Portsmouth , starting at the same time, A and B from London,

and C from Portsmouth . Their average speeds are-- A , 16 miles

an hour ; B 20 , and C 24 . B and C pass each other at a certain

point , and it takes A 33 minutes longer to arrive at the same

point. Find the distance from London to Portsmouth .

JOHN T. Pearce.

Leith .

G. HAMMAM , Beirut , Syria . Wanted :-( i . ) Good and full

information of those who have attempted to solve the problem

of inscribing a heptagon in a circle .

(ii . ) Any general rule for the divisibility of a number by

a prime number. Where can I find the rule with the proof ?

1. W. Will some teacher give an Australian reader the

scope of the French and German required of external candidates

for the B.Sc. ( pass) examination of the University of London ?

B. C. How can the following equations be manipulated , to

give the values of x, y, and s , which are clearly (by inspection ) ,

1 , 2 and 3 .

5x + 6 y + 32 26

4x + 5y + 2 s = 20

3x + 4y + 2 14

QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS.

M. R. B. Can anyone name and give price and publisher of

“ Admission Registers for Private Schools ” that have adequate

space for recording details of admission , leaving, progress and

future work ofpupils ?

A. W. Fuller. There is such a register, price 7s. 6d. , pub

lished by Messrs. James Galt & Co. , 36-38, John Dalton Street ,

Manchester.

G. HAMMAM , Beirut , Syria . Wanted :-(i.) The names of

tivo or three books on the history of Education .

( ii. ) The best book on Masonry, giving information about

foundations, &C.

( iii.) Is there a key to the exercises in Mackay's Euclid ?

G. W. Smith . ( i . ) “ A History of Education,” by Thomas

Davidson (Constable) , 5s. net. “ Source Book of the History

of Education , ” by Dr. Paul Monroe (Macmillan ) , ios. net .

“ A History of Education ,” by Prof. F. V. N. Painter (Apple

ton) , 15 dollars.

( ii . ) You should see “ Masonry and Stonecutting , ” by

E. Dobson (Crosby Lockwood ) , 2s. 6d.

(ii.) “ Key to Mackay's Euclid ” (Chambers) , 3s . 6d .

B. C. Where an I find information concerning a suitable

form of beam compass ?

H. F. MORGAN . Consult the catalogue of any good mathe

matical instrument maker, such as Aston and Mander , Ltd.,

61 , Old Compton Street , London , W. , or Stanley, Great Turn

stile , Holborn , W.C.

A. L. Is there a reasonably cheap edition of the Paston

Letters, or selections from them ?

R. S. GORDON. The only edition I know is “ The Paston

Letters, 1422.1509, Edited by James Gairdner , ” 4 vols . (Con.

stable), 21s . net .

MUTUAL AID.

The object of this column is to afford teachers the opportu

nity of asking questions of and giving assistance to colleagues .

The questions received to which replies are solicited will be

printed first ; following these will be the answers which have

been sent in , and , to make such replies intelligible to all readers,

they will be accompanied by the question . Readers are invited

to send answers to any of the questions asked below by our

correspondents .

The questions should deal only with educational matters,

using the expression in a broad sense , and the publication or

otherwise of any question must be left entirely to the discretion

of the Editors.

Questions and answers should be addressed to the Editors of

The School WORLD, St. Martin's Street , London , W.C. , and

should be accompanied by the full name and address of the

sender, though not necessarily for publication . Each question

or answer should be on one side only of a separate sheet of

paper.

QUESTIONS.

T. S. (i . ) In a series of handbooks entitled , if I remember

aright , “ Handbooks of Social Questions,” is one on Education ,

and dealing with legal points affecting master and pupil, in

come- tax , assessment on school buildings , &c . By whom is it

published, and at what price ?

( ii . ) Are the Irish Statutes of Charles I. procurable as Govern.

ment publications ? If not , how may they be obtained ?

K.C. ( i . ) Is there any good book of examples on Geometrical

Drawing ? Most of the books I have seen have few examples,

and though, of course , one can invent them for oneself , it is

more simple to have them already made up.

( ii . ) Has any cheap book been published of illustrations of

logic- -syllogismsand fallacious arguments principally ?

The School World.

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and

Progress.

EDITORIAL AND PUBLISHING OFFICES,

ST . MARTIN'S STREET , LONDON , W.C.

Contributions and General Correspondence should be sent to

the Editors.

Business Letters and Advertisements should be addressed to

the Publishers.

THE SCHOOL WORLD is published a few days before the

beginning of each month . The price of a single copy is sixpence.

Annualsubscription, including postage, eight shillings.

The Editors will be glad to consider suitable articles, which , if

not accepted, will be returned when the postage is prepaid.

All contributions must be accompanied by the name and

ailuress of the author, though not necessarily for publication ,
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NATURE-STUDY.

By H. MARSHALL WARD, D.Sc. , F.R.S.

Professor of Botany in the University of Cambridge.

They talk of nature - study who never nature knew .”
66

PRO
ROBABLY most people are agreed that

nature - study in some way implies the study

of nature , and the principal fork of diver

gence of opinions will be evident in the controversy

as to what aspects of nature are to be studied ,

and how the study is to be begun and followed up.

If “ nature-study ” is merely another way of

expressing “ the study of nature ," then there

seems to be but one escape from the contention

that it is synonymous with science , and it is by

no means clear how we gain by substituting the

new word for the old phrase : the one escape I

have referred to is that something peculiar may be

implied in the word “ study.”

Some people would seem to think that to study

nature is to meditate on some natural feature or

object - a sunset , the sea , a tree or an elephant , for

instance , and to evolve from one's inner conscious

ness a train of thought or speculation , which may

lead to the expression of some highly fanciful and

inexact ideas , which, however entertaining they

may appear in the songs of a troubadour or the

lyrics of a poet , are certainly not scientific, and do

not promote a knowled of nature , and this is

true however beautiful the words used in express

ing the ideas may be ; and I am not here contend

ing that beautiful expressions of fanciful imagery

have no value in the many-sided culture for which

the emotions and the intellect of mankind call .

I am only emphasising the conviction that, if the

aims of education areto be faithfully pursued , we

do not gain , but we decidedly lose , in any line of

action that implies the inculcation of emotional

and sentimental ways of viewing nature under the

misleading name of nature -study : nature - study of

this order ought to be frankly termed fiction or

fairy -tale.

Let us grant , then , that nature -study does not

mean staring at nature , and evolving fanciful ideas

about the beauty , the terror, or the mystery our

own ignorance or selfishness reads into her objects

or her doings-you see the very pitfall I was fore

seeing has entrapped me, and nature has been

inadvertently referred to in the word “ her," in the

very terms that contemplation in the past has

impelled anthropomorphic man to adopt . We will

let the slip stand as a warning .

Leaving such contemplations and speculations

to the artist and the poet , and that with anything

but disrespect , we have to face the proposition

that nature-study means the investigation of

natural objects, natural features, and natural

actions ; it means the investigation of the peculi

arities of the rocks , stones , rivers , seas , clouds ,

rain , animals and plants , &c . , which go to make up

the worldwe live in , and unless such investigation

is scientific, and has for its aim something more

than the making of an index or a formal catalogue,

it is difficult to see where its particular value in

education comes in .

It has often struck me that the promoters of

nature - study, in their perfectly warranted and

sincere desire to introduce it into the curriculum

of the child's education , have allowed themselves

to be frightened by such words as “ investigation

and “ science,” and my sympathies are entirely

with them in so far as their fright is based on

horror at having children bored with the barren

kind of thing which has sometimes been put before

them as elementary science . But altering names

does not alter the facts they connote, and you

cannot by changing names escape from such facts

as that nature and natural processes exist , and that

all children who observe the things around them

are investigators. How many intelligent children

find out for themselves such facts as that it re

quires more effort, and even a definite preparation

for that effort, to push over a table than to over

turn a chair ? How many have discovered — the

word is quite justifiable — that if flowers are

gathered they soon wilt ; or that a chrysalis gives
rise to a butterfly; that bees enter foxgloves ; and

that a rain -shower is preceded by gathering
clouds ?

Now it is perfectly true that many of the notions

associated by children with these, and a thousand

other phenomena they discover for themselves, or

are told by other children with staring eyes and

gesticulations of delight and wonder, or even awe,

are woefully unscientific, though I believe most of

the inaccurate ideas they imbibe are got from their* With apologies to Mr. Rudyard Kipling.

No. 66 , Vol. 6.] S
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elders during the savage state of babyhood, when severe qualifications from a teacher of French or

the questions pour out as fast as the five to ten- Greek.

year -old lips can frame them , and are of kinds too The second of the two reasons for failure above

subtle for any but the abler types of parents to referred to is that many children are put into the

deal with satisfactorily. classes who are utterly unfitted for such a study .

Why should not nature-study mean the continua- Whether from defects of early training , or wantof

tion of this entrancing state of childish enquiry and training , or from mental incapacity of a particular

observation ; the difficulties merely consisting in a or any kind , or whether for other reasons , I cannot

gradually closer attention to the objects them- stop to enquire ; but that mixed classes of children

selves, gradually more accurate questioning on of all degrees of intelligence and stupidity , herded

the child's part , and , not too early , however, a together simply because they happen to have

gradual acquisition of the power of describing what reached the same standard of attainment as

is seen ? This should lead to further curiosity, measured by our prevailing systems of schedules

step by step , and only they who do not know the and examinations,forsooth , or because they are of

way an intelligent child's mind works with regard about the same age-why not of the same height,

to things the child is really interested in , need or weight , or with the same coloured eyes or hair ?

despair of the naturally stimulated curiosity pro- -militate fatally against the successful training a

moting further questions, which the really capable course of nature - study , properly conceived and

teacher will find ways of answering with further carried out , should be able to afford them , scarcely

reference to nature. Real continuous thinking , requires mention .

and especially experimental investigation , follow Perhaps it is now time to consider what should

much later . be done in a course of nature- study , supposing the

Aye ! But here comes the rub ! The really obstacles referred to were non -existent or could be

capable teacher . What with bad training to begin overcome .

with , trammelled duties imposed by the authorities, Well, suppose the teacher gives each of the

harassments of all kinds, and no time to do the children in a class a couple of stones , one a well

work required, how can we look for the really rounded pebble and the other rough and jagged .

capable teacher of my ideal ? While freely ac- How would he or she proceed not merely to

cording all honour to the splendid types of usually interest the mischievous young monkeys in these

under-paid but devoted duty - doers, men and two objects as serious subjects for enquiry , but

women both , who carry on the work of education also to evoke questions from the more enthusiastic

of young children in this country , and while frankly of them , and lead them , with help , of course, to

imputing the chief blame to those I believe to be answer such questions more or less completely by

responsible — those who think education is to be reference to nature , and not to books ? I would

measured by the amount of retailable information presume to test the capacity of the teacher as well

that can be crammed into a child's mind , and who as that of the class by the way this was done.

utterly fail to see that a boy who, having been Suppose one of the children, struck by a brilliant

taught how to observe accurately and think for idea, said both stones were hard, would the teacher,

himself, will do so in after years and rapidly learn deceived by the obviousness of the remark , pass it

where to look for what he does not know , is a farby , however gently and sympathetically, or not?

more valuable asset as a citizen than a hundred It should be recognised that the observation is

brilliant boys who can pass examinations which genuine , however simple it may be. But the

involve the useless repetition of what other teacher is expected to make use of it ; by itself it

brilliant boys and men ofthe same stamp have falls flat, and the difficulties are only beginning.

written about things ; while fully alive to all this Clearly one wrong use of it would be to enter upon
and more, I convinced that most of our a long disquisition as to the relative hardness of

teachers fail, and will go on failing in the teaching bodies, but it might be advisable to ask the child

of nature- study owing to two principal reasons . how she knows it is hard , or why she did not call

The first is that the majority of teachers know it soft, leading to the idea that hardness is an

nothing or next to nothing of nature , and there is excellent but relative attribute to attach to the

no more hopeless aim to be set before man stone , but that the same notion strikes some

woman than to be expected to transmit a know- people in regard to a piece of wood. Of course

ledge of natural objects and doings to children the teacher will have to get the piece of wood and

unless the teacher is , so to speak , saturated with have the matter put right ; that is the curious

enthusiasm and first-hand knowledge of the beings feature about nature-study , you may have to bring
and objects, animate and inanimate, concerned , these little minds in contact with a good many

and their relations one to another. I am not re- things before you and they have finished with this

ferring to the quantity of information a teacher stone , and many unpromising details may occur as

may acquire : I am speaking of the quality of the the children harp on obvious attributes of smooth

knowledge which is , or should be, part and parcel ness , colour, markings, and so forth , which genius

of the mind of the man or woman who undertakes alone will cope with .

the serious reponsibility of teaching children of any But the enquiry suddenly promises to go deeper

age such a subject as nature-study. People as one of the boys strikes one of the stones against

seem calmly to assume that anyone can teach another, an example rapidly followed by others.

nature - study , though they would demand very Do not let them escape ! Of course I cannot fore

am

or
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tell what will happen next , but it will be surprising mind the word-supplies a supporting framework,

if somebody does not notice that the stones chip as the ribs of an umbrella do to the silk ; that

and small powdery fragments fly off ; possibly accompanying these supporting ribs are pipes
sparks may be seen , and if so that will be heard of which convey watery liquids to and from the softer

to a certainty . If one of the pupils observes that parts ; that the wilting can be prevented if the

the stones are themselves composed of smaller and pipes are kept supplied with water ; that starch

different particles , crystals, &c ., you have excellent turns blue with iodine ; that starch is food ; that

material to work on . the leaf in certain circumstances also turns blue in

The sparks I shall leave to the teacher, merely iodine , and contains starch ; that this is only the

remarking , beware of a lecture on friction , per- case if the leaf be illuminated ; that the supporting

cussion , oxygen , and so forth , because it is just leaf stalk and framework expand the leaf in the

these long digressions of boring information that sunshine ; and so on , proceeding - I see no reason

stamp the mere teacher as contrasted with the why not ---to a gradually clearer and clearer con

genuine educator . We will suppose the general ception of the structure of such a leaf, its relations

attention has rather been directed to the abrasion to the gases of the atmosphere, the water of the

of particles . Now, dear teacher , do you see where soil , the solar light and so forth .

your pupils are unconsciously leading you and It will take time undoubtedly, but if at the end

each other ? If your school is by the sea, or near of a year of careful and gradual enquiry , leading

a river or brooks with rounded pebbles in it , your from fact to fact and from conclusion to conclusion,

course is comparatively easy ; but I do not envy the class has a first-hand knowledge of themarvel

you your task if you selected that rounded pebble lous work done by a green leaf, a basis is laid for

from an inland garden or field , and without ulterior the further education of each child such as

motive regarding the kind of education a water- amount of booky information can give. Not

worn pebble is excellently adapted to bring out , because the child knows so much or so little about

because the lesson you and the class are really a green leaf, but because that child has learnt the

going to get out of that stone is the great beginning of how to acquire further knowledge. A

generalisation that such stones, hard as they are , series of such nature-studies as might be devised

have been rounded by attrition through the with the aid of seeds sown in boxes of soil , of

ages or formed by the agglomeration of other caterpillars kept in muslin cages, of ants in pro

particles, or crystallized out of molten materials , perly constructed boxes , of buds and twigs of trees

&c.; and every one of you will get that lesson in the winter or when opening in the spring, of

out of the stone by different steps, of questions flowers in the school garden as they pass from bud

and further observations culminating in a visit to to fruit , of chalk from the cliff or slate from the

the shore or the brook , &c. , or even leading to a quarry , and mud or clay from the bottom of a

clear understanding of the way sand and mud are pond, or with a few of the thousand objects

formed as well , to say nothing of stimulating possible ( always supplementing the work selected

thoughts on the meaning of geological time . The by visits to nature in the open ) might leaven the

nearest bit of sloping , gravelly road will help on a rest of the school work , the drudgeryand discipline

rainy day ; or even an artificial sluice in the play- of which cannot be dispensed with .

ground . The anticipated exercises in the further study of
But , it may be remarked by a teacher in an inland natural processes in the open by brook or sea, in

town , these things are not accessible . Very well , field or forest, on moor or hill , combined with all

do not choose the rounded pebble ; the subject is kinds of awakened interests in cloud and sky , wind

not fitted for your purposes in the circumstances in and calm , sun and shade , &c . , of the changes in

which you have to work. And this necessity of season , the relations between animals and plants ,

leaving the choice of topic to the teacher may or one plant and another, would act at the same

at once the charm and the use of nature- study . time as stimulus to both pupils and teacher ,

This points the important moral that a subject and as a goal towards which the lessons should

for nature-study must not be chosen independently strive to attain . Just imagine the possibilities

of the surroundings , or merely in deference to a offered by a careful study of how soil is made,

schedule or code drawn up by people unacquainted how it changes, how earthworms, dead leaves ,

with the neighbourhood . Otherwise many teachers pieces of wood, stone, &c . , affect its properties ,

will be driven to books or to didactic lectures , and so on !

object lessons , and so forth , which may appear an The beauties of nature ! Of course , but they

easy way of imparting their views, or that of some should be the beauties of adaptation of structure to

other pedant , to the children, but which will cer- purpose , and not the imagined ravings often as

tainly bore them and leave no impression on their impudently read into nature as they are seduc

minds, let alone its utter failure to draw out—i.l . , tively expressed in beautiful and delusive words.

educate — their observing and thinking faculties. Moreover, nature is not always aesthetically

Let us take a green leaf as another example, beautiful , and a child's character may be weakened

more advanced in character . The children , with by assuming that it is . The peace of nature !

leaf in hand , will probably flounder a good deal at Chiefly sentimental nonsense , for the grandest of

first, but a real educator who knows his subject nature's doings are war, implacable and relentless

will soon stimulate the observations that it wilts war , and the child will benefit, and not suffer, if

because water is lost ; that the venation-never gradually led to recognise that undisciplined war

be
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with nature and natural laws must inevitably result function in an important branch of school workļis

in disaster to himself. significant, and seems to present an invitation to

No, let us be honest , and if we teach children thinkers.” Only an unimaginative teacher can be

to study nature , let the study be real . Other quite satisfied with the barren alternatives of para

departments of school work may with equal phrase and original composition . From the didactic

honesty be devoted to the study of art , but do not point of view , paraphrase, as commonly taught ,

jumble up poetry, music and painting with science . has almost every fault that a lesson can have.

The true aim of nature-study should be to lay The first condition of any exercise in English com

the foundations of a training in the methods of position is that it should be enjoyed by thepupil

accuracy in observation, in recording , in com- who has marked aptitudes for writing, and this

paring and contrasting the real things of life and condition is emphatically not fulfilled by our

death, and the reality of the phenomena which sur- current " paraphrase.” If a boy enjoys altering

round the man and shape or obstruct his relations My hair is gray, though not with years , " into

with his fellows and with other animate and inani- “ The whiteness of my hair is not due to age, ” we

mate beings. Thinking, in the sense ofdrawing may feel certain about his future literary percep

accurate conclusions and building and testing ideas tions . Of course , a clever boy never does so.

on them , is a more ultimate aim ,not at first attain- And the other faults of the practice are more

able by young children ; but let us beware of so serious still . It is hard to make clear to the

choking or impeding their first efforts by presump- schoolboy what we want done. The questions

tuous statements of our own , or from books writ. that spring up at every step - whether we should

ten in most cases at second hand . Let the child keep in or leave out the special colouring, emo

at least have the chance of feeling that with the tional emphasis, and varieties of ornament which

aid of a real educator he can get some knowledge are bound up with the poetic form and are out of

at first hand , and of finding later on that it is a place in prose -- are too difficult to explain to the

pleasure as well as a gain to go further. schoolboy, and paraphrase which ignores such

Nor do I advocate this merely on the ground of difficulties either teaches nothing or mis-teaches .

personal profit to the child as he grows up ; the The schoolboy's perceptions are trained in a false

State is best served by its most intelligent citizens , direction .

and the school—the State in embryo-will find all From the working teacher's point of view , there

its other classes brightened by the keener sense of is a graver defect still . The teacher does not get

effort, industry and honesty of purpose , with which into touch with the characteristic faults of the

these weekly workers in the new regions ofknow . schoolboy's work at all . The composition is

ledge are imbued. “ looked over " ; false concords are found and cor

rected ; bad grammar is set right, and so forth .

But of systematic guiding of the pupil's intelli

gence from schoolboy English to the English of

Huxley and Thackeray there is none .

A NEW METHOD OF TEACHING
Let us begin with a diagnosis of the complaint.

ENGLISH COMPOSITION .
Every reader of these pages has probably at some

period read one hundred schoolboy compositions.

By RICHARD E. CROOK , B.A. The first thing that strikes the observer is their

Wesley College , Dublin . extraordinary uniformity. Underneath their apo

logies for punctuation, concord , and correct gram

OME years ago the present writer undertook | mar, we find an invisible archetype to which they

to teach a class of young boys in English almost invariably conform . The secret of this

composition . As might have been expected invisible model is not far to seek . Anyone who

in the circumstances, the strictly conventional listens to the schoolboy's excited account of a

method was adopted . A “ subject " was set for cricket match will find that hedoes precisely what
“ original composition ," the usual round of school- eminent literary men (according to Sir Leslie

boy amusements and holiday rambles was beaten Stephen) are wont to do — he writes just as he

once again , and this was varied with specimens talks .
of the exercise called “ paraphrase " —the very Let us write down , stripped of schoolroom

imperfect rendering of narrative poetry into ghastly “ lendings,” an absolutely naked specimen of the

prose .
schoolboy's talk :

Needless to say , the teaching was largely a

failure . Every teacher of the subject must remark
The way we had to fly out of Micky's was I and Billy

how little the successes and failures of his class
Harrison went in to have a look at a magpie's nest up a tree

are due to definite teaching. Clever pupils learn
with no branches on the lower part and I climbed up and I

the trick , we know not how : stupid ones simply

was just holding on to the nest when the branch under me broke

like that and I had just to hang on by the nest and get an egg
mark time and remain much as they were . This

in my mouth the thorns were fearful sticking in my hands when

is largely the fruit of causes over which a teacher Billy screams out here's Micky with the dogs I did come down

has little control . The taste for miscellaneous
quickly on the slide like lightning and had my hands sore for

reading counts for more in this subject than any about a week after and my knees on the inside .

other factor , and is practically outside the sphere

of direct teaching . But this failure of the teacher's I believe that a piece of " raw " English like“

S °
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this is the schoolmaster's logical starting point . “ Treasure Island ” might be copied out and

The conventional grammar-and-composition book learned off.

professes to teach the combination of words into I need not waste space in pointing out the

sentences , sentences into paragraphs, and so on in lessons which would spring up naturally from a

an ascending order to the whole composition . In method like this in the hands of an intelligent

practice I believe this to be a mistake . The order teacher - easy viva voce competitions in variety of

ought to be reversed . The sentence is not the word and phrase , casual correction of ordinary

unit which the schoolboy understands, and every teacher blunders , and so forth . At present a teacher's

has met the pupil who knows ( in theory) what a corrections are not worked into the schoolboy's

sentence is , and cannot be taught where one sen- mind ; they remain apart , isolated comments

tence stops and another begins. What such a boy which are forgotten within the hour . I believe

wants is to have the sentence explained to him as the method I have outlined to be theoretically

necessary mode of division and pausing in a sound, in the sense that it begins with the problem

statement such as the above passage . If any from the young schoolboy's view.point. I like

reader thinks that this reversal of the usual order wise believe it to be practically sound , in the sense

is in conflict with sound educational principles , I that it may be easily and conveniently employed

should like to point out that almost all false and by the practical teacher to meet existing diffi

obsolete methods of teaching are false and obsolete culties , and is adaptable to most of the problems

solely because they do not begin with the child's he has to solve .

point of view . The method I have outlined cer

tainly gets nearer the child's mind and its starting

point than the recognised methods .

But at present the theoretical is not so impor

tant as the practical superiority . This method

furnishes a means of detailed class-teaching which THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY

original composition does not . Set six boys a SCHOOL TEACHERS AT THE UNI

subject for an essay . A's essay will be so different VERSITIES .

in matter from B's as to preclude all comparison of

form . But set six boys the translation of a passage
V.-The DepartmENT OF EDUCATION ,

UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER.

from Cicero . The comparative merits stand out
unmistakably.

But does this method extend to paraphrase in HE policy of the University in Manchester

the usual sense of the word ? That is , the school has followed the lead of Cambridge rather

master usually employs an author-Scott , than of Oxford in the training of teachers,

Macaulay , or Stevenson - as material for para- i.e. , it has sought to unite the courses for primary

phrase. I believe that the teacher ought to and secondary school teachers under common

paraphrase into schoolboy English , and that the direction rather than to separate them ; and

pupil's business ought to be the reversing of this . further, since the University is open to both sexes,

At the risk of ridicule , I subjoin a specimen pas- and the labours of men and women are so closely

sage, which readers of “ Treasure Island ” will associated in every branch of teaching, the train

easily discover for themselves : ing of men and women is combined inone depart

The hill was awfully steep and stony just about here and a
ment. The courses concerned with “ day train

lot of gravel got loose and ran down , it rattled and jumped all
ing ” are , in view of Government requirements ,

through the trees so that I turned to look that way and there necessarily planned separately from the courses

was something or other jumping behind the trunk of a pine tree prescribed for secondary students , but wherever

but whether it was a monkey or a man or a bear I did not common ground is found the two are worked to

know except that it seemed to be dark and hairy and I was too gether . Thus, the future secondary schoolteacher

frightened to go any further and I could not go back either gains some useful acquaintance with the conditions

because the murderers were behind me and here was whatever under which the primary school does its work,

this was in front of me. I was more afraid of it than of John while the student preparing to teach in primary

Silver even and I turned round and was just beginning to go schools is also benefited by seeing something of

back to the boats when the thing appeared again and made a the secondary school. Both realise far better than

great round to head me off from getting back to the boats . It if they were trained in isolation the limitations of

was no use my trying to run because I was dead tired and no sphere, the distinctive characteristics, and the

matter how fresh I had been I could not have got away from it , common ideals which concern the various types of

it was fast. It hopped along like a deer only on two legs school for which the teacher has to be prepared.

like a man but stooped double like no man that ever was but it
This feature suggests what is perhaps the cha

was a man all the same.

racteristic quality of the course of training in

An ingenious teacher might easily make in- Manchester . A university is pre -eminently a place

verted paraphrases of this kind, skilfully adapted for study and research . The introduction of train“

to the weakness and needs of his particular class . ing ” in the Universities can only be justified in the

When each member of the class has written his belief that the Universities foster a thorough

improved version of this , and the teacher has spirit of scientific inquiry , and will give students

changed it step by step into conventional English the best that can be had in the studyof education

on the blackboard , the original passage in on every side of the subject . A course of secon

TH
or
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dary training needs above all to be presented in field of study , and some of them look forward to a

this aspect because it is only offered to graduates continuance of this work when he rejoins the

who have already , as a rule, resided in a uni- University next January.

versity for some years, and when they find it Since Prof. Sadler could only come to the

necessary to prolong their studies they are old University for one term , the University looked

enough to select a course of training for them- elsewhere for a successor to H. L. Withers as

selves . If they look forward with any enthusiasm head of the department, and offered the Sarah

to the profession they have chosen , they are likely Fielden Chair to Dr. Findlay, headmasterof the

to prefer a university where the studies they adopt Intermediate School in Cardiff. Prof. Findlay

are made much of, and handled with a had at an earlier period been engaged in training

thoroughness likely to appeal to students of secondary schoolteachers at the College of Pre-

maturer years. The new Universities cannot ceptors , but had also been an active schoolmaster

hope to rival Oxford and Cambridge in the attrac- for many years, and his main efforts as regard the

tions of tradition or social prestige : they are study of education had been directed to develop

therefore all the more stimulated to efficiency in a sound practical system of training , enabling the

their proper sphere of university activity - in the student to reach a serviceable theory through

standard of university teaching . experience among pupils in school .

This was, in a great measure, the point of view At the same time that these appointments were

adopted by the Senate and Council of the Owens made the University invited two distinguished

College when they founded the first Chair of Edu- teachers in the neighbourhood, Miss Burstall, of

cation in England in 1898 , and in appointing the the Manchester High School for Girls, and Mr.

late Prof. Withers to the post they chose a man J. L. Paton , who had just been appointed to the

who was not indeed advanced in years , but stood in high mastership of Manchester Grammar School,

high repute among teachers and scholars . His to join the Department of Education as special

untimely death in 1902 hindered , for the time, the lecturers . The staff is completed by two other

development of the department , but the University lecturers who have served the University for

was wise enough to see that education was claim- several years : Miss Catherine Dodd , and Mr. H.

ing more and more attention from the nation at Thiselton Mark. Their work is chiefly concerned

large , as well as within the profession, and it with the primary students of the day - training

determined to enlarge the scope of the department colleges , but they also are taking a share with the

once more . professor in looking after the diploma students .

In making this effort they relied upon the aid of The University is also considering the question of

men and women in and around Manchester , who appointing a medical man as lecturer on the obser

came forward with substantial donations to endow vation of children and allied topics .

the Chairs . Already in 1900 the first Chair of It was natural to expect that the introduction

Education had been partly endowed by Mrs. of new professors and lecturers would lead to

Fielden , of Todmorden (whose name is given as a modifications in the course of training, especially

title to the Chair) , and last year not only did Mrs. as both the professors had for many years done

Fielden add to her gift, but a number of others distinctive work on their own lines in the treat

joined to establish a special fund for the Depart- ment of pedagogic studies . And by good fortune

ment of Education . their appointment was contemporaneouswith the

As a result the University was enabled to invite reconstitution of the University ,whereby Liverpool

Prof. M. E. Sadler , an appointment which not and Leeds are provided with charters of their own .

only has brought distinction to the Manchester Thus the Department of Education , within the

University , but has emphasised the policy to which limit imposedby University regulations, has been

we have referred above, for Dr. Sadler is the only able to exercise full freedom in recasting the

scholar in England who has done conspicuous work course of training both in theory and practice.

in the serious study of the history and administration A summary of the prospectus as now approved by

of education . For many years students in training the Senate will best explain the ground which

have been expected to study the lives of great diploma students will be expected to cover during

teachers as a subject in diploma examinations, but , the coming session . It should be premised that,

apart from the stimulus afforded by the example while the courses are arranged in the first instance

of these educational heroes , little intellectual profit to meet the requirements of diploma regulations ,

has been forthcoming . But Prof. Sadler's labours so as to qualify students hereafter to register (either

during the last eight years have placed these studies under column A or column B ) , the scope of the

on a new foundation . Every English teacher who Department, in accordance with the policy indi

reads at all , or who attends conferences, knows cated above, takes a wider range , aná students and

something of the breadth of treatment and philo- teachers are invited to share in any of the courses,

sophic insight which characterises Dr. Sadler's whether intending to qualify for registration or not.

study of education in modern Europe. Unfor- Manchester is the intellectual centre of an area

tunately the pressure of other claims prevents full of political, social and educational activity ,

Prof. Sadler from residing in Manchester more and both teachers and laymen are found ready to

than three months in the year, but between come to the University and extend their acquaint

Christmas and Easter of this year his students ance with some aspect of education . Every

have laid a foundation of genuine interest in a new professor and lecturer in the department has

a
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planned some of his courses with a view to the ( b) Theory of Education in Plato's Republic. ” Six

needs of this wider audience, and it is anticipated lectures in the Easter term by Prof. Alexander.

that , as is often the case in German and American (c ) Some Ethical Problems of School Life. Mr. Paton.

universities , students and teachers of experience ,
( d ) The Oversight of Girls and other Problems of Manage

both from Great Britain and abroad, will in course ment in Secondary Schools for Girls . Ten lectures in the

of time come for short periods of study , apart Michaelmas term by Miss Burstall .

from any ambition to secure a diploma. In this
(e ) Principles and Practice of School Management (including

connection it should be noted that Prof. Sadler's
Visits to Schools) . Prof. Findlay.

period of residence in Manchester is from January
All candidates will be required to attend (a ) , ( b ) , (c ) and

either ( d ) or (e ) .
to Easter : he proposes in the ensuing year to

offer “ seminar " work especially adapted to those
Some of the above will be arranged as External Courses on

who are interested in the investigation of problems
Saturday mornings, or at other hours when acting teachers

can also attend . Other External Courses, especially two

of administration and organisation. The lecture

and discussion courses which he has given this
courses in the Lent term , by Prof. Sadler ( to be announced

later ) , will be available for Diploma Students.
spring on these subjects have been attended by a

Candidates will also have the option of attending courses in
large class ,partly composed of teachers , heads and

Psychology and in Ethics ( Department of Philosophy, II . A

assistants, in the Manchester district , partly of
and B) . Courses are also provided in Elocution and in Black

men and women who take an interest in public board Drawing

education .
Fee £ 15 155. This is an inclusive fee for all the courses

COURSES FOR THE Teacher's DIPLOMA .
mentioned above , and covers entrance fee and library fee.

For students of Education desiring to study in the Depart
I.-IV. LECTURE AND TUTORIAL COURSES.

ment for one term only, £6 6s .

1. Systematic Review of the Principles of Education.

(Michaelmas and Easter Terms.) Prof. Findlay.
Some further explanation should be afforded as

II . Portions of the history of Education , with prescribed
to the nature of the practical training , for teachers

books . ( Lent Term . ) Prof. Sadler.
are , as a rule , sceptical as to the possibilities of

III . The Observation of Children , and School Uygiene.
a university giving real help to students in this

Demonstrations, Practical Work , and Lectures. Twice a week
direction . Undoubtedly it cannot be done by a

during the Michaelmas term . (Medical Lecturer, not yet
university unless the co-operation of teachers is

appointed .)

secured. At Manchester the University is fortu
IV . Psychology and Logic in relation to Method and to the

nate in having within bow shot of the Owens
Preparation of Lessons. Two lectures a week for two terms ,

or its equivalent throughout the Session .
College a large high school of repute conducted

Prof. Findlay and
by a headmistress who has herself been trained

Mr. Mark .

V.-VI. PRACTICAL WORK .
and is in full sympathy with the cause . Prof.

Findlay has therefore been able to associate him
V. A Course of Demonstration and Criticism Lessons, ex

self with Miss Burstall and the more experienced
tending throughout the Session . Attendance : one hour united

teachers on her staff, so that the students can
attendance at the weekly criticism lesson ; one hour on the day

share in systematic courses , sometimes teaching ,
following for report and discussion ; about three hours per week

teaching or observing in the classes under instruction . Prof.
sometimes observing the lessons given by the

Findlay (assisted by specially qualified teachers on the staft of
class teacher . The special plan devised only

the school where the instruction is given ) . commenced at Christmas, and it is too soon to

[The Governors of the Manchester High School for Girls report upon it in detail , but it gives the student

have kindly offered certain facilities for this work .] the advantage of close oversight and guidance

VI . Practice in Class and School Management in approved from regular teachers, conducted as a part of the

schools ( to be taken when possible before the commencement continuous system of the school without severing

of the Session ). this work from the courses of lectures and study

Further particulars as to the purpose of these Courses will of principles afforded in the University Seminar.

be given in a special prospectus. Students who have already It has become evident, however, that this one

had experience in good schools may be excused Course VI. and school cannot cope with all the demand that will

a portion of Course V., but in no case must the prescribed time be made for practical guidance to students, and

be less than the minimum specified in the University Regula. | already Dr. Findlay is engaged on a plan of

tions . Part of the experience and practice required for Course whichhe has been a strenuous advocate for many

VI. may be obtained by a few students each term (women years , viz . , to establish a small demonstration

students only ) in the Primary School directed by Miss Dodd in
school to be placed at the disposal of the Depart

Brunswick Street , or in the Manchester High School for Girls . ment of Education . A school with similar aims

During the present Session other students have been also
was most courageously set on foot by Miss Dodd ,

afforded facilities in the following schools :
for the use of her primary students , a while ago ,

The Manchester Grammar School, the Whalley Range High

and now funds are being collected to provide a
School , Withington Girls ' School, Blackburn Grammar

small school somewhat of a “ higher elementary
School , Wigan Church High School for Girls , Ducie Avenue

character . A sum of £1,300 is already promised
Higher Grade School , Ladybarn House School , and various

in addition to a school house , and it is intended
Public Elementary Schools in Manchester.

from the first to staff the school with teachers who

VII. - SHORTER COURSES AND ADDITIONAL COURSES . are thoroughly equipped to be of service both to

( a ) The Curriculum and Methods of Primary School Teach- the pupils and to students .

ing. Ten Lectures in the Lent term by Miss Dodd . For the purpose , however, of acquiring wider
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experience under the ordinary conditions of school of teaching mathematics in schools ; Mr. M. D.

work, the department follows the plans already Hill , the first chairman of the association ; and

outlined in the accounts of training ( School Mr. H. de Havilland , who has recently succeeded

WORLD, February and March last ) , conducted in Mr. Hill on its Committee.

Oxford and London . A course of professional The first Conference was a marked success,

training to be successful must be conducted in and was followed by others in 1902 and 1903

close alliance with teachers of experience in the under the presidency of Sir Arthur Rücker, and

neighbourhood , and , although the direction of a in 1904 under the guidance of Prof. W. A.

university department must always be reserved Tilden , president of the Chemical Society , who

in the hands of Senate and Council , it is well was himself formerly senior science master at

understood that all departments which approach Clifton .

the character of professional schools , whether in But though the seed was sown in May , 1900,

engineering , commerce, or medicine-or education the Science Masters ' Association did not enter

-needs the co -operation of members of the pro- upon its corporate existence until 1902 , when the

fessions whose sphere lies outside the walls of the second conference resolved itself into a permanent

University . association with Sir Arthur Rücker for its presi

Finally, one or two features of the Diploma dent and Mr. C. E. Ashford , of Harrow , for its

examination may be noted. ( 1 ) Although the secretary and treasurer .

diploma, as at Cambridge , may be taken by other The original objects of the conference, as laid

than secondary - school teachers , it gives proper down by its founders, were , first, the attainment

emphasis to the needs of such teachers, and all of a “ clearer method in the teaching of natural

candidates are required to have gained a sub- science than exists at present, " and , secondly, “ to

stantial part of their experience in secondary do something towards emphasising the value of

schools . Indeed, it is hoped that among the science as a means of education."

students taking a course a few at least will be This way of putting the matter rather over

assistant-masters or assistant-mistresses who have looked , perhaps, how much already had been

already laid a foundation of experience and seek done in 1900 to improve the methods of

an opportunity for the study of their profession . teaching science by various schools and public

( 2 ) The following regulation is intended to meet bodies ; but the suggestion thus made has done

the case of scholars with a special bent towards very good service nevertheless, through the asso

some branch of teaching or of teachers whose ciation , by accelerating the rate at which the

interest is attracted by a special type of school. new ideas on the teaching of science have

“ Candidates who desire to offer evidence of special found acceptance in the schools , and by various

acquaintance with methods of teaching particular public authorities , some of whom had exerted for

branches of a school curriculum , or with methods many years , unconsciously no doubt , a potent

of teaching in any particular type of school, will influence in exactly the opposite direction . For

be afforded opportunity of displaying this acquaint nothing, we understand, has been more notable

ance in the examination.” An indication of special in the experience of the association than the

qualifications for teaching one more such cordial goodwill with which several of the chief

branches may be given in the Diploma. of these authorities have entered into conference

with the representatives of the teachers of

science in schools on the important subject of

the reform of examinations .

Naturally, in this very conservative country not

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SCIENCE very muchin the way of reform has actually been

MASTERS' ASSOCIATION . accomplished in the two or three years which have

elapsed since the first conference in 1901. But a

HOUGH one of the youngest of the various beginning has been made, and there is every

associations of schoolmasters, this flourish- reason to hope that the next few years will show a

ing society has already made its influence marked advance in the methods of examination as

felt in many directions, and been called into applied to science . We congratulate this new

council both at the older Universities and by educational authority on the good start it has

other educational authorities . made, and we wish it every success in this and

The first conference of public school science other fields in the future.

masters was held in January, 1901, at the Uni . The society is not and is never likely to be a very

versity of London , under the genial presidency of large one , for membership is limited to masters

Sir Henry Roscoe, who was at that time Vice- teaching in the Public Schools—and the number

Chancellor of the University ; but the real birth- of these schools does not greatly exceed one hun

place of the association was Eton, for it was dred - together with a limited number of privileged

from Eton that the first circular proposing a members, persons interested , that is , in the work

Conference of science masters was issued in the of the association. It may be questioned , perhaps ,

summer of 1900. This circular bore the names whether it was wise thus to restrict the influence

of Mr. T. C. Porter , well known for his of the society . But it was felt, and all will recog.

physical researches ; Mr. W. D. Eggar, one of nise the cogency of the argument, first, that this

the most active of the reformers of the methods limitation would promote a certain concentration

or

TH
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of purpose which could not fail to be lost if schools of teaching science which are now being so

of widely differing types were included , and , widely and generally adopted .

secondly , that only by means of such a limitation In its early daysthe association met always in

could it be secured that the association should the rooms of the London University. But last

represent a definite point of view , based on the year , by the kind permission of Dr. Gow, a new

definite and common experience of its members. departure was made, and the members conferred

And we can well understand that the possession of in “ Up School " at Westminster, and there is an

these advantages may have contributed in no small idea , we believe, that possibly other great schools

degree to the early success of the Science Masters' in or near London may from time to time extend

Association .
similar hospitality to the association . A most

We notice with considerable interest that almost important and pleasant feature of these gatherings

all the much -abused great public schools, such as has been the presence of numerous friends of

Eton , Harrow, Winchester, Westminster, Clifton , education from the Universities , the Board of

Cheltenham , Rugby, Marlborough, are strongly Education and elsewhere, who, by participating

freely in the discussions and mixing with the mem

bers in the intervals, have done much to add to

the interest and value of the conferences. The

only weak points that we seem to detect in the

constitution and working of the association are,
first, that it has been rather extravagant in secre

taries . It has used up no less than three of these

officials in about four years, if we include Mr.

Hill , who organised the first conference. Secondly,

in view of the fact that the society is and is likely

to remain a small one , that its members dwell

largely at a distance from London, its centre ,

and that its committee is expected to play an

active part continuously in public affairs relating

to science and education, the rule which makes

members of committee ineligible for so long a

period as three years after retirement seems rather

too stringent to be wise. Some interval there

must be , no doubt , and in the case of some of the

large scientific societies an interval of three years is

found to work very well . But it appears doubtful

if the arrangement is equally good in this case .

It strikes usthat it may tend to deprive the asso

ciation of the services of its most active and most

available members too much , and that this will be

all the more serious if the association should con

tinue to use up its officers at the same rate as in
the past .

Mr. W. A. SHENSTONE, F.R.S. ,

Senior Science Master, Clifton College ;

Hon . Sec. pf the Public School Science Masters' Association .

The present officers are : President , Dr. W. A.

Tilden, F.R.S. ; President- Elect , Sir Michael

Foster, F.R.S.; Chairman of Committee, Mr. C.

I. Gardiner ( Cheltenham) ; Treasurer , Mr. J.

Talbot (Harrow ) ; Secretary , Mr. W. A. Shen

stone , (Clifton ) , whose portrait appears in the ad
jacent column . The other members of committee

are : Mr. C. S. Jackson (Woolwich) , the Rev. A.

L. ( ), the E.

( , T.

Mr. H. de Havilland (Eton ), Mr. D. Berridge

( Malvern) , Mr. C. E. Browne ( Christ's Hospital) ,

and Mr. F. R. L. Wilson (Charterhouse) .

But, on the other hand,the Westminster ),Dr. 1 :J. Baker( Birmingham ),

represented in the list of members, and , in fact,

that only one or two schools of this type are

unrepresented.

great town schools , in which science is popularly

supposed to play a greater part , appear to have

held aloof in many cases. This seems to us a

great pity . The representatives of these two

classes of schools should be able to afford one

another much mutual help in many ways. It

would be good for masters in the great boarding

schools to know more about the difficulties of their

brethren in the town schools . It would be good

for the latter to rub shoulders with members of

the class which , owing perhaps to its greater

independence of examination syllabuses , played an

important though unobstrusive part , at first, in

the practical introduction of the improved methods

The Globe Geography Readers. Senior. By Vincent T.

Murché. vi . + 392 pp. (Macmillan .) 25. 60.— Sixteen

coloured plates , a great profusion of black -and -white illustra

tions , and nearly four hundred pages of clearly printed informa

tion about the Empire, is a great deal for the amount this book

costs . The book provides a pleasant means of learning

geography and should be popular .
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afford a pleasurable means of reaching the many
HOLIDAY COURSES IN GERMANY.

points of interest . In this part of Germany a

By W. G. LIPSCOM5, M.A.
bicycle will be found useful . Neuwied itself is

Headmaster of Bolton Grammar School .
famous for its educational establishments, and

contains one of the noted Moravian schoois.

HERE are five holiday courses in Germany The course is organised for English students,

announced for the approaching summer : and the Holiday Courses Committee of the

three of them , those at Greifswald , Jena Teachers' Guild has many years of experience

and Marburg are of long standing ; and two, at behind it . Dr. Biese , the Director of the Royal

Königsberg and Neuwied, are announced in the Gymnasium , who is largely responsible for the
Board of Education table for the first time this programme of work, is an earnest student of the

year. Of the former, that at Greifswald is held language and literature of his own country, and

in July , and , as most English teachers are unable will himself give two series of lectures— " Goethe's

to get away during that month , it may be passed Life and Works ” and “ Wahrheit und Dichtung.”

over in very few words. The clear, bright air of “ Scientific Study and Practice in Phonetics " is

the Baltic is a refreshing change from the moister also promised . A handbook ofthe holiday courses

atmosphere of our islands, and those who have arranged by the Teachers' Guild may be obtained

been fortunate enough to be able to take their (post free 6d.) from the Secretary .

holidays before the sultry days of August have The Jena Holiday Course is the oldest in

spoken with enthusiasm of the picturesque delights Germany. It was founded in 1889 , and was

of Greifswald , the earnestness of the work and the followed in 1894 by Greifswald , and in 1896 by

genial kindness of the professors and others who Marburg. The programme includes lectures on

are responsible for the holiday course there . natural science , pedagogics, theology and art , and

The Königsberg arrangements are evidently not there are special language courses in German ,

yet completed , and possibly the date is still un- French and English . The value of the course on

fixed, for a letter to the secretary of the course has pedagogics is vouched for by the name of Prof.

failed to elicit a reply . Rein , who has made Jena famous for the study of

Neuwied is the centre that has been chosen by this subject. The University of Jena has a train
the Holiday Courses Committee of the Teachers ' ing department for teachers , to which a practising

Guild for a holiday course to be conducted on the school is attached , and doubtless many English
lines that have already proved so successful at teachers will be attracted to the lectures of

different centres in France and at Santander in Dr. Lehmensick on the science of teaching , illus

Spain . These courses are intended for English trated by lessons given to one of the classes of the
people , and their aim is to give opportunities not practising school. The town of Jena , with its

only for studying the language , but also for learn memories of Luther, Schiller and Goethe, is full

ing the customs and ways of thought and all that of interest , and the cost of living there is very

is included in the term Realien of the country. To small . It is possible to get lawn- tennis and

some it may seem a mistake to attend a course at boating, and there is excellent bathing in the

which all or nearly all of the students are fellow- Saale. The town itself, lying deep down among

countrymen , but the course at Neuwied will be the hills , is in August very stuffy, but rooms can

under the management of Mr. Longsdon , a veteran be obtained on the higher ground outside the town .

at this kind of work , and it must not be forgotten There are interesting and beautiful walks in the

that for those who are visiting a foreign country immediate neighbourhood ; and farther afield , but

for the first time , and whose acquaintance with the within easy reach , there are Weimar, Eisenach ,
language is very small, it is a great advantage to Rudolstadt, Schwarza , and some of the most

have as guide, philosopher, and friend a man of typical and exquisite scenery in the Thuringian
experience, who wili be able to help them to make Forest . Indeed, English people who attend this

the very best use of their time during the short holiday course would do well to devote afew days

period that is covered by a summer holiday course. either before or after the course to a walking tour
For anyone to whom Germany is unknown there

in the forest . It can be done at extremely

can hardly be a better centre than Neuwied . It moderate cost , and the bracing air and beautiful

is true that the Rhine valley is very hot in August, scenery will well repay a few days spent in wan

but Neuwied is situated in one of the broadest and dering with a knapsack among the hills and pines .

most open parts of the valley , and it is within It is easy to send one's luggage to await one

easy reach of some of the most noted and romantic somewhere on the main line to Eisenach , and ,

scenery of the cradle of German civilisation . thanks to the ample communication, to rejoin it at

The Siebengebirge, the Eifel, the Mosel valley , almost any point. The holiday course at Jena is

with Trier and its famous Roman remains, each year being attended by an increasing number

Cologne, Bonn , Koblenz, Ehrenbreitstein , Bad
of students . The numbers rose from 108 in 1896

Ems, and the romantic stretch of river from to 273 in 1902 , and in the latter year there were

Koblenz to Bingen , representatives from fourteen different countries,

Where Nature , nor too sombre nor too gay, including 155 from Germany and twenty - five from

Wild but not rude, awful yet not austere , England. From these figures it is evident that

Is to the mellow earth as autumn to the year, the greatest possible opportunity is afforded to

are all within easy distance , and the steamboats English people for intercourse and conversation
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or four

with Germans. There is from the beginning a

feeling of camaraderie , and the excellent arrange
HOLIDAY COURSES IN FRANCE.

ments made for frequent excursions and entertain By Walter ROBINS, B.Sc.

ments of one kind and another give every facility Technical Institute , Leyton , E.

for making acquaintances and enjoying the society

of one'sfellow Kursisten . The full programmeof the TARTING from small beginnings at Paris

course is already published , and can be obtained and at Caen , the practice of holding holiday

from Frau Dr. Schnetger, Gartenstrasse 2 , Jena.
courses has extended to many other towns

Marburg is situated on the Lahn , about half- in France , and this year courses are being orga

way between Frankfort and Cassel . It is a pictu- nised for July and August in the large towns

resque old town built on the steep slope of a lofty Paris , Caen, Tours, Nancy, Grenoble, Dijon ,

hill --- so steep that in some houses the lowest floor beside courses at Honfleur, St. Malo,Lisieux and
can be entered on one side and the highest floor on Bayeux. It is perhaps a little difficult for a

the other . Far up on the top of the hill , com- student to decide which town to select . It will

manding a magnificent view, stands the castle , in be found that the schemes of work as given in the

which Luther, Zwingli and Melanchthon met in various programmes are on very much the same

1529 . The surrounding country is hilly, well lines , whilst the total cost does not greatly vary ,

wooded and watered , and , although the weather in except , of course , in the case of the more distant

August is often very hot , the air on the hills is towns, where the cost of the journey is a serious
fresh and invigorating, so that few places afford a item . In selecting a course, one has to consider

more healthy and enjoyable holiday . In the the matter from two points of view ; first, the

country districts in Hesse the peasant costumes suitability of the place as a holiday resort , and

are quaint and picturesque, and walks around secondly, the nature of the course itself. Now, as

Marburg are full of interest and charm . There is the main object in view in attending these courses

capital bathing in the Lahn and some boating , and is to hear spoken French , I think that the suita

so long as one keeps to the valleys the roads are bility of the place chosen as a holiday resort is of

excellent for cycling . There are two comfortable considerable importance. Unless a teacher has

hotels, the Ritter and the Pfeiffer, where the some examination or other special object in view ,

charges are moderate . Boarders are received by I do not think he is wise, in view of his health and

the Secretary of the Holiday Courses, Herr A. consequent efficiency, to spend several hours each

Cocker, Villa Cranston , and there is another ex- day of one of the hottest months of the year in a

cellent pension kept by Herr Schellenberg near class-room, and that, too , after three

the castle . Rooms are very cheap , but those who months of the ill - paid and monotonous drudgery

like fresh air are advised to take rooms in the of the secondary school during its longest and

higher part and on the outskirts rather than in most trying term .

the old parts of the town. There are good restau Teachers will do well to select one of the larger

rants with gardens, at which meals can be ob- towns in which to follow a course , one in which

tained for a very modest sum . The work of the there is plenty going on and plenty of opportunities

Holiday Courses is confined to modern languages of meeting Frencli people.of meeting French people. The aim of these

and literature . Phonetics and methods of modern- courses is to give persons a means of hearing

language teaching form an especial feature of the spoken French , of training their ears to recognise

courses, and there will this year be a Probeklasse of words already familiar to them in print , and of

German children for the purpose of demonstrating getting in touch with French manners and cus

the use of phonetics inthe initial stages of modern- toms . It is useless to go to France only to do

language teaching. There are lectures in German , grammar and translation , there are ample means

French and English , and it is intended this of doing that in every large town of England .

summer to start Italian and Spanish courses, After all , the actual subject of the lectures is not

conducted by natives of Italyand Spain , provided of great moment provided it is interesting and quite

there is a sufficient number of students wishing to familiar to us. Students and teachers should bear

study those languages. In order to give as much in mind that they will not derive much benefit

opportunity as possible to foreigners for practice in from these holiday courses unless they possess a

speaking German , a system which was to some fair knowledge of the written language , although

extent introduced last year with successful results there may be many who will find them an easy

will be continued and extended this year. A means of spending an interesting holiday without

German teacher will be appointed for an hour's being too serious about work . There is one point

conversation daily with every two foreigners . As to be borne in mind in the choice of a centre, and

at Jena, so at Marburg, the attendance at the that is that the sanitation in the smaller towns is

holiday courses has steadily increased from year to often far from perfect. Things are tolerable

year , and the numbers in 1903 reached 228 , of enough in such places as Paris , Caen , and Tours,

whom 93 were Germans, 64 from the British Isles , but one has to be careful in choosing a place for

and 15 from America , while the rest consisted of a three or four weeks ' stay in the smaller pro

representatives from nearly twenty different vincial towrs.

countries . The programme can be obtained from The holiday courses held in Paris during

Herr A. Cocker, Villa Cranston , Marburg A.D. August, the month available for most teachers,

Lahn , or from me. are those conducted by the Alliance Française and
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by the International Guild . The courses of the interest as Falaise and Bayeux at no great dis

Alliance Française are held at 186 , Boulevard tance . Speaking generally, I should advise stu

St. Germain , one of the best -known thoroughfares dents to choose holiday courses which are held in

in Paris, and quite close to the river . The com- a university town . There is more certainty that

mittee of management includes severalmembersof the work is done in suitable buildings and under

the Académie Française and of the Institut , the better conditions than is the case with the courses

director of the courses being M. Brunot , professor which have been organised in several smaller

at the Sorbonne . Two series or courses are held, places during the last year or so . The lectures,

the first in July and the second in the month of conversation circles, and other exercises at Caen

August. The fee for the month is 60 francs, or are given in the Lycée, a commodious building, and

for two months 100 francs. The subjects taken in are conducted by professors holding the degree of

the July course include a course of instruction in agrégé. One very good feature of the work at

scientific French grammar, phonetics , historical Caen is the small size of the conversation circles ,

grammar, and modern French literature , including which consist in many cases of not more than

the study of such authors as Victor Hugo, Balzac , seven or eight students. Students should be

Thierry, Sainte Beuve. Lectures are also given careful to look after this point , as it too often

on the geography and institutions of France . Con- happens in a large circle that all the talking is

versation circles for practice in speaking French done by one or two pushing students , and the

are held , and a feature which some will find useful others find themselves unable to get in a word .

is a short course of lessons on diction and expres- English students can attend lectures at Caen

sion . The course in August is , with slight throughout the academic year, but the special

changes , practically the same as that in July . At holiday courses are held during July and August .

the end of the course examinations are held , and They were originally held in August only, but

diplomas - elementary and superior-are granted there were so many teachers whose holidaysbegan

to candidates .
early in July that a similar course was organised

The courses held by the International Guild are in that month , and is now a regular institution .

arranged for the months of July , August, and Sep- Elementary and advanced classes are arranged .

tember, four weeks in each month. A ticket for The morning's work includes a lecture , followed

one month costs 75 francs, for two months 140 , by reading lessons and a conversation circle .

and for three months 200 francs. Two hours' There is also a class for young people . For

instruction are given each day of the week , Sun- evening work , subjects are set for composition

days and Thursdays being excepted. The first and translation . The afternoons are free , but

hour is devoted to a lecture and the second to twice a week there are pleasant re - unions of pro

conversation practice in circles of not more than fessors and students. On one or two evenings in

fifteen students. The work of the International the week there is a lecture on some subject of

Guild is carried on throughout the year at 6 , rue general interest . This year M. E. Lebonnois is

de la Sorbonne, and students who attend any of giving a course of lectureson“ The Masterpieces

the holiday courses partake of several advantages of French Poetry.” M. H. Roussot will lecture

shared bythe regular students ; for example , they “ Le Romantisme," whilst M. R. de Martonne

have the use of a reading-room -- with books of will give an interesting series of lectures on Jean

reference to do their work in . There is no diffi- Jacques Rousseau, his life, works and influence.

culty in obtaining board with French families in There will also be a course of phonetics by M. H.

Paris . Lists of addresses can be obtained from Coullet .

the Secretary of the Guild or from the Teachers' As at Paris , there are examinations held at the

Guild , Gower Street , London. It should be end of the course for diplomas . The diplomas at

remembered, however, that in Paris during August Caen are of three grades , the Diplome de langue

the heat is often extremely trying, and work française , degré secondaire ; Diplome de langue française,

becomes very difficult. degré supérieur ; and Diplome supérieur de la langue et

Coming now to provincial towns, we have first de la littérature française. All three examinations

and foremost the courses held at Caen , in Nor- include a good deal of oral work, besides a written

mandy . These courses were established several part ; the examination for the highest diploma

years ago, under the auspices of the Teachers ' being somewhat severe. A new feature of the

Guild , and were reorganised in 1898, and have Caen course this year is that any student who

been carried on since that date by a local com- attends for more than three weeks will receive a

mittee which includes officials of the University French periodical devoted to grammatical studies

and the Lycée . The number of students attending for the following twelve months. With regard to

has steadily grown since the reorganisation , and cost, the fees range from 25 francs for one week to

last year the number of 120 was reached . Caen 70 francs for the month . Mr. W. Robins, of

offers many advantages both to those who are Wanstead Cottage , New Wanstead , Essex, will

attending more for the sake of a holiday and to send a pamphlet giving full details and list of

those who are desirous of doing solid work. It is lodgings on application .

a busy garrison town , and possesses many buildings The Teachers 'Guild this year is again holding

of great historic interest . The sea is within easy holiday courses at Tours and at Honfleur. I can

reach by tram or rail, and the country round is say from experience that the courses organised by
excellent for cycling , with places of such deep the Guild are extremely good. The courses at

on
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Tours and at Honfleur last three weeks in August ,

but a fourth week is held if sufficient students
HOLIDAY FRENCH COURSES IN

SWITZERLAND .express a desire for it . The scheme of work in

both places is on much the same lines as at Caen By W. M. CONACHER .

and at Paris . Viewing the two places as holiday

resorts , Honfleur, situated at the mouth of the
HE holiday courses in Switzerland for the

Seine , will possibly appeal to those who wish for study of French will be held during the

the seaside , but it is not by any means a modern summer at the universities of Geneva ,

watering- place , but more of the tumble-down
Lausanne , and Neuchâtel. The courses extend

fishing-town nature . Tours , on the other hand, is from the middle of July to the end of August at

situated in the midst of a highly picturesque and Geneva and Lausanne, and, inLausanne, and, in the case of

historically interesting part of France. It is often Neuchâtel , to the middle of September.

stated that in Tours and the neighbourhood the The programmes of the three centres vary

purest French is spoken . The fact is that the
somewhat, that at Lausanne being the more

purest French is spoken wherever the best edu general in character, Geneva more strictly peda

cated Frenchmen , the best actors, preachers and gogic , while Neuchâtel treats the more homely

advocates are found , and it is quite a mistake to subjects of composition, translation , grammar and

suppose that in these days of good communication diction, more extensively than the sister seats of

pure French ( whatever that is to be defined as) is learning . Tabulated the subjects are as fol

peculiar to Tours or any other place . lows :

We have now to say a word about the courses

at Dijon, Nancy and Grenoble. The courses at
Dijon are held at the University , and in August GENEVA. LAUSANNE. NEUCHÂTEL.

a course of about twenty lessons on different sub
Litterat . classiq. Politiq . Contemp. Grammaire supé

jects is to be given . There are also classes for
Litterat. mod . Theâtre franc. rieure

practice in conversation . Dijon is 315 kilometres Lect. analytique Phonologie Composition, écrit

from Paris , and certainly possesses some interest- Pedagogie
Innovatns. prat . dans et oral

ing features, but it cannot be said that there are
Hist. de la lang. l'enseignement Interprete d'auteurs

Psycholog. Pedag. Histoire d . lang. Le romantisme

any special advantages offered.
appliq.

The courses of study at the University of Nancy Stylistique
Style des grandsécri- Waterloo

vains Talleyrand

are open throughout the year , but there does not Théorie et prat . du Stylistiq. comp.
Petrarch

style Victor Üugoappear to be any special holiday course suitable
Auteurs modernes

Dict . Prononc. Dict. Prononc .

to English teachers .
Influences étrang.

During July and August litt . fr.

there are lectures at the University of Grenoble La III . République

which students of any nationality may attend. Diction. Prononc.

There is no special provision for the needs of

English teachers . Considered as a holiday resort ,

the town and neighbourhood will well repay a
Teachers intending to attend the

visit . A holiday course was established two years will naturally first obtain full information from

ago at Bayeux. The course of work is on very
the Secrétaires des cours de vacances. The courses

similar lines to those given at Caen , Tours and are , strictly speaking , intended for persons engaged

Honfleur. Bayeux possesses objects of great in teaching French or who are members ofsome

interest in its cathedral and in the well -known university . Teachers who cannot get away for
tapestry , but apart from these the student will find the initial lectures are admitted subsequently . A

life in the town extremely slow . certificate is given after an examination at the end

of the course , and it may be noted that , as is the

usual French custom , the oral is an integral part

of the examination . Private lessons , or lessons

Testing of Electro -magnetic Machinery. By B. V. Swenson for groups , may be arranged for in such subjects

and B. Frankenfeld . 410 pp. ( Macmillan . ) 125. 6d . net .- as composition , diction , & c. Geneva has, as a

This is the first of two volumes which will form a college text- speciality , a dramatic class , and one for singing ;

book and a work of reference for engineers. The procedure while a conference at Neuchâtel, “ Qu'est ce que la

followed is that adopted at the University of Wisconsin. The folie ? ” may interest teachers fresh from pupils'
present volume treats of direct current electro- magnetic ma

chinery and apparatus. The treatment of each experiment is
The secretaries of the various courses also under

self-contained, and includes ( 1 ) a review of the theory ; ( 2 ) a
take to put intending students in communication

description of the method involved ; and ( 3) practical applica
with pensions and hotels. It may be mentioned

tions. Questions which bear directly on the subject are inserted
that pension prices vary from 100-150 francs per

at the end of many of the experiments. Mathematical analysis
month at Lausanne and Geneva, and from 80

has been avoided except where it adds to clearness . Numerous

references to standard literature are included in each section .
120 francs per month at Neuchâtel . It is advis

Most of the instruments used are fully described in a pre
able to secure rooms in advance , as the two first

liminary section , and an appendix on “ Shop Tests ” is added named places are apt to be full during the summer

describing the methods employed in the testing department of a
vacation . The fees for the courses range from

works. The volume can be strongly recommended to those
40-60 francs.

engaged in the conimercial applications of electricity .
With regard to the respective merits of the

courses

summer exams.
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by the International Guild . The courses of the interest as Falaise and Bayeux at no great dis

Alliance Française are held at 186 , Boulevard tance . Speaking generally, I should advise stu

St. Germain , one of the best -known thoroughfares dents to choose holiday courses which are held in

in Paris, and quite close to the river . The com- a university town . There is more certainty that

mittee ofmanagement includes several members of the work is done in suitable buildings and under

the Académie Française and of the Institut , the better conditions than is the case with the courses

director of the courses being M. Brunot, professor which have been organised in several smaller
at the Sorbonne. Two series or courses are held, places during the last year or so . The lectures,

the first in July and the second in the month of conversation circles, and other exercises at Caen

August. The fee for the month is 60 francs, or are given in the Lycée, a commodious building, and

for two months 100 francs . The subjects taken in are conducted by professors holding the degree of

the July course include a course of instruction in agrégé . One very good feature of the work at

scientific French grammar, phonetics , historical Caen is the small size of the conversation circles ,

grammar, and modern French literature , including which consist in many cases of not more than

the study of such authors as Victor Hugo, Balzac, or eight students. Students should be

Thierry, Sainte Beuve . Lectures are also given careful to look after this point , as it too often

on the geography and institutions of France . Con- happens in a large circle that all the talking is

versation circles for practice in speaking French done by one or two pushing students , and the

are held , and a feature which some will find useful others find themselves unable to get in a word .

is a short course of lessons on diction and expres- English students can attend lectures at Caen

sion . The course in August is , with slight throughout the academic year, but the special

changes, practically the same as that in July. At holiday courses are held during July and August .

the end of the course examinations are held , and They were originally held in August only , but

diplomas-elementary and superior-are granted there were so many teachers whose holidays began

to candidates . early in July that a similar course was organised

The courses held by the International Guild are in that month, and is now a regular institution .

arranged for the months of July, August , and Sep- Elementary and advanced classes are arranged .

tember , four weeks in each month . A ticket for The morning's work includes a lecture , followed

one month costs 75 francs , for two months 140, by reading lessons and a conversation circle .

and for three months 200 francs. Two hours' There is also a class for young people . For

instruction are given each day of the week , Sun- evening work , subjects are set for composition

days and Thursdays being excepted. The first and translation . The afternoons are free, but

hour is devoted to a lecture and the second to twice a week there are pleasant re-unions of pro

conversation practice in circles of not more than fessors and students . On one or two evenings in

fifteen students. The work of the International the week there is a lecture on some subject of

Guild is carried on throughout the year at 6 , rue general interest . This year M. E. Lebonnois is

de la Sorbonne, and students who attend any of giving a course of lectureson “ The Masterpieces

the holiday courses partake of several advantages of French Poetry . ” M. H. Roussot will lecture

shared bythe regular students ; for example, they on “ Le Romantisme," whilst M. R. de Martonne

have the use of a reading -room - with books of will givean interesting series of lectures on Jean

reference to do their work in . There is no diffi- Jacques Rousseau , his life, works and influence.

culty in obtaining board with French families in There will also be a course of phonetics by M. H.

Paris. Lists of addresses can be obtained from Coullet .

the Secretary of the Guild or from the Teachers ' As at Paris, there are examinations held at the

Guild , Gower Street , London. It should be end of the course for diplomas . The diplomas at

remembered, however, that in Paris during August Caen are of three grades, the Diplome de langue

the heat is often extremely trying , and work française , degré secondaire ; Diplome de langue française,

becomes very difficult. degré supérieur ; and Diplome supérieur de la langue et

Coming now to provincial towns, we have first de la littérature française. All three examinations

and foremost the courses held at Caen , in Nor- include a good deal of oral work , besides a written

mandy. These courses were established several part ; the examination for the highest diploma

years ago, under the auspices of the Teachers ' being somewhat severe . A new feature of the

Guild , and were reorganised in 1898 , and have Caen course this year is that any student who

been carried on since that date by a local com- attends for more than three weeks will receive a

mittee which includes officials of the University French periodical devoted to grammatical studies

and the Lycée . The number of students attending for the following twelve months . With regard to

has steadily grown since the reorganisation , and cost, the fees range from 25 francs for one week to

last year the number of 120 was reached . Caen 70 francs for the month . Mr. W. Robins, of

offers many advantages both to those who are Wanstead Cottage , New Wanstead , Essex , will

attending more for the sake of a holiday and to send a pamphlet giving full details and list of

those who are desirous of doing solid work . It is lodgings on application .

a busy garrison town , and possesses many buildings The Teachers' Guild this year is again holding

of great historic interest . The sea is within easy holiday courses at Tours and at Honfleur. I can

reach by tram or rail , and the country round is say from experience that the courses organised by

excellent for cycling , with places of such deep the Guild are extremely good . The courses at

( 6
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jects . By this means attention is concentrated

upon a few matters requiring the expression of SUMMER COURSES OF NATURE

competent opinion , instead of being diverted to a STUDY.

variety of subjects of minor educational impor

tance . The subjects for this year's meetings have 1.—AT Port Erin , Isle of Man .

not yet been decided upon , but the hope may here

be expressed that they will be of a character in HE Liverpool Marine Biology Committee,

which local authorities are interested ; for it is of which Prof. W. A. Herdman, F.R.S. , of

inost desirable at the present time to establish the the University of Liverpool , is chairman,

foundations and sketch the superstructure of a in response to a demand, is willing to make

scheme of education which recognises local re- arrangements for a special class in elementary

quirements. Marine Biology , to illustrate the principles of

Anyone can join the Association by becoming nature-study . The class will be held at the Port

an associate , annual member, or life member. Erin Biological Station , in the Isle of Man, during

Associates pay £1 , which entitles them to attend the coming summer vacation, probably the first

any of the sections or other meetings and to receive fortnight in August. The Station is a new building

the report of the annual meeting at two-thirds of situated on the sea-shore, and is admirably adapted

the publication price. Associates are not eligible in every respect for classes of this description .

to serve on committees or to hold any office. A large laboratory on the first floor, provided

Annual members pay £2 for the first year. They with fourteen windows, will be set aside wholly£

receive gratuitously the annual reports of the for this purpose during the time of the class.

Association for the year of admission and for every Each member of the class will occupy a table or

following year in which they continue to pay a workplace opposite a window , and will be provided
subscription of £ 1 without intermission. Life with the necessary animals (or when possible , and

members pay a composition fee of £10 , which as is much better, will be shown how to collect
entitles them to receive gratuitously the annual them himself), salt and fresh water , and all

reports of the Association which may be published materials and apparatus necessary for the work.
after the date of payment . The class will be limited to twelve students ,

Members and associates can attend the meetings each of whom will pay 5s . to the L.M.B.C. for the

of any of the sections , or the evening lectures , of use of the laboratory, andin addition a tuition fee

which there will be three ; namely , one by Prof. of 5s. These fees should be remitted to Mr. H. C.

George Darwin on “ Ripple - marks and Sand. Chadwick, the Curator of the Biological Station ,

dunes ” ; another by Prof. H. F. Osborn on “ Re- before the opening of the class . No definite time.

cent Explorations and Researches on Extinct table of the class work can be drawn up , and the

Mammalia " ; and a third by Dr. J. E. Marr on time and nature of the work will depend largely

“ The Forms of Mountains.” on the tides, weather, &c .

It is hoped that the meeting will be one of The course will probably cover two weeks, and

special interest both to the members of the Associa- half of each day is to be devoted to work and the
tion and to a large number of Colonial , American , other half to recreation .

and Foreign visitors who are being invited to take So far as work is concerned, the class will spend

part in the discussions in the various sections . a great deal of time in the laboratory, examining

Arrangements are being made for holding the animals in the living condition , and making simple

meetings of the sections as far as possible in the biological experiments thereon . Collecting excur

University departments concerned with the sec- sions, with the object of studying the animals in

tional subjects , and visitors will thus be enabled their natural surroundings, and also expeditions

to see the facilities which are now available in for collecting and dredging from boats, will be

Cambridge for scientific study and research . organised and led by members of the L.M.B.C.

The lighter side of the meeting will include a At other times short addresses and demonstrations

number of excursions to places of interest in the in the aquarium and museum will be given by

neighbourhood of Cambridge, garden parties , Prof. Herdman, and possibly others . No previous

conversaziones and receptions . knowledge will be supposed. The class work will
It has been arranged with the different railway be directed by Mr. Chadwick .

companies that return -tickets at a single fare and Of recreation there will be plenty . Port Erin

a quarter will be issued from the principal stations is a delightful holiday resort , with good boating ,

in the United Kingdom to Cambridge; these bathing , and fishing. The country round is mag
tickets , which will be available from August 16th nificent and offers every inducement to those fond

to August 30th, may be obtained by members and of walking

associates attending the meeting: The Treasurer of the L.M.B.C. wishes to point

Applications for tickets should be sent to the out that , as the charge is at about one- half the

Secretary of the British Association , Burlington usual rate for accommodation , it must be regarded

House, Piccadilly , W. , before August 1th , and as a special charge for this occasion , and for a

should be accompanied by the subscription. After class of not less than twelve , and will not apply to

August uith the tickets can only be obtained at single students or at other times .

the Reception Room of the Association , the Guild- Each member of the class must come provided

hall , Cambridge . with a large drawing-book, pencils and india .
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rubber and a duster or small towel . All further Southampton Water . Marsh and aquatic plants

apparatus , as follows — enamelled dissecting dishes , occur in great abundance and variety on Beaulieu

with wax at the bottom , several crystallising Heath, while the manifold attractions of the New
dishes and watch glasses, microscope slides and Forest need no recommendation to the lover of

cover-glasses , dipping tubes , some simple dis- Nature .

secting instruments, a magnifying hand lens , For the practical work indoors a note -book and

occasional microscopes , and collecting jars-will razor will be necessary, all other apparatus being

be lent, without charge , by the L.M.B.C. , to the lent free of cost . Students are , however, respon .

students . sible for any damages to apparatus while in their

If the student wishes to take away any animals charge . Students who have microscopes of their

for examination at home, bottles , tubes and methy- own are advised to bring them , and to notify the

lated spirit and other preservatives can be bought lecturer of their intention to do so .

from the Station stock on application to the The fee for the fortnight's course will be 158 .
Curator . The total expenses in connection with the excur

Any further particulars may be obtained on sions should not amount to much more than ios.

application to Mr. H. C. Chadwick, Biological for the fortnight. Apartments may be obtained
Station , Port Erin , Isle of Man. in Southampton in great variety , and the expense

of living need not exceed 21s . per week, and may

II . - HARTLEY UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, be even less . A list of suitable apartments at

SOUTHAMPTON . varying prices may be obtained by sending a

stamped addressed envelope to Mr. D. Kiddle,

During the first fortnight in August, 1904 , a Hartley University College , Southampton. The

summer course of Nature study for teachers and class is open to students of either sex .

others will be held at the Hartley University Further particulars of the course may be ob

College , Southampton. The work of the course tained on application to the lecturer, Dr. J. T.

may be conveniently divided into two portions . Jenkins , Hartley University College, South

Every morning there will be a short lecture, followed ampton . It is believed that the practical work

by practical work on the subject of the lecture. will be found useful by students preparing for

The first week will be devoted to the study of London Matriculation Botany (new rules ), and

the structure of the flowering plant , and students as an introduction to London Intermediate Science

will learn to use the compound microscope and to examination in that subject.

make preparations illustrating the structure of

plant cells and tissues. During the second week

the functions of the flowering plant will be simi

larly studied . The students will perform their

own experiments, and these will include the CAMBRIDGE SUMMER MEETING.

demonstration of osmosis and diffusion of gases

in plant tissues , respiration, transpiration and HIS year the Summer Meeting will be held

photo - synthesis. In all cases the experiments under new conditions, for the Cambridge

will be performed with the simplest possible appa Syndicate have accepted an invitation to

ratus , so that they may be adapted for introduction hold it at Exeter , in connection with the Royal

intosecondary or elementary schools . Albert Memorial College , which has been for

The second part of the course will comprise the several years " affiliated " to Cambridge as a lec

study of the plant in relation to its environment, ture centre . While there must be considerable

and this will necessarily be done in the open air . loss in the absence of the usual University back

Every afternoon (except Saturdays) will be devoted ground, the change is not without some com

to an excursion , having for its object the study of pensations. Oxford and Cambridge are now well

some type of vegetation . The collection of plants , known to many students , and the opportunity of

more especially rare specimens , and desultory spending sometime in an old cathedral city , singu

observations not bearing on the main object of the larly rich in historic associations , and with an

excursion , will , as far as possible , be discouraged. unbroken record from the earliest times of civic

For the study of plant associations Southampton development, will open up new sources of in

is practically without a rival in the United King- terest ; and the opportunity of seeing some of the

dom as a centre , being within easy reach of the loveliest scenery in England will doubtless attract

New Forest and the Isle of Wight. many distant students, who will rejoice in the

The exact number and duration of the excur- opportunity of obtaining reduced railway fares to

sions will be settled finally when the class meets visit the west country .

at the College on August ist , but the following Of course, in Devonshire , the special period

expeditions are among those contemplated :-For chosen for study must be the Age of Elizabeth ,

the study of the flora of the chalk downs an excur- which will be dealt with both from the historic

sion will be arranged to Shawford Down and and literary side by many experts. The list of

Winchester. For the flora of a sandy beach , St. names is most attractive , but it would be in

Helen's , in the Isle of Wight,will be visited . An vidious to particularise , so we advise our readers

excellent example of a salt-marsh is found at to write for the full prospectus.

Hythe, a few miles south of Southampton, on The natural history of the locality will be treated

THU
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from its geological , botanical and entomological
side ; while a very interesting section will deal EDINBURGH SUMMER MEETING .

with local antiquities and literary associations; e.g. ,

the “ Exeter Book ” will be expounded by its NCOURAGED by their success last year ,

latest editor , Mr. Gollancz , and the cathedral and the promoters of the Edinburgh Summer

other ancient buildings, as well as the mediaval Meeting have decided to hold it again this

bishops who are associated with their foundation, year, during the month of August . The first of

will be the subject of a series of lectures . Being its kind organised on this side of the Atlantic,

in a new neighbourhood, more time than usual the meeting was instituted in 1886, and aims at

will be devoted to excursions , so arranged as to being a Suinmer School of Nature Study, Modern

illustrate the lectures in the groups we have Languages and Social Philosophy , and to create

mentioned . an atmosphere akin to that of the Chautangua

The History of the Navy will be traced by Summer Assembly in the United States . The

such experts as Lord Brassey, Sir W. White and meeting expresses an attempt to bring together

others, and will be brought thoroughly up to date specialists of various kinds , who should, however ,

by an excursion to Plymouth Dockyard, when also be in general sympathy with each other, with

the Hoe will be visited, where the historic game a general aim towards order and synthesis of

of bowls was played . knowledge. From the earliest years it has been

Modern Biblical Criticism will be represented the prime object not simply to supply courses

by Prof. Kirkpatrick and Prof. Ramsay, who will of individual value but to increase their usefulness

lecture respectively on Old Testament criticism , through parallelism and contrast . The parallel

and the condition of the Roman Empire as affect teaching of the natural and social sciences has

ing St. Paul's work. always been a feature.

An interesting Conference is promised on This year the meeting will deal largely with the

methods of Poor Relief in Foreign Countries, and study of “ Central Scotland, its natural and his

a set of lectures on the history of the English toric interest ;” and in planning the course the

Poor Law. requirements of Scottish and English teachers of

Lastly , a strong Educational Section , of solid Nature Study are being made the primary con

value to teachers, will be opened by a lecture sideration. Edinburgh and its region furnishes

from Prof. Sadler, while Mr. Leach will connect unique facilities for carrying out this object. It

it with the special period of study by lectures on may safely be said that nopart of the kingdom

schools under Edward VI . and Queen Elizabeth . affords so many opportunities as “ Modern Athens "

Short courses on modern methods of teaching of organising a complete and representative series

will be given ; on modern language teaching with of excursions to so many places of historic and

elementary phonetics , accompanied by conversa- natural interest , and such excursions will form a

tional classes in French and German ; on the leading feature of the meeting.

" heuristic " method, graphs , nature study, and the From the Outlook Tower in which the meeting

value of physiology and psychology to teachers. is held immediately adjacent to the historic castle

Further , a course of ManualTraining is offered at and having an equally commanding view) one sees

the admirably equipped Manual School attached the whole city and district, a vast expanse of land

to the Exeter College . and sea.
As a holiday resort the metropolis of

The thoroughly international character of the the north stands almost unrivalled , occupying, as

meeting will be well maintained , and several social it does, the centre of a region unsurpassed in

meetings are promised . Perhaps not the least interest to students of nature and fascinating in its

valuable part of such meetings is the opportunity historic and literary associations.

afforded of comparing notes , exchanging opinions, To the jaded teacher and visitor alike , who do

contrasting methods, and of deriving encourage- not desire in the season of recreation entirely to

ment from a sense of sympathy. We heartily dissociate themselves from the things of the mind ,

commend the opportunities offered for combined the Summer Meeting offers an atmosphere men

study and refreshment by a sojourn in Devonshire tally and morally stimulating. This holiday course

at such a time. Full information may be obtained embraces nature study, modern languages and

from the Secretary for Local Lectures, Syndicate literature , historical and social science and edu

Buildings , Cambridge . cation . The programme contains such outstand

ing names as those of Sir John Murray , Prof.

Arthur Thomson , Mr. J. G. Goodchild, Prof.

Manual of Qualitative Chemical Analysis.
Patrick Geddes, Mr. George Eyre-Todd, the well

By J. F.

known Scottish author , Mlle. Marie Bonnet, ofMcGregory. 130 pp . ( Ginn. ) 45. 60. - It is difficult to

determine where this volume improves upon the style or methods Montpelier University, M. Frey , Mr. T. B.

adopted in several other text -books which have been written to
Rudmore -Brown and others.

approximately the same standard . We find a satisfactory treat
Of almost equal interest to the courses of

ment of the simpler wet and dry reactions , and details of the
lectures will be the series of excursions to be

systematic examination for metals and acids in solution ; no organised to various places of interest in and

tables for group -separations are given . We are not yet accus- around Edinburgh , under the guidance of com

tomed to the following orthography : sulfur , sulfid , chlorid , petent leaders , active and sedentary studies being
sulfuric acid , hydroxid , &c. thus combined .

No. 66, Vol. 6. ] T
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In former years this summer meeting has been

well attended by foreign teachers and visitors , and
BERN MEETING FOR TEACHERS OF

it has , indeed , on more than one occasion assumed DRAWING .

the character of a Summer School of Modern

Languages . This year provision is being made HE second International Congress for the

for such a course, and it is not the least interesting Development of the Teaching of Drawing

feature of the meeting that it is thus the medium
will be held at Bern this year from August

of bringing together teachers and visitors of 3rd to 6th . The first Congress was held at Paris

different nationalities, affording opportunities of in 1900 , and , when the suggestion was made that

mutual teaching and interchange of ideas. the second should take place in Switzerland , M.

Teachers and others desirous of attending the Genoud , the official delegate from that country ,

meeting or interested in it should forthwith apply hastened to urge as manyteachers to come as

for a copy of the syllabus , which is to be had free possible , so that, while deliberating together on

on application to the Secretary, Outlook Tower, the graver matters connected with their work, they

University Hall , Castlehill, Edinburgh , who will might gather inspiration from the beautiful scenery.

be glad to give every information. The programme for this year's meeting , although

not yet definitely issued, will be arranged in two

sections , the first treating of the teaching of

drawing from its educational aspect , and the

second being devoted to matters relating to the

OXFORD VACATION COURSE IN teaching of drawing considered professionally and

GEOGRAPHY.
technically . In the first section papers are to be

read and discussed on the educational value of

F a sufficient number of students send in their
drawing , the correlation of drawing with other

names by June 30th , it is proposed to hold a branches of study , methods of teaching drawing in

vacation course devoted exclusively to Geo- the kindergarten , elementary and secondary

graphy, at the School of Geography, Oxford, be- schools, and the training of teachers of drawing

tween August 2nd and 16th , both days inclusive . The second section is to take up the present con

The course is planned for teachers, but others dition of professional , technical and artistic teach

whose work has a geographical aspect will find it ing in various countries , with methods of training
useful. Mr. Mackinder will deliver the opening and schemes of apprenticeships and scholarships.

lecture and three others on the “ Relation of Geo The meetings will be held in the University of

graphy and History,” and Mr. Beazley will take Bern , and in the lecture -rooms specimens of work

for the subject of his three lectures “ The Advance to demonstrate the teaching will form an interest

ofGeography : Land Travel, Oceanic Exploration , ing exhibition .

Scientific Geography.” Dr. Dickson , in addition Bern itself, as the capital of Switzerland , is an

to spending two whole days in the field showing interesting town with unique features : among

practically the methods of map -making with plane these may be mentioned the footway in the old

table and prismatic compass, will devote six lec- streets , which runs under a continuous arcade ,

tures to the discussion of “ Some Problems in between the arches of which one gets picturesque

Physical Geography." Dr. Herbertson will give peeps across the bright market-stalls, on the”

six lectures on the “ Geography of South -east mediaeval fountains in the middle of the streets ,

England, especially of the Oxford District," which
and the old gateways . The greater part of the

will be illustrated by map demonstrations and town lies high above the river Aar, so that the

three local excursions. A special whole - day ex- bridges spanning it are lofty . From the prome.

cursion under the guidance of two or three of the nade near the Federal Government Palace , and

lecturers will be arranged for a day in the second also from the shady square around the cathedral,
week of August.

there is a grand panorama of the distant Alps of

The fee, which includes all charges for the use the Bernese Oberland, whence the effect of rosy

of apparatus and materials , but not the travelling Alpine glow is frequently caught on their snowy

expenses incurred in connection with the excur- summits.

sions, will be £3 35. Special certificates of atten- The indefatigable Swiss organising committee

dance will be issued to those who follow the whole has arranged for three excursions to be taken

course . Names of intending students should be during the meeting : one to a country resort not

sent as soon as possible to the Curator , School of very far out of the town which commands fine

Geography, Oxford.
views of the Alps ; another will be made to

Fribourg , the town known to many of us only

Elementary Physics and Chemistry for the Use of Schools.
from Ruskin's sketch of its turreted walls in

Book III. Chemistry. By John Bidgood. 144 pp.
“ Modern Painters.” The third excursion is to be

(Long

mans . ) 25.- Mr. Bidgood suggests that this little book will
a longer one , first to the town of Thun , and thence

prove of service as a reading and lesson book . Provided the by steamer along the lake of Thun as far as Inter

reader does what the author tells him in the book his reading laken, so that the Jungfrau may be seen more

will be of service. The directions given for the performance closely.

of experiments are clearly and simply expressed , and short The committee is also compiling a list of hotels

summaries are provided at the ends of chapters . and pension mountain resorts in different parts of

2
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Switzerland to which members may go and enjoy time we do agree with Prof. Jones that a closer

a longer stay , while the facilities offered by the connection between mathematics and chemistry is

railway companies in reducing the fares will , it is to be encouraged in every way. Unfortunately,

hoped , enable many a teacher of modest means to at the moment, there is a great tendency for

enjoy a longer holiday among the glorious moun- physical chemists to go ahead of the experimental

tains and lakes . facts and to lose the sense of proportion and

The membership fee for the Congress is ten chemical feeling

francs. M. Oscar Blom is the Treasurer , Direc- The “ Principles of Inorganic Chemistry ” is

teur du Musée Industriel , Bern ; or the sum of based entirely on ionic conceptions, and in the

8s . 4d .may be sent to the English representative , worship of the ions the chemical properties of the
Miss Ethel M. Spiller , II , Highbury Crescent , elements and their compounds have often suffered ;

London , N. M. Genoud has , meanwhile, esti- is it not somewhat alarming to read that “ con

mated that the entire cost of travelling from sumed in large quantities copper ions are poison
London and a fortnight's stay in Switzerland need ous ; or that “ Kainite is used to enrich the soil in

not be more than £8 , while a prolonged visit potassium ions, which are so much needed by

would only mean the additional cost of about five many plants ” ; “ sodium nitrate forms a solution of

francs per day at various pensions mentioned on NO , ions , which are taken up by plants and are
the list.

among the most valuable fertilising agents ” ; or ,

So much of the success of meetings of this kind again , that “ mercuric chloride furnishes a con

depends upon adequate preparation beforehand venient means of obtaining mercuric ions, which

that it is earnestly requested that all who can are very poisonous to most forms of life " ? The

possibly do so will lessen the labours of our Swiss intelligent student of this book can well be pictured

friends by enrolling themselves as members at the attempting to buy materialised ions at the local

earliest possible date . chemist's shop .

Throughout, the generalisation comes first and

the facts are fitted to it , so that the student is not

led to think constructively : thus we read that were

it not for the periodic system we should never think

IONS AND PHASES . of dealing with the elements copper , silver and

gold in the same connection as sodium and po .
HE titles of the half- dozen books under notice tassium . Surely the relationships existing be

clearly afford evidence of the physical trend tween these elements were established first and

of chemistry at the present moment . But the periodic system subsequently based on their

however valuable an aid physical chemistry, with recognition .

all the new conceptions it is bringing us , is to the Prof. Jones's smaller book is designed for the be

advanced worker, it is impossible to help feeling ginner and contains a number of directions for

that the time is not yet come to give up , as Prof. practical work : it is substantially, however, a

Ostwald would wish , all our cherished and long- series of extracts from the larger manual .

established conceptions . And it seems a great Prof. Walker's “ Introduction to Physical Che

mistake to teach chemistry from the very begin- mistry ” is so well known that it is only necessary

ning on a purely ionic basis such as Prof. Jones to express satisfaction at its being brought up to

proposes : more especially as by far the major date in a third edition ; it gives a clear and concise ,

proportion of students in any elementary chemistry though necessarily somewhat condensed statement

class in this country do not subsequently intend to of the subject of physical chemistry and should be

enter the chemical profession . read by all students of chemistry . The author

In his preface Prof. Jones claims that the state has throughout avoided the use of any but the

of development of any natural science can be most elementary mathematics, so that the work is

measured by the extent to which mathematical intelligible to all .

methods have been applied to it : but the chemist Prof. Young's " Fractional Distillation " appeals

may fairly ask him in return whether ions or to the advanced worker in the laboratory : he has

mathematical conceptions will bring us any nearer written an eminently practical treatise on the sub

the synthesis of protoplasm — there is not a word ject which cannot fail to be of considerable value .

of mathematics throughout Fischer's wonderful The apparatus for and methods of carrying out

syntheses in the sugargroup, one of the greatest a distillation are dealt with at length and the theo

achievements of modern chemistry . At the same retical aspect of the subject is fully considered .

The description and comparison of the efficiency

of the various forms of still -head is of especial

! " Principles of Inorganic Chemistry . ” Prof. H. C. Jones . xx. + 521 pp.
importance, whilst not only are many actual ex

(Macmillan . ) 175. amples given , mostly from Prof. Young's own
" Elements of Inorganic Chemistry. " Prof. H. C. Jones. ix . + 343 pp .

work , but the book also contains much unpublished(Macmilla n . ) 6s . 6d .

** Introduction to Physical Chemistry." Prof. James Walker , F.R.S. work .

vi . + 368 pp . (Macmillan.) 195.

Prof. S. Young , F.R.S. We have been much interested in reading Dr.
(Macmillan . ) Bs . 6d.

Findlay's “ Phase Rule ,” which marks a great" The Phase Rule and Its Application .” Dr. Alex . Findlay. Ixiv. +

313 pp. ( Longmans.) 5s.
advance on all previous treatises on this latest

" Introduction to the Study of Physical Chemistry ."

Ramsay , K.C. B. , F.R.S. 48 pp. ( Longmans.)
branch of physical chemistry, presenting the

+ )

* Fractional Distillation . xii . + 284 pp .

Sir William

IS. net .
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subject in what is really a readable form . As the himself adds that “ education does not exist

author points out, an acquaintance with the prin except as a concept of themind : we should speak

ciples of the phase rule is becoming increasingly of persons to be educated.”

important to the student of metallurgy and geo- His order of lectures is surely the right one

logy and it is all important that an attempt should body, mind, soul ; but the immense importance of

bemade to present the subject in such a way as to health is not fully recognised, and he speaks

appeal to this class : we fear, however , that the nowhere of the value which would be gained if

sections on alloys , though of necessity brief, are teachers could regularly study for medicine, or if

not yet in the form to be easily assimilated by such advisory boards of doctors and teachers could be

students. allowed to issue broadcast the plainest and simplest

We are glad to see that in his preface Dr. Find advice to schools and homes.

lay gives due credit to the important work of Van't In regard to games he is optimistic , and he

Hoff in this field ; because , however much credit is claims for America that it is there “ considered

due to Roozeboom for the revelation of the prin- better to lose fairly than to win unfairly ." By

ciple embedded in Willard Gibbs's phase rule , it the side of this we may put President Eliot's

must not be forgotten that the whole subject was comment on Harvard football : “ The martial

originally worked out by Van't Hoff, stage by axiom-attack the enemies ' weakest point - inevi.

stage , without the use of any rule at all . It is tably leads to a deliberate onslaught on the cripple

a question whether there is not a danger at the or the convalescent in the opposing line ; and the

present moment of too much emphasis being laid habitual violation of rules , if penalties be escaped,

on the importance of the phase rule. However is regarded by many as merely amusing " (Mosely
important it may be as the basis of classification Report , p . 16, note). President Eliot is so often

of different cases of chemical equilibrium and as a quoted in Dr. Thorne's book that we add this

guide to the arrangement of the results obtained in indictment.

the investigation of unknown systems, it does not The writer regards religion under the head of

allow of a forecast being made beforehand as to Art , and defends the reading of the Bible without

what is likely to happen in any particular system , comment. He does not say how far even this

and so , for example , play the part which the peri- reading has been given up in his own country ;

odic arrangement of the elements did for Germa- and in this part of his book he appears to be

nium . In practice , the determination of the writing timidly .

number of forms stable under the conditions of A common sense addition to the Herbartian

experiment often gives rise to considerable diffi- theory of interest occurs in his psychological chap

culty : it must not be forgotten that the problem ters . Effort, he says , is worth more than interest .

can only be solved experimentally. “ Form the habit of doing something disagreeable

The book is well ' illustrated and frequent re- every day."

ferences are given to the original work on the The whole book is full of idealism , and it is

subject. It forms the first of a series of Text refreshing reading. It does not add to our know

Books of Physical Chemistry to be edited by Sir ledge of what education for all ought to be, but it

William Ramsay, who has written a brief introduc- does encourage the teacher who tries to find out

tion pointing out the main lines along which the what education for the units ought to be .

development of physical chemistry has proceeded . It contains the usual assumption that we and

the nineteenth century are the only people who

have studied these questions, and it girds at

mediaeval notions regarding physical education ;

while , as a matter of fact, we are only slowly

arriving at the mediaeval notion—which was that

THE PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION . ' every boy ought to become a man . According

to modern critics , in America boys are in danger

of becoming women .

HIS weighty book from an American pro

fessor is a series of lectures expanded . It

considers education under biological , physi

ological , sociological , psychological , and philo

sophical aspects. It contains short bibliographies,

and is full of apposite quotations and illuminating
THE WORK OF THE SCHOOL BOARD

remarks. It is entirely religious, we might say
FOR LONDON.1

Christian , in tone , and for this very reason will be

welcomed by large numbers of teachers and looked
THE School Board for London has ceased to exist, but

on with suspicion by many critics .
London will continue for many years to benefit by the good

Dr. Thorne seems to lament that there is no
work accomplished during the thirty - four years of its existence.

unanimity in our conception of education , but
The members of the Board held their last meeting on April

TH

1 “ The Philosophy of Education ." By H. H. Thorne. i . + 29; pp.

(Macmillan .) 75. 6d.

1 “ Final Report of the School Board for London , 1870-1904 With the

Valedictory Address of the Right Hon. Lord Reay , Chairman of the

Board ." xxiv. + 378 pp . (King.)
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28th . In addition , there were present , at the invitation of the English . Although the “ Code " of the Education Department

Board, a large number of members of previous Boards, members before 1900 dealt in a meagre and spasmodic manner with this

of the London Education Committee, Board - school managers, important subject, neither the Department nor the Board seem

teachers, officials , and others interested in educational to have considered that a full command of their own language,

matters. Numerous votes of thanks, including those to the such as is obtained in the elementary schools of the United

officers of the Board , the teachers , honorary members of sub- States, Germany, and France, ought to be acquired by all chil

divisional committees, honorary school managers, chairmen of dren before leaving school . The “ Code " of 1900 assigned to

committees , the vice -chairman , and the chairman , were agreed English its proper place in the curriculum , and it is to be hoped

to with enthusiasm and suitably acknowledged. Then the that we shall emulate the Americans in the attention they

Chairman delivered his valedictory address, and the School bestow on this subject.

Board for London passed out of existence to the singing of Another of the causes of the improvement in the education

“God save the King." of the children has been the greater regularity of attendance.

The Chairman's concluding address and the final report of In 1871 , when it may be assumed that only those children were

the Board together provide the student of education with all the in school whose parents were anxious to have them educated,

material necessary to estimate the great educational progress in the percentage stood at 78-3 ; but this percentage was not again

the metropolis since 1870. All that can be done here is to reached until 1877. In 1881 the percentage of average atten

refer to a few important subjects as an indication of the inter- dance had risen to 7997 , but it was not until the year 1895 that

esting material to be found in the useful volume before us. so high a percentage was again reached. In the following year

As indicative of the immensity of the problem with which the it was 80'4 , and there was no very great improvement until

London School Board has been concerned , Lord Reay stated that 1899, when the percentage was 81'2. But in 1901 the per

since 1871 the population of London has grown from 3,261,000 centage had risen to 82.4, and from that time each year has

to 4,536,000 in 1901, a total increase of 1,275,000 persons. shown an improvement ; the percentage for 1902.3 being 856.

The increase of the population of London during the period The figures for 1903-4 will in all probability show a further

mentioned is greater than the combined populations of Man- improvement of 1 : 6 per cent . , making a percentage of 87.2 .

chester and Liverpool in 1901. It would be necessary to add It appears to be undoubted that the number of children who

to these the population of Darlington to establish an equi- needed educational provision when the Board commenced work

librium. Or, to put it in another way , the number of inhabited in 1870 was at least a quarter of a niillion , although the Board

houses in London has grown from 418,802 in 1871 to 574,346 in did not at first recognise the full extent of the deficiency.

1901, an increase of 155,544. The total number of inhabited From that time up to the present the Board has provided

houses in Liverpool in 1901 was only 123.469 . Still more re- 559,667 places in permanent schools, and a large number of

markable is the increase in the rateable value of the metropolis. school places are projected. There are now 475 permanent

In 1872 it was nearly £ 20,000,000, in 1903 it was nearly schools.

£ 40,000,000. Thus, though the population and inhabited The total expenditure incurred up to September, 1903, upon

houses have increased by 28 per cent . , the ratable value has the purchase of 531 sites , amounts to £3,832,818 , together with

increased 50 per cent . a sum of £522,192 for costs. The total area of these sites is

Referring to the progress made since 1870 in the educational 493 acres . The expenditure for building day schools has been

standard of the elementary schools of the Board , Lord Reay rather more than £ 14,000,000. The cost of maintenance per

said : Much of the progress that has been made is doubtless child has steadily grown. In 1890 the average annual gross

attributable to the wise policy adopted by the Board of leaving cost was £3 8s. 8d . per child , and the net cost to 2 is . 8d . In

a large amount of discretion to the head teacher of each depart- 1903 these figures stood at £4 25. 9d. , and £3 2s. respectively.

ment in fixing the curriculum . This policy has encouraged The most serious item in this cost is the salaries of the teachers.

experiment, has utilised the special knowledge of various This has grown from £2 tos . 6d . per child in 1890 to

teachers to the greatest extent , and has enabled them to adapt £3 14s. 8d . in 1903. The difficult question of the scale of

the curriculum to local requirements. Much of that progress is teachers ' salaries is one from which the Board has rarely been

also due to the high ideal set before the Board and the public free .

by the committee appointed by the first Board to consider “ We transfer," said Lord Reay, towards the end of his

curriculum , of which Prof. Huxley was the chairman. In the address, “ to the new Education Authority an administration

report of that committee the following subjects were stated to which has grown its present dimensions concurrently with the

be essential: the Bible and the principles of religion and expansion of the metropolis. We place at their disposal a staff

morality ; reading, writing , arithmetic , English grammar and of experienced officials, some of whom have grown grey in our

composition, book -keeping in the senior schools , and mensura- service, all of whom have served us with zeal . We transfer a

tion in senior boys' schools, systematised object lessons, large staff of teachers , to whose exertions the efficiency of the

embracing in the six school years a course of elementary instruc- schools is mainly due, and London has every reason to appre

tion in physical science ; the history of England , elementary ciate the devotion with which they discharge their duties, often

geography, elementary social economy, elementary drawing, under many discouragements and difficulties. The organisation

music and drill, plain needlework and cutting -out in girls' of elementary education in London is very superior to that of
departments. The discretionary subjects were : domestic

secondary and higher education , for which much remains to be

economy, algebra and geometry . How far the scheme was done. The rate of progress since the Act of 1870 came into

from any approach to realisation may be measured by the fact operation has been very marked . The rate of progress during

that in the year ended December, 1873 , the numbers of chil- the next thirty years cannot be the same, but I have no doubt

dren who earned grants in specific subjects were as follows : that we shall witness further progress , and that the children

geography, 150 ; grammar, 70 ; history, 42 ; algebra , 6 ; and will leave school always better equipped for the battle of life.”

animal physiology, 2 . In 1876 the number of children earning In conclusion the Chairman said : “ Our prosperity depends to

grants in specific subjects had risen to 3,381 , and in 1903 the a large extent on the training given to the children , who are ihe

number receiving instruction in optional ” subjects was heirs of that vast inheritance transmitted to us by the energy of

185,611 . our ancestors, which will require all the sagacity of future genera

One curious feature in the history of English education has tions to maintain and to develop, and upon which we invoke

been the slight value which has been attached to the teaching of God's blessing .
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THE NEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

CODE .

encouraging them in organised games, but also by instructing

them in the working of some of the simpler laws of health .”

“ And , though their opportunities are but brief, the teachers

can yet do much to lay the foundations of conduct . They can

endeavour, by example and influence , aided by the sense of

discipline which should pervade the school , to implant in the

children habits of industry , self control , and courageous per

severance in the face of difficulties ; they can teach them to

reverence what is noble, to be ready for self-sacrifice, and to

strive their utmost after purity and truth ; they can foster a

strong respect for duty, and that consideration and respect for

others which must be the foundation of unselfishness and the

true basis of all good manners ; while the corporate life of the

school, especially in the playground , should develop that

instinct for fair play and for loyalty to one another which is the

germ of a wider sense of honour in later life .”

Recent codes have contained a list of subjects which , as a

rule, must be taught in all elementary schools, and a longer list

of subjects which may be taught in appropriate circumstances.

The Board of Education has this year emphasised the essential

character of a curriculum as a discipline or means of education ;

exhibited the course of instruction as a connected whole ; and

indicated the scope of the instruction to be given . The new

Code states that the education given in every primary school

should be based on a graduated course in the following subjects :

the English language, arithmetic, knowledge of common phe .

nomena of the external world , geography, history , drawing,

singing, physical exercises , and plain needlework for girls .

The first six subjects should be taught in relation to each other

and with reference to the surroundings of the children .

The Board of Education is to be congratulated on the

greatly simplified form of the “ Code of Regulations for Public

Elementary Schools ” for 1904. It is sincerely to be hoped ,

but scarcely to be expected , that , as urged in the prefatory

memorandum , the Code in its new form may be read and under

stood by the general public, especially by the parents of the

children attending the elementary schools .

The Code recognises more fully than ever before that the

chief function of the elementary school is to prepare children

to perform with intelligence and honesty the duties of mature

life . It rightly emphasises the fact that the teacher's object is

most likely to be attained by developing naturally as many as

possible of the faculties of the children ; and insists that this

development is best encouraged , not by an inordinate appeal to

the verbal memory, as in former years when snippets of miscel

laneous information were learnt by heart , but rather by en

couraging the children to think for themselves, to exercise their

own immature powers, and to learn by doing .

These conclusions are arrived at by a study of the first chapter

of the Code, with its single page of subjects, with its absence of

detailed syllabuses of work for different standards, and a com

parison of this simple, yet truly educational , scheme with the

detailed schedules of former years . For the future it will be

possible for each school to develop on its own individual lines ;

each head teacher will be able so to mould the instruction that

local needs are met. In fact , it is now reasonable to suppose

that the majority of our boys and girls will leave school not

with a distaste for knowledge and a hatred of books, but with a

desire continually to add to their mental equipment . To a love

for good literature they will add an open -eyed interest in natural

phenomena and a power of intelligent observation on scientific

lines- resources of a pure kind which will ensure a healthy and

virtuous use of their leisure hours.

We commend the introduction to the Code to all who are

concerned with elementary education , whether as teachers or

administrators, for it sets forth in the clearest language the ideal

to be striven after by all primary schools . The following

extracts will show that rigid uniformity and mechanical methods

are to be discouraged , and that training is in the future to take

the place of cramming :

“ The purpose of the public elementary school is to form and

strengthen the character and to develop the intelligence of the

children entrusted to it , and to make the best use of the school

years available in assisting both girls and boys, according to

their different needs, to fit themselves , practically as well as

intellectually , for the work of life.

“ With this purpose in view it will be the aim of the school

to train the children carefully in habits of observation and clear

reasoning , so that they may gain an intelligent acquaintance

with some of the facts and laws of nature ; to arouse in them a

living interest in the ideals and achievements of mankind, and

to bring them to some familiarity with the literature and history

of their own country ; to give them some power over language

as an instrument of thought and expression, and , while making

them conscious of the limitations of their knowledge, to develop

in them such a taste for good reading and thoughtful study as

will enable them to increase that knowledge in after years by

their own efforts.

“ The school must, at the same time, encourage to the utmost

the children's natural activities of hand and eye by suitable

forms of practical work and manual instruction ; and afford them

every opportunity for the healthy development of their bodies ,

not only by training them in appropriate physical exercises and

THE EDUCATION BILL FOR

SCOTLAND.

The introduction of the new Education Bill marks an impor

tant epoch in the history of Scottish education. By this

measure Mr. Graham Murray has put the crown and seal upon

the great work of his predecessor , Lord Balfour, in the field of

education . The long postponement of this reform has , after

all , proved a blessing in disguise , as it has resulted in an almost

universal agreement as to the main lines such a reform should

take , and of which the present Bill is the practical outcome.

However well school boards have discharged their duties in

the past , it has for a considerable time been recognised that they

had reached the limits of their usefulness, and that further

development was impossible under their auspices. The Bill

itself, and its enthusiastic reception in the country , may fairly

be claimed as a tribute to the national good sense in the

matter of education . Political and sectarian prejudices, though

running deep and strong , have been by common consent

rigidly excluded from the consideration of educational questions ,

which are examined solely from the standpoint of national

needs .

Unity of management of all grades of education over greatly

extended areas may justly be regarded as the vital principle of

the Bill, and the resultant benefits from the adoption of this

principle alone would be sufficient to justify the chorus of praise

with which the Bill has been received . Adequate provision

now be made for secondary and technical education in

every educational area , and the incidence of the cust will rightly

fall on the whole community sharing its benefits. The con

fusion and overlapping that have long prevailed in the sphere of

secondary education will now cease , and for the first time there

is established a real organic unity between the different grades

and kinds of education which have hitherto been regarded as

enclosed in water-tight compartments with no relations to one
another.

can
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The whole nation is deeply indebted to Mr. Graham Murray

for crystallising in such an admirable manner the hopes and

aspirations of all interested in education , and for producing a

measure which, while initiating a great forward movement,

preserves all that is best and most distinctive in the present

educational system.

The chief provisions of the measure are given in the following

abstract :

CONSTITUTION AND ELECTION OF SCHOOL BOARDS.

( 1 )-(a ) The new educational areas shall be the “ districts "

of counties as constituted in terms of the Local Government

Act of 1889.

( ó ) In the case of the smaller counties not so divided, the

whole county shall constitute the educational area .

(c) Edinburgh ( including Leith ) , Glasgow ( including

Govan ) , Dundee and Aberdeen shall form separate educa

tional areas. All other burghs are to be merged in the sur

rounding county districts.

(2 ) For each educational area there is to be a school board

elected ad hoc, which shall have control of all grades and

kinds of education .

( 3) The new school boards are to be elected on the county

and burgh council franchise , and on the same day and in the

same place as the elections for these bodies.

POWERS OF SCHOOL BOARDS .

( 1 ) There shall be established by each school board a

" school fund," to which shall be carried all sums received

from parliamentary grants, and from the Education (Scotland )

Fund , or raised by way of loans, or otherwise received for
educational purposes.

( 2 ) The deficiency between the school ſund and the expen

diture shall be met by means of a local rate within the education

district .

( 3) The school boards are empowered to use the school fund

in carrying out the following objects :

(a) In providing, under their own direction or through

managers, any form of education or instruction which may

from time to time be sanctioned by any code or minute of the

Department , and in providing for the physical training and

recreation of the pupils attending schools within their educa

tion district , and for their medical examination and super.

vision .

( 6) In paying, either separately or in combination with

other school boards, the salaries of visiting teachers giving

instruction in several schools in turn , or of superintendents

and organisers of technical or other special forms of educa

tion .

( c) In granting pecuniary aid upon such conditions as they

may from time to time prescribe to schools and institutions

not under their charge, where such schools or institutions are

recognised by the Department as supplying efficient educa.

tion .

( d ) In establishing bursaries of such amount as they may

fix from time to time , to be open to pupils attending schools

within their district , whether such schools are under their

charge or not , and to be tenable at schools or institutions

recognised in terms of this Act as supplying efficient higher

education , or at a university .

( e) In bringing opportunities for education within easier

reach of children in outlying parts of their district , whether by

providing vehicles, paying travelling expenses for teachers or

children , or otherwise , whenever the school board shall con

sider such special provision or expenditure required by the

circumstances of their district or of any part thereof.

( f ) In paying pensions or retiring allowances to teachers

in their employment who were certificated teachers before the

commencement of the Elementary School Teachers (Super

annuation) Act , 1898 , irrespective of whether such teachers

have accepted the said Act or not , and anything in the said

Act to the contrary notwithstanding .

(4) The school board shall commit the management of each

school under their charge to a set of managers, one-third of

whom shall be appointed by the school board , and two- thirds

by the parish or burgh council .

(5) The duties of such managers shall be determined by the

school boards, but shall not include the borrowing or raising of

money, the incurring of capital expenditure, or the dismissing

of teachers.

EDUCATION (SCOTLAND ) FUND .

( 1 ) A fund, consisting of all moneys , other than the annual

parliamentary grants , at present separately paid to Scotland

from Imperial sources , shall be established and administered by

the Scotch Education Department .

( 2 ) This fund shall be applied to the following objects in the

order specified :

(a) To defraying the cost of the inspection and examination

ofsecondary schools, the cost of the leaving certificate examina

tion , and of such medical examination or supervision as the

Department may deem necessary .

( 6) To establishing and maintaining a central fund from

which the department shall make grants in aid of the capital

expenditure on new institutions for technical education.

(c) To making special grants for :

( 1 ) Technical institutions and secondary schools .

(2 ) Subsidising the bursary schemes established by
school boards.

( 3 ) Aiding the provision of a sufficient staff of teachers in

public schools.

(4) Meeting the extra expenditure in poor and sparsely

populated districts .

(d ) To distributing, after satisfying the foregoing purposes ,

the balance of the fund to schools in receipt of parliamentary

grants, and in proportion to the average attendance of the

scholars in such schools .

PROVINCIAL COUNCILS.

( 1 ) Four provincial councils shall be established and meet at

Edinburgh, Glasgow , Aberdeen and Inverness.

(2) The members shall include representatives of the county

councils, school boards, universities , and teachers .

(3) The function of these councils will be to advise the

Department on matters referred to them , and to approach the

Department on any question affecting the educational interest of

the province .

THE SECOND READING.

The second reading of the new Bill admirably illustrated the

contrast between an English and Scottish debate on education .

This difference was epigrammatically put by Mr. Bryce, who

said that in the one case they had “ passion without progress, "

and in the other case “ dulness without discord .” But though

the debate was certainly not vivacious, it was by no means

tedious , but rather intensely practical and earnest . While

there was almost universal agreement with the broad lines of

the measure, there was great variety of opinion in regard to

details , and it may safely be assumed that its passage through

committee will be decidedly livelier than during the first two

stages. One of the most striking features of the debate was the

attack by members from both sides of the House upon the

excessive and yearly increasing despotism of the Education

Department. “ We have been too much under the thumb of

the Department, " said Sir Mark Stewart , and this sentiment

was re - echoed by speaker after speaker . Mr. Haldane said

that the Bill retained in an aggravated form all the authority

which the Department had year by year arrogated to itself, and

he hoped that when the Bill came to the committee stage
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business and the pride of earning money have a great influence

on the faculties. The “ good boy may be merely docile,

timid, obedient ; the “ bad boy ” may be listless or even defiant

because his interest is not aroused.-The Rev. Dr. Gow in the

Parents' Review , May, 1904 .

greatly increased powers would be given to the school boards

at the expense of the Department . There can be no doubt that

the Department during the past two or three years has, by its

irritating and incessant interferences on matters of the smallest

details, alienated the sympathy of all public bodies that have

had dealings with it , and the outburst during the second reading

proves the existence of a feeling which may go even too far in

curbing the powers of the Department.

The appointment of managers also gave rise to a good deal of

controversy, and the general opinion was that managers were an

incongruity in a body specially elected to deal with education.

If managers were to have real powers, they lessened the

influence and importance of the school board itself ; if they

were to have no real power, they were superfluous and multi

plied labour without any corresponding advantage.

A good deal of the discussion had relation to the proposed

establishment of four provincial councils. The principle of

these councils was generally approved , but the feeling was

general that one National Council would be much more effective

as an exponent of Scottish educational opinion . Mr. Graham

Murray gave scant encouragement to the idea of a National

Council whose influence might some day completely overshadow

that of the Department. Members, however, may be trusted to

accept the four councils offered as giving promise of something

better at a future date.

Fault was also found with the area which Mr. Graham

Murray has adopted for his Bill , one considering it too large,

and several considering it too small . The Secretary for Scot

land had a good deal of sympathy with the latter , and indicated

that he would not be unwilling to combine districts if a reason

able case could be made out for so doing . Notwithstanding all

these differences of opinion, general expression was given to

the feeling that the Bill was a good one even as it stood , and the

hope is universal that the Government may be preserved in

power till it has passed .

The idea that a given sum will build and equip a laboratory,

and that once set going it will run itself and require nothing

more than occasional small sums to replace loss by breakage

and the like , is a pernicious fallacy. New methods, requiring

new or improved instruments, appear each year, and these

instruments must be had , if there is to be any pushing forward

into the unknown in the branch to which they are adapted. It

is à noteworthy fact that, crude as the materials of the early

experimenters were, they were the best for their purpose to be

had in the world of that time. Faraday insulated his wires with

bits of string and old calico, but no one had better insulated

wire. Davy obtained sodium and potassium by electrolysis, but

he had the biggest and best galvanic battery in existence at the

time. It would have been practically impossible to discover

Hertzian waves, or Röntgen rays, or wireless telegraphy,

without the best of induction coils. And so we might continue

ad infinitum . - Prof. S. L. Eigelow at the dedication of

Palmer Hall , Colorado College, U.S.A. From Science, April

22nd, 1904.

I MAINTAIN that the one supreme gift that the good school

can give its pupil is a lifelong for the best books. School

should engender in its pupils a love for all that is good and

beautiful and true . Humanity has banked nearly all its good

and true and many of its beautiful deeds in books, so that the

school that cannot lead its children to this bank disinherits

them. How can children know the nobility and grandeur of

which huinanity is capable if they love not books ? To deny

them books is to deny them ideals-it is, indeed, to slam the

gates of heaven in their faces. --Mr. R. E. Hughes in “ The

Development of Power in School Work ” (Arnold : Leeds).

POINTS OF VIEW.

HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS.In these days scientific training is an indispensable condition

of success in commercial and industrial life. To be thoroughly

effective it requires all the help which research and modern

appliances can give . You are therefore wise in providing

improved equipment and widened opportunity for instruction ,

which this college will henceforth supply. You have told me

that the efforts of your department to extend scientific education

amongst the people have been supported by public sympathy,

and by the co -operation of representative popular bodies . I

am glad to receive this assurance, for without such sympathy

and co - operatior any scheme of technical instruction , however

well devised , must fail to come into close touch with the life of

the people, and must ſall short of complete success .

with you in thinking that a complete system of education is

necessary for the full realisation of your aims, and my best

wishes go with your efforts to improve the inteilectual and

material condition of the country .—THE KING at the laying of

the first stone of the Royal College of Science for Ireland .

I agree

In the agreements between Great Britain and France which

were announced in the middle of April , we find a good oppor

tunity for making the study of history interesting to our scholars

in both senses of that ambiguous word. Our practical every

day interests have been much advanced by this treaty between

the two Western Powers which are respectively the allies of the

two Far Eastern belligerents . The maintenance of the peace of

the world is made more secure by this evidence of the desire of

the two Atlantic powers to limit the Russo -Japanese war to

the Pacific and its western coasts . But a first glance at the

contents of the treaties suggests one obvious reflection . What

would the framers of the Treaty of Utrecht have said if they

had been told that the question of Newſoundland fisheries

could have any possible connection with the Empire of Japan ?

The wars of the eighteenth century began in the Atlantic ; only

after fifty years or more was even India involved. And now, so

much has the world grown that there is scarcely a quarter of

the globe that does not find mention in the recent treaty or at

least is not thought of by the framers thereof .

The agreement will also make some of our history teaching

more interesting in the ordinary sense of the word . How it

makes the Treaty of Utrecht a reality when we find that Ar

ticle 13 is only now abolished after nearly two hundred years of

friction ! Some parts of that treaty are still valid. Not only

the possession of Newfoundland itself and other North American

APTITUDE at school does not necessarily point to success in

aſter -life, which , in most callings , depends more on nerve ,

energy, temper, than on mere brain - power. Everybody knows

doctors and lawyers of the highest ability and learning who yet

fail to secure clients. And dulness at school does not neces

sarily point to failure in after - life , for the same reasons, and also

because a boy may have hobbies which are not indicated in his

school-life, and again because the stress and urgency of a man's
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.
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territory, but the recognition by France of the “ Protestant

succession ” in Great Britain , date from Utrecht , though the

thought of the present French Republic even dreaming of re

storing the Stuarts excites a smile. And still more old -world

like and out of date are those clauses of the Brito-Spanish

treaty of Utrecht by which we gained the right to import

negroes into South America as slaves . The work of Clarkson and

Wilberforce has made that kind of agreement absolutely im

possible, and the country which knighted John Hawkins for

inaugurating the traffic now at least professes (and does much to

maintain its profession ) to be opposed to all slavery , at least in

the older sense of the word.

The President of the Board of Education has appointed

a Departmental Committee to inquire into the present working

of the Royal College of Science, including the School of Mines,

to consider in what manner the staff, together with the buildings

and appliances now in occupation or in course of construction ,

may be utilisea to the fullest extent for the promotion of higher

scientific studies in connection with the work of existing or

projected institutions for instruction of the same character in

the metropolis or elsewhere, and to report on any changes

which may be desirable in order to carry out such recommenda

tions as they may make. Sir Francis Mowatt is chairman of the

committee ; and Mr. J. C. G. Sykes, assistant secretary in the

branch of the board which deals with evening schools, tech

nology, and higher education in science and art , has been ap

pointed secretary to the committee. The London County

Council is represented on the committee.

In the agreement about North Africa we are concerned

mainly with modern affairs. Yet for a moment our thoughts

go back to ancient times. Not to speak of Egypt in the pre

Roman days when it figured as a rival to Babylon , or was later

the seat of a Greek kingdom, the mention of Morocco and

Egypt reminds us of the Roman Empire and its province of

“ Africa ,” of Jugurtha and Cleopatra, and then of its conquest

by the followers of Mohammed on their westward course till

they were checked on the plains of Tours. Morocco is to

come under French influence because of her interests in Algeria ,

her nineteenth -century conquest, and in return France will lead

the way in acknowledging what has long been a notorious fact,

the largely predominant interest of Great Britain in Egypt.

Thus will disappear, in time , not only the dual control which

began in 1875 over then bankrupt Egypt , and practically ended

in 1881 when France refused to join us against Arabi, but also

the European commission which Great Britain has so far, at

least nominally, obeyed. To whom does Egypt belong ? is a

neat question in international politics , with which might also be

coupled the question , Who is the owner of Cyprus ?

The third report of the Mathematical Pass Examinations

Syndicate appointed by the University of Cambridge has now

been published . At present Part I. of the examination con

sists of three papers on the subjects of ( i . ) algebra , ( ii . ) geome

trical conic sections and Euclid xi . 1-21 , with easy exercises

on the geometry of Euclid , and (iii . ) analytical geometry, which

is optional . The Syndicate considers that geometrical conic

sections may with advantage be omitted from the obligatory

part of the examination , and that the paper on analytical geo

metry should be taken by all candidates. The recommenda.

tions of the Syndicate place analytical geometry in the second

part of the examination , and transfer trigonometry and mecha

nics to Part I. , in which part it is proposed to retain the

elements of solid geometry, which will thus, with algebra, trigo

nometry , and mechanics, constitute the obligatory subjects.

The Syndicate recommends, too , that plane geometry shall form

the subject of the voluntary paper. The voluntary paper in

Part II . shall , it is proposed , include easy exercises on integra

tion with simple applications.

It was only last year that Sweden finally lost the last remains

of her once extensive territories on the east and south of the

Baltic . In the Middle Ages she owned Finland , the territory

which extends northwards from St. Petersburg , and this was

not lost till 1815. In the Thirty Years War of the seventeenth

century she increased her territory south of the Gulf of Finland ,

but these accessions were lost by Charles XII. to his rival , Peter

the Great of Russia , who was seeking a seaboard for Muscovy .

But the German territory which Gustav Adolf won by his

championship of the Protestant cause remained for another

century in Swedish hands. Not till the great re-arrangement of

1814-15 was Swedish Pomerania finally ceded to the Prussian

king. In 1803, the port of Wismar , the former Hanse town

which Sweden had gained in the seventeenth century, was

pledged to Mecklenburg-Schwerin “ for about £ 60,000 with the

right to redemption at the end of either one or two centuries on

payment of the loan with accumulated interest.” But last year,

on a consideration of the estimates , it was decided to forgo this

right of redemption , and Sweden then finally abandoned the

town to the Grand Duke. Thus, almost unnoticed , passed

away the share of the Swedish kings in the German Empire.

The recommendations of the Syndicate may be summarised

as follows : -- Part I. to consist of four papers : ( 1 ) Elementary

algebra up to and including permutations, combinations, the

binomial theorem , logarithms ( including actual use of tables) , and

the exponential theorem ; (2 ) Elementary solid geometry, deal.

ing with the line , plane and sphere ; elementary trigonometry,

including solutions of triangles by logarithmic tables ; (3) Ele .

mentary mechanics (statics and dynamics) ; (4 ) Plane geometry ,

including harmonic ranges and pencils , properties of circles ,

simple properties of conic sections, orthogonal projection, in

version , reciprocation. Part II . to consist of three papers :

( 1 ) Analytical geometry ; (2 ) Elementary optics and astronomy,

viz . , explanation of phenomena , construction and use of the

more simple instruments ; ( 3) Elements of the differential and

integral calculus . Paper ( iv . ) in Part I. and Paper ( iii . ) in

Part II . to be voluntary, that is to say , students shall not be

required to present themselves for them , but the results shall be

taken into account in assigning the places in the class list ; and

marks shall be fixed to the names of those who pass satisfactorily

in these papers.

A Manual of the Science of Laundry Work. By Margaret

C. Rankin . 140 pp. ( Blackie .) Is . 60. - This book takes

too much chemical knowledge for granted on the part of the

reader to be of much service to ordinary students in laundry

classes. On page 14 , for example , we find chemical formulæ of

calcium bicarbonate , ammonium oxalate, and other compounds

given without previous explanation . At the same time there is a

great dealof information in the book concerning the materials used

in laundry work , and this should be of assistance to teachers of

the subject. The book is attractively printed , and contains help

ful illustrations.

Ar the recent annual meeting of the Froebel Society, Prof.

M. E. Sadler, president-elect of the society for the ensuing

year, delivered an address on Froebel and the place of industrial

training in education . He said that in the early training of

children , Froebel, following the conclusions of many great
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The Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction

for Ireland has published a second bulletin in its “ Science and

Art " series. The pamphlet is written by Mr. W. J. Lyons,

and is entitled “ The Spectrometer : its Construction , Adjust

ments and Uses."

thinkers on education before his time, held that handwork

should find a serious place ; but he was far from limiting the

application of this principle to the early stages of education .

In our elementary schools , however, said Prof. Sadler, the

classes for little children are far too large , and at any expense

that defect must be altered . We are also lamentably deficient

in a thorough and stimulating secondary education for boys and

girls in day schools at fees which are within the reach of

parents of small means. And, thirdly , we need to strengthen

far more all our institutions for research and higher education .

Prof. Sadler described an educational experiment which is

being tried in Liverpool . A house has been taken to which

girls , after leaving the elementary schools , go for a course of

technical instruction in domestic science . The subjects taught

are cookery, laundry work , household sewing, home dress

making and millinery, hygiene , and housewifery. As the

teachers live in the house and the girls keep it in order and

cook their own dinners, the instruction is thoroughly practical .

Prof. Sadler suggested that an experiment might be tried of a

higher elementary school , with a curriculum of which one-third

should be devoted to manual and physical training , and ex

pressed the hope that the authorities at one of our great public

schools may see their way to try the experiment of arranging for

some of the boys a course of instruction which shall include a

suitable amount of skilful graded handwork .

Dr. LLOYD SNAPE , director of education to the Lancashire

County Council, deals in his recent report on education other

than elementary within the administrative county of Lancaster,

with the position of assistant - masters in secondary schools. He

suggests that in the balance-sheet of every public secondary

school the salaries paid to each of the assistant - masters should

be shown. It is well known that the educational work per

formed in many secondary schools, especially the smaller

grammar-schools, has been greatly impaired by the fact that

inefficient and inadequately trained assistant-teachers have been

employed . That an unskilled band of workers is so otten

found on the teaching staff of secondary schools is mainly due

to the small salaries offered , and the uncertain tenure of

the position of an assistant - teacher . Dr. Snape recommends :

( 1 ) That a definite scale of salaries be adopted for teachers in

secondary schools, as has already been done for teachers in

elementary schools, and that the governors or other managers

of public secondary schools who may seek recognition by the

County Committee be required to pay their assistants in accord

ance with the scale . ( 2 ) That the appointment or the dismissal of

an assistant be made by the governors of the school , after first

receiving and considering the recommendations of the head .

master, and that an assistant whom it is proposed to dismiss

should be permitted personally to lay his case before the

governors .

Miss Walter is arranging this year another holiday for

women engaged in teaching and other professional work. Her

parties of the last four summers have been successful, and have

been useful to a number of ladies who could not otherwise have

enjoyed a continental trip. The party will start on August 2nd ,

travelling via Dover - Calais to Switzerland , and will stay at

Wengen and Grindelwald , amidst the beautiful scenery of the

Bernese Oberland , returning via Interlaken , Lucerne and Paris.

The time occupied will be a fortnight, and the cost about ten

guineas, inclusive of board and lodging at comfortable hotels

and second - class travelling. Those wishing to do so can

prolong their stay, as the tickets will be available for 25 days.

Early application should be made by those desiring to join the

party, as, owing to the crowded state of Swiss hotels in summer,

arrangements have to be made well in advance. Further in

formation may be obtained from Miss Walter, 38 , Wood berry

Grove, Finsbury Park, London , N. It should be noted that this

trip is in no sense a commercial enterprise , Miss Walter's design

being merely to enable those who could not go alone to benefit

by the economies which can be effected by travelling with a

party .

With a view to prevent the increasing loss of life and pro

perty owing to children playing with matches and with fire, the

British Fire Prevention Committee through a generous donation

from a Canadian member, offer the Committee's gold medal and

a purse of £20 for the best fable for children calculated to serve

as a warning against the danger of playing with matches or fire.

The competition for this prize is open to British subjects resident in

any part of His Majesty's dominions, and elementary school

teachers are particularly invited to compete . The executive of

the committee will act as judges, and will be assisted by a public

schoolmaster, an elementary schoolmaster, and a schoolmistress

Two silver and four bronze medals will also be

given as additional awards for meritorious essays. The con

ditions can be obtained at the Committee's offices, 1 , Waterloo

Place , London , S.W. , upon application by letter only, enclosing

a stamped addressed envelope.

The President of the Board of Education has appointed Si

Francis Fleming and Mr. Sidney Wells, principal of the Batter

sea Polytechnic, to be meinbers of the Teachers ' Registration

Council in the place of the Rev. Dr. W. A. Fearon and Mr.

james F. Hope, M.P. , resigned.

The Council of the Incorporated Association of Headmasters

has nominated the Rev. Canon G. C. Bell , ex - Master of Marl

borough College and president of the association, as its repre

sentative on the Teachers ' Registration Council , in place of Dr.

R. P. Scott , who has been appointed a staff inspector under the

Board of Education.

as assessors .

THE Private Schools Association continues to show signs of

its increasing activity . In addition to its successful conference

held at Oxford last month , there is the evidence provided by its

recently published “ Year-Book ” for 1904 . At the present

time there are 1,520 members of the Association , no fewer than

726 having been elected in the course of the year . The increase

in the number of sections and branches has kept pace with the

increase of membership, and these now number 48. To arrange

and consider the numerous questions which come before the

Council of the Association monthly for decision , five com

mittees have been formed, and these have already lightened the

work of the Council . We recommend all private schoolmasters

and schoolmistresses to procure a copy of the “ Year- Book,”

which is full of useful information . The general secretary of

the Association is Mr. H. R. Beasley , 9 , Bedford Court Man .

sions , Bedford Square, W.C.

The chairmen and vice-chairmen of the sub -committees

of the London Education Committee have been appointed as

follows, the name of the chairman of each committee being

printed first : Day Schools , Mr. E. A. Cornwall and Rev. Scott

Lidgett. Teaching staff : Mr. W. H. Dickinson and Mr. E.

Thesiger. Buildings and Attendance : Rev. A. W. Jephson

and Mr. G. Dew . Higher Education : Mr. S. Webb and

Sir C. Elliott . Special Schools : Mr. A. Allen and Mr. M.

Lawrence. Training of Teachers : Mr. G. Wallas and Mrs.

Bryant . Polytechnic and Evening Schools : Mr. E. Thesiger

and Mr. E. Bayley .
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nation ; ( 6) any additional vacancies occurring within six

months from the date of the announcement of the result of the

examination which the Head of the Department may desire to

have so filled . Applications for admission to attend the exami

nation must be received by the Secretary , Civil Service Com

mission , Burlington Gardens , S.W. , on or before July ist .

An open competitive examination for situations as assistant

examiner in the Patent Office will be held in London , com

mencing on July 19th , 1904. Not fewer than twenty -four

candidates will be appointed on the result of this examination ,

if so many should be found to be duly qualified. The limits of

age for these situations are 20 and 25 . Exercises will be set

in English composition (including spelling and handwriting ) ;

geometry (plane and solid) ; mechanics and mechanism ;

chemistry : electricity and magnetism ; general physics, hydro .

statics, heat , light and sound ; and French or German (transla

tion from the language into English ) . No subjects are

obligatory, but candidates must obtain such an aggregate

number of marks in the examination as a whole as may indicate

a competent amount of general proficiency. The salary of

assistant - examiners in the Patent Office is £150-£15-£450.

A fee of £5 will be required from each candidate attending the

examination . June 30th is the last day on which entry forms

will be received by the Secretary, Civil Service Commission

S.W.

9

)

DR. WILLIAM GARNETT has been appointed educational

adviser to the London Education Committee.

THE Board of Education has just issued the revised list of

twenty - five holiday courses which will be held on the Continent

at different times during the present year, but mostly in the

summer months. Five of the courses are in Germany, viz . ,

Griefswald, Jena, Königsberg, Marburg and Neuwied ; one in

Austria, viz . , Salzburg ; three in Switzerland , viz. , Geneva,

Lausanne and Neuchatel ; one is in Spain, viz. , Santander ; and

the rest are in France, viz. , Tours, Honfleur, Paris , Grenoble ,

Nancy, Besançon, St. -Servan -St. -Malo , Villerville -sur -Mer,

Boulogne, Caen , Bayeux , Lisieux and Dijon . The paper issued

by the Board of Education gives the date of each course, the

fees, return fares from London , lowest cost of boarding, prin

cipal su cts of instruction , address of the local secretary, and

other details of importance to intending students. Copies of

the paper can be obtained post free on application to the

Board of Education Library, St. Stephen's House , Cannon

Row, Whitehall , London , S.W.

An educational conference is to be held at Bradford in con

nection with the Bradford Exhibition , on June 30th and July 1st

and 2nd, under the presidency of Lord Reay. Admission to

the conference meetings will be free by ticket , but , as the

conference will meet in one of the exhibition buildings , the

usual charge ( Is . ) will be made for admission to the exhibition

grounds. Tickets for the conference may be obtained from the

Hon . Sec . , Education Conference, Education Offices, Bradford.

Among the subjects arranged for discussion are : “ The co

ordination of the various types of schools from the administra.

tive point of view " ; " the physical condition of children and

school hygiene " ; " the training of literary taste and the use

of the mother tongue ” ; “ nature-study " ; " the teaching of

elementary mathematics ”” ; child -study " ; " the need for

Dursery schools ” ; and “ the education of girls and boys from

five to twelve years of age." Addresses will be delivered by

many educationists of repute , and it is expected that the con

ference will be both useful and interesting .

Messrs. BREWSTER , Smith & Co. , of Cross Street , Fins

bury Pavement, London , E.C. , have issued a new catalogue

and price list of chemical apparatus. We notice among other

novelties that the catalogue gives full particulars of the special

blast Bunsen burners, of the midget furnaces already described

in these columns, and of the sulphuretted hydrogen apparatus

of Dr. Perkin.

The Civil Service Commissioners have announced that open

competitive examinations for the following services , viz . : -- The

Civil Service of India ; Eastern Cadetships in the Colonial

Service ; Clerkships (Class I. ) in the Home Civil Service ; will

be held concurrently this year . The examinations will com

mence on August ist . The limits of age for the several services

are as follows, viz . : -Civil Service of India 21-23, on January

Ist , 1904 ; Eastern Cadets 21-24, and Home Civil Service

(Class I. ) 22-24 , on August ist , 1904. Candidates may compete

for any one or more of the services on payment of a consolidated

fee of £6. The number of candidates to be selected for

Eastern Cadetships is at present six . The initial salary of

Eastern Cadets is £225 , increasing to t 300 after passing certain

examinations in native languages . There is prospect of pro

motion to posts carrying salaries of £ 1,600 in Hong Kong,

£ 1,700 in the Straits Settlements, and £2,260 in the Malay

States. The numbers of vacancies in the Indian Civil and

Home Civil Services are not at present announced . As regards

the Home Civil Service , the practice is to fill up on the result

of any particular examination : (a ) All the vacancies in

Class I. which may have been reported to the Commissioners

up to the date of the announcement of the result of the exami .

SCOTTISH .

The Education Bill has loosed the floodgates of debate over

the length and breadth of Scotland . If a perfect measure is not

evolved from the Government Bill it will not be for lack of

counsellors , but for excess of them . The following summary

includes all the main points upon which the various associations

of teachers are in agreement. ( 1 ) Power should be given to

combine two or more “ county districts ” where educational or

geographical considerations render this desirable. (2) The

appointment of managers should be left to the discretion of

school boards. When managers are deemed necessary, a

majority of such managers should be members of the school

board itself. ( 3 ) The appointment as well as the dismissal of

teachers should be retained in the hands of the school board ,

and not be delegated to managers. (4 ) All moneys granted

to schools from the Education (Scotland) Fund should be

allocated by the school boards. (5 ) Greater powers of initia .

tive in regard to the encouragement and development of higher

education should be left to the school boards. (6 ) The prin

ciple of advisory councils is approved, but one national

council , rather than four provincial councils, is asked for.

( 7 ) The schedule of duties of these councils should be extended

to include the review of all codes and minutes of the Depart.

ment prior to being issued . ( 8 ) All the officials of the council

or councils should be entirely independent of the Department.
:

PRINCIPAL STORY , on the occasion of the graduation cere.

mony at Glasgow University, referring to the new Education

Bill , said that the nation was deeply indebted to Lord Balfour of

Burleigh and Mr. Graham Murray for preserving the essential

features of the Scottish educational system , and for grafting on

to it provisions which would greatly extend its usefulness. He

regretted , however , that the control of the courses of study was

still left with the sages of the Department , and that the head

quarters of the Department were still outside Scotland . The

governing idea of the Bill seemed to be the bureaucratic one of

controlling the schools from an official centre rather than the

liberal idea of encouraging their life in the healthy freedom of

self-development . He regretted also to find in the Bill no in

dication of the necessity for raising teachers ' salaries . The

teachers of Scotland were as a rule un lerpaid , and , considering
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how much the character of the future generations depended on

their work , it was a base economy which stinted them of an

adequate remuneration .

HERR OTTO SALOMON, the distinguished Swedish educa

tionist and director of the Sloyd Seminary at Nääs, who is at

present on a visit to Scotland, was entertained in the E.C.

Training College, Edinburgh, by a large and representative

gathering of all interested in the cause of educational handwork .

Dr. Morgan, principal of the training college , who presided ,

said that Herr Salomon had devoted his whole life to the ser

vice of education . On him had fallen in large measure the

mantle of Pestalozzi, whom he strongly resembled in his edu

cational ideals and in the indomitable and disinterested manner

in which he had fought to have these ideals recognised . Herr

Salomon , in his reply, expressed his gratitude for the extreme

warmth of his reception on the occasion of this his first visit to

Scotland . He did not advocate the teaching of handwork in

schools as a preparation for any trade , but simply on educa

tional grounds, to develop the intelligence and build up

character, to teach the children to respect and love labour , and

to train them in accuracy , initiative and practical judgment .

IRISH .

During the past few weeks there has been considerable

public discussion of Irish education. It may, in fact , be said

that people in Ireland now believe in talking about education,

and we may hope that the next step will be a belief in education

itself. The most important discussion of recent years on Irish

education in the House of Commons took place on the report

of Mr. Dale on the primary schools. One or two things stood

out clearly in the debate. The first was the necessity of

abolishing the numerous boards which supervise Irish education ,

and establishing one central board to control schools primary,

secondary, and technical , but how far there should be local

representation on such a board was a moot question . Another

was that the present Chief Secretary has no solution of the

problem to suggest , and fears denominational antipathies.

Unfortunately Mr. Wyndham seems to be possessed of a desire

for economy all round , which is the one thing inconsistent with

efficient educational reform . He did , however, hold out a hope

that perhaps next year the Government would attempt to

tackle the problem . Such an attempt must be taken in hand

with more enthusiasm than the Government showed in the

debate.

This year Glasgow University, following the example of the

great English universities and public schools, has instituted a

Commemoration Day. The Scottish universities, from their

very constitution , must always be weak on the side of their

social and corporate life, as compared with their English rivals.

But it must be admitted that little was done in the past to keep

alive such social intercourse as the circumstances would admit .

Prof. Raleigh and Prof. Medley, with the hearty support of

Principal Story, have done much during the past few years to

redeem the university from this reproach . They have encou

raged the formation of class clubs in the various faculties, and

outside the university centre have formed associations of former

alumni. In this way they have sought to keep alive the

interest of the graduates in their Alma Mater. By the insti.

tution of a Commemoration Day it is hoped to provide a

rallying point and meeting-place for all who honour and love the

historic university . The notable success of the first meeting

must be a source of keen gratification to the promoters of it .

It is refreshing to turn to the new Royal College of Science,

the foundation stone of which was laid by the King on Leinster

Lawn , in Dublin , on April 28th. Whatever educational system

is eventually introduced into Ireland , this College will represent

the highest technical instruction , but how it will exactly fit in

with the undiscovered parts of a plan not yet in existence, no

one of course can say . Yet the opening ceremony takes us a

step forward . In the words of the address read by Sir Horace

Plunkett, as representing the Department of Technical Instruc

tion , “ the definite function of the College is to supply

advanced instruction in science as applied to agriculture and

industry ; to train teachers for technical schools, and for

secondary and intermediate schools in which science is taught ,

and to conduct research . ... They are striving to bring

applied science into an intimate and helpful relationship with

the agricultural and industrial life of the country. . . We

recognise that technical instruction cannot by itself attain the

fulfilment of its purpose . It is, therefore, our earnest hope that

the gracious act which your Majesty is about to perform may

foster agreement on the necessity of devising a complete system

of education , at once acceptable to all shades of opinion and

efficient in all its branches, no one of which can be neglected

without impairing the benefits conferred by others. ” In his

reply the King stated that he agreed in thinking that a com

plete system of education was necessary for the full realisation

of the aim ; he also dwelt upon the same point in several of

his replies to addresses during his visit to Ireland .

Mrs. OGILVIE GORDON delivered an exceedingly interesting

address on “ The Teaching of Girls ” to the National Union of

Women Workers on the occasion of their annual meeting in

Glasgow. Mrs. Gordon , in pleading for equal educational

opportunities for girls and boys, said that in the public ele

mentary schools the girls and boys got equal advantages because

they sat under the same teachers. But in the case of secondary

schools the education of the boys was distinctly superior to that

of the girls. From the age of thirteen the education of the

boy was made pertinent to some occupation or group of occu

pations , but in the higher-class girls ' schools there was seldom

that purposeſul tone and clearness of view which constituted the

strength and charm of the similar school for boys. In Scotland

there was pressing need for technical and commercial day

schools for girls upon the same lines as the scientific and

technical institutes of London , but with special adaptation to

the requirements of the several Scottish districts . Dr. Gordon

has tabulated an exceedingly full list of occupations suitable for

women , and advocates the formation of a central information

bureau to which school girls could apply for full particulars and

guidance about technical classes and trade apprenticeships.

Parents wrestling with the problem, “ What shall we do with

our girls ? " would find much guidance and help from a perusal

of Mrs. Gordon's address, which is published by the Aberdeen

University Press.

In addition to the two reports of Irish representatives in the

Mosely Commission report , a pamphlet has been published by

the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction ,

entitled “ Some Features of American Education , ” by Mr. R.

Blair, Assistant Secretary in respect of Technical Instruction, in

which he sets forth his views at greater length than in the

Mosely volume. The pamphlet of nearly 200 pages contains

many excellent plans and illustrations , among which we may

refer particularly to those of the Peter Cooper High School in

New York . While much of it deals only with technical instruc

tion , there are chapters on local government and support of the

schools, some features of elementary and high schools, and of

teachers and training. In his preface Mr. Blair says : “ I gave

sufficient time to general education to enable me to appreciate

the relationship and the true proportion of technical education

to the organic whole . I saw much to admire, some things not
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to envy, and few to copy slavishly ; but I saw and read and effectively carried through, and that similar councils may be

heard a great deal that cannot but be of great use. " established in England on similar voluntary bases as Education

Councils for associated County Councils .

The Intermediate Board has sent to heads of schools , as a

private and confidential document, the report on their respective By a majority of 152, the House of Commons passed the

schools of the temporary inspectors appointed for the first six first reading of the Education (Local Authority Default) Bill .

months of 1903. We rather think that assistant-teachers have The object of this bill is to provide funds for the working of

as much right to see the report on their work as heads. The such schools as are necessary to complete the provision of ac

work of these inspectors was hurried to a degree, and , so far as commodation for a district in those cases where the local

we can tell , was limited to dotting the i's and crossing the t's of authority are not availing themselves of the provision already

their previous reports, dealing generally with loudness and dis- existing. The Board of Education is empowered to make a

tinctness of enunciation and rapidity in asking questions, and first charge on the parliamentary grants for elementary edu

with improvements in the teaching of modern languages. cation to the local education authority so as to recoup the

Whether such reports will prove valuable or not , depends o!! managers of such schools for any expenses incurred for which

whether the Intermediate Commissioners are able and prepared provision should have been made by the local education

to draw from them the proper conclusions regarding the quality authority. As put by Sir William Anson , this Bill was to meet

of the teachers in their schools . If the teachers are up to the the cases where a local education authority declined to sanction

proper standard , well and good ; but, if not , what do the Com- or consider the appointment of teachers and to make provision

missioners propose to do ? for the supply of coal , books and other necessaries of school life,

and it did all this without alleging that the school was unneces .

MEANWHILE inspection of intermediate schools has ceased , sary or offering to provide any substitute ! Mr. Lloyd- George's

while Mr. Dale, with another inspector from England , Mr. answer was that the County Councils are not withholding any

Stevens, is on a second roving commission , this time to enquire parliamentary funds — but only the rates — from non - provided

into the condition of Irish secondary schools , especially the schools. “ If the children were left without fuel it was a dis

small schools, the way intermediate grants are used , the qualifi- grace to the managers, and not to the County Councils . . This

cations of teachers, and the relation of secondary schools to Bill would convert the Board of Education into a debt -collecting

university education . The recent Intermediate Commission is agency.”

apparently discounted.

A DRAFT scheme for a National Museum and National

The Margaret Stokes memorial lectures , given at Alexandra Library for Wales has been drawn up and been presented by

College, were this year delivered on May 9th, ioth , and 11th , a sub-committee to a meeting of Welsh members of Parliament.

by Dr. P. W. Joyce on “ Education and Educators in Ancient The scheme for the museum entails an estimate of initial cost

Ireland ." The titles of the three lectures were, “ Two Main upon erecting buildings , roughly put at £ 40,000, and a main

Classes of Ancient Irish Schools,” School Arrangements tenance of £ 8,000 per annum. Four sections of museum -work

and Subjects of Instruction,” “ Irish Educators in Foreign are noted : Industries , Geology, Biology, Antiquities . Loan

Lands." collections are suggested . The National Library would require

an initial fund of £ 20,000, and a rough estimate of mainte
WELSH .

nance comes to £2,000 per annum. The Library would include

The Education Act of 1902 had for its chief object the
( 1 ) ancient Welsh books and MSS. ; (2 ) collection and preser

administration of elementary education by our county areas.
vation for reference of the entire body of recent and contem .

This main conception is often overlooked , but it is certainly
porary literature (books, pamphlets, reports, transactions and

recognised and realised by educationists as an epoch -making
periodicals) published in Wales, or bearing upon Welsh matters,

development in national education . Still , it is felt that in
including a collection of Welsh newspapers.

some matters Wales can do better by co- operation of counties
In this connection it is stated that Sir John Williams has

than by single action . Accordingly, communication is now
purchased the Peniarth Library, and that it is his intention that

going on between the Board of Education and the various local
this valuable collection should eventually go to Aberystwyth, to

authorities concerned with a view to the establishment of a
the National Library should it be established in that town, or if

National Council of Education for Wales. A draft scheme has

not to the Library of the University College of Wales , Aberyst
recently been submitted and discussed by the Welsh members

wyth , which has already a remarkable collection of Welsh books.
of Parliament and certain representatives of the Consultative

Sir John Williams has also definitely announced his intention
Committee of the Welsh County Councils Association . It is

of giving to Aberystwyth , either to the National Library, if
suggested that this Welsh Education Council consist of sixty

established there, or to the University College of Wales in that
members , of whom 51 shall be chosen by the various county

town , his own collection of Welsh books and MSS. Similarly
and other education authorities of Wales in certain proportions

Mr. J. H. Davies, of Cwrtmawr, who owns an important collec
which have been suggested by a Conference of the bodies con

tion of Welsh books, intends to hand it over to Aberystwyth,
cerned . In addition , there are to be nine selected members,

either, again , to a National Library, if established in that town ,
two of whom are to be women . These shall be “persons of

or to the University College of Wales.

experience in education . "

The matters to be referred to the Education Council are

chiefly those which concern the training of teachers and the

examination and inspection of schools , together with such other A Safe Course in Experimental Chemistry. By W. T.

matters relating to the exercise of the said powers as the com- Boone . viii . + 180 pp. (Clive . ) 25. — This book follows on

bining Councils may, with the sanction of the Board of Edu- lines now familiar to teachers of chemistry. The experiments

cation , from time to time determine. are concisely expressed and seem to be practicable. A student

who works through the course should have a good elementary

This scheme meets with the approval of Mr. Lloyd -George knowledge of the subject . The illustrations leave much to be

and the other Welsh stalwarts. It is to be hoped it will be desired . We notice Mr. Boone speaks of " wooden corks. ”
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RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND

APPARATUS.

Gase's Concise Dictionary of the French and Englisås

Languages. Part I., French -English. 433 pp. (Bell.) 25.

Teachers who have learnt to appreciate this dictionary will be

glad to know that the French-English part in the intermediate

size is now obtainable as a separate book , and at a very

reasonable price.

Modern Languages.

Classics.

0. Jespersen, How to teach a Foreign Language. 194 pp.

( Sonnenschein . ) 35. 60 .-- We are glad to possess this transla

tion of Prof. Jespersen's excellent book . It gives a lucid expo

sition of the reform method, and is all the more interesting for

us because the author seems quite unaware of what has been

done in this respect in England during recent years. The book

should be purchased and most carefully studied by every modern

language teacher . The translator has done her work well , on

the whole ; only here and there a quaint expression disturbs the

even flow of argument and illustration .

English Colloquialisms with their French Equivalents. By
A. H. Smith . iv . + 120 pp. (Hachette .) Is. 60.- The

English colloquialisms are given in the alphabetical order of

salient words, with idiomatic French renderings in parallel

columns . As far as we have tested the book , it is accurate ;

and we recommend it as a handy work of reference . Doubtless,

like Mr. Payen - Payne's excellent volume, it will expand with

each succeeding edition .

German Strong Verbs and Irregular Weak Verbs. By C.

Heath. vii . + 115 pp. ( Blackie. ) 15.—This little book gives

the German verbs at quite unnecessary length , yet contains

nothing that will not be found in any ordinary grammar. We

deprecate the continued production of books dealing with a

single section of the accidence or syntax . A good grammar is

required in the intermediate stage ; but that should suffice.

For advanced pupils the book is , of course, not intended .

Lamartine, Graziella . Edited by Dr. A. T. Baker . 36 pp .

( Blackie . ) 4d. - This edition of notable extracts from a beautiful

tale may be warmly recommended , for the text is earefully

printed and the editor has done his work very well .

Schiller, Der Neffe als Onkel. Edited by H. J. Chaytor.

70 pp. ( Blackie . ) 15.—This adaptation of Picard's “ Encore

des Ménechmes ” is amusing, and suitable for cursory reading

by a fairly good class . The text is clearly printed, but not

free from errors . The introduction and notes are adequate ;

but the editor is incorrect in saying that Schiller's father “ pro

posed to make him a lawyer " ; and why does he speak of

Knall und Fall as an instance of alliteration ?

Elementary German for Sight Translation . By Dr. R. C.

Ford. 43 pp. (Ginn. ) 15.—This is a collection of fairly

easy extracts , anecdotes, short stories , and a few poems, with

English renderings of difficult words at the foot of the page.

The book will serve for the purpose of unseen translation , but

is not appreciably above the average of similar compilations.

F. Gerstäcker, Germelshausen . Edited by G. M. Lovelace .

xiii . + 107 pp . (Ginn.) Is. 3d .—The editor has selected a

singularly weird and uncanny story as the corpus vile for instruc

tion in niceties of grammar . Even for cursory reading we should

hesitate to recommend the book . We do not deny that the

annotations and vocabulary are the results of conscientious work.

E. Rostand , Les Romanesques. Edited by H. LeDaum .

xix . + 101 pp. ( Ginn . ) is . 6d . --This delightfully fantastic

work , one of Rostand's earliest works, will make excellent

reading for a fairly advanced class . The introduction gives

details about the author, the play, and the metre, and the

notes ably elucidate the text . Sometimes the renderings

suggests a trans- Atlantic origin ; and we , confess to have

smiled at the author's recommendation that expressions like

au diable ! should be translated mildy, though firmly."

Sources for Roman History. B.C. 133-70. Collected and

arranged by A. H. J. Greenidge and A. M. Clay . iv . + 245 pp.

( Clarendon Press .) 55. 6d. net.- Mr. Hill's “ Sources for

Greek History " has already won a place in the respect of

scholars, and has been found an extremely useful aid to the

student . The present work , although it does not cover so wide a

range, being confined to a little over sixty years, is, in its way,

equally good . It is a momentous period in Roman history, and

the authorities, often perplexing, are so scattered that the writers

of this book have done a real service in collecting them. The

arrangement is chronological, the only other distinction being

the separation of internal and external history. Something may

be said , no doubt , for classification by subjects ; but , on the other

hand , this would involve repetition and other difficulties, and it

will be a useful exercise for the student to classify for himself

according to his needs. Points of disputed sequence are

discussed in an appendix. The internal history has been more

fully treated than the external ; passages too long to be cited,

which frequently occur in the latter , being represented by

references. It is instructive to see rival or contradictory

accounts of the same event side by side , and to sift the evidence

cannot but prove to be a useful exercise . Fully to criticise it is

of course impossible without practical experience of its use ; but

it seems to us to be admirably clear and for all important points

quite full enough . We hope the authors may be encouraged by

the reception of their book to continue their labours in the same

direction .

A History of Roman Literature. By Harold N. Fowler ;

ix . + 311 pp. ( Appleton . ) 5s. net .-We have found this

“ History of Roman Literature " a brightly-written and readable

book , in which several points are to be commended . The more

important authors are illustrated by quotations, which are given

in English , so that the book can be used by those who do not

know Latin . Moreover, the work is carried down to the end of

Roman literature proper in the fifth century. It is a good sign

that scholars are beginning to have some regard to the empire ,

the history of which is so important for the understanding of the

modern world ; in the old schoolbooks the world might have

come to an end with the battle of Actium for all they showed to

the contrary. This book is also written with a due sense of

proportion , and whilst it does not neglect the earlier writers and

those who are little more than names to us now , most of ts

space is occupied with the more important authors and epochs.

There are , however, some matters in which we are not disposed

to agree with Prof. Fowler. We think he unduly depreciates

the importance of the indigenous Italic drama ormime,theFabulae

Atellanae and the Fescennina locutio . Nor do we think he has a

right view of the nature of the Saturnian verse, which was, we

believe, dependent upon the accent of spoken Latin, not on

quantity at all , and the accents as he marks them are artificial ;

but this is a thorny subject, and has not been properly discussed

since Mr. Lindsay's discoveries have thrown so much light on

the metres of Plautus. It seems more than likely that the

indigenous Latin verse was accentual, and that it survived

amongst the people all through Roman history, cropping up now

and then in some popular distich like the epigrams preserved by

Suetonius, or poems like the Pervigilium Veneris. The quanti
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tative system was an avowed imitation of the Greek, and seems

to have been artificial from beginning to end , when it was ousted

by the popular system , which had all along survived outside of

books. The criticism is sometimes rather childish ; as when the

Carmen Seculare is described as “ the work of a masterly artist

and an inspired poet.” Artist , yes ; but there never was a poet

of high repute who had less inspiration than Horace. We acquit

Prof. Fowler of believing amet to be a future ( p. 242 ) , but a

schoolboy may be mystified . There is a very useful bibliography

appended , which includes modern translations such as Bohn's ,

but , strange to say , does not include the old English translations,

which are often noble monuments of fine letters if not useful as

" cribs .”

The Odyssey of Homer in English Verse. Translated by

Arthur J. Way. Third Edition . viii . + 323 pp. (Mac

millan ) . 6s . net . --Mr. Way is a practised translator, but his

talent is better suited to iambic than to quicker metres . We

do not very much like the metrical style of this version, which

reminds us of Swinburne and William Morris. However, it is

true the translator has used his measure , such as it is , with skill .

The fact that this is a third edition proves that the work has

found favour with the public. The translation is faithful and

accurate , the style rather affected .

Edited Books.

16 As

collection cught to find great favour. Concerning the selection

of poetry, we can add little to our former commendatory

remarks. The editor has gone frequently off the beaten track ,

and , what with old and what with new matter, has provided

schools with a really good collection of poetry not too far re

moved in subject or expression from the intelligence appro

priate to school life .

Early Story of Israel. By Evelyn L. Thomas. 151 pp .

( Longmans. ) 25. 6d. net .---This little volume presents many

attractions. The narrative is , of course , of the first importance,

and with this the writer has dealt judiciously. The early his

tory of Israel , involving, as it must do, some account of the

events recorded in the Book of Genesis, is by no means a simple

one when it has to be put so as to suit youthſul intellects , and

yet not give them a bias towards views which they will perhaps

painfully and tearfully unlearn in the light of later experience .

It may be said that, while writing from the High Church point of

view, Mrs. Thomas is studiously fair and commendably broad

and historical in her way of thinking. Her style may be called

simplicity itself. The illustrations of this volume are deserving

of the highest praise. There are many woodcuts and three

beautiful maps ; there are also reproductions of some of the

celebrated biblical pictures of Millais, Watts, and Hunt ; two

by Rembrandt, and Michael Angelo's “ Moses.”

The Dread Inferno. Notes for Beginners in the Study of

Dante. By M. Alice Wyld . 198 pp . ( Longmans . ) 25. 6d.

net .—The authoress of this little book has rendered a distinct

service to those who would take up the study of Dante. She

has put together what has obviously been used by her over and

over again as teaching material on the subject of Dante's great

poem . The story she has to tell she tells clearly, and , with one

exception , on page 135, she avoids the vice (common to those

who try to popularise a great thinker on morals like Dante ) of

being preachy. This little book is by no means a trifle to

read . Miss Wyld has a thorough grasp of her subject, and she

handles it in a distinctly individual way ; the clearness of her

conception is seen in the handling of her matter. The book

impresses by its solidity of exposition. These “ notes ” are

never superficial or obvious . They are the product of much

and wide reading , and a restrained enthusiasm for the subject

which prevents any jejune views. It may be confidently

recommended , and used in conjunction with Prof. Gardner's

“ Primer ” will be found useful.

Chaucer's Prologue and Squire's Tale. By A. J. Wyatt .

182 pp . ( Clive. ) 25. 6d . — This is a subject set for a forth

coming examination of the University of London , and this

book contains all the matter necessary to nake a student fully

acquainted with the main points of critical and philological

research involved in it . The amount of information compressed

into a small compass is marvellous. The art of the practical

teacher is everywhere displayed , and much labour will be saved

to any student who can intelligently use the indications given by

the editor, especially in regard to the further study of Chaucer ,

for which a valuable list of books is supplied . The notes are

full though not too numerous, and they are clearly stated . The

glossaries are excellent . The appendix dealing with the criti

cism contained in the Introduction is a new departure, but it is

a happy thought and a valuable device for driving home some

of the important points of Chaucerian interest .

Bacon's Essays. 1.-XX. By G. F. Watt . 88 pp. (Clive.)

Is. 60 .-- This is one of the set subjects for the Intermediate Arts

examination of the University of London in 1905. The intro

duction supplied here is a very short one , highly condensed

after the manner of books in this series . The notes are

numerous , succinctly put , and , for the purposes of this edition ,

just what are wanted .

Sir Thomas More's Utopia. By Prof. Churton Collins.

lii . + 284 pp. (Clarendon Press . ) 35. 60. — This edition has

been prepared avowedly with the aim of bringing Sir Thomas

More's great work within the reach of students, and to some

extent securing for it a wider appreciation and currency.

a romance and work of art , ” remarks the present editor, “ it

ranks if not in vogue, at least in celebrity , with the ‘ Pilgrim's

Progress,' with • Robinson Crusoe ' and with • Gulliver's

Travels. ' " The need for its study is therefore not to be

demonstrated, and this edition is planned on singularly liberal

lines. It is based on Lupton's work in the main , but Prof.

Churton Collins takes great pains to expand the earlier editor's

work by showing the relations between the doctrines of Utopia

and the knowledge of philosophy and history which went to the

making of More's mind. Hence the introduction may be

described as an elaborate piece of work displaying scholarship

and pains , and very readable . The notes are bulky, forming

nearly half the volume, and , as they deal apparently with every

point of importance that can arise out of the language of this

treatise, advanced scholars , as well as students, may derive no

small satisfaction from the editor's labour in this field . Alto

gether for educational purposes this edition promises to become

anthoritative and to hold the field for some time to come.

" )

Dryden's Essay of Dramatic Poesy. By T. Arnold . xxiii .

+ 179 pp. ( Oxford Press . ) 35. 6d . — This edition is notable

for its learning and research , and ought to do something to

familiarise Dryden's by no means too well known prose among

students of English literature . There is a splendid introductory

section ; what modestly is called a " preface ” is , in fact, a

thoroughgoing discussion of the literary questions which centre

A note on the rhyming play is made up of critical

extracts from recent works, all of great value . The notes range

over an immense field , and are just what Mr. Arnold's other

work might lead us to expect .

In this essay .

406 pp.À School Poetry Book. By Dr. W. Peterson .

( Longmans. ) 35. 6d . - We had occasion to remark upon this

production some time ago, when it was issued in two volumes

for junior and senior scholars respectively. In one volume it is

even better worthy of praise , and this somewhat less expensive
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Is . 6d .

Scott's Quentin Durward. Abridged for Schools. 261 pp.

( Macmillan . ) Is. 60.--This abridgment has been carefully

done, and a series of notes at the end enables the portions

omitted to be grasped without the labour of reading them .

There is also, what 's'a desideratum even in an abridged edition ,

an introduction which deals with important matters, in particular

with astrology and heraldry-two features of Scott's works

without some guide to which youthful readers are left in the

dark as to much of his meaning. The text is diversified by

some reasonably good illustrations , and there is a frontispiece

purporting to exhibit the features of Louis XI. No artist's

name is given to this ; and the source of those royal lineaments

remains obscure, which is hardly fair to the student ; and

(we hope also) not quite fair to the deceased monarch .

" 3

Shakespeare's Henry IV . Part 1. By F. W. Moorman .

xxxvii . + 178 pp . ( Blackie . ) - Mr. Moorman has

done a careful piece of work ; but healso , “ in sending forth this

edition ,” gives some indications that he expects it to mark an

educational epoch . In this we cannot entirely agree with him ,

and his acknowledgments of indebtedness to sources of informa

tion “ that no gentleman's library should be without ” ( if by

“ gentleman " we may describe a Shakesperean scholar) are

wanting in a sense of humour, to say the least of it . Otherwise

the work shows thoroughness and some genuine critical power.

The notes are fairly good, and the introduction is complete and

lucid . The glossary would appear to be open to objection in

cases like the following : “ Grief ( i . 3 , 51 ) , physical pain ;

M.E. , grief, gref ; O.F. , grief, gref ; Lat . , gravis, heavy , sad . '

Which is all quite correct , and absolutely obvious, and—may

we say ?-quite unnecessary.

Selections from King Henry IV . 32 pp . (Blackie .) 20.

This is well done. The object is to present Henry the Prince

rather than Henry the King. The whole selection turns on

the development of Henry of Monmouth's character. The

notes must be intended for very juvenile students, for surely

everybody knows that a factor is an agent or steward ; that

“ stout means brave ; and “ dearest, ” best ; and so forth.

An Elementary Guide to Literary Criticism . By F. V. N.

Painter. 196 pp. (Ginn . ) 45. - Briel, and intended for begin

ners , this work merits more than a passing notice. It is the

product of genuine critical ability in the author and something

like a genius for teaching every young student how to recognise

the leading features of any significant work. It grasps the

whole subject in a comprehensive manner, and is illustrated by

an array of examples. The so - called review questions dealing

with each section also tend to cover the whole ground in a

penetrative manner. As an introduction to criticism it is

thoroughly to be commended .

An Introduction to the Poems of Tennyson . By Dr. Henry

Van Dyke. 93 pp. ( Ginn . ) 25. net .—Teachers, as well as

general students, will find these pages extremely serviceable .

Dr. Van Dyke writes from the literary , not from the pedagogic

point of view ; and he displays a discriminating, if still enthu .

siastic , admiration for Tennyson . The five essays included in

this attractive volume are capable of yielding undiminished

satisfaction . Dr. Van Dyke is a careful and a most competent

critic , with a charming style and a large fund of illustrative

comment at command .

Scott's Lady of the Lake. By Flora Masson . xxxii . + 198 pp.

( Dent . ) 15. 40. — Editions of Scott's various works are as the

nd upon the seashore for multitude , but we venture to predict

a wide acceptance for this one, if for nothing else because of the

charming artistic features in which it abounds. As a matter of

fact, the editorial labour spent upon it has not been small , and

the introduction is a thoroughly good piece of work , while the

notes are numerous ; but, for all that , the illustrations call for

special remark . School -books are rarely dull when they find a

place in the Temple series . The edition merits high praise .

Macaulay's Life of Johnson . By A. P. Walker. xxx . + 92 pp .

(Heath .) 15.-If the present writer detested Macaulay even

more than he does, he could only speak in terms of the highest

praise of the editorial labour expended on this small book . For

its size it is wonderſul ; only why should Mr. Walker make

himself responsible for the statement that Macaulay was the son

of a Presbyterian clergyman and a Quakeress, whereas that not

unattractive ancestry was removed from him by a generation ?

A slip of this kind may, however, perhaps be forgiven in.con

sideration of the noies, maps , charts , and tables appended to

this little work . These are splendid , and display erudition and

discrimination in an equal degree .

New Testament Bible Stories. Edited , with an Introduction

and Notes, by Richard G. Moulton . xii . + 130 pp. (Mac

millan. ) Is. 6d. Old Testament Bible Stories. Same editor.

xii . *. 310 pp. (Macmillan .) 15.6d. —These books are already

well known to many readers of The School WORLD as

part of the “ Modern Reader's Bible.” In the present cheaper

form the volumes should be largely used in schools. Following

the words of the Bible as the stories do, teachers can introduce

the books. into their classes with complete confidence. The

editor's selections and omissions are wise and judicious.

The Winter's Tale. By T. Page. 230 pp. (Leeds :

Arnold . ) 25. 6d.- This is an addition to the well - known series

of Moffat's “ Plays of Shakespeare.” It must be conceded

that an enormous amount of matter has been supplied by the

editor , and this is all put with conciseness . There is a little of

everything, and the research exhibited is unusually wide. The

sketches of Shakespeare's characters and the literary notes are

valuable ; and the notes and tables show the trace of the

practised but elementary teacher. Surely, also, too many

well -known expressions are explained ; as , moved (= troubled,

agitated ), and honesty (upright conduct) , and many others. The

notes on the language of the play are thorough ; but the book

may make prigs rather than scholars by its extreme adaptability

to methods of cramming.

Shakespeare's Twelfth Night By Fanny Johnson . xxxvi. +

157 pp. ( Blackwood . ) 15.—This particular series of shilling

Shakesperian plays is becoming numerous. Within the lines

set for it , it must be allowed that it does what it professes to

do, and quite young students will find it useful. The story of

the play as told in the introduction is readable and clear ;

another more scholarly and critical second portion of the intro

ductory matter contains a great deal of well put information .

One peculiarly interesting section dealing with the actors who

have shone in the part of Malvolio , and some other histrionic

details , is noteworthy. But the meaning of Puritanism is not

sufficiently well dealt with later on ; “ purity of life " is not a

sufficient explanation of Puritan aspirations, even for brevity.

The notes are multitudinous but mostly short. The glossary

is full.

Geography.

An Elementary Geography of the World . By Lionel W.

Lyde. iv. + 132 pp. ( Black .) Is. 4d . - It is difficult to

understand in what sense this book is elementary. It is rather

a summary which might, perhaps, be useful to older pupils.

To name a few of the terms on the first half-page is enough to

raise a doubt as to whether its title rightly describes the book ;

thus , we find “ lithosphere," " hydrosphere," " distribution of

aniinal and vegetable life , " " precipitation, " “ subsidence of

large areas, " consequent elevation of narrow bands," all on

the first half-page, and it is possible that the ordinary boy
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might equally well learn his geography in a foreign language.

On p. 2 the doubt arises as to whether Prof. Lyde is scientific

enough . We are told that mountains “ indirectly attract

clouds,” and “ rising heat draws in clouds, ” and we find a

mention of “ damp heat.” We agree with the late Prof.

Huxley that the writer of elementary books should exercise

even more care than the author who undertakes to produce a

text-book .

A Survey of the British Empire. 352 pp. ( Blackie. ) 25.

In addition to a description of the geography of the British

Empire this book provides information as to the important

historical events in its growth and also a useful survey of the

commercial activities of the British peoples. The book is

illustrated and provided with coloured maps. Several well

arranged summaries add greatly to the value of the volume .

a

Science and Technology..

The Philosophy of Auguste Comte. By Prof. L. Levy-Bruhl .

Translated by Kathleen de Beaumont-Klein . With introduction

by Frederick Harrison . ( Swan Sonnenschein . ) Ios. 6d.The

philosophy of Auguste Comte has never before been presented

to English readers in so masterly and sympathetic a manner as

in this excellent translation of M. Levy -Bruhl's luminous work .

With the Positivist thinker's law of the three states, with his

classification of the sciences , his social statics and dynamics, his

religion of humanity, most of us have a bowing acquaintance .

By the study of this work we can , if we will , see all these in

their true perspective as parts of the development of Comte's

comprehensive thought. Whether we agree with his main con.

clusion or not , and , perhaps , most of us will disagree, we shall

rise from a critical examination of M. Levy -Bruhl's treatise

strengthened by having been in contact with a strong man

strongly portrayed . Two thoughts only can we here emphasise

as being of value to teachers . The first is Comte's cardinal

tenet , that science does not consist in the mere accumulation of

facts, but in the grasp of their meaning and significance for the

system of knowledge. This does not , of course , imply the

neglect of facts ; far from it ; but rather the constant subordina

tion of details to the truly scientific purpose . The second point

is bis advocacy of the teaching of art as the universal language,

in which great conceptions are embodied through the work of

the imagination . “ To teach all children music and drawing,

as Comte requires in his positivist plan of education , is not to

make them participate in the luxury of 'accomplishments. It

is placing within their reach works which appeal to the whole of

humanity ; it is giving them a stronger sense of the solidarity

which is the essential characteristic of human society . .

Works of art are the common property of the whole of

humanity , and no one should be deprived of that inheritance.”

Elements of Electro-magnetic Theory. By S. J. Barnett.

473 pp. (Macmillan. ) 125. 6d . net.- In this mathematical

treatise the author has presented a rigorous and modern intro.

duction to the fundamental principles of electro - magnetic theory,

together with some of the simpler of their more important non

technical applications. Seven chapters are devoted to electro

statics, one to magnetism , and the remainder to the general

principles of the electric current and to electric waves . A short

paragraph on the modern electron theory of conduction is

included , but the discharge of electricity through gases is not

discussed . The volume will be read with advantage by those

students of the subject who are fully competent in mathe .
matics.

Radium , and All About It. By S. R. Bottone. 96 pp .

(Whittaker.) 15.—This readable little book will be welcome

to the many who , though not versed in matters scientific , are

No. 66, Vol. 6. ]

anxious to have trustworthy information concerning the remark .

able properties of radium . The four chapters are devoted to

historical notes , the mode of detection and extraction , the

properties of radium , and to theoretical considerations.

Mechanics, Molecular Physics and Heat. By R. A. Millikan ,

236 pp . (Ginn . ) 75.—This volume is intended to take the

place both of a laboratory manual and of a class -room text .

It represents the first third of a year's course of general physics

in the Junior College at the Chicago University. Each of the

twenty- three sections gives a full discussion of a general principle

and terminates with an experiment . Special effort has been

made to present physics as a science of exact measurement, and

purely manipulative experiments have been omitted . Prof.

A. A. Michelson , in an introductory note, rightly insists that

modern instruction in advanced physics requires the elimination

from the laboratory of all instruments and methods which are

not suited to the demonstration of the exactness of modern

science . Much of the apparatus described is of new design , but

it is fully described in the text and information is given as to

where it may be obtained . The volume possesses many merits,

and should be read by all students preparing for the Inter

mediate and Final examinations for degrees in science . A

second volume will present, on the same general plan , the

leading principles of electricity , sound , and light .

Practical Chemistry. Part II . By William French and T.

H. Boardman . xiii . + 126 pp. (Methuen. ) is. 6d . — Though

one or two of the chapters are scarcely “ practical,” this book

maintains the high character of the earlier part written by Mr.

French alone. In noticing the first volume in our issue for

May, 1900 , we directed attention to the small size of many of

the illustrations, and we are sorry to find that the same fault

must be found in this case . The course of work given by the

authors may be recommended as quite suitable for a second -year

student of chemistry.

Pioneers of Science. By Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S. xv. +

404 pp. ( Macmillan. ) 6s .-Since the original edition of this

work appeared eleven years ago , many readers have profited by

its clear expression of fundamental facts of the old astronomy

and have been entertained by the living pictures of pioneers of

celestial science from Tycho Brahé to the Herschels. Sir Oliver

Lodge is always original in style ; and his crisp statements of

reasons and results sparkle here and there with humour. The

book is pleasant and instructive reading, but a more careful

selection of illustrations would in many cases have improved it .

Lord Kelvin's name occurs as Sir William Thomson in several

places , and the portrait on p. 373 represents him as he was

many years ago.

Mathematics.

6

Leaving Certificate Examination . Mathematics, Lower and

Higher Grade. Specimen Examination Papers. 20 pp. ( Eyre

and Spottiswoode .) -- New regulations for the Leaving Certificate

granted by the Scotch Education Department are to come into

force in the examination of 1905, and specimen papers have just

been issued by the Department with the object of conveying to

teachers a definite idea of the future arrangement and scope of

the examination. The alterations affect only the lower and

higher grade papers, no change being proposed at present as

regards the papers for honours. As might be anticipated, the

most striking change is in the character of the questions in

geometry ; deductions of the old type, though not absent , are

frequently replaced by arithmetical and algebraical applications,

and accurate drawing to scale has a prominent place . Questions

involving graphs appear in both the Lower and the Higher

Grade papers. In the questions on algebra and geometry

more stress seems to be laid than formerly on arithmetica!

U
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results, while for calculations that require logarithms four - figure ordinary student who so often finds a difficulty in attacking

tables are to be used . All the questions are straightforward , problems from the arithmetical point of view. The second

and such as might be answered by properly prepared pupils ; section (pp. 54-144 ) discusses problems in higher pure arith .

the papers do not err on the side of severity, though they are metic ; in this section those who are interested in pure arith .

such as to test the pupil's knowledge. The general lines on metic will find much to attract them .

which the questions are drawn up are excellent , and give ample

scope for teachers who wish to make the most of the advantages
Modern Navigation . By William Hall . viii. + 378 + xv . pp.

which the new regulations undoubtediy offer. The Leaving
( Clive. ) 6s. 6d . - Within the limits which the author has pre

scribed for himself, this book is both thorough and remarkably
Certificate Examinations have done great service to sound

mathematical teaching in Scotland ; their usefulness should be
complete. It is intended primarily as a text -book for students

enhanced under the new regulations.
of navigation, and secondarily as a handbook for navigators , but

its scope is restricted to three divisions of the subject, namely,

An Algebra for Junior Forms. By R. B. Morgan. 173 pp . the Dead Reckoning, Observations, and Mathematical Theory.

( Relfe .) Is. 6d.— It is stated in the preface that this little book The notion of position lines is introduced early , and graphical

is an attempt to follow in the main the recommendations of the solutions are freely used ; while special care seems to have been

Committee of the Mathematical Association on the teaching of taken with the computations. The notices of instruments are

algebra , but at the same time due deference has been paid to very complete, and the chapter on chart work is exceedingly

the existing and time - honoured methods which the present style good ; but , so far as we have tested , the standard reached all

of examination papers compels teachers to follow . Without through the book is very high . In all respects we think this

discussing the compatibility of the two attitudes thus indicated , treatise possesses very unusual merits as a sound and trustworthy

we gladly recognise two valuable features, namely, the early use exposition of its subject.

of graphs and the checking and verification of work , though we

must add that some of the graphs are rather crude. Naturally
An Introduction to the Study of Geometry. By A. J. Pressland .

the introductory chapters are the most difficult ; while the
48 pp. ( 8 blank ) . ( Rivingtons . ) Is .—This little book is said

exposition is on the whole simple, it is not easy at times to see
to be “ written for the beginner, whose fingers are all thumbs ;

whether the rules given are merely rules or are reasoned con
and it only assumes that he can sharpen a pencil.” As a matter

clusions. The definition of an identity ( 831 ) and the statement of fact, this modest outfit would not carry the beginner very far,

at the beginning of $ 34 seem to us to be radically bad ; surely
and the author, happily, demands more of him from the outset.

it is time to abandon the traditional definition of an identity . The simple course of geometrical drawing given in the book is

The range of the book extends to fractions and quadratic
exceedingly well drawn up, and the constant questions should

equations . In spite of some defects this book on algebra has
suggest even to the dullest pupil that there are properties of

much to recommend it. geometrical figures which , though suggested by one diagram ,

are true for a whole class. The questions might perhaps oc

Mathematical Papers ( for Army Classes). By H. S. Brabant . casionally be a little less suggestive ; thus " is the sum two righta

63 pp. (Relfe .) Is. 6d . (without answers) ; 25. 6d . (with angles, " " is the angle TOR double the angle TQR," and

answers).—These papers are on the lines of those set in the similar questions might be expressed in a form that would not so

recent Army examinations . It is stated that they were origi- readily suggest the answer. An excellent feature is the Table of

nally set as two and three-hour papers, but in order to meet the properties of geometrical figures to be completed by the pupil.

requirements of the public schools they have been divided into A pupil who can complete the Table has made a good beginning

sections so that each may be set in the form of one- hour papers . in the study of geometry.

The collection should prove very useful to many teachers ; the

questions seem both reasonable and varied. Elementary Geometry of the Straight Line, Circle , and Plane

Rectilineal Figures. Part II . By Cecil Hawkins . ii. + 167—

Graphs and Imaginaries. By J. G. IIamilton and F. Kettle. 296 pp. ( Blackie . ) 25.- Part I. was noticed in THE SCHOOL

41 pp. ( Arnold . ) Is . 6d.—This little book develops in a very World for February (p . 80) . The second part treats of areas

simple and interesting manner a graphical method of finding the and similar figures, the theorems in proportion being established

imaginary roots of a quadratic equation. Just as the roots of on the basis of commensurable magnitudes ; the accuracy of the

x ' = 3 are found as the abscissæ of the intersections of y = x2 numbers obtained for ratios and areas -- an important matter

and y = 3, so the roots of x' = -3 are found as the abscissä that is too often neglected altogether-is well noticed in $$ 97 ,

of the intersections of y = -x? ( the shadow of y = x )̂ and and 112-113 . The theorem that if two triangles are equiangular

y = -3 , provided that in the latter case the abscissä be they are also similar (why does the author say must be ” ?) is

affected with the factor pl-1). The general quadratic proved first for two right -angled triangles , and then is extended

equation is discussed both from the usual graphical point of to triangles of any shape by dividing them into right -angled

view and from that of Euclid VI . , 28 , 29 ( the circle triangles . We do not think this proof to be so natural as that

method ) ; it is shown that the actual tracing of the shadow which depends on the method of dividing a straight line into

parabola can easily be dispensed with . There are some interest . equal parts , nor is it more general . In the order followed the

ing constructions for the ( imaginary) points of contact of tangents theorem corresponding to Euclid I. 47 comes very late . We

drawn to a circle from a point within it . It would be a good think it a mistake that such a simple and important theorem is

exercise for a pupil to try to give the general solution of the not taken up early in the course . The present tendency to

quadratic equation : the hint given above as to x ? = -3 should postpone the discussion of areas seems to us to be unfortunate .

be sufficient 10 set him on the track . Chapters XIX . , Similar Polygons, and XX . , Further Properties

of Circles , contain much valuable matter, and the Miscellaneous

Worked Problems in Higher Arithmetic. By W. P. Work Examples of Chapter XXI . give ample scope for exercise. Parts

man and R. H. Chope. vii . + 144 pp. ( Clive . ) 25.-- To I. and II . together furnish a good course in geometry, but they

candidates looking forward to the Civil Service and other hardly form the ideal text-book .

advanced examinations, this little volume should prove a real

boon . The book is divided into two sections. The first The Elementary Principles of Graphic Statics. By Edward

section (pp . 1-53 ) contains a great variety of what are called Hardy. 165 pp. ( London : B. T. Batsford .) 35. net .—This

general problems, and will be of special advantage to the book is stated to be specially prepared for students of science

a
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IS.

and technical schools and for those who are entering for various net.- In the preface it is stated that the book has sprung from

examinations, such as those of the Board of Education , in build . a desire to put the elementary theory of numbers in a logical

ing construction , machine construction , drawing and applied form , starting from the three fundamental ideas of number,

mechanics. It is of a quite elementary nature, and is written equality, and sum , with their axioms, building up a system of

in a simple and unpretentious style . The exposition is theorems on these fundamental ideas, and then , by as natural a

usually clear, and the treatment of the funicular polygon and of process as possible, introducing the derived ideas of greater,

reciprocal diagrams is well within the grasp of earnest students, less , difference, integer, product, quotient, and so forth . Such

even if they have no great mathematical training. As an intro- a book is , of course, totally unsuited for pupils in schools , but

ductory book , it seems well fitted for the class of students to it may be cordially recommended to teachers who wish to have

whom it appeals.

some idea of the arithmetical basis on which is raised the

Theoretical Geometry for Beginners. Part III. By C. H.

structure of modern mathematics, especially in its development

Allcock . ii . + 113 pp .

on the side of the theory of functions. The exposition is

( Macmillan . ) Is. 60. - This Part

contains the substance of Euclid's Book II . , of Book III . ,

severely logical and furnishes a most bracing discipline. A

book of this kind is rare in English mathematical literature ; it

35-37, and of Book IV. , 10-16 , but includes much additional is of kin with the earlier chapters in Stolz's Allgemeine Arith

matter, such as theorems on the radical axis and problems on

langency of circles and lines . The arrangement of the matter,

metik, and is quite as thorough in its treatment .

the selection of propositions, and the demonstrations are ex- Guide to the Art Examinations in Geometrical Drawing

ceedingly good , so good that we see hardly any changes to of the Board of Education . By a Drawing Inspector. 43 pp.

suggest , except that we think a proposition (rather than an (page 13 in . by 8 in . ) ( Leeds : Arnold .) Is. 9d . net.

exercise , p. 9) corresponding to the equation (a-b) x = ax-c- bx
For students preparing for the examinations stated in the title

might well find a place. The use of the negative sign in this guide should be of very great service. The questions of

geometry seems to be as legitimate as in arithmetic, and it helps which the solutions are given range over the whole syllabus ,

to bring algebra and geometry more closely together. The and the diagrams , of which there are 128, are well executed .

treatment of inscribed and circumscribed polygons is a decided The notes on the constructions are short but clearly expressed ,

improvement on the old order and, though it has been and the numerous hints scattered through the book call atten

frequently used, has not received the attention in text -books tion to matters that are of importance to the learner.

that it deserves . The practical applications are of a kind much

needed by elementary pupils, and the exercises are throughout

both numerous and instructive .

Miscellaneous.

Introduction to Quaternions. (3rd Edition . ) By P. Kelland

A Dialogue. By A. H. Gilkes. 86 pp. ( Longmans. )

and P. G. Tait. xvii . + 208 pp. ( Macmillan . ) 75. 6d . — This

net .—This little book has nothing to do with schools or school

edition of the well-known book of the late Professors Kelland

masters, which we regret , since we should like to have given

and Tait is brought out under the editorship of Dr. Knott.

it a notice better suited to its merits . It attempts to portray

Those of us who received our introduction to quaternions

the figure which Socrates might have cut if he had been born

through this work will be inclined to examine with suspicion

in our day , and brought his keenly analytical intellect to bear

the changes which have been made in a favourite text-book .

on modern problems. Mr. Smith, a person of honourable

But a careful inspection will, we think , show that Dr. Knott

birth and great ability, being a candidate for a diocesean post,

has exercised a wise discretion both in what he has omitted

is invited to dine with four bishops . A chance remark sets

and in what he has inserted . The introduction in particular of

Mr. Smith questioning , and the bishops in turn attempt to meet

the dynamical applications in the 9th chapter is fully justified

him , but retire discomfited, each according to his nature ,

The topics areindignant , shocked , bored, or ashamed .

by the importance of quaternions for physical applications ; a

fuller treatment of the differentiation of quaternions would not

interesting , the characters of the speakers well brought out

have been out of place . In its new form we may hope that the

( indeed , they appear to be drawn from the life ), and the

Introduction will even increase its popularity as a guide to a

analysis clever and suggestive . Moreover , it is infused with a

beautiful but difficult branch of mathematics.

fine wit , not always merciſul, diversified with humour. It is

a very clever and entertaining book , which deserves to be read .

Household Accounts. By Kate Manley. x . +184 pp.

(Macmillan .) 25.- It is perhaps not sufficiently understood

Genetic Psychology for Teachers. By Charles Hubbard

how much worry can be avoided by a wife or housekeeper by

Judd . ( Arnold . ) ( International Education Series. ) — Prof.

the simple plan of keeping a strict account of her outlays.

To Judd begins by a paradoxical chapter on teacher-study as

any who have thought that their income is either too big or too

an alternative , or rather perhaps supplementary study to

small to require that their expenditure should be carefully noted

child -study . Let us be sure in our own sense -training, and we

the advice may be given to make a fair trial of a systematic

teachers ourselves are constantly developing in our own sense

method of noting their outlays. They will probably be sur

reading and interpretation . We need constantly to keep alive

prised at some of the results that the trial will show. For such

our memories and to understand the reasons for our present

a trial the book named at the head of this notice will be an ad

modes of looking at our experiences. The practical problem

mirable help. The introductory chapters contain full informa

really is , how can we teachers get out of the groove of tradition

tion on nearly all matters that are likely to come within the

and enter into the attitude which is at once sympathetic and

province of the wife or housekeeper, and there is ample space

critical towards new ideas of development. The teacher is the

on the cash sheet and the various other accounts for a year's

rationalising factor in the child's development , for development

entries.

is at first non- rational .

The book , however, is thoroughly suited for a wider

But it is the business of education to

circle, and it can be cordially recommended to teachers ,

render the pupil capable of becoming his own rational guide .

students, and others interested in household management

The view taken by Prof. Judd of genetic psychology is that

courses in girls ' and technical schools.

each teacher , over and above studying general psychology and

child psychology, should systematically and rationally review the

Elements of the Theory of Integers. By Joseph Bowden . processes or retrace the processes of his own development , not

x. + 258 pp. (New York : The Macmillan Company) . 55 . indeed the old processes of childhood merely, but his recent and
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self -directed phases of progress. Prof. Judd then gives chapters

of methods to be pursued in dealing with the process of develop.

ment in the subjects of writing, reading and number- ideas. The

main thesis throughout the book is study, education – not

merely each his teaching in his own grade, and not merely

formal methods — but with the outcome of one's own self

active experience in learning and experience as back.ground .

In other words, objective methods of teaching must be the

correlative to subjective methods of experiencing. There is an

interesting preface by Dr. W. T. Harris. The book is “ alive ”

-is informed with psychological spirit , without becoming

enslaved to any special school of empirical psychology.

Ludgate Standard -authors' Readers. Edited by R. R. C.

Gregory . ( Routledge.) Is . 6d . ( 1 ) “ Stories of Ancient

Greece , " by Nathaniel Hawthorne. It is a pity , surely , that

these immortal stories of the Wonder Book should be edited ,

i.e. , cut down. Hawthorne's work is so admirable that it would

be better to omit a story and give the others in extenso than to

curtail . And why is the title of the book edited also ? Yet of

all this the children , and probably the teacher, will be ignorant ;

and the excellence of the stories remains.

(2) “ Don Quixote, ” with some illustrations by Sir John

Gilbert. It is greatly to be desired that any attempt to restore

Don Quixote to his place should succeed ; and we welcome this

attempt. But if it had been possible to use a more antique

version , to insert Doré's illustrations , and to make the volume

a little less starched , the book would have been an admirable

incentive to a boy to begin a library , and to place this and a few

other volumes on a shelf of his own making.

Ten Minutes' Technique. By Arthur Somervell. 56 pp.

( Curwen. ) 25. 6d . – Too much praise cannot be given to this

attempt to provide technical exercises covering a wide ground ,

and so arranged that those who wish to keep their technical

skill at the pianoforte in reasonable condition , and yet can

not afford the time for practice which would make books like

Mr. Oscar Beringer's or Tausig's Technical Studies (or even

Plaidy's) really serviceable , may do so without wasting time.

The educational value of this book is great, and the exercises

( particularly those for legato) are admirable. Mr. Somervell

does not say, however (or even indicate by fingering), whether he

advises the Tausig method of using the C major scale fingering

for all keys indifferently. Teachers ought to recommend and

use this book .

Nature Drawing and Design. By Frank Steeley . In two

parts, 24 plates in each part . ( Bacon. ) 25. 6d. each .—Another

set of books containing drawings of flowers followed by examples

of the same plants conventionalised and turned to more or less

ornamental use. The idea is good, as other people besides Mr.

Steeley are beginning to perceive, but though the natural flowers

are carefully shown with their characteristic features, they are

not prettily drawn , whilst the adaptations to decorative purposes

show no particular appreciation of design .

Bacon's Copybooks on Lettering. By Frank Steeley. 24 pp.

Parts I. and II . ( Bacon . ) 3d . each .-Each of these little

volumes contains about half- a -dozen alphabets with guide lines

and spaces for copying. The examples are carefully graduated

and the letters which have been intelligently chosen , set before

the student forms which he will do well to imitate carefully and

make his own.

The Developinent of Power in School Work . By R. E.

Hughes. 16 pp. ( Leeds : Arnold .) - This little pamphlet

contains useful hints as to the introduction of " leaving exercise

books” in the top classes of elementary schools. With the

general views on education expressed by Mr. Hughes we are in

complete agreement.

The Need of Co -operation between Humanists and

Realists .

I do not propose to enter on a controversy with Prof. Arm

strong , although his letter is tempting . The confusion of

“ natural science ” with the “ scientific method," and the assump

tions and ex cathedra statements which 611 the letter , suggest

doubts whether the “ heuristic method ” is conducive to sound

reasoning . I have always felt that there was a danger in that

method , of teaching the young to generalise from one fact ; but

I never expected to see its champion believing himself to have

proved that natural science appeals to the imagination by a

statement that his friend, Sir William Abney, is one of the most

imaginative men alive . I am glad to grant him the correctness

of that statement (indeed it is obviously true , if the founder

of the glorious A and B schools thinks that they are based on

sound educational principles ) ; but what does it prove ? I do

not know why Prof. Armstrong assumes that I was speaking of

classical studies only in my letter . Nor do I see on what

grounds all classical men are called unimaginative. It is not

necessarily evidence of imagination to take off your coat and

work in your shirt -sleeves ; and I have seen even classical men

do that in hot weather. Again , South Kensington methods

of bribing schools to teach natural science may once have

been wise, but it does not follow that they are so now. I

do not think that anyone , even an official of the Board of

Education , will be found seriously to defend the principle of

subsidising one subject , whether it be Greek or chemistry.

I wish to appeal to principles , and to eliminate all sordid

aims, whether the winning of an open scholarship, or gain

ing a government grani , or learning how to make money in

a shop. But principles cannot properly be discussed except

by quiet conferences amongst experts. My object in writing

this letter is , to point out how impossible is such a conference

so long as scientific men take up Prof. Armstrong's position .

“ Come, you ignorant pedants, ” he says, “ co -operate with the

realists ! Throw away your convictions ; they are all rubbish.

If you call yourselves practical, you make yourselves ridiculous.

I do not want to abolish literary subjects , only to substitute

practical subjects and methods, such as make it necessary to

work in your shirt - sleeves. Pray do not offer the results of your

own experience ; you are prejudiced and I am not , therefore it

is obvious that I must judge.” If this is Prof. Armstrong's

idea of co -operation, I gladly concede him a pedestal beside

Sir W. Abney as another of the most imaginative men alive.

Not being one myself, I should have suggested in place of

Prof. Armstrong's title for this correspondence, “ Dilly , dilly ,

dilly , come and be killed.” W. H. D. Rouse .

Perse School , Cambridge.

Do these disputants wish us to believe that the scholastic

world is divided into two hostile camps ? In education , it may

safely be assumed that the great majority of us are either

moderate conservatives or moderate liberals. The claims of

the humanists suggest ultra -toryism , and those of the realists

extreme radicalism . The voice of the moderate man is too

seldom heard , and the result is that the more active extremist

often succeeds in getting his own way.

Assuredly the classicists have no exclusive claim to humanism

Some of them seem to forget that when , with the revivalnow .
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of learning, men were endeavouring to free themselves from and their specialised work on the classical side has stopped far

theological despotism , the contest became one between literature short of the point at which it can be of real service.

and theology, and not between literature and science . Natural Dr. Rouse refers to what, in my opinion , is the one really

science was then scarcely born . Modern literature , too , was great advantage derived by a boy from the study of Greek and

little more an an infant, and in their new desire to study Latin : it demands from him continuous mental application and

man as a human being freed , at last , from theological bonds, concentration of effort. Mr. Winbolt also seems to have this

schoolmen naturally turned to the literature of Greece and idea in his mind when he speaks of the “ puerilities ” that now

Rome. Litera humaniores supplanted literie divinæ, and so have a tendency to find their way into the schools . But is not

the ancient classics came to be called the “ humanities.” But the advantage in question too dearly bought if a boy leaves

three or four centuries have passed away since then , and now school at seventeen ? A science teacher's work ought to be

the claims of modern literature , with its vast range and variety, quite as exacting in the matter of hard thinking as that of the

are at least as great as those of the literature of old . The due classical teacher .

recognition of modern literature is what many of us are pleading The cry from the opposite camp is-things , not words ; the

for. Are we for this reason to be excluded from the ranks of workshop, not the class - room . The realist is, however, an

the humanists ? eminently reasonable fellow at heart , and when cornered he

Co -operation between the two factions is somewhat difficult, lells you that his demands are really only two : ( 1 ) three or

for neither is inclined to admit any of the claims of the other. four hours a week for natural science , and ( 2 ) , the adoption of
Obviously concessions must be made. What are the actual the “ scientific method ” in teaching , let the subject be what it

points in dispute ? may. His first demand is reasonable enough ; so also is the

In the first place, the classical teacher asks for much more second when properly understood . He simply urges the

than his share of the school time-lable . In the second place, recognition of the science which underlies the art of teaching.

he is inclined to be a little ungenerous in his estimate of the Briefly, he says , don't talk , but teach .

work of his colleagues. Only a few days ago I heard a heated The points at issue , then , are few . The great concession that

discussion between a classical and a modern -language teacher, the classicist is asked to make is the recognition of the principles

and the classical teacher absolutely refused to admit that faulty of proportion and equilibrium amongst the leading groups of

pronunciation in French and German was in any way compar- subjects of the school time-table , and the postponement of any

able with false quantities in Latin-the former was a trifling form of specialisation until the age of sixteen or seventeen.
malter, the latter an unforgivable sin . The classical teacher At this age there is less objection to specialisation , whether in

not infrequently shows some tendency to refuse equality to his classics, mathematics, or science, especially if a boy is going

colleagues. Even Mr. Winbolt relegates science and modern up to the University. The classicist will be recognised , and
literature to a second place. Again , far too much importance recognised willingly, as primus inter pares, if this will satisfy

seems to be attached to the content of classical literature. bim . Let him once admit equality to science and to modern

Let us admit that, as epic poets, Homer and Virgil stand on literature and the quarrel will end. If he refuses this I am
a higher plane than Milton and Dante. But when we come convinced that practical England , educationally awake at last,

to the question of history , is not the history of modern Europe will soon demand from him a good deal more.

of infinitely more importance to a boy than that of Greece Bedford .
F. W. W.

and Rome ? To argue that every boy ought to read Thucy

dides and Herodotus because of the wonderful perfection of Vacation Homes in France and Germany.

style of those writers seems to me quite beside the point. In these days of co -operative holidays and international

Few boys have any real appreciation of literary style until communication , it is a truism to say that a knowledge of French

they go up to the University. As for the drama, if Shakespeare or German is imperatively needed. How can our pupils most

and Molière do not stand alone, at least they will be admitted economically and pleasantly become proficient ? All teachers

to the same rank as the great classical dramatists . In the know how difficult it is to arrange for a boy or girl to lose part

Elgin room of the British Museum , do we admire the inetopes of his or her school course and go abroad in term time, but

from the Parthenon because we feel that they are beautiful it is not so difficult to arrange a two months' vacation , and ,

works of art ? Is it not rather because we feel that they are instead of taking the ordinary holiday, exchange homes with a

reflections of the remarkable genius of the sculptor ? And does French or German student similarly situated .

not a similar argument apply to the masterpieces of classical I can hear parents exclaim , “ What a nuisance - take a

literature ? It is, I think , the artist rather than his work that strange boy into our home circle ! ” Well , it has often been

calls forth our admiration . done, and the expected nuisance has become a steady friend.

Consider for a moment the Oxford man who wakes up one To tell the truth , the idea is only useful for the limited section

morning to find he has “ a First in Lit. Hum .” For twelve of students who wish to get on in life , and whose parents are

or fourteen years he has done practically nothing but classics. willing to take a little trouble in order to help them .

He may be very “ human ,” but he is very , very ignorant . If, The question is , what means are there for bringing about an

however, he is so wofully uninformed he is splendidly educated . exchange of visits .

Whatever his future walk in life, he is almost certain to be a At present there are three agencies. In London the Review
brilliant success. This we all admit , and admit ungrudgingly. of Reviews, Norfolk Street , Strand, has made the “ exchange

But , compared with the large number of boys in our secondary a speciality. In Paris , M. Toni Mathieu , 36 , Boulevard Ma.

schools, what an insignificant handful of university men obtain genta, a Government inspector of education, has the sanction

classical “ Firsts or “ Seconds.” And it is obviously unfair of the French educational authorities and has just arranged

to say that, because a classical training proves a great success for a special committee ; in Berlin, a bookseller, Herr Hempfler,

for a few , it is therefore an ideal training for all . Indeed , the Belforterstrasse, has often been able to help ; whilst the Literary

exact contrary seems to be the case . Besides , the greater Echo, a German educational journal , is manifesting keen interest .

number of boys leave school about the age of seventeen , and In every case it is a labour of love , but those desirous of making

those who up to that time have devoted half their energies to the exchange are expected to deſray the cost of enquiries,

the study of classics are altogether unfitted for the rough and postage, stationery, the meeting the exchanges at intermediate

tumble of life. Their general education is beneath contempt , stations when needed, and so on . It is necessary to begin

a
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cient working vocabulary, who can use it readily both in

speaking and in writing idiomatic French , and has learnt 10

read without mentally translating every sentence as he goes.

S. A. RICHARDS.

a

a

reason .

enquiries early in order to arrange for the summer holiday, and

when matters are settled it would be a good thing if the two

young people commenced a paper acquaintance by means of

letters .

But the co -operation of teachers is necessary now . If a

schoolmaster notices a boy willing to work , for whom such an

exchange would be an advantage, it would be a real kindness to

mention this to the parents and suggest the plan. In France

and England ihe schoolmaster's relerence is sufficient. I may

add that the suitable age is from 15 10 17 .

E. A. LAWRENCE.

The Teaching of Modern Languages.

WHEN I wrote my letter to THE SCHOOL WORLD on the

subject of the teaching of modern languages , I was sanguine

enough to imagine that its meaning was perfectly clear , and

that no one would take au grand sérieux what, at any rate , I

had intended as sarcasm .

I was mistaken, however , and I feel that my reputation is at

stake. I should have followed the example of Artemus Ward ,

and appended the postcript : “ N.B. — This is rote sarkastik . ”

In reply to " A Retired Schoolmaster," I should like to say

that the direct method by no means neglects exercises , but

favours those of a somewhat more rational kind than the “ coal

scuttle of my grandmother's aunt " type. There will be found

abundant material , for instance , in Rippmann and Alge's “ First

French Book ” (Dent) , for exercising and testing one's pupils,

not only in such minor details as irregular plurals (dear to

examiners' hearts) , but also in the use of ordinary, idiomatic ,

every -day French, which is much more to the point.

After all , need we be so anxious about a few poor words

which happen (through a clerical error) to take x instead of s in

the plural ? Will it not be quite sufficient to note the plural

form of each as it happens to crop up in the ordinary course of

reading or composition, pending that happy time when the s ,

which is their birth- right , shall be restored to them ? As

Darmesteter says, “ This strange and worthless rule , which the

French Academy would do well to suppress , is due to a vague

reminiscence of the usage in Middle French , according to which

the -us was replaced in writing by an x after an l, or an

I mouillée, which had been transformed into a vowel u .

What time is wasted on these unimportant points , time which

might well be employed in getting a grip of the ordinary forms

of expression really characteristic of the language ! It is quite

surprising how much French one may read , write , or speak

without happening to know the plural form which is equivalent

to “ ministers ' reports ” or “ brakes for shoeing vicious horses. "

This kind of accuracy is bought too dearly.

I should like to ask " A Retired Schoolmaster ” to read the

new English translation of Jesperson's book, “ How to Teach

a Foreign Language ” ( published by Sonnenschein ) , and also

Prof. Rippmann's “ Hints on Teaching French ” ; to become a

member of the Association Fhonétique Internationale, and study

its principles as applied to the teaching of modern languages ,

as well as Paul Passy's works on the same subject. He will

find out then , I think , that the direct method is something much

more scientific than the ordinary conversation lesson.

As for Bacon's remarks on the ready man and the

exact man ” -I quote from memory, and I hope I have the

right epithets-I confess that , in the matter of living languages,

I should prefer the former, always supposing the two to be

mutually exclusive , a supposition which I do not believe to be

correct . The pupil who can write down accurately, for

example, the different plural forms of aïeul, travail, oeil, &c. ,

with their respective meanings, or the rules relating to feu , nu

and demi, may score more marks at an examination , but he

will scarcely get as much satisfaction from his study of the

language as the pupil who has at his disposal a small but suffi

May I bring to the notice of your readers the circumstances

of the following case as indicațive of some difficulties in the

way of teaching modern languages by the New Method, in the

hope that it may evoke some practical suggestions. A friend

of mine was appointed Modern Language Master on the New

Method at a certain grammar-school which educates one hundred

boys and where the standard of work sadly needed raising. On

his arrival he found that modern languages had , if possible,

been neglected even more than other subjects. The lowest

ſorms taking French were II. and III . , for whom my friend

decided upon a laborious course of phonetics and conversation

from such books as those of Rippmann , or Curtis and Mackay,

but when he came to forms IV. , V. and VI . , his task assumed

colossal proportions. The effect of years of bad teaching on the

old lines was visible everywhere, but the forms were expected

to be up to locals and matriculation standard. Any attempt at

starting the “ New Method ” with such material was obviously

sheer waste of labour apart from the necessity of examination

preparation. My friend soon resolved to prepare the forms as

efficiently as possible for examination and at the same timeto

try to instil a love of good French books. But in course of

time my friend will have to introduce the “ New Method " into

the middle and higher forms and so use it throughout the
school .

The prospect certainly looks appaling, but my friend, being

an old hand , will probably know how to spare himself within

The physical strain of teaching on the “ New Method "

is so clearly recognised in Germany and other countries on the

Continent that a teacher is rarely, if ever, called on to do more

than eighteen or twenty hours per week of this exhausting work;

it is only in England that we have the edifying spectacle of a
man called on to teach on the “ New Method ” for thirty or

thirty - two periods per week , with the obvious result that unless

he be of unique stamina he is compelled to spare himself some

how or other. The moral is clear. Even in a school of one

hundred boys there must be at least two qualified “ New

Method ” teachers able so to arrange the work that one takes

up at the point where the other leaves off. Until headmasters

and inspectors realise this necessity there must, I fear, be

muddle . S. W.

Historical Debates in Preparatory Schools.

“ We shall all be agreed that history is not a mere narration of

facts in their chronological order ; but that to know it is to

know events in their true causes and connection , to bave our

judgment exercised about the right and wrong of human actions

as well as the sequence of events, and to recognise some prin

ciples underlying the mere facts.” It will not be any over

statement of fact to say that some such thought as this underlies

the purpose of every earnest teacher of history. If so, whal

better means than an open discussion could be devised to bring

home the cause and connection of a great event or the right and

wrong of a great man's actions ? Supposing that such a con

clusion is granted , the question at once arises as to whether the

mind of an average boy at a preparatory school is capable of

so grasping the pros and cons of even a simple historical subject

as to be able to debate on it . Writing from experience, the

answer seems to be, if left absolutely to himself, “ no," bat

with help, considerable help perhaps, “ yes,” for debates can

be made interesting and invaluable adjuncts to the history,

lessons of the year.

"

6

71

a

1 " Lectures on Teaching." J. G. Fitch.
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Nature-Study on Holidays .

MANY of your readers will have heard, if they have not

actually taken a share in , the work of the Co-operative Holidays

Association. The members of this association are a vigorous

and ever-growing community who believe in fresh air , plain

diet , and active exercise ; excursions combined with a friendly

social spirit of brotherhood which makes the annual holiday a

refreshment both to the spirit and body. Many teachers avail

themselves year by year of these opportunities , and in their

interest especially the association has just made definite arrange

mects at one centre (the Abbey House, Whitby) to help teachers

to study nature out of doors . Miss Mary Simpson , of the

Yorkshire College , Leeds, will act as lecturer and guide to the

party , and under her leadership those who enter upon the

course will have experienced direction . It is not intended to

confine their Whitby centre wholly to teachers during the fort

night of the course , for the co-operative holidays are intended

to unite all classes of society , and teachers are all the better for

meeting on the holidays with those who do not teach , and

quaint old Whitby, with its great stretches of moorland and

lovely river scenes, affords an ideal centre for nature students,

especially such who wish to combine holidaying with a little

quiet work.

Further information may be had by sending a stamped

addressed envelope to the Corresponding Secretary , the Abbey

House, Whitby.

J. J. F.

MUTUAL AID.

The only system of which I can speak from personal know

ledge allows for four debates in the year, two in each winter

term ; the subjects discussed are always taken from the period

which the school is studying , and the actual debate is held on

a Saturday evening, masters and boys alike being present. The

speakers, frequently including one or more of the masters,

number from ten to fourteen , and the discussion lasts an hour

and a quarter or a little more. The method employed in pre

paring for them is briefly as follows. A subject is chosen some

time previously, and a week before the debate one history lesson ,

given to the top two classes together, is devoted to cover, as far

as possible, the whole question ; intending speakers are then

asked to decide upon which side they would prefer to speak .

Usually there is so much competition for the honour that the

more junior members have to be selected by ballot , the unsuc

cessful competitors sometimes avenging themselves by voting

against their more fortunate rivals , regardless of their former

opinion . After the sides have been decided each boy is

coached out of school hours by the master who manages the

debates, the time varying from half an hour to about fifteen

minutes with the smaller boys . In this time a general sketch of

his speech is given to each individual , and every point is care

fully explained to him , the boy being allowed to take down

rough notes of what is said to him . The actual wording of the

speeches must be the work of the speaker himself, and he is

also encouraged in every way to seek out fresh ideas or apt

illustrations or quotations . Each boy is told the rough utline

of the argument of the preceding speaker, and warned of the

points on which he is most likely to be attacked.

A debate conducted on such lines as these is naturally open

to many objections. There is , and there must be , with such a

system in vogue, a certain air of artificiality, not very marked ,

but still existing ; but this , the most formidable charge that can

be brought against the plan , hardly affects it as a means of

teaching history . Mistakes naturally are not of infrequent

occurrence , but are generally noticed by the opposing side , and

the attention of the House called to them . This alone is surely

a strong argument in favour of the utility of the practice. With

the school as a whole debates are certainly popular . The

smallest boys sometimes find them dull, but wherever possible

maps or blackboard plans are shown by the chairman to illus

trate what is being spoken of. The masters and older boys

thoroughly appreciate the better speeches , and find amusement

in the flashes of humour which often enliven the proceedings.

“ Before saying anything about Clive , I will tell you the story

of his life,” were the rather startling opening words of one

young speaker, whilst another, referring to the callousness with

which Mary Stuart heard the news of the death of Lord

Darnley, described her as “ sleeping in bed eating an egg ;"

and , in fact, instances of such slips might be indefinitely

multiplied.

But if “ interest " is the first condition of successful historical

teaching ,' and few will be found to disagree , debating supplies it

in a way that few other inethods can hope to compete with .

Debates are a good deal of trouble, and necessitate the giving

up of many hours of leisure on the part of the master who

manages them , but he has his reward. The boys are able to

dip a little more deeply into the lives of great men than would

otherwise be the case ; they learn to see that every question has

two sides , and so begin to feel that broadening influence which

should be the first fruits of an intelligent study of history. The

difficulties in the way are many, but they can be overcome, and

even if the speeches are not always of a high order , or the

historical knowledge perfectly accurate , the increased interest

and keener work of the boys far outweighs such disadvantages.

G. BING .

The object of these columns is to afford teachers the opportu

nity of asking questions of and giving assistance to colleagues .

The questions received to which replies are solicited will be

printed first ; following these will be the answers which have

been sent in , and , to make such replies intelligible to all readers,

they will be accompanied by the question . Readers are invited

to send answers to any of the questions asked below by our

correspondents.

The questions should deal only with educational matters ,

using the expression in a broad sense , and the publication or

otherwise of any question must be left entirely to the discretion

of the Editors .

Questions and answers should be addressed to the Editors of

The School World, St. Martin's Street , London , W.C. , and

should be accompanied by the full name and address of the

sender, though not necessarily for publication . Each question

or answer should be on one side only of a separate sheet of

paper.

QUESTIONS.

A. J. W. Can anyone supply me with information dealing

with the status of assistant-masters in secondary schools in the

South African Colonies ? Is the supply of qualified men short

of or in excess of the demand ? What is the standard of re

muneration ?

K. C. Has any cheap book been published of illustrations of

logic-syllogisms and fallacious arguments principally ?

1

QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS.

K. C. Is there any good book of examples on Geometrical

Drawing ? Most of the books I have seen have few examples,

and though, of course, one can invent them for oneself, it is more

simple to have them already made up.

E. STEWART. “ Practical Plane and Solid Geometry .” By
I " Special Report on Educational Subjects, " vol. vi. , p . 217 .
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I. H. Morris and J. Husband. (Longmans.) 25. 6d . “ Geo

metrical Drawing and Design . " By J. H. Spanton. (Mac

millan . ) Examples on Geometrical Drawing."

V. Le Neve Foster. (Eton College Press. ) 35. 6d . net .

2s . 6d .

No special book exists upon the subject, English or American ;

but the best reference is to Prof. Herford's “ Outline of Shake

speare's Prosody ” ( Richard II . , Warwick Shakespeare)

(Blackie) , is. 6d . ; Dr. E. Abbott's “ Shakespearean Gram.

(Macmillan ), 6s . ; and Dr. Furnivall's Introduction to the

* Leopold ” Shakespeare . A German book of some value is

Prof. Schipper's “ Englische Metrik .”

mar

I. W. Will some teacher give an Australian reader the scope

of the French and German required of external candidates for

the B.Sc. ( pass) examination of the University of London ?

DE V. PAYEN- PAYNE. The French and German required

for the B.Sc. pass at the University of London consists of trans

lating into English a portion of a scientific work from each

language.

S. R. Will you kindly give me a word or two respecting the

Photographic Survey of the Heavens, which I believe was er:

pected to be completed about three years ago . Has it been so

completed ?

R. A. G. The scheme for the preparation of an astrographic

catalogue and chart was considered at an international con

ference of astronomers in 1887. It was decided to work on

such a scale that 11,000 plates would be required to cover the

sky, and this number was to be repeated four times , twice with

short exposures ( of 6 mins. , 3 mins. , and 30 secs. ) , and twice

with long exposures (40 mins. ) . The position of stars on the

plates of the first series ( catalogue plates) were to be measured.

and the measures printed and published ; those of the second

series (chart plates) were to be reproduced in fac -simile . Only

about one- fifth of the work has been accomplished , and it seems

to be improbable that the original programme will be carried

For further information as to the position of the enter

prise, see an article by Prof. H. H. Turner , in Nature of July

17th , 1902, ( vol . Ixvi . , page 273 ).

out .

B. C. How can the following equations be manipulateil, 10

give the values of x, y, and z, which are clearly ( by inspection ),

1 , 2 , and 3 .

5 x + 6 y + 32 = 26

4 x + 5y + 2 2 = 20

3 x + 4y + 2 14

J. M. Child. The equations are only equivalent to two

equations , the second being obtained by the addition of the

equals in the first and third and subsequent division by 2.

Hence solution is indeterminate.

Solution in positive integers. Eliminating : from second and

third equation we get

2 x + 3y = 8.

This may be solved by methods given in any text -book on

algebra, or graphically.

J. P. HINDLEY. The difficulty lies in the fact that the three

equations are not independent. From ( 1 ) and (2 ) by subtrac

tion x + y + z 6. Taking this from (2) we obtain ( 3 ) .

Thus ( 3 ) is a necessary corollary from ( 1 ) and (2 ) and .. the

condition for unique solution-3 independent equations for 3

unknowns--is not satisfied . By elimination of ( 3 ) with ( 1 ) or

( 2 ) we have 2 x + 3y 8. Take any values of x and y satis

fying this equation , and by substitution of these values in any

one of the original equations a suitable value of z can be obtained .

W. A. Whitton . The equations cannot be manipulated to

give a definite solution ; they are not three independent equa.

tions , for ( ii ) is obtained by adding together ( i ) and ( iii ) and

dividing the result by 2. Certainly x = 1 , y := 2 , 3 = 3, are

values which satisfy ; but so do x = - , y 3 , 2

= -2, y = 4 , and 2 4 , and any number of values could

be obtained for a y, , which would satisfy the equations.

A. C. J. These equations are not independent .

Thus : 8 x + 1o y + 4z = 40 from ( ii ) .

5 x + 6 y + 3 3 = 26 (i ).

Subtract 3 x + 4y + 14

Equation (iii ) can be derived from equations (i) and ( ii ) , and

hence will be satisfied by any value of x , y, and % , which satisfy

( i ) and ( ii ) ; these are of course infinite in number. Eliminate

z from ( i ) and (ii ) , it follows that 2 x + 3 y = 8, consequently

the only sets of positive integral values are ( 1 , 2 , 3) (4 , 0, 2) .

T. S. Are the Irish Statuies of Charles I. procurable as

Government publications ? If not, how may they be obtained ?

A. J. EVANS . Irish Statutes, revised edition , 1885,

printed by Eyre and Spottiswoode, under authority of the Irish

Government, contains twenty- three of the eighty-six statutes

passed in Charles I's . reign ( or at least parts of them ) , and is

itself based on the edition of the full text of all Irish Statutes,

1310-1800 , "contained in twenty volumes published early last

century . The book covers the same period and consists of

some 850 pages. Whether it is still procurable I do not know .

C. E. F. Where can I find an account of Perry's Slide

Rule, which is a new invention using log. log. scale ?

J. PERRY . The maker of the rule is Mr. A. G. Thornton ,

Paragon Works, King Street , W. , Manchester, It is an

ordinary slide rule , and also it computes ab where a and b are

any numbers,
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A NATIONAL CODE OF PHYSICAL delay, so as to bring them into line with the new

TRAINING
official one.

Dealing , as they do , with the children of elemen

By C. E. SHELLY, M.A. , M.D. , &c. tary schools, the report and its syllabus begin at

Consulting Medical Officer, Haileybury College . the beginning of the subject. The object in view

is to lay down a minimum , but a sufficient mini

HERE is a certain grim satire in the fact that mum, of physical exercise for children of the ages

those nations which boast of the most specified, under normal conditions. The approved

advanced civilisation should be showing the syllabus provides a classified reference list, as it

greatest concern in devising measures to counteract were , of a considerable variety of courses . The

its deteriorating effects upon the physique of the exercises have been selected on account of their

At the same time , there is ground for hope suitability for children ofschool age ; they require

in the consideration that legislative measures to no special provision of apparatus. Care has been

this end could be possible — and effective - only taken to exclude any exercise at all likely to be

because they are the outcome of a general awaken- injurious to children of even weakly physique , as

ing to the need of such action on the part of the well as everything savouring of the purely orna

public at large . The Inter -departmental Com- mental or which is not of distinct value from either

mittee , to which was entrusted the duty of deter- the “ physical” or the “ educational” point of

mining to what extent and along what lines the view . The latter quality—that of training the

model course now in use in public elementary nerve-centres involved to respond to a specific

schools should be modified or supplemented , may stimulus (e.g. , word of command) with alertness ,

be congratulated upon the result of their labours. decision , and control-belongs to all exercises in a

Their report is really interesting reading ; clear , certain degree and at a certain stage ; in learning

comprehensive , and concise ; and the introduction to use a knife and fork no less than in learning to

which prefaces the syllabus of physical exercises walk, to dance , or to ride a bicycle , certain complex

may be studied with advantage by all who are co-ordinations of muscular movements are involved ,

interested in the subject of education , for it affords which require , for their proper accomplishment,

an excellent summary of the principles which form carefully repeated exercises of the will and of the

the scientific basis of physical culture , and of the memory as well as of the nerve-centres immediately

essentials which cannot be ignored if those prin- concerned. A certain amount of fatigue accom

ciples are to be successfully applied to the bodily | panies the earlier practice of all movements of this

exercises required of school children. The scheme class , and this fatigue will be shown most and

of exercises laid down is sufficiently definite, but is earliest in proportion as the structures called into

at the same time so elastic as to permit of modifi- action are immature and sensitive . But a certain

cation in accord with local needs or limitations, amount of somatic memory is stored and added to

and permits of such variation as the conditions of by each successive repetition of the exercise ,which

the pupils or the ability of the teacher may sug. thus itself grows less tiring until it becomes prac

gest : and , indeed , provision is made for the intro
tically automatic . At this point the education of

duction-tentatively in the first instance of sup- the nerve -centres involved is complete, and is not

plementary details , should the teacher feel that increased by any further repetition of the exercise .

such are desirable . The actual exercises recom- But the continued practice of the exercise thus

mended do not precisely follow any special mastered still possesses a “ nutritive ” effect, by

" system , ” but necessarily include exercises com- serving to maintain the bulk and potential activity

mon to many well known courses of physical of the parts involved . Hence , as a means of

training. It is not recommended that the syllabus physical training , one and the same exercise may

compiled by the committee should at once sup- be used for two purposes quite different - for its

plant those schemes which are already approved “ educative ” effects during the time of learning ,

and in use in elementary schools ; nor would this or for its “ nutritive ” effect when it has been

be desirable ; but it is expected that existing mastered . And this distinction is of primary

schemes will be modified without unnecessary importance in determining the times at which and

No. 67, Vol. 6. ] X
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the manner in which any exercise should be excluded from participation in the ( not exacting )

imposed, having regard particularly to the varying forms of physical exercises recommended for

extent to which fatigue is produced in the two sets general use ; and they point out that “ mere exclu.

of circumstances . sion is not enough .” The most admirable code ,

Hence the recommendation that at stated inter- devised with scientific accuracy and administered

vals , twice or thrice a week , there should be exer . with the most intelligent willingness in the world,

cises given and treated as formal school lessons- will not succeed in making bricks without straw ,

unfamiliar things to be learned by repeated efforts ; or in evolving a well developed man or woman out

necessarily involving fatigue, and therefore to be of the starved child . The remedy does not lie in

carried on only for a reasonable period of time ; the hands of the teacher ; but the teacher should

and to be regarded by the teacher as a lesson , and be equal to at once recognising the condition

not as a relief or set-off to other educational work . which calls for a remedy, and there should be

But when certain simple exercises have once been means for providing the remedy “ if a remedy be

mastered , they (no longer entailing the fatigue possible.” Those clauses of the report in which

inherent in the learning of them) are to be prac- this aspect of a very serious difficulty is alluded

tised daily , for their nutritive effects upon the to adumbrate measures of grave importance. No

respiration and the blood and lymph circulations one with any practical knowledge of education as

especially . These should be exercises of a kind a national question-of its vast importance to the

which can be performed quickly and without whole community, and its illimitable possibilities

mental effort, and should be carried out in the for good or evil , of the responsibilities which it

class-room several times daily for two or three entails and the burdens which it imposes-is likely

minutes at a time . Thus used-as in breaking up to minimise the importance of securing adequate

a period of continuous confinement to the class- intelligence and training for the teaching staff.

room-their effect, though transient , is in the Of no less importance is a satisfactory solution to

truest sense recreative . the question of how to deal with the underfed

A useful caution is given as to the way in which children who form in some cases a considerable

music can be used so as to mar the educative proportion of those attending many elementary
effect of physical exercises carried out to its accom- schools . And then , too, there is the matter of

paniment. Music, in fact, should not be used as school buildings and school plant .

an adjunct to exercises which are being learned. With the first two matters just alluded to the

Acting as a rhythmic stimulus, it to some extent Report deals in a fashion which must commend

replaces the need of will effort ; thus, while saving itself to the intellect of the experienced school
fatigue in a certain degree , it detracts from will- manager, while it futters the financial conscience

training in muscular movements and by so much of the harassed “ local authority." Every case

diminishes the educative value of such exercises. of insufficient feeding or constitutional weakness

For infants, whose exercises should be almost ought to be reported without delay to the local

exclusively of the “ nutritive " type , music is authority, in order that the local authority may at
generally permissible, in virtue of its use in dimi- once take steps to investigate the circumstances

nishing fatigue. But it should not be employed and apply a remedy, if a remedy is possible.” It
with the older children , except in conjunction with is clear that the decision as to the exclusion of

exercises with which they are already familiar - children unequal to the physical demands of edu

such as marching, which is chiefly nutritive in cational training must be made in the first instance
value. by the teacher ,on his or her individual responsi

The recognition of certain physical disabilities , bílity ; and while it may be found that , of existing

chief amongst which stands “ nasal" breathing-- teachers, the more experienced are able to make

and deafness, which so often indicates such a discriminative selection without difficulty,

allied to that frequently responsible for “ mouth it is admitted that no more than a proportion of

breathing ”—a term preferable to “ nasal ' the existing teaching staff can fairly be expected

breathing , because it is truly descriptive of the to be equal to the adequate discharge of such a

condition present) , to say nothing of generally duty . To meet this initial difficulty , it is recom

defective nutrition due to lack of sufficient or of mended, in the first place, that for the future
proper food, is imperative on the part of the “ suitable instruction in the laws of health and in

teacher . And the teacher must not only possess the outward signs of physical and mental weak

an intelligent mastery of the principles involved in ness ” should be accorded , in the general scheme

the physical training of the young, but must also for the training of school teachers, a position much

take a hearty personal interest in carrying out the more prominent than has hitherto been allotted to

work successfully . The Committee has not been It is , moreover, pointed out that for this

blind to the magnitude of the position thus opened purpose no mere book-work instruction , such as

up . “ It has been forced upon them ,” they say , may suffice for passing written examinations in

" that, important as the question of physical exer- physiology and hygiene,will suffice : the instruction

cise for schools is in itself, it is only part of a much must include a certain amount of practical work in

larger question , viz., that of school and personal the recognition of normal conditions ofphysique and

hygiene." They indicate that among the children nutrition, and of the deviations from this standard ,

attending the elementary schools there is a certain including familiarity with the signs of fatigue,

number who must be, at times or altogether , ' physical and mental, as well as with those which

9
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indicate defects of sight, hearing , respiration ,and prove , in any sense, a bad investment for the

the like . The requisite knowledge must , in fact, nation .

be founded on a course of, “ so to speak , clinical The need for ample playground space is insisted

experience . ” The utmost secured by such know- on , and it is pointed out that a hall or unoccupied

ledge will not , however , enable the teacher to do class -room in which the systematic lessons may

more than make a preliminary selection of those be carried on from week to week without inter

cases which obviously suggest the need of further ruption from the weather is also an indispensable

investigation. This last can be made only by part of the equipment of every school in the
fully trained medical men who have made work uncertain and varying climate of this country . It

of this kind a speciality , and provision for the would be extremely difficult to make this pro

systematic reference of questions of school hygiene vision in the case of many individual schools ; but ,

and the special treatment of individual scholars as was indicated in the Report of the Commission

by medical experts is held to be essential to on Physical Training (Scotland ) , there are advan

any complete form of educational organisation . | tages attaching to the institution of separate places

Further , while refraining from any revolutionary of recreation which can be made to serve as a

or hurried attempts at reforming the existing staff, common meeting-ground of groups of schools for

the committee urge the formation of a class of this purpose. During all exercises , and especially

specially trained “ instructors ” or “ specialist during the few minutes of daily exercises, doors

teachers, " to whom would eventually fall the duty and windows should be widely opened : although

of regularly carrying out the provisions of the “ these exercises should never be omitted because

code of physical training , in the larger schools , at for any reason that condition " —the fushing of

all events , and of supervising the teaching given the room with as much fresh air as possible

in the smaller schools, which might be suitably cannot be fulfilled.” We confess, however, to

grouped for the purpose of benefiting by this more reading with some misgiving one of the few obitev

specialised instruction . dicta appended to these directions : “ With proper

The emphasis which is laid by the committee nasal breathing, any atmosphere that is good

on these points contrasts with their almost tender enough to live in will be good enough to exercise

solicitude for local susceptibilities in regard to in .” In a limited sense , this may sometimes be

others which they deem of lessprimary importance. admitted .admitted . But it must never be forgotten that , in

Essentials are to be secured and fatal deficiencies the case of children , any active exercise means

remedied “ as speedily as possible " ; but “ for the the formation and discharge of peccant waste

rest , the demands of inspectors in the matter of material to a degree relatively much greater than

physical exercises should be carefully proportioned in the case of adults ; while children are more

to existing facilities . " Admitting the principles susceptible than they to the effects of continually

expounded in the Introduction to their Report , re - breathing an atmosphere thus polluted . And

the position thus taken up is a logical one . Now all those who realise the relations which obtain

that the State has madeeducation compulsory, it between numbers , floor space , and ventilation in

is to the interest of the State that the education most of the existing elementary school and class

provided shall be a truly combined training of rooms must regret a statement which , made with

mind , body and character ; and it is in no less such authority,may be quoted to justify the perpe

degree the interest and duty of the State to see tuation of conditions providing an atmosphere per

that the children whom it gathers round its knees haps just " good enough to live in " while the pupils

for that purpose are in such a condition of physical are at rest , but certain to become unduly fouled

health as to profit by the education it insists on by even a short period of moderate exercise .

providing for them . The evils incidental to child

life in urban districts are certain to be aggravated
The Making of English. By Henry Bradley . 245 pp.

by imperfect and defective “ teaching ” carried out

in schools ill - lighted , ill - ventilated , and over
(Macmillan .) 45. 6d . — This is one of the most interesting

books that has fallen into our hands this long time , and every

crowded ; while the opposite of all this can do
teacher of English ought to make haste to possess and study

much to make up to the town child for the loss of
it . Mr. Bradley's labours as one of the editors of the great

the free and open -air life enjoyed by its country. Oxford Dictionary are well known , as are also his services to

bred contemporary. Again, though intelligent science as president of the Philological Society ; but there is a

instruction in healthy schools can only partially sense in which it may be said that this little book outweighs

counteract the influences of the squalid home, it them all , for it puts an immense amount of valuable philo

must help materially towards the development of logical matter in a form so attractive that , once begun , the

a generation more open to the attractions and book cannot easily be laid down. The author speaks as

better versed in the essentials of a life at once one conscious of faults in his book ; the great fault of such

more healthy, more useful, and more orderly . works cannot be charged against it. It is never anywhere

The potential “ hooligan ," under the wisely directed dry. Readers who are but beginners in philology, or merely

influence of suitable physical training and exercise , interested in an amateurish way in English , will find no

can be educated into becominga valuable member difficulty in following Mr. Bradley, or in obtaining clear

of society ; and the half -starved children for whom views and an enormous amount of information about the deve

“ the local authority ” has secured both a service- lopment of the English tongue in its practical and historical

able training for life's battle and the physical aspects . The last three chapters on Wordmaking, Changes

means of utilising that instruction are not likely to
of Meaning, and Some Makers of English , are fascinating.

1
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being part and parcel of its quality or dimensions,

DIMENSIONS OF PHYSICAL all of which is necessarily indicated by the form of

QUANTITIES. the expression which represents it . This will be

illustrated below .

By PROF. ALFRED LODGE, M.A.
Lastly, if in a physical or geometrical equation a

Royal Indian Engineering College, Coopers Hill.
number of terms are added together , or subtracted,

or equated , they must all be of the same dimen .

ERTAIN very important matters in con- sions, and in particular, if they are vectors , they

nection with the expressions that are met must all point in the same direction ; or at least,

with in geometrical and mechanical in- if this is not the case , the equation may be split up

vestigations deserve more careful attention than into a number of independentequations in which this

is usually given to them . Students are very rigid law will hold .

slow to perceive that expressions or formulae This may be illustrated first by the equation of

denoting quantities of particular kinds must be a straight line in terms of the intercepts on the

of the right dimensions , and that their dimen- axes , viz . :

sions can be determined by mere inspection of

+ =
the expressions themselves. By the dimensions

of a physical quantity, its quality or kind is meant : The right - hand side is a mere number, and on

not how much there is of it, but what kind of thing investigation it will be seen that so are the terms

it is . Students ought to realise that such an on the left ; for x and a are parallel lengths , whose

expression as ar?, or 4 * r , must denote an area , ratio is a mere number, and so are y and b.

and that must denote a volume. They ought

to be iess able to make a mistake as to the kind of

quantity represented than to make a false concord

in their classics . The following is an attempt to

illustrate what is meant , touching only on well

known and fairly simple ideas.

Some concepts are fundamental, and cannot be

expressed in terms of simpler conceptions . Such

are length and time, and a few others .

On the other hand , such quantities as area ,

volume, velocity, acceleration , &c. , are estimated

in terms of simpler magnitudes . Thus, an area is

represented by the product of two lengths, a Now take the same equation in the form

volume by the product of three lengths, velocity is bx + ay = ab . Here , the term bx is the product of

obtained by comparison of length with time, and two lengths, whose directions are at right angles if

may be considered as the ratio of length to time , the axes are rectangular , in which case bx denotes
and so on . We may therefore say that the dimen- the area of a rectangle of base b and height %.

sions of area are (length )? ; the dimensions of volume Similarly ay and ab are areas . These areas are in

are ( length )S ; those of velocity are length = time, the same plane, and consequently are entitled to

while acceleration has the dimensions velocity • be added or subtracted or equated . They are

time , which we permit ourselves to express as conventionally considered as parallel vectors,

length = (time)
whose axes are perpendicular to the plane, and

In theoretical mechanics mass is treated as a therefore parallel to each other.

fundamental conception, while “ force " is thought If we write the equation in tbe form

of as of the dimensions mass x acceleration, i.e. , mass

x length = (time)? In engineering , on the other {bx + tay = fab

hand , force is considered as the fundamental
we are asserting that the sum of the two triangles

quantity, and mass is thought of as of the dimen
OPB and OAP in the above diagram (Fig. 1 ) is

sions force = acceleration .

What it is desired to lay stress on is that the

equal to the triangle OAB. If the axes of co

ordinates are not at right angles , the relations
expressions denoting any of these quantities bear

between the areas of these triangles would be
on their face the impress of their quality or

dimensions, and that students should be taught to fbx sin w + jay sin w Lab sin w.
perceive this.

There is a further distinction between physical This brings us to an important point in connection

quantities which can also be seen in the ex- with areas , viz . , that an area can be obtained only

pressions which denote them : viz., that some, such by multiplying two lengths which are mutually

as length , area , force, are directed quantities, or perpendicular. This is laid stress on in mensura

vectors, while others , such as volume, mass, time , tion , but is liable to be lost sight of in trigonometry ;

are non-directed quantities, or scalars. In the but it is universally true nevertheless. Thus, if

case of directed quantities , the formulae or ex- a , b are two adjacent sides of a parallelogram

pressions denoting them will in all cases indicate containing an angle w, either the base is a and the

their direction as well as their dimensions ; in fact, perpendicular height is b sin w, or the base is b ,
the direction of a vector must be considered as and the height is a sin w. In either case the area ,

be
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ab sin w, is the product of two mutually perpendicu- multipliers of a length . If in a right -angled triangle

lar lengths. ABC (Fig . 3) we multiply the hypothenuse c by
Similarly, the area of the triangle whose sides cos A, we obtain the base b , which is the pro

are a, b , and included angle w , is half the productjection of c on to the base . If we multiply ĉ by
of the base into the perpendicular height , i.e. , = sin A , we obtain the perpendicular a - i.e ., the two

fa.b sin w, or fb.a sin w. products c cos A and c'sin A are perpendicular to

Now suppose a , b , are lengths measured along each other . On the other hand , if we takethe two

the same line or along two parallel lines , what does sides b , a initially at right angles , and multiply one

ab represent now ? Strictly speaking , not an area by cos A and the other by sin A , we shall obtain

at all, though it is of the right dimensions (except | similarly directed vectors which may be added

as regards directions ) , viz. (length ). If we rotate together . ' In fact, the hypothenuse c is made up of

one of the lengths through an angle w , ab sina the sum of b cos A and a sin A. If we multiply b

will be the area of a parallelogram , whose sides by tan A , we obtain the perpendicular a , i.e., the,

are a , b in length and direction . The vector effect of tan A used as amultiplier is to obtain a

representing this area may be directed how we perpendicular vector. This effect of the tangent.

please by merely altering the plane in which we of an angle is well exemplified in the formula

rotate one of the lines. If the angle w is zero, y = mx +0. Let us for simplicity consider x as

there is no area . We can only look on this product horizontal and y as vertical . In this equation y is

a vertical length, and so is mx, and so also is c .

In fact, they would not come into the equation

unless they were all similarly directed . The way

in which mx is vertical, though x is horizontal , is

worth studying. The factor m is the gradient

(tan o) of the line, and is therefore the ratio of

à vertical length to a horizontal (so many feet

vertical to so many feet horizontal). Hence the

nature of mx is shown by the formula

of parallel lengths as a scalar quantity of dimensions

(length ) . A number of such scalars admit of
vertical length

?
horizontal length

x horizontal length ,

addition, even though their lines are differently

directed . Perhaps the simplest illustration is the which, on cancelling, leaves a vertical length as

formula expressing one side of a triangle in terms the result .

of the other two sides and the included angle, viz . , The equation v = a cos e + b sin o well illustrates

aa = b2 + — 2bc cos A. In this formula a , b , the importance of thinking of directions. Since

and ca are obviously products of pairs of parallel a cos e and b sin o are added together, a and b must

(or , rather , coincident) vectors ; and the product themselves be at right angles. Take, then , OA

bc cos A will on examination prove to be the same, horizontal a , and AB vertical = b , and draw a

for c cos A is the projection of c along b ; or, we line OP at any angle o with OA, of length equal to

may if we like, take the factors as b cos A and c ; the sum of the projections of a and b upon it.

in either case the product is evidently a scalar Then OP = a cose + b sin e, i.e. , OP = r . It is

( length )" like the others. easy to see from this that the locus of P is a circle

having OB as diameter .
B

The equation x cos a + ysin a p is similar in

character as regards the directional qualities of

the lengths involved . In fact, statically , the two

equations are the same. The difference between

them lies in the selection of the variables.

The dimensions of the circular measure of an

angle , arc = radius, are worthy of study. It is of zero

dimensions, but is yet not a pure number , for it
will be noticed that the arc is everywhere perpen

dicular to the radius. An angle is therefore the

ratio between two mutually perpendicular lines.

Its effect is somewhat similar to that of the tan of

Of course in such a case we may forcibly turn an angle , but not quite so simple, as neither arc

one of the factors of each product through a right nor radius have any definite direction. Perhaps

angle, and then prove the equality that exists the easiest way is to consider a finite angle as

amongthe resulting squares and rectangles ; in fact, made
up of the sum of an infinite number of little

it is in this way that Euclid i . 47 is proved . But ds

bits given by the equation de = where certainly
the formula, though proved by means of areas , is

generally used for numerical calculations of the ds and r are perpendicular to each other.

lengths of sides ; it has no intrinsic connection Now consider a mechanical problem . “ A ball
with areas.

is thrown with velocity V in a direction inclined
We have in the above examples incidentally at an angle with the horizon : determine its

noticed the different effects of sin A and cos A as horizontal range. "

a =

2

А 7

FIG. 3.

a

9
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47 boys x 5 nuts

a

a

9

2

Х

The vertical velocity is V sin a, initially , and at analytical geometry or mechanics. Thus, to borrow

time t is V sina -gt . The expression gt is vertical an illustration from my brother's review of Mr.

acceleration x time
Turnbull's “ Arithmetic " ( The School World,

vertical length vertical length
1903 , p. 412 ) :

x time “ If 47 boys are to receive 5 nuts each , how

( time) time

many nuts are required altogether ? ”

vertical velocity as it should be. The vertical The answer is :

velocity will be zero at the highest point , and will be

- V sin a at the point where the ball again reaches
= 235 nuts

i boy

the horizontal plane ; hence the timeoffight will be

given by the equation V sin a - gt = - V sin a,whence
5 nuts

The quotient is very interesting ; it may
2V sin i boy

t which is of dimensions vertical velocity be called a distributive quotient, indicating thea

• vertical acceleration whose ratio is of " time
scale of distribution , being read as “ 5 nuts per

dimensions as it should be . boy ."

Thehorizontal velocity, V cos a, multipliedby - If 235 nuts
are distributed equally among 47

The same question might have been set thus.

this time , will give the required range, viz. ,

boys, what will each receive ? ” or, “ what will be
2 V? sin a cos a

the scale of distribution ? "

8 Answer :

the dimensional expression for which (thinking of
235 nuts 5 nuts

V? sin a cos a as V sin a x V cos a) is 47 boys i boy

vertical length horizontal length
Of course if the distribution is not " equally ,"

time time
5 nuts

the answer is merely an average result .

vertical length i boy

(time)" To take an exactly similar question : “ If a

in which time cancels out, and so does vertical
cyclist rides 235 miles in 47 hours, what is his

length , leaving horizontal length as the result .
average rate ?

Answer :

We may state this symbolically, if we please, 235 miles 5 miles

in the following briefer form advocated by Prof.
Rate (average ) .

47 hours I hour

W. Williams, of Swansea , using Y for vertical

length and X for horizontal length, viz . ,
In the form of question which gives the rate

and the number of hours, and asks for the distance,

71 **/1 the sum would stand
X

5 miles

Distance

I hour
X 47 hours

The essential distinction between the product

of two parallel lengths and the product of two Obviously this sort of treatment is applicable

perpendicular lengths is well illustrated by the to any arithmetical question relating to concrete

distinction between the work done by a force and quantities . It should notbe insisted on too often :

the moment of a force. One is scalar , as in it the just enough to keep up the interest , and to clear

force is multiplied by a length in its own direction ,
up difficulties as the pupil advances into harder

with dimensional formula work . It is perhaps most important in connection

with mensuration , where for want of it boys so
mass x length M L'

(time)
x parallel length , or often seem unable to realise when formulæ relate

T ?

The other is a vector, the force being multiplied ought to becomeautomatically obvious. It ought
to length or to area , or to volume. Dimensions

by a length at right angles to its line of action,
to be impossible to make a mistake in them.

represented by the formula
There is one further point to which I ought

mass x length MXY probably to allude . Although in such a general

(time)
x perp . length

T ? equation as y = mx + c every term stands out

In this connection we may take an illustration
distinct as regards both length and direction , it is

showing the directional effect of an angle factor :
no longer the case when you give numerical values

If a rope wound round a pulley of radius a is
to m and c . Thus

pulled with a force F , its moment round the ( y - 2 ) == m (x – 3)

axis = Fa. If the pulley rotates through an has lost in some of its terms indications of both

angle o , the work done is Fa e. Here Fa is a
length and direction , though of course when we

vector, but Fa e is a scalar , the lengths a and come to look into the matter geometrically we

a o being mutually perpendicular , so that though a shall find that 2 denotes a length parallel to y, and

is perpendicular to Fa e is along F's line of action . 3 a length parallel to x . Similarly
The question will no doubt arise as to how soon

the notion of dimensions should be brought to the
2y = 3.1 sa

notice of pupils . I think in easy cases some has lost all sign of direction , and if we write it

teachers would find they could interest fairlyyoung in the form 2y = 3x – 5 it has lost homogeneity–

pupils long before they venture into the regions of l altogether, i.e. , in form . Of course , in essence, it is

T

9/12
Y

235 miles.
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5 may denote

25. 60 .

as homogeneous as ever : is the gradient, i.e. , is of if teachers generally had more knowledge of glass
vertical length

working .
dimensions

horizontal length
What

AVAILABLE Books .

is not obvious , but wedo know that, if 2 and 3 are

of zero dimensions in length , 5 is a length , and in Undoubtedly it is advisable for the teacher to

all cases we know that zy, 3x, 5 , are all exactly get a few lessons from an expert . But often this

similar quantities. is out of the question. Moreover, the lessons are

We all know how students shy at general much more useful when the student has made

equations or general formulae ; they so much prefer some progress , and discovered the difficulties for

dealing with numbers. y = mx + c is hard ; himself. There are several good books in English

2y = 3x – 5 is all right , because they have some- on the subject, though none treating the subject

thing they can work with . Perhaps if the subject from the point of view of the ordinary science
of dimensions is brought constantly before them master . The following I believe, to be a com

they may sooner learn to see into , and appreciate plete list :
the beauty of, general formulae ; and may sooner

“ Methods of Glass -blowing." Shenstone . ( Rivingtons . )

learn the important lesson that even in question

requiring a numerical answer it may be better to The pioneer book on the subject.

work with symbols aslong as possible , till the final “ Glass-blowing and Glass -working." Bolas . (Dawbarn and

formula is reached which has to be evaluated , as Ward . ) 25 .

it is so much easier to avoid (or to discover and “ Laboratory Arts." Threlfall. (Macmillan .) 6s .

correct ) mistakes in algebraical work where the One hundred pages on this subject .

dimensions of the quantities are continuously in “ Glass-working.” Hasluck . (Cassell . ) is .

front of us than in a mass of numerical work And I should like to add :

where such help no longer exists . The symbols “ Guide pour le Soufflage de Verre." Lugol. ( Paris : Gautier

will shine with a new and fuller meaning, and Villar et Fils .)

become lights and guides instead of difficulties. This is a French translation of the much enlarged German

edition of Shenstone's by Prof. Ebert.

I advise the teacher to procure the first or

second . The section on glass-blowing in “ La
boratory Arts " is excellent, but the somewhat

elaborate apparatus and methods described might

GLASS-WORKING FOR SCHOOL
deter the beginner . Still , for other reasons , no

LABORATORIES .
physical laboratory should be without Prof.

By Rev. A. H. Fish , B.A. , B.Sc.
Threlfall's book . The last is also excellent . In

what follows I shall assume that the teacher has

NDER the old methods of teaching there one of these books .

were , as a rule , few demands for the exer

cise of the art of the glass-worker by the APPARATUS.

teacher or pupil . Stock lecture apparatus of the

same patiern was used in school .every It If at all possible , let a separate room , however

required the minimum of fitting. Only with some small , near the teaching laboratory be set apart

attempt at original work did the knowledge of
for glass-working . The noise and litter which it

one's deficiency, come home. Now, however, causes are very objectionable in the laboratory .

when each pupil is , or should be , encouraged to There should be a good gas supply , and some sort

independent thought , there is much more opportu.
of stove. A sheet-iron oil stove with flat top is by

nity for dexterity on the part of teacher and
no means a bad addition.

pupil.
Bellows. — The ordinary rubber -bag bellows,

Each successive text -book shows more and more found in most laboratories, does not give a suitable

departure from stock patterns and methods. New
flame for most operations in glass-blowing, and is

discoveries in science have brought the glass not nice to work . Still , it can be made to serve

blower's art prominently forward, and even in for many purposes , and is very useful in conjunc

elementary work a great deal can undoubtedly be
tion with a small portable blow -pipe. For all work

done to improve the methods and apparatus used
except this , nothing is quite so efficient as the

by pupils. It is not , of course , suggested that the
smith's bellows arranged as shown in Fig . 1. It

teacher ought to make the apparatus used by the
takes up a good deal of room , however, and

pupils, or to teach them to make it . His time some fitting will be required . It has the great

and theirs are much too valuable . But one sees advantage that the pressure can be varied to

points in which present apparatus could be im
suit the work in hand . For simplicity, com

itpactness , and all - round convenience
proved or adapted ; one desires to contrive fresh

must

apparatus; one often needs in emergencies to
give place to one of the table- bellows made by

make an article which cannot be obtained without
Enfer, of Paris ( Fig . 2) , and now obtainable

" ordering , " and consequent loss of time . And ,
through most dealers at a cost of about £3 Ios . '

lastly, a good deal of the “ fitting " in ordinary
school laboratories could be very much improved,

· Figs. 2 , 3 , 4 , are taken by permission from the catalogue of Messrs.

W. & J. George & Co.

U

>

1
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I have had both these arrangements in use for

quite ten years , and though, as a matter of habit

perhaps , I prefer the former, I always recom

mendthe latter. I have never had the slightest

trouble with it , and it is as good as the day I

tubing of about 1 inch and į inch diameter should

also be stocked . A few pounds of each sort of

intermediate size will be useful. In both cases

avoid very thick -walled tubing. It is expensive,

and not of much use except for special purposes.

Position . - See that you can sit comfort

ably , with foot on pedal , elbows on the

table, and finger and thumb four to five

inches above the level of the table. On

your right side , on the foor, have a

japanned sheet- iron or tin box for waste.

Let the flexible tubes from gas and bel

lows come up through holes in the table

close to the blowpipe. There should be

a stop -cock , with lever handle on the

blowpipe, to regulate the gas . See that it

moves easily , but not too easily.

-

HINTS ON THE SIMPLER OPERATIONS.

Cutting . – Use a file. Make each boy

keep his own file . When worn grind

down one side . A fat file is as good as

a three - cornered one and more handy .

Do not let your boys sawtheir glass. A

single forward cut is sufficient for con

necting -tubing. For the wider tubing

two or three cuts — a distinct notch - fol

lowed by a bead of very hot glass is generally

sufficient to effect a clean cut. Jena glass is often

obstinate, and one of the circular cutters now sold

is useful in dealing with it .

Bending . — A batswing burner is not now always

available in the laboratory. A tube-heater gives

good bends. So does the following simple plan.

Lay the Bunsen on its side on a block, or over

a

-

This can

Fig . 1. — Bellows and Blowpipe Table.

Threlfall's “ Laboratory Arts. (Macmillan .)

bought it . The beginner should be told that in

using it he must “ blow up " until the top of the

bellows is hard against the table -top. If he now

takes his foot away , he will get a steady blast

lasting at least a minute. Thenceforward he just

keeps this pressure up.

Blowpipe. - Avoid the brass forms usually sold ,

and get or make a glass-blower's blow -pipe, with

glass jets and centering screws (see Fig. 3 ) .
now be bought for about Ios . 6d .

Messrs. Letcher , of London , have lately put on

the market an excellent change blow -pipe with

three jets . They made me one with glassjets and

centering screws, which is as

nearly perfect as such a thing

can be.

The teacher should, how

ever (with the aid , if necessary ,

of the nearest gas -fitter ), con

struct the simple blowpipe de

scribed by Threlfall, pp . 25-26 ,

or Shenstone , p . 4 , which is
all that is used by many pro

fessional glass - blowers. A

brass T -piece, a cork and glass

jet , are all that are required to

put together the portable blow

pipe which is necessary for

work on fixed apparatus.

Glass Tubing . – There is now no difficulty in get

ting good soda -glass from any of the dealers . If

a fixed gauge, say, is of an inch , be adopted for

connecting tubing and adhered to ,much trouble in

cork boring, &c . , will be saved , and a good stock

of this tubing should be laid in . The next most

useful size is fairly thin -walled cylinder tubing of

from to inch diameter. Jena combustion

>

Fig . 2.- Enfer's Bellows

and Table.

FIG . 3.—Single Blowpipe with Centering Screws.

the edge of the bench , and turn the tube in the

horizontal flame thus obtained .

Small End -bulbs . - Close the tube smoothly and

uniformly before attempting the bulb. With hard
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glass, beginners find it difficult to get rid of the but with the palm downwards. This is the only

small knob left by the tail. Heat just this bit in way to hold tubing for rotation in the flame. Now

the edge or end of a hot Aame and blow hard . balance the combination . The relative weights of

Remember here and always that thick glass takes the different parts should be such that the finger
longer to cool than thin , and , as it is nearly always and thumb are now pretty close to the cork . Put

the elbows on the table and commence slowly

turning round the tube on a horizontal axis . The

hand drops over at the wrist , making an angle of

about 120° with the forearm and being 4 or 5 in .

above the table . The turning is done by the fore

finger and thumb alone ; the tube lies between the

palm and other fingers, as on a rest . Use one or

two fingers of the left hand, if necessary,to support

the other end as in a V. Adjust the cork till the

axis of the two tubes is the same. Now practise

turning, till youcan do it almost as truly as if

using a lathe . Then take away the left hand, and

continue. There must be no “ wobbling .” You

will soon find that it is a matter of feeling rather

than of seeing, and it is this “ feel ” that you need

to acquire . Practise it steadily .

BECKER
LONDON

FIG. 4.- Letcher's Change Blowpipe.

the thick parts that are to be expanded , let the

thinner glass cool a moment before blowing. In

other words, take your time about blowing . A

beginner is always in a hurry to blow, an expert

never .

BULBS AND FLASKS FROM Test-TUBES .

As raw material on which to start , I recom

mend test-tubes 5 in. by 4 in . or 6 in . by in . , of

good quality. Quite a number of useful pieces of

apparatus can be made out of these ; the waste is

very small, and the process furnishes just the

practice and experience which are needed.

First fit a good cork of nearly uniform section

to the test-tube. Now bore the cork as axially
Fig . 6. - Flasks, &c. , blown from Test- tubes

Now adjust the blowpipe flame, and establish

yourself so that you can comfortably maintain a

flame, say , 4 in . long (with both cones axial with

the blowpipe ), and so steady that it will keep up

at least half a minute after you have taken your

foot from the pedal . Try now the following, a

step at a time. The end of the test-tube is very

thin ; before we can do anything with it , it must

be thickened .

Bring just the end into the edge of the flame ,

rotating as steadily as you can . As it thickens

and falls in , advance a little more till about an

Fig . 5.- Position of Hands. inch of the end has shrunk into a thick mass of

glass, distributed , however , quite axially . Now

as possible, and pass into it a piece of con- take the tube from the flame — no hurry-change

nection - tubing 8 or 9 in . long , drawn to a the grip in doing so , but without ceasing a slow

fine point at the further end . Fit the cork in rotation , bring the open end to your lips , inclining

the tube, and , taking the handle thus formed in the tube a little upwards in front of you , and still

the palm of the hand , close three fingers loosely turning slowly, “ puff ” once or twice with the

over it , and hold it lightly between the forefinger cheeks, watching the effect. You donot want a
and thumb, very much as a fencing - foil is held , bulb at present , but just a slight uniform expan
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sion of rather thicker glass . If it bulges out on able to blow . If an opening is not available, one

one side , or hangs over , or has any fault, you must may be made by putting in a side branch . The

heat up again till you get it right . Assuming skilled worker will dispense with this , and obtain

that you have got it right, you may now heat up his internal pressure by heating some part of the
again in a rather larger Aame very uniformly, and apparatus .

As it is often difficult in these cases

blow it out to a diameter about half as large again . to get the tubes accurately together , a small

On a ſ in . test -tube this will give a round bulb opening is often left. A small thread of glass is
about an inch in diameter . Rap it on the table to kept in readiness, with the heated end of which

see that it is quite sound and strong enough for this can be filled up . After a little practice the

any ordinary use . Make a lot of these ; they are most complicated apparatus can be put together in

excellent for a variety of purposes, oxidisingwith this way, and it is almost less trouble to make

strong HNO,, digesting, &c . such a join and cut it again than to use india

Second step . Starting as before, instead of blow- rubber junctions . Reverting to test -tubes, I may

ing the final bulb try to absorb another inch or point out that beautifully light U -tubes may be
so of the test -tube . Keep the hot end inclined a made for gravimetric purposes by joining two

little upwards, so that the hot glass flows down ; test -tubes by means of an inch or so of connecting

heat very little thin glass at a time, blow gently tubing and then bending up . For this purpose
and frequently, if necessary , to keep the tube in thicken the ends of the test- tubes before blowing

shape. When you have got as far as you can , out , and expand the ends of the connecting

and the glass will only just support itself, blow tubing .

your final bulb as before. With a little practice

you will find it easy to take in about half the test
PUTTING IN SIDE -BRANCHES AND MAKING

tube in this way, and will get a small round
T- PIECES .

bottomed flask about 1-1 in . in diameter. Make This is a little more difficult than the last to do

a number of these . nicely . A fine- pointed flame must be used, at any

Third step . To flatten the bottom , so that the rate by the beginner. The Fletcher blowpipe

flask will stand upright . Rotate the flask by means answers well for this purpose .

of the handle at right angles , or nearly so,to the Commence by putting a piece of connecting

flame and just on the edge . Watch it flatten , tubing into the side of a piece of cylinder about

incline it a little forward or backward till the half an inch wide and not too thick . Close one

plane on which it flattens is at right angles to the end of the latter ; soften a small spot , blow up into

axis . A very little flattening is enough . Bring it a little eminence, soften the top of this , blow up

out , blow gently-one puff — then immediately again , finally blow out the end, leaving, when the

suck inwards . This , if done properly , will give bubble is broken away, an incipient side-tube.

you a perfect bottom . Do not try pressing it on Close the other end and proceed as in joining end

anything ; you will only spoil it . to end . Go round bit by bit with the pointed

These little flasks have a nice , finished appear- flame, blowing between whiles. Finally , heat the

ance , and are very useful for quantitative work, whole join, blow and pull a little . It is well to

on account of their extreme lightness. Make half- heat afterwards all round almost to softening point

a -dozen for CO, estimations , and afterwards send and cool slowly . After a little practice the

your dealer one as a model, and get him to “ supply | beginner may put a side-piece into a test-tube or

the pattern." If quite a beginner in this work, one of the little flasks already made, thus making

you will probably find it an advantage to start “ distillation -bulb ."

with a piece of cylinder tube about the same size , Facility in putting in these side - branches is very

but not quite so thin as a test -tube . Put a border necessary, and should be acquired . Many stu.

on one end , close and round the other ; proceed as dents who never acquire the power of blowing a

before. But you should work up to the test- decent bulb can easily learn this simple process,

tube . and it is really more useful than the other. Glass

JOINING END TO END . T-pieces are very useful in the laboratory , and a

number may be made.

This is one of the most useful as well as one of

the easiest acquirements. Yet , strange to say , it

is constantly shirked by teachers and students ,
Eager Heart : A.Christmas Mystery Play. By A. M.

Buckton.

whothrow away broken apparatus, or use all sorts
40 pp. (Methuen .) Is . net .-This little playlet,

of clumsy rubber joins, from want of facility in
staged according to the author's directions and accompanied

by the music he has indicated , would probably make an effective

joining glass . Sufficient instructions are given in

the books . Many glass - blowers open out the ends
Christmas performance, because more depends on the stage

to be joined a little before bringing them together.

management than on the poetry of it . The poetry certainly

is not the strong point of this production , for, although the lines

The glass must be actually melted, either alto are generally technically correct , they do not move easily, and

gether or bit by bit. To get a nice smooth join , the diction is not always natural . The music suggested is

the glass is blown into a little bulb or expansion mainly taken from Bach's Christmas Oratorio . This would

and then slightly drawn down . Joins in fixed seem to militate against school performances of this mystery.

apparatus are made with a small hand blowpipe . If any ordinary school can muster sufficient strings capable of

All other openings but one are closed , and to this playing the Pastoral Symphony from that work, the present

is fitted a length of rubber-tubing, in order to be writer would highly esteem an invitation to hear them perform .

a
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a

perplexity which followed his being informed that
ILLUSTRATIONS AND THE TEACHING

mensa could mean “ O table .” What manner of

OF LATIN .
people might these strange folk be who spoke to

their tables ? Surely something can be done toBy W. H. S. Joxes, M.A.

Perse School, Cambridge.
put more meaning into the lifeless forms. If the

class be shown models or pictures of Roman

The art of composition, that is , of intelligent arrangement of
soldiers , and then be told , with translation if

thought, is more effectually illustrated by a picture than in any necessary , Ibi gladius est ; miles gladium habet ; mucro

other way. — THRING. gladii acutus est, and so on , the child -mind will

after a while be prepared to learn the paradigm

URING the early stage of the teaching of and the names of the cases that compose it. Of

Latin the question of a suitable " content" course it is not intended that the process should

becomes of great importance. Something be prolonged. As soon as the child understands

must be done to create a Roman atmosphere, and what a paradigm is , he may learn similar para

to prevent the study from being entirely linguistic. digms at once . A paradigm is a shorthand sum

It is the recognition of this necessity that has mary of certain facts of language . When these

caused the enormous output of illustrated editions facts are understood , but not before, the shorthand

during recent years. Lately, a reaction has set is an aid to memory. If a declension be learned

in . It is affirmed that the illustrations are badly

chosen and incorrectly executed , and further , that

they arouse the wrong kind of interest, disturbing

the work in hand instead of aiding it . The wrong

choice and inaccuracy of the illustrations are fair

points to attack , although it must be urged that

they are not inherent faults, but such as care and

experience may overcome. But the other objec

tion is more serious . Too many interruptions in

the course of the construing lesson are certainly

to be avoided . But illustrations can be used to

teach the language and afford practice in com

position during the first and second years of Latin .

If so, the objection of divided interest falls to

the ground . Attention is concentrated upon the

objects represented and their Latin equivalents.

Something , at least , can be said in favour of such

a course, although it must not be supposed that

translation can be altogether dispensed with , nor

that pictures smooth away all the difficulties from

the path of the learner . At most they make Latin

a greater reality, a more living language, and

help the imagination in reconstructing the shadowy

past .

Under the present system , Latin is begun early ,

and the child has usually to contend with two before the meanings of the cases, it may be

great difficulties on commencing his studies . He repeated parrot - wise , but the knowledge is useless ,

is introduced to a world that is outside his sense- for it cannot be applied . It is as well , however ,

experience. “ Miles , a soldier ,” suggests to his to anticipate the impression that pictures are

mind , not the Roman legionary, but a red- or meant to be an easy and rapid road to a know

khaki-coated “ Tommy." He is ignorant of the ledge of Latin . On the contrary, the difficulties

force of an inflexion ; a declension , or a conjuga- must be faced, the paradigms learned. But it is

tion , has no meaning for him . Unless he is pre- equally necessary that they should be learned

cociously advanced in his grammar, he finds it intelligently.

very hard, in fact rarely tries , to discriminate Another use of pictures and models is to serve

between mensa and mensam. Pictures and models , as material for composition. Ordinary illustra

used as the basis of composition, will certainly tions will often suffice, but they may be specially

lessen the former difficulty, and may be useful in prepared for the purpose. Series of pictures, repre

removing the latter .
senting the chief moments of a story, have been

The repugnance felt by a child to a Latin successfully used in modern -language teaching,

declension is due to his ignorance of its nature and and there is no reason why they should not be
use . Even when the few English declensions equally serviceable to the classical master . Under

(who, whom , whose and the like) are familiar, and careful guidance a class may learn, by working

some progress has been made in French , there is with their teacher, the laws they must obey in

still something mysterious and unmeaning in writing a piece of composition . The following are

mensa, mensa , mensam , and the rest of the rigmarole. short descriptions of a series of six pictures used

The present writer well remembers the state of | by the present writer for this purpose :

SIGNUM HAUD DUBIUM.

)
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poppy heads.

I. Sextus Tarquinius being flogged. purpose. As each boy has a copy of the pictures ,

II . The people of Gabii welcome him . and, so to speak , sees the events taking place

III . Sextus sends a messenger to his father. before his eyes , it is natural to have the story

IV . Tarquinius Superbus strikes off the tallest told in the present tense , as above. Afterwards,

(e.g. , as home-work), it can be written out in the

V. The chief men of Gabii are led away to past. This will involve attention to sequence of

death or exile . tenses , to the difference between perfect and im

VI . The Romans enter and take possession of perfect, and so on . Other variations are possible .

the city . Sextus may tell the story, or Tarquin the Proud,
Now it is obvious that the pictures in this case or the people of Gabii . Later on more advanced

cannot give the whole of the story . No one can pupils may compose original themes without help,

tell , unlesshe is familiar with the legend , that the but at first these must be avoided . If allowed a
gentleman in IV ., striking down the poppies, is the free hand young boys will simply evade difficul.

Roman king , and father of the gentleman in I. ties .

who is receiving the flogging. So at some point The chief value of such a lesson as the one

or other in the lesson the teacher must impart outlined above is its elasticity, and the consequent

such information as is absolutely necessary . possibilities of hearty coöperation between teacher

If the class consists of boys in their second or and class. By working with his pupils the teacher

third year of Latin, the lesson takes somewhat shows them how they ought to work by them

the following form . The class looks at the first selves . At the same time he is prepared to wel

picture , and then the master asks about whom come any suggestion and turn it to the best

they are going to talk . Answer : Sextus Tar . advantage . The " average boy," who often sinks

quinius. Teacher : “ What are you going to say into listless apathy after a few terms at translation

about him ? " The question may be asked in exercises he does not quite understand , is roused

Latin if it be thought advisable . Answer : Ver- to action when he sees his teacher working with

bera patitur. Teacher : Cur verbera patitur ? An- him and leading him to the achievement of some

swer : Ut Gabinos fallat. It may happen that a thing artistic. And all the while the connection

boy will suggest the addition of sua sponte or between words and ideas is kept alive by the use

iussu patris , or even the prefixing of Cum Romani of visual - impressions , instead of words, to suggest

Gabios vi expugnare non possint. Perhaps no boy the ideas to be clothed in a Latin dress , an excel.

is ready with an answer, or the answer given is lent antidote for the mechanical, word - for -word

imperfect. The teacher must then suggest an operation into which translation is apt to degene

answer, or bring about the amendmentof the rate . There is no opportunity for the learner to

faulty one . He must pay attention to the order mistake what he has to express in Latin. In a

of words, and show how the order of words is , picture all is clear - cut and precise. Finally, that

roughly speaking, the order of thought . Plenty capture of the attention by the illustration, a

of scope is thus given to his ingenuity and power serious drawback during a construing lesson, is a

of stimulating interest. When the first picture positive virtue when the details of the illustration

is finished the final description is written on the form the subject which the pupils have to turn

blackboard, thus: into Latin .

Cum Romani Gabios vi expugnare non possint, Sextus But it must not be supposed that other exercises

Tarquinius , filius Superbi, siia sponte verbera patitur ut are superseded by this useof pictures . One lesson
Gabinos fallat.

a week-possibly two with young boys — is quite

Picture II . enough to accomplish the end in view . Transla

tion , construing, learning of nouns and verbs, are
T. About whom are we going to talk ?

as necessary as ever . It is only contended that
A. Gabini (teacher suggests illi).

picture -composition throws an intelligent interest

T. Quid faciunt Gabini ? into the more formal exercises.

A. Sextum excipiunt (teacher suggests eum ).
Illustrations , then , may be used in the very

T. Quando excipiunt ?
first period of Latin teaching to familiarise the

A. Vulneribus visis.
child with inflexions, as a preliminary to the

T. Quomodo ?
learning of paradigms, by making him connect

A. Laeti.
inflected forms with various relations coming with

In this way the second sentence is composed . in his sense - experience. At a later stage pictures

Ili vulneribus visis eum laeti excipiunt . And the and picture - stories may be used as material for

story might go on : Tandem imperio summo potitus composition. During both periods something is

Sextus epistulam ad patrem mittit ut discat quid sit being done to enlarge the learner's stock of Romar

faciendum . Ille veritus ne infidus sit nuntius nihil ideas , and so help him to reconstruct the life of

voce respondet, sed in hortum progressus summa capita the people whose language he is studying . It may

papaverum baculo decutit. Quibus renuntiatis Sextus be added that , much of the work being viva voce,

ubi intellegit quid pater velit primores aut occidit aut progress is more rapid than when composition is

expellit. Deinde rebus occisorum populo divisis placet taught by writing alone.
ut Romani Gabiis potiantur. These few remarks are the outcome of the

The whole story is then copied from the board writer's personal experience . He has used pic

by each boy into an exercise book kept for the tures with three forms representing three stages
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more sure .

WA

of development , and the results are even better As an example of the method I suggest, take

than he expected . Too much is not claimed for Rousseau's “ Emile.” I cannot imaginea sounder

them , but any plan is worth a trial which training in educational thought for a student in

promises to make progress in Latin easier and terested in the French Revolution and the events

leading to it than to read the “ Emile ” ; if in

French , so much the better . I mention this at

the outset because we have in English a “Life

and Criticism of Rousseau ” which takes high

rank in English criticism . I mean Mr. John
A SELECT LIBRARY OF PEDAGOGY.

Morley's “ Rousseau ."

By FOSTER Watson , M.A. Rousseau's “ Emile ” in the International Edu

Professor of Education, University College, Aberystwyth .
cation Series . (Appleton . ) 6s . Morley's “ Rous

seau," 2 vols. Eversley Series. ( Macmillan . )

THEN the editors of The School World 4s . each , net .

asked me to write on the subject of a It is true we do not hear of Mr. John Morley's

select library of pedagogics, such as could book on Rousseau or his treatise on National

be purchased for £ 5, I thought the task would be Education, or his book on Compromise, as set

much easier than I have found it to be . The books in examinations on education ; nevertheless ,

books I have named , in their entirety, would cost I am inclined to think that those who have not

over £10 , but it seemed better to offer scope for read the chapters on the Social Contract and

choice . There are , I believe , many teachers who Emilius in the second volume of Mr. Morley's

would gladly know what books are best worth “ Rousseau," and his other books mentioned above,

reading and getting. I want , therefore, to offer a have neglected to consult some of the most stimu

fairly comprehensive, though a choice list . lative thoughts on education of recent times. It

We must admit that English books on educa- is such criticism that removes from us the reproach

tion are often far from attractive reading . Mr. of our unspeakable inferiority to the French. We

Quick suggests that the only English educationist feel we are in the hands of a master. We listen ,

whose reputation is European is John Locke, and we follow the thought . We shall fare hard indeed

of him it may be said he is read rather as a philo- if in the process we do not find our own educa

sopher than as an educationist . It is probable tional thought aroused and invigorated . It takes

that Herbert Spencer now commands as wide an the readeron to that plane of serene, high con

attention and probably as high a reputation as sideration where education comes to its own .

Locke . But even when we add the names of such It will thus be seen that it is highly desirable

English writers as one has seen in foreign trans- to read as soon as possible the works on educa

lations , the list is very small . English writers on tion which count as part of the world's literature.

education who can gain a hearing because of the I do not profess to give a full list , but the follow

attractiveness of their style are comparatively few . ing I should certainly urge as part of even a small

Time was when educationists received attention pedagogical library :

from those who could read , as , for instance, in “ Plato's Republic.” Vaughan and Dain's

the days of Erasmus , Budaeus, Vivès , Sturm , Translation . Golden Treasury Series . (Mac
Melanchthon, Sadolet ; but these were literary millan .) 25. 6d . net .

men as well as teachers . In England we had , Then , as a commentary and criticism :

similarly, men who interested their fellows in R. L. Nettleship's “ Lectures on the Republic

problems of teaching , because they wrote in an of Plato .” (Macmillan .) 8s . 6d. net .

interesting way. Such, surely , were Sir John Aristotle .—There is an excellent little book lately

Elyot in his “ Governour," Roger Ascham in his published by the Cambridge University Press,

" Schoolmaster," and John Milton in his “ Tractate entitled , “ Aristotle on Education : being Extracts

of Education . " from the Ethics and Politics." Translated and

If a reader is specially in syrnpathy, and has edited by John Burnet . 25. 6d .

particular knowledge of some period of English There is , unfortunately, no book in English on

history or literature , I believe it is an excellent Quintilian. There ought to be , for he is a writer

plan to take an outstanding educational author of of outstanding importance, and might be made of

the period and read carefully with a view of seeing great interest if properly presented . In the mean

how far the writer is adapting his educational aims time the student can find, in Prof. Paul Monroe's

and methods to the effective advance of the “ Source Book of the History of Education for

culture - ideals of his age . The struggle to adjust the Greek and Roman Period , ” a treatment with

educational material and method to religious, extracts of Quintilian . Prof. Monroe also gives

philosophical, political , social , and recreational extracts from the chief Roman and Greek writers

ideals of his time, is usually fairly evident if looked on education . (Macmillan, ios, net.).
for, and constitutes in itself at once an intellectual Laurie's “ Pre - Christian Education ” (Long

inquiry into the material ( i.e. , subjects of study) mans, 7s. 6d . ) is also a book to buy.

of education and the processes of imparting the Probably the cheapest way of travelling through

material, and at the same time shows the action the education of the middle ages is to purchase

and reaction between an educational system and the “ Alcuin and the Rise of the Christian

the environment in which it is placed . Schools ” and “ Abelard and the Origin and the

)

)

9
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2s .

Early History of the Universities,” in the Great reprint of the “ Positions " (Longmans, 105.)

Educator Series (Heinemann, 5s . each ). For should be obtained by the lover of complete

anyone requiring a fuller insight into and more editions.

comprehensive study of mediæval education Lane Milton's " Tractate ," is published by the Cam

Poole's “ Illustrations of the History of Mediæval bridge University Press .

Thought " (Williams and Norgate , Ios . 6d . ) , For Comenius, either Prof. Laurie's “ Account

H. O. Taylor's “ Classical Heritage of the Middle of Comenius's Life and Works ” (Cambridge Uni.

Ages ” (Macmillan, 75. 6d. net), and Hastings versity Press, 3s . 6d . ) , or Mr. M. W. Keatinge's

Rashdall's “ History of the Universities ofEurope “ Translation , with Historical Introductions, of the

in the Middle Ages " (Clarendon Press , £, 2 5s . net) , Great Didactic ” ( A. and C. Black , 75. 6d.) is

should be studied. a desirable possession . So , too, R. H. Quick's

With regard to the history of education since “ Locke's Thoughts on Education ” (Pitt Press,

the Renascence, the books usually recommended 35. 6d . ) is indispensable to a library of pedagogics .

are , R. H. Quick's “ Educational Reformers " The great thing in connection with Pestalozzi

(Longmans, 3s . 6d .), and Campayne's “ History is to enter into the spirit of his life . For this, read

of Pedagogy” ( Sonnenschein , 6s.).
These are , John Russell's translation of R. de Guimps'

undoubtedly, valuable manuals, but it seems to * Life of Pestalozzi” ( Sonnenschein , 6s . ) . For

me that a book with a wider sweep of knowledge Froebel the “ Education of Man " has been well

and a larger outlook in the progress of thought presented in the International Education Series

should be read and possessed by keener students. (Appleton , 6s . ) . Carré's " Pedagogues of Port

I would suggest such a book as Charles Beard's Royal” ( Sonnenschein , 35. 6d.) is a desirable

“ Reformation of the 16th Century in its Relation book , if there is not time to read either Ste.

to Modern Thought and Knowledge " (Williams Beuve or Charles Beard's Port Royal . For the

and Norgate) . Cheaper edition , 3s . 6d . The whole rest I should suggest , to complete this general out

spirit of the book is at once educational and look , Prof. Findlay's “ Arnold of Rugby " (Cam

literary . The last two chapters, on the Critical bridge University Press, 6s . ) , and the “ Series of

Spirit and the Development of Philosophical | Lectures on Education in the 19th Century,"

Method and Scientific Investigation , seem to me edited by Dr. R. D. Roberts . (Cambridge Uni

to illuminate the history of culture since the versity Press , 4s . )

Reformation , and of that culture- history the pro- Such a course of reading represents a body of

gress of educational aim and method has naturally educational ideas . Such a set of books provide

followed closely in the wake. material for considering the broader issues of

For the best work on the noblest of the Re- educational progress and development . But it

nascence educationists , Vittorino da Feltre , we will be asked what about the science of education ?

are fortunate in having Prof. W. H. Woodward's Well , I believe that in the future a tendency will

“ Vittorino da Feltre and other Renascence set in to consider even a science of education

Educationists” (Cambridge University Press,6s.). increasingly from the side of an analysis of the

We may look forward to Prof. Woodward's book constitution of intellectual , moral , and physical

on “ Erasmus as an Educationist" l with the sure culture as found in recorded history as surely as

expectation that it will, similarly to his Vittorino , the historical schools of law and of economics have

be a scholarly and attractive presentation of altered the constitution of the older à priori

an educator who must not be neglected , who theories of law and economics. It is an astounding

would assuredly not be overlooked if it were fact that there is no satisfactory comprehensive

realised how interesting Erasmus is in his own book on English Kultur -Geschichte.

personality and in the history of educational expression is borrowed from Germany. Yet this

thought . Of Francis Bacon , at least the “ Advance- is a desideratum for the basis of the historical side

ment of Learning , " Books I. and II . (Clarendon of the science of education .

Press , 4s . 6d . ) and the “ New Atlantis " (Cam- In the meantime , it is to be clearly borne in

bridge University Press , is . 6d . ) should be read . mind that education is regarded as one of the

Such a commentary is desirable as the section on mental sciences . It is , however, further regarded

Bacon in Prof. S. S. Laurie's “ Educational as an applied and practical science . Its relation

Opinion from the Renascence ” (Cambridge Uni- to such sciences as psychology, ethics, logic, add

versity Press , 6s . ) , a book which , despite its the other mental sciences , is similar to that, say ,

eclectic nature of the educators treated , is one of engineering to mathematics, physics, geology,

of the wisest of the later English books on and other physical sciences. It is , therefore,

education . necessary to know the chief principles of each of

Roger Ascham's “ Schoolmaster ” can be got the mental sciences . For this reason a good text

for 6d . ( Cassell's ) or is . ( Bell ) . book on each of these subjects should be in the

Mr. James Oliphant has edited a series of possession of the student of education . I should

extractscontaining : suggest for example

“ Educational Writings of Richard Mulcaster " For Ethics :-). S. Mackenzie's “ Manual of

(Maclehose, 3s . 6d . ) , but of course Mr. Quick's Ethics." ( Clive) . 6s . 6d . Or J. H. Muirhead's) )

“ Elements of Ethics.” (Murray ). 35. 6d.
[ " Desiderius Erasmus concerning the Aim and Method of Education For Psychology :-Sully's “ Teacher's Handbook

( Cambridge University Press, 45. net ) has been published since Prof.

Watson wrote this article . - Eds.) of Psychology." (Longmans). 6s . 6d .

The very
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For Logic :-Prof. Welton's " Logical Basis of" Prof. Rein , " Outlines of Pedagogics." (Sonnen

Education.” (Macmillan ). 35. 6d. schein .) 35. 60 .

But the number of books which might be named “ Kant on Education . " Translated by Annette

as alternatives to these is legion ; and I venture to Churton. ( Kegan Paul ) . 25. 60. A most valuable

name the above as being distinctly good and useful little book .

books, which for compass , soundness, and sug. Lange's “ Apperception .”Apperception .” (Isbister .)( Isbister.) 35. 60 .

gestiveness to the teacher are desirable , in the The most illuminative book on the analysis of the

absence of any other which for very definite process of communication and reception of ideas

reasons the book -buyer knows to be better adapted on Herbartian principles—ever written .

to his special requirements. In addition to these Edward Thring's “ Theory and Practice of

as not quite falling under any of the above heads , Teaching." ( Cambridge University Press . ) 4s . 6d .

I should add : Is a finely individualistic piece of writing coming

Locke's “ Conduct of the Understanding." straight from the experience of the class - room .

Edited by Fowler. (Clarendon Press.) 25. And, Of Prof. S. S. Laurie's books, I am inclined to

a book which has quite fallen out of use , but say , read and possess , which means read and

without being quite replaced : Isaac Watts “ On re-read , all his books. They are the strong utter

the Improvement of the Mind.” A book which ances of a strong man , who has looked long and

can be commonly picked up second-hand at any closely at education and seen it whole as well as

price , between a few pence and a half- crown. in its parts . I give the prices of the following :

Whether there is a modern edition I do not know . “ Institutes of Education.” (Oliver and Boyd . )

Seeing that the theory of education is regarded “ Language and Linguistic Method.” (Cam

as an amalgam ofethical, psychological, logical, bridge University Press . 4s.
) " Training of

sociological elements , it is quite clear that books Teachers and Methods of Instruction ." ( Cam

are needed which may give a synthetic view bridge University Press.) 6s.

of educational aim and process , within the Prof. Wm . James, “ Talks to Teachers.” (Long

individual and in groups of individuals . For mans.) 45. 6d. A popular book , though sound ,

example : of the latter, books on certain sides of edu- suggestive and attractive .

cation, e.g. , elementary , secondary , and university , Rosenkranz, “ Philosophy of Education.” In

which are sociological rather than individual , are ternational Education Series . (Appleton . ) 6s . And

extremely numerous, but only few are essential to in same series (6s . ) , W. T. Harris, Psycho

beginners in a very small library . One shouldOne should logical Basis of Education ." This is undoubtedly
be named. Cardinal J. H. Newman's “ Idea the best book in English on education based on

of a University.” (Dent). Cloister Library . predominantly Hegelian principles.
2s . 6d . net . It is difficult to distinguish between On National Education, certainly the work of

the two types of writers . The writers who, on A. Fouillée should be read and re -read, for, whether

the whole , deal with the education of the in- we agree with it or disagree with it , it is an out

dividual mainly are , for the theory of education, as standingmodern work, very sugestive and stimu
at present understood , the most important . But lative . It is entitled :

there can be no doubt that in English writers the “ Education from a National Standpoint."

action and reaction between the individual and International Education Series . (Appleton .)

society is usually scantily treated . So much is

this the case that I do not recall in any Engiish Of books on method I would suggest only a few ;

treatise on education any thorough -going study of for, when a teacher sees the principles underlying

such an obvious problem as the difference of the method, much reading is secondary to spontaneity
child as an individual from the child as a member of the teacher's own personality :

of a class. Indeed, an adequate discussion of the Mr. P. A. Barnett's “ Teaching and Organisa*

psychology of the individual and the class , in its tion : ” a collection of essays by experts in their

relation to mental development, would be distinctly various branches ofteaching. (Longmans.) 6s . 6d .
valuable.

The late Sir Joshua Fitch's “ Lectures on

As examples of a theory of education or Teaching . ” ( Cambridge University Press . ) 5s .

aspects of it -in which the underlying mental A book breathing a truly educational spirit.

sciences have due consideration , the following Prof. J. J. Findlay's “ Principles of Class- Teach

should be in the possession of the student of ing.” (Macmillan .) 3s. 6d . A highly suggestive

education : -- Herbart's “ Science of Education." and enthusiastic treatise .

Felkin's Translation. ( Sonnenschein . ) 3s . 6d . On no account should be overlooked the little

As commentaries , the following should be ob . book by Mr. Arthur Sidgwick , “ Stimulus.”

tained : ( Cambridge University Press . ) IS .

“ Herbart and the Herbartians.” By Prof. de And no one will grudge 6d . for Prof. John
Garmo, in the Great Educators series . (Heine- Adams's “ Primer on Sunday - school Teaching."

mann. ) 5s. Mr. and Mrs. Felkins ' " Introduction ( T. and T. Clark, Edinburgh . )

to Herbart." (Sonnenschein .) 35. 6d . And , in A library will do well to possess the useful “ Bib

addition , probably the raciest and certainly one liography of Education ” by Prof. Will S. Monroe .
of the most attractive of recent English educa- International Education Series. (Appleton . ) 8s . 6d.

tional books : - “ Herbartian Psychology.” By I have not quite finished. A teacher or anyone

Prof. John Adams. (Isbister.) 35. 6d . interested in teaching should have Sully's " Studies

75. 6d.

. .
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of Childhood ” —(Longmans, 125. 6d . )—not only

for the interesting mass of information concerning

children's minds gathered together , but for the

study of the method of observing children's mental

traits .

And finally, of all people , the teacher should

have some self -chosen book friends , on his subject,

some books ( if I may so term them ) of educational

pleasaunce .

Of the kind I mean are the following :

D'Arcy Thompson's “ Day Dreamsofa School

master.". ( Isbister. ) 58.

Walter Pater's - The Child in the House."

Miscellaneous Studies . ( Macmillan . ) 9s .

J. H. Shorthouse, “ The Little Schoolmaster

Mark ." (Macmillan.) 3s . 6d .

Wordsworth's “ Prelude.” (Temple Classics . )

is . 6d . net .

George Meredith : " Richard Feverel " : the

Story of a Father and a Son . (Constable.) 25. 6d .

net . “ Lord Ormont and his Aminta . " (Con

stable . ) 2s. 6d . net .

But it is the important point about these books

that they should be self-chosen. All I suggest is

that some portion of what is to be spent on

pedagogical library be reserved for them .

a

intellectual equipment. For this is another advan

tage of the system , the school hours are short,

all the regular teaching being given in the

mornings, and the afternoons being devoted to

preparation and to lessons in optional subjects

such as drawing, needlework , & c. Attendance in
the afternoon is optional.

Where the time devoted to teaching is so short

( fifteen hours weekly) , the quality must necessarily

be of a high order . This condition is secured by

the excellence of the staff of professors, which

includes both men and women , and consists both

of those who devote their whole time to the college

and of specialists for certain subjects .

Only a limited number of pupils are admitted ,

about 100 in all , and the classification is such as

to admit of personal attention being devoted to

each child . There are in all ten classes correspond.

ing to a range of age of from 6 or 7 to 16 or 17.

Since 1885 special classes have been formed for

the purpose of training women teachers both for

primary and secondary schools . These are , of

course, quite independent of the school proper ;

but any account of the work which is being done

in this training department , interesting though it

is , is beyond the scope of these notes.

Another advantage enjoyed by the pupils of this

college is that the scheme of work is not fettered

by the exigencies of any particular examinations.

The older girls do as a matter of fact present

themselves, and with success , for the baccalauréat

(the entrance examination for the university) and

for the examinations of the Hôtel de Ville ?; but

these are not regarded as the chief end in view .

Moreover , there is no rigidity as regards the

curriculum-changes are made from time to time

and experiments tried as the occasion arises . But

with such elasticity , only possible to such a degree

in a school under private control , is combined a

breadth of view and an open -minded attitude

which is often considered to be possible only in

a public school.

In the following summary of the methods

adopted with regard to the various subjects of

the curricnlum , free use has been made , with the

kind permission of Mlle . Salomon, of the admi

rable " Exposé des méthodes d'enseignement"

drawn up by herself and her staff. If they do not

constitute a complete and final solution to the

questions which must always confront practical

educators, they at least provide an interesting

example of how these questions are being met at

the present time.

A PARISIAN DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

By A. E. METCALFE, B.Sc.

Formerly Headmistress of the Stroud Green and Hornsey

High School , London , N.

B
EFORE the Law of 1880 , which authorised

the establishment of lycées for girls in

France, had led to any practical results , an

association was formed called “ La société pour la

propagation de l'instruction parmi les femmes,"

themembers of which , being convinced that social

progress must depend on the education of the

rising generation, and particularly on that of girls,

set themselves the task of giving practical expres

sion to their ideas . The result was the foundation

of the College Sévigné, the immediate success of

which led to the establishment of various prosperous

lycées for girls throughout France . În spite of

the rivalry thus engendered , the college has more

than held its own, and , though no longer directed

by the original board of governors , it continues to

realise the ideal of the founders, and under its

present distinguished head , Mademoiselle Matilde

Salomon , it occupies a unique and important

position in the French educational world . This

is due to various causes. To begin with, the

college is a day school, and, situated as it is in the

centre of the intellectual quarter of Paris , it draws

pupils from the cultivated class - pupils , there

fore , who are not only gifted with an aptitude for

learning, but who are by no means dependent on

the few hours spent in the class -room for their

THE CURRICULUM .

“ What ought we to teach young girls in order

to make of them well-informed and well - bred

women capable of thinking and acting for them.

selves ? How the system and scheme of

instruction of a school react on the developmentof

the character and on the whole life of the pupil ? "

can

1

1 The “ brevet simple " and " brevet supérieur . "
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ex .

The eminent men who drew up the scheme of the training afforded by the study of a language

work of the college set themselves the task of can be applied most advantageously in studying

answering these and similar questions. Their aim a living one . Lastly , as the field of knowledge

was to provide a unified scheme of instruction the is continually enlarging, it becomes necessary to

various branches of which would all converge eliminate subjects hitherto considered essential,

towards the same object, all being inspired with and a “ dead ” language thus stands condemned .

the same dominant idea . This object was to Latin is, however, an optional subject.

develop by every possible means the general The teaching of literature is begun with quite

intelligence of the pupils, and the habit of indi young children . In the early stages it consists of

vidual thought . It might perhaps be described readings, recitations, and written exercises relating

as the application of scientific method to a literary to matters of everyday life. “ It is a good thing

education . For the foremost place is given to the to open the eyes of children to their surroundings,

study of language and literature . to make them notice what they see when looking

out of a window or on their way to school. They

must be taught to be interested in the lives of
FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE . things , to care, for instance, for the history of an

old house as much as for that of a grain of corn .

For French a text-book of grammar isallowed, Thework of correcting exercises consists pre
but the pupils are expected to produce their own eminently in pointing out to children what they

examples in illustration of any rule . Theoretical themselves do not perceive through inattention .

grammar is practically applied by means of “ They must be taught that everything is of

pounded dictation ” (dictée expliquée). A passage interest , that everything must be studied , and

is dictated, and each pupil in turn writes a phrase loved, and understood . Later they will learn the
on the blackboard . Difficulties are foreseen and niceties of composition and the choice of detail .

mistakes prevented , and thus the visual memory , But at first nothing is lost by accepting every

which plays such an important part in ortho- thing. The principle is to enlarge and to enrich

graphy, runs no risk of being spoilt. The phrase their little lives, which as yet are limited and
is reproduced by the whole class in their exercise- narrow . The life of animals must be

books. As regards parsing , special attention is explained to them , and to a certain extent the

given to the use of verbs, and the agreement of life of man." This passage is so characteristic

tenses is insisted upon , particularly in the lower of the scientific method as applied to literature
classes . In analysis , technical terms are avoided, that it has been here reproduced at length from

but the pupils are expected to be able to give an the memorandum already mentioned . The art of

account of the train of thought, and to recognise thinking and speaking correctly is exercised by

the arrangement of dependent sentences around accustoming the children to relate stories which

the principal one. As regards vocabulary, the they have read or invented ; later an account of

proper definition of words is of primary impor- some book or the biography of some great man
tance . This is rendered the more precise by the will be rendered . Such exercises give rise to

help of etymology and by the finding of synonyms numerous explanations touching on all manner of

and antonyms . Families of words are constructed subjects ; the object throughout is to teach the

by isolating a root, and associating it with various children to think and to be able to give an
prefixes and suffixes. Inversions , enumerations, account of what they think ; to arouse in them

metaphors, and figures of speech are examined interest and admiration , and to explain the reason

and their use justified . The pupils are expected for such sentiments .

to underline in their exercise -books every word With this object in view the teacher is never

which hasgiven rise to an important explanation, afraid to modify his programme or to vary his
and they are afterwards questioned upon them . methods to suit the needs of the particular class

For reading, extracts are always taken from the with which he is dealing. Such a preparation

works of good writers. For the lower classes leads up to the methodical study of the history of

passages describing voyages , scenes of ordinary literature, and written work is made gradually
life, and such like, are selected . In the upper more difficult and varied . Having acquired the

classes passages selected from classical authors are power of expression by describing objects, they

more frequent, and the explanation becomes more are now asked to express ideas . They are taught

literary. The older pupils take a short course of " that there is no thought so simple but that it

historical grammar, in which special attention is requires attention , and presents some difficulty
paid to the relationship which modern French which may occasicnaily be one difficult of solu
bears to old French .

tion ; that all ideas are related ; that an opinion or

Any reference to Latin is made as simply and appreciation must not consist of a careless word

shortly as possible , for this is a subject which , for or two, but must form part of the whole system of

various reasons, has no place in the regular ideas which constitute the intelligence . Here is

curriculum . For one thing, it is popularly asso- a means of teaching them respect for their own

ciated with notions of superstition to which women thoughts, coupled with due respect for the thoughts

more especially have been subject. Further , it is of others .”

contended that what is best in Latin has been In studying the history of literature, reference is

incorporated into the French language, and that continually made to the actual works of the authors ,

No. 67, Vol. 6. ] Y
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and as the pupils become more advanced the class- appreciate good books ; for by this means it is

work is insufficient for their needs, and indeed it hoped that the literatures of two great nations will

will often be found that it does not satisfy their beduly represented among the books which they

curiosity. The teacher suggests the course of will select as life-long friends . It should be men
reading , and enquires from time to time what tioned that the special arrangements of the college

progress is made in this respect. An insight into permit of that individual attention being given
Greek and Roman literature is obtained by means which is particularly necessary in the teaching of

of good translations . It is claimed that by the modern languages. The home circumstances of

end of their school course , even if the pupils are some pupils offer far greater facilities than do those

not possessed of great learning, they have at least of others , and for the help of the more backward

understood what they have learnt . or less able pupils classes are arranged in the after

noon , by which means a uniform standard in each

HISTORY.
class can be maintained .

Much the same methods are employed in the MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE .

teaching of history as those above described , the

object being always to stimulate the habit of indi- The teaching of mathematics includes arith

vidual thought. The teaching is not based upon metic , both practical and theoretical, elementary

a series of lectures given by the teachers , as is geometry and algebra. Children of less than four

usually the case in France asmuch as in England . teen years of age confine their attention entirely

This method has of late been abandoned . Instead to practical arithmetic. They are drilled in mental

of this , they are provided with a text -book, and arithmetic and in the methodical solution of pro

are expected to learn (by heart ) a short résumé of
blems. A typical problem is proposed by the

each chapter , this being the only call which is teacher, who directs the pupils ' efforts at solution ,

made on the memory . Then the greater part of and afterwards recapitulates the steps which have

the time devoted to the subject is employed by a been adopted . In the following lessons , the same.

methodical system of question and answer. The problem is presented in such a form that it becomes

teacher aims less at probing the actual knowledge a question in fractions , in the metric system or in

of his pupils than at arousing their own thoughts interest. The children are drilled in the habit of

and observations with regard to the events they explaining in words the reason of what they do

have studied . His questions are framed in a and how they do it . At the age of fourteen or so,

manner calculated to cultivate the pupil's power theoretical arithmetic is begun. The truths already

of judgment more than anything else. Bald state- arrived at are demonstrated and the rules justified.

ments of facts and brief replies are not accepted . During the first part of the lesson questions are

The questions are hints as to the lines which a asked on what has gone before, the children being

pupil should follow in giving an account of what
called upon in turn to demonstrate on the black

she has studied . One pupil will thus be asked board . During the second half -hour a new lesson

several questions in succession until a fairly com is given . The theorems are enunciated by the

plete account of some episode has been rendered . teacher, who extracts the proof from the class .

In the course of the conversations the teacher , The results and applications are examined vita

whennecessary, supplements the information con

tained in the text- book . Short summaries are The study of geometry and algebra is not begun

made at regular intervals by the pupils, who thus until the age of fifteen or sixteen . Compared with

learn to express their ideas in a few well -chosen other subjects, the standard reached is not high , but

sentences .
that is not the aim . These subjects are , how

ever, attacked at an age when the pupils are ripe

MODERN LANGUAGES . enough to grasp with some ease the inductive and

deductive processes involved , and progress is rapid .

English and German are the two languages The same principles are applied as in the teaching

learnt at the college . The youngest children have of arithmetic, and problems already dealt with

an oral German lesson every day , and , after a few arithmetically are solved once more algebraically .

years , English is learnt as well . The teaching is Surfaces and volumes are measured practically.

at the same time practical and literary, the flexible Physical and natural science are taught, but

memory of early years is made use of in acquiring not experimentally . The results of scientific re

a vocabulary, and grammar is cultivated chiefly as search are presented to the pupils in an attractive

a valuable adjunct to French grammar. Simi- form and in a way calculated to stimulate the

larly , translation is practised not only because it is interest of those whose bent lies in this direction ,

useful in acquiring a foreign language, but because but, on the whole, the scientific method is perhaps

there is nothing which brings home the various least applied in the teaching of science . The aim ,

shadesof meaning of the mother tongue so well as both as regards this subject and mathematics, is

the endeavour to make it express completely a fine to provide the pupils with such ideas as are likely

passage from some foreign writer. As far as it is to be of use in daily life and to train them in habits

practicable, the children are made to talk . Some of accuracy of thought and language.

lessons are given entirely in German or in Eng . It should be added that a course of practical

lish , but they are also taught to read and to medicine and elementary surgery is given by a

TOCE .
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lady doctor to the elder girls , “ with a view to pre- English Literature " ; by Prof. Rippmann on

pare them for one of the chief duties of a woman , “ Methods of Modern Language Teaching, with
the care of the sick ." Special Reference to English ; four recita

tions by Mr. B. MacDonald ; two lectures on

OTHER SUBJECTS. “ English Institutions," by Mr. Graham Wallas ;

and lectures by Dr. Heath on “ The Influence of
The limits of space make it impossible to enter

with any detail into the manner of teaching subjects
Recent Legislation upon Secondary and Higher

Education in England ” ; by Dr. R. D. Roberts
such as singing , drawing, painting and needle.

on “ The University Extension Movement " ; by
work, which also find a place in the school curri- Mr. Storr on English Public Schools " ; by

culum , nor into that of teaching ethics ( “ La Prof. Viëtor on “ The Teaching of English in

morale " ). This is treated as a separate subject,
German Schools and Universities " ; and by Mr.

but the spirit in which it is done is perhaps suffi

ciently indicated in the preceding notes on other
Cloudesley Brereton on “ A Comparison ofEnglish

and French Schools."
subjects. A practical outcome of the ethical

Classes for conversation and composition will

training afforded at the college has been the esta
also be arranged to suit the requirements of

blishment of late years of a link between its “ old

students, who will have the use of several public
girls " and the little pupils ofan elementary school.

libraries , and for whose benefit there will be a .
Not only has this had a beneficial effect on certain

publishers' exhibition of books, pictures , &c . ,
poor families, but the old girls are bound together

bearing on the teaching of English and other
in a common interest , and their own education is modern languages.

completed by an interesting application of the Several social functions have been arranged
principles of joint responsibility . This Old Girls '

for instance , a conversazione at the University, an
Association , though only lately formed, has a large

“ at home at Bedford College , a visit to the
number of members and is active and vigorous . Fishmongers' Company's Hall, & c. There will

It is an interesting fact that the majority of the
be excursions to Oxford and Cambridge, to Eton

members are married , and , as the wives of pro
and Harrow, and to other places of interest .

fessional men and of those occupying various Students can attend the whole course , or only

public positions, are doubtless proving in an the first or the second fortnight ; they can attend

incontestable manner that an enlightened and
the lectures only , or the classes only , or any par

generous system of education is the best prepara
ticular combination of lectures and classes they

tion which a woman can receive for the special please. It was thought well to allow as much
duties which fall to her lot in life .

freedom as possible . If they wish it , they are

advised as to accommodation in London, care

being taken that not more than two students are

assigned to any one house, and those of different

nationalities .

A large number of circulars have been issued ;

it is believed that no European university has
THE LONDON HOLIDAY COURSE FOR

been overlooked . The interest aroused has been
FOREIGNERS.

very great , and applications have been received

from manyquarters, especially from Scandinavia,
OR a number of years there havebeen holiday Denmark , Holland , and Germany. The French.

courses in France and Germany, recently Government are sending a number of students in

also in Spain ; but foreigners desiring to August ; probably there will be more next year ,

come to England for the purpose of hearing lectures
when it may be necessary to have two courses , in

and attending classes in their vacations have had | July and August respectively .

to content themselves with the meetings arranged There can be no doubt that the institution of

for English Extension students in Oxford and this holiday course is welcome, and that it will

Cambridge . The credit of initiating a holiday have far -reaching results . Those who are under

for foreigners is due to the Teachers' | taking the work look forward with great pleasure

Guild , which has already done excellent service to the visit of their foreign colleagues , and will

in arranging courses on the Continent. It was , spare no effort to make their stay in London

however, found advisable to unite its forces with profitable as well as pleasurable.

that of the University of London , especially as Further particulars of the holiday course can

several foreign governments would only guarantee be obtained on application to Prof. Rippmann,

their support on this condition . Director of the London Holiday Course for

The following arrangements have been made : Foreigners, University of London, South Ken

Sir Arthur Rücker, Principal of the University sington , S.W.

of London , will deliver the inaugural address at

ten o'clock on Monday , July 18th, the first day of THE Analytical Index to the first twenty -five volumes of the

the course , which extends to Friday, August 12th . New York Educational Review (January 1891 to May 1903

Courses of lectures will be delivered by inclusive) is ready for distribution. This Index is the most

Dr. Edwards on
complete and carefully classified guide in existence to much of

“ The Phonetics of Modern
the most important educational literature of the past twelve

English " ; by Prof. Hall Griffin on “ Modern years .

FORO

course
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a

the Department of Science and Art, but that , on the other hand,

THE SOCIETY OF ART MASTERS.
it is hoped that the Society may very usefully co- operate with and

assist the Department by collecting and communicating informa.

REVIOUS to the commencement of the works tion , and in other ways.

now going on at South Kensington in con- There is every reason to believe that the interests of Schools

nection with the extension and completion of Art and of Art Masters will be most usefully served by a
of the Victoria and Albert Museum , there stood in Society which should not fail to receive official recognition as

the open space between it and the Brompton Road representing the large body of teachers connected with the De.

a fine, wide-spreading tree, encircled by a seat , partment ; thus providing a medium for conveying to the

and its pleasant shade was most inviting to South Kensington Executive more effectually than is now pos

visitors who had completed their wanderings
sible the collective views of the members in the various contin

amongst the treasures of the interior . And here, gencies which from time to time arise , and of which instances
will no doubt readily occur to you.

some twenty years ago , might be seen from

time to time little groups ofArt Masters , who, As a consequence of this action no fewer than

having disposed of their business with the Science 106 headmasters (nearly all of whom willingly

and Art Department or with the National Art

Training School (as these institutions used to be

called ) , were glad of such a chance opportunity to

exchange views on various matters of professional

interest . Of these the most prominent and the

most constant was the desirability of establishing

some organisation which should adequately repre

sent the Art Masters of the United Kingdom , and

be a medium of communication between them and

the central authority.

This was a want which had been long and

severely felt, for the Masters of Schools of Art ,

many of them quite isolated in their work, had

seldom opportunity for consultation with their

fellows, and still less for communication with the

Department of Science and Art , except through

school committees and their honorary secretaries-a

cumbersome and inefficient method - or on the

rare occasions when they were able to visit the

metropolis and seek the advice or assistance of the

Director for Art , an official now dispensed with

altogether .

This interesting but intermittent confabulation

beneath the old tree in the precincts of the Museum

was for a long time unproductive of result except

in a constantly increasing desire for co -operation,

and it was not until 1887 that a really effective

effort was made. In July of that year, at an in

formal but fairly representative meeting of Art

Masters, held at South Kensington, there was a

strong and generalexpression ofopinion in favour

of the formation of a Society of Art Masters; and

as it was thought that the preliminary steps could be

most effectively taken by the Headmaster of one of Mr. C. STEPHENSON ,

the larger Schools of Art , whose position and ex Chairman of the Society of Art Masters.

perience would entitle him to confidence and sup

port , the name of Mr. Edward R. Taylor, of the contributed to the preliminary expenses) invited
Birmingham School, was received with general Mr. Taylor to take the initiatory steps, and in the

approval. A circular drawn up by Mr. H. W. following December that gentleman,in compliance
OwenHagreen, Art Master at Wellington College, with so complimentary a proposal, issued a second
was then sent to all Headmasters of Schools of

circular to all Art Masters holding what was then

Art , seeking their concurrence , and setting forth known as the Third Grade Certificate, inviting co
the following explanation of the main objects of operation and an expression of opinion on a variety

the proposed organisation : --
of subjects connected with Art teaching. En

Those who have expressed a desire for the formation of the couraging replies being received , Mr. Taylor then

proposed Society are anxious that it should be founded upon the convened a meeting to be held (by permission of

broadest possible basis, in the interests of Art Education the Science and Art Department) at the Lecture

throughout the country, of Art Schools, and of Art Masters. Theatre , South Kensington Museum , on Wed

They also wish it to be now distinctly understood that it is nesday, July 25th, 1888. At this meeting there

not desired to promote or encourage any action antagonistic to was a good attendance, upwards of sixty masters
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being present , including many who are to this day Council have been in frequent communication

on the Society's list . Mr. Taylor having delivered with the authorities at South Kensington with

an introductory address, a code of rules was agreed respect to matters affecting the working and ad

to , the second of which ( in unity with the original ministration of schools of art. In pursuance of

proposal) declared as the object of the Society the such objects they have from time to time been

furtherance of “ the interests of Art Education , of favoured with interviews with the chiefs of the

Schools of Art , and of Art Masters ;” and it may Department ; and they have the satisfaction of

be fairly claimed for the Society that the interests feeling that their efforts in various directions have

of art education , first in this triple declaration , not been fruitless, and that their views, as of men

have always had a foremost place in its delibera- practically acquainted with the aims , requirements,

tions . The Society being duly constituted , Mr. and difficulties besetting the work of art teaching ,

Taylor was elected as the first chairman ; and which is of incalculable importance to the national

Mr. Alexander Fisher, of Brighton --by whose industries , have been of undoubted service to the

death before many months had expired the mem- central authority . At the present moment they

bers lost a most valued friend -- was appointed are concerned in the furtherance of views placed

vice - chairman . The first Council consisted of before the Marquis of Londonderry by a Depu

Mr. J. Brenan (who recently retired from the tation from the Council in November, 1902 , in

Principalship of the Metropolitan School of Art, relation to the inspection of art teaching, the regis

Dublin ), Mr. J. Nicol Smith (Bristol), Mr. T. C. tration of teachers, the desirability of establishing a

Simmonds (Derby), Mr. C. D. Hodder (Edin- separate division of the Board of Education, under

burgh ), Mr. J. Parker (London ), and Mr. G. a properly qualified administrative officer , for

Trobridge ( Belfast); and it was determined that dealing with art education in all its stages and

one - third of the Council should retire from office branches , and other matters of interest .

each year , and be ineligible for re - election for the In addition to the advantages thus secured by

space of twelve months, so as to afford opportunity the combination which this Society affords, the

for a constant infusion of fresh energy into the members receive from time to time particulars of

executive body, without interfering with continuity administrative changes relating to schools, and

of action-a plan which has been found to work information respecting various matters connected

exceedingly well . The annual subscription was with their working ; and an understanding exists

fixed at a guinea , and Mr. Francis Ford , who had under which members are expected to supply

at the invitation of Mr. Taylor undertaken the prompt information as to vacant masterships,

preliminary duties of Secretary, was formally which is communicated by the secretary to their

elected to that office, which he still holds . fellow -members.

The Department of Science and Art promptly Of no less importance is the facility afforded for

recognised the importance and value of the newly placing the Society in communication with mem
established Society by an assurance that " The bers of the Legislature, should the necessity arise,

Lords of the Committee of Council on Education through the medium of the numerous Members of

will always be glad to give the fullest consideration Parliament to whom the members have access in

to any communication with your Society, as re- their respective localities , an advantage which may

presenting the views of so large a body of gentle- at any time become most valuable. Indeed , the

men deeply interested in the progress of art in . general advantages of combination and organisation

struction, and well qualified by their position and are so palpable that it is unnecessary to dwell upon

experience to form most valuable opinions on them .

various matters connected therewith.” Moreover, It is due to men who have rendered good service

the chief officials of the Department, from the to the Society to state that during the sixteen years

Lord President downwards, have without excep- of its existence the office of Chairman has been

tion evinced their goodwill towards the Society by held in succession by Mr. E. R. Taylor (Birming

accepting the invitation to become honorary ham) , Mr. J. Nicol Smith (Bristol ) , Mr. M. Sulli

members. van ( Hastings) , Mr. W. H. East (Dover), Mr. S. J.

Above all , the Society is so fortunate as to enjoy Cartlidge (Hanley)—now H.M. Chief Inspector for

the patronage of His Majesty the King, who, when Art, - Mr. W. Scott ( Norwich) , Mr. W. Wallis

Prince of Wales, graciously consented to become (Croydon) , Mr. F. Shelley ( Plymouth), and Mr. C.

its Honorary President, and, on his accession to Stephenson ( Bradford ), whose portrait we repro

the throne, confirmed this mark of royal favour by duce .

becoming its Patron. It may be stated , in conclusion, that the Society's

The Society now numbers about two hundred financial year commences on the ist of July , which

and fifty members, including masters of the most is therefore a convenient time for joining its ranks,

important schools of art in all parts of the and that forms of application and all particulars
United Kingdom ; its annual meetings (held by may be obtained of the Secretary, Mr. Francis

permission of the Board of Education in the Lec- Ford , 50 , Broom House Road, Fulham , S.W.

ture Theatre at the Victoria and Albert Museum )

and dinners, which take place at the end of July,

are largely attended , and the greatest interest is
All doors must be open to instruction , that it may influence the

shown in the proceedings.
pupil's existing thoughts and opinions. One -sidedness of instruc

iion is harmful, for the reason that we cannot see with certainty
Since the establishment of the Society the beforehand, what will influence the pupil most. - HERBART.

fel
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ings in school and sometimes return in the after

THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY. noon to take occasional lessons or to assist in

SCHOOL TEACHERS AT THE UNI . supervision . They are , as a rule, attached to one

VERSITIES . class , but they may give courses of lessons in

other classes . Students are made entirely re

VI. - THE LIVERPOOL DAY TRAINING COLLEGE. sponsible for their courses , preparing the sylla

buses, with the help of the Day Training College

Staff, correcting the liome work, and setting the

HE Diploma of Education instituted by the terminal examinations . The number of courses

taken by any one student depends upon her ca

Board of Education as a qualification for pacity . The work is supervised both by the

admission to Column B of the Register of master (mistress) of method and the teachers of

Teachers . the school concerned .

The course of study is open to all who have One special feature of the syllabus is the pro
graduated or qualified for graduation in any vision made for specialist teachers. Students

university in the United Kingdom . It begins in taking the ordinary diploma course gain sound

September or October , according to the practising practice , teaching the subjects they are best ac

school requirements, and extends to June, when quainted with , but not specialising to any marked

the Diploma examination is held . All the students extent .

become registered students of the University . But students may also offer themselves for a

The inclusive fee for the ordinary Diploma course is diplomain certain specified subjects . Such candi

£10 ; for the special Diploma course (about which dates will be required to satisfy the faculty con

more will be said later) an additional fee of £ 5 is cerned that they have a specialist's knowledge of

required. The Universily examination fee is £2 . the subject; they are, therefore, almost invariably

Students are required as a rule to devote the Honours people. They must attend special courses

whole of their time to the work of the college of lectures in the method of teaching the specific

during their year of training ; only in cases of subject, also give criticism lessons and courses of

students who have had experience of teaching lessons in that subject . These lectures are given

before entering , or who can give evidence of having and the criticism lessons attended by the professor

studied the theory of education can this rule be or lecturer on the subject in the University.

relaxed . As students are as a rule teaching in All the lectures are taken in the University

secondary schools during the morning hours, most buildings. The premises occupied by the Day

of the lecture work is taken in the afternoon . Training College are to be considerably extended

The course includes lectures by the professor of next session . There will then be a special lecture

philosophy and his assistant lecturers on the room where small criticism lessons can be given ,

theory of education , the formation of character and a class library for diploma students .

and logic ; by Prof. Sherrington on physiology and The committee of the Day Training College
school hygiene ; on psycho - physiology by Mr. have purchased a large number of French and

Smith , and on the history , theory and practice German wall maps, and school text books and

of education by Prof. Woodward , Miss Graveson , apparatus especially for illustrating geography ,

and Mr. Frank Fletcher . history, and modern language lessons .

Students attend the drill classes held in the Organised visits are paid in the second and third

gymnasium used by the Day Training College , terms to schools of different types in Liverpool ,

also classes in blackboard drawing andvoice pro- Manchester, Chester , and other neighbouring

duction . The staff is shortly to be increased so as districts .

to include experts in the teaching of science and

modern languages.

The time-table is so arranged that the practical

work is , as a rule , taken in the mornings. Nearly

all the large secondary schools in Liverpool and
the neighbourhood afford practice to the students, The Oxford and Cambridge Year-book . Edited by A. W.

who are distributed in twos and threes among
Holland . Part I. : Oxford .) 686 pp. Part II . : Cambridge .

them . Fortunately for the students , many of the
721 pp. ( Sonnenschein . ) 3s . 6d . net each .—The object

schools have adopted the practice of sending to
of these two volumes is to give particulars of the degree , to

the college for assistance during the absence of
gether with any other distinctions , present occupation, and

address of all now living who have graduated, or who are entitled
mistresses from work owing to illness or other

to graduate at either Oxford or Cambridge. An excellent be .
causes. In this way students in their second and

ginning has been made, and, though we have missed some
third terms frequently have an opportunity of

names and come across the name of one recently deceased
doing full , responsible work in the schools for a

Cambridge graduate , the omissions and mistakes seem to
short time. Such work is , like the ordinary few and far between , and such as can be remedied with ease

practical work, always supervised. The schools
next year . The volumes should prove of great interest and

belonging to the Girls ' Preparatory Day School service to all Oxford and Cambridge men , who will be glad to
Company have adopted a scheme of training possess a ready and satisfactory means of ascertaining the where
students in connection with the University . abouts of their contemporaries and other members of their

Students spend two , three, or more whole morn- Universities .

Us
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of their own to discover the fundamental laws of

MODERN METHODS IN EDUCATION .
science. It is so much the custom just now to

OUR lectures delivered between 1899 and

insist that foreign teachers do much better than

1903 , by M. Laisant at the Psycho-physio; lecture to science teachers asproviding evidence,
our own that we recommend M. Laisant's second

logical Institute in Paris , and now published

in book form , provide material for an interesting
at least in one direction, to the contrary .

After all , these are but two of the many inte
comparison between French and English methods

of education . The lectures have the following
resting questions discussed in the lectures. M.

Laisant is always inspiring, and he has an unusual
titles : " L'initiation mathématique,” “ L'initiation

power of clear exposition . We heartily commend

a l'étude des sciences physiques, ”, “ Education
his volume to British teachers as a stimulating

scientifique et psychologie,” and “ Le problème
and helpful addition to pedagogic literature .

de l'éducation ." M. Laisant's thesis consists

essentially of an energetic protest against widely

prevalent methods of teaching which depend

almost exclusively upon the cultivation of the

pupil's verbal memory, and a vivacious champion
THE THESMOPHORIAZUSAE OF

ship of plans of instruction which aim at the

development of a scientific attitude of mind. The ARISTOPHANES. '

reader is continually impressed by the fact that

the movements intended to improve mathematical
N reviewing the first volume of Mr. Rogers's

teaching and to encourage more rational courses “ Aristophanes ” we indicated our high opinion

of scientific instruction , which have already had
of its merits . The present instalment is quite

a profound influence on the work of English
as good , considering the difficulties of the subject .

schools , are being also enthusiastically advocated Translation, commentary, and critical notes are all

by French educational reformers.
full of fun, sparkle , and good sense. It is a

After reading the lectures , we are led to the con
delightful book. When we read the Bekkers

clusion that M. Laisant , at the time of delivering
and the Hermanns, the feeling of solemnity grows

his lectures, was unfamiliar with the changes upon us , or our brain is dazed by the mass of

which have taken place in recent years in the
uncorrelated facts, important or unimportant ,,

teaching of mathematics — especially the teaching
which are presented for our digestion . Mr.

of geometry - in British secondary schools . In Rogers makes even textual criticism bright, so

his third lecture he says , that on certain points ,
that we have read through his Appendix , a thing

especially that which concerns the teaching of impossible to do with such things as a rule.

geometry , English education is plus pitoyable than “ Blaydes makes several conjectures, but does not

that in France . He continues " elle semble avoir mean any of them to be adopted .” What a clever

beaucoup plus pour objet de déformer l'esprit que
description of a whole school of critics in one

de développer l'intelligence, lorsqu'elle impose la
sentence ! We find ourselves smiling at last ,

récitation par cour du texte d'Euclide. ” The
even if Mr. Rogers writes : “ Jú ge Hermann,

revised mathematical syllabuses of our public
Meineke , Holden ” : there must be some joke ,

examining bodies , the large number of excellent
then , could we but see it .

text- books for schools on the “ new ” geometry,
The “ Thesmophoriazusae ” is not a school

and the practical work which is so distinctive
book , but it is very clever ; and an edition is all

á feature of our modern mathematical instruction ,
the more welcome because there are so few for

should all show M. Laisant how mistaken he is in this play . Mr. Rogers might be more generous of

supposing that English boys are taught geometry
his Greek citations, but otherwise the commentary

by being set to learn propositions of Euclid by
is excellent . He has an unfailing literary tact ,

heart .
and his renderings are often brilliant. The

We are in complete sympathy with M. Laisant introduction , which deals with the date and

in his advocacy of the experimental teaching of circumstances of the play , offers a new interpreta

science. But after reading his second lecture tion of the word uéon applied to a day of the

English science masters will be inclined to ejacu
Thesmophoria. This has been usually taken to

late thatthe common practice in the better schools imply that the festival had an odd number of days ,

of this country is in advance even of the ideals whereas we know of four : Mr. Rogers explains it

placed before French teachers of science by M. as the Intermediate Day between the Descent

Laisant . Our teachers long ago decided that it is
into Hades and the New Birth of Persephone .

not enough to perform simple experiments before This certainly explains the difficulties, and seems

a class in the hope that the more original boys
to be right .

will be led to repeat the demonstrations for them The translation is partly a paraphrase, as the

selves in leisure hours. It may fairly be said that
nature of the subject makes it advisable to be . It

the common plan is , in our schools, to set boys to
shows the same lightness and grace, the same

experiment in suitably -equipped laboratories and pointed wit as the earlier ones. All classical

to lead them by simple pieces of research work

a

scholars should have this book .

1 " LEducation fondée sur la Science. " Par C. A. Laisant. Préface

par Alfred Naquet. xlv. +. 153 pp. (Paris : Felix Alcan .) 2.50 francs.

1 “ The Thesmophoriazusae of Aristophanes. ” A Greek text revised , with

a free translation into English verse, Introduction, and Commentary, by
B. B. Rogers. xliv. + 229 Pp. (Pell. ) 7s. 6d .
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E

lectual , and moral education . Each chapter of

THE SCIENTIFIC ASPECT OF THE the book is made doubly valuable by the suggestive

TEACHER'S WORK. ' exercises for students which are appended , and by

hints and detailed references to further reading on

DUCATION is beginning to take a new the subject. The book will awaken not only a keen

meaning in the light of modern biological, interest in the subject, but a new and stimulating

physiological, psychological, and hygienic sense of the scientific possibilities of a teacher's

research . The function of the teacher is ex
career. There need be no dull routine to the

panding So much has been added in recent scientific teacher .

years to our knowledge of the principles of life Prof. Mosso's “ Fatigue ” is a masterpiece, and

and growth , of the working of the human organ- the admirable translation of it now published ,

ism , and of the conditions of healthy and normal with the author's sanction and supervision, will

development , that it is possible to hope for and enable every one to become familiar with it . The

expect a scientific guidance of human growth not writer of this notice owes much to the book, and

only towards individual fitness, but towards a higher
would appeal to every teacher to read it and digest

human perfection. This scientific guidance of it , and carry its wisdom and its warnings to school

growth is the function of the future teacher. He
with him . For it was Prof. Mosso who proved and

will come to be recognised as more than an in- made known that fatigue is blood -poisoning, and

structor in English , classics , or mathematics. He
that mental fatigue and physical fatigue are alike

is the most important factor in the highest of bio- brain fatigue.

logical processes . For education in biological terms Whatever be the subject which any master

is the deliberate adjustment of a growing human teaches, he cannot afford to be ignorant of the

being to his environment . And it is the teacher science which is at the basis of education . When

who directs a considerable part of this process. this is fully realised, teaching as a profession will

The environment of the child is partly physical not be far from its kingdom .

and partly psychical . Neither side can be ne

glected . Science has shown us that the two

sides are intimately , if mysteriously , connected ,

that both together make up the true human en
vironment. Biology and physiology are now pre

THE ASSOCIATION OF HEAD.

pared to equip theteacher to deal with the physical
MISTRESSES.

adjustment, as logic and psychology have assisted

with the psychical adjustment . The organised

knowledge of the principles of human growth will
The annual conference of the Association of Headmistresses

constitute the science of education — the teacher's
was held on June 12th at the Mary Datchelor School for Girls,

true professional secret . When he has mastered
Camberwell , Mrs. Bryant, president, in the chair. The mem

this science the teacher is prepared to educate as
bers present numbered 165. The presentatioa of new members

to the president having taken place , and the report of the
well as to instruct - to further the “ superior ad

Executive Committee adopted , reports were received from sub
justment " of youthful lives to their complicated

committees appointed to consider (a) educational administra
environment . He must know, in addition to sub

tion ; (6 ) training of special teachers in junior and preparatory
jects of instruction , ( 1 ) the nature of the growing

work ; (c ) relative values of examinations ; and (d) the true cost

organism ; ( 2 ) the physical and psychical environ of secondary education for girls .
ment best suited to its full and healthy growth . The President in her address dealt with the question of the

“ He should also,” in the words of the Inter- correlation of the school stages of education . Separation be

Departmental Report on Physical Exercises, tween primary, secondary, and tertiary education is occasioned ,

" have practical experience of many of those she said , partly by congenital class distinctions and the variety of

forms of investigation which are grouped under the life for which education prepares, but mostly by confusion

the heading of child -study ." in the popular notion of the educational aim . Deeper, fuller,

The two books now before us are worthy of more practically verified thinking and more scientifically tested

careful study by every teacher who would have an practice are necessary for the elimination of confused ideas

insight into the scientific basis of his work . Mr. and the resulting dogmatism , contradiction , and mischievous

Kirkpatrick in his “ Fundamentals of Child- diversity. Far above the cultivated intellect and the carefully

Study ” has in a clear and comprehensive way formed habit of will is the importance of turning all powers

brought together the results not only of his own to purpose , and the beginning of sound education consists in

experience and the enlightened experience of other the development of the child's interest in all sorts of humanly

students, but also of the most recent biological and interesting things. The primary course of education for all

psychological thought as it bears upon the problem
classes should aim at a wide intellectual interest , a noble view

of education . He calls it “ a discussion of in of life , steady discipline , and the development of intelligence in

stincts and other factors in human development all work done. In the secondary stage there must be concen .

with practical application ." But his discussion
tration in the curriculum ; but the child's wide horizon of

human interest , the germ of liberal education in the man , must

really covers the whole ground of physical , intel be fairly represented , neither science , languages, history, nor

1 “ Fundamentals of Child Study. " By Edwin A. Kirkpatrick . 384 pp .
art being omitted , lest the humanising influences of the early

( New York : The Macmillan Company.
years be nullified . In the third stage, the claim of a liberal

“ Fatigue." By Prof. Mosso, of Turin . Translated by Margaret

(Swan Sonnenschein. ) 1904.
education may yield for a time to the plain demands for

334 PP . I special training . It is , however, by bis preservation of the

55. Det .

Drummond and W. B. Drummond

45.6d.
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little child's wide interest in the varied world that the trained

specialist secures his freedom from the limitations of professional

short - sight .

The following resolutions were carried unanimously :

(i. ) That in view of the forthcoming issue of supplementary

Registers , the Association of Headmistresses desires that evi

dence of a good general education be required in addition to the

qualification in the general subject .

( ii . ) That the Association welcomes the proposal to constitute

a college of secondary teachers, and desires to co - operate with

other recognised associations in carrying it into effect.

Papers were read by Miss Burstall on “ Methods and plans

by which existing secondary schools could meet the require

ments of the new regulations with regard to the secondary

education of intending pupil teachers , (a) as pupils , (b ) as half

timers ” ; by Miss Easton “ On the best means of selecting at

an early age candidates for scholarships and bursaries," and by

Miss Foxley on “ Co -ordination of curricula to facilitate the

passing of elementary-school pupils into secondary schools , and

correlation of curricula among secondary schools of various

types in a given district. "

The afternoon session was devoted to papers on “ Higher

Biblical Study , " by Miss Wolseley -Lewis, and “ The Report

of the Mosely Commission in reference to Co -education ,” by

Miss Collin .

would do well to remember, that the Association as such does

not meddle on one side or another in matters which , like

compulsory Greek , are the subjects of academic controversy .

Mr. J. W. Headlam devoted the first part of his paper on

the teaching of classics in schools to clearing the ground .

The real question of the school curriculum was not whether the
education was to be science or classics , but whether the

humanistic element of our education was to take the form of

classics or of modern languages , English and other subjects

grouped together as modern education . He considered that

the chief weakness of the present classical teaching was in the

excessive stress laid upon the linguistic side, and in particular on

its grammatical portion . Greek and Latin composition , again ,

claimed too much of a schoolboy's time . If these were restricted ,

the thought and subject matter of the classics would have a

better chance. In conclusion , Mr. Headlam referred to the

unique advantage which classics had of offering all that was

educationally valuable in them within a very narrow compass.

Mr. A. Sidgwick urged the desirability of inquiry and experi

He would not have the classics taught to the wrong

people. To some minds Greek accidence offered very great

difficulties. Methods of teaching could and should be improved ,

and teachers should be trained .

Mr. R. C. Gilson considered that our difficulties arose from

the truncation of the old classical course , which was good in

itself, but needed more time than could now be spared . Less

Greek should be taught , less syntax , but hardly less compo

sition .

The Warden of Wadham put in a plea for interlinear transla

tions as an instrument of teaching.

Canon Lyttelton hoped that this meeting would bring about

a friendly conference between leading men in classics and science

with a view to arrange a modus vivendi between classics and

science in secondary schools. The discussion then became

somewhat desultory, and calls for no special remark .

ment ,

OXFORD MEETING OF THE CLASSICAL
ASSOCIATION .

The first regular meeting of the Classical Association of

England and Wales at Oxford on May 27th and 28th passed

off very well . The arrangements of the local committee, under

the direction of the President of Magdalen College, Mr. Charles

Cookson, contributed no little to this result . On the attractive

conversazione and Mr. Macail's brilliant oration upon the place

of Latin and Greek in human life we have only space to

touch .

Of the items of business transacted the most important were

the adoption of a constitution , the election of a council in the

main identical with that chosen at the inaugural meeting , but

with the addition of the Attorney- General , Prof. P. Gardner

and Mr. Mackail , for some time past the acting treasurer, and

the settlement of the subscription now definitely fixed at five

shillings annually , with an entrance fee of five shillings, which ,

however, in the case of those who join before the end of 1904 ,

will cover the first year's subscription as well . It was agreed

to hold the next meeting in January, 1905, the place chosen

being London. The Association gave an earnest of its inten

tion to be practical in passing a resolution for the appointment

of a committee to consider the small but troublesome questions

of the spelling and printing of Latin texts, the committee

to confer with the Assistant-masters' Association on the

subject.

Mr. Mackail's address was preceded by two speeches , the

first one of welcome by the Vice - Chancellor of Oxford, Dr.

Monro, who dwelt upon the present activity in classical research

and the illimitable field that was open to it , and the second one

by the Master of the Rolls , who , in well -weighed words, pointed

out how wide was the circle to which the Association's objects

appealed, and how far from narrow or aggressive was the spirit

in which it was founded . Prof. G. G. Ramsay, as President of

the Scottish Association , gave a hearty welcome to the new

founded body, and Admiral Sir C. Bridge attested the utility of

classics to the naval officer. The President of Magdalen

referred to a fact which members of the Association and others

>

OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS .

SET SUBJECTS FOR 1905 .

Preliminary.

Religious Knowledge.-- (a ) History of the Kingdom of Israel

from the Disruption to the Fall of the Northern Kingdom ,

(6) St. Mark, (c) Church Catechism .

English History. - Either the Outlines from 1066 to 1399, or

the Outlines from 1399-1603, or the Outlines from 1815

1871 .

English Author.-Either Scott's “ Ivanhoe " or “ Poems of

England,” Nos. xi . -xvi . , XXV . - xxviii . , xxxii . -end , by George

and Sidgwick ( Macmillan ) .

Geography. - Full knowledge of England and Wales , and a

general knowledge of ( 1 ) elementary geographical terms,

( 2 ) Europe.

Elementary Lalin.-.“ Tales of the Roman Republic," Part I. ,

by J. B. Allen (Clarendon Press).

Elementary Greek. --- Abbot's “ Easy Greek Reader,” Parts I.

and II . ( Clarendon Press) .

Elementary French .-- Macé's “ Contes du petit château "

( Hachette) .

Elementary German.- Niebuhr's " Heroengeschichten,” edited

by E. S. Buckheim (Clarendon Press).

Junior.

Religious K’nowledge. – (I . ) Either (a) History of the Kingdoms

of Israel and Judah from the Disruption to the Captivity ;

or ( 6) St. Mark ; or (c) Prayer Book .
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" Poems

"

or

9

English Literature. - Either Shakespeare's “ Julius Cæsar " or masters by interview and by written communications with

“ Merchant of Venice," or Scott's “ Ivanhoe," or

representatives. This invitation the chairman of the Association

of England,” by George and Sidgwick (Macmillan ). accepted , and the Education Sub-committee selected the fol.

History . - Either ( a ) Outlines of Roman History from 343 B.C. lowing representatives : Messrs. T. E. Page ( classics ), E. L.

to 146 B.C. ; or (6) Outlines of English History from Milner- Barry and A. A. Somerville (modern languages ), R. F.

1066-1399 with special questions on the period 1154- Cholmeley ( English ) , Francis Jones, C. J. L. Wagstaff, and

1216 ; or (c) Outlines of English History from 1399- G. F. Daniell (science) , F. S. Macaulay (mathematics), J. L.

1603, with special questions on the reign of Elizabeth ; or Holland (geography) , and A. Kahn (economics). Opinions

( d ) Outlines of English History from 1815-1871 , with were contributed which were presented to the Syndicate in

special questions on period 1830-1856 ; or (e ) Outlines of pamphlet form . These contributions to educational science are

General European History from 1815-1871 .

reproduced in the Circular to Members issued by the Associa

Geography . - General: ( 1 ) Geographical Terms, ( 2 ) Physical tion . Further, Messrs. Daniell , Page, Milner- Barry, and

Geography, ( 3 ) North America and the British Empire. Somerville went to Cambridge on April 25th as a deputation to

Special : United Kingdom .

meet a special session of the Syndicate, and replied to a series of

Latin .--Cæsar, De Bello Gallico IV . ; Virgil, Aeneid III . questions relating to the first public examination and referring

Greek . - Xenophon , Anabasis I. ; Scenes from Sophocles , Ajax

especially to the advisability (or otherwise) of (a) compulsory

(Clarendon Press ).

Greek , ( 6 ) increase in obligatory subjects, (c ) tests in English.

French.-- " L'histoire d'un conscrit , " by Erckmann -Chatrian . The following extracts from the written communications of

German.- Hauff's “ Karavane."

these representatives of the Assistant - masters' Association to the

Senior.

Syndicate appointed by the Senate of the University of Cam

bridge will not only interest our readers but are likely to prove

Religious Knowledge.- (a ) History of the Kingdoms of Israel of service in the work upon which they are engaged.

and Judah from thc Disruption to the Captivity ; ( 6 ) St.
In his introductory note Mr. G. F. Daniell, the chairman of

Mark ; ( c ) St. Mark in Greek ; ( d ) The Epistle of the the Association , writes :

Hebrews; (e) Church Catechism , Morning and Evening
“ I consider that the whole system of admission to the

Services, the Litany, and the Outlines of the History of University contravenes the spirit which should govern the

the Prayer Book .
relations between those responsible for education in the Uni

English Literature. Shakespeare's “ Julius Cæsar ” versity and in the schools respectively. I object to that distrust

King Lear ” ; or Chaucer, Sweet's " Second Middle . of the schoolmaster which reduces his work to preparing for

English Primer " (Clarendon Press) ; or “ Poems of Eng. examinations . ' It is surely not desirable that any glow of

land,” by George and Sidgwick ( Macmillan) .
enthusiasm , any spark of inspiration , that may be kindled in the

History.-- Either : ( a ) Outlines of Roman History from 343 B.C. teacher should be quenched ; and it cannot be doubted that

to 146 B.C. , with special questions on the Second Punic the Procrustean practice which fulfils, and only fulfils, the

War ; or (6 ) Outlines of General European History from
externally - dictated syllabus is inimical to the students ' intel .

1815-1871 ; or (c) English History from 1066 to 1399 : or
lectual growth. It cannot be the aim of the University to

( d ) English History from 1399 to 1603 ; or (e ) English
direct the efforts of secondary schools into such a channel as will

History from 1815-1871 .
most readily secure an annual output of so many scholars to

Geography. In addition to general geography, a full knowledge

of British Possessions in Africa and of Germany.

pattern , else my objections would have, I admit, little force.

But I maintain that greater freedom in methods and scope of

Latin.-Cicero, in Q. Caecilium Divinatio, In Verrem Actio instruction would add dignity and power to the schoolmaster's

Prima ; Cæsar, De Bello Gallieo III.-V. ; Horace , Odes, work , whereby the gain in life and individuality would outweigh

Book III. ; Virgil , Aeneid III. any possible loss through lack of uniformity.”

Greck . - Herodotus IX . , cc . 1.89 ; Xenophon, Anabasis I. , II . ; Mr. T. E. Page, in discussing the responsibilities of the

Sophocles , Ajax ; Euripides, Hecuba.
University so far as a liberal education is concerned , remarks :

“ An education which is too largely scientific , especially when

science ' means applied science, is an education which is

stunted , illiberal , and inhuman. It needs for its completion an

ASSISTANT SCHOOLMASTERS AS equal acquaintance and sympathy with art, poetry, and good

EDUCATIONAL ADVISERS.

letters, with the history of human struggles for law and freedom ,

of human gropings after truth , morality, and religion. These

THE Assistant-masters' Association has recently been directing things, too , are essential parts of a full mental training. They

its attention to the improvement of educational methods in may not help a man ‘ to gain the whole world , ' but they are

secondary schools. This is at it should be. To inspire the necessary if he is not ' to lose his own soul,' and it is exactly

confidence of educational authorities and of the public, the here that the defence of classical study rests upon the rock.

Association does well to show that it is as interested in questions The whole of these subjects come within its purview , and they

of educational practice as in the improvement of the status and do so not as dead things but as real existences with which all

prospects of assistant -masters. The assistance given by the modern progress is in close and living relation . ... The

Association to the Syndicate appointed by the Senate of the future of education in the higher schools rests with the Univer

University of Cambridge to inquire into the studies and sities. It rests with them whether our schools shall still pursue

examinations of the University is consequently to be commended, those humaner studies which , in spite of unnumbered faults,

and it may be hoped that the experience which has been have always been in them a quickening and ennobling influence.

gathered by the members of this important association may at The struggle is not between science and literature, for no one

all times be available when questions of educational procedure who loves either can wish that these two should ever be divorced,

arere being decided .
but is a struggle against a false science which , ignoring all that

The Syndicate appointed by the Senate of Cambridge Uni- is highest in human nature , finds its best satisfaction in becoming

versity to inquire into the studies and examinations of the the servant of commerce."

University invited the opinions of the Association of Assistant. Dealing with mathematical studies, Dr. F. S. Macaulay reſers

6 >
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attempted at all , it requires more system than any other kind of

teaching, for the very reason that it is so difficult to make it

systematic. It is possible in a few words to say by

what aims it should be inspired , and by what considerations it

should be limited . Even in the case of literary subjects the

chief aim of education should be kept in view ; training should

not be subordinated to instruction . But the kind of training

that is given by linguistic or mathematical studies is not to be

looked for. The use of the purely literary part of a boy's

education is to teach him to read and write intelligently , not

primarily to fill him with facts, and still less to fill him with

other people's opinions. The kind of reading that should be

led up to may be illustrated by the list of books sometimes

recommended to candidates for scholarships in modern history.

The examiners for the Brackenbury scholarships at Balliol used

to give such a list , including , if I remember right , Eadmer's

Vita Anselmi , ' Joinville's “ St. Louis, ' Hallam’s ‘ Middle

Ages ' (ch . ix . ) , Bagehot's ‘ English Constitution , ' Guizot's

" Civilisation en Europe , ' Dicey's • Law of the Constitution ,'

Walker's ‘ Political Economy,' and Macaulay's “ Essays.'

If to this list were added the historical plays of Shakespeare

and the novels of Thackeray , we should arrive at a fair concep

tion of the sort of mental activity which might be produced by

an education in which the study of literary subjects had its

proper place.”

We commend the May issue of the Assistant - masters'

Association's Circular to Members to all interested in the dis

covery of the ideal curriculum for secondary schools.

>

POINTS OF VIEW.

to the present movement of reform . He states that ; “ So far

as the movement was concerned with eliminating all that was

of little value for future progress , and improving those parts

which were presented in a wrong light or wrong order , it

commanded everybody's approval . But the movement seems

to have developed into an attempt to remove all difficulties , and

to make the paih of the learners an easy one. Possibly the

most strenuous advocates of change would not admit this , but it

seems to be the present tendency , and I fear that it will prove a

fatal obstacle to the proper teaching of mathematics if not

arrested . Few would , I think , maintain that the main object

in teaching mathematics to the average boy is to develop ideas

already dormant in his brain , and to teach him to perform some

simple operations mechanically . But this is all that “ mathe

matics made easy ' can do for him , and such easy mathematics

will be useless and distasteful to boys of good intelligence.

We have already gained some experience of the effect of the

change in elementary geometry. So far as my experience goes,

the result has not been satisfactory ..., in reviewing the

work done I am forced to the conclusion that very little has

been learnt , and that more might have been learnt in the time

given to the subject.

Mr. Milner- Barry directs attention to his article in The

SCHOOL WORLD for March , 1901, entitled “ A Modern Lan

guage as an Alternative to a Classical Language at the Uni

versities," and giving the results of his personal experience , he

remarks :

“ As Greek is a compulsory subject at the universities , the

general run of boys intended for the trained professions might

be expected to be turning their attentions to Greek, Latin , and

French ; but it can easily he shown for some schools-and I2

instance Mill Hill as one-—that there is a tendency for a boy to

take Latin , French , and German , and to trust to private tutors

to help him through his entrance examination in Greek. Leaving

apart the boys from Mill Hill who have gained classical scholar

ships at the universities, I find that , of those who have won

scholarships in other subjects, just fifty per cent . won them from

the semi- classical side when they were working at Latin, French,

and German . Their Greek was subsequently acquired , and can

not be said to have been a factor of any importance in their

educational equipment . I submit, therefcre, that the retention

or abolition of Greek as a compulsory subject is a problem

which is very acute for anyone who is thoroughly conversant

with dealing with the general principles of a school time- table ,

and whose duty it is to try to reconcile conflicting interests.

For many boys it is an artificial subject , and its abolition as a

compulsory one would probably re -act for the benefit of other

subjects, while in no way impairing the splendid training it

affords for boys of exceptional gifts.”

Mr. R. F. Cholmeley takes up the subject of the influence of

the university on literary studies in schools, and in the course

of an interesting paper remarks :

“ We have learnt that the old curriculum not only brought

its pupils up to the gates of the university in a state of remark

able ignorance of things in general , but had a tendency to

encourage them to remain in that state of ignorance ; and , while

admitting that to be ignorant of many things is not necessarily

to be uneducated, we have discovered that to be ignorant is not

necessarily to desire knowledge , and that contented ignorance

is too often the result of the best education in England . Now

ignorance of science can be remedied without difficulty ; for the

elements of science can be taught intelligently , and to learn

them intelligently is a training for the mind . With literary

subjects it is different. To teach boys literary subjects in their

own language, as an integral part of their education , and to

carry that teaching on into the universities , is a thing which has

not yet been systematically attempted ; and yet , if it should be

At present it seems to me that the true policy for the nation is

to enlist the co-operation of every educationist , whatever his

denomination , in what I may properly call educational progress.

The more we can get it to be thought about the more will our

local , and even our religious, difficulties go into the background .

The history of the last century shows that religious controversy

has always been less where educational progress is greatest .

Therefore I look forward with hopefulness to a widening of

interest in educational progress, because it will put into their

proper place those magnified difficulties which are supposed to

beset them in regard to religious matters .—The ARCHBISHOP

OF CANTERBURY at the annual meeting of the National

Society.

· I HAVE found nearly all children rather keen to know about

natural and astronomical things . They do not always care for

machinery. Boys sometimes care about such things as a bicycle

or a pump, but girls hardly ever do. They may easily be made

tired with science teaching of an unwise kind , but, if they are

initiated in a kind of science which children ought to be inter

ested in , then it is wholesome training for them all . I do not

believe in having schools where boys having an aptitude for

science shall learn nothing else , and schools where boys who

have an aptitude for letters shall have nothing but a literary

education . I do not agree with premature specialisation .-- Sir

OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S., at a Joint Conference on Secondary

Education , Birmingham .

The old mechanical theory which seems to have held sway

over education even longer than over many other huinan institu

tions is at length ousted by the evolutionary theory that a child

is not a thing to be squeezed into shape by education , but a

plant to be lended, pruned, and developed . In a word , the

a
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child is not to be fitted to the teaching, but the teaching to the

child . This transvaluation of values between the two factors in

the problem marks a new era in English official education . It

is no exaggeration to regard the Board's manifesto as the

Children's Magna Charia . Nor is the interpretation of their

rights under the new rescript either narrow or niggard . Not

only the natural capacity of the child , but his surroundings , are

to be taken into consideration . His chances in life are not to

be whittled down by confining bis education to the mere

utilitarian aims of the station in which he is born . On the

other hand, it is not to be so general, so unconnected with his

surroundings as to fit tim equally for all callings , or rather , for

none.- Mr. CLOUDESLEY BRERETON, “ Revolution at the Board

of Education . ” (Monthly Review , June, 1904.)

THIRTY - TWO Michigan high schools show in Latin a decrease

of 1,050 between the years 1898 and 1902 - a loss poorly com

pensated for by a gain of 326 in twenty- three schools during the

same period . Twenty-seven schools teaching Greek to 499

pupils have been reduced in four years to nineteen schools with

113 students. These are the facts which make the subject of

the present discussion one of vital interest to every classical

teacher. .. Reports from various parts of the State show

that, on the average, 50 per cent . of those who take up Latin

do not continue it iwo years. Pupils give as the reason for

dropping the subject that it is too difficult , and takes too much

time ; teachers say it is lack of interest caused by the enormous

difficulty of making the subject matter of the first two years of

Latin as interesting as that of other subjects. Greater interest

must therefore be aroused , and that early in the course . I have

found the largest percentage of failures during the first five

months. The first signs of discouragement should be the signal

for shorter lessons in advance and more review work. The

teacher must depend largely upon variety in the form of the

review or drill work to keep up the class interest . Among the

most effective means is the formation of original sentences either

for oral or for written work. Written tests , not to exceed ten

minutes in length , should be given at least once a week. These

keep everything fresh in mind , and take away the terror, and

often the necessity , of the formal written examination. English

derivatives never fail to arouse interest , and appeal to the class

as one of the most practical phases of Latin study . - Miss CLARA

ALLISON, Hastings High School , Mich ., U.S.A. ( From The

School Revietu , Chicago, May, 1904.)

At the present time what are called “ the humanities" have

come to stand for elasticity and variety in the curriculum , and

science has come to stand for rigidity and exclusion. There

was a time when exactly the opposite was true, when very little

was taught in the secondary schools but humanities, and those

in a singularly inhumane manner, and hardly any room at all

was allowed for science and mathematics. But I hold that it is

sheer nonsense to contend that that is the case at the present

time . We are all of us aware that a reaction came against this

one- sided literary training - a reaction which has now been in

full swing in this country for forty years . Part of it--and , as it

seems to me, the more valuable part of it on the whole - came

from inside the schools themselves.- Mr. R. Cary Gilson ,

Headmaster of King Edward's High School, Birmingham , at a

Joint Conference on Secondary Education , Birmingham .

HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS.
There may be here and there a fine and sparkling genius

born in cotiages : there may be some bright souls amongst the

poorest ofmortals... Why should this world be deprived

of all the benefit that might be drawn from such ingenious

minds, under the care of a happy education ? Let them least

be taught to know their letters and have a way made for their

brighter talents to discover themselves. Diamonds of a noble

lustre are taken from common earth , and every diamond is rough

or cloudy till it is cut and polished. If there should happen to

be a vein of silver mixed with the leaden ore, why should it be

denied the favour of the refining pot, since Nature seems to

have made it on purpose to shine and glitter ?-ISAAC WATTS.

(Quoted by Prof. Foster Watson in the Gentleman's Magacine. )

We must at all costs put an end to the scandal now commun

enough of allowing a teacher raw from the University without

any training whatever to come into the class - room and get his

practice at the expense of the pupils . If a man is put on the

right lines as to general principles , and has opportunities of

applying his principles to actual teaching, he has all the rest of

his life in which to perfect his practice . I have always looked

at this question more from this point of view of the necessity of

theory - and of the habit of thinking scientifically about educa

tion-than from any other. For the one thing needful in this

country , to my mind , is to think scientifically and to settle our
educational questions on broad educational grounds , not on

grounds of mere expediency and convenience . Therefore I

should urge very strongly that in this precious year, which is

going to be given to training , the smallest possible amount of

time should be given to practice , and when once competence to

take a form is secured , the rest of the time should be given to

theory.- Mr. F. J. R. HENDY, Headmaster of Bromsgrove

School, at a Joint Conference on Secondary Education, Bir

mingham .

There is a Bill in Parliament just now which proposes lo

abolish the light dues now levied on ships frequenuing British

ports. In seems that in this matter we are similar to Sweden

and Norway and to Turkey, but to no other European Power.

Others charge the expenses of lighting their shores on the

general public. We lay the burden on those who most directly

get the advantage. The question is one of incidence of rates,

in which the respective advantages of ease of collection and

equality of burden must be balanced one against the other.

Some of us are old enough to remember the toll -gates that a

hundred years ago abounded on the high roads of the country.

Indeed, there may yet be a few survivors, and some bridges are

still thus furnished . The theory was, of course , that those who

used the roads should pay for them , but the expense and in

convenience of that method of collection came at last to over

balance the other considerations , and the toll -gates were re

moved , though the toll - keeper's cottage often still survives to

cause a slight wonder as to its shape and position. How would

some of those near London and other great centres cope with

the present traffic ?

KING EDWARD's references to the history of Waterford on

his visit to that town this spring have somewhat puzzled us.
Of

course , we know that “ Danes ” founded the lown, as well as

Dublin and other ports in Ireland , and that therefore the

Waterford folk might well receive the daughter of a Danish king.

But when he spoke of it as an urbs intacta , and referred to its

loyalty to one of his predecessors, we wondered what the

references could be. We find that it was captured by Strong

bow in 1170 in that so-called conquest of Ireland which was the

beginning of woes to both England and Ireland . We also read

of Cromwell's siege in 1650, which was , it is true, unsuccessful,

but the town was taken by Ireton the following year . It was
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also captured by William III . in the well -known Boyne cam

paign. The town was therefore “ loyal ” to both Charles II .

and James II . , but on those occasions was not “ intacta .” The

only other reference we could find was to the action of the

Waterford men in an attempt to take Perkin Warbeck at sea .

The town was then certainly “ intacta " and loyal, but they did

not succeed in catching the impostor who landed in Cornwall

for his final ruin .

"

The article on “ Junior County Scholarships,” contributed by

Dr. R. P. Scott to our March issue of this year, was shortly

afterwards published separately as a pamphlet. In this form

the publication has reached a second edition , which is , we are

glad to find , attracting much attention on the part of those whose

duty it is to formulate a scheme for the award of scholarships in

London under the new conditions which have arisen under the

recent Act . The essay, to which several appendices have been

added , may be obtained from our printers , Messrs . John Bale ,

Sons and Daniellson, Ltd.

a

A PORTION of the regulations for the Oxford Local Examina

tions , 1905, has been issued for the information of local

secretaries . A second complete edition will be ready by July 1st ,

and may include additional announcements. Numerous changes

have been introduced in the regulations , including alterations

affecting the examinations in mathematics. The system of

alternative pass or advanced papers has been discontinued , and

an oral examination of senior candidates in French and German

has been arranged. Sundry changes, too, have been made in

the time table of the examinations. The special subjects and

set books for 1905 are printed on page 269.

SIR HENRY STANLEY's death early in May recalls to us the

years of his activity in Africa. From 1871 , when he first won

fame by finding Livingstone, till 1887-8, when he found Emin

Pasha , he did much towards that revolution which changed

Africa from a half-known land into a complete series of spheres

of influence for some four or five of the European Powers.

Before 1870, beyond the coastlands and their immediate back

ground, Africa was an unknown region gradually being revealed

by the explorer and the missionary . Science and the Gospel

had it all their own way. But with Stanley's descent of the

Congo, made successful by methods unused by Moffat and

Livingstone, came the era of European government and the

" scramble for Africa .” Ideals changed , and instead of de.

veloping the negro and other races , Europe has gradually come

to exploit them for other purposes than their own good. The

change invites great discussion , which we must here avoid .

Only with the current troubles in German Africa and other such

matters, ore reads with a little uneasiness of the appearance of

Ethiopianism ” which , “ under the guise of religious teach

ing, preaches the doctrine of Africa for the native races. "

LORD Milner is “ more than an Englishman ; he is an

Imperialist , and is prepared to see a federal council sitting in

Ottawa, Sydney and in South Africa . ” So he is reported as

saying recently at Johannesburg . In which direction would you

travel in order to reach successively the places named in Lord

Milner's speech ? Which parts of the British Empire would be

most neglected by a line joining these places ? These questions

put without notice or explanation to a class of fourteen -year -old

pupils might give our readers some interesting answers. The

answers we would suggest would be (a) westward , (6) India, but

still more the British Isles . The West Indies also lie out of the

route. Take a map of the globe, put the Western Hemisphere

to the right (or, better still , work out the problem on a globe),

and then we shall see how far the British Isles are from being

the centre of the Empire. How long will it take the geo

graphical groupings to overcome the other forces which still

make London -Westminster the capital ?

The Birmingham Education Committee has decided that the

fee for scholars admitted by examination to the Council

secondary schools after the ensuing summer vacation be £ r per

term , or £3 per annum , provided that a number of free

admissions shall be given, so that not less than one quarter, nor

more than one - third , of the pupils attending these schools

receive their education free. Mr. Cary Gilson , headmaster of

King Edward's High School, Birmingham, in proposing this ,

said he should not be in favour of charging a fee if he were not

quite certain that the proposal was accompanied by adequate

means for providing that boys and girls of exceptional ability

should obtain their secondary education in the Council schools

without any impediment whatever, however poor they might be.

At a meeting of the National Association of Manual Train

ing Teachers held on June 4th , the references to manual

training in schools in the reports of the Mosely Educa

tional Commission were discussed . Mr. Mosely said that

communications with people in different parts of the world

had forced upon his mind the fact that a good education

was at the bottom of successful business transactions . The

broadminded way in which American engineers in South

Africa tackled the propositions brought before them first

excited his inierest in the system of education in the United

States. He believed that Professor Armstrong hit the nail

on the head in his report when he said that it was the fourth

“ R ” which made all the difference between the educational

results here and in America. In the United States children are

taught, not only how to read, but how to reason . That is the

spirit which permeates the whole of the United States, and it is

that which has largely helped to build up their commercial

Prof. Armstrong observed that there was one criticism

to be inade of manual training schools in the United States,

namely, that they tended towards being trade schools. If

manual training is to be introduced into English schools and

made of real educational value , it must be a broader subject

than it had been hitherto . The erection of manual training

schools on American lines-a magnificent metal workshop here

and a magnificent wood workshop there—is, Prof. Armstrong

thinks, unnecessary , and a large supply of costly machinery of

A GENERAL MEETING of the Incorporated Association of

Assistant Mistresses was held on May 28, at the Clifton High

School , on the invitation of the Western Branch , and by the

kind permission of Miss Burns . After a short opening address

from the president , Miss Layton , of the Cardiff County Inter

mediate School, read a paper on Welsh secondary education

and the intermediate school system . Miss Ker, a member

of the Education Committee of the Gloucestershire County

Council, and Miss Palmer, of the Education Committee of the

Somersetsbire County Council , then gave an account of the

system of scholarships proposed or adopted for their respective

counties. Miss Galaway explained the Bristol scholarship

scheme, and Miss Young the scheme for Bath. After some

questions and discussion , the meeting terminated with votes of

thanks to the Western Branch and to Miss Burns for their

hospitality, and to Miss Ker for her address.

success,
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A holiday course in manual training in woodwork is to be

held , under the auspices of the Examinations Board of the

National Union of Teachers, at Brighton, from July 25th to

August 13th . The Brighton Borough Council has placed at the

disposal of the N.U.T. the well - equipped Circus Street Manual

Training Centre, and the course is to be under the direction of

Mr. E. Marriott, the director of manual training to the Brighton

Borough Council , and of Mr. S. A. Switzer, instructor under

the London County Council. Full particulars may be obtained

on application to The Secretary , Examinations Board , 71 ,

Russell Square, W.C.

one kind is also not essential . A variety of occupations

rendered possible to boys is wanted, and all manual training

should be carried on , to a certain extent , with reſerence to local

requirements

The annual exhibition of work executed in the London

County Council schools--formerly known as the London Board

Schools--was held at the Medical Hall, Victoria Embankment,

London, from June 13th - 18th . The exhibition consisted of

work from both day schools and from evening classes . The

exhibits from day schools included exercises in drawing, manual

training, needlework, domestic subjects, elementary science and

nature study. Interesting evidence of the good work done in

the schools for the blind, deaf, and the physically and mentally

defective, was afforded by a large number of exhibits of a varied

character. In addition to exainples of work illustrating the

instruction in the subjects already enumerated , the evening

schools also sent exhibits from the classes in dressmaking,

millinery and fancy work. Those persons interested in educa

tion who have visited these exhibitions year by year will agree

that they provide conclusive evidence of the excellence of the

work being accomplished in the primary schools of the metro

polis and illustrate graphically the revolution which has been

effected in elementary education during the last thirty years. If

the London County Council succeeds in maintaining the high

standard reached under the administration of the late School

Board of London it will have done well ; should it succeed in

effecting still further improvement, it will have every reason

heartily to congratulate itself.

A NATURE -STUDY museum , which has been provided by the

Library Committee of the Stepney Borough Council, in St.

George's Recreation Ground , Cable Street , London , E. , was

opened by Sir William Collins , chairman of the London

Education Committee , on June 3rd. The museum is intended

chietly for children, and is placed in the disused borough

mortuary . The collection embraces all kinds of smaller living

things , and is the result of efforts made by Miss Hall , the

curator, who wished to have an opportunity of teaching children

something about nature. Sir William Collins , in declaring the

museum open , intimated that the L.C.C. would probably take

steps to further the study of natural objects, which would do a

great deal to create in the younger generation a longing to get

back to the land .

At the recent annual meeting of the Pupil- Teacher-Centre

Teachers held at Bradford , Mr. G. W. Stone, of Salford , pre .

sided , and in his presidential address discussed the suitability of

secondary schools as compared with pupil - teacher centres for

the training of boys and girls intending to become elementary.

school teachers. He expressed himself as not at all convinced

of the alleged superiority of secondary schools as compared with

pupil - teacher centres , and is of the opinion that no one has so

far adduced a single fact in proof of the contention . Debating

the question as to how far the high school is fitted to receive in .

tending pupil - teachers for the two years preceding the

apprenticeship , he said , the course of the elementary school is

not merely a preliminary to the high school course, and a

capable girl transferred from the elementary school to the high

school for the two years preceding the pupil-teacher course

would find herself behind the rest of her form in certain

subjects, such as Latin , French , and mathematics, and possibly

better equipped than the rest in the elementary school subjects.

If the inevitable gaps in her education are to be filled up by

class teaching, it is clear that the time of the rest of the class

must be proportionately wasted : if the gaps are not to be made

up , the pupil is unfairly treated . The only practicable way out

of the difficulty is to establish separate classes for the intending

teachers , and thus nullify the whole purpose for which they had

been sent to the high school . The actual pupil -teacher period

should , Mr. Stone thinks , in every case be spent in the pupil

teacher centre . Any other course will end in the neglect of the

practical professional side of the pupil- teacher's training.

The Federation of the Grocers ' Associations of the United

Kingdom is directing attention to the matter of technical

education. The Eastbourne and District Grocers' Association

has drawn up a suggested syllabus of lectures for those engaged

in the grocery and provision trades . It is proposed to institute

a course of lectures, which “ will demonstrate theoretically and

practically by means of experiments in the laboratory the con

stituent parts , preparation , and manufacture of soap, soda.

candles , salt, glycerin, vinegar, alcohol , sugar, cheese, butter,

starch , and the cereals ; the preservation of food ; nature of

preservatives ; putrefaction and decay ; tinned foods , etc. ,

all most deeply interesting to those anxious thoroughly to

know their own business.” The suggested syllabus includes :

elementary chemistry, so far as is necessary to understand the

nature and substance of foods and adulterants ; the nature

and composition of foods, especially those concerning the

grocery trade , classified as follows: (A ) Organic- ( i ) nitrogenous,

as proteids or albuminoids ; ( ii . ) non -nitrogenous (a ) fats, ( 6)

carbohydrates , ( c ) vegetable acids ; (B) inorganic- (i.) mineral

salts , ( ii . ) water ; ( C) food accessories , such as tea , coffee,

alcohol ; the common adulterants of foods and their methods of

detection ; the decomposition of foods and alteration by keep

ing ; the preservation of foods ; the effect of cooking, of

dampness and of age .

We learn from the report for 1903-1904 of the Committee of

Council on Education in Scotland , a copy of which has been

sent to us , that one striking feature in the staffing of the

Edinburgh Board Schools is the absence of the ex - pupil teacher

as an assistant . Of a total of 1,047 teachers, only six are ex - pupil

teachers , and these are to be found in the schools recently

incorporated in the School Board district . It is also noteworthy

that of the 681 certificated teachers employed 116 are graduates

of a university . Experts are also employed for sewing, singing,

drill , swimming, cookery, and woodwork. It is the rule of the

Board to provide at the rate of one certificated teacher for every

fifty in attendance , the headmaster not being included in this

calculation ; and the staff is so selected as to provide at least one

certificated teacher for every class-room occupied by a class.

Under such conditions a high quality of staff is assured .

The Essex Education Committee, with a view to assist

teachers in Essex to gain a knowledge of the gardening opera

tions necessary for the successful working of school gardens , has

decided to hold a holiday course in the principles and practice of

horticulture. The course will take place at the biological

laboratories and garden at Chelmsford , and will commence on

August 8th , and meet daily for two weeks. Both men and

women are invited to attend the course . The committee will

defray travelling expenses once to and from Chelmsford , and

will in suitable cases make a special allowance of 125. 6d . per

week towards the maintenance of candidates fulfilling the
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The general principles underlying the policy of the Depart

ment are summed up as follows : ( i . ) They contemplate three

distinct grades of day schools , each with a well -balanced

curriculum of general education , essentially but not exclusively

humanistic, and ending in each type with a period of consolida

tion and concentration on the subjects essential to that type .

Specialisation implying , as it does, a practical acquaintance with

some related occupation, should be relegated to the Continua

tion Class system . ( ii . ) In subsidising education in whatever

form , the Department have had regard to the characteristic

national principle of dual control . Having satisfied themselves

as to the general efficiency of a school , they desire to leave its

internal economy to the teachers and managers themselves, un

hampered by considerations of pecuniary results . ( iii . ) They

propose to test the efficiency of schools, not by written examina

tions or prescribed syllabuses , but by repeated visits of inspec

tion directed to ascertaining (a) the whole scope of the

curriculum and its adaptation to local needs, and (b ) the success

with which the work proposed has actually been overtaken .

a common

A DIAGRAM , after the most approved German style , illus

trates the relations of the various forms of education under the

Scottish system . The Department holds that the various grades

of education are not successive stages which can be superimposed

on one another , but parallel courses resting on

foundation and crowned with different superstructures. The

common foundation is the primary school . Above this , three

types of further instruction are recognised-the supplementary

course for pupils who leave at 14 , the higher grade schools for

pupils who stay on to 16 , and the higher class for those who

remain to university age.

necessary conditions.
Applications must be made to the

Secretary, County Offices, Chelmsford .

From the interesting pamphlets which reach us from time to

time from the County Technical Laboratories , Chelmsford , it is

very evident that the Essex Education Committee is in earnest

in its endeavour to improve agricultural education in the county

over the educational interests of which it watches . We

commend to the notice of those of our readers who are

interested in agricultural education two recent booklets issuer

by this enterprising educational authority, viz . , “ Market-day

Lectures, 1903-4 ” and “ Agricultural Education in Essex.”

An educational conference was held in connection with the

Horticultural Exhibition held at the Botanic Gardens, Regent's

Park, London , on June 7th , under the presidency of Sir William

Collins . Sir George Kekewich delivered an address on nature

study and its cognate subjects in education . Papers were read

by Miss Lilian Clarke and others .

The principal of a school near Liverpool writes to ask us to

warn headmasters and headmistresses that a man is going about

the country persuading heads of schools-principally ladies'

schools -- to give him an order to insert an advertisement of their

school in his " Home Guide,” which it appears is merely a

fiction . Receipts are given on a printed form with no heading ,

and these are, of course , valueless . This bogus advertisement

agent was in the neighbourhood of Liverpool early in May, and

had been previously in Manchester , the midlands, and some

towns on the south coast .

We record with profound regret the death of the Rev. Canon

Evan Daniel , principal of St. John's College , Battersea , from

1866-1894.

MR. Robert Blair, assistant secretary for technical instruc .

tion of the department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction ,

Ireland , has been appointed by the London County Council as

executive officer of the Council for the administration of the

Education Acts, at a salary of £ 1000 a year.

DR. GREGORY Foster has been appointed Principal of

University College, London , in succession to Dr. Carey Foster .

MR. A. S. EDDINGTON, of Kendal , is senior wrangler this

year. Mr. Eddington , who is a Trinity man , was educated at

Weston -super-Mare and Owens College, Manchester. He is a

Bachelor of Science of London .

A SECOND edition has appeared of Dr. Alexander Morgan's

paper on “ The Practical Teaching of Geography in Schools and

Colleges," which was first published in the Geographical Teacher

of June, 1903 , and afterwards issued in pamphlet form . The

booklet may be obtained from Messrs. George Philip and Son ,

Ltd. , price 6d . net .

SCOTTISH .

The Scotch Education Department has just issued “ a

selection of circular letters, 1898-1904 , with explanatory

memorandum .” The object in so doing is to gather together the

principal circulars of the Department in a form easy for reference,

and to accompany them with such explanation as would enable

those not conversant with technical details to understand the

general policy pursued . These letters and memorandum , though

issued by Mr. Graham Murray , may be regarded as the

apologia pro mea vita of Lord Balfour and Sir Henry Craik , as it

is wholly occupied with the organisation of education in

Scotland during this régime. The policy and aims of the

Department are clearly and fully disclosed, and an exceedingly

clever defence is offered against the numerous attacks that have

been made on the Department and all its ways.

The general meeting of the Association of Headmasters of

Secondary Schools was held in the Royal High School ,

Edinburgh. Dr. Marshall, in introducing a discussion on the

Education Bill , said that he personally had always been a strong

advocate of the municipalisation of education . He was certain

that England was entering on a period of great educational

activity , and through the municipalisation of her education

would soon gain upon Scotland in educational matters . The

question of how they were to deal with the Department would be

an even bigger question in the future than it had been in the

past . From all parts of the country and from Members of

Parliament of every section the same protest had been raised

against the predominance of the Department ; not only on

matters of principle , but on the smallest details under the new

Bill , the Department would be more supreme than ever. Не.

thought it was a very serious thing iſ the whole scheme of

Scottish education was to be dictated to them by a Department

in London . Education ought to be rooted in the national

character of the people , and he would rather see their local

authorities blundering on their own initiative than being guided

in absolute wisdom by an external authority .

3

)

A MEETING of the Modern Language Association was held in

Marischal College , Aberdeen , last month . Prof. Kirkpatrick ,

Edinburgh, presided over a large and representative gathering .

The chairman stated that the joint committee of the Association

and the German and Franco- Scottish Society had succeeded in

getting rooms in Edinburgh University for the proposed vacation

course. They would be able to offer English instruction in

English literature and phonetics to foreign students, and , what

was more important they would be able to provide instruction

in German and French by the most eminent teachers of those

subjects. Mr. George Smith , Rector of Aberdeen U.F.C.

Training College , gave a paper on phonetics . He claimed that

by the study of phonetics the teacher had the opportunity of

using to the full the capacities of the pupils , and that something
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was contributed to the awakening and building up of that

phonetic sense which had been so largely lost because of the

chaotic relation of orthography and pronunciation . In the

discussion which followed , phonetics found many supporters,

but Mr. Hein , Aberdeen , held that phonetics was an altogether

indirect way of teaching modern languages , and that time was lost

by the use of them . Resorting to the argumentum ad homine'n ,

he challenged his own gift of English against that of any other

teacher of modern languages who had learned his English by

phonetics.

An influential meeting was held at the end of May in the

Mansion House, Dublin , to consider the question of primary

education in Ireland , and Dr. Macnamara, M.P. , delivered an

address on “ The conditions of Irish Education .” After re

marking that it was impossible for things to remain as they

were, he sketched a scheme of reform , in which he said the

essential principles to be aimed at were : ( 1 ) the representative

character of a new board of education , which he called a central

national council ; (2 ) its direct authority over all grades of

public education ; and ( 3) its directresponsibility to Parliament .

Resolutions were passed dealing with the necessity of devoting

part of the Irish Development Fund to primary education,

of co-ordinating all the systems of Irish education , of improving

the attendance of children, and of improving the salaries and

pensions of Irish national school teachers .

At the House of Commons, the Marquis of Tullibardine

introduced to Mr. Graham Murray, Secretary for Scotland,

a deputation who urged that under the Scottish Education

Bill increased facilities should be afforded for the teaching of

Gaelic in Highland schools. Mr. Graham Murray, in the

course of a sympathetic reply , said that the teaching of Gaelic

was an administrative detail beyond the scope of the present Bill .

The Scottish Department did encourage the engagement of

Gaelic -speaking teachers for Highland schools, but the curri

culum was a matter necessarily left to the decision of the local

authorities.

In the annual report of the Scotch Education Department, a

Blue Book of 730 pages, there is a mass of interesting informa

tion on the progress that has been made of late years. It is a

sign of increased administrative efficiency that while , during the

year ended August 31st , 1903, the estimated increase of popula

tion in Scotland was 1:17, the number of scholars on the

registers of schools under inspection increased by 2-2 per cent. ,

with an increase of 3'5 per cent . in the average attendance . The

number of schools under inspection was 3,149, with an average

attendance of 669,289 children . 12,080 certificated teachers

were employed , being one certificated teacher for every 55

scholars. Interesting sections of the report deal with the

education of blind and deaf -mute children . The progress being

made in secondary and technical education, and the measures

taken to increase the usefulness as a means of study of the

Museum of Science and Art in Edinburgh, are also described .

The report of the Intermediate Education Board for the year

1903 shows that for last year the amount of the school grant

paid to managers of Intermediate schools as the result of the

examinations was £57,318 11s . This was divided among 262

schools , and of the four provinces Leinster received

£22,916 1os . 50. , Ulster £15,573 6s. 9d ., Munster

£ 15,077 35. rod ., and Connaught £3,571 1os. During the

year the Board advanced £12,404 to managers of various

schools , to enable them to provide equipment and appliances

for the teaching of practical science . During half the year there

was a system of temporary inspection , which the Board does not

regard as satisfactory, and it lays special emphasis upon the

necessity , in the interests of intermediate education , of bringing

into operation , at as early a period as may be possible , an efficient

system of inspection by the appointment of a staff of permanent

inspectors.

IRISH .

The new Intermediate Programme for 1905 has been

published. Perhaps the most outstanding feature in it is the

number of concessions made to the representations of teachers as

put forward in various memorials last year. For example,

students under the prescribed limit of age will be allowed to

compete again in the same grade if they have not already

obtained an exhibition of the highest value in that grade ;

students who qualify for exhibitions in courses different from

those which they have selected will have their cases specially

considered by the Board ; in the three higher grades students

who fail to obtain the percentage prescribed for a pass in some

one subject, but who obtain at least 25 per cent . in that subject

will be allowed to pass the examination iſ they obtain an average

of 30 per cent. in the six subjects necessary for a pass. Other

new important points in the Rules are : ( 1 ) Italian and Spanish

are included in the subjects for honours ; ( 2 ) the science part of

the programme is developed , and the science courses for the

third and fourth year defined , and it is laid down that passes in

two or more of these courses will count as passes in two or more

subjects ; (3) in any foreign language it will be necessary to

obtain at least 20 per cent . of the marks assigned for trans

lation from English into that language in order to secure a

pass , and 40 per cent . in order to secure honours ; (4 ) prizes

may be taken out not only in books, but also in philosophical

apparatus, or other objects used for educational purposes, subject

to the approval of the Board ; and ( 5 ) the marks assigned to

verse composition in Greek and Latin are increased to 20 per

cent. of the total honour marks obtained by a student in Greek

and Latin .

Two interesting pieces of news have emanated from Trinity

College during the past month. Since Dr. Starkie was

appointed to the presidency of Queen's College , Galway, there

has been no Roman Catholic fellow . This deficiency has now

been made good , as at the recent examination the first place

and fellowship were obtained by Mr. S. Kelleher, who received

his school education from the Christian Brothers in Cork . The

new fellow is a brilliant mathematician, who gained the

distinction on his first trial and on exceptionally high marks.

The other news relates to the conferring of degrees upon

It has been decided to conſer upon three women

honorary doctor's degrees, and one of them , Miss Mulvany, of

the Alexandra School, receives the distinction of LL.D. for her

eminent services in the cause of female education in Dublin .

Trinity also proposes to confer ad eundem degrees on women

graduates of universities in which women are granted full

academic status , and also on women who have attained

a certain prescribed status in universities which do not give

degrees to women . The latter part of this proposal extends to

women who have been in colleges like Girton and Newnham ,

but in their case the degrees will be limited to past students

only. Many women who have sighed in vain for degrees at

Oxford and Cambridge will no doubt avail themselves of this

opening in Dublin . Will the action of Trinity have any

influence on the older English universities ?

women.

In the programme we note the following points : ( 1 ) Com

position is omitted from Greek in the preparatory grade ;

( 2 ) the English and Irish history in the preparatory grade

extends from the invasion of Britain by Julius Cæsar 10 A.D.

1400 instead of to A.1 ) . 1200 , and the junior grade history is
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altered correspondingly ; (3 ) the algebra courses are simplified

and made easier ; and (4) the geometry course is altered , the

wording being as follows : “ An amount of knowledge will be

expected approximately equivalent to that contained in ,” etc. ,

some of the more difficult propositions being postponed out of

their Euclidean order.

WELSH .

Miss ELIZABETH P. Hughes, formerly principal of the

Cambridge Training College , is well known throughout Eng .

land as well as Wales. Since her return to Wales she is

now living in Glamorganshire, and has recently brought a sug.

gestion before the Glamorganshire County Council against the

admission to the elementary schools of children under five years

of age. Miss Hughes has lately been living for some time in

Japan , and was therefore able to point out that the Japanese do

not admit children to schools before seven years of age. In

Scotland , the minimum age is six . A resolution was passed in

favour of Miss Hughes' suggestion .

come into force after the midsummer holidays. It contains the

following points : School to begin with the Lord's Prayer and a

hymn ; to be closed with the Lord's Prayer and singing of the

Doxology. The main contents of the Bible to be taught ; the

lessons to be graded to suit the capacity of children of different

ages and to secure a general uniformity in the character and

amount of instruction to be taken . Devotional exercises and

Bible teaching not to exceed half an hour. These lessons may

be taken in Welsh or English , or partly in each. “ It is

intended that a spirit of earnestness and reverence be inculcated

throughout, but particularly in the devotional exercise." No

attempts are to be made to bias the children in favour of the

tenets of any particular denomination . “ In general, prominence

should be given to the salient truths that bear on life and con

duct, passing lightly over subjects of only critical or controver

sial interest. ' Pictures for younger children and maps for older

children , and other aids to teaching , are to be freely used . A

schedule of proposed lessons is drawn up, including memory

exercises , Old Testament and New Testament lessons for each

standard . Teachers may , however, offer for consideration

alternative schemes of similar scope.

These are ,

RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND

APPARATUS.

The Chairman of the Education Committee of the Denbigh

County Council (Mr. W. G. Dodd) has recently given an inter

esting account of “ The old and the new dispensation . ” Under

the old system there were in the county 73 officers, with salaries

altogether amounting to £ 1,800 . in number,

reduced to one-third , but the salaries in the gross increased to

£ 2,065. There will now be 119 schools to direct , as against

47 formerly. In the 47 provided schools there were, in 1902,

10,216 children. The head teachers numbered 75 , the other

teachers 365 , making a total staff of 440, or one teacher to every

23 :2 children . In the 72 nonprovided schools there were only

7,568 children in average attendance . The head teachers num

bered 87 , the total staff being 317, or one teacher to every 23.8

children . The proportion of staff to children , in number, was

thus almost exactly the same. Attention would be closely paid

to the attendance. Denbighshire has an average attendance of

758, being one of the lowest three counties in Wales.

Classics.

AN enquiry has taken place in Carnarvonshire in connection

with the Draft Final Orders under section 11 (4) of the Educa

tion Act of 1902. This provides that four foundation managers

be appointed for every non - provided school , who must be

bona fide members of the Church of England . At Bodfean

School , in Carnarvonshire , the first case taker before the

Commissioner, it appears last year that the managers were the

rector and two laymen , both nonconformists . There has for a

long time past apparently been a voluntary rate levied for the

church school, on certain understandings , and a protest was

made against the exclusion of the old managers on the sole

ground of being nonconformists.

The Homeric Hymns. Edited , with Preface, Apparatus

Criticus , Notes , and Appendices, by T. W. Allen and E. E.

Sikes . Ixxviii. + 330 pp. ( Macmillan . ) Ios. 6d . - This

book is much wanted. There exists no satisfactory edition of

the “ Hymns : " the text is in a corrupt state , and the inter

pretation has hardly been worked out seriously. Mr. Allen

knows more about MSS. than most people, and Mr. Sikes is a

student of folk -lore. There is a full account of the MSS ., with

a history of scholarship in relation to the hymns ; a separate

introduction to each hymn ; and ample notes. We miss only a

bibliography , which in so large a work ought surely to find a

place . It is not satisfactory to assume that every reader will

have Gemoll , although of course scholars will . We also pro

test once more against Macmillan's “ new Greeks, ” which try

the eyes abominably , and are not even ornamental . Our editors

are excellent as commentators, but perhaps a little lacking in

humour ; the rare literary quality of the “Hymn to Hermes "

is hardly treated with justice . But these are trifles, when we

consider the scores of dark places which have so often puzzled

our wits and others' , and now have some light at least thrown

upon them. The book does credit to its publishers.

viii. +

The Court of the University of Wales has passed resolutions

submitting the following points to the Senate : ( 1 ) The desir

ability of requiring candidates for a degree in science to show ,

at the time of taking their final examination , that they are able

to read with ease either German or French ; (2 ) that geography

be included as an optional subject in the matriculation examina

tion ; ( 3) the desirability of an intermediate course of udy to

be arranged in general geography including physical geography,

with a view to provide a training for teachers in geography,

It was further decided to ask the Senate to consider the desir

ability of making a conversational knowledge of French and

German compulsory for all those who take those languages in

their degree courses.

The Tutorial History of Greece from the Earliest Times to

the Death of Demosthenes. By W. J. Woodhouse.

505 pp. ( Clive . ) 35. 6d. Tutorial History of Rome: the Early

Principale, 44 B.C..:-138 A.D. By A. H. Allcroft and J. H.

Haydon . Third Edition , enlarged . 1. + 310 pp. (Clive . )

35. 6d . — The Roman history , now in its third edition , has

evidently supplied a want. It is written with independence of

judgment, and without pretentiousness of any sort . The authors

are careful to be fair, as in their treatment of Tiberius. They

repeat , however, the old accusation that “ Roman society was

rotten , root and branch ; ” a statement which was probably not

true of Rome even , certainly not of the provinces . If they had

used the same independence in estimating Nero as for Tiberius ,

they might have found something to say for his capacity as an

administrator. Mr. Woodhouse, a practical explorer as well as

A SCHEME for religious instruction has been prepared and

passed by the Merionethshire Education Committee, and will

No. 67, Vol. 6.]
Z
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IX . 1.5 .

student, is exceptionally well qualified to write a history of Longmans' Latin Course. Part II. viii . + 117-364 pp.

Greece, and he has done it well . He wisely decides to confine - This part includes the pronouns , numeral adjectives , irregular

himself to the known or proven , as for immature students ; but verbs , accusative and infinitive, ablative absolute , dependent

he states as a fact Mr. A. J. Evans's fantastic theory of the question , the use of the cases , the calendar , dependent clauses ,

Cretan “ Labyrinth .” Otherwise we have no serious criticism and simple oratio obliqua. The fault of the exercises is that

to offer. It contains a great quantity of information, and is they appear to be nearly all meant to be written . But plenty of

clearly written . viva voce drill should precede all written exercises , and hardly

a hint is given for that . The book does not distinguish itself

Tacitus Agricola. Edited by G. Norwood and A. F. Watt. from others of the same sort .

81 pp. ( Clive . ) 25. 60.- This is a very fair edition of one of

the most interesting parts of Tacitus . The introduction is good , Allen and Greenough's New Latin Grammar for Sihools and

the notes addressed to persons who are not very well instructed . Colleges. Edited by J. B. Greenough , G. L. Kitteridge , A. A.

Howard , and Benj. L. Dooge. % . + 477 pp. (Ginn. ) 55.—

Myths from Pindar. Chosen and Edited by H. R. King. Allen and Greenough's Grammar is well enough known , in the

Illustrated . xii . + 96 pp . ( Bell .) 25. 6d. net .—This is an United States at least , to need no introduction from us. The

admirable little book . The selections from Pindar are made new revision shows the usual virtues of American scholars, who

for æsthetic reasons, “ to stimulate the imagination and seem to have a peculiar taste for grammar as distinct from fine

strengthen the love of literature rather than to train the mind letters , for which we are not sufficiently grateful. We do not

in vital accuracy." Abundant help is given , and if this is think that this is superior to Buck and Lane's Grammar, which

justifiable for any author , it is for Pindar. We can cordially we lately reviewed in these pages, but it is a useful book and

recommend it for intelligent sixth - form boys. well arranged . In the region of comparative philology , espe

cially morphology, this book is behind the times . Thus no one

Lucian , Vera Historia. With Introduction and Notes , by would now distinguish scAB, as root from “ scob,” as base , or

R. F. Yates. viii . + 11 + xlvi . pp . Vocabulary. ( Bell's
speak confidently of a prehistoric period in which our ancestors

Illustrated Classics . ) Is . 6d . -In Mr. Yates's book the spoke in roots “ as is now done in Chinese . ” The Chinese is

pictures have to be taken on trust . “ From a vase painting ” in its latest stage , and there is nothing to prove that our earliest

may mean anything between 1500 B.C. and 150 A.D. ; in fact, stage was not like that of the North American Indians, where

the authorities given for these pictures are worse than nothing, the unit of speech is a sentence.

for they only pretend to authorise. The book should interest

beginners, and it has been sympathetically edited . We wish

the print were better and margins wider ; this type of book is
History.

bad for boys' eyes. The Tudor Dynasty. By A. Hassall . xx . +235 pp .

Quintus Curtius Rufus.
(Alexander in the ( Rivingtons. ) 25.—This seems to be the first volume published

Punjab .) With Introduction , Notes , and Maps. By H. B.
of a new series of nine which is to cover English history to

Cotterill . xvi . t 84 pp ., and vocabulary. ( Blackie's Illus
1832. The books are intended for the middle and upper forms

trated Latin Series . ) 15.—This is a well - known subject, edited
of schools . This volume is provided with six maps and an abun

with notes commendably brief. The illustrations are selected
dance of genealogical tables , as well as a synopsis of events .

with more appropriateness than usual , and are intelligently
The matter is correct for the most part , though it would be

described . But we grow more and more convinced that illus
difficult to find more examples either of curious connotations of

trations in the text distract the attention painfully.
terms or of errors in definition than in the paragraph on p . 214

“ Religious Parties in England.” But we sincerely pity the

A Latin Anthology for Beginners. With Notes and Vocabu
pupils into whose hands this volume should be put for the

lary . By G. B. Gardiner and A. Gardiner. viii. + 205 pp.

purpose of preparation for a “ local” or other examination.

( Arnold. ) 25. —The theory of Latin verse set forth by these
Mr. Hassall has surely never taught in a school , or he would

editors apparently confuses accent ( i.e. , rise and fall of voice )
not expect children to understand much of what he here pre

with thesis and with quantity. The selections are all in verse,
If space permitted , we could quote single sentences to

and the earlier lessons consist of disjointed lines or small groups
illustrate our point. But.the whole style of the book is at fault.

of lines. There follow short stories and complete extracts in
The author is full of the literature bearing on a highly contro

hexamaters, elegiacs , and iambics .
versial period , and he has forgotten that pupils, and teachers

too for the most part , will not understand his elaborate moditi

Livy, Book VI. With Introduction and Notes by A. R.
cations of traditional views. What would they make, e.g., of

Cluer and P. E. Matheson . ( Clarendon Press . ) -- This is a
the statement ( p . 120) that Cranmer was ' not responsible for

separate edition of Book VI . with the introduction to a larger
the Black Rubric ” ? What is wanted for schools is fulness of

edition of Books V. -VII . inclusive. We would specially praise knowledge, coupled with the power of setting forth the results

“ Excursus on Livy's Language and Style," a most useful
thereof in a plain story . Mr. Hassall has the former on most

addition . The notes are satisfactory.
points , but he certainly has not the latter.

The War in the Crimea. By General Sir Edward Hamley .
Cornelii Taciti Annalium , XIII. -XVI. With Introduction

120 pp . (Seeley . ) 6d. —This is a cheap edition of a readable

and Notes abridged from the larger work of Henry Furneaux. story of the war with Russia which has won favourable opinions

By H. Pitman . xliv . + text unpaged + 146 pp. ( Clarendon
from various critics . It is limited to the subject in the title ; it

Press. ) 45. 60 .--Mr. Furneaux's " Tacitus” is a standard edition ,
contains nothing of the Baltic phase or the siege of Kars, nor

and this abridgment will be most welcome . It contains those
does it mention the part played by Sardinia . But it is a good

parts of the Annals which relate to the reign of Nero ; the notes
account of the general causes of the war, and of the military

are shortened or supplemented to suit younger students, and
operations before Sebastopol .

there is an excellent essay on the " System and Style of Tacitus, "

besides the sections on history . There is a good map , but no Stories from the Life of King Alfred. By C. A. Millord . 96

index . pp. (Arnold . ) 4d.- Clearly printed , fairly illustrated with

on

>

sents.

the
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pictures and poems, this is a " bright story reader " on the usual

lines, an explanation of words, and a useful page at the end

on the authorities .

a

A Junior History of England. By C. and M. Oman. vi. +263

pp. ( Arnold . ) 25. —This is a good small book , as may be ex

pected from the name of its authors . It tells the main story

straightforwardly , half the book reaching to the “ Revolution,"

the rest completing the narrative to the present day. There are

eight maps , four genealogical tables and an index.

Friends of the Olden Time, by Alice Gardner (Arnold ) , 1s. 6d .,

is now in its “ filth revised impression,” and needs no commen

dation from us . It is the simple talk of a scholar to a little girl

about ancient Egypt and certain heroes of Greek and Roman

history, told in a most delightful way.

Vemoirs of Dr. Joseph Priestley. Written by himselt (to the

year 1795) , with a continuation to the time of his decease by

his son , Joseph Priestley. iv. + 132 pp. ( Allenson . ) 35. net .

- This reprint of Priestley's memoirs appears appropriately in

the centenary year of his death . It may be commended to our

readers as an autobiographical account of a great and good man.

Priestley's religious opinions will not commend themselves to

many readers of the book, but his honesty of purpose and the

simple charm of his life are evident on every page of his

memoirs.

with the object of impressing upon those who build and

upon those who teach the necessity of caring for the sight of

school children . It was written in America by an American , a

fact which English readers should bear in mind , as several

dimensional regulations for schools are referred which do not

accord with those recognised in this country. For example, the

statement made that steps must not be more than eight inches

high hardly falls in with the present views of our Board of

Education . The author first deals with the question of the site

of the buildings as affected by their surroundings, and draws

attention to a useful relation between the height and position of

surrounding buildings and the height of the class-rooms. He

then considers the aspect of the rooms, and here again our

cooler English sumraers must modify Dr. Rowe's opinions.

The importance of left - hand light is insisted upon to an extent

which almost seems unnecessary in these days, while lighting

from other directions is fully discussed . Some useful hints

follow on reducing the width of piers between windows, and on

the use of prismatic glass and blinds, these remarks being sup

plemented by several illustrations. The next section of the

book discusses the possible improvement of the lighting of

existing buildings, and the concluding pages deal with the

teacher's duty with reference to the postures of the pupils

and as to testing their sight . What is called a standard

class -room is figured and several times referred to , but

surely the most economical size of room must depend in

each case upon the desks used , the position of the door and

windows, if fixed by the plan . A little bibliography and an

index help to make the book complete , but artificial lighting

receives hardly more than a passing reference, which seems a

pity, as much work is done in all boarding-schools without the

help of daylight . Though those who have devoted themselves

at all to modern school requirements will find little in the book

that is novel , we can thoroughly recommend these pages to

teachers and architects who have no intimate knowledge of

school buildings.

IS.

Science and Technology.

Ludgate Nature - Study Readers. Edited by J. C. Medd .

Book I. viii . + 176 pp. Book II. iv. + 204 pp. IS.

Book III . iv . + 215 pp. Is. 3d. ( Routledge) . --- These books

are the result of the coöperation of a number of teachers promi

nently engaged in the promotion of nature study, several of

them well -known authorities upon the subjects of the papers

they have contributed . As Mr. Medd points out in his interest.

ing preface, the method involves an apparent lack of uniformity

of purpose, as well as some inequality of treatment. The

lessons are, however, consistent in emphasising the fact that

opportunities for nature study abound on every side , and in in

dicating to teachers courses which they may pursue with a

minimum of inconvenience and expense . Most of the papers

are admirably written , and some reach a very high level of simple

and terse exposition . It seems all the more regrettable, there

fore, to find in some papers references to fern -seed and the leg

bones of insects , and to see spiders classed as insects , and

volcanoes described as burning mountains . Considering the

manner of compilation of the books, however, the number of

errors is surprisingly small , and there is very little overlapping.

The lessons appear to be graded in order of difficulty, and are

adapted to the capacity of children from nine to fourteen years

of age. The books are well printed , and profusely illustrated

by cuts and reproductions of photographs , together with a few

coloured plates . Authors, editor and publishers alike are to be

congratulated upon the success of what seems to be a unique

experiment .

The Frank Buckland Reader. viii . + 248 pp. ( Routledge . )

15. 60. - It was a happy idea to bring out , as a schoo reader,

this volume of selections from Buckland's “ Curiosities of

Natural History." It is a singularly attractive record of the

observations of a genial and gifted naturalist , which can hardly

fail to arouse the enthusiasm of every healthy-minded boy. A

few supplementary readings, by the Rev. J. G. Wood , and a

number of notes and explanations , are also included. The book

is well illustrated, and may be cordially recommended.

The Lighting of Schoolrooms. By Stuart H. Rowe, Ph.D.

xii . +90 pp. (Longmans.) – This little book has been written

Metal Working By J. C. Pearson . xvi . + 110 pp.

( Murray . ) 25.-In this little book simple metal -working pro

cesses and tools are described . The illustrations are for the

most part good and clear , although some of the machines shown

are of rather antiquated design . A course in metal-working

becomes valuable to the student, provided he is taught to set

out from , and work to , dimensioned drawings. As no such

explanations are given , it may be inferred that the matter in

the book is to be looked upon as supplementary to the explana

tions of a good teacher . In the section describing marking-out

tools we find the statement that the steel foot- rule should be

graduated to sixteenths of an inch throughout, and over parts of

its length to thirty-seconds . It would be better to explain also

the use of rules divided decimally. Clear and precise explana.

tions are given of many of the workshop processes described ,

and consequently the book will prove useful to many students .

Builders' Quantities. By H. C. Grubb. viii . + 227 pp.

( Methuen. ) 45. 60.-- This book deals with a subject which

is of great importance to students in the higher stages of building

construction , and one that is necessary to all practical men

engaged in supervising the erection of buildings. The subject

is difficult owing to the variety of calculations involved , and the

author has wisely included the necessary mensuration rules , with

applications of their use, instead of assuming , as is generally

done, that the reader has this preliminary knowledge. Good

illustrative examples are given , and the methods of taking -off,

abstracting , and billing are clearly shown. The book can be

confidently recommended to all who are interested in this
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highly technical branch of building construction as a clear and Botany Rambles. Part 11. In the Summer. By Ella

concise introduction to a subject full of intricate details .
Thomson . 130 pp. ( Horace Marshall.) — The winsomeness o

A Preliminary Course of Practical Physics. By C. E. Miss Thomson's style will immediately secure the interested

Ashford . 48 pp. ( Edward Arnold. ) Is. 60 .-- This small attention of young students of botany. The language is simple

volume represents a course of practical work , consisting of about and , as a rule , correct , though we doubt the wisdom of writing

ninety simple experiments, arranged for the use of those boys at about plants as if they were possessed of human traits. Like

Harrow School who have never entered a science lecture- room. the previous volume of the series , this little book will assist the

The letterpress is so arranged that the student can record all development of a real regard for the beautiful adaptation of

observations in blank spaces between the printed directions for form to function in the vegetable kingdom.

consecutive experiments. The author suggests that , initially , a
Mathematics.

student should only be required to carry out orders intelligently ,

and that no demands should be made upon his powers of A Treatise on Hydro -mechanics. Part I., Hydrostatics.

description , which should be developed at a later stage ; hence By W. H. Besant and A. S. Ramsey. viii . + 264 pp. ( Bell )

the spaces left for the student's use are only sufficient to note -In this , the sixth edition of the well -known treatise , various

down the observations and results. In acknowledging assist additions have been made, chiefly in the chapters treating

ance in the compilation of these experiments the author remarks of the stability of equilibrium of floating bodies, the tension

that “ diligent students of specimen copies will recognise a large of flexible surfaces and capillarity . The whole work has also

number as traditional ” : after careful consideration we are led been carefully revised and numerous additional examples in

to suggest that in one or two cases, in which the author seems serted , while several of the examples to be found in earlier

to have gleaned the idea, method , and even the working of
editions have been deleted. In its new form the book will

experiments from previous books, he would , we think , have
doubtless retain its well merited popularity as a university text

been well advised to give a fuller acknowledgment of the sources
book .

from which such experiments are derived . Plane Trigonometry. By James M. Taylor. viii. + 171 pp.

A Text Book of Geology. By W. Jerome Harrison . vii . +
( Ginn . ) 35. 6d .—This work is drawn up on sensible lines and

350 pp . (Blackie . ) 35. 60 .-- It is only necessary to say that
has been written with due attention to the needs of the beginner.

Mr. Harrison's book has reached a fifth edition and that the In a short chapter the ratios are defined for acute angles and

contents have been brought up to date.
are applied to the solution of various problems. In the second

chapter general definitions are given and the discussion of
The Local Examination Physiography. By W. J. Perry.

general proofs begun. The usual material of text -books on
166 pp. ( Relfe.) 25.- So many excellent books on physio.

trigonometry, so far as that does not involve complex numbers ,

graphy were already available that it is doubtful whether another
is compactly treated in chapters ii . to vii . ; articles 77-81

was required. The information in Dr. Perry's book is un .
might with advantage be inserted in the second chapter. A

relieved by experiments and is often meagre. The illustrations
satisfactory discussion of complex numbers is somewhat difficul:

are mostly very crude.
of attainment in an elementary book ; the exposition given in

We have examined the following new pieces of apparatus chapter viii . does not seem to us to be of a kind that will

submitted by Messrs. Brewster, Smith and Co. meet the difficulties that a logically-minded pupil will raise, but

Self -lighting Bunsen. 55.—This is intended for use on the perhaps it is sufficient for a first approach. De Moivre's

lecture table , and may save both time and matches. A narrow theorem is carefully discussed , and is applied chiefly to the

metal tube terminating in a pin -hole jet is fixed close to the
solution of equations ; the applications might well be very con

tube of the Bunsen , and a small mass of compressed platinum- siderably extended . The last chapter contains a number of

black is supported over the pin -hole. By means of a tap at the miscellaneous examples ; a fuller treatment of elimination than

base of the burner, gas is supplied to the narrow tube and the is given on pages 138-141 would be a decided improvement .

small " pilot ” flame is ignited by the impinging of the gas on
Decimals and the Metric System . 32 pp . ( Blackie. ) 2d.

the platinum-black. A further movement of the tap admits gas
( paper covers) . This little book , which treats of decimal

to the main burner which is automatically ignited from the pilot
notation and the metric system for Standards IV .- VII., is

flame, and in a third position of the tap the pilot- flame is
designed to meet Code requirements and may be used along

completely cut off. The idea is very pretty , but the sample with other books on arithmetic . The explanations and

tested does not happen to work automatically . We can imagine
illustrative examples seem to be very suitable.

that the collapse of a beaker, full of liquid , over the burner

would be still more grievous than it now is when the simple Practical Geometry for Beginners. By V. Le Neve Foster

pattern is used . and F. W. Dobbs. ix . + 96 pp . (Macmillan .) 25. 6d. -

Adjustable Wire-rope Clip. 35. -This clip is an excellent
This handsome volume provides a rationally arranged series of

method of binding indiarubber tubing to water taps when using
exercises in practical geometry. Pupils who work through the

water at high pressure . The clip is extremely strong, and its
course laid down and are guided in their work by a sensible

diameter is adjusted by means of a screw - thread and nut .
teacher will have gained a very extensive knowledge of the

properties of geometrical figures, and will have acquired habits
Water Turbine. 85.- This is a very efficient and portable

of accuracy and neatness that will be of lasting service . After

type of turbine . The speed varies according to the water a preliminary course like this , the geometrical training might,

pressure , from 2,500 to 4,000 revolutions per minute. The
and should , be mainly on the lines of formal demonstration .

price is reasonable.
It is stated in the preface that the subject matter is almost

Burette Clamps. 25. and 35. 6d . — Nearly all burette clamps entirely restricted to Euclid's first book , but we think that

are unsatisfactory in that they soon fail to hold the burette many theorems of later books will have dawned upon the pupil

versically, and have no adjustment for remedying such a before he completes this preliminary training . We do not sup

defect. The new adjustable clamps, which will carry tubes of pose it is intended that any pupil should work through every

any diameter from inch to i inch , are very convenient, and a exercise, but there is a danger in providing a very large number

distinct advance on previous patterns . They are supplied either of exercises , and it would be well that teachers should be on

for one or for two burettes . their guard against overdoing the practical geometry.

a
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:

Examples in Geometrical Drawing. By V. Le Neve Foster. to understand the plan of selection adopted by the Commission ,

viïi. + 179 pp. ( Eton : at the College Press . ) 3s. 6d . net.- the collection of exhibits may be described as typical and on the

Ample material is provided in this collection of examples for a whole representative of the various grades of education in the

good course in geometrical drawing. The exercises are well British Isles . The “ Outline of Educational Organization ”

graded and judiciously varied . The section on solid geometry gives a brief, concentrated , historical survey of the chief events

is rather meagre in comparison with the wealth of detail pro- in the educational administration of British education during

vided in the sections on plane geometry, but the examples the last hundred years. The two pamphlets together serve to

actually proposed are good and typical. The book has 64 pages indicate concisely , yet satisfactorily, the character of the British

of geometrical patterns which have been in use at Eton for a educational exhibits at the St. Louis Exhibition .

year ; the collection is a good one. Military entrance examina
Teachers in Council. Being a Record of the Natal Teachers'

tion papers form the last section (pp. 163-169) , and will be of
Convention , 1903. Edited by E. A. Belcher. 178 pp. (Dur

value to teachers. Great pains seem to have been taken with
ban : Juta . ) In our September issue of last year a large part of

the text and diagrams, and the general arrangement of the Mr. P. A. Barnett's presidential address to the Natal Teachers'

matter is very satisfactory. Convention was published . This address , with a selection of

Geometrical Theorems practically demonstrated by means of papers read at the Durban meeting of 1903, are printed in

Dissected Models. By Thorold Gosset . (London : Philip . )
extenso in this volume. The contents of the book shows clearly

45. net. -The box that contains these models reminds one
that the teachers of Natal are keenly alive to the importance of

forcibly of children's toys , but the contents are fitted to serve
an interchange of educational thought and anxious to acquaint

even a higher end than that of providing amusement for
themselves with modern improvements in educational practice .

youngsters . The models, which are of wood , can be used to Cassell's Union Jack Series, Readers' Book V. 254 pp.

furnish experimental evidence of several fundamental theorems (Cassell . ) 15. 4d . - Like the four earlier books in this series ,

on areas , such as Euclid I. , 36 , 41 , 43 , 47 ; II . 14. We have the present volume is attractively illustrated and nicely printed .

tested with special interest the illustrations of I. 47 and II . 14 ; The selections are varied in character and prose and poetry are

other modes of arrangement than those shown in the coloured judiciously interspersed . The reader is suitable for the higher

sheet that accompanies the models can be occasionally devised , classes of elementary , or the lower forms of secondary schools.

though at bottom they usually differ by mere reversals . Teachers
The School Calendar. 1904. A Guide to Scholarships and

of experimental geometry might derive useful hints , and
Examinationz, 1904. 204 pp. (Whittaker. ) Is. net .-This is

children would certainly obtain amusement from a little practice
the seventeenth issue of what is now a well -known work of

with the models. In kindergarten schools the box would
reference in schools. A copy should be in the library of every

probably be of great service.
headmaster and every headmistress .

Miscellaneous. Industries of To-day. Edited by M. A. L. Lane. v . + 137

pp . ( Ginn. ) Is. 6d . - A reading book containing descriptions

Education through Imagination . By Margaret McMillan . of seventeen industries - chiefly American—which will appeal
it 196 pp. (Sonnenschein ) . 35. 6d . - The author tries

more specially to boys, though the interests of girls have not
to show and does show that the school kills the child ; that it been forgotten .

disregards scientific advice about the eye, the ear, the drawing
Memoranda on Infectious Diseases for the Use of School

hand , the singing voice , the delighted spirit , the active muscles.
Teachers. By James W. Allen . 23 pp. ( Bristol : John

It is impossible to do more than refer to the wisdom hidden in

the author's epigrams.
Wright . ) 6d ., 4s. per dozen .-Contains just the information

Her knowledge is at first hand , her

conclusions are her own . The book pleads for all we do not
simply and concisely expressed—which all schoolmasters and
schoolmistresses should possess.

do, and all we do not get ; it pleads for enthusiastic teachers

who will not live in grooves, for the cultivation of the imagina.

tion on every side , for sunlight , for fresh air, for grass play

grounds, for good and abundant food . Yet is it too much to
CORRESPONDENCE.

say that we knew it all before ? We will not train and pay the

* teachers as they should be trained and paid ; nor will the State, The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions

as yet, lay its heavy hand on parents and say, expressed in letters which appear in these columns. As a

children ; you shall not misuse them .” The author might have rule, a letter criticising any article or review printed in

THE SCHOOL WORLD will be submitted to the contributor
added a chapter on remedies ; perhaps she recognises that

before publication, so that the criticism and reply may
remedies are even not to be suggested , much less to be tried .

appear together.

We hope that at least one education committee will make a

present of this book to its teachers . This would finish one Some Notes on Chest Expansion.

edition ; and in the second edition a hundred misprints might
The following notes are founded on the recorded measure

be corrected .

ments of 541 different boys at one of our public schools. The

International Exhibition , Saint Louis, 1904. Departments records show the girth of chest of each boy ( 1 ) with the chest

A and O Education and Social Economy. Catalogue of British expanded to its fullest capacity, (2 ) when it is emptied as far

Exhibits. 138 + 23 pp. An Outline of Educational Organiza . as possible . The difference between the two measurements

tion in the British Isles. Prepared for the British Education recorded is taken as the measure of chest expansion.

Section of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. 24 pp. ( Issued Four curves of distribution were first obtained showing the

by the Royal Commission . )—The Catalogue of British Exhibits, percentage of the cases examined who failed to reach each

which is under revision , is arranged in eight groups dealing Toth of an inch of expansion.

respectively with elementary, secondary , and higher education , No. 1 included all boys whose minimum chest -girth was less

special education in the fine arts , special education in agricul . than 26 inches ; No 2 , all boys from 26 inches to 29 inches

ture , special education in commerce and industry, education of minimum chest -girth ; No. 3, all from 29 inches to 32 inches ;

defectives and special forms of education - text- books, school No. 4 , all above 32 inches.

furniture and school appliances . Though it is not always easy The four curves are extremely regular, and are precisely

“ These are my
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similar in form . Not only this, but for the greater part of their

length the curves are practically identical. This being so , a fifth

curve was plotted , showing the distribution of the whole of the

541 cases observed .

For more than half the length of this general curve none of

the other four curves differ from it by more than o'i inch. In

the upper part the variation becomes slightly greater, so that , at

the ordinate which indicates the amount of expansion below

which ninety -five per cent. of the cases fall, No. ! is o‘3 inch

below and No. 4 0.15 inch above the general curve.

These facts indicate that , in general , the amount of expansion

of which a boy's chest is capable is independent of the actual

size of his chest : exceptionally large expansions are, however,

less likely to be produced by boys with very small chests.

To come to details, the lowest expansion noted was 1 :6 inches,

the highest 5'2 inches, the mean 3.5 inches . Five per cent . of

the cases observed expand less than 2-4 inches . Including these,

twenty- one per cent . of the whole show less than 3.0 inches

expansion ; fifty -eight per cent . expand from 3 to 4 inches ;

the remaining twenty-one per cent . expand more than 4

inches ; 5 per cent . expand more than 4'5 inches .

A detailed examination was made of the records of twenty - five

individuals whose chest expansion was less than 2'4 inches, and

of twenty-three who exceeded 4.5 inches. The average type of

development of the two sets was compared by means of my

tables of grades. By these tables each boy's measurements in

height, in weight, and in chest-girth, can be referred to one or

other of twenty grades all equally probable. Of these, grade

i is the highest, grade 20 the lowest, the boundary between

grade 10 and grade ii is the measure of the mean. The

result of the examination is shown in the following table, in

which the upper line refers to boys of exceptionally low power

of expansion , the lower to those of exceptionally high power :

come under my observation , and have previously been set down

to errors of measurement . In these cases obvious improvement

in the development of the chest have been accompanied by

apparent decrease in chest - girth, the measurement being taken

on the deflated chest . This can be readily explained as the

result of increased power of deflation .

The figures in the first line of the table do not convey any

obvious lesson . The height and weight are close to the mean ,

and , as stated above, we are not able to compare the chest- girth

accurately with them.

In order to compare the relative development of the in

dividual in height, weight , and chest -girth , it seems obvious

from the above considerations that the chest-girth ought to be

measured by taking the mean of the maximum and minimum

measurements, and not by measuring the circumference of the

deflated chest , as I have hitherto done.

Haileybury College. Cecil HAWKINS.

A New Optical Lamp.'

In attempting to assist teachers and students of light , I have

constructed an optical lamp which overcomes the usual difficul.

ties in arrangement and screening in laboratory experiments,

and provides means of deducing the laws of reflection and

refraction directly, from observations of the visible paths of

what may be practically considered to be a ray of light. The

AVERAGE GRADE OF

Average Age. Height. Weight . Chest- girth.

Y.

14

16

M.

II

3

III

709

94

6 : 1

12 :8

133

Fig . 1.—The Lamp Case and Slide ( 1. )

At the school examined the weight is measured in ordinary

dress ; my tables are constructed for boys in gymnastic attire,

consequently the grade of weight in both classes appears to be

higher than it should . If corrected for this error, the grade of

weight in each class would correspond closely with the grade of

height . The grade of chest -girth is taken from the minimum

chest -measurement , the chests being measured over the shirt ;

the tables are calculated for the deflated but not fully contracted

chest , measured on the bare skin . I cannot form any idea of

the correction required in order to compare the grade of chest.

girth in each class with the corresponding grade of height ; but

the two results may safely be compared with each other. Such

a comparison shows :

( 1 ) That extreme mobility of chest is not to be looked for, as

a rule , until somewhat late in a boy's school- life.

(2) That extreme mobility of chest is associated , as a rule , with

development in height and weight considerably above the mean

for boys of the same age.

( 3) That this extreme mobility of chest appears to be associ

ated with a relatively very poor development of chest , when the

chest - girth is estimated by the measure of the chest when

contracted . This unexpected result is fully explained by as

suming extreme mobility of chest to be due as much to unusual

power of contraction as to unusual power of expansion . This

explanation will also account for several cases of apparently

erratic development of the chest in individuals, which have

lamp has been used in this school with results that have

established its claims and warranted its adoption .

It is made of metal throughout , and stands nine inches in

height. The inlet and outlet are screened , and there is, in the

front of the case , a large aperture which can be converted into

any desirable size or shape by bringing a slide down the grooves

on each side of the aperture. There are four slides, and each

has an aperture, viz . , ( 1 ) a pin -hole, (2 ) two pia - holes, ( 3) al

circular opening, (4) a slit . A rotatory gas burner just behind

the aperture can be turned from outside the lamp to present the

flame in full width or edgewise to the aperture, and gas connec

tion may be made in place of the Bunsen burner on the bench .

The source of light is thus screened on all sides except that on

which the experiments are done, and the field of illumination

can be limited to the usual screen, by a projecting screen

which can be brought round the aperture. Two covers for the

far end ofthe projecting screen complete the lamp : one of them

has cross wires over an aperture in its centre, and the other

bas a full -length slit not more than half a millimetre wide.

The adjustments of the lamp are quite simple.

The “ shadow ” experiments are done with slide ( 1 ) , or ( 2 ) ,

alone . Experiments with a spherical mirror or lens may be

done with projecting screen alone, for an image of the gas

flame, or with slide (3 ) and cover for an image of the cross

1 Rostron's Optical ' Lamp for Students. Patent applied for. Sole

makers : Woolley and Co. , Manchester. 125, 6d .
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wires. If slide (3) be omitted , both these images may be

obtained in one experiment. The light is screened so well that

no screen is required to protect the image when a mirror is used .

With a large mirror, the best image may be generally obtained

by blackening the mirror beyond a radius of one inch from its

centre.

A Summer Course of Nature Study.

A SHORT course in Nature Study, intended primarily for

teachers in secondary schools, but open to other ladies, will be

held at the Horticultural College, Swanley, Kent , from August

Ist- 13th. Weather permitting, the instruction will be given

entirely in the open air. The college gardens, orchards, farm ,

&c. , will be in working order and the out- of-doors superinten

dent, Miss Turnor, will give lessons in simple gardening.

Mr. Finn will superintend the investigations of bird and insect

life in the woods and fields, while on alternate days Mr. Tabor

will lead excursions to study wild flowers and plants in their own

environment. Mr. Hewod and Miss Dunham Massey will

explain the life-history of bees, and the latter will also give

some account of her system of nature study at the Clapham

High School. The planning and management of school

gardens, will be dealt with by Miss Agar. Sir John Cockburn

and Mr. Medd have promised to give introductory and farewell

lectures respectively to the students. Further particulars may

be obtained from me.

EMMELINE SIEVEKING ,

17, Manchester Square, W. Hon. Sec .

June 7th , 1904 .FIG . 2.-The lamp. with slide, projecting screen , and cover -slit in

position. Cross -wire cover at one side.

The Teaching of Modern Languages .

SARCASM is good . But, in serious subjects, only when it

contains something which is to be taken seriously. It did not

occur to me to ask you to print the smile with which I relished

Mr. Richards ’ little joke. But choosing the minor points of an

adversary's case , and suggesting that those are the whole of it , is

not good. What I was thinking of was not only x instead of s ,

but the hash that one gets as the result of a dictation exercise by

those who are taught mainly viva voce , and the despairing tone

in which a pupil who has not been drilled in verbs (not those

“ dear to examiners ' hearts ") tells his parent , at home work

time, that “ he can't find ' va ' in his dictionary .” If the new

methods include the avoidance of such ignorance, I have no

objection to them .

A RETIRED SCHOOLMASTER .

But the improvements in screening, compactness, and adjust

ment, afforded by this apparatus are of minor importance when

compared with the advantages of the direct method with it , of

showing reflection and refraction, over the indirect pin method.

The lamp is adjusted for these experiments by placing

the projecting screen , slide , and cover-slit in position and

turning the flame edgewise. If the lamp be then tilted from

behind to bring the projecting screen to the bench, there is

obtained on the bench a line of light so narrow and of such

slight divergence laterally as to be considered for practical

purposes the path of a ray of light. On a white surface this

line can be seen in daylight , and all experiments with it may be

done in the darkened laboratory with enough light allowed for

recording observations.

To obtain the law of reflection it will be sufficient to place a

mirror upright on the line. The paths of light are indicated so

efficiently that the angles of incidence and reflection may be

read from a protractor brought against the mirror .

Also, for the law of refraction , the details of experiment will

be apparent when a glass cube or prism is placed on the line.

The displacement of light by a cube can be seen on a vertical

screen beyond the cube , for the paths of the refracted “ ray ”

and of the incident “ ray " are there shown side by side. Not

only does the lamp enable one to see these principal paths, but

it also shows that some of the light is reflected at each surface it

meets .

It will be seen thus that each student in a class may turn the

reflected ray or the refracted ray at will , and see its path indi .

cated distinctly by the bright line of light on the bench. The

adjustments are simple enough for any student , and one could

couple the lamp to the gas- tap on the bench and go through every

adjustment with ease in less than two minutes. The lamp is in

tended to be used by individual students or students working in

pairs, so that eight or ten lamps are sufficient to supply a class.

It is also convenient for demonstrations to small classes, and its

price has been brought within easy limits of laboratory equip.

ment. An additional advantage is that it is eminently adapted

for use with a mirror galvanometer. For this purpose a cheap

scale attachment is made to fit on the projecting screen , and

then , with slide and cover in position and the flame edge

wise, a good image of the vertical wire can be brought to

the scale in the usual way.

HAROLD ROSTRON.

Bolten Municipal Secondary School .

Rooper Memorial Fund.

In May of last year a committee was formed with the object

of raising funds to establish some permanent memorial in

honour of the late Mr. T. G. Rooper (H.M. Inspector of

Schools in Southampton , the Isle of Wight and the district) ,

whose splendid work in the cause of education in this and other

parts of the country was widely known and highly esteemed .

In response to the appeal made by the committee, a sum

of £743 12s. Id . was received . The total expenses, printing,

postage, stationery, &c. , amounted to £.27 75. rod ., leaving

a balance of £716 4s. 3d . available for the purposes of the

scheme. The committee decided to spend £ 10 of this sum

in the erection of a marble tablet in the hall of the Hartley

University College, with the progress of which Mr. Rooper was

so closely associated . The tablet was unveiled by Mr. R. G.

Tatton on March 19th .

At a general meeting of subscribers held on the same date

the foundation of a scholarship to be called the “ Thomas

Godolphin Rooper Scholarship " was agreed to, and the follow

ing conditions were drawn up with respect to it :

a

of the fund shall be drawn shall be the late Mr. Rooper's

inspectorial district .... but failing a candidate of sufficient

merit from this area , persons from other parts of the county

of Hampshire shall be eligible.

( ii . ) That candidates to be eligible to receive the benefits

of the fund shall have been educated for a period of at least two

years at a public elementary school for older scholars, situated in
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the above area, and shall have resided in the said area for

a period of at least one year immediately preceding their

candidature.

( iii. ) That the fund shall be devoted to the founding of

a scholarship tenable at the Hartley University College or

at one of the universities of the United Kingdom .

( iv. ) That the scholarship shall be awarded by the Senate of

the Hartley University College upon the result of a competitive

examination , and that it shall be held from year to year at

the discretion of the Senate.

(v . ) That the Court of Governors of the Hartley University

College shall be asked to act as Trustees of the fund, subject to

the conditions (a) that the money be used for no other purpose

than that decided on by the subscribers , (b) that it appear as a

separate item in the Schedule of Property of the Hartley

University College, (c ) that these facts be duly recorded in the

minute book of the Court of Governors .

The Court of Governors at their last meeting consented

to become Trustees of the fund on the conditions specified , and

the Treasurer has handed over the balance of £ 706 4s. 3d .

to the college authorities. This sum has been invested in

Brighton Corporation three and a-half per cent . stock , and will

produce an income of over £24 per annum .

The first award of the scholarship will be made in September

next , after an examination conducted by the Hartley University

College.

F. J. C. HEARNSHAW and J. F. HUDSON,

Hon. Secretaries of Committee.

Hartley University College, Southampton .

GEORGE RAWDON . You will find all the information you

require in “ Sundials and Roses of Yesterday . " By Alice

Morse Earle . (The Macmillan Co. ) 1os . 6d . net . An ele.

mentary account of the sundial , from which the reason of the

hinged upright may be learnt , occurs in “ A Manual of Ele.

mentary Science,” by R. A. Gregory and A. T. Simmons.

( Macmillan. ) 35. 6d . Many mathematical books and encyclo.

peidias contain detailed articles on dialling ,

A. J. W. Can anyone supply me with information dealing

with the status of assistant -masters in secondary schools in the

South African Colonies ? Is the supply of qualified men short

of or in excess of the demand ? What is the standard of

remuneration ?

EDMUND M. SPENSER. The following paragraph from the

University Correspondent of May 16th, 1904 , will give A. J. W.

many of the facts for which he asks : - “ On a hundred and fifty

a year in England a teacher is as well off as he is on £250 in

Cape Colony, and on £ 300 in the new South African colonies.

The figures in the first case are supplied by no less an authority

than Dr. Muir, the Cape Superintendent -General of Education ;

the second estimate is that of the Transvaal and Orange River

Educational News. Teachers with stable home appointments

and fair prospects should , therefore, consider thoroughly before

venturing to South Africa. They will be the better advised to

do this , inasmuch as we learn from the periodical just quoted

that a number of teachers imported from the old country to the

Transvaal only a year ago have recently had the option offered

them of accepting a reduction of £ 60 a year in their salaries or

returning to England . "

W. M. Wanted names of books containing ( 1 ) a collection

of elementary problems in chemical arithmetic ; ( 2 ) same for

elementary physics where the subject is taught experimentally.

H. TAVERNER . (i . ) “ Arithmetical Chemistry. ” By C. J.

Woodward . Part I. , Is. Part II . , 25. (Simpkin Marshall. )

“ Chemical Arithmetic. " With 1,200 problems. By S. Lupton .

( Macmillan. ) 45. 6d . “ A Series of Chemical Problems. "

With Key. By T. E. Thorpe and W. Tate. ( Macmillan .) 25.

“ Chemical Calculations." By R. L. Whiteley. ( Longmans.)

25. ( ii . ) “ Arithmetical Physics-” By C. J. Woodward.

Several parts. ( Simpkin Marshall . ) “ Exercises in Natural

Philosophy.” By Magnus Maclean. ( Longmans.) 45. 6d .

" Examples in Physics.” Containing over 1,000 problems, with

answers and numerous solved examples. By D. E. Jones.

(Macmillan.) 35. 6d . “ Problems and Questions in Physics.”

By C. P. Matthews and J. Shearer. (The Macmillan Co. )

75. 6d . net .

a

MUTUAL AID.

The object of these columns is to afford teachers the opportu.

nity of asking questions of and giving assistance to colleagues .

The questions received to which replies are solicited will be

printed first ; following these will be the answers which have

been sent in, and , to make such replies intelligible to all readers,

they will be accompanied by the question. Readers are invited

to send answers to any of the questions asked below by our

correspondents.

The questions should deal only with educational matters ,

using the expression in a broad sense , and the publication or

otherwise of any question must be left entirely to the discretion

of the Editors .

Questions and answers should be addressed to the Editors of

The SCHOOL WORLD, St. Martin's Street , London, W.C. , and

should be accompanied by the full name and address of the

sender, though not necessarily for publication . Each question

or answer should be on one side only of a separate sheet of

paper.

QUESTIONS .

A CONSTANT READER . I saw recently a notice of a new

English grammar for children , written in the form of easy

stories or lessons. I cannot trace it . Can any reader help me

to find it ? The only child's grammar written in the same style

that I know is Mr. Marcet's, published by Messrs. Longmans.

Are there any others ?

G. H. T. Are there to be, at home or abroad , any summer

vacation courses for teachers on the teaching of mathematics ?

W. S. What books have been published in this country on

the teaching of arithmetic to young children by means of

concrete examples ?

QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS.

C. H. C. Where can I find information as to sundials ? I

have one, of which the upright works on a hinge, which is

graduated , and I do not understand why.

The School World .

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and

Progress.

EDITORIAL AND PUBLISHING OFFICES,

ST . MARTIN'S STREET , LONDON , W.C.

Contributions and General Correspondence should be sent to

the Editors.

Business Letters and Advertisements should be addressed to

the Publishers.

The School World is published a few days before the

beginning of each month . The price of a single copy is sixpence.

Annual subscription , including postage, eight shillings.

The Editors will be glad to consider suitable articles, which, if

not accepted, will be returned when the postage is prepaid.

All contributions must be accompanied by the name and

address of the author, though not necessarily for publication .
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FOR

or

like changes are in full operation , the training of

THE NEW REGULATIONS FOR
teachers for service in elementary schools will be

TRAINING COLLEGES .
something more than a phrase .

To cope with the difficulties arising from the
OR some years past stability of aim and of presence in the colleges of students whose attain

management has well- nigh ceased to be
ments can only be measured by very different

characteristic of the training colleges con
standards , the whole body of King's Scholars is

trolled by the Board of Education, and simplicity divided by the Regulations into five classes, which

of administration has not been favoured by the may be briefly described as follows :-(a) The
existence of colleges of different kinds and of

majority are two-year students, who during that
students at varying levels of attainment. More period will receive, as well as professional training,

over , the machine has run less easily because
a general education not of the university type ,

colleges and students have been directed by a
though individual students of this class may be

Code largely interpreted through Whitehall “ cir
permitted under conditions to read for some re

culars ” of greater or less importance, issued at
cognised stage preceding a degree . ( b) Third-year

uncertain intervals , and frequently initiating students, men and women from the former class

changes at short notice. All concerned in these
who receive an extension of their King's Scholar

colleges are , therefore, to be congratulated on the
ship on the ground of special merit , and for whom

issue of the Board's latest pronouncement, the
special educational facilities must be provided at

" Regulations for the Training of Teachers," & c . their own
some other college , or abroad .

Within the compass of some sixty pages, there are ( c ) Certificated students, teachers already possessing

here set forth the qualifications for admission to the Teacher's Certificate of the Board , but who

the colleges , the regulations respecting the courses have not been trained in a college ; these will take
of instruction and syllabuses of examination , the

a course lasting one year designed to supplement
share in the inspection and financing of the colleges either their general or professional equipment, as
which theGovernment itself undertakes , together individual requirements direct . ( d) Three-year stu

with a dozen or so appendices dealing with pro dents, members of a university , who will beallowed
grammes of instruction , the dietary of hostels, the

to read for a degree concurrently with their

provision of class-rooms , &c . , all being preceded technical training , under conditions . (C) One-year

by a “ Prefatory Memorandum ” of the kind with
students, graduates and others admitted to the

which the public was made acquainted the other college for a one - year's course , chiefly pro

day in the latest Code of Regulations for elemen- fessional.

tary schools . Representatives of all five classes are to be found
The impression left on the mind after a first

in the colleges at present, as they have been for
reading is that the existing situation in the train

some years past ; but , in the future, cause must

ing colleges has been carefully scrutinised and , on
be more clearly shown why a particular student is

the whole , understood . The “ Regulations placed in one class rather than another, and , as a

cognise that our ideas on training are as yet so consequence , students themselves will realise more

far from finality that much wisely conducted readily than has always hitherto been possible that

experimenting is desirable . Whereas in the past their successful prosecution of this or that curri

non possumus was the response to any proposal to culum in the college must depend upon the nature

give the King's Scholar, first , a general education, and extent of their earlier studies before admission .

and , only after that , technical training , to -day the Most King's Scholars enter the colleges unpre

Regulations not merely permit the colleges to give
pared by training or knowledge to take up the

the professional instruction either partially or work of reading for a degree at the stage usually

wholly in the student's final year, but they thought appropriate to the young man or woman
anticipate the establishment of institutions giving

of eighteen or nineteen ; their training, as a rule ,
purely technical training only . When these and

has been more school-boyish than that of a good

sixth -form boy , and, judged from the academic

Parliamentary paper, Cd 2134 , ' price 4d . point of view , there are big gaps in their know
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ledge. Notwithstanding these obstacles and the topography ; the scientific aspect of geography,

shortness of their two years' college life , some of so very useful to just this type of student , is

these unprepared students begin , at a time subse- unfortunately ignored . The list is completed by

quent to their admission , a university course which drawing , music , physical exercises, and (for univer
those who originally framed it meant to end in a sity students an exceedingly heavy “ last straw ” !)
degree . As though their troubles were not suffi- manual training . It is not intended that the

ciently numerous, they must also find time for the courses shall be uniform in all colleges , and there

minimum of attention to their more directly pro- are additional and optional courses for students who

fessional studies and exercises . It thus comes may profitably go beyond the minimum curriculum .

about that an intermediate stage , a mere halting- The foregoing will constitute the non- profes
place in a degree-course , becomes the summit of sional side of the education given to most two

their studies ; their education on the intellectual year students , that is , the majority of the men and

side is truncated , incomplete . It has been said women who are to become certificated teachers in

that we run the risk of becoming familiar with elementary schools. But the colleges may dis

that brevet academic rank known to the wester- criminate between these and other two · year

nised Hindoo as “ Failed B.A.” students who, by reason of knowledge, capacity

The ambition to attain distinction in studies and and character, are reasonably likely to reach a

the steadfastness which keeps a man pegging away definite stage on the road to a degree before they

under such heart -breaking conditions are attributes leave the college , and to completethe course sub

of character deserving of all respect. But the sequently . Under conditions, the college may

system is one of those whose only justification is afford such students the necessary facilities. Thus

their success ; and in spite of the moral benefits it the wholesome absence of uniformity is retained

may confer, a public department may rightly decline and there is a clear recognition that it is desirable

to encourage a system which so frequently courts to include in the public elementary school service

failure. « C'est un bel et grand adgencement sans men and women whose education has been of the

doubte que le grec et le latin ; mais on l'achette university type ; the latter point is , of course,

trop cher ” is a dictum not confined to those better secured in the class of three - year students .

ancient tongues ; it is wide enough to condemn a How far will this provision of university study

struggle which, while almost hopeless from the for the two - year student be utilised ? Four

outset of attaining its proper goal, yet keeps the conditions must be satisfied antecedently : ( a) the

student from some course which might be made student must be sufficiently advanced to profit

complete, and more fitted to his needs. from such study, (B ) his instruction must not

The general education which the colleges are to involve detriment to the studies of other students

give to the last four classes of King's Scholars does or to the work of the college as a whole , (y ) the

not require to be particularised here ; that of stu- college must testify that he is reasonably likely to

dents in class (d ) is the business of their univer- take a degree, and (8) the medical officer must

sities, that of the other three classes is supple- certify that he is fit to undergo the extra strain

mentary . The regulations set forth curricula in involved . (Article 17. ) Presumably (a) and ( 7 )

literature, history, and science , which , while not of will be satisfied by matriculation and the bona fides

the conventional university sort , are yet boldly of the student ; ( B) can only bemet as the college
described as wide and liberal ; their scope and resources allow. But the Regulations rightly

treatment make them educative in the best sense, insist that the directly technical studies shall be

and to these the majority of the two-year students serious, and therefore exacting : miscalculations

are directed . The prefatory memorandum has a will inevitably occur in the case of individual two

series of admirable paragraphs showing that the year and three-year students so long as these

“ scientific spirit ” is and always has been an young men and women are compelled to crowd

indispensable factor in all advance in knowledge, technical instruction and academic study into a

in the study of literature, of history , and of foreign period which experience shows to be by no means

languages , no less than in the pursuit of the natural too long for the latter purpose alone . The saying
sciences . “ Every training college , therefore, about the quart and the pint pot is as musty as it

should attempt , even if it be only in a limited is homely ; but the training colleges are supposed
degree , to conduct its instruction , in as many never to have heard it . The miscalculations are

branches of the curriculum as possible , in such anticipated by the Regulations , which propose
a way that there shall be in the case of each stu- certain steps by way of amelioration .

dent some range of knowledge within which there It cannot have been the intention of the Regu

is no fact and no inference from facts which has lations to drive all two -year students taking a
not been subjected to the severest test at his London degree into the Faculty of Science . Yet

command. ” that is thescarcely avoidable consequence of the

The branches of non - professional study which rule in article 17 , which forbids King's Scholars of

the majority of two-year students are to follow are that class to study Latin or Greek, unless they have

the English language and literature , elementary | passed an examination (recognised by the Board)

mathematics, and elementary science . Geography in the language, before entering the training col

and history are also prescribed, but, as glossed in lege . The University of London insists on its

the Appendix , this seems to mean history taught candidates for the B.A. degree passing an exami

properly, because taught with due reference to nation in both Latin and Greek at the Intermediate
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Examination ; the position thus assigned to Greek the case is not likely to occur. On the other

has , as a matter of fact , driven not a few into the hand, to teach everything set down in any one

Faculty of Science , when on other grounds they syllabus would mean superficial smattering, in one

might have taken the Arts ' course . In the near part or another . Years ago , Whitehall was re

future, the greatest number of King's Scholars , sponsible for a syllabus which made the theoretic

pursuing a university course in one place , will be consideration of teaching ridiculous .

under -graduates of this particular University ; it The Prefatory Memorandum has some excellent

is a thing to regret that , by including Greek in its remarks on the character of the practical instruction

proscription, the Board of Education has added in teaching. “ During the training college course

one more to the inducements (numerous enough it is essential that the student should have ample

already) which makethe elementary school teacher practice in conducting classes under skilled super

regard the B.Sc. degree as his natural certificate vision , and that he should take part in the dis

of attainments . Surely, schools destitute of cussions on the merits and defects of the lessons

teachers who are graduates in Arts are not good given by himself or by fellow students," & c. “ The

evidence of a belief that the “ scientific spirit ” is as importance of correlating the theoretical instruction

much at home amongst sound letters as in biology . in teaching, the practising school work , and the

Turning to the technical preparation of the visits to model schools , should always be borne in

future teachers , it is eminently satisfactory to find mind."

that the Regulations declare these professional The peculiar position occupied by the practising

studies to be both important in standing and schools requires a word or two here, since the

considerable in bulk . The contrary opinion has Regulations do not treat that exceptional position

brought about the existing unsatisfactory state of in a way which is satisfactory. Like all schools ,

things wherein training colleges do not chiefly these institutions exist primarily for the education

train . For the advantage of those who have of the children occupying their benches ; the train

previously attained “ a satisfactory standard of ing colleges cannot but desire that this should

general education ," the Regulations permit the remain their chief function , since that condition

institution of courses, lasting one year , whose aims is essential if the schools are to be valuable as

are chiefly technical ; and in all colleges the in- places of practice . But practising schools are

struction of this kind, as has been said, may be also,ex vi termini, places of professional instruction ,
deferred till the student's last year, whether second standing in a special relationship to the training

or third . We shall never get true training to teach colleges . The teachers who carry on the general

till this logical separation between studies academi- business of the school should have ability not only

cal and studies technical becomes the rule . The to discharge that duty satisfactorily, but should

new local education authorities , by assisting ex- also be able to co -operate in the training of the

isting institutions to carry out the one-year pro- students ; they should be picked men , enjoying

fessional courses, or by initiating such courses privileges and receiving remuneration in return for

themselves, would increase the efficiency of the their special services . The practising school needs

training given to teachers , and solve some of the more apparatus , other text - books , and, generally ,

knotty problems of expenditure which that depart. a more ample material equipment than would be

ment of the public service raises . sufficient in the case of an ordinary school . Above

Considerable latitude of choice is given by the all , there ought to be opportunity for a reasonable

Regulations in the details of professional study on amount of properly supervised experiment, a free

thetheoretical side ; but four points are held tobe dom from the red - tape which is , perhaps, in

essential . The student is to conceive education separable from schools forming parts of a great

consequence of the intercourse between system . This does not mean handing children

teacher and taught, that communion not being over to an inexperienced , irresponsible student ;

confined to the schoolroom : “ le doctrine et en- and those who are most familiar with what goes

formation des enfants est chose espiritual," as the on in practising schools know well that the free

fifteenth - century lawyers said , giving the adjective dom here asked for need not prove detrimental

a different meaning . Further, his studies in to the children .

psychology, are to be in a psychology which is If the fact is not admitted by the Regulations,

actual , and not the perfunctory conning of text what is to be made of the following paragraph

books and lecture-notes . He is to ponder the in the prefatory portion ? Speaking of the “ scien

ideals of great teachers, and lastly , he should have tific spirit,” the memorandum says : “ Even on the

an adequate knowledge of school hygiene. professional side of the training college course,

The Appendix sets forth five alternatlve sylla- this principle must be remembered . The necessity

buses intended to give effect to the Board's inten- for experiment and observation over ever -widening

tions respecting theoretical instruction in teaching . groups of phenomena is the most striking aspect

All seem good in their way ; but , as a general of modern psychological investigation , and the

thing , all syllabuses imposed ab extra are bad. The teacher in training will gain much by watching

competent teacher does not need them : the in- some of the work that is now proceeding in the

competent teacher , destitute of the measuring -rod observation of children ." Where is he to watch

which full knowledge gives , only mis-applies them . it but in his practising school ? And what can he

If any set of students were boxed up in one of watch if there be no reasonable freedom of action

these syllabuses , the effect would be harmful; but permitted there to his instructors ?

a

as a
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Unhappily, the excellent propositions of the pre

face do not receive much countenance from the

Appendix F Practising Schools," which bluntly

declares that “ The committee of the training

college have no special claim upon the use of

a particular elementary school merely because

it has in the past been used as a practising school,”

and , it might be added, even though the Committee

originally built the school for the practice of its

students. The same appendix tells the committees

(of course , in other words) that they may be called

on to pay for admission to practise in schools

built in thesame circumstances ; and , inferentially,

that it is possible to employ a practising school

without throwing “ extra work deserving remune

ration " upon the school staff. Lastly , “ The Board

will not sanction any arrangement which seems

likely to interfere with the efficiency of a public

elementary school (used as a practising school) as

a place of elementary education , or to put any

undue burden on the teachers of such a school."

Is not this one of the things which might be safely

left to be understood ?

A reactionary local education authority, or a

reactionary inspector (one hears of him , sometimes)

may object to a course in , say , arithmetic or geo

graphy proposed for a practising school, that it

differs from the course sanctioned for all schools in

the district and therefore " interferes with the

efficiency of a public elementary school (used as a

practising school)," &c . In the present state of feel

ing in someparts of the country, objections, trivial

but effective for their purpose , may be confidently

expected ; they are very much more likely to occur

than a training college is likely to mis -handle a

practising school .

In any case , with this appendix dominating the

position, what becomes of " the importance of

correlating the theoretical instruction in teaching

with “ the practising school work ," and of “ the

necessity for experiment and observation over

ever widening groups of phenomena , " &c . ? If a

clause in the Education Act safe- guarding the

legitimate connection between training college and

practising school was not feasible, then Whitehall

inight have employed its administrative powers to

better purpose than appears in Appendix F. Un

less the peculiar position of the practising school

is made clear to the public at large and secured

against ignorance , either innocently unconscious

or otherwise, many excellent directions in these

Regulations will be stultified .

a

THE NEW REGULATIONS FOR

SECONDARY SCHOOLS .

I.

By H. BOMPAS SMITH , M.A.

Headmaster of Queen Mary's Grammar School, Walsall .

"HE Regulations for Secondary Schools for the

year 1904-5 recently issued by the Board of

Education are not less significant than the

Code for Elementary Schools which appeared about

a month earlier . Both sets of regulations begin

with a lengthy “ Prefatory Memorandum " indica

tive of a new attitude on the part of the Central

Educational Authority towards the practical pro

blems of education and towards the schools in

which the solution of these problems has to be

attempted . In the old days we had cast -iron

regulations , watertight compartments, and a com

plicated system of checks; now the watchwords of

the Board are to be elasticity and freedom, and

the co - ordination of the various types of schools

as parts of one coherent national system . The

old Departments of Whitehall and South Kensing

ton have becomeabsorbed into one comprehensive
Board of Education .

Ever since 1872 , though the amount of instruc

tion given in science and drawing was still regarded

as the criterion of a school's right to assistance

from the State , there had been a tendency to look

upon a school's time - table as a connected whole,

not as a collection of separate series of lessons.

In 1902 a further step was taken by the admission

to a modest share in the grants of a type of school

in which, to quote Mr. Morant , " science formed

an important, but not a preponderating element

in the instruction," i.e. , of “ secondary schools ,
Division B."

In the new Regulations , of which the first chapter

deals with “ Courses of Instruction," a still more

important advance has been made. In the first

place , it is definitely laid down that a coherent four

years ' course of instruction must be provided by

any school desiring to be recognised as secondary;

and , in the second place , a long step is taken

towards the recognition of the principle that, so

long as a school provides this course of instruction,

it ought not to suffer financially if its special cir

cumstances lead it to give more time to the

linguistic than to the scientific side of its work.

The only stipulations now made with regard to

the curriculum of non -scientific schools are that

there shall be devoted to English , history , and

geography four and a half hours per week ; to

foreign languages three and a half hours if one,

six hours if two are taken ; to mathematics and

science seven and a half hours, of which at least

three must be given to practical and theoretical

science . By a noteworthy regulation , “ where

two languages other than English are taken , and

Latin is not one of them , the Board will require to

be satisfied that the omission of Latin is for the

advantage of the school."

This greater latitude of curriculum will be of

special importance to schools in which languages ,

whether modern or classical , figure prominently

1

6

a

The School Manager's Handbook , 1904-1905. By Joseph

King. viii . + 176 pp. ( Edward Arnold . ) Is. 60. - The sub

title of this little volume fairly describes its contents :

handy guide for the management of public elementary schools,

with the Education Acts of 1902 and 1903 , the Education Code

of 1904 ( full text ) and other appendices, including rules for

planning and fitting up schools.” The book will prove of real

assistance to school managers , and Mr. King's remarks on the

value of good teachers may be commended to them . “ * Good

teachers must be sought out and treasured ; treat them well ;

encourage young persons to enter the profession ; do honour 10

those who give their lives to school work .”
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upon the time - table . Three hours for science and without affecting the remainder of the school ;

four and a half hours for mathematics is an ex- they may form the curriculum of a science side .

tremely moderate allowance , which will be very In large schools this may prove a valuable con

commonly exceeded . Moreover, in the case of cession, but if there are only twenty or twenty -five

girls ' schools doing less than twenty-two hours per boys in the third and fourth years of the course , it

week, a still further reduction is sanctioned. The will hardly pay to split them up into two divisions ,

diminution of the nine hours compulsorily given so that in the case of the necessitous smaller

to mathematics and science to seven and a half grammar -school the old inducement to take the

hours will enable us to arrange for six three- scientific course will operate just the same.

quarter-hour periods for mathematics, and either The second chapter of the Regulations , on

two long, or one long and two short, periods for “ Conditions of Recognition , " contains a provision

science , thus saving one and a half hours to be which, if strictly enforced , will tend to diminish

added to the time for literary subjects, in most the number of pseudo -secondary schools in which

schools preferably English , for which under the old the bulk of the pupils leave at about fourteen years

regulations it was difficult to find adequate time. of age. It is laid down that schools “ will not

Ofmore debatable wisdom is the provision in continue to be recognised unless the Board is

the Regulations which allows the omission in satisfied that an adequate proportion of the scholars

certain cases of all foreign languages on condition are taking the third and fourth years of the

that it can be shown that the English course in the course . " It is to be hoped that this regulation

school “ provides adequate linguistic and literary will have the effect of raising the standard of
training, and that the staff is specially qualified to attainment in some struggling secondary schools ,

give such instruction.” It is to be hoped that this which are really needed by their locality , but of

condition will be stringently enforced , but it may compelling the reorganisation of other schools

be doubted whether a school should be regarded which are really only higher elementary in cha
as providing a complete secondary education for racter , but injure their own usefulness by pretend

pupils up to sixteen years of age which does not ing to be secondary.

include at least one foreign language in its cur- Passing to the chapter on “ Grants," which now

riculum . These Regulations bear traces in several characteristically comes third instead of first, it

passages of the readiness of the Board to respond will be noted that the scale of payment has been

to pressure ; in this instance its complaisance has altered . For pupils in the first year of the course

been carried at least as far as is consistent with its the payment will be less—40s . instead of about

duty of seeing that the standard of secondary 545.; in the second year more, 6os . instead of

education is fully maintained . 545. ; in the third year Sos . , about the same as

But , while thus allowing greater freedom of before ; in the fourth year ioos . , instead of 8os .

curriculum to schools willing and able to rest Thus schools will be encouraged to keep their

content with the lower scale of grant , the Board scholars as long as possible .

has not seen its way wholly to abandon the pre- The additional special grant may be equal in

ferential treatment of science- teaching . A school amount to the ordinary grant. The additional

which gives thirteen hours per week to mathe- grant for drawing will be continued during the

matics , science , and drawing can earn double the coming year.

ordinary grants. The conditions are , however, The question of the adequacy of these grants

made more stringent than they have been hitherto . cannot be here discussed , but it will be noticed

This exception to the uniformity of grant is that the Board now makes no attempt to differen

referred to almost apologetically in the Prefatory tiate schools according to their financial needs, nor

Memorandum , and , though it may be necessary as to limit the grants to schools attended by pupils of

a temporary measure, " justified on historical and the lower or middle classes . Apparently Eton

practical grounds and as necessary towards con- might , if so disposed , make application for a grant .

tinuity of administration," it cannot be regarded On the whole, it seems clear that these Regula

as permanently satisfactory. The grant -earning tions will distinctly facilitate the working of schools

capacity of a school should depend upon its use- in which the curriculum is largely linguistic . If

fulness, its efficiency, and its necessities , not upon not ideally perfect, they show a great advance in

the character of its tinie - table . It is quite true the direction of liberty and breadth of view . They

that laboratories are expensive , and most of us show — e.g ., in the paragraphs dealing with the

would welcome a special . grant towards their relations between the Board , the local authority ,

cquipment and maintenance. But such a grant the governors of a school, and the headmaster or

should be subject only to the condition that proper headmistress—that the Board has a real compre

use was made of the laboratories, in which case it hension of the conditions under which school work

would not serve as a strong and sometimes irre- is carried on , and a genuine desire to improve

sistible argument in favour of the adoption of a these conditions by considerate administration . It

special type of curriculum . is this sympathetic attitude of our supreme Edu

An attempt is made to lessen the possible bad cation Authority that warrants the hope of still

effects of such a preferential treatment of science further advances in the future.

by the provision that these “ special courses ” may
be introduced into part of a school , or taken by 1 In 1901 , of the pupils on the registers of Schools of Science less than

boys as the third and fourth years of their course ,

13 per cent. were in the third , and less than 4 per cent. in the fourth year of

their course. --Balfour : “ Educational Systems." 2nd Edition , p. 159.
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round to healthier ideas on the examination

II . question ; possibly we may some day recognise

By C. M. STUART, M.A. that an examination “ held solely for the award

Headniaster of St. Dunstan's College, Catford , S.E. of scholarships or exhibitions" is not a help , but

HE chief interest of the new Regulations for
a hindrance, to true education .

Secondary Schools lies in the broad and

The Board of Education has reduced the

generous spirit in which they are framed . number of hours which must be devoted to science

These regulations will come into force on August
from four to three. The chief advantage of this

ist , and those who have to work under them will
will be that the crowding out of other subjects is

find that the authorities have travelled very far
avoided . For boys of 12 or 13 it does not matter

from the standard set up by the Science and Art
a straw whether they spend three or nine hours in

Department-a standard which exacted the most science , they will learn no more in the latter case

rigid uniformity, combined with the most frequent
than the former ; in both cases they will learn

examinations .
scientific principles and scientific applications, in so

The Prefatory Memorandum is a somewhat far as their brains are capable of receiving them, and no

unusual document to be prefixed to a set of

more ; what does matter is that the subject should

Government regulations, and might almost be a

be properly taught . In this connection it is a

confession of repentance for past misdeeds . Briefly

great misfortune that the regulations adhere to the

speaking, it might be paraphrased thus :

obsolete formula, “ The instruction in science must

“ We believe no longer in rigid uniformity , but
be both theoretical and practical.” This implies

we recognise different functions in different schools, a divorce between practical and theoretical work

and we will especially consider their relation to
which the Board should employ every effort to

their locality ; we will encourage differentiation ,
suppress ; for such a divorce is opposed to all the

but not specialisation, and we know now that the
educational considerations for the sake of which

world cannot be reformed by teaching science .

science is taught. The Board here have lost a

We recognise that a smattering of knowledge is

great opportunity ; how much better would it have

useless ."

been if they had emphatically declared that “ The

Will the Board of Education fulfil these pro
theoretical instruction given must be based upon

mises ? “ Don't never prophesy unless ye know ,”
the practical work done by the pupils themselves,

is sound advice , and we schoolmasters generally

and no separation of practical from theoretical

judge our boys by what they have done in the
work will be allowed .” If they had further taken

past rather than by what they say they aregoing

the opportunity of emphasising practical methods

to do in the future ; but we will give the Board

of teaching mathematics and geometry, and oral

full credit this time for its liberal intentions .

work in modern languages, the advantages would

have been great , and we hope they may do this

For formsof government let fools contest ,

Whate'er is best administered is best.

through their inspectors ; but, for goodness ' sake,

do not let us have inspectors coming down to us

The inspectors are the men upon whom the duty and saying , “ You must assign an additional

of carrying out the regulations will devolve. It twenty minutes to theoretical work here , or ten

was not an uncommon complaint in the old days

that their ideas were limited “ to the four corners of

minutesmore practical work there . ” .

The Board requires that certain hours shall be

the directory." If they are instructed to look at assigned to the teaching of English, and they are

the spirit rather than the letter , to consider the prepared to be satisfied that “ the English course

education as a whole rather than in sections, to provides adequate linguistic and literary training
report on method rather than time-table , and to in certain cases . It will be very interesting to

encourage originality rather than compliance, learn in the future whether the Board of Educa

“ grant-earning may cease to be looked upon tion will make a bigger success of this than the

as a refuge for destitute schools, and need no other public bodies which have tried their hands

longer be used as a term of reproach . at showing how the teaching of English should be

We pass on to consider in detail the scope of undertaken . The University of London (Matricu

some specific regulations . By far the most striking lation Examination) until quite recently thought

regulation is No. 9 . “ Scholars in the first or that English could be learnt by cramming up

second year may not sit for any external examina- scraps of Anglo -Saxon and Semitic roots , varied

tion . " This is progress with avengeance, a public with questions on the singular of “ trousers .” The

body discouraging public examinations !! “ Is Saul Technical Education Board ( Intermediate Scholar
also among the prophets ? ”. It is earnestly to be ship Examination considers still that English is

hoped that this wise regulation may not be evaded , best studied by getting up closely the archaisms

as it might be if a cram -loving schoolmaster and the slang of a single play of Shakespeare or
chose to send in the whole school for the a novel of Kingsley . Weare informed that the

University Children's Test-we beg pardon, the Scottish examinations are very strong upon ob

Preliminary Local—that ridiculous examination scuring the meaning of good poetry by turning it

which ought never to have been instituted . This into bad prose , a process which is called “ para

is one of certain indications, the new method of phrasing. If the Board of Education can assist
choosing cadets for the Navy is another, which us to form a course which shall combine a general
prove that public opinion is beginning to come acquaintance with English literature with a facilia
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ty in writing English , they will have done --- a week are given to alternative subjects , including

well , what no other public body has succeeded in Singing , Drawing, Rifle Corps Drill , Carpentry,
doing . English Literature, Geography, Modern Lan
The system under which grants are awarded is guages, &c . , among which choice is allowed .

still unsatisfactory. The Board of Education has Wonderful : isn't it ? Liberal mindedness can go

not yet learnt one of the most elementary facts in no further .

school-keeping, viz . , that pupils enter and leave Differentiation of studies, however , appears to

the school according to the term and not according be encouraged by the new regulations , which speak

to the year ; consequently, pupils who enter and favourably of the gradual development of what
leave at Christmas and Easter obtain no grants are known as " sides.” We ourselves would

at all . Here are the actual numbers taken from welcome the disappearance of the difference be

last year in a school of our acquaintance : tween A and B schools, if it is recognised that all

kinds of intellectual work are equally importantTotal number in school 440

Left at Christmas if any honest attempt is made to provide for every
39

New boys
boy a course which has some relation both to his

30

Left in April ... mental capacity and his future career. We should ,
29

New boys
for example, be quite satisfied if on one side of the

32

school the boy of linguistic ability learnt three
Total

130 foreign languages , and only did a one-year's course

Here, although the members in the school on chemistry, if on the other side of the school the

have only varied to the extent of six boys , 130 scientific boy learnt one foreign language and

boys, or nearly one - third of the school , receive no various forms of applied mathematics and science.

grants . It is as if the Board of Education said to Both of these systems of training may be equally

the school , “ We recognise that it costs something,
valuable , both should receive equal recognition ,

to provide good tuition for 310 of your boys , but
but both must be honest ; the scientific side must

you cannot be put to any expense in teaching either
be neither a refuge for the destitute nor by grant

sixty- five who leave or sixty -five others who take earning a special source of income .

their places."
In times past we have had schoolmasters press

Again , on this system a boy who enters in Sep- ing boys not only into the linguistic , but into the

tember , 1904 , and leaves in July , 1905 , earns a classical studies, and the Government offering

grant , but a boy who enters in January , 1905 , and
money to them if they will only do something else.

leaves in June, 1906 , although present for four The schoolmasters must become more liberal

terms and a half, earns no grant . minded in principle , the Government more liberal

The grant ought to be awarded on the actual minded in detail . The chance appears to be

numbers in attendance per term , and there is no offered in these new regulations, and , if carried

reason why it should cease on any one boy after out in this spirit by the inspectors,more good

four years ; a boy who remains a fifth or sixth will be done than in issuing Prefatory Memoranda

year in most cases costs not only more to educate by the dozen and new regulations by the score .

but is probably profiting more by the education

received, and the schools should be encouraged

to keep him rather than to get rid of him . It would

not be difficult for the Board of Education to make GLASS-WORKING FOR SCHOOL

sure that his work was sufficiently advanced . LABORATORIES.

We have referred to the differentiation of studies
By Rev. A. H. Fish , B.A. , B.Sc.

compared with specialisation , and it is earnestly to

be hoped that this differentiation of studies may
II .

be recognised and carried out on broad and liberal
(Concluded from p . 254. )

lines . It is exceedingly common to hear school

masters, on discussing the introduction into the EFORE proceeding to more difficult pro
it

school of any subjects of study other than their
may be well to add a few examples

own , declaim against the evils of specialisation,
of those previously described .

and uphold " a good general education ." Weour DRYING Tubes,

selves have heard very distinguished classical
headmasters declare that specialisation in schools The ordinary straight drying - tube for calcium

" has increased , is increasing , and ought to be chloride or cottonwool, when not required very

diminished ; ” and what was the “ good general | long , is easily extemporised from a test-tube

education ” in the schools which these head- 6 in . by in . by blowing out the bottom , breaking

masters conducted ? it consisted of 11 hours Latin away the thin glass and forming a slight lip . This

and 11 hours Greek in a time-table of 25 hours a may be done by using an iron tool , a piece of

week , and this was not for those classically in electric - light carbon , or even the tang of a file.

clined , but for all ; it is their idea of a good general | Very little pressure is needed , and very little of
education , and was really specialisation of the the glass heated . The tool held in the left hand

worst kind .
is inserted at an angle with the glass , and held

The Prospectus of one of the “ great public firmly while the glass is rotated . A charcoal cone
schools ” contains this announcement. Two hours is often used , but it is better not to multiply

B cesses
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FIG. 1 .

tools , and it is as often as not out of the way when most difficult and the most coveted of the glass

wanted . With such thin glass I rarely use a tool , blower's accomplishments. This looks so simple

but simply rotate the extreme margin of the lip and so easy that the beginner always tries to do it

left, after cutting away most of the thin glass , in at an early stage . If he fails, and he is almost

the edge of the flame. Such a tube will as a rule certain to fail, he becomes more or less disgusted

require two corks ; one may be saved by letting with the whole art , and ceases to try . Now , in

the closed end of the test - tube thicken in the flame, the first place , this particular process is in reality

fusing on a piece of glass, drawing out a tail , then very difficult — far more difficult than anything yet

reheating and drawing slowly down to the thick- described . And secondly, apart from the skill it

ness required . Useful funnels may be made by carries with it , it is not nearly so useful in the

drawing out half of a moderate- sized test-tube, and ordinary laboratory as the joining of tubes , making
pipettes by drawing down at both ends. of T-pieces , etc.

Of course thicker cylinder -tubing may be used in

all these cases, but with a little practice test - tubes

give fair results . They are always accessible , and

are of course extremely light.

A useful tube for drying gases and other

purposes is made by taking six to eight inches of

cylinder - tubing , say inch in diameter, closing

and rounding one end, and then putting in a side

tube of say 1 inch diameter , about 1 in . from the

closed end. This is bent up parallel with the

other , and turned out at right angles ( Fig . 1 , A ) . A

somewhat shorter tube answers well for collecting

small quantities of liquids or condensed gases ; in

this case the side -tube is put in nearer the open

end . Fig . 1 , B , shows a phosphorus pentoxide

drying - tube .

THISTLE FUNNELS .
However, as the learner is sure to want to

These can be bought so cheaply, and are

attain the art , and perhaps cannot see the thing

generally so plentiful in the laboratory , that one

done , I will do my best to direct him . He will

does not often need to make them . The exercise is ,
learn little from the books—they invariably dismiss

however , a useful one , and gives excellent practice

at the present stage . Here is one method : - Take

a piece of inch or inch connection - tubing

--say 9 in . to 12 in . long. Draw out a piece

of cylinder , say inch wide, to a long tail , and two

or three inches further up draw slowly down to the

diameter of the other tube . Cut this off and join

( A , Fig . 2 ) . Now-rotating exactly as shown in

the photograph given in a previous article!_heat

the region above and near the join . Blow slightly

and work the join into the expanded portion

( Fig . 2 , B and C ) . Draw off the tail , and round

the end (D) . Rotate this end rapidly in a hot

fame, and blow it out , break away the thin glass ,

and put a slight lip on . A nicer way is to get the

end rather thin ; then , by rotating very fast and

directing a hot flame on to the centre, it is possible

to make the end open and spin outinto a lip by its

own centrifugal tendency (Fig. 2 , E) . If it refuses, the difficulty in a few words . A well-known

stop the open end for a moment. A considerable professional glass-blower said to me, “ I cannot

variety of shapes may be obtained in this way. tell you how it is done , it is impossible ; I can only

The required speed is more easily got if the other

end be drawn down to a taper and very nearly

show you how I do it.” Unfortunately, even

closed . The tube is then supported near the

watching a professional is not very fruitful. He

does it too easily . His method escapes the eye.

middle with the left hand, and rapidly “ twirled ” And yet here , if anywhere , success can only be

between the finger and thumb of the right. If the attained by setting about the work in a methodical

rotation is not all in the same direction, but back and systematic way . The idea is contained in the

wards and forwards , you will have a “ lip " left . words “ axial rotation ” employed in the previous

Middle Bulbs. article . Let the would - be learner practice this .

To make a middle bulb is at once one of the
And let him , if he has no previous experience of

a lathe, try to get a few lessons in the turner's

1 THE SCHOOL WORLD, July , 1904 , p. 251 .
art . Let him understand the meaning of “ between

16
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centres. " Next let him “ take it quietly."
” The 1 inch . This is made smooth , the other end is

learner generally pedals too hard , heats his glass closed . Let him now grasp the tube as shown

too hot , and tries by frantic rotation of his piece of in the photograph , p . 251, and see whether he

glass to keep the hot part from sagging or bulging . can turn it fairly axially with the right finger

Now for the bulbs he is likely to blow there is no and thumb only, the left remaining still , merely

need for all this. A soft but steady flame, a supporting the point; let him then with a rather

moderate but uniform heat, a slow but axial small sharp flame commence heating the tube

rotation , and a gentle and tentative " puffing," not an inch or so below ( i.e. , nearer the left hand)

blowing , these are the elements of the art . than the centre . As a small zone softens,

a gentle pressure will compress
and thicken

the glass . A number of these thicker rings are

added-to use a technical expression , the glass is

" jumped ” ( Fig . 3 , B) . But more " jumping " is* . “

HEM
required than shown therein . Let him keep the

heat well on the thickened part and gently blow

now and again . This may now be blown into a

small thick -walled bulb , another and another are

added in the same way ( Fig . 3 , C) . A large flame

is turned on , and with slight pressure and

occasional blowing the smaller bulbs are got into

one round or oval mass ( Fig . 3 , D and E ). This

will probably not be uniform , nor will the end

pieces be axial- the tube will be a little “ out of

truth ." This is felt rather than seen . We must

now correct both faults, and it is on the success of

this correction that the final result mainly depends.

The important fact is steady uniform turning in

the flame. Do not let the glass get too soft.

Occasionally take it out of the flame for a moment,

but do not stop rotating . Try now to blow a

small bulb still quite thick ; if it has faults heat it

till it shrinks a little , and blow again . Do not try

for the final bulb till you have got the small one as

good as you can . Assuming this done , turn on a

little more gas and rotate carefully in the central
axis of the flame. A little faster now, if you can,

Perhaps the easiest and most useful case is that

in which a spherical bulb from one to two inches
until the " feel ” is right ; bring it out , continue to

in diameter is required in the course of a piece of
turn for a moment, bring the open end to the

tubing -- say 1 inch in diameter. I do not advise
mouth, the other point supported by finger and

the beginner to insert a piece of thicker tubing into
thumb of left hand with elbow on table (if

the other. This is a common practice , and of necessary). Now rotating gently with the rightor

left forefinger and thumb (not both ), " puft

or twice gently, watching the effect — if bad , stop ;

if good , blow harder as the glass cools . No

pressure is exerted with the fingers till just before

the glass sets , when a little straightening may be

done. The bulb will probably be neither so large

nor so round as you would wish . If it is only a

moderate success , it may be improved by reheating.

Do this in a large soft Hame; blow in to the bulb

a little from time to time if it shows a tendency to

wrinkle , and finally blow out again . This may

generally be done several times . Go tentatively,

do not get the glass too hot, and let it cool some

what before blowing . One does not get in this

way the beautiful spun spheres of the professional,

but one may with care and practice get bulbs

which will bear inspection, and do very well for all
purposes for which we need them .

course for large bulbs it may be often necessary, There are other methods of blowing centre

but for the beginner it introduces more difficulties bulbs, but this is the simplest and most useful for

than it removes . Let him take a foot or more of the learner . He should steadily practise the
.

inch tubing, and draw down the ends as axially process , keeping his best bulbs ( in a drawer) . As

as he can for two or three inches. The first is cut he improves, he will be able to use them for

off, leaving an orifice for the mouth not less than making traps , valves , potash bulbs, etc. He will

Fig. 3 .

с
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probably find that he soon has far more than he fitted to the other end . A side tube ( Fig. 4 , A) is
needs. then made , corrugated a little at e , thickened and

The simple form of potash bulbs ( Liebig's ) partly drawn down at f and bordered at (C) . The

affords very good practice. They are of course main tube is warmed up about 2 inches from the

made in one piece and bent up afterwards. The closed end , a hole blown out , the side tube A sealed

learner should perhaps make the three smaller on and bent at right angles as shown at C. This

bulbs in one piece, the two larger separately, join join , especially if the tube is at all thick , must be

up , and bend. The joins will show slightly, unless slightly annealed in the smoky flame.

arranged to come in the smaller bulbs, but will not The electrodes are then prepared. These are

affect the usefulness of the bulbs . Owing to the made from stout pieces of aluminium wire 14 in .

non -arrival of an “ order," I had once to make six long , flattened on an anvil at one end , turned over,

of these before morning school, and , by utilising and hammered round the extremity of three inches

the spare bulbs lying about , I easily managed my of ordinary platinum wire. A short piece of thin

task to the satisfaction of everyone , though none glass tubing is slipped over and sealed to the

of the articles would have been commercially quite platinum with somelead glass, or enamel, or better,

presentable .
the so -called “ platinum glass,” which may now

The teacher who has acquired a certain amount be obtained in rods from all dealers . About

of skill in the preceding operations will find many in . of the platinum wire is solidly and uniformly

opportunities for putting them into practice, not coated with this glass. The result is shown at B

only in the chemical , but in the physical labora- where the shaded part is platinum glass . Now

tory. Branched- tubes and T -pieces are extremely cut off the taper end close to the neck, leaving

useful in experiments on atmospheric pressure, a hole rather larger than the coated part of

and Boyle's law, with the air -pump, etc. The the wire . Remove the cork , slip the electrode on

Boyle's law tube , which gives the best results in to the tube , and holding this horizontal or nearly

my laboratory, is constructed entirely of glass , with so ; rotate the end in the flame ; as the orifice

taps fused in , and was entirely made by ourselves . narrows slide the electrode down , so that the free

Barometers and manometers , specific gravity part of the platinum will come through. Continue

bottles, weight thermometers , and even ordinary to rotate , pulling the wire very gently with a pair

thermometers, apparatus for showing the ex- of light pliers or forceps, blowing a little from time

pansion of water and other liquids , all these afford to time into the open end , and maintaining the

exercise for ingenuity and skill in the simpler electrode horizontal by rotation , until it is well

parts of the art . fused into the glass as shown in C (Fig . 4 ) . Cut

Passing to more advanced work, I strongly off part of the wire, if necessary , andturn it over

recommend the teacher to acquire some skill in the with pliers into an eye, pushing the free end into

proper fusing of platinum into glass , and the the soft glass. This end must now be carefully

making of electrodes and simple vacuum tubes . annealed. Gradually withdraw it into the luminous

Recent investigations have given to the passage of gas-flame, and rotate it there till it becomes

current through electrolytes and the electric covered with soot . As an additional precaution , a

discharge through gases an amount of interest and small cone of asbestos paper may be placed on it ,

importance which quite warrant some introduc- and the whole supported in a vertical position till

tion of these phenomena into moderately advanced quite cold . Slip on the other electrode, draw down

school-work . Most physical laboratories now the end of the tube , cool , cut off, and seal and

possess a Geryk air-pump, and with the aid of this anneal as before ; any blowing is done by means

all the phenomena of low vacuum tubes can be of the side tube furnished with a foot or two of

shown , while the addition of a simple Sprengel light rubber-tubing . A drying tube, which may be

pump will enable those of the kathode and X. of the form shown in Fig. 1, A is attached to the

rays to be seen . For either purpose the teacher pump, the newly -made tube joined to this by good

must possess some skill in certain processes con- pressure tubing. If the “ eyes ” be now connected

nected with glass -blowing , and this skill many with a small induction coil, after a few strokes of

teachers are probably anxious to acquire . I the pump, the beautiful phenomena of the dis

propose, in concluding this paper , to offer. some charge will begin to show themselves, and the

assistance , which would have saved me much exhaustion may be pushed till the “ striae " begin

time and trouble years ago. to appear in the luminous column . With india

This will probably be done best by giving some rubber connections the vacuum will not as a rule

description of the method of making a simple hold up more than a few minutes, after stopping

vacuum tube, which will introduce us to the art of the pump. If it is desired to seal off the tube , a

fusing platinum through glass , an art useful at the small pointed blowpipe flame is applied at the

present time in many physical experiments. I will constriction . This is allowed just to close , the

describe the construction of a vacuum tube for use small end drawn off, and by carefully working

with the simpler Geryk pump, and a small in- back a little at a time a solid knob of glass is made

duction coil ( Fig. 4 , C ). A piece of cylinder- at the end . This latter process requires some

tubing , about 2 feet long, and inch in practice . The great point is that the constriction

diameter, is drawn “ cane ” and well shall be thick in the walls , and only just a point of

cleaned. The drawn -out end is thickened some- flame applied. All this sounds , no doubt, somewhat

what at the “ neck ," and a cork and bit of tubing difficult, but it is in reality easier than such accom

>
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plishments as the blowing of a decent bulb on the The main windows should be entirely on one

course of a piece of tubing. The great thing is to side of the room, and , since some quaint custom

go to work systematically, have everything in obliges us all to use but one hand for writing , the

readiness at the proper time, and look ahead from light should , of course , come from the left of the
first to last . A Sprengel pump may be bought, writer to avoid the shadow of his hand upon

his

and the exhaustion pushed to ahigh point , but no work, which necessitates that the desks should

one should buy a Sprengel pump who cannot all face in one direction , an arrangement naturally

make one , for it is sure to be broken soon , and desirable also for other reasons . If any of the

most parts of it will sooner or later need repair or remaining walls of the rooms are outside walls,

replacement . one or two quite subsidiary windows, high up and

In conclusion , I should like to say that some of as far as possible from the main window , willprove

the methods recommended in these articles are not very valuable for obtaining cross ventilation, and

those of the professional glass -blower . I have this provision , in the absence of any general

tried to describe methods which the teacher scheme for ventilation , considerable

can learn , which will give sufficient results importance.

for practical purposes, and will not require a In a room of economical and desirable dimen

higher degree of skill than he has time and sions, depending entirely upon a left -hand light , it

opportunity to acquire. will be found that to provide a glassarea equal to

one- fifth of the floor area , as required by the Board ,

practically the whole of this side of the room

above four feet from the floor must be window. In

THE SCHOOL CLASS-ROOM .
all cases the windows should go right up to the

ceiling to secure good ventilation , but the height

By ALAN E. MUNBY, M.A. from the floor at which they start should depend

on local circumstances . On the ground floor, and

HE advances which are taking place in all where outside distractions prevail, four feet to four

forms of training are gradually bringing feet six inches , as recommended, seems desirable ;

home the fact that efficiency does notalone but , as an average boy when seated can see very

depend upon the methods of work adopted , but little outside at close quarterswhen the glass line

that it is also indissolubly bound up with the is three feet six inches from the floor, this height

physical conditions under which that work is might often be adopted, as it brings much

carried out . These convictions have resulted in additional cheerfulness and light to the room . The

the very definite requirements of the Board of writer recently observed some windows in newly .

Education with reference to school buildings . erected class-rooms at a public school, quite in the

Apart from the mere compliance with these country, in which the glass started nearly five feet

regulations for the purposes of earning grants , a six inches above the floor ; these rooms resembled

matter which, at the present time, has no interest wells.

for the majority of our public schools, it should be As regards the type of window, ordinary sashes

remembered that these rules are the outcome of | (lifting windows) with a deep bottom rail and
the work of specialists and statisticians , and set a bead and large panes are most suitable . Where

standard of efficiency which should be adhered to such windows are of considerable height , a transom

in all new buildings and , at least , aimed at in the across the upper part with hopper lights above

case of those existing . Five or six hours a day it will make the opening of the windows more

regularly spent in a room would seem to justify an easy , decrease the weight of the sashes, and help

hour or so of thought upon its use and arrange- the external appearance. The mullions or piers

ments, yet it is easy to find in our leading schools between the windows should be and

stuffy and ill-lighted rooms, innocent of ventila bevelled internally to avoid the cutting off of the

tion, containing desks without arrangement and light, and in the case of high windows the cills

blackboards in invisible positions. It is thought , should be similarly treated. Bevelled steel mul
therefore, that , though the attributes of a modern lions may be usedwith advantage in cases where

class-room are well known to many , a short article the available window area is restricted .

dealing seriatim with the points of such a room

may prove useful. DIMENSIONS.

ASPECT AND WINDOWS . The plan of a class -room , as is so lucidly

As our lives are dependent upon that cheering explained in Mr. Clay's book,' is essentially bound

and germ-destroying luminary, the sun , a class
up with the position of doors , windows and fire

room should always participate in sunshine. Let place (if any) , and particularly with the style of

the days upon which the sun has proved a nuisance
desks to be used, if economy of arrangement is tobe

and a joy respectively be counted over any
studied . The latest regulations of the Board of Edu

reasonable period , and few will be found to
cation require the use of single desks in secondary

contend that a south -east aspect is not the best for
the room, and a north -west or north aspect the 1 The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to that valuable and

1902. By Mr. Felix

worst ; but this , of course , is a matter connected

narrow

“ Modern School Buildings.'

Clay , Architect to the Board of Education .

with school planning in general . Form 1999, issued 1904.

now standard work ,

Board of Education .
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schools. These desks are 2 feet to 2 feet 4 inches Education in elementary schools. The use of

long, and occupy 2 feet 9 inches to 3 feet from back such desks will , of course, entirely alter the plan of

to front over seat and desk together ; they should the room , not only by the smaller desk length per

stand in rows one behind the other, just free from boy, usually 3 feet 4 inches for two boys, but by
,

contact , and an 18 -inch gangway is required the decrease in the number of gangways .

between each row and at each side wall . Further,

12 inches is necessary between the last seat and Desks.

the back wall , and 7 feet 6 inchesrunning the full

width of the room in front of the first desk for the The foregoing comments as to planning have

master's platform . This works out at about 18 involved some reference to desks; and with .

square feet of floor per boy , which area is , in fact, out attempting to describe the many various

demanded . The window wall should be one of the forms , a few good characteristics may be added .

long walls of the room , otherwise the room must often The edge of the desk should be vertically over that

be wastefully high to be properly lighted . If the of the seat , and to insure this , both may be fixed

height from the floor to the window tops be half on one support or pair of supports (generally of

that from the nearest point on the window to the cast iron ) , when any fixing to the floor will hardly

furthest point on the desks, the room will, in be necessary : Adjustable desks should , as a

normal circumstances , be efficiently lighted , but rule , be avoided, but desks of two or three dif

the Board of Education demand 12 feet as the ferent heights in one room will be found of service .

minimum height of the room . Figs . I and 2 show The following heights for seat and lower edge of

plans of two of a range of class - rooms complying desk respectively are suggested : 15 and 27 , 16 and

with these requirements for twenty -five and thirty 29 , 17 and 30 inches. If the smallest desks be

10 20 30
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1

boys respectively , and of minimum size for desks placed in front (and the smallest boys will , for the

2 feet 2 inches long by 2 feet 10 inches back to most part , be the juniors requiring the greatest

front over desk and seat . The position of door and attention), the slight rise towards, the back of the

fireplace should be noticed ; were the door, for ex- room will be found to aid supervision . Desks

ample, placed at the other end of the room , then a should have a slope of about fifteen degrees, and a

three -feet gangway would be necessary along this sloping footboard beneath will prove a great

wall , adding more than 7 per cent . in each case to comfort to anyone using them for lengthy periods.

the area required . Fig . 3 shows a class -room for

twenty -one boys with the door in such a position , THE BLACKBOARD .

the room being much wider than it is long , which ,

although it decreases the length of this gangway , The cumbrous and often unstable blackboard

yet wastes more space at the master's end of the upon an easel should be avoided ; not only is itapt
room . On the arrangement of Fig 1 , 449 square to retreat when written upon , but when a three

feet accommodate twenty -five boys, but in Fig 3 legged easel is used the angular position of the

481 feet only admit of twenty -oneboys; the actual board often makes the whole surface difficult to

loss , if the areas had been equal, would thus have The blackboard area provided in a class

been nearly six boys. Further, the latter room room is usually absurdly inadequate ; it is rapidly

would have to be at least one foot higher, adding covered , and nothing can be more discouraging to

still further to the space enclosed and pro- a slow writer than the frequent experience of

portionately to the cost. Continuous desks are having the board cleaned for further work before
never now used in newly-equipped rooms of he has had time to take down or digest its contents.

secondary schools ; dual desks are sometimes A great deal of time on the part of the master

employed, but are only allowed by the Board of might be saved and devoted to individual explana

see .
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tion were he provided with stencilled diagrams for of lights , except in first cost , is that giving the

all his more important and recurring blackboard greatest distribution . The actual power of the

efforts, but this is hardly the place for such lights required for a given room has not yet been

suggestions . agreed upon , even for stated conditions, perhaps

The blackboard should, if possible, slide against the chief of which would be the colouring of the

the wall with the help of lines and pulleys, or, if walls and the height of the room . The occasions

this is too costly an arrangement, it should be on which artificial light is required will , for early

fixed to the wall , and in such a case must be long morning and for afternoon lighting, depend very

and narrow . There is probably no one who will much upon the aspect of the room and the reflect

not at times be glad of at least forty square feet of ing power of external objects ; hence, in a day

board in his class-room , and , if well lighted wall . school, the importance of this problem may vary
space does not admit of such an area within reach much for different rooms. The ordinary fish -tail

for a fixed board, a greater height may be employed gas- burner is very inefficient, a great air consumer

by providing a couple of strong but lightly - framed for its illumination, and often fretful in its be

steps below the board, which may be pushed into haviour. Where gas is in use , the recently

or out of position by the foot . Every board introduced inverted mantles for incandescent light

should have a narrow chalk -dust box along its ing will be found economical and effective. These

whole length , and several small pigeon -holes, mantles have a longer life than the older form ,

sloping inwards , should be fixed close at hand to they throw the light down without shadows, and

contain those most valuable aids to differentiation are made for quite low power (about twenty -candle

in any kind of blackboard work - coloured chalks. power and upwards). Tinted opalite shades, to

As regards the material for the board itself, slate is reduce the proponderance of rays from the blue

best, but is heavy and costly . Bass wood is end of the spectrum , may be fitted to such lamps if

suitable for a wooden board, which should be thought necessary . Where glow lamps are used

reblackened as soon as it shows signs of greyness the number required will be at the rate of about

or grease. Black plaster as a finishing coat to one sixteen - candle power lamp for every three

a backing of Portland cement, forming the surface boys in the room . Much is written nowadays

of the wall itself, is sometimes used as a substitute about the evil effects of naked lights upon the

for, or supplement to , the ordinary blackboard. eyesight, but insufficient light is a much greater

The writer has examined such a wall surface which evil , and it should be remembered that frosted

has been in use for one year ; it was cracked in globes absorb about 50 per cent . of the light , so

several places and by no means dead black, but took that if such lamps are to be used the lighting

chalk well, and seemed pleasant to write upon . power for the room should be doubled . Good

distribution makes this concealment of the light of

OTHER FITTINGS . proportionately less importance. The lights should

The master's desk should be raised upon a
be hung so that the balance of illumination favours

the left side of the desks .

platform not more than six or eight inches high,

and of sufficient area to allow a boy to stand along
VENTILATION AND HEATING .

side the master upon it for the correction of work .

Blinds should be fitted to all rooms unless the
These are matters which really concern the

aspect is north , they should be buff or light green school buildings as a whole, but a few words may

holland ; and a valuable means of regulating the be said upon them here. Open fires are most
light is afforded if two blinds , each capable of pleasing, and also most extravagant in fuel and

covering half the window, are fixed horizontally on attendance, and often much too local in their

separate rollers at the centre of the window , the effects. When used, some arrangement for

upper one to pull up by a cord passing over a ventilation should be contrived with them ; they
pulley at the top of the window casing, the lower can , for example , be made to introduce fresh

to pull down in the ordinary way . In the late warmed air , or , by a little treatment of the fireplace,
afternoons in summer these lower blinds can screen

to extract foul air from the top of the room ,

the desks and their occupants , while light and air without introducing a ventilator into the chimney

can still be admitted through the upper part of the breast , which should never be done..
window .

Hot-water radiators are efficient, easy to manage
For wall-colouring , dark and also glaring colours

and economical; they should be placed under the
including white , should be avoided , though white

windows in connection with fresh -air inlets having
may be a great help in a poorly lighted room openings equivalent to five square inches of actual
getting no sun . A light green in flatted paint or

aperture for each occupant. A fan - light over the
washable distemper seems most suitable, and, in

door will help in securing cross ventilation when

the absence of a glazed brick or other dado, a low this is not available through ordinary windows; and

dado rail , with the wall below finished with similar
extract flues extending from floor to ceiling with

paint containing varnish, will help to keep the walls controllable openings at floor and ceiling levels

clean at elbow height. ( the former for use when the windows are open at

ARTIFICIAL Lighting . the top ) should , if possible, be provided at points

remote from the windows, such flues from the

The most economical and effective arrangement various rooms being connected with an extract fan
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or

which, where electricity is available , can be run by (4 ) The systematic making and learning of

a motor very reasonably during the day at reduced vocabulary.

day - load rates from any public supply . Since the (5 ) A sparing use in the highest forms of trans

aim of a heating system should be to supply warm lation from English into French .

radiating objects and not hot air , the plenum The following concessions were made to the

system , apart from the question of cost , should neue methode :

probably be avoided , except in special circum- ( 1 ) A thorough training in pronunciation by

stances . means of phonetics in the first stages .

It may be objected that this article has dealt (2 ) The use of “ realien " (pictures, parts of the

with the problem of the class -room de novo, which body, &c . , ) as a means of acquiring vocabulary .

is more the business of the architect than the (3) French to be used as much as possible as

master ; but it will be conceded that the latter a means of communication , care however to be

should be familiar with the necessities of this taken that the class understands all that is said .

important problem . It is almost impossible to ( 4 ) The reading book to be the basis of instruc

generalise upon the improvement of existing class- tion .

rooms on account of their immense variation, but We propose to give some idea of how this

it is hoped that the foregoing remarks will serve to amalgamation has worked in practice , and then

suggest what can be conceded in the case of rooms to summarise the results we claim to have

showing non-compliance with any of the points obtained .

raised . It is seldom that nothing can be done to DIVISION OF WORK.- It seems to us that there

improve a bad room , either by re-arrangement of are three stages through which the average

the desks , or (as in a basement ) by the use of pupil passes in the acquirement of a modern

prismatic glass, holophaneglass, holophane lamp-globes, language.

redecoration , or if a room lacks air , by suitable (a) The elementary stage, in which he learns

wall -openings . It is true that such changes must the rudiments of the language under as pleasant

often be effected “ at a figure.” The financial value conditions as possible ; (b ) the intermediate stage,

of such investments in producing increased in which he is preparing for some examination of

efficiency, in view of the number of modern an elementary character, and (c ) the advanced

school-buildings springing up at the present time , stage , at the end of which he will probably take

it would hardly be appropriate to descant upon an examination involving a considerable know

here . ledge of the language, or be more or less equipped

for a business life. We will , for the purpose

of clearness , divide our material of over 500

boys , from the ages of ten to sixteen years ,

into these three stages ; the first two covering a
AN AMALGAMATION OF THE OLD

AND NEW METHODS OF TEACHING
period of three years each , and the last consisting

FRENCH
ELEMENTARY Stage.-- In the elementary stage

By Neville W. Ross, B. A. , B. Ès L. the time- table allots to French , the only modern

Senior French Master at Bradford Grammar School . language taken for the first few years , four periods

of forty - five minutes each per week . At first

WO years ago it was decided to introduce the sight this period of seven years may seem

teaching of French on " neue methode" lines unusually long , but the scheme has to be so

throughout Bradford Grammar School . We arranged that the elementary stage must include

started with a distinct advantage , insomuch that forms relatively high up the school, in order that

the whole of the French was taught by two boys coming to the school at the age of twelve to

members of the staff ; this ensured complete thirteen years without having done any French ,

continuity of method . may be grounded for at least a year before entering

The chief difficulty , as in so many schools of the intermediate stage . A backward boy may in

this type , was how to maintain the standard of consequence be more than three years in the ele .

results hitherto obtained in examinations, and yet mentary stage, in our opinion an advantage to him :

conform to the tenets of the “ reformers . ' In the but , on the other hand , a boy of average ability in

circumstances it seemed to us necessary to retain the lower forms will probably reach the end

certain well - tested plans in the older methods, of the elementary stage in less than three years.

which might, if advisable, be subsequently modi- Where modern languages are taken in sets, two

fied . We therefore decided to amalgamate the terms may be easily reckoned for each sub

following ideas of the " old " method : division instead of a year. This would make

( 1 ) The occasional use of English in teaching , about four and a half years for the whole course.

especially where it seemed necessary for explain- In practice , a scholarship boy entering the school

ing any important grammatical point . at the age of thirteen frequently reaches the

(2 ) The systematic teaching of grammar from advanced stage at the beginning of his third

an early stage . year .

( 3 ) A sparing use of translation into English , The teaching of phonetics at this point is com

to enable the teacher to be certain that every paratively easy, as the boys , having learnt no

word and idiom is really understood . French whatever, are most responsive to the new

of one year .

T
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idea and make rapid progress. The class is first remains longer in tine memory from the fact that

of all thoroughly * drilled " in the pronunciation“ the pupil's interest is aroused and a more lasting

of the symbols of the phonetic transcript. These impression is made , but this impression is by no
are written on the blackboard, and the sounds means permanent, and revision in some form or

given by the master . They are then imitated other is necessary . Further, the theory that the

by the class in chorus , a few simple explanations impression in the memory is more durable, because
being given asto rounding the lips, opening the it is “ direct" from object to French word without

mouth , &c . From the very first lesson , the the interposition of a spoken English word, may

names of objects in the class -room are given be fairly questioned ; it has always seemed to us

and practised by the class, these words gradually that the process that takes place in the child's
forming illustrations of the use of the phonetic mind is an almost unconscious mental forming of

symbols. the English word before translating it into French .

Parts of the body, the clothing, and a few easy The durability of the impression may therefore

expressions of daily use in the class -room , are entirely depend upon the amount of interest in

practised. Simple songs, such as “ FrèreJacques," the new word excited in the child's mind . After

“ Le Meunier," “ La Porte St. Denis,' are then giving the so -called “ direct " method of teaching

taught; a few games , such as “ Le Loup, Pigeon vocabulary a trial of some terms, and finding no

Vole,” &c . , are learnt and played in class ; the speedy means of revising the long association of

whole being taught, so far as the written work is ideas necessary for a thorough revision of the

concerned , in phonetics. It is of importance at vocabulary , we decided to revert to the old

this point to make the instruction as amusing and
method of continual repetition as more expe

as attractive as possible . Words learnt while the ditious, and on the whole more efficacious. The

pupil's interest is excited remain much longer in revision of these vocabulary notes also affords a

thememory than those acquired in a lesson which better mental training by enabling the teacher to

is dull and uninteresting . Songs and games are get something out of a boy and not merely letting

chosen in which various boys can play different him absorb what probably cannot afterwards be

rôles, and every occasion is seized to make the extracted .

boys “ act ” the verbs they are learning and to In the second year of the elementary stage we

touch the objects named . The homework for the make a commencement with the essentials of

first year is chiefly confined to the revision of grammar. As far as possible, this is done with

phonetic work done in school . the material already learnt, by taking examples

The transition to ordinary spelling from the of the various points from the phrases and songs

phonetic transcript requires a great deal of care ; already learnt , and from these extracting a rule.

otherwise there is a tendency to confuse the two Our experience has been , however , that

spellings . The first step towards acquiring the immense amount must first be read and digested

new orthography is to put the phonetic symbols before sufficient examples can be obtained for

on the blackboard with French words opposite thoroughly driving in the desired rule ; we supple

to each to illustrate the various spellings of the ment these explanations, therefore, by exercises

sound : care being taken to give words familiar on the point involved. These exercises contain

to the pupil . For instance : sentences with the word illustrating the point ,

€ : pain , fin , tiens , faim , &c. in English or represented by a dash . A few

e : et, parle, je donnai , &c . sentences on the partitive article and on the

All the songs , vocabulary , and phrases learnt relative pronoun will illustrate this :

the first year are then utilised for practice in the Le ministre a - projets ambitieux ;

transition from phonetics to " orthography," and Il a peu d - amis ;

are set as spelling lessons. Exercises are now L'homme of whom vous m'avez parlé ;

done in ordinary spelling , and pieces that have Le ministre by whose influence il espérait gagner

been previously read are frequently dictated to le poste , &c .

the class. These sentences are read by the class with the

Practice in the writing of French is also missing word supplied by one boy. The exercise

obtained by the introduction at this point of is always first translated to the class by the

vocabulary note -books. All new words , read or master , the words being added to the vocabulary

heard , are entered in three columns . The first books for the week's home lesson . After being

column contains the word as found in the text ; thus gone through in school the exercise is set

the second column , the word , if a noun , with its for a written home lesson , and finally, after being

article to show its gender—if a verb , with its corrected , is set as repetition for the following
infinitive and primary tenses ; and the third grammar home work, a short lesson being added

column gives the meaning in English . These from the grammar-book used at this stage . The

words are set every week as ahome lesson, and simple tenses of verbs, both regular and irregular ,

are heard from English into French . Constant are taught conversationally by the “ direct "

revision of these vocabulary note - books seems method , as for instance :

one of the best solutions of the problem of how Henri , avez - vous faim ? Oui, Monsieur, j'ai faim .

to build up a good and ready vocabulary. Louis , dites à Henri qu
' il faim . Henri , tu as

No doubt , aword learnt from a picture , from an faim , & c .

object or from some lucid explanation in French, The tense - endings , however, are also all

an

a

a
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“ drilled ” in by setting a few tenses at a time as ( 1 ) Mental and moral science in relation to

a home lesson ; further practice in the verbs is teaching ; (2 ) a selected portion of the history of

obtained by changing into different persons, education with set books ; and (3) the health con

number, tenses , & c ., the verbs already learnt in ditions of schools ; the teaching of the subjects in

the songs , &c . It is remarkable how soon the an ordinary school course , and the principles of

right tense and person can be given in a piece teaching.
handled in this manner. The practical work includes teaching in primary

The work is very similar to that of the second and secondary schools.

year , but easy reading pieces , such as short anec- In Newcastle , part of this work is done in com

dotes , conundrums, &c . , are taken and worked mon with students of the Day Training College who
through in a similar manner . Care is taken are preparing for positions in primary schools.

that each piece is treated systematically ; it is This joint training answers admirably , and is
first read several times in phonetics, then once especially useful to the secondary students who
or twice in French ; it is then translated rapidly , are new to the work of managing classes and of

the wordsbeing added to the vocabulary books for teaching. The conditions in the primary school
future revision. Questions and answers suggested tre more simple than those of the secondary school,

by the text are then taken , first with the books and the student's attention is necessarily directed

open , then closed . For instance , the piece can definitely to method. It is also a great gain for

be changed to various tenses by suggesting the these beginners to be in schools with men and

words demain, hier, or aujourd'hui to be used with women (of about the same age as themselves) who

it; or , again , it may be read as the contrary . have been trained in teaching, and to work side

Finally , the story is related right through 'by a by side with students from the Day Training College

few in the class , and is set as repetition for the who have already acquired a certain skill in class
next home lesson . management .

The keynote here is that everything that has This association of primary and secondary

been learnt should practically be known byheart, teachers in common work is of great import . It

but only after it has been grasped thoroughly by is believed that there will be an ultimate gain
the class from every point of view of vocabulary when the teachers in secondary schools know from

and grammar. Mere ability to repeat a piece actual experience the working conditions and pos
parrot - like serves no ultimate purpose. sibilities of primary schools . Such knowledge will

In the elementary stage , besides the pictures do much to make the transfer of scholars from

( Hölzel's) and Realien, which play an important primary to secondary schools possible , and will be

part as a help in making the lesson interesting , of great assistance in classifying beneficially the

the books wehave found very useful for working scholars promoted . So far, no difficulty has been
on the lines described in this article are the First experienced in obtaining such practice. The head

and Second French Books of Prof. Victor Spiers teachers of the primary schools take great pains to

and his “ Drill ” Exercises . make the experiment successful , and the students

( To be continued . )
appreciate the benefit they receive , and show keen

interest in this part of their practical work . At

the beginning of the school practice, lessons are

given to classes of children by the staff responsible

for training, a statement being first made to the
THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY

students as to the work that will be attempted, the
SCHOOL TEACHERS AT THE UNI

method that will be followed, and the aim the
VERSITIES .

teacher has before him . The students are invited

to follow the lesson carefully , and to consider its
VII.- DURHAM UNIVERSITY : ( a ) DURHAM ,

effectiveness. At the end it is frankly discussed .
( 6 ) NEWCASTLE UPON - TYNE.

Other lessons are given during the course by more

experienced students, or by the class teacher .

HE training of secondary teachers is under- The secondary students are then allowed to prepare

taken in each of the two sections of the lessons, which are discussed with their tutors

University, viz ., in Durham , and in the before being given to the classes . After this

College of Science , Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The course of observation and tentative practice, they

students prepare for the “ Diploma of the Uni- work under the supervision of a class teacher until

versity in the Theory and Practice of Teaching ." they acquire some ease in class management.

Candidates must be graduates of some university Criticism lessons, attended by a small number of

of the United Kingdom , or have attained to some students, are given during this period .
other standard approved by the Board of Educa- When the students have mastered the rudiments

tion for the registration of secondary teachers. of the art , and have acquired some facility in

The course extends over a year , although there is teaching, and have experienced the responsibility
some remission in the case of graduates of the of interesting and guiding a large class , their

University who have taken “ Education ” as part of attention is directed towards their specific work .

their studies for a degree . Six to eight hours' | They are attached to a secondary school. The

lectures per week are given during the session in head teachers of these schools have shown great

preparation for the examination , which includes : willingness in accepting students. In Durham , the

T
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Grammar School , the Choir School , the Church The changes are based on the recommendations

High School for Girls , and the Johnstone Insti- of a Departmental Committee which has been

tute, have allowed students to attend for practical sitting for some time to consider thewhole subject .

work . In Newcastle, the Girls' High Schools, The number of officers who will be allowed to

the Central High School, Allan's Endowed School, study abroad on full pay has been increased from

Rutherford College , and Gateshead Secondary ten to twenty. These officers were in the past

School , have accepted students for practical work. only allowed full pay if on their return from abroad

Not more than three students are attached to they passed a qualifiying examination for inter

any school. After a short probation , during which preters .

the students become accustomed to the school, In the future they will be granted full pay in all

they carefully prepare and give lessons under the
cases, and if they pass the qualifying examination

supervision of experienced teachers and of the they will receive an additional gratuity. This rule

lecturers and Professor of Education . will induce officers not to apply for such a post

Up to this stage the teaching has been general , with the idea of having a pleasant holiday. The

and has dealt with the subjects taught in the time allowed abroad varies with the language .

lower forms of the secondary school . The students For Japanese , the time allowed is twelve months ;

now consider methods of teaching two special for Russian , nine ; for German , Dutch , and Greek ,

subjects suitable for the higher forms . This is six ; and for French , Italian, Spanish and Portu

found to be necessary, seeing that so many appoint- guese , four months . These periods appear hardly

ments are made in schools that demand special | sufficient to enable an officer , however industrious ,

knowledge of particular subjects; instruction is to pass the somewhat stiff interpreters ' examina

given in the best methods and the assistance is tion . If he passes it in Japanese he gains a

obtained of teachers who have devoted special gratuity of £ 200 ; in Russian, of £ 150; in German,

attention to these subjects.
Dutch, or Greek, of £70 ; and in the Romance

The subjects for the written examination have languages, of £ 50 ; moreover, he obtains additional

already been mentioned. For the practical exami- | daily pay whilst employed as interpreter. For

nation four lessons are prepared , and one selected , passing as Acting Interpreter, the duration of

to be given before the examiners . As far as pos- residence abroad and the gratuities on qualifying

sible , the lesson is given to a class with which the are half the above-mentioned rates .

student is familiar. The fee at Durham for a
There is a salutary regulation that interpreters

session of three terms is £21 , at Newcastle £20. will be required to re-qualify every five years ; and

This includes the cost of lectures and practical
prior to each re -qualifying examination they may

work . The examination fee for the diploma is £2 .
be allowed full pay for a month while studying

Further information can be obtained from the
abroad. Officers who have passed these examina

Secretary of Examinations, Durham , and from the
tions are to be qualified to give instruction to

Secretary , Durham College of Science , Newcastle
junior officers on board ship , and will receive 5s .

on-Tyne .
for each lesson of one hour's duration , of which not

more than four in one week must be given . This

is doubling the former rate of half-a -crown an

hour , but few qualified teachers would say that

The

THE STUDY OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES
evennow it isan extravagant remuneration .

midshipmen thus instructed are to have prizes
IN THE NAVY.

amounting to £130 annually for proficiency in

By DE V. PAYEN - PAYNE. French , German, Italian , and Spanish . These

prizes are of the value of £10 and £ 5 each . The

S usual, the Admiralty has moved before the study of Japanese is especially urged on the officers

War Office in the matter of encouraging a of the Fleet, seeing that they will probably have

greater number of officers to study foreign much converse in the near future with the naval

languages than has been the case up to the present . officers of our ally in the Far East . The altera

The international expedition to Pekin was a humi
tions in the regulations have as their object not

liating experience to our officers. They could only only to secure a good colloquial knowledge of the

talk with the American contingent , whereas those language, but also a higher general qualification

of all the other Powers—even the Japanese-could for the appointment as interpreter. The examina

talk together, either in French or in the native tions will now take place three times instead of

language of their interlocutors . It was soon after twicea year , at the same time as the corresponding

that the Admiralty appointed an instructor in
examination of officers in the army.

French to the Channel Squadron, to continue the This is an additional proof, if any were needed ,

incomplete instruction of the midshipmen after that the Admiralty have a genuine desire to im
they had left H.M.S. Britannia . The same office prove the education of the officers under their con

now brings out what may be regarded as a serious trol . Last year , we recollect , they took expert

endeavour to remedy the disadvantages attending advice from the Modern Language Association

the want of familiarity with foreign languages before settling on the modern language syllabus

shown by naval officers ,which is a grave reflection to be followed at the new Naval College at Os

on the intellectual efficiency of the Fleet . borne .

No. 68 , Vol. 6. ]
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dren of the labouring classes under intellectual

LONDON AT SCHOOL. 1 culture after the very earliest age at which they

could earn their living would be as arbitrary and

HE value and extent of the educational work improper as it would be to keep the boys at Eton

accomplished by the late School Board for
and Harrow at spade labour .” Now , fortunately,

London have been the subjects of several with the age of compulsory attendance raised to

volumes published in recent years and reviewed fourteen, and the general appreciation of a wide

in these columns . Prominent among them may spread scholarshipsystem, it is clear that parents

be mentioned Mr. Spalding's “ Work ofthe London have learnt to understand the value of education,

School Board ,” prepared for presentation at the and that politicians have come to recognise the

Paris Exhibition by direction of Lord

Reay, and the “ Final Report of the

School Board for London, 1870-1904,

submitted at the concluding meeting of

the Board on April 28th last . Mr.

Philpott covers the same ground as do

the previous writers , but he does this

so attractively, and with so evident an

appreciation , that we welcome his well

illustrated book , and hope it may se

cure a wide popularity . Writing as Mr.

Philpott does from personal experience

of the work of the London Board schools

an experience he acknowledges

gracefully in his dedication --his book

should serve to convince any person

who still has doubts that the elemen

tary schools of London established by

the late Board are among the most

potent agencies at work for the human

isation of the children of the workers of

the metropolis.

An expression of opinion by Sir A Cookery Lesson (Montem Street Centre).

Charles Adderly—a Vice - President of

the Council before the passing of the

popularity of legislation designed to

improve the education given in our

schools .

Readers of Mr. Philpott's book who

come to it without much previous

knowledge of the varied nature of the

agencies at work in connection with

the schools—means designed not only

to instruct the children but also to

educate them in a wider and truer sense

—will be impressed alike by the de .

votion of the teachers and the broad

minded policy of the Board . The

success which has attended the work

of the schools since 1870 may be mea.

sured to some extent ' by comparing

the attitude of parents and children

towards the schools now , with that

when the first Board commenced its

labours of thirty - five years ago ; we

read , “ In some districts of London

Playtime at Tavistock Place School for Physically Defective Children . ( In the Duke of building a Board school

Bedford's Garden . )
planting a fort in an enemy's coun .

try . The building was the symbol

Act of 1870-quoted by Mr. Philpott, illustrates of tyranny and oppression , and often the school

how far public opinion has travelled in about keeper had difficulty in protecting it from ma.

forty years : “ Any attempt to keep the chil- licious damage. The School Board was the

public enemy, depriving honest citizens of the

1 The Story of the School Board, 1870-1904. By Hugh B. Philpott.
services of their children from profitable employ

Ax + 314 pp. (Fisher Unwin .) Os. ment in shop and factory , and setting them to the

was like

Illustrated.
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some cases

profitless tasks of learning to read and write . of the Board school as a social force. In short ,

The teacher was a base creature who exploited this is a book to be read if it is desired to cultivate

the labour of the children for his own gain ,” &c . an optimistic outlook on the future condition of

Of to -day, Mr. Philpott writes : “ Shakespeare's England, for what the London School Board

whining schoolboy,creeping like snail unwillingly decided to do one day, provincial boards were
to school ' is no description of the average Board found doing the next .

school boy . Mothers are sometimes distressed at

the eagerness of the children to goto school, even

when suffering from slight indisposition, and many

children are glad when the holidays are over, not

because they are phenomenally studious , but be- ELIZABETHAN CRITICAL ESSAYS.1

cause the occupations of the school are pleasanter
than those their homes afford .” HIS is an admirable book, full of learning

On the whole, too , the education given in the and scholarship. It contains not only

schools is well adapted to the future needs of the critical works such as Sidney's “ Apologie

children . While, as Mr. Philpott is at pains to for Poetry ” and Puttenham's “ Arte of English

make clear , the educational ladder has been firmly Poesie,” but a number of less known pieces bear

established by which a Board -school boy may, if ing on the subject of literary criticism . Mr. Smith ,

he has brains enough, become senior wrangler (as following the example of Mr. W. P. Ker, has,
witness the case of Mr. E. Cunningham ), the turned his attention to the prefaces of old books,

average boy becomes an intelligent and increas- with interesting results . He makes accessible to

ingly thoughtful citizen . In addition to the work us, amongst others , Whetstone's “ Dedication to

of the class -room which provides the necessary Promos and Cassandra,” which deals with the

intellectual training, there are manual training | favourite Elizabethan theme of Decorum ; E. K.'s

exercises, physical exercises, in epistle to “ The Shepheard's Callendar," with a

organised games and athletic sports, and often recommendation of the “ new poet ''; Stany.

social evenings , and these together do much to hurst's “ Dedication ” to his translation from

provide a healthy body and a wholesome character . Virgil ; several prefaces by Nash ; Chapman's

Girls have every chance of becoming intelligent “ Preface " to his Homer. Add to these Webbe's

and enterprising housewives. They are instructed “ Discourse of English Poetrie ," King James VI.'s

in a practical manner, in needlework, cookery, and “ Reulis and Cautelis," Lodge's « Defence of

laundry work, and some girls are fortunate enough Poetry," Campion's " Observations in the Art

of English Poetrie ," Daniel's “ Defence

of Ryme," and a number of other doc

uments. These are reprinted with

scholarly care , and would alone give

cause for gratitude. But the editor

has added to his services by an

cellent Introduction , in which he sifts

and compares his authorities, showing

their main currents of thought and

criticising their defects. The sec

tions of the Introduction will indicate

its scope : The Puritan Attack , the

Defence, the Classical Purpose , the

Special Problems , Decorum , Prosody,

Diction , the Romantic Qualities , the
Critical Temper, the Sources. With

the aid of this and the notes , it is pos

sible to estimate both the positive value

of the writings, and the extent of their

originality . Most of the notes are

based on original research of a tho
rough kind , and the book will for the

At the Hackney. School Sports, June, 1903—The Hurdle Race . first time make it possible for the stu

dent to see England's debt to Italy ,

to be able to attend housewifery centres where Spain , and France. It is remarkable how great

they learn to perform all domestic duties from the the debt to Italy is , and how small (in critical

cleaning of a grate to the washing of a baby . matters) to France and Spain .

Nor are the healthy children alone cared for. We wish it were possible adequately to deal

There are special schools for the blind , deaf, and with this book ; but, although we cannot enter upon

physically defective. Cases of moral obliquity an examination of the whole subject here , we must

are specially dealt with in truant schools and in

dustrial schools . And in addition to descriptions 1 “ Elizabethan Critical Essays. " Edited with an Introduction by

ex

G. Gregory Smith . xcii. + 431 and iv. + 509 pp. ( Clarendon

of all these , Mr. Philpott paints a charming picture Press. ) 125. net

2 vols.
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express our appreciation of the acuteness of their way apparently to Massachusetts. Thus

Mr. Smith's analysis. He sees the essence of a the Horn Books were a similar institution in the

writer's intention , and in a few words indicates mother country and the colony .

his importance, often in a telling and epigram- Many of the school books bear the London im

matic way. The reader sees how sound these print, e.g., " The Child's Weekswork, or a Little

critics were at heart , how genuine the attempt to Book so nicely suited to the Genius and Capacity

form a theory of poetry or style , how true their of a Little Child , both for Matter and Method

instinct against inkhorn pedantry , forced archaism , that it will infallibly Allure and Lead him on into

or indiscriminate borrowing from abroad. A a way of Reading with all the Ease and Ex

number of new points are brought out which the pedition that can be desired .” By William Ronk

ordinary writer of critical books does not recog . Aay . 1712. This certainly is not a book easy to

nise . The hexameter-craze was discredited by find in England , nor is “ The Protestant Tutor ,"

sane critics even when it was at its height . 1715 , though both published in London . Fenning's

Daniel saw the principle of what we may call “ Universal Spelling Book ” and the “ British

equivalent weight in verse -units , which forms the Instructor ” are better known . The Arithmetics

basis of certain Oriental metres called the Arya, of Hodder and Dilworth are familiar , but the

and is more important for English prosody than is colonial text -books described are almost unknown

usually recognised . It explains, for example , the in Great Britain - perhaps, except , Noah Webster's

peculiarity of what may be called the pyrrhic foot “ Spelling Book .” Comenius's “ Visible World ,"

in English iambics , coupled with the spondee in the “ Orbis Pictus," was used everywhere , so of

unexpected places . But these are only one or two course it figures in Mr. Johnson's book . Amongst
of a host of topics which call for discussion , and the earlier books are the “ Colloquies of Corde

we must reluctantly leave the book, with a word rius " and Coote's " English Schoolmaster." One

of congratulation to the Clarendon Press for adding of the most interesting chapters is Mr. Johnson's
another to its list of works on English literature. collection of Fly-leaf Scribblings . Here is a long

What we most need now is texts , and we hope and serious warning against theft : Whosoever

the Press will not stop here , but will reprint steals this book away may | think on that great

some of the larger and more important prose judgment day when Jesus Christ shall come

works of the great age which are now luxuries for and say | Where is that book you | stole away ?

the rich . Then you will say , I do not know .

And Christ will say , Go down below . ”

Here is a personal monument less lasting than
brass :

OLD-TIME SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL Francis Barton is my name. America is my nation.

BOOKS .
Pittsfield is my dwelling- place. And Christ is my salvation.

When I am dead and in my grave , and all my bones are

HIS book , it should at once be stated, deals
rotten ,

with the old schools of the United States . It's you'll remember me, or else I'll be forgotten .

It reminds one of Mr. Andrew W. Tuer's

“ Pages and Pictures from Forgotten Children's The height of schoolboy sarcasm is reached

Books," with its 400 illustrations,and his “ Stories

from Old -fashioned Children's Books,” with its If there should be another flood ,

250 cuts . Still more , perhaps , it invites com Then to this book I'd fly ;

parison with Alice Morse Earle's “ Child Life in If all the earth should be submerged ,

Colonial Days,” especially the chapters in the
This book would still be dry.

last -named book on Schools and School Life,
Illustrations, verbal and pictorial, of all sorts of

Horn Book and Primer, School-books and Pen things educational, besides views, are given of old

manship.
slates , quill pens , inkstands , writing-sand , ink

Perhaps one should say that Mr. Clifton
powder, samples, a revolving alphabet, rewards of

Johnson provides a book which is supplementary merit, scroll-work . If anyone wants to know

to those named , and one which will be thoroughly how to make a pictorial illustration of pronouns ,

acceptable to such as have delighted in these interjections, passive verbs, he can find how it
forerunners. He has particularly dwelt on illus- is done in Mr. Johnson's book . And along with

trations of Massachusetts' educational history. the instruction he will find a constant fund of edu

The book contains over 200 illustrations , which cational amusement — which he will not easily find

have the full interest of quaintness and picturesque- elsewhere. It is a pity there is no index. The

ness for lovers of child -life on this side of the
table of contents describes Chapter V. as “ Gram

Atlantic as well as on the other . Indeed , the
mar Schools,” whereas the chapter is on Summer

account of education , school books and apparatus, Schools .

and methods of teaching, is not so dissimilar from

what was taking place in Great Britain . Many All education which is merely mechanical must carry with it

copies of the books which were issued here found many mistakes and deficiencies, because it has no sure principle

to work upon . If education is to develop human nature so that

1 " Old -time Schools and School Books." By Clifton Johnson. With it may attain the object of its being, it must involve the exercise

many illustrations collected by the Author. ( Macmillan .) 8s. 64. net. of judgment .-KANT.

T

in :
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PROFESSOR REIN AT MANCHESTER.

a

Dr. Wilhelm Rein , professor of pedagogics at Jena

University and well known to teachers throughout the world ,

recently visited Manchester. During his visit the University of

Manchester conferred upon him the honorary degree of Doctor

of Letters. Dr. Rein delivered the Warburton Lecture at the

University, and besides this gave a public lecture on educational

ideals ; he also opened an extension of the practising school in

connection with the Department of Education of the University

and gave a third address . Prof. Rein spoke throughout in

German and without notes. We are indebted to the account in

the Manchester Guardian for the following abstract of his

speeches.

progress in culture by displaying the laws of mental life. And

so pedagogy may be called applied psychology when the means

of education are under review. Ethics and psychology combine

to set before us an ideal of a general liberal education , in con

trast with the narrower views of those who treat education

merely as a preparation for a calling in life.

In connection with the study of the curriculum , the aid of

every branch of study in the university may be appealed to, since

all the sciences and arts need in their turn to find a place in the

curriculum of a school. This is why it is of peculiar value to

place pedagogy in the university, since the teachers of this study

are brought into contact --sometimes, indeed , into conflict

with their colleagues who teach other subjects. But it is by

such conflict, by compelling each university teacher to investi

gate the principles upon which he relies , that truth is more and

more developed in the freedom and vigour of university thought .

EDUCATIONAL IDEALS.

UNIVERSITIES AND THE STUDY OF EDUCATION,

The subject of the Warburton Lecture was “ The Universities

and the Study of Education .” Dealing first with the purpose

of pedagogic studies, Prof. Rein laid stress upon the fact that

the study of education has been largely excluded from the

universities in a period when all other studies have more and more

claimed full recognition . He adduced various historical reasons

why pedagogy has been so excluded, dwelling especially upon

the jealousy of the State, which in various countries has feared

lest the freedom of the university teaching should hinder the

narrower aims of officialism . The effect has been that in most

universities education has only been treated as a minor subject of

study by philosophers and theologians. From the university

point of view, the special aspect of these studies is concerned

with the attainment of higher ideals for the future generation.

And it is the specific function of the teacher to point towards

this ideal , for the future of a nation depends not alone upon the

power of its ideals. “ Wealth may have its limits, but the

mind of man has no limit,” he said , “ and all are welcome

within the portals of knowledge .” Hence the great problem in

the study of education is the organisation of an ideal system of

culture for the whole race. Dr. Rein indicated briefly the two

methods in which education may be studied in the university

( 1 ) historically , from the time of Herbart to the present day,

and (2 ) systematically , reviewing in turn the various sources

from which the student of education builds up his science.

There are, he admitted , many obstacles to overcome if one

seeks to treat pedagogy in a scientific manner. First of all , there

is the prejudice that it is no science , but rather a compilation of

different experiences and opinions. Anc , even if one starts

from the position that pedagogy may be treated scientifically, the

fact remains that there is no sound ethical system and no

psychology based on experience to furnish first the aim and then

the means to attain it. Then , too , pedagogy has been declared

to be an art only, and not fit for universities . Dr. Rein urged

that a system of pedagogics must be built up on two fundamental

sciences - ethics and psychology. Ethics is important because it

points out the aim of education , and the study of education is an

application of ethics, bringing the ideal into relation with the

realities of school practice. Practical philosophy reveals to us

the highest aim of human life and work -- the moral ideas which

men ought to try to live up to. Ethics sets forth these ideals,

but it is not concerned with the practice of them — for that

purpose another branch of science is needed. This is the

task of pedagogics. It has to see that the young are educated

so that they may be able to master these moral ideas in later life.

Such pedagogics is applied ethics . The relation of pedagogics

to psychology is equally important . Knowing the aims which

have to be reached by education , the question arises , “ How are

they to be reached ? ” Psychology teaches us the possibilities

for the culture of our minds. It reveals the possibilities of

In his evening public lecture Dr. Rein spoke of educational

ideals . The first aim of education, he said , is to make life worth

living , to enable us to achieve the best in life. Going back to

the seventeenth century, Prof. Rein traced the growth of

ecclesiastical culture, which still exerts its force, he pointed out ,

although the rise of the universities and of modern learning

have offered a certain resistance. The State ideal of education

was next considered . All the State can demand , Dr. Rein said,

is that the children should be trained in patriotism . Civic duty

and love of fatherland must in all ages be a permanent element

in education, but it cannot be endured that children should be

controlled in other matters by individuals who for the moment

direct the school . The striving after ideals must not be delayed

until a nation has found the wealth to indulge in them. Dr.

Rein then drew attention to the way in which the German

people, influenced largely by Greek ideals not wholly in

harmony with modern democratic conditions, have modified

those ideals according to the ideals of the industrial and

scientific world. Art has also offered its ideals, but ästhetics

cannot be severed from morals, as , indeed , the fate of Greek

culture has shown . In Germany to-day the neglect of art in

earlier times has led to an excessive devotion to art at the

expense of the highest and noblest ideals . This highest and

noblest ideal lies in the moral life, and here and not elsewhere

is the test of life, both for the individual and for the nation. No

development of modern culture can set aside the Ten Command .

ments. An absolute standard of the ideal life exists, and must

be the basis of every type of modern culture - based on duty to

our neighbour, the seed of all true socialism . The Christian

State is only Christian when it cares for the whole society, and

this is the merit of the social order in Germany-it has cared for

the whole in the interest of the individual . The old morality

based on the needs of the common social life must always be

supreme , in spite of all attacks from new schools of philosophy.

TRAINING OF TEACHERS IN GERMANY.

Opening the new rooms at the Brunswick Street Practising

School , Prof. Rein spoke of the training of teachers at the

German universities . “ The theories we apply ,” he said, “ are

not new, but they are not the property of the people . A

hundred years ago Kant said : ‘ First we must have a practising

school and then we can have normal schools ; that is to say, we

must have schools in which we can seek new methods and try

new theories.' ” These words of Kant were spoken at first to

dull ears , but later their importance was understood . Men

were found in Germany who made Kant's word a reality .

Through them reforms have been brought about , and from the

schools established at the different universities thorough masters

and mistresses have gone forth — thorough because in their train

6
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ing theory was combined with practice, and only under such a

combination can thorough teachers be trained . We should
THE HANDLING OF YOUNG

laugh at any man who put a notice outside his house, “ Here CHILDREN .

swimming can be taught,” if there was no water ; but that was

what some of the universities had done in the past . Theories I HAVE been asked to deal as practically as possible with

exist , but there are no means by which they can be proved the business of handling young children . The only grounds

by experience. That proving can be done only in the practising on which I can expect a hearing are that I have seen many

school , and the importance of the practising school is two- experiments, have had some experience and made some ex.

fold . In the first place, the professor of education himself needs periments myself, and have watched all sorts of educators

the school in order that he may ascertain if his theories are and education -mongers, good , bad , and indifferent, for many

workable : and , secondly, the practising school is necessary for years.

the training student . The training student must receive This is an association for the advancement of science , but I

knowledge, and he must be able to practise it when he has hope I shall not have betrayed the Education Section when I

gained it . Hence the necessity of the practising school. say that I do not know whether there is a “ science ” of Edu

Without such a school , Prof. Rein said , he would not like to be cation at all . I know of several splendid endeavours to place

a Professor of Education ; and without it he could not under. education on a scientific basis ; but none of them seenis to

take the training of teachers , for it is at the school that the to allow for the constantly changing bases of the

difficulties of the subject are encountered and overcome . They sciences on which they are presumably built-metaphysics ,

are overcome , of course , more readily by some than by others , for ethics, psychology, physiology, or the compendious socio

the third factor, aptitude, diſſers in different beings . Theory and logy.

practice alone are insufficient, and natural aptitude depends What , however, is abundantly clear is this : that , for the

upon the enthusiasm of the teacher and his love for his work . practical purposes of the working educator, a multitude of ap.

Here is the great difficulty in the training of teachers -- theory plicable facts is constantly being supplied by the sciences most

and practice can be given them, but the emotional qualities deeply “ immersed in matter ” ; by physiology, especially
cannot be so given . Much can be done to increase and psycho-physiology, by sociology, by ethics ; and in that order,

strengthen love for the work , but that love cannot be created . or something like it , of particularity. That is , the good edu

Speaking of the way in which the training of teachers is cator must remember that he deals primarily with the body ;

undertaken at Jena, Prof. Rein said the methods have been then with the body and mind interacting ; then with the body

sufficiently proved , and the Government has recognised their and mind as affected by historical and social environment ; and

importance. When his predecessor , Herbart , died the Govern. finally, with body and mind , so constituted , directed to an

ment determined to maintain both the professorship of educa ethical end .

tion and the practising school , because experience had been When I look at my child , I say to myself : “ You must first

gained of the thoroughness with which teachers were trained by of all be fed well , kept clean , and must develop healthy tissues ;

these institutions . In Jena they have first the theoreticum . One then , your intelligence shall , if I can secure it , grow pace for

day in the week the student must present some piece of in . pace with your physical capacity , since I know that these

dependent work to show that he has acquired the requisite things are inter-dependent ; next , your intelligence and bodily

knowledge. Secondly, they have the practicum. This is also health germinate in , and are conditioned by, and must

held every week , and each member of the Seminar is required to therefore learn to operate in , this particular environment,

show that he has sufficient practical knowledge of teaching . determined by history and social conditions ; finally, you are

And thirdly, they have the criticum, in which experimental not only to be a healthy and intelligent animal , but are to

lessons are discussed and criticised and opportunities are given live nobly, to be better than I am , to do more for the glory of

for the students to form independent judgments. Because, Dr.
God .

Rein said , it is altogether undesirable that the students shall What is true of the single child is , of course , true also, in

retail only what they learn ; the students must develop in- these large respects , of children in troops of classes . But the

dependence of thought, and the more so because there are very first duty of the teacher or educator facing his task is

students from almost every country, and it is necessary that each to note that each child has his own history ; is not in all

should adapt the methods they learn to their own national con- respects the same as any other child ; must be separately con.

ditions and traditions . There are schools like the one in sidered .

Manchester, in Bulgaria , America , France, Roumania , and other Here emerges what seems to be Rule I. in the handling of

countries , and each shows its own individuality. It is true that young children . Do not force on every child the same dis

time is sometimes lost by these methods of training , but that cipline. I do not , of course , mean that single children or

is immaterial so long as independence of thought is gained, and classes , if you have classes , are not to follow a routine,

the students feel some satisfaction in arriving at their own “ taking," as the cant goes, “ the same subjects ; " I mean

conclusions, which give them encouragement for further work. that you must be prepared to treat one child differently from

another. From one you may expect more than from another .

Tommy will shiink and wither under a rebuke of which Polly
A RECENT official letter to the Edmonton School Board states

that the Board of Education discourage the use of slates as far as
takes no account . Polly may become bewildered without loss

possible in public elementary schools for the following reasons, of virtue at a simple task which Tommy will accomplish while

amongst others :-( 1 ) They are the wrong material for writing he is criminally cracking a nut . Jacobus will tell you a fib in

on , present the wrong surface, and involve the use of the wrong all guilelessness , and merely as a work of art meant to evoke
instrument . ( 2 ) They are insanitary and likely to propagate

interest , which to Jacoba , who has been less fortunate in her
disease on account of the dirty habits that are inseparable from

their use . ( 3 ) They encourage careless and inaccurate habits . training, would smell of the bottomless pit . A simpler illus

Children using them sit in lolling and slovenly attitudes and are
tration still : Tommy will work best with his hands on the

apt to write down in a hurry what first occurs to them , as table , while Polly—a rarer case to be sure-faces her difficulties

mistakes are easily rectified ; the quality of the work is thus

often sacrificed to the quantity. (4 ) They render revision of the

work impossible and thus prevent any regular records of progress
| From a paper read before the South African Association for the

being kept. Many mistakes are for this reason allowed to go Advancement of Science at Easter , 1904, by Mr. P. A. Barnett, M.A.,
uncorrected. Superintendent of Education in Natal.

a
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more easily with hands locked behind her ; Jacobus likes his and you can make profit out of his teachableness from the

fat legs apart, while Jacoba loses nothing in mental concen- cradle.

tration by being made to keep her heels together . The The meaning of “ No” can be understood by a baby a month

practical moral for teachers is to enforce a pose on little children old ; and the youngest child can profit by the cultivation of

only rarely ; and then only for a very short spell, in order regular habits. Desultoriness in the treatment of children is a

drill or “ pull them together.” There is no unholier sight in deplorable cruelty. It does not promote health , originality , or

earth , heaven, or education than a large class of little children freedom of development, as lazy and ill - informed people think ,

kept quiet as stones for more than five minutes. Mute, or affect to think ; it merely binds the children in chains ulti

you may make them , mute as mice, for a longer period ; mately unbreakable, forged by their own uncombated moods

but it is easy to prolong the silence until it becomes un- and recurrent whimsies. It is a platitude, I know , to iterate

nerving and unhealthy. Children's chattering is not always that we have to teach children to govern themselves ; but it

mere ebullience. It is positively a necessary physical exercise , must be repeated until it is believed and understood – on

and is properly regulated in them by encouraging their in- the one hand by the people who think that any constraint

telligent questions and by giving them plenty of singing . In is bad , and on the other by those who have no other con .

an excellent school for older girls which I once visited ception of education than as constraint invariably imposed from

officially I found that five minutes of every sixty were given to outside.

promiscuous conversation ; a very sensible way of letting off I was told to be practical , so I will be practical at the expense

steam . of being accused of carrying coals to Newcastle.

We have been accustomed , I ſear, to test order too often by A child should be taught to control emotion first of all by

silence and by uniformity of pose. Such silence and such uni- controlling the expression of emotion ; the unchecked physical

formity are useful, as other externally imposed constraint is expression of emotion, by reaction , increases the emotion itself.

useful, by way ofdrill ; but mental , and , it may be added , moral If a child cries, we have to stop its crying ; not by shaking it ,

activity in classes as in individuals implies much more variety to relieve our own nerves ; not by hitting an offending object,

of muscular expression than the over -anxious teacher is prepared to relieve the child's nerves ; but first by diverting its attention

to admit . and even evoking its sympathy with the original cause of the

I noticed once a pitiful case of conscientious stupidity on the emotion ; and ultimately , when it can reason , by convincing it

part of a teacher. Some seven-year-olds were having an object that it can stop if it will . All class teachers know that every

lesson ” on a pear ; and the hands of one little lass stole up and now and then emotional waves sweep over a mass of little

sketched the pear that was being exhibited . She was pounced children from which they can be saved only by counter-emotion.

upon , told that she was a naughty girl , and the sketch consigned A whole class may be unaccountably “ naughty " ; there is

with ignominy to the fire, in order that all traces of a crime might nothing for it but to rivet their attention on something new ;

be obliterated . The instinct of the child was right , and the objurgation is worse than useless.

energetic protest of the teacher was wrong. Provision should To allow children to strike anyone in fun , even a father, or

have been made for sketching the pear, as an integral part of mother , or Kaffir nurse , is a form of cruelty to the children for

the lesson . An intellectual or moral operation in young chil- which I have no adjective at command . The blow is a physical

dren , if in no other class of people, is clinched only by physical expression of malevolent emotion which should never be allowed

expression . room for exercise . The emotion grows by what it feeds upon ;

It all comes in the end to this : that we must use machinery and , even if respect for the child's elders is restored , the instinct
in such a way that , without complicating and confusing class to hit out nervously in an emotional crisis remains. When

routine , every child may enjoy the freedom needed for him to you see in this country the too frequent and often gross

express what is in him. The unintelligent use of the orthodox incivility of young people , and of some old ones too, to

kindergarten exercises may easily end in mechanical and babyish their coloured dependents, the origin of the odious fault is

waste of time ; and especially foolish is the withholding of such not far to seek . The restriction of opportunity for this kind of

instruction in the simple ancillary arts , reading and drawing and explosion is one of the benefits of teaching young children in
writing , as enable even a very young child to " amuse itself,” as classes.

we say, without our self -satistied interference or mental“ strain . ” Cheerfulness and good humour should be fostered delibe

The best thing , indeed, that we can teach children is this how rately. No whining should be allowed ; not only because a

to amuse themselves ; and we cannot do it if we either laboriously “ wittering ” person is useless to heaven and earth , but because

and over-anxiously close to them the easy avenues of self- the result of uncorrected whining is an unlovely egotism . It is

amusement, or painfully formalise their play and keep them quite easy to train the merest articulate babe to say Ta cheer

perpetually under intrusive governance. A large part of the fully ; when it grows up, to make it respect scrupulously other

work of the teacher of little children should consist in watching children's toys ; and , as early as you like , to teach it to protect

them do what they like and see what they like without getting others. Your little boy is not playing a baby game when he

into one another's way. Yet we rarely come across an infant walks in front of you " for fear there may be robbers ; " he is

school in which the children are allowed , even as an occasional putting on his uniform . And so is your little maid when she

treat , to walk at their will about the schoolroom and to pore “ mothers” a girl still smaller.

over the pictures on the walls . As a rule , indeed , the pictures Rudeness or pertness should be tolerated at no period of a

in infant schools are hung far above the sight - line of even child's life. Some people laugh at rudeness shown by a child

the gigantic teachers, and for all the good they do to the of two, when in a child of ten it would disgust them : but there

children might be in the lumber room . To have the pictures is no fixed point between two and ten at which your child

down once a year for the purpose of giving " lessons ” on them naturally passes from original incivility to original politeness.

makes things worse by formalising and desiccating all its associ- A child who is never allowed to be rude to other people does

ations. not therefore feel restrained in their presence ; whereas, if a

Perhaps, however , the thing hardest to show to the ama- child is permitted to be uncivil or unkindly to parents , nurses,

teur critic of education is the true nature of discipline . You brothers , sisters , or servants , it certainly cannot feel at home

may call your procedure either bringing-up, or teaching, or with people who are unfamiliar with what has become its

discipline ; but you teach a child whether you will or no, “ natural manner.” A good many people suffer from the lack

a
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the infliction of a positive penalty is more likely to do harm

than good. Displeasure, unconcealed sorrow, the threatened

loss of confidence — these alone are likely to cure it. But only

in the very last resort should confidence actually be withdrawn ;

you must think many times before you remove the golden

bridge, self- respect , by which your wanderer will most surely

come home again . And public disgrace should be reserved

for very critical cases that admit no other effectual alterna

tive .

I might prolong these remarks indefinitely, but the time

allotted to me has all but gone , and I have done enough , I

think , to prove what seem to me the most important facts

determinining the up- bringing of little children , and to illus

trate what would seem to be the most profitable way of dealing

with them . The mischief is not that the facts are unknown ,

but that they are not intelligently and unselfishly faced .

The basis . of all we do must be the manipulation of the

child's physical constitution , the checking of bad physical habit

and the development of good habit . We must make allow .

ances for great variety of type, allow as much freedom as we

to individuals consistently with the maintenance of

others' freedom ; and we must provide children with the

means and opportunity of cultivating their own powers by
“ amusing themselves." This is neither more nor less than

to lead them by their own unconscious efforts to occupy

themselves , rationally, of their own accord , in their own im

provement.

And finally, in dealing with groups or classes of children , it

should be remembered that the multitude of witnesses, the

aggregation of so much individual self -consciousness, distends

the scale of a teacher's operations, as a magnifying glass en

larges an object placed under it . The teacher's acts and bearing

become gigantic and immensely impressive , seen on a big scale,

never to be forgotten.

This is why, of all people in the world , the teacher of

little children must be circumspect , judicious , urbane, firm ,

merciful .

can

of this discipline all through their ungainly lives ; their rough

ness and inconsiderateness to folk who share their roof is a

cause of immense unhappiness -- and yet a little early training

might have given their whole environment a different com

plexion . Rudeness is not really more natural to a little child ,

nor to anyone else, than kindness ; but it may easily be made

to flourish like a bay tree by foolish applause. Here, again , the

class teacher has an opportunity ; rudeness or pertness is an

obvious public offence, and public feeling can at once be enlisted

against it .

The most serious crime that any human being can commit is

to kill happiness : and your children can be taught this , and

should be taught it , in the interests of themselves as well as of

others. If a child for a moment forgets itself, Why,” you ask ,

“ did you say that ? You could never have meant to make A.

or B. unhappy ? " " One person,” says Stevenson , “ I have to

make good - myself. My duty to my neighbour is to make him

happy-if I may." Surely gaiety and urbanity should be culti

vated as a duty to one's fellows. No teacher should use sar

casm as a weapon of discipline , and least of all the teacher of

little children .

Here , per contra, is a true story which should make your flesh

creep. A mother received a complaint from her little girl of five

that other children would not play with her. What should the

mother have done ? I suggest that she should have asked Why.

If she had , she would have found material in the case for a

lesson to an only child on the duty of “* getting on " with other

children by the exercise of unselfishness, and by not demanding

all the best parts in games or in anything else. But this is what

she actually said : “ Never mind , darling . Come and I will

read to you . Presently when they want to play with you , you
can say ' No . .. won't . ' " Could the woman have contrived a

more certain device for securing the future misery of that wretched

child ?

In the handling of young children , if the example and culti

vation of kindness comes first, the cultivation of honesty comes

next .

By honesty I by no means intend you to understand mere

truthſulness ; I include frankness also, and the scrupulous respect

for other people's rights even when the other people are not at

hand to enforce them ; at which point honesty and kindness

mingle their streams.

There are very many children who fib lightly just in order to

be interesting. Such cases should not be handled harshly,

even before a class. It should be sufficient to appeal to the

ever-operative ideal of little ones , the desire to be grown up.

The baby, you point out , is not a witness whose help is worth

much , since it cannot speak ; tiny children can speak , but

cannot be relied upon for great accuracy. Trustworthy

speech , on the other hand , is the mark of the grown -up,

and it is the best proof of grown -up- ness when speech

can be credited , when people can depend and act upon

it . It is a disgrace , you must urge , for a child who can

behave as a good grown - up behaves to prefer to be untrust

worthy.

And so far from the narration of fictions being an incentive

to lying , it is just one of the best means of prevention. If you

encourage in small children the conscious making-up of tales,

you provide them with a touchstone, a contrast , by which they

can compare fact and unfact. A child who lackş imagination is

much more likely to lie deliberately, if awkwardly, than a child

who can discriminate between reality and make-believe, and

who, when engaged in make-believe, fabricates generously,

openly, joyously. You should teach your children , however,

not to blend fact with fiction . The blending of fact with

fiction “ with intent to deceive " is the only real lying . A

habit of untruthfulness is so much an intellectual defect that

a

THE NORMAL SCHOOLS OF THE

UNITED STATES.

During the past decade the science of psychology has made

remarkable progress both at home and in America. In the latter,

however, it has entered on an experimental stage which has

no parallel in this country, and a well- equipped psychological

laboratory is now an essential adjunct of every important

pedagogical school . These psychological departments, while

chiefly engaged in the various forms of investigation which are

grouped under the heading of child study , ” regard the whole

field of education as their province, and pursue systematic

inquiries into those vexed questions of curriculum , time - tables,

methods and classification, which with us are determined by

individual caprice or by a central authority out of touch with

actual conditions and needs . An excellent illustration of how

much better these things are done in America is furnished by the

report of the Departments of Psychology and Education of the

University of Colorado on the “ Scope and efficiency of the

Normal Schools of the United States . ” This report, which has

been prepared by Mr. Frank H. Clark , is one of the fullest and

most exhaustive contributions that have yet been made to the study

of this important subject. It is singularly opportune at the present

time when our system for the training of teachers is undergoing

considerable modifications, and when local educational authorities
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are considering the institution of additional training colleges for

teachers. As the report is a précis of the best literature on the

subject, and a summary and analysis of a great store of material

collated at first hand for the report, it is impossible within the

scope of this article to do justice to its many admirable features.

All that can be done is to indicate the general trend of the

evidence, and to give the conclusions arrived at.

The paper opens with a short sketch of the genesis and history

of Normal Schools in America , which seem to have gone

through all the vicissitudes experienced by those of our own

country . Due acknowledgment is made of the admirable report

on the same subject by a committee of the National Educational

Association in 1899. The present report is in no sense to be

regarded as a rival to it , but rather as an essential complement

of it . The method of investigation pursued comprised :

(u) The consultation of the ample literature bearing on

the subject, of which a formidable bibliography is given in

the introduction .

( 6 ) The analysis and digesting of the replies to sets of

questions issued to normal school presidents , normal - school

graduates, and directors and inspectors of education.

These lists of questions , while not absolutely identical , were

along similar and related lines, and a consideration of these

and their respective answers will best indicate the nature and

scope of the report .

( 1 ) Is the present normal -school graduate a satisfactory

product ?

A considerable majority of inspectors and graduates , and a

minority of the presidents , consider the product unsatisfactory.

In attempting to locate the fault for whatever of unsatisfactory

product is turned out , about one- third consider the blame to rest

wholly or in part on the system itself.

The larger proportion , however, approximately agree that the

great trouble lies : First , in the lack of adequate academic

training of those who seek admission to the normal school ; and

second, in the fact that the faculties are too frequently com

posed, either in whole or in part , of those who are themselves

lacking either : (a ) Good academic foundation and scholarship

sufficient to become competent leaders and trainers of those who

are to become leaders and trainers of others ; or (b ) in that

breadth of view and grasp of the entire scope of their work

which is necessary to a presentation of the different divisions

with due regard to the relative importance they bear to each

other .

A number of the normal - school presidents admit this lack of

qualifications on the part of their staff, and plead in mitigation

the insufficiency of funds to attract good men . While this plea

is admittedly correct , the colleges are blamed for attempting to

do too much work . “ The range of subjects offered in one

normal course is sometimes simply astonishing. As a result ,

the limited time permitted to one subject is wholly inadequate ,

and the conditions of mind of a student completing ( ?) the

course must be one bordering on chaos While failure on the

academic side is charged against some of the staff, failure on the

practical side is brought against others .

" Learning alone is insufficient. It is Locke that once said ,

“ Men may be greatly learned but little knowing ; ' and Dickens,

after giving a long enumeration of one of his schoolmaster's

requirements , remarks , ' Ah , rather overdone , Mr. Choakum

child . If he had only learnt a little less , how infinitely better

he might have taught much more . ' Pedagogical research ,

psychological investigation , the study of methodology, without

ample practical work in the art of teaching, can never constitute

a man a teacher of teachers . We believe in scientifically

equipped instructors, but practical experience is an absolute

essential. "

(2) Should the greater emphasis be laid on professional or on

academic studies in the normal-school course ?

To teach how to teach is the supreme purpose of the normal

school. But to do this effectively there must be a foundation on

which to base this training . The normal schools find it an

imperative necessity to do this foundation work , but even this

may be done in a thoroughly professional way. If the study of

the academic branches from this point of view is admitted to be

a professional study, then the majority of those replying to this

question will agree that the professional work is the only true

and proper work of the normal , and the question of " which ?”

cannot be raised . Many local conditions force a modification of

our ideal , but the true normal school is essentially professional.

(3 ) Is too much stress laid on methods in the normal schools ?

Here, again , it is necessary to define our terms. “ Method ”

as here used does not refer to those broad underlying principles

which are common to all subjects and true for all time . By

method in this question is meant those plans and devices which

every successful teacher has found by experience effective in the

presentation of various subjects to the pupil's mind . There is no

sacredness about them, no universality. They may be as great

a failure with one teacher as a success with another. There is

very general agreement in all the replies that too much stress has

been laid upon these so- called methods.

" The criticism which condems methodology is directed against

the all - too -common practice which magnifies 'my method '

and other devices unduly. Instances are not lacking in which

young people of positive ability have been completely over

whelmed by the thousand and one petty devices and mannerisms

of a ' professor of methods ' in a normal school . Such tendency
cannot be too strongly condemned . Failure to show the

proper subordination of devices, however excellent , to the

greater method is evidently a prolific evil in all too many

normal schools."

(4 ) Should the standard of admission to training colleges be

raised ?

The major portion of those replying to this question are

of opinion that a scholastic Training equivalent to that afforded

by the best of the higher -class schools should be demanded of

all candidates for entrance to norinal schools. But another and

very positive opinion would demand a somewhat lower standard

of admission as to scholarship . As this question is at present

agitating the training college authorities in this country , it may

be as well to present in ſull Mr. Clark's case for not raising the

entrance test unduly.

High-school graduates are too few to supply the demand for

material out of which to develop teachers . It is all right to set

the standard high and come to it if we can , but in the greater

number of States such a standard is a simple impossibility. The

State must and does authorise the certification of teachers on the

basis of an examination covering but little more than the com

pletion of the common branches in our rural schools . The

State , therefore , cannot possibly deny to that same individual

(who is thus given authority to teach) the privilege of admission

and attendance upon a school which purposes to train him how

to teach . To empower one to perform a function , and deny him

the instruction as to how to perform it well is the rankest

inconsistency.”

TRAINING COLLEGES FOR SecONDARY -SCHOOL TEACHERS.

The value of training in the case of elementary teachers having

been recognised for upwards of a century, it seems incredible

that no systematic provision has yet been made for the practical

training of secondary teachers. The United States has nothing

to teach us in this respect , having been as fatally and fatuously

negligent on this point as ourselves . They seem , however , to

have at last awakened to the supreme folly of placing the critical

years of adolescence at the mercy of the unskilled practitioner.

66
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The pedagogical departments of the universities rather than the

normal schools are looked to in order to provide the necessary

training . The conditions of pedagogical study in the university

are of the best , and the facilities there are much greater than

elsewhere. Thus, of the 436 colleges and universities in the

States, no fewer than 220 have courses and departments in

pedagogy attached to them , so that the budding secondary

school teachers of America will soon have ready to hand schools

of practical training with unequalled opportunities . “ The

profession of teaching needs the strength and dignity which

university recognition , both on the academic and professional

side, can give, and when this is given a higher appreciation of

the work of teaching will be established in the public mind and

conscience.”

POINTS OF VIEW.

An inspector should be a man who inspects - sees correctly

and reports with absolute truth . Do we get him ? He is apt

to become a director , a slave driver who imposes his own fads

as to methods on the Headmaster, instead of leaving freedom

to the Headmaster's own fads. He is human and cannot help

forming personal likes and dislikes , and with the best intentions

there is the tendency to soften down the terms of an adverse

report . No man should be appointed an inspector without

having had very considerable experience already as a school

master . No school should be more than , say, two consecutive

years under the same inspector. The school classification should

I be by examination conducted by the school staff, but the in.

spector should be obliged to assist at this by the pupils' answers

being submitted to him after being dealt with by the staff. He

should have the free run of the school at any time. - Principal

Hicks , F.R.S. , at the Bradford Education Conference.

the chief means of making the schools the great social force they

have undoubtedly become. There are districts in London, once

the despair of social reformers and religious workers, where the

planting of a Board School seems almost to have regenerated

the neighbourhood , diminishing lawlessness , improving the

appearance and manners of the children, changing the attitude

of parents towards education from one of hostility to one of

friendliness, and bringing decency and order into some of the

most degraded homes.--Mr. Hugh B. PHILPOTT in “ London

at School.” (Fisher Unwin . )

Aside from the admirable mnemonic exercise afforded by

inflections and vocabulary, Latin grammar teaches observa.

tion and judgement. Latin style develops the artistic instinct ,

Latin literature reveals the nobler aspects of human nature.

The functions of case , tense , and mood form an ample course in

philosophy ; there can be no better lesson in logic than the dis

entangling of a Latin period ; classical art is the basis of our

æsthetic ideals ; Roman history is the world's fountain -head of

patriotism ; ancient literature has been for ages our chief text

book of psychology. How much of all this can a modern

language impart ? Not all , but a large share ; and if it has

never been done hitherto, the failure has been due, not to the

subject, but to the teacher. - Prof. C. H. GRANDGENT in School

Review (Chicago, U.S.A. ) , June, 1904 .

The girl of 12 who has been brought up with boys is, as

compared with the girl brought up among girls , more self

reliant , more natural and more able to take care of herself,

more straightforward , less silly , more ready to take the initiative ,

and she does her work in a broader spirit , with greater independ

ence , she takes her work more lightly and happily, and , above

all , I believe she is more contented with her lot in life. Little

girls are often almost as keenly active as boys ; and when they

are kept apart , and share , perhaps, only a few of the milder

plays and the kind of entertainments given at children's parties,

time is wasted and tears are shed in secret , in the longing desire

to have been born that happy, free, active being - a boy. The

child does not realise that it is not really boyhood for which she

yearns so much as freedom - freedom to give full vent to her

activity , and boy companionship is one of the greatest helps

she can gel. -Miss A. Woods , at the Bradlord Education

Conference.

a

HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS.

In looking back I see that immense advances have been

made even in the last fifty years in education and in girls'

schools in England. I have seen the old universities double

their members and more than double their curriculum , and I

have seen the vast creation of younger universities in these quite

recent years . I have seen in public schools the introduction of

science from the very beginning, the introduction of English

literature teaching from the very beginning, and the introduc

tion of modern sides . In girls ' schools you may say that the

change is really a change from nothing or less than nothing to

something substantial, hopeful, and progressive. A typical girls'

school with which I had some acquaintance in my boyhood was

officered by two excellent old ladies who would not themselves

have claimed any qualification for their office. There was

nothing that could be called real teaching. The English that

they taught consisted in attempting to transform into school

girls ' prose certain passages ofMilton's “ Paradise Lost," with

out any instructions as to the object to be sought, the method

to be pursued , or the benefit to be gained . Of physical exercise

there was nothing but a daily walk , and the rest of the time
was wasted . We have since seen systematic education with

proper methods adopted over the whole face of the country , and

progress is not only not at an end but it is hardly even

beginning. - Mr. ARTHUR SIDGWICK at Ladybarn House

School , Fallowfield , Manchester .

It would , of course , be extravagant to maintain that all

School Board teachers take the highest view of their re

sponsibilities and opportunities . But it may safely be said that

the tradition of the service is favourable to the humanising of

the schools and the enlarging of the teacher's sphere of influence.

It is the growth of this spirit among teachers which has been

Our friends of the United States of America are holding

a great exhibition (or , as they preſer to call it , exposition ) this

year , to celebrate the acquisition a hundred years ago of that

part of their territory which lies to the west of the Mississippi .

Louisiana, as a European colony, was the work of 17th

century France, feeling her way southwards from then French

Canada. When , in 1763 , Great Britain acquired Canada,

France gave Louisiana, in all its unknown extent and possi

bilities , to her ally , Spain , to compensate her for ceding Florida

to Great Britain . In 1800 Napoleon made Spain restore this

territory to France along with the duchy of Parma , in return

for the “ Kingdom of Etruria . ” He had probably some idea of

extending French rule over America, as over India, at the cost

of Great Britain. But in 1803 , on the renewal of war with his

island -enemy, he sold Louisiana to the United States of

America, partly to end certain petty disputes , partly because he

feared the naval strength of Britain , and partly to raise money

for the war. What the United States paid for it in cash and

in later wars with Mexico may be read in the text books.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.

GENERAL.

POLITICIANS in general were disappointed that , at Kiel ,

nothing was publicly said which would help towards forecasting

the mutual behaviour of Germany and Great Britain . But one

phrase of the German Emperor's may interest us as students

and teachers . Modern theories of “ sea -power " have reached

the highest quarters , and King Edward was described by his

cousin -host as " the ruler of a great Empire , which by virtue

of the sea encircles the world ." We take it that this sentence

means that the boundaries of a sea - power (and Great Britain

and - Ireland -and-British - Dominions- beyond- the-Seas is surely a

sea -power) are the coasts of its potential enemies, that , 6.8 . ,

during our long contest with Napoleon , while he was supreme

on land till the Spanish - Portuguese rising in 1808 , our

dominions touched his domains wherever these met “ blue

water." But if so , every claimant to sea -power must necessarily

be a rival to every other such claimant. This idea used to be

expressed in titles , such as Edward III's “ Roi de la Mier,”

and , though these have gone out of date, the claims are still as

real as ever.

In another part of the present issue ( p . 295 ) we publish an

article on class - room arrangements by Mr. A. E. Munby, for

merly senior science master of Felsted School . This contribution

should be of special interest to our readers , written as it has

been by an architect who has had a long experience of the

actual conditions of school work . Mr. Munby has successfully

applied the practical knowledge gained as a schoolmaster to the

problems of school architecture, and his remarks should furnish

headniasters with useful ideas .6

In recent examinations there has certainly been a tendency

to increase the difficulty of the modern language papers . We

welcome this in the main , as it will cause French and German

to be taken more seriously as subjects in the school curriculum .

But unless examiners are careful, they will defeat their own end .

If the standard is not raised gradually, candidates will choose

other subjects wherever French and German are optional . An

example of this danger occurs in the French paper set at the

June Matriculation of the University of London . The piece of

prose set for translation into English was far above the standard

of such an examination . It was an historical piece of consider

able difficulty, needing the command of a fairly wide voca

bulary. We fear that not a quarter of the candidates would

gain 25 per cent . of full marks. It would be far better for ex

aminers to recognise the weakness of the majority of candidates

and set a short story that would enable them to distinguish

better the capabilities of candidates. This story could increase

in difficulty at each examination until a fit and proper standard

had been reached . Then candidates would not take French as

a subject in which they could not fail, and a due respect for

modern languages would be engendered. On the other hand ,

we are glad to see a continuance of the questions involving

answers in French of the nature of short essays.

There has been some talk this Parliamentary session of a
Bill further to modify the Act of Settlement. We do not refer

to the changes which Roman Catholics desire in the terms of

the Coronation Oath , but to the proposal that members of the

House of Commons shall cease to vacate their seats when

accepting otñce under the Crown . The custom has long been

almost meaningless , and generally involves merely an incon

venience in public business. It is a relic of the old theory that

Parliament met in order that the llouse of Commons might

talk with the Ministers the Crown , that for the Ministers to

have a following in the House was a defeat of that intention

because it impaired the independence of the House , and that ,

therefore, there should be a clear separation between “ execu

tive ” and “ legislative.” The history of Place Bills in Great

Britain , and of the constitutions of the United States and of

Revolutionary France, will illustrate this controversy , now

so old - world - like so far as the British Government is

concerned.

a

are

Count Tolstoi's recent manifesto on the Russo -Japanese

war is , perhaps , unique of its kind. He claims to interpret the

Gospel of Jesus Christ , and to apply it to the politics of the

world . Whether that interpretation is correct , and the applica

tion true, will probably receive many answers. It would be

an interesting inquiry to investigate the opinions of Christians

at different ages of the world on the lawfulness of war, and ,

indeed , on the bases of temporal governments, for the two

questions are intimately allied . The early years of the fourih

century would be found to be a dividing line . The Christian

Churches of the first three centuries , un -established and often per

secuted, had varying views on military service and their attitude

in general towards the Emperor. After the era of Constantine

we begin to trace the growth of the great Church - State of

Europe, which combined the claims of God and of Cæsar. It

was not till Europe was weary of the distractions into which

the Reformation had thrown her that we find even toleration

heginning to be practised .

The French paper set for the Entrance Examination to

Sandhurst and Woolwich on July 4th is , on the whole, more

difficult than usual . The first piece of translation is a hard

selection describing the Italian Tyrol ; the second is an extract

from Gil Blas. Both contain words that would test fully a

candidate's vocabulary. On the whole the extracts

suitable , although a more warlike spirit might be attempted

with such candidates. The thème returns to the bad old

traditions of some years back -- a piece of dialogue from a

novel . Here again the examiners will obtain a vast quantity of

candidates with low marks, whereas they would be able to dis

tinguish between the moderate and the bad by setting an

ordinary piece of description or of history . For weak candi

dates are always weakest in colloquial phrases. The grammar

questions decrease in number and importance with each ex

amination ; this time we have fourteen feminines to give , five

sentences to translate, and a short essay of ten or twelve lines

on the question whether military service should be made com

pulsory in England. If candidates were wise , they would all

answer in the affirmative, as in this way would they please best

a foreign examiner.

The Council of the Classical Association has appointed a

committee to report on uniformity of spelling for Latin school

books . The four members appointed , with power to co - opt

a fifth , are Prof. Postgate , Prof. Conway, Dr. Rouse , and Mr.

S. E. Winbolt .

In general , all helps whereby historical objects may be repre

sented to sense -- portraits, pictures of buildings, of ruins , &c.—

are desirable ; maps for the more ancient times must be regarded

as particularly indispensable. They should always be at hand ,

and their study should not be neglected . . The

lack of such aids causes the loss of much time and temper over

mere memory work . - HERBART.

An important deputation , mainly composed of members of

the medical profession, waited on Lord Londonderry, President
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of the Board of Education , at the offices of the Board in

Whitehall on June 11th , on the subject of the teaching of

hygiene in elementary and secondary schools . The deputation

was organised in support of a petition prepared by a committee

of medical men , which has been signed by 14,718 registered

medical practitioners in the United Kingdom . The petition

was discussed in an article in THE SCHOOL World, March ,

1904 (p. 96 ) , and our readers are already familiar with its con

tents. Dr. Farquharson , M.P. , as chairman of the Public

Health Committee of members of the House of Commons,

briefly introduced the deputation. He said that the 14,700

members of the medical profession who had signed the petition

hoped that they might get some encouragement to believe that

in the future better facilities p : ight be provided both in ele.

mentary and secondary schools for the teaching of matters

connected with hygiene and public health. Lord Londonderry,

in reply, said he was anxious to see teachers carry out the ideas

contained in the petition , but he was bound to tell them that at

the present moment suitable teachers did not exist , and he should

be the last to wish anybody to act as instructor in such important

subjects as those who had not received instruction in them .

They were at the present moment devoting themselves to the

training of teachers and instructing them properly in the whole

question of hygiene. He trusted that as time went on their

efforts in that direction would bring about the desired results .

The President proceeded to show that the Board of Education

are very far from ignoring this important question, and hope to

show that they realise their responsibility for contributing to .

wards the production of a race that is strong in health , and

physically as well as intellectually and morally competent.

transfer to the University the Goldsmiths' Institute at New

Cross . To meet the needs of the county councils of London,

Middlesex, Kent , and Surrey , and the borough council of Croy

don , it is proposed that a day training college for about 4co

students shall be opened in the Goldsmiths ' Institute in the

autumn of 1905. In connection with this college it is considered

important that day classes should be held preparatory for the

intermediate examinations , or up to the standard of the inter

mediate examinations , in arts and science. This scheme will

abscrb the funds at the disposal of the University, which will

thus be unable to carry on other classes unless it receives further

financial support. It will not be possible for the University

to continue the social and recreative side of the Institute. The

scheme has received the full approval of the Goldsmiths '

Company. The London County Council has passed a reso .

lution informing the Goldsmiths ' Company that the Council

would view with regret the closing of the Goldsmiths’ Insti

tute and the termination of its educational work as a poly

technic , and inviting the Company to consider whether some

arrangement cannot be come to by which the work of the Insti

tute could be continued in its present polytechnic form . A

second resolution states , among other points, that , in the event

of its proving impossible to secure the continuance of the

Goldsmiths' Institute as a polytechnic, the Council would

regard it as of great importance to secure its retention as a

centre of evening instruction in as many subjects as possible,

especially in the higher grades. We understand that since these

resolutions were passed the Goldsmiths' Company has decided

to find the funds necessary for the continuance of the technical

work of the polytechnic .

The report for the year ended December 31st , 1903 , of the

Teachers' Registration Council to the Secretary of the Board of

Education has been issued . Dealing with the recognition of

schools, the report gives statistics showing that the total number

of schools submitted for recognition was, up to the date speci

fied , 2,634 ; the total number of schools dealt with was-recog .

nised , 1,495 ; not recognised , 459 ; total , 1,954, leaving a

balance not dealt with of 680. The numbers submitted for

recognition in 1903 were 1,887 . As regards the Teachers'

Register , the Council note with satisfaction that the number of

applicants registered during 1903 reached the total of 4,045.

They point out that this figure cannot in any way be regarded

as covering even one-quarter of the number of head and assistant

teachers who are qualified for registration . In their observa

tions on the working of the regulations , the Council state that

they desire to call the attention of the Board to the manner in

whic thei vork is hampered by the present arrangements with

regard to finance. “ It has been intimated to the Council that ,

in the opinion of the Treasury, the work of registration should

be self - supporting, and all recommendations as regards expen .

diture have evidently been dealt with on that basis . In con

sequence , no establishment charges have been sanctioned for

the initial expenses of the office, and the £ 500 loan from the

Treasury made in 1902 has been repaid in 1903 out of income .

A request to sanction the payment of fees to members of

Council for attendance at meetings, estimated at a maximum

total of £ 500 per annum and clearly contemplated under the

Order , has been reſused for lack of funds, and permission to

print the Teachers' Register at an estimated initial cost of

£ 3,000 and an annual revision at £ 1,000, although one of the

main objects of registration , has been refused on the same

ground . The result of these decisions must be to restrict the

work which they have been appointed to perform ."

On the occasion of the conferment of the honorary degree of

Doctor of Letters of the University of Manchester ( p. 305 ) ,

Prof. Findlay presented Dr. Rein to the Vice Chancellor. Prof.

Findlay spoke of Dr. Rein as one who has lived an active and

laborious life devoted to the study of education. Prof. Rein

has, he continued, placed pedagogy in Germany upon a sound

basis of science and philosophy . Beyond this , he has exercised

his great gifts as a public speaker and writer , rendering unique

service to the cause of educational reforın , and winning to his

side those forces of public opinion which , on the Continent as

in England , raise the fortunes of the school . As a university

teacher he has placed the study of education upon an unassail

able basis—that of experience among children in the life of the

school . His little Practising School in Jena was for many

years conducted in a tiny house in a back street , but in it many

teachers from many lands have learned the principles on which

a university seminar for education should be conducted , and

have copied his example in their own work . In these directions

Prof. Rein has been to some extent a disciple , and he himself

would probably wish to be described as a follower of Herbart,

who was the first to show the universities how students of

education should study. Prof. Rein has given full recognition

to the unity of the work of education , embracing all ranks of

teachers, from the humblest village school to the university .

His seminar admits of no water - tight compartments , and his

sympathies embrace the entire field of educational endeavour.

He has recognised the place of women teachers in the service of

the school , and has rendered them due honour to the limits of

his power.

Sir Arthur Rücker, principal of the University of London ,

in his recent address on university organisation in Great Britain ,

which he delivered at the University College of North Wales,

referred to the relation which should exist between local edu .

cation authorities and local universities. He thinks this re

lation should be intimate , and that a constant interchange of

The Senate of the University of London have decided to

accept the munificent offer of the Goldsmiths ' Coinpany to
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opinions between the authority and the university is desirable. We have received a copy of the final arrangements for the

Two of the methods by which the university can be of as- second international congress for the development of the

sistance to education committees are , Sir Arthur Rücker said , teaching of drawing, which , as has been already announced in

by inspecting schools and by carrying on certain kinds of edu- these columns , will be held at Bern from August 2nd to 6th .

cational work for them . But though the work of the university There will be two sections concerned respectively with general

should be encouraged in every possible way by the committee, and special instruction . In the former the following subjects

it is undesirable that the university should be governed in a will be discussed : -The educative role of drawing , -of the cor

parochial manner ; it should look to the State rather than to relation of drawing with other branches of study ; methods of

local rates for the funds, which , as Sir Norman Lockyer has teaching drawing in the kindergarten ; methods of teaching

recently shown , are urgently needed if English universities are drawing in primary schools ( in the United States all grades

to be placed in the position they ought long ago to have below the high school ) ; methods of teaching drawing in secon .

reached . dary schools ( in the United States , schools above the grammar

grade) ; drawing in higher education ; and the training of
In accordance with the directions in section 2 of the Educa

teachers of drawing for the various grades . In the latter section

tion Act , 1902, the Education Committee of the West Riding
the subjects will be : --- Actual condition of special instruction in

County Council has issued a report on the secondary schools and different countries (a report from each country with statistics

pupil -teacher centres in the West Riding. The Act provides and illustrations will be given with the final report ) ; organisa

that the local education authority shall consider the educational
tion of apprenticeships, and professional courses for apprentices

needs of its area , and take such steps as seem desirable, after
and artisans of both sexes ; teaching of drawing in industrial

consultation with the Board of Education, to supply or aid the schools. Schools of industrial art ; have they accomplished

supply of education other than elementary , and to promote the what was expected of them ? the training of teachers of drawing

general co-ordination of all forms of education . It is further
for special instruction of various grades ; and the international

enacted that in exercising its powers under the Act a council codification of signs and symbols used in drawing.

shall have regard to the existing supply of efficient schools or

colleges . The report shows that the importance of this pre- The Governors of the Merchant Venturers ' Technical College,

liminary survey has been fully recognised by the West Riding Bristol , have published , in connection with the opening of new

Committee, and , as in drawing up the report the director of laboratories and workshops, an illustrated souvenir . The

education has been able to benefit by the guidance of Mr. nicely-produced brochure contains a short history of the College

Arthur H. D. Acland , who is the chairman of the committee, and an interesting account of the recently-erected buildings.

the report may be recommended with confidence to all con A!tention is directed to the fact that the quality of the edu

cerned in educational administration . The object of the report cation given in the College has improved even to a greater

is, Mr. Acland points out in an introductory note, to show the extent than the growth in numbers indicates. In 1890 the

educational conditions of the West Riding at the end of the year preparatory school was the largest day department of the

1902, so far as the secondary education of boys and girls in day College, while it is now the smallest, and is only one- third

schools between the elementary schools and the universities is as large as it was fourteen years ago . This is the natural

concerned . It must be noted that since that date the grants result of the improvement in the elementary education given

made by the county authority to many of the secondary schools in the public elementary schools of Bristol . On the other

have been considerably increased . hand , the secondary school is nearly twice as large as it was in

1890, notwithstanding reductions which have been brought

As the preſatory note states , the non-county boroughs and about recently by the provision of free, or nearly free, secondary

urban district councils have powers of their own to the extent of education at the cost of the ratepayers. It is noteworthy also

an expenditure not exceeding a penny rate as regards secondary that the number of adult students attending the day classes lias

or higher education , and many of them have made good use of increased fivefold since 1890.

these powers. But it is becoming continually clearer that , with

out aid raised from the central county authority , secondary We have received from the Director of the Transvaal Educa

education in the non-county boroughs and district council areas tion Department a copy of the report for the school year,

can make little progress. At the present time about 4,300 January to December, 1903. There were during the year 1903

pupils (2,800 boys , 1,500 girls ) resident in the West Riding are several important changes in the head educational office at

attending public secondary schools in the ing or in the Pretoria . In July of that year Mr. Sargant , the director of

county boroughs. If there were an attendance of five per education for the Transvaal and Orange River Colony , was

thousand , which is the very least that there should be, within a appointed educational adviser to Lord Milner , and , in con

very few years in any large industrial districts there would be sequence, Mr. Fabian Ware was appointed director of education

7,000, or more than half as many again. If to this number be for the Transvaal. Referring to the work of secondary schools ,

added , say, about 1,000 of the intending pupil teachers who will the report states that the regulations in regard to secondary

probably have to be trained in the riding , this would give the schools embody several important principles. No attempt is

number of 8,000 who should be in attendance , or nearly twice made to lay down rigid courses of study as in the case of

as many as at present . After making allowance for filling up primary schools. Indeed , the regulations directly affect only

existing accommodation which is not filled up , which is within the three highest forms. Their aim is rather to set a common

convenient reach of parents, there would probably remain a need standard for secondary education in the colony without imposing

for new schools to accommodate at least 2,500 pupils , of whom any rigid uniformity and without interfering with the variety in

the great majority would be girls . There are, at present , only individual development which is one of the chief features of the

1,000 girls resident in the West Riding attending public schools British secondary school system . The existing standard of

within the riding , and only 450 girls attending public schools secondary education in South Africa is that set by the matricu

in the county boroughs . If ten new girls ' schools were placed lation examination of the Cape of Good Hope University.

in the proper places , where the need is greatest , it is probable That this standard is lower than the practical needs of the

that ina very short time there would be a very largely increased colony demand becomes evident from a consideration of the

attendance of girls for whom at present no adequate provision is immediate requirements in the Transvaal with regard to higher

made. technical education in its relation to the mining industry. For

a
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while the matriculation examination , which admits to the

existing South African mining course, may be passed by a South

African boy of average ability at the age of sixteen or seventeen ,

the German or American boy with whom he has to compete for

the leading positions in the mining industry cannot qualify for

admission to the German or American course before the age of

eighteen or nineteen . The department has hitherto provided

the means for secondary education by establishing and main

taining fee -paying secondary schools in the chief provincial

centres, and high schools in Pretoria and Johannesburg . The

latter are administered directly from the Head Office, while the

former, with the exception of the schools at Heidelberg and

Standerton , are each under the control of the district inspector.

Teachers at home who desire to acquaint themselves with the

precise educational conditions in the Transvaal should endeavour

to obtain the opportunity of studying this report.

the most contentious clauses — those dealing with rate aid to vol

untary schools and with the powers of the department-hare

still to be discussed . Over 300 amendments and new clauses

occupying six pages of “ the orders of the day ” have been put

on the notice paper, and with the end of the Session so close at

hand , the prospects of the Bill must be regarded as extremely

doubtful unless some compromise is made. A Round Table

Conference of Scottish Representatives has been suggested, and

there are good hopes that such a meeting will take place and

dispose of the great majority of amendmenis by mutual agree.

ment .

We have received from Mr. John Murray a copy of the first

bound volume of our new contemporary, School. The six

issues of the periodical which have now appeared make in their

bright green covers a handsome volume. The articles are

devoted chiefly to subjects of theoretical interest , and general

educational principles may be said to be given greater promi

nence than practical class-room methods . Each separate

number contains a portrait of some great authority in educa

tion , and these pictures add much to the interest of the

volume. It is irritating to the reader to find advertisements

and articles mixed together indiscriminately.

SEVERAL important and valuable amendments to the Educa .

tion Bill have been made during the first part of the committee

stage , and all these have been in the direction suggested by the

various associations of teachers. The most important changes

may be summed up as follows:-(1) While the unit for the

educational area is still to be the “ county district,” provision

is made for dividing up such “ district,” or for combining two

or more districts , where educational or geographical considera

tions make this desirable ; ( 2 ) the deficiency in the school fund

is to be met by means of a uniform “ district” rate , instead of

a parish rate as originally proposed ; (3) the appointment of

managers is to be optional in the case of the large cities, and

compulsory for all other education districts . The appointment

of such managers is to remain in the hands of the education

authorities ; (4 ) the provision of recreation fields and play .

grounds has been included among the objects for which capital

expenditure may be incurred .

a

We learn from The Times that the Vienna Industrial School

Commission will open in September next an exhibition of in

dustrial school work . The Government industrial schools in

Vienna will join in the enterprise . To show the results of the

instruction given to apprentices in their masters ' shops, an ex.

hibition of their work will be held from September 21st to 24th.

From September 24th to 30th there will be similar exhibits

from the provinces . The exhibition committee intends to

bestow honorary diplomas on tradesmen whose apprentices

have shown an exceptional degree of technical ability .

DR . W. L. MACKENZIE, the medical inspector to the Local

Government Board for Scotland , contributes to the July number

of the Parents' Review an interesting article on “ Normal

Growth in the School Ages.” The essay deserves to be read

by all teachers , who will find in it numerous practical hints on

how to promote healthy conditions during school work .

Some excellent tables are provided to show how height and

weight may be employed scientifically as evidence of growth .

The paper may be described as a concise summary of the least

that teachers and parents should know about the science of

such subjects as growth , diet , sleep , and exercise .

A REPORT by Mr. George Andrew , one of His Majesty's In

spectors of Schools in Scotland , on the Gemeindeschuler of

Berlin and Charlottenburg, has just been issued as a blue -book.

The report embodies the results of visits paid to the schools in

question during the autumn of 1902-1903. It aims generally at

giving some account of the state of elementary education in these

two communities , and directs attention to the more recent de

velopments. The report is of special value, as the educational

facts and methods discussed are continually regarded in the light

of those existing in the urban schools of this country. Of special

interest to teachers are those parts of the report which deal with

the status and emoluments of the German teachers. After amini

mum service of ten years the teacher is entitled to 15.60ths of

his salary at the date of retirement , 1.6oth being added for each

year's service after ten . There is no compulsory age limit for

retiring . While the salaries are on the whole smaller than those

of teachers in this country, the different value of money in the

two countries has to be kept in mind. One certainly gets the

impression from this report that the teacher in Germany, who is

a civil servant , with a fair pension on retiral , and provision

for wife and children on his death , is on a much more satisfac

tory basis than in England or Scotland .

A VOCABULARY of Scottish words which are purely French ,

both in pronunciation and meaning , was recently contributed

by Mrs. Sinclair to the “ Transactions ” of the Franco - Scottish

Society. At the suggestion of several members it has now been

enlarged by the author with the assistance of Prof. Kirkpatrick

and Sir Andrew Mure , and will shortly be published under

the title of “ The Thistle and Fleur de Lys. " A historical

introduction traces the long intercourse with France which left

so marked an influence on the Scottish language.

The papers set at the recent examinations for leaving certifi

cates were on the whole decidedly satisfactory. Exception

must be made , however, of the higher grade papers in arith

metic and mathematics, which were far too theoretical in

character , and quite beyond the capacity of the great majority

of the pupils . In the English paper of the lower grade , one of

The Guide to the seaside resorts and places of interest in

Normandy and Brittany, published by the London and South

Western Railway Company, should be seen by all who contem

plate spending any part of the summer vacation in these pictu

resque parts of France. The information is concise, and is

well arranged, so that the cost of a tour and the character of

various places where a pleasant holiday may be spent can be

easily found.

SCOTTISH .

W

The Committee Stage of the Education Bill brought out , as

anticipated in these columns , much greater divergence of opinion

than was generally looked for after the smooth passage of the

first and second reading. Mr. Balfour hoped that the three days

he had allowed for this stage would see the Bill safely through .

As a matter of fact, only half the Bill has been considered , and
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the subjects set for an essay was “ The life of a rat on board

ship.” All sympathy must be extended to the examiner who

seeks to avoid the beaten track in his selection of subjects, but

surely some less gruesome choice might have been made without

loss of originality . It would be interesting to learn the extra.

ordinary train of thought which suggested to the examiner this

preposterous subject. A caveat must also be entered against the

tendency to draw up the papers of the higher and lower grade

in English on similar and, in many cases , identical lines. This

year the whole of the geography and history papers, and at

least one of the grammar questions , were the same for the two

stages. This saves trouble to an examiner, but has no other

merit, as it is bound to be unfair to one or other of the grades

of candidates—too easy for the one or too difficult for the

other.

on religious, political and educational grounds,” and would

only afford a " further opportunity of practical ascendancy for a

favoured sect.” The bishops are satisfied that the new - found

zeal for educational reform has for its purpose the " elimination

from the schools of the religious influence of the Church .” They

are also well content with the present Interi ediate Board . The

talk about co-ordination is absurd until Catholics have a Catholic

University. Until such a university is established we shall

regard all this talk about co-ordination as insincere , and as

aimed at lessening clerical – that is , Catholic—influence in the

schools rather than at promoting their educational efficiency . "

ANOTHER side of Catholic opinion is represented by the

Daily Independent, which speaks of “ the disorganised and

scandalously incomplete system of education at present existing

in this country.” No reform of primary education will be satis

factory, owing to the absence of anything in the nature of a

really extensive system of secondary education . This maims

primary education , stunts its curriculum , and causes an absence

of supply of satisfactory primary teachers . “ Co -ordination is

urgently called for, on a scale at least equal to that which pre .

vails across the Channel. ” Children of poor parents must have

the opportunity of a secondary education, and for this “ it is

absolutely essential that effort be made to establish in our midst

institutions somewhat similar to the grammar schools of

England.” “ We may yet witness the formation of a denomi.

national coalition for common ends. "

IRISH .

The Technical Education Congress met this year in Dublin ,

and devoted most of its time to the question as to how primary

and technical schools could be brought into closer co - operation.

It was pointed out that the work of Technical Instruction Com

mittees was very seriously hampered , and to a considerable

extent rendered unpopular, by the present complete separation

of the evening schools of the National Board from the evening

technical schools, and an appeal was made to the Department

of Technical Instruction to attempt to secure a modification of

the existing arrangements so that this difficulty might be removed .

Resolutions were also adopted urging educational authorities

to establish technical scholarships for promising pupils from

primary schools, and calling attention to the teaching of do

mestic science in girls' schools . Stress was also laid upon the

undue proportion of revenue spent on administration. The

Department spends altogether ( 200,000, and to administer this

costs £ 47,500 . The Commissioners of National Education in

Ireland administer £ 1,393,000 at a cost of £ 75,000, and the

Commissioners of Scottish Education £ 1,750,000 at a cost of

£ 60,000. It should , however, be remembered that the De

partment is young and is not yet fully developed , and that not

only is initial expenditure always large, but the cost of adminis.

tration is usually in inverse proportion to the total amount

spent . This latter observation is a further argument in favour

of the co-ordination of education under one central authority .

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church also dis

cussed in Dublin last month the problem of secondary education .

It was pointed out that Government funds for secondary education

had been going almost wholly to the establishment and better

equipment of purely denominational schools , and that Non

conformists, except in the larger towns, were compelled to

educate their children in an unfavourable denominational atmo.

sphere. The remedy seemed to lie in the establishment in

different parts of the country of State schools which should not.

be sectarian or under direct clerical control .

MR. R. BLAIR , Assistant Secretary for Technical Instruction

under the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction ,

has been appointed Executive Officer for Education under the

London County Council, in connection with the new Education

Act . Mr. Blair has proved himself most zealous, energetic and

efficient in establishing science instruction and laboratories in

Irish Intermediate schools. His place will be taken by Mr.

Geo. Fletcher, the Senior Inspector of the Department.

WELSH .

see.

The Catholic hierarchy of Ireland, in their annual meeting

at Maynooth , have declared decisively against a Government

department and for the maintenance of the present system , or ,

we should rather say , systems. How the present extravagant

cost of administration is to be reduced , or how , what is more

important , co -ordination with a proper educational ladder is to

be introduced without some radical change, we are at a loss to

As the report of the meeting is somewhat long , we must

content ourselves with a summary . First , on religious grounds

it is said to be imperative to resist any limitation or restriction

of the control now exercised by managers over National schools,

or any interference with the appointment of teachers in those

schools under the present managerial system . The defects of

the present system may be remedied without any radical change

" if the appointment of Commissioners is carefully made, and

on educational qualifications.” Secondly, the equivalent grant

should be given to primary schools and the £ 30,000 a year should

cease to be spent on model schools. Training colleges should

be made more efficient and salaries of teachers should be

adequately increased . Thirdly, it is denied that the people

show a want of interest in education . It is then stated that the

alternative to the present Board of National Education would

be a Government department, which would be objectionable

The Medical Officer to the Glamorganshire County Council

has made a report to the Education Committee on the im .

portant question of the sanitary and medical control of schools .

In it he says : School buildings should not only be not

objectionable, but serve as a model of sanitary excellence, for

the unconscious lessons which children learn from their sur

roundings are many and lasting . Apart from the initial defects

in construction, many schools are rendered unhealthy by over

crowding, over or under heating , inefficient ventilation , in

efficient and unsuitable cleansing , unsatisfactory furniture, and

imperfect lighting . One often finds the windows unopened

during the night and in the intervals during school hours, thus

not making the proper use of the means provided for ventila

tion . "

Two recommendations of Dr. Williams' are : ( 1 ) Inspection,

( 2 ) Instruction. An initial inspection is not sufficient. There

should be periodical inspection. This should include : ( 1 ) an

enquiry into records of sickness ; ( 2 ) the general hygienic ad .
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:

ministration of schools ; (3 ) the taking of samples of water, air ,

dust , etc. , for examination at the county laboratory, and (4 ) the

testing of drains, especially in coal-mining districts , where sub

sidences are common. · In individual children steps should be

taken with regard to those showing signs of defective eyesight

and hearing, affections of the throat , spinal diseases , etc. , which

unless recognised and tended in time, unfit the child to benefit

from teaching and may cause partial or total disablement for

life . Marked anaemia, choreic movements, curvatures, cough ,

etc. , all call for immediate attention ."

As to instruction, Dr Williams suggests that the teaching of

hygiene should be made interesting by diagrams and models .

“ The most important points in physiology are cleanliness,

importance of pure air , the care and cleanliness of the teeth ,

structure of the various parts of the body, especially the heart ,

and circulation , elements of nutrition and digestion . In hygiene

proper, air and ventilation require most attention , and should be

illustrated by taking the school buildings as an object lesson ;

importance of pure water, and likely means of filtration ,

sanitary appliances and their maintenance, using school fittings

as illustrations, elementary ideas of the nature of infection , and

importance of preventing its spread , what vaccination has

achieved , some idea of consumption , and the possible danger

from spitting . ”

The motion of the Glamorganshire Education Committee to

exclude children under five years of age from attendance at

school has been rescinded . The Clerk pointed out that the

Education Committee were bound under the Education Act to

provide such accommodation as the Board of Education thought

fit, and stated that the Committee were thus obliged to provide

the accommodation for children under five. One of the mem

bers , however, protested, saying : “ If babies are to be provided

for, let an Act of Parliament be passed to provide nurses .

Children of such tender years are only a hindrance to education ."

The Executive Committee of the Cardiff Welsh Sunday

School Union have been discussing the teaching of Welsh in

the elementary, higher grade , and intermediate schools of

Wales. It was felt to be unſair that Welsh should have to be

taught on Sunday , whilst rates had to be paid for the mainten

ance of elementary schools. It was resolved : “ That this

Committee, representing over 2,000 scholars , respectfully asks

the Education Authority of the borough of Cardiff to make the

teaching of Welsh compulsory in all the elementary schools. ”

Parents were advised to demand that their children should be

taught Welsh in the higher-grade school , and that pupil teachers

should be expected to take Welsh as a subject in the King's

Scholarship examination .

In connection with the appointment of officials in the Pem

brokeshire Education Committee, at a recent meeting of the

Committee it was stated that the county had only 53 schools,

and it was urged that to 250 per annum for a Director of Edu

cation , and £ 200 for an accountant would be excessive salaries .

A committee was appointed to consider the salaries and

duties.

The Education ( Transferred Schools) Bill , moved by the

Bishop of St. Asaph, has passed the second reading in the

House of Lords . The purpose of the Bill is to enable local

education authorities to make better arrangements with refer

ence to the transfer of public elementary schools , and to pro

vide that religious teaching which is not distinctive of any

particular denomination shall be given in the transferred

schools during certain specified school hours ; and further, that

facilities be afforded for the giving of denominational religious

instruction to the children of such parents as shall desire it ,

during school hours , but not at the cost of the local education

authority .

Most important revolutions are silent ones, and we think

that greater results in the co-ordination of education will arise

fromthe common entrance examinations to our great schools

than from other changes that have been more extensively

boomed . The movement , we believe, started with the head.

masters of preparatory schools, who found it exceedingly diffi

cult to prepare their boys for the very different examinations

held by the chief schools. As an example of the curious

methods of some of these , it will hardly be believed perhaps

that at one important public school there was two years ago no

French paper for a boy who wished to enter the modern side.

He wasexamined in Latin , and asked what work he had done

in German and Science, but all his work at French was useless

so far as his entrance to that school was concerned . Now,

under a board of management, which includes Canon Bell, Mr.

Mansfield and Mr. Ritchie, the same examination will admit

boys to nearly all the chief schools ; and we have little doubt

that the others will soon fall into line. Thus the work of the

preparatory schoolmaster will be made easier and more effi

cient , because he will not have to fear the eccentricities of indi .

vidual masters. We are able to print below all the papers set

at the first common entrance examination on June 28th and

29th, with the exception of those in Greek and German .

JUNE 28TH .

Latin .- ( Two hours.)

(Each Section , i.e., Grammar, Prose and Translation , to the

collected at the expiration of the allotted time.)

Latin GRAMMAR.— ( Time, thirty minutes.)

( 1 ) Ablative sing. and gen. plur. of : -senex, frater, deus ,

manus, res , mare, ingens, similis, dives, domus,

(2 ) Compare :-utilis, parvus, juvenis, dubius, diu , acriter.

(3 ) Givethe masculine endings of nouns of the third declen.

sion . Give an example and an exception in each instance.

each Let no one speak.

( 4 ) Latin for : no one spoke. Which consul spoke ?

neither
Which Muse sang ?

( 5 ) Latin for :-40,200 ; sixth , tenth ; 3,000 ships.

(6 ) Give Ist sing. and 3rd plur. of fut. ind. of eo and fero ; of

imp. conj. of patior and nolo ; and of perf. ind . of malo and

feror.

(7) Give pres. inf. , perf. indic. ( 1st sing.), supine, and

English of : -verto, jaceo, video , audeo, gero, fodio .

(8 ) Translate, word by word : —Sperat urbem captum iri .

(9) Give the various meanings nostrum " and " sui " can

have .

( 10) Give the ist sing . pres . ind . and the meaning of:

natus , questus, nactus, ratus , fatus, orsus.

( 11 ) Give all the participles of “ morior ” and “ oubo , " with

their meanings .

Latin PROSE.-- ( Time, forty - five minutes.)

(Do as much of the following as you can in the order given .)

A.

Turn into Latin :

( 1 ) The place which he had chosen for the camp was

not far from the town .

(2 ) The messenger announced that the ship had been seen.

( 3) This man was considered ( puto ) the wisest of the

citizens.

( 4 ) The town of Carioli was taken by the Romans by

a stratagem (dolus).
( 5 ) So strong was the wind that all the old trees were

blown down (subverto ) .

(6) To please her father she married a man who was a

laughing stock (ludibrium ) to all .

(7 ) I pity you for having lent ( credo) him so large a sum .

( 8) I fear he will not come , for the snow is six feet deep.

(9 ) You will have to endure ( patior) many privations

(aerumna, f. ) .
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B.

Turn into Latin : ---

Alter the capture of Saguntum , Hannibal set out from

Spain with a large army to attack the Romans in Italy . He

had most serious difficulties to overcome in crossing the Alps

(Alpes ), but at length he succeeded . On reaching Italy he was

met (occurro ) by the Romans near the river Ticinus. IIere

a battle was fought , and the Roman Consui Scipio would have

been killed , had not his son rescued him . Some indeed assert

that it was a slave who saved the life of the Consul , but Livy

would prefer that the story was true of the son .

LATIN UNSEEN.-- ( Time, forty - five minutes.)

Translate into English :--

( 1) Oppidum erat Zeta , quod aberat a Scipione decem

millia passuum . Huc Scipio legiones duas misit. Quod post

quam Cæsar ex perfuga cognovit, egressus cum omnibus copiis

oppido potitur, et Regino, qui ei oppido praeerat, capto ipse

redire coepit.

( 2 ) Est in Africa consuetudo incolarum , ut in agris et

omnibus fere villis sub terra specus, frumenti condendi gratia ,

clam habeant atque id propter bella maxime hostiumque

subitum adventumpraeparent.

specus
incola = inhabitant.

(3) Haec ubi dicta dedit, mille hinc -- mirabile visu

Cespite de viridi surgunt properantius arae.

Nec prius aut epulas aut munera grata Lyaei

Fas cuiquam tetigisse ſuit , quam multa precatus

In mensam Fabio sacrum libavit honorem.

Lyaeus = Bacchus. libo = I pour out . honor = an offering.

( 4 ) Hoc jacet in tumulo raptus puerilibus annis

Pantagathus, domini cura dolorque sui ,

Vix tangente vagos ferro resecare capillos

Doctus, et hirsutas excoluisse genas.

( 3)—GEOGRAPHY.- (Half an hour.)

( 1 ) Explain any two of the following : Equator , latitude ,

antarctic, glacier, tides, trade winds.

( 2 ) Where are the following mountain and hill ranges :--:--the

Vosges, the Carpathians , the Andes , the Caucasus, the North

and South Downs, the Chilterns, the Mendips. Any four.

( 3 ) Say what you know of any six of the following rivers ,

mentioning the sea into which each falls : the Amoor, ihe Lim

popo , the Niger , the Amazon, the Yalu , the Seine, the Elbe, the

Danube, the Severn , the Thames, the Trent, the Shannon , the

Tay .

(4) Two lines about any six of the following : Lyons, Leipzig.

Odessa, Turin, Aberdeen , Belfast, Cardiff , Winchester , Port

Arthur, Lhasa , Lake Baikal, Nigeria .

What are the capitals of Holland, Switzerland , Bulgaria,

Japan.

( 5 ) From what countries do we get our chief supplies of corn ,

timber, tea , wine, wool ?

(6 ) What do you know of either (a) the Dominion of Canada ,

or (6 ) the Commonwealth of Australia ?

cave.

roses

sceurGeneral Paper.- (One hour and a half. )

(Each section, i.e., Scripture, History, and Geography, to be
collected at the end of the aliotled time . )

( 1 .) -- SCRIPTURE. -- (Half an hour .)

( 1 ) Where do the following quotations come from ? Briefly

explain where necessary . Try any four.

( a ) Few and evil have been the days of my youth.

(6) Is it peace ? What hast thou to do with peace ?

( c) Man shall not live by bread alone . Where is this

quoted in the New Testament.

( d ) He must increase , but I must decrease .

(e ) Are ye able to drink the cup that I drink of ?

( / ) Alinost thou persuadest me to be a Christian .

(3 ) For now we see through a glass darkly.

(h ) Pure religion and undefiled before our God and Father

is this Finish the quotation.

( 2 ) Explain what is meant by : High Place,Grove, Teraphim ,

Priest , Levite.

( 3) Write not more than three lines on any four of the

following : Beibel , Shiloh , Samaria, Ramoth -Gilead, Caper
naum , Damascus, Antioch , Thessalonica.

(1) What charges were brought against our Lord before

Pilate ? What reasons were given for the charges?

( 5) Write not more than six lines on any four of the follow

ing: Jacob, Joshua , Samuel, Elijah , Josiah, Nehemiah , Paul,

Timothy.

(2 )-HISTORY.- (Half an hour. )

( 1) Short accounts of any two of the following battles :

Marathon, Pharsalia , Evesham , Bannockburn, Marston Moor ,
Blenheim , Sedan.

( 2 ) Short accounts of any two of the following: Pericles,

Epameinondas, Sulla, Augustus, Simon de Monifort, Pym ,
Walpole, Peel , Bismarck , Wiclif, Bacon , Milton .

( 3) How is a new law made ? Distinguish “ Bill ” from

* Act. "

( 4 ) Explain shortly any two of the following : Militia .

Assizes , the Three Estates of the Realm , the Bill of Righis , the

Succession Act, the Sepiennial Act, the First Reform Act.

No. 68 , VOL. 6. ]

French.- ( One and a half hour. )

( N.B.-- Half an hour will be allowed for each of the three sec .

tions ( A , B, C) of this paper. They will be collected sepa

rately on the expiration of the time allotted for each . ]

A. - GRAMMAR.

( 1) Conjugate in full :

(a) Present indicative (negative) of le nier ( to deny it ) .

( 6 ) Perfect conditional (affirmative) of s'amuser.

( c ) Present subjunctive (affirmative) of je vends mon cheval

preceded by il faut que.

( 2 ) Use the adjectives of columns A with the nouns in

columns B :

A. B. A. B.

cet oiseau blanc feur des æufs frais

un soldat suisse servante mon chapeau neuf robe

un dieu grec armée notre frère cadet

ce bon livre plume sa seur est muette frère

un homme boiteux femme la première leçon livre

( 3 ) Re - write the following six times , inserting the w @ ds given

below and making the necessary alterations ;-Des maisons.

(a) Beaucoup. ( c) La plupart . (e ) Bien .

(6 ) petit . ( d ) vieux. ) Point.

(4 ) Rewrite the following sentences , substituting a personal

pronoun for the expression printed in italics :

(a) Il parlait aux enfants.

( 6) Je pense à mon voyage.

( c) Il a besoin d'une plume.

( d ) Il a écrit les lettres.

( e) Nous obéissons à notre père .

( ) Parlez de vos aventures.

(5) Give the 3rd plural of the present indicative , preterite

or past definite, and past indefinite of the following verbs (each

setof verbs on a separate line ) :

s'en aller , revenir , s'asseoir , dormir, vouloir, les voir.

B.-EXERCISE .

( 1 ) Translate into French :

( a) He started ( past indefinite of partir) at a quarter past

( 6 ) He will return (revenir ) next week .

( c) I must know it (use il faut que ) .

(d) How long have you been learning French ?

(e) They will be punished unless they do it at once .

(f ) Whatever you do do it well.

( 8) Do you believe that he can do it ?

(h) That is the best house I know.

( 2 ) You ought to have given them to me.

(j) Where are the letters ? Have you not yet written

them ?

( 2 ) I got up (past indefinite of se lever ) at hall -past seven .

When I came down (descendre) breakfast was ready. I took a
cup of tea , some toast wih butter and a fresh egg. As soon as

I had finished my breakfast I went out, because I had a head

ache. The weather was beautiful and the birds were singing

merrily. When I came back (rentier) the postman had just

arrived . After reading my letters I set to work.

one.

C C
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C.-UNSEEN.

( 1 ) Translate into English :

Le chien Bob, raconte un journal anglais, a péri sous les

débris d'une charpente. Dès que le tocsin sonnait, il s'élan

çait avant les pompes et arrivait toujours un des premiers sur

le théâtre de l'incendie ; aussitôt qu'on avait dressé les échelles ,

il y grimpait , entrait par les fenêtres et pénétrait dans les cham

bres avant les pompiers eux mêmes. Il portait un collier de

cuivre avec ces mots : “ Ne m'arrêtez pas, mais laissez-moi

courir, je suis Bob, le chien des pompiers de Londres." Pen

dant les années de son service , il a sauvé la vie à plusiers per
છે

sonnes par son intelligence et son devouement.

(2) Translate into English prose : --

Une nuit claire , un vent glacé. La neige est rouge .

Mille braves sont là qui dorment sans tombeaux ,

L'épée au poing, les yeux hagards. Pas un ne bouge.

Au dessus touine et crie un vol de noirs corbeaux.

( 3) Translate into idiomatic English :

(a) 11 vaut mieux tard que jamais.

b) Je m'en suis tiré sain et sauf.

(c) Il est au bout de son latin .

(d) La fin couronne l'æuvre.

(e ) Il s'agit de savoir s'il consentira .

before there was wont to be a fire in the chimney, now the fire

was taken away, and a curtain hanged over the chimney, and

the table stood near the chimney's end ; so that I stood between

the table and the chimney's end. There was among the bishops

one with whom I had been familiar, an aged man , and he sat

next the table end . Then he put forth a very crafty question ,

and such one indeed as I could not spy so great danger in.

And when I should make answer, “ I pray you, Master

Latimer , ” said he , “ speak out, I am very thick of hearing ,

there may be many that sit far off.” I marvelled at this that i

was bidden to speak out , and began to suspect, and gave an ear

to the chimney. And there I heard the scratching of a pen in

the chimney behind the curtain . They had appointed one to
write my answers. The question was, “ Master Larimer, do

you not ihink, on your conscience, that you have been suspected

of heresy ? ” A very subtle question. To hold my peace had

been to grant myself faulty. To answer it was every way full

of danger. But God gave me my answer , else I could never

have escaped.

JUNE 29TH .

(Each section to be collected at the end ofthe allotted time .)

Arithmetic.— ( Time, forty minutes.)

( 1 ) Find the prime factors of 45 , 27 , and 12. Hence find

the least number into which each of the given numbers will

divide exactly .

( 2 ) Write as a decimal 4 + 1'o troö.

( 3) Simplify :

(a ) 4- '27 . (6 ) '0673 x 0124 . (c) '053= 25

(4) Simplify :

(a) ***+3. (6 ) ** (3 = ).

( 5 ) Express £ 275 as L.s. d.

( 6 ) How many equal lengths of 14 centimetres can be cut off

from a rod of length i metre 45 centimetres ? What length will

remain ?

( 7 ) Find the cost of 23 fishing rods at £ 1 155. each .

reasons.

English Paper.-(One hour.)

(Each section to be collected at the end of the allotted time.)

( 1 ) REPRODUCTION OF A SHORT STORY.- ( Twenty minutes.)

Reproduce the substance of the story that has been read to

you.

( 2 ) Essay.— ( Twenty minutes.)

Write a short essay on any one of the following subjects :

(a) A description of any town , or district, or museum , or

castle , or cathedral known to you.

( 6 ) What line in life would you like to follow ? Give your

(c) The importance of looking at both sides of a question .

(3)—GRAMMAR QUESTIONS. --(Twenty minutes.)

( 1 ) TH plural of : fly, money, index , crisis, sheep.

( 2 ) Give instand of the following kinds of nouns : common ,

collective, abstract, concrete .

( 3 ) Priricipal parts of the following verbs : cleave, awake,

freeze, shrink, weave, strike, slide, clothe.

(4 ) The subject and the predicate of the following sentences :

(a) Sufficient for the day is the evil thereof.

(6) ’lis cerlain this play will never please.
( 5) What are meant by these terms ? Give instances :

melaphor, simile , allegory, alliteration , rhythm .

(6) Explain the construction of the words in italics : This

house is building ; this house to let ; he is wiser than 1 ; me

thinks.

(7 ) Rewrite in clear and correct English :

(a) Jones told the driver of his motor-car that he would be

the death of him if he did not take care what he was about, and

mind what he said .

(6 ) I did not hear what you said coming so suddenly into

the noisy room .

Algebra .-- (Time, forty minutes .)

( 1 ) Find :

(a) The number of pence in a sum of x shillings and

y pence .

(6) The cost of s articles when x cost £a.

( 2 ) Write as shortly as possible :

(i . ) aa+ aa + aa + aaa + aaa.

( ii . ) (aa + an + aa) (aaa taaa ).

( 3 ) Examine whether or no

( x + 1 ) ( x + 2) + (x + 3 ) (x+ 4 ) = 2 (** + 5x+ 7 )

(a ) when x = 2, (b) when x = -2.

(4 ) Simplify ( x + y )? — (x - y )”.

( 5 ) Solve the following equation , explaining each step ether

in words or by a reference to the axiom used : -

X

3 + 4.

5 3

(6) I distribute a sovereign among 30 people , giving some

6d . each and the others is. 4d . each . How many receive 6d .

each ?

r + x

( 7 ) Reduce to its simplest form the fraction
x*+ 2x

Check your answer by putting x = 2 .

Not to be given out to Candidates .

English . ( I. )

The following story is to be distinctly read twice to the

Candidates. They are then to reproduce the substance .

( Latimer tells how he was examined on a charge of heresy. )

Once I was in examination before five or six bishops, where I

had much trouble . Every week twice I came to examination ,

and many traps and snares were laid to get something. At the

last I was brought forth to be examined into a chamber hanged

with iapestry , where I was before wont to be examined , but at

this time the chamber was somewhat altered ; for, whereas

Geometry .- ( Time, forty minutes .)

( 1 ) Measure the angle A of the given triangle.

( 2 ) Measure ( in centimetres and decimals of a centimetre ) the

side B C of the given triangle . (A triangle was printed on the

paper . )

( 3 ) Find, either by drawing or calculation , the diagonal of a

rectangle whose sides are 27 inches and 4 :6 inches.

( 4 ) What is the sum of the angles of a triangle ? of a quadri
:

lateral ? If two of the angles of a quadrilateral are equal, and

the two others are 127 ° and 43º, what are the equal angles ?

( 5 ) Find the area of the given triangle in square centimetres.

(0 ) X Y Z is a triangle in which angle Y angle 2. Prove

that X 2 = X Y.

a

2 Le tocoin , alarm-bell. 3 La pompe,1 La charpente, timber work.

fire -engine.
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( Candidates may answer any of the following questions instead

ofan equal number ofthe above questions.)

A. Point out the fallacy in the following reasoning :-- PQR

is a triangle having PQ = PR ; X isany point on the side QR .

Join PX. Then in the triangles PQX , PRX we have PQ = PR ,

PX common , and LQ = ZR (since A PQR is isosceles)

. : QX = RX .. X is the mid -point of QR.

B. Give the construction and proof for drawing (with ruler

and compass) a straight line perpendicular to a given straight

line of unlimited length, from a given point outside it.

C. Prove that a iriangle cannot have more than one obtuse

angle .

D. If the square described on one side ofa triangle is equal

to the sum of the squares described on the other two sides , then

the angle contained by these two sides is a right angle.

noster lumen fruor iste

Nor- will my eyes be -able 10-enjoy those. (eyes ).of-thine ;
facio aliquis noster (next line) subeo

May.the-Gods grant that - at -some time my [name] may occur

to - thee,
miser

And thou- maystsay, “ Alas ! what doeth that unhappy.man ?"

quis perfero

If any-one shall -have-conveyed these thy words to-me,

fateor (prev. line) protinus exilium mollis

l -will-admit that- from -now my exile is more -bearable .

Science.-( One hour. )

Alternative with Latin Verse.

( I.) -- Physics.

C.

Turn into Latin Elegiacs : --

( 1 ) The winter now is banished ;

(2 ) The rains have followed after ;

(3) Where Eina's snowshave vanished (deliquesco)

( 4 ) Spring leaps with joyous laughter :

( 5 ) The daffodils are springing,

( 6) A myriad golden gleam ;

( 7 ) The lark and finch are singing

(8) By hillside , vale and stream .

Notes. - Lines 3 and 4 may be transposed. Lines 5 and 6 may be ex .
panded by mentioning oiher spring flowers , some welcome for their scent,

provided that line 6 is applied only to the daffodils (narcissus). In lines i

and 8 supply a verb to each line . Any other birds, 6.g., turtle dove or night.

ingale , may be substituted .

[ Papers zi ere also set in Greek and German. ]

a

RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND

APPARATUS.

( 1 ) A weight hangs by two strings , each making an angle of
60° with the vertical. Show that the tension of each string is

equal to the weight.

( 2) A uniform rod 10 feet long and weighing 5 lbs . is pivoted

3 ft . from one end . A weight of 50 lbs. is hung on the end

nearer to the pivot . Find what weight must behung on the

opposite end to balance the rod .

(3 ) Gravity is often measured by the number 32. Explain

this. A body is thrown up with a velocity of 48 f. s. In what

time will it lose its velocity ? In what time will it return to the

hand ? How high will it go ?

(4 ) A rectangular vessel on a square base is filled with water.

Find the relation between the height of the vessel and a side of

the base in order that the fluid pressure on one vertical face may
equal that on the base .

( II.) - Botany.

( 1 ) Enumerate the floral whorls from outside inwards.

Explain what is meant by cohesion and adhesion among floral

orgar s . Make a careful drawing of the section through a

power in which petals and stamens adhere to the calyx tube.

Name a flower in which you have observed this structure.

( 2) A potato is often spoken of as a root . Is this correct ?

Give reasons. Name three other cases in which a similar error

is made, explaining the real nature of the organ in question .

(3 ) Draw sections shown in cutting lengthwise through a

bean (or acorn ) and a grain of barley (or date stone ). What

difference would be observed during their early growth ? Of

what great divisions of plants are these characteristic respec

tively ?

(4 ) What plants would you expect to find in flower in a damp

wood on a clay soil in April ? Describe one or more of them .

Modern Languages.

Les Français d'Autrefois. By Jetta S. Wolff. vii . +88 pp.

( Arnold . ) 15. 3d.-Miss Wolff has written an acceptable little

volume of stories from the history of France. She tells of

Clovis and Charlemagne, of Bertrand du Guesclin and Jeanne

d'Arc, of Louis IX . and Louis XIV . Her language is simple

and interesting , and is explained , where necessary , by a few
suitable notes . It is to be regretted that the vocabulary is in

complete.

Le Français chez lui. By W. H. Hodges and P. Powell.

vii.+81 pp. ( Arnold . ) Is. 3d.- . This useful little book is

intended “for boys of fourteen or fifteen , whose knowledge

of the language is still elementary . " Doubtless there are

such boys, though it is regrettable . They will certainly be

interested in this reader, which consists of a number of short

stories, the account of an English boy's visit to France, &c . ,

edited on reform lines , i.e., with a questionnaire and gram

matical exercises. It is satisfactory to find that publishers are

becoming more and more ready to issue books of this type, as it

shows that the newer ideas about modern language teaching are

making headway.

"

Latin Yerse.- ( One hour. )

Alternative with Science,

A

( 1 ) Scan :

Mille manus illis dedit et pro cruribus angues,

Atque ait, In magnos arma movete deos.

Ut stat , et incertus, qua sit sibi, nescit eundum .

Bellum erat. Etruscas Turnus adoptat opes.

( 2 ) Arrange as hexameters and pentameters :

Et esse proximus quamquam tibi semper cũpěrem

Qui loco urbe minus ab Ausõnjā distet .

Laeti sanguine praedõnum saepě věniunt domum

Et bõves rédigunt actos in rūra sua .

Adolf Stern, Die Flut des Lebens. Edited by E. M. Prowse.

vii.+55 pp. ( Arnold . ) Is . 3d. --Miss Prowse has edited

Stern's admirable short story, by supplying questions on the

text , and on word -formation , as well as a brief glossary of the

most difficult words and proper names. She has done her

work conscientiously . The book forms a welcome addition

to the small number of books which are at once of high

literary value and suitable for an intermediate form .

Premières Lectures. By F. B. Kirkman . iv. + 32+ xxxi .

+ xii . pp . ( Black . ) 15. --An elementary reader , containing

talks about France , fables, verses , &c. , with capital reform

B.

Turn into Latin Elegiacs :

Me miserum

Unhappy-man that- I -am , because I shall -not be seen in that

cerno

turba

crowd ,
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a

exercises. The book is well illustrated , partly by photographs

taken by Mr. Kirkman in Paris . His series is becoming well

known by this time , and there is no further need to praise the

skilful and interesting way in which he has edited this and

other volumes. The reform teacher always opens them with

pleasure, convinced that he will find some useful “ tips.” It is

worth remarking that the book can be obtained with or without

the French -English vocabulary, which , by the way, is in .

complete. We have noticed few slips ( Bérenger , three times,

is strange ) , and few worn- out blocks ( that of a bed , on p. 13 ,

might well be discarded ) .

Practice in Conversational French . By F. S. Grose and

H. Webber. viii . +112 pp. (Blackie. ) Is. 60. - The first

part consists of dialogues, the French and English being on

opposite pages. They are well written , but would have gained

in lucidity if the speakers had been designated. The second

part is a questionnaire ' ; the third contains a few questions in

English , which are also to be answered in French . We have

noticed a few inaccuracies , e.g., un prison ( p . 20) , impressioner

( p . 26 ) , and a few curious renderings, e.g. , " The key (le clou )

to the Exhibition , " " What a different aspect the London

streets present " ; but , on the whole , the book is good.

H. Hansjakob, Aus dein Leben eines Unglücklichen . Edited

by E. Dixon. xix . + 149 pp. (Macmillan .) 25.-- This is a

volume in Mr. Siepmann's series , and has been excellently

edited . We have found many interesting notes which do Miss

Dixon great credit , and only few slips (e.g. , Donauschingen on

p . xii . , Shakespeare misquoted on p. 50. ) As to the suitability

of the story for an elementary class , teachers will form tbeir own

opinion ; to us the whole spirit of it seems altogether wrong,

for it is narrow , full of pessimism , and at times almost cynical .

Classics.

writer criticises Plato's views when they are narrow or faulty,

as in his treatment of Art. It may be recommended as likely

to be useſul for its avowed purpose . There is no index to the

book , a grave fault.

Euripides, Hercules Furius. Edited by E. H. Blakeney.

xxx. + 182 pp . (Blackwood's Classical Texts. ) 25. 6d. - This

edition has been carefully compiled , and contains much infor.

mation both useful and interesting. The editor is especially

good on literary topics , which he places most justly in the fore.

front of his study . The notes are full on illustrative points , and

contain less than is visual of the elementary explanations which

are too familiar in schoolbooks. Examples of unnecessary notes

are those on 'Alba, 116 ; nôs av, 487. There is too much trans

lation ( e.g., the choruses , 348-450, 637-700, &c. ) . The evidence

for a raised stage in the fifth century is not so “ inconclusive "

the editor states ( 119 ) : it consists of allusions in literature

which are inexplicable otherwise, direct statements of anti

quaries, and the inferences from vase.paintings . The empiric

fashion of dealing with problems, almost universal in school

books, is well illustrated by the editor's treatment of yap,

originally an emphatic particle , as he appears to feel once ( on

v . 1,236 ) , it bears that sense often when it is commonly

explained by ellipse ( c.f. notes on 138 , 610, 755 ) . The original

of the portrait of Euripides (p . xv . ) is in the Louvre, which

ought to be stated .

Examination Papers on Virgil. By W. G. Coast . vii . + 128

pp. 25. Examination Papers on Horace. By T. C. Weatherhead .

99 pp. 25. E.ramination Papers on Thucydides. By T. Nick .

lin . 109 pp. (Methuen .) 25. — The authors in each of these

books are divided into sections , and a paper given on each

section . There is no doubt of their usefulness . Of course it

is not to be expected that every important and difficult passage

of the authors is to be found in the papers ; but all the well

known difficulties are there , and a student will be able to test

himself thoroughly by running through them after his study is

complete.

Edited Books.

The Lay of the Last Minstrel. Edited by J. W. Young,

xxiii . + 188 pp. ( Dent . ) is . 4d . -This edition covers the

whole six cantos of Scott's greatest poem , ard is efficiently

done ; although we are at a loss to know quite how the editing:

has been managed . The name of Mr. J. W. Young appears on

the title - page as responsible for the introduction , notes , and

glossary . But, in turning to the first of these, we find the intro

ductory matter as concerns Scott himself signed “ R. D.” , and

the more critical section unsigned altogether, which inclines us

to the conclusion that more hands than one have been engaged

in putting this book together, a practice which is not altogether

to be commended , although in this case a signature is given to

the work not to be attributed to the editor -in - chief. We make

thus much of this apparently trivial point , because only recently

an unsigned farrago of editorial work by different hands led to

an emphatic expression of disapproval of our review from the

nominal editor of a school book , who had not verified his co

editor's opinions and statements ; and the whole procedure is

unsound . Otherwise , this edition is beyond criticism . The

illustrations are numerous , and in most cases beautifully exe

culed , and the notes and glossary are quite scholarly and

adequate.

Macaulay's Life o Samuel Johnson. Edited by H. B.

Cotierill . xxi. + 135 pp. (Macmillan .) Unstinted

praise is the only due tribute to this capital edition . Mr.

Coiterill's labours, and his success , as an educational editor, are

well known , but it is in this book that we have them in

their highest and happiest condition . He has made of this

well -worn classic of Macaulay's one of the most interesting

Corpus Poetarum Latinorum , a se aliisque denuo recognitorum

et brevi lectionum varietate instructorum . Editit Johannes

Percival Postgate. Fasc. IV ., quo continentur Calpurnius

Siculus, Columellae liber X., Silius Italicus, Statius. xii . +

430 pp. ( Bell . ) 9s . net. - This new Corpus has already

achieved a place as the standard collection of Latin poetry , and

its possession is indispensable to the scholar . The MSS . on

which each recension is based are set forth by their editors in

the preface. Calpurnius Siculus falls to the lot of H. Schenkl;

Silius Italicus to Mr. W. C. Summers, a young scholar who has

already deserved well of Latin scholarship ; Statius , partly to

the veteran Prof. A. S. Wilkins, partly to Dr. Postgate , who is

also responsible for Columella. The earlier parts of the work

will be a sure warrant for the thoroughness and accuracy of this .

The poets of the silver age have attracted less attention than

their earlier brethren , and they deserve less on their merits ;

however , it is necessary that those who use them should have

the best possible text , and if many doubtful points are still left

unsolved , it is certain that this is not due to want of trying .

Statius, in particular, presents many great difficulties, which

seem to be no nearer solution now than before . We hope that

the publication of this work may increase the number of those

who read Statius and Calpurnius, who deserve more attention

than they get . It is certain that scholars will not always agree

with the editor's judgments, although there is no such wholesale

transposition here as in the Propertius ; but the general verdict

must be, that the book is a credit to English scholarship.

An Introduction to the Republic of Plato . By William Boyd .

viii . + 196 pp . (Sonnenschein .) 25. 6d . net . - This is a brief

and unpretending abstract of the “ Republic,” compiled for

“ beginners in philosophy who find Plato difficult .” It is not

meant to be final, but only as an aid to further study. The

25 .
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Science and Technology.

books we have read for a long while. It is impossible to

proceed far in this little volume without discovering that it is

a book which has all the ordinary merits of a school edition ,

and some extraordinary ones as well . The interest is chiefly in

the notes, which are magnificent. They take up every point

upon which a note could reasonably be founded, yet there is not

one too many ; they are an unmixed joy to any reader who loves

Johnson or his age. It is safe to say that no student of any

capacity can use this volume without gain in knowledge of

a particularly interesting literary period.

Macaulay's Oliver Goldsmith . By H. B. Cotterill .

xvii. + 77 pp. ( Macmillan . ) 25.—This edition is highly

praiseworthy, and fully deserves to rank with Mr. Cotterill's

recent edition of Macaulay's great essay on Johnson . There is

an introduction brief enough, but admirably full, clear and

sympathetic , and delightfully written ; but the great feature of

this book is the annotation of Macaulay's text . In writing his

notes Mr. Cotterill has placed not only students of English

literature but all lovers of Goldsmith under an obligation ; and

the notes are so full and illuminative that they are perfectly

readable even with only the slightest reference to the text . The

summaries are also well done. Altogether an edition quite

worthy of its place in this series.

The Natural History of some common Animals. By Oswald

H. Latter. X , 331 pp. (Cambridge University Press.) 5s.

net .-We have already many excellent text- books of structural

zoology ; here at last is a much-needed manual dealing with the

physiology of a number of the animals - earthworm , crayfish,

cockroach , freshwater mussel , snail , frog, and others--which

usually serve as types in elementary courses . The book is ,

perhaps, rather more technical than its tille might imply, but for

anyone with even a general knowledge of the anatomy of the

types described it forms delightful reading. Recent zoology

certainly has been , as the author says, “ too closely wedded to

structure," but there are welcome signs of a return to the spirit

and methods of Swammerdam and Réaumur. This book is an

admirable example of the reaction , and may be cordially recom

mended to the notice of all teachers and students of the subject.

It contains fifty - four good illustrations , and several useful lists of

diagnostic characters .

Observation Lessons on Plant Life. By Mrs. Beverley Ussher

and Dorothy Jebb. xv. + 212 pp. (Newmann.) — This book

contains a two years' course of lessons . It is illustrated by

blackboard sketches, and by floral designs intended to serve as

hints for the treatment of plant forms in conventional art . The

blackboard sketches are somewhat crude, and the language is

often lacking in precision . The designs are the best part of the

book.

Poets ' Corner . 127 pp. ( Edward Arnold . ) 15.—This is a

book of verses for children , and it may be said to be a

reasonably good collection . The compiler has a quick eye for

the sort of thing that slips into juvenile minds, almost without

the trouble of memorising it , and remains there ; and any

compilation for juveniles which is managed with this end in

view is sure to be a success. A considerable poetic field has

been traversed in order to provide these selections, hence we

have with some old and inevitable pieces a great many that are

from a larger and better mint. Andrew Marvell , for instance ,

figures here , and so does R. L. Stevenson , and Victor Hugo,

and George Colman . Some carols at the end are not unwel .

come with their quaint hard rhyines ; and some settings of the

poetry of the Bible as poetry may help to teach the young idea

how to shoot the right way later on .

-

7

The Colouration of Animals and Birds as affected by their

Environments : Four wall -diagrams, with handbooks. (Ruddi

man Johnston . ) — These diagrams portray examples of

“ Characteristic Life in the Arctic Regions, "," “ Characteristic

Liſe in the Desert Regions, ” “ Characteristic Inhabitants of

Forests , Jungles , Prairies, etc.,” and “ Protective Mimicry, ” re

spectively . They are well drawn and coloured, and , if care be

taken to point out the different scales on which the various

creatures are represented on the same diagram , will serve their

purpose admirably. Each picture is supplied with an interesting

booklet , which explains the circumstances which have brought

about the results , and describes in detail the animals figured.

The price of the set varies , according to the mounting, from

Ios . 6d . to 4os.

Macaulay's Lives of Goldsmith and Johnson . By J. B. John .

xii . + 99 pp. ( Black . ) 15.—This edition is rather slight .

The editor in two brief introductory notes shows that he has

sufficient scholarship to have made it more substantial if that

had been an object . The notes are good and tersely put ; and

there is happily no life” of Macaulay , and no literary estimate ,

to cause a reviewer to sigh .

Junior Country Reader. II. More True Animal Stories.

By H. B. M. Buchanan and R. R. C. Gregory vi . + 165 pp.

(Macmillan .) Is. 2d . - We have here another simple reading

book for young children . The tales are interesting and the

illustrations excellent . The lessons provide much useful

information about common animals .

History.

Britannia History Readers, IIIA. 255 pp. (Arnold ) .

is. 6d.— The stories in this book are well told , and come between

“ stories ” and “ history. ” Of course much must be omitted,

considering that the range is from 55 B.C. to 1901 A.D. , but the

selection has been carefully made, specially in Victoria's reign ,

though the Boer war of course looms large . The illustrations

are good , many of them being copies of famous pictures.

A Primer of Philosophy. By A. J. Rappoport. 118 pp.

( Murray. ) 15. net.—This is a clearly written and quite useful

little book , consisting of two parts . The first describes the

various branches of philosophy and gives a historical sketch of

their development . The second gives the various solutions that

have been offered of the metaphysical , ethical and epistemologi .

cal problems at various periods of the world's history . The

teacher will find it useful to read and then keep by him as a

reference for explanation of allusions to the subject . There is a

bibliography.

Geography,

Junior Geography Examination Papers. By W. G. Baker .

72 pp. ( Methuen . ) 15.- It is difficult to believe that teachers

of geography exist incapable of setting questions in their subject

similar to those contained in this booklet . If there are teachers

of geography who wish to be saved the trouble of making

questions for junior forms, these papers will assist them .

Chemical Laboratories for Schools. By Dr. D. S. Macnair.

24 pp. ( Bell . ) 6d. -A pamphlet containing hints to teachers

as to the method of planning and fitting up a school laboratory

and of conducting a school course in chemistry .
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Mathematics .

Mechanics. By John Cox. xiv . + 332 pp. (Cambridge

University Press . ) 95. net .-In recent years nearly every text

book of mechanics has shown the dominating influence of

“ Thomson and Tait " ; it is therefore of the nature of a novelty

to find a treatise that departs, at least in the earlier stages, from

the lines of the well-known work on natural philosophy. In a

vigorously written preface the author explains his attitude and

adduces sound reasons for the method in which he develops

the subject. There can be little doubt that the study of

mechanics gains both in interest and in instructiveness by such

considerations as are set forth in Book I. , “ The Winning of the

Principles " ; the subject, when studied in close connection with

its historical development , is much easier of apprehension by

the beginner, because more concrete and less technical , and

what is lost in rigour of definition is more than made up by the

contact with simple but important practical problems. Another

advantage of this historical treatment is that the mathematical

statement of the principles of mechanics, which is taken up in

Book II . , becomes much more intelligible ; the discussion of

the laws of motion is unusually clear . The applications in

Book III . are free from trivialities, and are lucidly expounded,

while the slight reference to rigid dynamics in Book IV . is

sufficient to bring out some of the leading principles . It is

interesting to learn that the course laid down in the book has

been tested , with satisfactory results, with classes at Girl

University ; the amount of mathematical knowledge necessary

for an intelligent study of the book is not large , while the

frequent appeal to experiment is a valuable safeguard against

the too conimon tendency to substitute mathematical problems

for dynamical applications. As matters stand at present in this

country, we fear the book will not receive the attention which

its intrinsic merits deserve , but we sincerely hope that it will

contribute to a reform in the teaching of mechanics which is

urgenily needed . An unusual but welcome feature in a modern

text -book is the presence of four well - executed engravings of

pioneers of the science of mechanics--- Archimedes , Galileo,

Huyghens, and Newton .

occupies a subordinate place , but becomes gradually more

prominent as the development proceeds. The later portions of

the book do not call for much in the way of remark , as there is

not much that is new in them, but the earlier portions show

considerable originality of treatment . A fuller discussion than

usual is given of angles, based on the rotational definition (or

description) ; negative angles and the radian measure of angles

are introduced , and the conception of negative anzles is utilised

in discussing the rotation of a plane figure in its own plane.

The movement of a plane figure without rotation leads to the

consideration of parallel lines, and the following definition is

given :-- When a line can be brought from one position in a

plane to another without rolation , the two positions of the line

are said to be parallel . What axiom on parallels is used ?

Though not explicitly stated , it seems to us that Playfair's

axiom is required for the proof given in ( ii . ) p. 46. If Playfair's

axiom is thus, as we think it is , assumed , then the introduction so

early of the rotation of a plane figure is perhaps unwise , though

it is undoubtedly interesting . However that may be , the book

contains much to interest and stimulate the beginner, and that,

after all , is a great thing.

Preliminary Geometry. By Rawdon Roberts . 56 pp .

( Blackie . ) 15.-This book is in the main a collection of

exercises in geometrical drawing, with hints for the constructions

required ; some very good paiterns are included . It is , we

think , a mistake to avoid the use of decimals so much as the

author has done. In the second exercise a distance is asked to

be read to the nearest eighth of an inch ; surely greater accuracy

should be demanded even at the outset, and with a decimally

divided ruler it can easily be obtained .

The Story of Arithmetic. By Susan Cunnington. xvi .

+ 239 pp. ( Sonnenschein . ) 35. 60 .-- Lessons in arithmetic

are usually considered to be rather dreary, but their tedium

may be often lightened by a judicious use of illustrations drawn

from the history of the rise and development of arithmetical

symbols and operations . Teachers may therefore welcome a

book which sets forth in a comparatively short compass and in

an interesting manner the leading stages in the evolution of

arithmetic as we now possess it . This " story ” is somewhat

sketchy, but , though the list of the principal works consulted is

very meagre and does not contain any except English books,

the more important features of the history of arithmetic are

correctly outlined ; statements on some of the more obscure

features seem to us to require revision or amplification. The

proof- reading of the Latin quotations has been very badly

done ; the blunders in Appendix A are inexcusable.

The Fourth Dimension . By. C. Howard Hinton. viii . +

247 pp. (Sonnenschein . ) Speculations as

a fourth dimension are usually considered to be at best the

harmless occupation of a leisure hour, but we quite agree with

the writer of this interesting book that meditation on the sub

ject of higher space may be a profitable exercise. The ex

positors of n -dimensional space usually require from their

readers very considerable mathematical knowledge, or, at the

very least , a mathematically disciplined intelligence ; but no

one need be deterred by his lack of mathematics from reading

the book before us. The point of view is not that of the

mathematician and the interest is not predominatingly mathe

matical ; a reader who is interested in philosophical discussions

will find much to attract him , even though he be tempted to

inſer that analogy is apt to be mistaken for demonstration . The

book is very suggestive and merits a careful study.

45. 6d. to

Elementary Mensuration . By G. T. Chivers . x . + 334 pp.

( Longmans.) 5s. — Teachers in search of a good text- book of

mensuration may be recommended to examine this. It is very

complete, and while many sections and examples demand of

the pupil a good knowledge of geometry, algebra , and trigo

nometry, the author has, we think , acted wisely in merely

stating those formulæ which require for their adequate proof a

knowledge of the Calculus. The text-books of practical

mathematics in the days of our grandfathers contained applica

tions to land surveying , and these were very popular in the

rural districts . It is , perhaps, to be regretted that in this book

land surveying is omitted ; in rural districts it might be a

pleasant variation on the routine of indoor work to spend a few

afternoons in measuring fields in the neighbourhood of the

school. But the book within the limits covered , and these are

wide, is excellent : the very large number of examples will

probably be an additional recommendation to many teachers .

It would have been well perhaps had a little more been said

about approximations in numerical work .

Constructive Geometry. By John G. Kerr. 121 pp. ( Blackie . )

Is. 60. - The full title of this little book is Constructive

Geometry, being Steps in the Synthesis of Ideas regarding the

Properties and Relations of Geometrical Figures.” The course a

system of demonstrative geometry based,in thefirst instance,on Pilman's Scheme A Arithmetic. By W.H. Higden. ( Lon
observation and measurement . The range is , roughly , that of

Euclid's first three books. In the earlier pages logical inference

don : Pitman . )—We have before us Books II . , IV . , V. , VII . ,

in paper covers ; the books contain respectively 36 , 48, 48 and
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65 pages, and cost 2d . , 3d . , 3d . , and 5d. The matter of them

consists of sets of examples and tables (without answers) ranging

from simple addition , with which Book II. begins , to questions

on Interest , Stocks, &c. , with which Book VII . ends. The

books are well printed on stout paper, and provide ample prac

tice in the mechanical processes of arithmetic .

The Single -handed Cook. More Recipes. By Mrs. C. S.

Peel . xi. + 207 pp. (Constable . ) 35. 6. - Mrs. Peel's

instructions are simple , practical , and practicable . The house.

wife who follows the guidance here provided will succeed in

producing attractive and nutritious dishes at a reasonable cost .

The volume will prove “ a boon and a blessing " to many

harassed household caterers.

a

IS, net.

Pitman's Guide to the Teaching of Scheme A. Arithmetic.

Book V. By W. H. Higden. 90 pp. ( Pitman . )

This book belongs to the series referred to in the preceding

notice. It contains, in addition to the above Book V. answers,

hints and oral work . The hints do not seem to us to amount

to very much : it is a pity if anyone is entrusted with the

teaching of arithmetic for whom the matter given in the hints

would either convey information in regard to arithmetical

principles or yield suggestions as to methods of teaching.

School Hygiene. By Dr. R. J. Williamson . 26 pp. (Man .

chester : Sherratt and Hughes. ) 3d.-A useful lecture by

a trustworthy authority ; deserves the careful attention of

teachers.

Register of Teachers for Secondary Schools, being the List oj

Teachers registered in Column B of the Teachers' Register com .

plete to March 31st, 1904. Compiled from official records by

the Editor of the “ Schoolmasters' Yearbook and Directory .”

xl . + 105 pp. ( Sonnenschein .) 25. net .—Like other works of

reference, for which teachers are indebted to the Editor of

the “ Schoolmasters' Yearbook ," this register will prove of

value to all interested in education . The particulars pub

lished with the names of the registered teachers contained in

the volume will show schoolmasters and schoolmistresses pro

posing to register the kind of qualifications and experience

accepted by the Registration Council. The total number of

teachers registered in Column Bon March 31st , 1904, was 5,510 .

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions

expressed in letters which appear in these columns . As a

rule, a letter criticising any article or review printed in

THE SCHOOL : World will be submitted to the contributor

before publication , so that the crilicism and reply may

appear together.

Miscellaneous.

Items of General Knowledge. Compiled and edited by

William Hughes. 53 pp. , interleaved . ( H. Grant . ) 25. 9d.

post free. – This book has been prepared for the use of

students, &c . , particularly for the L. C. C. examinations . We

wish it were possible to congratulate the compiler upon his

achievement. It is difficult to see what principles , if any, have

guided him in his selection of items. For example, the words

“ franc, ”, ” “ rouble , " and “ rupee " are explained , but nothing is

said of the mark , lira , or other coins , and , from the standpoint of

information, we are little benefited by being told that “ a rouble

is a Russian silver coin of varying value , used as a monetary

unit. ” Again , the origin , as well as the meaning , of some

phrases ( e.g., to " set the Thames on fire ” ) is given quite correctly ;

but in other cases , where the origin is most interesting, and indeed

essential to the comprehension of the full meaning of the phrase,

no help whatever is given (e.g. , “ Hobson's choice," " a Roland

for an Oliver, " " pound of flesh ” ). Many definitions are badly

expressed (e.g., “ ordeal ” ), not a few are inaccurate, (e.g. , “ har

vest moon , “ Ironsides,” “ refresher ” ), and soine absolutely

wrong “ Dog days are not so called “ because it was

generally believed that madness among dogs was more prevalent
during this period than at any other time.” “ Lines of com

munication " are not of necessity “ trenches ; " and Cambridge

men will be not a little surprised to learn that “ a wrangler is

one who has obtained a place in the highest mathematical

Tripos.” Some of the explanations are in reality no explana

tioos at all . It is little use to say that a “ centimetre is one

hundredth part of a metre,” unless one is told what a metre

is. Hussars and Lancers are not peculiar to the British

army. To explain Utopian ” without any reference to

“ Utopia ; “ Guelph ” without mentioning “ Ghibbeline ;”

" Bill Sykes " without naming “ Oliver Twist,” cannot fail

to strike one as deliberate neglect of opportunities. A student

who took up the book for the purpose of L. C. C. or any

other examination , might very reasonably complain that

when he is told that “ to square the circle

attempt an impossibility , he has a right to expect that the

nature of that iinpossibility should be made clear to him ; and

hemight add that “ creditor, debtor, photographer , locomotive,

inscription , infantry , ” and several words of this kind , might

well have been left out of the list , and the space thus saved

devoted to the provision of the information which he wants,

and for which presumably – he has paid . There is in

the book much that is correct and valuable, but the defects

pointed out are so numerous and so glaring that a thorough

revision is required before the volume can be placed with any

confidence in the hands of those for whom it has been specially

prepared . It may perhaps be added that it is strongly bound ,

well printed, and interleaved .

9

The Treatment of Tangents by the Method of Limits.

In Vol. XXII . , Session 1903-1904, of the Proceedings of the

Edinburgh Mathematical Sociely , there is a “ Note on the

Treatment of Tangents in recent Text- books of Elementary

Geometry," by Prof. G. A. Gibson , a copy of which has been

courteously forwarded to me by the author.

I wish to join issue with the author, and , if possible , raise a

discussion in your columns on the following points . Contrary

to the author, I hold that :

( 1 ) The proofs are rigid , for there is no introduction in the

slightest degree of the idea of limiting values.

( 2 ) The tangent is only a special case of the secant.

(3) The only admissible definition of a tangent is “ a straight

line cutting a circle in two consecutive points , i.e. , distinct

though indistinguishable.

( 4 ) There is no analogy between working with an inequality ,

not expressed as a ratio or a difference - which is very correctly

used as an illustration of fallacious reasoning -- and working with

an equality , which after all is only a handy method of writing

a ratio equal to unity.

( 5 ) If (3 ) is not granted , i.e., if it is admitted , with Prof.

Gibson , that the proofs he quotes fail, because “ in the limit "

( this phrase seems to cause all the trouble , it should be “ in the

special case " ) the triangle AOB disappears , then Prof. Gibson's

own proof fails for the very same reason .

Should a discussion arise , I should be very pleased to supply

the argument on each point , which I now omit to save space .

J. M. Child.

17 , Clarence Road , Derby.

a

means to

In compliance with the request of the editors, I will state

briefly the argument of the Note to which Mr. Child refers.
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The proof that a tangent to a circle is at right angles to the

radius to the point of contact is often given as follows.
Let

A, B be two points on a circle , centre O, and let A B be pro.

duced beyond B to C and beyond A to D. The radii O A ,

O B are equal , and therefore

secutive points” or to train them in reasoning in which the

conclusion violates one essential condition for the truth of the

premises.

GEORGE A. GIBSON.

St. Boswells.

< OBA = < 0 A B, or > OBD = < O AC .... ( 1 )

a

This equation is true however near B is to A ; when B coin.

cides with A , the angle A O B is zero , and therefore the angle

AOC is a right angle . But when B coincides with A the

secant becomes the tangent, and therefore the tangent at A is

at right angles to O d.

Sometimes, instead of ( 1 ) , the equation < O BC = < O B D is

used , but without any real difference in the proof.

My objection to the proof is simply that the conclusion has

no relation to the premises. Equation ( 1 ) is a statement about

the angles of a triangle 0 A B and cannot be established unless

B is distinct from A ; the conclusion , on the other hand , violates

the essential condition that B is distinct from A, and therefore

is not an inſerence from the premises laid down . The second

form of equation ( 1 ) expresses exactly the same fact as the first,

and the point C cannot be found except through the two points

A and B ; but when B coincides with A (and coincides is the

word generally used ) the position of C is quite indeterminate.

The line joining A to a point coinciding with A is not the base

of a triangle , nor is O A A a triangle in any sense relevant to

the proof. If, when B coincides with A, O A B is a special

or particular case of a triangle , what properties of a triangle does

it retain ? Sometimes the justification for making B coincident

with A is grounded on the assertion that " what is true up to the

limit is true in the limit " ; but the assertion, in general , is false.

To illustrate , consider a point E on the tangent A T. However

near E may be to A, O E is greater than O A ; therefore the

statement is true when E coincides with A. If the principle is

alleged to be applicable to equations but not to inequalities ,

that is a matter for proof ; but no proof is or can be given, since

the principle is false.

Mr. Child says that there is , in the proof criticised , no intro

duction of limiting values ; but nearly every writer calls it the

method of limits , though I admit that the proof is a travesty of

the method. The proof by the method of limits is briefly this .

Draw A T perpendicular to O A ; AT is the tangent , because

we can take B so near to A that the angle T A B shall become

and remain as small as we please. As I state in the Note, and

as is sufficiently known, it is expressly provided in the definition

of a limit that the independent variable in this case < T A B)

must not have assigned to it the value to which it converges (in

this case the value zero) . The procedure by which B is made

to coincide with A is a mere revival or survival of a fallacy

exploded nearly two centuries ago .

Just a word in regard to Mr. Child's definition of a tangent .

What meaning can be attached to the statement that two points

are “ distinct though indistinguishable ” ? Surely, to say that

they are distinct means that they are distinguished . If the

tangent at A is the line through A and the point on the curve

“ consecutive ” to A, on which side of A does the point lie ?

If it does not lie on either side, where is it ? If it lies , say, to

the right of A , is there not one to the left of A ? Unless the

consecutive point coincides with A, it would seem that the

tangent at A has three points in common with the curve . For

advanced students , familiar with the method of limits, the

phraseology of consecutive points may be useful as a kind of

shorthand, but for beginners it seems to me totally unsuitable .

What are the coördinates of the two “ distinct ” points in

which the line y = 2 x- 1 meets the parabola y = x??

In conclusion , let me say that I consider it exceedingly unwise

to perplex beginners with such metaphysical subtleties as “ con

MUTUAL AID .

The object of these columns is to afford teachers the opportu .

nity of asking questions of and giving assistance to colleagues.

The questions received to which replies are solicited will be

printed first ; following these will be the answers which have

been sent in , and , to make such replies intelligible to all readers ,

they will be accompanied by the question . Readers are invited

to send answers to any of the questions asked below by our

correspondents.

The questions should deal only with educational matters,

using the expression in a broad sense , and the publication or

otherwise of any question must be left entirely to the discretion

of the Editors .

Questions and answers should be addressed to the Editors of

THE SCHOOL WORLD, St. Martin's Street , London, W.C. , and

should be accompanied by the full name and address of the

sender, though not necessarily for publication . Each question

or answer should be on one side only of a separate sheet of

paper.

QUESTIONS .

A CONSTANT READER. I saw recently a notice of a new

English grammar for children , written in the form of easy

stories or lessons. I cannot trace it . Can any reader help me

to find it ? The only child's grammar written in the same style

that I know is Mr. Marcet’s , published by Messrs. Longmans.

Are there any others ?

W. S. What books have been published in this country on

the teaching of arithmetic to young children by means of

concrete examples ?

E. P. How can my new cinder playground be got to

“ bind ” ? It is on a slope . It was laid down with eight inches

of broken bricks and four inches of cinders.

W. J. T. Would some reader, with experience of school

dramatics, suggest some plays or portion of plays suitable for

production in a mixed school ?

M. Regis, Ghent.---Can anyone tell me where I can obtain

English translations of the following books : “ Les fâcheux," by

Molière ; “ Siècle de Louis XIV," Voltaire ; “ Scenes of

Travel,” Gautier. I shall also be grateful for the name of a

good history of French literature suitable for pupils preparing

for the Oxford Higher Local Examination .
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" that they are not committed at this stage to any

SCHOOL CERTIFICATES : THE PRO. action in the matter."

POSALS OF THE CONSULTATIVE The scheme is the outcome of an attempt made

COMMITTEE. by the Headmasters' Conference in 1901 to obtain

some synthesis of the various professional pre
By J. L. PATON , M.A.

liminary examinations . The Board of Education

High Master of Manchester Grammar School. was appealed to and referred the matter to the

Consultative Committee. The Committee found

O say that examinations exist for the sake of it impossible to answer the Board's questions with

schools seems, or ought to seem , out extending the scope of the reference and

obvious truism . But in England the re formulating their views on the general question as

verse has been the case, and the obvious fact is to the best method of testing the instruction in a

that the great majority of schools exist for the sake secondary school. They set to work accordingly
of examinations . Their whole work is planned and, in order to ascertain the general attitude of

with a view to external examination , their suc
those whom a change in the present system would

cess is gauged by external examination , their affect, they held conferences with representatives
numbers and very existence depend upon the of the Universities , the various Teachers ' Associa.

number of passes and distinctions, their whole life tions and the professional bodies , including repre

is rounded by an examination , and the motto of sentatives from the War Office and the Civil
Socrates is their daily canon : “ The unexamined Service Commission .

life is not worth living.” And yet the various It had been known for some time that the Con

examinations under which we now groan and sultative Committee had “ something up their

travail have rendered marked service to English sleeve.” What one feared was a new Leaving

education . In the time of laissez aller and isolated Certificate Examination addedto those alreadyin
effort they have benefited schools by indicating existence , an examination organised by the State

the sort of standard at which they should aim , and on the model of the Scottish Certificate Examina

the sort of curriculum they should adopt . Such tion and using all the authority of the State to crush

uniformity as we possess weoweto the local ex- other competitors out of existence . It is a relief

aminations inaugurated by Sir Thos. Acland and to find that this is not what is proposed . Such

the late Archbishop of Canterbury . They have a proposal would have meant the supersession of

benefited parents by affording them a rough and many agencies which are doing already efficient

ready test by which to distinguish an efficient work on a large scale , a piece of waste we cannot

school from a non -efficient. In fact, it would seem afford . It would have involved an amount of

to be true in education that we only attain to the machinery and labour so huge as practically to

right and normal order of things at two removes. absorb all the energies of the Board at a time when

Just as at the present moment in education supply its energies are already taxed to the utmost in

has preceded demand and is creating demand, more fruitful directions. In Scotland some 60,000

so , in the past , examinations have created and papers are worked annually ; a simple proportion

regulated schools, whereas ultimately in the nor- sum shows the vast proportions which any parallel

mal order of things schools will regulate examina- scheme for England would assume. It would be

tions.
This is the stage we have now reached. impossible for any Government department to

The stage of examination -tutelage is over , the age conduct such vast operations with any human

of self-responsibility begins ; examinations now interest or human elasticity .

must follow the school instead of schools following Another possible solution might have been the

the examinations . American system of “ accredited ” schools , as ex

This is the historical significance of the draft pounded by Dr. Gregory Foster in his Mosely
scheme for School Certificates which has been Commission Report . Such a system gives elas

drawn up by the Consultative Committee, and is ticity enough, but it is hard to see how any uni

now being circulated “ without prejudice ” by the formity of standard could have been maintained,
Board of Education , who are careful to state and without it professional bodies would rightly

No. 69, VOL. 6 ] D D
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have refused acceptance . Moreover , the super- may even in time be a passport to the Civil

session of external examinations among schools to Service and the Army , but of this no hint is given
which hitherto examination has been the be - all as yet.

and end- all here would have meant a general Both these certificates will depend not only

lowering of the level of attainments. The reaction on what a boy accomplishes in the examination

would have been inevitable . What has happened room but also on his having followed a regular

in the elementary schools would have happened course of instruction of at least three years in the
in the secondary . school which presents him for examination , or

What the Consultative Committee propose is some school of equivalent status . This should

the only wise policy . They propose not to super- prevent the exploiting of a good school's name,

sede existing agencies but to stand behind them , which goes on at present . It is now a common

to modify their procedure, but withal to recognise practice to send aboy to a school of repute for a

them , and to make them recognise each other, and year , or even less , that so he may in after life

make the professions recognise them all . In order claim to be “ an old grammar-school boy,” or what

to prevent any one of these bodies from sulkily ever it may be . As though secondary education

standing out and refusing to co -operate in this were a gourd that could shoot up in a night and

national movement, the committee draft a politic yet not wither in a day . The proposed new cer

clause which shows all the wisdom of the tificate will be a guarantee not only that a certain

serpent : standard of knowledge has been attained , butthat
“ That the Board of Education should con- the holder has followed satisfactorily for three

stitute the Central Board as soon as , in their years at least in the case of junior certificates, and

opinion , a sufficient number of recognised four in the case of senior , a regular course of study

examining bodies have signified their willing. recognised as adequate at a school recognised as

ness to be represented thereupon , and should efficient.

take all steps that may be necessary to pro- It is provided , further, that no school will be able

cure the acceptance of the certificates by the to present scholars for the examination unless it

professional bodies.” fulfils two conditions : ( 1 ) that it be periodically

At the same time,while recognising the existing inspected as a going concern either by the Board

agencies , the new Central Board will have some itself or by some university or other organisation

substantial and much -needed modifications to make recognised by the Board ; ( 2 ) that the course of

in the method of examination . studies pursued in the school be laid before the

In the first place , the committee finds it un- examining body and approved by it . Such linking

desirable that certificate examinations should be of examination with sane inspection will enable

conducted by means of the same papers set for the the examiners to take account of “ the aims and

whole country . In place of the uniformity of characters of the different schools ” and adjust their

subjects and of papers there is to be uniformity of examination accordingly. It is the necessary con

standard . The main function of the Central Board dition for elasticity .

will be “ to co - ordinate and control the standards,” But a still closer linking of school and examiners

but we are no longer to have among us the pre- is proposed . Clause No. 8 runs :

mature phenomenon who is pointed at of men , " Since an examination held with the co

wherever he goes, as “ the first boy in all England.” operation of the school in which a scholar has

This national instinct for race horse competitions, been taught is more likely to lead to a just

obtruding itself in the sphere of education , has estimate of the knowledge which he possesses

done harm enough already both to boys and to than one held entirely by an outside body,

schools. Perhaps few things have so subtly under- the examination should be conducted in each

mined the true ideals of learning in this country. school by external and internal examiners, repre

Another subtle danger is avoided by discarding senting respectively the examining body and

the title “ Leaving Certificate " and substituting the the school staff.”

title “ School Certificate." Great is the potency This is the most novel feature of the scheme and

of names, " especially ," as Carlyle says, " in those it will entail most practical difficulty in the working

plastic first-times ” ; the name Leaving Certifi- out. As a “ first-reading measure ” we approve the

cate” raises dangerous suggestions in the mind of principle, but there will be many crucial and

parents who do not as yet appreciate secondary knotty points to work out “ in committee.” Frankly,

education, and even , for the most part , do not as a teacher , I would prefer not to know in any

understand what it means. The “ School Certifi. way what questions are to be set in examina

cate ” will have the same value,and, though under tion . But , also as a teacher , I would value the

another name, it will smell as sweet. privilege of suggesting the lines on which I had

There are to be two grades of certificate : ( 1 ) a treated the subject, and the parts of it which I had

junior certificate, limited to pupils under sixteen brought into prominence. One teaches, for in

years of age, which will have, roughly speaking, stance, an Epistle of Paul, laying stress on the

the value of the present junior Oxford and Cam- argument and the ethical aspect of the questions

bridge Local, or the Second Class College of Pre- with which the apostle deals. The examiner

ceptors ; ( 2 ) a senior certificate , which would sets , it may be, a paper which is entirely textual

presumably act as passport at the same time to and critical. Clearly the result does not represent

the higher professions and to the universities . It fairly the work of either teacher or taught.
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As a teacher I welcome what amounts to the rein . Universities of Lancashire and Yorkshire , at a

statement of set books (clause 15) . Of late there conference held under the chairmanship of Mr.

has been reaction against them and the new regula- Arthur Acland at Manchester, have appointed

tions of the London Matriculation yielded to the a committee to draft a scheme in accordance with

pressure of either reaction ornecessity. Now , the the proposals. Such a prompt response will en

setting up of unseen translation as the one and courage the Board to put into force as soon as

only standard of translation means that teaching possible the recommendations of their Committee,
becomes more and more purely linguistic and and the higher classes in our schools will yet be

reading becomesscrappy. The recognition of the saved from a danger which has been hanging over

books used in the school gives a chance for the them for many years and threatened to become

training of literary appreciation and a sense of chronic — the danger of degenerating into coaching
the things that are more excellent in letters : this establishments .

is a delicate bloom , but , when one considers the

mass of printed matter growing out of all propor

tion to our growth in taste , it is just what should be

the prevailing soul of all school work.

Again , provision is made for oral examination SOME ESSENTIALS OF PHYSICAL

in modernlanguages. It is to be not optional but TRAINING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

compulsory (clause 15 ) . Here the external ex

aminer can examine best through the teacher. I By C. E. SHELLY, M.A., M.D., &c.

have known excellent university examiners, with Consulting Medical Officer, Haileybury College.

the best of intentions , absolutely fail to find touch

with a class of sixth - form boys in a viva voce HE principles of physical culture are the

examination , and acknowledge their failure. Such same, whatever be the field of their applica

miscarriages would be obviated if the teacher tion . But very little consideration is needed

himself conducted the examination , subject always to show that the sckemes of exercises in which

to the external examiner's directions . they are embodied must differ in several details in

But the most important thing of all is that the relation to the special needs of primary and

moderator of these examinations, the man who secondary schools respectively. During theperiod.

censors and has the final passing of the papers, of so -called “ infancy ” —which for school purposes

should be a man who knows school from the inside , maybe supposed to cease at about the age of five

is accustomed to boys and girls and knows what
or six - such differences as are found to exist in

sort of words and phrases they will understand . practice are mainly due to differences in the social

Too frequently the questions for school children status of the children concerned . The course of

have been set by a young university don who did simple physical exercises prescribed for the

his best , no doubt , to make questions easy, but, “ infants ” of elementary schools might be carried

in reality, they are the sort of questions he would
out in the homes and nurseries of the well - to-do

have himself found easy as an undergraduate , and with at least equal advantage from every aspect of
they are hopelessly out of touch with a school their educational value ; and this is to a large

child's range of ideas . I select two consecutive extent secured to the youthful inmates by the

questions from a paper set by the Oxford and Cam
conditions which obtain in every well-regulated

bridge Joint Board on the outlines (sic) of Greek household, and by the more intelligent solicitude

history : by which their lives are safeguarded. The results

What were the elements which existed in secured by the teachers in elementary schools are

Hellas for common action on the part of the whole
apt to be less satisfactory, indeed , owing partly to

race ? Illustrate by facts.” a larger proportion of inferior material, as well as

“ It has been said that the Homeric poems were to the less favourable home- conditions of the

appealed to as authorities on Greek politics. Can young children themselves. But the principles of

this statement be illustrated by facts ? ” the training, and in all essentials its details also ,

Both of these questions are more suitable for
are practically identical in both instances .

senior sophs than for schoolboys . And this sort of The contrasts in detail as between the physical

thing is bound to recur when dous examine
needs of older children in primary and in secondary

children . It has been a good move in the new schools is much more marked ; and here , again , it

London Matriculation regulations to associate a is most marked in proportion as differences in

schoolmaster in each subject with the University social position come into play . By way of simple

examiner . and obvious example, the footgear worn by the

At the same time it is important to keep
child of the labourer or small artizan is more

secondary education in touch with the Universities, cumbrous and more cramping than that supplied

and it is a great feature in the new scheme that it to children in a higher walk of life : moreover , it

interferes in no way with this connexion as it is as a rule renewed far less frequently, so that

exists , but affords much greater opportunity for the foot becomes more moulded to its heavy and

strengthening it , makes it more intimate and unyielding covering , rather than the boot being

widens the choice of the University open to the made to fit the foot, and replaced by a larger one

winner of the certificate, by making the same in some reasonable accordance with progressive

certificate available for all . Already the new growth. As a result , the finer foot and ankle move

66
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a

ments soon become practically lost to the poor result obtainable from them is exceedingly good,

child ; and with them are lost the delicate adjust- viewed alike from the physical, moral and mental

ments of balance , and much of the physical estimate of their effects ; and , within the limits

alertness, the absence of which is indicated with that they cover, this result would be excessively

sufficient plainness in his gait and carriage . Nor difficult to improve upon . But they cannot achieve

does the loss end here . So intimately related in all that may be secured for the individual ; and , if

their mutual reactions are the nerve centres those deficiencies which they leave more or less

concerned in alertness of body and alertness of untouched were made good by suitable measures ,

mind , that the atrophy of one set through disuse the outcome would be men and women better

inevitably tends to hamper the due and full developed all round , to say nothing of games

development of the other. The child accustomed played with a greater zest, because at a higher

to light footgear which permits a reasonable play level of general ease , grace , and proficiency.

of toe and ankle joints , and who can don boots or Although the average pupil in the secondary

shoes still more flexible when these are required , school is, in virtue of the conditions of his ordinary

unconsciously reaps an immense relative advantage home life, fairly trained in most of the “ massive"

from every kind of game and other active exercise movements, there are many whose gait and car .

in which he participates . A similar contrast riagewould be vastly improved by regular instruc

obtains with regard to the power of adopting , for tion in the proper methods of standing, walking

other parts of the body, clothing suitable for and marching such as is regularly given to the

exercise ; and a matter at least equally important children educated in primary schools. An al

from the hygienic point of view is the ability together disproportionate number of the lads
to change that clothing when the time of active in many well known public schools hold them

exercise is ended. If men are what they are , to selves badly and slouch " more or less in their

some extent at least , by virtue of what they eat walk . Military drill is to some extent a means of

and what they drink , it is not less true that the correcting this ; but the fault is too common a one

development of the child is influenced to a greater amongst members of the rifle or cadet corps. The

extent than might at first sight be supposed by reason is not far to seek : every boy in the school

what it is made to wear ; and , in its newer even is not a member of the corps ; ard those enrolled

more certainly than in its older meaning , " habit ” in it are subject to drill only upon occasion ; train .

makes the man . Viewed from this standpoint , ing in the proper carriage of the body is not

the public schoolboy differs from his contemporary habitual and continuous, and the tendency to bad

of the elementary school much as the modern habits in this respect is not effectually improved

infantry soldier in loose tunic and puttiescontrasts, because it is not efficiently corrected ; for the in

in freedom of chest and limbs , in mobility and dividual who is but intermittently and at compara

mental initiative , with his bestocked and rigid | tively long intervals reminded and stimulated to

predecessor who fought at Minden . It may, in practise good habits can hardly be expected to

short , be admitted that the pupils in secondary abandon bad ones already contracted. All those

schools are in certain very important and quite exercises which favour an upright carriage of body

obvious respects far more favourably circum- are , for other reasons as well , so valuable in them

stanced , individually and by their environment, selves, and are so fraught with advantage in later

for profiting by physical exercises ; and also that , life, that their neglect during the plastic period of

as a result of the methods of their earlier life and youth and adolescence is nothing short of a national

of the healthy activity and stimulus which per- reproach.

vades the régime of the typical English school , they The ordinary exercises and games common to

have no need for training in many of those details school life are deficient in training for the finer

of physical exercise which children less fortunately balance movements of the human frame. It

situated must be taught ab initio . The question is true that most of these are, at times and to some

remains : what , broadly speaking , their extent, needed for proficiency in many of the most

physical deficiencies ; in what directions, more useful and popular games ; in someparticulars some

particularly , does the physical training provided by of them are attained by those who, largely for that

the ordinary school games and the exercises which reason , become the best players . But, for these.

usually form a part of the ordinary life of a relative exceptions , their acquisition is to a large

secondary school need to be supplemented ? extent accidental as it were; to the majority they

The ground may be usefully cleared at the are lacking, for the most part ; and anything like

outset by recalling the fact the exercise is but a regular and intelligent instruction in attaining this

means to an end : it is not the end itself. The combination of graceful strength and alertness is

most bigoted critic ofwhat he calls “ the craze for non -existent in the secondary school. The gen

athleticism ” would hardly refuse his support to a tleman's son of to - day is at a real disadvantage in

system of physical training properly organised for some respects compared with his forebear of the

securing efficient physical development. Simi- eighteenth century , when skill in fencing and in

larly , the most thorough -going advocate of school dancing were regarded as accomplishments neces

games must admit, upon due consideration , that sary to his class and practice in riding one of its

they do not-and cannot - fulfil the whole duty most ordinary habits. We know that many boys,

of the individual to himself and his neighbour and practically all girls , are taught to dance; some

in this respect . Taken by and large , the general | learn fencing and boxing. But no young men

are
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now - a - days dance as their great - grandfathers practically continuous throughout the working

understood that form of exercise ; and relatively hours . This observation has a special bearing

few are so practised in fencing and boxing and upon the maintenance of a good carriage of the

racquets as to have acquired “ the polished body , both when active and when at rest . The

ease and precision of the right movement in an former is more easily assured , for bodily activity

emergency." Yet a few minutes devoted every day implies a certain amount of general muscular
to practising certain simple exercises , such for tension , and the stimulus to apply this in the

instance as are clearly described in the syllabus correct fashion is more quickly learned , and be

and schedule of the report recently issued by the comes automatic at the cost of comparatively little

Inter - departmental Committee on the Model effort. This is much less certainly the case in

Course of Physical Exercises ,' would do a great regard to postures which are in themselves more
deal towards lessening what is a negative defect or less attitudes of rest and muscular relaxation ,

of serious importance in the present system of and sometimes have to be assumed under physical

secondary education . conditions which are not favourable to a correct

There are at least two other details of physical or healthy pose . This applies with especial force

training in which the secondary school will soon to the attitude assumed by the pupil when sitting

compare even more unfavourably than it does at at his work --- applies, in fact, to the way in which

present with the elementary school . Too many his body is held during a considerable portion of

children never learn to breathe properly . Some each day . It is , therefore, of particular impor

are unable to do so on account of unnatural and re- tance , since it is obvious that a bad and cramped

mediable obstruction in the upper air-passages-a position at the desk , habitually indulged in , is bad

condition necessarily attended with other unfortu . not only in itself-positively as an evil , negatively

nate results detrimental to healthy activity of both as the loss of a good - but that it must inevitably

mind and body - although the ordinary observer lead to a permanent negation of other physical

may easily fail to detect the earlier and slighter advantages which are being aimed at in other

forms of this trouble, especially if the child be directions . It is a quite impracticable counsel of

noticed only when it is comparatively at rest . perfection to provide for each pupil in the school

But the most healthy schoolboy fully exercises a seat and a desk of the dimensions and propor

his breathing organs only occasionally and during tions exactly suited to his individual needs for the

a part of his more strenuous games. During all time being ; but it would not be impossible to pro

the hours of his " work ,” the respiratory move- vide in each classroom seats and desks of suitable

ments are greatly restricted , and the aëration of shape, and in , say , three slightly different sizes.
his blood proportionately limited . The effect of Such an arrangement would provide the members

this is aggravated in more than one direction if his of the whole class with sitting and writing accom

sedentary work has to be carried on in a crowded modation much better adapted to their several

classroom and in a cramped position . And with needs than is available under the conditions which

this is speedily acquired an almost insuperable commonly obtain in these matters . In any case,

habit of shallow breathing whenever he is engaged each seat should have a back, set at the proper

in sedentary labour, which leads too often and in inclination for reading and writing at a sloped

many ways to further evils of serious import desk, thus avoiding the bodily distortion (as well

Hence the real value of the recommendation to as much of the fatigue on which that depends and

interrupt every lesson by two or three intervals of which it accentuates) inevitably associated with the
a minute or two, during which the whole class stand use of ordinary forms. At the same time it is

up and individually practise deep breathing-each necessary for the form -master to be on the alert

inflating the chest to its fullest capacity and then to detect and discourage incipient “ lolling," and

expiring the inhaled air as completely as possible . to encourage the maintenance of a good position

The " work ” does not suffer either in quantity or of the body in the case of each pupil while “ at

quality by these interruptions , which refresh and work . ” The girl or boy who clearly has difficulty

revivify both body and mind ; although their value in maintaining a good, upright-backed and free

must obviously depend a great deal upon the care chested posture should promptly be submitted to

taken to avoid overcrowding of the classroom in the attention of the medical officer. Many a case

the first instance, and to maintain a healthy, duly of incipient disease of the spine and hip, to say

ventilated atmosphere as far as possible through nothing of that local “ weakness ” of the tissues
out the period of its occupation . which , if neglected , soon develops into a distinct

In this , as indeed in all other instances , care spinal curvature, would thus be detected at the

must be taken that the good effects of the training stage when remedial measures can be adopted with

given in one direction for a few minutes at long the greatest prospects of success . Visual defects,

intervals is not wiped out and lost by a lapse into again , become more obvious and are more likely

the opposite evil habit of body during a larger to attract attention in the course of teaching every

part of the remaining portion of each day. Though pupil to assume a good position at his desk , and

here the secondary does compare favourably with the child who finds difficulty in reading ordinary

the elementary school , since opportunities of ob- print at the average distance-say about 12 inches

serving the physical bearing of the pupils are demands special examination under this head .

But in these things , as inthe many other cognate

1 Eyre and Spottiswoode , 6d. matters on which there is here no space to touch ,

9
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little of practical value can be achieved for the live on and reappear more correct and fuller of

pupil unless the master himself possess a know- habit than in our day . Is Colenso's “ Algebra ,” that

ledge of the elements of school hygiene at least slim , curiously-covered and unacademic -looking

equal to that which is compulsory in the case of book , still on duty ? Is Hume's “ England ” as

teachers in primary schools, and the essentials of dull as ever , and Smith's “ Greece " as interest .
that knowledge should not be withheld from the ing ? Do any later mathematical works rival

scholars . It is still only too true that those all- Todhunter's larger Algebra and Trigonometry in

important principles which form the basis of an their tint of paper and in their delightful power of

intelligent and efficient care of his own body are lying well open on the desk ? Will the boys of
not in any way directly taught to the pupil in to-day look back upon their school books with a dis

secondary schools. Yet , as individuals , their need criminating affection ?

is not less than that of their fellows in the primary But , since we were young,
" an enormous

schools, and their claim to this share of a full improvement has taken place in the department
“ education ” is not less urgent ; and this not for of school books." So say the newspapers . Books

their own sakes only. To them , in the ordinary are well printed , well illustrated, cheap. The
course of events, will fall in due time a governing “ Readers " are more interesting, and children's

power which can never be wielded with intelligence literature is good in tone . The questions that will.

or full advantage to the community if they them- be asked are these : Are the new histories and

selves be ignorant of the alphabet of health , or geographies really good books, worthy of the

have been taught, by negation , to regard it as a interest that is taken in the schools , or worthy of

matter beneath or beyond their direct attention . the new school buildings ? Are the literature texts

In the case of girls this is of especial importance. satisfactory ? is not the boasted improvement
The foundations of national health and healthy exaggerated ?

development must be laid during the earliest years The mathematical and science books may be

of life. The mother and the nurse are the first put on one side. Nobody denies that here the

teachers ; upon how they are taught and trained day of the new school-book has come; admirable

from early girlhood upwards depends whether books are admirably re -edited , and we keep pace
they shall bethe best .

with the times . But, to come to homely subjects,

in what way are spelling , grammar or composition

books superior to their fore- runners ? I speak,

of course , from a limited and personal knowledge,

and shall no doubt be corrected . There is , indeed ,

THE COMING OF THE NEW SCHOOL
one book on Composition , which is new, filled

BOOK . with life and overfilled with suggestions ; it hails

from America. Probably the good teacher needs

By ARTHUR BURRELL, M.A. no composition book ; but books are written for

Principal of Borough Road Training College, Isleworth .
the rank and file. Even the best teacher will

probably admit the fresliness of Mr. Huntington's

N the present paper I do not wish for one work , a perusal of which can only be compared to

moment to be unthankful to our active and a day's conversation with an inspiring personality .

enterprising publishers: rather do I ask what Mostly our books aim at making the child write

it is that prevents our demanding reformation in grammatical sentences ; this book aims at making

certain departments of school literature. the child write . The child is crammed with ideas :

School books, like everything else , change with he can talk all through a summer's day ; and the

their time and generation ; and much that was aim of this book is to make him talk on paper. A

once vivid and useful is vivid and useful now boy learning to ride a bicycle scrambles on anyhow,

only to the antiquarian . Alcuin's “ Conversations and is often helped on : the idea being to make it

with Pippin , " the Promptorium Parvulorum , Lin- possible for him to reach the end of a short road ,

acre's Grammar, Stanbridge's Ovid , Cato's Dis- when he promptly falls off. The beginner in

tichs, and such tracts as “ the Brainbreaker's swimming has somehow or other to get across the

Breaker, or you shall learn Latin whether you bath . The child learning to speak French or any
will or no ,” are not likely to be wanted in any other language has to putwords together regardless

schoolroom . The books of our great grandmothers, for the present of gender and past participles :

too , are quite dead . Only for amusement do we he has to speak . His pride in his work consists in his

take the grammars, the Globes , the Hiero- being allowed to do a good deal, to read a good deal, to

glyphic Bibles, and the Peacock's at Home. We write a good deal. The rigidity of grammar, the

are so unwise as to make fun of them , knowing memorising of nouns, the absorption of rules, the
how much better we teach and learn ; we wonder tortoise - like real progress , are all important, but

that these books were ever used in any school ; not in the early stages . “ The child must not

for, as we are always being told , their decades learn to hate what he cannot yet love." Our

are as farremoved from ours as are the days of present teaching of composition , if one may judge

the Armada. The barrier of the nineteenth cen- by the reports of those who correct essays by the

tury lies between us and the use of “ the globes. ” thousand , leads even at the ages of nineteen or

Of the books of our own school days we can twenty to an amazing impotence of imagination ,

speak with a fuller knowledge : many of them to a mellifluous rounding of sentences that mean

IN

up
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í nothing . How different is the brief but full com- readable , anything that will lead to a liking for

position of the boy who, having spent days in the these studies , unless by a series of monographs

woods , can write about a “ day in the woods,” even cheap and fully illustrated ?

though he tells you that you come home in So much vitriol has been poured on the present

the evening, your arms full of wild enemies " teaching of literature in many quarters that it seems

(anemones). Of him something can be made : ungracious to add further words of condemnation.

of the correct writers nothing : for they have learnt But are not the editions of the text of Shakespeare,

to spell, to produce analysable sentences and to Wordsworth , Scott , exactly what they ought not to

pepper all with commas ; but they have not learnt be ? Not good enough, full enough, or scholarly

to write . enough for the teacher (unlesswe except such books

Geography is , as we all know, a possible centre as Verity's “ Hamlet ” ), they are too good , too full

for a dozen studies . The present geographicalThe present geographical and too scholarly for the boy .and too scholarly for the boy. They are got up in

readers ( fine as they are ) are but collections of school fashion ; they are with a few exceptions

snippets, interesting enough, but unsatisfying and unattractive , hard cornered , ugly in colour. As

far too brief. Nobody seems to think that the for their “ ins," they are arranged on a plan,and
child would like full descriptions of those parts nearly all publishers follow this plan . First

of the world of which he is learning . The largest comes the life of the author. Then follows an

geographies contain but meagre descriptions ; the essay on the sources of the plot . Then follows

smaller are granaries of facts. But our readers quoted criticism of the play or poem . These all

are becoming fuller , and when the demand comes appear before the text is reached-the text which

will be fuller still . An admirable series , now is the real thing for which the student is waiting,

out of print but still selling, was published which is to be his loving study ( if his work is to

by the Religious Tract Society some time ago ; profit him at all ) . Then follow necessary and

but the experiment was not repeated . We can unnecessary notes , and last come an index and

not expect teachers to travel, and even if we some examination papers .

expect them to read, there is nothing for them to Now the teacher and the private student require

get from the libraries except expensive books on much more than this ; but I am dealing with

travel, not in any sense written from the teacher's school books , and the child in any school needs ,

standpoint. After thirty years of active publish : first, secondly, and lastly , the text . ' The text well

ing work , of world -wide travel and of progress in and cheaply printed ; the text , clearly bound , an

all kinds of illustration , it seems that the best item in the small child's small library ; this is

method for the teacher to follow is to collect from what we want , and up till now it is the item which

bookstalls and friends cheap tourist-guides written has been neglected . Our present school editions

without a thought of the schoolroom . A sixpenny point the aspiring student to everything except
guide to Normandy is far better than the few the text . Whatever are our faults in teaching the

remarks on the subject in our school geography, classics , we cannot be accused of putting doubtful

though the guides are poorly printed and unbound. biographies and second-hand criticism before the

Even Newnes and the re - edited Cornwell , full as consideration of the text .

they are , demand greater space . Like Oliver, we Yet this need of the text is being recognised ,

want more . and among our new school-books we may find a

When the new geography does come, will it take sixpenny Wordsworth ( without a note in it) or an

the form of 150 booklets at 6d. each , written on the eighteenpenny copy of one of the Temple Classics ;

lines of the guide -book and kept carefully year by while many publishers are really giving a helping
year up to date as some (German) atlases are; hand to those who would rescue English classics
and when these books come, will they contain for from the claw of the examiner. The real reason

us (as guide-books do ) a certain amountof history ? for the unsatisfying school edition is this : better
It is difficult to speak with patience of our editions for the children are not in demand ;

school - histories. " “ If school histories were labour- saving editions are wanted everywhere , and

written as they should be,” says Mrs. Clement the teacher cannot be relied on to know his subject .

Parsons, “boys and girls would cry to read Thus the publisher , who can scarcely be asked
them ." The evil is recognised , and historians to lead English educational taste , can hardly

condemn the so - called histories year after year ; be blamed ; he must provide what is wanted.

yet no publisher moves, for the risk is too great . Long ago , in a school book now almost for

With the exception of Mr. Arnold Forster's gotten , Prof. Hudson told how to read

volume, what is there now holding a good place Shakespeare; even the aggressive Mr. Wells
in the schools that can be called a book at all ? points out in scathing sentences what our books

Many teachers who know their history tho and our “ teaching " of literature ought to be ;

roughly are compelled to discard all books but the examination (always written , never oral )

except a short date -list ; but what a strain this rules and decides all questions, and if anybody

puts on any but the well - stored enthusiast who asserts , as distinguished persons do from time to

brings out of his treasures things new and old . time assert , that we should know and love our

Even the correlation of history and geography (to texts, and relegate all criticism to a second place

say nothing of the additional intervention of lite- in the training of the young, that person is con

rature) is recognised by only a few . And again , sidered antiquated. He is antiquated ; for this

is it possible to produce anything that is full and is the way in which literature was once studied

66
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Yet the new school-book is coming ; it is possibly

part of the resuscitation of a more humane way of RECENT FRENCH EXAMINATIONS.

treating humane literature . A few “ new ” books

can be pointed to, and it is probable that when , as
By de V. PAYEN - PAYNE.

one writer suggests, “ literary - minded persons are

set to write the school books,” the change may HE great impulse that has been given to the

come upon us suddenly . For the teacher , as

usual, will follow in the wake of the book, and during the past decade, by the introduction

will revise his methods . of more living methods of tuition, has not yet found

No mention has been made of Greek, Latin , much echo in the papers of the chief examining

French, and German readers . The question of the bodies . In part this is , no doubt , inevitable , for

method of dealing with all these languages is being the examination of oral work by written answers

hotly debated , and we cannot complain of the is hardly possible . But, in the opinion of many,

want of activity on the part of the publishers . the old- fashioned type of paper - containing one

Even here , however, we need little more than short piece to be translated from French to Eng.

cheap texts and plenty of them . Our friend lish , another to be translated from English into
Teubner is as valuable as ever . Two attempts

French, concluding with half-a - dozen grammatical

have lately been made to revive the older and questions restricted to very definite portions of

more interesting way of studying the classics by accidence—has not been sufficiently modified.

a school edition of Erasmus' " Colloquies," and Most boys and girls before leaving school aim at

by a shortened Vulgate ; but as yet no success passing a qualifying examination which will serve

seems to have attended the effort. to admit them to many professions. The best

The reference to the Vulgate brings to mind the known of these are the Oxford and Cambridge

great library known as the English Bible . Of Joint Board , the Matriculation of the University of

this as a groundwork for study it is almost hope- London , and the Local Examinations of the Univer.

less to speak. No publisher, it is reported , will look sities of Oxford and Cambridge. The work of a

at a shorter Bible for schools ; no child's Bible , ex- large number of the secondary schools of this

cept Canon Rogers's , nowout of print, seems to have country is determined by the requirements of these

succeeded ; and Mr. Stead's and Prof. Moulton's examinations .

volumes, which do not pretend to be Bibles at all , The alteration that has recently taken place in

are the only texts which can with safety be put the mathematical syllabuses of every examining

into a child's hands . And again , can the pub- board shows what can be done by a small body of

lishers be blamed ? There is one gleam of hope. energetic reformers. What is possible of accom

The Board of Education has at last , along with plishment in one subject ought not to be impossible

its admirable forecast of what we may soon be in another . The chief need for improvement ap.

doing in primary schools , allowed part of the pears to be in the direction of introducing viva voce

prophecies of Isaiah to be studied as English work, which should certainly be compulsory on all

literature in the examination for its certificate . candidates of sixteen and upwards. At present

But the Bible , without which English literature there is no oral test at all at the London Matricu

and a large part of English life and history cannot lation ; probably the authoritieshave thought it
be understood , is outside school studies, and even would be impossible to obtain sufficient examiners

a nodding acquaintance with it is becoming less to deal with such a large number of candidates

and less common . within a reasonable time. Ten candidates an hour

is almost the limit that can be taken individually

by each examiner, and to complete the oral exami

nation in two days would require a body of over
The average American sends his children to the public school thirty examiners. But, if this is impossible, the

- in default of a better term , I am forced, says a writer in the example set by the examiners of the Scotch Leaving

Cornhill Magazine, to follow American nomenclature-without Certificate might well be followed . A short tale

the slightest sacrifice of gentility. With the exception of the
in English is read out twice by the superintending

wealthiest classes in the large cities , children of all classes attend
examiner to all the candidates . They then write

these schools. Most small towns are without other primary

the substance of the passage in their own words
schools, unless parochial schools are maintained by the Roman in French .

Catholic Church, and in a city of 200,000 people children of
This ensures a certain ability to com

professional men attend public schools as a matter of course .
pose a short narrative on a given model. Or the

The higher schools of the system are so well recognised as pre
piece might be read out in French to more advanced

paratory schools for the university that many American colleges candidates, which would necessitate a comprehen

accept a certificate of graduation from a high school in place of sion of ihe spoken word. At the University Local

an entrance examination . Yale , Harvard , Princeton , Vassar, Examinations an oral examination is optional for

and Wellesley are recruited from the public schools . The seniors since 1902 ; but we believe that no great

President of the United States sends one of his sons to a number took advantage of it in the first year.
Washington public school . In this there is no attempt to For the Joint Board Higher Certificate dictation

appear democratic. It is merely the custom of professional and conversation are compulsory.

families in Washington , and if the grocer's boy sits at the right One of the most beneficial results of the raising

of the President's son , the heir of a justice , a general , or a rail- of the standard would be the improvement of the

way magnate may be his neighbour on the left . status of the modern language teacher . It would

1
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:

or

not be possible for a school of any standing to be candidate who could gain fair marks would find no
without a modern language specialist , just as now difficulty in passing the Final Pass Examination
it has its classical, mathematical, and science at Oxford.

masters. We believe it is still the practice at The third paper consists of unprepared trans

many large schools for the form master to take the lation . Three pieces are given , one on a com

French and German of his form , although he is parison between Racine and Shakespeare , which

the first to confess he is not qualified to do so . would test a candidate's literary powers ; a second

With regard to the London Matriculation , it had on the effects of floods and landslips in the

long been a matter of common knowledge that the Pyrenees , and a third in poetry on “ A Virgin
standard in French was not so high as in many Forest," of which the difficulty may be judged by

other subjects. This was one of the reasons why the last two lines :

modern languages were not allowed as an alterna
Où par les mornes nuits, geignent les caïmans,

tive to Latin . Lately the examiners have shown Dans les roseaux buurbeux où luisent leurs yeux ternes .

a most laudable desire to raise the standard . But ,

in raising the standard of an optional subject, it is On the whole , the translation both from and into

necessary to proceed with some caution, or candi- French strikes one as entirely literary in tone , and

dates will be driven to choose other optional sub- resembles very much a B.A. pass examination .

jects. The recent introduction of free composition Whether a large number of boys at school can

is an excellent feature ; so is the setting of questions reach this standard-excellent in itself - may be

in French to be answered in the same language. doubted . For those who have any literary taste it

But it will be necessary to choose the piece of would be a splendid test , but we think that the

prose for translation into French with great care, majority would waste their time in attempting the

and not to require too wide a vocabulary at first. impossible .

The most suitable pieces would appear to be his This resemblance to a final pass school is

torical or some other simple narrative . It is now further accentuated by the last paper , which is on
recognised that it is better to set a few sentences set books . Here the candidate has three choices .

to be translated , with reasons to be given of any He might take , in 1903, Molière's “ Misanthrope,”

difficulty , rather than to set bald questions of the Racine's “ Athalie ," with M. Faguet's book on

type of « What is the plural of bijou , or the past the French drama, or Coppée's “ Pour la

participle of taire ? " Couronne," and Erckmann -Chatrian's “ Histoire

The Higher Certificate of the Oxford and d'un Paysan , " finally, de Tocqueville's

Cambridge Joint Board is of a far higher standard “ L'Ancien Régime." If the choice lay with the

than the London Matriculation , and is spread over candidates , we think that the majority of them

more time . There are four papers , for which the would take the second alternative , but the choice

time allowed is six and a half hours in all . The usually rests with the master, who may have read

first paper deals with French grammar, and is de Tocqueville, and wish to save himself trouble .

divided into two parts ; the first has seven ques- Why this particular book should be such

tions, needing to answer them-a thorough know- favourite with Oxford examiners we have long

ledge of the accidence , the second has four been at a loss to discover. To sum up , then , we

questions , three on syntax and one on historical may say that for the rare literary boy this examina

grammar. In the first part one of the questions tion is an excellent one , but for the average

runs, “ In what three different ways may six be English school-boy it is drawn altogether on wrong

pronounced ? Give an example of each ." In the lines, and much above his possible powers of

second , two of the questions are on prepositions , or attainment . We say this always presuming that

the lack of them , following verbs . On the whole more marks are allotted to the unseen than to the

it is a paper likely to test thoroughly a candidate's prepared translation , for it has been universally
knowledge, but , with the exception of the pronun- acknowledged that set books may be easily got up

ciation question we have quoted , it is drawn up by pupils otherwise inefficiently equipped in modern

thoroughly on the lines of the Latin and Greek languages .

papers of the same examination . The second To turn to the University Local Examinations,

paper consists of five idiomatic sentences to be we find that the Seniors have one two-hour paper

translated, and a choice of an easy, or more difficult , in which they have to answer five questions in

piece of prose , according as the candidate aims at accidence, two of which are composed of sentences,
distinction or not . With regard to the sentences, a piece of easy unseen and a more difficult one ,

we think it would be preferable to set regular and a short piece of prose ; and then either portions

idioms than colloquial sentences such as the follow- from a set book or two more pieces of unseen trans

ing : “ We breakfasted off a boiled egg and a lation . It would seem that to gain high marks a

mutton chop ." candidate would have to write very quickly to get

The more difficult piece of prose in 1903 was a through the whole of the paper. Two longer

piece of Macaulay describing the detects of pieces of unseen would appear to be preferable to
Dr. Johnson . However well known it may be to the four short pieces a candidate has now to trans

candidates ( for the extract is to be found in many late . The questions from the set book alone

works on French composition ) , it would test his occupy nearly a page and a half of ordinary print .

vocabulary considerably , and the time given (one- The Junior candidates have likewise a paper in

and -a -half hours) is not at all too muchfor it .
A three parts , divided in the same way as the

a
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Seniors' , and the same remark as to its length Quintilian would not send a boy to school for

applies . We find here again the bald grammar systematic instruction till the age of seven , but he

questions , such as : “ Give the feminine of blanc and holds that before this age much can be taught

the comparative of sage.” But there are far less of at home. From the very first, parents should

them than before, and sentences involving rules are be careful that neither from themselves nor from

much more common . In the near future it is to nurses and “ pædagogi ” shall the child learn any .

be hoped that the set books will disappear, although thing in speech or morals which he must afterwards

it will be difficult to ensure that real literature unlearn . A rare consummation which still re

will be read and not a mere collection of snippets . mains a dream ! As soon as possible a beginning

This might be attained by asking questions on the should be made to teach the child Greek , while he

subject matter of certain books set beforehand, is imbibing Latin unconsciously . But the formal

and by being careful to take the unseen passages teaching of Latin should not be delayed too long,

from the best authors.
and ought to proceed pari passu with Greek .

All the above examinations should have 50 per Quintilian's reason for starting with Greek is that

cent. as a pass minimum ; with 33 per cent . it is it was the source of Latin culture . He is neither

possible for candidates to pass without any power on the side of those who would study a foreign

of composing in French . tongue to the exclusion of the vernacular nor

on the side of those who would defer instruction in

every foreign language till the mother tongue is

thoroughly known.

By the age of seven , reading and writing should

QUINTILIAN ON EDUCATION .
be acquired, and on these subjects Quintilian gives

details. He recommends that the name and the
By WM . MURISON , M.A.

shape of the letters be taught together , and
Senior English Master, Aberdeen Grammar School.

approves of games with ivory letters , and of

N examining any theory of education , it is well
any other device to stimulate the infant mind . The

to note exactly what the authorof the theory syllables properly, and drilled in the quick
child should be carefully taught to pronounce

regards as the end and aim of education .
Does it mean to him the imparting of culture, the repetition of words and phrases difficult to

training of the mental faculties , or the giving of

pronounce. Reading should be slow and accurate

useful information ? His answer to this question
at first : in due time speed will follow . All un

may not be our answer , but that should not bias
common words are to be explained .

our judgment on his exposition . What we have
Since ability to write was in those days not

to consider is whether he has worked out his

regarded as indispensable, Quintilian advocates it

scheme in accordance with his aim . This con
on the score of usefulness. The child might learn

sideration must be always borne in mind when we
to write by imitating the letters on wax, or by

examine the only existing study of general educa

having his hand guided , or by following outlines of

tion which has come to us from Rome.

letters engraved on a tablet . It is the last method

find that in it the main idea is to sketch a course
that Quintilian prefers . The “ copies " set should

of training which shall suit one definite purpose .
be wise proverbs and maxims, so that the child's

This Roman scheme is contained in Quintilian's
memory may be stored with golden sayings .

treatise on the art of public speaking, his de

iSuch - copies " we often hear decried nowadays,

Institutione Oratoria . As the most renowned teacher
and we find them displaced in favour of com .

of oratory in the latter part of the first century
mercial headings, e.g. , " Ten gallons , three quarts,

A.D. , Quintilian knew the importance of a general
one pint.”

education , and it is significant that the first book
When the boy reaches the age of seven , it must

of his work deals with the preliminary training
be decided whether he shall go to school or be

requisite for the boy who seeks to become a pro
under a tutor at home. On behalf of the latter , it

fessional orator . Be it observed that the demand
is urged that he can give undivided personal

made is not , as now , that he shall have passed this
attention , and that there is less fear of corruption

or that examination , but — what is quite different
of morals . Quintilian , however , is emphatically in

favour of school . He shows that depravity does
that he shall have undergone a certain course of

training . Bearing in mind, then,this particular corruption laid to the charge of schoolsis often the
not necessarily belong to the school system : the

end , we shall consider what Quintilian has to say .

At the beginning , he insists that the really great
result of bad home life. He prefers the openness

orator should be a man of high character. It is
and freedom of school to the seclusion and isolation

of home.
not enough to possess natural talent : it is not

enough to study diligently. These must be, but,
Quintilian points to the great superiority of the

school in the fact that the best teachers are
in oratory , as in other professions , character is of

invariably found there, and he recommends parents
supreme importance.

to choose a good school where the classes are

small enough to allow a certain amount of

| The French paper set at the first Common Entrance Examination to

Public Schools on June 28th , and printed in the August number of THE individual attention to each pupil . Often this is

SCHOOL WORLI), might be studied with profit by many examiners. unnecessary, because some subjects can be taught
Although some of the questions might be difficult for a boy to understand ,

it has evidently been set by a practical teacher .
as effectively to many as to Another

For we

one .
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advantage of the school is that the boy is not all ear, and the more delicate his ear is the more

day and every day under the same teacher. For musical will his style of writing be . The authors

the future orator the school is essential, for by read , says Quintilian , should be interpreted , and

mixing with others he will lose all self -conceit and criticised as regards both manner and matter .

the dread of facing a crowd . At school pupils learn The pupil should be exercised in composing on

much from the success or the failure of others : a variety of themes. Quintilian demands that the

they are inspired by ambition , which, though Roman youths shall be thoroughly and syste

itself an evil , is often the mainspring of good matically trained not only in Greek grammar, but

actions. At school friendships are formed,arising also in Latin . For he believes that, if the

from companionship in studies. Finally, it is in speakers and the writers of the native language are

school that a , teacher's powers are best called to employ it correctly , they must be drilled in the

forth ; for how can a man be eloquent with an grammar of the vernacular . This is at variance

audience of one ? with the opinions of some of our authorities, who

Quintilian next lays down as the mark of a true say in effect : “ Take care of the foreign language ,

teacher that he should be acquainted with the and the vernacular may take care of itself."

capacity and the nature of his pupils. Memory, This linguistic course of study is near akin to the

the power of acquiring and retaining knowledge, is professional instruction which the boy is now

to be watched for as the first sign of genius in ready to receive from the “ rhetor.” But such a

a boy. After that comes imitation . Quintilian , preliminary training by itself Quintilian did not

we may remark, does not mention the power of consider sufficient, and therein he differed from the
observation . The teacher , however, must beware extreme utilitarians of his day , who triumphantly

of mistaking precocity for genius , and he must by asked , “ What has an orator to do with an

all means discourage precocity. As to disposition , isosceles triangle , or a statesman with the notes of

let him discover which pupil requires to be driven , a cithara ? " Quintilian replies that he is picturing

which to be led . Games are invaluable for dis- not a fluent speaker merely, but an ideal orator ,

closing differences of temperament , but they are who like the wise man must be perfect. As ad

important from another point of view : they afford ditional studies he recommends music , astronomy

relaxation . Pupils must have proper relaxation and geometry . Plato laid stress on the ethical

and rest that their minds may be refreshed and value of music and on the power of geometry and

re -invigorated . astronomy to elevate the mind from the sensuous

In the Roman schools of those days , as in to the real ; but Quintilian , while advocating these

previous times, flogging was exceedingly common : studies as promoting general culture, cleverly turns

the “ plagosus Orbilius ” has become proverbial. the position of the utilitarians by showing how

Quintilian is altogether opposed to flogging , which these subjects will prove of practical use . Music

he brands as disgusting, futile , unnecessary , and will help the orator in the movement of his body

as putting into a man's hand a power over children and the modulation of his voice . Geometry will
which he ought not to possess . Whether corporal make him conversant with weights and measures :

punishment should be done away with can hardly astronomy will free him from the fear of eclipses .

be decided , I imagine, without reference to the Pupils should take part in dramatic per

particular pupil for whom we are legislating .are legislating. | formances, which will enable them to acquire

Schoolmasters feel that it is well to have this correct pronunciation and gesture. A graceful

power in reserve , but they know that the effect of pose will come from dancing and from exercising

this -- as of every other - punishment is in inverse in the “ palaestra .”

proportion to the frequency of its employment. But it may be objected that such a variety of

The boy of seven will now be entrusted to subjects will be too much for boys of that age .

the " grammaticus," who for the next few years answer to this fear of “ overpressure,” Quintilian

will instruct him in reading, speaking , composition, points out the quickness and elasticity of the

criticism , and grammar - all subjects essential for human mind, by which it is enabled to look in

the future orator . Quintilian has something of more than one direction at the same time. Besides ,

interest to say as to the boy's reading . Begin the change of subject is itself refreshing. Ex

with Homer and Virgil, even though at first they perience also shows that the dread of " over

are not wholly understood . Let him also read the pressure " is groundless : the young mind can

tragedians , selections from the lyric poets , Aesop's easily stand the strain ; in fact, it is only in

fables, and poetic tales. The elegiac poets , if read boyhood that time can be found for these subjects.

at all , must be kept till later : the comic poets are The boy should not be all day long engaged in

useful, but should be read with care . The linguistic studies with the “ grammaticus.” And

" grammaticus ' ought to exercise great dis- what better employment could be found for his

crimination in deciding what histories to use and leisure than music, geometry, acting or dancing ?

what to onit . Enunciation is of supreme im- Such , in brief, is Quintilian's sketch of general

portance , and the pupil must be taught to read education . Like the rest of the Institutio Oratoria,

with proper emphasis and understanding, in a it displays his sound judgment, keen discrimination,

strong, sweet , natural tone . It is easy to see how deep reflection and long experience, and even for

necessary this was for the training of the future us of the twentieth century it should not be devoid

orator , but even a writer of to - day cannot afford to of interest and of help .

neglect the art of reading aloud. It attunes his

In

9
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thread of the story is to be extracted , and all new

AN AMALGAMATION OF THE OLD words are underlined and their meaning given at

AND NEW METHODS OF TEACHING the next lesson .

FRENCH . The passage, selected to illustrate certain

constructions are thoroughly treated as previously
By Neville W. Ross, B.A. , B. - ÈS -L .

described , but more time is given to practise the
Senior French Master at Bradford Grammar School .

class in the formation of similar constructions,

II . and the conversation on the subject matter is

more varied than in the elementary stage . Each
(Concluded from p . 300. )

point of grammar, after being carefully explained,

forms the subject of another exercise in the

Intermediate Stage.-- At this stage we have “ drill," a lesson on that point being also set

slightly to alter our procedure , in view of the from the grammar -book .

various forthcoming examinations . The boys ' For setting the grammar home-lessons we have

ages will be from about twelve to fifteen years . In found the “ Practical Primer of French Grammar "

the lower classes our main object has been a good by Prof. Spiers , most useful . Pieces for read.

pronunciation and a fairly fluent vocabulary , in ing in verse and prose , given in phonetics and in

the higher stages we have to pay more attention ordinary spelling , we get in the “ Junior Reciter "

to grammar and to correct writing. Easy read- by the same author . Mansion's Free Com

ing pieces, to form the basis of a large portion of position " is a valuable adjunct for this section of

the teaching , are chosen ; simple poems for recita- the work .

tion replace the songs . These also provide a Now as to the arrangement of the various parts

means of drilling in the grammar and vocabulary . of the work we have mentioned and the amount

The method of treating a passage read is the of time allotted to each . In the intermediate and

same as explained in the elementary stage , but advanced stages many forms have only three

more variety of question and answer is necessary. periods every week of forty -five minutes each,

The boys are encouraged to ask original questions with two home lessons .

andto give unprompted answers in French . We consequently arrange the work in school

This is always an amusing as well as a real in such a way that every home lesson is merely

test of their comprehension of the text . The the revision (by writing or learning) or amplfica.

grammar reaches a rather less elementary stage, tion of some lessons given in school . Assuming

more attention is given to each point met with the first period in the week to be that in which no

in reading , and the irregular verbs are more home lesson has to be taken , we begin by pre

thoroughly mastered . paring a reading lesson as already described. On

In the second year of the intermediate stage , this lesson is based the written home lesson for

original composition is begun ; simple letters on next time . A dictation , consisting chiefly of seen

school topics , such " the Holidays," or pieces , is then read to the class ; finally, the rest

Games, ' are set , short anecdotes (even from of the home work is set, consisting of a short

an English source) are written in French , pieces revision lesson on some already explained gram
that have been thoroughly prepared are set to be matical point , and some previously prepared

written as far as possible in the writer's own poem or reading piece to be learnt as repetition.
words . All this is done without reference to any As the home work is not to exceed forty minutes

book whatever . Dictation of passages that have for the average boy , care must be taken that it is

been read by the class are given at least once a thoroughly prepared with the class , thus obviating
week .

the necessity for any reference to grammars or

In the third year , when the boys take an dictionaries, and enabling a great deal more to

examination such as the Oxford and Cambridge be set .

Joint Board Lower Certificate, a simple reading The first fifteen minutes of the second period is

book, as Une Aventure du Célèbre Pierrot , replaces devoted to testing the home work . This is done

the short , disconnected pieces hitherto read. A by a few questions answered on paper while the

few simple poems taken, such as La Fontaine's repetition is being heard round the class . An

Fables, are added , the whole being worked on the exercise is then selected in the “ drill ” as illus

method previously described . This method does trating some point in grammar met with in the

not permit us , with the limited time at our dis- reading lesson. This exercise is read, translated ,

posal, to read an author right through during and explained in the manner already described,

school hours ; different passages are therefore and is set as written home work for the next

selected to illustrate various grammatical points, lesson , together with the fair copy of the last

such as the different uses of the imperfect and corrected exercise done, a lesson on the special

preterite tenses , of the subjunctive mood, or the point that has been explained , with a few irregular

agreement of past participles. The whole story verbs and the week's vocabulary . The last

itself is divided into about thirty approximately quarter of an hour or so is devoted to further

equal portions for home-reading, and a devoir development of the reading piece given in the

de style is set on each portion . These home- previous lesson , either by the questionnaire, or by

reading lessons are not translation lessons in the recitatior in chorus , &c .

ordinary acceptation of the term . Only the The third period in the week is spent in hearing

as
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the home work and the fair copy of the “ drill " reading is adopted , an essay or résumé of the por

( the latter generally by question and answer ; for tion read being set as home work. Passages on

instance , in the example given above on the par- some literary or historical topic are then selected ;

titive article : Question : Le ministre qu'a -t'il ? these form the basis for nearly a whole lesson and

Answer : Le ministre a des projets ambitieux , &c . ) . are finally taken as repetition at subsequent

The remainder of the time is either given up to lessons .

the preparation of the reading book, to conversa- The books used in the advanced stage are :

tion on one of Hölzel's pictures , or to the relation (“ Practical Primer of French Grammar, "

of anecdotes . i Senior French Reciter,” " Rapid Exercises

An average time -table taken at haphazard runs (species of advanced drill ) , all by Prof. Spiers ;

thus : Clapin's “ Philology,” Blouet's “ Composition,"
TUESDAY 11-11.45.

" Commercial French ," by Mansfield Poole and

Grammar and fair copy of drill heard , exercise collected . Becker .

Reader prepared. To sum up, the main points in the methods we
Conversation , pictures , anecdotes.

have adopted are as follows :

THURSDAY , 12-12.45 . (1 ) All lessons to be made as amusing, attractive

No home work to hear. and real as possible .

Reader prepared. ( 2 ) A thorough training in pronunciation by

Dictation (or unseen translation ) .
means of phonetics .

HOME WORK TO SET. ( 3 ) A systematic learning of vocabulary . ( a ) By

Devoir on reader . means of pictures , &c . (6 ) By revision of vocabu

Repetition (a few verses of poem , &c . lary note- books . (c) By the learning of fair

Revision lesson of grammar.
copies (type written , cyclostyled and pasted in

Five irregular verbs. exercise note-books) .

SATURDAY , 10-10.45 . (4) All work done to be thoroughly assimilated

Grammar and verbs heard on paper , devoir collected . by continual repetition and by treating it from

Repetition orally heard same time. every point of view .

Exercises in “ drill ” prepared . ( 5 ) Explanations to be given in English when
Grammar lessons explained .

necessary .

HOME WORK TO Ser. (6) Attention to the correct writing of French

Exercise in “ drill ” to be written . byan early and systematic training in the essen

Grammar lesson . tials of grammar.

Fair copy of last “ drill ” exercise as repetition . We claim to have obtained the following

Five irregular verbs.
results :

The week's vocabulary.

( 1 ) A fairly good pronunciation throughout the

This arrangement has to vary somewhat as to school .

actual material in the higher forms, but the same ( 2 ) In the senior classes an ability to carry on

idea prevails throughout, namely, all home-work a fairly long conversation, fluently and grammati

to be gone through before being set . This enables cally ; in the lower classes a readiness and correct

far more work to be set , and tends to prevent the ness in answer .

making of “ howlers.” By selecting the grammar ( 3 ) A distinct change from dulness to brightness
points , in the pieces read , to coincide with the in the lesson , in many cases the boys looking

sequence of exercises in the “ drill,” no important upon French as a recreation .

section can be overlooked . (4) The development of a taste for French

It will have been noticed that two lessons of literature , history and the language generally .

repetition are set in each week . The material ( 5 ) The destruction to a great extent of that

thus assimilated forms a solid basis for the induc- spirit of intolerance towards anything strange or

tion of grammar rules . The pupil has thus always foreign which is so strong in boys of every

at his command many examples from which to nationality .

derive any rules required. In the last year of the (6 ) The attainment of that ideal of all education ,

intermediate stage the dictations given are from the mental training which alone produces a

unseen sources and exactly on the same lines as cultured mind .

in an examination . About a hundred of the boys regularly exchange

ADVANCED STAGE .—Here the work has to be letters , magazines, &c. , with boys of their own age

varied slightly , according to the examination to and station in France. Nothing , we believe, has

be taken by the form . The method of treatment more vividly brought home to our boys the reality

remains the same , but more time has to be devoted of French . In certain cases the progress made,

to syntax , literature , historical grammar and trans- especially in vocabulary, has been most marked.
lation of English into French . As it is impossible, This progress is an evidence of the interest French

with only two or three periods a week , to read in has aroused, and it is the outcome of the system

class the two or three set books that often form now described .

part of an examination like the Oxford and Cam- Further evidence of the boys ’ interest, and of

bridge Senior Certificate , and also to give the their dawning enthusiasm for French literature , is

necessary time to conversation , &c . , the same plan shown by their appreciation of the lending library

of dividing the set books into lessons for home of French books we started about a year ago . At

>
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the present moment over a hundred boys have vious experience in teaching is less important than

books in their possession , and these comprise boys for others. Probably quite half the students who

even in the elementary stage , some of whom have taken the diploma have confined their studies

change their books more than once a week . A in education to one post-graduate year .

short written synopsis is all we ever ask in return , When the whole course is taken in one year ,

but even this is quite voluntary . students are expected to devote practically their

But perhaps the most striking testimony to the whole time to the work . The lectures occupy from

fluency that has been acquired , and to the “ keen- eight to ten hours a week , and are all given in the

ness " the boys show for their work , is the success university buildings. They include courses in the
of the “ Société Française de Discussion.” This psychological , ethical, and logical bases of educa

society, consisting of about forty members, nearly tion , in general educational theory and history , in

all of whom come regularly to the debates (which certain special set books, in school hygiene, in
take place on alternate Friday evenings), was discipline and organisation, and in general and

started about six months ago. It is no unusual special methodology with reference to the subjects
thing to hear a boy make an extemporaneous taught in secondary schools . The teaching in

speech of ten minutes' duration , and about half special method is kept in very close touch with

the members find an opportunity for saying a few actual practical work in schools , and is made of as

words . We need hardly point out that this gives | individual a character as possible.
the final death -blow to that curious sense of con- In connexion with the Day Training College

straint which nearly all English boys seem to there are classes in physical exercises , in black

experience when called upon to express their board drawing , in nature- study , in general ele .

thoughts in a foreign language. mentary science , and in voice production and

Of course, this method is in no way ideal , or music, which students preparing for teaching in

even original . We trust , however , that it will , at secondary schools may attend on payment of small
any rate , be of some assistance to those who are fees.

desirous of teaching a modern language on rational The practical training in teaching is given partly

lines , and that it will enable them to avoid many in primary and partly in secondary schools . In

of the possible fallacies advocated by the ultra- the former the teaching of the more elementary

reformers . subjects can be efficiently studied , and the students

more readily acquire the power of managing a

large class . In the latter the methods of teaching

more advanced subjects and of dealing with older

pupils are more effectively practised . Each student

THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY takes charge of certain subjects in a form for a

SCHOOL TEACHERS AT THE UNI term , draws out a syllabus for the term's work in

VERSITIES.
consultation with the head teacher of the school

and the staff of the training college , prepares and

VIII. — UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS. writes notes on the lessons, and teaches under the

supervision of both the school teachers and the

EEDS has just entered on its career as an college staff. As a rule, a minimum of three half

independent university, and , no doubt, days a week for two terms is spent in the schools,

alterations may be made in its courses for either in teaching or in watching the teaching of

the training of secondary school teachers. But others. Students who take the whole course in a

the general lines of training which have been year do not begin school work in the first term

followed for a good many years past will be adhered unless they have had some previous school experi

to. Hitherto the training has been in relation to ence , as it is believed that the school practice should

the Teachers' Diploma of the Victoria University, be the application of principles , and the first term

and for the coming session the new universityhas is consequently given to class- room study of such

adopted the regulations for that diploma. The principles . But students who have taught before ,
diploma is accepted by the Board of Education as or who have taken a year's course of lectures in

a qualification for admission to Column B of the the theory of education previous to beginning the

Teachers' Register, and , conjoined with a degree , full training course , practise in school during the

as a ground for issuing the Elementary School whole of the session . In addition to this regular

Teacher's Certificate . Whatever changes may be practice work, students attend the weekly criticism

made in the diploma in the future, its standard of lessons of the training college and join in the

requirements will not be reduced . The examina- critical discussions which follow the lessons . These

tion is only open to graduates or persons qualified discussions are directed to constructive investiga -

to become graduates. tion of how such a subject could be most efficiently

The course of study may be completed in one taught to such a class, rather than to destructive

year , but students usually derive most benefit criticism of the lesson which has actually been

when they are able to take a small portion of given . Each student also regularly gives lessons

introductory theoretical instruction conjointly with which are fully discussed afterwards with a member

their academic studies during one previous year of of the college staff.

the undergraduate course . This is not , however, The General Diploma Course is the one taken

essential, and for those who have had some pre- by most students, and its aim may be said to be

L
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the preparation of the form teacher rather than of evident , during the same period , in the treatment

the specialist , though, of course , students for the of music at our large public schools must prove

ordinary diploma are more or less specialists in the in the end to have been one of the most active

subjects they are able to teach . It is , however, influences at work . For any elderly man of the

possible to take in addition various special di- present day who was educated at a great school

plomas, the characteristic of which is that each will tell us that in his time not only was the number

demands evidence of special knowledge in the of boys desirous of learning music exceedingly

branch offered, and special training in the methods small, but that even to those who were desirous

of teaching the subject . Hitherto students have the opportunity of learning was practically non

found the work for the ordinary diploma sufficient existent .

for a year , and the special diploma has only been Now let us see in what manner the art is treated

sought by a very small number. at the present day. In the first place, most of

The university library contains nearly 300 our great schools have now equipped themselves

books on education , and students are expected to with “ music schools," or special buildings where

read widely in connection with the courses of music is isolated from other studies and taught

lectures . There is also a small collection of school with all the advantages of definite concentration .

text -books which it is hoped to enlarge, and, by The first of these buildings was probably that at

the addition of apparatus, &c . , to convert into a Harrow , not yet twenty years old , and this has
small educational museum . formed a model, with the improvements suggested

The Training Department is under the general by experience, to Eton, Winchester, Rugby, and
direction of Prof. Welton . The university has numerous other schools. Secondly , at every

filled the vacancy in the Mistresship of Method, school of importance nowadays there are musical

caused by the resignation of Miss J. Emmerson, directors , in whose hands the management of all

by the appointment of Miss H. Robertson , who musical affairs rests, and these men are drawn from

has for some years been in charge of the training musicians of such standing that any musical boy
of teachers at the Bedford College, London . Miss will be certain of receiving instruction of a high

Robertson will have special supervision of the character . Men like Dr. Harford Lloyd , once

women students. In addition, the staff consists of organist of Christchurch Cathedral, Oxford , and

Mr. W. P. Welpton , Assistant Lecturer in Educa- now at Eton ; Dr. Sweeting,who left St. John's

tion , and Miss E. Melville , Assistant Mistress of College, Cambridge, to go to Winchester; Dr.

Method . Buck , once of Wells Cathedral and now at Har

The session begins on the ist of October, and row ; Mr. F. C. Woods, of Highgate ; Mr. Peppin ,

ends about the 30th June . The fee for the year's of Clifton ; and Mr. Basil Johnson, of Rugby-all

training is £ 14 145. , and that for the examination men with the Arts ' degrees of their university to

is [ 2. If a student adds to the general diploma supplement their musicalattainments - go to prove

course a special diploma course , a small additional not only that public school men have entered the

fee would be charged - probably about £5 . musical profession and taken a high place in it ,

but that the school authorities of the present day

have thought music so important that they have

attracted these men to come and take charge of it .

Lastly , how have the boys themselves responded

to these opportunities offered them ?
The answer

must be that, in all probability, it is the demand
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC .

of the boys and their parents that has caused the

ultra-conservatism of the public school finally to
THE UNION OF DIRECTORS OF MUSIC IN

give way . There are , of course , contributing
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

causes, of which the two most obvious are : ( 1 ) the

necessity of providing bands for the now universal
who can eye over the cadet corps , and ( 2 ) the common custom of having

school concerts ; but, whatever the various causes

the last fifty years it is possible that no may be, it is a fact that the demand for musical

change will seem more far-reaching in its effects instruction amongst boys is at present so great
than the altered attitude assumed towards the art that we are within the mark in saying that in many

by the men , as distinct from the women , of the schools over thirty per cent. of the boys take
educated classes , The present writer has been

private lessons in music . And, in addition to

told, by a musician now alive, that at a concert in these private lessons, almost every school has its

Oxford , where the said musician was present as a choral society , choir , orchestra, corps band, and

young man, the appearance of a male pianist on harmony class ; and some, though unfortunately

the platform was the signal for a storm of hissing not all , house - singings and an ensemble class.

disapproval , so effeminate did such a thing appear The fact that this development of music has

to the undergraduate of the period . That the. been going on steadily for thirty years and more in
average man has so far changed as now appears our schools, great and small , has of course created :

must be an effect due to specific causes ; and even a class of men who hitherto bad no locus standi in

to a superficial observer it will quickly become the musical profession ; men , that is to say, whose

certain that the corresponding change of view sole business in life is the direction of the musical

T'S

Tº development of music in"England during
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activities of the schoolboy. This class has been wards read , by request , at the first meeting of a

gradually growing and developing, and has in similar union of music teachers in girls' schools.

recent years acquired the consciousness of being The second annual meeting of the Union was

an entity ; and , consequently , steps were imme- held this year at the Holborn Restaurant on

diately taken-as is always the case in England, April 26th , and , in the course of a long morning

to form a society for the purpose of bringing this sitting , a great deal of interesting work was got

scattered body ofmen together at least once a year , through . There were two papers read , both of

thereby exchanging views, comparing systems, which have been reprinted sincein the Musical News.

reading papers, and generally stimulating one The first was by Mr. E. L. Price, of Trent

another. Under the generalship of Dr. Rowton , College , on “ The Voice Problem ," and dealt with

of Bradfield, all the many difficulties of organisa- that question which is the crux of all school choral

tion were overcome , and music masters met in societies, viz., the breaking voice. A discussion

London informally for three years , at the old followed, in which various views were expounded ,

buildings of the Royal College of Organists , and and a general feeling expressed that at a future

time the question should come up again . The

second paper, “ A Simple Method of Teaching

Sight-reading,” by Mr. Pile , of Sedbeigh, was an

attempt to illustrate a system , successfully usedby

the reader in his own singingclasses, of combining

the simpler points of the Tonic-sol- fa and staff

notation. Both papers presented new ideas in a

thoughtful manner . In " private business ” a very

valuable scheme was presented by Mr. Basil

Johnson , of Rugby, and approved by the meeting,

whereby any music master could arrange to

receive , through a central exchange at Rugby, the

programmes of concerts at other schools in

exchange for his own . Some forty members have

availed themselves this year of the system , and

each will send forty programmes, and receive in

return those from the other thirty -nine schools.

To any one who has to organise terminal concerts

the suggestions and help to be derived from this

plan is incalculable , and it is also more than likely

that an impetus will be given towards keeping

such programmes up to a high level . Steps are

also being taken to sift the question of school

songs, and of issuing a list of music suitable for

teaching which hasalready proved to be accep

table to boys—the latter an incalculable virtue

only to be discovered after much endeavour and

many failures.

If we have seemed to treat this subject of school

music somewhat seriously , it need only be pointed

out that it has a vast influence on the future of

President of the Union of Directors of Music in Secondary Schools. music in England. That, even now , concert

audiences are mainly composed of women proves

that men have not realised that one of the great

under the chairmanship of Dr. Lloyd , of Eton . pleasures of life is a sealed book to them ; and this

Having in these three years assured themselves undoubted proof that those teachers to whom the

that there was a value in such meetings, a fourth musical instruction of our future men is entrusted

meeting was held on April 29th , 1903 , at which a are filled with an earnest wish to put their work on
constitution was formed . The name taken was a high and serious platform is a fact which should

“ The Union of Directors of Music in Secondary be equally welcome to those who merely love the

Schools." The first president was, naturally , the art , and to those whose work it is to provide for

founder, Dr. Rowton ; a committee, representing the musical needs of the nation . Realising this,

seven great schools , was elected ; and in a short we wish the Union a large membership and an

time the membership, for which an annual sub- unqualified success in attaining its most commend

scription of 3s . 6d . was fixed , reached to nearly one able purposes.

hundred . That first formal meeting was marked , It only remains to add that we have pleasure in

too , by the reading of a paper on “ Ideals in Music presenting our readers with a portrait of Mr. W.
Teaching," by Mr. A. H. Peppin, of Clifton Col S. Bambridge (Marlborough School),the president
lege , which will long be remembered as a contri- for the year, and that all desirous of joining need

bution of quite unusual depth and originality . only applyto the secretary , Dr. P. C. Buck , Har

This was reprinted in the Musical News, and after- row School, Middlesex .

MR. W. S. BAMBRIDGE ,

1
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and the orderly development of thought, must be

NATURE STUDY AND THE STUDY the guiding principles of everything that is

OF NATURE .' attempted . Let us see what these threeprinciples

involve. Observation does not mean merely

CHOOLS, like drawing -rooms, are afflicted noticing things , it means seeing with the mind and

from time to time by temporal modes and watching with a purpose ; a child cannot be taught

fashions, and , just as the latter a few years to observe by being told to go out and look at

ago effloresced into china cats and spotted dogs, so things ; it must be interested first in causes, in the

the outward and visible signs of nature study are why and wherefore , then it will find out the how

equally in evidence in most of our schools to day . for itself. School rambles that result in a mere

Nature Study ” may be correlated with “ art catalogue of things seen are of little educational

curtains and " art " pottery ; the adjectival use of value, they should be planned for the elucidation

the substantive seems in either case to connote of some definite subject. Getting up descriptions

the vulgarisation of a movement of great value of natural objects is still more worthless , often

when it exists in the spirit of the individual , of positively harmfulas closing the eyes for good and
none at all when it is a cheap importation from ever to the real thing. For over a hundred years

outside . We could pursue the parallel still fur every child's book has contained a particular des

ther, only perhaps to the wounding of many criptionof the mole's habitation ; it was only the

earnest people ; the excuse for our little display of other day that one man succeeded in getting away

temper must be that , while we are devoted to the from the pretty picture , and finding that the mole

principle which nature study should represent , we had been educated in some other school, and was

are proportionally distressed by the wholesale not playing the game according to the rules of the

neglect of principle in the many books which text-book .

appear as guides to the teacher in this subject. Observation best grows out of experiment , real

The educational idea which was in the minds of experiment , where of set purpose a question is
those men who first pressed for the introduction asked of nature and the pupil has to watch for

of some teaching bearing upon country life into the the answer . On the all - importance of experiment

regular course of every rural school was to get we would insist and insist again , for on experiment

the child away from the region of text book , depends not only the growth of observation and
blackboard and dogmatic statement, and to bring the development of the reasoning faculty , but the

it to use its own eyes and mind by working at creation of a habit of mind flexible enough to try

actual things. Not only would such teaching be a things for itself and not act only on authority.

stimulus to the child's mental development, but Lastly , the study of the living plant or animal

incidentally it would be a better preparation for the secures development in the chosen subject , a
after- life of those children who remain in the sequence of events and a chain of causes and

country . For town children the stupefying influence effects which extends over more than one lesson .

of a purely verbal education does not matter so
Accurate recording and quantitative measurements

much ; they early pass over to a narrow routine , of the state of the organism from time to time

and a career of posting bills day by day or mind follow as a matter of course , both exercises of great

ing a screw -cutting machine can be prepared for value in themselves.

just as well by the formal unrealities of grammar, The subject chosen does not matter much ; let

or of certain kinds of school arithmetic as by any it be one that chimes in with some hobby of the

other way . But intelligence is necessary in the teacher ; the essential thing is that it be restricted
countryman ; he may have charge of stock or be enough in its scope to admit of continuous experi

employed in a fruit plantation ; even if he is not on ment. Let us give an actual example . A teacher

the land at all he will have an allotment, and much
interested in basket-making planted sundry kinds

of his ease will depend on the skill with which he of osier and gradually increased the collection as

can grow a portion of the family food ; his work , he began to make them the basis of a series of

in fact, will be concerned with living organisms, so natural history lessons . The children learnt to dis

that he will be continuously called upon to deal criminate between the various sorts by their leaves ,

with unforeseen occurrences. Hence the great their habit of growth , their mode of flowering. Con

importance to the country child of a form of teach tinuous records were kept of the rate of growth

ing which will early bring his mind to work on the of different sorts , development was studied again
vagaries and unexpectedness of the living world . by propagating from cuttings and by raising seed .

However, the teacher is in a sense not concerned The insect enemies and other pests were watched

with any special preparation for the after career of and their life histories traced ; the whole great range

his children ; his business is primarily to render of plant physiology, classification , adaptation to
their minds active and flexible ; and it is from this

environment, &c . , was opened up by the careful

point of view that a system of teaching direct study of this one kind of plant, not a very promis

from nature can do so much to widen and vivifying kind to the casual observer. Now the willow
the ordinary school curriculum . The soul of the is not everyone's plant , so we cannot recommend

teaching must, however , lie in the method and not any teacher to copy the above example, but we do

in the subject taught; observation , experiment , insist on the necessity of copying the method-

observation, experiment , development -- the point
1 "Nature Study and Fairy Tales . " By Miss C. I. Dodd . 206 + viii. pp.

( Nelson . )
of application is of minor importance.

No. 69, Vol. 6. ]
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once .

These remarks seem uncommonly like truisms;

they could not be more neglected if they were MODERN INSTRUCTION IN ART.

eternal truths. For example, there lies before us a

little book of instructions to teachers of infant F we turn from the perusal of thatwonderful

schools called “ Nature Studies and Fairy Tales . ” exposition of first principles , Ruskin's “ Ele

As to the fairy tales we have nothing to say , ments of Drawing,” to the consideration of

except that we thank our gods that we belong | any group of recent books dealing with the same

sufficiently to the early world to have had our fairy subject, we cannot but experience something of a

tales “ neat " and notmangled into an Herbartian shock, so acutely must we realise the change that

symmetry of ( 1 ) Preparation, ( 2) Presentation, is coming over the spirit of art education as it

(3 ) Association, (4) Formulation , (5 ) Application. is now being set forth for the use of students and

Applied to natural objects such a scheme inevit- teachers. The specialisation that is taking place,

ably results in the neglect of the true spirit of the the splitting up of the subject into a number of

work for the form of the lesson . For example , special studies with distinct titles each demanding

model lessons are given on the primrose and the its explanatory volumes, overwhelms us with subtle

cowslip taken separately ; the systematic observa- niceties of educational refinement wholly differing

tion , as it is called , is dictated by the teacher and from that stimulating simplicity and intense con

becomes a mere exercise of memory, because there centration on the realisation of truth demanded by

is nothing to give the facts a meaning. The process the greatest of our drawing masters.

is repeated for the cowslip , and the notes which There are legitimate subdivisions of so com

have been drawn up for the two flowers are then prehensive a study as art ; we cannot commence

compared. Now , trivial as the matter may seem by considering all the complex problems it pre

for heavy discussion ( we are dealing with object sents at
But the present lamentable

lessons for infants only), we maintain the lesson tendency to teach pupils to acquire the power of

sets to work in the wrong way ; the teacher is performing tricks with a brush , or of swinging a

laying down the law and the child is absorbing in- piece of chalk round in a prescribed curve, in order

formation, not learning to use its own eyes and that they may become efficient in what is after all

mind. The better way would be to give the chil- mere manual dexterity , and to call these exercises

dren both cowslip and primrose plant, and let them " art work " is surely greatly to be deplored . The

work out the likenesses in unlikeness for themselves, point of view of the Ruskinian method, the care

the teacher's skill consisting in suggestively keeping fully graduated scheme of observation and the

the observation in progress and in order. Once the proper expression of facts observed, by the aid of

points have been seen , exercises in description either the examination of the practice of great masters is

verbally or by the brush become possible . Of being lost sight of in present-day teaching.
course, it may be argued that every school cannot One of the great difficulties that hampered the

obtain primrose and cowslip plants at will: very earlier followers of Ruskin is rapidly disappearing

well , then , let something else be chosen for the The multiplication of inexpensive reproductions of

lesson : unrealities of all kinds creep in as soon as examples of fine art has placed materials, unknown

the work is removed from the actual . We could in the early days , in the hands of teachers . But

point to an odd mistake or two in the few lessons whilst we have on the one hand an increasing

here set out ; trifling matters enough, but why tell body of workers critically and diligently examining

the class anything, right or wrong ; the object of and explaining our heritage of art treasures, and

these lessons is not to convey information but to publishing the results of their labours at a price

put the pupil into the way of acquiring it. Nature that places their work well within the reach of all

study will never become the study of nature serious students, we have on the other a number

unless the teacher can subdue his ingrained desire of teachers who pay little regard to the oppor

to provide people with facts, and by sticking close tunities thus opened out to them . Reproductions

to the paths of experiment conquer the old Adam and photographs of the finest things all over the

in him to the extent of letting the facts grow. world are to be had quite cheaply . Thanks to an

A. D. H. enterprising publisher, we can now get a copy
a

of Turner's Liber Studiorum for half a guinea, and

the “ Elements of Drawing ” itself costs but a
trifle .

The two main types of book that appeal most
The summer course of Nature Study, held at the Horticul

directly to the art teacher are , first, that which

tural College , Swanley , from August 1-13 , proved very suc- deals with methods of study , laying down a

cessful. Particulars of the course were given in a letter from properly developed and illustrated scheme of work ;

Miss Sieveking, the Honorary Secretary of the College , pub- and, secondly , that which supplies him with

lished in our issue for July. It was hoped that perhaps twenty- examples of historical or traditional art for the

five students might attend the course, but as a matter of fact purpose of study . Books of the first type are

fifty -four presented themselves and benefited by the demonstra- useful to the inexperienced teacher who begins

tions. Ten of the students were holders of Worcestershire work upon a more or less ready - made plan , and

County Council Scholarships, and a great majority of the they also afford useful hints to those who able

students are engaged in teaching . It is hoped to make a to arrange their work for themselves. Now and

summer course of nature study an annual event at Swanley. again , perhaps every hundred years or so , a really

are
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a

great work of this category appears , going simply Mr. Stanley Thorogood ' would have done well

and clearly back to first principles. Books of the. had he included some photographic reproductions

second type are the indispensable requisite of every of a few complete specimens of Persian plates or
teacher and student ; fortunately this form of book, tiles , Greek vases , &c . , in his collection . The

which is so largely extending the art workers ' isolated fragments that he gives from these sources

stock - in - trade of traditional examples is now are hardly impressive enough, and lack the mas

undergoing an interesting development. terly directness of the originals. They are over
There are examples of both these classes in much tarred with the same brush , if we may use

the books now under consideration . In Mr. J. the expression, that has produced some of the

Vaughan'sl volume we have part of a carefully very " new art " designs that disfigure the earlier

prepared “ Teachers' Handbook of Drawing,' part of his volume.

Design , and Manual Occupations." The author Many teachers will find " Geometrical Design

in the introduction rightly insists on the value a most useful help to the application of geometrical

of drawing as a means of education , and he is drawing to decorative work. It contains a clear ,

careful to lay due stress upon the necessity of well - reasoned exposition of geometrical design.

patient , methodical drawing. But he apparently Commencing with very good definitions of various

regards drawing rather as a form of handwork in types of patterns, the author goes briefly over the

or less intimate connection with various principles of arrangement,analysis of pattern , & c.,

kinds of manual training than as a means of
before plunging into a graduated course of interest

acquiring a knowledge of art. Written from this ing work . He has had examination questions

point of view his book will appeal more to the perhaps a little too prominently in his mind , but

manual instructor than the art master . An intro- has not allowed himself to be led astray thereby .

duction discussing the place of drawing and other The illustrations are well selected and suggestive.

manual occupations in primary education is The value of a trustworthy series of historical

followed by a careful summary of the whole scheme portraits of great men for use in school drawing

of work advocated , of which this volume details classes is evident , but it is to be doubted whether

the fourth stage . There are chapters on drawing, Mr. H. H. Stephens would not have improved his

free drawing, drawing from objects, brush drawing, collections both from the historical and artistic

Hat tinting and modelling in clay and cardboard, points of view if he had photographically repro

and working to scale . The book is fully illustrated duced his originals instead of re - drawing them with

with twenty- four full page plates and fifty - five a rather insipid outline. Each portrait is accom

drawings and photographs in the text . panied by a short biographical notice and a

Is Mr. Cadness's book on Design”, the second statement of the source from which it is derived .

edition of a manual for the use of teachers and The author of “ Complete Clay Modelling " .

students in elementary, secondary, and technical has provided a course of instruction in simple
schools ? A certain amount of design work modelling, much of which is very suitable for

is, no doubt, a necessary supplement to the work children's classes . His course includes simple

of a drawing class , calling into play ability in exercises in the manipulation of clay with fingers
drawing and observation , and using them for a and tools , modelling of common objects, bells,
new purpose . It too often falls into the hands of a books, &c . There are also chapters on geo

teacher who is a draughtsman only, and teaches graphical modelling and making plaster casts by

design as he imagines it to be without any earnest various processes . The illustrations are not

effort to find out what it really is . The author attractive , but serve to illustrate the methods

has given , in his forty -two plates, a number of described .

historical examples, including some photographic The “ Nursery Rhyme Tracings," s from the“ " 5

reproductions of pages of fine illuminated manu- same publishers, are outlines intended for small

scripts in the British Museum . After a useful children to colour with crayons or water colours .

introduction on the tools and materials used in the This is a capital elementary exercise. Children

preparation of working drawings for pattern- cannot be introduced at too early an age to finely

designing of various kinds, etc. , come chapters on drawn and coloured pictures such as Walter

methods of expression, elementary forms of Crane's or Caldecott's masterpieces and Tenniel's

ornament, natural forms, influences in style and “ Alice " illustrations . It is needless to say that

application of study. We cannot but feel, how- the drawings under consideration do not come up

ever , that there has been an attempt to crowd too to the level of these classics , being , in fact,
much into the pages of this little volume . Had sometimes very ill -drawn. The " Nature -Story

the author confined his work within more strict

limitations he would have done himself and his

subject more justice than the limited space at his
1 “ The Manipulation of the brush as Applied to Design. " 3rd Edition

revised and enlarged. 16 pp . + xlviii . plates. (George Philip and Son . ) 4.5.

disposal allows. The number of illustrations has 2 “ Geometrical Design." By a Drawing Inspector. 2nd Edition ,

also resulted in many being lamentably crowded
44 pp. (Arnold , Leeds.) 28 .

together .
3 “ The Freehand Outlines of Famous Men. " By H. H. Stephens.

Four books, each containing 12 portraits . 2d. each Or in two packets of

18. 14d . per packet. (Arnold , Leeds .)

1 “ Nelson's New Drawing Course. Stage IV . ” By J. Vaughan . 4 “ Complete Clay Modelling. " By the late William Reid .

112 pp. (T. Nelson and Sons.) 25. 6d. including xci. plates. (Arnold , Leeds. ) 45.

9 “ Decorative Brushwork and Elementary Design." By Henry
5 “ Nursery Rhyme Tracings." Two books, each containing 6 copies ,

xiv. + 184 pp. (Batsford.) 3s. 6d . 2d . each. ( Arnold , Leeds. )

revised .

24.

172 PP . ,

Cadness . Second Edition .
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Studies," outlines bearing such titles as “ In the

Meadows," " Blackberrying,” &c . , are evidently

destined for a similar purpose , and share the same

defect.

a

Decree . Even the ladies who know no antiquities

will be interested in Mr. J. L. Myres's criticism of

fashionable female dress in the Minoan age.

Altogether this volume is no less valuable than

its predecessors . We hope that it may have a

large sale , and induce many intelligent persons to

subscribe their guineas in aid of Cretan explora

tion .

CRETAN EXPLORATION .

M

TH

or

a

enormous.

R. EVANS still marches on his triumphant

course at Knossos, and each year as it
ELIZABETHAN SONNETS. '

seems brings discoveries which are new in

kind . This year there is not so much to remark

in the structural arrangements of the palace ;
HESE two volumes of the revised “ Garner

although a great deal of light is thrown on details , contain the sonnet sequences which ap

and the “ theatral area ,” with its wide steps , is
peared in that work, together with three

a fine spectacle . But the finds are of great new items : Thomas Watson's “ Tears of Fancie,

interest . A large number of new store - pits have Love Disdained ” ( 1593 ) , Thomas Lodge's

been found and opened , and their contents have
" Phillis Honoured with Pastoral Sonnets, Elegies

proved to be of a very varied character. Besides and Amorous Delights " ( 1593 ), and Edmund Spen

gold - leaf, faïence objects, pottery , bronze, and ser's “ Amoretti and Epithalamion " ( 1595) . The

such like articles , indications have been found contents of the volumes are , as usual , of unequal

that some of them were used for storing oil . literary merit ; they are , however, interesting his

Doubtless they were used to store everything that torically if not always as poetry , and, since they

could be stored. No large deposits of documents
No large deposits of documents have nearly all been long accessible in their old

have come to light, but there are a quantity of form , we need say no more here of their merits.

seal impressions which are interesting. A great But Mr. Sidney Lee's introduction deserves a more

number of vases were discovered, both of bronze detailed notice.

and earthenware ; one bears a scene upon it in In this introduction the editor breaks new

which a man in a boat appears to be fighting with ground . Hehas studied the continental literature

some monster of the deep . But the chief interest of the period, and has found that quite a large

lies in a large shrine, containing in pits a collection of proportion of the English sonnets are simply

remarkable objects. A female statuette , 13 inches
translated from the Italian or the French . The

high , depicts apparently a goddess, wearing a cap
influence of Petrarch in this department was

about which a serpent is entwined , and two more He fixed the strict sonnet form , which

serpents about her waist . Another figure, assumed was largely followed by his imitators , although in

to be a votary , holds out a snake in either hand. England the sonnet took the slightly modified

A number of reliefs in faïence show animals shape which is most familiar in Shakespeare, with

milking their young. Amongst many votive a rimed couplet at the end . Once familiar, the

offerings of less interest are certain articles of dress form became such a favourite that the number

made in faïence ; a unique find. Representations written in Western Europe in the sixteenth

of fish and shells and other natural objects show a century has been estimated at more than 300,000 .

wonderful skill . Lastly , a marble cross was found, The earlier sonnet -writers in England were

to which Mr. Evans attributes a ritual significance inspired from France rather than Italy. But

and connects it with the stars . Excavations at from the first Petrarch was the fountain from

another Cretan site , Paleokastro , are hardly less which many drew. In Tottel's " Miscellany

interesting for students . Here a votive deposit ( 1557) were a number of sonnets , chiefly by Wyatt

was uncovered containing male and female figures , and Surrey , many of them directly translated from

and models of limbs and parts of the body ; such Petrarch . Mr. Lee enumerates thirteen of Wyatt's,

models do not appear in historic Greece until the out of a total of thirty- eight , which are drawn from

fourth century .
this source. The real starting point of the son

The volume contains a number of other papers neteering vogue was , however, the work of

of interest . Notes from Karpathos give information Watson , Sidney and Spenser , who owed much at

about the present state of a little - known island .
first to the French followers of Petrarch . Watson,

Mr. Wm. Ramsay, theRamsay, the veteran geographer, more frank than some of his fellows, indicates in

describes new discoveries in Pisidia and Lycaonia. each poem the original which he has imitated.

Greek art , and especially Alexandrian, is the sub- Sidney's renderings are more paraphrase than

ject of the paper on A pollo seated on the Omphalos ; translation. It was his “ Astrophel and Stella "

epigraphy is represented by An Unpublished Attic which set the ball rolling in earnest . Samuel

Daniel owed much both to France and Italy ; but

1 " Nature Story Studies. " 16 sheets in packet. (G. Philip and Son. )

1 " Elizabethan Sonnets , " newly arranged and indexed , with an Intry

duction by Sidney Lee. An English Garner. cx . + 316 pp , vi. + 448 pp

teen plates and 149 illustrations. (Macmillan . ) 215. ( Constable .) 4s. each net.

6d .

2 " The Annual of the British School at Athens." ix . + 422 pp. Seven
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he conceals his debt , and has gone for three cen- the Ciceronians and the vernacular tongues . Here
turies in borrowed plumes until Mr. Lee came Mr. Woodward shows that Erasmus was a prac

forth to pluck them . Mr. Lee here prints several tical man , devoted to study, but regarding study

of the sonnets and their originals side by side , and as a means to an end , “ wisdom and scholarship
readers will be astonished at the exactness with as means to social well-being.” He has little

which Daniel translates. sympathy with imaginative poetry or ideal philo

Similar criticism applied to Constable, Lodge, sophy : " the world of Pythagoras , Aeschylus, or
Bonner and Fletcher discloses similar debts ; but Plato is all but closed to him ." Latin he uses as

the full extent of them can never be gauged until a living language, not to be trammelled in the

the contemporary French and Italian literature bonds of classical usage, but not to be disfigured

has been studied with this in view . Lodge was a by unnecessary mediaevalism . His own style is

great reader, and his debt was probably greatest ; clear, idiomatic and racy ; no slavish imitation of

he is especially fond of Ronsard (here again Mr. a Cicero or a Livy . Having this fine instrument

Lee prints six typical specimens for comparison ), at his command , he cared nothing to master the
but he probably neglected none and used most of modern vernacular, even Dutch , French , or

the French lyrists of his day, not to speak of the English . As a school subject, modern languages,

Italians. He held his peace, however. Barnaby in his view , are of no value : they lack definiteness
Barnes was another prolific translator, who forgot and uniformity of structure. He also despises

to make acknowledgments. Drayton went further national tales and traditions , as he regarded the

and disclaimed imitation, but without ground. national spirit itself as an evil . The “ Educational

Even Spenser himself is steeped in foreign poetry, Aim of Erasmus ” forms the subject of the third
and many of his imitations are traced here. When chapter. The “ Beginnings of Education " and

the great spirits act thus we may expect the lesser the “ Liberal Studies ” conclude the first part .

to follow in their track. He has a very high standard , moral and intellectual,a

The reader will see that Mr. Lee has hit on a for the teacher , and is amazed that his pay is less

new line of study which , however humiliating to than that of a cook . In this respect we have not

our national feeling , will be welcome to those who advanced far beyond the age of Erasmus. The

love truth first . There is evidently scope for much school subjects then occupy his attention ; and

solid work on these lines. The volumes of verse there is much that is useful in his remarks on

of which we are speaking gain greatly in value which we cannot now linger. The second part of

from Mr. Lee's able preface . the book consists in translations of “ De Ratione

Studii,” “ De Pueris, " and part of one of the

“ Colloquies,” and a chapter from “ De Conscri

bendis Epistolis " in Latin .

With certain limitations, due to the state of

DESIDERIUS ERASMUS. knowledge in his age , Erasmus is surprisingly

ahead of his age in many respects. LikeComenius,

RASMUS holds so commanding a position in
he held that education should begin in the nursery.

the world of letters that anything from his
Erasmus is properly careful of health and good

pen must arrest the attention . Especially companionship. His idea of discipline, with the

is this the case in educational matters ; for his

very young , is rather to win than to drive .

originality and keenness of insight enabled him to
Unlike the contemporary pedagogue, he refused

see through the husk to the kernel, through the
to countenance severe floggings and punishments.

To provide competent teachers was the duty of
formalities of his own age to the eternal prin

ciples of human training. The present work is
church and state combined. The importance of

language and literature is everywhere insisted
most opportune at a time when the modern world

is asking for guidance ,and when attacks are being synthetic languages over
upon ; and the practical advantage of ancient

made upon the literary studies which have for so
synthetic languages over the modern, with the

long time formed the staple of a child's education .
important proviso that Latin , at least , should be

If, in Erasmus's day , the pursuit of natural science
taught colloquially.

Prof. Woodward has done his work well ; and
and mathematics was not important enough to

students will be grateful for the useful bibliography
challenge the literary citadel , yet Erasmus himself

which is appended.

was free from prejudice and willing to criticise .

His views are based on reasoning, which is not

always the case now with the advocates of either

side . A UNION , having for its object the advancement of Music in

Prof. Woodward prefaces his book with an secondary schools for girls and the discussion of matters con

interesting sketch of the author's life, based on a
nected therewith, has been formed. In order to promote inter

study of the best authorities. His next section ,
course between teachers and provide a stimulus to musical

activity , it is proposed to hold periodical conferences in London

called “ Characteristics," discusses the author's open to all members of the Union, at which papers , followed by

relation with antiquity, and his attitude towards discussions, will be read by distinguished musicians. The next

conference will be held at 6 , Upper Baker Street , London, on
October 15, at 3p.m.

1 “ Concerning the Aim and Method of Education .
Full particulars can be obtained from

By W. H. Wood

ward , Professor of Education in the University of Liverpool.
Miss Cecilia Hill, The Cedar House, Salt Hill, Slough, the

244 pp. (Cambridge University Press.) 45. net.

E

Hon . Sec . of the Union .

xvii . +
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A SURVEY OF ENGLISH EDUCATION.1

a

The inclusion of education among the various sections of this

Association for the Advancement of Science is sufficient evidence

that a new educational era has begun in this country . What

ever may be the defects of our educational system or want of

system , whatever changes may be necessary to bring it , in the

current phrase, up to date, the days of unthinking tradition are
over. Scientific method is entering on its inheritance , and it

has begun to include the field of education along with other

fields of life and thought within the sphere of its influence.

And scientific minds are asking on every side of us what is the

end of true education , and are we on the right way to it ?

True education , almost insuperably difficult in practice, has

been often defined in words. Plato told us long ago how it is

music for the soul and gymnastic for the body , both intended

for the benefit of the soul , how it is a life-long process , how

good manners are a branch of it , and poetry its principal part ,

though the poets are but poor educators, how great is the im .

portance of good surroundings , how the young should be reared

in wholesome pastures , and be late learners of evil , if they must

learn it at all , how nothing mean or vile should meet the eye or

strike the ear of the young, how in infancy education should be

through pleasurable interest , how dangerous it is when ill

directed , how it is not so much a process of acquisition as the

use of powers already existing in us , not the filling of a vessel ,

but turning the eye of the soul towards the light , how it aims at

ideals and is intended to promote virtue, and is the first and

fairest of all things .

In this description , I take it , we most of us agree , though

some of Plato's views would doubtless elicit differences of

opinion amongst us , as , for instance , that education ought not

to be compulsory, or that it should be the same for women as

for men .

One of his statements may be soothing to our English self

complacency, for, as is the habit of idealists in every age, he

says that even in Athens they care nothing for educational

training , one of the most brilliant of their younger statesmen

pleading that it does not matter , because others are as ignorant

as he. Or again , our own Milton sums it up in fewer words ,

but very impressively, when he says true education fits a man to

perform justly , skilfully, and magnanimously all the offices,

both private and public, of peace and war. It is a noble aim

which he thus sets before us, to make our sons skilful, just ,

magnanimous, and every description of aims and methods can

be little more than an expansion of it . Of the importance of

right aims and ideals there can , as Plato reminded us , be no

question , because of the danger of ill - directed aims, and the

lasting nature of early impressions.

What we learnt at school, when all the world was young to

us , whether we learnt it with weariness or pain , or under

happier influences with a quickenirg pulse and the glow of

enjoyment, passed into the blood , as Stevenson said somewhere,

and became native in the memory. True education , then , as

we all acknowledge, aims at cultivating the highest and most

efficient type of personality, men not only appropriately and

technically equipped for their professional business, but men

endowed with the best gifts and inspired with high purposes,

men who desire to follow the more excellent ways and to lead

others in them , who love knowledge, truth , freedom , justice , in

all the relations of life , whether individual or social, men marked

by sense of duty and moral thoughtfulness, public spirit , and

strength of character.

Such an education is the true basis of individual and national

wellare, and experience has abundantly shown how necessary

this is to save men from distorted views of hisiory, from wrong

conceptions of patriotism and public duty , from mistaken aims

and disastrous policy. Thus, for instance, a good and true

education shows us that the true basis of life is moral and

economic, and not military, and the true aim of both indi .

viduals and nations is knowledge, justice , freedom , peace,

magnanimity . and not pride, aggression , force, or greed .

Scientific consideration of our subject will of course deal

largely with such details as the relative claims of the humanist

and the realist , subjects and meihods of instruction, the corre

lation of different grades of education , the adaptation of this or

that system to special needs, and so forth ; but through all this

these fundamental requirements of the true education, as

placarded before us by Plato or by Milton , must always hold

the chief place, and all others must be kept in due and conscious

subordination to these .

I am profoundly convinced that our English education needs

the influence of more light and more thought from every quarter ,

and especially from those who are familiar with scientific

methods . “ Blessed are they that sow beside all waters ."

Moreover, I hail the application of scientific intelligence and

scientific methods to this subject, because , looking back , I am

profoundly conscious that I should have done my own educa

cational work far less imperfecily if in my youth I had

undergone any rational scientific illuminating preparation for it .

In such a process I should have lost no personal gift or aptitude

that I possessed , and I should have gained some early knowledge

and confidence and power which would have saved me much

discomfort and anxiety and some mistakes and failures, and

would have saved my pupils some loss , and possibly some

distress.

When I turn with these thoughts in my mind , and look out

over the field of English life, I see very strong and valid

reasons why our education, its merits , its defects, its methods

and results , should be seriously considered here, as also in very

different assemblies elsewhere . Above all , the persistently

traditional and unscientific spirit that still pervades so much of it

from top to bottom , its lack of reasoned reflection , demands our

special attention .

“ The want of the idea of science , that is of systematic know

ledge,” said Matthew Arnold, “ is , as I have said again and

again , the capital want at this moment of English education and

English life . Our civil organisation (including our education)

still remains what time and chance have made 11."

This was written about thirty -six years ago, and it is, to say

the least , a surprising thing that in an age of unusually rapid

scientific development it should be , in the main , still so true , as

it undoubtedly is , of a great part of our English educational

system .

There is the lack of any systematic preparation for the busi

ness of teaching which still prevails throughout our middle and

upper-class education , although here in Cambridge and in

Oxford some excellent pioneer week is being done in the train

ing of teachers . There is the general lack of interest in edu

cation which is still so noticeable in a great deal of English

society of all grades, the spirit of indifference to it , and even the

terdency to depreciate the intellectual life . There is the ex

cessive influence of tradition and routine on our great schools

and universities, and in some quarters an inert or suspicious

conservatism . There is throughout our middle class education

a state bordering on chaos, a country largely unexplored , a

mixture of things, good and bad , involving a

of wasted opportuity and undeveloped faculty. Eren in

1 Abridged from an address to the Educational Science Section of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science , delivered by the Right

Rev. the Lord Bishop of Hereford , 1 ).D. , LL.D., President of the Section ,

at Cambridge , on August 18th , 1904.

vast amount
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elementary education, which has received the largest share of

public attention , there is much that needs to be done in a

more thoughtful and scientific spirit . Party politics have

to be eliminated as far as possible , especially ecclesiastical

politics.

The fitness of a great deal of the teaching to the special needs

and requirements of the children has to be considered afresh .

The tendency to overlook the interests and the attainments of

each individual child has to be checked. The wastefulness of

our absurdly truncated system of elementary education stopping

abruptly at about twelve years of age and then leaving the

children to driſt away into an unexplored educational wilderness

has to be superseded by some rational system of continua.

tion classes made obligatory . Truly the harvest is a plenteous

one for those who desire to uplift our English life by helping

forward the best modes of educating the rising generation in

a scientific , or , in other words , a wise, intelligent , and large

minded spirit .

Much , it is true , has been done in almost every part of the

educational field during the last half- century , but not nearly so

much as ardent friends of education anticipated forty years ago.

I have already quoted some significant words from Mr. Arnold's

illuminating Report on the Schools and Universities of the

Continent as he saw them thirty - seven years ago . If that report

had been turned to immediate practical account at the time, if

some English statesman , like William von Humboldt, had been

enabled with a free hand to take up and give effect to Mr.

Arnold's chief suggestions, as Humboldt and his colleagues gave

effect to their ideas in Prussia in the years 1808 onwards , the

advantage to our country to -day would have been incalculable.

In our insular disregard or depreciation of intellectual and

scientific forces actually working in other countries, we have

undoubtedly wasted some of that time and tide in human affairs

which do not wait for either men or nations.

But , putting regrets aside and turning to some of the practical

problems that seem to confront us to -day, I venture to put

before you for consideration such cursory and unsystematic

observations or suggestions as my personal experience has led

me to believe to be of practical importance . For more than this

I have no qualification.

In the first place, the growth of crowded city populations and

the conditions under which multitudes have for at least two

generations been growing up and passing their lives in our

great cities have set us face to face with the very serious

preliminary problem of physical health . If our physical

manhood decays all else is endangered , so that the first business

of the educator is to look well to the conditions of a healthy life

from infancy upwards. Hence the great educational importance

of the petition presented by 14,718 medical practitioners,

including the heads of the profession, to the central educational

authorities of the United Kingdom.

This petition , coming , as it does , with all the weight of

the medical profession , as the expression of their experience and

conviction, is , to my mind , one of the most important educa

tional documents which have been published in our time, and it

can hardly be disregarded without incurring the charge of folly.

The Greeks, as we are constantly reminded , in the great period

of their creative influence , found nothing so absorbing as the

things of the mind ; a pre-eminent characteristic of their life

was their love of knowledge, their fine curiosity, their enjoyment

of the things of the imagination and of thought. It has been

noted that what specially conciliated an Athenian voter was the

gift of a theatre ticket ; and this is a very instructive and

significant fact when we bear in mind that the theatre was the

great teacher of religion , morals , poetry , patriotism , all in one ;

that it combined the influences of Westminster Abbey, the plays

of Shakespeare, and the heroic achievements of the race ;

whereas to an ordinary English voter these things are too often

only as caviare to the general.

If so , our education has before it the task of doing what can

be done to alter this ; and from the Greeks we may derive both

lessons and warnings. It was in the days when this decadence

was beginning that their excessive admiration of the professional

athlete , what we might call their athletic craze , called forth the

bitter gibes of Euripides, and his impressive warnings and

exhortations to admire and to crown with their highest honours,

not those who happened to be swiftest of foot or strongest in the

wrestling bout , but the man of sound mind, wise and just , who

does most , to guide others in the more excellent ways, and

to uplift the life of his community :

όστις ηγείται πόλει

κάλλιστα, σώφρων και δίκαιος ών ανήρ.

Here we have a warning by no means inappropriate to our own

life and its tendencies. It is , indeed , high time to bring serious

and , let us say, scientific thought to bear upon the whole matter.

Taking first the elementary school, it is to be noted that our

system does too little to draw out and stimulate the faculties or

to form the tastes of each individual child . Classes are still in

many cases far too large . The system of block grants, being

inadequately safeguarded or supplemented by inducements to

individual children to apply and prepare for certificates of merit

or proficiency, however attractive it may be to inspectors and

teachers, needs to be very carefully watched in the interests of

individual children . The individual child requires the hope

and stimulus of some personal recognition or distinction , if its

faculties are to be fully roused and its tastes properly cultivated .

Moreover, the aid of scientific thought and experience is

needed to bring both the subjects and methods of instruction

into closer and more vital relationship with the environment of

the children and with their practical requirements, and more

weight has to be given to specific ethical teaching , that moral

and spiritual training day by day , which has for its end the

development and strengthening of character, and taste , and

issues in conduct , which is the greater part of life.

And seeing that it is of the essence of any rational or scientific

system to avoid needless waste, it is tiine that our elementary

education should no longer be left in its absurdly truncated

condition , which allows a child's education to be stopped

abruptly and finally at or about the age of twelve, when in the

nature of things it should be only beginning. As things are at

present , just when the parent of the upper classes is anxiously

considering what school will be the best for his son , a vast

number of the children of the poorer classes are left by the

State to drift out into a wilderness where all things are

forgotten .

In this connection, however, it is due to the Board of

Education that we take note of the reminders lately issued in

the Introduction to the New Code and the memorandum pre .

fixed 10 the Regulations for the Training of Teachers. This

Introduction to the Code reminds every parent , school manager ,

and teacher , very emphatically, that the purpose of the school is

to form and strengthen the character and to develop the intelli

gence of the children , to fit them both practically and intellec .

tually for the work of life, to send them forth with good and

healthy tastes and the desire to know , with habits of observa

tion and clear reasoning , with a living interest in great deeds

and great men , and some familiarity with , at all events, some

portion of the literature and history of their country ; and this

being so , the special charge and duty of their teachers is by the

spirit of their discipline and of their teaching, by their personal

example and influence, to foster in the children , as they grow

up in their hands , habits of industry , self -control, endurance,

perseverance , courage , to teach them reverence for things and

persons good or great , to inspire them with love of duty, love of

a
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purity, love of justice and of truth , unselfishness , generosity, the education they receive is given in schools of which the public

public spirit , and so not merely to reach their full development know very little , whether as regards qualifications of the staff

as individuals, but also to become upright and useful members moral and intellectual- equipment, or methods of teaching, or

of the community in which they live and worthy sons and even sanitary arrangements, and it is to be feared that much of

daughters of the community to which they belong. this education would on inquiry be found to be very poor, if

Hardly less valuable, as a contribution to education which judged by any reasonable standard of modern requirements.

shall be more thoughtful than hitherto, is the memorandum pre- When we pass to the class of schools generally spoken of as

fixed to the new Regulations for the Training of Teachers . public schools, those that look to the ancient universities as the

Passing from the sphere of the elementary schools to that of goal of their best pupils, we enter on another very interesting

secondary education , we enter on a sphere in which there is and important field of study. But for the beginning of our

much greater need of careful study and the guidance of those investigation we have to go behind these schools to the pre

who know. Our secondary education has by the Act of 1902 paratory school , which has now assumed a definite place in

been handed over very largely to county councils , excellent but secondary education , and therefore calls for serious attention.

heterogeneous bodies , and for the most part not only ignorant Some of these schools are very good, so far as the conditions

of educational needs, methods, and possibilities , but quite un- under which they work admit of excellence ; in others there is,

accustomed to their practical consideration - altogether unpre- it is to be ſeared, much room for improvement.

pared and untrained for the responsible work now thrown upon Such schools are now so largely used by parents that their

them , and hampered by their besetting fear of the ratepayers . condition becomes a matter of vital importance, as a boy's

Add to these difficulties the prejudice, so common in the progress and prospects, his moral and intellectual future, are

ordinary English mind , against what is known as the “ expert , " very frequently determined for good or ill by his experience in

that is , the man who knows from experience, and is therefore the preparatory school, by the bent which has there been given

likely to be earnest for improvement, and to believe that wise to his morals, tastes, ambitions, by the fostering of his intellec

educational expenditure will repay itself, and you see how tual gifts or the failure to foster them. In the course of my owo

manifold are the obstacles in the way of immediate progress. experience I have known many boys whose prospects in life

These county authorities need first of all to be themselves in- were spoilt by their unhappy beginnings in some preparatory

structed and persuaded as to the right subjects for their schools , school , and who consequently entered their public school fore

the co-ordination or proportion of subjects in any scheme to be doomed to failure. These schools are in most cases private

encouraged , the methods of instruction , the sort of teachers to adventure schools, conducted for private gain. Their staff

be appointed , the wisdom of spending public money on good consists very often of young men untrained for the work of

education , as exemplified in other countries , like Germany, education , and sometimes underpaid . They are subject to no

Switzerland, the United States, Denmark. public inspection or examination ; in fact, the general public

Our local authorities feel and recognise that something is have no knowledge of their condition .

needed, but very often they seem to be like children crying in Seeing how grave are the considerations involved, I hold it

the dark. From lack of educational knowledge and educational to be one of the things needed for the general improvement of

experience they do not always know the difference between the our secondary education that every private school , of whatever

right and the wrong method , or between the good and the bad kind , should be liable to public inspection and public report

school . In our rural districts, at all events , it may be said thereon ; that a licence should be required for every such school,

further that one of our first needs is to persuade the local autho- and that the staff and their qualifications, and the remuneration

rities by some convincing proof that expenditure on popular given to each of them , the sanitary condition , suitability, and

education higher than elementary is a wise economy, and that educational equipment of the premises, should all be considered

their bread cast on educational waters will come back to them , in connection with the giving or withholding of a licence.

not after many days , but very soon and in their own homes. As regards the curriculum of the schools preparatory to the

Thus my observation has led me to the conclusion that by way public schools, the subjects taught, and the proportion of time

of preliminary to progress our new educational authorities need allotted to each , it has to be borne in mind that they are not

instruction or persuasion as to the importance of a sufficient free agents . In this respect they are dependent on the require

provision for really good secondary education ; and it would ments of the entrance examination at the public schools which

greatly expedite progress if the Government could and would they supply , just as those schools in their turn are dependent on

offer more liberal secondary education grants to be earned by the requirements of the university to which they send their

efficient schools , and initial grants towards buildings and pupils. Thus, when we come to conſer with the authorities of

scientific equipment , to be met by contributions from local rates the public schools, our first inquiry is whether their entrance

or other local sources , public or private . examination is such as to conduce to the best system of edu

Many persons and localities would be ready to tax themselves cation from infancy upwards.

with the view of securing a Treasury grant not available without Believing, as I do , that there is room for improvement, I

such taxation . Meanwhile the wheels of our local educational would ask them to consider and come to a general agreement

chariots are tarrying on every side so far as higher education , as to the subjects on which special stress should be laid . What

whether general or technical , is concerned . place , for instance, is occupied in the Eton entrance examination

It would also stimulate our local educational authorities if by such subjects as English language and literature , English

they could be more fully informed as to the practical advantages composition , spelling , handwriting , and reading aloud ? What

which have been derived from a practical system of popular weight is given to elementary drawing, or to an elementary

education in such a country as the United States of America, knowledge of natural phenomena, so as to encourage in the

and still more if they had set plainly before them the wonderful preparatory school an interest in the mineral , vegetable, and

results derived by a poor country like Denmark during the last animal world around us , and to stimulate in early years the

twenty- five years , and in the face of every disadvantage , from habit of observation, and to impress the difference between

the system of education initiated by Bishop Grundtvig and taken eyes and no eyes ?

up by the Government. Such subjects as these, it is now generally recognised, ought

And the need of our middle classes , especially that of the to be given a foremost place and equal weight with the modicum

farmer and tradesmen classes , is very pressing . A great deal of of arithmetic, French , and ancient languages , which have
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man .

hitherto, as a rule , formed the staple of this entrance examina

tion , and have consequently given an unnatural twist to the

earlier education of our boys.

As regards the public schools themselves, if we consider

them critically-though, on the other hand , I trust , by no

means forgetting their many and great excellencies -- the points

that invite attention would seem to be such as the following :

There is undoubtedly a great deal of waste in these schools

owing to the poor teaching of untrained masters, who in some

cases cannot even maintain reasonable discipline, and in many

more have no real knowledge or mastery of the best methods of

teaching their subject , be it linguistic, or historical , or literary ,

or scientific, and have not acquired that first gift of an efficient

teacher, the art of interesting their pupils and drawing out their

faculties and their tastes .

It would , therefore , be reasonable, as it would certainly be

stimulative and advantageous , 10 require that all masters should

be bound to go through some system of well -considered and

and serious preparation or training for the teacher's work , or at

the least a probationary period . It should , I venture to think ,

be made a rule that no master could be placed on the permanent

staff until he was certified and registered as having fully satisfied

this requirement and given proof of his efficiency.

Here I would venture to point out to existing masters and

mistresses in the leading schools how great a service they may

do the cause of good education if they themselves apply to be

registered. Seeing the advantages which registation is des

tined to bring to our secondary education by winnowing out

inefficient teachers and otherwise , the higher members of the

profession may fairly be expected to give their personal adhe

sion to it as a part of their duty to their profession . We might

almost say to them , noblesse oblige.

Again , it must , I fear, be adınitted that one of the chief

defects in our public -school education is still to be found in

over -attention to memory work , and in the comparative failure

to develop powers of thought, taste , and interest in the things

of the mind . Even in the teaching of languages attention has

been too exclusively devoted to mere questions of grammar, as

if to learn the language were an end in itself, whereas, in the

words of Matthew Arnold, " the true aim of schools and

instruction is to develop the power of our mind and to give us

access to vital knowledge.” For this end, as he reminds us,

the philological or grammatical discipline should be more con

sciously and systematically combined with the matter to which

it is ancillary, the end should be kept in view , whereas nine out

of ten of our public school boys seem never to get through the

grammatical vestibule at all ; and yet we agree that “ no pre .

liminary discipline should be pressed at the risk of keeping

minds from getting at the main matter , a knowledge of them

selves and the world. "

This also was written by Mr. Arnold thirty-six years ago,

and thoughtful critics are still repeating, and with some reason,

that the majority of boys who grow up in our public schools

seem hardly to have received an adequate training for many of

the higher duties of life. We hear much more than formerly

about the public schools being the best training place for good

citizenship . Therefore, say the critics , it is reasonable to in

quire how far their educational system , their ideals , their tradi

tions , their fashions, and the pervading spirit of their liſe , fit the

mass of their pupils intellectually and otherwise for the duties

of citizenship , and for grappling in the right spirit with the

problems that will coníront them .

It is, I imagine, generally agreed by those who know both our

national needs and the work and influence of our public schools,

that there is much room for improvement in regard to methods

of teaching , the cultivation of intellectual interests and tastes ,

and the stimulating habits of thought in the majority of their

pupils. In close connection with these considerations there are

two questions of practical importance which deserve a prominent

place in any study of our public school education.

The first of these is whether it is good for all boys alike to

continue their life at school , especially at a boarding - school, up

to the age of eighteen or nineteen ; and the other is whether

more encouragement and pains should not be given to develop

ing the best type of day school , or , to put it somewhat diffe

rently , whether the barrack liſe of the boarding school has not ,

through fashionable drift and class prejudice, become too pro

dominant a part of our English education at the expense of the

home life with all its finer educational influences.

As regards the first of these questions, it will be remembered

that Dr. Arnold considered it a matter of vital importance to

expedite the growth of a boy from the childish age to that of a

In other words, the boy should not be left to grow

through the years of critical change from fourteen to nineteen

without special regard to his growth in intellectual taste and

moral purpose and thoughtfulness. His education during these

critical years should be such as to rouse in him the higher

ambitions of a responsible manhood .

Does, then , the actual life of a public school really conduce

to this early development in the majority of cases ? ' My own

experience has led me to the conclusion that it cannot be con

fidently held to do so . The boys in any of our public schools

may be said to fall into two classes--those who in due course

reach the sixth form , and during their progress through lower

forms have an ambition to reach it ; and , on the other hand , a

numerous class who do not expect to rise to the sixth , don't care

about it , and never exert themselves to reach it .

For the first class , I doubt if any more effective preparation

for life has been devised than that of our best English schools ; ,

but the case of the second class is somewhat different. Many .

of these come to the end of their school time with their intel .

lectual faculties and tastes and their sense of responsibility as

men to a great extent undeveloped . From sixteen to eighteen

or ninetee their thoughts, inte sts , and ambitions have been

largely centred in their games and their out-of- school life, with

the natural results that their strongest tastes in after life are for

amusement and sport.

Some of these boys, after loitering at school to the age of

eighteen or nineteen , go to the University as passmen , some

begin their preparation for the work of a doctor or a solicitor ,

and many go straight from school into City life as men of busi

ness ; and nearly all of them suffer from the lack of intellectual

and moral stimulus during these later years of their school liſe .

Now many of these boys could without difficulty pass the

entrance examination to the University at sixteen or seventeen ,

if well and carefully taught ; and I have long held the view that

such boys would greatly benefit by going to Oxford or Cam

bridge at the age of seventeen , or even sixteen , if suitable

arrangements could be made. It was with this conviction in

my mind that I published a scheme showing how this experi

ment might be tried about twenty years ago. The interval has

confirmed me in the opinion that it would be a distinct gain to

inany boys to take advantage of such a scheme iſ made avail

able . They would go out into the world from the University

at the age of twenty far better equipped and prepared for life,

both as regards knowledge and interests, tastes , and character,

than by going straight from school at nineteen .

Looking to my own University of Oxford, I see no reason

why such younger students should not be safely received .

There are at least three Colleges in that Universiły which would

find it easy to adapt their arrangements so as to secure this.

Each of these Colleges has a hall in connection with it , well

suited for the residence of a college tutor who might have

special charge of these younger students, residing in the hall
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during their first year with somewhat stricter rules as to ordinary

discipline and liberiy, but in all other respects exactly on a par

with the senior undergraduate members of the College.

On the subject of the day school, as compared with the

boarding school , a subject which has not hitherto received the

attention it deserves , I may venture to repeat here what in sub

stance I have said on other occasions . Many parents are so

situated that they have no choice in the matter ; but to the

educational inquirer it is a question of much interest and

importance. The boarding school is admitted to excel in

turning out strong, self- reliant , sociable , practical men of affairs,

men who have learnt by early experience not to think or make

too much of small injustices, to rough it , if need be, with

equanimity and cheerfulness , and to count it a man's part to

endure hardness in a manly spirit . It is a fine type of character

which is thus produced , at its best ; but the best is not always

seen in the result , and the system too often produces an undue

deference to public opinion, a spirit of moral compromise, and

a loss of moral enthusiasm . The human soul in its finer parts

is a very sensitive thing, and I do not think the barrack life of

an average boarding school is always the most favourable for its

Healthy growth.

As I look back over the school days of my own pupils, I feel that

those of them had , on the whole , the best education who grew up

as day boys in good homes at Clifton College. There they enjoyed

all the advantages of the cultivated home, which I need not

here enumerate, and at the same time , through the arrangements

we made for them , all the best elements in the life of a great

boarding school .

In the upper school of 500 boys , we had about 160 day boys

living at easy distances from the school . These boys were

divided into two houses--North Town and South Town-about

eighty boys in each house, and they were treated for school

purposes just as if they were living together in a boarding house.

They were under the same rules as boarders in regard to hours of

locking up , or the bounds beyond which they might not go with .

out a note from their parents giving express ave . Their

names were printed in a house list , a master was appointed as

their tutor , whose duty it was to look to their educational needs

and progress, to their reports and conduct , just as if they had

been boarders and he their house master. Each house had its

own room or library on the College premises, with books of

reference, and so forth, for spare hours , and took its part with

the boarding houses, and held its own in all school aſſairs,

games , and other competitions. And my experience of this sys

tem compared with others has led me to the conclusion that the

form of education which may on the whole claim to be the best

is that of a well - organised day school , in which it is clearly

understood to be the duty of the masters to give their life to the

boys in school and out of school , just as if they were at a board

ing school , and in which the boys are distributed into houses for

school purposes, just as if they were living in a boarding house .

Under such a system they get the best of both worlds , home and

school .

From the public school we pass naturally to the Universities , and

the first question that meets us is the influence they exercise on

school education , through their requirements on admission ofma

triculation and the bestowal of their endowments and other prizes.

On this part of my subject I have seen no reason to alter or

modify what I said at Glasgow three years ago, and therefore I

merely enumerate and emphasise the suggestions which I put

orward on that occasion for the improvement of education both

at school and college . I hold that it would be equivalent to

pouring a new stream of intellectual influence through our secon .

dary education if Oxford and Cambridge were to agree on some

such requirements as the following :

1. In the matriculation examination (a) candidates to be free

to offer some adequate equivalent in place of Greek .

(6) An elementary knowledge ofsome branch of natural science

and one modern language to be required of all candidates.

(c) A knowledge of some period of English history and litera .

ture also to be required of every candidate, and ability to write

English to be tested .

(d) The examination in Latin and any other foreign language

to include questions on the subject matter of any prepared books

offered, some questions on history and literature , and translation

of easy passages not previously prepared.

(e ) Marks of distinction should be given for work of superior

merit in any branch of this examination , as indeed , of every pass

examination conducted by the University.

Candidates should not be excluded from residence before pass

ing this examination , nor should they be required to pass in all

subjects at the same time ; but the completion of this examina

tion would be the necessary preliminary to entry for any other

examination required for a degree.

2. On the question of endowments and the minimising of

waste in the administration of them there is much to be said ,

and I would suggest for consideration :

( 1 ) That, as a rule , open scholarships and exhibitions might

be reduced to free tuition , free rooms, and free dinners in hall or

thereabouts.

( 2) That every holder of an open scholarship or exhibition ,

whose circumstances were such that he needed augmentation,

should, on application , receive such augmentation as the Col

lege authorities considered sufficient.

(3 ) That care should be taken to discourage premature

specialisation at school .

For this end it should be required that no scholar should enjoy

the emoluments of his scholarship until he had passed the matri

culation examination described above ; and a fair proportion of

scholarships should be awarded for excellence in a combination

of subjects.

The Universities might also do good service in the way of

stimulating secondary education if some small proportion of their

entrance scholarships were distributed over the country as county

scholarships, on condition that the county contributed an equal

amount in every case . In this way some equivalent for the

endowments, so cynically confiscated by the Education Act of

1902 , might be recovered and used for the benefit of poor and

meritorious students.

Other reforms , which would , as I believe , be productive of

valuable results , are the requiring from every candidate for a

degree a knowledge of some portion of our own literature and

history, and the encouragement of intellectual interests and

ambitions by abolishing all purely pass examinations. A pass

examination , in which the candidates are invited simply to aim

at a minimum of knowledge or attainment , is hardly worthy of

a university. The opportunity of winning some mark of distinc

tion in this or that portion of what is now a pass examination

would frequently rouse some latent ambition in an idle man , and

transform the whole spirit of his work . Thus a modest reform

of this kind might be of great practical benefit to the nation by

helping in its degree to intellectualise the life of a great many of

our young men , and draw out unsuspected interests , faculties ,

and tastes .

My last word is a word of practical inquiry . How is this

section to be made of most value as an instrument of educational

progress ? It may do a valuable service if the working com

mittee of the section , enlarged by the addition of various repre

sentative persons, makes it a duty to collect and publish a

series of papers on the chief branches of our English education,

dwelling on its immediate and pressing needs , and how best 10

supply them . To do this the committee should set to work

systematically, commencing in October with monthly meetings,

and formulating , without delay , the scheme or series of papers to

be prepared and presented to the next meeting of the Association.

-
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THE INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION

BOARD FOR IRELAND.

Report of the EXAMINERS FOR 1903 .

a

The Irish examiner ( Prof. Kuno Meyer) complains that the

vocabulary for reading purposes was altogether too limited , and

the literary side of the language too much neglected . He

would also like to see some dawnings of the light of philology

amongst the students.

The French examiner ( Dr. Katherine Hogan ), while generally

complimentary, adds that the fact “ that the average answering

was improved does not , however , imply that the methods of

teaching gave entire satisfaction. The answering of many can

didates was indeed so deplorable that one can only believe that ,

if they were taught French at all , it was by a person utterly

ignorant of the language . ' A sample is given in the trans

lation of “ Do you read English books only ? " by “ Liriez ne

vous anglaise livers que.”

The German report by Prof. V. Steinberger remarks on the

want of attention paid to the modification of vowels, the use of

capita ) letters , and punctuation .

Mr. Russell , the examiner in Geometry and Trigonometry,

puts the defects under four heads : ( 1 ) want of intelligence in

recognising exactly what had to be done, and in begging the

question ; ( 2 ) want of orderly arrangement and much unneces

sary repetition ; ( 3 ) proof of particular cases where general case

was also proved ; (4 ) want of care in reading questions. Mere

memory work , which was common , was condemned ; this arose

from bad teaching in certain centres. The Preparatory Grade

was very weak . The pupils did not understand what they

wrote, e.g. , one boy said : - “ Take a line , terminate it at one

end , and illuminate it at the other. " Teachers are urged to

insist on accurate drawing of figures.

Dr. Panton , who examined in Algebra and Arithmetic, con

demns the slovenly style of the work given up . " Much is

almost unintelligible owing to cancelling . ' “ Untidiness and

inaccuracy were prominent.” Rough work is done under the

impression that it should be concealed from , and not made

clear to, the examiner. There is want of familiarity with the

connection between square and linear metric measures. The

insertion of arithmetic scales in the programme for the Junior

Grade is condemned .

"

This report, containing the reports of examiners on the ex

aminations held in June, 1903 , was not published until July,

1904. If it is impossible to issue the whole report earlier , it

would be to the advantage of teachers and pupils to publish the

remarks of the examiners separately and as soon as possible.

We venture to think that they might , in fact, be sent broadcast

to every intermediate school certainly before Christmas- time . A

full year having elapsed since the examinations, and the mia

summer vacations having commenced , interest in the examiners'

remarks will be languid , and many teachers will probably

pass them over altogether. This is a pity , as , in the absence of

inspection , the examiners form the only nucleus of any kind

by which expert outside opinion is regularly brought to bear

upon intermediate school work.

One feature of this report stands out in remarkably clear

relief. There is an almost unanimous consent in the separate

reports that while the Senior and Middle Grade answering was

satisfactory and generally good , that of the Junior and Prepara

tory Grades, and in particular of the Pass Candidates, was un

satisfactory and very inferior. One examiner ventures, upon an

explanation , which is probably correct , that the teachers for the

Middle and Senior Grades are good , and those for the other

Grades are not. For this a remedy should be found .

The Greek examiner ( Dr. R. Y. Tyrrell ) reports that the im

provement in the Senior and Middle Grades due to the abolition

of prescribed authors the year before has been more than main

tained, and the Latin examiner ( Dr. M. Sheehan ) similarly says

that the Honour candidates in these Grades stand apart from all

others by reason of the excellence of their papers. In the

lower Grades, where books are prescribed for translation , there

are frequent symptoms of having committed the English to

memory. There is an unfamiliarity with the vocabulary of

Greek tragic poets and of Homer, and in the Junior Grade few

of the candidates seem to have been taught that there are

words which cannot begin a sentence . Latin quantity appears

to have been universally neglected . Verse composition , both

Greek and Latin , seems to be almost non -existent .

The new system of prescribing courses of reading in aid of

English composition has had excellent results . In fact, many

candidates laboured under the difficulty of undue wealth of

materials . On the other hand , many tried to shorten their

labours by reading only one of the two authors prescribed , and

in the lower Grades it was painfully manifest that in many cases

systematic instruction in composition is not given , and that the

pupils are not taught what “ composition In English

literature the examiner (Mr. W. Magennis) is very severe on

the Junior and Preparatory Grades . “ Numbers of children are

made to undergo examination without serious intelligent prepa

ration ; beyond learning the prescribed poetry by rote , they had

done absolutely nothing . . . Not a few candidates had profited

so little by their reading of Scott as to include in their lists of

Highland flowers such exotics as “ nymph,” “ ewe,” “ minaret,”

“ cupola ," and “ the deadly nightingale."

The examiner in History and Geography ( Mr. Wm . Graham)

comments on the weakness in geography, especially of girls ,

due to little use of an atlas. In history students seemed

better acquainted with foreign events than with English

statesmen, e.g., Fox, Lord Castlereagh , and St. John. In the

lower Grades spelling is often bad , there is little heed of

grammar, and imperfect expression of what the candidates had

6

HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS.

means .

MR. Balfour's speech on the annual occasion known as the

massacre of the innocents ” is worthy of remark . He spoke

of the prolongation of debates as a disease from which the House

of Commons has suffered for many years, and did not think it

could be prevented by new rules of procedure. Nor did he

think that the difficulty could be got over by Home Rule or by

establishing provincial councils, for many Bills applied to the

whole of the United Kingdom . Ifall desirable Bills were to be

driven through , perpetual sessions would be insufficient, and our

representative system would break down . He was afraid

Parliament must go on groaning under the existing system.

Nothing short of revolutionary methods would be effective. In

other words, Parliament regarded as a legislative body is break

ing down if it has not already failed . It has so much else to do.

It controls the executive. The present position , therefore,

proves the fallacy of the old distinction between executive and

legislature , for both Cabinet and Parliament share largely in

both . And it is yearly becoming more obvious that , if the

necessary ” legislation is to pass , “ revolutionary methods”

must be adopted . Are we on the eve of a change in our

constitutior ?

in memory.

“ The acceptance of Christianity does not involve, of

necessity , social equality between all individuals in any given
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race . nor between one race and another ; ( 2 ) the acceptance of

Christianity does not necessarily carry with it the right to a

franchise . The mere fact that he is a Christian does not ht a

man to take a share in the government of the country unless he

understands how to exercise the franchise properly.” We do

not of course attempt to discuss the relations of these proposi

tions with certain writings of S. Paul or S. James in the New

Testament. But we call our readers' attention to the resolu

tions of the Provincial Synod of the Church of the Province of

South Africa , adopted primarily with regard to the Bantu tribes,

in order to ask them to consider the questions with regard to the

circumstances of other countries. Will the principles hold good,

for example, here in our own country ? Do we ask our electors

if they “ understand how to exercise the franchise properly ? '

Will they hold good in the southern states of the North

American Republic ? And will they justify that practical

exclusion from the franchise which has been aitained with regard

to the negroes ?

Replying to the questions raised in the recent debate on the

Education Vote in the House of Commons, Sir William Anson

referred to the future of secondary education . Last year, he

said , he had reason to express anxiety as to the teaching in

secondary schools. It showed too early a specialisation. There

was a gradual loss of the cultivation of larguage and literature,

and the tendency was too exclusively scientific , whereas what

was wanted really was a liberal education . They had now tried

to effect a change. First, they tried to define roughly what was

a secondary school. A secondary school was oistinct from a

technical institute , which gave special teaching of an advanced

characier, and distinct from continuation classes , which gave a

great variety of teaching but no continuity of teaching and no

general school education . The Board of Education had declared

that a secondary school must give a general education to boys

and girls up to the age of sixteen and beyond. The education

must be complete so far as it went , and progressive and con

tinuous. The boys and girls must learn thoroughly what they

did learn , and never be allowed to mark time. The normal

type of school would offer a general education, physical, mental,

and moral, given through a complete graded course of instruc

lion of a wider scope and more advanced degree than that given

at the elementary schools. The Board thus hoped to establish

a type of school which would give what he described as a liberal

education .

In May last , there passed away a man whose career reminds

us forcibly not only of the methods of empire building, but of

the extreme modernity of our British Empire. In the 'ſorties of

the last century, Mr. John Howard Angas went to South

Australia to help in the carrying out of his father's schemes for

that then undeveloped part of British possessions. In the work

of both father and son we see the individualistic methods which

have of recent years been so completely overshadowed by later

“ imperial ” ways. They founded banks , sent missionaries to

the “ black fellows," founded an asylum for persecuted Lutheran

Silesians , improved the.breeds of sheep and cattle , gave property

for the endowment of hospitals and universities , and so built up

the prosperity of South Australia . Their age has passed away.

On the foundations built by individualism and free enterprise is

being reared a United Australia with hostile tariffs and Acts

which exclude “ undesirable ” immigrants. That is why the

record of such a man's death starlles us by showing how rapidly

ideals have changed.

The litigation between two Presbyterian churches in Scotland ,

which ended on the ist of August in the House of Lords,

should help us to understand something of the sphinx -riddle of

European history, the relations between Church ar.d Siate. We

have learnt that a Free Church may yet believe in Establish

ment, and be " free " only because it does not approve of

the terms which the State offers. That will help to explain the

principles of our seventeenth -century forefathers, and the slow

ness and imperfection with which “ toleration ” principles

advanced. In all countries in the theocratic stage , unestablished

Churches ( wbich are often also “ persecuted ” Churches) are like

the opposition in our House of Commons. They believe in the

State , but are opposed to those now in office on methods

and principles of administration . Only when both religious

parties are weary of the strife, and theology ceases to interest

the common man , does “ toleration ” become a practice while

ceasing to be a popular theory. But Scotland has not yet

reached that stage . Events in France seem to suggest that they

have not reached it there. Everyone is either clerical or anti

clerical , and what will be the end is yet impossible to tell .

The Board , Sir William Anson continued, would like very

much to be able to increase their grants, and assist more schools,

and thus get a stronger hold upon the secondary education given

in the minor secondary schools. There was a certain difficulty

regarding the government of schools , and the relation of the

headmaster to the local authority and the governing body.

Local authorities were somewhat apt to believe that they saved

themselves time and secured greater administrative efficiency if

they governed the school through their director of education .

The Board had constantly pressed upon them the advisability of

appointing a governing body for the school , wih powers limited

financially, and urged that iſ a capable man were appointed as

headmaster he should have full power of conferring with the

governing body and expressing his views to that body. The

importance of these smaller schools securing an efficient head

master was very great . The authorities would , he thought,

soon realise that , unless they established a governing body and

gave the headmaster the powers he had described , they would not

get whai they wanted in the way of a successful secondary

school.

SPEAKING of the work of the training colleges, Sir William

Anson called attention to answers from the examination of pupil

teachers in connection with the King's Scholarship . A question

was asked regarding the frontiers of France. The student

wrote : “ The Alps are accessible over their summits, while the

Pyrenees are not ; they are accessible only at their two ends.

The Alps divide France from Spain . The Rhone also would

seem to form a natural frontier ; but the Germans own this."

A student at a training college wrote an apparently well - informed

description of Bunyan's “ Pilgrim's Progress," and then stated ,

“ The beauty of the story is enhanced by the charm of the metre

in which the poem is written .” Another student stated that

“ the founders of Italian architecture were Torrigiano and Terra

Cotta.” These things struck him as being much worse than

ignorance . They showed the confusion of mind of the student .

A lecture which would be useful to others was only misleading

The Board of Education has been informed through the

Foreign Office that an Exhibition of works of art , under the

patronage of the King of the Belgians, will be arranged in a

special pavilion within the exhibition grounds of the Universal

and International Exhibition to be held in Liege in 1905. Full

particulars as to the conditions atlaching to exhibits are given in

the official regulations, which can be obtained on application to

the Consul General for Belgium , 29 , Great St. llelens , E.C.

a
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to the student who came to a subject perfectly ignorant . Unless

we educated our pupil -teachers better, he continued, we waste

money at both ends. We waste the money spent on training

colleges by sending raw material of which good use cannot be

made, and we waste the money spent on elementary educalion

on account of the quality of the teachers supplied .

carry on what after all was the main work of a school , a steady

current of teaching of an informing and character-making kind

which did not want to be interſered with by perpetual prepara

tion for examinations. Teachers will be glad when the bulk of

these examinations are grouped into one, and when one certifi

cate will frank boys and girls for the whole lot . The effect of

so many examinations is bad on teachers, bad on the curriculum ,

and bad on boys , who come to think of schools not as places of

education in the highest sense , but as examination shops .

Character is more important than certificates, and preparing for

liſe is even more important than preparing for examinations.

The Duke of Devonshire , at the opening, on August 8th , of a

new technical institute at Eastbourne, said education is now , in

a wider sense than it has ever been previously, a science in

itself, and the opinions of those who have made a study of that

science should be obtained in order adequately to conduct our

system of education . Now we are endeavouring to frame a

complete educational structure we must depend in great measure

upon the advice of educational experts . The important object

in education is not the accumulation of knowledge which can be

successfully paraded in an examination . The aim of education

should be directed just as much to the training of average

schoolboys as to the most brilliant of the students. It is to train

their intellects and make them more useful citizens that the work

of education ought to be directed, and not to produce a number

of brilliant results of accumulated information . His advice was

to obtain the services of the most capable citizens, whether men

or women , for their educational work . Make it clear to educa

tional experts and teachers that the people of the country look

more to the results of average children than to exceptional boys

and girls.

The following resolutions were adopted by the conference :

( i . ) That this conference would welcome the establishment of a

scheme for examinations for secondary schools, which should be

under the direction of a board representative of the joint matri

culation board of the Universities of Lancashire and Yorkshire ,

and also of local authorities for secondary education in the areas

served by such universities and of the teaching profession ;" and

that school certificates should be issued in connection with such

examinations. ( ii . ) That the examinations should be so

arranged as to serve as recognised preliminary examinations for

the professions as well as for the universities, and that senior

and junior certificates should be issued ; and that a system of

inspection should be instituted in connection with the examina .

tions . ( iii . ) That the board of examiners should have informa .

tion as to the course of studies pursued in the various schools

which they examine, and that the papers should be set after

consideration of the school curriculum . ( iv . ) That steps should

be taken to secure the acceptance of the certificates as exempt.

ing from matriculation examinations of universities,and entrance

examinations of various professional bodies and public offices ,

and also to secure the interchangeability of certificates issued by

various examining bodies. ( v . ) In order to secure the objects

aimed at in the last resolution the conſerence approves of the

establishment of a central board for England , consisting of

representatives from the Board of Education and from the

different examining bodies, whose duties should be to co-ordinate

and control the standards of these examinations, and to take

steps to secure the interchangeability of certificates.

а

MR . ACLAND presided over a conference, held on July 21st

in Manchester, to consider the question of the establishment of

school - leaving examinations and inspections, with a view to

ensure the satisfactory organisation of secondary education .

During the course of a valuable address Mr. Acland referred 10

the subject of State aid for secondary education . He said that

until the Government-and he drew no distinction between one

Government and another-could see its way to give more money

to secondary schools we should never get secondary education in

this country put on the footing which it ought to hold . . The

Treasury gives ten millions a year to elementary education , and

he was very glad to say it was holding forth hopes of giving

£ 100,000 a year to our university colleges ; but secondary

education in day schools has to put up with little more than

£ 200,000 a year. That is wholly inadequate, and if we are to

have a proper supply of secondary day - schools the Treasury

must rise to something like three-quarters of a million at least .

The grants, as shown in the latest memorandum , seem likely to

come to less rather than more. The more advanced schools

used to be able to get 65 a head easily for what was called

division A. In future the number of schools which will get £5

per head will be very limited indeed . Everything which

relieves secondary schools is to the good , but all that can be

done at such conferences will be but little unless a

effective money supply for those schools, upon which ultimately

the universities themselves depend , can be assured .

Later in the same address, Mr. Acland referred to the

reaction on the part of most educationists against the multi

plicity of examinations for which secondary schools prepare

their pupils. Giving an example, he said that lately a return

sent in to the West Riding County Council showed that a

secondary school, with from ninety to a hundred boys, had the

following external examinations : Oxford Locals - senior, junior,

and preliminary ; London Matriculation , Victoria Matriculation ,

Intermediate Examinations of the London University , Civil

Service - second -class clerks , boy clerks , assistants of Excise ;

preliminary examinations for the medical and dental professions,

and occasionally a boy for entrance at Oxford or Cambridge.

It required a peculiarly good headmaster in such conditions to

more

Each successive set of “ regulations ” issued by the Board of

Education is heralded by its preſatory memorandum , and these

official declarations of educational faith deserve careful study .

They are , we are glad to recognise, remarkable for their catho

licity and inspired by an exact appreciation of existing needs .

The memorandum which prefaces the “ Regulations for Evening

Schools , Technical Institutions , and Schools of Art and Art

Classes,” gives an official sanction to views urged consistently

by those who understand the precise nature of the kind of

technical instruction in need of which this country stands . The

vital importance of a properly graduated course of technical

instruction which occupies the whole time of the student during

the day is emphasised. The danger that unorganised evening

classes , bearing no relation the one to the other, may result in

mere waste of time and effort on the part of teachers and students

is appropriately pointed out , as well as the need for a careful

survey of local industrial needs before deciding what evening

classes shall be arranged. The uselessness, 100 , of attempting

to impart technical instruction to students who have received no

preliminary training, or a training of the wrong kind , is duly

recognised, and it is prescribed that no student may be admitted

to any course of instruction assisted by the Board of Education

who is not sufficiently prepared to benefit by the instruction

given in that course. It certainly begins to look as if in time

we shall have an organised and complete system of national

education .
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Everybody spoke ir glowing terms of this first step towards the

reform of Spanish education, and at the opening ceremony the

Mayor not only promised the support of the local authorities,

but offered to defray the cost of sending some of the masters

next year to the Model School of Ripatransone in Italy. The

promoters of the exhibition did well in holding it at a time

when Santander was full of summer visitors , for the movement

may thus be spread throughout Spain .

The French Association met this year at Grenoble, where

M. C.-A. Laisant, the president , in his opening address , sought

to vindicate the civic position of the mathematician in France.

The success which had attended the public careers of eminent

mathematicians was due , in the president's opinion , to their

recognition that the absolute was but a convenient way of

expressing the relative and that the study of exact science was a

means rather than an end. It is noteworthy that many French

men of mark , Napoleon, Carnot , Arago, Poincaré, and M.

Laisant himself, gained distinction in mathematics before

entering public life. This fact must be ascribed rather to

fashion than to the Gallic temperament . In England , fashion

has decreed that a knowledge of classics shall be the preliminary

work of a statesman's career . As a consequence we find that

the church produces many of our eminent classical scholars ,

while the ranks of the mathematicians have been recruited ,

since the abolition of the Test Acts , from nonconformists .

M. Laisant went on to emphasise the necessity for reform in the

teaching of science . The methods adopted in elementary work

were, in his opinion, most in need of reform . The child's

memory was too often developed at the expense of its intelli

gence . The attempt to awaken curiosity was not sufficiently

employed ; and the child did not gain , what was within its

power, a living interest in scientific phenomena.

a

A NOTICE of the Cambridge University Extension Summer

Meeting , now being held in Exeter, has already appeared in

this magazine. Now that the first part of the meeting is nearly

over, it is possible to say something as to the success of this new

venture . It was not known beforehand whether students from

a distance , especially those from foreign countries , would be

attracted in large numbers to a summer meeting apart from its

usual surroundings in a university town . The venture has,

however, been abundantly justified by its success . Over 600

students are attending the meeting, about a third of them being

foreigners, from all parts of the German Empire, Austria,

France , Italy , Switzerland , Belgium , Holland , Denmark , Nor .

way, Sweden , Finland, Russia and Japan ; also students from

Australia and the United States of America. The crowded

halls and the enthusiastic reception given to the lecturers were

evidence in themselves of the interest aroused . The names of

the lecturers were a guarantee that the “ Age of Elizabeth " and

the other subjects included in the programme would be

worthily treated . Special features of this year's meeting have

been the intimate connection between the main subject of the

lectures and the county of Devon ; the excursions to places of

historic and scientific interest or great natural beauty in the

neighbourhood ; and the indefinable charm of an old cathedral

city , where the strangers have received such a kindly welcome

from the citizens . To the bond of fellowship that unites the

students of many nationalities is added the bond between the

visitors and the hospitable city of Exeter.

M. Fehr , of Geneva , gave an account, in Section 2 , of an

enquiry which was being made into the environment and

methods of work which have been found favourable to mathe

matical study. The object is to collect experience , personal

or collective , which may be valuable to mathematical teachers .

In particular, the results of psychological experiment are sought.

A sheet of questions has been printed and is being distributed

among mathematicians of note . These questions relate to

psychological and physiological experience. Copies are being

sent to English scholars. Those who do not receive a copy and

desire to contribute should apply to M. H. Fehr, 19, Rue Gevray,

Geneva. The result of the enquiry will be announced at

Cherbourg in 1905.

While the choice of a text -book on geometry is causing

English teachers much embarrassment the French teacher has

probably had his difficulties solved by the French Association .

On August 6th the mathematical section , after a long and

careful discussion, decided to recommend the Nouveaux

Elémens de Géometrie , by M. Ch . Mairey, Jobat, Dijon, to the

Minister of Public Instruction . This book has been used

experimentally in several lycées and training colleges and has

gained favourable opinion everywhere. The discussion showed

that heuristic treatment is necessary from the commencement,

that it is not advisable to lay down axioms or postulates until

the geometrical instinct has been awakened by a course of

experimental geometry, and that solid geomeiry can be studied

simultaneously with plane geometry to the advantage of both.

A SUMMER course of Nature Study was held at the Hartley

University College, Southampton, during the first fortnight in

August, under the direction of Dr. J. Travis Jenkins, professor

of biology at the college. The number of applications for ad

mission was greatly in excess of the accommodation , and a large

number of intending students were unavoidably refused admis .

sion to the course. The students were , for the most part ,

members of the teaching profession ; training colleges , secon

dary and elementary schools being represented . Some of the

students came from Scotland , Wales and the North of England ,

and , to judge from the numerous applications received , the

supply of summer instruction of this kind is by no means equal

to the demand for it . The details of the work of the course ,

which were described in THE SCHOOL World for June, 1904 ,

were closely adhered to , and it is therefore unnecessary to de.

scribe them again.

An exbibition of manual work in schools was opened on

August 11th in Santander. Its inception was due to the energy

of Sr. Fresnedo de la Calzada. Sr. Faro de la Vega had

taken charge of the lessons previously given to no less than

sixty - five of the elementary teachers , both public and private, of

the city and province of Santander . These had taken up the

study with the utmost enthusiasm , some having walked as much

as ten miles each day to attend the class . About forty.five

masters and mistresses exhibited samples of their work , which

included relief.maps in clay , wire - work and some woodwork.

The geometrical models were especially neat , and the Froebel

work of the mistresses , with its industrial application , deserved

the highest praise. A separate room was devoted to the exhi

bition of work done by the children of the municipal schools.

A SUMMER vacation school has been held for the third time

in succession this year at the Passmore Edwards Settlement ,

Tavistock Square, London. At the invitation of Mrs. Humphry

Ward , the honorary secretary of the movement , a company of

educationists and others interested in this experiment to make

the holidays of London children both inore enjoyable and more

educative met at the school on the afternoon of July 28th . An

hour was spent by the visitors in inspecting the classes in the

buildings and in the garden , where the children went through

drill exercises and received lessons in dancing, singing , car

pentering, clay -modelling, drawing, cooking , &c . The children

also took part in various games, such as soap -bubble blowing,

skipping, and sand -digging. The out -door lessons were given

in a well -wooded garden behind the buildings.

W
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At a meeting held subsequently Mrs. Humphry Ward made a

statement as to the progress of the movement since it was started

two years ago at the time of the small -pox epidemic, when , owing

to the scare of infection, fewer children than usual were sent away

by the various country holiday funds, and it occurred to some of

them that , with their large building and garden , necessarily little

used in August, they might do something to fill the gap . Financial

and other help was forthcoming, and within a month there were

600 children on the roll . In 1903 the experiment was repeated

with a somewhat larger attendance, and a slightly larger staff.

This year they were able still further to expand the scheme and

to raise the number of children invited to 1,000. She estimated

that there were about 600,000 children left in London during

the summer months, and while these children had nothing but

the pavements to play on , there were great school buildings

empty ; and the playgrounds of the schools and the London

squares were closed against them . She asked them to join with

the workers of the London Seulements in calling upon the local

authority to consider the matter seriously. The Bishop of Here

ford moved a resolution, which was adopted, urging the desira .

bility of establishing throughout the country vacation schools

resembling that at the Passmore Edwards Settlement. His

experience in connexion with a similar school which he had

established at Hereford convinced him that the cost was small,

and that they would have no difficulty in the matter of teachers .

6

THE Board of Education has received from the French

Government a notification of its intention to attach as tem

porary assistants to certain lycées a number of young English

secondary schoolmasters, or intending schoolmasters who have

undergone an approved course of training and hold some recog

nised diploma for secondary teachers. These assistants will not

take any share in the regular work of the school, but will

conduct small conversation groups under the direction of the

proviseur. Two hours' work a day will be expected of them .

The rest of their time will be at the disposal of the assistanis ,

who will thus be able to pursue their own studies. The

assistants will receive no renuneration, but will be boarded and

lodged at the institutions to which they are attached . Candi

dates for such posts should forward their application to the

Director of Special Inquiries and Reports, St. Stephen's House,

Cannon Row, S. W. , enclosing testimonials as to character,

capacity, and teaching experience, and a medical certificate of

health.

A CURIOUS echo of the Boer war occurred at a well-known

coaching college last month . Many of the pupils of this

college are preparing for engineering or mining. One of them

happens to be the son of a Natal farmer, whose estate lies at

Dundee , in the extreme north of that colony. Another pupil

is a son of a Boer mining proprietor who has borne arms with

his father against us in the recent war. He had formed part of

the army that invaded Natal, and had put up for several nights

at the very farm from which the parents of the other student had

fled . So the two whilom enemies met at last in the friendly

rivalry of the class -room .

We commend to the attention of our readers an article

by Mr. J. L. Paton on Training in the Service of Man , "

which is published in the August issue of the Parents ' Review.

Mr. Paton believes in the educative value of useful work , how

ever humble ihat work may appear. The following quotation

will indicate the nature of the advice Mr. Paton gives : “ From

the first possible moment, let the child serve . There

are boots to be blacked , there are beds to be made, there are

errands innumerable to be run , potatoes to be peeled, oranges to

be sliced for the marmalade, gooseberries to be topped and

tailed for the jam , bills to be paid , there are garden beds to be

weeded, there is wood to be chopped . Whatever it is the child

can do, let it do as much as practicable. The fault of your rich

and comfortable homes is that the child learns only how to be

ministered unto , not how to minister . And when it comes to

workshop lessons in manual training , I find no such feckless

little fellows , none with their tingers so thumby, as these from

your luxurious and pampered homes. I remember seeing at

Bilton Grange a motto , which I shall never forget . It is a new

Beautitude and a new Commination :

‘ Blessed is he that hath learned to do things for himself,

And cursed is he that hath learned only to ring the bell." "

MESSRS. J. J. GRIFFIN & Sons, LTD ., have issued a new

edition of Part III . of their illustrated and descriptive catalogue

of scientific apparatus. In this part , which is devoted entirely

to electrical and magnetic apparatus, we find a complete list of

all possible requirements - from the “ cork swan ” to a set of

apparatus for demonstrating wireless telegraphy . In addition to

the simpler appliances required by all physical laboratories, we

notice several special appliances of comparatively recent intro

duction , e.g. , the electrolytic break , apparatus for Prof. Elihu

Thomson's experiments on electro- magnetic repulsion , bismuth

spiral for magnetic measurements, & c . The usefulness of the

catalogue is increased by the full descriptions of numerous

items, and by the tables of constants and data , which are

inserted .

The recently published “ Besuchs- Statistik " for the semester

ending in March last shows that there were 37,854 matriculated

students studying in German universities, including 3,093

foreigners ; the number of non - matriculated students was 9,187,

thus making a sum total of 47,041 . Of the different universities ,

Berlin easily stands first with 7,503 matriculated and 6,353 non

matriculated students. The next in numerical order are

Munich with 4,609 , Leipzig with 3,772 , and Bonn with 2,294

students of all classes. Breslau and Halle have each more than

1,500, and the following nine universities more than 1,000

students : -Tübingen , Göttingen , Heidelberg, Strassburg,

Freiburg, Würzburg, Münster, Marburg , and Giessen . It is a

remarkable fact shown by the statistics that by far the largest

proportion of non-matriculated to matriculated students, viz . , 42

per cent . , is to be found in Berlin . Women , represented at all

the universities except Münster, Grieſswald , and Rostock, form

a seventh part of the total of non - matriculated students . Berlin

claims the largest portion of Germany's lady students, for 42 out

of every 100 prefer to study in the Imperial capital.

THE Board of Education has issued its Regulations as to

Cookery Diplomas for the coming year. The pamphlet con

tains rules as to hours of training and rules for recognition of

laundry, housewifery , and cookery diplomas issued by training

schools .

The Board of Education has announced that Shakespeare's

• Henry V.” may be taken as an alternative to “ Much Ado

about Nothing ” in English literature and language at the King's

Scholarship Examination of 1905.

The Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction

for Ireland has published the third bulletin in its science and

art series . The title of the latest addition to this uselul series

of pamphlets is “ The Quadrant Electrometer : its Construction

and Use," and it is written by Mr. R. G. Allen, of the Royal

College of Science , Dublin .

THE July list of internal students of the University of London

who have passed the examination in pedagogy contains fifteen

names. Among these are fourteen women and one man . Only

two candidates obtained a first class , and both were women .

Fourteen of the candidates were trained at the London Day

Training College , and one at Bedford College .
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From the same publication it appears that the total number of

students at the French universities for the semester ending in

March was 30,405 . Here again the university in the capital

easily heads the list with 12,948 students. Then come

Bordeaux, 2 ,320 ; Toulouse, 2,191 ; Montpellier, 1,707 ; Nancy,

1,327 ; Rennes , 1,190 ; Lille , 1,164 ; Aix -Marseilles, 1,080 ;

Dijon , 880 ; Poictiers, 863 ; Caen , 752 ; Grenoble, 705 ;

Besançon , 333 ; and Clermont , 299. 10,972 belonged to the

law faculty , 6,686 to the medical, 4,765 to the science , 4,384 to

the arts , 3,014 10 the " pharmaceutical” faculty . The sum

total of women studen amounted to 1,125 , of whom 677 were

of French nationality and 448 foreigners - almost entirely of

Russian birth .

DR. A. K. CHALMERS, medical officer of health for Glasgow ,

read a paper with reference to the medical examination of

school children in Glasgow . He gave details of his examina

tion of large numbers of pupils from schools of the very poorest

type and of the most select . Grading boys and girls according

to the houses in which they lived -one room , two rooms, three

rooms, and upwards - Dr. Chalmers found ibat almost invari.

ably the advantages in height and weight were on the side of

those whose housing accommodation was largest . One-room

houses have their distinct type of child , stunted and blighted,

and far below the Anthropometric Committee's standard in

height and weight . The two - room house has its type , too ,

slightly better than the former, but still low down on the scale .

There can be no doubt of the value of investigations such as

Dr. Chalmers has undertaken . All these facts call for dis

crimination on the part of the teachers, and more especially of

the inspectors. Exercises and lessons should be adapted to the

peculiar circumstances of each class , for it is safe to assume

that their mental standard will be as much below the average

as the physical.

MR . E. S. Robson , Lecturer in Physics at the Royal

Technical Institute, Salford , has been appointed principal of

the Warrington Secondary and Technical School .

SCOTTISH .

ment.

The opinion was expressed in these columns last month that

the only way to save the Scottish Education Bill was to call a

conference of the Scottish members and dispose of the great

majorily of the amendments by mutual agreement. This course

was found impossible owing to the opposition of a small but
determined group ofmembers. As a consequence, “ the blind

fury with the abhorred shears,” in the shape of the Prime

Minister, has been compelled to “ slit its thin -spun life.” This

decision has been received in Scotland with deep regret and

with general indignation. Here we had what was generally

admitted to be one of the most comprehensive schemes for the

reform of the Scottish educational system that has ever been

draſted . It had been received with a chorus of approval, and

passed its first and second reading stages without a single

division . After making all allowance for the trying nature of

the parliamentary session , a protest must be made against the

Prime Minister's treatment of the measure . The three days

allotted to the committee stage of the Bill were wholly inade.

quate, even if it had been absolutely non -contentious, which no

Bill of such magnitude could possibly be. In addition almost

half the time on these days was taken up by the discussion of

private Bills which were given the precedence . The Scottish

members seem to have lost all driving power , or they would

have secured better terms for the measure . The outlook for

next session is so uncertain that no comfort can be derived

from Mr. Balfour's pledge to give tbe Bill a foremost place

then .

Sir Henry CrAik , on the occasion of his impending retire

ment from the office of Permanent Secretary to the Scottish

Education Department, was entertained at dinner in the House

of Commons on August 2nd by the Scottish Members of Parlia

Lord Balfour of Burleigh presided over a company of

fully forty members. Colonel Denny , who was responsible for

the arrangements, intimated that he had letters of apology from

all the Scottish members who were not present. Lord Balfour,

in proposing the health of Sir Henry Craik , said they were all

glad to have this opportunity of showing their gratitude to one

who had done such notable work in the cause of national

education in Scotland . Thirty - five years had been spent by

Sir Henry in the service of Scottish education , and it had been

no half-hearted service that had been rendered . His had been a

strenuous life from first to last , and the result of this was writ

large on the history of Scottish education .

IN connection with the Sanitary Congress which met at

Glasgow this year, a conference on the hygiene of school life

took place . Prof. Edgar presided over a large attendance of

teachers , doctors, and school -board managers . The president,

in his opening address, reſerred with satisfaction to this the first

conference of the kind in Scotland. The whole question of

school hygine, he contended , has been greatly neglected in the

past, and , now that the conscience of the nation has been

awakened by the disclosures of the Committee on Physical

Training , it should be put on a thoroughly scientific basis . It

is only now beginning to be recognised that the teacher is more

than an instructor in reading , writing , and arithmetic . He is

an important factor in the highest of biological processes and

in social evolution , and , whether headmaster or assistant , should

know , for his pupils' sake and for the nation's sake, the nature

of the growing organism , the child , and the physical environ.

ment best suited to its health and growth . The time has come,

he argued , when hygienic physiology should be required as part

of the professional training of every teacher .

Sir HENRY Craik , in reply, said he was astonished and

honoured when this unique invitation was addressed to him .

He was still more honoured by the gracious words of apprecia

tion which had been spoken , and by the generous acceptance

they had given to those words . He felt that that compliment

was not offered to him solely as an individual , but as represent

ing a department carrying on an all - important branch of

national activiiy. He was glad to have this opportunity of

stating that no man had ever had more devoted and more loyal

colleagues than he, and he should always look back with pride

on having had the good fortune to be chief of such a number of

distinguished and able colleagues. Sir Henry gave several

interesting statistics , showing the enormous growth in the work

of the department since he had first joined it . One, however ,

will suffice. In 1870 the Parliamentary grant was £ 150,000 ,

it was now 61,750,000. In conclusion , he alluded to the

friendship and regard by which his relations with members of

Parliament had always been marked, and he thanked them for

the sympathy and indulgence which they had at all times

shown him . To-night they had paid him a unique and

distinguished honour, and one which he would always re

member.

men .

During the last decade the curriculum in high schools bas

been amended and extended on the lines demanded by business

Commercial education has been regarded by some as the

panacea for all evils , and snippets of shorthand , book -keeping ,

and typewriting, and business routine were introduced into the

curriculum of the modern side in most schools , Mr. John

Harrison, master of the Edinburgh Merchant Company, and
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one of the shrewdest business men in the East , declared at the

closing of the Merchant Company Schools that this was not

education, and was not business. Teachers have all along

protest d against the uneducational aspect of these subjects,

but the clamour for them compelled many to throw them as a

sop to the Cerberus of commerce . In view of these facts, it is

rather amusing to have Mr. Harrison stating that teachers

would have to lay aside the formula which afflicted most of

them, and begin de novo to find out the principles on which

boys should be educated . Mr. Harrison believes in a curri

culuni comprising English , mathematics, modern languages,

science and drawing, not on the old scholastic lines , but in

keeping with the modern spirit , and with a direct bearing on

practical life.

The Carmarthenshire County Council have now before them

the details of the cost of the inquiry by Mr. A. T. Lawrence ,

K.C. , for the Board of Education at Carmarthen . The total

expenses of the enquiry, to be defrayed by the county, amount to

over £ 700. It was urged by one member of the Council that ,

since Carmarthenshire was a test case for the whole of Wales,

the County Councils of Wales as a whole should pay the

expenses. Another member considered that the County Council

had saved £ 5,000 or £ 6,000 by its policy. On the other hand ,

it was suggested by a member of the Council that the Education

Committee had advertised Carmarthenshire “ as the one county

which was foremost in breaking the law ," and another thought

that those who were responsible should pay the amount them

selves . Eventually the Council passed the payment of the

accounts.

The results of the examination for the L.L.A. diploma

of St. Andrew's University , which was held in numerous

centres in Great Britain and Ireland , and various centres

abroad, on the 31st of May and the ist and 2nd of June , have

just been issued by the University , from which it appears that

960 candidates entered for examination , as compared with 902

candidates in 1903 . Three hundred and six candidates entered

this year for the first time, as compared with 231 in 1903 ; and ,

from the commencement of the Scheme in 1877 , 6,221 candi

dates in all have been entered for examination . One hundred

and one candidates have this year completed the requisite

number of subjects, and will receive the L.L.A. diploma of the

University . In regard to the various subjects in which candi

dates entered , 1,400 papers were written , passes were obtained

in 764 instances , and honours in 214 .

The Roman Catholic Bishop of Menevia ( Dr. Mostyn ) has

stated that it is intended to establish a college at Holywell

where students for the Welsh priesthood may obtain a thorough

knowledge of Welsh , as well as pursue their other studies . It

is said that the attempt has been made by Breton priests to

accommodate themselves to the Welsh language, as the two

languages have much in common . But the Bishop feels that it

is incumbent to make more systematic provision for Welsh

speaking priests .

WELSH .

The passive resistance of the Welsh members of Parliament

when the House of Commons went into committee on the

Education ( Local Authorities Default ) Bill has led to specula

tion as to what will be the future attitude of Wales towards the

administration of the Education Act . It has been threatened

that the leaders will recommend the local authorities not to

administer the Act at all. It is difficult to understand exactly

what this would involve. If carried out without any reserva

tions, such a policy would apparently lead to the collapse of all

grants from County Councils for secondary, technical , and

higher education -- regions in which hitherto there have been no

dissensions .

In connection with the recent Regulations issued by the

Board of Education , it is interesting to note that the Board has

made an important concession to Welsh pupil - teachers , which

will be of considerable service in assisting the finances of the

Intermediate schools . Under the new regulations a special

grant of £4 Ios . per annum is made for each pupil - teacher

receiving preparatory training, and of £7 a year while attending

central classes for the instruction of pupil-teachers. The Board

of Education has agreed to recognise attendance at a Welsh

Intermediate school as fulfilling the requirements of the new

regulations. Accordingly the Welsh County Councils can now

arrange , when they wish , for all candidates for pupil-teacher

ships , and for pupil.teachers , to enter the Intermediate schools,

with the grants as stated .

RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND

APPARATUS.

Classics.

The Carnarvonshire Education Committee has just issued its

returns for the past quarter , and can show ii per cent . better

attendance than in the corresponding quarter of last year in the

public elementary schools . The average attendance for the

whole county is now 87.8 per cent . It is stated that if this

standard can be maintained the increase of grant which it will

bring about will amount to £ 3,000 a year from the Treasury.

The combined salaries of the school- attendance officers is £750

a year.

Ar Newport , Monmouthshire, the Education Committee has

decided to ask Prof. M. E. Sadler to report upon the education

facilities in the borough , and to make recommendations as to

the improvement and supplementing, if needed , of the present

schools.

The Characters of Theophrastus . Edited by J. M. Edmonds

and G. E. V. Austen . With illustrations. xi . + 171 pp.

( Blackie . ) 45. 61.- Here for once is a book that is wanted.

Even the plain text of Theophrastus seems to be out of print ,

while the only annotated edition which is of any use , Prof.

Jebb's, has long been so and commands a high price. It must

be admitted that this is not a scholar's edition ; the editors

have not seriously tackled the text, a thorny subject indeed , and

the notes, though full and useful, do not show the mastery of the

expert. There are , indeed , not only omissions but mistakes in

them. But the editors have availed themselves of the critical

work of others, and have introduced some undoubted improve.

ments into the text ; and their notes contain a good deal which

has never before been printed in illustration of this author.

Their introduction is very good , and they have done well to

compile a table in which the titles ofthe “ Characters ” are com

pared with the translations of Healey, La Bruyère , Needham ,

llowell , and Jebb . The pictures are well selected , and their

authority more clearly indicated than is usual in this series.

The Pembrokeshire County Council has decided that their

Director of Education shall be appointed at a salary of £250

a year, advancing by annual increments of £ 20 to £350 . There

were fifteen applicants for the post .

No. 69, Vol. 6. ]
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in this book. The judgment passed on him and his work is ont

of the author's happiest strokes, and Burns is similarly fairly

treated .

Longmans' Latin Course. Complete edition . With copious

exercises and vocabularies. xi . + 378 pp. 35. 6d . — We lately

noticed the second part of this work, and explained that it is

based on the progressive principle , small portions of grammar

being given with exercises upon them. We then indicated

what seemed to be its chief fault, the absence of hints for viva

voce work. The exercises in books of this type are never

enough by themselves. We think also that all long syllables

should be marked .

Compositions and Translations. By the late H. C. F. Mason ,

with memoir by R. C. Gilson ; edited by II . H. West .
xvi. +

167 pp. ( Clay .) - This is a charming book , which will be the

delight of the scholar. Mr. Mason was a finished composer ,

and his work is not confined (like that of most moderns) to

the commoner metres ; he has some excellent pieces of Latin

lyrics. We may especially mention a translation of “ Dinah

Doe of the Ohio ” into the metre of Catullus's “ Epithalamium ,”

and some clever pieces of nonsense , renderings from " Alice in

Wonderland ” and Punch , and a set of trochaics representing

“ She went into the garden to cut a cabbage leaf,” &c. Mr.

Mason's humour is infectious, and he must have been a great

loss to Haileybury.

The Use of Words. By Georgina Kinnear. 105 pp. (Murray.)

15.—This little volume as a grammar primer is really wonderful.

It certainly does teach the elements of English grammar in such

an easy way that teachers who use it will find their pupils

making progress at comparatively small cost to themselves.

But it does much more than this , and therein lies its unique

excellence . It considers grammar to be only a means to an

end , namely, a study whereby we increase the power of expres

sion and learn by degrees to ensure an absolutely correct use of

the English tongue. Hence its title ; which it may be said is so

far satisfactory that a student gets some way on in the book

before he finds out that he is studying essentially a primer of

English grammar. This volume deals with accidence only, and

Miss Kinnear promises another on Syntax which we should be

delighted to see as soon as possible. This volume would have

been more of a school book if examples and exercises had been

given ; but so , it would perhaps have defeated part of its object.

The lack of them is the only lapse from completeness, we need

remark ; though on p . 25 “ The Teutonic inflexion ' inn ? " surely

is wrong. Queen ” in German is Konigin with only one " D ,"

not two.
The Agamemnon of Aeschylus. Translated by Dr. W.

Headlam . 61 pp. ( Bell's Classical Translations . )
IS.-Dr.

Headlam's translation is accurate , but has no distinction of

style ; it is , indeed , rather flat and lifeless. The book has,

however, a value in another respect . Dr. Headlam translates

from a text of his own, which embodies the work of scholars on

this play done in the last twenty years . The conjectures or

corrections are given in notes below the text , and thus the

student will have those researches digested for his use. It must

not be assumed that we always agree with Dr. Headlam . Far

from it ; we think he is too ready to emend . Nevertheless , it is

a useful book .

The Folk and their Word Lore. By Dr. A. Smythe Palmer .

194 pp. ( Routledge . )-Dr. Palmer describes this entertaining

volume as an essay on popular etymologies ; in reality it is a

continuation of the work he did when more than twenty years

ago he published a large dictionary ( which we should like to see

reappear in a new edition ) of verbal corruptions. The heart of

his aim is to demonstrate and account for the way in which

English words are corrupted by those who use them, especially

among the less educated and uneducated classes. This small

volume is a mine of information , and all teachers of English

literature would do well to possess it. Although Dr. Palmer

starts in each chapter with some philosophical idea drawn from

wide research in philology, the main point of the work is an er .

hibition of erudite scholarship and immense industry in collect

ing examples, and throughout sufficient indications are given to

assist any inquirer in this field of study to gain access to literary

sources and the great authorities in philology. If the larger

work should not be forthcoming, as we have suggested , this

smaller one will keep any student going for a long time .

Sentences for Latin Composition based upon the exercises in

Fables of Orbilius. Part II. By A. J. Smith . 14 pp.

(Arnold . ) 6d.— Teachers ought to be able to make up such

sentences as these by the score viva voce ; but if they cannot ,

they will find this pamphlet of some use . There is , however ,

very little in it .

Edited Books.

The Masters of English Literature. By Stephen Gwynn .

424 pp. ( Macmillan . ) 35. 6d . — The reflection which this

volume has forced from the present reviewer is the question :

How is it that when a genuine man of letters sets to work to

write upon literary men and their ways and words and works he

produces, apparently without great effort, more criticism that is

worth reading than all the editors of school books and all the

University Extension lecturers put together can do, in spite of

all their pedantry ? To read this latest volume of Mr. Stephen

Gwynn's is to be convinced that the case is so ; and to feel

that the only adjective which properly characterises this book is

" masterly.” This is genuine literary criticism . In some

respects it ought to be called the cream of criticism . It abounds

in unusual and delightful idioms of style . It is as well worth

reading as Hazlitt or Charles Lamb. It presents a complete

purview of all that is essential in the history of English letters ,

although a most judicious restraint has kept a great deal of un

essential matter out of it . It carries the reader on irresistibly

from the first page to the last . It is never in a single sentence

prosy , learned , or obscure. In a word , it is a book to delight

the heart of a book lover , and it will in all probability be

eagerly welcomed by everybody . For once Byron gets his due

Selected Essays of Charles Lamb. By G. A. Wauchope.

xxxvi . +413 pp. (Ginn .) 25. 6d . — This for a school book is a

tolerably bulky volume, and in England , where educational

editions of Lamb are as the sands upon the seashore for multi

tude, it may not command quite so ready an attention as it

deserves. In America, to judge from the preface, things are

quite different ; there is no good transatlantic educational edi.

tion , says the present editor ; this production ought therefore to

find a large sale. It may be almost unreservedly praised. The

selection of essays has been well done, and includes many of

Lamb's critical essays not included in either of the immortal

collections by Elia. But the interest of the volume centres in

the introduction , which is a substantial , scholarly and competent

piece of literary criticism of the genuine kind . It covers much

ground, though confessedly not all , and it makes good reading.

The notes are satisfactory, and while they are never long or

learned , they deal with all necessary points, and demonstrate

wide and careful research . We do , however, still take excep

tion to the “ Review Questions” which appear to be a continu .

ous feature of this series. To take an example from p. 356,

quite at random , is to show why. “ 1. Note the beautiful

simplicity and tenderness of the style which is admirably adapted
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to the tone of the essay. ... 3. Note how delicately the have been thrown up by earthquakes . ” Describing a volcano

character of the mother is depicted by reflection in that of the on p. 30, Mr. Bunting writes : “ Out of the top of the

imaginary Alice. ... 6. Note the classic notion of incarna . mountain came streams of fire that ran down the sides , and

tion at the close of the essay. ... 8. Observe the undernote came towards the town."

of pathos running throughout the essay.” Surely these “ notes

should be found in another place . To call them review ques . An Elementary Class-book of General Geography. By Dr.

tions is absurd and misleading. We have once before called H. R. Mill. xiv . + 382 pp. (Macmillan .) 35. 6d. -A new

attention to this slovenliness which mars an otherwise promising edition of this well - known class-book of geography will be

series of English classics . welcomed by teachers of the subject. The whole book has

been thoroughly revised , recent political changes and colonial

The Plays of Shakespeare. Hamlet. Merchant of Venice .
developments noted , and all statistics brought up to date.

King Richard III. Twelfth Night. Each with an Introduc

tion by Dr. George Brandes. (Heinemann .) 6d . each net.- An Elementary Geography of India, Burma , and Ceylon .

This is a truly remarkable edition at the price. It is a marvel By H. F. Blanford, F.R.S. xii . + 210 pp. (Macmillan .)

of cheapness. The little volumes are bound tastefully, and 25. 60.- We have here a new edition of a useful book . Several

printed beautifully on excellent paper. The ort introductions
descriptions have been re-written so as to include accounts of

will serve to give ordinary readers the information necessary numerous important changes which have taken place in Indian

fully to understand the plays. We predict a wide popularity geography since the appearance of the first edition of the work .

for the series .
In addition to a new chapter on the N.W. Frontier Province ,

another has been added on the Laccadive and Maldive

History . Islands.

The Temple History Readers. Book IV . By M. T. Yates.
Mathematics.

384 pp . ( Dent . ) Is. 91.- Dr. Yates has apparently compiled

this book from manuals and other similar works, often quoting Elementary Algebra. Part 1. By W. M. Baker and A. A.

openly from them. The text is feeble , and many of the illustra- Bourne. viii . + 275 + lii . pp. ( Bell . ) Without answers,

tions are no better . The last thirteen pages are given to “ chief 25. 6d. ; with answers, 35. - If the chief aim of a text-book of

dates and lines. ” elementary algebra is to teach the pupil how to manipulate

algebraic expressions and to apply his knowledge of algebra to

Bayeux, its Cathedral and Churches. By R. S. Mylne. the solution of problems then this text - book must take a very

xv. + 80 pp. ( Bell . ) 25. 6d. net . - .We have quoted the title
high place. It is written in a clear and interesting style , it is

from the cover : the title - page has a more correct description of furnished with a very large number of solved and unsolved

the book , viz . , “ The Cathedral Church of Bayeux and other
examples, and it makes a very extensive use of graphical

historical relics in its neighbourhood .” It would require much
methods, applying these to a considerable number of problems

local knowledge and architectural learning to estimate the
that ought to interest the beginner. Except, however, in the

correctness of the book , but we can vouch for the fulness of
use of graphical methods (and this is an important exception) it

information and the wealth and goodness of the illustrations . It
does not show any important variation from other books in

is one of a series .
general use . It is , no doubt , a very difficult practical question

to decide how far it is wise, or even possible , to present the

An Elementary American History. By D. H. Montgomery. fundamental laws of operation to the beginner ; yet , without
viii . + 306 + xlii . pp. ( Ginn . ) 35. 6d . — This volume is in

such presentation , the intellectual discipline of a study of

tended for elementary pupils. It is well written and supplied algebra is greatly impaired . In general , the teaching of arith

with abundance of pictures and maps, questions , and an index . metic reduces itself to inculcation of rules , and the same remark

The author claims that he has made no mistakes either of
is too frequently applicable to the teaching of algebra. In this

omission or inclusion , and on the whole we think his claim is book , as in most of the text -books in common use, the prooſs of
correct .

the various arithmetical laws are to be given at a later stage ;

Geography.
they do not appear in Part I. before us. While fully aware of

the difficulty of the question , we think this solution is not

The British Isles. By J. B. Reynolds. 128 pp. ( Black . ) adequate. On the plan adopted by the authors , however, the

25. —This book is profusely illustrated . Some of the pictures work has been well executed . In chapter xxvii . , § 159 should ,

are 7 by 44 inches wide , but , though they are highly decorative we think , come first ; it should be more clearly stated what

and reminiscent of the drawing-room album , we have doubts types of equations can always be solved by the methods of quad

that they will add much to the geographical equipment of the ratics , and less attention should be given to methods that are

reader . At the same time, geography as presented by the merely special . In the excellent graphical illustrations in § 8

author is both an entertaining and educational subject , and not of negative quantities, the line A , A , denotes 46, while A, A,

the mere exercise of verbal memory it used to be a few years denotes -46 ; but when we come to the definition of coordinates

ago . To those teachers of geography who regard their subject (p . 99) this distinction is ignored . PM and ON are each

as a scientific study the book may with confidence be com- denoted by 5 , though PM and ON are measured in opposite

mended . directions . It is , we think, unfortunate that the distinction so

clearly pointed out in § 8 is not carried out all through the

New Era Geography Readers. Book II. By Robert book ; to use a symbol like PM to denote merely the length of

Bunting. 144 pp. ( Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd. ) a line and leave its sign to be gathered from the context is , we

This is a very attractive and nicely produced reader intended think , an unwise neglect of opportunity , and is on a par with

for very young readers dealing with geographical subjects . The the use of letters to denote numbers subject to the restriction

type and pictures leave little to be desired, but the book is that when the number is negative the minus sign must be

marred by inaccurate and unscientific statements . of these explicitly prefixed or gathered from the context. The number

two examples will suffice. Under a coloured plate of Worm's of examples is very large ; the tendency is to provide too many,

Head we find “ Mountains and great rocks , like Worm's Head , though probably most teachers will not agree with us on this

a

IS .
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point. We hope, however , that the graphical method will not

degenerate to a mere method of problem solving ; there are

signs of danger in that direction .

volving proportion (percentages, interest , &c . ) . The examples

seem to be of a suitable character , mere puzzles and complicated

fractions being absent from the collection . A good feature is

the attention given to approximations.

New School Arithmetic. Part 1. By Charles Pendlebury

and F. E. Robinson. xv. + 206 + xxi . pp. ( Bell . ) 25. 60.

The basis of this book is the sixteenth edition of Mr. Pendle

bury's well -known text - book ; but while much of the old matter

has been retained there have been considerable changes. Of

these changes may be noted the more prominent place assigned

to the metric system and the simplification of the British system

of weights and measures ; the exclusive use of the method of

multiplication in which the operation begins with the first

instead of the last digit in the multiplier , and the extensive use

of approximations. Considerable attention is given to the

elucidation of the principles of the subject, so that the rules

may be the outcome of the discussion , and not mere formulas

to be memorised. The book merits the attention of teachers in

search of a good book to put into the hands of their pupils.

.

$

The Elements of Plane Trigonometry. By R. Lachlan and

W. C. Fletcher. viii . + 164 pp. ( Arnold . ) 25. — Thegeneral

lines on which this book is constructed are , in our judgment,

exceedingly good ; now that pupils are becoming familiar with

the simpler properties and applications of the trigonometric

ratios in their geometrical work , it seems to be wise to start

with the general definitions and to advance rapidly to the addi .

tion theorem . The proof of the addition theorem is based on

the method of projection which is well discussed in § 10 ; the

discussion would have been still more complete had it been

explicitly stated that the projection of PQ is PQcosa, even

when the directed segment PQ is itself negative, provided a is

the angle between the positive directions of OX and PQ.

When the angles are greater than 90 °, beginners often find a

difficulty with the addition theorem because they fancy that the

theorem that the projection of OP is equal to the sum of the

projections of OQ and QP has been established on the suppo

sition that OQ and QP are positive segments, a supposition

that needlessly restricts the generality of the theorem . The

discussion of the solution of triangles is an admirable piece of

work , and the method of practically carrying out the calcula

tions is a model that may be heartily recommended to teachers.

The later developments in the book, De Moivre's theorem ,

Series and Products for the sine and the cosine and kindred

subjects, are skilfully presented, but the proofs are lacking in

the rigour that should , we think , be aimed at in modern text

books ; it is only fair, however, to state that the authors seem

in these sections to aim rather at securing practical familiarity

with the results than at providing proofs that are mathematically

rigorous, and that should certainly be required of students who

make a speciality of mathematics.

A New Trigonometry for Schools. Part 1. By W. G.

Borchardt and A. D. Perrott. vii . + 237 + xiii . ( Tables)

+ xxii . ( Answers) pp. ( Bell . ) 25. 60.--The range of this

text - book is that usually referred to as “ trigonometry to the

solution of triangles and heights and distances. ” In the treat

ment of the subject great attention is paid to graphical verifica

tion of results , and calculations requiring logarithms are only

carried to four figures. These features will receive the hearty

approval of all teachers , though it is perhaps unwise to discard

altogether the use of seven- figure. logarithms. The exposition

is in general very clear, and the large number of examples will

give ample practice in the manipulation of the various for

mulæ . If the exposition has a fault, it is that it is too detailed .

The least satisfactory chapter is, in our judgment , chapter xi . ,

on the functions of compound angles. We think the general

theorem of the projection of a directed line to be so simple

in itself and so far -reaching in its applications that it should be

made the basis of the proof of the addition theorem ; it would

be a great gain iſ geometrical proofs that are only applicable to

particular cases were to disappear from text- books and examina

tion papers alike. The authors do not state the source of the

tables given at the end of the book ; if they have reduced them

from larger tables, it is rather interesting to note that two errors

occur which are also found in a well-known collection ; the

differences, too , are , so far as we can judge , the same as in that

collection , though they are not always the best . By the way,

why do the authors call the sexagesimal method the English

method ? Is it peculiar to England, or was it devised in

England ?

a

Beginners' Trigonometry. By M. S. David . ii . + 119 +

16 (blank ) pp. ( Black . ) 25.--This is an excellent little

book , suitable in every respect as an introduction to trigo

nometry . We think the author acts wisely in giving the

general definitions of the trigonometric functions at the outset ,

but confining himself to acute angles till the pupil has gained

some familiarity with the new symbols. The book contains a

good chapter on logarithms; here and elsewhere much is

omitted that the pupil has , or should have, learned elsewhere.

The exercises are quite numerous enough, and they are of a kind

suitable for the beginner .

The Teacher's Blackboard Arithmetic. Part I. By “ Tact . "

107 pp . (Blackie .) Is. 6d. --The author “ claims that the

general arrangement of his book is new , and that it embodies

all the best modern ideas of how to introduce to children in a

most interesting and profitable way the Science of Number . ”

These claims are fairly wide , and we do not undertake to say

that they are borne out by an examination of the book ; but we

gladly recognise that the author has written his book from a

genuine interest in its subject, and we think that many teachers,

young teachers especiaily, would profit by a careful study of the

methods he expounds.

Woolwich Mathematical Papers. Edited by E. J. Brook .

smith . (Macmillan .) 65.-- This collection includes the papers

for admission into the Royal Military Academy for the years

1894-1903 . It is interesting to compare the later with the

earlier papers. The collection will doubtless prove serviceable
to many teachers .

The “ A.L.” Problematic Arithmetic. Scheme B. (Leeds :

Arnold . )— Books for Standards I. to VII . containing problems

in arithmetic rather than sums. At bottom, of course, the

material is the same as in other books, but there is a little

variety and possibly stimulus caused by the persistent recurrence

of " how " rather than “ add . ” There are seven books contain

ing respectively 24, 32 , 36 , 46, 48, 52 , and 48 pages, and

costing id . , id . , 2d . , 2d . , 2d . , 2d . and 3d. ; they are well

printed .

Exercises in Arithmetic ( Oral and Written ). Part III. By

C. M. Taylor. viii . + 132 + 20 pp . (Arnold .) Is . 6d.

This part contains exercises on areas and volumes, fractions

and approximations, practice , proportion , and examples in .
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book comes to us from the United States of America , and ,

though there is no preface, we gather that it is intended for use

in schools. If so , we think the authors have a somewhat too

high opinion of school boys and girls. It is an excellent

manual of the subject, introducing the latest developments in

economics, and eating not mere of distribution , but also of

international commerce, finance, & c . Each chapter is sum

marised , and there are questions , bibliographies and lists of

subjects for essays .

a

A Philosophical Introduction to Ethics. By W. R. B.

Gibson . viii . + 223 pp . (Sonnenschein . ) 25. 6d. net.-- This

book consists of a series of lectures delivered at Westfield

College last year . It is avowedly polemical , being described as

an advocacy of the spiritual principle in ethics from the point

of view of personal idealism , ” and directed mainly against Prof.

Taylor's “ Problem of Conduct " and Green’s “ Prolegomena. "
6

Joseph Lancaster. By David Salmon . 76 pp . (Longmans.)

Is . 6d . net.--Mr . Salmon has made a careful study of his subject ,

a study which has extended over many years . The result is that

the facts have been brought together, conflicting statements pre

viously made sifted , and material offered for the formation of

a judgment by the reader himself, though Mr. Salmon is usually

ready to say what his own opinion is . The rivalry between Bell

and Lancaster is well described, and an account is given of

Lancaster's remarkable “ success," and his equally amazing

" eclipse . " Interesting sidelights are given on the current

pedagogy of the times , and Mrs. Trimmer, for instance , once

more comes to the front . It is certainly surprising to find how

much Mr. Salmon gets into this little book. A glance at the

index suffices to show that the book contains much to interest

the educationist . The list of authorities is a piece of most

careful and effective labour, and will be necessary to all whose

studies lead them to a consideration of Lancaster and early

English elementary education in his times. Mr. Salmon's

estimate of Lancaster seems to us high , though incidental

references show that Mr. Salmon is alive to the adverse criti .

cisms that can be offered with regard to Lancaster's system .

Mr. Salmon writes very carefully on some points. For instance ,

when he tells us that Lancaster introduced “ slates ” into his

school, he adds that Sir Thomas Bernard states that “ for the

general use of slates we are indebted first to Mr. Lancaster , ”

whilst Buisson informs us that Pestalozzi was the earliest to

employ them . It would be interesting to find if there is not

an earlier mention than even Pestalozzi. Mr. Salmon gives five

illustrations to his book , a portrait of Lancaster, an illustration

of a monitorial school from Hamel, of Lancaster's monitors'

badge, a reduced facsimile of a part of a letter, and a view of

the old Borough Road British and Foreign School Society's

premises. Mr. Salmon's book is a capable piece of work , and

should command the attention of all interested in the educa

tional movements of the early part of the last century.

The Romance and Realm of Commerce. By Alfred Morris.

159 pp. (Nelson . )-Mr. Morris has an enthusiastic belief in

the advantages of a commercial career as a vocation in life .

Many merchants become millionaires, but very few pro'essional

men do so, " “ Moderate success in a profession rarely means

as much leisure or lucre as in business , ” are expressions of

opinion which serve to indicate the standard used by the author

to measure success in life , a criterion which will by no means

satisfy the conscientious educator. But this worldly ideal

notwithstanding, Mr. Morris has much of value to say on

“ commercial” education , and his advice on many questions

should be of help to parents and sons to whom the book is

addressed .

) )

A General View of the History and Organisation of Public

Education in the German Empire. Translated from the

German of Dr. W. Lexis, by Dr. G. J. Tamson. iv . + 182 pp.

( Asher. ) 35. 6d. net.— This book , which is issued only in

English , is an extract from a work on German education ,

edited by Dr. Lexis with the assistance of a large number of

collaborators, for the International Exhibition in St. Louis.

The student of education anxious easily to acquaint himself with

the leading facts in the history and development of the

educational system of the German Empire should procure the

volume. The subject is treated under the following headings :

Universities , secondary schools, girls' schools, elementary

schools, training colleges for elementary school teachers ,

technical high schools, high schools for special subjects, and

middle and lower professional schools.

Blundell's Worthies. By M. L. Banks. xv. + 220 pp .

(Chatto and Windus . ) 7s. 6d . net.-- This book consists of some

twenty - five sketches of old Blundellians, or of men like Sir John

Popham , who were otherwise closely connected with the school .

In three centuries a great school is sure to produce many men

of merit whose lives are interesting regarded from any point of

view. The papers which make up the present volume are ,

however, rather short and summary, and give little scope for

those direct quotations from old records which are so helpful in

reconstructing the past . They show , nevertheless , a consider

able amount of research , but are not without inaccuracies ( e.g.,

Dr. Besby, p . 41 ). The style of some of the essays is poor ;

that on the Chesneys ( p . 132) offends by a foolish air of smart

One or two of the characters deserve a mention . Every

one knows that Archbishop Temple was an old Blundellian ;

not all know that the same is true of Sir C. T. Trevelyan , R.

D. Blackmore , dear old Jack Russell, and that extraordinary

creature , Bampfylde Moore Carew , the King of the Gypsies.

If this remark induces any reader to dip into the last -named

worthy's biography , he will be well repaid for his pains , and

will bless the name of Mr. Banks. In conclusion, we

assure old Blundellians that this book is worth their buying.

We hope that some day Mr. Banks will give us a History of

the School itself, for which we prophesy a ready sale.

ness .

Tolstoy as a Schoolmaster. By Ernest Crosby. 94 pp.

( Simple Liſe Series : A. C. Fifield . ) 6d. net.-- What a great

and original thinker like Tolstoy did during the years he

indulged in schoolmastering is worth consideration from prac

tical teachers. Mr. Crosby gives in an interesting way a

graphic account of a series of novel educational experiments.

Though it is to be feared that a repetition of these precise

experiments would lead to anarchy in British school -rooms,

there is a moral attached to each of the results reached by

Tolstoy , and we commend this booklet to the attention of our

readers.can

Matriculalion Directory. No. XXXVII . , June , 1904 .

( University Correspondence College .) is. net . - It is difficult

to believe that an intelligent youth who honestly carried out the

instructions in this very full guide to matriculation at the Uni

versity of London could fail to pass the examination .

Elementary Principles of Economics. By R. T. Ely and

G. R. Wicker. vii. + 388 pp. (Macmillan .) 4s. 6d. net.--This
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Common Thoughts on Serious Subjects, being plain words for

boys. By Chester Macnaghten. With an Introduction by

Robert Whitelaw. xxxv. + 228 pp. ( Unit Library, Ltd. )

25. 6d. net.—The late Mr. Macnaghten , who was the first

principal of the Rajkumar College of Kathiawar, the first

college founded in India for the education of young chiefs and

princes , performed a peculiarly difficult task with consummate

ability and remarkable success . The story of his unostentatious

triumphs is told sympathetically by Mr. Whitelaw. These
addresses, delivered though they were to non- Christian audi .

ences, contain just that moral training which is essential to

developing youths, whatever the religion of their country may

be. We recommend all whose duty it is to address young

people on such subjects to study the volume.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions

expressed in letters which appear in these columns . As a

rule, a letter criticising any article or review printed in
THE SCHOOL WORLD will be submitted to the contributor

before publication, so that the criticism and reply may

appear together.

The Suggested School Certificates.

The out-of-the -way book is often excellent, but it demands

the out- of- the -way teacher . Sonnenschein's Spelling and

Dictation Book (Routledge and Swan Sonnenschein ) has

a valuable preface on the correlation of studies, but the very

first reading sentences containing the literary words “ fondle "

and “ addled " seem to us unnecessarily hard ; and what will

an East - ender make of this , “ As I went the butcher's

shop the man shouted ! ” even though “ by " and

“ buy are printed above it . Sonnenschein's Second English

Reader ( Is . 3d. ) , has an admirable preſace, and the matter is

excellent. Spelling for Adults ( Philip , 311.) suggests a fresh

method of dealing with spelling difficulties. Pitman's Lessons

in English , Book II . , 3d ., is quite as full of as the little

book noticed above, and again we question the wisdom of

asking children to read , “ His beard is black and b - y,” but

the book is suggestive , and its methods have been known to

succeed.

:

3

1 )

The Royal Alphabet School (Murby ) , Primers II . and

III . , is very ambitious , for it contains reading, recitation ,

writing, drawing, and Pitman's shorthand in one . There is

no objection to this iſ it be clearly understood that the rhymes

are only mnemonical . The artist has unintentionally given

publishers a valuable hint , for on p. 22 ( Primer III . ) there is a

picture of a child deep in a paper.covered folio which is labelled

“ History of Scotland , with 11,000 coloured illustrations. "

When will any publisher produce so desirable a history of

Scotland or any other country - in folio, too ?

A YEAR ago I wrote for THE SCHOOL WORLD an article on

• London University in Relation to Schools " ; with your per.

mission I should like to point out what progress has been made

during the year towards the attainment of some of the objects

which I then mentioned as being desirable.

To begin with , I believe that the Universities have been con .

sidering the question of accepting, at any rate in part, the inter

change of certificates which each at present accepts instead of

the first University Examination . This, though it will not

lessen the number of Certificate Examinations, will at any rate

greatly decrease the amount of extra work in those Forms

where boys are prepared for the different Universities.

The next advance is the attempt which the Consultative Com .

mittee of the Board of Education is making to provide for the

acceptance by the different learned professions of a School

Certificate in lieu of their entrance examination . I presume ,

though this is not definitely stated , that this certificate will be

the same as that which excuses the first University examination .

If this attempt is successful we shall at once decrease the num

ber of examinations , and at the same time prevent that clash of

interests and waste of teaching power which at present renders

the work of the higher Forms in our schools so wearing. The

Consultative Committee seem to have approached the subject in

a broad spirit and with a desire to recognise that different

schools have different aims, while at the same time the opinion

of those employed in teaching is to have considerable weight in

deciding the fitness of the candidates for obtaining a Certifi

Further points which are distinct advances on present

methods are the co - operation of teachers and examiners in the

setting of the papers ; in the conduct of the oral and practical

examinations ; no set books in language examinations ; and the

insistence on school inspection as a prelude to the certificate er :

amination .

Before this scheme is finally settled there are one or two

points which might, with good effect, be taken into considera.

tion . First and foremost would be the question of the subjects

which must be demanded for the certificate. What will be

made compulsory and what optional ? Herein lies one of the

greatest difficulties, because we have to meet the varied interests

of the classical , modern , science , and engineering sides of our

schools . The relative value to be attributed to science and

language will be a fruitful source of trouble , but let us hope that,

whatever the standard fixed , English will receive a place among

the compulsory subjects , and that those schools which lay par .

ticular stress upon their science teaching will be obliged to show

a sound knowledge of at least one language in addition to their

Then comes the question of the times at which the ex :

aminations are to be held . The present custom of holding the

Higher Certificate Examination at the end of the summer term

is ſair neither to pupils nor teachers, and is a survival of the old

custom of concluding the summer term in the middle of June.

As set books have been discouraged , let us hope also that the

catch questions on words of little use and infrequent occurrence

may also be consigned to oblivion, and their place taken by

questions which will tend to encourage a knowledge of the litera

cate.

The Ludgate School Books ( “ Children of the New Forest,"

15. 6d ., and “ Round the Coast," is. 6d .) are praiseworthy

attempts to bring good literature into schools and to correlate

literature with geography, but if the publishers could make the

books less " schooly ” and could round the edges, what a far

greater debt would be ours . In “ Round the Coast” it is a pity

that a prose quotation from the “ Merchant of Venice ” ( p . 50 )

should be printed as verse , and on p . 129 “ Owen's ” College

should be corrected .

own.

Arnold's Home and Abroad Readers, Books I.-VI. ( Edward

Arnold ) take a fine long step in the right direction . Neat ,

admirably illustrated , and always interesting , they carry out

fully the author's aim , “ to draw attention to the physical

characteristics of a country and connect them with the life

of the people, to encourage the pupil to read the map, to

interest him a little in the history and modern position of the

country , and to give him information of the great political and

commercial activities of the modern world .” When Messrs.

Arnold or any other publishers print such books in quarto or

folio , enlarge the series of six into sixty , and still on the same

lines add hundreds of illustrations and authentic descriptions

from works of travel , we shall be very near to our ideal School

Geography
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ture of the language under examination. The Consultative

Committee seem to have lost an opportunity when they defined

the qualifications of certain examiners. Why should they not

insist that a proportion should be registered in column B instead

of saying that they must be “ teachers " “ contain an

academic element,” whatever that may mean ?

In conclusion , I would sum up the points which last year were

only suggestions and this year have advanced to the position of

being under consideration .

( 1 ) The interchange of certificates by the Universities .

( 2) The acceptance by the learned professions of school

certificates in lieu of their entrance examinations.

( 3 ) The co-operation of teacher and examiner .

(4 ) Oral and practical examinations compulsory .

( 5 ) No set books .

(6 ) The inspection of schools as a necessary preliminary

to granting certificates .

Let us hope that another year will see these points established

and in addition an advance made towards-

( 1 ) A decrease in the number of certificate examinations.

( 2 ) A scheme of subjects for examination sufficiently

broad to cover all types of curricula , but demanding rather

a thorough than a specialised education.

(3 ) A better arrangement of the times at which examin

ations shall be held .

( 4 ) Registration under column B as a necessary qualifica

tion for certain of the examiners.

Ealing, W. T. WIDDOWSON .

August 8th, 1904.

work there is no question of breaking rules . What has been the

result ? The work is done better ; the boys are more interested ;

the work is remembered and better understood . But there is

the fact remaining that the casual visitor fancies I am unable to

keep the boys quiet even though I wish so to do , and the

occasional inspector is liable to dispose of me as a weak discip

linarian,

If other science masters could be persuaded to send you the

results of their experience in this direction , and these should

prove to coincide with my own, it may prove possible to educate

inspectors up to the idea that cast - iron rules as to talking are

quite out of place in a laboratory. At any rate , it would be of

real value to me to know what other science masters are doing,

so that if necessary I may revise my methods of procedure .

SCIENCE MASTER .

August 8th , 1904 .

a

Discipline in the Laboratory.

Flotation Experiments and a Simple Hydrometer,

A PIECE of wood about a foot long and about a square inch

in cross -section is divided on one side into some convenient

divisions , e.g. , cms. It is then varnished , or rendered water.

proof in some other way. A piece of lead is then affixed to the

bottom ( preferably let - in in such a way as not to interfere with

the divisions already marked off ), of such a weight as to make

the wood float upright in water. It is well , too , to test it to see

if it will also float in methylated spirit or some other liquid

which is lighter than water. If preferred, the lead can be

affixed first and then the divisions marked off .

We can now perform the following experiments :

( i . ) Float the instrument in water, and suppose it is im

mersed up to the mark 20. Then , since its whole length is

30, its relative density is 2/3 or o. 6 .

( ii . ) Float it in blue vitriol solution. Let it be immersed

up to the mark 16. Then , from ( i . ) the relative density of

blue vitriol solution is 20/16 or 1 * 25 .

(iii . ) Float it in a measuring jar and note the rise , so

finding its weight in grams . Now push it under completely

and note the total rise , so finding its volume. Suppose

first rise is 200 cc . and total rise 300 cc. , then density is

o.'6 grams. per cc.

( iv . ) Float it in a measuring.jar containing blue vitriol

solution and note rise , say 160 cc . Hence from (iii . ) , the

relative density of the blue solution is 200/160 1'25 .

Attempts to find the density of other substances by using the

instrument, lead to the idea that it would be well to fasten a re

ceplacle of some sort both to the top and bottom. A tin lid

does very well for the top and a light pan of zinc foil or copper

foil can easily be made and wired on to the bottom. The latter

need not of course be water - tight .

It is not necessary to have divisions marked in this case, nor

need lead be affixed, provided the lid and pan are sufficiently

heavy to make the wood float upright .

Such an instrument does perfectly well for a Hydrometer.

Its cost is certainly not more than 3d . , and it gives practically

as good results as a Nicholson's Hydrometer, while its educative

value is certainly greater .

C. H. Cox

Tottenham Grammar School .

a

A RECENT experience has set me thinking as to the best form

of class government for the classes in practical chemistry and

practical physics for which I am responsible . An inspector who

visited the laboratory to pass judgment upon my work , expressed

his surprise that I made no attempt to stop quiet talking on the

part of the boys , and discreetly expressed the opinion that I

was scarcely a “ disciplinarian ."

This quiet talking was , I admit, fairly general , and it does

not surprise me that an onlooker , who did not take care to ac

quaint himself with the subject of the boys' conversation , should

be a little shocked at the apparent “ slackness ” in school work .

But in point of fact the talking in the laboratory, of which

the inspector disapproved, is not only condoned but encouraged

by me. At the beginning of my experience I insisted upon

solute silence , and considered it as subversive of good order to

allow talking in the laboratory as in say the mathematical class

But the result so far as practical work in science is con

cerned was not encouraging. There was silence it is true, but

it was rather the silence of apathy and want of interest . The

boys, continually observing phenomena and obtaining results

new to them , were unable to give any expression to their natural

surprise , and soon ceased to observe with interest sufficient to

arouse any sort of enthusiasm . It was not long before the chief

problem which confronted me was how in some way to arouse

at least a measure of interest .

These results led me to experiment in the matter. I found

soon that two intelligent boys working together and permitted

to direct one another's attention to any results in connection with

the work in hand , were ready to continue their practical work

with enthusiasm as long as I would let them . They had no

desire to remain idle and were continuously interested . Similar

results followed other experiments, until now I have formulated

the rule that so long as boys are talking quietly about their

ab

room .

Instruction in the Laws of Health.

In the reorganising of the educational systems of the country a

great deal of attention is being directed to the adequate training

of the teacher, and the Council of the Sanitary Institute desire

to urge the necessity of giving a prominent place in this pre

paration to some practical training in the appreciation of the
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MUTUAL AID .

health conditions essential for carrying on the work of instruc

tion .

Ever since the passing of the Education Act in 1898 , the

Institute have urged upon the school world the value and impor

tance of hygiene as the basis of education , and they appointed a

committee of experts , consisting of medical officers of health ,

engineers, architects , and others, who have given attention to

this need of systematic application of hygiene in school life, to

draw up a syllabus, indicating the points that should be com

prehended in the training of all teachers.

The teaching of the laws of health in schools will have little

effect in training the scholar in the observance of these laws

unless they are observed and practised in the conduct of the

school , and such training can only be accomplished where the

teachers have themselves been trained by practical and experi

mental work to understand :

( 1 ) How the laws of health enter into every department

of school life, the mental and moral as well as the physical ;

and

( 2 ) That the subject is one that must be inculcated in the

child by observation and experiment .

The regulations issued this month by the Board of Education

for the training of teachers sum up the professional training with

the following very satisfactory recommendations :

“ The students ought to have an adequate knowledge of school

hygiene. They should understand the general conditions neces .

sary for making a building or a room healthy and for keeping it

so , and they should be well acquainted with the rules of personal

health , and , so far as possible , with the physiological principles

upon which these rules are based . In the case of women

students , the nutritive value of food - stuffs in connexion with

their cost in the market and in relation to the needs of young

children should be known in outlines , even though the student

may not be specially qualified in domestic economy . Only thus

will they know how to conduct the school as a whole with the

greatest profit to the health and bodily development of scholars,

and how to adapt the instruction to the limitations which are

imposed in some cases by the feeble health of ihe children or by

the poverty or neglect of their parents . ”

In the preſatory memorandum to these regulations it is also

urged that every training college should attempt to conduct its

instruction in such a way that there shall be in the case of each

student some range of knowledge within which there is no fact

and no inference from fact that has not been subjected to the

severest tests at his command .

No subject offers a better field for this progess of tested know.

ledge than the subject of hygiene, for, while it affords excellent

opportunity for practical work in testing methods, it co- ordinates

with nearly all other branches of the teachers ' work , and affords

an amount of diversity and adaptability which would make its

adoption practicable in nearly all colleges, and, if adopted, would

give a living groundwork to educational methods , which to be

successful must be based on the conditions of health essential to

carrying on the work of instruction in schools .

Experience , however, has proved the practical advantage of

subjecting recently-acquired knowledge to the test of examina

tion , and with this end in view the Council of the Sanitary

Institute initiated an examination in applied hygiene for school

teachers , which has already been adopted and made the focus

for the training of teachers under some of the county councils.

If, in the preparation or carrying out of any scheme, the

Institute can , by this examination , or by co - operation in

any other way, be of use in furthering the desired end , my

council would be very glad .

E. WHITE Wallis.

The Sanitary Institute ,

London , W.

The object of these columns is to afford teachers the opportu.

nity of asking questions of and giving assistance to colleagues .

The questions received to which replies are solicited will be

printed first ; following these will be the answers which have

been sent in , and , to make such replies intelligible to all readers ,

they will be accompanied by the question .

Readers are invited to send answers to any of the questions

asked below by our correspondents.

The questions should deal only with educational matters ,

using the expression in a broad sense , and the publication or

otherwise of any question must be left entirely to the discretion

of the Editors .

Questions and answers should be addressed to the Editors of

THE SCHOOL World, St. Martin's Street , London , W.C. , and

should be accompanied by the full name and address of the

sender, though not necessarily for publication . Each question

or answer should be on one side only of a separate sheet of

paper.

QUESTIONS .

A CONSTANT READER . I saw recently a notice of a new

English grammar for children, written in the form of easy

stories or lessons. I cannot trace it . Can any reader help me

to find it ? The only child's grammar written in the same style

that I know is Mr. Marcet's, published by Messrs. Longmans.

Are there any others ?

E. P. How can my new cinder playground be got to

“ bind ” ? It is on a slope. It was laid down with eight inches
of broken bricks and four inches of cinders.

W. J. T. Would some reader, with experience of school

dramatics, suggest some plays or portion of plays suitable for

production in a mixed school ?

M. Regis, Ghent.-Can anyone tell me where I can obtain

English translations of the following books : " Les fâcheux , " by

Molière ; “ Siècle de Louis XIV ," Voltaire ; “ Scenes of

Travel , ” Gautier. I shall also be grateful for the name of a

good history of French literature suitable for pupils preparing

for the Oxford Higher Local Examination.

C. H. C. Where can I find descriptions of : ( i . ) Apparatus

for finding the specific gravity of a volatile liquid . ( ii . ) The

method of preparing a “ constant volume specific gravity

bottle ” by adding a certain amount of mercury to an ordinary

density bottle , so that its expansion counteracts that of the

bottle ?
a
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Aexamplestothe contrary,science, 1. fear,

SCIENCE IN THEPREPARATORY
Report of this Committee will very soon come up

SCHOOL, for discussion ; and meanwhile the general tenour

of the opinions expressed on the subject at the
By W. A. SHENSTONE, F.R.S.

Science Masters' Conference at Westminster in

Clifton College. January last ( in spite of the fact that a few of the

speakers seemed a little ready to bless anything ,

Finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks,

Sermons in stones , and good in everything .
good or bad , if it were but labelled “ Nature

Study " ) gives us warrant for believing that

LTHOUGH doubt, there are notable opinion among the members of the Association is ,

on the whole , in a thoroughly sound condition .

has hitherto been conspicuous chiefly by its I am afraid it must be admitted that the pre

absence in the curricula favoured by most pre- paratory schools have not , in the past , had very

paratory schools . And, after all , much as many much real help or support on the subject of

of us regret that this should be so , and conscious science teaching from the masters of the secondary

as we are of the loss involved, this circumstance schools . Just as the universities , the War Office,

is not for the moment without its advantage. and other similar bodies have influenced the work of

For it grants us to-day at least a clear field for the public schools , and inadvertently , I sometimes

action , since the schools are not , as a whole , fear inevitably, stood in the wayof progress at times ,

widely committed to a system that is bad , and partly by reason of the rigid character of many

their resources, even if they have not made the of the syllabuses laid down for the candidates, and

best of them in the past , at least are not mortgaged still more owing to the character of the examina

for the future. All the world of science lies before tions themselves ; so under the scholarship system

them , they can choose what they will . the public schools have, in their turn , influenced

But though the mistakes of the past , for which, the work of boys at the still earlier stage of the

doubtless , we have paid and will continue to pay preparatory school. Inevitably , in scholarship

a penalty, even though that penalty be invisible to examinations, the science masters have sought to

most of us , have their compensating advantage, the discover the boys most likely to gain fresh laurels

present situation is by no means free from danger. in yet other competitions . Inevitably, this being

Thiswill easily be seen by any one who will glance their quest , their influence, so far as they have

at the truly deplorable paper of questions in exerted any influence, has tended to direct the

science which was set at the Joint Entrance work of the average preparatory schoolboy to

Examination for the Public Schools only a few those subjects , or parts of subjects, which belong

weeks ago, and , as we all must feel,most properly by rights to the later stages of the educa

denounced in the pages of Nature by Mr. Latter , tional course , and thus has tended to discourage

of Charterhouse , on July 7 (p. 223). For it is science altogether in the work of the average

certain that if work along the lines suggested junior and to direct the energies of the more

by those questions should gain a footing in our clever or more precocious boys into channels

preparatory schools, it would constitute a mis- which , though seldorn, I believe , positively in

fortune of the gravest kind , for the preparatory jurious to these latter boys, are not in reality the

schools, for the public schools-in short, for every best they might have followed ."

one concerned . Fortunately, we may hope that But now let us cease to look backwards , and

such a delinquency as the setting of this paper to cast our glances towards the future . What , ' '

these little boys is not likely to be many times I am asked , are the lines along which the public

repeated. The masters of the preparatory schools school science masters would prefer that the boys

are , as we know, on the alert , and the question of coming to them should have been instructed ? ”

science for the younger boys forms , at this It is very difficult for any one master , however

moment,one of the chief preoccupations of the intimately he may be acquainted with the trend of

Public Schools Science Masters' Association, public school opinion, to speak for all .- Therefore

which has appointed a strong Committee to con

sider the question . It is understood that the
1 I write , alas ! as one of the offenders.

No. 70 , Vol. 6. ]
G G
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come

I address myself to the task of answering this trees , brooks and their inhabitants , stones and

question with some hesitation , and am glad to the stars should take the first place .

know that we may hope - and hope confidently Subject, then , to what I have said above, I do

soon to have the outcome of the conferences not think the public school science masters as a

of the Science Masters' sub -Committee to help us to class would wish to dogmatise in the matter of

plant our feet wisely at this critical moment. But , the choice of subjects. And most of them would,

meanwhile, I think that the general opinion is I believe , subscribe heartily to the advice of a

already sufficiently formed to make it safe and former Chief of mine when he said : “Get the

reasonable to put forward, at any rate , some lead- best man you can , taking care that he is an

ing conclusions on the subject. And first, I would enthusiast . Find out what he wants to teach,

say that it is pretty widely felt that what matters and let him teach it . ” To that I would add, give

most is not so much what science subjects are him, especially if he has to teach very young boys ,

taught in a preparatory school as how they are the utmost freedom that circumstances permit,

taught and by whom they are taught . It is not , provided that you believe him to be sound in the

for example , of the very first importance that a objects he desires to attain . Above all , be careful

boy shall study , let us say, chemistry or physics whom you select as your inspector , if unhappily

before he come to a public school at about thirteen you must have an inspector, for no progress can

or fourteen years of age, provided that his school be made if the teacher and the inspector pull

work has included such an element of Nature in diametrically opposite directions.

study- I use the term in its widest sense—that On the other hand , when we to the

his natural inquisitiveness about the world he lives question , how should science be taught in a pre

in and the heavens round about it has not been paratory school ? I think our ideas already take a

allowed to grow dull , through want of opportunity somewhat more definite form . In the first place,

for the exercise of his power of observation , his whatever the subjects selected may be , the lessons

imagination , and of his budding capacity to make must on no account encourage the mere accumu .

an experiment. And similarly , on the other hand , lation of knowledge, of merely systematised facts.

where circumstances are very unfavourable to field The need for these is not yet. Mere knowledge is

work or garden science , or such that at best these not power, in spite of the adage , any more than a

can only be carried out intermittently, then , at cannon ball in a cart , or a stone in a hollow on

any rate, a great deal can be done in a chemical or the hillside, is energy . What we want to en

physical laboratory, or , better, in a laboratory that courage is power, the power to use knowledge ; the

is not exactly the one or the other . But if labora- power, as I said before, to see and think truly, and

tory work isto be really valuable at this stage , the to describe . Those who are beginning to do these

boys must make the experiments and find out for things will soon understand the use of knowledge

themselves , so far as possible, the uses and defects and set about getting it for themselves. Therefore,

of their hands and eyes, of glass and cork , solids , what we want the preparatory schoolmaster to do

liquids and gases and all the rest ; must learn how is to send us boys whocan see , think , make experi

to make simple instruments and how to use them ; ments, and describe, or , at least , boys who have

and , above all, learn from the first that knowledge learnt that they must try to do these things. What

- real knowledge — does not come from reading the public schoolmasters have to do is to send these

books or solving numerical problems , or from boys on to the university or into the world still

listening to lectures, good as all these may be in better trained to see , think , experiment and de.

their place , but from the using of hands and eyes, scribe over a wider field ; and the task of the

exercising the imagination and making experi university , if I may say so, is after all again the
ments . If boys come to the public schools having same . At every one of these preliminary stages

grasped these ideas , interested in observing natural of life we must be on our guard against the

things , interested in experimenting, and willing ( I glorification of mere knowledge, and especially of

will not say, able) to try to describe correctly second-hand knowledge, though this also at the

what they see and do, and if they have not had later stages plays a useful though humble part .

difficulties smoothed before them to such A few days ago, walking through the streets of

extent that they have lost whatever endowment a country town with a distinguished German man

of pertinacity they may have started with , then of science , I directed his attention to the name of

it does not matter very seriously what science Faraday over the window of the local pharmacy.
subjects or what parts of science subjects they “ Ah ,” he exclaimed , “ he was the greatest of all.
have studied .

I think we schoolmasters should never forget that

But whilst much can be done in towns , far Faraday, “ the greatest of all,” very rarely made

away from fields, hedges and brooks-under such use of second -hand knowledge . He could never ,

conditions , for instance , as those which impeded as he said , feel that he understood a new phe

the science masters at Christ's Hospital until nomenon till he had repeated it and seen it for

year or two ago , where, latterly, great things were himself. Lectures to young girls or boys are only

done in the face of great difficulties - yet I think good , I believe , just in so far as they foster in the

most of us would take our stand on the quotation hearer a desire for first-hand knowledge and add to

which I have placed at the head of this article . his or her power of getting it . The lecture which

Laboratory work should not be altogether omitted does not sooner or later impel the girl or boy to work

even in the preparatory school, but fields and in the garden , in the field , or in the laboratory, has

an

5 )
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failed to achieve what should be its main purpose.

Lectures , therefore, should be employed as spar CHEMISTRY OF DAILY LIFE.-I.

ingly as may be in the case of the young, and

should never conform to the didactic type.
By F. R. LEYLAND Wilson , M.A.

If

given at all , they should suggest enquiry and
Charterhouse.

modes of enquiry, not simply embody the story of

other people's doings. Though the teacher must HE great advances in scientific knowledge of

lead, on no account may he do the pupil'swork. the last fifty years have only lately begun

In fact, he cannot do this , try as he may. Educa. to be reflected in the character of the educa

tion, as Mr. Bateson said in Cambridge the other tion supplied in secondary schools.

day, is but the giving or withholding of oppor- Elementary Science has had a position in cur

tunity . If we want to produce workers, we must ricula for a long time, but it has been given

give opportunity for work ; we must set a good none of the advantages of time and opportunity

example byworking ourselves, but we must never allowed to older subjects of instruction .

do the pupil's work for him. Mistakes on this point Public opinion is better educated than it was, and

produce disaster at every stage, but most of all at the claims of science as an instrument of education

the beginning. It has , alas ! been the great faultof are now recognised by many important examining

most of our elementary examinations that by ask. bodies .

ing too much they have forced many teachers into This is unfortunately not so in the case of

this most fatal error . The science-master in a the old universities , which refuse to admit ele

preparatory school is more happily placed than mentary science as a subject for their entrance

many of his colleagues ; owing to the fact that examinations,with the result that the science work

science is not , as a rule, at present “ required " for has suffered both at the public schools and the

entrance to the public schools , he is more free than universities . London University , on the other

many of us to adopt sound methods. It should be hand, has for some time past required a modicum

the care of those who mayexamine in the future to of elementary science from those who matriculate,

preserve for him this freedom . and a course of laboratory work based on the

It is always easier to suggest what should be latest syllabus may be made of great educational

avoided , especially where the conditions vary , than value . The examinations for entrance to Woolwich

to propose a scheme that will be satisfactory for and Sandhurst stand on a somewhat different foot

all . It would be particularly unwise, I think , to ing. The studies at these places are definitely

attempt this latter task at a moment when the col. scientific, and a good unspecialised school.course

lective wisdom of my colleagues is about to make of elementary science forms a valuable foundation

itself heard . So I shall conclude these remarks for the more specialised work which is to follow .

by saying that I think it is felt pretty generally Anyone who has had much experience in the

that definite cut-and-dried courses of work on teaching of elementary chemistry knows that

definite subjects, such as botany , zoology, physio- the systematic treatment of the subject is unsuit

graphy, or on definite sections of such subjects, able for beginners . Boys are unable to digest

should be avoided, and that courses of systematic properly the mass of 'new and strange facts

work in qualitative chemical analysis and allied supplied by a course oflectures on the “ Chemistry

departments are inadmissible. All these, though of the Elements,” and a course of practical work of

good in their place , are out of place in the pre- which qualitative analysis forms the basis, too

paratory school. Finally , whatever may be done often degenerates into a slavish routine.

in the way of chemical or physical experimenting, It is a satisfactory feature of the new examina

and these should not altogether be neglected , tion schemes for entrance to Woolwich and

should rather follow than precede natural history Sandhurst, and London University , that this kind

in its various branches. Holiday tasks in science, of work is no longer required ; moreover it is

if there be any, should never consist in the mere possible as a result of the recent changes to adopt

reading of books. the same course in preparing candidates for

I fear it will be complained that in making these both these examinations.

remarks I have altogether, or almost , forgotten the I suppose that all good teachers of elementary

existence of girls . This is not so . If the opinions chemistry make use of “ heuristic " methods,

of a man on the education of women are of any although the extent to which the element of re

value , mine are to be found in the previous search is introduced must vary greatly ..

columns. But in view of the somewhat greater course is to be adopted in which the boys are

readiness of girls to value lessons taught in school , required to observe and find out the causes of

I should wish what I have said to be emphasised phenomena for themselves, the materialon which

in their case by the use of italics . it is based must be drawn so far as possible from

familiar things - material which can best be found

FROM seeds in thesame pod may come sweet peas climbing five in the phenomena of everyday life.

feet high, while their own brothers lie prone upon the ground. In the syllabus for the London Matriculation a

The stick will not make the dwarf peas climb, though without section is included entitled the “ Chemistry of

it the tall can never rise. Education, sanitation, and the rest , are Daily Life , " the greater part of which will be

but the giving or withholding of opportunity. Though in the found suitable for elementary treatment , and it is
matter of heredity every other conclusion has been questioned ,

I rejoice that in this we are all agreed . - W . Bateson, F.R.S. proposed in a later article to sketch out a course

If a
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answers

of elementary chemistry the basis of which will be done, and an account is written down in the

the chemistry of common phenomena such as are laboratory note-book.

met with from day to day . The object will be to Conclusions which can be drawn from the ex

supply an educational course suitable forcandidates periment may be written as
to the

for the London Matriculation and for the Army following questions:

Entrance Examination , and one which may be ( 1 ) Are the properties of magnesium and of

used as a foundation on which the more systematic its ash the same ? Compare them .

study of chemistry can be laid . ( 2 ) Was the whole of the ash collected ; if

Now the valueof an elementary course of science not , what became of a part of it ?

ought to be gauged entirely by its advantages as ( 3 ) Is the magnesium contained in the ash ,

an educational instrument, and I believe that a or if not, what has become of it ?

treatment of the subject which is largely practical (4) Is the ash likely to be of the same

in character , fulfil such a function remarkably well . weight as the magnesium ?

A course of this kind is well adapted to cultivate Several practical problems arise out of these

habits of careful observation ; moreover, the questions; for example, the boys are required to

apparatus required may be of the simplest kind , devise a method of burning magnesium and

and such as can be devised and set up by the boys collecting the whole of the ash formed. The next

themselves. Simple experiments involving the experiment would be to find out if the magnesium

measurement of weight and volume are possible, gains or loses in weight when it burns , &c ., & c.

and the results obtained by the class may be used I have gone into this point at some length ,

to illustrate important principles such as the in- because I know how difficult it is to make boys

destructibility of matter , etc. think about the work , and have found that some

A variety of problems of a simple kind may be system such as that described is an effective means

investigated, and they will be found to develop a of ensuring that they shall do so.

spirit of inquiry , and to create the greatest keenness . The teaching of elementary science in schools is

Although a course such as this , in which the often hampered by the shortness of the periods

greater part of the time is devoted to practical work , of time allowed for lessons . This difficulty is most

has many advantages , there are certain dangers severely felt if the work is chiefly carried out in
which require to be guarded against carefully the laboratory , when the usual one - hour period

if the best results are to be obtained. will be found to be quite inadequate ; not less

Boys are very impatient to get on , and it is than one and a- half hours should be allotted for a

necessary to adopt some means to ensure that the lesson in practical work .

bearings of an experiment and the conclusions to I have found it a good plan to allow boys to

be drawn from it are thoroughly grasped . The work in pairs , and have never found that discipline

discussion of the results obtained by the class suffers by allowing quiet talking about the work .

at the previous lesson may be made a means to One of the difficulties of a practical course is the

this end , although this alone is not sufficient. variety in the speed of work of different members

I find that a good way of ensuring that a proper of a class. By adopting the system of working in

amount of thought is devoted to the work is as pairs I find that this difficulty is to a certain

follows : Before an experiment is begun a few extent overcome . The question of allowing boys

simple questions are set bearing on the subject to work in pairs was raised by a correspondent in

under investigation . As soon as the answers to the last number of this Journal . I think that any

these questions have been written down in the one who has tried the system will agree that the

laboratory note-book, the experiment is carried work gains in every respect by its adoption, and

out , and the observations are recorded . that boys stimulate one another's interest by

A further set of questions is then given , which talking about their experiments .

may be answered as preparation work. Let us I suppose that everyone must devise his own

suppose that “ Burning " is the subject for inquiry , method of marking practical work, and it certainly

and that the combustion of magnesium has been is not easy to find a method which is altogether

selected as the particular example for experiment . satisfactory. A system of laboratory notes may

Before the work is begun , the boys are required to be adopted ; these notes may be written out subse

write down answers to the following questions , quently in a “ fair ” notebook. The laboratory, “

the object being to cause them to collect their ideas notes can be rapidly marked a, b , c , or d, according

on the subject of burning : to the care with which they have been made,

( 1 ) Give a list of all the things which you whilst the “ fair ” notes and answers to questions

have seen burning, classifying them according may either be marked in the laboratory during the

as they are solids , liquids, or gases . following lesson , or collected and examined at

(2) Is a flame always present during leisure ..

burning ? It would be useful to hear the experience of

(3 ) Mention some different ways by which teachers of elementary science in this matter.

things may be caused to burn, giving From time to time it will be necessary to hold

examples. an examination on the work, which may be partly

( 4 ) Does a thing vanish completely when it written and partly practical . If the practical

is burned , etc. , etc. examination is conducted by the teacher himself,

The experiment of burning magnesium is then it will afford a valuable means of testing progress ,

)
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but I do not think it is of much value if carried out possible to form an adequate idea of the knowledge

był an external examiner who has no previous of science possessed by pupils . The teaching of

experience of the boys ' work . physics must surely haveprogressed sufficiently to
However, an external examiner may get much demand some knowledge of practical work from

help by the inspection of notebooks and by viva all university matriculants and from candidates in

voce examination, a practice which is not possible the advanced examinations of the Board of Edu

if the number of boys to be examined is large. cation . From the impression gained by the writer

It would be impossible for the examiners for the in a recent visit to the States, a fair amount of

London Matriculation to make use of these aids ,
time in physics is spent in the study of mechanics .

and I think that the authorities are well advised | Experimental work includes the action of forces

in not attempting the practical examination of the acting at a point ; the problems of falling bodies ;
candidates . the determination of elastic constants ; liquid

It is , however, to be regretted that some means pressures and the determination of densities .

cannot be found to ensure that all candidates shall By the courtesy of the various teachers the

have gained a good practical acquaintance with writer is enabled to give descriptions of some of

the work, and perhaps, when a system of leaving the more elementary physical apparatus used in

certificates has been adopted, some satisfactory the schools and colleges in Boston , New York ,

solution of the difficulty may be possible . Philadelphia , Baltimore, Washington and Chicago.

A school examination in which the classes are The type of American high school would roughly

examined by an external examiner in collaboration correspond to the English city public schools , such

with the teacher should greatly improve matters . as Merchant Taylors' , St. Paul's, the Birmingham

Under these conditions the inspection of note- High School and the Manchester Grammar School,

books and viva -voce examination of the boys will the ages of the pupils varying from 13 to 18 years .

be possible , and a better estimate of their scien- Dealing first with mechanics apparatus, a simple

tific education will be obtainable than is at present device for the pressure of liquids consisted of a U.

the case . shaped manometer connected to a thistle funnel

In the next number it is proposed to begin a covered with thin sheet -rubber. The immersion

course on the chemistry of some of the common of the latter at various depths in the liquid enabled

phenomena of daily life, the material being chosen quantitative results of the pressure to be deter

so as to allow most of the work to be carried out mined.

in the laboratory . For deflexion of beams a flat metal-bar resting

on two triangular prism supports carried a weight

suspended by a hook at the centre of the beam .

The amount of bending was determined by a
APPARATUS IN AMERICAN PHYSICAL

special form of overhanging micrometer screw,
LABORATORIES.

the contact closing an electric bell circuit .

By E. S. A. Robson , M.Sc.
In the New York schools flat-pan balances were

used to a great extent for density determinations
Principal of the Warrington Secondary and Technical School.

by Archimedes' principle. This necessitated a

HE general arrangements of transatlantic laboratory stool being moved to the bench and the

laboratories do not differ materially from balance swung over the edge, a clumsy and un

those in English schools , the chief point of satisfactory method at the best, and considering

difference being the elaborateness of the fittings. the cheapness of beam balances , entirely unin

It is perhaps questionable whether this elabora - telligible.telligible. Most science teachers are aware of the

tion is not carried beyond the natural limit of difficulty of shortening the length of a simple

efficiency, and a desire encouraged to produce pendulum with ease, and without disturbing other

something bizarre, or what Americans would term adjustments. In one laboratory this difficulty was

a stunt.” surmounted by using a sliding disc between the

In the secondary schools one misses the simple point of suspension and the weight. At the centre
and ingenious home-made apparatus often seen in of the disc a small hole was drilled so as to allow

English laboratories, but for more advanced work the thread to pass through easily . A vertical

the lavish way in which money is granted for metal-rod was firmly fixed to the wall with a

the purpose of public education causes a feeling of clearance of about an inch , the suspension clamp

envy on the part of the science teachers of this and metal disc being moved to any required

country . position . To measure the extension of a wire, a

In the American high schools the teaching of stiff horizontal pointer was fixed on a pivot

practical physics is compulsory , and candidates situated one inch from the wire and about ten

for university entrance examinations are required inches from a vertical scale on the wall . The end

to produce their laboratory note - books signed of the pointer was rigidly fixed to the wire , and

by the teacher ; it is therefore evident that a the elongation was therefore measured in terms

great incentive is given for the provision of suit- of the scale divisions.

able laboratory equipment. One can only wish In the elementary physics department of Yale

that in the immediate future our own universities University was a neat Boyle's Law apparatus for

and Board of Education will realise the fact that lecture use , which had a sliding- tape scale graduated

by means of written examinations alone it is im- up and down from a common zero. On adjusting

TH
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the scale zero to the level of the mercury in the Fig. 2 represents a simple form of level trier for

volume tube the difference of level could be read elementary work .

off directly. It was probably more than a chance The following experiment on sound, to illustrate

coincidence that in the lecture room a continuous the phenomena of " beats," is probably known to

piece of American cloth , wound on wooden rollers most teachers . Two tuning - forks, with slightly

fifteen feet apart , served as a blackboard , a piece different vibration numbers, are taken , and one

of wood three feet square acting as support for the of them has a piece ofsmoked glass fixed over one

writing surface. prong . The other fork is provided with a stylus ,

As an example of the completeness of equip- and when both are vibrating simultaneously in

ment of a modern American school , may be men- a horizontal plane , the tracing is observed by

tioned the Wadleigh Girls ' High School in New moving the stylus and fork longitudinally.

York, which has no fewer than four physical

laboratories. Arrangements are made for a supply

of hot water at eachbench by means of an auto

matic heater at one end of the laboratory . When

the hot-water tap is turned on , a flow of water

takes place through the heating coil and instan

taneously a pilot lamp lights alarge ring-burner

underneath the coil ; so that the supplyat each

bench is quickly obtained . In the electrical labo

ratory the current from the storage batteries is

brought to plugs at the different benches.

تعاس-

Fig . 2. -. Form of Level Trier. (Messrs. C. L. Berger and Sons, Boston .

!

1

In the study of light , the simple experiments

usually seen in English schools are conspicuous by

their absence , but in the American colleges the sub

ject receives fairer treatment. Rowland gratings

and Michelson interferometers are in general use ,

and one of the sights of the Johns Hopkins Uni .

versity of Baltimore is the room containing the

three machines ruling diffraction gratings with

20,000,15,000 , and 14,438 lines respectively to the

inch. The writer interviewed Prof. R. W. Wood

there , and received many suggestions for simple

experiments. In one experiment to illustrate

Fig. 1. - Conical Pendulum , Reproduced from the Pratt Institute

( Brooklyn ) Monthly, April , 1902.

The writer noticed numerous experiments devised

to show the motionof bodies falling down inclined
Fig. 3. --- Apparatus to Measure Expansionof Metal Rod . Reproduced

planes . At the Pratt Polytechnic Institute of from · A Manual of Experiments in Physics. " By J. S. Ames and

Brooklyn the exeriment was performed with a W. J. A. Bliss. (Published by the American Book Company.)

pulley running down an inclinedstretched wire , the

pulley being started from the top by an electric interference colours , a quantity of powdered quartz

release . In another school the arrangement con- was sealed in a flask along with a mixture of

sisted of a curtain ring sliding down a smooth carbon bisulphide and benzol. On gently heating

string . A third laboratory was fitted with a large the flask , beautiful iridescent colours are observed,

wooden ball , about four inches in diameter, rolling owing to the high dispersive power and relative

down a smooth plane four yards long . difference in the refractive indices .

In the American technical institutes the practi- Harvard University has an interesting home

cal work with mechanics comprised measurements made piece of apparatus, viz ., an optical bench

on linear and circular dividing engines, also com- constructed froman old lathe bed, which suggests

pound pendulum and loaded beam experiments. great possibilities to optical instrument makers.

In Fig . 1 is shown a neat form of conical pen- At the Clark University, Worcester ( Mass. ) , there

dulum made by a student at the Pratt Institute . is also a fine collection of home-made apparatus,
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including astronomical telescopes , a heliostat , wax being vertical , and the relative specific heats

standard resistances , and inductances . being determined by the depths to which the sub.

Turning next to the study of heat , the writer stances penetrate .

added another to an already large collection of In the apparatus to illustrate the peculiar expan

extensometers in the apparatus (Fig. 3) used in sion of water the difficulty of filling the metal spiral

several of the New York high schools . Curiously was overcome by drilling the bottom end and in

serting a metal screw which not only closed the

tube after the liquid had entered but served as a

means of adjusting the volume inside .

In electricity the American schools are rather

poor on frictional work but much better on voltaic

experiments. In some schools the slide wire bridge

was arranged with the slider simply grooved to

touch themetal rod and wire . Simultaneously,
some of the resistance boxes were made with ex

posed coils fastened to a piece of hard wood . The

reason given for this novel arrangement was the

ease of repair , but in the writer's opinion this was

more than counterbalanced by the increased lia

bility to breakage .
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Glass Jar

FIG. 4. - Apparatus for proving Charles' Law for Gases. (Reproduced from

the Pratt Institute Monthly, April, 1902.)

enough , American teachers have not yet adopted
Fig. 6.- Rowland D'Arsonval Galvanometer. Hall Pattern. (Leeds and

the micrometer or spherometer in the measure Northrup Co. , Philadelphia. )

ment of expansion by heat . In Fig. 4 is repre

sented a form of apparatus to illustrate Charles' For lecture purposes a gold leaf electroscope was

law for gases at constant pressure,the sulphuric observed in an enclosure of three mirrors, two

being arranged at an angle of 120 °, so that the

leaves of the instrument were visible from all

parts of the room . The enclosure was illuminated

by an electric lamp through a glass window at the
back . In reflecting galvanometer work the Row

land -D'Arsonval pattern is mostly in use. In the

wall pattern represented in Fig. 6 the reading

telescope and scale are arranged to tilt back when

not in use . As an alternative to the switch -over

commutator a plain wooden block is used with two

brass strips fastened on parallel and with their

ends dipping into four mercury cups in a second

woodenblock . The reversal of the current occurs

when the upper block is turned through 90 °. To

map out a current sheet with an induction coil and

telephonea flat glass dish is used containing a salt

solution for the conduction of the current . A

piece of squared paper placed under the dish serves

Fig. 5. - Apparatus to compare the Specific Heats of different Substances.

( Société Genevoise, Geneva , Switzerland.) to locate the equipotential lines obtained by

moving the free wire connected to the telephone

acid in the two arnis being kept at a constant level for the position of no sound .

by means of a glass plunger. For lecture experi- Finally , with regard to labour-saving devices ,

ments on specific heat a modification of Tyndall's the writer noticed in one laboratory type-written
apparatus (Fig. 5 ) is sometimes used, the cake of sheets of instruction placed on revolving pillars .
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In another school the apparatus and sheets of in- This can be easily illustrated practically by

struction were placed together in a definite cup- boiling up nitre and water, and cooling the solution

board, the key being handed to the pupil , whose under the tap. It should also be deduced from a

first duty was to check the list of apparatus and study of the solubility curve of nitre .
report any breakages to the teacher. In some of As to the manner in which the separated nitre

the technical schools and colleges the poorer stu- comes out of solution , the influence of the con .

dents give out apparatus or attend to repairs in ditions must be shown . Rapid cooling and small

return for free tuition , the idea being to encourage crystals,slow cooling and larger crystals, are effects
the principle of self reliance . easily observed. It is most important also to

English teachers who are interested in American avoid a too strong solution , and the obtaining of

methods will find materials for experiments in the the right concentration is most important. This

following books :
concentration varies according to the conditions

“ Physical Laboratory Manual.” Carhart and Chute. ( Is. under which the crystallisation is going to take

bister. )

“ Manual of Experimental Physics.” Nichols, Smith and
place .

Turton. (Ginn .) In the ordinary laboratory lesson it is rather

“ Manual of Experiments in Physics . ” Ames and Bliss. impracticable to put away twenty or thirty dishes

(American Book Co. )
to cool slowly, and moreover it minimises con

“Laboratory Manual of Physics and Applied Electricity.”
Nichols. (Macmillan .) siderably the interest of the experiment .

Teaching of Chemistry and Physics in Secondary Schools." There are various ways of testing if a solution
Smith and Hall. ( Longmans. )

will crystallise readily on cooling , so as to avoid

the need of slow evaporation . A drop of the

solution taken out on the end of a glass rod shows

on cooling whether or not crystallisation will

proceed. A very practicable method is to take a

THE PREPARATION OF CRYSTALS.
little of the solution in a small right-angled bent

tube and cool it under the tap . If the drop

By ALBERT E. DUNSTAN, B.Sc. crystallises , allow the dish to cool. If not , evaporate

Assistant-master at Owens School, Islington . a little more, stop heating, and again try until the

test portion is of the right concentration.

F the simple examples of chemical manipula- When this point is arrived at some of the solution

tion practised in school laboratories none is may be poured into a watch glass , in which the

more interesting or more popular than the crystallisation may be easily watched ; or after

preparation of crystals; and there are few experi- crystals are formed in the dish the mother liquor

ments in which care and neatness of working are may be drained off, and the crystals dried on the

more amply rewarded by results. In the course of very convenient absorbent pads stocked by most

practical chemistry in operation at Owens School , dealers. Crystals should be made in this manner

the preparation ofcrystalline specimens of common from nitre , blue vitriol , the alums, etc.

substances takes an importantposition. An exercise based on this may be found in the

In their first year boysbecome acquainted with preparation of nitre crystals from gunpowder, after

the general methods of obtaining crystals. Later a preliminary boiling and filtering ; mixtures such

on they make a considerable number of specimens, as sand and alum afford plenty of example of

illustrating the preparation of the chief salts of the separation based on crystallisation, while the

metals, and laboratory space is always available formation of salts by the neutralisation of acids by

for those who desire to grow crystals or carry on a bases, again , give more scope for practice in the art .

slow crystallisation . Fractional crystallisation may be touched on at

In no other way is it possible to get such an this stage of the pupils' work . The stock example

intimate and close acquaintance with the appear- of this is a mixture of potassium chlorate and po

ance and properties of a large number of common tassium dichromate , the colour of the latter giving

substances, while as a means of arousing and a sufficient indication when the chlorate is obtained

sustaining a thorough interest in chemical work it in a state of purity . Ample illustrations of this

easily stands supreme. The comparative simplicity will suggest themselves. These preliminary

of the operations and the readiness with which the examples will illustrate what can be done with

experiments can be repeated at home with the first and second- year boys in an ordinary practical

crudest appliances gives the preparation of lesson . Later on in the school course the crystal

crystals an advantage not possessed by the preparations gain a good deal by having more time

majority of experiments . for their completion, and crystal growing canbe

Exercises in crystallisation can be brought into indulged in by boys who are willing to spend a few
the chemical curriculum almost from the beginning , minutes day for the necessary periodical

but it is not advisable to do so till some preliminary examination.

observations have been made on solution and Many precautions are necessary before good

solubility. crystals can be obtained . Weaker solutions must

Starting, then, with the idea of a solution of nitre , be used , very slow evaporation and uniformity of

for example , saturated at a high temperature, the conditions . A few selected specimens should be

effect of cooling is readily seen to cause a certain taken from a crop prepared in the usual way
and

amount to come out of solution . placed in a dish, preferably flat -bottomed, with

a

a
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their mother liquor . The dish should be kept almost any volume of the Journal of the Chemical

cool, and in as quiet a condition as possible — in a Societyl will suggest plenty of material. Some of

cellar or store room , for instance . The growing the simpler preparations are mentioned here as

crystal should be turned on a fresh face every day. being of probable interest.
This is a better method than that in which the Chrom alum . - Make a strong solution of potas

small crystal is suspended by a thread or hair . In sium dichromate in water, and to the cool solution

this case it is almost impossible to obtain a quite slowly add the requisite amount of strong sul

uniform growth , owing to the presence of the phuric acid . Reduce with alcohol or sulphur

suspension - on which, also , a small amount of dioxide till the solution loses its red colour , taking

crystallisation frequently commences. With care, care to keep the temperature as low as possible.

comparatively enormous crystals may be grown Allow to stand in a cool place , and after crystalli

from the tiny ones obtained in the usual manner. sation drain off the mother liquor from the crystal.

* Copper Sulphate.

Alum and Nitre.

Copper sulphate is an exceedingly good

substance with which to practice growing. Taking

the usual precautions about uniformity of tempera

ture, absence of disturbance and periodical turning ,

crystals of copper sulphate may be obtained about

10 cm. along the major axis . When a crystal

reaches these dimensions, extra care is necessary

in dealing with it , and a much larger vessel must

be used to contain it . The mother liquor, from

time to time , must be filtered from the precipitated

matter which always forms in this solution , and

must be kept up to the proper strength, a good

plan being to hang near the surface a muslin bag

containing copper sulphate. Most of the ordinary

crystalline materials may be grown in this way.

The alums, nitre , and Rochelle salt suggest them

selves as good examples.

The four illustrations of crystals here given are

from photographs, by Mr. P. C. C. Rust, of

specimens in the Owens School Musuem . They

are of substances which have been prepared on the

manufacturing scale, and having had almost un

limited room and slow cooling ; they have attained

a larger size than is possible when working on a

laboratory scale .

PREPARATION OF Double Salts .

There is an extremely large field afforded here

for many excellent preparations , for the number of

crystalline double salts is enormous. A glance at

RO

* Potassium Ferrocyanide.

Increase of temperature during the operation

causes a chrom -sulphuric acid complex to form .

Potash alum .-Mix equivalent quantities of po

tassium sulphate and aluminium sulphate. Dis

* The illustrations are from Clough and Dunstan's “ Elementary Experi.

mental Science." (Methuen . )

1 Especially in the Inorganic Abstracts , also vide Lengfeld's “ Inorganic
Preparations. " (Macmillan .)
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solve in boiling water , filter and concentrate till various preparations of the constituents and getting

crystals form on cooling . Recrystallise and grow different shades of purple .

selected specimens. Good layer crystals can be obtained by growing

Ferrous ammonium sulphate.- Weigh out equiva- chrome alum in potash alum solution . The exact

lent amounts of the constituents. Dissolve the equivalence of form and the sharp distinction of

ferrous sulphate in air - free water which has been colour are well marked . The usual precautions

slightly acidified by sulphuric acid . Add the as to concentration , &c . , must be very carefully

concentrated solution of ammonium sulphate which observed, otherwise mixed crystals may be in .
has been made up in the same solvent . Allow to advertently obtained .

cool, wash the crystals with air - free water and dry LANTERN PROJECTION OF CRYSTALS.

rapidly between folds of filter paper.

Sodium fluor -arsenate.- Na AsO 4 . NaF.12H , O .
For this purpose a lantern having a horizontal

Dissolve ordinary sodium arsenate in water . Add
stage is essential. Place on thisa thoroughly

caustic soda in sufficient amount to cause the well cleaned glass plate , and on this plate drop

formation of Nag AsOq . Add a solution containing
a little cold saturated solution of the salt. In

the equivalent amount of sodium fluoride, filter
a short time crystallisation will begin , and the

and allow to crystallise .
growth of the crystals can be followed on the

Sodium fluor- phosphate is prepared in a pre
screen . If a hot and strong solution were used,

cisely analogous fashion . Both are octahedral.
crystallisation would proceed too rapidly,the heat

Rochelle salt. - Neutralise a boiling solution of
from the lantern usually causes enough concentra

sodium carbonate with potassium hydrogen tar
tion for this purpose . Most of the ordinary

trate . On cooling it crystallises in large rhombic inorganic salts show well in this way, nitre, copper

prisms.
sulphate , alum , salammoniac, &c.; but more rapid

Potassium chrom -oxalate . — Ten grs . potassium di
and beautiful results may be got by using organic

chromate, 20 grs . potassium hydrogen tartrate and
substances in an appropriate solvent. Thus solu

20 grs . oxalic acid, are dissolved in boiling water.
tions of picric acidin benzene, nitrobenzene in the

On cooling intensely black-blue crystals are
same substance, acetanilide in alcohol , give good

obtained .
effects, while if a little phenol be melted and

dropped on to the plate it will readily crystallise,

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES IN CRYSTALLISATION . as it cools in a most interesting fashion , and then ,

Pure sodium chloride may be obtained by as the plate heats up in the lantern, the crystals

passing washed HCl gas into a cold saturated slowly disappear. ( Vide Newth's " Chemical Lec

filtered solution of common salt . ture Experiments," Longmans).

Pure copper sulphate is made from the com With good illumination and proper shading

mercial substance byoxidising the ferrous sulphate good bromide prints can be obtained, focusing

with a drop or two of conc. nitric acid , boiling, carefully on the screen first of all, and then sub

evaporating and crystallising . stituting the paper , giving an exposure depending

Lead nitrate is made from red lead by the action on the speed of the emulsion andthe light used .

of dilute nitric acid and lead iodide and chloride from On a much smaller scale microphotographs are

the nitrate . readily obtained . A drop of the solution is allowed to

Potassium chlorate.-Pass chlorine through a
crystallise on the slip . The eyepiece of the micro

boiling solution of potassium carbonate till all scope is substituted for the lens of the camera ,

effervescence of CO , ceases and no more chlorine
and the image formed on the ground glass in the

is absorbed . The pinkish solution is boiled for a usual way. Limelight forms the best illuminant.

few minutes , filtered hot and allowed to cool .
Althongh systematic crystallography has not

The crop is recrystallised several times till it no been touched on in this article , it will be found

longer gives a test with silver nitrate .
indispensable if work on crystallisation is taken

Boric acid may be obtained from borax and up , even on such elementary lines as are neces

hydrochloric acid. sarily indicated here . As a very excellent intro

Chromium trioxide from potassium dichromate
duction the author would recommend Woodward's

and the calculated amount of strong sulphuric “ Crystallography for Beginners," with its capital

acid . Add the acid to the cool solution . After set of crystal nets, for the illustration of the simpler

crystallisation filter through asbestos and wash with
forms of crystals.

strong nitric acid . Dry on a porous tile in the

steam oven .
IMPORTANT changes are announced in the programme of the

Manganese chloride from the chlorine flasks, po Society of Arts Examinations . The subjects remain the same,

tassium hydrogen sulphate from nitric acid residues, but in place of two grades , elementary and general , there will be

ammonium nitrate by neutralisation of ice -cooled three divisions or stages :-( 1 ) Elementary-corresponding to the

nitric acid , also suggest themselves as good former Grade I. ; ( 2 ) intermediate - corresponding to the third

examples. class and lower part of the second -class of the former Grade II. ;

MIXED AND LAYER CRYSTALS .
(3 ) advanced--corresponding to the first - class with the upper

part of the second-class of the former Grade II, In the advanced

These form good exercises in growing and pre and intermediate stages first and second - class certificates will be

paring crystals . It is a useful experiment in granted in each subject . In the elementary stage certificates

connection with the law of isomorphism to prepare will be given in each of the subjects enumerated. These will be

mixed crystals of potash and chrome alums , using of one class only.

a
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In

" PEDAGOGICS " AT THE INTERNA reversion was made largely at the instigation of

TIONAL MATHEMATICAL CONGRESS. the late Prof. Cremona . The text - books were

By G. H. BRYAN , Sc.D. , F.R.S.

graduallyimproved, and the Government ( how

Professor of Mathematics in the University College of

very un -English this sounds) organised a com

petition for the best book on geometry. The
North Wales.

successful competitors were six in number, in

T is to be regretted that out of a total member- cluding D'Ovidio, Paolis , Veronese, and one other

ship of about 330 at the recent Mathematical in the first instance, and , later , Enriques and

Congress at Heidelberg (August 8th to 13th ) | Amaldi . The final result was the adoption of

Great Britain was only represented by seven a course in which plane geometry and geometry of

members. It is true that in this country the space were taken to a certain extent in conjunc

average mathematical teacher has few oppor tion . The Italian society Mathesis played an im

tunities for interesting himselfin mathematical re- portant part in the movement .

searches. But a large proportion of the discussions “ Mathematical Teaching in Bulgaria ” formed

on this occasion were taken up with the teaching the subject of a communication by Prof. Anton
of mathematics , and not only was one of the von Sourek, of Sofia . Twenty -five years ago the

sections devoted to pedagogics, but many of the mathematical instruction given in Bulgarian

papers in other sections contained an under- schools was practically nil; at the present time a

current of reference to the changes which have standard has been reached which compares

been taking place in the aspect of mathematical favourably with that of neighbouring continental

thought in different countries in connection with states .

the problem of mathematical teaching.
Prof. Gutzmer, of Jena , made a number of

The general impression produced on the present interesting remarks relating to the teaching of

writer by what he saw and heard at the Congress mathematics in Germany. Owing largely to the

was that the movement in Great Britain , the chief efforts of Profs. Klein , von Brill, and Weber, a

result of which up till now has been the sub- great change has taken place in recent years, far

stitution of geometry for Euclid , only represents a greater attention being now given to practical

very small element of a widespread tendency of applications. Of the three moving spirits above

recent times to devote greater attention to the prac- mentioned, Prof. Klein, in a short address to the

tical and experimental side ofmathematics,and to applied mathematics section, gave an amusing

enforce a less prohibitive standard in the matter of insight into the difficulties which had to be com

deductive methods and the solution of abstruse bated in introducing the new movement .
In

problems . When mathematics was not such a France the Calculus was taught in schools.

large subject as it now is, there was no difficulty in Germany , Prof. Klein found that the Calculus was

adopting , in many branches, a method of treat- excluded, but that ingenious subterfuges were

ment which was at the time believed to be logical. employed instead , reminding us of the old Cam
But closer examination of the foundations of any bridge “ three-day " methods. Thus the notation

branch of mathematics often shows that what dy /dx was not permitted . When rates of change

were formerly regarded as sound deductions really were required the candidates were taught the

rested on a quicksand of assumptions , and that formula

while mathematicians may go deeper and deeper (f(x + )–f(x))n = 0 = f' (x)
h .

in seeking for solid rock on which to build their
h

fabric of theory, it is , in most cases , impossible under the title of Schellbach's rule, and when

to do so without reference sooner or later to maxima and minima were required the property

experience. The next step in the natural order that f (x) must be negative or positive was given

of evolution is to introduce experience at an out to them under the title of Fermat's rule . Before

earlier stage in the treatment. A good illustration entering the universities candidates spent about

of this point was brought out in a discussion on a fourteen days over learning the Calculus , treated in

paper by Prof. Study on “ The Principle of Con fourteen pages, and found that the ideas were just

servation ofNumber," in which a reductio ad absurdum the same as they had learnt at school , only under

was derived from the theory of quadric surfaces, it another name. Prof. Klein's own experience was

being deduced by the author that two was equal to interesting His attempts to simplify the teaching

four. In the course of the discussion it was by admittingthe notation of the Calculus met with a

remarked that it was often more useful to teach somewhat cold reception from the authorities , who,

students to apply a theorem to the solution of as is too frequently the case , thought the professor

problems , even if that theorem were known not to was only wanting to make the subject harder and

be universally true, than to spend time in examining more abstruse , and did not realise that it was they

when the theorem was true . that were making the difficulties which the expe

Prof. Gino Loria's paper on “ The Teaching rienced mathematician wished to remove .

of Geometry in Italy in Middle Schools " (écoles

moyennes) was replete with points of suggestive

h

1 The present writer has a lively recollection of some series that had been

interest. An attempt had been made to abolish set in the first threedays of the tripos, just before he was a candidate for

Euclid in Italy , but the text -books brought out
These series were immediately deducible from the

factorial expressions for the sine and cosine of an angle by logarithmic

to meet the new conditions were so bad that it differentiation ; only as they occurred in a three-day paper, the candidate

(who was not supposed to use the Calculus) had to substitute x + h for x

was found necessary to go back to Euclid . This and proceed to the limit .

that examination .
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This experience is characteristic of the difficul. and it was the unanimous opinion of the English

ties against which many mathematicians have had representatives that the German arrangements

to contend elsewhere. If they try to simplify left nothing to be desired , but that the English

mathematical teaching an outcry is raised by those system of private hospitality would have been

who know nothing about mathematics, and who detrimental to the success of the meeting . The

insist on retaining antiquated and cumbersome next congress will be held in Rome, four years

methods on the ground that the easier alternatives hence , and the next after that in England.

may be all very well for a professor, but are too From the great attention that is being devoted

hard for a beginner. on every sideto practical applications ,there appear

We must not omit to mention Prof. Greenhill's hopeful signs that we may be on the eve of a

paper on the theory of the top . An amusingAn amusing renaissance period in the history of mathematics,

episode consisted in the fact that the lecturer had and that the subject, instead of being regarded as

difficulty in arranging the necessary experiments too abstruse for the mind of ordinary mortals, will

in the aula of the university , the use of apparatus in the course of time be acknowledged to be the

in illustrating a mathematical discourse being evi- most useful and popular of all sciences. We

dently a thing quite unknown . The most interest- may yet live to seethe time when the “ consulting

ing point shown by the experiments was that mathematician ” will be called on to give pro

results which could only be interpreted analytically fessional advice on matters mathematical in the

by means of elliptic functions could be made clear same way that lawyers are now employed in mat

to a beginner by means of demonstrations only ters legal . That commerce and trade would

requiring a couple of bicycle wheels . benefit enormously by such an arrangement is a

The exhibition of models, text-books, and appa- fact which at the present time few people can be

ratus was a most interesting feature. The following induced to believe. It is nevertheless true .

items may be mentioned : —Movable models of In connection with the present article the

minimal surfaces designed by Prof. S. Finster. | following papers may be consulted :

walder, exhibited by W. Sedlbauer, of Munich ; F. Klein .--Ueber eine zeitgemässe Umgestaltung

models on the partition of the sphere , also by des mathematischen Unterrichts an den höheren

Prof. Finsterwalder ; geometrical models designed Schulen . (Leipzig : B. G. Teubner, 1904.)

by Prof. Hermann Wiener and exhibited by the Jahresbericht der deutschen Mathematiker -Vereinegung,

Darmstadt Technical College ; the campylograph xiii., 6 (July 19th, 1904) , containing papers by

of Father M. Dechevrens, Leibnitz's calculating Paul Stäckel, F. Klein, A. Pringsheim , &c.

machine (shown by Prof. Runge ) , and experi. (Teubner.)

ments on Auid motion with thick films of liquid of Geschichte der deutschen Mathematiker- Vereinigung.

small viscosity shown by Prof. Prandtl . Von A. Gutzmer, Jena . (Teubner . )

The use of the lantern in mathematicalteaching Exercises in Practical Mathematics. By A. G.

formed the subject ofa paper by Prof. Schilling. Greenhill .

The illustrations included suspension bridges ,

towers, Fourier curves, and , in short , nearly
everything that could be thrown on the screen . A NEW PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL

novel method of demonstration for large classes
APPARATUS.

was shown by Prof. Wiener. He constructs wire
By G. H. WYATT, B.Sc. , A.R.C.Sc.

models , giving the outlines of surfaces or figures,

and then holds them in such a way as to throw a
Emanuel School , Wandsworth Common.

shadow -picture on a screen . By moving the model
HE following selections from the catalogues

about the appearance of solidity is readily shown.
of the various firms mentioned have been

A resolution was passed by the Congress urging
made in view of the special needs of science

the German Government to provide lanterns and
masters in secondary schools.

other apparatus for use in the teaching of mathe

matics in schools . In the matter of text -books , 1.-Physics.

Messrs . Teubner, of Leipzig , and Gauthier Villars ,

of Paris , were the principal exhibitors.
Messrs. Baird and Tatlock ' have brought out a

A word must be said as to the local arrange new form of Leclanché cell , which they call the

ments and social functions connected with the
“ Carporous.” Fig . I shows the construction .

Congress . It was evident on all sides that the
The zinc pole is at the centre , and is surrounded

organising committee had spent a great amount of by, a composite cylinder , porous earthenware in

attention in making the meeting a success , and
side and carbon outside, the intervening space

the entertainments, which included a dinner, a being filled with the depolarising manganese mix

ture. Diminished resistance and an absence of
garden party at Schwetzingen , a river excursion ,

an illumination of the castle, and a kneipe , added
“ creeping " are important advantages claimed for

greatly to the enjoyment of the congress. When
the cell , but complete depolarisation in work is

meetings of this kind are held in England , a
also said to proceed. The latter quality should

hospitality committee generally arranges for a
make this cell of great value , bearing in mind the

small proportion of the members to be put up
simplicity of the Leclanché cell in the matters of

privately. Such a plan would, of course, be charging liquid and absence of fuming .

incompatible with continental social conditions , 1 Baird and Tatlock, 14 , Cross Street , Hatton Garden, E.C.

TH
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In Messrs. Becker and Co.'si lists attention may which cost is reduced by using the lighting fittings

be directed to the protected agate fittings of ba. for the purpose of experimental work onthe part
lances , an important item in school apparatus . of the student. Messrs. Becker issue an illustrated

The balance shown in Fig. 2 ( No. 3009) is likely to pamphlet giving full details of this system .

be in considerable demand, offering protection of We are glad to see that Messrs. J. J. Griffin and

this kind at the price of £2.45 . for the 100 g . Sons, besides many other novelties, now supply

size , the glazed case being included . For schools slide rules at such a price that it is possible to

prepared to expend somewhat more freely, the provide an upper form with a number of them

balance known as the without any great expenditure . The cheapest

“ George Green ," at form consists of a graduated oblong card and a

£3 175. 6d ., is very transparent cellu

suitable. It is strong , loid film . The scale

sensitive to half is in ten parts,

milligram , and is pro- printed both on the

vided with a glass- card and the

fitted case and levelling film , and though

screws . The “ Har measuring but 6 by

row ” balance at £ 12 4 inches, yet gives
will interest some with results equalling

its new rider appara- those obtained by

tus , designed to obviate using a four - foot

the falling of the rider scale .

when used or replaced . cesses which can be

Cheap lens- holders and carried out by this

other items for elemen- slide rule include

tary optical work are multiplication , divi

catalogued. A new sion , proportion, squaring, cubing, and the extrac

pattern Differential tion of cube and square roots. The price is 3s.

Thermometer, in The ordinary form of slide rule in boxwood, 10 in .

which the vertical long and containing the usual logarithmic scales ,

height of the bulbs can be varied , attracts attention may be had for 4s . In Messrs. Griffin's new

with its possibilities. For laboratories in schools Electrical Catalogue we find many attractive

CHIFFIN LONDON

1

CARPOROUS The pro

FIG. 3

Fig. 1 .

M
I
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U
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E
S

A
M
P
E
R
E

PHARRIS & Co
BIRMINGHAM

FIG. 2.
Fig . 4.

lighted by electricity attention is drawn to the

switchboards and Series " system of wiring, in"

pieces of apparatus . Munby's Tangent Galva

nometer ( p . — 3740 , 125. ) , Fig. 3 , is of simple con

IF. E. Becker and Co. (W. and J. George , Successors), Hatton Wall ,
E.C.

1 J. J. Griffin and Sons, Limited, Sardinia Street , Lincoln's Inn Fields,
W.C.
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struction , eminently suitable for school work , one vertically in a wooden frame. The expansion is

striking feature being the manner in which the measured by a spherometer standing on a glass

tangent scale is clearly shown along with the cir- plate supported on the top of the frame. The

cular graduations. A series of Voltmeters and point of the spherometer, passing through a hole

Ammeters (p . 3–3792) , measuring 0-6 or 0-12 drilled in the plate , touches the upper closed end

volts , and 0-6 or 0-8 amps. , should be found very of the metal tube . The temperature of the tube

useful. Either instrument costs 12s . 6d . The is obtained by the thermometer placed in a side

Nernst lamp, adapted for lantern work (3-4538) , opening. The price of the apparatus complete is

if of the large type, costs 198. , while the small £ 1 2s . 6d., and extra tubes of various metals may

type, suitable for enlarging or small class - room be obtained at a cost of 5s . each . Other methods

work , may be had for ros . A most useful collec- of measuring expansion are in use : it should be a

tion of tables is printed at the end of the catalogue. valuable piece of training for a student to use them

Messrs . Philip Harris and Co. have intro- in turn and then to draw his own conclusions as

duced an apparatus designed by Mr. J. Comerton , to their relative accuracy. A useful addition to a

which can be used either as an Extensometer or Boyle's Law Apparatus of the kind generally

Indicator of Relative Diffusivities. It consists of employed to-day, is a Jolly bulb. This allows

a tube of any particular metal through which cold the rate of rise of pressure of air at constant

water, hot water, and steam are passed . The dis- volume to be obtained readily . A convenient

placement of the free end is measured by a lever arrangement for this purpose is catalogued , the

arrangement. To compare diffusivities, pellets of complete apparatus costing 175. 6d .
wax are fixed on the tube at known distances Notwithstanding the great increase of individual

apart , and the times of melting are plotted . This practical work forclasses, some experimental work

is repeated with the tubes of various metals. on the part of the teacher is still required for the

Fig . 4 shows a form of ammeter ( 12s . ) , designed by more advanced pupils who are always very

Mr. j . A. McMichael , which should be found interested in the newer results and arrangements

useful in school work . The current is measured of apparatus. For this reason readers will be glad

by the volume of mixed gases produced per to have their attention drawn to Messrs. Newton

minute, whence the name Minute Ammeter , and & Co.'s' lists . Prof. R. W. Wood's Cyanine

the instrument reads to 3 amps. in tenths . The Prisms ( 1os . ) showing anomalous dispersion can

connections being made, the time is measured be used with any spectrometer. Small size

from the instant at which the acidulated water , Diffraction Gratings ruled on glass with 2,000

pressed upwards by the liberated gases , reaches lines to the inch ( 25. 6d . ) will be welcomed.

the zero of the graduated tube. As pointed out by Nothing could be more convincing to students

the designer , the instrument may be used as an beginning the study of the undulatory theory than

ammeter in any experiment where increase of some practical work with Zone Plates (10s.).

resistance is no drawback . For more elementary These are glass plates on which concentric rings,

classes the Mensuration Models in sets , designed alternately transparent and opaque, arranged with

by Mr. S. Irwin Crookes, will be of great value. their radii proportional to the square roots of the

They are of two kinds . The first are solid and natural numbers, produce the effects of convex

are constructed to show the production of a square , lenses . If the alternate opaque rings are replaced

hexagonal , or pentagonal prism from triangular by a thin layer of gelatine, the waves from these

prisms, and theconsequentdeduction that volume rings are thrown out of phase with those from the
is jointly proportional to the area of end and the adjoining rings to the extent of half a wave

length or height . The second kind are hollow , | length . Such plates known as Phase

and are so arranged that prisms and pyramids reversal Zone Plates ( 10s.), and are used as lenses

upon equal bases and of equal heights may readily for telescopic or photographic purposes - a most

be shown to possess volumes in the proportion of interesting result of Prof. Wood's experimental
three to one . The relations between a sphere, a work. Messrs . Newton make a small apparatus

cylinder , and cone of similar dimensions , are called the " Boyla Tube " (25. 6d . or 3s. 6d.), with

illustrated with hollow models. The terms right which the various “ critical effects in a liquid

and oblique, and their application in the equality may be readily shown either to a group of students,

of volumes, are shown by hollow prisms and or upon the screen .

pyramids of equal altitude . From Messrs. W. G. Pye & Co. comes a useful

Messrs . Frederick Jackson and Co, catalogue substitute for a sextant which they name the

Spring Balances to carry 50 or 100 grams , as well " Anglemeter " ( 12s . 6d.). A metal arc 4 inches

as those adapted for heavier weights . It is not radius is graduated in degrees , over which slides a

always easy to find these small metric balances pinhole sight. The fixed mirror is perpendicular
when wanted . Pullinger's Expansion Apparatus to the arc , and passes through the zero division.

(2473) , is said to give results within o 5 % , and The axis of the arc is indicated by a scratch on the

each experiment may be performed in twenty mirror. The anglemeter is very simple, and even

minutes. The instrument consists of a metal where sextants are in use could with advantage be

tube , through which steam is passed , supported employed for preliminary training in the use of

are

99

а

1

1 Philip Harris and Co. , Ltd. , Edmund Street , Birmingham .

2 Frederick Jackson and Co. , 14 , Cross Street , Manchester.

1 Newton & Co. , 3 , Fleet Street , E.C.

? W. G. Pye & Co. , " Granta Works," Mill Lane , Cambridge.
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the more complicated and delicate instruments . A are preferable to the older form of gas tubes , for

simple Magnetic Balance is shown in Fig. 5, in they require no clamping, and more readily allow

which two magnets, one fixed and the other examination of the gas collected . Laboratory

balanced at its middle point , are placed alongside Mats for hot flasks, etc. , are priced so cheaply

two scales. The tendency of one magnet to be ( 35. per hundred) that many, to whom the cost of

displaced from its horizontal position is counter- cork mats was a hindrance, will be glad to have

acted by a small weight sliding along its length . their attention drawn to the newer form . The
The position of the poles of the magnets under same firm announce a Standard Barometer, on

experiment having been determined, they are Fortin's principle, at the low cost of £3 75. 6d .
placed vertically one over the other, and the The diameter of the mercury column is 0-25 in . ,

equilibrium position of the sliding weight obtained. and a double vernier reads to o'oi in . or o'i mm.

With this balance Mr. Hibbert, the inventor and A useful Glass-tube Cutter , shown in Fig . 7 , is

patentee, shows how ( 1) to compare two magnetic introduced by Messrs. Griffin & Sons. The tube
poles, (2) to measure the intensity of a magnetic being placed in the V -shaped arms , the cutting

field , ( 3 ) to compare current strengths , (4 ) to test wheel is lowered till it just touches the glass ,

Coulomb's law , and ( 5) to obtain the absolute which is then rotated . Any size tube may be cut,

value of poles in c . g . s . units . and the wheel , if worn , may be replaced by

W.G.
PYE

& .02

Fig . 6.

FIG . 5 .

another at a small cost . Prof. Sydney Young's

improved Still Heads are supplied at a low price

( Is. 6d ), and will furnish the means of making a

valuable experimental exercise to a student in

a higher form . The results obtained are so exact

thatthe student can more clearly grasp themean

ing of fractional distillation than is possible with

a

II .-CHEMISTRY.

Messrs. Brewster, Smith & Co. have intro

duced a handy piece of apparatus in the Midget

Furnace (4s. 6d .), Fig . 6. It consists of a Bunsen

burner with a sliding cover to the air hole , the

effect of which in controlling the admission of air

is to allow a variation in the flame from the silent

condition to that in which “ roaring ” takes place .

An iron support for crucibles , anda conical hood ,

complete the arrangement .
The temperature

of the flame is sufficient to melt thick copper -wire

in half a minute , and a crucible rapidly attains a

bright red colour at all points . Ramsay furnaces ,

Weston's modification , for heating combustion

tubes over ordinary burners, are supplied by

Messrs. Brewster , Smith & Co. with either fixed

or movable arms : the latter should be useful, as

also a self -lighting burner for the lecture table .

Measures graduated in c . c . and in English fluid

measure, clamps which can be attached to the

edges of benches or shelves, and a new form of

screw clamp for burettes or flasks, are among the

novelties in this firm's catalogue .

Graduated gas-jars with ground flange can be
had from Messrs . A. Gallenkamp & Co.% . These
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FIG . 7 .

apparatus giving vaguer results . The firm

announce a new form of clamp, which is capable

of supporting apparatus of a large range of

dimensions, one-third of an inch up to three

inches or more.

Messrs . Philip Harris & Co. are supplying a

1 Brewster, Smith & Co., 6 , Cross Street , Finsbury Pavement , E.C.

2 A. Gallenkamp & Co. , Ltd. , 19-21 , Sun Street , Finsbury Square, E.C.
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new form of deflagrating spoon, free from cork of what is said does not concern us as school

where the stem passes through the brass disc , and masters . We may mention Plutarch's injunction

fitted with a movable bowl. Hoffman's Clip is that fostermother and nurse should be chosen

a new form capable of considerable extension , and judiciously , since the infant's tender mind easily

appears to be especially suitable for supporting receives and retains impressions. The foster

V-tubes , since the pressure can be made almost mother's children, too, should be of good character

negligible . The estimation of carbonic acid in and should speak pure Greek and speak distinctly.

carbonates has given rise to many contrivances in The danger of bad associations is great , for, as

the arrangement of the flask and necessary tubes. the proverb says , “ Live alongside a cripple and

A furthernovelty is exhibited in Whiteley's flask , you will learn to limp."

in which the lower half is divided into two equal When of suitable age , the boy must be provided

parts , one to contain the acid and the other the with a “ paedagogus ,” and Plutarch ridicules the

carbonate . The same Alask could be used for usual method of selection . The ablest slaves are

metal and acid in displacement experiments when made farmers, traders or stewards , while the

measuring the volume of gas liberated ; the acid drunken and the gluttonous , fit for no occupation,

and metal being kept apart until the stopper is are considered worthy to be entrusted with the

replaced in the neck of the flask , and the clip on care of young boys. Even morore important is

the rubber tube opened . In the case of reactions the choice of teachers . They ought to be men

proceeding with great rapidity , the advantage of unblemished life , unimpeachable character,

is obvious. and first - rate scholarship . This is a point which

surely does not at the present time require to be

emphasised, but it is interesting to note thatat

the Renaissance Erasmus insisted on a similar

standard : otherwise there could be , he felt, no

reform of education .

PLUTARCH ON EDUCATION . Plutarch next pours scorn on those fathers who ,

to oblige a friend, employ this or that schoolmaster,
By WILLIAM MURISON , M. A.

however ignorant or worthless ; and on those who,
Senior English Master, Aberdeen Grammar School .

while accumulating wealth , grumble at the expense

of good schools and allow their sons to remain

LUTARCH of Chaeroneia in Boeotia , who uneducated . When these turn to vice or crime,

lived from about 50 to about 120 A.D. , was the fathers repent their folly and learn too late

highly popular with men of letters in the that the source of perfect manhood is a proper

sixteenth century . Not to multiply instances, education . This leads to a panegyric on education

Scaliger called him totius sapientiae ocellus ; Shakes- as the beginning , the middle, and the end of the

peare used the “ Lives ” as a source-book for several way to virtue and happiness . All other “ good

plays ; and Lyly incorporated in his “ EuphuesEuphues " | things ” are mean and not worth pursuing. High

an English translation of the “ Essay on Educa- birth comes from one's ancestors ; wealth is the

tion ” which we are now to consider . “ Essay " gift of fortune and may quickly vanish ; fame is

seems the most suitable term , since the work is unstable ; beauty , health and strength are fleeting

neither systematic nor exhaustive, and is more and frail . Education alone is immortal and divine .

literary than scientific in method. Still it gives | Intellect and reason form the highest part of man's

us an interesting glimpse of the great moralist's nature , the part which fortune, calumny, sickness,

mind when directed to the problem of the forma- leave unimpaired ; which becomes young by grow

tion of character ; and , as Prof. Woodward has ing old ; and to which time, the thief of ali else,

pointed out, it strongly influenced the educational adds rich experience . With this eulogy of educa

views of Erasmus and other Humanists . tion as the origin of virtue we may not altogether

In the opening sentence the theme is stated : agree , but we should never let ourselves or others

“ How are free -born children to be trained to lose sight of the fact that complete , or even partial,

become good and worthy citizens ? ” This lofty lack of education is a serious barrier to material,
aim finds an echo in Milton's description of “ a mental and moral progress.

complete and generous education " as " that which The training necessary to accomplish Plutarch's

fits a man to perform justly, skilfully and magnani- aim must be pure and sound , far remored from

mously all the offices both private and public of silly make-believe ; for to please the many is to
peace and war." displease the wise . As an example of foolish

Plutarch first deals with the choice of a wife, method , Plutarch gibbets the demanding of extem

a topic , however, which does not nowadays fall pore harangues from mere lads. The injudicious

within the scope of education . He holds it essen- selection of subjects for school essays may supply

tial for the child to have good parents, since the modern analogue , which , like the extempore

perfection of character is attainable only through harangue, induces the spinning of empty verbiage,

a happy conjunction of natural abilities, rational because , forsooth , so much space must be covered .

instruction and regular practice. By various It is , in Milton's words, “ a preposterous exaction,

illustrations we are shown how these three must forcing the empty wits of children to compose

co-exist if perfect virtue is to be reached. themes, verses and orations, which are the acts

Nursing is next discussed, but here again much of ripest judgment and the final work of a head
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filled, by long reading and observing , with elegant Like Quintilian, Plutarch abhors corporal

maxims, and copious invention.” punishment. Employ exhortation and reasoning,

Free - born children, then , should pass through the he says , not blows . Flogging befits the slave, not

ordinary school curriculum . The kind of instruc- the freeborn , and makes the pupil hate his tasks .

tion is not specified , but Plutarch evidently means Far more effective is a mixture of praise and

that usual in the day schools of Greece - boarding blame,

schools were of course unknown-viz . , reading, Some fathers foolishly overload their children

writing , a knowledge of the chief poets , music and with studies and allow them no relaxation . Here ,

mathematics. Note the omission of natural sciences as elsewhere , there should be moderation ; and

and foreign languages. Plutarch does not attempt
nature's universal law of alternate labour and rest

to devise an ideal scheme : he is content with the should be observed . A father is well advised not

system in use . He is persuaded that after all it is to content himself with handing over his son to

not the machinery that is the vital part in educa- “ paedagogus " and teacher , but to see that they

tion , but the ability and the character of the do their duty. The value of oversight is shown.

teachers. by the proverb, “ Nothing íattens the horse so

As it is impossible to be perfect in everything , much as the king's eye."

pupils should learn the ordinary branches cursorily ,
Plutarch , like his contemporaries, gives greater

and devote their best efforts to moral philosophy, prominence to memory than we do. He calls it

the sovereign study . Philosophy, says Plutarch ,
the storehouse of education , and recommends that

is the only remedy for the weaknesses and suffer- it should be diligently exercised in youth to

ings of the soul. Philosophy shows us what is increase the power of one naturally strong and to

beautiful, just, desirable, and what is not . Philo.Philo. | strengthenstrengthen one naturally weak . He reminds

sophy reveals to us our duty to gods, parents ,
fathers how useful memory is in the business of

elders, laws , strangers, rulers, friends , wives, life . The remembrance of the past should be a

children , and slaves. Philosophy teaches us how
lesson for the future .

to bear prosperity or adversity , how to act in any Boys ought to be kept from foul language ; for,

circumstance of life. as Democritus says , “ the word is the shadow of

To appreciate the unique position assigned to
the deed .” They must learn to be affable and

philosophy by the moralist we must remember courteous, to bridle temper and tongue, to restrain

that in his time ethics had to a large extent taken
their hands. Above all , they should be taught to

the place of religion . To -day we go to the other speak the truth . It is necessary also to keep boys

extreme and neglect philosophy, mental and moral, from the company of wicked men , especially

as a subject for general study. This neglect en
flatterers . For some of their wickedness will

tails , it seems to me, a loss which neither language adhere to the boys , and flatterers are the worst

nor mathematics nor science can make good . corrupters of youth .

But it is no mere studious recluse that Plutarch Nor is it in boyhood only that a father should

would portray . His ideal comprehends politics
watch over his son . Plutarch wisely calls atten

as well as philosophy, his practice did the same ;
tion to the critical time of incipient manhood. A

for he took his share in the municipal duties of
child's faults are comparatively small and are

his native city . The perfect man ,combining the easily remedied. A stripling will sometimes break

life of the statesman spent in his country's service
into vice and even crime. Thoughtful fathers

and the life of the philosopher spent in calm con
will therefore exercise double care ; by instruction

templation , Plutarch finds in Pericles of Athens , and advice , by threats and entreaties, by making

Archytas of Tarentum , Epaminondas of Thebes. promises and showing examples , they will lead

The body, however, must not be neglected . their sons to ways of temperance and discretion.

Accordingly the boy should be sent to the gym Fathers , however, should not be too harsh : let

nasium , where he will acquire not strength alone
them remember that they were once young them

but also grace of movement. Gymnastics must
selves . Some faults of youth are to be pardoned,

neither be overdone nor allowed to hinder other others ignored ; and in punishment mercy should

parts of education . As an important element in season justice. Plutarch recommends marriage

bodily training Plutarch recommends military as a steadying influence on a young man , but here

drill, javelin throwing, archery and hunting. he goes beyond our restricted notions of education .

How very modern his words sound when he Above all , it is of supreme importance that fathers

declares it to be a matter of supreme concern in set their sons a good example to turn them from

time of war for a country to possess citizens
base deeds and shameful words .

endowed with sturdy physique and trained to In conclusion, Plutarch recognises that his

arms.

scheme
may fail owing to the conditions of human

At this point someone is supposed to interject, existence and the frailty of man's nature . Perhaps,

“ But how can people of moderate means pay for
he says, to compass all this is the dream of a

this ? You are thinking only of the rich ." Plu- visionary: even to carry out part of it requires

tarch replies that he wishes all to share in this good fortune and great care : but accomplishment,

education , but if poverty prevents anyone, let
he is confident, does lie within the power of

fortune not Plutarch be blamed. Nowadays with
mankind.

endowments and State aid we have another way
It will be observed that the essay deals exclu

of meeting the difficulty.
sively with boys. Yet Plutarch must not be

No. 70, Vol. 6. ]
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classed among the opponents of the higher educa- " which is scientific in method , rationalistic in spirit,
tion of women . He did not , indeed , sketch a and utilitarian in purpose , is to find some effective

scheme for them , but in another essay , entitled .agency for cherishing within us the ideal.” . " That
" Marriage Precepts," a wedding present to is,” he went on to say, “ the business and function

Pollianos and Eurydice , we get a hint of his of literature." And if of literature—we may draw

views on this point. Remembering the importance the inference at once-then , for the mass of those

he attaches to the earliest stage of a child's life, we who pass through our secondary schools , of English

need not be surprised that he advocates similarity literature. He would indeed be a bold defender
of studies for men and women . Eurydice should of the classics who should assert that , as they have

share in her husband's study of philosophy . She commonly been taught in our schools , they have

has the right to say to him , “ Thou art my guide, to any large proportion of boys been found an

philosopher and teacher in the noblest and divinest effective agency for cherishing within us the ideal."

things .” A woman who knows geometry will be No doubt they have been this , in a manner and to

ashamed to dance. A woman who has fallen
a degree hardly attainable by any other means , to

under the spell of Plato and Xenophon will turn a those who have persevered long enough to gain

deaf ear to the charms of Thessalian witches and from them their best fruits . But such sympathetic

laugh at their promises to fetch the moon from the comprehension of the spirit of ancient literatures

sky. If women are left without education, their seldom comes except after long and patient study,

minds will generate many monstrous devices and and not always then ; every one of us has known

passions. Plutarch tells Eurydice that not for her admirable classical scholars who seemed to have

are the pearls and the silks of the rich : she is to acquired little or nothing of the finer “ humanities "

seek the ornaments of a Theano or a Cornelia . with all their proficiency. It is surely not an idle

Thus her life will be full of honour and happiness . dream that English literature, which can be under

For she will share , not perhaps in the roses of stood and enjoyed without any long and minute

Pieria , but certainly in the fruits which the Muses preliminary training, could be so taught as to be

bestow on the lovers of education and philosophy. “ an effective agency for cherishing the ideal” in a

Complete justice cannot be done to Plutarch in much larger proportion of Englishboys and girls .

a summary account such as this ; but enough, I But it is not the first time that the opportunity

hope , has been said here to show that , though has been given ; and we shall do well to remember

inclined to sacrifice other parts of education to how hopelessly it was missed when it occurred some

philosophy, he fully appreciated a sound training thirty odd years ago. In the widening of the

and was thoroughly practical in aim and method . curriculum of studies in secondary schools the

claims of English literature were not forgotten.

But little trouble seems to have been taken , except

by a gifted or enthusiastic teacher here and there,

THE NEW REGULATIONS FOR to make the new study a success. There was

SECONDARY SCHOOLS. little thought about devising new methods. The

methods traditional in the study of classical texts
English LANGUAGE AND LITÈRATURE .

were taken over . The study of English literature

By J. H. FOWLER, M.A.
was made linguistic , grammatical, archæological .

Clifton College.
There was seldom any large consideration of a

writer's thought and outlook upon life. The text

HE Board of Education have had a great was seldom read in quantities great enough for any

opportunity, and it is most gratifying to grasp of a subject, any interested pursuit of an

find that they have not missed it . No author's drift ; it was studied , as in the case of the

defect is more patent or more serious in English Latin and Greek classics , line by line and word by

secondary education than our neglect of our own word . And over the whole study fell the shadow

language and literature . From the merely utili- of Anglo- Saxon , chilling and blighting all literary

tarian point of view , we have made the grievous enthusiasm in teacher and taught. Small wonder

mistake of not teaching our pupils the correct use that those who love English literature best are

of that instrument which they will have to use all often the first to shake their heads at any fresh

their lives for their thoughts , their business , their proposals for teaching it in school .

intercourse with others ; and scientific observers It is evident-especially from the paragraph

like Prof. Armstrong have only too abundant about annotated texts , to which I shall recur — that

reason for their complaint against the schoolmaster the Board have kept in sight the rock on which the

that he has signally failed to make the teaching of old attempts to teach English literature were niost

English composition of any practical use as a frequently shipwrecked, and that they have done

preparation for technical studies and as a mental their best to warn us against it . On the whole, it

discipline . see !ys to me that the first draft of regulations does

From the patriotic point of view , we have been as much for the teaching of literature as regulations,

foolish in neglecting our own literature as we have positive or negative, can be expected to do.lt

been foolish in neglecting our own history. From would pass the wit of any Board to invent regula

higher points of view our indifference has been tions on this subject that could not be perverted to
still more lamentable. " The great need in a mischievous use . The English lesson , as Mr.

modern culture," said Mr. John Morley in 1897 , P. A. Barnett has said , is “ at once the test and

THE
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the opportuuity of the good teacher." One say , of the sixth -form stage . An intelligent sixth

shudders to think how the “ suitably graduated form boy is quite capable of understanding, with

series of exercises ( Repetition , Meanings , and Use a little guidance, the right and wrong uses of

of Words, Analysis, including Parsing, Para- a commentary ; and though even at this stage ,

phrase, Abstract or Précis, Composition , or whether in Classics or in English , I am inclined

Essay) ” may still be made, in a hundred schools , to prefer a plain text for teaching purposes as

the means of alienating boys and girls from the a rule , I hold it an excellent plan occasionally

literature they should be stimulated to love . Yet to initiate the pupil, when a specially good edition

these exercises are all excellent in their way, and offers the chance, into the use of a commentary

there is no more dulness inherent in them than is for himself.

inevitable in the patient and systematic study of (4 ) . The exercises suggested are all good if

any subject whatever. Yes, the “ test ” of the rightly used ; and the requirement that sets of

good teacher is happily his “ opportunity " also. corrected exercises and model exercises shall be

Let him seek a stimulus for his work in the kept for inspection will enable the Inspector to

thought that it would be so fatally easy for him to keep the teaching on the right lines. With

do it badly ; and let him , at the same time , take regard to “ meanings and use of words , ” one may

comfort in the assurance that , if he really cares for hope that this will not be interpreted by school

literature himself-if it really is for him, too, " an masters as “ meanings and use of uncommon or

effective agency for cherishing the ideal " -he will obsolete words." It is the study of these, in plays

find some way of communicating his enthusiasm to of Shakespeare or elsewhere, that has brought

a portion of his pupils. reproach upon English literature as a school

To pass briefly in review the four points on subject. What is wanted, of course, is to give

which Inspectors are to be asked to report :- the pupil an intelligent comprehension of the

( 1 ) The “ application of a test on admission to precise value of the words with which an educated

the course at the age of twelve is worthy of note . Englishman may be expected to be familiar. A

If it is made a reality , it will mean the devotion of good exercise coming somewhere between the two

more time to English in the early stages than has recommended exercises of paraphrase and précis

commonly been given. But one foresees a prac- is the following :

tical difficulty : teaching in English will be given Read aloud to the class a striking passage from

in forms, not in special sets , and it is far from easy a good author , and then let them write down the

to impose a test in any one subject on admission substance of it , not altogether forbidding them to

to a form . use the remembered phrases of the original , but

( 2) The timerequired is certainly not excessive discouraging anything like unintelligent repro
when the importance of the subject is considered . duction.

But it is adequate , or at least would be, if only As the " suggestions for a four-year course

teachers would remember that every lesson they expressly stated to comprise only “ a few speci
give ought to be at the same time a lesson in mens of the numerous texts which may advan

English . tageously be studied," little criticism is necessary .

( 3 ) The desire of the Board to leave “ freedom All the texts are good , and suitable to the four

and wide scope " in regard to methods of teaching stages . But as the publication of any list at all
is eminently wise at this stage. After a few is likely to give a considerable bias in favour of

years' experience the Inspectors of the Board will books which appear upon it , I should like to see it

be able to make more definite suggestions than enlarged in future issues . To the first year I

can profitably be made now . Teaching in this should like to add Kingsley's “ Heroes ;." to the

subject may be expected to improve rapidly if second , the poems of Campbell, some of Plutarch's

once it is taken up widely and seriously , and the Lives , and Lorna Doone ; to the third , the

Inspectors will soon be able to compare the third book of the first series of the Golden

results obtained from different methods and advise Treasury, containing the best poems of Gray,

accordingly. I may be permitted, perhaps, to Cowper, Collins, and Burns ; ' to the fourth,

mention my own belief in the advisability of Hales' Longer English Poems, Carlyle's " Heroes, "

a combination of methods- of reading one text Ruskin's “ Crown of Wild Olive," and some of

each term at a rapid rate with an eye chiefly to the essays of Leigh Hunt and De Quincey.
the large questions , whilst another text , or a small

portion of the same text , is treated in a minute The Circular issued by the Board of Education

fashion. As to the placing of elaborately anno
reads as follows :

tated texts in the hands of the class , I am entirely In the New Regulations for Secondary Schools the Board of

of the Board's opinion. It is to be observed that Education require in each school a Course of General Instruc

their regulations are concerned with students tion , including the English Language and Literature (apart

between the ages of twelve and sixteen . Pupils
from History and Geography ), and extending over four years .

at this stage cannot be expected to use notes
In order to facilitate the adoption by secondary schools of

wisely , or to realise the importance of getting
systematic courses in English , the Board think it desirable to

indicate in outline the points to which the attention of their
a grasp of the whole before they study the

inspectors will be directed , as regards :
separate parts . I believe, and have elsewhere

( 1 ) Granting approval of the course, and

stated ny opinion , that annotated texts may very
( 2 ) Taking the course into consideration in estimating

usefully be placed in the hands of senior pupils, the efficiency of the schools.

are
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Year of Age at

Course. Entry
Texts : Poets Texts : Prose Authors .

1 . 12-13

English Ballads. Church's Stories of the Iliad,

Lays of Ancient Rome. Odyssey, Aeneid .
Hiawatha . Stories of King Arthur.

Selected
Poems, mainly Tales from the Northern

lyrical ( 1.8 ., Children's Sagas (e.g., Burnt Njal,

Treasury ). Asgard and the Gods ).

Tales from the Faërie Queene

Stevenson's Treasure Island,

Morris' Story of the Glit

tering Plain .

II .
13-14

Scott (6.g., Lady of the Scott (e.g., Talisman , Ivan

Lake ; Lay of the Last hoe, or Legend of Mont.

Minstrel). rose ).

Longfellow ( e.g., Evange. Southey's Life of Nelson.
line and general selec- Prescott (selections from Peru

tions ). or Mexico ) .

Selected Poems (2.g. , Lyra Voyages and Travels.

Heroica , or Poems of

England ).

III .
14.15

Each school desiring the approval of the Board for its

course in English should be prepared to submit a course pro

viding :

( 1 ) A series of texts or selections graduated in difficulty ,

such graduation to depend not less on the method

of handling the subject than upon considerations of

language and subjectmatter .

( 2) A suitably graduated series of exercises (repetition ,

meanings and use of words, analysis including

parsing , paraphrase , abstract or précis , composition

or essay) connected with the language and subject

matter of the text .

Inspectors will be asked to report :

( 1 ) As to the stages of instruction attained by the

pupils on their entry upon the course .

The application of a test in the subject of English on

admission to the course is desirable , and records of the results

of such tests should be kept .

( 2 ) As to the number of hours or periods available per

week for the subject.

The time allotted to English , apart from grammar , should

not be less than three periods (of which one may be home.work ) ;

an additional school period is desirable for grammar, though

it is not essential that the grammatical teaching should be con

centrated in a single period .

( 3 ) As to the texts prescribed for study in each of the

four years of the course .

Texts or portions of texts should be planned out for each

term ; and , where circumstances permit, one Text a term may

usefully be taken . As to length of text studied, no definite

instructions are given by the Board, since the extent of ground

to be covered cannot be considered apart from the amount of

detail corresponding to the method of teaching adopted, or

from the exercises and the like set forth in section 4 below .

The Board desire to leave freedom and wide scope to schools

with regard both to texts and to methods of teaching , but

would strongly urge schools not to provide elaborately annotated

texts for the use of the scholars .

(4) As to the exercises connected with the Text and

sulject matter.

The following exercises may be suggested :-(a) Repetition

and reading aloud , (6) meanings and use of words, (c ) Analysis,

including parsing, (d) Paraphrase, (e) Abstract or précis, (F)

Composition or essay . It need hardlybe said that not all the

exercises here suggested should be used in each month or even

in each term ; but each should be used from time to time.

Under each of the headings except (a) a set of corrected

exercises worked by the elass should be kept for the inspectors'

use , and it is desirable that under headings ( d ) and (e) model

exercises should be provided and kept in a like manner.

Shakspeare (Julius Cæsar ; Macaulay, Biographical Es

Midsummer Night's says.

Dream ; or Select pas. Scott (e.gi , Waverley, The

sages and scenes. ) Antiquary, or Old Mor.

Milton (shorter poems). tality).

Tennyson (Idylls of the

King ).

Gray (Elegy ).

Goldsmith ( Traveller and

Deserted Village), and

Coleridge (Ancient Ma.

riner ).

Wordsworth (simpler

poems).

Macaulay, Essays or History

Chapters I. and U.

Burke (Reflections on the

French Revolution ).

Selections from the Spec

tator .

Ruskin (Sesame and Lilies ) .

IV.

Shakspeare (Historical

Plays or Comedies).

Milton (Paradise Lost ,

Books I , and II . )

Spenser (Faerie Queene,

Books I. and II . )

Wordsworth ( selections).

Tennyson ( selections).

Morris' Earthly Paradise
( selections ).

Golden Treasury ( First or

Second Series ).

15-16

EDUCATION AT THE CAMBRIDGE

MEETING OF THE BRITISH ASSO.

CIATION .

By G. F. DANIELL , B.Sc.

SUGGESTIONS FOR A FOUR - YEAR COURSE IN

ENGLISH IN ILLUSTRATION OF THE FOREGOING .

I
The following Scheme is intended to indicate in rough outline

some of the texts already in school use which may be so com

bined as to form a four-year course. It may also serve as a

sample of the particulars which , with due allowance for local

conditions ( i.e., examinations taken , proficiency of staff, etc. )

should be submitted by every secondary school seeking the

Board's approval of its Course in English .

The Board desire it to be clearly understood that the details

in the appended Scheme are given merely by way of illustration ,

and are not to be regarded as comprising more than a few

specimens of the numerous texts which may advantageously
be studied .

In each year of the course poems or passages should , after

study in the class , be prescribed for learning by heart ; some

of these may serve also for recitation . In exceptional cases of
scholars with weak verbal memories, some other exercise con

nected with the text may usefully be substituted .

T had been anticipated that Cambridge would

attract a large gathering, and , as a matter of

fact, this anticipation was realised to a degree

which strained the local resources.

The Section of Educational Science was well

attended , and the presence of workers from France ,

Germany, and all parts of the United Kingdom ,

was a notable feature of the gathering. The

M.P. , the county councillor, the university pro

fessor, the conference headmaster, the inspector ,

and the humbler teacher were all there , and con

tributed to the discussions . The sexes were about

equally represented in the audience, but the
speakers were nearly all men , a fact to be

regretted .

The following list of officers and programme of
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events may interest readers who were unable to be " scientist as from that of the “ humanist ."

present : That so much more attention was given to admi

President of the Seclion .-- the Right Rev. The Lord Bishop
nistrative than to pedagogic questions is natural

of Hereford . at the present time, and it is a matter for con

gratulation that the British Association , through
Vice- Presidents. —Prof. H. E. Armstrong, Mr. Oscar Brown .

its Educational Science Section , affords a platform
ing , Rev. H. B. Gray , Dr. Keynes .

where such problems can be publicly discussed
Secretaries. – Mr. W. M. Heller ( Recorder) , Prof. R. A.

without party or sectarian influences, or with such
Gregory, Dr. C. W. Kimmins, Mr. J. H. Flather.

influences reduced to a minimum . We have had

Thursday, August 18th . - Address by the President. Miss
another refreshing reminder that the Sir John

E. E. C. Jones — The Present Educational Position of Logic
Gorst of the British Association is a different

and Psychology. Dr. Joseph de Körösy - Comparison of the
being from the last of the Vice- Presidents of the

Intellectual Power of the two Sexes. Rt . Rev. Gerald

Council . The ' attendance of members of local

Molloy—The Teaching of Experimental Science in Irish Se.
education committees is at present small, but is of

condary Schools.

good omen . The more such attendance grows the

Friday, August 19th . - Mr. J. H. Leonard-Specialisation in
better ; there could hardly be a better opportunityScience Teaching in Secondary Schools. Lieut . -Col . G.

for those on whom such novel responsibilities areMcKinlay - Realistic Arithmetic. Discussion on School Certi .

ficate Schemes, with special reference to the proposals of the
placed to meet and discuss with professors and

Consultative Committee of the Board of Education . In this
teachers of all grades the educational needs of the

time .

connection a report was read by Prof. Armstrong , and a paper
Of individual contributions to the proceedings,

by Canon Bell was read by Dr. Gray. The speakers included

Sir Alfred Rücker, Mr. E. Gray, M.P. , the Rev. R. D.
the President's address was by far the most im

Swallow , Dr. Mangold ( Berlin ), Principal Griffiths, Sir Oliver
portant . The Bishop of Hereford , in the course

Lodge, Mr. Fordham (Vice- Chairman Cambs C.C. ) , Mr. Oscar of an extended survey of the position of elemen

Browning, Miss Cooper, Dr. Gray , Dr. Roberts, Mr. Mollison ,
tary and secondary education in England , directed

Mr. Flather, Mr. Fitzpatrick and Mr. Cloudesley Brereton, and
attention to many of our shortcomings. Most

the Chairman uttered some criticisms at the close . In the after readers of The School WORLD will admit the

noon an address was given by Mr. A. D. Hall on the Need of truth of the Bishop's warning , that there is the

Scientific Method in Elementary Rural Instruction . danger that at the lower end of the social scale ,

Monday, August 22nd.- Discussion on National and Local through overcrowding, we may lose the corpus

Provision for the Training of Teachers. Opened by papers sanum , at the other end that we fall into “ the idol

from the Rt . Hon . Henry Hobhouse, M.P., and Mr. H. Ma- worship of athleticism , the depreciation of the

The speakers included Mr. Gray, M.P., Mr. G. F. intellectual life, and the loss of the mnens sana.”

Daniell , the Rev. W. T. A. Barber , Mr. Culverwell , Dr. The address points out how, in the elementary

Ernest Cook (Chairman of the Bristol Education Committee ), school, classes are far too large for the stimulation

Principal Griffiths, Sir John Gorst , Mr. J. L. Holland, M. of the faculties of the individual child , and how

Havelaque ( Inspector -General of Public Instruction in France ), wasteful is a system which allows a child's educa

Miss Walter, Herr Mangold , and the Chairman . In the after- tion to be stopped abruptly at the age of twelve .

noon an address was given by Prof. H. E. Armstrong on the Local authorities need to be convinced that “ ex

Research Method applied to Experimental Teaching. penditure on popular education higher than ele .

Tuesday, August 23rd.--Discussion upon Methods of impart- mentary is a wise economy, and that their bread

ing Manual Instruction in its broadest sense in the various types cast on educational waters will come back to them ;

of schools . Opened by a paper from Sir Philip Magnus. Other not after many days , but very soon and in their

speakers included Mr. Geo. Fletcher, Mr. Millett , Mrs. Marvin ,
own homes.” A Treasury grant to aid local taxa

Prof. Armstrong , Mr. Oscar Browning, Miss Cooper and Miss
tion for secondary education would act as a stimu

Taylor. Interim Report of the Committee on the Courses of
lus . The President passed some severe comments

Practical, Experimental , and Observational Studies most suit on preparatory schools , and urged that a license

able for Elementary Schools, presented by Mr. Hugh Richard
should be required for every private school of

Report of Committee on the conditions of health
whatever kind . (The writer of this note suspects

essential to the carrying on of the work of instruction in
that Dr. Percival is unaware of the great improve

Schools, followed by a discussion on Hungry and Exhausted
ment in preparatory schools that has made some

Children , ” opened by Sir Johr. Gorst, M.P.
of them the most efficient members of our educa

A perusal of the above shows that linguistic tional machinery.)tional machinery . ) Hoping great things from

studies received scant attention, a serious defect registration , the Bishop called on the higher

for which — in the writer's judgment — those inter- members of the teaching profession to give their

ested in language - teaching are most to blame. personal adhesion to it as a part of their duty to

The character of the programme is necessarily their profession. On the relative merits of board

determined by those who take an active share in ing and day - schools , on the age for entering Ox

the work of the Section , and unless the invitation ford or Cambridge - the address suggested seven

held out by Prof. Armstrong at Glasgow , to the teen or even sixteen — there will be diverse opinions;

protagonists of classical and modern language not so , however , with regard to the improvement

extension, meets with a fuller response, the bias of in teaching English history and literature , and the

the meeting will continue on the scientific and ability to write English , as to the desirability of

manual side. Such a one- sided development is which we all cordially agree .

undesirable , as well from the standpoint of the From the discussion on School Certificates "

can,

son.
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a consensus of opinion emerged in favour of the

teacher taking an essential part in the examination ,
THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY

with external inspectors to standardise . The Con
SCHOOL TEACHERS AT THE UNI

sultative Committee's recommendations were gene
VERSITIES.

rally approved , but it was observed that the
IX . — THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH .

financial problem had been evaded or ignored , and

there is some danger that the vested interests of HE practical training of teachers for employ.
established examining bodies may stand in the ment in public and secondary schools has

way of reform .
been carried on by the University of Edin

The principal conclusions to be drawn from the burgh for several years. Although the Chair of
discussion on the “ Provision and Training of

Education was established as far back as 1876 ,

Teachers " were : (1) that expensive buildings are it was not until 1892 that education , its history ,

worth little in comparison with competent teachers ;
theory , and practice , was definitely recognised as

( 2 ) that existing supplies are running short ; a subject qualifying for graduation in Arts . Since

( 3) that localisation of teachers is undesirable. then the attendance at the class of education has

And that the remedies are ( 1) treatment of train gradually increased until at the present time the

ing as a national matter ; ( 2 ) universities to be
number of students attending exceeds 120, and

the centres of training ; ( 3) better pay for teachers, these , almost without exception , are preparing

with prospects of promotion . to fit themselves to become teachers in public

Even from this brief summary it will be clear (elementary), secondary, or private schools. Soon
that the meeting at Cambridge was a very busy

after 1892 , a scheme for the practical training of

one , and that the pic - nic element was quite sub- secondaryschool teachers was inaugurated and

sidiary . This is as it should be , but it should not

be forgotten that one of the most useful functions

organized by Professor Laurie-the late distin

guished occupant of the Chair - and the number

of these annual gatherings is the renewal of friend

ships, the meetings with former colleagues, and
of students taking advantage of the course has

the opportunity for seeing and hearing in the Aesh

from year to year increased.

many whose acquaintance one has only made

During the past year a further extension and

development of the system of practical training

hitherto through the medium of print .

The weak point in the organisation of the

was rendered necessary , owing to the increased

demand for facilities of training , and to the

Educational Section—which , it should be remembered , is only three years old — is that sufficient expressed desire of many school authorities that
-

provision is not yet made for deciding the subjects be undertaken by the University in as thorough a

the training of the secondary school teacher should

beforehand and for advertising their nature . The
a

manner, at least , as that of the elementary -school

permanent committees appointed to deal with teacher by the various training colleges . This

definite inquiries can hardly be said to have won development is of a two-fold nature . The first

their spurs, but we may reasonably hope for good

results from the Committee on Studies for Elemen

aim of the scheme is to bring the various institu

tions charged with the training of the teacher into

tary Schools, towards whose work a grant of £20 co -ordination with the University . This has been
has been made .

effected by the University recognising certain in

The Association meets in South Africa next

year , and at York in 1906. It is to be hoped that
stitutions as furnishing in whole or in part an

efficient course of practical training, and by the
the experiment of a “ Press Bureau ” will not be University in conjunction with these authorities

repeated , as , although the Educational Section issuing a joint certificate testifying to the fitness

suffered most, all Sections must have felt the
of the candidate for employment in public or

farcical inadequacy of its arrangements. But
while mention is made of one or two defects in the

secondary schools. The second part of the ex

tension of the scheme has been the selection of

hope of helping to remove them , the general im special schools at which candidates preparing to
pression made on the writer was that the natural

become teachers of particular branches of study
and traditional attractions of Cambridge, the
variety and great interest of the subjects, the

must attend, and receive instruction in the teach

gatherings distinguished alike in numbers and

ing of those subjects to which they alterwards

intend to devote themselves.

qualities, were enhanced by the kindness of our

hosts and the courtesy of the officials. Since the qualifications, especially in regard

to scholarship , necessary for the obtaining of the

Schoolmaster's Diplomaof the University of Edin

burgh differ in some respects from those of the

With the opening of the educational session , 1904-5 , the
various English universities, it is necessary to

courses of lectures and classes in subjects of a higher commercial
state carefully the nature of the qualifications

education , organised and conducted during the past three

sessions by the London Chamber of Commerce, will be co
demanded . And first, as regards the scholarship

ordinated with the work of the City of London College, and be
qualification . The diploma granted to teachers

continued under the direction and in the name of a Joint Board ,
is of two grades. The general diploma is open to

consisting of representatives of the London Chamber of Com . graduates in Arts or Science of a British university

merce , the City of London College , and the London County or of any other university recognised by the Senate

Council .
and the University Court. Further, candidates
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preparing to take the Secondary Schoolmaster's with the general diploma for teachers readily find

Diploma must either be graduates in Arts with posts in the junior departments of secondary schools

Honours in one of the recognised Honours schools, and in the higher -grade departments of the ele

or be graduates in pure Science . The latter degree mentary schools . The qualifications necessary ,

is reckoned equivalent to and is recognised as an therefore , for the obtaining of this diploma are :

Honours degree in Science . As regards the ( 1 ) Each candidate must be a graduate in Arts

Honours degree in Arts, there are at present or Science of some British or other recognised

established in Edinburgh six schools or depart . university .

ments of study, viz . , classics , mathematics, modern ( 2 ) Must have attended a full course of instruc

languages, English, history, and philosophy. As tion in the theory and practice of education in the

a rule, a student may take the ordinary degree University of Edinburgh. This course extends

in three years ; but if he wishes to obtain the over the winter session , includes the study of

Teachers's diploma, the course should extend over the history, theory and practice of education,

four years ; the concluding year being devoted to and embraces over 100 lectures on the various

the study of history and theory of education, and subjects.

to the course of practical training at one of the (3 ) Must have attended the practical course at

recognised institutions . In the case of candi- one of the recognised institutions , and must obtain

dates preparing for the Secondary Schoolmaster's a certificate that he has duly performed the work

diploma, the Honours course of study should at of the course .

least be spread over four years , the fifth year being (4 ) Must pass an examination both in the theory

devoted to the study of the theory of education , if and practice of education conducted by the pro

this has not already been included in the student's fessor of that subject and the external examiner

course of study, and to attendance at the various appointed by the University Court."

schools selected and recognised by the University For the Secondary Schoolmaster's diploma the

as furnishing facilities for the practical training of practical training extends over a continuous period

student -teachers. of one year . Candidates for this diploma must, in

From this it is evident that the University of addition to taking the practical course of training
Edinburgh aims at supplying the demand for for the general diploma, spend a third term of ten

teachers with higher qualifications as regards | weeks in one of the recognised and selected

scholarship than the purely Normal-College trained schools . At present four typical schools have

teacher . in every case, the diploma is granted been selected , and in each of these schools eitherIn

only to graduates in Arts or Science . (It is to the rector , or the head of the department con

be noted, however, that the normal colleges in cerned, in conjunction with the Professor of

Scotland send many students to the universities, Education , supervises the work of practical train

and thus the better students of these colleges ing , and is recognised by the University as the

combine a university course with a training college master of method in the particular subject or sub

curriculum to graduate before entering on school The schools at present recognised are the

work . ) Further, as regards secondary - school Royal High School , for students preparing to be

teachers, the standard of scholarship demanded is come teachers of classics ; Heriot's School , for

high , only graduates with Honours in Arts or students preparing to become teachers of science or

Science being eligible for the diploma of this mathematics ; George Watson's Boys' College, for

grade. students preparing to become teachers of English

or history ; and George Watson's Ladies ' College ,

As regards the practical training of the teacher , for students preparing to become teachers of mod

this also falls to be considered under two heads. ern languages. In every case the school has been

The candidate preparing for the general diploma selected either on the ground that it makes a

must attend for six months (eight hours per week) special feature of the teaching of the particular

at one of the institutions selected and recognised subjects , or on the ground that the rector or
by the University as furnishing a course of practical head of the department is one of the acknowledged
training , and must in addition receive the Univer authorities in the city as regards the methods of

sity certificate that he has duly performed the work teaching of the particular subjects.

of the course . The institutions at present recog- Thus, each candidate preparing to take the

nised are : the Church of Scotland NormalCollege secondary -school teacher's diploma must ( 1 ) be

School and the United Free Church Normal a graduate in Arts or Science with honours of some

College School. The rectors and masters of British or other recognised university ; ( 2 ) must

method of these institutions supervise the work have attended the class of education in the Uni

of training in conjunction with the University versity of Edinburgh ; ( 3 ) must have attended for| 3

authorities, and each candidate for the diploma can

present himself for the practical examination only i In the case of students taking both their degree and the Teacher's

after having received the joint certificate of both diploma at the University of Edinburgh , the total cost of the course , in

clusive of class and examination fees, is under £35 . Candidates of Scottish

bodies . At present this diploma is recognised by birth or extraction may, if eligible , obtain payment of their class fees from

the Scotch and English Education Departments as
the Carnegie Trustees, * and in this way the whole course may be taken ata

cost of somewhere about 612. In the case of graduates of other univer .

qualifying for employment in public schools . As sities , the class and examination fees for the year of study and training

yet , in Scotland , there exists no scheme of regis
necessary for the obtainment of the diplomaamounts to £ 775.

* The Secretary , Merchants Hall, Hanover Street , Edinburgh, will, upon

iration for secondary - school teachers, but graduates request, supply information as to the conditions of eligibility.
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six months the practical course of training for
CONVERSATION -ASSISTANTS FOR

candidates preparing to take the general diploma ; FRENCH AND ENGLISH SECON

and must in addition spend a third term of ten
DARY SCHOOLS.

weeks in one of the selected schools . Only when

these conditions have been fulfilled can the candi
HE ideal system of modern language pro

date present himself for the examination for the
fessorships and masterships is for them to

diploma.?
be held by an Englishman and a native

Women students who wish to prepare them
conjointly—the Englishman to take the version ,

selves for the work of teaching may also attend

the practical course of training at St. George's thème, dictation and conversation . A further step
literature and grammar, the native to take the

Training College , Edinburgh. In the case of
in the direction of this ideal will be one of the

graduates, the course of training at this college consequences of the recent successful holiday

is recognised by the University as qualifying for course for foreigners held at the University of

their general and secondary schoolmasters' di London . It is proposed that the Board of Educa
ploma. But St. George's Training College also

tion and the Ministère de l'Instruction publique
provides facilities for the training of non -graduating

should arrange for an exchange of conversation
candidates , and students wishing to prepare them

assistants. These assistants will be under the

selves for the work of teaching may be admitted
superintendence of the modern -language master

to this college on giving evidence that their scholar
in the schools to which they are appointed. They

ship is of such a nature as to qualify them for the will converse with the boys sent to them for two

work of teaching. All students of St. George's hours a day ; and in return will receive free board

are required to attend the University class in and residence if appointed to a boarding school, or

education, and in this way combine the theoretical an equivalent in salary if appointed to a day
instruction of the University with the practical school .

course of their own college. The number of It has been found best to send boys to a con

candidates admitted each year is limited , and , versation master two or three at a time ; thus the

as a consequence , each student receives a con discipline difficulty is got over . When the assistant

siderable degree of individual attention from the has come to know the boys and has proved that he
various mistresses of method. The fee for the

can obtain good work out of them , more than three

year's course of training at St. George's is twenty- can be sent at a time. Those boys who are about

one guineas.
to present themselves for an oral test in modern

The examinations for the diploma are held twice languages, which should be a compulsory part

a year-in April and October. Candidates must
of every examination , would be taken separately

pass in the theory and history of education before for six weeks previous to their examination. Ex
they can present themselves for the practical ex- cellent results can be thus attained . It is obvious

amination , which is held three times a year , viz . , that great care must be exercised in the first choice

in April , June , and October . The papers set to of assistants, for on their suitability the success of

candidates are the same as for the pass M.A. the experiment will depend. Many English head

degree , with the addition of a third paper ; but masters know little of modern languages, and are

the standard required for the diploma is much still apt to reckon them as equivalent to drawing ,

higher than for the degree pass . As a rule Scot- music and drilling, in educational value . It will be

tish candidates include education as part of their
difficult to persuade a headmaster of this type

degree course, and thus combine both the degree to receive a foreigner into his school, even on the

and the diploma examination in one . advantageous terms we have mentioned . But if

The Arts programme, which may be obtained the foreigner is not very capable, the system will be
upon application to the Clerk of Senatus, Ma. damned in his eyes for evermore. The best men

triculation Office, Edinburgh, gives full informa to choose would appear to be licenciés - ès -lettres who

tion as regards both the theoretical and practical are preparing for their doctorat or agrégation . But

courses necessary for the obtaining of the diploma. would they come for a year au pair ? It would

be worth the while of the Board of Education

1 For students who take both their degree and the Teacher's diploma in to consider whether, in order to get the right

the University, the total cost of the course varies from £ 40 to 650 in accord

ance with the time taken . Students , if eligible , may obtain payment of the men at first, it should not add some small salary to

class fees from the Carnegie Trustees, and in this case the totalcost will
these posts.amount to something under £ 15. Candidates from other universities pro

posing to take the Secondary Teacher's diploma may do so at a total cost The following abstract of documents preparedof Logs.

2.On application to the Principal, St. George's Training College , 5, Mel.
by the Board for publication should be of service

ville Street , Edinburgh , a prospectus giving information regarding the to masters who may desire to take advantage of
various courses may be obtained .

the scheme, which should do much to strengthen

the entente cordiale between the two countries .

The Consultative Committee has recommended to the Board

of Education that the establishment of supplemental registers ENGLISH ASSISTANTS IN FRENCH LYCÉES.

be postponed until the teaching of the subjects proposed for the Though not taking any part in the regular instruction of the

supplemental registers has been further organised in connection pupils , the assistant will be regarded in all other respects as the

with general education . The Board of Education have accepted colleague of the professeur. Ile will be lodged and boarded at

this recommendation, and for the present no further steps will the institution to which he is attached . He will have a room to

be taken to establish such supplemental registers.
himself and take his meals with the répétiteurs ; and his main
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duty will be to conduct small conversation groups of five or six he be constantly insisting on full sentences. Rapidity is to be

pupils. The assistant should bimself possess a good English the keynote of such exercises , and their aim an effective use of

accent, free from peculiarities , and take special care to secure conversational forms .

proper intonation of the sentence from his pupils . As an Though these assistants are not members of the staff, and not

example of the kind of difficulty which the French student more than two hours' work a day is to be demanded of them ,

experiences , it may be mentioned that , while in the English their services will necessitate some remuneration. In boarding

sentence there is a strong and clearly graduated word -stress , in schools it would probably be sufficient if arrangements could be

the French sentence the word -stress is level , and also that , made whereby they should be boarded and lodged in one of the

while in English the pitch is generally lowered at the end of an boarding houses . In schools where such an arrangement is not

affirmative sentence , in French it is raised in a manner ana- possible , either from the fact that they are day schools or for some

logous to that of an English question . other reason , it would be necessary to offer such salary (say from

Outside the stated hours of work (about two hours daily ) | £60 to £75 ) as would cover the cost of board and lodging.

the assistant is left perfectly free, and he will have ample Headmasters who are willing to co - operate and to employ

opportunity for pursuing his own studies in French . such assistants are requested to communicate with the Director

In University towns all University lectures will be thrown of Special Inquiries and Reports, Board of Education Library,

open to the assistant free of charge. They may in all cases St. Stephen's House, Cannon Row, Westminster, S.W.

attend all lectures and classes in the Lycées. The masters will

be requested to give them full explanations as to the methods

of teaching employed. These opportunities for a comparative

study of methods, notably with regard to the teaching of the

mother tongue , so efficient in France , may afford a valuable
ON THE UTILISATION OF LOCAL

training in pedagogics .

Candidates for such posts should preferably be graduates of
MUSEUMS , WITH SPECIAL REFER

ENCE TO SCHOOLS .
some British University, and should forward their application to

the Director of Special Inquiries and Reports , Board of Educa . By the Rev. W. JOHNSON, B. A. , B.Sc.

tion Library, St. Stephen's House, Cannon Row, Westminster,

S.W. , enclosing testimonials as to character, capacity and The selection of this subject for discussion is probably due

teaching experience, and a medical certificate of health . It will to certain remarks made at the Southport meeting last year,

also be necessary for each candidate to have a personal interview when it was hinted that the local museum was often the dump

with the Director at his office. ing ground of curious finds for which room could not be pro

vided by the discoverers, instead of being the centre of living

FRENCH ASSISTANTS FOR ENGLISH SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
interest and new growth . I presume the Association regards the

local societies as feeders, and therefore puts on us the duty of

Modern language instruction to be effective is now seen to

demand a greater degree of continuity in teaching than was at
laying the foundation of the scientific habit , and of providing

one time thought necessary. Nevertheless there are many the means of satisfying the longing for more insight into nature.

ways in which such a young foreign teacher may give valuable
It will be at once apparent that the subject has certain limita

tions . We must confine ourselves almost entirely to the

assistance . His main usefulness will lie in the direction of
natural history side of science study, partly because the

immediate contact with the boys in order to develop their

powers of conversation . In the ordinary class work the con
general interest of workers lies there, and partly because the

versational aim must always be strictly subordinate to the
local museums lack storage room for specimens suitable for

illustration of the other branches.

instructional ; and the limits of the time- table will hardly ever

more than suffice for the methodical acquisition and effective
In discussing the question of “ the Utilisation of Local

Museums, " in connection with the science work of our school ,

command of that organised knowledge of the language which it

is the aim of the instruction to secure. For this side of the I lay down the following propositions: ( 1 ) a great amount of

work there would be little advantage to be derived from the
material lies buried in local museums ; ( 2 ) it needs proper

description and exhibition to make it available for the use of
substitution of a young foreigner for the experienced English

teacher, nor would the French Government consider the condi
young students ; ( 3) it is very desirable that local natural history,

tions as satisfactory where a definite share in this instruction
rather than general science , should be illustrated and studied in

this connection .

was assigned to the assistant . Such an arrangement would not

only impose on him a very considerable amount of preparation
Collecting, merely for possession of a collection , has been

and curtail too largely his own opportunities for study, but it
sufficiently disparaged without our adding another word of

would also divert his energies from their proper sphere, viz. , the
condemnation . When a young student approaches a specimen ,

development of the conversational powers of the boys.
a mere label is often quite inadequate to attract and inform

To this end he should be employed to conduct small “ conver
him . Therefore, it is necessary that a more or less detailed

sation groups ” of five or six pupils , and it will generally be
description , with drawings of separate parts , should be placed

found desirable to limit these groups to boys over fourteen .
with the specimens , side by side , in order that there may be no

Attendance at these exercises should be quite voluntary and
mistake. The method adopted in the Natural History Museum ,

regarded as a privilege and in some measure as a reward for
Cromwell Road , London , is , in my opinion , most effective to

good progress in the ordinary class work . In these groups the
this end. There, the admirable handbooks, issued in each

work should be made as little formal as possible . It should be
section , are taken , paragraph by paragraph, and each statement

constantly borne in mind that it is not intended to convey to the
made in the whole description is represented by a real object by

pupils fresh knowledge, nor even , primarily, to practise them in
its side, so marked by coloured papers, arrows and guiding

that which they have already acquired. The chief object is to
lines , that a student who works through the cases in succession

induce the boys to talk rapidly on subjects within their grasp in
follows a natural sequence of treatment under a scientific guid

a manner which is not possible in the class - room . The assistant
I have often thought that local museums have ſailed in

will guide the conversation , but not control it too rigidly , by
1 A paper read at a Conference of Delegates of Corresponding Societies

means of a regular succession of question and answer ; nor will of the British Association, Cambridge, August, 1904.

ance.
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developing the scientific habit because they have given undue resorting to a definite place for the solution of his difficulties.

prominence to what is special or rare. Now a beginner wants It would make the museum the centre of distribution for much

help in identifying what is common or elementary , and when , useful knowledge, whereas it is too often a swamp in which the

on going out on his field -days, he discovers none of the rarities streams of knowledge lose themselves. If we could ensure , on

displayed in his museum , he is too apt to think that none of his the part of the teachers, a definite acquaintance with the con

work is worth the trouble , or to be checked at the start in the tents of the museums, it would be easy for them in the course

proper classification of his work . of their lessons to refer their pupils to specimens which more

Having made it my aim to visit local museums wherever fully illustrate the matter under discussion , and thus the grafting

possible , I am able to speak at first hand of the hopeless con- of one upon the other would be effected . I am not quite sure

fusion which misleads and repels in spite of the abundance of whether it would be better to depend on the curators of the

most valuable material . Some Yorkshire museums need imme- museums (or of sections of the museums) for the descriptions or

diate reclassification and arrangement. demonstrations, or to attempt to put this on the teachers of the

I would propose that each town should have a strictly limited schools. The advantage of the former way would be the

collection of the natural objects which are commonly found in intimate acquaintance with the subject and with the specimens

that area ; that the flora and fauna should be separate ; that of the museum ; of the latter a better acquaintance with the

the district in which each is to be found should be indicated ; students and their powers , and probably a better aptitude for

that , in the case of the flora , the months during which the plants imparting knowledge due to professional training . If, as is , I

may be found should be added , and that detailed descriptions believe , the case of the Curator of the Leeds Museum , these

by competent persons should be attached ; that in every museum qualities can be found combined in the curator, I should have

there should be a large geological map of the area, with suit- no hesitation about entrusting the whole of the work to himn .

able vertical sections, showing the connection between the I imagine that one of the greatest difficulties likely to be met

underground conditions and the variety of the life on surface. with in the uulisation of our museums will be that of continuity

I should like to see in each museum a collection of the of work , for iſ frequent changes take place in these offices the

natural orders of plants, pressed specimens obtained locally , development of the work must suffer from want of sequence.

and easily accessible to individual students, in order that the It would probably be wise to secure, if possible, the attention

Aora of the district might be within the knowledge of each boy and care of the science teachers of our schools . We should

and girl educated in the area. So, too , with the rocks . There

curators.

thus gain the double advantage of a definite interest in a

should be a complete series of hand specimens of rocks illus- science , and a definite interest in the schools which are using

trating the succession of strata in the neighbourhood, and , if the museum and the course of work. The increasing number

the rocks are fossiliferous, or capable of economic use , then the of science teachers is a guarantee of a continuous supply of

fossils should be associated with the rocks, and the economic

products exbibited and explained. Each section should be Especially do I think it advisable and desirable that a course

kept in its own room for separate use. of, say , four or five lectures should be given during the winter

This small teaching collection need interfere in no respect at holidays on the elementary laws of meteorology, with an

all with the general purpose of the museum as the receptacle of explanation of the instruments which are used for obtaining

the objects of interest of all kinds , but would ensure, to all who weather records, both how they are made, and how they are

wished it , a proper start on right lines , and would engender in used, together with the chief corrections which are needed to

them a keen desire to proceed to a wider knowledge of that ensure an accurate result . In many museums these instruments

branch which interests them . are accessible to the public, and a knowledge of their use ought

Now comes the question whether we should take the speci- to be common property .

mens to the classes in schools, or take the classes to the speci- There appear to be in connection with museums few rooms

mens in the museums. Personally, I am all in favour of the which are capable of accommodating a class of students for

latter. I have watched with interest the growth of the demonstrations. This is an obvious defect, if anything more

latter plan in Leeds, where excellent results appear to be than individual work is to be attempted, and one of the first

accruing from the admirable lectures and demonstrations of the improvements to be effected by our Museum Trustees will be

curator of the Leeds Museum , Mr. Crowther . But apart from the provision of such rooms with lanterns , screens and lecture .

the evident success of this scheme, it would teach the young room appliances adequate for the proper accomplishment of

student to regard the museum as the centre of his work , and this work .

having been taken there by his teachers for the work of a course, I ought to say one word as to the cost of this new

he would soon be found there on his own account, searching for development. Many of the curatorships of our museums are

himself answers to questions which have arisen from his own honorary, and some carry a mere acknowledgement of work

work , and every museum would become the training ground of done. We all like to think of education as so attractive in

a new set of investigators . It may be asked when can time be itsell and so far producing in our pupils a thirst for more

found for all this ? And that really is a serious question . l'et knowledge, gained in a freer and larger way than is possible

there is a good answer. During the winter holidays, afternoon in schools. Moreover, we wish the museums to be the centres

demonstrations could be given in every centre without dislo- of diffusion of knowledge and the meeting place of kindred

cating any time table , and , as there is, I believe , a strong spirits. There appears to be no good reason to be urged against

tendency to reduce the demands of " home lessous, ” a course of the view that the State should , for services of this kind well

evening demonstrations during term could be no heavy infliction rendered , provide an adequate sum for recompense , and it

on the children , and would be welcomed alike by them and should be possible for our local authorities to hand over an

their parents.
adequate sum to the trustees of local museums which are

Now , presuming we have the contents of our museums in willing thus directly to help forward and expand the higher

order , so reduced in number as not to be bewildering , and so science teaching of our schools, corresponding control being,

definitely described as to be intelligible, we should easily be able of course , in every case given for the proper disbursement of

to get the young student to take interest in them . By taking the assigned money. This work is , at any rate , as well worthy

our classes to the museum we should, at any rate , teach him the of this support as are free libraries, or municipal bands, or art

way to the museum . It would accustom him to the idea of galleries , to which , of course , I have not the slightest objection .
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Summing up my points , I should like the great interest in

nature study which has lately sprung up to be linked definitely

with the museums, that these may help the movement and in

return be helped themselves ; that the provision made by

curators should be wisely curtailed and definitely directed ; that

the professional instinct and pride of the science teachers should

be called upon to assist in a great work ; and that the success of

the movement should not be imperilled by the premature up

rising of the false economist, who has had no opportunity of

seeing what other nations can do and who wishes to appraise

the value of any work by its immediate value in current coin.

Seniors.- Plato, “ Apology " ; or Demosthenes, Olyn

thiacs ” ; Homer, “ Iliad XXIV . " ; or Euripides, “ Medea ."

FRENCH : -- Juniors.-- Mérimée, “ Colomba ."

Seniors. - Mérimée, “ Colomba ” ; Augier, “ La pierre de

touche . "

GERMAN :- Juniors.-- IIauff, “ Das Wirthshaus im Spes

sart " (omitting " Das kalte Herz " ).

Seniors.-- Goethe, “ Iphigenie " ; Freytag, “ Die Journa

listen .”

HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY LOCAL

EXAMINATIONS.

Set SUBJECTS FOR DECEMBER, 1905 .

This summer, the Empire of Austria celebrated its hundredth

anniversary, and we are reminded of the curious circumstances

of its creation . Till 1804, there had been in Western Europe

but one Empire, that which dated from Augustus , which ihrough

chances and changes had outlasted every other institution but

the Christian Church . And now a Corsican upstart wished to

pose as the successor of “ Charlemagne," and with ignorant

confusion of titles intended to call himself Imperator Francorum .

Whereupon the chosen head of the Foly Roman Empire, as if

forgetting also the meaning of his own title , began to call

himself Hereditary Emperor of Austria. So began Emperors

of -- this place or that . Never before in official documents had

the word Emperor been followed by a possessive . In two

years more the old Empire practically ceased to exist , and the

world has since been “ Romeless .” It has no centre, even in

name, and is vainly seeking a substitute in Papacies , Hague

Conferences and international treaties of arbitration .

:

1

46

9 )

RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE : - Preliminary.- (a ) St. Mark ;

(6 ) II . Kings i . - xvii .

Juniors.- (a) II . Kings ; ( 6) St. Mark ; (c) The Acts of the

Apostles, i . - xvi .

Seniors.-- As Juniors .

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE : -Preliminary. : --

Scott, “ Lay of the Last Minstrel,” Introduction and Cantos,

i . - iii . ; or (d) Church , “ The Story of the Odyssey ” ( a por.

tion ) .

Funiors. - Shakespeare , “ Twelfth Night ” ; or ( c) Scott ,

Lay of the Last Minstrel ” ; or (d ) Scott , “ Ivanhoe."

Seniors. --Shakespeare, “ Twelfth Night.” Milton , “ Sam

son Agonistes.” A paper of questions of a general , not a

detailed character , on Shakespeare, “ Macbeth " ; Scott , “ Ivan

hoe ” ; Tennyson , “ The Princess ."

History , GEOGRAPHY: -- Preliminary.- History of England .

The paper will consist of three sections on the periods (a ) 1066

to 1485, ( 6) 1485 to 1603 , ( c ) 1603 to 1714 respectively. Candi

dates may if they wish select questions from all three of the

sections , or may confine themselves to two or one of them .

Geography. Great Britain ; and general Geography.

Juniors.- ( a ) History of England . The paper will consist

of three sections on the periods ( a ) 1066 to 1509, (6 ) 1509 to

1688 , (c) 1688 to 1832 respectively. Candidates may if they

wish select questions from all three of the sections , or may

confine themselves to two or one of them ; or (6) Outlines of

the History of the British Empire from A.D. 1763 to A.D. 1878 ;

or ( c) Outlines of Roman History from B.C. 510 to B.C. 266 .

Geography. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland , and Alrica .

Seniors.- (a ) History of England . The paper will consist of

three sections on the periods (a) 55 B.C. to 1509 A.D., ( 6) 1509

10 1714 , (c) 1714 to 1867 respectively . Candidates may if they

wish select questions from all three of the sections, or may

confine themselves to two or one of them ; or ( 6 ) History of the

British Empire as Juniors ; or ( c) Greek History from B.C. 431

to B.C. 359.

Geography as Juniors.

LATIN :—Preliminary. - Cæsar's “ Helvetian War, ” adapted

by W. Welch and C. G. Duffield ( Macmillan) .

juniors.---- Cæsar, “ de Bello Gallico I.” ; or Virgil , “ Aeneid

11. "

Seniors.-- Livy V. 1-40 ; or Cicero, “ Pro Murena " ; Virgil ,

Aeneid II." ; or Horace, “ Odes I.”

GREEK :-Juniors.--Xenophon , " Anabasis IV ." ; or Eu

ripides , “ Medea " (omitting lines 96-212 , 410-444 , 626-657 ,

819-860, 971-996, 1076-1110, 1246-1289) .

The war between Russia and Japan is having its effect on

sea -borne commerce. Merchants in England as well as else .

where are understanding from practical experience the meaning

of the phrases “ war risks ” and “ contraband . ” Leaving to

them the discussion of such questions as arise for daily solution ,

and the problem of maintaining or abandoning our direct com

merce with the “ Far East," we remark how ambiguous Inter

national Law is on many questions of real urgency. What is ,

and what is not , contraband of war ? What may and what

way not be done to a neutral vessel ? Such questions seem to

have no authoritative answer . And in the absence of law ,

and of any central power to enforce its rules if there were any,

each Power does what seems good in its own eyes , subject only

to the views another Power strong enough to enforce those

views. Thus , is International Law , law at all ? It is an old

question , and is connected with a larger one . What is law ?

But the present circumstances are showing us that , in some

matters at least , there is no authority among the nations—and

therefore, properly speaking , no law .

THERE is a proposal to adopt for India a time standard such

as is in use for Europe and the United States of America . It

is interesting as one of the signs, in these scientific days , of the

growing unification of a community. As yet there have been

different time standards for the Bombay, Madras, Calcutta , and

Rangoon districts , suited to their respective longitudes , and

adopted naturally and without reflection , for their local needs.

But now that the various parts of our Eastern dependency and

the various semi-independent states are becoming connected by

railway and telegraph , it is desirable , even if not absolutely

necessary, that there should be uniformity in clocks and

watches. Yet, so large is the area covered by the word " India "

that two such standards are necessary. For the country from

the Himalayas 10 Ceylon , the time is to be fixed 54 hours east

46
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of Greenwich ; for Burma , 6} hours east of the same. Thus, in

chronology, as there are the United States of Europe, and of

America , there will be in future the United States of India .

Are these things typical of further unity ?

6

“ When we advised His Majesty to put in His Majesty's

most gracious speech from the throne, " a certain sentence , “ we

were using no vain phrase , but we meant precisely what we

said , and ” you " may rely upon our doing, & c .” How old forms

survive in the British constitution ! That constitution has been

two or three times in history set aside in favour of “ written

constitutions,” based more or less consciously on theories , but it

has in each case been revived with all its anomalies, and has

undergone only such changes as can be described as “ remedies

for grievances. " So, in form , the members of the cabinet still

do but advise the king how to make his speech , but it is the

ministers that carry out the measures which His Majesty is

advised to promise, and , while the king can do no wrong, the

ministers , by whose advice he acts , are responsible for the results

of such action . In what does that responsibility consist ?

Board of Education had been approached with the view of

getting improved conditions of the tenure of office of assistant

masters ; but the reply of the Board to the joint propositions

of the two associations of headmasters and assistant - masters bad

not been of a satisfactory character. The Board had been

asked to receive a joint deputation in regard to the tenure

resolution adopted by both associations in January last ; but , in

a reply to Canon Bell , the Board expressed itself as not at all

satisfied that the main object of the resolutions -- the imposition

of restrictions on the power of a headmaster to appoint and

dismiss assistant -masters- would , iſ generally adopted, work for

the benefit of secondary schools. Legislation would be necessary

in order to carry the resolutions into effect, and little hope was

given that such action would be taken at present . Moreover,

“ the duties proposed to be thrown upon the Board would not

merely entail expenditure of time and money, but would be of a

very delicate and difficult character , and the Board , on the

general ground as well on account of the labour and expense

involved , could not at present undertake their discharge. "

The Council of the Association is, however, strongly of the

opinion that for the consideration of such an important subject

it is necessary that the Board should receive a joint deputation

and hear fully the arguments of both parties . The executive

committee has , therefore, been authorised to take measures to

bring the matter further under the attention of the Board .ITEMS OF INTEREST.

GENERAL.

An attempt to solve the problem of the relation of Evening

Continuation Schools to day schools has been made by the

Recreative Evening Schools Association in a Bill which was

brought into the House of Lords towards the end of the last

session by the Bishop of Hereford. In his evidence before the

Royal Commission on Primary Education ( 1888 ) , Dr. Paton,

one of the hon . secs . of the Association , mentioned several

respects in which the scheme of State education was unsatis

factory. In particular, he pointed out that , though a child is

allowed to leave school at the latest when twelve years of age,

the Factory Acts prohibit his regular employment as a wage .

earner until he has attained the age of thirteen . The inter.

vening period he rightly considered one of great danger to the

youth . Dr. Paton's remedial measures are embodied in the

Bill referred to above. It would allow a local education

authority to (a) fix the minimum age for total exemption at

thirteen , ( 6 ) make total exemption in the case of a pupil who

has not reached the required standard of attainment conditional

upon his attendance at an evening continuation school until he

is sixteen or reaches the required standard , (c ) make partial

exemption similarly conditional, ( d) make twelve the minimum

age ( under certain conditions of attendance at an evening

continuation school ) in the case of boys who have definite

agricultural or horticultural employment. The raising of the

minimum age from twelve to thirteen would , of course , mean

the raising of the standard of attainment , and we agree with Dr.

Paton in his contention that one great advantage of this would

be “ that it will make the whole course of instruction fuller and

more thorough, and more truly educative."

GOVERNMENT Departments, as a ruie , cannot be accused of

undue haste in the despatch of business , but the Board of Edu

cation has lost no time in expressing its views on the recom

mendations of the Inter- Departmenial Committee on Physical

Deterioration . ( See " A National Code of Physical Training," by

Dr. C. E. Shelley, School World, July, 1904. ) In a circular

letter , dated August 22nd , after mentioning the sources whence

the Report and Syllabus referred to may be obtained , the Board

of Education proceeds to point out several important findings of

the Committee, with a commendation of them “ 10 the earnest

consideration of your Authority. ” It is intended that all train

ing -college students shall be qualified to give instruction on the

lines laid down in the Report, and the Board wishes all existing

teachers 10 have facilities afforded them for gaining this qualifi

cation . Furthermore, it considers that the Syllabus should be

adopted in all public elementary schools as soon as is reasonably

possible. The Board of Education circular gives us the impres

sion that it is in an undignified hurry, for some reason or other,

to have the recommendations of the Committee put into actual

practice , but , even merely as a sign of the times, we welcome

this example of official enthusiasm .

SEVERAL subjects of prime importance to the teaching pro

fession were considered at a conference in connection with the

Association of Assistant - masters in Secondary Schools held at

Leeds on September ioth , Mr. G. F. Daniell , Chairman of the

Association, being in the chair . At a meeting held before the

general meeting the Council of the Association approved the

scheme for the proposed federation of secondary teachers, each

association retaining its individual organisation and the incor

porated association having representation on the council of the

federation . At the general meeting the Chairman said the

At their meeting in August the members of the Executive of

the National Union of Teachers discussed the regulations for

secondary schools . Exception was taken to the early age

eight or nine ---at which children are to be allowed to enter a

secondary school, and general dissatisfaction was expressed at

the official recognition of social prejudice in this country which

apparently necessitates the existence of “ class ” schools. One

speaker suggested that the local authorities should be persuaded

to discourage the teaching of primary subjects in secondary

schools, and another member averred that the preparatory sec

tions of secondary schools were doing the same course as chil .

dren in board - schools ; which statement, we are sure , is some

what exaggerated . The comparatively heavy fees charged by

secondary schools were declared to be altogether prohibitive,

and detrimental to the interests of the children of the working

classes . Finally, it was decided to prepare a memorandum for

the consideration of local authorities .

At the Certificate Examination , 1904, of the Oxford and

Cambridge Schools Examination Board , 2953 candidates for the
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of Geography (Mr. C. R. Beazley) will direct the studies of

those who take up this branch of geography as a special

subject.

Higher Certificate presented themselves, of whom 451 girls

were candidates for Letters only, i.e. , success in at least two

subjects : 1006 Certificates were awarded and 368 Letters given .

Thus 59 per cent of the boys were successful . The chief

sources of failure were :-Greek ( 1026 candidates) , 47'5 per

cent . failed ; English ( 1156 candidates) , 46 per cent . failed .

The history figures are somewhat curious-- 1323 candidates,

1053 passes-a result by no means confirming some recent pro

nouncements on the subject of history teaching in public schools .

The results in the other subjects do not call for special comment.

For the Lower Certificate there were 1066 candidates, 525 of

whom (49 per cent . ) were awarded Certificates . It is interesting

to note that history proved the chief stumbling - block to Lower

Certificate candidates : 45 per cent . of the 847 who offered

history failed. In English and Latin the percentage of failures

was almost the same-about 43 .

The problem of what to do with our children in the holidays ,

which is or should be a serious consideration for thousands of

parents in large towns , has recently been successfully solved by

Mr. Edward Howarth at Stratford. Realising the fact that

probably more than 90 per cent. of the children that attend the

day schools in large manufacturing centres never leave town for

a holiday , but spend their “ vacation ” in questionable diver

sions in streets and alleys with no restraining influence, Mr.

Howarth started a “ holiday school” for 280 boys and girls

belonging to three of the poorest elementary schools in West

Ham . So far as possible the usual educational equipments,

such as desks , slates , and blackboards, were dispensed with , and

a diversified course of instruction and recreation was successfully

completed by teachers and taught equally enjoyably. The prac

tical utility of the scheme may be estimated from a list of

“ subjects,” which includes swimming , modelling , needlework ,

woodwork , painting, bed - making, basket-making, gardening ,

hours of recreation were spent in singing , dancing,

and the like . More local authorities might next year very

profitably emulate the example set by the West Ham Education

Committee in aiding efforts of this kind by the loan of build .

ings , &c. A similar school was conducted by Miss Ethel

Lancaster at Walworth.

whilst many

On Saturday , August 20th , Keighley Mechanics' Institute was

formally handed over to the Corporation as the local authority.

The Duke of Devonshire, in an address upon the responsibilities

that the Corporation had thereby incurred, whilst disavowing

any claims to be considered an educational expert , took the

opportunity of saying a few words upon the objects of the

National Association for the Promotion of Technical and Second

ary Education , with which he was associated . The members of

that Association have pointed out that our industrial success no

longer depends entirely upon our great natural resources , or

"upon the energy and industry of our own people. The applica

tion of science to industry has revolutionised the conditions of

industry, and other nations appear to have realised this fact

sooner than we have , and to have made more adequate provi

sion for the necessary scientific instruction of the industrial

classes. These efforts are having a prejudicial effect upon our

commercial and industrial supremacy. It is , said the Duke,

now recognised that scientific instruction is a necessary element

of our industrial success ; the responsibility for the provision of

such instruction rests essentially with the State . The transfer

ence of the Institute to the Corporation is an act in complete

accordance with his principle of the control by a single Authority

of all branches of Education. The decentralising tendencies

that until recently were in existence have been most unsatisſac

tory , but now , although much controversy , political and religious ,

hampered its eftective working , the Act of 1902 has at least

enabled every parent to know what is the authority which is

responsible in the first place for the provision of the education of

his children during the age of compulsory attendance at school,

and to know that the same authority is responsible for giving to

his children , after that period , the continuous education which

will fit them for their work in life . With regard to this aſter

education the Duke pointed out that the municipal schools will

provide for the children who have attended elementary schools

as good and efficient a training for their future careers as is open

to the children of the richest and highest in the land .

At the meeting of the Trade Union Congress , Leeds, on

September 4th , the following resolution was proposed :- " That ,

with the view of checking the physical deterioration existing

among our population, the Government should at once grant

educational authorities the powers necessary to provide at least

one free meal a day for children attending State schools."

Speaking in support of the resolution , Sir John Gorst said that

at least 90 per cent. of the degenerate children are born

healthy and well nurtured. By far the most important cause of

the present physcial deterioration is lack of sufficient and whole

some food . Starvation is really the ailment from which the

majority of so - called mentally defective children are suffering.

Amongst the other remedial measures that ought to be enforced ,

Sir John enumerated : pure air and water, open -air teaching ,

medical inspection and care. Our readers will be interested to

learn that several members of English municipal bodies recently

visited Scandinavia , and in Christiania had the opportunity of

visiting a public kitchen , whence hot dinners are sent out to the

various schools . More than 7,000 children were fed in this

way last year , those who were able to afford it , 9 per cent . , pay

ing about işd. for each meal.

MANY intending teachers will be interested in the scheme for

the diploma that will be granted by the University of Oxford to

geography students, 1904-5 . Commencing October 24th , the

Reader in Geography (Mr. H. J. Mackinder) will lecture

weekly on “ The Historical Geography of Europe.” The

Lecturer in Regional Geography ( Dr. A. J. Herbertson ) will

lecture ( 1 ) weekly on “ Illustrations of Geographical Method ” ;

( 2 ) twice weekly on “ The Regional Geography of the Southern

Continents ” ; and ( 3 ) weekly on Types of Land Forms. "

Dr. Herberison will , in addition , give practical instruction in

regional geography and in geomorphology, and will direct

a weekly seminar for the discussion of recent geographical

literature . Students of ancient geography will read with the

Lecturer (Mr. C. B. Grundy ), and the Lecturer in the History

IN “ Consider the Children,” by Honnor Marten, seven main

contentions are brought forward :-(a ) Infants should not attend

school under five years of age . ( 6 ) All children who need it

should be fed . (c) There should be medical inspection of

all elementary schools. (d ) Corporal punishment should be

abolished. ( e ) Greater caution should be exercised in sending

young children to truant and industrial schools. (s ) Teachers

should receive a broader training . ( 8 ) Only secular teaching

should be given under the education authority . In the present

state of educational matters in this country several of these

reforms are counsels of perfection, but Miss Marten makes out

a good case for each of them in the statistics , &c . , that she quotes .

Especially informative are the chapters on Compulsory Con

tagion, and Mental Repletion and Bodily Starvation .

9It will be remembered that the Admiralty , about three years

ago , decided to dispense with competitive examinations for

cadetships in the Navy. In the September Cornhill the policy
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is declared , by Mr. Arthur Benson , to be eminently satisfactory,

and its success is calculated to influence the methods of entry

into the Civil Service generally .

Africa will be beneficial in iis far-reaching effects. We would

urge our readers to procure the pamphlet for themselves. The

cost is Is .

SCOTTISH .
THE 70th annual report of Bootham School , York , Natural

Ilistory , Literary and Polytechnic Society, is to hand . The

editor has to deplore the loss of interest in natural history in the

school , due, we are informed , to the growth of popularity of

other hobbies, notably photography and the workshop. The

report contains an interesting account of the out-of- school occu

pation of the boys at Bootham .

We have received from the Board of Education “ Regula

tions relating to the Examinations of Blind Candidates for

Teachers' Certificates,” and “ Regulations and Syllabus re

lating to the Examination of Blind Candidates for admission

into Training Colleges for the Blind , ” both for 1905 .

THE Australasian Schoolmaster has commenced its twenty

ninth year of publication with its issue of July 20th . Mr.

Crook's article , " A New Method of Teaching English

Composition,” which appeared in the June number of The

SCHOOL WoRLt), is reprinted . We learn , from other sources ,

that the article has attracted much attention .

The report on secondary education in Scotland for the year

1903-4 is , on the whole , a very encouraging record of progress ,

and is of special interest as being the last which will be issued

under the signature of Sir Henry Craik . The managers and

governors of higher schools , it is stated , are yearly taking a

breader view of their duties and responsibilities, and are

seeking to adapt their schools to the advancing requirements

of the time. In some cases , however, it is pointed out that the

premises of the secondary schools do not compare favourably

with those of primary and higher grade schools , the standard of

which in recent years has been greatly raised . One of the most

disappointing features in the report is the evidence proving the

statement that pupils are withdrawn from school at an age too

early to benefit by the liberal educational facilities that have

been provided. The only remedy for this lies in the growth of

a more enlightened public opinion . It is not uncommon to see

comparisons drawn between the results achieved by secondary

schools in Scotland and in Germany. Such comparisons, it is

rightly contended , are altogether unfair , inasmuch as they

ignore the difference in the conditions that prevail in the

two countries . So long as the Scottish lad continues to leave

school two or three years earlier than his German contemporary ,

so long must the responsibility rest not upon teachers , but upon

parents.

At the meeting of The Association of Chambers of

Commerce of the United Kingdom held at Manchester on

August 28th and 29th , the agenda included resolutions from the

Leeds and Blackburn Chambers urging upon the Government

the necessity for the organisation of educational courses of work

in modern languages and commerce, and for a more liberal

subsidy of such courses in evening and day technical schools.

The students of Birmingham University entered into pos

session of part of the new buildings on September 5th . The

smelting house of the metallurgical department is the first to

be ready for students, and it was here that Professor Turner

conducted a large party to inaugurate work in the new buildings

by the lighting of a Siemens steel furnace, which , it was ex

pected, would be in full working order by the end of the month .

Close upon £ 10,000 has been spent on the building, which , it

is stated , has a unique collection of apparatus adapted to com

mercial purposes.

The Report has just been issued of the Director of Education

in the Orange River Colony , recording the work of the Erlu

cation Department for the year ended June 30th , 1904. In

connection with this , the publication by Messrs. Longmans

of a paper by Dr. Brill is very opportune. Dr. Brill is

Rector of the Grey College , Bloemfontein , and the paper

referred to was read at a conference of principals of Govern

ment schools in the colony . Dr. Brill pleads for a liberal

interpretation of the Code regulation that Dutch may be

taught in every school , and it shall , if demanded by parents , be

taught for three hours per week . Three -quarters of the popu .

lation is Dutch , and bi- lingual schools therefore have a strong

justification for their existence . As Mr. E. B. Sargant, educa

tional adviser to Lord Milner, points out , in a letter to the

Rector of the Grey College, the principals may make or mar

the teaching of Dutch as an optional subject . To Dr. Brill's

contention that English enjoys undue advantage as being the

compulsory medium of instruction ( except in Dutch and Bible

history ) Mr. Sargant argues that this advantage is more than

counterbalanced owing to Dutch being the medium of conver

sation in the home-life . The whole question is a complicated

one, but it is evident from the arguments of Dr. Brill on

one hand , and the Education Department, as represented by

Mr. Sargant, on the other , that the points at issue will be

decided in no narrow , partisan spirit , but that the factor of

education in the welding together of the two races in South

The report again directs attention to the continued steady

growth of over - pressure in the upper classes of many secondary

schools. Enquiries made in different parts of the country show

that it is no uncommon thing for boys, and even for girls , to

spend five or six hours nightly on home lessons. The nervous

strain thus entailed is bound to be excessive , and cannot fail to

react unfavourably on the iniellectual as well as on the physical

development of the pupils. Sir Henry Craik believes that the

ultimate cause of this over pressure is to be found in the effort to

aliain a very high degree of excellence in too wide a range of

subjects . The only effective remedy is to introduce greater

elasticity into the curriculum of the most advanced classes .

This curriculum in a large majority of cases is determined by

The requirements of the university bursary competition , and

liitle progress in the direction of relieving the tension can be

looked for till the university authorities lessen their demands in

regard to the number of subjects required .

Sir HENRY CRAik , K.C.B. , in opening a science extension

of Pulteneytown Academy, Wick , delivered a speech on modern

tendencies of education , with special reference to the duty of the

State in further directing and providing for the education of the

youth of the country . It was not enough , he held , to supervise

them from five to fourteen , and then turn them adrift at the most

critical and impressionable age , fourteen 10 eighteen , to direct

Their own course . He was strongly of opinion that the State

during those years ought to bring them under some educational

influence, mental as well as physical , that would fit them

better for their life work . Unless this were done, much of

the value of the training between five and fourteen would be

lost .

MR. GEORGE MACDONATI), at present Assistant Director of

Higher Inspection , has been appointed to act as Assistant

Secretary, in Edinburgh, to the Scotch Education Department.

He will enter upon his duties there in October. Intimation

has also been made of the appointment of Captain Alan Foster,

Tale of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, as Inspector of
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Physical Education in the Secondary Schools in Scotland . He

will also inspect the classes in this subject in the training

colleges , as well as those for the furi her instruction of teachers,

conducted under Art . 91 (a ) of the Code.

A COURSE of instruction for the training of secondary teachers

has just been instituted by the Senatus of Aberdeen University .

This course is open only to graduates, and to those who satisfy

the Senate of their fitness to profit by the training . The course

of training will extend over a full year, and will include both

theory and practice . The theory will comprise the history,

science and methods of educition. The practical part of the

training will extend over about 28 weeks, with a minimum of

250 hours. The inclusive cost of the course for each student

will be ten guineas.

matriculated in Trinity nor be graduates of any other univer

sity . The Board may, if it thinks fit, award independently

one sizarship in mathematics and one in classics to Junior

Freshmen . Sizarships will be offered for classics , mathematics,

and experimental science (as well as for Hebrew and Irish , the

courses for which are not changed ) . All candidates will be

examined in English composition ; for classical candidates there

will be one paper in arithmetic and algebra and a viva voce

examination in geometry, and for mathematical and science

candidates an easy paper in Latin composition and a viva voce

examination in a Greek and a Latin author of their own selection ,

it being permissible to substitute French or German for Greek .

The main courses are entirely reorganised and very largely fit in

with the senior grade courses of the Intermediate Board .

IRISH .

The results of the Intermediate examinations held last June

were published early in September. The following is a sum

mary of the boys' and girls ' results respectively :

Total.

BOYS.

Senior Middle

Grade. Grade.

Number examined 326 915

Number that passed

( a ) With Honours 100 249

( 6 ) Without Honours 121 487

Junior Preparatory

Grade. Grade.

3,067 1,968 6,276

The new Irish Reform Association , in the report which it

has issued , declares itselí oſ opinion " that a settlement of the

question of higher education is urgently needed , and that the

whole system of education in this country requires remodelling

and co - ordinating." This is a matter to which the minds of

moderate men in this country may well be directed , and if it is

the intention of the Government to introduce a Bill next session

for the co - ordination of Irish education , those interested especially

in secondary education should be discussing the question this

autumn , and should determine upon a policy likely to be at once

acceptable and a genuine advance towards a fit and permanent

solution . Attention has been called to one result of the reformed

rules and programmes of the last three years, viz . , the reduction

of the number of schools receiving grants from 330 to 262. It

may be that this is as it ought to be, but at the lime ihat the

Intermediate Board was established it was stated that the

small classical school , which is now being crushed out of exis

tence , was to be helped and supported.

367

1,494 1,083

716

3,185

that

221 736 1,861 1,083 3,901

Total number

passed

Proportion per cent . of

Passes 67.8 804 60 * 7 55
62 : 1

1,165
668 2,254

GIRLS .

Number examined ... IIO 311

Number that passed

(a ) With Honours 31 70

(6) Without Honours 43 162

WELSH .

115

604

216

1,243434

74 232

Total number that

passed

Proportion per cent .
of

Passes

719 434 1,459

67-3 746 617 65 64 : 7...

There are one or two changes this year in the method of

publication. As before, only the examination numbers and not

the names of students are given , but this year the students of

each school are not grouped altogether, but are numbered

according to the alphabetical order of all the names entered

from the whole of Ireland . This will lessen to a minimum the

possibility of being able to tell to what schools the most success .

ful pupils belong. Again this year the marks obtained on the

pass papers are not given in the official publication except for

the preparatory grade . It would have saved much trouble to

have given them , as all students like to know their marks, and

application will be made in each individual case to the Inter

inediate Office for them .

The Welsh National Eisteddfod has been held this year at

Rhyl . The very important project of a National Library for

Wales was discussed . The problem of the site was brought

forward , and is the question which has now boldly to be faced .

Sir John Williams, who has made such extremely generous

gifts to the prospective National Library , expressed his inter

esting opinion that “ the library should be placed where the

student could pursue his researches undisturbed and undistracted

and not in the large and noisy city . ” As to accessibility : “ If

a student must remain near the library for some time it matters

little whether he travels thereto at the rate of ten miles an hour

or at forty, or whether the place can be reached by one train a

day or by a dozen . If the library were intended for the mere

flitting sight -seer , ' accessibility'assumes far greater proportions .

The great desideratum in respect to the seat of the library is not

accessibilily in the sense of rapid transit thereto and therefrom ,

but comfortable rooms and cheap living. A small town , with

its quietude and cheap living , is therefore , as a home for the

library , preferable to a large commercial town , with its noise

and hurry, high rents , and expensive living.”DURING the vacation the Intermediate Board issued the

programme for music , the chief feature of which is that a special

fee of 1os . 6d. must be paid by each student entering for this

subject . The Board has also shortened the prescribed book set

for the pass course in French in the Junior Grade, limiting it to

the first twenty chapters only of Jules Verne's “ Le Tour du

Monde . "

At the Eisteddfod Mr. William Jones, M.P., made eloquent

reference to what he described as the most notable Welsh literary

achievement of the year, the translation of Dante's Divine

Comedy into Welsh by Mr. Daniel Rees, of Carnarvon , a task

of great laboriousness, but one carried out with marked

ability .

TRINITY COLLEGE has added another to its many recent

reforms by issuing new regulations for the siz arship examination.

These will make the examination one for candidates entering

direct from schools , as they must be under nineteen on tbe ist

of June of the year in which they compete , and must not have

CardigANSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL have now delegated to

their Education Committee all powers under the Education Act

of 1902 , except that of raising a rate or borrowing money .

They have decided to petition the King to appoint a Royal
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Commission to inquire into the operation of the Education Act

in Wales, and to petition that the Education Act, 1902, be

amended to abolish all religious tests for teachers and to place

all voluntary schools under complete local control . They also

expressed approval by resolution of the principle embodied in

the draft scheme for the constitution of the Welsh Education

Council , and referred the consideration of the detailed scheme

to the Education Committee for report .

A MOVEMENT in the direction of cultivation of nature-study

during the summer holidays has been made by the holding of

classes at Aberystwyın , under the charge of Mr. Pickard , the

horticultural lecturer . It has been decided to form a Nature .

study Association for West Wales , having for its objects the

interchange of ideas on nature - study and the collection of speci

mens by members for mutual instruction . Mr. W. J. Lewis , of

Pentrepoth County School , Carmarthen, was appointed hono

rary secretary and convener, and the first general meeting is to

be held shortly at Carmarthen .

At the Carmarthenshire Education Committee it has been

decided to obtain counsel's opinion as to whether the inter

inediate schools, since they are vested in the Charity Com .

missioners, are liable to rates .

incidents, and he has taken the precaution of working through

the book with pupils belore publishing it . It is a pity that

editors do not make a rule of this . Mr. Coulton hopes that the

book “ will be found suitable for reading aloud in French with

a fairly advanced class , and that nothing need interrupt the flow

of the narrative but necessary corrections of pronunciation or

occasional pauses to ask the meaning of a more difficult word . "

We believe that he has fully attained his object . In an appen

dix are added some questions in French based on the text , and

passages for retranslation . It is regrettable that the proof was

not read more carefully ; we have noted , for instance , sitze

( p . I ) , ou ( p . 2 ) , qui ſor que ( p . 5 ) , aussitot ( p . 7 ) , tempèle (p . 10 ) ,

lap dosu luce for la plus douce ( p . 14 ) .

a

Advanced French Composition. By H. E. Berthon and

C. T. Onions , M.A. xxxviii . + 106 pp. (Sonnenschein . }

This is an excellent piece of work , and deserves a high place

among the many books intended to teach that most diffi.

cult of arts , French composition . Very judicious are the

introductory remarks, suggestive , but of course not exhaustive.

The passages themselves are very well chosen ; a considerable

proportion are translations from the French, and we observe

with pleasure that they are written in idiomatic English ,

with few exceptions. ( “ The damp there is very great " seems

quaint in a description of Venice ; " a lifeless corpse " suggests

killing one dead ; and the impersonal " one " is used too

frequently .) We are glad to see that there are no footnotes, and

that a companion volume of fair copies , with full treatment of

crucial points and variant renderings, will be obtainable by

teachers .

The Glamorganshire Education Committee has resolved that

where there are no pupil- teacher centres , or where the chief

education official is of opinion that the centre is too small or

inadequately equipped, that the highest grant would not be

earned , and where there is a county school available , as a tem

porary measure the pupil teachers be sent at once to the county

school, and that the chief education official be authorised to

apply for recognition of such county schools as pupil -teacher

centres .

At a meeting of the Cardiff Provisional Education Com

nittee the suggestion was made that in connection with technical

lectures in future as many members of the committee as possible

should attend the first leciure of the various classes to see how

they are conducted . The suggestion was , however , met by a

proposal that the Director of Education should present a report

on the matter . The Cardiff Corporation are now taking over

the collection of the d . rate for intermediate education , and

will assume the duties and liabilities of the governing bodies of

the intermediate schools in that town .

RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND

APPARATUS.

Grillparzer, Der Traum ein Leben . Edited by E. S. Meyer.

xxxiii . + 128 pp. (Heath .) 25.-To our knowledge, this is the

first English edition of Grillparzer's attractive and justly popular

dream -play. Mr. Meyer gives a brief account of the Austrian

dramatist's life and work, which is accurate on the whole . It

may be asked whether it is true that Sappho “ was translated

into all the European languages, " that " the predominance of

the love element shows the influence of Corneille and Racine " ;

and the statement that IVeh dem der lügt " contains too much

moralising and too little action ” makes us doubt whether

Mr. Meyer has ever read that delightful comedy. The text is

nicely printed , and there are brief notes, which will prove

sufficient for ordinary purposes . We are constrained to point

out once again the distressing tendency to “ tall writing " which

is becoming increasingly evident in the editorial matter supplied

by Transatlantic professors.

French Unseens. By S. E. Longland. ( Rivingtons. ) In

two books : Senior, 62 pp. , 8d .; Junior, 42 pp . , 64. - We can

recommend these selections as being well compiled and suitable

for their purpose ; but we trust that teachers who take unseen

translation in place of a set -book in the local examinations will

regard these snippets as supplementary to the study of a con

nected text , and not as the exclusive reading matter of their

pupils . Such misprints as are to be found should be removed

in the next edition ; we have noted soitent ( i . , p. 2 ) , qu'este- 2

( ii . , p . 17 ) , chileau ( twice, ii . , p . 20) , ne for me ( ii. , p. 23 ) , & c.

Villinger : Der Töpfer von Kanlern . Edited by Walter

Rippmann. (Arnold . ) Is . 34.-- The multiplication of short ,

easy texts in modern languages is very desirable. It provides

material for those teachers who think that the Reader

should be the centre of their teaching, and that the pupils

should be started on a Reader as soon as possible, and not kep:

at a long succession of dreary exercises . This little text of

37 pp . is edited with all Prof. Rippmann's usual care . There

are exercises at the end in word formation and questions on the

text to be answered in German . The glossary at the end has

Modern Languages.

Contes et Légendes, 2e Partie. By H. A. Guerber. vi . + 180

pp . (Harrap .) 15. 611. - The author shows her wonted skill

in selecting attractive tales from the most varied sources , and in

telling them in simple language. To each tale she adds an

interesting little note , giving the source and other details . A

full vocabulary is given ; but the author rightly says in the

preſace that “ the most satisfactory results will be obtained by

translating new words only when the pupils cannot guess their

meaning, and by making them depend exclusively on their

memory to trarslate all those already employed .” The book is

not quite free from misprints.

vii . +Les Aventures d'Ulyse. By G. G. Coulton.

144 Pp . (Hachette.) - Mr. Coulton has taken Biraubé's

translation of the Odyssey, and has dealt very freely with

it , omitting difficult phrases or words, and many minor
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Studies on Hesiod, with a view to elucidate his reasoning.

No. 11. The Shield of Hercules. By W. F. Cornish . 32 pp.

( Frowde . ) 15.—This pamphlet , written by a “ clerk in Holy

Orders,” bears evidence of its origin . Mr. Cornish is a moralist ,

and seeks allegorical meanings in his poet . Thus Cygnus is

put here " to represent that older state of things which so

often, because of the abuses which grow up under it , gets to be

intolerable .” The fact that Iolaus is the charioteer of Her .

cules shows that “ those qualities , too , which seem more of

earth , if rightiy directed , have their part also given them , that

they too may be made conducive to heaven's purpose.” Mr.

Cornish sees the fall of man in the fable of Amphitryon , and

spiritual weapons in the whole armour of Hercules. We hope

we are mistaken , but he appears to connect the word xAoûvis

with “ clown ” ( p . 12) . But enough has been said to show that

the pamphlet cannot be taken seriously.

A Source Book of Roman History. By D. C. Munro. viii .

+ 258 pp. (Heath .) 55. —The material of this book is classi

fied under twelve headings, partly chronological , partly of dif

ferent subjects, such as Religion , the Army, Early History,

Roman Life and Society, Provinces . Each chapter has a select

bibliography at the beginning. The extracts are presented in

English , and are taken from standard books or translations

whenever that is possible. They are well selected and inter

esting . If the earlier ones are scrappy, that is hardly to be

avoided. But there is one great fault in the form , and a fault

which could easily have been avoided : the dots which indicate

omissions . These offend the eye and distract the mind even

within the extract ; but why some should have dots at the

beginning, and others at the end as well , we cannot understand .

The book is, however, a praiseworthy effort, and ought to make

it possible for beginners to learn something of the methods of

criticism .

a

most of its words explained in German , but the method is not

ridden to death, and English is used where it saves the pupil's

time.

Dent's New First French Book . ( First part in phoretic

transcript.) ( Dent . ) 6d . net . - Prof. Rippmann has followed

the example of other recent First French Books, and issued the

first twenty- three lessons of his New First French Book in

phonetic transcript . The number of those who use the alphabet

of the Association Phonétique International increases daily ;

these will be glad to have this book . It will also be a saving

for the poor pupil to have to expend only sixpence at first

instead of eighteenpence. Pupils—boys especially-are so ready

to lose their books , and all will be glad to have a clean “ New

Firs: French Book ” after the drudgery of the first steps are

past.

Goethe, Hermann und Dorothea . Edited by W. A. Acland ,

Ph . D. xii . + 189 pp. (Heath.) 25. 6d . — There is no striking

feature about this book to justiſy its appearance ; we have suffi

cient editions of “ Hermann und Dorothea ” already. The

introduction gives a very short account of Goethe's life , and

some scanty remarks about the source and form of the poem .

The lext is none too carefully printed ; the notes are quite

commonplace ; and there is a vocabulary, which seems altogether

superfluous, for students sufficiently advanced to read a fairly

difficult text may be expected to possess a dictionary .

A First English Book. By Walter Rippmann. ( Dent . ) 25.

net .—This little book on the lines of the now familiar Dent's

First French and First German Books is intended for those

children whose mother tongue is not English . It should have a

wide sale in Scandinavia, Germany, and among the large alien

population of the United States . Those who wish to see the

improvement that has taken place in modern-language books

of recent years should compare this book with Hamburger's

“ English Lessons" in Alge's Series, published in 1898. It was

on this series that the Dent books are modelled . One point of

superiority is the great care with which these latter are got up ;

the printing, illustrations, and binding are all appropriate. The

illustrations in this book all represent typical English scenes,

and not Swiss or Austrian country . They are still somewhat

agricultural, but then we are not all town -dwellers . The

picture by Miss Roos on p. 85 is particularly artistic and

charming. The first seventeen lessons are repeated at the end

in phonetic transcript .

Classics.

Roman Literature. By Hermann Joachim . vi . + 151 pp .

Temple Encyclopædic
Primers. ( Dent . ) Is. net . - This is

quite a readable little book , in spite of its compressed character ;

but we doubt whether it will be useful except to students who

know a good deal to begin with , and who can use it to refresh

their memory and to summarise results. The story begins at the

earliest period and goes down to the year 120 after Christ , with

a glance at the provincial writers of a later date . Mr. Joachim

has a fair sense of proportion , and a competent knowledge .

We have to note, however , a lack of the power of generalisation

sometimes which we do not expect in a Teuton . For instance :

he speaks of the metre of Plautus as if its many “ shortenings of

long words” and other irregularities were arbitrary ; whereas we

know that these depended on the subservience of the metre to

the spoken word -accent and phrase -accent. In fact, the principle

which formed the Saturnian , and lived in popular Latin poetry

continuously until it recovered the mastery in the middle ages,

was the main principle of Plautine scansion . Plautus grafted

the Greek metrical schemes upon it , but where the two came

into conflict the Greek went to the wall . The translation is

satisfactorily written , but does not eschew the split infinitive,

No. 70 , Vol. 6.]

The Phaedo of Plato. With Introduction and Notes by

Harold Williamson. xxxix. + 251 pp. ( Macmillan . ) 35. 6d .

-A school edition of the Phaedo will probably be welcomed in

many quarters , although it is to be doubted whether better

results may not be attained by a good teacher with a plain text .

Such, at least , is our own experience. But those who want

notes will find their want supplied by Mr. Williamson . The

editor has followed Mr. Archer- Hind in the interpretation of his

philosophy, and has taken over that scholar's summary bodily ;

he has little to say , and need say little of textual criticism ; his

efforts are confined to elucidating the Greek. Here he is very

fairly successful ; but he has not learnt oow aléov guiou tavrós .

The notes are overloaded with matter, often irrelevant, as in

the long discussion of où un, p. 128 ( which contains a mistrans .

lation , uns 8) vñas erwoi, by “ may they not seize the ships ” ),

which is not clear , not always reasonable, and certainly not in

place ; únepou@s @s (p. 127 ) and others. The note on ótè Mèv

( p. 110) is misleading ; the word has not a relative but a demon

strative sense, as a student of Homer ought to know. The old

figment that a cock was specially appropriate to Asclepios is

revived ( p . 245) . On the whole, we are disappointed with the

book . It is ill -digested , and shows that the author has learning

but does not know how to turn it to the best use .

Edited Books.

Selected Poems. By H. B. Cotterill , lvi . + 55 pp. ( Macmil .

lan . ) 15.- The poems included in this booklet are well known

and do not appear to have been chosen for any other reason

than that they are subjects set for 1905 by the Intermediate Edu

cation Board for Ireland . But to treat this collection as merely

an examination text -book would be a mistake . We have before

now expressed our admiration of the scholarship which Mr.

II

a
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Cotterill expends on his editions. This, even the least of these,

is worth reading, even by a literary man , and the present

reviewer has felt compelled to go through every word of the

introductory sections, for Mr. Cotterill once again has written

so delightfully that all thought of examination slips from the

mind. The notes are excellent , but it is the introductory lives

of Gray, Burns, Cowper, Moore and Longfellow (who are the

" selected ” poets) that deserve special attention . They are

models of what biographical introductions ought to be.

The Pentateuch . Vol. II . By Rev. H. C. Batterbury . xi .

+ 298 pp. ( Rivingtons . ) 25. 6d . net .—This second volume of

Mr. Batterbury's is concerned with portions of the Books of

Exodus, Leviticus , Numbers and Deuteronomy ; and of these

the last , which is by far the most interesting (after Exodus ) , gets

the least space and none too much attention . The plan that is

followed is by this time familiar to all who have used the

previous volumes of this most serviceable series with the care

which they merit ; and for the notes, maps, diagrams and illus

trations, there can be nothing but praise—if we remember in the

case of the notes and allow for the ecclesiastical view which

governs the whole series . Mr. Batterbury is evidently afraid of

modern criticism , and while he presents in the case of each

book a fair summary of its theories , he urges teachers, as

they have little time, he says, for testing criticism of this kind , to

maintain the traditional view of “ inspired ” Scriptures ; since

he alleges disagreements among the critics themselves, and

every probability of present-day conclusions being overturned

at no distant date. There may be some wisdom in his counsel ;

but in view of certain well - established conclusions , and especi

ally in the light of two manly school- books on Old Testament

history which recently we reviewed in these columns, it does

not commend itself for either strength or candour.

English.

Commercial Correspondence and Postal Information. By C.

L. Altmaier. xiv . + 204 pp. ( Macmillan. ) 35.6d. net . —This

is a useful treatise , considering the end that it has in view ; but

we are sorry to see it wounded in the house of its friends, iſ the

English of the general editor is to be taken as a result of train

ing in commercial correspondence. Business English is so

largely a thing of conventions and abbreviations, as the present

writer knows it, that it is time something should be done if it is

possible to make it more instead of less literary ; and we are

afraid that the advice of Mr. Altmaier will not greatly tend to

the former result , though its practical value is indubitable, and

his directions are for the most part clearly and well expressed.

The book is worth attention wherever a commercial course of

education is pursued ; and the amount of information contained

in it , and its numerous exercises, are certainly directed to a

practical and laudable object. But the general editor, Mr.

Herrick , also takes upon himself to give advice as to business

correspondence. After perpetrating this sentence, “ Where the

subject of a letter was likely to be foreign to the student's ex.

perience , information is furnished him ," &c . , we get an Ameri

canese locution , “ will likely find." Then comes the advice to

“ practice the omission of all unnecessary words." This Mr.

Herrick himself does by sheer slaughter of the article , as the

following barbarous sentences will show : “ The educational

value of careful study of letter writing cannot fail to be great .

· Foreigners may properly resent being punished because

of ignorance or neglect of Americans If so , consider .

able time of a man , valuable in business , would be saved ." If

this is the outcome of commercial correspondence it will remain ,

for a long time, a sorrow and grief of heart to lovers of

English undefiled , in spite of the manilold excellences of this

book.

.

a

History.The Merchant of Venice. By R. M‘William . xxxi . + Text

+ xxxii . pp. ( Dent. ) 15. 4d . - We are compelled to suppose

that some well- considered reason dictates the omission of any

numbers from the pages of the texts in this otherwise admirable

series. The method of dealing with Shakespeare's character.

istic peculiarities of language is perhaps a little too condensed ;

although , as this play only is drawn upon to illustrate them ,

possibly they will serve a useful school purpose . But the pre

sence of sections like these ought not to induce either teachers

or taught to neglect a book like Dr. Abbott's on Shakespearean

grammar . The section on versification is brief to a fault . The

notes are splendid , and are decorated with many interesting

woodcuts, drawn from antiquarian sources, and some well

deserved praise must be given to Miss Dora Curtis for the

illustrations .

Heroes of Industry. By F. E. Cooke. viii . + 248 pp.

( Routledge. ) 1s . 6d . - This is a brightly.written and well

illustrated school reader , containing the stories of Watt , George

Stephenson , Nasmyth , Telford , Wedgwood, Crompton , and

the brothers Chambers interspersed with poems by Charles

Mackay and others , and followed by “ a few notes on words

and meanings. " There is more humanity in the stories of

the engineers than in the corresponding “ lives ” by Samuel

Smiles.

Classified Catalogue of Books on English History. 30 pp . —

This is a list compiled by Mr. A. Neave Brayshaw for the use

of the scholars of Bootham School , York . Apparently it is

intended to serve as a guide to an excellent historical library

which the school is fortunate enough to possess. The books

are classified under the headings of successive periods in

English history , the periods being mainly those adopted by

Gardiner and Mullinger in their “ Introduction to the Study of

English History . ” Not only are standard historical authorities

given , but a small selection of first -rate novels is added . Those

who are studying any particular era of English history and

have exhausted the limited information of their text-books

would find this little catalogue an excellent guide to further

reading

A Historical Geography of the British Empire. By H. B.

George. xi . + 312 pp. ( Methuen . ) 35. 6d.-Mr. George's

“ object in writing this little book has been to present a general

survey of the British Empire as a whole, with the historical

conditions , at least so far as they depend on geography, which
have contributed to produce the present state of things. This

quotation from the preſace exactly describes the book. It is

rather a geographical history than a historical geography.

Cambrensia . By W. Jenkyn Thomas. 248 pp . ( Edward

Arnold . ) 15.6d. net . - This is an ideal reading- book and ought

to be commended as a model to all and sundry who contemplaie

the production of such works, or have laid to heart the remarks

of Mr. Burrell in the September issue of this journal . It is

intended primarily for Welsh schools, but ought not , on account

of its subject-matter, to be unacceptable anywhere in the United

Kingdom , for its variety, its tactful arrangement , its immense

range of selections and its exquisite illustrations , can only serve

to make the reading of it a delight . It is said to be intended

to serve the needs of the higher standards in elementary and the

lower standards in secondary schools, but it makes remarkably

good reading for many who have long left school days behind

them . It is delightful in a book of this kind to come upon

Tacitus, Gildas, Nennius, Asser and Giraldus Cambrensis, side

by side with George Borrow , Thomas Love Peacock and Lady

Charlotte Guest ; to say noiling of Froissart and the much

neglected Lord Clarendon .

a
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It is divided into eight parts , an introduction , a summary,

the British Islands , the “ Stepping Stones, ” the Daughter

Nations, the Dependencies, the Protectorates, and the Do

minions in Africa. There is an index, but only one map,

for the book was intended to accompany an atlas , and the

author says there are plenty of atlases , and maps would have

entirely changed the character of his book . Mr. George's

name is a guarantee of good work , and we can heartily

commend this book to our readers as suitable for the school

library or even as a supplementary text -book .

Science and Technology.

A Primer of Physiology. By E. H. Starling. viii . + 128

pp . (Murray .) 15.-We doubt if in any other subject of science

there are so many really admirable primers as in human physio

logy . This is certainly one of the best we have seen . Com

paratively ſew technical terms are used , yet , by assuming on the

part of the reader an elementary knowledge of physics and

chemistry, the author has been able to introduce much interest .

ing matter which is usually restricted to more ambitious books.

The little volume may be confidently recommended as a trust .

worthy introduction to present-day physiology.

of reference to a degree which is only apparent in comparing

the new and old editions. Prof. Gregory's work will be

cordially welcomed, not only as a notable addition to educa .

tional literature, but also as a worthy tribute to the memory

of a great man. We are glad to learn from the preface that a

course of practical exercises in observation and measurement ,

based upon the facts described in this volume, will shortly be

published .

Eton Nature- Study and Observational Lessons. Part Il. By

M. D. Hill and W. M. Webb. xvi . + 174 pp. ( Duckworth. )

35. 6d. net .—The second part of this very attractive work fol

lows the same plan as that adopted in the previous volume

noticed in our issue for February, 1903. The consequence is

that the observational lessons are apt to convey the impression

of forming a collection of odds and ends of information and

directions as to what to observe. If nature-study is to be a

satisfactory introduction to the study of science, it must be of a

kind to inculcate orderly and systematic habits of work. There

is a danger that the plan adopted by these authors will have a

contrary effect and encourage a disposition-natural enough in

children—to dabble in many subjects and to concentrate upon

But if the book before us is used only by trained and

intelligent teachers , it should prove of very real service in sup .

plying just those practical hints the instructor who is not a

specialist requires. The illustrations are excellent and the notes

good.

Biology as a Factor in the Teaching of Morals. By W.

Hoskyns-Abrahall . 28 pp. ( Bristol : Dove Bros. ) 4d.--.This

brochure is a reprint of a paper read at a meeting of the Women's

Section ( Educational ) of the Bradford Exhibition . It is an in

teresting account of a scheme of teaching carried out by the

writer in the course of some years' work at the head of a small

school for girls , the object being to inpart to the pupils , through

the medium of biology, certain information relating to themselves

and the laws of life. The result was that there was no case in

which the nobler part of a girl's nature did not respond to this

teaching in the most pure, simple and reverent way .” The paper,

which confirms the experience of many other teachers , is an

earnest contribution to the solution of an important problem in

education .

none.

Trees . Vol. I., Buds and Iwigs. By H. Marshall Ward .

xi . + 271 pp. (Cambridge University Press.) 45. 6d. net.

This is the first of a series of six volumes intended to provide

students of forest botany with a guide to trees and shrubs from

the point of view of the outdoor naturalist . Those who know

the author'sdelightful book on “ The Oak ” will have high expec

tations of the present work , and they will not be disappointed.

This first volume consists of two parts : a general account of

buds and twigs and their manner of growth , followed by a special

section describing the characters by which the buds and twigs of
various trees may be recognised. It contains 136 excellent

illustrations . There are few more interesting and instructive

exercises in field botany than the elucidation of a twig's past

history from the marks on its surface : this is only one of many

tree riddles which Prof. Ward's book will help the student

to solve. We shall await with keen interest the appearance of

the succeeding volumes, which will deal respectively with

Leaves, Inflorescence and Flowers, Fruits and Seeds, Seedlings,

and the Habit and Conformation of the Tree.

"

The “ Junior Local” Practical Physics for Beginners and

Junior Students. By the Rev. J. F. Tristram. xii . + 91 pp.

( Dent. ) Is. 6d.-- The experiments in this little book are well

known to all teachers of practical physics. There seems little

to distinguish this one from several previous volumes intended

for first- year students . The illustrations might be improved .

Teachers will find the book contains enough practical work

for a year's course .

Physiography : an Introduction to the Study of Nature. By

T. H. Huxley. Revised and partly re-written by R. A. Gregory.

xi. + 423 pp. (Macmillan .) 45. 6d . —To bring Huxley's “ Physi

ography ” up to date , curtailing or altering here, amplifying there

-as the progress of science had rendered necessary-without

either disturbing the plan of the book or sacrificing any of its

charm of style , was an undertaking which only the most un .

qualified success could justiſy. Prof. Gregory has done all

this and more. So complete is the fusion between new and old

material , that , although the additions in some cases extend

10 several pages , the joint authorship is only revealed by a

direct comparison of this with former editions , or by the know

ledge that certain facts described are of recent discovery . A

somewhat important modification of the manner of developing

the “ argument ” should be mentioned . The original volume,

it will be remembered , was based upon a course of lectures on

the Thames and its basin . In the present edition the text has

been made equally applicable to any river basin : a change

which will much increase the usefulness of the book in schools

far remote from the Thames . The work has been greatly

improved in other respects also. It contains 300 delightful

drawings and photographs, excellently reproduced and nearly all

new ; and the use of headings in thick type increases the ease

First Stage Steam . J. W. Hayward . 230 pp. (University

Tutorial Press . ) 25.—This little book has been designed

to cover the requirements of the Board of Education , and

closely follows the syllabus for the first stage examination in

steam. Evidently the limited size of the book has prevented

adequate explanations and diagrams being given in many cases .

Thus nine pages only are devoted to the chapter on modern

stationary engines, with consequent unsatisfactory results . In

spite of its defects in this direction , young candidates will and

the book helpful for their examination work.

Inorganic Qualitative Analysis Tables. By H. M. Timpany.

56 pp. ( Blackwood . ) 15. —This small laboratory guide con

tains , in addition to the usual tables for the separation of metals

by the wet method , a section on the simpler dry tests and on

the tests for acids ; also , a number of notes and equations are

inserted at the end of the volume. We notice that the student
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be of service to lecturers on electrostatics, as providing a simple

means of determining which of two charged conductors is of the

higher potential .

Jude's Galvonomeler. - This instrument is wound with two

coils of wire, one of high and the other of low resistance, and

by simply turning a switch either of these coils may be thrown

into circuit as desired. It thus comprises two instruments in

To the needle is attached a pointer which moves verti.

cally in front of a graduated scale , and can thus be easily seen

by a class . The instrument costs £1 , and teachers will find it

very convenient .

one.

is instructed to test for a phosphate after the removal of

Group II . , but no table is given for the separation of subsequent

groups in the presence of a phosphate ; in fact, the tables, as

they are here drawn up, assume the absence of phosphates. We

cannot recommend the book in its present form .

Magnetism and its Elementary Measurement. By W.

Hibbert . 96 pp. ( Longmans.) 25.—This book is the first

part of a larger volume, dealing with magnetism and electricity.

It would seem that the author's chief aim is to emphasise the

importance of quantitative measurement of magnetic phenomena,

even in the case of beginners ; and , for this purpose , the author

describes a new piece of apparatus, termed a “ magnetic balance,”

which is made use of in many of the experiments described in

the text . The “ balance ” is simple in design , but appears to

be quite capable of fulfilling the purpose for which it is intended.

The volume includes an introduction to general principles , and

chapters on the measurement of magnet poles, magnetic fields,

and the magnetic circuit . Although the amount of theoretical

matter contained in the volume is very limited , we feel sure

that the experiments will be highly instructive to the elementary

student .

1

)

The Theory of Heat. By Thomas Preston. Second Edition ,

revised by J. Rogerson Cotter. xviii . + 838 pp. (Macmillan .)

18s , net .-The treatises on Light and on Heat, by the late

Prof. Thomas Preston , are now regarded as classics in our

literature on these special branches of physical science . Much

important work in the subject of heat has been carried out

since the publication of the first edition in 1892, and the

gratitude of students is due to the publishers for issuing this

revised edition in which all recent work is now included.

Mr. Cotter , to whom the work of revision has been entrusted ,

states in his preſace that the position of the section on the

dynamical equivalent of heat has been altered in order to bring

it into closer connection with the articles treating of the specific

heat of water, and that some marginal notes by Prof.

Preston have been included in the text . The new matter,

which extends to about 100 pages, includes the following

subjects: Thermo- electric thermometers and low temperature

thermometry, Tutton's modification of Fizeau's apparatus for

determining the expansion of crystals , Reynolds and Moorby's

determination of Joule's equivalent , and the electrical

methods adopted by Griffiths and by Schuster and Gannon

for the same determination ; liquefaction of gases, vapour

pressure at a curved surface, distribution of energy in the

spectrum , the measurement of temperature by radiation , and

other important items . The new matter is treated in a manner

which does great credit to Mr. Cotter, and we may well say

that his excellent revision will maintain the high reputation of

the first edition .

Mathematics .

Messrs. Asher & Co. , 13 , Bedford Street , Covent Garden ,

have sent us a copy of No. 4 of Schröder and Kull's Biological

Wall. Diagrams. It contains excellent illustrations in colour of

several species of frogs and toads , with the life history of the

common and edible frogs. The pictures are very life -like and

distinct , and will be of great help in teaching the elementary

natural history of the animals they portray.

We have received from Messrs Gallenkamp & Co. , 19 and 21 ,

Sun Street , Finsbury Square , a copy of their “ B ” Price List,

which deals with botanical apparatus. Among its special fea

tures may be mentioned apparatus for performing the experi
ments described in Detmer's well -known * Practical Plant

Physiology, ” collections of the wood , bark , and leaves of

common forest trees, botanical paper and presses for drying

plants , slide.cabinets, &c. Teachers of botany would do well

to procure a copy.

We have examined the following new pieces of apparatus

submitted by Mr. Thomas Laurie, of Paternoster Row, Lon

don :

Double Leaf Electroscope. Devised by Dr. R. H. Jude , of

Rutherford College, Newcastle-on -Tyne. — The special feature of

the instrument is that the leaves are surrounded by a coarse wire

netting . The gold leaves are in electric connexion with one

pair of binding screws, and the wire netting with another. The

netting is soldered to a metal plate in metallic connexion with

a second metal plate on which the electroscope stands. In this

way the electric potential of the netting is maintained at zero ,

and the divergence of the leaves can be used as an indication of

the potential of any charged conductor joined to the binding

screws connected with the leaves . The cost of the instrument is

175. 6d . The electroscope will prove useful on the lecture

table , though in the laboratory the student may with advantage

use an instrument of his own make.

<<

Elementary Pure Geometry. With Mensuration . By E.

Budden . vii. + 284 pp. (Chambers. ) 35.-- It is far from

easy
to characterise this book in the limits of a short

notice. In addition to the practical work in drawing and

measurements to be found in most recent books, this volume

contains not merely the substance of Euclid , Books I. -VI, and

XI . , but also the essentials of plane trigonometry up to the

solution of triangles , a considerable part of higher modern

geometry, and a fairly complete treatment of geometrical conics.

It is inevitable that a considerable amount of compression must

be applied to include such a wide range of material within a

compass of 284 pages, but in spite of compression there is

usually no lack of clearness . The book has a distinct character

of its own , and thoroughly merits the careful consideration of all

interested in the teaching of geometry ; it is very decidedly the

most philosophical of recent books, and , though we by no means

agree with all the positions taken up by the author , we are glad

to see that the feeling for rigorous proof is again asserting

itself.

Single Leaf Electroscope. Invented by Dr. R. H. Jude.

-The base and sides of this convenient instrument are of wood

with glass front and back . The top is of ebonite with three

ebonite supports for brass rods, insulated from one another.

Two broad copper plates are attached by vertical brass rods to

the insulated metal rods , and are capable of sliding along them ,

a slot being made in the ebonite top for this purpose. A third

vertical brass rod terminates in a metal knob , passes through the

middle ebonite support , and its lower end terminates in a single

gold leaf. This form of instrument costs £ i ios . , and should

Advanced Course in Algebra. By Webster Wells. viii . +

581 pp. (Heath .) 6s. 61. — The book opens with a careful yet

simple discussion of the laws of operation , based to a consider

able extent on Fine's too little known work , “ The Number

System of Algebra . ” The effort shown in the opening chapters
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to provide a logical basis for the development of the subject is memories are generally good reading, and so are these. There

maintained all through the book , and though the author's is no particular order or system in the memories, and none was

success is not uniform , yet a high standard is usually attained , to be expected ; but , apart from the interest which attaches to

and in some important sections the treatment is excellent . any part of a great man's story , the individuality of schools in

Probably the best work is show in the discussion of equations. the old days was so great that a mere recital of tricks and

As an introduction to that discussion a statement is given of the manners suffices to hold the reader's attention . The Old Boy

method of limits which is admirably clear and well within the can talk of the earliest days of Thring's rule , but he has a few

grasp of comparatively immature pupils . This innovation is legends from days earlier still . The half-yearly ceremony of

thoroughly justified , and it is to be hoped that this good banging the old oak bedsteads , for instance , when these mon

example may be followed by English authors . The range of strous four -posters, made to hold three boys at a time , were all

The book is practically the same as that of higher algebras in raised and dropt at one signal with a noise “ like thunder.” The

current use, ineluding, as it does , chapters on determinants and old amusements, the old lessons, the old punishments - all have

the theory of equations. An appendix contains Cauchy's proof a quaint charm as of news from another world . Thring's father

of the existence of a root of an algebraic equation ; but that riding on horseback from home , accompanied by a mounted

proof is not free from difficulties, which might have been more servant, to visit his son , takes us back to a day which every year

carefully discussed . The book is provided with numerous exer- the motor cars make us more deeply regret ; a day of leisure and

cises of a very easy kind ; the copy sent for review has no quiet , of honest manliness and good feeling, when one man's

answers, though the heading “ Answers " appears in the contents. pleasure did not mean another's discomfort , and the sportsman .

An index would be a decided improvement.
like spirit was common in every rank of life. The Old Boy does

Preliminary Practical Mathematics. By S. G. Starling and
not individualise his schoolfellows, which is odd, although he

gives anecdotes about some of them ; but his sketches of Old
F. C. Clarke. viii . + 168 pp. ( Arnold . ) Is. 6d. --This little

Folk at Uppingham are very taking . Old Joe White, the
book has been written for beginners, and seems to be very well

typical village blacksmith ; Mr. Dean , the seedsman-tall hat
adapted for the class of pupils whom the authors have in view.

and swallowtail coat ; “ Magnum Bonum , " the fruit -hawker,
The explanations are clearly stated , and the illustrative ex

with his catskin waistcoat ; poor Mad Fanny, as usual the butt
amples will appeal to the pupil . The treatment of logarithms

of the village boys ; Bob and Charlie Knight , the Falcon post
is specially simple. Altogether the book is well suited either

boys ; last, and most remarkable, poor Tom Bradley, the
for elementary technical classes or for private study.

vagrom man , who collected rags and bones, and had studied

Solutions of the Examples in Hall's Graphical Algebra. By
mathematics and astronomy. All these make a striking gallery .

H. S. Hall , assisted by H. C. Beaven . 59 pp . ( Macmillan. ) They might indeed have been paralleled from most country

35. 60.-- To teachers for whom graphical work is of the nature of
villages in those days , but with very little repetition, for in truth

a novelty these solutions will be of great service . The diagrams
there was character in the old world. The Old Boy does not

are necessarily on a somewhat small scale, but they are sufficient
disguise his regret at the change which has made the world

to serve as a guide . We should have liked to see , in the prac
educated and dull . Of the masters he has little to say , but a

tical applications, the law obtained from the graph tested by
few are sketched ; and there are hints enough of Thring to show

substitution of the values given by experiment ; in practice this
the strong influence which he wielded over his pupils. Other

check should always be applied . Old Boys, and not of Uppingham only, will be glad to possess

this book ; and we hope some of them will follow this Old Boy's

Elements of Plane Surveying ( including Levelling ). By example.

Samuel Marx Barton . viii . + 255 pp. (Heath .) 65.—This

book is designed as a first course , and it seems well adapted for

the use of beginners. The descriptions of instruments and

methods of work are so simple that even those who have not

the advantage of an instructor should be able to gain a sound CORRESPONDENCE.

knowledge of the general principles underlying the operations,

and to train themselves for ordinary surveying. As a good The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions

introduction to American practice the book should take an
expressed in letters which appear in these columns.

rule, a letter criticising any article or review printed in
assured place. The tables are very full ; in some respects they THE SCHOOL WORLD will be submitted to the contributor

seem to us to go beyond what the readers of the book before publication , so that the criticism and reply may

require. appear together.

As a

Miscellaneous.

IS.

The “ School Government" Edition and Manual of the Code

for Public Elementary Schools, 1904-1905. Compiled by official

experts and edited by Herbert Cornish . xviii . sections paged

separately. (Office of the School Government Chronicle.)

net .—The complete change in character of the “ Code " for

elementary schools this year has necessitated a corresponding

alteration in the arrangement of this very useful annual . We

have no hesitation in saying that no school manager, no school

correspondent, no head - teacher, can afford to be without a copy

of this manual . The editor is to be congratulated upon having

been able to maintain the high order of excellence associated

with this yearly publication .

Experiments in Dynamics.

MR. W. C. FLETCHER's article on the teaching of dynamics

in your May issue is of the utmost importance to teachers. The

method of measuring acceleration by the wave curve traced by

a tuning-fork on a fly.wheel is fanıiliar to many students of

physics ; but Mr. Fletcher's trolley , steel spring and paint-brush

are so simple and easy to adjust that they ought to be found in

every respectable mathematical class -room . They should not

be relegated to the physics laboratory in these days when the

graph has arrived from the never-never land of analytical

conics .

In using Mr. Fletcher's method with a home-made trolley ,

I found that it was difficult to estimate the exact force necessary

to overcome friction. I found it necessary to test the uniformity

of the velocity by careful measurement of wave-lengths.

I have lately been trying the trolley on an inclined plane,

Early Days at Uppingham under Edward Thring. By an

Old Boy. X. + 163 pp . (Macmillan .) 35. 6d. net. - Old Boys'
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and I find that it is capable of giving a satisfactory verification
of Newton's law, “ The acceleration is proportional to the

force.” It is not easy to measure the inclination of the plane

with accuracy, so I have contented myself with measuring the

effective force down the plane by attaching a scale - pan to the

trolley by a piece of fishing line passing over a smoothly run

ning pulley at the top of the plane , and adjusting weights until

the trolley, when started , ran down the plane with perfectly

uniform velocity. The friction of the pulley being neglected ,

the scale-pan and weights gave the effective force down the

plane, no matter what the friction of the trolley wheels were.

The scale pan was then detached , and the trolley allowed to

run down freely under this same force, the acceleration being

measured as before .

The plane was then tilted to a different angle, and the force

and the acceleration again measured . It was found that the

ratio of the two accelerations and the ratio of the two forces

agreed fairly closely , an accuracy of one per cent . being easily

attainable . Owing to the friction of the trolley wheels, this

ratio differed from the ratio of the two gradients.

Stevinus showed that the force necessary to support a body

on an inclined plane was proportional to the gradient . Galileo

defined uniformly accelerated motion , assumed that a constant

force caused a constant acceleration , and showed experimentally

that the acceleration down a plane was proportional to the

gradient . I have not been able to find in Galileo's dialogues

a direct statement that the acceleration is proportional to the

force, nor have I found that he made any attempt to obtain the

value of g from his observations with the inclined plane.

I cannot find any record of early determinations of g. Did

Newton in his early work use the value obtained by Galileo at

Pisa ? When did he first employ the formula of the simple

pendulum for this purpose ? Perhaps some of your readers can
inform me .

Eton. W. D. EGGAR.

boys can work together on seven feet of bench , whilst singly

they would require five feet each ? Or is it because classes are

so large, and by arranging 24 boys in pairs one only has to deal

with 12 units , distributing 12 pipettes , checking the readings of

12 burettes and examining 12 papers ?

Does the practice of working in pairs sometimes lead a slack

boy to become an undetected idler ? What is the best way of

making sure that each partner does his best ?

I suppose the discipline of a laboratory depends upon the

boys having plenty of definite work to do, and on the master

knowing whether they do it . Now , how should definite work

be exacted from each of two boys working together ? If written

answers are expected, may one partner act as secretary, taking

notes for both ? Need the other partner , who has done all the

weighing, show full notes ? Or should both partners show up

fair copy ? If such copies are verbally identical , should both

partners take equal marks ? Or should a correcting factor be

held in reserve for those who seem to do less than an equal share

of work ?

A new boy working with a partner learns to do all sorts of

little manipulations, but learns them all according to the more

slipshod standard of his schoolfellow , instead of by the more

stringent standard of his master .

Is it , then , a good plan to provide some occasional manipu

lation drill with lower classes , just to make sure that every boy

can do little things well ? Suppose superfluous boys are asked

to stand along the wall and watch , whilst the others are asked

to light Bunsen flames, and then flames blue, flames yellow,

flames blue but silent , flames roaring, gas off ; water taps on ,

taps full on , taps half on , taps dripping, taps off ; test - tube

racks, tubes on pegs, tubes in holes , one tube half full of water,

boil the tube. This test - tube drill may not be science , but in

moderation younger classes like it , it has a wonderful way of

smartening them up, and is a very effectual way of imparting

little habits of good work , for only one thing is done at a time,

and that under keen inspection.

Does the habit of talking in term time lead to thoughtless

speaking in examination without any intention of offending

against rules ? How can boys be examined at all if any speak

ing is permitted , and how can they be protected against their

own mistakes when all speaking is forbidden ? Even when

specially cautioned not to speak , even if his neighbour's appa.

ratus has exploded , or his own is just going to explode, I find

that perhaps one boy in a dozen speaks in his first practical

examination . Ought his papers to be accepted in whole or in

part ? Is it right to let him go
without any imposition ?

Does it ever happen in upper classes that boys who have

worked successfully through the term in pairs , break down in

examination on quite simple details , such as adding weights,

burette reading or measuring with a pipette ? Does this suggest

that division of labour risks division of learning ?

Does the general plan of working in pairs require occasional

variation in preparation for examination ? For instance , help

may be gradually withdrawn , one day books are kept closed,

the next the master refuses to give any help, next day the part

nerships are dissolved , and the boys are asked to try how far

they can manage without talking . I once found the working of

such a practice examination so satisfactory that the marks were

accepted as part of the examination marks.

Do boys in pairs tend to hinder each other by talking , and

also to hinder the master's inspection during the last few

minutes of class when work is over and apparatus is being

cleaned and put away ? Can I do better than ask the senior

partner to dismiss his junior when satisfied with him , but to wait

himself for my own inspection ? HUGH RICHARDSOX .

Bootham School , York,

September 8th.

Discipline in the Laboratory .

May we hope that the subject introduced by “ Science

Master ” in your September issue will be well discussed in these

columns ? In particular, may I ask a few more questions withI

regard to talking and working in pairs ?

I hardly see how laboratory work can be done without talking

as a general rule . Boys teach each other a great many little

details , where to find things and where to put them away, and

the partnerships save innumerable unnecessary questions from

coming up to the master.

Does talking tend to interfere with prompt attention ? The

talking ought to stop the moment the master's voice is heard

raised above the rest . Is it sometimes desirable to stand the

class out to one side of the room , away from their experiments,

in order to emphasise important explanations , or when mistakes

are being made ?

Is it sufficient to call up one boy from each pair to the

master's desk , and give these directions to be passed on to the

rest of the class , or does this only save time at the moment by

leaving half the class untaught ?

What is the right standard of quiet talking ? Such that no

individual voice predominates, or such that the master's voice

can easily rise above all the others ?

Does conversation need limiting to the work in hand ? And

is this effectually done by leaving conversation between partners

alone , but restricting conversation across the table or away from

place ?

Are boys set to work in pairs because it is best for their

work , diffusing knowledge and enthusiasm , and teaching co

operation ? Or is it because laboratories are so small, and two
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To preserve absolute silence in a laboratory may be the mark

of a good (preferably strict ) disciplinarian , but it is hardly that

of a good teacher. To impose absolute silence may perhaps

make the work of the teacher easier , though that is doubtful ; it

certainly is not so likely to secure the best results for the boys

either in the direction of character formation or of acquirement

of knowledge .

From one's own laboratory experience it is easily seen how

absurd it is needlessly to restrict the boys either in freedom of

speech or movement .

In large junior classes , which , in some cases , number as many

as thirty , and where the boys work in pairs , it is my custom to

allow those who work together to talk to each other. In such

classes, where the work is elementary , free.lom of movement is

not required to any great extent ; but , in senior classes , where

the numbers are fewer and the work is more advanced , liberty

to move about the laboratory , to consult books on the laboratory

shelf, to interchange ideas with each other , seems to me abso.

lutely essential.

Moreover, if a teacher is to pay proper attention to the work

in hand , I should say that it would be almost impossible to

enforce absolute silence in a large laboratory class . It could be

done, of course , quite easily , but the work would suffer.

It is also a good thing to let the boys learn as soon as possible

that they are responsible beings entrusted with the carrying out

of a certain piece of work , which is to be done as accurately as

possible, and in a reasonable time. Some boys will perhaps

betray the trust reposed in them, but the great majority will

only be too eager to show the trust is deserved. Such , at any

rate, is my experience.

There are girls , as well as boys, in a few of my laboratory

classes, but the foregoing remarks apply equally well to

both .

In my opinion , absolute silence in a laboratory would be the

sign of a weak rather than a strong disciplinarian ; weak in

that the teacher was unable to trust his boys to talk in a

reasonable manner without allowing them to get out of

hand.

However, like “ Science Master," I should be glad to know

how laboratory work is conducted in other schools. I know

other men who carry out their work on these lines , and , so far,

though I have had many visits from inspectors, no remarks

have been made to me personally or in the reports on the com

parative freedom allowed in the laboratory . W. A.

September 14th .

As a teacher of large laboratory classes , my experience coin

cides with that of “ Science Master " in regard to laboratory

discipline. To maintain silence during practical work may look

very well to the casual observer and the inspector, but every

teacher will agree that it deadens interest and is irksome alike

to teacher and pupils . Quiet conversation is both healthy and

stimulating, and a fairly long experience has proved that good

discipline is not impaired thereby . There can be no question

that " Science Master ” has adopted the right method, and one

that will lead to the best results . I trust that for the sake of his

pupils he will continue to pursue his present policy : B. T.

Birmingham ,

Sept. 101h .

The Girls' School Music Union.

A MOST able article appeared in the September number of

The School World describing the conditions that prevail with

regard to musical education in our public schools for boys. The

writer points to the progress made within the last fifty years,

first in the dignified and important position that music itself now

assumes in the world of school , and , secondly, in the intelligent

and enlightened manner in which that art is taught and learnt.

May I say a few words on the subject of music as taught in our

secondary schools for girls ?

In the first place , it cannot , I think , be questioned that girls

have in general more time to devote to music, and that far

greater facilities are afforded to them for practising , than is the

case with their brothers. It follows, therefore, that the respon

sibility of their teachers is greater , and the results should be in

proportion . The average girl spends an hour every day for nine

months out of ten years of her life in practising. Is the result of

all this labour satisfactory ? Does such a girl on leaving school

know anything of music beyond the pieces in her répertoire ?

Supposing she “ drops” her music on “ coming out,” that her

talent and enthusiasm are not great enough to survive the change

of life, the free disposal of her own leisure, the absence of con

straint and of the time- table , what remains ? How much

scientific knowledge of music ? How uch capacity to enjoy ?

how much critical perception ? What foundations of taste ?

Can she distinguish the worth of a composition apart from the

glamour thrown over its performance by some favourite or

fashionable artiste ? Can she read music ? Is her ear deve

loped ? Her sense of rhythm ? llaving ceased to perform

herself, can she bring some of the same intelligent pleasure

to listening to the performance of others as she can to visiting

pictures in a gallery or masterpieces of architecture ? In short,

has her musical education been up to the same high standard as

that which she has received in other subjects at school ?

Dr. Pole , in his introduction to the “ Philosophy of Music ,”

written twenty -five years ago , says : “ The great mass of

musical teaching and learning that goes on , has performance in

view, and nothing more.” Is this state of things improved ?

I do not attempt to answer these questions , nor to dwell on

the enormous practical importance that women's influence in the

musical world might assume , the control they could exercise

over the programmes of concerts given in their own country

districts , or even over the music in their churches ; the general

purification of the demand that creates the supply, which they

might bring about .

In order to discuss these questions , and to arrive at some

practical conclusions , a Union has been formed called the “ Girls'

School Music Union , ” under the presidency of Lady Mary Lygon.

A strong and influential committee has been brought together,

consisting of such eminent musicians as Sir Hubert Parry ,

Dr. Cummings, Dr. Arthur Somervell , Dr. Harford Lloyd ,

Dr. Eaton Faning, Dr. P. C. Buck , Mr. Oscar Beringer, Dr.

Aunie Patterson , Madame Amina Goodwin , Miss Fanny

Davies, and Miss Lucy Broadwood ; and many principals

of important schools such as Mrs. Woodhouse, Miss Strong,

Miss Gavin , Miss Home, Miss Gurney, Miss Weisse, and Miss

Bartlett . The first general meeting and conference were held

on May 28th , at the Baker Street High School , by kind invita

tion of Miss Strong . It was largely attended , and the dis

cussions were active . Interesting papers were read by Mr.

Arthur Peppin on “ Ideals of Music Teaching, " by Dr. Basil

Johnson on “ School Orchestras, ” by Dr. Somervell on “ A

Plea for the more Educational Treatment of Music," and by

Mr. Algernon Rose on “ Examinations . "

The next conference is to be held on Saturday, October 15th ,

at 6, Upper Baker Street , when Miss Strong will read a paper

on “ Class Singing," and Dr. Buck will contribute one on the

· Value of Technique."

All who are interested in musical education are eligible as

members of the Union. All further particulars can be obtained

from Miss Mixer, Mus. Bac ., 7 , Keith Grove, Uxbridge Road ,

London , W., or from me .

CECILIA HILL .

The Cedar House,

Salt Hill , Slough .

"

)
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Method of Reducing Compound Practice to Simple
Practice.

M

( 1 ) Cost of 3 tons, 17 cwt . 2 qrs . at £4 55. 6d . per ton .

First find cost at £ i per ton , when , of course , i cwt . will cost

is . and i quarter 3d .

Tons cwts .

17

I

qrs.

2

M. Regis, Ghent. Can anyone tell me where I can obtain

English translations of the following books: “ Les fâcheux," by

Molière ; “ Siècle de Louis XIV ," Voltaire ; “ Scenes of

Travel, ” Gautier. I shall also be grateful for the name of a

good history of French literature suitable for pupils preparing

for the Oxford Higher Local Examination.

Questions with ANSWERS.

A CONSTANT READER. I saw recently a notice of a new

English grammar for children , written in the form of easy

stories or lessons. I cannot trace it. Can any reader help me

to find it ? The only child's grammar written in the same style

that I know is Mr. Marcet's, published by Messrs. Longmans.

Are there any others ?

S. P. I think the New English Grammar to which you refer

is “ Grammar Lessons,” by the Principal of St. Mary's Hall ,

Liverpool (Longmans) , 2s .

£3

3

£ 1 3

17 6 = cost at £ iper ton

whence we can easily find cost at £4 58. 6d . per ton .

(2 ) Cost of 25 acres, 3 roods, 14 poles at £ 59 8s. 9d . per acre .

As before, find cost at £ i per acre, i.e. , 55. per rood , and

1.d. per pole.
Acres roods poles.

25 3 14

£ 1 5

25 16 9 = cost at £ i per acre,

whence rind cost at £ 59 8s . 9d. per acre .

It will be noticed that the method does away with the ne

cessity for manipulating fractions other than those concerned

with money.

The method was communicated to me by a one-time assistant

master at Liverpool College, and I believe it owes its origin to

the then headmaster .

Grammar School , C. H. Cox .

Tottenham .

66

C. H. C. Where can I find descriptions of (i. ) Apparatus

for finding the specific gravity of a volatile liquid . ( ii.) The

method of preparing a constant volume specific gravity

bottle ” by adding a certain amount of mercury to an ordinary

density bottle, so that its expansion counteracts that of the
hottle ?

H. E. HADLEY, SCHOOL OF SCIENCE, KIDDERMINSTER .

The most convenient method of determining the specific gravity

of a volatile liquid is to weigh a sinker, of glass or other insol.

uble solid denser than water, in ( i . ) air , (ii . ) water, and (iii . ) in

the volatile liquid . Alternative methods are given in Stewart

and Gee's “ Practical Physics, ” vol . i . ( Macmillan) .

The volume of mercury required to render constant the

volume of a specific gravity bottle is readily calculated from the

co - efficients of cubical expansion of the materials : the co - effi

cient for ordinary German glass is o‘000028, and that of mercury

is o'o001818. Hence, if 11n is the fraction of the total volume

which must be occupied by mercury, then o'0001818 x =

0'000028, or n = 6.5 . The total volume of the bottle is deter.

mined by weighing it when empty and when full of mercury

( density of mercury, at 18° C. = 13.55 ) . The required volume

of mercury is calculated by dividing the total volume by 6-5.

MUTUAL AID.

H. E. H. In Mr. Burrell's article on “ The Coming of

the New School -book , ” in the September number of The SCHOOL

World , reference is made to Mr. Huntington's book on

composition . Could you favour your readers with thefull :ilk

and the name of the publisher of this volume ?

PRINCIPAL A. BURRELL . “ Elements of English Com

position .” T. F. Huntington. ( Macmillan . ) 35. 6d.

The object of these columns is to afford teachers the opportu

nity of asking questions of and giving assistance to colleagues.

The questions received to which replies are solicited will be

printed first ; following these will be the answers which have

been sent in , and , to make such replies intelligible to all readers ,

they will be accompanied by the question.

Readers are invited to send answers to any of the questions

asked below by our correspondents.

The questions should deal only with educational matters,

using the expression in a broad sense, and the publication or

otherwise of any question must be left entirely to the discretion

of the Editors .

Questions and answers should be addressed to the Editors of

The School World, St. Martin's Street , London, W.C. , and

should be accompanied by the full name and address of the

sender, though not necessarily for publication . Each question

or answer should be on one side only of a separate sheet of

paper.

QUESTIONS.

C. H. C. ( i . ) Why was a Horse Power originally so called

and how is the Horse Power of an engine computed ?

( ii . ) Will any schoolmaster who has taken up some branch of

practical work , such as Electric Lighting , or any work which

might prove profitable on compulsory retirement from teaching,

give your readers the benefit of his experience ?

R. H. S. Can any one recommend good set of free -hand

drawing copies or test cards suitable for Cambridge Preliminary
Local Examination work ?

E. P. How can my new cinder playground be got to

“ bind ” ? It is on a slope . It was laid down with eight inches

of broken bricks and four inches of cinders.

W. J. T. Would some reader, with experience of school

dramatics, suggest some plays or portion of plays suitable for

production in a mixed school ?
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THE REFORM OF SECONDARY

EDUCATION IN IRELAND.

A SUGGESTED SCHEME .

By John THOMPSON, M.A.

E

healthy rivalry greatly to the benefit of the country

at large.

As any scheme, to be successful, must conform

to certain fundamental principles , these may be

first briefly outlined . The ultimate control of

secondary or intermediate education must be

vested in a single board , largely assisted by ex

perts . Every school must be treated as a whole ,

and there must be no artificial limit by which, as

now , only students over thirteen years of age are

taken into account . An efficient and thorough

system of inspection must come into operation , but

the mistake must not be made of supposing that

inspection can do everything. It is also essential

that teachers shall be properly qualified and

trained , with the inevitable corollary that they shall

receive adequate salaries and security of tenure .

It is hardly necessary to add that religious diffi

culties must be avoided . Unless all these things

are provided for, reform will be incomplete .

As Irish schools are singularly impecunious, it

is of course necessary that they should continue to

receive grants of public money , and the question

arises , how ? The present method of capitation

fees is condemned, both on general educational

grounds and for practical reasons . Up to three or

four years ago it was customary to pay so much

per hundred marks obtained by each pass student ,

so much is paid per caput for each pass

student , the amount varying with the grade, and

being increased by one-half for each pass with
honours. It has been suggested that payment

should be made on the result of inspection , or of

inspection accompanied by examination . But to

make grants upon inspection alone lays too much

responsibility upon the inspector . For example ,

a school might receive an unfavourable report and

a diminished grant, when its shortcomings might

be due to want of funds, and its last state would

in consequence be worse than its first. If inspec
tion be combined with examination , many of the

evils of the present system recur , for examination

a programme imposed universally from

without, and this means the absence of elasticity ,

the loss of initiative on the part of the teacher, and

the forcing of all pupils together through the same

mill. The same objection as before, though in a

lessened degree , holds as against the inspection.

Further , Ireland is and must remain a country of

many small schools . The present system has

DUCATIONAL reforın is in the air, although

nothing has taken place in Ireland compar

able to the great movement of recent years

in England . The time seems to be at hand for

some large and well - informed plan by which Irish

education as a whole will be co -ordinated under

one central authority. It is therefore not out of

place to suggest a scheme for the improvement of

secondary education which would fit in with a

complete scheme for education as a whole.

The object of any such scheme must be more

efficient education . The one here suggested

proceeds upon lines which have never been tried.

The reforms of recent years have had no finality

about them . Even the most outstanding feature,

which has been the introduction of practical

science - teaching into all the schools , has been

accompanied by the very serious drawback that

the latter have now two masters instead of one ,

while the new master ---the Department of Agri

culture and Technical Instruction--has introduced

rules which restrict still further their already

limited freedom . The other reforms which fol.

lowed the Commission on Intermediate Education
have proved disappointing. In the first place ,

they did not follow the lines of the Report, while

many of the new rules have been extremely in

tricate and puzzling. Again , it is hardly the fault

of the Intermediate Board that the one reform on

which they seriously prided themselves, viz . , the

introduction of Inspection, has died an untimely

death . While it lived , it was unpopular ; now

that it is dead , improvement in intermediate

education is at a standstill . The attempt of the

Board to create by its rules different types of

schools has not achieved any visible success . The

general result of recent reforms has been , in a

word, away from rather than towards greater

elasticity and freedom , and yet freedom is the goal

to be aimed at , and , subject to a few general re

strictions , each school should be autonomous.

There would then be general development and a
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favoured the large as opposed to the small school, proposal is that the managing bodies shall pay to

and, without implying that the large schools have the central board a specified amount of the school

received too much, it may be said that the small fees, and in return the central board shall guaran

school requires proportionately more help, and this tee the salaries of the teachers according to a

on any of the above systems is in practice im- fixed scale. The managing bodies will have

possible . Nor does any of them take direct ac- perfect liberty to charge whatever school fees

count of the teacher , and the payment of a lump they wish , but of these they will be required to

sum to the managers of schools , no matter upon pay to the central board so much per pupil per

what system , does not ensure to the teachers proper annum ; the surplus will be at their own disposal .

remuneration . To fix definitely the amount per pupil in a scheme

The scheme outlined below will , it is claimed, like this is impossible, but one might suggest 63

secure efficiency and freedom to the schools, a or £ 4 for each pupil under the age of 12 , and £ 5

proper status to the teacher , and ample control to or £ 6 for each pupil over 12. With these figures,

the nation. The school will be efficient in having as school fees go in Ireland , the managing bodies

an adequate staff of trained teachers , and will be would have (together with local grants and endow

free to arrange its own courses of studies and its ments , if any ) a fair sum at their command to

own examinations . The teacher's status and allocate to the upkeep of schools , examinations,

tenure will be established, and he will have a prizes and exhibitions, to make capitation grants

defined and increasing salary and inducements to to the head teachers, and perhaps to add to the

stay and improve in his calling. Inspection will salaries of teachers, at all events in special in

supply , in addition to public opinion and the stances . The ordinary scale of salaries will be

control of the central board as given below , determined by the central board , and , as all

public test of the school work , a free play of teachers will have to be properly qualified , trained

intelligent criticism and suggestion passing from and registered , it must be such as to attract able

school to school , and a link between the schools men and women . A fair scale will hardly fall

and the central board of control . The scheme, short of the salaries paid to Civil Service clerks of

then , is in outline as follows : the second division . All teachers would hardly

The whole of secondary education in Ireland come into the same class : there would be at least

should be under one central board , containing two three classes, say , junior assistants , senior assist
elements, viz ., a small committee of paid edu- ants , and heads, and the scale would be different

cational experts and a larger committee of unpaid in each class . Promotion from one class to an

representatives of county and borough councils, other would be partly by merit and partly by

universities, university colleges, learned professions seniority , and the more highly qualified teachers
and chambers of commerce. There would be would no doubt be at once admitted to the senior

little difficulty in arranging the relations between class . A pension scheme follows as a matter of

these two elements. The number and class of teachers em

Every school connected with the board should ployed would be decided according to the wants of

have a managing or governing body resembling each school by the managing board , with the

those already existing in many schools . These consent of the central board. The central board

would have all the usual functions of such bodies, would have the right of vetoing appointments, and

and would be the official means of communication would also act as a final court of appeal for teachers

between the schools and the central board. There in cases of dispute .

would, of course , be no objection to the same Every school would have freedom in its internal

body acting as managers or governors of several economy. It would fix its own studies , draw up

schools . While the central board might fix the its own programme, hold its own examinations

minimum number of members, their mode of and award its own prizes and exhibitions. The

election should be absolutely free , with these two central board would define what is meant by

limitations, that the central board should have secondary education , but within the board limits

the right to nominate one representative , and that of such a definition there would be abundant

the County or Borough Council of the area in scope for a great variety of different programmes.

which a school is situated should also have the Thus we should have great elasticity , room for

right to representation provided that it assesses a experiment, room for consideration of local needs ,

local rate in aid of secondary education . These and when new methods or new subjects are sug

representatives should be sympathetic with the gested they could be adopted without unnecessary

general managing body, who might indeed be delay. Regular inspection by permanent in

consulted before they were nominated. The dis- spectors , appointed by the central board, would

tribution of the money raised by a local rate would naturally find a place in the scheme. It would be

naturally be determined by a joint committee of a useful stimulus to the schools and teachers in

representatives of the Council and of all the keeping them up to their best standard, in

schools within the area of its jurisdiction, with the watching new developments, in reporting to the

proviso that the grants should be divided equitably central board features of importance, and in offer .

between all the schools , except that a school ing suggestions for improvement. The inspectors

refusing to admit a representative of the Council would naturally have been teachers themselves,

on its managing body might fairly be excluded. who for their ability had been promoted to the

We come to the question of teachers. The inspectorate.

course ,
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There should be only one form of examination
AN AUXILIARY LANGUAGE FOR :

held by the central board , viz ., that for a leaving
INTERNATIONAL USE .

certificate, which , it is hoped , might come to be

regarded by the country generally as of real and By Paul MATHEWS, M.A.

lasting value in setting a hall mark on a pupil's Mathematical School , Rochester .

capacity . Other examinations should be arranged

for by each school separately . There would be no HERE is a story that two young Englishmen

objection to a school making arrangements with were once sauntering through an Eastern

the central board on payment of a certain sum to bazaar , when , irritated at his failure to

provide it with an external examination, but this make his wishes known to the attendant, one said

would be optional. The guarantee of a school's to his companion, “ Oh ! come along, the old fool

efficiency under this scheme will be three- fold, doesn't understand plain English .” Thereupon

public opinion, the qualifications of the teachers , ensued the following colloquy :

and inspection . You spik Sherman ? " No ! ”

If in any locality it should be proposed to open “ You spik Grik ? ” « No ! ”

a new school, a local managing body would first “ You spik Turkish ? ” No ! "

form itself, and then appeal to the central board “ You spik Arabic ? 16 No ! ”

for permission to undertake the work . But in the · You spik Russian ? ' « No ! ”

large towns there is little doubt that the central “ Hein ! me vunce fool, you five times fool.”

board should aim at securing a small number of The young fellow then probably realised better

schools of different types. than the majority of his countrymen, to whom a

The cost of such a scheme is uncertain . Much polyglot facility is not a constant necessity , what a

would depend on theamount of payment per pupil boon an “ international language,” a second tongue

and the scale of salaries adopted. The former common to all civilised nations, would be .

might, for security, be made at first somewhat No one doubts this in theory , and many have

high . But the scheme could not come at once been the efforts directed toward the practical solu

into full operation , as some teachers would not be tion of the difficulty. Some scores of such attempts

forthwith admitted to all its benefits as properly are to be found on the library shelves in the British

qualified , and meanwhile it may be hoped that Museum . They include polyglot vocabularies and

Borough and County Councils would assist to ideographic systems, occasionally taking combina

some extent from the rates , as they might do , for tions of figures for the root . words , with letters

instance , by guaranteeing to the central board so and diacritical marks for the accidence, the reader

much per annum , in return for which the payment supplying sounds from his own language to the

per pupil would be proportionately lowered . But signs, just as Chinamen from different provinces
taking matters as they stand at present , the Inter- can understand the

same manuscript without

mediate Board spent in 1903 over £ 57,000 on being intelligible in speech to one another, or

grants : in addition to this sum there would be as , when he sees 6 , an Englishman says

immediately available from Intermediate sources à German “ sechs,” a Russian “ shest,” and so on .

a further £ 27,000, as over £22,000 was spent on There are also original languages , evolved by asso

examinations and awards, and £ 5,000 remained ciating certain sounds with certain ideas , and thus

unspent from the year's revenue. The grants building words not akin to those of any existing

from the Department of Technical Instruction languages (HerbertSpencer in an appendix to

amounted in 1902 to nearly £ 10,000 , and may be his autobiography has some preliminary notes

calculated to reach twice that figure in a year or towards the invention of such a language ); and

two under present arrangements. This would there are plans for taking some existing language,

give us about £104,000 altogether, while part of stripping it of its irregularities, phoneticising its

the development grant of £ 185,000 might be spelling, simplifying its grammar and having it

allocated in addition. It is to be hoped that no adopted as the " universal" language.

scheme educationally sound will be rejected on One attempt, “ Anglo -franca," endeavours to-

financial grounds, for secondary education in make a blend of English and French . A speci .

Ireland is in sore need of reform . men will demonstrate that the result is too

ridiculous. (French pronunciation is adhered to . )

“ All the monde saçh that the commercial relations

History Map (Stuart Section ) . By George C. Pringle . with the Etranger would be more facile if the

( The Hanover Publishing Co., Edinburgh .) – This so -called
entente would pouv to be etablissed more precis

map consists of equal vertical strips , each representing one year

of history , cut up into coloured horizontal sections which stand through the moyen of an langue connaissed by the

for important groups of events , 1.8 ., parliamentary proceedings, du parties." This would seriously endanger the

foreign affairs, scientific discoveries . By following with the eye entente, one would think. Mere mention of one idea

any one of the vertical strips it is possible to see at a glance all
will be sufficient : national jealousy will ever

the incidents of prime significance which distinguished the year
represented by the strip. By tracing any one of the horizontal oppose its realisation . This idea is that every
sections a continuous record of a single department of history is nation should agree to adopt some existing lan

obtained. History taught on this system becomes a matter of guage as a second tongue to be taught to every
latitude and longitude - a desert portrayed by the methods of body. But which ? Moreover, for a foreigner
Mercator's projection. Anything more arid it would be difficult
to conceive. The Muse of History could scarcely survive a long

every language involves great difficulties of spell

sojourn amid these wastes . ing , pronunciation , grammar and idiom . The

o six ,”

.

-а
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only attempts which have achieved any measure given , the rest is easy . The device by which this

of success are those in which the inventor has is rendered possible is that of dividing the words

taken his words from existing languages and into portions by hyphens; each part can be found

adopted a simple set of inflexions. Some fifteen in the vocabulary : e.g. , suppose an Englishman

years ago Schleyer's Volapük made considerable receives the following :

headway, and, not withstanding its defects , proved Kar-a Sinjor - o

that the want of such a language was very real. Mi esper -as ke vi bon - vol os

It is however, too difficult, and has been quite korespond -ad -i kun ini

beaten out of the field by Zamenhof's Esperanto, Frat- e la vi-a

which is really making most extraordinary pro X

gress . In the vocabulary he will find the following: -a

Continental firms are finding it worth while indicates an adjective, -ad- indicates the duration

to publish their catalogues in Esperanto, and it of an action , -as indicates present in verbs . bon

has been adopted by the Touring Club of France . good , e ending of adverbs. esper. hope. frat.
The superiority of Esperanto over Volapük is brother. -i indicates infinitive in verbs. kar .

shown in every direction . It is a pleasanter dear . ke that . korespond- correspond. kun with .

sounding language. It has no modified vowels (ä , la the . mi I , me. -0 indicates a substantive

ö , ü ) , which are very frequent in its rival, and the (noun ). -os indicates the future in verbs. sinjor

root words are taken unchanged from their source , sir , Mr. vi you . vol . wish , be willing.

while in the older attempt they are so altered There is no need to append a translation .'

as frequently to be unrecognisable. Esperanto In writing to an expert one omits the hyphens.

roots are , where possible , those roots which are The suggestion to be made now may seem over

to several European tongues. This bold to some. It is that a language like Esperanto ,

point is clearly illustrated in the two names. so simple, so easy , so logical, possesses great

i Vola - pük " means " world's language " educative value , and might with an advantage

" speech ." Vol is a modification of the English ( beyond that of the mere acquisition of an easy'
world ”-a is the genitive termination and means of communication with

foreigners) be

“ pük " is our " speech ” disguised. “ Esper -ant-o " adopted as a subject in a school curriculum .

means “ hopeful” ; everyone can recognise“ esper- " as For a large number of pupils in our schools ,

“ hope," " ant- marks a present participle , -o indicates Latin , French , and German are subjects which

a substantive. The Esperanto equivalent of Vol-a- seem to have very little practicalvalue. Substitute

pük is lingv -o de la mond - o , or , in one word , mond- Esperanto for these in the lower forms, where

lingv - o, and no one need be a phenomenal linguist languages are started ), there will be a saving of

to recognise these roots . Other examples illustrat- time ( for Esperanto will not require as much time

ing the same difference are : as any one of them ), and more space will be allot

Word . Esperanto root. Volapiik root. table on the time-table to other subjects, to which ,
friend amik fen

owing to the multiplicity of requirements, insuffi
cheat tromp

cüt.
cient time is at present given . Esperanto has

ink nig .

been adopted as a subject in at least one English
thought pens. tik

estim stüm school , and the teacher speaks enthusiastically of

and so on . Then the Esperanto grammar is less
the interest which its word -building facilities in .

complicated. Volapük nouns have three case end
spire in the pupils . They also get good training

ings , Esperanto only one (-n for the objective) ,
in the correct meanings of words. Moreover,

while in Volapük the verb is a terror , so many
when it becomes plain that an acquaintance with

are its inflexions, but the Esperanto conjugation
another language is a necessity for any particular

is simplicity itself.
pupil, it may be confidently asserted that one who

In Esperanto word building is extremely easy .
has been through a course of Esperanto (possess

It is done by about thirty prefixes and suffixes
ing a copious stock of roots which he will be

having fixed meanings. The use of such syllables
constantly recognising) will be in a better position

may be briefly indicated by a few simple examples.
to make progress in Latin or a modern language

(such as English , French , Italian , or Spanish ) than

Syliable. Meaning: Example

tool or instrument-il. fos- i, to dig fos-il.o, spade
students who have been without his advantage,

diminutive dom -o, house dom -et- o , cottage and that he will rapidly overtake most who have
member or partisan regn - o , state regn -an - o , subject started some time before him . Is it not the pretty

-mal- opposite bon -a , good mal-bon - a , bad
general experience of teachers that this has been

By a most ingenious device , Dr. Zamenhof has the most valuable use of Latin for such as have not

rendered it possible for one who knows Esperanto wished to go through a full “ classical ” course ?

to write a letter to a person who has not even Should this article induce any teacher to investi

heard of the language, and for the recipient , gate Esperanto, he will find a revelation . In an
without much trouble, to be able to translate it . hour or two he will be able to write and understand

Small sheet vocabularies in various languages are a letter ; in a week (with half -an - hour a day ) he

published , and , having written one's letter, one

has only to enclose with it one of the vocabularies, 1 In accepting an engagement to give a lecture on Esperanto recently , the

choosing the right language for the person ad- writer successfully made all arrangements with the secretary of the cei

without writing a word of English .

dressed .
His correspondent had no previous

If he will only follow the instructions acquaintance with Esperanto .

ink

esteem

-et

-an
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will read easily , and in a month he will speak with child from arithmetic into the midst of Euclid's

better fluency than he could hope to attain after a generalisations a great gap is left in this natural

year with French or German . The writer (whom development. It is necessary in forming a new

a conscientious study of Volapük for months had plan to analyse the history of the subject and pick
caused to deem the invention of an artificial lan- out the essentials of development .

guage a hopeless task) came to scoff, remained This analysis may have been made by many

to pray. " That of Mr. Branford , the Director of

As regards the indirect educative value of Espe- Education in Sunderland, deserves consideration

ranto and its powerful agency in spreading scientific as being the result of historical study checked by

knowledge and facilitating commerce, much might the study of children. He recognises three stages

be said . Suffice it on this occasion to mention that in the mathematical growth of the race or the

there is at present being published (entirely in individual, which he calls the empirical, the in

Esperanto) a monthly organ called Là Internacia tuitional , and the logical . These three stages are

Scienca Revio (6d . ), to which articles are contributed not distinct, the point of transition from one to the

by such eminent men as Adelsköld (Stockholm ), next cannot be located ; they are rather three

Baudoin de Courtenay ( St. Petersburg ), Prince methods that run side by side throughout, each

Roland Bonaparte, Becquerel (France), Förster increasing or decreasing in importance as the

.(Berlin ), and our own Sir William Ramsay,F.R.S. , development proceeds.

and that in France alone over eighty large firms At the beginning of the empirical stage with the

have found it advisable to publish their catalogues race the other two methods can hardly be said to

in the “ International Language." exist . Thus a rule for area , that is a lucky or un

lucky guess , is used without any thought of testing

its accuracy . Its counterpart in school teaching is

possibly the substitution of numbers in formulas;

the principle that nothing should be taught to be
ON THE PRINCIPLES OF MATHE

unlearnt later of course excludes the incorrect
MATICAL TEACHING .

formulas of the ancients such as that of valuing a

By DAVID Mair . farm by the length of its perimeter. Later in the

empirical stage with the race , formulas were tested

HE system of mathematical education which by application to cases in which the result was
so long prevailed and from which we are otherwise known . At the present day area

now beginning to break away follows to formulas are readily tested by the use of squared

some extent the growth of mathematical know paper.

ledge . Geometry was developed in Greece , alge- In the next stage in which intuition comes to the

bra and trigonometry by the Hindus, and in the front , proof goes no further than a reference to

middle ages western Europe received all three obvious properties , and there is no consideration for

from the Arabs of Spain . These subjects now logical completeness, which idea has not yet arisen .

form the staple of secondary education. Cartesian For example, to persuade a person at this stage

geometry, which dates from the seventeenth cen- that the three angles of a triangle make up two

tury, is now gaining a foothold under the name of right angles, it is enough to call attention to a

" graphs," while the differential and integral cal- pavement made up of triangles all of the same size

culus, dating from the eighteenth century, is still and shape. This proof is sufficient for the great

confined to education of university grade . majority of educated persons at the present day,

This system would therefore appear to be true to who find no meaning in speculations as to what

the historical method , which requires that the edu- would happen if parallel lines did not meet, or

cation of the individual should follow the growth of whether two sticks equal in length in one part

knowledge in the race ; and yet the inadequacy of of space will be found equal if tested in other

the system is now recognised. The truth is that it parts .

has only a superficial resemblance to the historical Lastly , the idea of logical completeness arises ,

method. To proceed from arithmetic to Euclid's and the aim is to start from the smallest possible

geometry is not to follow the growth of knowledge number of propositions, so obvious that no one can

in the race . Euclid came far on in the mathe- deny them , and build up from them by flawless

matical development of the Greeks. He syste- reasoning the whole body of mathematics. It ap

matises and puts into logical form all the knowledge pears , however , that no one of these fundamental

that had been gained up to his time. SuchSuch sys . propositions is too obvious to be questioned. Any

tematisations are useful and interesting to the of them can be discarded, and a new system of

student who has made some progress, but they mathematics built up differing from the old , and

hide the order of development. The race , like the usually agreeing only slightly with our experience .

child, frequently comes to knowledge by tortuous Again , the building up is not found to be flawless ;

ways and at the expense of mistakes. And though steps are frequently taken by Euclid , and by his

the teacher who uses the historic method must not successors to the present day , in which there is an

lead the mind of the child astray -for it is a implicit appeal to intuition . Though the axioms

general principle to teach nothing that must be are being reduced in number and made more

unlearned - he must yet lead it from step to step in obvious, it is doubtful if the system is becoming

the development of the subject. In hurrying the more satisfactory to the reason . As reason repairs
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Texts : Poets. Texts : Prose Authors.

a breach at one point, reason also makes a breach ton ; studying the seventeenth century as it

at another. It is possible that logical completeness appeared to the eighteenth , and making Johnson's

is attainable and that in a more fortunate age than criticisms a point of departure for our own. The

this the breaches may diminish in number and important thing is to get a relation of some sort ,

seriousness ; it is also possible that completeness is because in doing that we get the beginnings of

unattainable. The question is still under discus- criticism and a stimulus to the nascent literary

sion among mathematicians and philosophers. Also , it will be observed that we get at

These are apparently approaching an agreement once an opening for profitable compositions. The

that , as in the case of any other body of syste- best subjects, it may be said generally , are those

matic knowledge, that system of mathematics is which involve some act of comparison.

most satisfactory which best fits our experience. SPECIMEN FOUR- YEAR COURSE ( A ).

In other sciences men work at both ends , acquiring

new facts on one hand , and simplifying theories Year of Age at

Course. Entry .

on the other , and are greatly pleased at pushing

the boundary of the region of knowledge a little
( 1 ) Selected Poems ( Child- ( 1 ) Hauthorne (Wonder

further at the expense of the kingdom of darkness, ren's Treasury ). Book for Boys and Girls )

without demanding instant abolition of the dark
( 2 ) Ditto. ( 2 ) Ruskin (King of the

( 3) English Ballads.

ness . Perhaps in time we shall rank mathematics ( 3 ) Lamb (Adventures of

Ulysses).

as a science differing from others only by being a Holidays- Kingsley (Water

trifle more exact . Babies ).

Be that as it may , the average mind on leaving

school has not attained such development as to
( 1 ) Scott . ( 1 ) Lamb ( Tales from

Shakespeare ).

require great rigour of proof. To a mind at this ( 3) Campbell or Cowper. (2 ) Irving (Sketch .Book),

stage the intuitional method is still appropriate in
( Simple Poems. ) ( 3 ) Anson (Voyage round

the World )

many parts of mathematics ; for instance, in the Holidays Scott (Talisman

discussion of a tange as the limit of a secant .
or Ivanhoe ).

And the question with regard to the presentation
( 1 ) Shakespeare (Julius ( 1 ) Macaulay (Essay

of a proof to the schoolboy should not be “ Is the
Caesar).

proof rigorous ? ” but “ Is it suited to his stage
(2 ) Milton and Gray (2 ) Johnson (Lives of Poets ).

( Hales , Longer En : ( 3) De Quincty (Essays ).

of development ? Is it calculated to compel his
glish Poems). Holidays-- Dickens ( Tale of

( 3 ) M. Two Cities).

assent ? ” and Rustum , & c . ).

Golden River ).
I. 12-13

( 2 ) Ditto.

a

II . 13-14

on

Clive ) .

III . 14.15

Arnold (Sohrab

IV . 15-16

( 1 ) Shakespeare ( Richard ( 1 ) Macaulay's History

II . ) ( ch . I. )

(2 ) Paradise Lost. ( 2 ) Selections from Spectator.

( 3) Tennyson ( Princess ). ( 3 ) Ruskin (Sesame and

Lilies ) .

Holuars - Thackeray (Es

mond ).

THE NEW REGULATIONS FOR

SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE .

II.-- SUGGESTIONS FOR COURSES .

SPECIMEN FOUR - YEAR COURSE ( B ) .

Year of Age at

Course. Entry.

Texts : Poets.
By T. H. Fowler , M.A.

Clifton College.

Texts : Prose Authors.

I

( 1 ) English Ballads.

( 2) Selected Poems,

( 3 ) Ditto .
I. 12-13

( 1 ) Kingsley ( Herces).

( 2 ) Malory ( Morte d Arthur)

Selections.

( 3 ) Heroes of Asgard.

Holiurys --Kingsley (West.
ward Ho ! )

( 1 ) Pope's Iliad .

( 2 ) Lyra Heroica.

( 3) Ditto .
II .

13.14

( 1 ) Plutarch ( Alexander the

Great).

( 2 ) Southey ( Life of Nelson ).

( 3 ) Scott ( Talisman ).

I Hilidays , Blackmore (Lor

na Doone )

T has been suggested to me that one or two

specimen four-year courses of English litera

ture , drawn up on the lines of the recent

circular of the Board of Education, might be

useful to teachers. In the two that follow I have

allowed three prose text -books to each year, one

for each term , and I have tried to establish some

relation, where it seemed practicable, between the

prose and the poetry . That relation need not be

the same in eacli case . We may find it useful to

takethe " Faerie Queene " and " Utopia " together,“

because they have a common historical setting in

that they were both produced in sixteenth -century

England, or because we can compare and contrast

the ideals of poet and statesman , the one gazing

back into the past , the other with his eyes turned

toward the future. Similarly, Tennyson's " Coming

and Passing of Arthur ” connects with Carlyle's

“ Heroes " ; the one giving us the poet's and the

other the philosophic historian's theory of the true

king and his work . Or , again , we may take

Milton's shorter poems with Johnson's life of Mil

( 1 ) Dryden and Pope ( 1 ) Steele and Addison

(Longer English

III . 14.15

(Coverley Papers).

Poems). ( 2) White ( Vatural History

( 2 ) Gray and Coleridge of Selborne ).

( Longer English ( 3 ) Macaulay (Essay on 1c .

Poems). dision ).

( 3 ) Shakespeare (Mer Holidays- Scott (Old Mare

chant of Venice ). tality ).

IV. 15-16

( 1 ) Shakespeare ( Twelfth ( 1 ) Eighteenth Century Fs
Night). says , or Essays of E.Li

( 2 ) Spenser ( Faerie ( selected ).

Queene, Bks. I. , II .). ( 2 ) More's l'topia, or Bir

( 3 ) Tennyson (Coming con's Ess(selecioil )

and Passing of Arthur). 1 ( 3 ) Carlyle (Heroes ),

Holidays - Reade (Clois.

ter and the Hearth ).
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As the Board of Education expressly state that up by one who knows nothing of the particular

the books in their list are only to be regarded as a pupils by whom the authors are to be read : the

few out of “ the numerous texts which may advan- lists must be modified by the teacher in accordance

tageously be studied,” I have not confined myself with the special circumstances .

to their list in drawing up my two specimen courses .

On the other hand , every satisfactory course must

include some of the authors on the Board's list .

We cannot cover the whole of English literature
CHEMISTRY OF DAILY LIFE.

in a four -year course, but every such course ought

to contain some Shakespeare and Milton, and II .-AN ELEMENTARY COURSE OF WORK .

some of the best and most characteristic work of

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries .
By F. R. LEYLAND Wilson , M.A.

In addition to the books named in the Board's
Charterhouse.

list ( School World, October, 1904 , p . 384 ) , and

to those given in my two specimen courses , the
HEMISTRY plays such an important part

followingmay be found suitable for use :
in modern life that it would be quite im

possible to touch more than the fringe of
FIRST YEAR

its many applications in an elementary course, and
Stories from Herodotus.

in sketching out such a course only those subjects
Stories from Chaucer.

Stories from Froissart. will be introduced which admit of simple and con

Hawthorne, Tanglewood Tales. nected treatment; but, as it is certainly not advis
Adventures of Beowulf.

able to proceed to the study of chemistry without
Rab and his Friends .

Mrs. Gatty, Parables from Nature .
a preliminary course of a physical character, it is

Warde Fowler, Tales of the Birds. first proposed to indicate the lines on which such

Pilgrim's Progress. a course may be drawn .

Robinson Crusoe.

Dickens, Christmas Carol. INTRODUCTORY WORK IN Physics .

SECOND YEAR ---

It is important to ensure that the metric system
Defoe, Journal of the Plague Year.

is thoroughly grasped and to give plenty of practice
Dampier's Voyage round ihe World .

Hawkins, Voyages.
in simple physical measurements. This will be

Kingsley , Hereward the Wake. followed by the study of the construction and

Dickens, Oliver Twist , & c . principles of the balance .
Mrs. Gaskell, Cranford .

The use of instruments for the measurement of
Goldsmith, Vicar of Wakefield .

volume being known, the determination of the
THIRD YEAR

weight of a cubic centimetre of water is made and
R. and E. B. Browning, Simpler Poems.

Byron , Childe Harold's Pilgrimage.
the origin of the gram weight explained ; at this

Hawthorne, House of the Seven Gables. point the importance of the fact that water is

FOURTH YEAR heavier at a particular temperature a few degrees

Chaucer, Canterbury Tales.
above its freezing point than at any other point

W. Morris , Jason . should be noticed .

Hazlitt, Characters of Shakespeare's Plays. The densities of some other liquids may be
English Men of Letters (especially Pattison's compared with that of water and the use of density

Milton, Stephen's Johnson , Black's Goldsmith ,

Myers' Wordsworth , Colvin's Keats, Ainger's
for the purpose of identifying substances may be

Lamb). pointed out. The study of solution is introduced
Kinglake's Eothen .

by the evaporation of tap water , showing the pre
Helps, Essays written in the intervals of business .

sence of matter not separable by filtration ; this is
Kingsley , Hypatia.

G. Eliot, Romola, Silas Marner, Mill on the
followed by distillation , the boiling point of the

Floss. liquid being noted .

If a book is given for holiday reading once or Experiments are done next on the solvent powers

twice a year , it will be possible to cover much
of pure water and the different solubilities of diffe

more ground than without this help. But if the
rent solids are noted . The “ solubilities ” of

holiday task is to be of any educational value,
common salt and of gypsum at the laboratory

and, above all , if it is to act as a stimulus and not
temperature are determined, the meaning of the

as a deterrent, it is desirable that the teacher
terms “ saturated ” and “ unsaturated ” solutions

should not feel that his duty is ended when he has
having first been explained .

chosen the book and announced it to the class . A Experiments. Slow and quick evaporation, and the pre

preliminary sketch of the plot , or of the opening paration of crystals.

chapters, may do much to arouse interest ; and An elementary study of the forms of crystals may

the pupils should be given some idea of the points be made at this point, some common natural
to which they ought to direct their attention in crystals being examined and their angles mea
reading the book . sured ; calcite, quartz, fluor -spar, and selenite

Some of the books in the above lists are more afford suitable material, besides the crystals pre

suitable for girls than boys : e.g. , “ Cranford ” and , pared in the laboratory , such as those of alum and
perhaps, “ Sesame and Lilies.' It must be re- copper sulphate, which are easily obtainable of

membered that no ideally perfect list can be drawn sufficient size for measurement.
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The effect of heat on crystals may be shown and density, boiling point , melting point , crystalline

the presence of “ water of crystallisation " dis- form and solubility will be found of value.

covered , the boiling point of the liquid being used No subject is more suitable as an introduction to

to identify it . Theresidue from the crystals which elementary chemistry than burning, both from its

have lost their water is redissolved and crystals familiarity as a phenomenon of every -day experi

are again obtained ; the change in colour which ence and on account of the readiness with which

anhydrous copper sulphate undergoes on solution it lends itself to simple treatment. The subject

in water forms a rapid and satisfactory means of being so familiar, it is a good thing to begin by

recognising water , even in very small quantities . requiring the class to answer a number of ques

At this point the percentage of water lost by tions on burning, so as to enable the boys to collect

crystals of copper sulphate and Epsom salts under their views on the matter .

the influence of heat may be determined , and the Experiments on the effect of heating metals , such

fact that the quantity is definite should be noted . as copper , zinc , lead , and magnesium in air , are

Further experiments on the effect of heat on done and the members of the class are required to

crystals may be done with soda crystals and with give such explanations of the changes observed as

“ hypo ; " the melting points of these substances they may think sufficient ; means of testing their

may be determined and the use of this property for explanations are next devised and put into practice.

identification may be noted . Various other points That the metals change in weight is discovered,

may be illustrated by the use of “ hypo," such as and the false explanations are sifted from the

latent heat of fusion and the properties of super- possibly true ones .

saturated solutions .
Experiment. The fact that a crucible has not altered in

The study of the physical properties of air may
weight as a result of heating is shown .

be begun and the discovery of the fact that it has
Experiment. A crucible filled with dried sand is weighed

weight forms a good introduction ; this naturally

leads to the barometer, and an opportunity occurs
and strongly heated , and the weight after cooling is found to be

the same.

for the study of the pressure of gases and vapours .
A strip of magnesium is embedded in the sand and

no change of weight is found after the crucible has been strongly
The laws of Boyle and Charles may be taken at

heated and cooled .

this point . The former of these is not suitable for

That magnesium gains in weight when air is

not excluded has been shown in a previous experi

ment . Air is thus shown to be concerned in the

burning of magnesium .
B

Experiment. The burning of phosphorus in a dry bottle

shows the production of a white solid .

A
The next experiment shows that the phosphorus

gains in weight and that the gain in weight is

equal to the loss which the air undergoes .

Experiment. A flask of 300 c.c. capacity is taken , some dry

sand is introduced and a small piece of phosphorus is dropped

on the sand , and after the mouth has been closed by a well

titting rubber stopper the whole apparatus is weighed. The

A. Beaker containing ice. bottom of the flask is warmed carefully, and as soon as the

phosphorus begins to burn the flask is well shaken , and set aside

to cool ; on weighing no change in weight is observed until the

laboratory experiments for beginners , but the ex- stopper is removed for a moment.

pansion of gases under the influence of heat can Experiment. Iron filings are allowed to rust , they having

be shown by the boys themselves, and Charles's been previously weighed ; on the second weighing an increase

law may be worked out in the class -room from will be found to have taken place.

their own measurements . A simple arrangement Experiment. A gas jar , the inner surface of which is coated

for temperatures between o°C and 100°C is shown
with wet iron filings, is inverted in a trough of water and left

in the diagram , which explains itself. for a few days. The mouth of the jar is covered with a glass

After the pressure of gases has been grasped the plate and removed from the trough, and the air left is tested

pressure of vapours may be taken and a better with a burning splinter of wood and shown to be different.

understanding of the meaning of “ boiling point The volume of air lost is measured and the percentages of air

will be gained . lost and air left are calculated .

The experiments so far indicated represent the
The conditions under which iron rusts are not

minimum quantity of physical work which ought to thoroughly understood , but experiments showing

be done before proceeding to the study of elementary
that the presence of water as well as of air are

chemistry, and it might well be supplemented by a
favourable to rusting can easily be devised.

more systematic course on the elements of heat .
At this point it is well to bring in the work of

THE COURSE OF CHEMISTRY.
Priestley and Lavoisier, particular stress being

laid on the quantitative character of the work of

Before going on to the chemical part of the course the latter . Lavoisier's experiment on the oxida

some problems on identification by means of tion of mercury can very well be shown as a

C. Bottle filled with water.

D. Bunsen Burner.B , Cardboard Screen
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burn away .

The gas

lecture demonstration if care is taken to regulate Experiments. Similar experiments to those with alcohol,

the temperature of the mercury . using paraffin oil .

Experiment. The preparation of oxygen from mercury oxide In this case the production of soot will be

and its collection over water. noticed ; some of the soot may be collected and be

Experiment. Burn charcoal in oxygen and note that the gas proved to be carbon by bui ng it in a stream of

obtained is different from oxygen . The lime- water test for carbon air and collecting the escaping gas in lime water .

dioxide may be done at this point. It is a good thing to prove Experiment. Heat coal dust in closed and open crucibles,

that the gas actually contains carbon , by burning magnesium in
and note the difference . A small quantity of coal should be

it and obtaining a black substance , which can be proved to be used , otherwise the carbonaceous part will take a long time to

carbon, since it again yields carbon dioxide on combustion .

Experiment. The preparation of nitrogen by passing air
Similar experiments may be done with wood,

over heated copper filings. The copper must be cleaned from

oil , otherwise carbon dioxide will be found on testing the gas and the relatively small quantity of ash left in this

with lime water. A tube six inches long is sufficient for the
case may be noticed . The percentage of ash left

copper filings and the heat from one Bunsen burner is all that
on the combustion of each of these substances

is required. The air is driven from a flask by pouring water when carefully burned in an open crucible makes

into a thistle funnel ; from the flask, the air passes to a tube of a good experiment.

copper filings and from thence to a delivery tube dipping into As a means vi giving an elementary idea of the

a trough of water. preparation of coal gas, the dry distillation of coal

The nitrogen is tested with a burning match and a fresh may be carried out in a hard glass test -tube ; the

quantity with lime water ; a specimen of artificial air may be gas from the coal is passed through a flask cooled

made by mixing in the right proportions oxygen prepared from by water and is collected over water .

mercury oxide with nitrogen obtained from air , and the lengths may be burned and the production of carbon

of time during which a candle will continue to burn in the dioxide be shown, also the coke may be taken

artificial and natural airs may be compared . from the tube and heated in an open crucible , to

At this point it is well to show the presence of show that it still contains combustible matter and

other
gases in the air besides oxygen and nitrogen ; leaves an ash . The flask will be found to contain

the presence of water is shown by exposing an
a watery liquid in which tar is floating ; the smell

hydrous copper sulphate for an hour, and of carbon of ammonia will be perceptible on warming after

dioxide by drawing air through a wash bottle
the addition of lime .

containing lime water . At this point it is advisable to deal with the

A study of the burning of a candle , coal gas , conditions necessary for the production of flames.

spirit , paraffin oil , coal , coke , wood and paper may The part which oxygen plays in burning has

now be begun ; the experiments being preceded already been shown, and the necessity for the pre

by a summary of the results on burning so far sence of two parties to the burning should be

obtained . impressed. That oxygen may burn in coal gas

under suitable conditions forms an instructive
Experiment. Examine the burning of a candle ( 1 ) in the

experiment for laboratory work.
open air , ( 2 ) in a dry bottle with the mouth closed . The

presence of moisture is noted and also the fact that the air in
Experiments to show that substances require to

be heated to a definite temperature before burning
the bottle no longer supports combustion. The production of

carbon dioxide is proved .
will begin , may be done ; the low temperature of

Experiment. Collect larger quantities of the products of ignition of phosphorus, as compared with that of

the burning of a candle and identify the liquid as water by sulphur or coal gas , make the point sufficiently

boiling point and the copper sulphate test . clear , and a simple way of showing the point is to

Experiment. Show that the products of burning are heavier
float crucibles containing fragments of sulphur

than the candle. and phosphorus in a beaker of hot water .

Experiment. Similar experiments with coal gas , showing The temperatures of ignition of coal gas and

the formation of water and carbon dioxide. carbon disulphide vapour may be roughly com

Experiment. Burn spirit and show that water and carbon pared by attempting to ignite each of them by a

dioxide are formed. It is necessary to use absolute alcohol for heated glass rod . Experiments may follow on the

this experiment and to show that water is not present in the cooling of flames by metal wires .
unburnt alcohol before testing for water in the products of its

Experiment. By placing a coil of thick copper wire into the

combustion ; the copper sulphate test for water is sufficient in flame of a candle the flame may be nearly or quite extinguished .

these experiments.
Experiment. Show that a flame will not pass through wire

An alternative method is to draw the products of burning
gauze until the gauze is red hot .

of a small spirit - lamp through two U -tubes , the first of
These experiments lead up to the miner's safety

which is cooled in water , the second containing lime water .
lamp, the principle of which will not present any

The lamp may have a wick of asbestos which has been
difficulties .

previously shown to be incombustible.

Experiment. Burn coal gas and collect the products. A
The structure of the luminous gas- flames should

small flame is burned on a glass jet placed beneath a funnel , be examined and compared with the flame of a

to which are attached two U -tubes as in the previous experi candle ; the presence ofunburnt gas in these flames

For the purpose of causing the products to pass through can be shown , the gas being drawn into a flask by

the U tubes, either an aspirator or a Bunsen water - pump may the flow of water from it .

be used (the latter is very often of use in elementary work and Experiment. Soot
may be collected from the luminous

it is not necessary to have much pressure of water) . flames of coal gas and of a candle, and proved to be carbon .

a

ment .
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Experiment. The increase in luminosity caused by the more fortunate fellow - creatures by a desire to take

introduction of fine powders into the non -luminous flame may the world into their confidence.

be shown. A more definite issue, however, is raised by the

The existence of a non -luminous mantle surrounding a assertion so frequently and so confidently made

luminous flame can be shown by holding in the flame a carbo- that recent changes in the education and status of

nised match -end which has been saturated with salt solution . women have tended to diminish the net amount of

The production of carbon dioxide by the burning matrimonial happiness which would otherwise

of coaland fuels of various kinds raises the ques- have been at thedisposal of the race. We scarcely

tion as to why the air does not become much more think it likely that such a thesis will commend

contaminated with this gas than is apparently the itself seriously to readers of this paper , but that

case , and a study of the action of plants on the air the last fifty years have introduced some novel

naturally follows. factors of the utmost importance, not merely into

Watercress will rapidly use up the carbon the problem of marriage, but into the whole ques

dioxide produced by the burning of a candle in tion of the relations between men and women , ro

flask of air, if the flask containing it is exposed to rational person will deny. A free discussion of

bright sunlight . those factors , their nature and their effects, is

Experiment. Five or six sprigs of watercress are put into inevitable, and from many points of view desirable ,

a 500 c.c. flask . A candle is fixed to a wire passing through a and we are willing to welcome Mr. Cloudesley

cork , the candle is lighted and plunged into the flask and the
Brereton's contribution to the controversy and

cork is pressed home ; as soon as the candle goes out it is even the comments to which it has given rise. His

removed and relighted , and again plunged into the flask to recent article , moreover , in the Pall Mall Gazette

make sure that all the oxygen is used up . The corked Mask is deals with the capabilities and the claims of women

then put in a sunny place for an hour or more and kepi for the in a spirit which by its generosity must needs ap

next lesson , when the air will be found to have recovered its peal to a member of the sex chiefly concerned .

power of allowing a candle to burn in it . His feminism , however, is open to the objection

Another experiment, exactly similar, except that a little lime- which may be urged against the socialistic views

water has been put into the fiask , may •be set up at the same of William Morris, that , namely, of having reference

time as the other ; the air in this flask , of course , will not to the future rather than to the present , and espe

recover its power of supporting combustion , showing that it is cially of inclining to the disparagement of the

the carbon dioxide which the plant takes , when at the same average individual — this last tendency being one

time it gives back oxygen.
against which educationists, above all other persons,

An experiment to show the formation of bubbles cannot be too much on their guard. We are ,

of oxygen may be shown, but I think that the besides, not always convinced of the accuracy of

above experiment is sufficiently convincing . his premisses regarding the distinctions at present

That breathed air is rendered good by sunlight existing- to the disadvantage of the latter - be

in the presence of watercress makes an excellent tween men and women . The poor law guardian

experiment. (by -the-way, has she an objective existence ? ) who

( To be continued .) was of opinion that it was rude to contradict a

lady was only translating into the appropriate

gender a kind of protest frequently heard from

masculine lips on such occasions , to the effect that

a gentleman's word ought not to be doubted ; and

THE EDUCATION AND STATUS OF as long as men , in obedience to the dictates of

WOMEN . fashion, compress their necks in high collars and

burden their heads with chimney - pot hats , the
By CAMILLA JEBE. resulting effect being neither hygienic nor beautiful,

they have scarcely the right to lecture women upon
S marriage a failure ? seems to be one of

an exuberance in the matter of skirts , which in

those problems which on this side of time itself is graceful and becoming, though certainly

we are destined to have always with us . quite unfitted for outdoor wear . Besides , if Mr.

Even apart from internal evidence, all written Brereton had used his powers of observation , or

testimony goes to prove that the question is as old even read his Punch , he would have realised that

as the institution to which it refers, and, from the desired couple of inches and rather more

the day when it was first asked , it would have already been cut off from “ those miserable ,

appear quite as often as not to have been trailing outdoor skirts."

answered in a spirit which for downright pessi- For his highly suggestive theory that the failings

mism need fear no competition from any of those of the weaker sex are mainly traceable to the fact

communications with which the Daily Mail is at that “ women have never yet had a fair chance of

present favoured . The obvious solution of the educating women ,” we are unfeignedly obliged to

problem which , like other obvious things , is liable Though far from being entirely true, it

to be overlooked in the heat of controversy, lies in undoubtedly contains a large element of truth .

realising that the question is one which can only We certainly find something of the inaccuracy

be answered in each case by individual experience, already alluded to in his statement of the facts

and that those whose experience has been unhappy relating to what is commonly known as “ the higher

have in all ages been distinguished from their education of women .” “ We have given her

" T
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(woman) he says , an education of a kind , but it Could such a difference exist if the principle that
has been an education whose programmes, aims , women have equal rights in education with men

and ideals have had to be copied from that which had been accepted by the nation ?

was meant to prepare men , or else have been con- That only women can , in the case of girls , effec

trolled , if not at every stage , yet at headquarters, tually deal with those questions of health and home

by men only . ” As a matter of fact, it was by the obligations which must be recognised in any
educa

desire of women themselves that their education tional system worthy of the name will scarcely be

has been brought (more or less) into line with that denied . But perhaps the more extended co -opera

of men , and the hard battle by which existing con- tion of men and women is chiefly to be desired ,

cessions on that point have been obtained was because of the broadening effect which it neces

fought out inch after inch by women , and by men sarily produces, not , we are bold enough to think,

whom they had enlisted in their cause . Nor do upon one sex only . Theprinciple that women are

we agree with Mr. Brereton that this movement the natural instructors of women , which now ob

was in a wrong direction . The educational “ pro- tains to a muchgreater extent than at the beginning

grammes , aims and ideals ” of men were , at any of the higher education movement, has many great

rate , the best which up to that time had been advantages , but by it girls are undoubtedly debarred

formulated , and hence quite worth a trial . Only from a valuable opportunity of learning the man's

by experiment can it be decided how far the same point of view and vice versa . The remedy, some

system of instruction is applicable to both sexes . times suggested , of an interchange of pupils and

University training for women has now been on teachers does not appeal to the slowly moving

its trial some thirty years , and we believe that it British mind ; there are even rumours that the

is justified by its results. The services which chivalrous American male regards such an ar

women have thereby been enabled to render, not rangement with qualified approval . There is all

only in education but in research work of every the more reason why men and women concerned

description , are alone sufficient to redeem it from in education should counsel and help each other ,

the charge of failure. Girls ' schools are doubtless and thus establish a precedent which may in time

yet in the crucible, but in proportion as they have be followed in every department of human affairs.

assimilated the methods once considered exclu- We will not quarrel with Mr. Brereton's opinion

sively masculine, there has been a marked advance that women must for a time be contented to con

in esprit de corps amongst school girls and in the cede to the opposite sex the position of predomi

social status and estimation of female teachers , nant partner. That they are , generally speaking ,

and all this is clear gain . It seems plain that the almost pathetically ready to do so , in the case of

best education must be one which recognises the men competent to lead them , must be patent to

broad basis of common humanity underlying the dis- everyone who has any experience of women in

tinctions of sex . But with Mr. Brereton's conten- university or professional life.

tion that women should be allowed a larger share

in the control of educational machinery, as regards

female education at all events , we cordially agree .

It is true that some steps , of which he seems

unaware, have been taken in this direction . On

referring to “ Whitaker's Almanac ” for the current NEW GEOLOGICAL MAPS.

year we find the names of eight women on the list

of H.M.'s Inspectors of Schools, who number in By A. MORLEY DAVIES, B.Sc. , A.R.C.Sc.

all nearly two hundred. Three of the eighteen

members of the Consultative Committee and two HE Geological Survey is doing a great

out of the twelve who make up the Teachers ' service to teachers and students by setting

Registration Council are also chosen from the itself to provide a low - priced colour-printed

* distaff side.” The much canvassed Act of 1902 , edition of its map on the scale of one inch to a

by making the presence of women compulsory on mile. Only a few sheets are as yet published, and ,

local educational bodies, has in many unprogressive as a re - survey must precede the issue of some of

districts introduced a feminine element unknown in the others, it will be many years before the map is

the days of School Boards; but who will venture complete. The recent issue of four sheets of the

to maintain that all this amounts to an adequate London area affords a convenient opportunity to

representation of the sex which , as we take stock of what is already available. As a pre

quently reminded, constitutes the larger part of the liminary we may remind the reader that a complete

population ? In every direction we notice the colour - printed geological map of England on the

effects of the handicap produced by defective scale of four miles to the inch , in fifteen sheets at

official recognition and the consequent apathy of half-a - crown each , has been published for some

public opinion. In the suburban district, for years ; but, though useful for showing the geolo

example, where these words are written, three gical structure of large areas , this map is on too

secondary schools for boys, of established reputa- small a scale to be of much practical use in the

tion , are to be found at distances from each other field, the sheets are too large for easy handling,

not exceeding three miles; a much longer journey and, above all , they confine themselves to the

must be undertaken before a single girls ' school " solid geology and ignore “ drift.” Let us

occupying a position at all similar can be reached . clearly understand what these terms mean .

TH

are fre

)
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“ Solid ” GEOLOGY. locally , and, though they have been more or less

The geological formations, the nature of which
cut away by denudation , it is never safe to assume

so largely determines the scenery and soil of a
an original extension much beyond their present

country , may conveniently be divided into two
area . Applied to these , the quasi-mathematical

kinds. There is no absolute distinction to be rules that serve for “ solid ” geology break down

drawn between them , and one may sometimes be altogether or are only casually applicable . Even

puzzled into which category to place a particular that most general of geological rules , that of two

deposit , but in general the differences between
superposed strata the lower must be the older ,

them are well marked . “ Solid ” geology deals
becomes dangerous, not that it ceases to be true

with those older rocks the deposition of which
but that it is easy to misapply it . If, for instance,

altogether preceded the existence of modern land we are in an area where driſt is negligible, and we

surfaces , and took place for the most part at the
find limestone at the top of a hill , sandy strata on

bottom of ancient seas . It is convenient to assume
the way down and clay towards the bottom (as we

that such deposits were originally perfectly hori.
often may ), we naturally infer that the limestone is

zontal , of unlimited horizontal extent and unchang
the youngest and the clay the oldest of the three,

ing in thickness from place to place . This
because we assume superposition though probably

assumption makes it possible to draw up quasi we do not actually see it . But when we come to

mathematical rules as to their behaviour after they
an area where we see clay at the top of the hill,

have been disturbed from their original horizontality
chalk on the valley sides and gravel at the bottom ,

by tilting, folding and faulting, and then carved
if we infer that the chalk was intermediate in age

by the agencies that shape the land surface. A
to the other two we should be wrong , for the clay

“ solid ” geological map is thus the representation
and gravel are both “ drift ” ; the whole region is

of the intersection of the ground surface with the
composed of a thick mass of chalk , with a thin

surfaces of successive strata . In the simplest plastering of clay on the high grounds, and a thin

possible case , where the strata retain their hori
plastering of gravel in the valleys. As to the

zontality, the geological boundary lines (being the
relative ages of the clay and gravel , it is fairly

intersection of horizontal planes with the surface
safe to reverse the common rule, and say that the

of the ground ) are of the nature of contour lines .
higher must be the older : for the gravel can

A magnificent example of this kind is the Canon
only have been deposited since the valley was

district of the Western States , and approximations scooped out, and the clay is more likely to have

to it occur in some of the oolitic districts of England.
been deposited when the high grounds formed a

In such places most hill-tops are capped by a
continuous plateau.

detached fragment - an outlier- of some formation ,
The variability of the drifts and their local and

while at approximately uniform levels along valley- sporadic distribution make it impossible to show

sides run the outcrops of successive formations
them on a small- scale map, and on the earlier one

each being the denuded edge of a solid sheet of
inch maps even they were almost entirely ignored .

rock, making its appearance between an older sheet
This mattered little for the mining districts , for

below and a younger one above . With perfectly which the maps were first prepared, but it became

horizontal strata of uniform thickness, outcrops
seriously misleading when ,for instance, large areas

and outliers exhaust the possible forms on the
in East Anglia were coloured as “ chalk ," although

geological map , but once a slight warping is allowed
only here and there did chalk come within many

a third form , the intier , becomes possible - anexposed
feet of the surface . For agricultural purposes , and

portion of some formation peeping up in the middle
for the study of the relation of flora to soil , which

of younger ones, at first only as a narrow strip
is important to teachers, drift -maps are essential.

along a valley -bottom , but with increased steep The New LONDON Maps.

ness in the folding appearing often even at the top

of a hill .
Until the present year the student who wished

Such are the simple phenomena shown by the
to obtain an authoritative drift-map of the London

district on the one -inch scale had to pay the pro

“ solid geology ” of a district : with the addition of

a few “ faults ” or fractures of the strata , they are
hibitive price of 3os. for it , and for that received a

nearly all that are illustrated by the London sheets .
huge sheet of which he might very likely want only

a small part , on a very antiquated topographical
In other areas greater complexities are introduced

by the fact that strata were not originally all
basis ( e.g. , the neighbourhood of Notting Hill

horizontal, or of unlimited extent or unchanging Gravel Pits). Now , thanks to the enterprise of,
appears as the little village named Kensington

thickness, but into the resulting features we cannot
Mr. Teall and his staff, he can obtain nearly the

now go .

“ DRIFT ” Maps.
same amount of information in four convenient

sized sheets at is . 6d . each , with modern topo

In contrast with the deposits we have been graphical details . The sheets are uniform in size

speaking of, we find others of comparatively with the ordinary Ordnance sheets ( 18 inches by

modern date, which differ in the fact that they 12 ) , but not identical with them . Their northern

were deposited on an uneven surface much like the and southern boundaries remain unaltered , but

land surface of to -day , indeed for the most part on the eastern and western ones have been so altered

this very land-surface in an earlier stage of its that the meeting point of the four sheets is at
evolution . Further, they were deposited very Charing Cross instead of at the Blackwall Tunnel.
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No better centre could have been chosen , however liers of plateau gravel as at Stanmore Heath , of

unsatisfactory it may seem to those who happen Bagshot sands at Harrow , Hampstead Heath and

to live just outside the limits of the sheets . The Highgate, and of glacial deposits (boulder clay and

chief reasonable cause for regret is that this shift- gravel ) at Finchley. All these variations make

ing of the sheet boundaries for London's conveni- their mark on the vegetation, cultivation and human

ence seems to denote that there is no prospect of settlement, until the great sea of London sweeps
the issue of the adjoining sheets to the east and over and obliterates them . In the north -west,

west for some years to come. If this article should around Rickmansworth , the chalk appears , not as

meet the eye of the Director - General , we would in Kent in a broad expanse, but only on the valley

urge upon him the great desirability , in educational sides , with gravels both on the high ground and on

interests, of re-mapping the adjoining sheets to the the valley bottom .

south-Reigate and Sevenoaks. The north -eastern sheet shows us the great

Let us run over the sheets in order, starting stretch of Thames gravels from London to

with the south - eastern one . This extends to Ockendon , the Lea gravels up to Enfield , the

Greenhithe , Kingsdown (on the Wrotham Road ) , London clay and high-level gravels of Epping

Shoreham and Purley. Here in the south and Forest , and the boulder clay and Bagshot outliers

east we have typical chalk country , the higher of the country towards Brentwood and Ongar.

grounds rising to the North Downs (not reached on Thus each sheet has its own characteristics, and

the sheet) covered with brick -earth and clay-with- the variety of scenery and soil around London is

Aints , with many beech -woods, while the valleys brought home to us.

between are famous for orchids and other chalk
THE USE OF THE Maps.

loving flowers. Farther north are scattered patches

of Thanet sand , which call to the mind visions of These maps are primarily useful in connection

sand -martens' nests in railway cuttings, and the with outdoor work -- the wider aspects of nature

fruit gardens of Swanley . In the centre is the study . To the teacher they are full of suggestions

great stretch of Eocene pebble - beds , to which the for possible country walks and what to look for in

heaths and commons of Blackheath , Bostal Heath , the course of them . The presentation of them to

Hayes and Shirley owe their existence, with the scholar requires some discretion . A genuine

scattered outliers of London clay , on which the
understanding of an ordinary map must precede

land is cultivated, and the interesting valley.inlier any attempt to understand the geological map .

of chalk at Chislehurst. The first step is to take two sharply contrasted

Turning to the south-western sheet, we find a soils—let us say Hampstead Heath and the ground

change. The chalk is seen only in the extreme around (including Parliament Hill and Golder's

south -east, near Sutton . A broad area of un- Hill ) , the former with its pine trees and gorse ,

interesting London clay extends from Richmond remains of old sand-pits , which give the Spaniards

Park to Epsom , and then in the south -west follow road the appearance of being enbanked , dry , sandy

a number of patches of Bagshot beds , which soil , with deep gullies after heavy rains ; the latter

support the sandy heaths and pine-woods of Esher, with ponds and little streams, a different vegeta

St. George's Hill and Woking. The main portion tion , and a tendency to muddiness in wet weather.

of this sheet , however , is occupied by the great Here are differences plainly observable , and they

gravel-flats of theThames , extending from Chertsey are seen to be shown on the map by a difference of

and Staines by Hounslow and Hampton Court to colour. That is the first broad notion to be got ;

London. The gravels are covered here and there but a further step may be taken if the return walk

by patches of river loam or brick earth , and it is passes a point where the transition from sand to

the

Eocene London clay , that the brick - fields of find out for itself when the change comes , and then

Shepherd's Bush , Southall and other places on see that the boundary line drawn on the map

the Great Western Railway have sprung up . This actually runs through this point . This will arouse

point is worth mention, as the contrary is often eagerness to find the junction on some other road

stated (e.g., in Mr. Arnold -Forster's reading book , another day ; very likely only disappointment may

" Our Great City ” ). The terraced arrangement of result, and this will afford an insight into the

the Thames gravels is not obvious on this map , difficulties of making an accurate geological map .

but it is more apparent in those of the Wandle, It is easy to put a splash of green colour to mark

which can be traced on this and the south -eastern the sandy Heath , butto draw an accurate boundary

sheet from Wandsworth not only to Croydon , but around it is a different matter . In using the geo

along. the usually dry valley (now , after last year's | logical map we avail ourselves of the work of an

rains , occupied by a bourne) to Purley . An unfor- expert who has, after years of experience, learned

tunate mistake in this sheet must be noted - in how to draw inferences from obscure facts , and

the western part of it , a number of narrow areas of who has also had at his disposal much information

London clay have been coloured as though they | inaccessible to us . We must be satisfied if we

were Woolwich and Reading beds. can verify his accuracy at particularly easy points

Most of the north -western sheet is occupied by here and there .

the broad expanse of London clay of Middlesex, Wherever we can examine a hill like that of

saved from monotony by inliers of Woolwich and

Reading beds near Pinner and Ruislip, and out
1 In the case of Hampstead this can be best seen in the footpath that leads

from the upper end of Frognal down to Redington Road ,
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Hampstead, or many others around London , where South Wales. - Six sheets are published , covering

sandy or gravelly beds come at the top and clay the country from the Bristol Channel to the Black

below , the observation of the different behaviour Mountains of Breconshire , and two more sheets

of rain falling on the two may lead usto another are promised , which will carry the area west to

step in the understanding of the map. We gradu Gower and Llanelly.

ally discover that water may be got from the sands Midland Counties.- The Stoke- on -Trent sheet is

by sinking wells into them , and that natural springs | published , and the next one to the north (Maccles.

occur here and there along the line of junction field ) is promised. The Leicester sheet is pub

between sand and clay . Thus we come to the lished , and two adjoining sheets to the west,

important notion that theclay underlies the sands in including Charnwood Forest and South Derby.
the interior of the hill. The boundary line now shire , are likely to follow .

comes to have a new meaning : it is compared with Ireland.-- The Dublin sheet , and a special one of

the contour- lines of the hill and seen to correspond the neighbourhood of Belfast, are published .

roughly with their general course . The teacher For some of the sheets descriptive memoirs are

must be on his guard not to push his scholars to published at prices varying from 4d. up to tos . 6d . ,

this conclusion too soon . but mostly between is. and 2s . For further infor

Later on , if more extended excursions can be mation teachers should consult the official “ Geo

made, a further and more difficult idea may per- | logical Survey Catalogue ,” published annually by

haps be arrived at . It will be noticed that , although the OrdnanceSurvey Office, Southampton, price is.

there are only four main kinds of subsoil around

London - chalk , gravel, sand and clay -- the map

shows about fifteen colours. When two sands or

two gravels have been visited which seem exactly SELECT WORKING LIBRARIES OF

alike, it will be noticed that they are coloured GENERAL HISTORY.

differently on themap. Perhaps, if samples of the

two are examined side by side, some difference in
(MEDIAEVAL AND MODERN.)

the coarseness of the sand grains or the colour of By J. S. LINDSEY.

the pebbles may be found, but this would hardly
HE growing tendency to recognise that the

justify the distinction . If, however, we are able

to show that one of these formations runs beneath
study of British History in our schools is

the London clay while the other rests upon it , we
incomplete unless it is supplemented by the

shall be at the starting point of a whole series of
study of General History or Universal History

new ideas — those ofthe regular arrangement of ( either in outline or in “ purple patches " ) has led
me to think it might be worth while to attempt

strata , and of geological age.

These suggestions will , we hope , indicate what
a selection of the books most generally useful for

may be done in: out - door work with the help of
the latter purpose . In picking out the bookswhich

these maps. The wise teacher will adapt his
I recommend to form the basis of a “ working

teaching to the resources of his own neighbour library," I have somewhat abandoned the lines

hood and his individual tastes . If the latter are
adopted in the admirable series of articles on a

“ Teacher's Library," which have appeared in
botanical, he will lay more stress on the differences

of soil as they affect the flora ; if they are histo
these columns, and have followed the plan adopted

rical , he will notice how the ancient village sites are
in the “ Working Library of British History,"

determined by the presence of water-bearing strata ,
which has been prepared for the second volume

the bare clay areas having only become settled in
(and its constituent parts) of my “ Problemsand

Exercises in British History " (Cambridge, Hef
comparatively modern times .

The great advantage of these new maps is that
fer). That is to say , my selection is based on the

they help the teacher to find out what the resources
double principle of classifying the select books

of his neighbourhood are .
not only according to their subject matter, but also

to their degree of utility . I have considered not
MAPS OF OTHER DISTRICTS .

only the intrinsic value of the books themselves,

In addition to London teachers , those of some but also the probable differences in the needs and

other districts also now have similar maps avail resources of the users .

able : The following lists of books are primarily com

South of England.-The Isle of Wight is pub - piled with a view to help the student and teacher

lished as a special sheet, larger than the ordinary of history in selecting books for his own library;

ones , price 25. 6d . ( All others are is . 6d .) The
but they would also form a useful portion of a

adjacent mainland sheets ( 330-331 ) , and those of working school- library. They do not pretend to-

Salisbury (298 ), Ringwood (314), and Chichester be exbaustive, but simply to give the books which

(317), are published ; and there is a reasonable combine, in a peculiar degree, the merits of being

expectation that before long the same will be true constantly useful and comparatively cheap. Many

of the whole of Hants , EastDorset , Devizes , South excellent books named in the bibliographies named

Wiltshire, and the Henley part of Oxon . below are excluded from notice here either because

No part of the south -west is yet published , but they appeal mainly to special students or because

here again we may hope soon to have the whole
coast from Otterton to Looe , as well as the Land's * A forcible plea for the inclusion of General History in our school

curriculum was made by Mr. W. M. Child in the April , 1901, issue of THE
End sheet. SCHOOL WORLD .
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they are more suitable for a single reading than at least two distinct selections of facts and methods

for constant reference . This will account for of grouping them .

the absence of many classics, both in narrative No provision has been made for books dealing

and in essay form . with ecclesiastical , literary , and ästhetic history ;

The lists are arranged in three groups , dealing nor for books dealing with particular countries ,

respectively with general , mediaeval, and modern towns , and persons . This has further involved the

history . Each of these groups is further arranged almost complete exclusion of sources.

in three divisions, consisting respectively of neces- may be most readily filled by selections from some

sary , desirable ,and ideal books. The “ desirable " of the following historical series :

and “ necessary ” books are arranged in parallel
( i . ) SPECIAL TOPICS . S. d

columns ; and , as a rule , there is some connection

between the entries on the same line. The “ ne
Epochs of Modern History ( 19 vols .) Longmans, each 2 6

Epochs of Church History ( 15 vols .) Longmans, each 2 6

cessary ” and the “ desirable " books together cost Eras of the Christian Church ( 10 vols.) Clark , each 6

somewhat less than £ 20 ; and for the benefit of Story of the Nations (65 vols . , etc. ) Unwin , each 5 0

those whose needs or means are limited, a small Great Peoples ( In progress ) Heinemann, each

number of books have been further distinguished Cambridge Historical Series ( In progress) Clay , each 4 0 to 6

Medieval Towns ( In progress ) . Dent, each , net 3 6 to 4 6

by asterisks as suitable for a “ Minimum Li Historic Towns ( 11 vols . ) Longmans, each 3 6

brary ” (costing about £2 ) . For further guidance Nineteenth Century Series ( 25 vols. ) Chambers, each , net 5 0

in the choice of more detailed books the student

or teacher is referred to the helpful select book
( ii . ) BIOGRAPHIES.

lists in the undermentioned works of G. B. Adams,
Heroes of the Nations ( 35 vols ., etc.) Putnam , each 5

Heroes of the Reformation ( 10 vols . ) Putnam , each 6

H. E. Bourne, G. P. Fisher, G. P. Gooclı, P. V. N. The World's Epoch -Makers ( In progress) Clark , each 3 O

Myers, &c . The last -named is the most recent Foreign Statesmen ( In progress) Macmillan , each 6

and the most helpful to students ; Mr. Gooch (Aiso various National Series . )

caters for more advanced needs ; while the his ( iii . ) SOURCES.

torical specialist will have recourse to M. Langlois '
Translations and Reprints ( 31 parts , etc. ) Penns. Univ .

“ Bibliographie Historique.” 10 to 25 cts .

In the choice of text-books it has been thought Old South Leaflets ( 126 numbers, etc.) Boston , Mass.

well to select in each group books by different
Old South Work , each 5 cts .

authors and as different as possible in design : the
American History Leaflets ( 35 numbers , etc. ) Lovell , ea . 10 cts .
Bohn's Antiquarian Library (35 vols.) Bell, each 5 0

student will thus have the advantage of comparing [ Also various National Series . ]

1.--GENERAL HISTORY.

A.-NECESSARY BOOKS . B.- DESIRABLE BOOKS.

( i . ) General Manuals. ( i . ) General Manuals.

s . d . s. d .

* FREEMAN , E. A. General Sketch of European History FISHER , G. P. Outlines of Universal History.

Macmillan 6 American Book Co. 6

* ADAMS, G. B. European History. Macmillan , net 6 BARNES, H. S. Studies in General History , 2 vols .

* PUTZGER , F. W. Historischer Schulatlas ( 2 m . 70 pf.) Heath 9 6

Velhagen, net 3 DROYSEN, G. Allgemeiner Historischer Handlatlas.

* PLOETZ - TILLINGHAST. Epitome of History, Ancient, Velhagen , net 25 0

Mediaeval, and Modern Blackie 7 6 MORISON , M. Time Table of Modern History ,

George, H. B. Genealogical Tables Frowde 7 6 400-1870 Constable, net 6

NICHOL,V. Tables of European History , Literature,
( ii . ) Epecial Subjects. Science and Art MacLehose 7 6

LAVISSE , E. Vue générale de l'histoire politique de
( ii . ) Special Subjects.

l' Europe. [ 3 fr. 50 c . ] Colin . 3 6

*GEORGE, H. B. Relations of Geography and History.
FREEMAN, E. A. Chief Periods of European History

Macmillan 6 .

Frowde 4 6
FREEMAN , E. A. Historical Geography of Europe.

PATRICK -GROOME . Biographical Dictionary.

Chambers 10 6
( 3rd edition , by J. B. Bury .) Vol. II. Maps.

Longmans 19

*JENKS , E. Prim of Politics Dent , net
TAYLOR, J.

* CUNNINGHAM ,W. Western Civilisation in its Economic
MacmillanWords and Places .

DENIKER , T. Scott
Aspects.

6
The Races of Man

2 vols . Clay 9

History of European Commerce.
Wilson , W. The State. Heath

GIBBINS, H. DE B.

7 6

BRICE, J. Holy Roman Empire. Macmillan
Macmillan

7 6

3 6

(iii . ) Guides.
( iii . ) Guides.

*BOU'RSE, H. E. The Teaching of History and Civics. LANGLOIS , C. V., and SEIGNOBOS, C. Introduction to

Longmans , net 6 the Study of History... Duckworth 7 6

ALLEY, W. F. Reader's Guide English History, NIELD , J. Guide to the Best Historical Novels and

with Supplement Ginn 6 Tales . ( 3rd edition .) Matthews, net

net IO3

6

o

12

net

1
0

I 0

6

a
g
o
o
o

O

o

I
4 O

Total Total 0

Less 25 % discount on 475. 6d .

67 6

II 9
Less 25 % discount on 755. od .

133

18

Net Cost 55 9 Net Cost 114 3

C. - ADVANCED BOOKS.

LAVISSE -RAMBAUD ( eds .) Histoire générale du IVmesiècle à nos jours. 12 vols . (each 12 ſr . )

LARSEI ) , J. H. (ed . ) History for Ready Reference. 6 vols.

Colin

Nichols

144 fr.

$ 30
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II. - MEDIAEVAL HISTORY .

A. - NECESSARY BOOKS .

(i. ) General Manuals.

*Myers, P. V. N. The Middle Ages .. Ginn

s . d .

4 0

B. - DESIRABLE BOOKS.

( i . ) General Manuals.

S. d.

HALLAM , H. Student's Middle Ages ... Murray 7 6

EMERTON, E. Mediaeval Europe, 314-1300 . 2 vols.

Ginn 116

(ii . ) Special Periods.

Church , R. W. Beginning of the Vidile Ages,

Longmans 26

ARCHER -KINGSFORD. The Crusades ... Unwin 50

.

O

6 O

6 0

( ii . ) Special Periods .

OMAN, C. W. C. The Dark Ages , 476-918 .

Rivingtons, net

Tout, T. F. Empire and Papacy , 918-1273 .

Rivingtons, net

Lodge, R. Close of the Midille Ages. 1273-1498 .

Rivingtons, net

(iii. ) Special Subjects.

GETCHELL , M. S. Mediaeval History by the Library

Method Ginn

MUNRO, D. C. Syllabus of Mediaeval History, 395

1300 Penns. Univ. , net

HENDERSON , E. F. (ed .) Select Historical Documents

of the Middle Ages Bell

ADAMS, G. B. Civilisation in the Middle Ages. Nutt, net

1

... 2 6

( iii . ) Special Subjects.

PARMENTIER , H. Albums Historiques. ( 3,600 illus

trations ) , 2 vols . ( 30 fr . ) Colin 300

MATHEWS, S. Select Mediaeval Documents
Silver 4 6

JENKS, E. Law and Politics in the Middle Ages.

Murray 120

OMAN, C. W. C. Art of War : Vol. II . The Middle

Ages. Methuen

POOLE, R. L. Illustrations of the History of Mediaeval
Thought Williams

2 6

21 0

5 0

7 6
10 6

Total 40

3

Total ...

Less 25% discount on 125 . O

Less 25 % discount

104 6

26 0

Net Cost 37 0 Net Cost 78 6

C.--ADVANCED BOOKS.

GIBBON, E. (ed . J. B. Bury ). Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire [ to 1453. } 7 vols....

RASHDALL, H. The Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages. 2 vols.

.

Methuen 420

Frowde, net 45 0

III.- MODERN HISTORY.

A.-NECESSARY BOOKS.

( i . ) General Manuals.

B.- DESIRABLE BOOKS .

( i . ) General Manuals.

* Myers, P. V. N. The Modern Age. Ginn

S. d .

6 0

S. d .

7 6

...

7 6

LODGE, R. Modern Enrope, 1453-1878. .Murray

Gooch , G. P. Annals of Politics and Culture,

1492-1899 Clay, net

( ii . ) Special Periods .

SEEBOHM , F. The Protestant Revolution . Longmans

CREIGHTON, M. The Age of Elizabeth . Longmans

GARDINER, S. R. The Thirty Years' War. Longmans

Rose, J. H. Revolutionary and Napoleonic Era. Clay

FYFFE, C. A. Modern Europe, 1792-1878. Cassell

6 0

6

2 6

2 6

2 6

4 6

IO 6

o

6 0

( ii . ) Special Periods.

JOHNSON , A. H. Europe in the Sixteenth Century ,
1494-1598 . Rivingtons, net

WAKEMAN , H. O. Ascendancy of France, 1598-1715 .

Rivingtons, net

HASSALL, A. Balance of Power, 1715-1789.

Rivingtons, net

STEPHENS, H. M. Revolutionary Europe, 1789-1815 .

Rivingtons, net

PHILLIPS, W. A. Modern Europe , 1815-1897 .

Rivingtons, net

( iii . ) Special Subjects.

STEPHENS, H. M. Syllabus of Lectures on Modern

History. Macmillan

FITZPATRICK , F. A. (ed . ) Lectures on the Nineteenth

Century.
Clay , net

PAYNE, E. J. European Colonies . Macmillan

6 O

6 0

8 6

( iii . ) Special Subjects.

ACTON, LORD. Lectures on Modern History.

Macmillan . In Press.

SEELEY, Sir J. R. Growth of British Policy, 1558

1714 , 2 vols .
Clay

Seeley," Sir J. R. Expansion of England.SEELEY

Macmillan, net

12 0
4 6

4 6

4 O

Total

Less 250 discount on 175. 6d .

53 6

4 3

Total 53 6

Less 25 % discount on 425 . Ιο

Net Cost
47 3 Net Cost ...

42

o

C .-- ADVANCED BOOKs.

WARD, A. W. , etc. (eds . ) . The Cambridge Jodern History. 12 vols . , in progress. [ 16s . net each separately . ) Clay, net

* Ten volumes selected for a Minimum Library (costing about £,2 ).
150

0
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and all were condemned equally. The result , like
THE TEXT -BOOK IN THE TEACHING that in many similar instances, was the dissemina

OF SCIENCE. tion of an equally grave error of an opposite kind .

All books, good, bad, and indifferent , were pro

HE widespread revival of interest in educa- nounced out of place in the teaching of science,

tion in recent years has resulted in many whatever the experience and qualifications of the
changes , some of them desirable and indi. teacher might happen to be.

cating a general improvement on former methods of One of the most prominent of the reformers,

procedure , others of doubtful value and represen- whose efforts have brought about many of the

tative merely of an innate desire on the part of the improvements of recent years in the teaching of

educationist with the reforming passion to effect science in this country, has countenanced, it would

some alteration, in the hope that perchance it may appear , this indiscriminate condemnation of text

lead eventually to more effective system of books :

education . “ I notice that it is customary in University Ex

It is not many years ago that school instruction tension courses to preface the syllabus - itself an

in science was synonymous with the elaboration of invention of the enemy - with a list of text-books.

a method by means of which the student could in To those about to begin the study of science , I

some way memorise — even if only over the ordeal would , however, say in the words of Punch

of a public examination - the contents of a con- Don't ! don't look at a text - book : avoid most of

densed primer dealing with the rudiments of the them as you would poison . Their methods are

subject. Individual performance of experimental as a rule detestable and destructive of all honest

exercises there was none . To the ordinary student effort towards development of powers of self

science was as much a subject based on authority helpfulness ; the worst offenders usually being

as was theology a hundred years since . And such as are written by those who have • felt a

though it is a saddening reflection, it is true that want ’ in connection with some particular exami

many teachers of science, owing to regulations of nation . "

the Government department charged with the The same authority in another place says :

administration of the affairs of the schools in which “ Having used the word text - book, let me point

most of the instruction in science was given , re- out that no text - book must ever be allowed in

garded their work of teaching science as the means, classes such as are under discussion . Each child

primarily, of securing an income rather than as should write its own text-book and be taught to

intended to train citizens with the power to see regard it as a holy possession . The notes of the

correctly , to judge justly, and to reason intel- work must be most carefully written out, at first

ligently as a draft but eventually as neatly as possible, in

But among the priests of science a few were to the form of a connected story—not split up into

be found who had not bowed the knee to Baal . paragraphs, please , by ruled lines." 1

For men imbued with the true spirit of science to To appreciate most easily the unwisdom of this

see what should have been the inculcation of the wholesale condemnation it is necessary only to

method of research, the habit of testing all state- recapitulate the conditions under which instruction

ments by experiment, regarded callously as a in science is given in the better secondary schools

means of maintaining a balance at their bankers' of to -day ; and in the following remarks every

by the teachers entrusted with so responsible a effort has been made to avoid exaggeration. The

work , must have been to begin with disheartening master of chemistry or physics - and though the

and afterwards productive of a determination to reformers will say that such a division of the

bring about some change at whatever cost . science taught in schools in this way is absurd, it

The examiners, on whose verdicts the incomes is still found necessary in most schools — is most

of the teachers depended, reported continually that commonly responsible for the instruction in his

the answers of candidates showed that a large subject throughoutthe school . With the exception

number of them came to the examination with of at the most half - a -dozen “ free-periods ” in the

concentrated answers to likely questions duly week , such a master has a succession of classes
committed to memory, and that if inadvertently either in the laboratory or in the lecture room . In

they should attempt a question to which they the laboratory he has somehow to keep , say , five

appeared to have no cut-and-dried solution the and- twenty boys occupied with experimental
result was nearly always failure of a complete kind . work for an hour and a half. Each set of boys

The text - books of the day were , if the reformers' comes to him twice a week for a practical lesson

estimates may be taken literally , little more than and perhaps once a week for a " lecture ."

a collection of possible examination answers , Now, what does this mean in the absence of a

devoid not only of any literary grace but charac- good text -book ? . In the laboratory lesson the

terised by a minimum of grammatical accuracy . boys have to be instructed as to what the work

It is not surprising , therefore, that when the for the day is to be , and such an introductory ad

reformers began to preach their crusade one of the monition by the master absorbs some fifteen or

first things they pronounced to be Anathema twenty minutes of the time which should be

Maranatha was the Text - book . Unfortunately,

however, no differentiation of books was attempted . 1 The Teaching of Scientific Method and other Papers on Education ."
All books used in class were termed “ text -books By Prof. Arinstrong , F.R.S. (Macmillan . )
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devoted to experiment, to say nothing of the date the only source of information was, for most

further time taken up in making the dull boy students , the spoken word of the master, and it

understand subsequently what the majority of the was natural that the young neophyte should strive

boys picked up in the preliminary talk. Nor is to get down in writing what exactly he had heard .

this the only discount to be subtracted from the The introduction of printing abolished the neces

time available for practical work . There is the sity for long and wearisome journeys previously
boy's first draft of what is to become his “ holy necessary to come into contact with the knowledge

possession ," in more prosaic language his labora- the student considered necessary for his complete
tory notes have to be written up. Surely the hour education .

and a half of practical work becomes in this way The virtue of the spoken word would , in fact,

something under an hour ? Then , too , there is seem to be much exaggerated by the reformers.
the “ lecture .” It is necessary for the master , by In the case of the “ lecture " there seems no reason

skilful questioning or in some other way , to elicit why the master of his subject should not , through

what is precisely the significance of the results of the agency of printing, address a multitude. In

the practical work, and by judicious demonstra- the laboratory it is difficult to appreciate the differ

tion to supplement the laboratory exercises so that ence between a printed laboratory manual and the
the boys may have a rational and more or less written instructions, duplicated by all sorts of
complete idea of the study , or “ research " if the processes , which appear to be permitted even in

word is preferred . In order that the master may laboratories regulated by the text - book

know if the work is being understood and the boy doctrine.”

may have a record of the work he has done , so Though the reformers will probably not appre

that as occasion arises he may refresh his memory, ciate the fact, they are in this matter of the con

an account , written “ as neatly as possible,” of the demnation of the text - book as much glorifying

lecture must be written by each boy . Thus the mediæval methods as the humanists in their insist

poor master has for each boy to read , revise and ence upon the unique efficacy of Latin and Greek

supplement each week the accounts of two labora- as sources of culture. The text -book had no place

tory lessons and one lecture . It is not difficult to in the teaching of the Middle Ages because the
calculate how many exercises per week have to be printed book was yet to come. To hear a lecture

corrected if the master is responsible , say , for six from the master of a subject is one thing ; to read ,

classes of twenty -five each and each class comes mark and inwardly digest the contents of the
to him three times in that interval . Those readers lecture when one has it in a printed form is quite

who have had experience of examining will be able another .

to form some idea of what the revision of some 450 Why, too , should there be any objection to the
,

books each week means, and they will begin to circulation in a printed form of the instructions

marvel that the teaching is as good as it is in with which students in a laboratory must be

schools where the " no text -book doctrine ” has familiar before attempting to perform their ex

been embraced . perimental exercises ? On the contrary, all the

But human nature being what it is , it is but advantage seems to be in the opposite direction .

natural to find what inspectors report continually . The instructions of a good, experienced teacher ,

The laboratory note -books are not satisfactorily even if they are given by means of the printed

corrected , the lecture notes are by no means com- page , aresurely better than those of the ill - prepared,

plete and accurate. The result is more serious untrained teacher, though the latter are conveyed

than at first appears, for the prevailing practice in by word of mouth-and such instructions there
schools of the kind where the heresy under discus- must be in the ordinary laboratory .

sion is adopted is to set boys as a home-work In other words , the introduction into an ordinary

exercise to commit to memory the “holy posses laboratory of a good book of practical exercises is

sion ” they have, their incomplete and inaccurate generally the substitution of a well - reasoned course

accounts of their work . The adherence to a of work by a good teacher of experience for the

plausible theory leads in this manner to the immature and ill- arranged attempts of a beginner

dissemination of error and the inculcation of wrong in the work of instruction in practical science.

ideas as to the accuracy required in science . Similarly, the intelligently written and logically

The fact is that the advocates of the “ no text- arranged manual produced by the true teacher

book doctrine " fall into a mistake common with with the faculty of expression provides a meansby

educational reformers - Herbart and Rousseau are which the aspiring student may correct and amplify

good instances -- of prescribing for class -work what his lecture-notes , without in any way minimising

they have found to be efficacious when dealing those good effects which believers and unbelievers

with an individual in the capacity of private tutor . in text-books alike desire to see following the

If more of the writers on education had served an teaching of science.

apprenticeship as masters in a school, thereby Briefly , there are so many ways in which the

becoming acquainted with the actual conditions of science master may encourage and inspire his

class -room teaching, there would be far fewer pupils that he cannot afford to allow his strength

fanciful theories to pervert and confuse young and energy to be absorbed by useless work in

persons imbued with the pedagogic passion . attempting to supply unsatisfactorily what a good

The text - book , of course , dates from the time of text -book can provide not only more adequately
the discovery of the art of printing. Before that but with much less trouble .
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THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY. a one - year's course will , as a rule , be deemed

SCHOOL TEACHERS AT THE UNI
sufficient.

VERSITIES. Students trained under this scheme are recog

nised as certificated teachers by the Scotch

X. - THE UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW . Education Department, without further examina

tion . They must follow a course of study leading
NTIL last year no attempt was made in to graduation , but the obtaining of a degree is not

the University of Glasgow to supply a a necessary condition of receiving a certificate.

full course of practical training to under- Candidates for admission must be not less than

graduates who were studying with a view to the eighteen years of age on the ist of October previous

teaching profession. Previous to that the Uni- to their acceptance, and must have passed the

versity had been content to give them theoretical whole Preliminary examination in arts or science ,

instruction in the class of education and to esta- or its equivalent. No fees are charged from such

blish a diploma in education , the examination for students as sign a declaration to the effect that it

which covered both theory and practice , and is their intention to become teachers in state - aided

demanded as a preliminary requisite at least five schools . From others a fee of £5 per session is

months' practical training in a recognised training exactedexacted . All students must pay the fees of the

college. Honours graduates were eligible to ordinary university classes . Those who require

compete for the diploma with distinction, which aid in the prosecution of their studies may obtain

involves, in addition to the above , a searching maintenance allowances of not more than£ 20 per

examination , theoretical and practical , of their annum. They may also have their university

ability to teach the subjects comprised in their fees paid by the Carnegie Trust .

special group . This diploma also qualifies for The course of study embraces, in addition to

registration under the Board of Education Act , classes qualifying for graduation , such professional

1899 , section 4 . subjects as are necessary for the practical training

This plan worked well so far as it went, but all of teachers.

the time it was recognised that it was no more The university classes as a rule are taken

than a makeshift, and that the usefulness of the according to the following scheme :

university ought to be extended so far as to give ist year.: -Latin and mathematics.

systematic and direct practice in the art of teach- 2nd year. - Logic , education , and one of the

ing. This became all the more necessary as the following : French, German, chemistry, history .

training colleges, whose best students have for 3rd year . - English literature and natural phil.

some years received the major part of their instruc- osophy.

tion at the university , gradually became congested . These classes are attended during the winter

Accordingly , the university at the beginning of sessions.. In addition to the seven subjects

last session accepted the responsibility of providing required for graduation , students are strongly

a full course of training . This course is given in recommended to attend the class of moral philo

accordance with the regulations of the Scotch sophy and take the diploma in education. Those
Education Department, who pay grants of £ 30 who have already begun their university course ,

in respect of every female student, and £ 35 for or who intend to graduate in science or with

every male - provided the total sum so given is honours, may substitute special courses for the

not more than the working expenses of the scheme. above , subject to the approval of the Committee

The Board of Management, or “ Local Committee and of the Scotch Education Department . Pre

for the Training of Teachers” as it is called, is liminary courses in English, natural science , and

chosen by the university authorities . The majority physical science are taken during the summer
of the members are drawn from the University sessions . Where possible , the regular university

Court and the Senate and University staff . The summer classes in these sciences are attended , the

others are representative of the Glasgow and West committee in this case paying the fees.

of Scotland Technical College, the Church of The extra -university subjects are taught by a

Scotland Training College , the United Free special staff of teachers chosen by the committee.

Church Training College, the Roman Catholic This staff consists of a director , who is also

Training College, the Educational Institute of lecturer on education in the university ; a master of

Scotland , and the School Boards of Glasgow and method, a mistress of method, and lecturers on

Govan . music, drawing and kindred subjects, physical

The scheme provides for the training both of training , needlework, practical science and nature

graduates and of non - graduates . The course of study generally, history, geography, phonetics,&c .

study extends over three winter and two summer The time-table is carefully adjusted in relation to

sessions . Students are expected to enter upon attendance at the university classes , so as to make

the course in the first year of their university a minimum demand upon the time of the students

attendance, but those who have already attended during the ordinary university winter session . The

university classes for graduation may be accepted, practical work is a special feature of the scheme,

subject to the approval of the Scotch Education an average of six hours per week during the whole

Department, and in their case the period of train- course being required. Six schools are set apart

ing will be as nearly as possible coterminous with for this work under the direction of the master of

the completion of the degree course . For graduates ! method, and it is intended that the students get
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all their “ crictical ” work in classes of not more avoid these cumbrous phrases would not hesitate

than twenty - five. The schools chosen include a to use the inelegant constructions “ to seriously

higher-grade school and a high school . Visits of consider ” and “ to clearly see.” A sufficient

observation are another prominent feature of the reason for avoiding this custom of placing an

scheme. For this purpose the School Boards of adverb or adverbial phrase between the " to " and
Glasgow and Govan have placed all their schools the verb itself is that the best authors seldom do

at the disposal of the Committee. Students will it . No editor with fine literary instincts approves

thus have an opportunity of seeing school work in the use of the split infinitive in his columns, and

its various forms, and will get a working knowledge we have to go to prospectuses , advertisements,

of the best methods of organisation and classifica- second-rate newspapers and third - rate novels , for

tion . Reports will be asked from the students , instances of this objectionable habit. It is possi

and discussions will be held from time to time on ble that, in a few cases , the interpolation of the

the main questions arising out of these reports . adverb may add to the force or clearness of a

It is further intended that every student shall have, clause, but usually nothing is gained by separating

at least twice during the course of training , a the verb from its attendant particle . Thus, though

fortnight of continuous all -day practice in the split infinitives are not actually ungrammatical,

schools . The third year of the course will be they are not sanctioned by good literature, and are

devoted mainly to secondary work and a special both unnecessary and inelegant , so that writersa

study will be made of the newest methods of who desire to cultivate good style in composition

teaching its various branches. An endeavour will would do well to avoid them entirely .

also be made to interest the student in the chief It is a common blunder to use " and which "

educational problems of the day . incorrectly . Generally , either the pronoun or the

conjunction can be omitted, or the former is mis.

placed . Thus, in “ these scenes , which are painful

to see, and which occur every day,” the second

which is not required ; and in “ these scenes,

FAULTY DICTION IN ENGLISH . painful to witness , and which occur every day,"

the conjunction is intrusive . When , however,

HE encouragement now being given to the
entirely distinct statements are expressed by the

teaching of English in schools must meet
two clauses , or the cases are different, the relative

with the approval of every student of
may be repeated . An example of the first kind is

literature. The language is to be studied as
presented by the sentence , " The results , which

living organism , the structure and growth of which
substantiate my earlier views , and which I will

are to be guarded carefully from all degrading describe " ; for one clause has its verb “ substan

influences. In the currency of our speech , we tiate ” in the present tense , while the other has

should be careful not to let our coinage become
its verb “ describe " in the future . • And which ”

debased .
His

New words and new expressions must
is also used correctly in the sentence,

often be accepted, but there should be a desire to
Majesty's self - sacrifice on behalf of his country ,

dishonour the false phrases which continually are which he rules so well , and which esteems him so

being presented. There are several books, among
highly, is beyond all praise.” Here the word

them being those mentioned below , which will
“ which ” occurs in two different cases , the first

convince the student that the English language is a “ which " being object of the verb “ rules " and

rich possession that should be kept undefiled ; and
the second subject of the verb “ esteems.”

others describe common errors and defects in its None is a contraction of “ not one,” but it is

use . From some of these works the collection also used in the sense of “ not any," and can

of incorrect or doubtful expressions here given
therefore be followed by either a singular or a

has been obtained . In a few cases , it may be plural verb . The singular verb is more effective

thought that the objections to words and phrases than the plural in such a sentence as “ There is

are fantastic ; but even if this is conceded, it must
none that doeth good ; no , not one ” ; but the

be pointed out that the position taken is occu
plural verb is correct in “ none of the birds have left

pied by the leading literary journals . Whatever
their nests.” The concord must in fact depend

may be thought of the reasons for rejection and
upon the sense in which the word " none " is used ;

exclusion , the compilation may be worth consider
for, though the word was originally singular, a

ation in its relation to lessons in English com
plural meaning now equally belongs to it .

position .
The word circumstances literally means " things

Little can be said in justification of the use of
that stand around ; " there is thus an inconsistency

the split infinitive. Such expressions as “ to at in the expression “ under the circumstances,” but

once cheerfully give " or " to, if it were possible, use has sanctioned this phrase . In such a sentence

still more confirm us in our resolve ” stand self “ When men are happy in their circumstances,

condemned, but many writers who would naturally preposition in is obviously the right word, and the
they are naturally enemies to innovation , ” the

1 “ Words and their Ways in English Speech ." By J. B. Greenhough use of in instead of under in all circumstances is

and G. L. Kittredge. 55. net.

“ The Making of English .' By H. Bradley: 45. 6d . above criticism , if nothing more. The stylists who

" Errors in English Composition ." By J. Ć . Nesfield . prefer “ in the circumstances ' should , however, be
" Notes on the Composition of Scientific Papers.” By T. Clifford Allbutt .

(Macmillan .) 35. net . consistent, and not write “ in the following circum

as

35. 6d.
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stances,” or “ in my then circumstances,” for both
TRAINING FOR BUSINESS.1

forms display an awkward misuse of words.

The word reliable has few friends , its formation
HE problem of how best to train the youth

being irregular, and its meaning the same as trust
destined to engage in our national business

worthy. There are many other words - laughable,
of shop -keeping is still themost pressing

for example — which are open to the same objection problem of English education . The men
on the ground of loose formation , but while these cerned with the distribution of manufactured goods ,

are tolerated “ reliable ” is not recognised by many and the raw materials from which these are pro .

stylists as worthy of a place in an English vocabu
duced , require — the advocates of commercial edu

lary. Some authors make the distinction of apply. cation continually urge - a preliminary education

ing the word “ reliable ” to things or statements , which throughout has in view the needs of mer

and “ trustworthy ” to persons, but as so many cantile pursuits ; a school education , too , which

lovers of literature object entirely to the word , and,
aims to imbue boys with the idea that trade may

as The Times and numerous literary journals will be as honourable, and be governed by ethical

not permit its use in their pages, the word should
standards as exalted , as any other form of human

be avoided by writers not strong enough to esta- activity , even if in the past it has been recognised

blish it by authority .
as “ professional."

The phrase " these sort of things ” is common
Education, especially secondary education, in

enough in colloquial language , but a glance at it England has, if the judgment of American and

is sufficient to recognise its inaccuracy. There Continental educationists may be trusted , been

can be “ this sort of thing , ” or “ these sorts of largely useless to commercial men because of the
things,” but the combination of a singular noun predominant classical character which has been

with an adjective in the plural is obviously wrong , given to it ; because, moreover, it has had the effect

and it is a wonder the blunder has found currency of unduly glorifying the so -called professions and of

among people who like to speak correctly .
belittling commercial enterprises of all kinds by

Scientist is of American origin , and is not accepted disposing of them in a contemptuous manner as

by Nature , the leading journal of science , or by The being concerned with “ trade," and consequently

Times. “ Men of science ,” as a rule, prefer to be
unworthy the serious attention of gentlemen .

described as such or as investigators, though the There is , however , we are glad to know , a

former phrase is cumbrous and the latter suggests reaction setting in against this narrow, mediaval

Scotland Yard or Mr. Sherlock Holmes.
view , and secondary schools — like University Col

Firstly should not be used for first , but secondly lege School, for example -- are demonstrating the

and thirdly, &c . , are correct . “ Different to ” and
possibility of educating English middle-class boys

“ different than ," instead of “ different from ,” are in a liberal manner, and, at the same time, ensur

common but indefensible errors, whether they occur ing that they shall become familiar with those

in speech or writing. " Quite good," " quite large,”
subjects without a knowledge of which they are of

“ quite a number ,” and “ quite a few ,” are Ameri little use in a business house. And this is being
canisms which are best avoided . Themodern quite accomplished without in any way sacrificing that

so, used as a substitute for yes in England, has,
development of intelligence, initiative, enterprise ,

curiously enough , not been adopted in the United and energy which is primarily essential .

States . Last, which denotes position , should not
We are in complete sympathy with Dr. Herrick

be used in the sense of latest , which denotes time. in the claims he makes on behalf of commerce , and

Thus, “ the latest ( not last ) report of the Board of agree with him that for success it requires men as

Trade.” To refer to extraordinary or wonderful highly trained , as well- educated, and of as good

things as phenomenal is to adopt inept journalese. character as any other walk in life . We commend

Littoral is unwanted , while we have such words as to schoolmasters this interesting volume- repre

sea -coast, coast , strand, beach, coast - line and shore, senting as it does a dozen years of investigating

which express the same meaning. It is better to

and writing — with its accounts of the experiments
direct attention to a matter than to call attention

made in America, Germany, France, and this
to it . Scarcely is often a better word to use than

country , with a view to devise a complete system

hardly , and is always correctly employed in ex
of commercial education suitably graded and

pressing quantity, as in “ the boywas scarcely a adequate to the needs of business employés of all
yard from me.” The use of the verb transpire, in

ranks. The book teems with ideas useful to those

the sense of “ to happen or take place,” is common who desire to see English education become less

among newspaper reporters , but this perversion of bookish and more in harmony with the practical
meaning is severely censured by literary critics . needs of the day.

The word is , however, correctly used in expressing

escape from secrecy or becoming public, as in the Landmarks of European History. By E. H. M‘Dougall.

decision of the cabinet soon transpired.” x . + 303 pp . ( Blackie .) 35. 60. - Written under the limita

It would be possible to add many other words tions of a syllabus of which the author does not approve , this

and phrases to the foregoing collection, but this is little book is a good summary of most of the leading events in

not the place for a longer list. If the compilation European history, from the growth of Rome to the present day.

creates in any teachers the desire to cultivate good There are four coloured and a dozen other maps and an index .

taste in the use of words, and to avoid the jargon

of journalese, it will serve a useful purpose .
1 " Meaning and Practice of Commercial Education." By Cheesman A.

Herrick. xiv . + 378 pp. ( New York : The Macmillan Company.) 5s. net .
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EDUCATION IN SOUTH AFRICA .

By W. HOSKINS -ABRAHALL .

as

The report of the Director of Education for the Transvaal

and the Orange River Colony just issued ( Esson and Perkins,

Johannesburg) gives an account of three years' work in education

unique in its kind , embracing as it does the work in the concen

tration camps and the history of the formation of a new educa

tional system . There is a pleasant ring of sincerity in the

kindliness of Mr. Sargant's tone towards the Boers. He dwells

on the charm of the Dutch children, on the courtesy and

amenableness of the farmers , and he enlivens his report with

touches of friendly humour.

Before the war, education in the Orange Free State was

conducted in five classes of schools, under local committees.

School buildings were inadequate, teachers poor in attainments ,

and about half the children of the State uneducated . In the

Transvaal there was only one class of school recognised ; the

teaching was poor and the inspection superficial. This led

finally to the formation of the Witwatersrand Council, which

founded schools , and assisted others on the Witwatersrand , for

children hitherto entirely neglected .

The war, while breaking up the general course of school

teaching, in some ways served the cause of education . The

report gives an account of the progress of the camp schools,

which soon outgrew the supply of teachers in South Africa, and

necessitated the invitation of others from oversea . Three hun

dred teachers came out on this service , and in these unprece

dented surroundings thousands of pupils received instruction ,

the maximum being reached in May, 1902 , when 29,279

children were being taught in camp - a larger number than had

been receiving school instruction at any one time in the two

States before.

The Director's admirable address to a conference of teachers

at Johannesburg in July, 1902, marks the transition from school

life in camp to school life restored to town and country . Along

side the rebuilding and reopening of town schools proceeded

the work of re-forming country schools as fast as the return of

the farmers permitted. The hardships of the country teacher's

liſe , “ with weather -beaten bell - tents pitched near

unroofed farmhouse ," " with no companionship except that of

the few neighbouring land - boers and their families," all dis

traught and discouraged , contrast sadly with the interest of life

enquire into the subject of technical education. The outcome

of their report is the proposal to found a great technological

institute outside Johannesburg, which , in addition to an agri

cultural and to an advanced technical education , should furnish

university teaching in science and arts . Mr. Sargant's com

ments on these proposals show how well -defined are the views

of the leaders of educational thought in these colonies . The

foundations of this new university are now being laid , and a

further plan aims at developing a teaching university for the

Orange River Colony from the higher department of Grey

College at Bloemfontein , where the faculty of arts will pre

dominate .

In close connection with these centres of university teaching

are the normal schools, started in both colonies immediately

upon the declaration of peace . They fulfilled their immediate

purpose by doing away with the evils of the pupil-teacher

system ; but in an address to teachers at Durban the Director

of Education projects for them a more extended use-ic serve

staff colleges to which teachers of experience should have

the opportunity to return for higher professional training and

research . ” His scheme is based on a threeſold classification of

teachers , each advance in class requiring a return, after a period

of school work , to the normal school for further training . But

the scheme embraces more than this . “ There must be a

rallying point in South Africa , preferably in connection with

a university, for the best of South African teachers ; there mus

be a rallying point in the centre of the British colonies for the

chief educators in the whole of our Empire." And in the

Director's ideal a teacher prepares for his second -class certificate

at a colonial federal college , and completes his training at a

great central college for teachers in London . This scheme,

original as it is , appears eminently practicable ; it is finely

Imperialist , and , animated by the vigour which evidently cha

racterises South African educational effort, should , if carried

out , form a chief factor in the consolidation not only of South

Africa, but of the British Empire.

We have less sympathy with a suggestion to found oversea

settlements from our own public schools and colleges . The

public school ideal does not include much intellectual strenu

ousness ; while in the matter of games and of tone we must

profess to have sufficient faith in the Afrikander to believe he

can do without us . Is he behind the average Englishman of

William of Wykeham's day ?

Turning now to the schools themselves, we find in the

Orange River Colony a somewhat new system of classification

-town schools of sufficient size being divided into a lower and

an upper school, without distinction of sex. The lower school

embraces six grades ; the upper, six divisions , of which the

fourth reaches Standard VII . , the fifth and sixth doing more

advanced work. Ideally the lower school has a headmistress,

the upper a headmaster ; the headmistress herself is in charge of

the youngest class . No part of the report is better worth pon

dering than the passages dealing with the treatment of the very

young , with the necessity for small numbers in class , and the

effect of placing such classes in the hands of mature teachers.

The scientific spirit evinced throughout the report causes us

to wonder somewhat at the neglect of a splendid opportunity in

drawing up the syllabus of instruction . Education is still based

on the old foundation of the three R's, instead of on science ,

i.e. , on observation and experiment . Bible history , English,

Dutch and arithmetic are taught to babes, but not
is Nature

Study ” ; and science , in spite of the exceptional opportunities
afforded by a new country , is not taught at all except on

the recommendation of an inspector . Four schemes are given

in full . That for arithmetic is especially good in the practice

of rapid estimation of numbers by sight and of weights by

hand . Excellent , too , is the drawing syllabus , but the geo

to some

in camp.

With regard to country schools in the Orange River Colony,

resolutions passed at the Headteachers' Conference (Bloem

fontein , December, 1903) advocate the establishment of schools

at points half -way between the towns, which commonly lie

thirty or forty miles apart . Such “ central ward ” schools

would prepare scholars for the third and fourth standards of

examination - more advanced scholars being drafted by means

of State aid to town schools, or receiving bursaries to high

schools , if unusually promising. Children in the more remote

districts are to be taught in farm schools. For the present,

instruction in government schools is free ; the Director advises

the postponement of compulsion .

An interesting part of the report is concerned with the rela .

tions between free government schools and those of a higher

grade. The petitions of local committees reveal considerable

differences in public opinion as to the kinds of schools desired

in each locality . It appears , however, that the main tendency

is towards making the educational system one throughout the

school population. So far as teachers are concerned , the social

distinctions , so much to be regretted here, are non -existent .

Anticipating a provision of the Public Education Ordinances

of the new colonies , a commission was appointed in 1902 to
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was

graphy scheme is open to some criticism . To take one in- and directly , often in bodycolour on tinted paper-details of

stance : " orientation ” as such is wholly absent. parts and various positions being closely studied . Landscape

It is impossible to touch on many interesting questions with was also dealt with, evidently as a class subject, and the

which the report is concerned, such as religious teaching, interesting treatment of groups of factory chimneys showed that

language, native education , and others, but one word may the teacher has inspired his pupils to look for beauty, and

be said with regard to secondary education . The distinc- to find it even among unpromising surroundings .

tion between primary and secondary education being mainly The American school - work was interesting as showing

a social one , is determined at bottom by difference in the esti- method in the teaching of design , but it seemed more strikingly

mation of the teachers ; for what public consideration makes of attractive at the first glance than was revealed by a second visit .

the teachers , that , in the end , public consideration makes of the It gave evidence, however, of much competent teaching .

school . If the tendencies not obscurely indicated in this The English exhibit attracted a certain amount of interest

report develop themselves, the distinction will be obliterated , and attention, although it was but small and not very

and secondary education will become simply the continuation , representative, being drawn almost entirely from London . It

in cases where it is desired , of a primary education common to showed gradation from the elementary work in the King Alfred

all the white child population of these colonies . The children of and University College preparatory schools, L.C.C. primary

European descent will then form one people, of like ideals and schools and secondary schools subsidised by them-such as the

equal opportunities , and their teachers will form one body also. S. Martin's School, Lewisham Grammar School for girls ,

In so young , vigorous, and untrammelled a country such a Archbishop Tenison's School for boys, Owen's School , to

prospect is one of signal hope, calculated to rouse to the full the the higher secondary work in schools of the Girls ' Public Day

zeal and the energies of the teacher, all the more because he School Co. , and at Harrow , while there a highly

may further count himself happy in serving under men whose appreciated small collection of work from the L.C.C. Central

enthusiasm and freshness of thought are equal to their practical School of Arts and Crafts.

ability , and who so evidently realise what possibilities for the Work by student- teachers was shown by Herr Elssner , of

future are forming beneath the temporary difficulty and de. Dresden , with good note - book sketches of animals taken at the

pression in the present affairs of the Transvaal and the Orange Zoological Gardens. Prof. Kunzfeld , of Vienna , encouraged
River Colony

his students in water colours freely blotted on -- two studies often

being made from the same object , the first in the mass of the

local colour of the thing, just leaving the highlights , and

the second a complete rendering in colours and light and shade

of the object. Background was , however , ignored . Prof.

THE BERNE INTERNATIONAL
Churchill showed some refined life-drawing from students of the

CONGRESS ON THE TEACHING
Teachers ' College, Columbia University, and also good still- life

OF DRAWING . work .

The more important resolutions passed by the Congress were

More than eight hundred members met at Berne early in based on the principle that the whole course of instruction

August to exchange ideas on the subject of the teaching of should follow the law of rational development in the child .

drawing. Since the first congress held at Paris in 1900 much That drawing should be to the child a means of impression and

progress has been made, especially from the point of view of the the expression of its own thought , and , therefore , have a place

educational value of the subject . Arbitrary copying from flat throughout the whole school curriculum . As the subject had to

copies is almost a thing of the past , and it is the mental training be treated internationally , general principles only could be laid

in observation which just now is insisted upon on all sides. down , rather than any set method. Throughout elementary

Careful training of teachers of all grades, whether to become education , drawing must be taught on a sound basis ; it should

drawing specialists or to teach drawing with other class be evolutionary, remembering that the child is the future man

subjects, is now considered necessary ; and this training , it and not a little man ; it should be realistic , seeking inspiration

is urged , should develop and preserve life and vigour of from all natural forms ; spontaneous , that it may become as

expression, and seek to draw from the child its individual ready a mode of expression as writing ; æsthetic, that a care for

creative faculties. all that is beautiful be fostered in the child . In secondary

From the exhibition of work by scholars and students in education the same principles were advanced , and the artistic

training much was to be learned . The princely equipment and faculty should be more strongly brought out . It was also held

appliances for the little ones in some American schools almost that no method of art training is complete without some form of

aroused envy among many teachers, who, having the same aims manual training or modelling. For the training of students to

as their highly-favoured comrades, felt themselves sorely ham- become teachers , thorough practice in the actual art work

pered by lack of funds and also insufficient teaching staff. should be supplemented by adequate preparation in psychology

Dr. Diem , of St. Gallen, Switzerland , showed the results of and the science of education .

his teaching of memory drawing in which he simplified the As in other congresses , a great gain to each individual

forms to ensure a definite mental image by showing them in member lay in the interchange of ideas with regard to method

silhouette by means of the lantern . Leaves pressed between and equipment . All seemed alive to the educational value

two glasses gave a mass of definite shape undisturbed by detail . of drawing from its mental side , which , until recently, has

The examples led up to figures in motion, while the elements been almost entirely ignored . In Mr. Cooke's few words he

of perspeciive and foreshortening were taught by lantern views showed that the spirit of Pestalozzi was still the guiding light

carefully chosen from views in the neighbourhood of the school . for the teacher of drawing, and the same idea was uppermost in

Among secondary work that done by the boys of the the closing speech of Herr Fritschi , the president of the first

Realschule at Kladno, Bohemia, under Herr Bouda, was of section .

great interest to the English party . About sixteen folio The president of the congress was Herr Boos-Jegher,

volumes of bound drawings illustrated the life and power of the president of the Swiss Society of Art Masters, while M. Léon

teaching . Birds and animals drawn either with brush , pencil , Genoud , who had the lion's share of the work in preparation

or pen from stuffed specimens and from life, touched in freely beforehand , presided over the second section treating of
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technical and professional training . They, with Herr Fritschi

and the Swiss organising committee, deserve the warmest thanks

of all the members for the admirable way in which their comfort

and enjoyment were assured . The work of the committee

was exceedingly arduous, but the programme was carried

through without a hitch . The weather being gloriously fine, the

excursions to Fribourg and Interlaken were both delightful .

The small English party numbering about forty was received

throughout with great cordiality. The Board of Education and

the Scotch Education Department were represented , and various

societies sent delegates . After discussion with the American

section it was resolved , if possible , to hold the next congress in

London , four years hence.

To gather up the threads of the work of the congress, a

Federation has been called into being with three delegates

chosen from each country. These delegates will act as channels

of communication , and the central office will be at Berne.

Those selected for Great Britain are Mr. Francis Black , Head

master of the L.C.C. Camden School of Art ; Mr. John Young,

Art Master of Montrose ; and Miss Ethel M. Spiller, Art

Mistress of Dulwich High School. The work will need to

be thorough , and should help towards the improvement of the

teaching of drawing on broad educational and artistic lines .

holder has passed in applied mathematics and one other division

of the higher mathematical section .

A student who has passed the London Matriculation shall be,

it is recommended, entitled to exemption from Part I. of the

Previous with the exception of the paper on the Greek Gospel

or its substitute , provided his certificate includes Latin and Greek.

Should the matriculation certificate include elementary mathe.
mathics, logic , and English, the student is to be entitled to

exemption from . Part II . of the Previous ; but should the certifi

cate include elementary mathematics and English only, exemp

tion from Part II . of the Previous may be claimed except in

Paley's “ Evidences, ” or its substitute , logic. If French, or

German , or mechanics was taken at matriculation the students

may be excused the examination in additional subjects at the

Previous.

In addition to the above particulars, the Cambridge University

Reporter contains full information as to the conditions under

which it is proposed that the Previous and the higher exami .

nation of the Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination

Board should give exemption from the London Matriculation

and the Cambridge Senior Local exemption from Oxford

Responsions and from London Matriculation .

SUGGESTIONS FOR NATURE -STUDY.
MUTUAL RECOGNITION OF UNIVER

SITY EXAMINATIONS.

The Council of the Senate of the University of Cambridge

have for some time had under consideration the establishment,

in conjunction with the Universities of Oxford and London , of

a system of mutual recognition of examinations. The Council

believe that the establishment of such a system of mutual recog

nition is of great importance in the interest of secondary educa

tion throughout the country , since it will diminish the nuniber of

distinct examinations for which schoolmasters have to prepare

their pupils. The Council are further of opinion that it is

greatly to the interest of students of Cambridge University that

when they have passed examinations equivalent to the Previous

Examination , they should not be required to spend time in pre

paring for the Previous Examination itself.

The Council now recommend that a student who has passed

the examination in the stated subjects at Oxford Responsions

that is in Greek , Latin , arithmetic, and either elementary

algebra or in elementary geometry - be entitled to exemption

from Part I. of the Previous Examination ; and that a student

who has passed in French or German as an additional subject at

Responsions be entitled to exemption from the additional sub

jects of the Previous Examination .

The possession of an Oxford Senior Local Certificate shall , it

is recommended, carry exemption in the following circumstances.

A student holding such a certificate shall be exempted from

Part I. of the Previous Examination , provided that in the Local

Examination he has shown sufficient merit in Latin and Greek

to be qualified in these subjects for exemption from the examina

tion in the stated subjects at Responsions, and also has satisfied

the examiners in the paper on a book of the New Testament.

An Oxford Senior Local Certificate shall excuse from Part II . of

the Previous provided the certificate includes arithmetic , geo

metry , algebra , higher geometry, two divisions of the religious

knowledge section , and English languageand literature ( including

the English essay ) ; and shall exempt further from the additional

subjects of the Previous provided it shows the student to have

sufficient merit in French or German to be excused from the

examination in an additional subject at Responsions, or that the

ANY development of nature teaching in the schools finds an

easy starting point in the object - lesson . But the object must be

present if the lesson is to be real . If the elephant can only be

represented by a picture, that is a reason for giving lessons

about something else until it is possible to adjourn to a mena

gerie . Where flowers or stones are required, let them be pro

vided in sufficient quantity to give every child a specimen. Let

these be distributed at once , so that the children may start with

their own observations. This will require training, and the

teacher will spend much time in discussing what is seen with

the children .

A good way of ensuring that children really do observe is to

ask them to make drawings from the specimens in front of them.

Drawings can be corrected more rapidly by the teacher than

written accounts ; but written accounts should also be asked

for. Whilst the drawing is being done there ought not to be

any sketch on the blackboard which would serve as a guide.

Several teachers of repute have recently drawn attention to

the cycle of the seasons as the best ruling idea for the arrange

ment of any scheme of nature lessons . There can be no better

guarantee that the teaching really will be based on observation

and experiment. In summer there is endless material. In

winter it is more difficult to realise the opportunities of the

moment ; but the long nights favour astronomy, the bare earth

suggests geology , the weather is always a source of anxiety , the

frost without and fire within suggest lessons on heat and cold .

As much as possible of the summer botany course should be

unloaded upon the earliest weeks of spring whilst twigs are

bare .

For younger children the topic for the object - lesson may very

well be chosen from week to week , and may depend simply on

what is most available ; for the upper standards teachers will

rightly wish to plan some more systematic course. But this

plan should retain some elasticity in order to fit with the season .

If the different stages of the opening chestnut bud are to be

watched , they must be seized almost to a day, and yet one year

1 Abridged from an interim report to a Committee of the Educational

Science Section of the British Association .
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they may open a fortnight before or after their date on the pre

vious year.

The study of the living plant from the experimental side may

be regarded as suitable for elementary schools. It satisfies the

following important requirements :

( i . ) It can be made experimental, and most of the experi

ments are such as can be repeated by the pupils. The experi

ments are often of a continuous character , and afford some

training in measurement and recording . It is wise to emphasise

the quantitative side of many of the experiments.

(ii . ) The subject forms a connected series of lessons, the later

work developing originally out of the earlier .

( iii . ) The experimental teaching in school is easily linked to

the outdoor life of field and hedgerow with which country chil

dren are familiar. Again , it is illustrated readily by practical

examples drawn from the work on the garden and on the farm ,

so that the children learn that school work may have a bearing

on their after life .

While plant life forms a very generally suitable indoor subject

for elementary schools, there should be a good deal of flexibility

about the nature of the accompanying outdoor work . With

some teachers gardening, with others field botany or geology ,

forms the accompaniment. The teacher should be encouraged

to develop a speciality according to his own tastes and the

advantages or restrictions of his locality . Thus for a school

among osier beds the natural history of the willow is an

admirable subject.

It is now within the power of all elementary teachers to take

the school out of doors for a lesson and to count it in the time

table. Inspectors are sympathetic, and it is frequently done.

Every syllabus that includes the shadow of a stick at noon or

the nightly turning of the Great Bear about the Pole prescribes

topics which it may be impossible to treat practically in lessons

held at 2.30 in the afternoon . But this is just the reason why

the routine of school work may be broken suitably to allow

children to witness exceptional natural phenomena - a great

flood , a high tide, or an eclipse of the sun - phenomena whose

times of occurrence are not within our control .

In schools which possess a garden much can be done by the

children in it . Simple experiments in assimilation , pollination ,

grafting, &c . , can be tried . Where classification is studied the

making of order beds by the children is a great assistance .

When it is impossible to work in a garden , experiments may be

carried on in window - boxes.

Excursions should be made to lanes and fields at all times of

the year. Even in towns it is possible to study the branching of

trees and unfolding of buds and to become familiar with the

aspects of different trees in winter , spring , and summer.

To give definiteness to out - door work some questions to

be answered may be set before starting a walk , and answers

to them written out afterwards.

Those who are not naturalists by hobby may do much to

encourage children by giving their moral support to the simple

interests of the wayside. Children may be encouraged to bring

curiosities with them to school. Many schools now have a rack

of bottles to receive wild flowers picked on the way to school ;

a slate reserved for nature notes, where the first scholar who

sees a swallow may enter the fact. Pots of growing seedlings

may occupy the window -sills. Aquariums are always interesting ,

and a caterpillar cage might be tried.

The collecting instinct is sufficiently strong at the ages we are

discussing . The collector is often a naturalist in embryo ; he is

therefore to be led judiciously into the paths of progress. In

certain directions - notably birds-nesting - restraint more than

encouragement may seem necessary ; but numerous recent books

illustrated by photographs of birds' nests show the possibility of

teaching children to watch without destroying. The general

line is to wean a boy gently from mere collecting to collecting

with a purpose ; to collecting and observing, and then to the

collection of observations in a note-book kept for the purpose .

Collecting is a great help to accuracy of observation , and the

boy who brings back a collection of pebbles from the seashore

or of grasses from a hayfield will know far more about what he

carries in his hand than a schoollellow who has never troubled

to pick up anything. Children may be encouraged to try how

many different sorts of wild roses they can find along a country

lane, and to write notes on their differences.

The collecting instinct is a great motive power , if rightly

directed . It should be used to solve special problems . And if

prizes are offered , they need not be for the largest or best collec

tion of wild flowers , but for collections illustrating insect

pollination , or seed dispersal , or climbing plants .

Some serious defects which have been noticed in nature

study teaching as at present conducted are : --

( i . ) An attempt is made to cover too much ground, hence

experiments and measurements are shirked because they take

time and involve preparation on the part of the teacher. Ex

periments are described instead of performed , and a drawing on

the blackboard takes the place of realities. This is the com

monest and most vicious defect in such teaching .

( ii . ) Unsuitable subjects are often taken , especially with the

idea of being practical. It is of no use to dictate notes on hay

making to a class when there is no opportunity of seeing the

process carried out .

( iii . ) On the other hand , there is a great lack of system . A

lesson on opening buds is followed by one on tadpoles or on the

motions of the moon . The topics are all in season in March,

but for upper standards we think the course should become

more systematic.

(iv . ) When a definite course is chosen it is often overloaded

with classification . The teacher seems to have the fear of a

possible examiner before him , and is afraid to omit anything.

Science is too often supposed to consist of big words . * Ama

ryllis , fruit , a bilocular loculicidal inferior capsule " need not

appear in the notebook of a boy of thirteen .

HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS .

SOME of our readers may have tried to understand from the

papers the meaning of the Lippe- Detmold case , which is again

attracting attention in Germany. The matter is complicated,

and we do not propose to explain it . Lippe-Detmold is a

principality , one of the twenty - five sovereign states the federal

union of which makes the German Empire. It is situated not

far from the town of Hanover, and consists of 469 square miles,

with a population of 130,000 . It has one representative among

the fifty -eight in the Bundesrath, and one among the 400 of the

Reichstag , the two institutions which correspond to the Senate

and House of Representatives of the United States Congress .

The succession question now discussed will probably be settled
without war. Yet it was just such succession questions, in

volving eternal lawsuits among the 250 princes of Germany,

that made the confusion of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries in the Holy Roman Empire. Some of the greater

ones then led to war , such as the Silesian question, the Austrian

succession , the Bavarian question , and made a noise in history ,

till they were swept away by the Napoleonic and succeeding

revolutions . We are apt , because of the greatness of Prussia,

to forget that most of the States that make up Germany are just

such small survivals of the middle ages as this Principality of

Lippe.
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now .

The Archbishop of Canterbury has been an honoured guest in which existed on the coasts of the North Sea till Danes

the United States of America this autumn. He has visited destroyed its civilisation . It was a brilliant but brief period ,

Boston in the company of the Bishop of Massachusetts. Yet which not only taught Karl the Great and his Frankish court ,

there was a time, not two hundred years ago , when the inhabi- but gave a name to the language spoken even by the Saxons of

tants of what is now the United States would have nothing to the south . Alfred , King of the West Saxons in the next gene

do with bishops . One of the first recorded acts in the history ration , called his language English , and his grandson , wanting

of Massachusetts is the forced repatriation of two episcopalians to give a name to the now united Danes and Saxons , called the

who were regarded as undesirable immigrants. Not only con- nation English too . Nay, so permanent has this word English

gregational New England and quaker Pennsylvania, but even become, because it is the name of the “ predominant partner , "

episcopalian Virginia , would have nothing to do with bishops that Scotland , Wales, and Ireland are ignored except in quite

from England , whether proposed by Wesley or by Sherlock , the official and pedantic expressions, and this kingdom is still

imperialist Bishop of London about 1760. They were afraid called English , though the Empire is “ British ," whatever that

that submission to ecclesiastical government would tend to a may mean,

similar submission to lay control beyond what they were pre

pared to accept , and it was not till lay independence was finally

secured that bishops of any kind were known in the United

States .

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

CURRENT French history is profoundly interesting to us just GENERAL.

It is helping us, by way of contrast and comparison, to

understand not only our present education controversy, but our All of us who study education read Mr. Page's letters to The

ancient history too . We see in France to -day , as in the
Times with interest and profit . There is little chance of mis .

mediæval church everywhere, the triangular duel between understanding Mr. Page when he discusses a problem in con

State , Pope, and local clergy . We can realise , from the present nection with schools or with the work of teachers . Ilis language

action of not merely non - Catholics but Catholics in France , how
is forcible, and his facts are, as a rule , trustworthy. In his

Henry VIII. of England and Ireland could break with the Pope,
recent letters to The Times on the registration of teachers,

yet remain anti -Lutheran in doctrine . There are so many he makes three main statements — ( 1 ) That there is a

conflicting explanations of the reasons for the action of the serious dearth of good secondary teachers ; (2 ) that the con

French Republican Government that it is impossible to be sure
ditions of registration tend further to check the supply ; ( 3 ) that

about it all , but it seems that France cares no longer to be “ the
they serve no useful purpose . “ In the judgment of most able

eldest son of the Church. " Does she, therefore, regret the fact
and experienced teachers this process of training,” says Mr.

that Hlodwig the Frank was the first “ barbarian to decide
Page , “ must almost always be a comedy , and is at present a

against Arius in the fifth century ? And is her recent interven farce ," and he endeavours, in his usual bantering style, by
tion in China on behalf of murdered Belgian priests to be the

indicating what may conceivably be the result of training when
last instance of the French protectorate of Catholics in Near

the student in training is particularly inane and the trainers

and Far East ? The connection between these two questions particularly futile , to cast ridicule upon the whole idea of
illustrates the unity of history .

training secondary teachers.

A direct bi-monthly steamship service between Tréport and But surely there is nothing farcical in the idea of training a

Dublin has been established , and the newspapers remark that teacher for his work ? Practitioners of other learned professions

this service places the two countries in direct communication are trained . Or is it that the processes of training in vogue

for the first time. The statement is no doubt correct in the
to -day constitute the farce ? If this is so , it would clearly be

sense in which it is meant. But we seem to remember other
more remunerative labour for talented men of experience to

occasions on which France and Ireland have been “ in direct
tackle the business of discovering a reasonable method by which

communication.” Ever since the mismanagement of the English the tragedy, shall we say , of the first term's, or in some cases

Reformation set England and Ireland in conflict over religious first year's , work of an untrained master may be avoided . A

questions, first Spain , and afterwards France , were for long in proper method of training in the hands of capable trainers should

communication with England's “ back door . " Never with be able to place teachers beginning their career in possession of

success , it is true ; but the name of Smerwick recalls an ugly methods elaborated and proved by “ able and experienced

story in Elizabeth's reign , and was there not an Irish regiment teachers . ” It seems unnecessary for every teacher to learn by

in French pay during the wars of Louis XIV . ? During the bitter personal experience what the veteran regards as the

eighteenth century Irishmen migrated to the Bourbon countries , commonplaces of the class -room . If education is an experi

and sometimes rose to distinction , so that their names, appear- mental science, it is hard that masters can have no means of

ing in French or Spanish history, puzzle the unwary-2.8 . , Wall starting their life's work possessed of the results at which other

in Spain . And finally , during the wars of the French Revolu workers have arrived ; if it is an art , it is equally hard that no

tion , did not Hoche and others think they could use Irish facilities can be offered for the practice of preliminary exercises

discontent to establish an Irish republic, and so harass designed to prevent the sacrifice of young boys and girls upon

England ? But “ there is now an entente cordiale, and these whom the untrained teacher must otherwise practise . It will

quarrels are of the past." Il n'y, a plus de Jlanche. Let us be possible eventually to train teachers satisfactorily , and the

hope so . training of 10 -day, experimental and incomplete as it is, is a

great deal better than nothing. The methods of training of

IN Sunderland--that is , in the neighbourhood of Jarrow and some future time will meet with the approval of all the “ able

Wearmouth , where the Venerable Bede lived and died in the and experienced teachers ” of that distant day, and will be the

seventh and eighth centuries -- they have been erecting a cross outcome of experiments carried out by many teachers in schools

in memory of that great Englishman who wrote our earliest
of many grades through many years.

history and translated the Scriptures . The movement was

inspired by the erection of a monument to Cadmon , the poet of It will be agreed by all who know anything of education in

the same age . And thus we are reminded of that England this country that the advantages which the nation ought tu
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derive from its system of elementary education are greatly dis

counted by the fact that the evening continuation schools catch

so few of the pupils who leave the primary schools . The reso

lution moved by Mr. Waddington and discussed at length at

the recent meeting of the Association of Education Committees

will serve a useful purpose in directing attention to this important

subject. Mr. Waddington thinks , and many educationists will

not only agree but wish ultimately to go farther, that the time

has arrived when it is necessary to secure the compulsory

attendance at a recognised evening continuation school of all

children who do not continue as whole-day scholars up to the

age of 15 years , and that such compulsion should be for a period

of two years for every one year the child ceases to be a whole .

day scholar between the ages of 11 and 15. The idea of

compulsory attendance at an evening school, though new to

English people , is familiar enough in continental countries.

We look forward to the re -introduction next Session of a Bill

drawn on the lines of that introduced last Session by the Bishop

of Hereford in the House of Lords. To obtain something like

full value for the national expenditure on elementary education

some steps in the directions indicated are imperative.

tember 24th in Liverpool . The new president , Mr. E. C.

Pritchard , of Birmingham , delivered his address. After dis

cussing the Education Act , 1902 , and referring to theological

tests , Mr. Pritchard dealt with the present supply of teachers

for elementary schools . The supply of qualified teachers , he
said , is found to be utterly insufficient ; in London alone 2,000

certificated teachers are required to bring the non -provided up to

the level of the Council schools . Even to-day many thousands

of our boys and girls are being taught by boy and girl pupil

teachers who in mind and character are barely a stage of

development in advance of their pupils. Of the adult teachers

in primary schools there are 17,588 who have undergone no

preparation for their exacting task - young women who have

not necessarily reached any standard of education , who have

not the faintest pretension to any professional training , and are

employed solely on account of their cheapness . Although edu

cation is extolled on all sides , the feeling still remains, continued

Mr. Pritchard , that it must be run on economical lines ; but can

it be economy to bring up half the children under conditions

that must result in stunted mental growth ? Besides the diffi

culty of attracting teachers there is the still greater one of

retaining them . In a few years after the completion of their

training , teachers, realising the nature of their prospects, seek

other fields of activity where character and ability are more

generously recognised .

At the recent annual distribution of prizes in connection with

the Swindon and North Wilts Technical School , Sir William

Anson , Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Education ,

delivered an address . During the course of his remarks Sir

William Anson said he would like to remind those who do not

always find educational affairs going on as they wish , that this is

not the fault of the people at the present time , it is the fault to

some extent of the way in which our educational system has

grown up largely uncared for by the State . Voluntary agencies

stepped in consequently, and when the State came to deal with

the matter in a comprehensive way there had been already

sufficient piecemeal legislation to have created authorities with

conflicting interests , authorities which had been working out

their own scheme of education in their own localities . Now

that education has been brought under one authority in each

area , some forbearance is due to those who have spent time ,

thought, and money on education on their own lines , and now

find themselves either superseded or brought into line by a

new local education authority.

The City of London College opened its fifty -seventh session

on October 3rd with the inauguration of a great scheme of

commercial education . A day clerical commercial school is to

be opened , and later on a higher commercial school will be

established . In the evening classes the work will be systema

tised , and courses extending over two or three years will be

commenced in banking and insurance for accountants , for sur

veyors, and for those engaged in merchants' offices. A school

of modern languages will be opened , and not only will French

German , Spanish , Portuguese , and Dutch languages be taught,

but in French and German persons who are actually engaged in

commerce will give instruction in the business methods and

commercial and mercantile institutions of France and Germany.

The City of London College is acting in conjunction with the

London Chamber of Commerce, the whole of whose leaching

work will be conducted at the college.

At the Church Congress held last month in Liverpool Sir

Henry Hibbert read a paper on secondary education . During

its course he remarked that up to quite recently the grammar

school was the stepping -stone to the university, and to nowhere

else . Though Latin ought to be a compulsory subject in every

secondary school , it is desirable , said Sir Henry Hibbert , that

the pupils be enabled to pursue more specialised courses of

instruction - classical, scientific, or commercial-selected with

a view to their respective future avocations. The growing dis

content with the defective commercial education of our youths

entering upon a commercial career, he continued , will never be

remedied until merchants insist-( 1 ) upon the presentation of a

leaving certificate from our schools, and ( 2 ) discontinue employ

ing boys at the early age of 14. There are , Sir Henry thinks ,

two causes of weakness in our secondary-school system-( 1 ) the

training of teachers to teach , and ( 2 ) the duration of the holi

days. Every endeavour, we are told , must be made to provide

the best training for those who intend to be teachers . The old

idea that a teacher “ is born not made ” is not applicable to

teaching any more than any other profession , and the duration

of the holidays in our secondary schools is neither more nor less

than a public scandal. What will teachers in secondary schools

have to say to the last of these expressions of opinion ?

SPECIAL interest attached to the biennial meeting , in June

last , of the Guild of Cheltenham Ladies' College , inasmuch as

the College attains its Jubilee this year . The re- union last

summer was, both in numbers and interest , the most successful

that has ever taken place . There are close upon 2,000 members

on the Guild roll , and of these 880 attended . Fourteen years

ago the Guild presented a dramatised version of Tennyson's

" Princess," which struck the keynote of the series , the general

aim of which is to entertain as well as to edify. On the present

occasion Chaucer's “ Clerk's Tale ” (“ The Historie of Patient

Grisel " ) was chosen for dramatic representation , and the per

formance gave universal satisfaction . It has been decided to

postpone the College Jubilee celebration till next spring, in

order to combine with it the opening of the new science wing ,

which is not yet completed .

.

The London Chamber of Commerce recently drew the atten

tion of the Board of Education to the following resolution

passed by the Manufacturers' Section : - “ That, in order to

retain our industrial position , and to introduce into this country

such further industries as may be profitably developed , this

section is of opinion that it is absolutely necessary to raise the

standard and, if possible, cheapen the cost of technical and

higher technical education , and that representations be made to

the Board of Education in this sense. ” In a covering letter , it

The fourteenth annual conference of the National Federation

of Assistant - teachers in elementary schools was held on Sep
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réponse aux questions suivantes :-(a ) Qu'appelle-t-on le bassin

d'une rivière ? (6 ) Quelle est la différence entre une ile et un

lac ? (c ) Définir un glacier et une rivière. We hope this is

but a thin edge of the wedge, and that in time all the questions

will be set in French .

The Board of Education have approved the regulation framed

by the Consultative Committee modifying the regulations for

the formation and keeping of the Register of Teachers. It is

now provided that a person shall be entitled to be placed on

column B of the Register of Teachers if he satisfies the regis .

tration authority that he fulfils the conditions set forth in regu

lation 3 ; or if he applies at any time within four years from the

establishment of the registration authority to be placed on

Column B of the register , and satisfies the registration au .

thority that he fulfils the conditions set forth in regulation 4.

? )

The London Education Committee has received from the

Board of Education an intimation that the Board is prepared to

approve of certain schools as free evening schools during the

present session .
The Board of Education also state that of late

it has been necessary to exercise pressure to induce managers to

charge fees to students of evening schools, and experience has

tended to confirm the view that a charge of the kind is in the

best interests of education . The Board realise , however, that

in certain poor districts the adoption of the fee -charging system

requires to be introduced gradually , and, indeed , in a small

number of cases is still inadvisable . The Board add that ,

subject to the foregoing facts being borne in mind, the case of

particular schools may be left largely to the discretion of the

Committee.

was pointed out that the scientific aspect of every branch of

manufacture has hitherto received inadequate consideration by

manufacturers, although almost every industry would benefit by

a general employment of native qualified scientific assistants .

Adequate facilities for such training should be provided in this

country by the establishment of technical colleges of university

type , where students-always provided that their general and

scientific education is sufficiently broad-could have opportuni

lies of carrying out research work .

The Board of Education replied , assuring the Chamber of

Commerce of their sympathy with the desire to provide facilities

for higher technical education . The Board of Education have

recently instituted a special branch of their administration with

the express purpose of encouraging such a movement. The

powers of the local authorities have been widened in this

respect , and there is reason to believe that , so far as they are

concerned, the wishes of the Chamber of Commerce will

materialise . The country is already well provided with

facilities for technical instruction in its lower grades ; indeed,

so numerous are they that they have tended to overshadow any

claims for higher technical instruction, though that is an

" inexorable necessity . " The Board of Education, however,

deprecate any substantial improvement in this direction until

manufacturers show themselves willing to employ scientific

assistants of the type indicated . Hitherto the salaries offered

to such persons have been too low to tempt natives of this

country, whilst foreigners are willing to come temporarily at a

low salary , in order to gain such knowledge as will enable them ,

on their return to their own country , to apply it to their own

advantage in industrial pursuits .

With regard to the means by which higher technical educa .

tion is to be established, the Board of Education emphasise the

necessity of a preliminary “ broad foundation of general culture ”

laid by the secondary school curriculum , but express a

doubt as to whether the time has yet arrived for the establish

ment of higher technical institutions . As yet , the number of

students both willing and well enough prepared to take advan

tage of such facilities for higher technical education as already

exist is most inadequate -- a deficiency which , it is to be hoped,

may be remedied soon . A noticeable point in the reply of the

Board of Education is the inclusion of agriculture among the

industries which cannot fail to benefit by the introduction of

methods based on scientific study and research . “ Our great

national industry of agriculture ” is one of the phrases used in

this connection .

The morning paper in French set at the London Matricu

lation in September last was a mixture of very difficult and very

easy matter. Although the vocabulary was not difficult, the

first piece of translation into English was particularly hard ,

owing to its philosophic outlook on art. We have known

easier pieces set for the pass B.A. in recent years . The selec

tion was taken from a book of travels by the Baron de

Fromentin , which we recollect was one of the set books at the

Cambridge Previous some years back . The second piece (in

verse ) was as easy as the other was difficult. Few could have

missed its sense , although a word here and there might have

been unknown ; e.g., outre , affaissé, haletante. The translation

into French was taken from Goldsmith , but had no eighteenth

century peculiarities of style or diction . A candidate who had

been well prepared ought to have made a respectable French

version of it . The first two grammar questions were easy ; the

other three would present many unexpected difficulties to those

unacquainted with colloquial phrases ; e.g. , “ That's just it,”

and “ It is very refreshing after working the whole week through

in the city." We note one innovation , the last question is

given in French : “ Faites en français des phrases compiètes en

We learn , from the Report of the Board of Education for

the year 1903-4 which has now been published , that the rapid

progress made throughout the country, during last year , in

bringing into operation the Education Act of 1902 , has been

continued, and is now practically complete. On August ist ,

1904, the Act had come into operation in the area of every

Local Education Authority, with the exception of three counties,

two boroughs and one urban district , and even in the case of

these six authorities the appointed days have been fixed , and

the Act will come into operation by the end of September. As

the result of this rapid application of the provisions of the new

Act , the number of authorities responsible for the local organisa

tion of elementary education has been reduced to 328 in the

place of nearly 800 school attendance committees and over

2,500 school-boards.

The same report states that it has as yet been impossible,

owing to the great pressure of other work , for the Board of

Education to initiate a systematic inquiry into the manner in

which endowments held for purposes of elementary education

have been applied since the Education Act, 1902 , came into

operation or will be applied under agreements made between

trustees and local authorities . The Board have , however,

expressed readiness to assist local authorities by making a

systematic examination of proposed apportionments and by

discussing in conference with the parties interested the effect cí

the section in doubtful cases . The Board hope, however, that

in the course of the current year all local authorities will have

made substantial progress in this department of their adminis

tration .

SEVERAL additions and alterations have been made in the

" syllabuses and lists of apparatus applicable to schools and

classes other than elementary,” for the session 1904-5 , now

published by the Board of Education . In the science section a

new subject, called the Elementary Science of Common Life , has

been added . The syllabus provided to indicate what is to be ihe
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range of the new subject follows much the same lines as those of

the old Hygiene, Section I. , which was removed , unfortunately ,

many teachers thought, from the Directory a few years ago.

The course of work outlined in the added syllabus should prove

suitable for thc higher forms of schools for girls , providing as it

does a series of lessons illustrating fundamental principles of

chemistry and physics, and showing their relation to everyday

experience . The second part of the publication contains

specimen syllabuses of subjects in which the Board do not hold

examinations, but which are suitable for study in evening con

tinuation classes . These subjects are varied in character , and

include all that are in the least likely to be taught to evening

students not attending science classes .

will be readily appreciated in a country like the Transvaal,

where the employment of scientific methods to agriculture and

to mining cannot fail to have a very far -reaching effect.

We have received a specimen school pen - the Carnegie

from Messrs. MacNiven and Cameron, Ltd. It is made in

two grades, M and F. The M pen is an excellent one. It

writes freely and firmly, and is particularly pleasant in the up

strokes, owing to its careful tempering. The F pen is finer .

It makes clear strokes , which are free from ragged edges, and

does not catch on a common paper with a rough surface.

Both pens can be recommended .

*

The following public schools have adopted the Common

Examination for entrance to public schools : --Aldenham , Bed

ford , Bradfield , Brighton , Charterhouse, Cheltenham , Clifton ,

Denstone , Dover, Durham , Epsom , Felsted, Giggleswick ,

Guernsey, Haileybury, Ipswich , Malvern , Marlborough, Radley,

Repton , Rugby, St. Bees, Sedbergh , Tonbridge, Westminster,

Worcester ( King's School) . Boys entered for the Lent Term ,

1905 , at any of these schools will be examined under the scheme

on November 22nd and 23rd .

We have received from the secretary of the Craft School at

Bethnal Green copies of two pamphlets. One is a catalogue of

an exhibit at the St. Louis Exhibition , 1904 , with a brief

account of the school , and the other contains illustrations of

craft -school work , and is intended to accompany the former

publication. The pamphlets show that excellent work is being

done by the pupils of the school .

AFTER being associated with Eton College for more than

forty years, Dr. Warre has notified his intention of relinquishing

the post of headmaster at midsummer next .

MR. J. L. HOLLAND has been appointed secretary of the

Northamptonshire Education Committee.

SCOTTISH

We are informed by the Secretary of the Natal Education

Department that Mr. P. A. Barnett is returning immediately to

England to resume his work with the Board of Education after

filling the office of Superintendent of Education for Natal for

two years, though the Natal Government was willing to increase

Mr. Barnett's salary considerably if he could consent to remain

in the service of the colony . The following letter , handsomely

engrossed and enclosed in a morocco case , bearing the Natal

arms engraved in solid gold , has been handed to Mr. Barnett :

“ Sir ,-On the eve of your departure from Natal , the Govern

ment desires to express its regret that you have decided to

relinquish your appointment upon the termination of the period

for which you were seconded by the English Education Depart .

ment for service in this colony . Owing to your untiring efforts,

the past two years have witnessed a great improvement in the

educational condition of the colony. Your unique experience,

conspicuous ability, and sound judgment , together with your

profound knowledge of mankind , have enabled you most suc

cessfully to overcome the many difficulties incidental to the

work of a reformer. In the name of the Government , I have to

express its deep appreciation of your work , and to wish you

and Mrs. Barnett many years of health , happiness, and pro .

sperity.- (Signed) Thos. Watt, Minister of Education ."

The report on secondary education in Scotland , already

referred to in last month's issue , shows that 19,090 candidates

were presented for Leaving Certificates in separate subjects as

against 19,509 last year. The number of separate papers

worked by these candidates was 59,875 , as against 60,815 last

year. The decrease in the number of presentations is doubtless

due to the repeated warnings of the Department against prema

ture presentation. Their lordships are still dissatished with the

number of utterly worthless papers sent in , and threaten in this

report to single out those schools which show no discrimination

in the presentation of candidates , and refuse to admit them to

the examination until they are prepared to adopt more reason

able views. Group Leaving Certificates have been issued to

398 candidates , and Intermediate certificates to 750. These

numbers, representing the merest fraction of pupils in secondary

schools, are extremely disappointing, and seem to prove either

that the requirements for the certificates are far too exacting for

the great majority of the pupils , or that the attainments of the

scholars in secondary schools in Scotland are exceedingly

unsatisfactory.

The Senate of London University has agreed to accept the

Scotch Leaving Certificate in lieu of their matriculation exami

nation , provided that the candidate has passed in the Higher

or Honours grade in all the subjects required by the regulations

for the matriculation examination on one and the same occasion .

The recent Commencement exercises at Columbia University

marked the completion of a century and a half since the foun

dation of King's College . At the opening of the one hundred

and fifty - first year of Columbia's career , the teaching staff is

stronger than ever before. The number of professors has been

growing even more rapidly than the number of students .

Thirty- five years ago a single professor gave instruction in

English , in history, and in political economy, as well as in

mental and moral philosophy. At the present time at least

eighty teachers are engaged in what was then the work of one .

The erection of a new School of Mines is now in progress, and

at their June meeting the trustees passed a vote of thanks to Mr.

Adolph Lewisohn for his gift of £ 50,000, which made this de

velopment possible.

The annual meeting of the Educational Institute of Scotland

was held in the Royal High School, Edinburgh , last month .

The interest in the proceedings seems to be steadily increasing ,

the assembly hall being packed from beginning to end of the

meeting . It is pleasing to be able to congratulate the Associa

tion on the steady growth in its membership, and on the

manifest vitality that characterises all its activities .

1,323 new members were added , and the Institute seems

within measurable distance of the time when it will embrace

within its fold all the teachers of Scotland . Mr. James

Young , Biggar High School , was elected president for the

ensuing year .

Last year

THE Transvaal Government has just had a windfall in the

shape of the gift to the colony by Mr. Alfred Beit of his

Frankenwald Farm . This estate, supposed to be worth at

least £ 80,000 , has been handed over to the authorities for

educational purposes, and no doubt the importance of the gift
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IRISH .
MR. THOMAS WALLACE, High School , Inverness , in his

retiring presidential address, said that the abandonment of the

Education Bill had been received throughout Scotland with

general regret. It would be impossible to obtain a Bill more

comprehensive in its scope and more liberal and enlightened in

its aims. Those interested in Scottish education were under a

deep debt of gratitude to Lord Balfour of Burleigh and Mr.

Graham Murray for the broad national view they had taken of

the whole question . Teachers had special reason for gratitude

to the Government , as the Bill recognised many professional

claims for which they had been long contending. The one

defect in the Bill was that it made no provision for the adequate

training of teachers. The present training colleges had done

admirable service , but their constitution was an anachronism in

the twentieth century . With a national system of education ,

they should have national training colleges supervised and

endowed by the State . When that came about he hoped the

needs of Scotland north of the Grampians would not be over

Icoked . Now that Gaelic was to have a place in the curriculum

of training for teachers in Gaelic- speaking districts , no centre

could be more appropriate than Inverness for such a training

college .

The Dublin and Central Irish Branch of the Teachers' Guild

has memorialised the Intermediate Board on three points in

reference to the rules and programme for 1905. It has pointed

out that the rule making a two years ' course in practical science

compulsory on all students in 1905 , except those taking the

classical course , operated unfairly on students who had not in

previous years been compelled in the Preparatory and Junior

Grades to take science as a subject , and the Board has conse

quently decided to add to their rule (94 ) that the provision will

not apply to students of the Middle or Senior Grade in the year

1905 , nor to the students of the Senior Grade in 1906. Con.

sideration of the other two points has been adjourned until the

question of the rules and programme for 1906 comes before the

Commissioners. These are in connection with the admission of

students to the Honours examination in practical science,

instances being known in which the test of the inspectors

deciding which students should be admitted has operated un

fairly, especially as this test often takes place two or three

months before the Honours examination , and in connection

with the exclusion of non - recurring decimals in the arithmetic

course of the Preparatory Grade, it being pointed out that they

are necessary for the practical science course in the same grade.

It has also been decided that students will be allowed to take

the third year's course , as they can the first and second year's,

a second time, if they desire .

THE Technical Education Committee of Perth County

Council have just issued their annual report. From this it

appears that there were 206 classes in twenty-two subjects in

various parts of the county ; 4,000 pupils had been enrolled ,

and the average attendance was 3,133. At Perth Academy

fourteen special classes for teachers had been formed , and the

attendance had been most encouraging. For the bursaries

offered by the Committee there had been forty - five applicants

representative of the different districts of the county.

The Dublin Education Society held a meeting in the lecture

theatre of the Royal Dublin Society on October 5th , wher, the

subject for discussion was, “ How may a healthy public opinion

on education be created ? ” The chair was taken by the Rev.

William Crawford, principal of Wesley College. It was argued

that public opinion on education was backward in Ireland as

compared with England and Scotland , and that it was likely to

remain so until education was more widely spread and its great

importance more generally recognised .

SIR HENRY CrAik, in opening a new school at Huntly, said

that this was probably the last audience he would address as

representing the Scotch Education Department . He confessed

to a feeling of disappointment that last session's Education Bill ,

which had been received everywhere with a chorus of acclama

tion , had been submerged in the troubled waters of parlia

mentary discussion . The contrast between the first reception

of the Bill and its ultimate fate showed them how great were

the difficulties and the pitfalls that surrounded such a question .

While he regretted the loss of the Bill , he warned them against

expecting too much from legislative efforts. An Education Act

would not reconstruct educational science any more than a

Public Health Act the science of medicine. The solution of

education problems must come from those who had given their

life to the study of these questions. The materia scholastica,

like the materia medica, presented a vast group of problems

which were gradually ripening . They would not be solved by

Acts of Parliament, or by the rough and ready methods of the

faddist . They could only be solved by careful study , by

watching the results of experiments and by comparing the

progress and experience of different nations.

The new Calendar of Dublin University for 1904-5 contains

changes more numerous and affecting a far larger number of

students than ever before. A new course of university lectures

in military subjects begins this term for Army students, the

War Office having agreed to offer ten commissions in the Cavalry

or Line and two commissions in the Royal Artillery to graduates

of Dublin University. Commissions in the Indian Army will

also be given . The rules respecting examinations in the theory

and history of education have been altered by the introduction
of first and second -class certificates. Euclid gives place to

geometry, accompanied by ruler, set square , protractor and

pencil compasses, and a detailed syllabus of the courses may be

obtained on application . All the courses in natural science and

for sizarships have been changed , and some of the special fees

for natural science have been reduced . Special regulations are

introduced for the benefit of students from the University of the

Cape of Good Hope, and a new course with a limit of age raised

to 25 is laid down for the two exhibitions of the annual value of

£ 50 each tenable for four years. This examination will be

held in March , and the exhibitions , one of which will be

reserved for medical students, will be given as the result of an

examination in arts . The university year now beginning will,

however, be most memorable for the admission of women to

lectures and examinations, and nearly all other privileges on an

equality with men .

The second annual meeting of the Scottish Art Teachers'

Association was held in the Royal High School, Edinburgh , on

the 17th ult . Mr. J. Vaughan , Glasgow , presided over a large

attendance, representative of all the districts of Scotland . Pro.

posals were made to establish summer courses for art teachers in

Scotland instead of at South Kensington. Considerable diver .

gence of view as to the propriety of this course was brought out ,

and it was finally agreed to remit it to the Committee for further

consideration . Mr. J. Delgatty Dunn , Technical Institute ,

Dundee, was elected president for the ensuing year .

The Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction is

offering a limited number of commercial scholarships of the

value of £ 100 each to young men with a sound general educa
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tion and some commercial experience in order to enable them

to attend approved courses of instruction at some higher institu

tion with a view to their employment as teachers of commercial

subjects in Ireland . Two other scholarships , both of £80, are

offered , one to a person in the woollen industry and one to a

person in the leather and tanning industry , to enable them to

attend approved higher courses of instruction with a view to

training them for the management of such industries in Ireland .

WELSH .

Mr. Owen Owen , stated that eight of the Welsh counties have

already joined in the pension scheme , and the question now was

whether the authorities should ask the masters and mistresses to

join . Mr. Humphreys Owen , M.P., called attention to the

important fact that , under the new Education Act , there was

power in their hands to give assistance to such a fund as long as

they did not exceed a two-penny rate.

THE Carnarvonshire Education Committee has decided to

accept an offer from the authorities of the Bettws y Coed Girls'

School (a non - provided school ) to be handed over to the Com

mittee on conditions which include systematic examination of

the children in Bible knowledge under the direction of the

County Committee. Mr. Allanson Picton made the protest

that this meant the Committee committing itself to the teaching

and endowment of religion , and the application to the head

teacher of a certain religious test . Mr. Picton holds that there

should be an absence of all religious tests . The Carnarvon

shire Committee draw the line at Bible teaching. So, too , does

Mr. Herbert Lewis, M.P. , who asked at a recentmeeting : “ Is

the Bible to be the only book excluded from the schools ? All

present would agree that it would be a monstrous thing on

every ground to exclude the Bible from the elementary schools . ”

But if so , may it not be asked : Would it not be a monstrous

thing to limit the freedom of the teacher in his teaching of it ?

Can the country trust the teachers ? If so the difficulty of

solving the religious qucstion will be enormously reduced .

A Welsh National Conſerence on the Training of Teachers

convened by the University of Wales and the Central Welsh

Board is to be held at Shrewsbury on November roth and uth .

Full particulars can be obtained from Mr. W. Hammond

Robinson , Central Welsh Board , Cardiff, who is acting as

honorary secretary

" the parson

rate .

The Welsh National Convention has met, passed resolutions ,

and , as a result , an official manifesto has been issued . The

Education ( Defaulting Authorities) Act , 1904, is declared to

have been passed because the councils were unwilling to

reimpose the “ old Church -rate.” The manifesto states that by

the Act of 1902 was to appoint the teacher . "

They protest against this, against the imposition of a religious

test on the teacher . “ The Welsh Coercion Act has but one

object — to compel Welsh councils to re-establish the Church

That is its sole object. ” The Act of 1902 is stigmatised

as dishonest, unjust, and unconstitutional. “ Let the people of

Wales resolve that their children shall not be made slaves to

earn money for the parson . Stop the children earning

grants, and the Coercion Act can never be administered." The

plan of campaign , therefore is : close the Council schools and

withdraw all the children possible from Church schools. “ We

shall open free schools for all children in every town , village

and neighbourhood. These schools will be held in the Non

conformist chapels and schoolrooms attached thereto .

No child shall be deprived of educational facilities, and the

education imparted will be efficient." The funds will be sup

plied from voluntary contributions.

6

.

RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND

APPARATUS.

Modern Languages.

What is to be said on such a manifesto ? Apart from the

particular points in debate, surely this is a reaction in favour of

voluntaryism , such as Mr. Auberon Herbert can hardly have

expected, and such as would have delighted the heart of Mr.

Herbert Spencer. Should circumstances bring about the

experiment , and should it prove practicable for private persons

to supply the funds for a nation's schools , there may be momen

tous consequences in politics generally , for it is the most spirited

protest against State intervention in our times. It is a struggle

for freedom , and the declaration of willingness to pay the full

price of full freedom . From the educational point of view ,

perhaps the question may reasonably be asked : Where is the

tinal guarantee for efficiency in schools brought into existence

in such a manner, and maintained by private agencies. For

example, how can all the sanitary conditions be assured under

sudden arrangements ?

THEN , as to the teachers ? Mr. Lloyd George has his

answer.
In an interview with the Glamorganshire Federation

of Teachers, he said : “ For eighteen months we can keep the

emergency schools going. We can pay the salaries and see

that the teachers do not starve in the interregnum . The position

will be very much that which would be created in the case of a

strike.” Later on in the interview Mr. Lloyd George claimed

that the Convention practically was fighting the battle of

teachers. “ It will be infinitely better for them to have an end

put io the controversy and to have one national system , placing

themselves in the position of civil servants who are above party

and sectarian controversy ."

Sainte Beuve, Portrait de Molière. Edited by Dorothea C.

Bedford . 36 pp. ( Blackie . ) 4d . - It was a happy thought to

issue a selection of passages from Sainte Beuve's admirable

portrait of Molière. Miss Bedford has written a brief intro

duction and very good notes , rather more full than is usual in

this excellent series ; but they give welcome explanations of

many literary allusions and materially enhance the value of this

volume, which we warmly recommend .

Victor Hugo, Les Burgraves. Edited by H. W. Eve. xl .

+ 168 pp . (Cambridge University Press . ) 25 . 6d . It is

needless to speak in praise of Mr. Eve's work as an editor ; for

before we open a book with his name on the cover we are

assured of the conscientious and scholarly labour he has devoted

to it . There may be some diſſerence of opinion as to the suit

ability of “ Les Burgraves " for class reading ; some may see in

it a melodrama on a large scale , and may regard it as serving to

illustrate some of the less admirable qualities of Victor Hugo's

genius . To those who admire the play this edition will be

welcome as an admirable guide to its study and interpretation.

Corneille, Horace. Edited by John E. Matzke. xx . + 144 pp.

(Heath .) Is. 6d. - This is a very satisfactory edition of one of

Corneille's best plays . A good introduction deals with the date

of the play, its sources , the three unities, the play, and the

characters . The section of Livy dealing with the famous

The question of pension schemes for teachers has recently

been discussed by the Montgomeryshire Higher Education

Committee. The Chief Inspector of the Intermediate Schools ,
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combat of the Horatii and the Curiatii is given in full, with an

English rendering . The text is carefully printed , and the notes

give all necessary inforination , special attention being paid 10

peculiarities of seventeenth century grammar .

.

Théophile Gautier, Prose et Vers. Edited by F. B. Kirkman .

iii . + 32 pp . ( Black .) 6d.—We like the brief selection of

Gautier's prose and verse which Mr. Kirkman has added to his

popular series . The pictures are of varying merit ; some of the

designs contributed by Lady Chance have good decorative

effect. We have noted a few misprints , such as déjeûné ( p . 3 ,

1. 48 ) ; bohlwerk ( p . 4 , note 2) ; rève ( p . 12 , l . 7 ) ; qu' for qui

( p . 19 , 1. 1 ) ; addresse ( p . 21 , 1. 75 ) ; and we are inclined to

doubt the editor's statement in the introduction that Gautier's

Capitaine Fracasse is well known in English schools.

Le Théâtre à l'Ecole. By Mrs. J. G. Frazer. 20 + 12 + 27 pp .

(Macmillan .) 15. —There is no doubt that our pupils can

derive much benefit from acting short French plays which are at

the same time bright and written in good conversational French .

Difficulty is often experienced in finding suitable plays , and we

have to thank Mrs. Frazer for supplying us with Ogine d'Estrées,

written in imitation of the medieval fabliaux, Une Noce en

Panne, which treats amusingly of a civil marriage, and Tel

Maître, tel Valet, a broad farce.

The Intermediate French Reader. Edited by M. A.

Gerothwohl. viii . + 248 pp. (Murray .) 25 .6d . — This reader

is based on Sir William Smith's “ French Principia," Part II . ,

which was compiled by the late Rev. Ernest Brette . The

present editor has retained some of the old examples, otherwise

he has re - written the book entirely . In its new form it pre

sents a good selection of passages from many authors, arranged

in a systematic way, and elucidated by useful bibliographical

and grammatical notes. The book is carefully printed in clear

type ; we have noted hardly any misprints ( Châteaubriand on

p. 203 should be Cha- ; es should be les on p. 223 , 1. 5 ;

Morhiban should be Morbihan on p . 227 ; and D'arc should be

Dare on p. 229).

erer , the more elaborate form of exercise, these appear to be

well done, so far as can be judged without practice .

Ludus Latinus : a Book of Latin Exercises. Adapted to the

revised Latin Primer, for the use of the Fourth Form. By

A. B. Ramsay. i . +185 pp. ( Eton College : Spottiswoode . ) --

These exercises are suited to a long and leisurely study of

Latin , such as cun oniy be found now in a few schools. They

illustrate the relative and other pronouns, the cases , the par

ticiples , and forms of the compound sentence . The earlier

exercises are detached sentences , but a number of continuous

pieces are added at the end, with hints and helps, including

references to the Latin Primer. A vocabulary is added.

There is nothing new to remark in the treatinent : the sentences

are good idiomatic English , and provide a thorough drill in

common syntactical difficulties.

Tacitus , Histories III. With Introduction , Notes and Index .

By Prof. W. C. Summers . xxiv . + 160 pp . ( Pitt Press Series . )

25. 6d . - The new volumes of the Pitt Press Series are far su

perior to the old in printing . The page is not overloaded , and

the type is good - important points which have been too much

neglected in the past . The editing, too , appears to us better

suited to its purpose. Mr. Summers, whose Sallust we h: ve

already noticed in these columns, is a capable editor, full of

knowledge and enthusiasm ; and he has not shown himself anxio is

to exhibit his knowledge, but to give judicious help to the stu

dent . ( On p. 118 read ius Latinum or ius Latii. ) The Intio

duction , besides a historical sketch , contains a good essayn

Silver Latin Style . The subject of the book , the events of part

of 69 A.D., is suitable for detached reading .

Ovid's Tristria . Book 1. With Introduction , Notes , &i .

By G. H. Wells. With Illustrations and Maps. xxix . --

99 pp . (Blackie.) — The Introduction to this book is mor

original than usual . The editor collects the allusions fron

Ovid's works to his banishment, discusses the early elegiac

writers of Greece, and the uses of the measure , and gives a

thoughtſul estimate of Ovid's place among the poets . Не

might have added one great glory of Ovid : that Shakespeare

studied him , and owed much to his influence in early days.

The notes, however , are too full. Synopsis is all very well in

history ; for short poems it is unnecessary, and to supply it is to

do for the schoolboy what the schoolboy ought to do for himself.

Many notes give information which is better sought by the

schoolboy in his mythological dictionary ; and explanations

such as “ Ulixen, Odysseus” ( p . 46) , “ immani murmure, abl . of

description ” ( p . 47) , are better away. A thorough weeding out

would leave a good schoolbook .

The Tragedies of Sophocles. Translated into English Prose

by Sir Richard Jebb. 376 pp . ( Cambridge University Press . )

55. net .—The merits of Sir Richard Jebb’s “ Sophocles " are

too well known to need our praises , and there is no doubt that

the publication of the English version in separate form will

be welcomed by a large public. We are bound to say for our .

selves that we like less the translation than the notes. Prof.

Jebb's English style is often archaistic , and does not go

straight to the heart as a simpler style would do ; he has also an

irritating trick of dropping into iambics, so that whole lines

or half lines abound .

Must lay profaning hands on sanctities .

Dread things and things most potent bow to office.

There is a sea - washed headland of Eubea.

These lines occur on the first three pages we opened at

random ; good enough lines in themselves, the first line excel

lent , but out of place in a prose version and irritating to a sensi
tive ear. These faults apart , the translation is worthy of all

praise ; and in scholarship eminent.

Classics.

Is. 6d.

Exercises in Latin Prose with Vocabulary. By Dr. G. G.

Ramsay. Part I. , Lower Grade. iv . +92 + 49 pp. Part II . ,

Higher Grade. iv . + 88 + 49 pp. (Clarendon Press.)

each . — The merits of Prof. Ramsay's “ Latin Prose Composi

tion " are well known , and it is a convenience to have the work

sub-divided into smaller parts, each containing about a year's

work . Both parts cover the whole of Latin syntax , but the

exercises are easier in the one than the other. Each exercise

has footnotes to aid the learner. A third part will contain the

syntax on which these exercises are based ; but since the subjects

of the exercises are set at their head , the books can be used with

any other syntax. New exercises in continuous prose are

appended.

Longmans' Latin Course. Part III. Elementary Latin Prose .

With complete syrtax and passages for learning by heart . By

W. Norton Spragge. ix . + 226 pp. ( Longmans. ) 35. – We

have already noticed the earlier parts of this book .

instalment is clearly expressed , the syntax is sensible , and the

exercises full. But we think that there is the same defect in

this book as in most manuals of composition. What the begin

ner wants are exercises which ring the changes on one thing at

a time ; i.e. , there should be fewer types of sentence and more

variation within the type. One section with its possible varia

tions being set as a model, might be followed by a number of

other types to be raised viva voce by the teacher. Given , how

The present

a
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Edited Books.

G C

6

The Advancement of Learning. Book I. By Albert S. Cook .

lvii . + 145 pp . ( Ginn . ) 35. 60. - This is a learned but not

withstanding useful and interesting edition . The book is a

small one , but it is crammed with valuable matter, and Prof.

Cook is to be commended for the careful selection he has made

among the materials available . The introduction begins with

the little known “ Life ” by Rawley , and after a chronological

table , estimates of Bacon follow . These are numerous , and are

all extracts from writers of known authority . It will be seen

from this procedure that the editor keeps himself in the back

ground ; if it were not for the note of deep enthusiasm which he

strikes in his preface, Mr. Cook would hardly speak in his own

person at all . The notes are splendid . The edition is quite

practicable for use in ordinary upper -form work . No commen

dation can be too high for the handling of critical matter in it .

IS.

Scolt's Talisman. xxviii . + 510 pp. (( Macmillan. ) 25, 6d.

– This edition is anonymous, but it makes a good reading book .

The editor has taken a modest share in it , so far as his intro

duction goes ; for he contributes only a very short biography of

Scott , in which, however, some critical remarks are worth con

sideration . His notes are excellent . What some ambitious

people would call an appendix deals with Jerusalem and the

Crusades, and is well worth attention . Mr. Andrew Lang's

notes are added at the end , so that it will be readily seen that a

considerable amount of pains has been expended on making

this book as reasonably full as it is useful.

wondered at that Dr. Clifford Allbutt speaks regretfully about

the general average of literary attainment among those whose

mental energies are absorbed by scientific study. To supply

some hints on style , to give hints and outlines as to the form of

an essay on a technical subject, and to winnow the student's

vocabulary on one hand while enlarging it on the other , are the

main lines upon which these “ Notes” are compiled ; and they

may with great advantage be studied by many who are not

students of natural science. The author gives one invaluable

rule for composition : " Imitate no one. What a happy peace

would descend upon the world of letters to -day if only that

maxim could be ground into the conviction of the great host of

imitators !

Chaucer. By Rev. W. Tuckwell. 96 pp. Coleridge.

By Dr. Garnett. III pp. ( Bell.) 15.-- These miniature volumes

are criticism in an extremely condensed , lucid , literary and

elegant form . Messrs . Bell promise other volumes, and these

will whet the appetite of many book lovers who appreciate

books on books when they are properly written . These two

volumes may be highly commended in every respect . Their

charming exterior and the portrait given in each case ought,

however, not to pass without special remark.

Dr. Johnson's Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland. By

E. J. Thomas. 184 pp . ( Clive. ) 25. 6d . — This paper -covered

volume is one of the well known University Correspondence

College Series , and is one of the subjects set for the Intermediate

Arts' Examination in 1906. Mr. Thomas reproduces in this

edition all the customary features of this series of publications ;

and when we say that these are as full of faults as of excellencies,

but that they certainly subserve a practical purpose , we are able

also to allow that he has done his work most commendably.

We take some exception to his phrase, “ he therefore caught

himself," in the introduction (section 2) , because that seems to

indicate that Johnson did what Socrates hinted that his friends

would never do ; and it is slovenly as well as misleading . The

section on Johnson's opinions is good , but much too uncritical

the result , perhaps, of the short space at the edltor’s disposal .

The notes are good ; but is it not very weak to explain , “ Mr.

Boswell : Johnson's biographer and ſervent admirer,” even in a

note ? Some things surely the readers of Mr. Thomas's intro

ductory matter, and a candidate for this examination , “

presumed to know .”

We have received twelve more volumes published by Mr.

William Heinemann in his excellent edition of the Plays of

Shakespeare at sixpence net each . The high character of the

series is maintained, and it should not be long before these

marvellously cheap and daintily produced volumes are widely

used in secondary schools. The plays which, in addition to

those mentioned in our issue for September, have been published

now are Cymbeline, Coriolanus, Macbeth , Romeo and Juliet,

The Tempest, Othello, King Lear, All's Well that Ends Well,

King Henry V., Julius Cæsar, Pericles, and Taming of the

Shrew . Each volume is provided with a short introduction by

Dr. George Brandes.

Geography.

Elementary Class -book of Physical Geography. By W.

Hughes ; new and revised edition by R. A. Gregory . vii . +

118 pp . ( George Philip & Son . ) Is. 6d.-For an elementary

text -book on the subject this may be thoroughly recommended.

Prof. Gregory's name on the title page is a sufficient assurance

that the information given is well up to date , and that no

heresies , e.g. , the Gulf Stream myth , are admitted . In addition ,

examples of earth changes of recent date are adduced as illus

trations ; e.g., the Mont Pelée eruption , 1902. There are fifty

six maps and illustrations .

M M

The Carmelite Classics. ( 1 ) Chaucer's “ Prologue,” 48 pp. ;

( 2 ) Milton's “ Comus, ” 64 pp. By C. T. Onions . ( Horace Mar

shall.) 6d each . — The editor of these booklets has found out a

way to provide a minimum of matter in an edition which is never

theless quite well worth using . The notes are only intended to

elucidate matters that young students could not work out for

themselves . Each subject is ſurnished with a brief bibliography

and some carefully considered questions. There is, therefore ,

good value in both cases.

Magnus's English Course. Book I. ( Words and their Use ).

By Laurie Magnus. 122 pp . ( Routledge. ) rod . — This volume

is in some sense a companion to Miss Kinnear's little book

recently reviewed in these columns. It could not possibly be

more elementary than that book ; but it makes a valuable second

to it , and it is directed to the same specific aim. Moreover, it

is but the initial volume of a comprehensive scheme for securing

a higher type of instruction in English literature than is now

customary . It aims at doing away with the dull and dreary

learning of the rules of grammar in the form of laws learnt from

a text -book , and , intelligently used, it ought to have a good

effect in this direction . The simplicity of the style in which

Mr. Magnus has set about this first portion of his task will make

this book welcome in junior forms, and his series of exercises at

the end deserve to be commended . This volume aims at an

entirely complete explication of the function of any possible

word in any possible sentence which may be offered to a

thoroughly juvenile understanding , and we think it succeeds in

doing so .

may be

Notes on the Composition of Scientific Papers. By T. Clifford

Allbutt . viii . + 154 pp. ( Macmillan . ) 35. net.— The primary

purpose of this volume is entirely concerned with students in

medicine and natural science who are required to write theses on

subjects in which the lay mind is not deeply interested as a

general thing. To find a genuine literary gift going hand in

hand with scientific acuteness is not uncommon among the

greater exponents of natural law ; but it is not at all to be

No. 71 , Vol. 6.
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We have received from the publishers three elementary

geographies ---viz ., British Isles, America, Asia . By L. W.

Lyde. ( Black . ) 4d.— They are written on lines familiar to

teachers who use Prof. Lyde's text - books , and it is , therefore,

unnecessary to say more about them , though perhaps we should

add that the first-named book consists of only 12 pages.

University Press .) 55. net .—The solutions here provided will

save the teacher a good deal of trouble , and will also serve a

more useful purpose as a guide to the efficient use of the text

book . The solutions , though brief, are quite clear , and are

well worthy of careful study by teachers who are not familiar

with the methods by which the newer text-books may be ap

plied with the greatest advantage to the pupils .

The Worldand its People. The British Isles. vi . + 304 pp .

( Nelson. ) 1s. 6d. New Era Geography Readers. The World.

280 + xxxii . pp. ( Pitman . ) Is . iod . - In these readers maps

and illustrations form a by no means inconsiderable portion of

the contents , and in the hands of a competent teacher they are

such as can be put to good use in intensifying the impressions

derived from the subject matter. In the latter volume the

inclusion of several national anthems, with tonic sol- fa notation ,

is a somewhat unusual feature . We have little to find fault

with in either case ; we note one or two slips which might be

remedied in future editions — 6.g., Leeds , p . 134 (“ British Isles " )

is no longer a mere “ town, " and the map of Spain and Por.

tugal (“ The World ” ) should , if possible, be removed from its

present position between two pages of text on Germany.

A School Geometry. Part VI . By H. S. Hall and F. H.

Stevens . iii.-iv. + 347-442 + iv. pp . (Macmillan .) 15.64,

--- This Part contains the substance of Euclid, Book XI . 1-21 ,

together with theorems relating to the surfaces and volumes of

the simpler solid figures. The leading theorems of solid

geometry are presented with great clearness, and are illustrated

by many simple and instructive exercises . The sections which

treat of the mensuration of solids are good and sufficiently

complete for a school course , though perhaps a more rigorous

treatment of the theorems on limits which are implicitly used

would not have been beyond the capacity of a well- trained

pupil . The book contains the minimum of any school course

on solid geometry that is worthy of the subject ; but this mini

mum comprises all or most of the really important matter. The

diagrams are good , and the general arrangement is very satis

factory.

Mathematics.

45. 6d .
Practical Geometry with Mensuration. ( No author's name . )

viii . + 160 pp . ( Oliver and Boyd . ) 15. -The geometry in this

manual includes the leading propositions in Euclid's Elements ,

a chapter on the ellipse and a section on graphs. The aim of

the book is to encourage the habit of accuracy both in thinking

and in drawing, as well as to impart such a knowledge of the

fundamentals of geometry and mensuration as will enable the

pupil to solve problems in construction and measurement in an

intelligent manner . The treatment is throughout of an un

pretentious character, and the choice of material is sufficiently

varied to furnish numerous instructive exercises. Though the

book is not a large one , it contains many of the most important

theorems and results required in mensuration , and should be

of real service in schools of an elementary character.

1

New School Arithmetic. By Charles Pendlebury and F. E.

Robinson. xvii . + 468 + xliv . pp . ( Bell . ) New

School Arithmetic. Part II . By Charles Pendlebury and

F. E. Robinson . V.-vi. + 207.468 + xxiii . xliv . pp. ( Bell . )

25. 6d. Examples in Arithmetic. By Charles Pendlebury and

F. E. Robinson . xii. +223 + xliv . pp. ( Bell . ) 35.-- Part I.

of the “ New School' Arithmetic " was noticed in THE SCHOOL

World for September, p . 360. The second Part begins with

Areas and Volunies, and discusses problems that require the

extraction of the square and cube roots ; the introduction of

areas and volumes at this stage is undoubtedly in the interest of

the pupil . Practice , proportion , percentages, interest , stocks

and shares , &c . , are treated with fulness-with too great fulness ,

one feels inclined to say, when the comparatively small part

that the monetary transactions involved in these exercises on

interest, simple and compound, stocks and shares , and partner

ships , plays in the life of the average pupil . A good chapter on

approximation is followed by one on graphs, in which an

excellent treatment is given of the methods by which the graph

may be employed to solve problems that would be somewhat

puzzling if attacked by the methods of ordinary arithmetic .

There is a good chapter on elementary mensuration, and

another in which a simple but sufficient discussion of logar

ithms is given . The examples are very numerous, and sufficient,

one would think , for any purpose to which the teacher can

apply them . The “ Examples in Arithmetic ” are extracted from

the “ New School Arithmetic " ; they are , in fact, simply the

various sets of exercises in that book . The text -book is evi

dently the work of experienced teachers well acquainted with

the difficulties of the average schoolboy, and it will certainly

take a good place among the numerous works on arithmetic

with which the market is flooded . It would be interesting,

however, to know whether it would not be possible to banish

from the ordinary school curriculum a great part of the com

mercial arithmetic of the ordinary text - book ; for example , how

often in actual business is compound interest required , and are

the numerous examples in simple interest of such importance in

daily business as their place in text-books of arithmetic seems

to indicate ? Should the study of these be compulsory for every

pupil ?

Macmillan's Picture Arithmetic . Book 1. 64 pp. ( Stift

paper covers . ) (Macmillan .) 3d.—The plan of this little book

seems to be to have a picture on every second page, and to set

down a number of arithmetical questions suggested by the

objects represented in the picture. Experience alone can

decide whether this method of awakening the interest of young

pupils will be successful ; but it may be said meanwhile that

the pictures are well selected and well reproduced , and the

questions are about as interesting as it is possible to make

them . The type is clear, and the general arrangement satis

factory

Arnold's Number Lessons : Pupil's Book, 1.-VI., Teacher's

Book, 1.-VI. ( Edward Arnold . ) — These Lessons cover

the ground of an ordinary school course on arithmetic, and

are carefully graded . Great pains seem to have been

taken to make the development as simple as possible while

gradually introducing the various rules and tables . The Books

for Teachers contain notes that should be of service to those

who are anxious to make the most of the arithmetic lessons.

The Pupils' Books are in stiff paper covers , range in price

from 2d . for Books I. , II . III . , to 3d. for Books IV. , V.,

VI., contain 32 pages (Books I. -III . ) , or 64 pages (Books

IV.-VI. ), and are well printed in bold type. The Teacher's

Books range in price from 4d . to 6d . , and contain from 32 to 48Solutions of the Exercises in Godfrey and Siddons' “ Ele

mentary Geometry.” By E. A. Price. (Cambridge172 pp . pages each .
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Miscellaneous.

useful to teachers who have to prepare students for these

exaininations.

The Road to Manhood. ' By W. Beach Thomas. With Illus We are glad to see a new and revised edition of Mr. John

trations by Morris Williams and A. Twidle. The Young Carroll's practical and altogether admirable little book on

England Library. x . +224 pp. (Allen . ) 65.—The road to man “ Freehand Drawing of Ornament.” ( Burns & Oates. ) Is . 61 .

hood , if we are to judge from a glance at the contents of this

book , lies through athletic and field sports . A chapter , indeed , An Alphabet of Roman Capitals, with three sets of lowercase

is devoted to “ Some Winter Reading,” but even that is largely letters selected and enlarged from the finest examples and periods

concerned with games. Boys are advised to support their school for schools. ( Batsford . ) 25. 6d . net.—Mr. G. Woolliscroft Rhead

journal , and to read Mayne Reid and other novelists , with a few gives us an alphabet of letters carefully enlarged from the in

popular poems and school songs . Just think of the hundreds scription on the column of Trajan at Rome, together with three

of books which fascinate boys- to mention but one large class, good sets of lower - case letters of about the eighth, the fifteenth ,

the old voyagers, Drake and Hawkins, and the other Elizabethan and the sixteenth century respectively. The letters are admi

sea dogs, men who lived , and whose books live therefore ! rable in every way , good in proportion , strong and legible , and

And is there nothing to read in summer time ? Our author has would be excellent examples for elementary freehand drawing .

made a mistake ; he lacks balance . True , the advice he gives is

excellent ; no one can deny that a great secret of manhood is to;
Chalk Drawing : a Manual for Teachers. By Hannah

be keen in everything. But can this be taught by a book or by Dean . ( Leeds: Arnold . ) 35. net .-Contains some information

anything except nature or good example ? And when the boy about flowers which might help a young teacher taking a class in

reads a guide to manhood which puts mind and intellect in the niture - study or in elementary drawing from flower and other

far background , he will only be confirmed in his own faults. vegetable forms, but the illustrations are not tasteful, and in her

But taking this book as a guide to physical manhood , it is praiseworthy efforts after simplicity the draughtswoman bas lost ,

excellent . Written in a breezy , taking style , it gives advice in many cases , a great deal of the character of the flowers, fruits,

and information in plenty. The boy who takes in both will be and roots she depicts. Plate VI . , for instance , would be quite

healthy and manly ; but he will want more to make him a man . misleading to a London child unacquainted with gooseberry

The subjects treated of are : Games in the Making, Volun. bushes.

teering , Some Winter Reading, Daily Training, The most
English Game, Rugby Football, American Games, The Be- Philips' Coloured Nature-study Drawing Cards. By A. F.

ginning of Football , Some Rules , Athletics as a Game, Hockey,
Lydon . Four parts , Is. 9d. each . Part I. , Flowers ; Part II . ,

On the Ice, In the Gymnasium , Swimming, Playing the Game.
Insects ; Part III . , Birds ; Part IV. , Animals.--Four practical

An attractive medley ; but a medley it is at best, and would be
little sets of cards, which should be helpful to teachers who have

better for a little summer or winter reading on the part of the
to take “ nature-study ” classes . The flowers are given as a

author.
whole , with sections and diagrams of their various parts on the

same sheet, and there are separate sheets dealing with the

Earth and Sky. Number 111. By J. H. Stickney. viii . + different shapes of leaves . Part II . includes some interesting

160 pp. (Ginn.) Is. 6d . — This is a continuation of an attempt sheets of insects' feet, antennæ and wings . The birds and

to teach nature knowledge by reading lessons , a method with animals in Parts III . and IV. are adequately drawn , and the

which the best teachers have little sympathy. Some of the pages showing the various types of feet, heads and tails should

statements of the book are unscientific, e.g., " an apple tree beuseful for teaching purposes .

stops at twenty- five feet to keep its apples from getting too

badly bruised when they fall."
Blackie's Brush -drawing Cards. By J. W. Nicol . Three

sets, is. 61. each . - These three sets of cards together form a

How to become a Teacher . By J. W. Berry . 96 pp. (T. complete course in brushwork for Standards I. to VII. They

Fisher Unwin . ) 1s . net .--A useful handbook explaining con- are printed in tastelul colour, and the forms are admirably free ,

cisely what steps should be taken by a boy or girl who desires while there is none of the sloppiness which we so often associate

to become a teacher in an elementary or in a sccondary with brushwork . Mr. Nicol is more happy in his simple brush

school . and flower forms than in his designs, but he has given us a

series of brushwork copies which, while they are about the same

The Preparation of the Child for Science . By M. E: Boole. price as other cards of the kind , are very much better.

157 pp. ( Clarendon Press . ) 25.-- As Mrs. Boole's wide experi

ence led us to expect , there are many useful hints in this book Nelson's New Drawing Course. Set IV. By J. Vaughan.

for teachers responsible for the education of young children . 155.- Consists of ten folio cards with large brush-drawing

The last of the five chapters into which the volume is divided is and small modelling copies on one side and free drawing copies

of especial interest , showing, as it does , how scientific habits on the other. The set contains a wide range of fairly well

may be developed in the nursery. Any record of the results of chosen subjects.

educational experiments conducted by an experienced teacher
deserves to be encouraged by all who desire to see the esta- A Batch of Small Books.-- The infants are month by month

blishment of a science of education , and when the record is well catered for. The “ Temple Infant Readers ” (Horace

written in the interesting style of this little book it is sure of a Marshall ) , in three parts , fourpence each , are well printed , well

cordial reception . Though parts of the book seem to us dis- illustrated , and admirably adapted for one purpose at least-2.l. ,

figured by a too free use of unnecessary technical expressions, the acquisition of the right vowel -sounds. Teachers can make

too commonly employed by writers on education , we commend good use of the illustrations , which might be copied even by

it to the attention of teachers of mathematics and science .
infants . In the “ Aim and Method of the Reading Lesson "

( Macmillan , Is. ) we have an Australian lecture by Mr. Charles

A. L. Freehand Photo Copies. Book IIA . (Leeds : Arnold .) Long. The value of reprinting in England American and

Gives good photographic copies of the casts set at the South Australian pamphlets is being realised , and the English teacher

Kensington and the King's Scholarship Examinations of the will find the lecture thoroughly sensible and appreciative of the

Board of Education between 1894 and 1903. It should be importance of the subject ; but surely we can make too much of

:
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CORRESPONDENCE.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions

expresseil in letters which appear in these columns . As a

rule, a letter criticising any article or review printed in
THE SCHOOL WORLD will be submitted to the contributor

before publication, so that the criticism and reply may

appear together.
a

The Use and Abuse of Approximation.

seen .

phonic drill . If the “ reading " lesson is to encourage a love of

literature , we dare not make it a “ speaking " lesson . Mrs. A.

Logan Miller, in “ Chats on Literature with my Children " (ob

tainable from the writer , St. Aubyns, Winchester, is . ) , tries, in

very simple and suitable language , to interest children in the

personalities of the great writers. Children of eight or nine

would probably read the “ Chats ” aloud with considerable in

terest ; while the “ Story of a Midsummer Night's Dream ” ( Is . )

is a most dainty prose version , illustrated admirably, as all
Mr. Dent's books are . So much for the very young people's

books . In the “ Bright Story Readers, No. 62 " (Arnold , Leeds,

4d .), we have the cheapest version of the “ Mablinogion " ever

This reader belongs to a series of masterpieces abridged

for Froissart , Don Quixote, and Malory have already been

dealt with by former editors . The new local authorities have

many texts at their disposal, if they wish to cut themselves

free from the old readers and collections of snippets. Dr.

W. H. D. Rouse, whose name is a guarantee of good work and

fine scholarship, edits (Blackie) Washington Irving's “ Com

panions of Columbus,” Richard Hawkins' “ Voyage into the

South Seas,” Dickens' “ Christmas Carol,” and Defoe's “ Journal

of the Plague. ' The price of these books is 8d . each ; their

covers are flexible, they will do well for any school library , and ,

above all , they have no notes . There is thus no hint in them

that literature is " something that you have to learn about " ;

and if only the readers will leave the biographical introduction

to the end , we do not see what better volumes could be chosen

for a class'of boys or girls about twelve or thirteen . But the

books must be read , and not in any sense got up " for exami .

nations. Last on our table lie the “ Carmelite Classics, " a

dainty set (" The Deserted Village, ” L'Allegro and Il Pen

Seroso ,” Milton's “ Comus " and Chaucer's "Prologue " ).

Miss Thomson , who has done so much for school - books , edits

one of the texts , and Mr. C. T. Onions the others , and the

editors in their preface claim that the plan of the books is some

what novel . The notes are few ; there is a brief but very useful

“ bibliography,” and a few questions are added which the

editors hope will be stimulating to the pupil and suggestive to

the teacher. If the teacher can be stimulated , the pupil may

be trusted for the rest . Fourpence to sixpence are charged for

these booklets.

In the outcry for reform in our methods of teaching mathe

matics, no change was more urgently demanded than greatly

increased attention to methods of approximation . No other

point in our time - honoured system was more vigorously attacked

than the practice of setting sums artificially arranged to produce

neat answers from unpromising data, or that of requiring

answers to be worked out laboriously to an inordinately long

number of figures. In the fierceness of their onslaught our

critics apparently failed to realise that these practices, with

all their obvious defects, were essentially right in the object

aimed at , and that no departure from them could be other

wise than harmful which failed to substitute some efficient

plan for securing this object. The object was of course to in .

culcate in the mind of the pupil a proper sense of the immense

importance to be attached to accuracy in work as well as in

thought. There can , I imagine, be no doubt of the supreme

educational importance of accuracy in details. Our critics , how

ever, carried away by their hostility to the above -mentioned

practices , appeared to disregard the soundness of the inspiring

motive , and to attack the accuracy insisted upon , when they

should have taken exception to the clumsiness of the methods

employed to secure it . In bending before the storm , and

acquiescing, somewhat too hastily perhaps, in the demands of

the would-be reformers, it seems to me that we are in danger

of falling into the same error, and losing sight of the actual

nature of the important problem with which we have to

deal .

This problem - How can we encourage the free use of ap

proximate methods , and at the same time teach our pupils the

great importance of accuracy -- appears to me to have but one

solution. We must teach our pupils to recognise the degree of

approximation to which their methods lead . We must fre

quently require them to obtain approximate estimates of the

relative importance of the quantity neglected. We must never

allow them to show up an answer which affects a greater degree

of accuracy than is strictly attainable by the methods employed .

We must check at the outset the natural tendency to lapse

into that frame of mind which is satisfied with an answer ,

“ Not quite right , but near enough for all practical purposes.

If we do not follow some such line as this in our teaching, I

cannot see how we are to avoid inducing slipshod and inaccurate

lines of thought in our pupils .

That this danger is not sufficiently recognised at the present

time is abundantly proved by the habitual neglect by examiners,

who have adopted the new methods, of one of the precautions

suggested above . Answers are constantly asked for to a closer

degree of approximation than is justified by the data supplied, or

attainable to adopt Prof. Perry's phrase - by the tool to be used

in obtaining them .

Now , if I understand aright the position laid down by Prof.

Perry, as leader of the Reform Movement, it is roughly that

mathematicians are to frame the tools for practical men to use ,

and that mathematical masters are to discriminate between

those who may with advantage be called upon to aid in the

construction of new tools and those who must be content to use

the tools provided for them . If we accept this position , it is

:

99

Nelson's Junior Supplementary Readers. Stories from Grimm .

Book I. , pp. 72 ; Book II . , pp. 72. All the Year Round in

our Village. Book I. , pp. 88 ; Book II . , pp . 87. ( Nelson . )

6d. each.—Six well -known stories from Grimm are included in

Book I. and five in Book II . The stories are illustrated with

pictures in black and white and with coloured plates ; and both

collections form delightful reading -books for young children .

The picture of a flounder in the story “ The Fisherman and his

Wife " is incorrect . A flounder is a flat fish akin to a plaice,

but the fish which the artist has drawn is more like a whiting.

Country life and rural operations month by month are described

and illustrated in the other two Readers. As with most books

of similar scope , only the rosy side of life in the country is con

sidered . All the labourers are happy and interesting , and all

the creatures are imbued with “ sweetness and light." Anyone

who has lived in the country , or who understands nature , knows

that dirt, drunkenness , disease and ignorance are common in

rustic scenes, and that among wild plants and animals a re

morseless struggle for existence is continually going on . It is

well not to lose sight of this side of the picture if we wish to

develop a constant interest in country life . Messrs. Nelson's

Readers are very pleasantly written , and are full of interest to

young observers of nature . The section of a mole- hill in

Book II . is , however , ludicrously inaccurate, as any boy who

cares to dissect a mole fortress can easily find out .

a
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clearly incumbent upon us to impress upon our pupils what

limitations are imposed upon them in the use of each particular

tool, and to see that they never employ the tools , which they

are learning to use, for any purpose for which they are not

adapted . It is equally clear that this is impossible if examiners

and the writers of text - books persist in requiring them to try these

tools beyond their powers .

In the preface to a recently.published up - to - date text-book

we are told that : “ In the use of four-figure tables , answers vary

slightly according to the precise method of working ; e.ge, log 4

is not precisely the same as 2 log 2 ; such variations occur

chiefly when there are several formula applicable ; the authors

have in many cases indicated which formule should be used to

obtain the answers in the book.” Now, I maintain that this

must be the wrong way to meet the difficulty in question . It

cannot conduce to correct notions in a boy's mind to suggest to

him , even remotely, that one answer is right if you use one

formula , but that a slightly different one would be right if you

used another. The boy should be shown that the tool he is

using , in this case the four-figure tables, can only be relied upon

to give an answer correct to a certain degree of approximation ,

and he should not be allowed to attempt to use these tables to

obtain a closer result . As pointed out in the passage quoted ,

four- figure tables cannot be relied upon to do so simple a calcula

tion as 2 x 2 = 4 correct to four significant figures. If anyone

will take the trouble to work it out , he will find that the answer

obtained is 3.999, which is correct to three significant figures,

but not to four. The difficulty is one which is inseparable from

the use of such tables , in which the values given are only a very

rough approximation to the actual values of the logarithms ; but

surely the right way to meet it is to explain shortly to the pupil

why the fourth figure cannot be relied upon , to teach him to

estimate roughly how many figures ought to be given as correct ,

and not to allow him to assume a greater degree of accuracy in

his answer.

The above considerations apply equally to the graphic

methods of solution of various problems ; but in this case a boy

should be encouraged to make frequent comparison of the

results obtained by calculation and by drawing , and to deduce

from a series of such observations the degree of approximation ,

which he himself can reasonably expect to obtain by graphic

methods. Similar comparison at convenient intervals will show

him whether he is acquiring greater facility in the accurate use

of his instruments.

In conclusion , I would appeal to all examiners and writers

of text -books to assist those teachers , who still desire to culti

vate accuracy of thought in their pupils , by exercising reasonable

care in the selection of the number of significant figures which

they ask for, by setting easy test questions on the relative value

of the possible errors involved , and , above all , by scrupulously

avoiding all questions which place the candidate who has accu

rate knowledge at a disadvantage compared with him who has

none , such as the rough approximation ( ?) to the circumference

of the earth , set in a recent Army entrance examination , which

worked out at 28,000 miles !

CECIL HAWKINS.

Haileybury College.

unsatisfactory , are all alike unsatisfying to a teacher, interested

in pupils as individuals with peculiarities of disposition and

character to be taken into account.

There is the sort of pupil who gets through a term with

out doing anything definite enough to deserve punishment,

either in the form of bad -conduct marks or loss of good conduct

marks . There is no reason for withholding, in such case ,

cellent ” or “ satisfactory ” from the report, and yet for indefin

able considerations one feels that it is more or less of a farce

to give it .

Again , there is the undoubtedly well- disposed pupil , who

is less cautious, it may be, than the other. He commits some

breach of discipline , thoughtlessly or otherwise, and suffers

accordingly in his report. The feeling is that justice has not

been done in either case . Even in reports where “ remarks "

are provided for , the space available is too circumscribed for

adequate comment. Extreme cases have perhaps been chosen ,

but they serve to illustrate the common difficulty of being quite

fair to our pupils when writing their school reports .

Now it is not the intention of this letter to seek to propose a

cure for what , from the nature of the case , is incurable, yet

reflection would seem to suggest a possible improvement , and

that a very simple one. For when we think about the difficulty

of reporting on conduct in a word or two, this difficulty seems to

arise in part from want of clear thought behind language .

Mathematics -- French - history --- cooking --all have definite

meanings. We do not tend to confuse one with the other ,

nor to include two or more under the one name.

Not so with the word “ conduct.” The term is commonly

used to mean either or both of things quite as dissimilar as any

two of the above-quoted subjects. Would it not be better , then,

to substitute , for the one heading “ conduct,” two headings

discipline ” and “ manner," or some equivalent terms. So far

as the writer knows, this has not hitherto been done. Discipline

has indeed been written and talked about until it might almost

seem to stand for conduct in school. Yet surely such a tendency

of mind is fraught with danger unless we take due thought for

the courteous bearing to be cultivated in school as in the home,

which may perhaps for convenience be termed “ manner

distinct from “ discipline . ”

The distinction here referred to is too obvious to require ex

planation , yet an example or two of what is meant may not be

out of place. Under discipline ” would come the keeping of

hours and rules as laid down for the school . Personal neatness,

tidy work , legible writing , attentive attitude in class, are things

that would seem to gain in ethical value if put on grounds

of courtesy to one's fellows - companions or teachers - instead of

being conſused with discipline of which they cannot accurately

be said to form part .

To adopt some such alteration in reports would seem to have a

twofold advantage : it would tend to enable a teacher to give a

fairer expression of opinion on a pupil's conduct. The fact

that " manner was given definite recognition , side by side with

the other items of a school report , must be of benefit to the pupils

themselves. It would encourage boys and girls to cultivate gra

ciousness of behaviour towards others, which is perhaps even more

valuable than a training in discipline as a preparation for after

life.

LILIAN DALY .

9

as

“ Conduct” as dealt with in School Reports.

The Teaching of Music .

Most teachers know the feeling of dissatisfaction that often

accompanies the writing up of the monthly or term report of

a pupil's progress . Percentages show results , but by no means

always deserts ; and , even where remarks are allowed along with

or instead of marks, satisfaction is not always the outcome.

But perhaps it is when we come to report on “ conduct

that the greatest difficulty faces us . The customary formula

to be found on report forms - excellent -- satisfactory - fair

I THINK that most people who are at all interested in the

teaching of music will admit that there is great room for reform .

Both singing and instrumental music now occupy an honourable

place in all boys ' schools , as well as in girls' schools . While ,

however, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the
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the distinguished expert whose business it is to inspect our boys

has expressed himself as perfectly satisfied with their behaviour

in the laboratory.

Eton College, Windsor.
M. D. Hili.

;

A “ SCIENCE MASTER ” is taking inspectors too seriously . Itis

too much to assume that all should both know science and know

how it should be taught . An inspector visited me once while

taking a class in chemistry . He marvelled that I had not fitted

up the room with pulleys and Atwood's machines, and assured

me it was quite easy to make them myself. He had evidently

come straight from some physical laboratory.

With regard to the question of allowing boys to work in pairs,

this has been the usual practice of every
" science master" I

have come across . How it should be possible , and why it should

be desirable to prevent them discussing thedetails quietly together,

are rather unusual questions to ask ; and it would have been

a matter of some interest if the inspector had given his reasons

for insisting upon absolute silence .

Cranleigh School , Surrey.
F. BRETT .

method of teaching singing , very little has been devoted to the

method of teaching instrumental music-i.e. , in the majority of

cases to the teaching of the piano. Most of my remarks and

suggested reforms are more applicable to girls ' schools than to

boys' schools, because in so many cases boys' piano lessons are

stopped just when the boys are arriving at an intelligent

age.

In the first place , it ought to be recognised as a hard and fast

rule that the elements of harmony and counterpoint must be

taught as well as instrumental execution . There is , of course,

a great improvement in this direction ; but in too many cases

harmony lessons are optional, and too often there is little , if

any, opportunity given for the pupils to learn any harmony.

Even if it is not possible to give separate lessons in it , it ought

to be taught in the course of the ordinary music lesson . It is

more important that the music learnt should be understood

than that rapid and superficial progress should be made. Half

the pupil's difficulties in remembering his music are swept away

when there is some knowledge of harmony.

Secondly, when we hear so much talk about the training of

teachers , surely it is important that music teachers should have

some grasp of general methods of teaching. I believe I am

right in saying that knowledge of the theory and practice of

teaching is not exacted in the case of a music teacher . or

course, there are obvious difficulties in the way at present , but

these might be surmounted .

There is litile class teaching for the music teacher at present ,

but if it was recognised that the piano master or mistress should

also give lessons in harmony and class singing, then some

experience in that would be necessary. In no lesson , how

ever, is there more scope for the training of children's charac

ters , than in the music lessons.

Too often the choice of music is simply dependent on mecha

nical proficiency, instead of being determined partly by the

character of the pupil . In the same way, a method is often

adopted by the teacher for all his pupils , however much they

differ in character. I have myself seen a method which aims

almost exclusively at developing quickness and ease in sight

reading adopted with pupils who naturally err on the side of

quickness and superficiality.

Children should also be taught to think about their music,

and should be taught to detect the differences between the

works of different composers. If occasionally a written exercise

could be set on the subject of the music the pupil has been

studying, surely it would add considerable interest to the

routine of daily practice , and not be time wasted . If general

lessons could be given at times on the history of music , or the

lives of great musicians, we should see a more intelligent appre

ciation of music both at school and afterwards.

I offer the above suggestions because I believe that there is

in most schools room , and also time , for a broader and more in

telligent treatment of music.

MARGARET C. N. PAREZ.

The College ,

Inverness.

Though somewhat late , I should like heartily to endorse all

that “ Science Master ” has said with regard to discipline in the

laboratory during practical work .

I , too , have been led by the experience of years to permit

quiet conversation about work with my girls ; indeed , I consider

it absolutely necessary when pupils work in “ sets.” It is com

paratively easy from the attitude of the girls to determine

whether they are talking about matters other than the work in

hand , and they are very rarely guilty of such a breach of

confidence. When it does occur, I find that the sentence of

no talking ” for everybody is the worst punishment I can

devise , as they are thereby hindered in their practical work.

I have been occasionally amused by the shocked expressions

of visitors who at first do not comprehend my plan, but I

am glad to say that our Inspectors are enlightened enough

to understand and approve these methods. I send my testimony

in the hope that other teachers may be encouraged to give their

experience.
SCIENCE MISTRESS.

I was glad to see “ Science Master's " letter on this subject

in your September issue , as I happen to be a fellow - sufferer, the

critic in my case , however, being my headmaster, and not an

inspector . ( I do not , by the way, find inspectors, as a rule,

candid enough to tell me what they object to , except through

the Board of Education . I only wish we were blessed with men

who would discuss matters straightforwardly with us and give us

some real help or advice . )

To return to the question of talking in the laboratory.

Personally I have always encouraged it , and have never had

any direct objection to it , except from my present headınaster,

who does not take practical work. His objection , I should say,

was not pressed.

I take discussion between boys working together to be abso

lutely necessary for real progress , and I find that it not only

stimulates them , but that in addition it often raises points which

otherwise would never have been raised , and , to be quite candid,

I have learnt much myself in this way.

I would even go farther than the laboratory , and encourage

reasonable discussion in the class - room , for I believe that bogs,

as a rule , conquer their difficulties far more in this way than from

direct help from their master .

After all , the good disciplinarian is not the high -and -mighty

silence-at -all -costs man , but rather he who allows the boys to

ſeel, as it were , " free and easy,” and yet takes care that they

know that there is a line ready to be drawn if necessary .

TEN -YEARS SCIENCE -MASTER.

Discipline in the Laboratory.

I do not think that there can be two ideas on the question

raised by “ Science Master . ” When boys in the laboratory work

together in pairs, as is the custom with our large classes here, we

have never attempted to stop them from talking quietly about

their work . For it is perfectly easy for an experienced teacher

to see at a glance whether any two boys are really in earnest , and

that their conversation refers to what they are doing. Possibly

the inspector to whom “ Science Master ” refers forgets that in

laboratories , as well as in class - rooms , a disciplinarian 'may

create a wilderness and call it peace.” Perhaps I may add that

6
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There is little doubt that by far the majority of practical

teachers of science would be in favour of permitting conversation

during laboratory work . This , I take it , is the main point in

“ Science Master's " letter . But when one comes to details ,

differences appear - not only in consequence of the varying con

ditions in various schools , but also on account of the individual

systems adopted by science masters and mistresses in conducting
their classes.

Mr. Hugh Richardson , for example, raises a number of

questions , to many of which half- a -dozen different answers

might be given in the case of as many different schools. What

works well in one school may be impracticable in another,

simply from the different “ spirit " in the school ; and the same

observation holds with regard to the various forms in the same

school no less than to the varied “ partners ” in the same forın .

A science master has continually to use his judgment and dis

cretion --and he would certainly be found lacking in both

qualifications were he to adopt a cast - iron system through

out .

In the case of partnerships “ the willing horse always does

the most work ” ; but his lazy companion will , I find , take good

care to do his share if he is warned that he will have to work

alone if he is detected loafing. The signs of slackness on the

part of one of the “ firm ” are too numerous to escape a prac

attend to open discussions on the many problems that need

solution in the teaching of languages . The Modern Language

Association , at least , has already responded to invitations of

this kind from the London Technical Education Board and the

College of Preceptors . Last January at Chelsea a whole day

was devoted to modern languages, and all the arrangements

were made by the Association . In 1905 the British Association

is to meet in South Africa , where the teaching of languages is

very important. The Modern Language Association has several

earnest members in those colonies who would no doubt co

operate in the success of the meeting.

DE V. PAYEN -PAYNE.

I HOPE Mr. Payen -Payne's letter will bear fruit , not only in

South Africa but also at York in 1906, for we are agreed that

all branches of the curriculum should receive as adequate atten

lion as possible within the limits of time available. I am pre

pared to admit that the organisation of the Section has not yet

matured ( see penultimate paragraph of my article ) . But the

need of revising the machinery of the Association-not in the

Education section alone - has been recognised , and the Sectional

arrangements in advance of the meetings are in future to be the

care of a special committee , consisting of the officers and six

other members. I may add that Mr. J. L. Holland has ac

cepted the secretaryship of this Committee, The fact remains

that in 1901 , 1903 and 1904 several papers were contributed by

science teachers on specific subjects without special invitation ,

but not one on language teaching was submitted to the Sec

tional Committee. I am anxious to call the attention of those

interested in language-teaching to their waste of opportunity.

G. F. DANIELL.

tised eye .

Correction of Geometrical Exercises.

I do not agree with Mr. Richardson when he speaks of “ the

more slipshod standard of his schoolfellow ," in reference to a

new boy working with a partner. Of course , here again , the

case has to be decided on its individual merits ; but I have

noticed - often, I admit , with some surprise -how very insis

tent a youthful instructor will be that his new fellow - worker

“ does the thing properly."

From my own experience I should unhesitatingly say that

each worker should show up his or her own records-whether

obtained by joint work or otherwise . Descriptive accounts

should be written independently : but this need not preclude

mutual help during the process. I have found , further , that it

is not the simple practical details in which one of a pair of

workers breaks down in an examination : the weak point

appears rather to be peculiar to the individual pupil, whether

working in company or alone. In one instance it may be a case

ofthe memory being at fault ; in another, the fact that a given

experiment will appeal to , and thus interest , one mind more than

another .

It would be interesting to read a communication from the

Inspector mentioned by “ Science Master.” Was the talking

really excessive and excited ? If so , the protest was well

advised . Or perhaps the Inspector was one of those who

believed in absolute silence ? One would like to hear his reasons

for so thinking . And it is possible—just possible - that the in

spector's own experience in teaching science in schools was of

the theoretical variety.

After all , it must be left to a rather rare coinbination of ability

and experience to solve most of such difficulties with success .

As the children themselves might say, “ it's a fine thing to talk . ”

J. H. LEONARD.

I AM not certain that the following notion is original , but,

as I have mentioned it to several friends who have found it use .

ful , I venture to introduce it to your readers. When the new

methods of experimental geometry were adopted , I found some

difficulty in correcting exercises without a great expenditure of

time . To obviate this I draw the exact figures required on

tracing paper, and then correct the boys' exercises by the

“ method of superposition.” Some boys show a tendency to

draw figures smaller than full size ; this should be checked for

other reasons than the mere inconvenience , the inaccurate youth

is only too clever , already , at covering up his want of care.

G. F. A. OSBORN .

Rydal Mount School ,

Colwyn Bay, N. Wales.

Method of Reducing Compound Practice to Simple

Practice .

PERHAPS Mr. Cox will be surprised to hear that his method

(see p . 404 ) is the only one in use in Irish primary schools. By

consulting old Irish text-books, I find that it has been used , to

the exclusion of other methods, for at least eighty years.

JOSEPH Brown.

Training College,

Marlborough Street ,

Dublin.

Linguistic Studies and the British Association .

I was interested to see Mr. Daniell's statement in your

October issue that linguistic studies receive scant attention at

the meetings of the Educational Science section of the British

Association . But I do not agree with him that those interested

in language-teaching are mostly to blame for this state of affairs.

If Dr. Armstrong or his capable assistant, Mr. W. M. Heller,

were to address an invitation to the secretaries of the Classical

and of the Modern Language Associations, I feel sure they

would be glad to arrange that representative speakers would

Timpany's “ Inorganic Qualitative Analysis Tables . ”

May I thank you for the notice ofmy “ Inorganic Tables ”

in your issue for October . I note that your critic states that

the tables assume the absence of phosphates . This is not so .

The student is told to test for phosphates, and if such be present

to buil his ppt. with tin and nitric acid , which is a simple

method of getting rid of them . In note 72, also , he is given the
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severe .

reason for this . As it is the only point you call attention to , M. REGIS, Ghent. Can anyone tell me where I can obtain

you may perhaps , in justice to Messrs. Blackwood and myself, English translations of thefollowing books : " Les facheux ,” by

direct his attention to this, when I hope he will be able to Molière ; “ Siècle de Louis XIV.," Voltaire ;
" Scenes of

modify his closing statement . The book was published to give Travel,” Gautier. I shall also be grateful for the name of a

the student the usual tests performed in elementary inorganic good history of French literature suitable for pupils preparing
analysis , together with the reason for each operation . for the Oxford Higher Local Examination .

H. M. TIMPANY.
DE V. PAYEN - PAYNE. “Les fâcheux” is perhaps contained

On revising the separate tables in Mr. Timpany's “ Tables for in Waller's version of Molière, now being published by Mr.

Qualitative Analysis,” I find that the test for phosphoric acid is Grant Richards . All Gautier's works, too , are being translated

inserted , and I regret that my remarks were undeservedly by M. F.-C. de Sumichrast and published by Messrs. Harrop.

The Tables are arranged in a somewhat unusual J. T. M. “ A Note - Book of French Literature . ” By Philip

manner, resulting in the above test being placed in an obscure C. Yorke ( Blackie ) will probably suit M. Regis .

position on an extensive table which bears the title “ Group n

a ; ” in fact, the preparatory treatment for any group is
E. P. How can my new cinder playground be got to

attached to the table allotted to the previous group. The plan ,
" bind ” ? It is on a slope. It was laid down with eight inches

adopted in practically all standard text - books, of inserting a
of broken bricks and four inches of cinders .

General Table for the separation of the groups immediately

before the tables allotted to the individual groups, is preferable ; A. E. MUNBY, 28 , St. Martin's Lane , E.C. E. P.'s question

the treatment between consecutive groups is then quite con- is a little difficult to answer without seeing the condition of the

spicuous. ground and the character and size of the cinders . Under the

YOUR REVIEWER .
severe treatment which a playground in a school generally

receives it is difficult to find a natural surface which will not

kick up. Furnace clinker , of which the surface in question is

probably made, never binds well alone ; when used for roads it

MUTUAL AID . is sometimes mixed with limestone , which helps it to bind, but

induces rather lumpy wear. If interspaces exist between the

The object of these columns is to afford teachers the opportu . cinders some fine material should be mixed in and the whole

nity of asking questions of and giving assistance to colleagues. well rolled ; probably an admixture of clay , added in a dry state

The questions received to which replies are solicited will be as powder , would help to keep the ground together better than

printed first ; following these will be the answers which have any other natural substance , but it will be added at some sacri

been sent in , and , to make such replies intelligible to all readers , fice to dryness in wet weather. A grouting of Portland cement

they will be accompanied by the question . sufficient to fill the interspaces would , if allowed to penetrate

Readers are invited to send answers to any of the questions through to the brick , produce a hard and compact mass which

asked below by our correspondents. should stand a good deal of rough usage ; the cost , however,

The questions should deal only with educational matters , would be considerable if the area is extensive. The amount of

using the expression in a broad sense , and the publication or slope , the area to be dealt with , and the existing drainage of

otherwise of any question must be leſt entirely to the discretion the ground , are all questions which should be known in order

of the Editors . to get proper advice . E. P. will probably find that the most

Questions and answers should be addressed to the Editors of economical course in the end is to get the advice of a road

THE School World , St. Martin's Street , London, W.C. , and engineer or of his school architect after the site has been seen .

should be accompanied by the full name and address of the

sender, though not necessarily for publication. Each question R. H. S. Can any one recommend a gaod set of free -hanui

or answer should be on one side only of a separate sheet of drawing copies or test cards suitable for Cambridge Preliminary

paper.
Local Examination work !

QUESTIONS.
A. H. C. You will probably find Mr. G. Woollicroft

C. H. C. Will any schoolmaster who has taken up some Rhead's “ Memory Drawing of Plant Form ” (Chapman and

branch of practical work , such as Electric Lighting, or any
Hall , 2s . 6d . ) suit your requirements.

work which might prove profitable on compulsory retirement

from teaching, give your readers the benefit of his experience ?

W. J. T. Would some reader, with experience of school

dramatics, suggest some plays or portion of plays suitable for The School World .

production in a mixed school ?
A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and

Progress.
QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS .

C. H. C. Why was a Horse Power originally so called and EDITORIAL AND PUBLISHING OFFICES,

how is the Horse Power of an engine computed ? ST . MARTIN'S STREET , LONDON , W.C.

J. R .--- James Watt , who introduced the term , had in mind
Contributions and General Correspondence should be sent 10

the rate at which a good horse works, and this he estimated at
the Editors.

33,000 foot-pounds per minute. This estimate is the standard Business Letters and Advertisements should be addressed to

horse -power. “ The power of a draught horse , of average the Publishers.

strength , working eight hours per day, is about four - fifths of a The School World is published a few days before the

standard horse -power " (Webster ).
beginning of each month . The price of a single copy Si.xpence.

For the method of computing the horse -power of an engine
Annual subscription , including postage, eight shillings.

The Editors will be glad to consider suitabie articles, which , if

see any standard work : 1.8 ., · The Steam Engine." By Prof. not accepted, will be returned when the postage is prepaid.

J. Perry. (Macmillan .) Chapter iv . All contributions must be dicompared by the name and

address of the author, though not necessarsarily for publicatron.
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LATIN SPELLING. spelling leads to faulty pronunciation. Here , again ,

another complication arises. The pronunciation

By W. H. D. Rouse, M.A. , Litt.D. even now common in English schools , and once

Headmaster Perse Grammar School , Cambridge . universal , was that of the English language ; and

English pronunciation has so changed as to be far

T has long been felt that needless confusion is away from what it once was, when itapproximated

made in the minds of learners , by the arbitrary more nearly to Latin , and farther still from Latin

methods of spelling which are to be found in itself. Although this barbarous method has been

schoolbooks . The spelling of a generation ago was given up in many schools , it still holds its ground

based on that of the Roman grammarians, i.e. , re- in a large number, and in Westminster, for example,

presented that of the early empire, and it was largely it has become a fetish , to be worshipped at all costs

influenced by the early printed books , which were in the face of knowledge. Thus, some from conser

themselves based on the practice of the middle vatism , many to save themselves trouble , would

ages . Some of the mistakes were due to corrup- leave things as they are. We are so used to divorce

tions in the spoken language , as the confusion be- sight from sound in language that we think it a

tween ci and ti (as dicio, ditio ); some to false natural thing.

etymology (as coelum , sylva, which were supposed The idealmethod would doubtless be to present

to come from koîlov and óan) ; some to the introduc- a text as the author wrote it , but this is impossible ,

tion of the letters v and j, which were unknown because we have not his autograph manuscript : so

to Latin . By degrees many of them have been that some kind of compromise isnecessary . How,

eradicated , but they were not dealt with on any then , is the matter to be decided ?

fixed principle . Thus it happens that one may find By the aid of inscriptions and by the careful study

in different books used at the same time, quum , of the best MSS . , it is possible to discover the

cum and quom , jam and iam , nie and nae, artus and customary spelling of certain periods : as , for in

arctus, quotidie and cottidie, projicio, proiicio, and proicio. stance , the later Republican period , the Augustan

Even when these words are almost identical it is age , and the early Imperial age; but , whilst most

not easy for the beginner to understand that they questions may be decided thus, there remains a

represent the same sound ; whilst some, such as the certain number of doubtful cases , not , however ,

last group , are very puzzling. In any case , it is many enough to make reform practically useless.

bad to distract the attention needlessly by trifles, The editor will then regulate his spelling by the

when all the learner's mind should be fixed on one rule of the author's time . Plautus and the old

problem . dramatists will not be spelt in the same way as

Some degree of uniformity, then , is to be desired ; Juvenal or Tacitus ; nor , if they allowed themselves

but the question is , how far can it be practically to vary in the spelling of the same word , will the

attained ? The matter is complicated by the irre- editor alter them , provided the evidence is strong

sponsible behaviour of both editors and publishers. enough. At the same time, for schoolbooks a

Some publishersappear to care only for an immediate certain compromise may be allowed , and it will be

return in cash , and choose their editors so as to better to be uniform within a given period than to

spread them over as many schools as possible , be confusing.

hoping to gain a footing in each, and trusting to the The use of į for both vowel and consonant is

force of habit to keep it . The editors, thus chosen now common and presents no difficulties, because

for other reasons than a fitness for their work , are an Englishman will pronounce such a word as iam

content to “ base their edition ” on somebody's almost right , even if he does not know that the

text , which is reprinted without critical considera- first letter is a consonant . The case of v versus u

tion , and they confine their attention to introduc- is different. U is not a Latin letter , which is

tions and explanatory notes . Spelling is the last something ; and v, however easy to recognise as a

thing they consider . vowel for Englishmen of three hundred years ago,

Nevertheless , spelling has more importance than is never so used now. There is , therefore, a prac

comes from convenience. In the ancient language tical reason for keeping both symbols. Opinions,

it is bound up with pronunciation , hence faulty however , will differ on this point, and it is one

No. 72 , Vol. 6. ] NN
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which must be carefully deliberated ; but opinions für die Aussprache der lateinische Volkale ”

will hardly differ on the question , whether such a ( Berlin , 1883 ) , which will serve as a useful basis

word as quum should be permitted . It is well known for investigation .

that down to the Augustan age the Latin language The proposal here made is something new in

did not know the sound or the symbol VV : they this country and will , no doubt, be opposed for that

wrote and spoke quom ( or cum ) , servos , sequontur ( or reason . It will certainly be opposed by the pub

secuntur). A principle such as this is not to be lishers who pour out their schoolbooks upon a long

given up to avoid the possible confusion of servus suffering world , and probably by many teachers

with servos , which will only trouble beginners and who have ceased to learn anything ; but I hope

will not trouble them if the long vowelbe marked. that those who can learn and who wish to do

The most difficult matter of principle is the spelling what they have to do as well as it can be done

of compounded propositions : adfero or affero, inpendo a growing class , I believe, now that education is

or impendo . A careful examination of the evidence beginning to be taken seriously-will not turn

is necessary before these points can be decided , but aside without impartially weighing the matter. In

there will be no practical difficulty for the learner , America, beginners ' texts have long been printed

who will only have to notice what is set before him . in the way here advocated , and shortly a series of

The same may be said of the accusative plural of Latin texts , in which spelling has been corrected

i stems , as tristis. As regards particular words , and long vowels marked , will be issued by Messrs.

each must be taken on its merits. Further in- Blackie .

formation may be found in W. Brambach's

“ Hilfsbüchlein für lateinische Rechtschreibing ”

( Leipzig , 1884) .

It will be seen from a consideration of the last

paragraph that for beginners the question of spell- THE TEACHING OF DYNAMICS IX

ing is bound up with that of quantity ; and that, if
SCHOOLS.

ambiguities are to be avoided , certain quantities

must be marked. The reform ought to take this
By G. M. MINCHIN , M.A., F.R.S.

into account . I would go farther still and say , Professor of Mathematics in the Royal Indian Engineering

that for beginners all vowels naturally long should
College , Coopers Hill.

be marked. This opens a new set of facts to be

carefully investigated, but a great deal of work has HE Mathematical Association , having issued

been done in the matter and its general principles a very notable scheme for the improvement

are well known . Certain vowels , long by nature , of geometrical teaching, bas addressed

occur in a syllable which is long by position , and itself in the same reforming spirit to the question

these by our English lips are always mispro. of the teaching of dynamics-- understanding by

nounced ; but why should they be so ? I do not this term the science of force, and including in it the

argue that we can ever speak as the Romans spoke . subjects of Statics and Kinetics.

The intonations of the phrase or the sentence , Now, one of the first questions with which the

which are the essence of a spoken language, are teacher of this science has to deal is this : Is statics

for ever lost ; they cannot be described, nor can to be taught first and without reference to kinetics ,

they be indicated in writing ; but we can pronounce or are the two branches to be taken together from

a long vowel long if we know it to be so, and I the outset ? Apparently , since the various motions

propose that all such should be marked in all be produced by forces involve a complexity which is

ginners ' books . Many a precious minute will be not involved in the state of rest , a treatment of

saved to the teacher , who now has to be for ever equilibrium must be much more simple than that

correcting quantities even in verse ; and these of motion , and therefore statics should come first.

“ concealed quantities," if marked , will be easy to Adopting this view , I taught for many years the

learn correctly from the first. subjects of statics and hydrostatics at Coopers

The rules for “ concealed quantity ,” so far as Hill for nearly six months before even uniformly

they are general, will be found in all good accelerated rectilinear motion was begun ; but some

grammars, e.g., Hale and Buck (Ginn ) , p . 359 ; ten years ago I determined to try a system pro

Lane (Harper's), p . 437 ; Postgate's “ New Latin, ceeding from the outset on the conception of force

Primer ” ( Cassell ) , p . 117. They are simple . Thus contained in Newton's Second Axiom , in which

all vowels are long by nature before ns , nct, nf, gn, forces and their components are always nume

ux ( infáns, mūnsi, benignus, unxius) ; before x and ct rically associated with accelerations. The state of

when they come from gs and gt (actum , rēxi ) ; before equilibrium was merely a particular case which
ps and pt when they come from bs and bt (scripsi, at least in the earlier portion of the subject

scriptum ); before sco in inceptives ( crēsco, & c .),inceptives (crosco , & c .), presented no more simplicity than the state of
except disco , poscó , compesco ; before consonatal i motion .

(čius). Contracted vowels are long (amüssent); com- Of course, this plan necessitates the teaching

pounds follow their origin (ver vernus). Separate of the small amount of kinematics involved in the

words must be decided on their merits, and although equation s =uut + ar? of uniformly accelerated

there are many doubtful, most doubts can be motion ,but the simple quadrilateral diagram which
clearly decided . The evidence and a full list of shows this truth does not take the beginner many

words is given by A. Manx in his “ Hilfsbüchlein hours to learn .

a
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After an experience of both systems of teaching , rule is the most impudent of frauds --that, in fact,

my opinion is in favour of the newer — that is, the what their rule amounts to is this : " Multiply the

system which founds the notion of force on accele- abscissa by an ordinate of proper magnitude and

ration, proves the fundamental proposition (paral- you will get the right result ! ”
lelogram of forces) by means of the composition Well , this average ” proof happens to be

of velocities , and takes statical and kinetical correct and at once applicable in
case of any

questions concurrently from the outset. In this quantity whose curve of diagrammatic representa
way we avoid the indescribable absurdities of the tion is a right line, but in all other cases it is a

teaching which more than a generation ago pro- perfectly useless rule—and even a vicious one to

duced such a muddle in the minds of students by put into the mind of a beginner, unless he is warned

its foolish distinctions between “ statical force against the fallacy of assuming that average and

and “ dynamical force " -as if there were two arithmetic mean are always the same.

distinct force entities . As an exaxaminer, I meet this rule with most

Quite early in the beginner's career he should be exasperating frequency , and I am expected to give

exercised in questions concerning the action of credit to it. Sometimes, indeed , my objections are
specified forces on a body placed on an inclined appeased by a candidate who condescends to add

plane, whether rough or smooth ; but it is by no afew words of justification. The words are always

means necessary that kinetical conceptions should the same - they are these : “ At any time before the

be excluded from such problems. We may ask middle interval the velocity is as much less than the

what acceleration will be produced in the body | velocity at the middle as the velocity at the same
if any of the forces are altered , so that their time after the middle is greater , therefore, & c."

resultant is not zero ; and thus , even when the bulk This , to my mind, still fails to bring out the proof;

of our work relates to the conditions of equilibrium , and I feel certain that, to the great majority of those
we prevent a forgetting of the kinetical ideas and who have learnt the formula, it is but a collection

principles . of words.

While referring to inclined planes , I would Teach a student the use of a diagram for repre

point out that a great deal too much distinction is senting the values of any variable quantity-no

generally made between the part of dynamics re- matter how the quantity may vary—and show him

lating to smooth surfaces and that relating to what the area of the diagram means. He will

rough ; there is too great a postponement of pro- learn the principle in a few minutes — the very

blems on friction . This is objectionable on two essence and foundation of the integral calculus,

grounds - firstly, that smooth surfaces are an un- however mysterious the sound may be — and the

reality ; and secondly , that the introduction of a rectilinear diagram of uniformly accelerated motion

tangential force, in addition to a normal one , should will be to him no simpler to understand than a

be really a very simple matter for any pupil , who diagram of the most erratically varying velocity.

needs to be taught for the purpose only two A question of great importance in the early

things : teaching of dynamics relates to experimental veri

fications of laws and measurements of results .

( 1 ) The force of friction always takes the direc

tion opposite to that in which slipping is
Is the teaching of the subject to be at first purely

trying to take place .
experimental? I do not think that it can be so.

( 2 ) This force, when slipping is on the point of
I should say that , instead of keeping experiment

occurring , is assumed to be a
and theory apart , the two should be taken

constant

fraction of the normal pressure .
together - ihe one as often as possible verifying the

anticipations of the other—and that this system

This assumption , however , must not be taken should be adopted also in the advanced portions of

too seriously, as the pupil will be ready enough the subject. Thus, the theory of the equilibrium
to admit . of heavy chains, forming catenaries, admits of a

There is a point connected with the notion of an large amount of experimental verification if we

" average " value of a variable quantity to which I employ small spring balances for the measurement

wish to draw the attention of teachers. There is of tensions.

something of a delightful vagueness-or shall we Experiment is more striking and impressive to

call it a relaxing of rigorous principles ?-aboutan the student when it is employed to verify some

“ average value , which has a strong fascination calculated result , and hence, in my opinion , it

for all students . They are always delighted to use should not precede theoretical teaching, but be used

it in proving anything . They will tell you that as a constant attendant on it .

s = ut + fat follows at once , because " you multiply The teacher who desires to employ experimental

the average velocity by the time,” and if you ask illustrations cannot do better than use the common

them to find on the same principle the area of a funicular polygon . It can be made to yield a very

portion of a parabola or any other curve cut off large number of illustrative examples. Take a

by two ordinates, with a given interval of abscissa piece of thread ; at arbitrarily assigned points on it

between them , they will tell you to multiply this let arbitrarily assigned masses of lead be attached ;

abscissa by the “ average ” ordinate ; but you dare calculate by easy graphic statics the figure that

not press them farther. If you do , they become will result if the thread is hung from its extre

less communicative, and you are driven to the mities ; draw this figure on full scale on a drawing

cruelty of showing them that their nice “ average " or black- board ; suspend , finally , the thread and its

:

1
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attached masses , and verify that it coincides with indeed the moment property has the greater

the calculated figure . potency , since from it alonethe parent parallelogram

One of the early difficulties of a student is the law itself can be deduced .

nature of the tension of a cord , the puzzling thing , A piece of elementary work, on which the

to his mind , being the action in two opposite senses Mathematical Association Committee has been

at once. He should, however , be made to under- justly severe , is the treatment of the theory of

stand that this is characteristic of every force in Atwood's machine, which was in vogue a few

the universe ; and I think that if more use were years ago, and which may still be occasionally

made of the spring balance ( by inserting it into a found. Two masses , P and Q, are attached to

cord , the tension in which hadbeen calculated) the the ends of a cord which hangs over a massless

difficulty about the equal - and -oppositeness would pulley , devoid of friction ; find the acceleration ,

rapidly disappear . The danger of an exclusive &c . “ Mass moved = P + Q , moving force

adoption of an experimental method for a course P - Q ” (taking a gravitation unit); therefore
of teaching is that it inevitably assumes a great a = ( P - Q)g / ( P + 2 ). It is doubtful if one pupil

deal and encourages a student to assume a great out of five hundred taught in this way could
deal more than is permissible or even true. Its

justify this proof — I doubt, indeed , if the thing is

general tendency is to loosen the foundations of justifiable at all in strict reasoning. The impo

strict scientific reasoning - a danger which many tence of such a method of proof would have been

people fear with regard to our recent changes in more apparent if the Committee had adopted the

geometrical teaching--and to replace them by rule suggestion to say that if the masses P and Q were

of thumb, and nowhere is rule of thumb more replaced by small pulleys of negligible mass, over

potent than in dynamics ; nowhere does it call for
each of which was passed a cord , from the ends of

such severe checking. An experimental measure- which masses P1,91 (for one pulley) and P2 , 9 (for

ment which is wholly unaccompanied by any the other) are suspended, it would be impossible to

knowledge on the part of the student of the theo- apply the rule , “ mass moved = P. +91 + P2 +92,Pi

retical basis and principle of the experiment strikes moving force ? ” I have always found this

me as objectionable. Let me take an example of example decisive in convincing a student who had

a rather advanced nature-one of frequent occur. been taught the old method , that it is misleading

rence . A uniform circular disk , kept with its plane and fallacious.

horizontal by means of a vertical wire attached to In any suggestions for the teaching of dynamics

its centre , is immersed in a liquid and set oscillating it would be impossible to omit a reference to the

about the vertical wire , the forces acting on the disk preposterous poundal. As an illustration of an

being the torsion of the wire and the friction of the absolute unit of force, of purely theoretical interest ,

fluid . We have a series of damped oscillations , the poundal has its use - just as many other such

and from the decreasing amplitude a student who imagined units would have a use ; but either the
is given a formula can calculate the coefficient of teachers or the taught have actually taken the

viscoscity of the liquid . Now, although the mere poundal seriously , and have got into the habit of
observation of the amplitude of the motion can be expressing force magnitude in the most practical

accomplished by any student, the experiment in questions in terms of poundals !
volves several things which are utterly unknown to On several occasions when examining candidates

the observer, the moment of inertia of the disk , for Woolwich , when I have required the magnitude

the moment of the torsional stress of the wire, of the force necessary to drag a wagon up a given

and even the dynamical principle of moment of rough inclined plane, the candidate has replied in

momentum on which the whole thing depends , to poundals ! The teaching which leads to such a
say nothing of the integration of the differential

ridiculous result must be strongly condemned.

equation of motion . This I take to be a vicious Probably the best cure for foolish proceedings of.

kind of experiment - unless it is being performed this kind is to be found in plenty of numerical

(as it seldom is) by a student who knows what he examples and questions of a somewhat practical

is about ; and it is a kind of experiment which, in nature . The limits of this article prevent me from

my opinion , a teacher ofmore elementary dynamics treating in detail of many matters of considerable

will do well to avoid ; in other words, he should importance in the teaching of dynamics, but it

aim at placing his pupil more in the position of the would be impossible to avoid a reference to the

Boer soldier, who knew something of the idea and ancient and deeply rooted fallacy concerning “ cen

the plan of the battle, than in that of the British , trifugal force ” -more especially as the Mathe

who merely did as he was told .
matical Association has courageously, and without

To base the whole theory of moments and the
qualification , condemned this time - honoured source

composition of parallel forces on experiments with of confusion . The notion that a particle revolving

a lever seems to me to be a mistake, but the lever
in a curve is acted upon by a force acting outwards—

may well be used as a verification , and in this con- i.e., towards the convex side of its path — is a fallacy
nection I would observe that the student should

almost universally held , utterly subversive of the
not be taught the principle of moments as if it were statement in Newton's Axiom II . Whether or

a principle quite distinct and separate from the not this notion is mainly traceable to d'Alembert's

principle of components ; each of them is a neces- useless principle , I cannot say . There are many

sary geometrical property of a vector deduced people who, while admitting thefallacy, defend the

from two vectors by the parallelogram law ; and retention of the term “ centrifugal force ” with the
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understanding thatthis force does not act on the PROFESSOR C. H. FIRTH ON THE

revolving body. The defence, however, is futile, TRAINING OF HISTORIANS.

because it would compel us to make in all cases of

motion and equilibrium an explicit recognition of the By F. J. C. HEARNSHAW , M.A. , LL.M.

equal-and-oppositeness of every force. Thus, if we
Professor of History at the Hartley University College,

are treating of the equilibrium of a body of weight Southampton .

W acted upon by a force P ona plane exerting

normal pressure N and friction F , the centrifugal N November 9th , Prof. C. H. Firth , the

force principle would compel us to represent the successor of Stubbs, Freeman, Froude,

forces + W, P , EN , EF, since every force has and York- Powell in the Chair of Modern

a double aspect, by Newton's Axiom III . But History at Oxford, delivered his inaugural lecture .

who wants to trouble himself with the force – W, As reported in the Times of November roth , it

which is exerted by the body on the earth ? And constitutes a declaration of principles and of policy

it is vain to say that this is all that is meant by of considerable interest and importance. It con

writers who speak of centrifugal force, for I could tains enough to show that Prof. Firth is not an

quote many examples from books in common use enthusiastic disciple of Freeman , that he does not

in which the writer, with themost laudable honesty , regard history as primarily past politics , and that

represents centrifugal force in a diagram as a force he does not look upon it as “ a true prophetic

acting on a revolving body . Let us hope that such document," the chief function of which it is to give

teaching will soon disappear completely. With guidance concerning the present and the future.

regard to the statement of Newton's Axiom II . , It also serves to indicate that he is equally far

the Committee of the Mathematical Association , from being a devotee of Froude, who was impressed

while recommending that it shall be taught in with the moral significance of history , and who

explicit language, has refrained from giving it the went to so great a length as to say that “ It is

necessary intelligible form . As it stands in the
a voice for ever sounding across the centuries the

condensed form of the Principia , it is certainly laws of right and wrong, " and that “ one lesson ,

vague if not unintelligible ; nor is the slight change , and one only , history may be said to repeat with

“ rate of change of momentum is proportional to distinctness, viz . , that the world is built somehow

the impressed force," much better . The statement on moral foundations.” Prof. Firth seems to take

which I have found to be effective is this : “ When the sterner and colder view of the continental

a particle is acted upon by any number of forces, historians that history is an end in itself, or at any

its resultant acceleration is at each instant co- rate that historians , as such , are not concerned with

incident in direction and sense with the resultant of any end beyond, and outside of history itself ; the

the forces, and the product of the mass of the view that , just as the manufacturers of weapons

particle and the resultant acceleration is the concerned solely with the manufacture of

absolute measure of the resultant force." weapons and not with the operations of war, so

The same rule applies to the component accelera- historians are concerned with the provision of an

tion in any direction , and the total component of arsenal of organised and interpreted facts and not

the forces in that direction . with the political and moral battles which may be

Combine this statement with Newton's Axiom III . | waged with them . Prof. Firth laments that the

and the uselessness of D'Alembert's Principle is large and powerful History School at Oxford,
obvious. which numbers its two hundred or more candidates

Apart , then , from the more minute details of the every year , should content itself with producing

teaching of dynamics set forth above , my main " well informed politicians and journalists, good

contention is contained in the two propositions : civil servants , and many useful persons in less

( 1 ) The notion of force magnitude should be conspicuous spheres,' and that it should do

founded exclusively on Newton's Axiom II., practically nothing to train any of its numerous

and Statics and Kinetics should be taught
members to do original work, so that they may

together at the outset.
add to the world's store of historical knowledge.

( 2 ) Experimental work should not precede dyna- History has been regarded , he complains, as an

mical theory, but the two should proceed
instrument of general education , not as itself the

simultaneously. end and object of specialised scientific training.

Lord Acton made much the same complaint ,

though less publicly, when he came to Cambridge

eight years ago. His predecessor , Sir John Seeley,

Recitationsfor Infant Schools. Compiled by Margaret Riach.
was an inspiring lecturer and a delightful writer ,

Books I. , II . , III . , IV ., V. About 32 pp . each . ( Blackie. )
but to his students he tended to be cold , distant ,

Id. each .-In every respect an admirable selection . It ought and reserved . He gathered no band of disciples

not to be passed over by any one having charge of young child round him , he gave little guidance or direction in

The selection has been made with care , and is perfectly research , he founded no school ; he regarded the

adapted to juvenile needs. The authors are all poets of rank , Historical Tripos as the ideal training for the

which in a selection of this kind counts for much , since it is easy politician, and he looked upon Lord Rosebery as

to find childish verses which are worthless from all points of the ideal product of historical education . Lord

view ; but when poets write of childhood they invariably write Acton in 1896 began to attract to himself the abler

well , if not their best . young men of the University . He placed at their

are

ren .
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that many

disposal his unparalleled stores of knowledge , he gather a class of students whose business it will

showed them what work urgently needed to be be to examine and elucidate the text with a view

done, he pointed them to sources of information, to the publication of a critical and annotated

he helped them to read , to discriminate , to co- edition ; finally , he intends to encourage members

ordinate, and to compile-in short , he began the of this class to write dissertations on the history of

greattask of training historians, and he re -organised the period in question , and he hopes that the fact

the Historical Tripos in order to convert it from a that such dissertations may be used as means for

machine for producing well.informed politicians to obtaining the new B.Litt degree will act as an

a machine for producing scientific historians. additional stimulus to students to undertake their
What Lord Acton attempted tentatively and with preparation. Prof. Firth realises

individual pupils eight years ago , Prof. Frith can difficulties lie in his way . In particular, he perceives

boldly and openly proclaim as his purpose now . that under existing conditions of study and

That he dare venture to do so is a happy sign of the examination in Oxford it will not be easy to find

times. It shows that a great transformation in half - a -dozen students with whom to start his

current conceptions of history has been effected . “ Seminar.” But all who take an interest in

History is regarded no longer as a department of the teaching of history in England will heartily

literature , but as an exact science . The necessity wish him success , and will watch his experiment

for this change in conception was the main theme with the closest and most sympathetic attention .

of the inaugural lecture delivered at Cambridge in

the early part of last year by Lord Acton's

successor, Prof. Bury. “ It has not yet become

superfluous ," he said, “ to insist that history is a
science, no less and no more," and he added, “ I THE NEW REGULATIONS FOR

may remind you that history is not a branch SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

of literature,” but that it is akin to geology and

astronomy, and that it should be investigated by
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE .

means of the same scientific method .
III.-- THE TEACHER'S EQUIPMENT.

Prof. Firth, adopting this view , intends to intro

duce the “ Seminar " system into the higher histori . By J. H. FOWLER, M.A.

cal teaching of Oxford University. It is substantially Clifton College.

the same system which Ranke adopted in 1824 ,

when he was appointed assistant professor of ONCE saw in an American magazine an

history in Berlin . Ranke learned it from Karl von advertisement which promised " a literary

Raumer, a ' professor of mineralogy , who had education within a week .” It proved to be a

applied it with much success to the training of prospectus of an epitome in one volume of " the

mineralogists . Ranke had a genius for research, fifty greatest books of the world, from Homer's
and a genius either for imparting his skill or for • Iliad , ' B.C. 1200 , to General Lew Wallace's ' Ben

attracting those who already possessed it . Waitz , Hur, ' A.D. 1880. " I should be at least as pre
Giesebrecht, Sybel , Wattenbach , were among those sumptuous as the Transatlantic advertiser if I

who were trained in his “ Seminar," and they all attempted, within the compass of a short article,

employed the same method of “ practice courses in to furnish the teacher of English literature with an

history when they themselves became teachers. equipment for his task . Myambition is , however ,

From Germany the method was carried to a more modest one : it is to set down some of the

America, and it has done much towards the pro- books that , in my own study , I have found useful,

duction of that able company of historians who in the hope that I may make one or two sugges

now occupy the Chairs in the great universities of tions that will be of use to others .

the United States. One of these newer historians , For we cannot realise too clearly that if the

Prof. Ephraim Emerton, of Harvard University , admirable intentions of the Board of Education in
thus writes : “ Within these few years a very great their new scheme for the teaching of English are

change has taken place . The leaven of the. to be fulfilled, the subject must be taught by those

German method has begun to work among us." who are thoroughly well equipped for the task. It

Then he describes the “ Seminar " system , and is an easy matter, with the help of one or other of

adds : “ The method of original work remains as the annotated editions so plentifully provided for

the indispensable supplement to whatever other us , to coach a form in a play of Shakespeare for

means of instruction the wise teacher may employ . " a local examination . It is not by any means so

It is this method of original investigation which simple a thing to teach literature in the spirit of

Prof. Firth means to naturalise at Oxford in the the Board's new regulations. There is , indeed,

hope of founding an Oxford school of research one solution of the difficulty so obvious, that some

which shall do definite and systematic work for the body, it is to be feared, will certainly adopt it ; but;

extension of historical knowledge. He is going to it is one that ought only to be mentioned in order

begin with the period of English History, which he to be rejected. As the Board advise us not to put

has made peculiarly his own-the Stuart Period ; elaborately annotated texts in the hands of our

he is going to give a course of lectures on the pupils, we may occupy the English hour in dic

authorities for the period ; he is going to select one tating such notes to the class instead . So shall

particular book-a portion of Clarendon-and the last state of our pupils be worse than the first,

I "
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and Shakespeare be more odious to them than that went before it . Those who do not know

when they read the commentators' notes for Latin and Greek should at least read good trans

themselves . lations of the " Iliad ” and “ Odyssey,” of one or

No, if English literature is to be made attractive two Greek plays , of the “ Republic " of Plato , and

to a class by means of the literature lesson, the the “ Aeneid ” of Virgil . There is no need to draw

teacher must himself be an enthusiast for litera- up a list of the books in English literature which

ture . He must himself have a genuine love and ought to be mastered ; the Board's own list of

appreciation of the right things , and be able to books to be read in schools will itself suggest to

give a reason for his admirations. Almost any many of us gaps that we should take an early

intellectual interest will be directly useful to him opportunity of filling. But it may be useful to

in his literature lessons—a knowledge of music , of mention some of the books that will give guidance

painting, of animals, of flowers, of history , of geo- in critical study .

graphy, helping him to give illuminative com- First I should place the two series of Matthew

ments of the right sort . Above all , he should be Arnold's “ Essays in Criticism ," especially the

interested in the human side of literature, valuing essaywhich he wrote as a general introduction to

it himself as an interpretation of life, and leading Ward's “ English Poets." Many of the intro

his pupils to value it in that aspect too. ductions to the individual poets in Ward's four

The bare statement of such an ideal might well volumes are very valuable , and so are some of the

serve for an inspiration ; but it is not an easy one introductions in the corresponding volumes of

to live up to , and , instead of inspiring , it may English Prose Selections,” edited by Sir Henry

conceivably depress some who feel themselves Craik. The new edition of Chambers' “ Cyclopædia

inadequately equipped . of English Literature ," a very different affair' from

Yet where there is any honest love of literature the earlier editions , contains many studies by first

there is little reason for despondency . It is true rate critics as well as excellent selections. Much

that no one can give himself “ a literary education helpful material for understanding the works of

within a week.” But it is surprising how much the writers treated of is to be found in the lives of

can be done in a year by the systematic and intelli- the “ English Men of Letters " series . It is a good

gent expenditure of a few minutes every day . In plan to choose a particular period and steep one

that space of time it would be quite easy , for self in that for a few months at least , reading the

instance, to master allthe pieces in Palgrave's literature of the time and the biographies of the

“ Golden Treasury ” (First Series ) and in Mrs. writers in connection with the general history . An

Barnett's “ Little Book of English Prose ," or admirable book , which will show a reader how to

Mr. Peacock's volume of prose selections in the do this for himself with other periods, is Leslie

“ World's Classics.” To do this would be to gain Stephen's “ Literature and Society in the

some sense of the characteristics of English prose Eighteenth Century,” published just after the

and poetry in each of the last four centuries, to author's death . Prof. Saintsbury's “ History of

observe the relations of literature to the age that | English Literature " abounds in criticism that is

produced it , to lay the foundations of a true literary | always interesting, whether one agrees with it or

education . Nor would it be possible thus to soak not , and Prof. Courthope's elaborate “ History of

oneself in the very best of our national prose and English Poetry," of which four volumes have so

poetry without acquiring, consciously or uncon- far appeared, is of great value. The number of

sciously , a standard by which to test all that critical essays on separate writers available for the

presents itself to us as literature. student is endless ; but I cannot forbear to mention

It is essential that the teacher of literature Hazlitt's “ Lectures on Shakespeare," Bagehot's

should have such a standard . I do not mean that " Literary Studies, " and Aubrey de Vere's “ Essays

he ought to follow the example of a lecturer on chiefly on Poetry." As helps to a study of the

Virgil who interspersed his notes on syntactical technique of prose and verse I would recommend

peculiarities with an occasional but quite unemo. Dr. Mayor's little handbook of English metres , the

tional “ Mark the pathos ” ; for the only effect of late Prof. W. Minto's “ Manual of English Prose

this upon his audience was a vague impression Literature," and Abbott and Seeley's “ English

that they were to mark the pathos in order that Lessons for English People .”

they in their turn might be marked by the ex- In some of the books I have mentioned a teacher

aminer . Eulogies of style are not likely to carry will find little material that he can directly use in

conviction to the minds of our pupils unless they his lessons . This is no argument against reading
are the spontaneous expression of our own feel- them . Anything that trains a man's own literary

ings ; in that case they may sometimes be invalu- faculty will helpto make him a better teacher of

able . What I mean is that no one can give sound the subject.

guidance in literature who is not in possession of The Board of Education have wisely chosen to

something like a sure standard for his own use . leave teachers free to choose their own methods .

Of other helps to the acquisition of such a stan- In previous articles I have suggested a combination

dard, a few may be mentioned here . Best of all , of methods—the reading of authors on a larger

without doubt , is a knowledge of the ancient scale than has been customary with the minimum

literatures . Indeed, it hardly seems possible that of comment from the teacher, and the elaborate

a man should be a competent critic of modern study of occasional texts or portions of texts . The

literature who is ignorant of the classical literature plan should be carried out , I think , with what

9 )
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Bacon would call “ an inclination to the benigner seventeen . The preliminary training at pre

extreme” of reading without comment. But if paratory schools is in most cases so good as to

English literature is at all to take the place of appear to make it desirable that such a training

classics as a serious study and a mental discipline , should be included in the three years ' require
we must not be afraid of applying to it occasionally ments, so that not more than two years shouldbe

something of the minute care that has been be- needed at the public school . This modification

stowed upon the classics. Mr. F. D. How , in is being strongly advocated by some of the schools,

“ Six Great Schoolmasters," tells us that Dr. and it is to be hoped that the War authorities may

Bradley at Marlborough did not get through more see their way to modify their conditions to meet
than forty or fifty lines of Virgil in a lesson , this urgent request .

and that once at least he only got through seven With regard to subjects, there is a feeling

lines . But he quotes Sir Courtenay Ilbert as say- that classics are being handicapped in comparison

ing of these lessons , “ You found that as Huxley's with modern languages, and some schools are

crayfish was made an introduction to all zoology , apparently already giving up Latin in their Army

so the particular book or passage before you was classes and taking up French and German

serving as a guide to all Greek or Roman life, exclusively in its stead .

literature and art." I see no reason why , in the But with regard to mathematics, the lines laid

right hands , a lesson of Milton or Shakespeare down appear to be excellent in every way, so

should not be treated with the same minuteness , much so that it may well be hoped that in this

and this without killing the literary interest , but subject it will no longer be necessary to teach the

with precisely the contrary effect. But the appli- Army candidates separately from the other boys

cation of this method will for the most part belong who are doing special mathematics above ordinary

to later stages, to the sixth form and university standard , but below scholarship attainments.

For pupils between the age of twelve and sixteen A committee of the Mathematical Association

the most important thing is to secure that they has lately been engaged in drawing up suggestions

shall read in sufficient quantity and sufficient for a course of advanced mathematics such as

variety such ofthe best literature as they are would be suitable as a preliminary course for

capable of assimilating . all boys between fifteen and seventeen who are

preparing for any examinations in which proficiency

in mathematics is requisite , and the lines laid down

by the Army authorities are remarkably in accord
MATHEMATICS IN THE ARMY with the recommendations of that Committee. All

ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS .
means possible should be taken to make this

unification of mathematical work an accomplished
By ALFRED LODGE, M.A.

fact, as the waste of time involved in teaching - as
Assistant Mathematical Master at Charterhouse ; lale Proſessor

of Pure Mathematics at Coopers Hill.
often at present - different candidates in different

classes, according to the examinations for which

HE new prospectus issued by the War Office they are working, is lamentable in the extreme.
is no doubt capable of a considerable The endeavour should be to induce all educa

amount of improvement in detail , but if tional bodies to recognise the School Leaving

such improvements as are found necessary or Certificate in mathematics as a guarantee of

desirable aremade it should be welcomed by those general mathematical ability and satisfactory

schools which have made it a part of their duty to grounding in the foundations of the subject.

prepare candidates for the Army. The most Of course , in the case of scholarship and other

noticeable feature in the new departure is its competitive examinations a higher standard will of
evident desire to help such schools to the utmost , necessity be asked for, but as a mere qualification

by giving great privileges to candidates who are for entrance on any course of professional or other

able to procure a School Leaving Certificate on special work the School Leaving Certificate should

the lines laid down by the Department. Such be held as sufficient evidence of good grounding.

certificate, once obtained, will be taken as sufficient If this can be managed, we shall see all boys at

evidence of a good general education , and will public schools who show mathematical ability

enable the candidate to proceed , unfettered, to the working along the same lines up to their passing

special examination required for the purposes of this leaving examination ( especially if this can be(

competition . taken earlier by the cleverer boys) , and then

The demand for a three years ' continuous train - specialising for scholarships, or the Army com,

ing in the school before the candidate can secure petitive examinations , or such other work as

this School Leaving Certificate appears to be they need .

too stringent . Many boys come to a public The complete mathematical requirements, as

school at about fifteen years old , and they would indicated in the Army prospectus, are as follows :

therefore not be eligible as candidates for the

school certificate till nearly eighteen years of age, A.-FOR THE SCHOOL LEAVING Certificate .

although seventeen years of age is the limit laid ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS.

down by the Department , and it is felt by teachers
Arithmetic. — The ordinary rules , with applications more

that many promising candidates would be ready
especially to the mensuration of plane figures and solids .

for such an examination even before the age of Practice in the metric system and the use of decimals in

a
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approximate calculations, with contracted methods, are specially practical questions ; rate of variation of a function , and gradient

insisted on , but the extraction of cube roots and work in of a graph ; graphic interpolation .

recurring decimals is not required . Grasp of elementary principles and readiness in practical

Neatness and accuracy are expected and methods of solution applications will be lookeil for, but great skill in analytical

must be clearly indicaled . transformations will not be demanded .

There will be no objeclion to the intelligent use of algebraic Trigonometry. - Up to and including the solution of plane

formula and symbols. triangles ; graphs of trigonometrical functions ; use of 4 - figure

Geometry.— The elements of geometrical drawing and practical tables.

geometry. The substance of Euclid , Books I. to III . , and such Readiness in straightforward practical applications is re

properties of similar figures as are needed for plan making, quired, but no great analyticai skill is demanded.

map drawing, and simple mensuration problems. Dynamics. —Graphical proofs of formulæ for uniformly

Algebra to simple quadratics, with practice in graphs, accelerated motion - impact, work , energy, circular motion.

particularly in connection with linear and quadratic functions . Slatics. - Composition and resolution of forces ; parallel

The candidule is expected to understand the fundamental forces ; centre of gravity ; three force problems ; friction ;

principles of his work, and to be able to apply it readily to the mechanical powers, e.g., lever , wedge, pulleys, &c.

practical problemus ; to be able to work out roots of equations to a Practical Work.-Experimental verification of the above

few significant figures, and to be accustomed to test the accuracy theoretical work , such as measurement of velocity , impact,

of his results by substitution . work, energy , & c . Exercises in drawing useful graphical

PRACTICAL WORK.—The candidate must show evidence of demunstrations ; construction of the mechanical powers.

having been trained in

MATHEMATICS II .
Measurement of lengths, use of verniers, calipers, micro

meter, and screw -gauge spherometer. Measurement of angles. (Optional for Woolwich and Sandhurst competitions) .

Measurement of areas, by dimensions, by squared paper, by

weighing ; area of cross -sections of a tube, calibration of a Includes Mathematics I. and

tube, & c. Geometry. —The substance of Euclid , Book XI . , with

Measurement of weight, use of balance. Principle of application to mensuration of solids . The elements of solid

Archimedes-volume by weighing and specific gravity. geometrical drawing.

Algebra.--Elementary knowledge of the use of indeterminate

This is all that the Army prospectus requires for coefficients, especially with partial fractions . A working

the School Leaving Certificate, but there is of knowledge of the elementary infinite series for ( i + x )m ,ex ,
course no reason why the schools themselves log ( 1 + x) , sin x, cos x, tan x, and their use in approximate

should not ask for optional higher papers in the calculations , especially in finding the slope at a given point of

same examination for the sake of the cleverer the graph of a function .

boys who are able before seventeen (or such earlier Differential and Integral Calculus.-- A working knowledge of

age as may be fixed for the examination) to proceed the notation and fundamental principles in so far as they can be

to the further work required in the subsequent illustrated graphically, with simple applications to the properties

competitive examination. of curves, to turning values , and to easy mechanical and

physical problems.

B.-FOR THE COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS . [The fuller discussion of geometrical applications to be

treated under co - ordinate geometry) .

Here, there is a great difference between Sand- Co - ordinate Geometry. - Elementary principles and methods ,

hurst and Woolwich . Mathematics is an optional with straightforward applications to the straight line , circle,

subject for Sandhurst candidates, butis obligatory ellipse , parabola, hyperbola, cycloid , catenary, logarithmic

for Woolwich up to a certain point (Mathematics I. ), spiral, and other common curves : also to the straight line and

a further course (Mathematics IÌ .) being optional plane in three dimensions.
for both Woolwich and Sandhurst. In the case of [The methods of the calculus may be used freely . Systematic

Woolwich candidates, however, it is very desirable knowledge of conics ( either geometrical or analytical) is not

that Mathematics II . should be taken, as pro required ; thus the general classification of curves of the 2nd

ficiency in mathematics is absolutely essential to degree would not be asked for ).

success in the Woolwich course . The two courses Mechanics. - Elementary statics of liquids and gases .

are as under :
Practical Work.-- The work mentioned in Mathematics I. ,

together with centre of gravity , centre of pressure , specific

MATHEMATICS I. gravity , barometer, Boyle's law , pendulum , “ g ” ; impact , and

[Obligatory for the Woolwich competition, but optional for
coefficient of restitution ; compressibility and rigidity ; Young's

Sandhurst . )
modulus by stretch and bend .

Arithmetic.- As in elementary mathematics, with more

With regard to this optional higher mathematics
difficult questions and exercises involving the use 4 -figure

( Mathematics II . ) , it must be understood (as
logarithms, and the use of the slide rule.

Geometry. - Geometrical drawing and practical geometry of
already suggested) that Woolwich candidates who

plane figures including the use of marquois and other scales .
intend to do well after reaching Woolwich should

The substance of Euclid , Books I. to VI. , with the algebraic consider it as practically an obligatory subject .

treatment of proportion , avoiding special treatment of in
In carefully considering the work laid down for

commensurables.
the above mathematical courses , it is obvious that

Algebra. - As in elementary mathematics , together with the intention has been to require such work as

indices and the simpler properties of surds ; graphs of the would best fit a candidate for the ready application

simpler algebraic functions ; theory of quadratic equations ; the of such mathematical knowledge as he has , and

use of graphs in solving equations and in illustrating and solving | especially to secure that he shall be able to arrive
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at some solution of practical problems graphically

when other methods are beyond him . In all this
THE STUDY OF PEDAGOGICS BY

the War Office are proceeding along the lines
CORRESPONDENCE.

already strongly advocated by the Mathematical

Association and other educational bodies , and EFERENCE was made in an article , by Mr.

there is nothing in the whole range of this work A. T. Simmons , published in the December ,

which should make it necessary , or even desirable , 1903 , issue of The School World, to the

to differentiate Army students of mathematics from success which had followed the inauguration of

others , or to give them a separate course. a method originally outlined in a letter to this

With regard to text - books , so many good text- periodical in September, 1903 , for the study by
books have lately been written laying stress on correspondence of the theory and history of

graphical methods that almost any choice among education . During the first half of the present

them would be satisfactory. The chief danger to year several clubs studied in this way important

be avoided is that of allowing candidates to rest works by masters in education, and among the
satisfied with a graphical solution of a problem books chosen may be mentioned Herbart's

when its analytical solution should not be beyond “ Letters and Lectures on Education,” Rous
their powers . In most cases the graph should seau's “ Emile," James's “ Talks to Teachers on

illustrate and assist the analytical work, but Psychology.” Other clubs are now engaged in a

should only supersede it when the analytical similar way with standard workson education .
method would be too hard or too lengthy . But it Letters have been received from schoolmasters

must not be forgotten that graphical illustration of and schoolmistresses in different parts of the

such things as relative motion, the relations country testifying to the interest and value attach
between connected variables, and practical ing to the exchange of opinion on educational

problems, is usually far more interesting to a topics which is encouraged by correspondence

student than mere analysis without such pictures , clubs , and expressing the hope that it might prove

and often leads to a quicker comprehension of the possible to establish more similar clubs .

questions involved . I think it is a pity that such Experience, however, has taught many things

work is usually done on elaborately divided paper which were not foreseen at the beginning. For

(into tenths of inches, or millimetres) , when usually example, it has become evident during the work of

all that is needed is paper ruled with faint blue the year that many teachers , willing and anxious

squares about a quarter of an inch wide , which enough to join a club and to benefit by the
would be suitable for the written work as well as comments of more experienced colleagues, are

for the diagram , and if always used for the written reticent and feel unable to contribute remarks

work would be always ready for such diagrams to the discussion of the club . Evidence is , in fact,

as were incidentally needed . Such paper has been available that many such modest teachers have
used ( in the form of books) for some years at refrained from joining a club because they feel

Coopers Hill, and also , I believe , at the Royal their powers of expression to be limited . Yet it is

College of Science , and could, I should imagine, just these younger teachers, who desire to study,

be procured at any wholesale stationer's at a quite and , so far as they can , make use of the results of
cheap rate . the experience of older schoolmasters and school

Another point to be noticed in the higher mistresses , who are most likely to derive assistance
syllabus is that the calculus is mentioned before from the correspondence club, and it is in their

co -ordinate geometry, and that in the latter subject interests that a modification of the original scheme

the use of the methods of the calculus is advocated has been made. Should it prove desirable, a

where it would assist the work . This , again , is in column or more of each issue of The School

accordance with the recommendations of the World will be devoted during term time to the

Mathematical Association , and it is to be hoped furtherance of the objects of the correspondence

that the era of " calculus dodging " is at an end . club .

With regard to the practical work required , It is proposed , therefore, that clubs like those

nearly all teachers recognise the importance of which have been in operation already shall be

such work, and there are few good schools now arranged as the demand arises. That is to say ,

where it is not taught to all mathematical and any six teachers, wherever they may live, who
science students. A detailed syllabus of sugges- desire to study jointly a given book on education

tions for such work , especially in mechanics, from may form a club , one of the members acting as

some recognised authority would be a great boon honorary secretary. In the matter of the selection
to teachers .

of a book for study, reference may be made to an

The last word I wis ! to say on the matter is article by Prof. Foster Watson , entitled “ A Select

that I hope schools may find it practicable to Library of Pedagogy," which was published in

unify their mathematical teaching so as to take these columns in July, 1904. There appears to be

Army candidates with the other mathematical no reason , moreover , why many such clubs should

pupils instead of, as sometimes now , treating them not be formed in different centres without the

as a class apart to be fed with smatterings of intervention of The School World , but it would

mathematical knowledge served up in " practical be of great interest to our readers if the honorary

form ” without thorough grounding in funda- secretaries of the clubs which may be established

mentals . would inform us of the formation of reading circles
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so that the progress of the movement may be THE SCHOOL WORLD Club.

chronicled .

To aid any teacher who may propose to try
The first book to be read by members of this

to form a club , it may prove helpful to reprint the
club , which is open to any of our readers , is :

form which has been found to work satisfactorily
Essays on Educational Reformers.” By R. H. Quick .

when circulated among members of a club .
( Longmans. ) 35. 6d.

CORRESPONDENCE CLUB FOR THE STUDY OF PEDAGOGICS.
WEEKLY DIVISIONS OF THE BOOK .

BOOK FOR STUDY.- (Here insert title, author, publisher, and
1. Chapters I. - I11 . Week VIII . Chapters XIV. and

(inclusive)
XV .

price of the book selected .)
II. Chapters IV . and V. IX . , X.

III . Chapters VI. VIII.
} Chapter XVI.

& XI .

LIST OF MEMBERS.
(inclusive) XII . Chapter XVII .

IV. & V. Chapters IX. and X. XIII . Chapters XVIII . and

(Here give the list of members, with addresses, the name of the
VI . Chapter XI . XIX .

VII . Chapters XII . and XIV. Chapter XX. and

Hon. Sec . being printed first.) XIII . XXI.

XV. Chapter XXII and

PROCEDURE . Appendix .

( 1 ) Week by week each member studies the portion of the Comments and Questions on the reading of
book selected ( see below. )

Weeks I. and II . to be sent to the Editors on or

( 2 ) Any remarks, suggested by the member's experience and before December 16th , 1904 ; those on Weeks III . ,

reading, on the chapters for the week to be written on sheets of
IV . , and V. on or before January 16th , 1905 .

paper - a separate sheet, with the member's name and address ,

for each subject dealt with. One side only of the paper should

be used . Similarly, any difficulty or points requiring further

elucidation should be written down .

(3 All such sheets to be posted each Monday to the Hon. THE CHEMISTRY OF DAILY LIFE .

Sec. who will add any helpful remarks to all or any of the sheets

and post the whole batch to member No. 2 .

III .-AN ELEMENTARY COURSE OF Work .
Member No. 2

will keep the sheets not more than two days, add further com ( Concluded .)
ments where possible, and post the budget to member No. 3 .

Member No. 3 adds his remarks in the same manner, and after By F. R. LEYLAND Wilson , M.A.

the same interval posts the sheels to member No. 4, and so on . Charterhouse.

Member No. 6 will return the batch to the Hon . Sec.

(4 ) If considered desirable the bundle of sheets will be
HE last article was concluded with a sketch

circulated a second time , so that all members may see what of some experiments showing the rôle played

remarks have been added . by plants in preventing the accumulation of

( 5 ) The Hon . Sec. will then send each member's sheets to carbon dioxide in the air . They may be followed

him with the remarks of other members of the club, and for this by others proving that expired air contains both
purpose members should , in sending to the Hon . Sec. on carbon dioxide and moisture .

Monday, enclose a stamped addressed envelope . The presence of dissolved air in water having

WEEKLY DIVISIONS OF THE SELECTED BOOK.
been shown , the breathing of fishes may be intro

duced and the necessity for having green plants in

The Hon . Sec . will insert here the amount of reading for each aquaria will be readily understood .

week during the period over which the reading of the book is to At this point a few simple experiments on

extend.
fermentation may be done :

First batch of remarks to be sent to the Hon. Sec. on Experiment. Some brown sugar is dissolved in water in a

Monday, , 1905.
300 c.c. flask . A very small quantity of brewer's or German yeast

In addition to clubs formed by enterprising is put into the cold solution , and the Aask is fitted with a cork

teachers in the manner described , or arranged by carrying a glass tube bent twice at right angles. The right
us so as to include those readers who may write angled tube passes through a doubly bored cork into a Aask

to express their desire to join a readingcircle , it is containing lime water, a guard Alask to protect the lime water

proposed to form a School World Club with un- being arranged as in Fig. 1 . After a few days the lime

limited membership, to be conducted by means of
water shows that carbon dioxide has been produced and the air

the monthly column already mentioned .
in the flask will be found to be unable to support the burning of

Any reader may be a member of this club, and
a taper. A drop of the liquid from the flask A is examined

will be expected to read week by week the portion
under the microscope and the presence of the yeast cells is

of the selected book prescribed. All comments
noticed . The rest of the liquid in the flask A is distilled and

alcohol is obtained , its inflammable character being noticed .

members are able to make at any time on the pre

scribed reading, or any question they may wish to
It will be useful to examine some of the pro

have answered, should be addressed to the Editors perties of alcohol at this point , using ordinary
of The School World. From the remarks sent methylated spirit for the purpose . The com

in and from the questions asked, a selection will be bustion of alcohol has already been shown to yield

made for publication in a forthcoming issue of this
water and carbon dioxide .

paper . It is hoped in this way to give an added Experiment. Show the solvent powers of alcohol , using

zest to the systematic reading of pedagogic litera- paraffin wax , resin , & c .

ture , and eventually to develop a widespread Experiment. Some methylated spirit is mixed with water

nterest in the study of the literature of education . and the cloudiness due to admixed impurities is observed . The

TH
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same experiment is done with pure alcohol and the difference is Experiment. A similar experiment is done with coal gas.

noticed . As a further experiment , paraffin oil may be mixed Experiment. A jar of hydrogen is inverted and placed

with pure alcohol , and on the addition of water a cloudiness will mouth to mouth with a jar of carbon dioxide. In five minutes'

be noticed , similar to that obtained with methylated spirit . time the upper jar is removed and the presence of carbon

dioxide in it can be shown by the usual test .
The study of oxides may now be resumed.

Some acquaintance has already been gained with
Experiments on the passage of gases through

the oxides of carbon , phosphorus , magnesium and porous substances may be done, a plug of plaster

others, and an opportunity occurs for explaining of Paris forming a suitable septum .

the difference between elements and compounds,

and for showing in what respects chemical and Hydrogen

physical changes differ. An experiment on the (coal Gas
Plaster

formation of copper sulphide from its elements

shows many useful points , such as the differences

between mixtures and compounds, the heat given
Hydrogen

out in combination , combination in definite pro

portions, &c.

A further study of oxides may now be made,

a comparison being drawn between the properties

of the oxide and those of the elements of which

it is composed .

The oxides of lead , zinc , copper , magnesium ,

sodium, carbon , sulphur and phosphorus, should

-Air
or

Coal Gas

Air

=als
Carbon

dioride

Porous

cell.

Carbon

dioxide )

Air

Fig. 2.

FIG. 1 .

R

Experiment. One end of a tube o5 cm. in diameter is closed

by a plug of plaster ( Fig. 2 ) . As soon as the plaster has set

and is quite dry the tube is filled with hydrogen , and is in .

verted in a basin of water. The water is observed to rise and

be made and described , and their solubility in the boys are invited to give explanations. The usual reason

water examined , also the action of the solution given will be that the hydrogen escapes owing to its lightness,

with litmus. The results of these experiments and further experiments are done to find out if this explanation

may be recorded in the form of a table .
is sufficient.

The distinction between acid and basic oxides

having been arrived at , the common mineral acids

may be examined and the formation of salts by

the neutralisation of acids by basic oxides natu

rally follows . Such salts as sodium chloride, zinc

sulphate and lead nitrate give good results , and the

neutralisation of lime water by carbon dioxide

may be used to show the nature of the white solid

obtained in testing for carbon dioxide .

The action of acids on metals and the prepara

tion of hydrogen may be taken at this point, and

the usual experiments to demonstrate its proper

ties are done.

Since the phenomena of diffusion afford a useful
Experiment. The diffusion tube is filled with air and a vessel

introduction to the idea of the molecular structure
of hydrogen is inverted over the end containing the plaster,

of matter, it is well to lay somestress on this point .
the open end being immersed in a basin of water as before

The extreme lightness of hydrogen having been
( Fig . 2. ) It will be noticed that the water is driven out of the

shown , an experiment to show its escape from an
tube instead of rising. The same experiment may be done

inverted jar may be done.
using coal gas instead of hydrogen.

An experiment may now be done to find out if

Experiment. An open jar of hydrogen is supported mouth the gases inside and outside the tube are both

downwards on the ring of a retort stand ; after five minutes passing through , but at different rates .

the absence of hydrogen in the jar is shown . Experiment. A beaker is filled with carbon dioxide and a

Fig. 3.

a
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porous cell fitted with a cork carrying a double right-angled Experiment. Cold solutions of lead nitrate and common

tube is placed in the beaker ( Fig. 4) . The end of the tube dips salt are mixed. The liquid is filtered and the filtrate is eva

into a vessel of water. The air at once begins to escape from porated , and crystals of sodium nitrate are obtained ; the lead

the cell and the water rises in the tube. The presence of carbon chloride is redissolved in hot water and on cooling is obtained in

dioxide in the cell can easily be shown by drawing the air from the forni of needle -shaped crystals.

the inside of the cell through a wash - bottle of lime water. The preparation of caustic soda by boiling

A summary of the results obtained may be made, washing soda with lime might be taken in this

and will show that gases have the power of moving connection, the clear filtrate being evaporated to

apparently in opposition to gravity, and that heavy dryness and the washed precipitate identified as a

gases move more slowly than those which are carbonate by treatment with hydrochloric acid .

lighter. Further experiments might be done with the

The explanation of diffusion by the molecular caustic soda in connection with the properties of

theory of gases may now be given , the origin of the alkalies as a class, such as its action on fat,whereby
pressure of gases and their expansion under the a soap is , produced (the nature of soaps will be

influence of heat being treated from the same referred to later in connection with the hardness of

point of view . Later, when it becomes necessary water) and the preparation of ammonia by heating

to introduce the atomic theory , the ideas gained caustic soda solution with sal -ammoniac .

from the study of the diffusion of gases will be The action of dried hydrogen on heated metallic

found to be of great value . oxides should be taken at this point , the formation

Incidentally, the fact that the heavier gases of of water and a metal being noted. The method

the air do not accumulate at the surface of the of finding the composition of water by weight

earth may be explained . follows, and in this connection the first law of

The study of the properties of hydrogen may chemical combination may be mentioned .

now be resumed. Experiments on its explosive. The reduction of metallic oxides by charcoal may

properties will show that the presence of air is find a place here, one of the simpler processes of

necessary, and an idea of that particular proportion obtaining a metal from its ores being taken as a

of air to hydrogen which gives the most explosive class- room subject . A further study of the pro
mixture may be gained by making mixtures in perties of water may now be made , such facts as

various proportions and noting which gives the have already been discovered being recalled and
loudest explosion. Other experiments on the pro- discussed . The presence of dissolved matter in

duction and collection of the moisture produced tap water introduces the question of hardness in
when hydrogen is burned may be done , the impor- waters .

tance of drying the hydrogen being impressed . The characters by which a hard water is

To show that a part of the air is used when known having been arrived at the number of drops

hydrogen is burned the following experiment is of a solution of soap required to produce a lather

suitable :
in equal volumes of tap water and distilled water

Experiment. A small flask is fitted with a cork , right respectively are determined .

angled tube and glass jet for burning hydrogen, as shown in Experiment. Some tap-water is boiled and the numbers of

Fig. 3. The flask is half- filled with granulated zinc and a drops of soap solution needed to produce a lather in equal

rapid evolution of hydrogen takes place on the addition of acid . volumes of boiled and unboiled water are compared .

As soon as the hydrogen is pure it is ignited at the jet , the jet Reference having been made to the presence of dissolved

being arranged in a trough of water as shown in the diagram . gases in water , the influence of carbon dioxide in causing the

A wide-mouthed bottle is pushed down over the flame into the solution of limestone may be explained and experiments may be

water and if a large flame of hydrogen is burning on the jet it done on the point .

will continue to burn for some seconds and the water will rise Experiment. Some lime-water is put into a flask , and a

in the bottle. At the moment when the flame goes out the rub- stream of carbon dioxide , obtained either by the action of acid on

ber connection R is closed by pinching and the jet is quickly marble or from the breath , is passed through the line water .

removed from the bottle without allowing air to enter it . The The formation and final solution of the calcium carbonate is

bottle is then closed with a glass plate and removed from the observed . The clear or nearly clear solution is boiled and a

trough , and after the gas which is left in it has been tested deposit of solid is obtained . At the same time the gas given

with a burning taper the volume of water in the bottle is off from the liquid may be shown to be carbon dioxide by the

measured , and so the volume of oxygen used by the hydrogen is
usual test .

found.

The solid deposited at the bottom of the flask

An examination of the solution from the action may be compared with some crust obtained from

of sulphuric acid on zinc should be made , a crys- a boiler or a kettle , the effect of pouring some

talline specimen of the salt being prepared. acid on to each being noted , the gas given off being

The idea of substitution of one element by recognised as carbon dioxide by the lime-water

another may be further illustrated by experiments test. The fact that the whole of the hardness is

on the action of metals with metallic salts . For not removable by boiling serves to draw attention

example, the action of zinc on a solution of copper to the fact that hardness is not always of the same

sulphate or of zinc on a lead salt may be shown. kind .

Experiments may be done on double decomposi Specimens of permanently hard water and
tion , some of the salts which have already been of water showing temporary hardness are made ,

prepared being used to illustrate changes of this the first by the addition of a small quantity of a
class . solution of magnesium sulphate to distilled water,

:

7
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and the second by breathing through a dilute solu
THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY.

tion of lime -water ; 10 c.c. of each is boiled and
SCHOOL TEACHERS AT THE UNI

thehardness before is compared with that after VERSITIES .

boiling .

Similar comparisons are made of the hardness XI.-ST. ANDREWS UNIVERSITY .

before and after the addition of a small quantity of

lime water to equal volumes of the two solutions.
INCE its foundation some five hundred years

ago the oldest university of Scotland has been

a solution of washing soda. The results of these actively interested in the training of teachers .

experiments should be compared , and the methods In the old days there was no hard and fast line

most suitable for the removal of each kind of hard- between the training of the teacher of the parish

ness will be understood . The origin of the white school and of the grammar or secondary school.

curdy solid , formed when soap is mixed with hard Men of high academic standing were to be found

water, still requires explanation , and this necessi- equally in both , and the only training was the Arts

tates some knowledge of the nature of soaps. course in the University, supplemented in many

The study of the changes which take place in the cases by the Divinity course. In time training

manufacture of a soap is not suitable for beginners . became practically necessary for the teacher of the

However, some experiments may be done to show elementary school, but the Master's degree still

the nature of the soap itself. remained the only recognised certificate of fitness

Experiment. Some common yellow soap is cut up and placed
for the teacher in the secondary school.

in a beaker, the soap is covered with water and is heated nearly
In 1876 , however , the Bell Chair of Education

to boiling. Hydrochloric acid is added in small quantities at
was founded , and the University began to provide

a time until , after stirring , all lumps of unchanged soap have a course of lectures on the Theory, History and

gone and the liquid is strongly acid . The fatty acids will now Practice of Education with a view to the training

be floating on the surface of the liquid in the form of an oily of teachers for both elementary and secondary

layer , which will solidify on cooling and may be removed from schools .

the liquid and spread on a porous plate to dry . When it is A certain amount of practice in one or other of

quite dry the melting point may be determined . the schools of the city used to be arranged for, but

The watery liquid from which the fatty acid have been removed there was no definite scheme of training which

is evaporated and the crystalline solid obtained may be shown demanded a certain fixed minimum of practical

to be common salt . teaching. About eight years ago a local com

Experiment. A solution of yellow soap is mixed with Epsom mittee , consisting partly of members of the Uni

salt solution and the curdy solid is separated from the liquid , versity and partly of representative members of

and after washing is treated with hydrochloric acid ; the mix .
the community, organised, in addition to the work

ture of fatty acids is treated in the same way as in the previous done by the Chair of Education , a scheme of

experiment and the melting point is taken . The melting practical training for students who were preparing

points of the substances obtained in the two experiments will for the career of teachers in public elementary

be found to be the same, which suggests their probable identity. schools .

( The mixture will consist presumably or palmitic and oleic acids ,
Now that there is a demand for technical train .

and the melting point will not be quite definite -- sufficiently so ,
ing even in the case of secondary school teachers,

however, for the purpose of the experiment ) .
the advantages of this scheme are offered as part

The watery liquid is treated in the same way as in the pre
of the training for the secondary school. Arrange

vious experiment and a crystalline salt may be obtained from it .
ments are in progress for the institution of a

If some of the mixture of fatty acids is warmed
diploma for secondary teachers, but until these are

with caustic soda a solution of soap is obtained, a
completed the following opportunities are available

fact easily recognised by the readiness with which for those who desire a certificate of attendance

it forms a lather when it is shaken .
upon a course of practical training . The class of

In bringing to a conclusion this sketch of a Education may be taken either as one of the quali

course of practical work it must be pointed out fying classes for the degree of M.A. or as a post

that no attempt has been made to treat the
graduate class. The professor delivers a course of

chemistry of daily life in an exhaustive manner, and one hundred lectures dealing with the aim and

indeed , within the limits of space imposed such a
meaning of education, the foundations and essen

course would have been impossible. Many of the tials of method, the application of principles to

facts of every day experience are quite unsuitable practice , child study, school management, school

for elementary treatment, and only such material hygiene, the history of education , and the study of

has been used as can be made of educational value itsmodern developments.

by connected treatment . He also conducts practical tutorial classes, and

exercises a general superintendence over the prac
The Light Princess. Edited by Greville MacDonald . 82 pp.

(Fifield .) 6d. net.— It is a good idea to edit Dr. George Mac tical training . The practice in teaching is divided

Donald's fairy tales , which were such an unfailing source of into two parts , and extends over a period of one

delight to the last generation , in a handy form , which for year , divided into three terms.

cheapness and good illustrations and printing must commend

itself to the present one . We own that a more substantial cover
1. - ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRACTICE .

would have seemed to us better adapted to the finger exploits of

extreme youth ; but such as we have it , this volume is worthy of The secondary school student may have devoted

commendation, and we hope to see more of the series. special attention to some one subject like classics
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or mathematics, and by gaining Honours or special Practice in the secondary school is a separate

distinction therein he may aim at being a specialist charge.

in that subject - a classical master or a mathe- The University Court has recently sanctioned a

matical master. But even he is better for seeing special summer course of lectures on the Physi

how methods of teaching have developed in ele- | ology of the Nervous System, which are meant to

mentary subjects, and how large classes are man- have a particular bearing on the work and hygiene

aged with ease . Such students are expected to of the school. There is also a short course on

devote one term of ten weeks—eight hours per the physiological basis of physical exercise, intro

week - to observation and practice in the Burgh ductory to the practical instruction in that subject .

School , or one of the other elementary schools . ATHLETIC AND GYMNASTIC TRAINING .

Students who have not taken Honours or special

distinction in one subject, and who may become The University of St. Andrews is well situated

masters or mistresses of junior forms, and teach and equipped for the training of the secondary .

the lower stages of several subjects , are expected school teacher on the physical side . În view of

to spend some additional weeks in the elementary
the increasing attention which is being paid to

school. physical training, it may be well to mention some

Both classes of students must attend the criti- of the opportunities which students enjoy of acquir

cism and model lessons, take part in the discusing a practical knowledge of games, gymnastics,

sions , and hand in carefully prepared notes of and other organised forms of exercise.

lessons . The famous golf-links are open for play free of

charge. There are clubs for football (both Rugby
II. - SECONDARY SCHOOL PRACTICE . and Association ), cricket , tennis and hockey. The

After the elementary practice has been gained , University possesses an excellent field for athletics ,

students pass on to the observation of methods and a pavilion , both worthy of their donor , Mr.

and management in the secondary school , and to Carnegie .

practise in the subjects which they specially pro- All the clubs are affiliated to the Athletic Union ,

fess. Honours students spend two terms and which exercises a general control , and so distri

Pass students at least one term in this part of butes expenditure that no gameneeds to suffer

their preparation . from lack of funds. The fee for membership of

By arrangement with the governors and head- this union , which admits to the privileges of all the

master of the Madras College , an endowed secon- athletic clubs , is only 6s . 6d . per annum .

dary school of high standing , good opportunities A large , fully -equipped new gymnasium is just

can be obtained for the observation of all the approaching completion , and is quite close to the

various stages of secondary work and for teaching
class - rooms .

practice . There is a kindergarten in connection In summer there are exceptional opportunities

with the school , and the upper department has for swimming. There is also in connection with

both a classical and a modern side . Drawing, the University a company of Artillery Volunteers,

music, and manual work are also taught . and the members have the advantage of instruction

The rector of the school and the senior masters in military drill and in carbine and rifle shooting.

of the different subjects supervise the students and

assign to them the work they are to do . EDUCATIONAL SOCIETIES .

The professor of education co -operates with
them in all practicable ways, and the other pro- Among the numerous University societies which

fessors are willing to give every assistance in their meet for discussion and friendly intercourse there

power. Criticism and model lessons are under- are at least two which have a direct bearingon the

stood to form part of this period of training also . training of the teacher . The Education Society

meets regularly during the winter session for the

PROFESSIONAL SUBJECTS.
discussion of educational questions , either theo

The students in training may also avail them retical or practical . Lectures by men of eminence

selves of the courses of lectures and instruction in in the educational sphere are also given at some of

non - university subjects which have a close bearing the meetings .

on school work . These are provided by the local " La Société Française " holds fortnightly meet

committee for the benefit of King's students and ings for debates and lectures . Every alternate

others in practical training . Phonetics, drawing meeting is of a social nature, and is intended to

and brushwork , singing, physical exercises and give opportunities for French conversation. The

drill , are among the subjects thus provided for ; Musical Society and the Shakesperian Society have

and there are additional classes for cookery and also a claim to attention in connection with the

other subjects in which women students are training of teachers .

specially interested . It is worth noting that women students are

The fee for the full course in all these subjects members of nearly all the college societies . They

and for practical training in the elementary schools are also able to enjoy a game at golf, hockey , or

is £5 . But the classes may be taken separately, tennis , and become expert at other kinds of

and the practical training in the schools can be physical exercise for a very small outlay .

taken alone. If taken separately , the fee for each All these are important factors in the training

class is one guinea. of the secondary teacher.
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TH

was

of Principal Roberts, a paper which is likely
WELSH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON

enough to remain as a historic document in its
THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS. forecast of the best lines of training development

in Wales. Except that , perhaps , there was not

HIS conference, held at Shrewsbury on sufficient emphasis on the importance of the highest

November roth and 11th , was called con
developments of a school of education in each of the

jointly by the University of Wales and the constituent colleges , a curious omission coming

Central Welsh Board for Intermediate Education . from the principal of a college , and a former vice

The object was to bring together representatives of
chancellor of the university, the paper was truly

every type of educational institution , together with admirable, for it showed a keen grasp of the idea

representatives of every type of educational adminis- of the unity of the teaching profession from the

trative agency , in the principality. The meeting top to the bottom , and the fundamental unity of

was in its representativeness a complete success .
the teaching process , and the principles underlying

Almost all, if indeed not every educational local
it , together with the diversities in application to

authority was actually represented in the attend- specific purposes, such as probably was unequalled

ance by one member or more . Nearly all the
in the wbole of the following speeches.

secondary schools had teachers in attendance, and Throughout the conference, the university

there was a representation of the elementary was regarded too much in the light of an insti.

teachers , one of whom , the President -elect of the tution which is concerned solely with the work

National Union of Teachers, Mr. Tom John , read of a training college , except by Prof. Findlay , who

a paper . Probably there has never been so good -humouredly hoped the professors of the

representative a gathering in Wales on so technical colleges would never be teachers, but he was

a subject as that of the training of teachers . It promptly called to book . The feeling of the

a Welsh national educational parliament. conference, however, was absolutely clear. The

The speaking was up to a high level . The number training of teachers pre-eminently must be in the

of aspects of the training of teachers , primary and hands of the university , both for primary and for

secondary , was so diverse and comprehensive that secondary teachers, and it must in the beginning

those present for the two days' conference went
be accommodated to the present state of things.

through a course of instruction in the problems of But with one absolute condition , emphasised with

organisation, administration, theory and practice no possibility of mistake , no student is to be re

of education, such as probably could scarcely have
ceived into primary training in a university col

been compassed in subjects regarding training by lege who has not passed the matriculation or

a complete course in education in two or three other equivalent examination , and for secondary

training colleges combined in the whole course of training, the condition equally emphasised by Miss

a year. The contact of the professional minds E. P. Hughes and Mr. Trevor Owen , that all uni

with lay minds was invigorating in a high degree.versity secondary training must be post -graduate .

For the permeation of university, secondary, Lord Stanley of Alderley , who, in spite of the

primary educational ideals , and the attempt to Welsh objection on principle to co -option in local

embody them in practice by practical teachers, matters , has been co -opted with acclamation in

so that those aims become part of the popular
the National Welsh Educational Conference as

consciousness, is all part of the new Welsh demo- one whose experience and knowledge, together

cratic movement in education . The plea made by with the close sympathy of practical humanism

Mr. Darlington , that the new organisation of a which the conference instantly recognised , made

national system of education in Wales should have a most important communication of the statistics

regard to the needs of Wales, and that teachers and the actual state of matters, especially in connec

should have a curriculum which recognised these tion with the supply of primary teachers needed

needs , is , of course , largely the implication of a for the schools, by considering the problem of

separate organisation , whilst at the same time the the training of teachers as it presents itself

eloquent demand of Mr. Lewis Williams, of Cardiff, to the local authorities. The logic of figures

a Welshman of the Welsh , that the whole question gave pause to the conference, and showed the

of training should be looked at in no narrow view of real magnitude of the task before the country .

Wales for the Welsh , but from the broadest stand- The optimism of the academic view was stayed ,

point of national patriotism , was received with and the buoyant temperament of the county

enthusiasm by the conference . Mr. Williams also councillors came to a pause , as the point emerged

made a much appreciated point in speaking of the that the real crux of the training problem is in

Government as a good Samaritan in affording two- Wales as it is in London and in England : how

pence for this great purpose, but he reminded all to improve the education of those who are required

present that the “ oil and the wine ” had been for the national purpose of teaching in elementary

omitted .
schools who cannot, for various reasons , ever

The first day's morning session was devoted to reach the class- room of the training departments

the distinctive aspects of the problem of the of the university colleges . Lord Stanley's sugges .

training of teaching as it presents itself in Wales. tion is that facilities must be provided to secure

Rarely has the academic representation shown to that those who are not trained shall go through

such advantage in the statesmanlike suggestions some preparation so as to pass the certificate

as to organisation as was revealed in the paper
examination in four or five years . To attract pupil
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teachers to take up teaching , scholarships should expressed that the meeting would not then and

be offered at 12 or 13 years of age , on condition there pass further resolutions as to what was

of taking up teaching eventually, who will receive generally felt by the conference. But one thing

education up to 16 years of age in either county is clear. The conference has shown that Wales

secondary schools, or elsewhere, and the period is ripe for the valuable suggestion of Principal

of pupil teachership must not be a two-years' Roberts — that a thorough expert consideration

course as half-time teachers and pupils . This of the needs of Wales as an educational unit ,

plan would be impracticable except in large together with a statement of the number and

towns, and many speakers urged that in all cases equipment of existing institutions , should now be

it would be far better to take either half-a - year made.

alternatively in continuation - school practice and in

school-training, or preferably one year continuous

attendance in a secondary school as pupil , and then

one year in school practice, before entering a

university college ; or , if unable to enter a SECONDARY EDUCATION IN

university college , to establish further training
LIVERPOOL.

colleges to meet the needs of students who for

various reasons could only enter on a two- years' HE Education Committee of Liverpool has

course . Prof. Burrows made the important sugges shown its sense of the importance of

tion that two-years '-course training colleges should secondary education by entrusting to the

be established with separate completely equipped skilled hands of Prof. M. E Sadler the task of

staffs in the university centres , so as to bring such reporting on the secondary system of the city and

training colleges into close association and even the bestmeans available for its improvement , with

affiliation with university colleges ; and Principal a number of other matters more or less interwoven

Griffiths pointed out that such a coursemight be with it . The interesting volume just published is

hoped eventually to lead to a raising of the stan- the result ; its usefulness would have been consider

dard of such colleges to future amalgamation of ably increased by an index .

them with the university colleges , in which case The principles which should underlie the secon

the buildings would be utilised as hostels. dary education of boys in a great commercial

For the training of such teachers in primary centre are clearly outlined . Amid the rush of

schools as could not reach any training college, business life it is necessary to keep in mind that

either university or other detailed schemes could premature preparation for profit seeking ” is not

not be expected to be suggested at the conference, what is required ; the final aim is in “ teaching a boy

for these details would be dependent on local con- to think sincerely and in making him try to bottom

ditions . One suggestion , however , will not be lost things.” As in commerce the things to be bottomed

sight of - viz ., that it would be extremely desirable are very largely human relations, it follows that

to arrange university extension lectures for their humane culture is desirable rather than a markedly

benefit in different districts . For even if four or mathematical or scientific curriculum . Highly

five years were taken in preparation for the certifi- trained intelligence is needed in the organisation of

cate examination , and every one reached this great modern businesses , in the prevision of new

examination and passed it , yet the method of fields of commerce and new forms of industry , in the

preparation might too often be largely text - book development of the old , and in the increasing com

methods of training, and that a single subject or plexities of government ; and it can only come in

two of extension lectures by a sympathetic lecturer trustworthy streams by a well-planned system of

would open up the meaning of real study of a secondary schools worked under conditions which

subject and widen the idea of treatment of a ensure their greatest efficiency, producing the

subject both for learning and for teaching it . maximum of judgment and personal initiative ,

Such a description of some of the practical combined with the strongest sense of public duty .

topics considered gives only a slight insight into Unlike Bristol and Birmingham , Liverpool has

the significance of the conference. The illumina- no great endowments, the whole sum available

tive suggestions of Mr. Tom John in connection amounting to only 1os . 7d. per thousand of popula

with primary training , and those of Miss Hughes tion , as against £ u 18s. in Manchester and Sal

and Mr. Trevor Owen on secondary training,on secondary training, ford , and an average of about £ 36 in the other

together with those of Principal Roberts and Lord English towns containing provincial colleges and

Stanley, will need to be studied closely in the universities . The income of its three schools

complete report of the conference , which we have Liverpool Institute, Liverpool College and St.

reason to hope will be published . Francis Xavier's College - is derived from fees,

The stimulating speeches of the Vice Chancellor , government grants and the like, and has fallen con

of Mr. Lloyd George , M.P., of Mr. Humphreys- siderably below the estimated cost of a thoroughly

Owen , M.P. , of Mr. William Jones, M.P., voiced satisfactory liberal education , £ 23 per head (p . 139 ).

the enthusiasm of Wales for education, and the Hence salaries have been inadequate, with the

determination that something should be done . concomitant results of excessive evening work , large

The only resolution passed was one which declared classes , the sacrifice of a sound curriculum to the

it to be the duty of the Principality to undertake multifarious requirements of external examinations,

the training of teachers. Disappointment was and admission of the unfit under pressure of the

No. 72 , Vol. 6.]
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necessity for securing fees. A series of instructive

diagrams exhibits the unsatisfactory duration of
A HISTORY OF STIRLING HIGH

school life under these conditions .
SCHOOL. "

The remedies suggested are to unify the two

schools of the Institute, which has already been HIS is in many respects an admirable history.

handed over to the City Council , and to adopt a It is the fruit of long and painstaking re

curriculum extending from twelve years of age to search , and is written in a scholarly manner,

sixteen ; boys should be expected to stay through with full references to authorities, printed and

at least these four years , and business men are manuscript . It deals with education in a period

urged to give preference to candidates for appoint- of which little is known , and contains a great deal

ments who show by a leaving letter ” that they of valuable information . Its fault is that it covers

have so attended , and in conduct and examination too wide a field . No doubt every reader will wish

given satisfaction to the authorities of the school . that it dealt more fully with the matters in which

The curriculum advised includes only one foreign he is specially interested , and we would wish that

language (French) up tothe age of twelve, when more space had been given to curriculum and

Latin is introduced ; English and mathematics take methods of instruction , for which we could have

a prominent place , and space is found for science , spared many of the pages which describe the

history , geography, literature, drawing and manual vicissitudes of organisation , changes of arrange

training . The scale of salary proposed runs from ment in the teaching and biographical details of

£150 to £300 , with possibility of a higher rate for
the teachers . At the same time, we are free to

special excellence and of a grace term every five admit that others may find these portions more

years. With a fee of nine guineas and three hun interesting than the scholastic part . Nevertheless,

dred boys , of whom one- fifth are scholars paying the field overwide for one book . We read here

no fees, the net annual cost of maintenance would not only a history of the grammar school from its

be under £4,000 . It is recommended that the earliest days, including what there is known of,

Shaw Street College be handed over to the city pre-Reformation times, but the English school, the

and treated on similar lines , while the development Writing and Mathematical school, the High

of the Lodge Lane College into another Clifton is
school under the Town Council and under the

foreshadowed. School Board , the Song school, English and other

Other topics touched on are the need for new schools subsidised or recognised by the Town

girls ' schools in the suburbs and the strengthening Council , the Municipal School of Domestic

of those already in existence, the supply and edu
Economy, Allen's Hospital school , the Classical

cation of the two hundred and sixty pupil-teachers and Mathematical Academy, the teaching of

likely to be required annually for the elementary dancing and other accomplishments, and many

schools, improvement of the upper departments in biographical notices. The book is, in fact, á

the latter up to the age of fifteen and of continua- history of education in the town of Stirling .

tion and technical evening classes , further training We are impressed all through with the earnest

college accommodation , the union of the Municipal ness of this Scottish town in the matter of education .

School of Art with the School of Architecture and From an early date every child was compelled by
Applied Art , the work of the Schools of Commerce law to attend school, and this rule applied to all

and of Domestic Science , and the establishment of classes . Of the school work in the first period

a manual training- school for boys from thirteen to
nothing is known , but enough is known of the

sixteen years of age . Finally , in an appendix , time of the Reformation to give Mr. Hutchinson

Mr. Cloudesley Brereton considers the question of material for a fairly full sketch of the Scottish

modern languages , which he rightly insists are of grammar- school at that date . As usual, the

vital importance to a port like Liverpool .
masters were poorly paid , but their salaries were

It is only by degrees that a plan so comprehensive often augmented by allowances, often of an odd

can , if accepted in its fulness by the City Council , kind, such as the “ bent silver " in lieu of rushes,

be put into force , but it has at least set up a lofty and Candlemas offerings. Work began at 5 or 6

ideal which cannot but work for good. The steps o'clock in the morning . The boys were all in one
by which it is gradually realised will be awaited room , whose floor was strewn with rushes or sand .

with interest , not in Liverpool only , but wherever
The hour between 9 and 10 was free for breakfast,

men have at heart the cause of secondary 12 to 1 for dinner, after which all sat tight until 6

education . of the clock . The pupils were taught their own

tongue , and also Latin and sometimes Greek

British Songs for British Boys. Selected by S. H. Nichol grammar, the medium of instruction being Latin ;

son . 86 pp. (Macmillan .) 6d.-- This book contains one hun
boys who talked English to one another were whipt

dred national songs , which include Scottish , Irish , and Welsh and they were spied upon when alone by “ private

ditties , as well as a preponderating element of English composi clandestine captors " to see that they observed this

tions in this particular vein . Therefore no element in purely. rule . There were rules against dice and gambling ,
British character is unrepresented ; and, to make a catholic taste

and all games likely to lead to gambling , such as
more catholic , America also contributes six songs to the collec

tion. Sea songs, soldiers' songs, songs of country life , and

Christmas carols , are likewise included ; so the task of the editor
History of the High School of Stirling, with Notices of Schools and

Educationin theBorough generally. Eight Centuries of Scottish Educa .

has been undertaken in a very liberal spirit , and the whole may

16

By A. F. Hutchinson, Rector of the High School, 1866-1896

With a Memoir of the Author by Rev. J. M. Robertson .

be described as being as admirable as it is cheap. Illustrated. (Stirling : Eneas Mackay .) 21S.

tion .

xvi. + 327 PP .
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bowls, French kyles and glakis, nor might they discovered the food. In describing the nursery

carry weapons. Riots and lock-outs were not un- which these two designed for their children — the

common, especially if a customary holiday was pioneers of the new race - Mr. Wells gives us a

threatened . The curriculum was very wide and taste of his quality as an educational adviser ; and

included all the chief Latin authors, with conver- we are constrained to think that , the children of

sation and composition . On Sundays they heard real life were surrounded in their plastic age with

sermon and were cross -examined upon it for
a the things wisely provided for those of the

“ large hour.” Twice or thrice in the year the romance, the mental capacity of our race would be

boys had a holiday to go and cut rushes, which increased .

service was later commuted for a money payment . In many other parts of the book the hand of

The Candlemas ceremony, already alluded to , was the reformer is seen pointing scornfully at weak

quaint . “ The master sat in his desk with the nesses of human nature and conventional ideas,

school roll before him, and slowly called over the and indicating attributes which ought to be culti

names. As each boy was called he advanced to vated . Above all this is the element of vivid reality ,

the desk and presented his offering. There was which commands the interest of the reader , in spite

great emulation as to who should present the of the extravagant idea involved in the story . In

largest gift . When the sum amounted to as much this matter Mr. Wells may very appropriately be

as a quarter's fee the master shouted vivat ; if it compared with Swift, for the high position he has

amounted to twice the fee, he exclaimed floreat bis ; obtained among our masters of literature is due not

for three times the fee, floreat ter ; for a guinea or so much to the machinery invented by his imagina

more, gloriat.” The Latin was not faultless, it tive brain as the verisimilitude with which he en

appears, in the Grammar School of Stirling . dows it . There are dozens of writers who produce

Shrove Tuesday was dedicated to cock fighting; readable novels by shuffling the affairs of life around

each boy who brought a cock paid a shilling, and a love centre , but in these columns we are not con

the rest two shillings , the perquisite of the doctors. cerned with their works. It is because Mr. Wells

This lasted well into the eighteenth century. A stands alone in his ability to make us live in a world

detailed description is given of the schoolbooks : outside human experience that we admire his genius.

Donat, the Dunbar Rudiments, the grammar of Petrus For this power and his philosophic eye we are

Ramus and Desparter , Buchanan's Prosody, Hume's willing to forgive his gibes at schoolmasters in other

Grammar, Wedderbourne's Grammar, Pyloses and Vives. books, and also the distorted statements he makes

But we must have done. There is more of this in the present one concerning the mental attitude

kind , and it has not only the interest of all quaint of men of science in general and the method of

customs but a real value for the student . heuristic teaching of chemistry in particular.

U ”

" the

A HOLIDAY BOOK."
WATER - VAPOUR IN THE AIR.

A CHAPTER IN PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.1

PON the basis of a simple scientific fact,

Mr. Wells has again constructed a romance
A GENTLEMAN was sitting one hot damp evening during

which will take a permanent place in lite- the rainy season in a room in Calcutta. On the table before him

rature , because of its incisive style and originality . was a glass of iced brandy -and - water, and on liſting it he was sur

Growth is not continuous, but proceeds by paces prised to find that not only was the glass itself wet on the outside

and pauses, and the fundamental idea which but quite a little pool of water had formed around it upon the

Mr. Wells elaborates relates to the discovery of a table . At first he ght the tumbler was cracked , but on col

substance capable of enabling an organism to dis- lecting some of the moisture from its sides and putting it to his

pense with the resting phases. The deliberate tongue he found it to be tasteless. “ Very odd,” he said ,

use of this substance - Herakleophorbia - produces water comes through the glass , but the brandy doesn't.” Of

gigantic men and women ; while rats, fowls, wasps ,
course he had merely demonstrated the existence of water

and other creatures which obtain the food also grow vapour in the atmosphere of the room in which he sat, and by a

to Brobdingnagian proportions . Assuming that slight modification of hisapparatus we may repeat his experi .

the minds of the giant people are superior to those

of the rest of the human race around them , a
Here is a tin box the sides of which have been painted black .

natural consequence is a conflict between the giants
By putting inside it a freezing mixture of pounded ice and salt

and their environment. Just as the thoughts and
its sides have become greatly chilled , and reduced to a tempera

works of a genius are regarded as eccentricities by

ture below the freezing point of water. The warm air of this

room which has come into contact with the cold box has in

the world in general , so the giants found themselves
its turn become chilled to a temperature much below its dew

unwanted and subjected to petty persecutions from
point , and being unable any longer to support the amount of

relatively puny beings.
vapour it contained , it has deposited the surplus upon the

The noblest actors in the drama are a civil
box, where we can see it frozen as a white rime or hoar- frost.

engineer and the man of science, Redwood, who

1 Abridged from a Lecture on “ Water- Vapour," delivered by Mr. R. H.

1 “ The Food of the Gods, and how it came to Earth ." By H. G. Curtis, before the Royal Meteorological Society, and published in the Quar

Wells. vii. + 317 pp. (Macmillan .) 6s. terly Journal of the Society, July , 1904.

ment.
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The quantity of vapour present in the atmosphere varies very

much in different regions of the globe , and in most places it also

varies a great deal at different times, and occasionally within

very brief periods.

Vapour is a most important factor in climate , a word which

sums up the combined effect of many varied atmospheric condi

tions. There are parts of the globe where vapour is always pre

sent in great abundance, and in such places the air is cunstantly

damp, and in a nearly saturated condition . The calm oceanic

region near the equator, which marks the meeting place of the

north-east and south-east trade winds, is an example of such

a humid climate.

On the other hand, there are regions where the quantity

of vapour is always small, both relatively and absolutely. In

land regions far removed from any considerable source of supply,

and subject to strong sun-heat, are generally in this condition :

and the central portions of the Australian continent , parts of

Arabia, and the desert regions of Africa, are examples of such

parched and arid climates ,

The amount of vapour in the air has a great deal to do with

our personal comfort. A dry cold air is less unpleasant , and

never feels so cold , as a cold damp air ; and that even when the

temperature of the damp air, as shown by the thermometer, may

be actually higher than that of the drier air. But our sensations

are often at variance with the thermometer, and more often than

not they are so because of the way in which they are affected by

the vapour in the air . In dry air a degree of temperature also can

be enjoyed which with a humid atmosphere would be simply

unendurable.

Vapour absorbs heat more readily than dry air does, and in

the case of the cold damp air our bodies are robbed of their heat

by the vapour at a time when heat can ill be spared ; in the

opposite case of a high temperature the dry air , thirsty for mris

ture, induces a rapid evaporation from our bodies , and by taking

from them the heat required for the process , in the way we have

already seen , this keeps them relatively cool . The damp air, on

the other hand, already charged with moisture, checks evapora

tion , and if it be hot as well as damp the temperature of the body

rises .

This probably explains why in certain hot but dry regions men

can work out of doors without discomfort in temperatures much

higher than would suffice to make sunstroke or heatstroke almost

certain elsewhere where the climate is less hot but more humid .

Sunstroke is far less frequent in the hotter but drier interior of the

United States than it is on the eastern seaboard States where the

air containsmuch inore vapour ; and even here in England there

are occupations in which the workmen have to do hard work ,

such as in unpacking the ovens in which pottery has been baked ,

soon after the oven has been opened , in temperatures which they

could not endure but for the fact that the air is not only hot but

very dry also.

Every part of the globe yields its contribution to the vapour

supply of the atmosphere - land surfaces , lakes , rivers , all con

tribute their quota ; but by far the largest amount is drawn from

the ocean , and especially from that part of the ocean upon which

beats a hot tropical sun . Most of the rain which falls upon the

land in summer is probably returned again to the air in the form

of vapour, and it is obvious that the total amount of vapour con

tained in the atmosphere must be enormous.

Guesses have been made as to the relative proportions of dry

air and vapour which together form our atmosphere, but they are

guesses merely . To get some data upon which a more definite

estimate can be based , evaporation gauges are employed, and

from them we get useful information, although its value is some.

what limited because of the artificial conditions under which the

gauges sometimes work , and also because it is not always safe 10

apply the daia ihey yield for a particular district to a large area

presenting a great variety of physical features. In the wettest

parts of the British Isles much more rain falls than is evaporated,

and probably in the driest parts rainfall and evaporation about

balance each other in the summer half of the year, whilst most

of the water required to supply the springs and underground

waters comes from the unevaporated portion of the winter falls.

In India it was found that the loss of water by evaporation from

a large tank constructed to supply the city of Nagpur was two

and a half times more than the amount actually used in the city ,

a fact which shows what a very practical bearing this aspect of our

subject has in relation to some important problems of everyday

life.

Water-vapour is , bulk for bulk , much lighter than air , and a

cubic foot of it , at the temperature of 60 ° and the pressure of 30

inches of mercury , weighs only 5# grains, whilst a cubic foot of

dry air under similar conditions of temperature and pressure

weighs 536 grains . Owing to this lighter specific gravity ,

vapour readily diffuses itself throughout the atmosphere when it

passes into it ; but its diffusion by gravitation alone would be a

very slow and imperfect process , for if the air was always quite

still the lower layers of the atmosphere would in some regions

become saturated , and by remaining so would prevent further

evaporation from taking place , whilst elsewhere the absence of

vapour-laden winds would involve a perpetual drought. But the

winds and the general circulation of the air are far more power

ful agents than gravitation in transferring the vapour quickly from

one part of the globe to another, and in effecting its fairly equal

distribution over its entire surface.

It is now time for me to say a few words respecting some phe

nomena of the atmosphere in which water-vapour plays a leading

part. We have already seen the vapour present in the atmo

sphere of this room made visible to us in the form of hoar frost

upon the chilled sides of a metal box. But in nature precisely

the same process occurs , and on a very grand scale. When

winter holds everything in its chilly grip , and grass and trees

and other objects out of doors become icily cold , they condense

the vapour out of the light airs which at such times just breathe

across them , and crystallise it into a mass of ice spiculæ which

cling to every twig and frond , and outline even the delicate

spider's web suspended between them . Indeed , nature is never

more beautiful than when “ Jack Frost ” thus spreads his spot

less veil around her, and clothes the bare branches of the trees

with a feathery robe of sparkling crystals. On calm clear nights

in summer, also , a similar agency is generally at work . Then

the air which lies nearest to the ground becomes chilled by

contact with the soil which has itself become cooled by radiating

its heat into space , and again the vapour becomes deposited, not

now , however, as frost , but as dew .

When this kind of chilling of the lower air continues for a

considerable time , or when it occurs somewhat rapidly over a

large area , the vapour may become condensed to a considerable

height , the molecules of condensed water remaining suspended

in the air and forming a cold damp fog. Such a fog may be

only a few feet thick , or it may extend upwards for some

hundreds of feet . I have seen one, covering a large level area,

so shallow that the upper half of the body of a man walking

ihrough it was quite clear of the fog, although his legs were in

visible from a distance of a few yards. Fogs often form in

valleys , the cooled air gravitating down the sides of the hills

surrounding the lower levels where the air is usually most

damp, and , by chilling the vapour, filling the bottom of the

valley with a cold , damp mist , whilst the tops of the sur.

rounding hills may all the time be bathed in bright , warm

sunshine.

A fog thus formed is essentially a cloud . The difference

between a tog and a cloud may be defined very simply thus :

" A fog is a cloud seen from within , whilst a cloud is a fog seen

)
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from without." When, however, the cloud is formed at very becoming subject to an increased pressure, they become warmed

low temperatures, instead of its being composed of particles of at the same time, and once again they dissolve into invisible

water , it consists of extremely minute spiculæ of ice , and vapour and disappear , leaving the evening sky cloudless once

although such clouds are usually formed at such great heights

that direct observation of their composition is not possible, yet The various forms and types of clouds have each their special

we know they must be so constituted , partly because of the low characteristics and distinguishing names. Much use may be

temperatures which exist in those regions, but also because of made of them as weather signs , not alone by judging from their

the effect such clouds produce upon the light which passes forms, but also by considering the directions and rate of their

through them . When a cloud is composed of tiny round drops movement , and by observing the changes which may be taking

of water— " water-dust " —they reflect the light which falls upon place in them . Meteorologists divide clouds into three princi

them equally in every direction . But this the particles of which pal groups, based principally upon their elevation above the

these lofty clouds are composed do not do, and the halos, or earth ; the highest are the Cirrus, which float at great altitudes

rings of light, which are formed when the light of the sun or of either as the thin sheet of ice spiculæ which produces the

the moon passes through them , is just what we should expect to halos I have mentioned , or as those delicate wisps and cloud

see if the light was reflected and refracted by minute

crystals of ice . These halos are sometimes finely

coloured and very brilliant .
Orkney Is.

Now, how is the chilling of the air which is
Rainfall in inches.

necessary to condense the vapour and produce a

cloud brought about ? Well , it may be caused in any

one of two or three ways. When a current of rela 60 to 80

tively warm air comes into contact with cold surfaces 50 to 60

of land, such as a mountain range , a cloud is often
40 to 50

Unverness Péterhead

formed by the cooling of the air which results from
30 to 40

the contact . The mixing of two bodies of air of
25 to 30

below 25

different temperatures may produce a similar effect ;

and very probably some of the thin layers of cloud ,
Inyery

so often seen presenting a twisted and torn appear Edinburgh

ance, are formed where the faces of two superposed
Berwick

currents of air come into contact with each other
NORTH

and become to some extent intermingled .

But by far the most common cause of the formation

of cloud is the mechanical cooling of vapour due to
Belfast

Scarborough

ascending currents in the atmosphere. This occurs

owing to the expansion of the air from the reduction

SEA

of the pressure upon it , and I need now only point
IRISH SEA

out that such ascensional currents may be caused in
Galway

Dublin

two or three ways. The warming of the air in the

day-time by the heat radiated into it from the heated
Wicklow

SoLimerick

ground is one great cause of their formation. The
SK Narney

absorption of the sun's direct heat by the vapour itsel to

is another ; and in this connection it is important
London

to remember that vapour absorbs such heat far more
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heat – water-vapour is not . A third cause is the forc

ing upwards of an advancing stream of air when

it encounters a sufficiently large obstacle to its Plymouth

onward progress, such as a range of high hills or

mountains.

I daresay many of you have watched on a fairly Walker & Cockerell sc.

warm day in summer the process of cloud-making
Fig. 1. -Map of British Rainfall prepared by Dr. H. R. Mill director

due to ascending air . At first one may see some of the British Rainfall Organisation.

small, detached , curly clouds , which , if watched , will ( From Huxley's “ Physiography " (Revised Edition ) ].

be seen to grow in size as the day proceeds and

the temperature increases. If the ground happens to be rather lets which frequently give so much beauty to our summer

damp, affording a good supply of vapour, their growth will skies . Then at a lower level come the large billowy clouds of

proceed the more quickly, and by mid -day, or in the afternoon, which I have spoken , which are known as Cumulus ; and

the small clouds of the morning will be found to have grown to yet lower down are the vast unbroken sheets of cloud to which

great size, and very probably will be seen towering aloft in huge the name of Stralus has been given . There are many com

billowy masses of white, brilliantly illuminated by the reflected pounds of these chief genera, but of these I need not stop to speak.

light of the sun ; whilst very often a beautiful effect may be seen It is not always, however, that clouds disperse themselves in

when from between two such masses of condensed vapour the the way I have described . When the condensation of vapour

sunshine lights up the dusty air below with long shafts of reaches a certain stage, the cloud particles become so large that

brilliant light . Later on the sun's rays become less ardent, the they sink earthwards, meeting and coalescing with others on

ground cools , and the upward stream of air becomes checked , their way, and gradually increasing in size , till they leave the

and then ceases ; the clouds now sink to a lower level , and cloud and fall as drops of rain .
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THE TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY

MATHEMATICS.1

Time will not allow me to deal at any length with this effect

of the condensation of vapour ; to do so would require an

evening to itself. But I wish to show a map of the British

Isles (see Fig. 1 ) , on which is indicated the relative rainfall of

different parts of the country : and I do so in order to point out

the effect which is produced by the thrusting upwards of masses

of warm and moist air arriving on our coasts after traversing the

ocean .

1

You will notice that the regions of greatest rainfall are the

hilly districts which these vapour-laden currents of air first meet ,

such as the western parts of Ireland , the hilly districts of Wales,

and of Westmoreland and Cumberland, and the western

Highlands of Scotland ; and in each case the cause of the

large precipitation is the forcing up of the air to a higher

level , and the consequent chilling of the vapour it con

tains .

The Stye Head in Cumberland has the distinction of having

the largest rainfall in our islands, the average fall being 170

inches per annum ; but Seathwaite , also in Cumberland, comes

very near it with an average fall in the year of 137 inches,

and with occasional falls of as much as six inches in a single

day.

India can , however, boast of having the wettest spot in the

world , so far as is known , for at Cherrapunji , on the slope of

the Khasia Hills , the annual ſall, most of which falls in the five

months of summer, averages nearly 500 inches , and sometimes

amounts to as much as 600 inches. This enormous condensa

tion is due to a similar cause to that which operates at Seath

waite-the thrusting upwards of the air -- in this case the south

west monsoon , which arrives from the Bay of Bengal laden with

vapour drawn from the heated ocean surface.

There are very many more phenomena of the atmosphere in

which water-vapour plays a part—and oftentimes a very im

portant part-to which I cannot now allude. But I have tried

to show how a particle of water may be taken from the ocean

and stored away invisible in the atmosphere above it. How

that particle may travel for many miles to distant parts of the

globe , and then by the action of another of nature's processes

be changed back again into water, and fall once more upon the

ground beneath . There it may fulfil its mission by assisting to

maintain some form of life ; or it may unite itself to other and

similar drops till together they form a tiny stream , and this

process of accretion continuing, the stream may gradually grow

to the dimensions of a river , which may bear our drop of water

outwards till once again it finds itself a constituent part of the

ocean from whence it came, possibly to repeat its pilgrimage in

carrying out the part it is destined to play in the economy of
Nature.

( 1 )

Assuming that the logic of Euclid is unassailable (see Prof.

Forsyth's remarks at the Glasgow meeting of the British Asso

ciation , 1901), and that it is properly taught , it may be granted

that it is excellent training in logical argument ; and teachers

working with reform ideas must show that there is no loss in

logical training under the new system. A certain clever man is

reported once to have said , “ I know no French , I have not

even taught it. ” The “ chapter ahead ” system may succeed in

the hands of a few exceptionally good men in some subjects, but

not in elementary mathematics. It is the teacher's duty, if he

has decided on a text -book , to know that book from cover to

cover before he takes a single page with a class. He or she

must get hold of the spirit of the book, and not only know what

is in it , and where to find it , but what is not in it, and in the

opinion of the teacher ought to be. The teacher should never be

afraid of trying experiments in new ways of presenting old

matter, or in fresh matter to be presented ; but a record of all

such experiments should be kept , so that those that do not pro.

duce results corresponding to the time and trouble spent may be

eliminated , and those that are good repeated , with the confidence

that success gives, to other students.

Comenius, in his “ Great Didactic,” of which a Latin trans

lation appeared in 1657, took Nature's work as his model and

laid down , amongst others, the following general principles :

“ Nature prepares the material before she begins to give
it form . "

(2 ) “ Nature makes no leaps but proceeds step by step . "

( 3 ) “ Nature prepares the material , so that it actually strives

to attain the form .”

( 4) “ Nature advances from what is easy to what is more

difficult. "

( 5 ) “ Nothing is produced by Nature of which the practical

advantage is not soon evident."

(6) “ Nature develops everything from the roots . "

( 7 ) “ Nature knits everything in continuous combination. "

These principles may be taken to be the dominating ideas of

the reform in the teaching of elementary mathematics .

Taking the subjects in their natural order, we will first con

sider :

ARITHMETIC . - “ Place-value," called by any naṁe you please,

should be thoroughly drummed in at the very commencement in

a practical manner. Squared -paper, ruled in inches and

tenths , forms the most natural illustration-columns for units ,

rows for tens , and squares for hundreds. This also gives the

pupil an idea of number. Many a boy can say glibly “ seven

times eight is fiſty-six,” &c . , but has no idea of how much the

number represents . A good oral lesson is what is called the

composition of numbers. Thus , 23 can be made up as follows :

2 * 10 and 3 , '3 x 7 and 2 , 4 * 5 and 3 , & c. Squared - paper can

also be used for this , the idea of the area of rectangles

unobtrusively forcing itself on the child's attention. When

some progress has been made, addition and subtraction ( Italian

method ) follow naturally . During this stage in particular , in

fact throughout all elementary teaching , the teacher should be a

living note of interrogation with a perpetual plaint of “ Why ?

Why ? Why ?”

The idea of place-value being by this time fairly well estab

lished in the minds of the great majority of the class , multiplica

tion should be proceeded with. The pupil should be taught to

multiply by the digits, working from left to right. This is ſurther

drill in place value , and naturally leads later on to decimal

>

6

Judith. Edited by Prof. Albert S. Cook. xxiv. + 72 pp.

( Heath . ) Is. 60. — This is the first volume of a new American

literary venture to be known as the Belles Lettres series . A

word must be given to the outward presentment , which

justifies very high expectation ; for, as befits a series which

already promises to run to one hundred and fifty volumes of

purely classical literature , the printing , designs , and covers are

handsome, and indeed unique . This is a point not always

thought of by publishers on this side of the water, whose educa.

tional editions are often dully presented. This series ought to

enlighten them as to undeveloped possibilities in this direction .

This old and little known Anglo-Saxon piece is here treated

with elaborate scholarship. The introduction is full and yet
clearly condensed , and the notes, bibliography, and glossary

are admirable. That section of the introduction which deals

with the poet's art may be specially recommended .

1 Abstract from a lecture delivered to the Pedagogic Circle of the Cardiff
and District Educational Society , November 25th, 1904, by J. M. Child ,
B.A.
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approximation , nothing having to be unlearnt . Division should

also be taught on the same lines as in subtraction , and , as soon

as facility is attained , the shortened form , omitting the subtra

bend , should be used. Compound rules may follow , and serve

as drill in place-value.

The pupils should next take decimals, working solely from

the idea of place-value , and approximation methods for multipli

cation ; division and decimalisation of money should follow ,

but there should be no attempt at such mathematical embroidery

as

Find the value of

# of '07

of
of 155. 6d .

* 0003

with answers working out to such things as £234 135. 10; i :d .

They are neither elegant nor useful.

The composition of numbers will have prepared pupils for

Factors, which should be very thoroughly taught . L.C.M. and

G.C.M. should be most certainly done by the use of factors.

Elementary vulgar fractions may then be introduced. Here the

teacher can provide a wealth of apt illustration . The reason for

the Rules of Fractions must be explained by concrete examples.

For instance, the reasons for each step in the working of the

following :

3
( 1 )

5

15 30 30 30 6

( 2) 3 5 25 3 5 324 4

6

32 z 25.595 5

might be represented on the blackboard by parts of circles.

The extended meaning of a multiplier should now be given .

The teacher must not be content to pass on until the rules are

understood, not learnt by heart.

The rest of arithmetic is Proportion and common - sense , on the

part of both teacher and pupil. The Unitary method should be

used, reduced-after a few lessons—to two lines, one containing

the hypothesis and the other the conclusion , with corresponding

concrete quantities written underneath one another , and , when

possible, that in which the answer is expressed coming last .

There should be no such division of the subject into rules

under the headings : Practice, Interest , Discount , Stocks, &c.

These should be only considered as particular examples of the

one fundamental principle of Proportion . In fact, all arithmetic

is.Place-value, Proportion , and Common - sense, and the greatest

of these three is common-sense.

As soon as Proportion is started , the pupil should be led on

to algebra.

ALGEBRA. --The transition from arithmetic should be un

noticeable . Symbols should be introduced on some such plea as

the want of more figures than the usual ten of arithmetic, and ,

the meanings of ab, aʻ, a', an , having been explained , the pupil

should be familiarised with their use by oral substitutions,

thus :

Ex. I. -What are the values of

( 1) 2°, 2°, 39 , 4² ; ( 2) a”, 26 , ab , if a 3 , b = 4 ;

( 3 ) 22 x 2 , 23 ; (4 ) ab + a , ab + c, if a = 2, b = 3 , c = 4.

Ex . 2 .--Express the product aº x a' ( i . ) at full length ,

and (ii .) as a power of a .

From this kind of thing the pupil can be led to generalise

for himself the laws am x an = am + n and (am ) n = aºn for

positive integers. Written examples in evaluation should fol.

low, but not the fearsome things in many text - books. The

results of the work done in arithmetic should be drawn up 28

formulae, 1.8 . , Interest , cost of papering walls , &c. ; formulæ in

Chemistry, Physics, and Engineering should be freely borrowed,

in fact, anything which has a real signification. Tabulation of

such formulæ as " s = } 3t", where g stands for 32, ” for diſſerent

values of t should follow . If the Index Laws and symbolic

notation are thoroughly understood , and facility in substitu

tions in elementary formulæ attained in twelve months, the

teacher has every reason to be pleased with himself, especially

if the one thing that the pupil has failed to grasp is the fact that

he is doing algebra.

From this point I think “ playing about with ruler and com

pass ” should form part of the work in mathematics, without

assigning any special hour for it , and , as in algebra, without

any text -book, if the teacher does not mind a little extra work.

Drawing dotted lines with the ruler will give the locus idea of

a straight line , and the same with the compass will bring out

the law of equidistance of any point on the circumference from

the centre. The experimental facts that two straight lines meet

in one point , and that two circles may meet in two, may serve

to introduce methods of hiding buried treasure, picking up buoys

at sea , piloting, &c . , and finally lead up to co - ordinates. A

good illustration is the method of finding a town on a map,

being given the latitude and longitude. This at once brings out

the necessity for distinguishing between north and south lati

tudes, east and west longitudes . Many other illustrations will

occur to the teacher , from any of which the idea of negative

length follows as a matter of course. Graphs should now be

taught , ( 1 ) for plotting tabulated formulæ ; ( 2 ) for plotting

results of statistics or experiments ; ( 3 ) plotting values satisfying

given equations ; (4 ) recognition of such graphs as those cor

responding to y = ax + b, y = ar ? + bx + 1, xy = 1, xº + y2 =

a’, &c. Meanwhile the pupil is acquiring a knowledge of the

things he is to think about afterwards in geometry, not by

learning definitions of them , but from little pictures he has

drawn himself with ruler and compass. The plotting of the

locus of points equidistant from two given points, and the proof

by folding that it is the right bisector of the line joining the

given points , should lead to constructions for bisecting a line

and drawing perpendiculars to it . But, so far, it should be all

“ play ” in geometry.

From now on, a separate hour may with advantage be allotted

to practical geometry. The work for the next twelve months

will be easy problems, resulting in simple and simple simul.

taneous equations ; but all equations should proceed from pro

blems. A chapter on “ solution of equations” is sheer waste of

time. Graphs of the equations should be drawn to verify the

roots obtained , and we may follow with graphs of y = 2x, 3+,

4* 10x, from which the idea of a need for fractional

and negative indices will readily be grasped . Defining square

and cube roots of numbers as quantities whose squares and cubes

are the original numbers, and working such examples as

Ex. 1 , -Find the values of:

( 1 ) ( V2 ), ( J5 )', (* 1x )°, from the definition,

( 2 ) ( 23 )}, (5! )', (x} ) ' ,

assuming that the fractional powers obey the laws of indices ;

it should be easy to get the pupil to generalise for himself

that " \ x may be represented by xă, if it is supposed that t be.

haves as an index, and obeys the ordinary laws of indices,

already obtained by the pupil himself for positive integers.

Similarly the pupil should learn that powers with negative

indices are convenient symbols for representing reciprocals .

The step to logarithms, by plotting ror, is easy and natural.

This is easily done by obtaining, by successive square-root

extraction , 102, 103 , 107, 101, and from these, by multiplica

tion, 101 , 10%, 101 , 10 , 1018, &c. Taught in this way the

pupil understands all that is necessary about the laws of loga

rithms, namely, the connection between them and indices.

Expressions of numbers in a “ standard ” form , such as 3'925 X

10-3 for Oʻ003925, 3.925 X 10^ for 395-3 , not only gives a good

idea of the value of the last of a number of significant digits

r

=

5

3 > 9

6
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but also reduces the laws for finding the characteristic of a

logarithm of a number to a single rule , viz. : “ The character

istic of a logarithm is the index of the power of 10 used to bring

the number to “ standard form .” Methods of interpolation

should be experimentally determined from the graph.

Proceeding to Multiplication and Division , the teacher will

probably find his first real difficulty when he tries to make his

pupils understand the meaning of a negative multiplier. The

only consistent method is, I think , analogous to that used
in indices . It should be shown on squared paper that

(a - 6) (c - d ) = ac – ad - bc + bd, so long as a > b and c > d ;

assume this formnla to be true for all values of a, b , c, d , then

( 1 ) It a = 0, d 0, we have ( -6) (c) = --bc,

( 2 ) If b = 0, c = 0, ( a ) ( -2) - ad,

( 3) If a = 0,0 0 , ( -6) ( - d) = bd ,

and the rule of signs becomes an understandable thing to the

pupil . Such results as (x - 'a)?, (x + a)?, (x + a) (x – a) should
be memorised in woras. Long multiplication and division may

be left till later , when it will probably require no teaching . It

is best to go straight on to factors, taking them in the following

order : --

( 1 ) Monomial factors, L.C.M. , G.C.M.

( 2 ) The type (a + b) (c + d) , (x + a ) ( x + b) ,

( 3 ) (x - a) (x + a) ,

(4) x + ax + b,

( 5 ) axé + bx + co

Type (4 ) should be always reduced to the difference of two

squares and so factorised, and on no account should the guessing

method be allowed , to start with at any rate . As soon as the pupil

( from , say , seeing the teacher multiply out a couple of binomial

factors on the board, the product of which he is asked to throw

into the form of the difference of two squares and hence fac

torise ) begins to suspect that there is a quicker method by

retracing the steps of the multiplication , he may use it .

When facility is attained , the corresponding method for type (5)

should be used , and not the usual criss - cross style. Many

people will say that this is great waste of time. To these I

reply that factors prove easier and surer this way , and also the

method of solution of quadratic equations follows at once.

Graphs of y = axº + bx + 1, and of the intersections of

y = ax : + bx + c y ax + bx + c

( 1 )
y = mx + c y = a'x ' + b'x + Ć

which serve to explain the number of roots obtained for quad

ratics and simultaneous quadratics . Graphs of the intersection

of

ax² + 2hxy + by

a'x + 2hxy + b'y = 6 ,

together with y = mx, will explain the reason for the substitu

tion of y = mx in treating simultaneous homogeneous equa

tions , if this method is used . Personally, I find it is easier for

pupils simply to eliminate the constant from the equations as

they stand and factorise the result , and substitute in one of the

given equations the values obtained for y in terms of x. From

this point algebra may be left to take the usual course, starting

with fractions .

GEOMETRY. — Starting with elementary constructions, the

why and wherefore being reasoned out, and accurate figures

being insisted upon , the chief properties of the straight line and

the circle should be found experimentally. Great attention

should be paid to the principle of symmetry, and the funda

mental principles of superposition and folding - only a special

case of superposition - should be used in preference to any other

to provide proofs. Parallels should be taught from the set

squares , their chief property being recognised to be the making

of equal angles with any transversal . Areas should be taught

arithmetically on squared -paper , and the areal properties of

triangles and parallelograms should be generalised from repeated

numerical experiments, and these generalisations verified by

dissection. The “ reason why " should be insisted on from the

very commencement , no matter how scrappy , practical, or even

illogical it is at first, and the pupil should by degrees be induced

to reduce these “ proofs " to strictly logical form . Then, and

not till then , should be introduced to a course of theoretical

geometry.

Solid GEOMETRY . — The elementary properties of the simpler

solid figures and their mensuration ought to form part of the

first principles of the geometrical work, being brought in as

opportunity offers. There is no reason why this should be ne

glected ; in fact , there is every reason why it should not be. Man

has to live in three dimensions, and not in two. The study of

solid geometry, by stimulating the imagination , produces a very

great educative effect, which is totally lost when this part of the

subject is omitted from the early work . Models should be made

by the pupil in cardboard and experimented with , and volume

formulae verified from wood or glass models by weighing, starting

with the inch cube as a unit.

TRIGONOMETRY. — The constructions for the sub -division of

straight lines should serve to bring out the properties of equi

angular triangles ( the ratio of the aras being deduced by experi

ment ) , and leads up to the definition of the trigonometrical ratios.

Graphs of these should be drawn between oº and 90 °, by pro

jection from a rotating vector , serving, by the way, as accurate

drill in drawing sets of parallels and use of the protractor or

scale of chords. Formulae should be made out for areas of

figures and for solution of triangles. The idea of angles of any

magnitude, and the changes that must be made in the definitions

for the trigonometrical ratios of angles greater than 90 °, and the

idea of the method of interpolation, already touched upon when

learning the laws of logarithms , should be practically treated .

GRAPHS . — Rates of increase on a graph should be associated

with the tangent of the angle of slope ; and since the rate of

increase for a straight line is constant , the pupil will have no

difficulty in completely understanding, or even in making out

for himself, the methods of interpolation .

The scheme I have outlined would, I suggest , give excellent

training in the first principles of elementary mathematics ; but

more than this , it would teach the pupil to find out things for

himself, i.e. , how to learn and how to apply knowledge already

acquired to gain further knowledge , or to practical purposes ;

whilst the desire for knowledge for its own sake is more likely

to be fostered by a method such as this than by the old system

in which “ interest " played a very subordinate part. The boy

would become not a calculating machine, but a reasoning man .

>

( 2)

>

Shakespeare's Chart of Life. By Dr. William Miller. 108 pp.

(Madras : Wat Esan .) 4 rupees .—The volume which is heralded

by this somewhat ambitious title s really a collection of Dr.

Miller's studies of “ King Lear, ” “ Macbeth , ” “ Hamlet, " and

“ Othello , " grouped, and published in one volume instead of

four. Three of these have already been reviewed in these

columns. The monograph on “ Hamlet ” we are privileged to

read for the first time. Those who know the lurid sub - titles in

which Dr. Miller revels may perhaps unjustly pass by these

studies. They are des of much attention, for the author

disclaims all idea of posing as an annotator or a critic. He lays

hold of the ethical side of Shakespeare's teaching , laying constant

stress on the fact that a moral idea underlies all Shakespeare's

greater dramas. This, of course, is no novel idea ; yet, even by

the side of Prof. Moulton's recent book , this Indian contribution

to Shakespeare study is worth attention , and the four monographs

are here presented in a commendably handy form . If any of

our readers is a subscriber to The Indian Review he will get the

volume one rupee cheaper.

a
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THE PREVIOUS EXAMINATION AT

THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.1

The Syndicate appointed on November 26th , 1903, to con

sider what changes, if any, are desirable in the studies , teaching

and examinations of the University of Cambridge , have pre

sented their first report to the Senate.

The Syndicate resolved to confine their first report to regu

lations for the Previous Examination. The passing of this

examination ought to be a guarantee that a student has attained

a sound elementary knowledge of the subjects which should

form part of a liberal education , and which provide the mental

training necessary before any course of special study is under

taken . If it is impracticable at present to impose an examina

tion in all such subjects, owing either to deficiencies in the

teaching given in our schools or to any other cause , it may at

least be possible to insist on a knowledge of those which seem

to be indispensable , and to include others as optional and alter

native . The fact that these last subjects are optional will make

it easier to establish and maintain a reasonably high standard of

attainment in them .

In approaching this branch of their enquiry, the Syndicate

thought it important to ascertain the views and to profit by the

experience of schoolmasters. For this purpose they invited

representatives of the Headmasters' Conference, of the Incor

porated Association of Headmasters, and of the Incorporated

Association of Assistant - masters , to hold interviews with them

at Cambridge. In addition to this , the Syndicate have had

before them certain resolutions passed by these bodies. On

three points there was practical unanimity : ( 1 ) that the use of

set books for examinations in languages should be discontinued ;

(2 ) that there should be no increase in the number of subjects

required ; (3 ) that the examination in English should be made

more thorough .

The Syndicate have also had before them a communication

from the Royal Society urging the Universities to take steps

with the object of encouraging the study of science in schools.

The Syndicate propose that the Previous Examination should

be divided into three parts , all of which must be taken , not

necessarily at the same time, by all candidates for a degree,

except in so far as they have obtained exemption from one or

more of the parts .

It is proposed that Part I. should consist of languages, ancient

and modern . In this part candidates must take two languages,

one at least of which must be an ancient classical language , so

that it will be possible for them to take Latin and Greek , both

of which have been compulsory since the establishment of the

Previous Examination in 1822. The question whether the

University should continue to exact a knowledge of both the

ancient classical languages in the Previous Examination has

naturally occupied a large part of the Syndicate's time and

attention. A demand for the proposal to make Greek an

optional subject comes from teachers , parents , professional men,

and men of science ; and a large majority of headmasters and

assistant -masters desire to make Greek optional in the case, at

any rate , of some candidates. The majority of the assistant .

masters would extend the exemption to all candidates ; the

majority of the headmasters would not extend it to candidates

for an ordinary degree, and some of them would limit it to

candidates for Honours in mathematics or natural science . The

Syndicate see no sufficient reason for treating this last class of

students as if they were wholly exceptional . In the case of

other boys, educated on the modern side of a school , or at a

school where there is little or no opportunity of learning Greek,

there is evidence to show that the present requirement is bur

densome and sometimes even prohibitory, and that the modicum

of Greek which such boys acquire by an effort of memory is or

little educational worth . The Syndicate believe that the serious

study of the ancient classical languages is invaluable , and pro

vides a mental training which can hardly be secured in any

other way. But it seems to them that this object can be attained

by the study of either Latin or Greek , more especially if the

standard of proficiency in each language is somewhat raised .

The Syndicate consider that, if an alternative is allowed for

one of the ancient languages, it should be of a literary or lin

guistic character . The Syndicate propose for this purpose to

include in Part I. of the Previous Examination French and

German , which at present are additional subjects for candidates

for Honours, and at the same time so to fix the standard re

quired in these languages that the papers in either of them may

be as difficult as those in Latin and Greek . French and

German composition will be required , in addition to the trans

lation of unprepared passages ; and there will thus be no

temptation to choose the examination in a modern language as

being the easier course. For the benefit , however, of students

to whom the power to read French and German is of greater

importance than a more special knowledge of one language

only , candidates will be allowed to take the translation papers

in both languages instead of both the papers in one language .

It is proposed that Part II . should consist of the maihe

matical subjects now required ; but that the paper on Paley's

“ Evidences ” should be discontinued. This work is not now

accepted as a satisfactory statement of Christian Apologetics,

and it is believed that a large proportion of those who pass in

the subject have read nothing more than a bare abstract, which

is committed to memory .

It is proposed that Part III . should consist of one compulsory

subject and several alternatives . The compulsory subject is

English composition , and it is intended to introduce into this

paper , which has hitherto consisted of an essay only, some

further test of the power of writing good English. Of the re

maining four papers every candidate must choose two. Of

these papers one is at present in Scripture knowledge, but , as a

knowledge of the Greek text will no longer be required , it seems

reasonable to increase the amount of the subject-matter. The

other papers are new . One of these is in English history, the

other two represent branches of natural science . The Syndicate

were urged by weighty authorities to require from all candidates

some knowledge of natural science. But , after full considera

tion, they are unable to recommend more than its inclusion

among the alternative subjects.

If the scheme now submitted should meet with the approval

of the Senate, it will be the duty of the Syndicate to propose

such supplementary regulations as may be necessary for bring

ing it into operation. The Syndicate recommend :

I. That the regulations for the examination in the additional

subjects of the Previous Examination be rescinded.

II . That regulations 6 to 11 for the Previous Examination

be rescinded , and that the following regulations be substituted

for them :

(6 ) That the Previous Examination be divided into three

parts, each part to be taken by all candidates for a degree,

except in so far as they have obtained exemption from one or

more of the parts .

( 7 ) That Part I. consist of the following eight papers,

namely :

(a ) A paper containing easy unprepared passages of Latin for

translation into English , the use of a dictionary being allowed .

(6) A paper containing questions on Latin accidence and

syntax, together with one or more easy passages of English for

translation into Latin .

(c) A paper containing easy unprepared passages of Greek
1 From the Cambridge University Reporter for November 11th , 1904.
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for translation into English, the use of a dictionary being

allowed .

( d ) A paper containing questions on Greek accidence and

syntax, together with short English sentences for translation

into Greek.

(e ) A paper containing easy unprepared passages from stan

dard French authors , not earlier than the year 1600, for transla

tion into English.

) A paper containing a passage of English for translation

into French , and a subject for original composition in the French

language, candidates being allowed a choice between the two.

(8 ) A paper containing easy unprepared passages from stan

dard German authors , not earlier than the year 1750, for

translation into English .

( h ) A paper containing a passage of English for translation

into German, and a subject for original composition in the

German language, candidates being allowed a choice between

the two.

(8 ) That in Part I. candidates be required to take both papers

in each of two languages, one of the two languages being either

Latin or Greek , provided that papers (e ) and (g) may be taken

instead of the two papers in either French or German.

(9 ) That Part II . consist of three papers, one in arithmetic,

one in algebra , and one in geometry ; and that candidates be

required to take all three papers.

( 10) That Part III . consist of the following five papers,

namely :

(a) A paper containing exercises in English composition ,

including subjects for an English essay, some of the subjects for

the essay to be taken from a selected standard English work or

works.

(6) A paper on one of the synoptic Gospels, together with

the Acts of the Apostles in English.

(c ) A paper containing questions on the outlines of English

history divided into periods as prescribed from time to time ;

candidates to take questions on any one of the periods.

(d) A paper on experimental mechanics and other parts of

elementary physics.

(e) A paper on elementary inorganic chemistry.

The books, periods , and schedules for the papers in Part III .

to be prescribed from time to time by the Board of Examina
tions.

( 11 ) That in Part III . candidates be required to take paper

(a) and two of the other papers.

III . That the substitution of the new regulations for those at

present in force do not come into effect until the Senate shall

have approved such further alterations in the Ordinances as are

rendered necessary.

SECONDARY education in Natal has made great advances

during the last two years. The improvements, to some of

which attention will be directed here , are in a large measure due

to Mr. P. A. Barnett , whose return to our own Board of Educa

tion , after having acted as Superintendent of Education in Natal

for two years , we chronicled last month . Mr. Barnett was origi

nally seconded from the Board of Education for six months, with

the view of suggesting improvements in the educational system

of Natal , and introducing such reforms as would bring it into

line with the best modern practice. Six months was found to

be too short a time to do all that Mr. Barnett deemed necessary

or to give the reforms he instituted a fair start , and his stay was

prolonged for two years . The recent report on the secondary

schools of Natal , containing a general report by Mr. Barnett, is

consequently of exceptionul interest , and the following informa

tion , abridged from it and from the remarks of the inspectors,

will serve to give teachers in this country a good idea of the

state of secondary education in the colony.

Machinery has been set up for the purpose of inspecting all

secondary schools in Natal, whether in receipt of public grants

or not , which may desire an independent guarantee of efficiency,

by means ofa careful expert scrutiny of work in progress. There

are unmistakable signs that most of the important schools in the

colony will voluntarily ask for this public testimony to their

usefulness, although only one asked for inspection in the school

year 1903-1904. The managers of a new school that desires

inspection give notice to the Education Department as soon as

possible after the beginning of the school year , and the depart

ment arranges with the school staff for convenient dates . In

spectors visit the schools and make their reports to the Superin

tendent of Education , when a copy of the whole report is sent

to the school , to be published at the discretion of the managers,

but in extenso or not at all . A report on the financial state of

the school is not made unless specially requested . Inspection

may be asked for in any year , but need not be made every year ;

nor do managers commit themselves to anything beyond the

one inspection for which they ask. At present no fees are

required . It is intended to define an ' inspected ” school as

one which is inspected by the Education Department not less

than once every three years. In the case of schools receiving

public money, inspection is made every year.

Although the deadening effect of delusive “ university ”

examinations has been greatly modified in consequence of the

criticisms in Mr. Barnett's report of last year, the system dies

hard , and will continue to vitiate much of the education of the

colony until parents make a determined stand against it. No

Government schools in Natal are now permitted to organise

classes for the Cape University “ School Higher ” examinations,

and no pupils in such schools may be presented for any external

examinations whatever, except on the written request of their

parents or guardians. The Cape University matriculation

examination , though very much less useful to the schools and

the children than it might be made, is the first examination for

which pupils in Government schools may be prepared ; and, as

it is confined necessarily to the older pupils, for the main body

of the children the schools can devise rational and appropriate

curricula on liberal lines.

The particulars in which progress can be made by the removal

of this stone of offence, says the report, lie in every part of the

school curriculum , but most notably in English , modern lan.

guages, and school science. In English the teachers have

ampler liberty to take their pupils over a larger ground, and to

1 [ " Colony of Natal. Education Department. Reports on Government

andState-Aided Secondary Schools. ” 1903-1904. Pietermaritzburg : Times

Printing and Publishing Company, Limited .)

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of Physical Apparatus,

&c. 628 pp. Manufactured by F. E. Becker & Co. (W. and

J. George, Ltd. , successors).—The science-master in every grade

of school should possess a copy of the new catalogue of Messrs.

George, for he will find here particulars as to the available

apparatus in sound , light , heat , magnetism, electricity, me.

chanics, and other branches of physics, with information as

to price and other necessary details. There is a profusion of

well -drawn illustrations , which , together with the clearly ex

pressed descriptions , will serve to explain to any buyer exactly

what he is purchasing. This excellent catalogue will form a valu

able addition to the reference library of any physical laboratory .
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is in some of the schools visited , in making up sentences to con

tain a given word in a natural context , or to show the distinction

between words nearly alike in form or meaning ; in finding and

using similes and metaphors, and in constructing and developing

antitheses ; in changing direct speech into indirect , and in

writing notes in the third person ; and in expanding proverbs

or other epigrams into longer sentences, using a fairly extensive

vocabulary in the process.

In geography , the same inspector reports, most teachers seem

to realise that, owing to the absence of a portable text -book of

any value, they must depend on themselves, and good work is

being done. It is confined too much , however, to political and

descriptive geography, though in some schools physical geo

graphy is taken by a different teacher . This appears an unprofit

able division of labour. All our teaching (and instinct , if not

warped by the habit of isolating studies) aims at a synthesis of

knowledge, and this cannot begin too soon . There is no reason

why the regular teacher of geography should not give a lesson

on the origin of coal just after one on South Wales or North

Natal ; a lesson on coral reefs and islands when dealing with

Polynesia or Australia ; ocean deposits when speaking of Kent ;

and winds, tides , currents , rainfall, and earth sculpture at other

convenient intervals . For the same reason , the history of con

quest , emigration , and exploration should be worked into geo

graphy lessons when possible . The historical significance of

place - names in South Africa, and of street - names in towns , is not

made as much of as one would expect.

a

THE TRAINING OF ART MASTERS IN

HUNGARY.

devise means to give them a knowledge of books and a taste for

them , instead of fixing their associations with literature solely on

the analysis of language and the mastery of a large number of

disparate facts about a fragment of a classic . In modern lan

guages, speech can be taught as speech , and teaching can be

expressly used to create some lively sympathy with foreign

points of view. School science , for which practically no provi .

sion is made in the lower kinds of “ university ” examinations

for children , can be used to sharpen their wits , and to make

them acquaint themselves with the most interesting and impor.

tant natural phenomena.

There is no reason , says Mr. Barnett , why schools should go

far afield , either seven thousand or one thousand miles away, for

even a trustworthy certification . The secondary schools of high

rank in Natal are quite strong enough to combine to establish an

Examining Board of their own , which could easily , and would

properly, take account of regular domestic examinations, and

grant a school leaving certificate of their own . By this means

they could make sure of curricula that secure, not merely the

convenience of remote examiners and the maintenance of a

futile and fictitious “ standard,” but education itself. An

organisation such as this , combined with systematic inspection

on the part of a disinterested Education Department , would fit

a larger number of pupils than are now prepared to man the public

services , to conduct the businesses and industries of the country,

and to proceed to real university work.

One of the gravest difficulties in the paths of the teachers is

the amazingly unwise habit, common in too many Natal fami

lies , of handing over the youngest children to Kaffir up-bringing.

Many parents go so far as to forbid to their Kaffir servants the

use of English , and this , together with the intimate domestic

contact of Kaffir servants and English children , is arresting the

development and corrupting the characters of wholesome Natal

boys and girls to a very perilous degree . Little Natal children

coming for the first time to school have often to be taught not

only to speak English , but even to understand it .

Successes ” in external examinations cannot cure this ; they

can only cover it . The remedy lies primarily in a rearrange

ment of the home , but hardly less in a resolute rationalising and

humanising of the schools. The European children in Natal

schools must be made first to talk and describe with precision in

English , to read copiously , and to observe and note the things

that they see. For these things the common , external , central

ised examinations provide in the smallest possible degree, nor

can they ever provide as the school itself can .

Where the actual methods of teaching are indifferent, the

fault is often traceable to the amateur character of the teachers '

preparation for their profession, and it is only fair to say that

some of the very best work in the secondary schools of Natal is

done by men and women trained in the primary training colleges

of England and Scotland . It is, Mr. Barnett's report concludes

by stating , to the Scottish and American type of high school that

the secondary schools of Natal properly and most profitably

approximate ; the English type has lost its character , and

English education has been wofully retarded by an endeavour

to develop the differentia of education on lines of social dis

tinction .

The reports contributed by the inspectors contain numerous

practical suggestions , of which the following are typical . Com.

menting on the teaching of English , history , and geography,

Mr. Delaney says : -

Written composition is for the most part restricted to essays

and essays disguised as correspondence. Seeing that the

correction of essays is the most tedious, and in some cases a not

very profitable part of a teacher's work , it might be well to have

this exercise less frequently and substitute other composition

exercises for the sake of variety . Practice might be given, as it

>

A VOLUME' of regulations, time- tables, and subjects for

examinations of the Royal Hungarian Normal School of Drawing

at Budapest has recently been issued which contains some in

teresting particulars of the course of instruction followed by the

young artists and teachers in training at this institution .

The book is illustrated with about one hundred clearly repro

duced photographs of work done in the various classes of the

school . These specimens afford some means of estimating the

standard required of candidates for the diplomas which must

necessarily be obtained by those who would teach drawing in

Hungary. The technical attainment displayed in the whole

series is high , but the course of work is of the type followed in

conventional academic schools of drawing and modelling that

pay little regard to studies not closely connected with the edu

cation of professional painters and sculptors . This seems but a

poor intellectual equipment for those who may presently have to

depend upon the habits of mind and methods of study acquired

here, not only for the further development of their own artistic

careers, but , should they follow the teaching profession, of those

of their pupils also.

We have no evidence of any aim beyond the mastery of a

stereotyped routine of drawing and modelling culminating in

work from the figure. There is no study of art of a nature

calculate to enlarge the vision or stimulate the acquisitiveness

of the young student, such as underlies the entire course of work

at our own training college for teachers at the Royal College

of Art , South Kensington . Examination of the architectural

work shows that it amounts in practice to a series of exercises in

perspective , the projection of shadows, and laying on of flat

washes of water-colour. It arises directly from an elaborate

1 Extrait du réglément de l'Ecole normale royale hongroise de dessin et

du Séminaire de professeurs de dessiu à Budapest. 30 pp. + xlvii. plates.

71 , Avenue Andrassy, Budapest, 1904.
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new and revised edition of which has lately been announced .

Of what is the German Emperor thinking ? Of that state of

things in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries when the German

king, elected by the seven electors, was more or less actually

king in Germany and in Italy, and had relations of a peculiar

kind with the Bishop of Rome — the Pope of Western Europe ?

In theory , both Emperor and Pope were God's viceroys, the one

in temporal, the other in spiritual matters over the whole world,

whose enemies were the Moslem outside and heretics within.

In fact, they were perpetually at war with one another over the

limits of temporal and spiritual , and in 1300 Dante laments

over the Papal victory, when “ the sword was grafted on the

crook.” Is this the fact which Emperor William desires ?

course of drawing from geometrical models, and maintains this

character throughout. The so- called original compositions done

in the highest architectural classes show off knowledge of

drawing work admirably , but have no educational value beyond

this. The future artist or teacher is not introduced in any way

to the study of buildings , their construction, uses, or history.

The drawings of ornament are good . The study of some

examples of traditional Hungarian decorative art is included in

the course, but this sound preparatory work results most illo

gically in the production of the wildest freaks of the “ new art ”

in the design classes . This displays a most lamentable absence

of method , the beginning and the end having no obvious con

nection whatever . Neither have the fine studies from nature

of plants , shells , insects, &c . —any apparent refining influence

upon the abstractions perpetrated in the school of design .

In all kinds of work from nature , from still life and from the

head and figure from life, the instruction is on firmer ground ,

careful observation being evidently insisted upon , with the good

results always to be expected from this .

We cannot but regret that the syllabus of the Royal Hungarian

School does not provide a more educational course of building

and designing . If the scope of the work is to be limited to

drawing , the incomplete and misleading introduction given in

other subjects would be better omitted . The development of

careful , accurate draughtsmanship is very essential to an art

education, but drawing alone will not be of assistance to a right

understanding of the first principles of architecture and design.

It is only by gaining insight into first principles that even the

most elementary course of study of these subjects can be set

upon a firm and sure foundation.

The nineteenth century saw at its beginning the last relics of

the Holy Roman Empire finally disappear, if indeed such foun

dations of European life and thought can entirely disappear.

In 1870-1 it saw the revival thereof in the form of the German

Empire and the kingdom of Italy , then consummated at Ver

sailles and Rome. Later still , the Italian kingdom , the German

Empire, and the Austrian power which had been expelled from

Germany in 1866 , formed a Triple Alliance against their foes

of East and West, the Greek Church and the French Revo

lution . That Triple Alliance, still in existence, may be re

garded perhaps as still another form which “ the ghost of the

deceased Roman Empire ” has taken to itself. But the Italian

kingdom has a chronic quarrel with the Papacy over the owner.

ship of territory , specially the city of Rome (except the Vatican

Hill) , which is popularly called the “ temporal power ” of the

Papacy . It is this quarrel which , perpetuating one aspect of

the mediaeval contest of Papacy and Empire, prevents the

realisation now, as it prevented it then , of the complete estab

lishment of the Kingdom of God on earth as understood by the

members of the formerly Catholic churches, and which the

Emperor William now wants to heal .

HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS .

A NEW play, Der Todte Löwe, by Dr. Oskar Blumenthal ,

which was to have been produced at the Berliner Theatre this

season , has been prohibited in Berlin by the chief of the Berlin

police , in his capacity as dramatic censor, upon the ground that

the author has drawn upon contemporary events which are still

in the recollection of the public. The play deals with the rela

tions of a young and impetuous King of Castile with an old anda

tried Minister of State . The characters are fictitious and the

date assigned to the action is the middle ages . The author

alleges that he derived his first inspiration from an account of

the circumstances in which the Prussian minister Vom Stein

was dismissed , but, as the plot developed , he was admittedly

influenced by the recollection of the events of 1890 , which led

to the retirement of Bismarck . The Vossische Zeitung exclaims

in amazement : “ Are we living in Servia or the East , where

history is made behind the scenes or in a modern

constitutional State , in which every act on the part of those in

high places is performed in the public eye , and is subject to the

verdict of public opinion ? ” Such is the condition of things in

Germany. We sympathise with Dr. Blumenthal as a fellow

commentator on history and current events."

The German Emperor is said to be endeavouring to promote

better relations between the Italian Government and the

Papacy. The effect would be , so it is also said , to bring the

Emperor William within measurable distance of realising his

lifelong dream " the revival of the Holy Roman Empire in fact,

if not in name, under Hohenzollern leadership . ” To comment

on this adequately would be to tell the story of Europe. We

must content ourselves with mentioning one or two points,

referring our readers to Dr. Bryce's “ Holy Roman Empire, ” a

But the Emperor William wants to reconcile Italy and the

Papacy in order to revive the Holy Roman Empire under

Hohenzollern leadership. Austria , whose rulers were for more

than 350 years all but continuously presidents of the Holy

Roman Empire , is still to be excluded . The old contest be .

tween Prussia and Austria is not to have a chance of reviving,

or, would it not be better to say , is still to continue in the form

of constant exclusion of the Hapsburg ? The mistake wbich

Frederick William IV. of Prussia made in 1848-the refusal of

the Imperial crown-is to be reversed , and the Hohenzollern is

to wear the orb and sceptre which were so long-are they not

still ?-at Vienna. And the revived Empire is to be directed

against the thousand - year-old enemy of the German race.

When Moltke was asked in 1870-1 , against whom he was

fighting, his reply was laconic— " Against Louis XIV. ! ” Italy

is to be courted by Germany “ in order to throw cold water on

the resuscitated sympathy between Italy and France." These

are but “ dreams." But they are dreams of the ruler of a

country whose dreams of 1806 were fulfilled in 1870-1 . And

the Holy Roman Empire is perhaps not yet dead .

Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient Mariner . By P. T. Creswell.

lv. + 62 pp. (Macmillan .) 15.—This edition is perhaps, con

sidering its thickness, to be considered a mere booklet ; but we

make bold to say that no edition of “ The Ancient Mariner "

printed in any recent year can hold a candle to it for editorial

thoroughness . It is delightful. Not only is the biographical

notice of Coleridge well done, it is one of the best short accounts

of him in all his strength , and also in his many weaknesses,

which any teacher need peruse .
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.

GENERAL.

We understand that the annual meeting of the Modern Lan

guage Association will take place at Manchester on January 12th

and 13th , 1905. Advantage is taken of the president for this

year — Prof. Michael Sadler-being professor at the University

of Manchester to hold the meeting in the north , as was done in

1900 at Liverpool . In addition to the usual literary and peda

gogic addresses and discussions, it is proposed to invite some

famous French scholar to deliver an address. It is hoped at

Easter that the Modern Language Association will be able to

return the hospitality of their French colleagues who invited

them to Paris last Easter. Thus does the entente cordiale

become an actual fact.

On October 20th the Committee of Management of the

Common Examination for Entrance to Public Schools received a

deputation of the Modern Language Association , consisting of

Prof. Rippmann and Mr. Payen -Payne. While expressing

general approval of the first papers in French and German that

were set last June, the deputation drew attention to certain

ambiguities in the grammar questions and to the undesirability

of introducing into the paper idioms that may be crammed.

While acknowledging the difficulty at present of having an oral

examination , the deputation expressed their opinion that no

examination of young boys could be satisfactory that did not

include an oral test . They suggested as a beginning that a

piece of dictation might be given by the modern -language master

of the school where the examination was held . It is clear that ,

if the teaching of morern languages is to be improved , the start

must be made in the preparatory school . If those masters who

teach on the new lines are to be examined on the old lines, they

will be unfairly handicapped . The committee accorded a most

courteous hearing to the deputation , and agreed with the

majority of their representations .

having in mental discipline if you have acquired the habit of

fixing your attention closely on the matter in hand , of applying

yourselves steadily to the work that is put before you , and of

bringing your will and your reason to bear on a difficulty which

is present . Think of your school life as a whole, and bear in

mind that both the games and the work are part of the discipline

of life. The true lesson of school life is to work honestly,

courageously, whole- heartedly , and to take the work that comes

in your way without picking and choosing."

To pave the way for the International Congress on School

Hygiene which is to be held in London in 1907, the Royal

Sanitary Institute , with the approval of the International Com

mittee, has arranged to hold a conference at the University of

London next year on February 6th , 7th , 8th , and 9th. Sir

Arthur Rücker will deliver the opening address, and the next

day will be devoted to a discussion , under the presidency of Sir

Lauder Brunton , of the physical and mental development of

school pupils and their physical inspection . The building ,

equipment , sanitary inspection , and control of schools will be

the subjects considered on the following day, when Sir William

Anson will take the chair. The training of teachers and

scholars in hygiene will be advocated on the concluding day. An

exhibition of apparatus and material used in the construction

and equipment of schools will be held during the conference.

In the last report of the late Technical Education Board of

the London County Council special attention is directed to the

progress made in the provision of secondary education during

the past eleven years . The report shows that seventeen chemical

laboratories have been equipped in new buildings, generally in

wings added to existing school premises, and three rooms used

for class purposes have been converted into chemical labora .

tories . Four large rooms have also been fitted up for practical

work in physics and chemistry. Sixteen physical laboratories

have been equipped in new buildings, and ten large class-rooms

have been adapted for practical work in physics , in addition to

the four mentioned , in which practical work in chemistry is also

carried on. Thus fifty laboratories have been equipped in

secondary schools for boys with bench accommodation for over

1,200 pupils at work simultaneously, or 6,000 pupils working fo

one day a week. Twenty - five science lecture- rooms have been

provided , sixteen of these being specially constructed for the

purpose in new buildings , and six adapted from ordinary class

A large number of additional science - masters have

been appointed as a result of the Board's maintenance grants.

The improvement with regard to the science teaching in secon

dary schools for girls is almost as marked as that in boys ' schools.

Laboratories have, in some cases, been provided for practical

work in physics, chemistry, and botany, and some of those in

existence have been equipped suitably to meet modern require .

FOLLOWING on the scheme of International Correspondence

inaugurated some years ago by M. Mielle , of Tarbes, comes the

Société d'Echange international des Enfants et des Jeunes Gens,

which was founded by M. Toni-Mathieu in May of this year.

The office of the Society is at 36, Boulevard de Magenta , Paris.

Provided that proper care is taken to see that children and

students are sent to educated families where there are no other

foreigners, we see no reason why such a scheme should not do

much to clear our reputation from the accusation of insularity

under which it has lain so long .

rooms.

ments.

A GENERAL meeting of the Art Teachers' Guild was held on

October 29th at the Kensington High School , Dr. C. W. Kim

mins in the chair. Over 150 art teachers were present to hear

the report of Miss Spiller on the Berne International Congress

on the Teaching of Drawing. Miss Spiller's report followed

much the same lines as that published in The School World

last month , and was illustrated by some thirty lantern slides

showing the character of the exhibits at Berne. Messrs. W.

Egerton Hine and S. J. Cartlidge , who spoke after Miss Spil

ler's address, both deplored the fact that Mr. Mosely had not

included an art teaching expert in his recent educational com

mission to visit the United States .

The report of the City and Guilds of London Institute on the

work of the Department of Technology for 1903-4 points out

that the encouragement now offered by the Board of Education

to the teaching of technology is doubtless among the causes

that have contributed to the large increase in the number of

students in the Institute's registered classes . Compared with

the figures of the previous year, those for 1903-4 show a distinct

improvement . In the different branches of technology , the

number of students registered as attending classes in the United

Kingdom was 41,089 , as compared with 38,638 in the previous

year ; and the number of examinees was 20,051 , as against

17,989. There is , too , a further increase in the number of

candidates for the Teachers' Certificate in Manual Training.

By including all these different classes of candidates, the total

number of examinees in 1903-4 was 20,535 , as compared with

18,258 in the previous session .

AFTER distributing the prizes at Warwick School on the recent

anniversary of Founder's Day, Sir William Anson gave the boys
some good advice. He should like them , he said , to think

their work had a bearing on the business of life : “ Whether you

like your work or whether you do not, whether you succeed or

whether you fail, you should have gained something worth
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OXFORD men have been remarkably successful again this year

in the Civil Service competition for higher division clerkships

and other important posts . We learn from the Oxford Magazine

that Oxford can claim as many as forty-six out of eighty -seven

successful candidates, as well as the first place on the list .

Oxford has secured ten places out of the first twelve , seventeen

out of the first thirty, and twenty-seven out of the first fifty.

“ No one school,” the Oxford Magasine states , “ has done as

well this year as St. Paul's did in 1903. Clifton , Manchester

Grammar School , Marlborough , and Rugby are equal with four

apiece ; but as the Marlburians include the first and sixth men ,

while the highest Cliftonian is twenty- second , Manchester's best

twelfth and twenty-seventh, and the first Rugbeian thirty-sixth ,

Marlborough may be said to have done best. Cheltenham , St.

Paul's, Wellington , and Winchester secure three places each ;

Uppingham, Rossall, Merchant Taylors' , George Watson's Coi

lege , and Dulwich two apiece ; Eton and Malvern , which did

well last year, only having one each now .”

ised as higher elementary schools under the regulations of the

Board of Education . The late Central School is now consti .

tuted as a modern secondary school, known as the Municipal

Secondary School , with a course of instruction beginning at

twelve years of age , and ending not earlier than the end of the

school year in which the pupils will enter their seventeenth

year . The school fees have been fixed at £3 per annum for the

children of ratepayers of the city and £ 4 ios. for the children

of non - ratepayers. The reorganisation of the school took effect

from August 15th last , and there are at present 990 pupils (599

boys and 391 girls) on the books of the school . Of these, 215

are free scholars. The school is now filled to the utmost extent

of its accommodation, and large numbers of applicants are

awaiting vacant places.

>

.

i

Some interesting experiments on the sterilisation of school

books have recently been carried out for the St. Thomas' Rural

District Council , Exeter, by Mr. T. Tickle , the city analyst of

Exeter, and the medical officer, Dr. Farrant. Bacterial threads

placed in books one inch thick were found uniformly sterile

after the process of steam sterilisation for half an hour . Thicker

books require a longer period to produce sterility . Books with

paper covers are uninjured by the steam , but those with leather

backs are spoilt by the process. Some medical officers recom

mend that , instead of adopting the steam process of sterilisation

after an epidemic in schools, the books should be placed in the

sunshine and frequently circulated in air . Some authorities

appear, however, to have doubts as to the efficacy of mere expo
sure to sun and air .

The report gives particulars concerning an interesting educa .

tional experiment which has met with much success . The

Manchester Education Committee noted with satisfaction the

establishment of a country school for the benefit of Manchester

children , and on its recommendation the Board of Education

has consented to recognise the school attendance of children

thereat . A corrugated -iron school building, with dormitories

and dining . hall to accommodate eighty children , has been erected

at Knolls Green in Cheshire, in a thoroughly rural spot, on

about five acres of land . Relays of children , boys and girls

alternately , have been sent with their teachers from the Man

chester elementary schools during the summer months. The

children carried on a modification of their ordinary school work,

giving much time to object -lessons on their rambles, to garden

ing , and to open - air pursuits of various kinds . The time-tables

have been so arranged that the greatest possible good may be

got out of a short stay in the country . The children's atten

dances were counted , with the approval of the Board of Educa

tion , in their own schools. A trained nurse has been appointed

matron, and every care has been taken of the children's health .
COMMENTING on the recent correspondence in The Times as

to the advisability of instituting " colonial” classes at our public

schools , the Rev. E. J. Bidwell, headmaster of Bishop's College

School , Lennoxville , Quebec, expresses the following opinions :

He thinks that , so far as Canada is concerned , it would be better

to have boys destined for life in the colonies given a good

literary education up to the age of, say , sixteen , and then have

them sent to Canada for a couple of years ' technical training

before they start for themselves. The advantage of this plan

would be that the young fellows would have the opportunity of

forming friendships among their fellow Britons of the same age ,

and of adapting themselves to the customs of their new country ,

which , however strange they may seem to the Englishman at

first sight , are , as a rule , quite the best for that country , and in

any case much better than a servile imitation . Lack of adapta

bility and misunderstanding of the country and its ways have

wrecked , says Mr. Bidwell , far more men than technical igno

Mr. Bidwell goes on to advocate that parents who

require business openings for their sons, and find the way blocked

in England , should send them for a year or two to a good school

in Canada , where they would mix with what answers to the

“ public school ” class in England , and would have little diffi

culty in getting positions ultimately. The cost at first would be

greater , but the chances of promotion are more numerous, and

the boy would start with a number of useful friendships and a

working knowledge of the conditions of the country .

AMONG numerous valuable appendices attached to the report,

one will be of particular interest to our readers , namely, that

referring to the supply of secondary and higher education , in

cluding information as to the courses of study in evening schools

within the City of Manchester, together with further informa

tion as to the supply of secondary education and of evening

school instruction in districts contiguous to the city. The

returns have been drawn up by Mr. J. H. Reynolds, and deal

with every grade of education other than elementary. Univer

sity and technical education , the education given in public

secondary schools , in pupil teachers' centres , in other secondary

schools , in higher-grade schools, and in municipal and other

evening schools, and secondary and evening instruction outside

the city , are all dealt with exhaustively . Manchester has done

well thus to acquaint itself with the existing provisions made for

secondary and higher education as a preliminary to the comple

tion of a thoroughly organised and duly graded system of

municipal education .

a

rance .

We have received a copy of the second annual report of the

Education Committee of the City of Manchester, that , namely,

for 1903-1904. In addition to much other valuable information

we find that the reorganisation of the higher-grade schools of

the city has been brought to a successful conclusion during the

year. The higher-grade schools formerly conducted at Ardwick,

Birley Street , Cheetham , and Ducie Avenue , are now reorgan

The recent report on the Geneva School of Industrial Arts,

issued by the Education Committee of the County Council of

the West Riding of Yorkshire, provides further evidence of the

general desire in this northern area to develop a well -organised

and modern system of education . Last summer the Committee

arranged for certain of their art - masters to attend for six weeks'

work at the Geneva school . The report contains extracts from

a lengthy communication received from the administrator of

the. Geneva school , M. L. Béchérat Gaillard, on the work and

attendance of the Yorkshire art -masters, and also a summary of

the reports submitted by the art -masters to the Committee on

the arrangements of the Geneva school. Numerous suggestions

are offered by the art- masters for the consideration of the Com .
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a moiety of their time. The other portion of the school hours is

very rightly devoted to the education of the pupil teacher himself.

mittee , and among these is one for the establishment of one or

two schools of which the aim should be “ Art in its Relation to

Industries, ” and wherein practical demonstration and instruction

in each craft or subject should be given by a specialist , and

where the consecutive working time of the student is made to

extend over some years. These schools would turn out much

better art workmen than the ordinary workshop apprenticeship.

The crafts that are predominant in the West Riding, it is sug

gested , should receive primary attention , such crafts as are of

general application in the United Kingdom receiving secondary

attention . The report may be commended to the attention of

all who administer art schools or who are responsible for art

instruction .

The London County Council have decided to seek in the

next Session of Parliament for powers to authorise that the

mansion , brick stable , and machinery-house at Avery Hill,

Eltham, may be used as a residential training college for

teachers. The land to be appropriated , including the area occu

pied by the building, is not to be more than four acres, and the

purchase money when determined is to be used to buy other

land as a set -off to the appropriation of four acres of what is now

a public park .

SCOTTISH .

It is not sufficiently realised in this country that many of our

Colonies possess thoroughly organised Education Departments

and a well developed system of education. The twenty-seventh

annual report of the New Zealand Minister of Education , which

deals with the work accomplished during 1903 , is more than

enough to satisfy the student of education that New Zealand at

least realises fully the importance of the education of its future

citizens. The report runs to 115 foolscap pages, and is con

cerned with all departments of educational work. Among other

matters of interest dealt with in the report is the question of the
education of the native races . So far as it is possible to find

suitable openings, the report states , apprenticeships to trades

are arranged for native boys that prefer such work to the

ordinary scholarship. At present there are four apprentices

under the care of the Education Department. One boy in the

service of the Railway Department is doing good work at the

School of Engineering, Canterbury College. The after -career

of the most promising young Maoris is a matter that has

received the attention of the Government. The most desirable

career for girls to follow appears to be that of nursing, and

since 1898 the Department has had in operation an arrange

ment for training senior scholars from the two native girls '

schools. University scholarships are also offered to Maori

youths of marked ability , in order that after matriculation they

may take up the study necessary for a profession. Two young

men have been studying medicine at Otago University, and one

of them has just attained the distinction of being the first person

of Maori blood to obtain a New Zealand qualification for

the medical profession. Other scholarships have been granted

in law. Maori children attending the ordinary public schools ,

and who pass the Fifth Standard before the age of fifteen , may

obtain allowances of £20 a year for two years to enable them to

attend higher schools or to enter upon industrial pursuits .

The Senatus of Edinburgh University has resolved to esta

blish a local committee, under the terms of Article 91 of the

Code, for the purpose of training teachers under the aegis of the

University. Local committees for this purpose have been in

operation in other university centres for a number of years, and

the number of students in training has shown a steady increase.

While it is extremely satisfactory to find the training of teachers

taken up officially by the universities, it would be rank ingrati

tude not to acknowledge the hearty encouragement given by the

regular training -college authorities to attendance at university

classes. Since the year 1878, the training colleges have not

only permitted but encouraged attendance at the university of all

students who proved their fitness to benefit by it , and in all such

cases they have paid the graduation and class fees . As a conse

quence of this enlightened policy , almost one- third of the male

teachers in elementary schools are graduates , while a large per

centage of the remainder have received part of their education

in a university . The new departure should lead in the near

future to a considerable increase in the percentage of graduates,

and should directly tend to raise the status and emoluments of

the whole profession .

MR. R. B. HALDANE, in opening the session of the Edinburgh

German Society, contrasted the educational systems of Germany

and this country . In the former, secondary education is , he

said , the binding and central feature of the whole scheme, being

in close touch with the primary schools below, and with the

universities and technical colleges above. In this country,

secondary education is the department in which we are most

backward , and the weakness in this vital part reacts prejudicially

both on elementary and technical education . Mr. Haldane said

he did not believe that a slavish copying of the institutions of

other countries would ever secure satisfactory results. Our

educational system in its broad characteristics
reflects the indi .

vidualism , independence, and self -reliance of our The

public -school régime turns out more men with the “ governing

mind ” —the capacity to rule — than any other scholastic institu

tion in the world . It is just possible , however, to retain all

these distinctive features, and, at the same time, to combine

with them the thorough organisation and careful grading of the

German system.

race .EDUCATIONAL authorities in this country are not alone in

experiencing a dearth of properly qualified teachers for the

elementary schools under their charge. The report of the

Education Department of Western Australia for 1903 , which has

been received , calls attention to the existence of the same

difficulty in the antipodes. The Minister of Education states

that the number of scholars in the schools of Western Australia

continues to increase faster than the home supply of teachers ,

and the supplementing of this deficiency is a cause of constant

anxiety and difficulty to the Education Department. At no time

during 1903 were the schools really fully staffed . Liberal staffing

is the truest economy, but at present the Department is forced

to take as a maximum what should be a minimum , and in many

cases small schools have to remain closed for want of teachers.

As the supply from outside is always likely to remain uncertain ,

the training of a larger number of teachers in Western Australia

becomes an imperative necessity. Steps are, we find , being

taken to ensure a more satisfactory education for pupil teachers ,

who are now, as in this country, expected to teach only for

Sir Henry Craik has been selected as prospective candi

date for the parliamentary representation of Glasgow and Aber

deen University by the Conservative and Liberal Associations of

these universities . It is recognised on all hands that Sir Henry's

distinguished position as a man of letters, and his unique experi

ence of the working of the educational systems both of England

and Scotland , peculiarly qualify him to represent a university

constituency. A large and representative committee has been

formed to further his candidature, and the promises of support

already received have been most satisfactory. After he demits

office , Sir Henry Craik will lay his views before the electors.
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for the purpose of increasing the salaries of school teachers in

Kilmarnock , or for otherwise improving the educational advan

tages of the town. The parish of Comrie has been left £ 5,000

for similar purposes , and an equal sum goes to St. Marylebone,

London . It is hoped that a generous interpretation will be

given to the testator's express wish to benefit the teachers , but it

is certain a determined effort will be made to apply it chiefly to

the alternative object “ otherwise improving the educational

advantages of the town . " Legacies for Kilmarnock have been

suspect since the great Burns ' “ Hoax," but the present windfall

is undoubtedly genuine .

IRISH .

The Roman Catholic Archbishops and Bishops , at their

autumr. meeting at Maynooth , passed a resolution authorising

that the statement and resolutions drawn up and passed at their

June meeting summary of which appeared in The School

World in the August number) should be read by the priests

from their pulpits on the first Sunday in November, “ in view of

the persistent refusal of the civic right of Irish Catholics to

suitable university education , and of the insidious attempts con

stantly on foot to undermine almost everything that remains

sound in the fabric of Irish education, especially in the primary

stage , and the consequent need of arming our people with due

knowledge of the threatened danger.”

1

SPEAKING at a meeting of the Edinburgh Branch of the

Educational Institute of Scotland , Dr. Arthur Somervell ,

Examiner in Music to the English Board of Education , criti .

cised the position taken up by one of the ordinary school

inspectors in regard to Scottish songs. These the inspector

holds to be unsuitable for use in schools because they are too

high in pitch , too sentimental in character , and are filled with a

spirit of disloyalty to our sovereign . Dr. Somervell admits

that many of the Scottish songs, on account of their wide range

of interval , are unsuited for young voices , but there is a super

abundance left , all of which are ideally adapted for school use.

In regard to the second objection , that they are too sentimental,

he thought that it required the courage of a Scot to tell the Scoi

tish people that the songs of Burns , of Lady Nairne , and Walter

Scott are too sentimental . The objection that the songs are

Jacobite in feeling is , he maintains, equally hypercritical . No

body now-a-days cares a single iota for Bonnie Prince Charlie save

as a matter of sentiment. Jacobitism is much more extinct than

the dodo, but the feelings of devotion , of loyalty , and self

sacrifice which pervades these songs will stir men's hearts to

the end of tiine , and are too precious a possession to be cast

aside through any sham sentimentalism .

In consequence of the judgment of the House of Lords in the

“ Church Case ," the directors of the U.F. Training College for

Teachers in Edinburgh , Glasgow , and Aberdeen , have been

compelled to hand over these buildings to the representatives of

the legal Free Church. In intimating to the agents of the Free

Church that such transference is to be made, the Directors

express their regret that no compromise has been arrived at in

regard to these colleges , since they partake more of a national

than of a denominational character . As it is notorious that

hardly a single student in the three training colleges belongs to

the ecclesiastical body that has been granted legal control, the

absurdity of the whole position is evident . The situation thus

created should give irresistible force to the demand for national

ising these institutions , and making the training of teachers a

great department of the State . The failure to pass last year's

Education Bill will be a blessing in disguise iſ it leads to the

inclusion in next Session’s measure of provisions for buying over

the existing training colleges and putting them under direct

State control .

The following rearrangement of the inspectoral staff has

been intimated by the Scotch Education Department. Mr. A.

E. Scougal succeeds the late Dr. J. A. Stewart as Senior Chief

Inspector of Schools in Edinburgh, Mr. A. R. Andrew goes to

Glasgow as Chief Inspector of the Western Division . Mr. W.

G. Fraser , Junior Inspector , is promoted to be one of His

Majesty's Inspectors , on the vacancy caused by the death of Dr.

Stewart . Mr. David Thompson , Sub-Inspector, is nominated

as His Majesty's Inspector in place of Mr. J. Macleod , who

retires at this time under the age limit. The removal of Mr.

Scougal from the Western district means the loss of one who has

taken the deepest interest in educational affairs outside his

strictly official duties. He has been a prominent figure at all

educational gatherings, and frequently called teachers together

in conference to discuss details of organisation and method .

His term in the West of Scotland has meant a period of

" hustle "" for all who were content to stand still in the good old

ways and shut their eyes to all the advances in methods and

principles that have taken place. But for faithful effort of every

kind he had the frankest recognition and the heartiest apprecia

tion . Mr. Andrew , his successor, possesses to an exceptional

degree the confidence of the whole teaching profession , and

takes up office with the good will of every member of it .

By the will of the late Mr. A. Connell Maclaren , surgeon ,

Harley Street , London , a sum of £ 10,000 has been left in trust

name

A GENERAL meeting of the Catholic Headmasters ' Associa

tion was held in October , at which great satisfaction was ex

pressed at the extent to which the Intermediate Education

Board had met their views, and some further important sug.

gestions were made. It was decided to elect a small com

mittee , consisting of two representatives of the Catholic

Headmasters' Association , and one representative of the Con

vent Schools' Committee, to ask the Protestant Associatinns to

two representatives of the Protestant Headmasters'

Association and one representative of the Protestant Head

mistresses' Association , to empower the joint committee so

formed to represent the association when necessary, and to

request the Intermediate Board to recognise it as entitled to

speak for all the schools represented in the various associations

by which it is elected . This was supported by the Protestant

Schoolmasters' Association ; the committee was nominated , and ,

in answer to a request to the Intermediate Board to receive it ,

it has been requested to lay its views not before the Intermediate

Board itself, but before the Assistant Commissioners.

A FURTHER important resolution , which was also supported

by the Protestant Headmasters' Association and the Central

Association of Irish Schoolmistresses, was to request the Senate

of the Royal University to accept in lieu of the matriculation

examination a pass in the Senior Grade Intermediate in the

subjects specified as necsssary for matriculation . Request was

also made to the Intermediate Board to re -examine some of the

English composition papers in the Junior Grade ; and complaints

were made as to the position of Irish , the undue delay in pub

lishing the results, and the length of the science and music

programmes.

6

DR . CULVERWELL, F.T.C.D. , has again this Michaelmas

Term been delivering in Trinity College a series of six lectures

on education, open free to the public, and of great advantage to

teachers in the schools of Dublin and the neighbourhood . The

lectures are being given on Wednesdays at 4.15 p.m. The

titles of the first three were “ The Training of the Memory, '

Mind -Wandering and the Training of Will," and " Japanese

Education ( 1 ) from the administrative side, ( 2 ) from the school

side .” The other three are on the teaching of geometry, and
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are in connection with the new syllabuses of Dublin and Cam

bridge Universities.

The annual degree day at the Royal University was this year

entirely marred by a most disgraceful scene of rowdyism on the

part of the undergraduates. Having been refused admission by

ticket , they forced an entry to the gallery and prevented all

attempts to carry through the proceedings, and the Chancellor,

Lord Meath , had to abandon the delivery of his address. Hono

rary degrees of D.Sc. were conferred upon Sir William Crookes,

F.R.S. , and Sir James Dewar, F.R.S. It is stated that this

year there has been a remarkable increase in the number of

students attending the examinations . In 1903 the numbers

were : summer , 2,012 ; autumn , 850 ; total , 2,862 . In 1904 :

summer, 2,184 ; autumn , 930 ; total , 3,114. Increase , 252 .

AFTER the conſerring of degrees , the Irish Association of

Women Graduates held a meeting in the Royal University by

permission of the Senate . A resolution was passed suggesting

to the committee of the Association to consider means of obtain

ing training for secondary teachers in Ireland in view of the

necessity of such training for all registered teachers in the

future, and to approach on the subject the Irish Universities

already giving diplomas in education. It was pointed out that

while diplomas were established there was no attempt to supply

practical training beyond some isolated lectures. Another

question before the Association was the recent action of the

Intermediate Board in refusing to allow anyone teaching in a

school or college preparing for Intermediate examinations to act

as an examiner under the Board . The injury to education

becomes serious iſ there is to be a complete divorce between

teacher and examiner. The suggestion is not , of course, that a

teacher should examine in the subjects of the grade which he or

she is engaged in teaching , but in other subjects or in other

grades.

Mr. Bryn Roberts, M.P. , has declared his opinion that the

Cardiff policy in connection with the Education Act is likely to

be impracticable and unworkable. This policy, it is to be

remembered , is to let the children earn no grants , by withdraw

ing them from the elementary schools and providing them with

instruction in chapels and vestries . Mr. Lloyd -George hopes to

get £ 100,000 from England , but Mr. Bryn Roberts asks whence

this is to come. Mr. Bryn Roberts favours the idea of a com

promise. He would suggest that the county authority should

take over the whole burden of the schools, including their

maintenance and repairs of buildings, receiving in return the

sole right to appoint the whole of the secular staff and to control

schools . Churchmen would be enabled , by the money they

would save in repairs, to bear the cost of religious teaching .

The meeting in Mr. Bryn Roberts' constituency passed a

unanimous resolution confirming the Cardiff policy . It is

understood that Mr. Lloyd Morgan , M.P. , similarly objects to

being associated with the methods proposed by the Cardiff

Convention.

A REACTION has set in in the City of the Convention. In

Cardiff the Conservatives, by the recent inunicipal elections , have

come into a majority on the Town Council . They have decided

to reverse the educational policy. It will be remembered that

the Cardiff Town Council refused to co-opt members of the

Education Committee when requested to carry out this provision

of the Act of 1902 by the Board of Education, except in the

case of two women members. The Conservatives have now

decided to have an Education Committee consisting of seven

teen Conservatives and eleven Liberals. The developments

will , at any rate , be watched with interest.

The terms agreed upon for the transfer of the Bontnewydd

National School to the Carnarvonshire Education Committee

deserve to be noted closely , for they may become the precedent

for other cases. The Education Committee has expressed its

willingness to offer the same terms to all Church schools in the

county. The trustees agree to let the school buildings to the

Education Committee, for five days a week, from 9.45 a.m. till

5.15 p.m. , and on three evenings a week in addition . The lease

is for twenty.one years certain ; the annual rent £20, with option

of renewal. The trustee has to contribute a fair proportion of

cost of cleaning, &c. The trustee is entitled to provide religious

instruction from 9 a.m. to 9.45 a.m. daily , and teachers of the

school may take part in such instruction ( if they wish ) . The

other conditions relate to extension of the building and other

questions of treatment of the property .

In connection with the Rathmines School of Commerce, Sir

Horace Plunkett has offered to provide £ 100 out of an unofficial

fund for a course of ten lectures having relation to the work of

the school and dealing with various subjects of commercial im

portance to Ireland .

WELSH .

In the University College of North Wales, Bangor, the de.

partments of French and German have been separated . Ger

man is taught in comparatively few Welsh Intermediate schools,

and every encouragement of the higher study of German in

Wales is greatly to be welcomed .

RECENT SCHOOL BOOKS AND

APPARATUS.

Modern Languages.

The Council of the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth,

has resolved, in the event of the Welsh National Library being

placed at Aberystwyth, that they will transfer their very valuable

collection of Welsh books to the National Library as a national

trust, subject only to the condition that the library is to be

located and to remain at Aberystwyth . The cost of the building,

inclusive of the site , is estimated at £ 20,000. Promises amount

ing to £ 1,600, together with the site (valued at £ 2,000) make up

63,600. The following have consented to become trustees of

the building ſund : Lord Rendel , Lord Tredegar , Lord Kenyon ,

Mr. Henry Owen and Mr. David Davies , Llandinam .

Goethe, Egmont. Edited by J. T. Hatfield . xxvii . + 134 pp

( Heath . ) 25. 60. - Prof. Hatfield's book of German lyrics pre

pared us for something better than this edition of “ Egmont. ”

It is designed “ for the practical use of students as they are ,"

whatever that may mean ; it was “ begun eight years ago, and

has been worked upon with fair persistency.” Probably the

editor would have done better work if he had concentrated his

efforts on the book for a shorter period. The introduction s

full of tall and slipshod writing . It will suffice to quote a few

sentences : “ The spirit of his (Goethe's] works is an inspiring

example of the American spirit.” “ It (the ' demonic ' element]

plays skittles with our best-laid plans.” “ She ( Klärchen ) is a

full -blooded child of nature , who ' goes it blind,'" &c . " That

The Central Welsh Board's annual report shows continued

progress of the Intermediate schools . Suggestions are made

that teachers may possibly, in the future , be enabled to co

operate more with examiners, particularly in non- competitive

examinations. The Central Board report that the Treasury has

made a grant of £ 700 in supplement of the Board's finances.

No. 72, Vol. 6.]
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elegant product of our native literary soil , Motley's Rise of the

Dutch Republic. The text is well printed . The notes are

very slight . Altogether a book which we cannot recommend .

word itself. Is translation not a shorter method in some cases ?

The direct method, carried to its logical extreme, is as bad as

the bad old method . There is a slight misprint on p. 236,

where the acute accent has fallen off né. Liaison should be

shown in the phonetic transcript of the phrase in which this

word occurs, Jesus est né, as it is more often used than not.

Goethe, Hermann und Dorothea. Edited by Julius F.

Schilling. 36 pp. ( Blackie. ) 6d . - It seems a pity that any

one should read “ selections ” from Goethe's epic ; but if it

must be done, then this little volume will be found suitable. It

is true the type is rather small , but the proofs have been read

with care (Wetzler on p. 3 is an awkward slip) , and the notes

are quite satisfactory.

Edited Books.

Deutsche Sagen. Edited by M. Ninet . vii . + 163 pp.

( Marshall . ) 15. 60.– The four stories contained in this volume

are “ Adelmar und der [dem in the headlines ! ] Delphin , "

“ Schloss Weissenstein ,” “ Sagen von Rübezahl, ” and “ Sagen

von Wittekind." They are suitable for an intermediate class,

and tolerably well illustrated . The text is in English type, and

not too carefully printed ; the vocabulary is not complete.

Exercises in German Conversation and Composition. By

E. C. Wesselhoeft . 122 pp. ( Harrap. ) 1s. 6d . - The Intro

duction contains some hints as to the position of the verb,

separable prefixes, indirect speech , and prepositions. The

exercises consist of a convenient collection of anecdotes followed

by German questions on the text , and English sentences for

retranslation . The German- English and English-German vo

cabularies seem to be complete .

A German Reader . By W. H. Carruth. vi. + 282 pp.

(Ginn. ) 25. 6d . — This neatly printed reader contains stories

from Niebuhr, Andersen , Grimm , Zschokke, and Hauff, a play

by Benedix, and thirty-six poems by well -known authors, six

being translations of English poems by the German poet Freili

grath . Mr. Carruth explains grammatical and other difficulties

in notes which are adequate. The renderings are not free from

Americanisms ( e.g., “ Gosh, but it is fine here ! " ). A number

of exercises for practice in grammar are added , and English

passages for retranslation , as well as German questions on the

The vocabulary appears to be complete .

The Book of Isaiah according to the Septuagint. By R. R.

Outley. X. + 336 pp. ( Cambridge University Press.) 55. net .

-In this volume Mr. Ottley has only accomplished half of a

very useful task . He has translated the LXX. version of Isaiah

so as to bring it to the notice of the general reader and also to

the Biblical student who has but a scanty knowledge of the

Hebrew language. A second volume is promised containing

the Greek text of Isaiah , but for the present the student possesses

a very valuable instalment in this one. Mr. Ottley follows the

method of parallel translations, one from the Hebrew being on

each left -hand page, and on the right the translation from the

Greek. The notes are very short, but a general reader or a

student commencing divinity will find in these pages not only a

couple of good translations, but he can gain from them an out

line of the questions at issue between the versions, and parallel

renderings which may serve to stimulate his studies . The intro

duction is a splendid piece of scholarly work, and the " methods

of rendering, ” which Mr. Ottley details at length , will commend

themselves to most critics, however keen.

The Work of the Prophets. By Rose E. Selfe. 170 PP .

(Longmans.) 25. 6d . net .—This volume continues a series

which we have had already occasion highly to praise. It follows

in chronological order from the volume dealing with the early

history of Israel , but no attempt is made to reconstruct the per

plexed and difficult history of this period. Attention is con

centrated on the prophets themselves, and the value of a volume

which is dainty and captivating in appearance is enhanced by

some good reproductions of pictures and sculptures of the

prophets concerned . The literary style is admirably suited to

its purpose , and probably nobody will object to the doctrinal

line followed by the writer.

The Hebrew Monarchy. By Rev. A. R. Witham. xii . +

352 pp. ( Rivingtons. ) 35. 61.- It is no small pleasure to the

present writer to have to commend this book as far above the

uncandid and one-sided volume which immediately preceded it .

This volume covers the period from the reign of Solomon to the

Captivity , and it follows the general scheme and principles which

distinguish this series ; but the editor gives the impression of

vigorous and modern views. The results of modern criticism

are neither ignored nor belittled ; they are frankly admitted and

made use of, and yet , by skilful management of his materials,

Mr. Witham contrives to acknowledge amply the help that

modern scholarship and archäology have given to the under

standing of Hebrew history while subordinating all matters of

critical debate to the main purpose of his book. He writes

from the point of view of a firm but not militant orthodoxy, and

the broadest -minded teacher can hardly fail to use this honest

and open -minded book without immense gain to himself and his

classes .

Millon's Comus. By Rev. E. A. Phillips. 1. + 68 pp.

( Blackie . ) Is. 60 .-- This volume is provided with one of the

best introductions that any educational edition of a Miltonic

poem has been provided with for a long time past. In all prac
tical respects the volume is a model for teaching purposes .

The notes are learned and full, but admirably clear and adapted

to their purpose , and there is a glossary which is severely con

densed , but is as valuable as it is happily conceived in being

added to this edition .

text .

Bedford High School Conversa : ional German Grammar. By

A. Meyer. xvi . + 127 pp. ( Blackie . ) 15. 6d . — This grammar

is not without interest for the teacher. There are exercises in

reading to begin with ; the pupils are expected to grapple with

German writing and print at the very outset . The stock of

words is very large , and there are sentences for translation into

German from the first. The texts in Part II . are well chosen .

Iccording to the preface, the book is intended for boys and

girls between ten and fourteen years of age ; we are inclined to

think that both in vocabulary and in grammar the demands are

excessive and the progress too rapid . Many of the exercises

are useful. The book as a whole is the work of an able teacher

who has, apparently, singularly gifted pupils.

The papers

Junior German Examination Papers. By A. Voegelin.

72 pp. ( Methuen. ) 15.- This little volume contains seventy

two papers in miscellaneous grammar and idioms.

are so arranged that each consists of ten questions, with a

maximum of 100 marks. Teachers who prepare their pupils for

elementary examinations will find the book distinctly useful.

Dent's New Second French Book. By S. Alge and W. Ripp

( Dent . ) Is. 6d. net.- This revised edition of “ Dent's

Second French Book ” follows naturally on the “ New First

French Book we noticed some months ago. Experience has

served to improve it . It seems churlish to criticise so good a

book , but the explanations of unknown words at the bottom of

each page strike us occasionally as being more difficult than the

mann .
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Gems from the Victorian Anthology. Edited by the Right

Hon. Sir Mountstuart E. Grant Duff. (Swan Sonnenschein .)

25. 6d .-We gather that this is a selection from the editor's

larger work. It is always interesting to see what poems a man

of letters particularly likes, and to find publishers who dare to

allow an editor to disregard all other considerations. Thus the

first twenty - five pages contain only one poem that can be said

to be well known.

A Death in the Desert. Edited by Rev. G. V. Pope. (Swan

Sonnenschein. ) is. 60. - Is a help and a very plainsailing guide

to the would- be reader of Browning, the editor himself being an

enthusiast in the study of the master. Browning is best ex .

plained by Browning, as Mr. Pope says , and it seems a pity

that the student is not more often referred to other poems .

>

.

a

History .

The Ancient Woria . By E. M. Wilmot- Buxton . xxvii. +

244 pp. ( Methuen. ) 35. 6d. Ancient History. By W. H.

Salter. xii. +256 pp. ( Horace Marshall. ) 25. 6d . - Both

these books are good , each in its own way. The stories are

well told, there are many illustrations, maps and an index. But

Mr. Salter understands by “ Ancient History ” only the Greek

and Roman history which is studied in connection with the

classics, giving only his first chapter to “ Egypt and Western

Asia," whereas Mr. Wilmot -Buxton's main subject, treated in

seven " sections, ” is the history of Egypt, Babylonia, Persia,

Phoenicia, the Hebrews, Carthage, Hindus, and Chinese.

Deliberately, because “more easily accessible," he shortens the

sections which he devotes to Greeks, Romans and their enemies,

the Parthians. Another contrast between the two books is that

whereas Mr. Salter omits “ the myths and legends which until

recently held so conspicuous a place in the teaching of the early

history of Greece and Rome, ” because “ the pupil will have

less to unlearn , ” Mr. Wilmol -Buxton devotes " as much space

as possible to the beautiful myths and legends of the past. ”

We prefer the latter method on the ground that , though they

should be told as legend, their omission robs our children of

interesting stories to which constant allusion is still made.

Besides , fairy stories are the proper food of childhood. We

wonder whether there is much good served by the presentation

of ancient history as conceived by Mr. Wilmot- Buxton . There

is much narrated history, stories of wars and conquests . But

the perusal thereof leaves us much where we were before. For

want of the necessary knowledge, or perhaps because there was

no development, we miss the interest which comes from the

constitutional history of European countries . And thus, while

this book should certainly find a place in the school library, we

should be sorry to add the subject thereof to the school curri

culum .

Readings in European History. By J. H. Robinson . xxxi .

+551 pp. (Ginn. ) 75.—The sub-title describes this book as

" a collection of extracts from the sources chosen with the

purpose of illustrating the progress of culture in Western

Europe since the German invasions," and thus the first volume

embraces the period “ from the breaking up of the Roman

Empire to the Protestant Revolt . ” It is an excellent book .

There are 230 extracts of all kinds translated into English .

Philosophical writings, chronicles, decrees of councils and of

emperors, correspondence of crusaders and others, the Koran,

legal formularies, miraculous tales , troubadour songs, &c. , have

all been drawn on. Besides an illuminating introductory

chapter, every extract has a commentary, every chapter a three

fold bibliography, and there is an index. We do not like

“ Charlemagne " and are rather surprised to find the expression,

and it is not always quite clear where the comment ends and the

extract begins, but these are mere trifles. The perusal of the

book will make history more living, and the study thereof by

our teachers and elder scholars will go far to give them a

knowledge of history and , above all , a desire for more.

Duruy's History of France. xxvi. + 712 pp. ( Dean . )

85. 61. net.—The title - page tells us that this edition of the most

popular school text -book of history in French schools is the

result of an abridgment and translation of the seventeenth

French edition by Mrs. M. Carey, with an introductory notice

and a continuation to the year 1896 by Dr. J. Franklin Jame.

son , Professor of History in Brown University. It makes a

good school - book , and will be safe reading if the teacher will

first read some of Freeman's essays as an antidote to the French

way of confusing Gaul and France, Franks and French, Karl

the Great and Charlemagne, and the consequent ſalse light in

which the first thousand years of “ French ” history is regarded

in this and other French books. The maps, the only untrans

lated part of the book, are also misleading in this respect. We

would warn the student against the words “reunion and

“ reunite . "

A Synopsis of British History. 64 pp. (Oliver and Boyd . )

6d .-- A good summary of chief events, together with a tabular

account of the colonies and a two -page account of the present

constitution.

Geography.

Philip's New Physica. Terrestrial Globe. With graduated

brass half-meridian on bronze stand, 215. ; without meridian,

175. 6d. —The judicious use of a good globe adds greatly to the

value of a lesson in geography. The pupil by its aid obtains a

much better idea of the relative distribution of the great land

masses and of the great ocean expanses than is possible from

separate map projections of the continents, or even from a

Mercator's projection of the world . The excellent globe which

Messrs. Philip and Son are prepared to supply at the moderate

prices mentioned will serve excellently for class -work in

physical geography lessons. The land areas are shaded in

what are becoming the familiar shades of green and brown to

show in broad outline the contour of the continents. The prin

cipal countries are defined by clearly-seen red boundary lines.

The chief ocean currents are marked by easily -traced white lines

on the light blue background which marks the oceans, and the

direction of the currents is shown by occasional black arrows.

The more important ocean routes are indicated by fine dotted

lines in black , by the side of which are numbers giving their

distances in nautical miles . As a means of explaining the dura

tion of daylight in different latitudes at various seasons of the

year , the inclined axis and graduated meridian will prove very

useful. The tropics and arctic and antarctic circles are very

properly represented on the globe, but it is difficult to explain

why the ecliptic should cross one part of the equator more than

another, and for this reason the ecliptic is better not drawn on

a terrestrial globe. We advise all teachers of geography who

are intending to buy a globe to examine this one before deciding

upon their purchase.

The Local Examination Geography of the World . By A. G.

Haynes. Edited by George Carter. With 34 maps. 208 pp.

(Relfe.) 15.-The plan of this little book would lead one to

suppose that no improvement in the methods of teaching geo

graphy had taken place during the last twenty years. It is

topographical pemmican and little else . The short , highly

condensed paragraphs suggest that boys and girls will be set

to learn them by heart ; and in consequence form the habit of

regarding geography, which by reason of its picturesqueness and

absorbing interest should be one of the most fascinating subjects

of the school curriculum , as an arid and profitless memory

exercise . Even on its own grounds the book is often an un

trustworthy guide. On p. 9 the pupil is told that “ climate is
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the degree of heat and moisture of any country or place," and House, Garden and Field . By L. C. Miall . X. + 316 pp.

the same page perpetuates the old Gulf Stream fallacy, which is (Arnold. ) 65.—This book is a collection of short nature-studies

repeated , too , on p. 21. On p. 16 a very unsatisfactory reason of “ the living things that share our dwellings , or seek their food
for the difference of character of the eastern and western coast- in our gardens and fields." It follows the lines of the author's

lines of the British Isles is given . On p. 50 the word well-known “ Round the Year.” Like all Prof. Miall's books,

" outlier,” which has a precise geological significance, is used it forms delightful and stimulating reading for anyone who is

ambiguously, and on p. 108 the monsoons are called , paren- interested in nature-study, and it abounds in hints of the utmost

thetically , sea - breezes. ” These few instances are cited to value to teachers . The variety of the subjects treated in its

show that author and editor have not taken trouble to acquaint fifty -four chapters is exempliged by the three consecutive titles ,

themselves with modern views of many of the subjects they “ House Flies , '. ” “ Solar Images on the Pavement,” and “ The

include in their book . Absolute correctness is , above all things, Song of the Skylark .” Perhaps the happiest examples of

necessary in a book for beginners. Prof. Miall's style are found in three of the longer chapters ,

The Geography of British South Africa. By George T. “ The Human Hand : a School Lesson , ” “ Hedge and Ditch :

Warner. 187 pp. ( Blackie . ) 25.- Mr. Warner here describes
a Summer Term's Work for a School Form , ” and “ A School

in a simple manner the main geographical features of British
Course on the Structure and Liſe of Insects. " Not the least

South Africa. Most space is given to the physical character
interesting part of the book is the Introduction , in which the

istics of the land , its climate and resources, its fora and fauna, leader of the nature -study movement in this country states his

and the industries of its inhabitants . The book is well pro
views upon the subject , and explains why he did not think it

duced , interesting , and likely to be a favourite in schools . desirable to write a book furnishing teachers with ready.made

lessons on a variety of interesting and easy topics , but rather to
Science and Technology .

start , if possible , the habit of observation and inquiry in the

Astronomy for General Readers. By G. F. Chambers. xv.
teachers themselves. It would be difficult to imagine a book

+268 pp. ( Whittaker. ) 1s. net .—The best to be said for this
more likely to do this than the present . The fifty -eight illus .

book is that it is a cheap and interesting introduction to the
trations are by Mr. A. R. Hammond , and are , as usual , beyond

criticism .

study of the astronomy of a generation ago ; for little account is

taken of the methods and results of astronomical inquiries of Elementary Practical Physiology. By John Thornton . viii .

recent years. Photographs of celestial objects are
+ 324 pp. ( Longmans.) 35. 60. - We doubt if the title of

common in books on astronomy that the drawings of the sun , the book is altogether justified by the descriptions of well

moon , star- clusters and nebulæ appear very crude. The illus. known experiments which occur at intervals in the general text ,

tration of nutation of the earth's axis ( Fig. 23 ) has been shown for, in spite of them , the book is not of a distinctively practical

to be hopelessly misleading over and over again , yet it is used. character . On the whole, the accounts of physiological pro

On p. 9 Jupiter is said to have four satellites, though the correct cesses are clear and accurate , but a few slips have been allowed

number, five, are described later. A sunspot is said to be “ an to creep in . It is twice ( pp. 13 and 167) stated that proteids

aperture or rift in the visible surface of the sun brought about are the only organic compounds containing nitrogen , and re

by disruptive forces operating below . ” It is not too much to peatedly (pp . 160-162) implied that proteids are peculiar in

say that this view is not now accepted by a single astronomer “ forming tissue . ” One may also point out that proteids are

who has given attention to solar physics. No mention is made not the only foods present in peas (v. p . 168 ) , and that a

of helium in connection with the chromosphere, and no account rabbit possesses two “ superior” venae cavae (p. 35 ) . The

is taken of the spectroscopic evidence of intrinsic light of the
illustrations , 178 in number, are excellent .

Most of the nebula are regarded as aggregations of Tables for Qualitative Analysis. Second Edition . By A.

stars so close together as to defy separation by our largest tele- Liversidge . 123 pp. ( Macmillan. ) 45. 6d . net.—The deter

scopes. The fact is that no nebulæ are distant clusters of stars . mination of the relative merits of the numerous publications on

Many other inaccurate and misleading statements occur in the qualitative analysis is a difficult task , since they so closely

book , which can only be read usefully by persons able to revise resemble each other in the method of treatment of the subject.

the text themselves where necessary.
Prof. Liversidge, however, treats the subject in a novel and

Forestry. By Prof. A. Schwappach . Translated by F. Story entirely satisfactory manner ; for we have not previously seen

and Dr. E. A. Nobbs. 158 pp. (Dent . ) Is, net.- As a con- any set of tables in which emphasis is laid on the quantitative

cise description of the principles of forestry, this book is first- nature of qualitative reactions . The student is here required to

After a short sketch of the development of forestry, work throughout with weighed or measured quantities ; he is

there are chapters on forest statistics , forest influences, sylvi . required to use test - tubes which are roughly calibrated into

culture, tending of weeds, protection , utilisation , management , cubic centimetres, and to make frequent use of volumetric

finance and economics. The book should be of service to many apparatus ; also , the acids and solutions are of such strength as

teachers and other residents in rural districts , as well as to to be “ equivalent. ” The great economy in chemicals and in

students of forestry. It is of interest to read that “careſul time, and the increased educational value of the subject which

research and exact study of recent years have shown that the will result from such methods, are alone sufficient to recommend

climatic influence of forests is quite inconsiderable, and that these tables. Equations of reactions are not inserted , since the

neither afforestation nor the destruction of forests have any author assumes that the principles of the subject will be taught

appreciable effect. This may , at least , be said of the British separately by means ofshort demonstrations ; and most teachers

Isles and continental lands in North - western Europe.” The will agree that students are seldom so conscientious as to fathom

popular mistake-still to be found in many books on geography voluntarily the equation applicable to any test , even when it is

-about the influence of forests upon rainfall must , in fact , be printed in large type on the page from which they are working.

relegated to the limbo of fallacies. The chief action of forests in The neglect of preliminary tests , and the absolute dependence

this respect is to conserve the rain received by preventing on bulky and brilliant precipitates, is another frequent foible of

evaporation . Curiously enough , though the action of forests in the student, and it is attacked strenuously by the author.

preventing erosion by heavy rains is described , no mention is These preliminary tests are very complete, and include the

made of their influence in preserving the rain actually precipi- film -tests - a process seldom described in other tables. It is

tated upon the soil .

>

corona .

insisted that , if a student finds by wet processes a substance

rate .
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which he has failed to detect by preliminary tests which should

have detected it , he should be required to repeat the test until

it is found ; and , if impossible of detection , to state why the

test has failed . The student is also taught that the rare metals

may not be relegated to another branch of chemistry , and that

they may be precipitated in the ordinary course of a simple

analysis . The reactions of organic substances, including alka

loids, are fully treated . We have no hesitation in saying that

these tables justify the old contention that there is much educa

tional value in qualitative analysis when it is properly taught .

Birds in their Seasons. By J. A. Owen . viii . + 145 pp.

( Routledge. ) 25. 6d . net.-Asa simple and popular account of

British birds , this book may be recommended. The birds are

treated in seasonal rather than in scientific sequence, a method

which has many advantages in a book wbich is not concerned

with anatomical characters . It is a pity that the illustrations

are coloured : the tints are in most cases greatly exaggerated.

Sea Stories for Wonder Eyes. By Mrs. A. S. Hardy. 157 pp.

(Ginn. ) 25.--This book consists of a number of short stories of

various “sea folk ," from coral polyps to whales. They are told

in the simplest of language, are refreshingly free from inaccu

racies , and are beautifully illustrated . A child with a taste for

natural history will be charmed by the dainty little volume.

A Handbook of Plant Form . By Ernest E. Clark . ( B. T.

Batsford .) 5s. net .—Intended to guide students preparing for

the Government examination in memory plant- drawing and

design , this volume contains 100 plates of line drawings of

plant forms-- especially English wild - flowers - selected because

of their suitability for decorative treatment. They are , without

exception , not only accurate and extremely beautiful, but also

full of artistic suggestion . An introduction of six pages gives

valuable hints on the principles underlying the application of

plant form to design . All this is so excellent that occasional

lapses in the descriptions of the plants seem particularly unfor

tunate : they might so easily have been avoided had a botanist

glanced over the proofs.

Elementary Trigonometry. By C. H. P. Mayo. xvi . +

204 pp. (Longmans.) 35. 60.--Thearrangement of this book

differs in many respects from that usually followed , and is, we

think , a decided improvement. No fictitious importance is

attached to the acute angle , but , from the outset , angles of any

magnitude are considered , though attention is specially directed

to such angles as occur in the ordinary elementary applications .

Part I. , entitled “ Practical Trigonometry,” is an excellent

piece of work , and is well within the reach of beginners ; from

personal experience we can say that the method here adopted

has proved thoroughly satisfactory. Part II . follows more

closely the usual lines , and contains as much as is required for

ordinary school use . The book deserves the careful considera

tion of all teachers in search of a work on trigonometry that

will meet the needs of the average schoolboy who can draw

figures and do calculations, but who is not ready for the

manipulation of formulæ required in the treatment of identities

and in analytical trigonometry generally, though some practice

in analytical work is also furnished in the latter part of the

book .

A Geometrical Political Economy. By H. Cunynghame.

128 pp. ( Clarendon Press.) 25. 6d . net .—To complete the

title of the book we should add , “ being an elementary treatise

on the method of explaining some of the theorems of pure

economic science by means of diagrams.” The diagrams are ,

in fact, graphs , though the author in the preface seems to sup

pose that the word " graph ” is not used “ when a law can be

discovered governing the form of the graph " ; but one of the

chief values ofa graph for practical purposes is to suggest a law,

though doubtless the expression of the law in the case of

economic facts will be somewhat different from that in the more

usual applications . However that may be , the book ought to

be in the hands of every student of political economy ; the pre

sentation of the graphical method is exceedingly clear, and

should be well within the comprehension of anyone who studies

the science of economics. Teachers might get many hints

from the book for usefully applying graphic methods in the

schoolroom .

Mathematics.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions
expressed in letters which appear in these columns. ds a

rule, a letter criticising any article or review printed in

THE SCHOOL WORLD will be submitted to the contributor

before publication, so that the criticism and reply may

appear together.

The Education and Status of Women.

A New Trigonometryfor Schools. By W. G. Borchardt and A.

D. Perrott. viii . + 400 + xiii . ( Tables) + xxviii . (Answers) pp.

( Bell . ) 45. 60.- Part I. was noticed in The School WORLD

for September (p. 360) . It may be mentioned, as bearing

on a matter referred to in that notice , that an appendix

to the complete text - book discusses very clearly the methods of

using seven - figure logarithms. The second part begins with

two well-written chapters on the properties of triangles and

polygons ; these are followed by chapters on general values of

angles with the same sine , &c . , submultiple angles , and inverse

functions . The space given to submultiple angles might well

have been curtailed in order to give more careful statements

about inverse functions ; if the student follows the advice to

consider only the principal value, then he will find many of the

formulae to be incorrect . Chapter XX. , on Inequalities and

Limits, is a very good one , the treatment being decidedly fresh .

The chapters on the exponential theorem , De Moivre's theorem ,

and the expansions of sin . x . and cos . x . are sufficient for a first

reading ; a good feature is the application of the series to the

calculation of the functions in particular cases and to the solu

tion of equations . When full justice is done to arithmetic

in the higher branches, more attention will be paid to the

degree of accuracy in the values obtained . The book is pro

vided with excellent sets of exercises , and , though probably

capable of improvement, is a worthy addition to school litera .

ture . An interesting appendix on the slide rule adds to the

value of the work.

MAY I thank Camilla Jebb for her broad -minded contri

bution on the education and status of women ? I am specially

grateful to her for supplementing certain lacuna in my Pall

Mall Gazette article by recording the remarkable progress

already accomplished . I must plead guilty to the charge of

having drawn a blank cheque on the future rather than posting

up the credit account of the sex as it stands to-day, but I in no

wise regret having done so, because I feel it will be duly filled

in and honoured by women once the proper time has arrived .

On the other hand, I must confess that I am absolutely contu

macious in persisting in my somewhat qualified appreciation of

many types of the women of to.day.--modern I will not call

them , they are rather an unstable amalgam of the old and the

" 6 " hers ' ancient and modern . " ? Le mieux est

toujours l'ennemi du bien and discontent with the average con

dition of things is one of the laws of progress. As a matter of

detail I may mention the lady guardian I cited does not come

new, shall I say
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as for men to-day. What we really want is a committee of

patriotic peeresses to start an Eton or Harrow for girls belong .

ing to the highest classes, staffed with the flower of Oxford

and Cambridge women. That would do more than anything

else to help women forward on the road towards intelligent

independence of, or rather of interdependence with, man. For

is not interdependence the truer ideal, that co -operation and

working together in common that Camilla Jebb so eloquently

preaches at the end of her article ?

As for the education of our own sex, she might very well

have urged that we too have much to alter. Somehow or

another we must free ourselves from the dead weight of Philis

tinism which still oppresses English public schools no less than

English society. The average Philistine is all too predisposed

to look on woman as fit, in Iago's words, for little else than

“ to suckle fools and chronicle small beer . " We have got to

raise the intellectual level of our schools if we are ever to

produce in the rank and file an intelligent appreciation of the

great potentialities of the woman of the future.

CLOUDESLEY BRERETON .

out of the jokes column of a newspaper, but lives within a

hundred miles of my own home. That, however, is of little

account. The point I wanted to illustrate, and many women

have acknowledged its truth , is that while all men are not

immaculate in refraining from making public questions a matter

of a sort of personal vote of confidence, women are still less

able to keep the personal element out of their public duties . It

is, in fact, a question of proportion . If, say, 30 per cent . of the

men are not free from this weakness, at least double that per

centage of the women are similarly afflicted . I hope I do not

seem to be blaming the women . They have not had a tithe of

the men's experience ; how can we expect them at once to

become their equals in this respect ? Again, two blacks do not

make one white, and surely the wise woman will not wait till

we have discarded the unsightly chimney-pot hat in order to

reform her own dress. As regards long outdoor skirts, lady

friends assure me that while a certain number of women are

wearing short skirts out of doors, either for fashionable or

hygienic reasons, the “ trailer " is still much in evidence ; and

what will happen when the fashion changes ?

As regards the education of women by women , the whole

point seems to me to lie in the question of aims. What type of

woman do we want to produce ? Then we can take up with

advantage the second question , how can we best produce her ?

Until recently we have always been squabbling about the teach

ing of this or that subject, whereas its suitability should never

depend on whether it is apparently a desirable thing in itself,

such as Greek, but whether it is a suitable ingredient in the

curriculum requisite to produce such and such a type of student ,

be it boy or girl . We want , in fact, in women's education, an

explicit statement of aim . Let me take my own personal

opinion to illustrate what I mean. I presume the aim of

woman's education should be to turn out strong, healthy women ,

potential mothers and housewives, filled with civic aspirations,

with power to earn their living should they be called on to do

so. Some of our most prominent lady educationists at the

British Association meeting at Southport made a distinct claim

for girls' education to be differentiated from that of boys between

the ages of fourteen and sixteen . It was very remarkable to

notice the dead set made against co-education , which was re

garded at best as a sort of pis aller. In fact, the undertone of

the whole discussion seemed to be that while women should be

treated as the equals of men , they must by nature remain pro

foundly different. It would be most instructive to learn if

such an expert as Camilla Jebb would go quite so far. Some

of us still think that while, where possible, boys and girls

should have separate schools , they might in certain subjects

receive a training in common.

May I in conclusion point out what appears to me still the

weak point in the education of the emale portion of the

nation ? While the Girls ' Public Day School Company and

other similar institutions have done, as Miss Jebb rightly insists,

an enormous amount to popularise among teachers and girls the

old -world sense of esprit ue corps, I doubt if they have suffi

ciently developed the modern conception of responsibility to

the community at large . Again , there is unfortunately a large

class of girls whom these schools to a certain extent fail to reach

-namely , the daughters of the upper classes . These are still ,

for the most part , educated at home by governesses or at

fashionable schools in which the traditions of the “ seraglio '

are still largely perpetuated , and the sense of esprit de corps or

of civic duties is hardly cultivated at all . Yet these girls ,

belonging as they do to the classe dirigeante, are going to be in

the future the natural leaders of women in a thousand ways.

It seems until we can induce the parents of such girls to send

them to some public institution , they will never acquire the

civic virtues which are becoming quite as necessary for women

1

Meteorological Observations in Schools.

METEOROLOGY is one of those sciences in which it is quite

impossible to control the circumstances in which observations

are made. This was pointed out by Prof. Schuster in the

address which he delivered to the British Association subsection

for Cosmical Physics in 1902. In order to obtain results on

which a science can be founded the accessory circumstances

which are beyond our control must be eliminated . This can

only be brought about by a large number of observations being

made with regularity. A considerable increase in the number

of stations at which observations are made is very desirable, and

it is on this ground that a plea for the establishment of school

stations can be upheld.

Many difficulties are encountered in establishing a second

class station at a day school ; amongst these are the observations

to be taken at 9 p.m., the weekly breaks on Saturday and Sun

day, and the holidays ; the last two, of course, interfere with

the continuity of the observations. A greater difficulty than

any of these is , perhaps , theexpense to be incurred in procuring

the required apparatus . These difficulties could, however, be

removed almost entirely by the inauguration of a special class of

school stations. If it were recognised that each school should

have a meteorological observatory, the expenses would be met

without demur by the school authorities, and if arrangements

could not be made to take the required readings during the

holidays it would still be worth while to make observations

during term.

The observations, valuable in themselves, are also of con .

siderable educational value. The boys themselves should make

all the required readings. This secures the interest of the boys

in meteorological observations, and may lead to the establish

ment of many private stations in the future, while the readings

themselves can be treated in such a way as to make them of

much value from the teacher's point of view .

Some observations are more particularly suitable for schools

than others. It would, however, be advisable that all school

stations should make the same set of observations, and to secure

this the authorities at the Meteorological Office might in some

way try to discover the general opinion on this point amongst

teachers themselves. Observations which seem suitable are :

Temperature readings (maximum and minimum , wet and dry

bulb, thermometers) , the rainfall, the barometric height, the

amount of cloud and its kind, the force and direction of the

wind . These observations have been made at the Bridgend

County School for the last two years.
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A method which can be adopted with considerable success is

to allot each separate observation to a separate boy, The

observations, as soon as they are made, should be entered on a

specially prepared sheet of paper kept in some central position .

It is advisable to get each boy to keep a private record of his

own in the form of a graph . This helps to sustain the interest .

The readings of the wet and dry bulb thermometers can be used

to find the dew point, and the humidity of the atmosphere, with

the aid of Glaisher's tables. At the end of each month the

average of such observations as lend themselves to this method

of treatment can be found, while all the readings can be com .

pared with each other, and any connection there may be between

the readings, whether accidental or not , can be discovered and

discussed with the observers. The graphic records are particu.

larly useful for this purpose.

It is somewhat doubtful whether it is wise to estimate the

force of the wind without an anemometer, but its direction and

also the direction of motion of the lowest stratum of clouds

should be observed . The interest of the observers is consider

able, and there has been no difficulty in securing observers for

the holidays ; one or more of the observers usually volunteers to

undertake the task , which of course entails a special journey to

the school each day at 9 a.m.

The desirability of establishing such stations can hardly be

over -estimated , and their worth both to the teacher and boys, as

well as to the science of meteorology, would , I believe, be

considerable.

W. A. WHITTON.

MAY I add a brief footnote to my bibliographical article in

your November issue ? It is rather difficult to keep such lists

• up to date ,” and a good many books have been published

since I compiled this particular list . The following three recent

books imperiously claim a place in even the smallest “ Working

Library of General History. '

( 1 ) Historical Sources in Schools : a Report to the Neiv

England History Association . (The Macmillan Co.) — This is

an excellent book absolutely indispensable to the well - planned

school library and 10 any teacher whose lessons include any

branch of history-ancient , modern , British or American. It is

a good example of the kind of select explanatory bibliography

so convincingly advocated by Mr. H. G. Wells in his “ Man

kind in the Making. '

( 2 ) An Introduction to the History of Western Europe. By

J. H. ROBINSON. (Ginn . ) 75. 6d . — This is the only satisfac

factory book known to me which includes mediaeval and modern

history ( but not ancient history) within a single pair of covers .

Those who prefer to keep ancient history quite separate from

general modern history might use this book as a substitute for

Prof. G. B. Adams's “ European History , ” recommended in my

list ; but it would serve more properly as a supplement than as

a substitute.

(3 ) Readings in European History. Vol . I. Edited by

J. H. Robinson . (Ginn . ) 75.- This is the first adequate

source -book of general history (the first volume extends " from

the breaking up of the Roman Empire to the Protestant

revolt " ), and at once joins the source- books of English history

edited by Professors Colby and Kendall as indispensable to the

teacher of history -- whether he be, from a historical point of

view, expert or layman -- and to the well - equipped school

library. If only our school examination authorities would insert

in their regulations for senior candidates at least “ credit will be

given [this formula might stave off cramming and specially

annotated editions] for acquaintance with such of the original

sources of the period as are included in the source-books of

Colby, Kendall , Powell , Robinson and Warner," what a stimulus

would be given to the real study of history in our schools !

Perhaps I may also be allowed to say that anyone interested

in the subject will find a somewhat fuller list of books bearing

on general history ( about three times as long as that in The

School WORLD) in my “ Student's Note- Book of European

History, 1789-1848 ” (Heffer, 35. 6d. net) , which will , I hope ,

appear before Christmas .

I must also point out that the Editor of the Cambridge

“ Lectures on the Nir eenth Century " should be “ Kirk .

patrick,” not “ Fitzpatrick . "

J. S. LINDSEY .

An Auxiliary Language for International Use.

Will you kindly permit me to give some information to

teachers desiring to investigate the progress made by Esperanto

amongst professors of languages abroad . It is not, of course, a

question of the thought of business men , men of science , and

other such ; the 20,000 addresses of men who approve, which

lie before me, answer that . But teachers really desiring to

make enquiry must have names and addresses. The great diffi

culty is how to select , for in France alone, in fifty large towns,

professors in lycées and colleges are giving lessons either pub

licly or privately ; so I can but append the names of seven who

are, I think, fairly representative professors.

Special teaching books are published in more than one lan

guage ; perhaps the most noteworthy is the “ Cours Commercial

D’Esperanto ,” published by Leon Marissiaux .

It is almost impossible to express the astonishment of teachers

in France, Germany, &c. , when we have to tell them that the

number of teachers in Great Britain who have identified them

selves with Esperanto can be counted on the five fingers of one

hand.

In conclusion , may I add that the British Esperanto Associa

tion , founded October 14th , 1904, has twenty - five affiliated

groups. The Secretary is Mr. Harold Clegg, 14 , Norfolk

Street, Strand . Amongst professors of languages teaching

Esperanto are :

Paris : M. Bourlet , Dr. -ès-Sc. et Mathématiques, Prof.

Ecole des Beaux Arts, 22 , Avenue de L'Observatoire.

Nantes : M. Saquet, 25 , rue de la Poissonerie.

Dijon : M. Meray, 74, Rue J.-J. Rousseau.

Lyons : M. Offret, Prof. des Sciences Facultative, 53, Chemin

des Pins.

Germany : Dr. Mybs, 67 , Markstrasse, Altona.

Belgium : Prof. Massau , 22 , rue Marnix , Ghent.

Russia : Dr. Ostrovski , Polenkinskaja , ul , Jalta , Russia.

E. A. LAWRENCE .

5, Norman Road , S. Wimbledon ,

November 5th, 1904.

Association of Teachers in Technical Institutes.

At a largely attended , representative meeting of teachers

from London polytechnics, technical institutes , and schools of

art , held at the Birkbeck College on October 22nd , Mr. W. J.

Lineham (head of engineering department, Goldsmiths' Insti

tute ) in the chair , it was decided to form an Association of

Teachers of Science, Art and Technology, engaged in the insti

tutions mentioned above, such association ultimately to extend

its membership to institutions in the provinces .

A temporary committee, consisting of Miss Bramham (North

ampton Institute) , Miss Maxlow ( Wandsworth ) , Messrs. Bates

( Brixton ) , Baxter ( Bolt Court ) , F. Churchill ( East London) , J.

B. Coleman (South-western ) , P. Coleman ( Northern ) , G. Dray.

cott ( Borough) , W. Grimwood (Westminster ), G. Harrop ( S :.
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Bride's) , W. J. Lineham (Goldsmiths” ) , C. F. Mitchell (Regent

Street ) , G. Paley-Yorke (Poplar) , S. Starling (West Ham) ,

W. Walters ( Hackney) , and J. Wilson ( Battersea ), was appointed

to draw up rules and constitution, and to report to a meeting

to be held in January, 1905. A temporary subscription was

fixed, and members were enrolled .

J. Wilson, Hon . Sec. pro tem .

Battersea Polytechnic , S.W.

a

which might prove profitable on compulsory retirement from

teaching, give your readers the benefit of his experience ?

A. E. M. Although the writer cannot claim to be in the

position desired by your correspondent, he took a holiday some

years ago as a “ hand" in a corporation lighting station in order to

bring his laboratory knowledge a little more into touch with prac

tice. To become a successful electrical engineer a good training in

mechanical engineering previously is most desirable, if not essen

tial . The responsibilities are often great, and many occasions arise

which call for the exercise of quick initiative which entails an inti

mate knowledge of details. Valuable posts in this department of

electrical work certainly exist , but are only obtained after a

passage through the junior stages , in which the remuneration is

not high . A station may possess perhaps three junior engineers

working in eight-hour shifts in rotation . Such posts carry

with them during duty the entire control of the plant and staff,

and many cases exist in which the salary does not amount to

£ 200 a year, and such posts are generally filled by men under

thirty .

If your correspondent possesses a little capital and a good

deal of business capacity , some post in a firm dealing with

electrical " sundries” will be open to him involving much less

training , but , unless he is fortunate in the choice of his firm , he

will find many trade dealings which make a conscience esta

blished on broad lines a distinct financial asset.

Studies on Hesiod. No. II . The Shield of Hercules .

“ YOUR Reviewer, ” whom I do not care to follow , has

mistaken my references. Let me only say, as Mr. Balfour

about his speeches, “ please to read the pamphlet itself, and not

the comments of perhaps hasty criticism .” Theories, which do

good work as pioneers , certainly until they are verified, must

not be surprised if they get cried down ; mine, however, has this

amount of verification already , that it makes the epithets in

Hesiod at once to have meaning. Hesiod , great and true poet ,

was certainly himself a moralist, as witnessed by his well-known

apophthegms ; or , to go no further, by his beautiful opening

lines ( 1. 10, &c . ) of “ Works and Days.” Without keeping

moral considerations well in the mind , how could Hesiod be

profitably studied ?

Steepleton Rectory, W. F. CORNISH .

Nov. 7th , 1904 .

I CORDIALLY endorse Mr. Cornish's advice. Read the

pamphlet, and then securus iudicet orbis terrarum .

YOUR RevieWER.

>

W. J. T. Would some reader, with experience of school

dramatics, suggest some plays or portion of plays suitable for

production in a mixed school ?

C. M. Walters. W. J. T. may possibly find my experience

useful, though limited . I produced the first four acts of “ A

Midsummer Night's Dream ” with considerable success in a

mixed school . It does not demand great acting powers from

one member of the cast , as do most of Shakespeare's plays , and

with good dressing requires no scenery. We also did on a

somewhat less elaborate scale the chief scenes from “ She Stoops

to Conquer.” I imagine, but have not tried it personally, that

“ The Rivals ” could also be done in parts . A “ chorus ” to

tell the story connecting the scenes is by no means as inept as it

sounds.

If you can find a boy for Shylock , no play is so popular as

" The Merchant of Venice."

*

J. W. Can you tell me where I may obtain a copy of the

monthly paper published in Esperanto, which is mentioned in

the article on Esperanto in the November issue of THE SCHOOL

WORLD ?

EDS.-See the letter by Miss Lawrence (p. 483) .

MUTUAL AID.

The ohject of these columns is to afford teachers the opportu.

nity of asking questions of and giving assistance to colleagues .

The questions received to which replies are solicited will be

printed first ; following these will be the answers which have

been sent in , and , to make such replies intelligible to all readers,

they will be accompanied by the question .

Readers are invited to send answers to any of the questions

asked below by our correspondents.

The questions should deal only with educational matters,

using the expression in a broad sense , and the publication or

otherwise of any question must be left entirely to the discretion

of the Editors.

Questions and answers should be addressed to the Editors of

The School WORLD, St. Martin's Street , London , W.C. , and

should be accompanied by the full name and address of the

sender, though not necessarily for publication . Each question

or answer should be on one side only of a separate sheet of

paper.

QUESTIONS.

F. L. L. Can any reader tell me (a) what is the best wax

to use for coating “ home-made ” lantern -slides ; (6 ) how to

ensure getting a thin even coating of wax on the glass ?

C. M. J. Where can I obtain cheap five figure mathematical

tables, containing logarithms and the natural and logarithmic

trigonometrical functions ?

The only five -figure tables I know contain far more than is

needed for school work , and are consequently too expensive .

J. G. R. Who is the publisher and what is the price of

Woodward's “ Crystallography for Beginners ” mentioned in

The School World for October, 1904 ?

QUESTIONS WITH Answers.

C. H , C. Will any schoolmaster who has taken up some

branch of practical work , such as Electric Lighting, or any work

The School World.

A Monthly Magazine of Educational Work and

Progress.

EDITORIAL AND PUBLISHING OFFICES,

ST . MARTIN'S STREET , LONDON , W.C.

Contributions and General Correspondence should be sent to

the Editors.

Business Letters and Advertisements should be addressed to

the Publishers.

THE SCHOOL WORLD is published a few days before the

beginning of each month . The price of a single copy is sixpence.

Annual subscription, including postage, eight shillings.

The Editors will be glad to consider suitable articles, which, if

not accepted , will be returned when the postage is prepaid.

All contributions must be accompanied by the name and

address of the author, though not necessarily for publication ,
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tary, by Prof.

L. W. Lyde,
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A. G. Haynes,

edited by G.

Carter, 479
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Book of, by Prof. W.

Hughes, new edition by
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II . , by R. Bunting, 359 ; The World,
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479
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Poems, English, Books I. and 11. , by

J. G. Jennings, 197
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Poetry Book , A School, by Dr. W.

Peterson , 235
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Prophets, The Work of the , by R. E.
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Richard 11. , by W. Keith Leask , 34
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Scott, The Lay of the Last Minstrel , by

J. W. Young, 320

Scott's Kenilworth , by Rev. J. H. Fla
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by W. K. Leask, 197
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Alfred , King, Stories from the Life of,
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World, The, by E. M. Wilmot
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Crimea , The War in the, by General Sir
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East Country, The Story of the , by E. S.
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Autograph Iland Maps, The, 35

British Empire, A Survey of the , 237
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359
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Modern , A History of, by H.

Paul , Vols. 1. and 11. , 198

Social Life in , by J. Finnemore,
Vol . 11. , 79
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Books on , by A. N.

Brayshaw, 398

Reader, by E. M. W.

Buxton, 79
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Foundations of, by
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398
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99
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Pendlebury , Scheme B ,
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160

Higher, Worked Problems

in , by W. P. Workman

and R. H. Chope, 238

Macmillan's Picture , vol . i . ,

438

New School , by C. Pendle

bury and F. E. Robinson ,

Part 1. , 360 ; Part II . ,

438 ; by C. Pendlebury

and F. E. Robinson, 438

Pitman's , Scheme A, by W.

H. Higden , 322

Guide to The teach

ing of Scheme

A, Book v. , 323

Problematic, The “ A. L.,

Scheme B, 360

The Story of, by S. Cun

nington , 322
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by “ Tact,” Part 1 , 360

Calculator , Proell's Pocket , 201

Conic Sections and Algebraic Geometry ,

An Elementary Treatise on, by G. H.

Puckle, 200

Decimals and the Metric System , 280

Dynamics, The Tutorial, by Dr. W.

Briggs and Prof. G. H. Bryan , and

edn. , 201

Fourth Dimension , The , by C. H.

Hinton , 32?

Functions, Mathematical, Five-Figure

Tables of, by J. B. Dale , 120

Geometrical Drawing, Examples in, by

V. Le Neve
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tor , 239
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Dissected Models, by T.

Gosset, 281
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Geometry , Analytical, Notes on , by A.

C. Jones , 80

A New, for Junior Forms , by

S. Barnard and J. M.

Child , 160

An Introduction to the Study

of, hy A. J. Pressland ,

238

A School, by H. S. Hall and

F. H. Stevens, Part IV .,

80 ; Parts 1. to V. , 119 ; Part

VI . , 438

Constructive, by J. G. Kerr ,
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mentary Studenis, by E. S.

Boulton , 120
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V. Le Neve Foster and
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Preliminary, by R. Roberts,

322
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Mensuration, by E. Bud .

den , 400
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Classes , by M. Wilson ,

160

Theoretical and Practical ,

Exercises in , by

R. B. Morgan ,

36

for Beginners ,

by C.H. Allcock , Part 111. , 239

Graphs and Imaginaries, by J. G.

Hamilton and F. Kettle, 238

Elementary, by W. M. Baker

and A. A. Bourne , 36

: on the Graphical Representa

tion of Algebraic Functions , by C. H.

French and G. Osborn , 36

Hydro - mechanics, A Treatise on , by

Dr. W. H. Besant and A. S. Ramsay ,

Part 1. Hydrostatics , 280

Integers , Elements of the theory of, by

J. Bowden, 239

Logarithms for Beginners , by C. N.
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bant, 238

Woolwich , Edited
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Practical, A Manual of,
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401
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Mechanism , The Principles of, by H. A.
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edition , 239
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239

Algebra , Advanced Course in , by W.

Wells, 400

An , for Junior Forms, by R. B.

Morgan , 238

Elementary, by W. M. Baker

and A. A. Bourne, Part I. ,

359

Hall's Graphical , Solutions of

the Examples in , by H. S. Hall,

assisted by II. C. Beaven, 401

Algebraical Factors and Methods of

Using Them , by H. R. Birch, 36

Arithmetical Examples , by W. G. Bor

chardt , 160

Arithmetic, by H. G. Willis, Part II . ,

160

Examples in , by C. Pendle

bury and F. E. Robinson ,

438

Exercises in ( Oral and

Written ), by C. M. Tay

lor , Part III. , 360
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>

322

Elementary, by F. R. Barrell,

Section II ., 200 ; of the

Straight Line , Circle and

Plane, Rectilineal Figures ,
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Part II . , 238 ; Plane , Induc

tive and Deductive , by A.

Baker, 120 ; Solutions of

the Exercises in Godfrey

and Siddons', by E. A.

Price, 438
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in , by Mrs. W. N. Shaw ,
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Plane , by J. M. Taylor,
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The Elements of,
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by Dr. W. Sanday, 121
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, Public, in the German Em
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tion of, by Dr. W. Lexis ,

translated by Dr. G. J.
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The Democratic Ideal in , by

R. E. Hughes, 160

The New Movement in , with

Special Reference to Ele

mentary Education , by T.

Mark , 160

The Philosophy of, by Dr.

H. H. Thorne, 224

through Imagination , by M.

McMillan, 281

organization in the British

Isles, An Outline of, 281

English , Pitman's Lessons in , Book II . ,

362
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Rt . Hon . Lord Avebury, 80

Elizabethan Critical , edited , &c. ,

by G. G.Smith, 2 Vols. , 303

Ethics, A Philosophical Introduction to ,

by W. R. B. Gibson , 361

Food , The, of the Gods , and how it

came to Earth , by H. G. Wells, 463

Freehand Outlines , The, of Famous

Men , by H. H. Stephens, Four Books ,

Geometrical Design, by a Drawing In .

spector, Second Edition , 343

Herbart, The Secret of, by Dr. F. H.

Hayward , 201

Hygiene, School , by Dr. R. J. William

son , 323

Industries of To- day , edited by N. A. L.

Lane, 281

Knowledge, General , Items of, com

piled and edited by W. Hughes, 323

Lancashire Children, The School Train

ing and Early Employment of , by E.

T. Compagnac and C. E. B, Russell,
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343 )

Nature Story Studies, 16 sheets , 344

Oxford and Cambridge Year Book,

The, edited by A. W. Holland ,

Part 1 , Oxford ; Part II . , Cambridge,

266

Photo Copies, A. L. Freehand , Book

2a , 439

Poems, Some Shorter Elizabethan, with

Introduction by A. H. Bullen,

186

Longer Elizabethan, by A. H.

Bullen , 186

Preussen , Die Reform des höheren

Schulwesens, edited by Prof. W.

Lexis, 18

Psychology, Genetic, for Teachers, by
Prof. C. H. Judd , 239

Public Schools Year Book , The, 1904,

121

Quotations, Contemporary ( English ) ,

Dictionary of, by H. Swan , 121

Reader, English , Sonnenschein's Second ,

362
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Books I. and vi . , 362
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Book IV. , 161 ; Book V. ,

281
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R. R. C. Gregory, vols. I. to
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Ludgate Standard Authors' ,

edited by R. R. C. Gregory ,

vols. I. and 11. , 240
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tary, Stories from Grimin ,

Books I. and 11., 440 ; All the

Year Round in our Village ,

Books I. and 11. , 440

The “ Temple " Infant, 3

parts, 439

Reading Lesson , Aim and Method of

the, by C. Long , 439

Sand -Work Manual, Drawing, Model

ling, Moulding, the “ A. L. , " by A.

Wadsworth, 202

School , A Modern , by Prof. P. H.

Hanus, 201

Books, TheLudgate, 362

Calendar , The, 1904 , 281

Manager's Handbook, The,

1904.5, by J. King, 288

Royal Alphabet, Primers II . and

III . , 362

Work, The Development of

Power in , by R. E. Hughes ,

240

Schoolmaster's Year Book and Direc

tory, The, 1904 , 80

Schools and School Books , Old - Time,

by C. Johnson , 304

Infant , Regulations for, by M.

Riach, 449

Elementary , The Evolution of

the , of Great Britain , by Dr.

J. C. Greenough , 201

School's Life, A , by the Rev. C. Grant ,

37

Schools, Public , and Public Opinion , by

T. Pellatt , 120

Songs, British , for British Boys, selected

by S. H. Nicholson , 462

Spelling and Dictation Book , Sonnen

schein’s , 362

for Adults, 362

Stirling, High School of, History of the ,

à Budapest, de l'Ecole normale royale

hongroise de dessin et du séminaire
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Blundell's Worthies, by M. L. Banks, 361

Brush-Drawing Cards, Blackie's , by J.

W. Nicol , 3 Sets , 439

The Manipulationof the, as ap

plied to Design, Third Edition , 343
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Design, by H. Cadness, Second Edi

tion , 343

Capitals, Roman , An Alphabet of, by G.
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440

Clay Modelling, Complete, by the late
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Edition and Manual of the, compiled
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Commerce , The Romance and Realm of,

by A. Morris, 361

Cook , The Single - handed , by Mrs. C. S.

Peel , More Recipes, 323

Dialogue, A, by A. H. Gilkes , 239

Diseases, Infectious, Memoranda on , for

the Use of School Teachers, by J. W.

Allen , 281

Drawing and Design, Nature, by F.

Steeley, Two Parts , 240
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cerning the , by Prof. W.

H. Woodward, 345

as Adjustment, by Prof. M.

V. O'Shea , 121

Commercial , Meaning and

Practice of, by C. A.

Herrick , 425

in Scotland , Short Studies
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Lancaster, Joseph, by D. Salmon , 361

L'Education fondée sur la Science , by C.

A. Laisant, 267

Lettering , Bacon's Copy -books on , by

F. Steeley , Parts 1 and 2 , 240

London , School Board for, Final Report
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Louis, St. , International Exhibition ,
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Manhood , The Road to, by W. B.

Thomas, 439

Matriculation Directory, No. XXXVII . ,

361

Midsummer Night's Dream , Story of a ,

440

Morals, Practical , A Treatise on Uni

versal Education , by Dr. J. K.

Ingram , 201

Mosely Education Commission to the

United States of America , Reports of

by A. F. Hutchinson, with a Memoir

of the Author by the Rev. J. M.

Robertson , 462

the, Oct. - Dec. , 1903 , 184

Natal , Colony of, Education Department ,

Reports on Government and State
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470
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Frazer, 436

d'Ulyse , Les Aventures, by G. G. Coul.
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edited by Prof. W. Rippmann, 396

Voltaire , Select Letters, edited by A. E.
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361
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401
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Woodwork, Educational , by A. C.

Horth , 160
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Burkett , F. L. Stevens and D. H.

Hill, 119
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French Unseens , by S. E. Longland, 396

Writer, A First year , by G. H.

Wade, 156

Gasc's Concise Dictionary of the French

and English Languages, Part I ,

French -English, 234

Gautier, Théophile , Prose et Vers, edited

by F. B. Kirkman, 436

Voyage en Italie , edited by de

V. Payen -Payne, 195

German Book , a Second, by H. S.

Beresford -Webb, 33

Elementary, for sight transla

tion , by Dr. R. C. Ford , 234

Strong Verbs and Irregular

Weak Verbs, by C. Heath ,

234
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Exercises in , by E. C.Wessel
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Reader, A, by W. H. Carruth,
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A. Voegelin , 478

Grammar, Conversational, Bed

ford High School, by A. Meyer , 478

Gerstäcker, F. , Germelshausen , edited

by G. M. Lovelace, 234

Gil Blas in the Den of Thieves, edited

by R. de Blanchaud , 33

Goebel , F. , Rübezahl, edited by D. B.

Hurley, 196

Goethe , Egmont, edited by Prof. J. T.

Hatfield, 477

Hermann und Dorothea, edited

by J. F. Schilling, 478

Hermann und Dorothea, edited

by Dr. W. A. Acland, 397

Grillparzer, Der Traum ein Leben ,edited

by E. S Meyer, 396

Hansjacob, H. , Aus dem Leben eines

Unglücklichen, edited by E. Dixon ,

320

Hauff, Wilhelm , Die Geschichte von

Kalif Storch , edited by Prof. A. Weiss,

116, 196

Hugo, Victor, Les Burgraves, edited by
H. W. Eve , 435

Immermann, Die Wunder im Spessart,

edited by Prof. A. Weiss, 196

Jespersen , O. , How to Teach a Foreign

Language, 234

Kohlrausch, F., Das Jahr 1813, edited

by J. W. Cartmell , 116

Laboulaye, Le Château de la Vie, edited

by E. B. le François, 196

Lamartine , Graziella, edited by Dr. A. T.

Baker, 234

Lectures et Mélanges, by W. G. Hartog,

116

Premières, by F. B. Kirkman ,

319

Molière, Les Fâcheux, edited by Mrs.

D'Arcy Collyer, 195

Montaigne, Essays, edited by E. C. Gold

berg, 196

Rostand, E., Les Romanesques, edited
by H. Le Daum , 234

Sand , George, La Mare au Diable , edited

by L. R. Gregor, 78

Saunois, Clémence, La Moqueuse , 196

Scheffel, von , J. V., Der Trompeter von

Säkkingen, edited by E. L. Milner

Barry, 116

Schiller, Der Neffe als Onkel , edited by

H. J. Chaytor, 234

Schücking, Levin , Die drei Freier, edited

by O. Heller, 33

Stern , Adolf, Die Flut des Lebens,

edited by E. M. Prowse , 319

Analysis, Qualitative, Tables for, by

Prof. A. Liversidge, and

edition , 480

Tables , Inorganic Qualitative,

by H. M. Timpany , 399

Animal Studies, by D. S. Jordan, V. L.

Kellogg and H. Heaih , 79

Apparatus, &c. , Chemical and Scientific,

Illustrated and Descriptive

Catalogue of, 80

& c ., Physical, Illustrated and

Descriptive Catalogue of,

470

Astronomy for General Readers, by G. F.

Chambers, 480

Bear, A Little Brother to the , and other

Animal Studies, by W. J. Long, 36

BiologicalWall- Diagrams, Schröder and

Kull's, No. 4, 400

Biology as a Factor in the Teaching of

Morals, by W. Hoskyns -Abrahall,

399

Birds in their Seasons, by J. A. Owen,

481

Botany Rambles, Part 1 , The Spring, 159 ;

Part II . , In the Summer ; by E.

Thomson , 280

Second Stage , by J. M. Lowson ,

200

Brewster, Smith & Co.'s New Pieces of

Apparatus, 280

Buckland, The Frank , Reader, 279

Builders' Quantities , by H. C. Grubb ,

279

Chemical Analysis , Qualitative, Manual

of, by J. F. McGregory, 221

Chemistry, Elementary Practical, by Dr.

F. Clowes and J. B. Cole

man , Part II . , 159

Experimental, A Safe Course

in , by W. T. Boone, 233

Elements of, by Prof. H.

C. Jones, 223

Inorganic, Principles of, by

Prof. H. C. Jones, 223

Physical, Introduction to , by

Prof. J. Walker,

223

Intruduction to the

Study of, by Sir W. Ram .
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Practical , by W. French and
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Kirkpatrick , 268
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321

Comte, Auguste, The Philosophy of, by

Prof. L. Levy.Bruhl , translated by K.
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